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FOREWORD
A sustainable world means working together to create prosperity for all. ...
Even when early innovations start to succeed, it is not uncommon to see growing ...
/Jacqueline Novogratz, founder and CEO of Acumen Fund, 2011/
Conference “Rural Development 2013: Innovation and Sustainability” is an international event
designed to bring together key stakeholders involved in agricultural and food systems, natural resources and
rural development research for discussion on the most important issues impacting our efforts to address the
Challenges of Tomorrow. The importance of collaborating internationally relies upon the communication
and sharing of research results, plans, resources and lessons learned by all international stakeholders.
Rural development originates from combining innovatively a wide range of different and often,
refigured resources, which consequently flow into a set of new activities, interactions, transactions and
networks. Only through a successful mix of technological, social, organizational and institutional elements,
and emerges through stakeholder interaction and learning Innovation occurs. Therefore, the 6th international
conference of Rural Development is orientated to innovations and sustainability.
Innovation – the process by means of which social and economic needs are met with new ideas and
new products, services or business and organizational models are created; they are successfully introduced
into existing markets or are capable of creating new markets. Innovation is a key factor, as in most developed
countries it has long been the main engine for the economic growth, enabling achievement of high business
efficiency and profitability, and rapidly improving quality of life.
Sustainable growth means building a resource efficient, sustainable and competitive economy,
exploiting leadership in the race to develop new processes and technologies, including green technologies
and bio-based economics, using the EU-scale and foreign networks. Such an approach will help to prosper in
a low-carbon, resource constrained world while preventing environmental degradation, biodiversity loss and
unsustainable use of resources. It will also underpin economic, social and territorial cohesion.
It is a great pleasure for us to welcome at our conference the scientists from our neighbouring
countries and those coming from Belgium, the Czech Republic, Estonia, Finland, Germany, Hungary, India,
Ireland, Italy, Kazakhstan, Latvia, Lebanon, the Netherlands, Poland, Romania, Russia, Spain, Turkey, the
Ukraine, the United Kingdom, the United States and other countries.
All the participants will be awarded the possibility to express their attitudes towards the scientific
issues related to the Food Safety and Security, Engineering and Environment of Biosystems, Multifunctional
Approach to Sustainable Use of Natural Resources, Social Innovations of Regional Rural Development
Future and Present Policy of Agriculture and Rural Development.
May this conference be a useful step in meeting the challenges faced by Agricultural, Food system and
rural communities. Proceedings of the International Scientific conference “Rural Development 1” (ISSN
1822-3230 (print), ISSN 2345-0916 (online)) have been published periodically every two years since 2003.
The proceedings are indexed and abstracted in the international databases: Thomson Reuters ISI Web of
Science (since 2005) and Academic Search Complete via EBSCO (since 2009). The research papers meet the
requirements of editorial board and are reviewed by two reviewers under single-blind refereeing process.
The editorial board of the proceedings “Rural Development 2013: Innovations and Sustainability”
hope that the scientific ideas presented in the research papers are meaningful not only for the researchers in
the fields of agriculture and rural development, but also for the students, politicians and decision makers in
the EU, national, regional, local organizations of agriculture and rural development. These ideas will
promote constructive debate and search for new solutions, sharing the experience and will encourage further
cooperation in and sustainability of rural areas development.
Vice-Rector of the Aleksandras Stulginskis University
assoc. prof. dr. Laima Taparauskienė
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Abstract
Public sector today experiences changes nothing less that private sector. Society requires from public sector efficiency, changes of
performance, improving indices of performance (Puškorius, Raipa, 2002). Supply of qualitative services is impossible if organization doesn’n pay any
attention to that. In this process leaders are given the most important role. Tthey are the only persons thoroughly responsible for the organization. So,
quality is important not only to business organizations but institutions of public sector as well. It becomes more and more topical in different areas of
public life and culture as well; the circle of questions and problems tackled by the help of the means of quality increases (Ruževičius, 2010).
Objective of this article is to determine performance of leaders of regions municipality administration applying partial criteria of CAF and determine
areas of leaders‘ performance that should be improved and the means for this improvement.
Key words: performance of leaders, public administration, Common assessment framework (CAF).

Introduction
Quality of performance of manager leader is a core issue not only in business organizations but on institutions of
public administration as well. Recently more and more attention is given to quality of performance of managers and
employees in institutions of public administration, and interested parts of public sector and consumers of services are
raising higher requirements to quality of services provides.
During the last decades both in Lithuania and foreign counties there is especially much attention given to
selection of managers-leaders of public sector organizations and disclosure of their abilities. It is known that such
managers are given not only more powers, space for activity but also more responsibility for the results of performance
is required.
Singleness of organization‘s activity depends on for what results the striving is while implementing and
maintaining management system in accordance with the need of all parts interested. In striving for improvement of the
results of organization‘s performance there is orientation towards eight principles of Common quality management:
orientation towards client, management (leadership), process point of view, involvement of employees, constant
improvement, decision making based on facts, mutually beneficial relationship with suppliers and systemic point of
view. In institutions of public sector as well as in business sector, the main principle of common quality management
and key element of modern management is leadership. Leadership is one of the most important factors in decision
making while satisfying needs of parts interested of public administration institutions. For perfection of
managers‘(leaders‘) performance in sector of public administration there are applied different methods of quality
management. The most applicable model in the courtiers of Middle and East Europe is Common assessment Framework
(further - CAF) (Liukinevičiene, Čalnarė, 2011). In Lithuania the number of organizations applying this model increas
rapidly. With reference to the data of European Institute of Public Administration (EIPA) of February 2013, there were
22 organizations in Lithuania registered as applying CAF.
The main aim of this article is to determine performance of leaders of regions municipality administration applying
sub-criteria of CAF and determine areas of leaders‘performance that should be improved and the means for this.
The tasks of the article are: 1) to analyse the possibilities of Common assessment framework (CAF) application
in public sector; 2) to identify criteria of leaders’ performance assessment based on CAF; 3) to research leaders’
performance empirically and recommend the areas of leaders’ performance improvement.
Research methodology. By scientific research on leaders’ performance assessment, the paper examines
possibilities of Common assessment framework (CAF) practical application. The empirical research was performed
while implementing quantitative research method. Structural questionnaires had been elaborated. The empirical
research was implemented in region’s municipality in 2011. Filled questionaires received from respondents (managers
and employees) by e-mail.
Common assessment framework (CAF) application in organizations of public sector
Quality is inseparable part of public administration development, striving of which evolved from creation of
qualitative product to integration into organization‘s strategy, and a beginning is associated with private sector (Čyžiūtė,
2009).
In discourses of Lithuanian public administration academic and practicians much attention is given to problems
of application and implementation of quality incentives (Raipa, Urbonavičius, 2001; Vanagas, 2000, 2002; Pociūtė,
2002, 2005; Kaziliūnas, 2004, 2006; Ruževičius, 2007, 2010; Civinskas, Kaselis, 2008; Nakrošis, Černiūtė, 2010 et al.).
In 2007 and 2008 the Institute of public policy and management performed researches „Monitoring of implementation
of quality management methods in institutions of public sector“. Thus, analysis of adaptation of quality systems in
public sector reaches more than decade already.
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Sector of public administration becomes more and more modern in seeking delivering services to citizens and
businesses as qualitative as possible and react to their needs and changing business conditions in time. Despite
institutions of public administration are still inert enough, modern methods of management started to be implemented
there, however.
In European Union countries quality management tools are propagated especially actively where such main
principles of management are highlighted: the main assessor of quality is a customer; seeking for quality improvement
should be performed while presenting production by ensuring level of new services, planning, management of
resources; optimization of providing of services of all kinds; management of common quality is not a result of
individual endeavours (Puškorius, Raipa, 2002). Strategy of common quality management (CQM), implementing these
principles in public institutions, is striving for decrease of internal competence in organization, stimulation of teem
work, development of decision making process and decrease of performance input. Common assessment framework is a
result of cooperation of ministers of the European Union responsible for public administration. On application of
general directors of this area the Innovative Public Service Group prepared a version of Common assessment
framework.
Common assessment framework is a method of organization’s self-assessment based on principles of common
quality, which evolved from the EFQM model and German Speyer model. According to the statement Čyžiūtė (2009),
common assessment model is a tool for constant increase of efficiency the results of application of which show
evolution of organization.
One of the objectives of CAF is to help public sector organizations to reach important principles of common
quality management. As the means of common quality management, CAF stimulates application of the main principles
of perfection and strives for improvement of performance of public sector organization in accordance to the eight
principles: orientation towards results; attention to citizens and customers; leadership and stability of objective pursued;
management of processes and facts; education and involvement of employees; continuous learning and development of
performance; development of partnership; social responsibility (BVM išorinis vertinimas, 2010). CAF is the means of
quality management that was designed specially for organizations of public sector, striving for successful systemic
development of their performance. This model is based on the same advanced principles of perfection as the model of
perfection of European quality management fund (EFQM) and requirements of ISO 9001 standard (Arbatauskas, 2009).
CAF method assesses performance of leaders, strategy and planning, management of human resources,
partnership and resources, management of processes and changes, results oriented towards clients and citizens as well
as employees influence to society, results of main activity.
Common assessment framework „represent aspects, that are typical to suitable management of organization in
order the satisfied results to be reached“(Čyžiūtė, 2009). These entire elements are assessed in accordance to the 9
criteria (management/leadership, strategy and planning, people, partnerships and resources, management of processes
and changes, etc.) that are composed of sub-criteria.
Samples presented in the model show how performance organizes according to every criterion acts in advanced
organization. „It is worth to organization to make endeavours for developing those areas of performance where the
biggest gap from advanced organization is determined“ (Arbatauskas, 2009).
Leader of public sector organizations contribute to formation of public policy by presenting advices based on
analysis, horizontal research or insights, also the shoulders of managers-leaders are burdened by responsibility for
implementations of that policy. Therefore it is necessary to make clear ridge in public sector between the role of
political management and role of managers. The main features of organization of public sector, according to which
leaders’ performance is assessed, are: quality of supplied services, stimulation of changes, modernization and
management of changes, activity in legislation, juridical and regulatory areas as well as democratic responsibility
/accountability (BVM, 2006).
In the focus of CAF there is a management of public organization, but not a “quality” of public policy. Thus,
application of CAF is not only assessment of organization by particular criteria, but the means for implementation of
constant development, the means for organization of public sector to determine strong areas of own performance and
those needed improvement, the means to prioritize endeavours of development in the institution and to compare itself
with others. Besides, common assessment framework as well as model business development of European quality
management fond, proposes to organization to evaluate nine factors (criteria) of success, one of which is „leaders’
performance “ or „leadership“.
Reasoning of criteria of assessment of leaders’ performance
As in business sector, activities of public organizations are based on mission-oriented tasks, to meet
stakeholder‘s expectations (Vienažindienė, Čiutienė, Adamonienė, 2012). Besides as well as business organization they
have to reach not only financial results, but align employees with organization goals, improve collaboration and most
critically execute their strategies (Niven, 2008).
One of the main tasks of manager’s performance is to create and maintain direction of organization’s
performance, describe vision, mission, values and strategic objectives by presenting that to organization’s employees.
Hagemann and Strope (2013) indicate that vision creation, leading teams and driving for results are the fundamental
skills of leaders. Manages have to be able not only direct people, but also support people and participate people,
facilitate and empower people (Viitala, 2005). Involvement and participation of employees into the process of
determining of strategic objectives allows reaching better results of personal and organizational performance. Fryer et
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al. (2009) highlight that involvement of interested parties, constant monitoring of activity, warranty of feedback and
constant learning as well as development with reference to the results of assessment of performance are some of the key
features of successful performance in public sector.
Role of leader in creation and implementation of changes in organization. In modern constantly changing
environment new organizational models are being driven by rapid changes (Mullins, 2005). Changes in organizations of
public sector are mostly stimulated not only by political decisions but also by rapid development of technologies,
changes of interested parties. Public management literature often highlights importance of changes in organizations of
public sector and role of manager in creation and implementation of changes (Fernandez and Rainey, 2006).
Competence of management of changes is essential to moving organization towards studies (Kambil, 2010). Hagemann
and Strope (2013) highlight that continuous stream of changes requires flexibility and tolerance. Besides, manager
implements a system of management of organization’s performance. Manager has to warranty that every employee
should understand which objectives the organization is reaching and what results are expected, what are responsibilities.
Warranty of smooth communication and supply of employees with information in time are another tasks of leaders’
performance.
Role of leader in motivation of organization’s employees. Ability to motivate employees properly is one of the
features of manager/leader and one of the tasks of performance. Only properly motivated employees can reveal their
potential and use it in full in striving for organization’s objectives. Recently motivation of employees in institutions of
public sector becomes more and more complicated. Bright (2009) highlights, that manager of public sector should pay
special attention to motivation of employees and strengthening of liabilities. Employees of public sector, more than
business representatives, value supportive working environment (Buelens, Van den Broeck, 2007), organizational
rewards (Wright, 2001), recognition (Van Wart, 2008; De Wall et al., 2012).
Employees of public sector are motivated by leaders’ ability to provide a feedback. Feedback helps employees to
understand better the results of own performance, to assess the needs of development of professional competencies, to
identify and strive for personal and professional goals. All this directly influences custumers for development and
quality of tasks performed (Robbins and Judge, 2008).
Values are overall conviction determining peoples’ decisions and behaviour. Values in organization are longterm belief connecting organization’s members for joint activity and reaching of the objective. Every member of
organization should perceive them, approve them, and follow them. Therefore professional values are the main element
or organization’s culture. Van der Wal et al. (2008) state that system of values remains topical despite there are essential
differences both in organizations of public sector and those of business. One of the tasks of leaders’ performance is
ability to present properly the system of organization’s values to employees, to support coordination of personal and
organizational values systems in striving to warranty successful performance of the organization. Besides, leaders
themselves have to demonstrate their behaviour corresponding declared organizational values.
Leader’s role in cooperation with interested parties. Recently the number of scientific studies grounding the
importance of collaboration in organizations of public sector increases. Public sector organizations have to respond to
several stakeholders, values and interests of which often are contrary (Krueathep et al., 2010). Cooperation could be
treated as a tool allowing warranty of close relationship and developing of partnership with important parts interested.
The more interested parties, the more the organization has to strengthen the cooperation. Manager of public sector
organization through strengthening contributes to increase of organization’s notoriety, cares for organization’s good
reputation and inevitably follows political decisions and, when necessary, contributes to their acceptance.
Research method
The research instrument is structural questionnaires: one is intended for leaders of region’s municipality
administration and another is for employees. The questions devised for the survey were designed to explore the themes
and concepts indentified in the analysis of the literature reviewed above. The questions in the prepared questionnaires
are divided into two parts:
 first part – the main, which is composed of assessment of the results of managers’ performance (leadership) in
accordance to the presented partial criteria of CAF tat include participation in creation of organization’s mission, vision
and values, system of management of activity and changes, as well as employees’ motivation and satisfaction;
 second part – demographic data: respondents’ gender, age and experience in the organization under research.
The results of leader’s performance evaluation in accordance to the sub-criteria have been presented calculating
averages of assessments of managers and employees in points.
During the research there were 188 employees working in the region’s municipality, 27 of which are managing
employees – managers of administrative and structural subdivisions. During the research there were 20 filled
questionnaires received from managers and 105 from employees.
Characteristic of the participants of the research: 78,57 percent women and 21,43 percent men; respondents’
experience: 57,14 percent mere than 5 years, 28,57 percent are working from 1 to 5 years.
Research results
The results of assessment of the region municipality administration’s leaders’ performance in accordance to the
criteria presented in CAF methodology are presented in Table 1. Performance of region municipality administration
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leaders was assessed by organization’s employees themselves (both managers and ordinary employees), who
understand best the problems related to their work and possibilities of their tackling.
Table 1. Assessment of performance of region municipality administration leaders according to presented criteria, average in points
Average of Average of
Criteria
Partial criteria
leaders’
employees’
assessment assessment
1.1. Indicate a
a) Involve interested parts and employees to creation or organization’s mission
82.60
81.31
direction of
and vision.
performance to
b) Involve employees and, if possible, consumers of products and services to
68.50
67.92
organization by
process of acceptance of common values and stimulate their observing.
creating its
c) Based on mission and vision, strategically develop organization by
75.56
67.67
mission, vision
involving employees and other important parts interested to process of
and values.
determination of strategic objectives.
d) Set standards of good management in organization.
77.56
44.83
e) Convey mission, vision, values and strategic objectives to important parts
67.00
66.58
interested, including employees.
Total assessment of criterion
65.66
1.2. Create and
implement system
of organization’s
activity and
change
management.

a) Develop organization’s structure and procedures with reference to its
strategy and objectives.
b) Ensure that everyone in organization should understand objectives and
criteria for their achievement.
c) Ensure clear distribution of tasks and responsibilities and create assumptions
of inter-divisional cooperation.
d) Ensure efficient daily actions by differentiating tasks and resources in
accordance to priority.
e) Determine and implement necessary changes of services.

79.10

75.71

77.00

76.42

75.00

57.92

72.00

57.42

75.50

60.00

f) Ensure that leaders and employees could receive information needed for
their daily work.
Total assessment of criterion

82.67

66.79

1.3. motivate
organization’s
employees, help
them and make
the running.

a) Serve as model of behaviour to employees and act observing organizational
values.
b) Develop their role, propose to provide feedback because of behaviour of
managers.
c) Supply employees with help and feedback because of their striving for
perfection and quality of jobs performed.
d) Support innovations and organizational learning culture by supporting
development initiatives.
e) Acknowledge and reward endeavours of individuals and groups.
f) Pay attention to personal situation and needs of employees.
Total assessment of criterion
1.4. Cooperate
a) Care for political decisions that are influencing organization, and contribute
with politicians
to their acceptance.
and other parts
b) Develop partnership and relations with important parts interested.
interested in
c) Strive for the organization should be known and thus contribute to its
striving to ensure
reputation.
division of
d) Participate activities of professional associations, nets of managers and
responsibility.
groups of interests.
Total assessment of criterion

65.71
73.20

51.77

59.50

45.73

68.10

47.79

75.80

58.27

58.10
65.60
87.00

44.77
44.62
48.83
84.17

83.50
89.00

74.77
86.25

53.13

71.33
79.13

It should be noted that, as in every organization, in the administration of region municipality under research the
main attention should be given to the results obtained.
Summarizing data of empirical research it could be stated that the weakest areas of performance of district
municipal administration leaders are motivation, involvement of employees and citizens and presentation of
information, attention to management quality and values. Therefore, in striving for increase of efficiency of
performance in administration of region municipality these areas are necessary to be improved.
Detailing areas of region municipality administration for improvement is recommended:
To develop region municipality administration’s and its activity management system: to apply Common
assessment framework in administration as the means of stimulation of quality management in striving for development
of performance of region municipality administration; to create detailed strategy of region municipality administration,
to set more clear and wide objectives (oriented towards both working activity, employees of municipality and parts
interested) and values; to determine criteria of efficiency of performance of region municipality administration and
inform employees and parts interested about them; to stimulate leaders of structural subdivisions of region municipality
administration for constructive cooperation with subordinates and vice versa.
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To determine region municipality administration’s parts interested, study their needs, develop their involvement:
to gather systematically information on present and future needs and expectations of parts interested (employees,
politicians, citizens); tolerate region municipality administration’s strategic plan of performance to the needs of parts
interested; to create possibility for citizens to present proposals (in website) on the work performed and development of
the services provided.
To develop region municipality administration’s management of human resources (by orienting towards
employees): to stimulate employees to discuss what new methods and procedures could be applied in the work and how
they should be performed; to measure level of employees’ satisfaction in working conditions, to perform surveys; to
develop working conditions by investing into creation of ergonomic work places.
To develop management of region municipality administration’s information and knowledge: together with parts
interested prepare principles of management of information and knowledge that corresponds needs of parts interested;
to create informational system, data of which should be available to every customers to whom it is necessary;
Analysis of the results of respondents’ opinion on leaders’ performance with all factors oriented towards if makes
a possibility to determine values of quality of strategic management. Manager who takes position of leader becomes
more confident in himself/herself and perceives own value, therefore these features could be named as results of
leadership capabilities but not the reasons.
Planned, purposeful and inspiring performance of region municipality administration’s management and
managers or subdivisions in striving to maintain stability of organization’s objective in constantly changing
environment also contributes to development of organization. Leaders of region municipality administration have to
form mission, vision and values required for long-term success of municipal administration and motivate employees of
municipality to strive for organization’s objectives.
It is important to pay attention to political aspect of application of CAF in regions municipality. Municipal
council makes decisions that are implemented by municipal administration. Administration is managed by director who
is an official of political trust. This means that performance of administration depends on political mainstreams.
Common assessment framework is the mean that helps organizations of public sector in Europe to use efficient
methods of quality management for development of performance. CAF is a simple, easy applicable and suitable method
of self-assessment of organizations of public sector. This method could be applied in different circumstances, for
example, as part of systemic program of reform, or as the means for determining of new direction for development of
state service organizations. Besides, attractiveness of the model is also determined by the possibility to receive quality
certificate and hopes to increase efficiency of performance and improve performance results. Coordination of few
assessment models related to the system of activity management and regular this application could help managers of
region municipal administration to analyze success and failures, to perceive own strengths and to form skills needed.
Conclusions
Common assessment framework in the means that was specially created for organizations of public sector
striving for systemic development of their performance, and represents aspects typical to proper management of
organization in order to reach satisfactory results. Application of CAF is not only assessment of the organization by
particular criteria, but also the means for implementation of constant development, the means for the organization of
public sector to determine strong areas and those needed development of own activity, the means to prioritize
endeavours of development in the institution and to compare itself with others.
After performance of assessment of performance of leaders of region municipality administration under research
and assessment of the organization’s results oriented towards employees in accordance to the CAF methodology there
were determined the weakest areas of performance of leaders of region municipality administration under research:
motivation, involvement and information of employees and citizens, attention to management quality and values. In
striving to increase performance efficiency in administration of region municipality, those areas are necessary to
improve: to improve regions municipal administration’s and its performance management system; to determine region
municipality administration’s parts interested, to investigate their needs, to develop their involvement; to develop region
municipality administration’s management of human resources (by orienting towards employees); to develop
management of region municipality administration’s information and knowledge.
After implementation of the means proposed for development in region municipal administration there will be
increased the extent of involvement of pats interested into the processes of creation, supply of municipal services and
decision making, service of citizens will be improved, new channels of internal communication will be created, good
working conditions will be ensured in all structural subdivisions of region municipality administration.
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Abstract
In development of modern Lithuanian countryside, special attention is given to development of rural areas, which is based on social
entrepreneurship oriented towards development of social economy in countryside by strengthening competitive abilities of rural areas. Therefore
social entrepreneurship should be related to a model alternative to business as new form of socio-cultural activity that gives an alternative to
responsible social behaviour and instrument of adaptation that ensures connection between investment and territorial development.
The article analyzes influence means fostering competencies of social entrepreneurship in the context of territorial development. Based on the
analysis performed, there are highlighted marks influencing competencies of social entrepreneurship and factors fostering entrepreneurship
competencies in rural areas.
Key words: social entrepreneurship, entrepreneurship competencies, territorial development.

Introduction
Present period is described as a society of knowledge and organizations, which is formed and organized by
principles of responsibility and obligations. Organization became specialized because that is determined by its purpose.
If there is a family, a community or society, then organizatios operates. Organizations are becoming the only entities
that can take care of society and community; therefore they became fully responsible for the influence of their activity
on environment from political, economical, social, ecological and cultural points of view. If organization has no
competencies in the areas mentioned, it becomes irresponsible and in some extent dangerous to society.
Analysis of organizations entrepreneurship showed that not only organizational entrepreneurship becomes topical
today, but also a social entrepreneurship that is related to a model alternative to business as a new form of socio-cultural
activity that gives alternative to responsible social behaviour as instrument of adaptation that ensures connection
between investment and territorial development.
Entrepreneurship is inextricably related to business as economical activity, where business makes bigger accent
on economy’s field and direction of activity; entrepreneurship is related to quality of activity and value of the result
sought in the future.
Business is an important element of economical development; however business development towards
economical direction only does not warranty quality of lifestyle and territorial development. It is necessary to pay more
attention to social partnership by coordinating activities of private, state and public sectors in the directions of
organizations functionality and development of sharing activity of organizations in the context of strengthening of
competitive abilities.
Modern business overruns a line of economical sample. Therefore, while analyzing, it is necessary to retract
strict orientation towards the only type of resources – finances, and to introduce a set of different operative systems that
are aggregating social, cultural, economical, fostering, intellectual, ecological and other factors.
Thus, global economics forms wider understanding of society, which is formed through connections’ network
and organization of cooperation inside it. The concept of community as undivided social system is innovation, members
of which are entrepreneurial, organizational competence is based on coordination of constant learning and acting by
ensuring and keeping relationship between public, private and non-commercial sectors.
In striving to describe their purpose and place in statehood of organizational model, entrepreneurship of
community organizations as social ability of partnership and cooperation that marks a divide between state public
policy and the third sector as formation of conceptual space based on principles of incentives “from bottom” by
foreseeing evolution of future development and taking long-term liabilities, was analyzed by D. Bondonio (2000),
K. Pickering (2000), M. C. Diochon (2004), R. E. Miles (2005), K. Cowling (2005), A. M. Peredo (2006), P. Tracey
(2005), S. G. Sutton (2006), D. B. Audretsch (2007), C. Henry (2007), T. Gliedt (2007), H. M. Haugh (2007),
Ch. Zografos (2007), J. Whitford (2007), E. Yujuico (2008), R. Huggins (2008), D. L. Poole (2008), D. Brownlie
(2009), J. Defourny (2010), M. Mendell (2010), D. Neumark (2010), O'Leary D. E. (2010), M. C. Torri (2010),
C. Tremblay (2010) and other scientists.
Trying to reveal the importance of cognition competences, as well as operational functioning and the
competences of public social activity, education and vocational training, lifelong learning in the context of learning
organizations and formation of proffesionalism and knowledge management were analyzed by P. Senge (1990),
R. M. Kanter (1995), M. Ryan (1995), P. Jones, C. Osterweil and D. Whitehead (1996), T. Dickson and G. Bickerstaffe
(1997), L. Jovaiša (1997), H. V. Perlmutter (1997), M. Pedler and K. Aspinwall (1998), P. L. Berger (1999),
S. Grigaliūnienė (1999), P. Jucevičienė and D. Lepaitė (2000), Г. П. Щедровицкий (2000), A. Tiwana (2002),
R. Rinne (2003), B. Anužienė (2005), R. Laužackas, E. Stasiūnaitienė, M. Teresevičienė (2005), L. Iandoli,
H. Landström, M. Raffa (2007) et al.
For a long time the issue of countryside in Lithuania was studied only in agrarian aspect in social sciences.
(Agrosocialinių mokslų ..., 2007). New attitude towards countryside, its topic as the study object, not only in aspect of
agrarian economy but also social, cultural and development of environment protection of rural areas aspects especially
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manifested after restoration of Lithuanian independence. It is scientific studies related to euro-integration processes,
oriented towards harmonious and balanced rural development. Scientific research studies of M. Treinys, J. Čaplikas,
L. Milčius, A. Baležentis, M. Dargvainis, M. Genienė, A. Poviliūnas, V. Atkočiūnienė, R Melnikienė, J. Vainauskas,
D. Skarbalius and similar works are attributed to this trend (Kaimas lūžio ..., 2008).
The above mentioned scientific studies actualize the significance of social movement, reveal the assumptions of
historical – cultural social development, which influenced organizational model and traditions of European lifestyle,
describe the place of social organizations in processes of rural development, highlight competencies determining
education and professional excellence as well as professionalism and so on. However, the studies on fostering of social
entrepreneurship competencies of rural areas in point of view of territorial development neither were found.
The problem is actualized and based on the following: fostering of rural social entrepreneurship competencies in
the context of territorial development.
Goal of research – to highlight factors marks influencing social entrepreneurship competencies in rural areas and
factors fostering entrepreneurship competencies.
Study object – social entrepreneurship competencies in rural areas.
Study methods – analysis of scientific studies and documented sources, contentanalytical, systematization
filling.
Researches results
According to R. M. Kanter (1995), world’s modern society as world’s class became polarized in global economy.
Cosmopolites, advantage and strength of which in economy is based on mastering of three K, are attributed to one pole:
 concept – modern knowledge and innovations in striving for competitive advantage;
 competence – ability to adapt knowledge in practice and invest effectively;
 communication – ability to cooperate in local, national and international level.
The author attributes communities to second pole despite abilities of many communities are average and
interrelationship is developed in a narrow circle only. Because of this in many cases communities are dependant on
decisions taken by cosmopolites. Therefore, mastering of three K is necessary in community level as well as:
 formation and implementation of future concepts – by investing into innovations;
 formation and development of competencies – by investing into professionalism;
 maintenance of relations – by investing into partnership and cooperation.
In society of knowledge and organizations, knowledge becomes the main means. According to the statement of I.
Trinkūnienė (2007), knowing is not objective but socially conditioned. Everything what human thinks or knows already
is only interpretation that depends on his/her living environment. However no knowledge produces and creates anything
by itself. In economical point of view it is valuable only insomuch it is realized in creation of new value. Knowledge
and abilities become valuable only by performing some purposeful activity. This is highlighted by H. V. Perlmutter
(1997) as well, who states that in point of view of knowledge any organization pretending to become competitive in
worldwide market in becoming global civilization must orient its activity towards global topic, standards, and to
develop three main abilities in paradigm of development: mindset of global civilization; literacy of global business;
understanding of traditional culture as a condition of inter-cultural communication.
In general terminology, training is usually understood as different ways and methods of influence in striving to
give some knowledge acquire skills and develop abilities. Usually training is associated with terms of enlightenment,
formation and education. Notional and meaningful partitions of these terms are presented by S. Grigaliūnienė (1999),
where:
 enlightenment – enlightenment, which antecedently serves to academic sphere, is attributed to replicate
notoriety;
 formation – doing in order to grow, which antecedently serves to sphere of summarizing abilities, is intended
to develop springs/nature;
 education – enabling, a phenomenon that purports to experiential – practical filling activity, is attributed to
overcome narrowness.
These issues are studying and analyzing educological and professional sciences by forming competencies of
intellectual education and professional activity.
Descriptions of competencies presented by R. Laužackas (2005) and his colleagues in informal and self training
as well as structure of professional competency presented by B. Anužienė (2005) allow qualifying an employee in
accordance to:
 knowledge acquired that are required to perform a work;
 practical skills and abilities required to plan and perform works properly;
 practical experience that ensures productive and efficient work.
It is knowledge, skills and personal and professional abilities in creation of European organization of
qualifications in lifelong learning which are emphasized by the Commission of the European Union (Komisijos
personalo ..., 2005). P. Jucevičienė and D. Lepaitė (2000) grounded the concept of competencies on relationship of
formation and management, where competencies are fostered in the process of knowledge and activity, in dependence
of integration on external environment.
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Following the insights of the authors presented above it could be stated that competencies are determined by:
 marks of knowledge that condition fostering of individual’s knowledge competencies;
 marks of fostering functioning that condition fostering of individual’s and organization’s fostering functioning
competencies;
 marks of social fostering that condition fostering of individual’s and organization’s public social fostering
competencies.
In this point of view, entrepreneurship is a qualitative expression of activity based on individual and
organizational abilities to function in described business system by integrating social, cultural, economical, fostering
and intellectual factors, creating competitive product or service that increases value added of activity territory.
Analogically, social entrepreneurship is an objective of social lifestyle (lifestyle quality as objective of systemic
fullness) realized by summarizing organizational activity oriented towards formation of sociality and organization of
self-governance as well as fostering of professionalism in populated locality when there is a value added created that
warranty multiplicity of lifestyle conditions, life quality and vitality of populated locality.
Marks of knowledge, fostering functioning and social activity manifest as historical-cultural assumptions for
fostering of entrepreneurship competencies which, in formation of social entrepreneurship, are related with:
 formation of a character who forms progress that is determined by factors fostering knowledge competencies;
 development of organizational activity that is determined by factors fostering competencies of fostering
functioning
 formation of partnership and cooperation principles that are determined by factors fostering public social
fostering competencies.
Analysis of principles of formation and professional training showed that fostering of knowledge competencies is
related to the terms of education and profession, where:
 formation of education competencies includes: formation of overall-systemic attitude, perception in a system
of knowledge and activity by highlighting natural and existential areas of human lifestyle; formation of cooperation
basics by highlighting social reality and reality of activity in a sense of prospect; strengthening of spiritual and mental
powers as well as intellectual development by giving sense to general values and importance of change of generations;
formation of system of economical, management, sociological, juridical and other knowledge by actualizing
significance of knowledge, skills and abilities as well as constant learning;
 formation of professional competencies includes: heightening of vocation and designing of direction and area
of activity; assignment to working area performed by planning of idea’s implementation; socialization performed by
adjustment and adaption of designed and planned results in working and social environment; revise of knowledge, skills
and abilities performed by organization of implementation of ideas.
Therefore fostering of social entrepreneurship knowledge competencies is determined by educationalprofessional factors that consist of:
 formation of overall-systemic attitude towards lifestyle and heightening of vocation that requires general (in a
broad sense) education knowledge and orientation in modern world as well as act in society;
 formation of a system of economical, management, sociological, juridical and other knowledge that requires
assignment to working area, mastery of speciality and ability to organize business;
 formation of fostering skills that requires organization, leadership and management knowledge as well as
ability to design development prospects and prepare implementation programmes.
Educational-professional factors form intellectual competencies of educated, cultured human who knows global
doctrines and is able to orient and function in modern socio-cultural environment.
Analysis of characteristics and disciplines of learning organization as well as requirements of lifelong learning
showed that fostering functioning of individual and organization is determined by organizational-fostering factors that
include:
 general competencies, oriented towards world-view, knowledge, behaviour that form competencies of
educated person;
 special competencies, oriented towards craft, business area and theoretical knowledge forming competencies
of mastering of specialty;
 professional competencies, oriented towards activity, practical knowledge forming competencies of
professional character.
Therefore fostering factors of organizational-fostering social entrepreneurship competencies consist of:
 open formation of social and personal matters and social coordination that is performed by public presentation
of personal ideas and highlighting of priorities of populated locality;
 long-term prospective prediction of future of populated locality performed by designing of social project and
analysis of the state and tendencies of local resources (material and immaterial);
 preparation of the program for implementation of social project performed by strategic designing of social
activity by coordinating it with European, national and local self-government concepts and strategies;
 preparation of the means and planning of actions for implementation of the program performed by preparation
of short-term annual social activity work plans and organization of their performance by coordinating all this with local
population;
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 qualifying revise of program projects, ways and methods of implementation and human resources performed
through publicizing of social activity and organization of exploratory researches in the populated locality.
Organizational-fostering factors of social entrepreneurship form management competencies that create
possibilities for professional activity in the described business area.
Analysis of knowledge meaning in the process of organization’s renewal, informational and knowledge
management structures based on value, assumptions of synergy creation in organization and organization of
qualification competencies showed that competencies of social activity are conditioned by cultural-technical factors
fostering competencies of public spirit, mastery and ownership that in public activity are based on status of “human” as
citizen, employee and habitant.
Competencies of citizen, as society member, can be described by qualitative modus of human lifestyle as
following:
 individual, protector and bearer of nation’s traditions, experience and heritage;
 person, guarantor of realization of activity projects;
 personality, source of new ideas and activity formations.
Mastery competencies of employee, as organization’s member, can be described by specialization levels:
 performance direction, when activity is based on speciality knowledge acquired for constant fixing and
development of professional activity;
 organization-performance direction, when activity is based on practical engineering organization for security
of activity functioning;
 organization-consulting direction, when activity is based on re-functioning of activity, formation of different
future activity.
Habitant, as owner, can be described by mastering of citizenship and mastery competencies, the person who
obligates, acts and takes responsibility for:
 formation of prospect of populated locality;
 improvement of lifestyle and work quality in the populated locality;
 education and formation of young generation in striving for change of generations;
 personal society members learning and formation of valuables provisions.
Cultural-technical factors fostering competencies of social activity determine status of social activity, practical
abilities and skills as well as valuable provisions.
Marks influencing social entrepreneurship make assumptions for formation of sociality, organization of selfgovernment and fostering of professionalism and also give prominence to significance of social entrepreneurship as
social phenomenon.
Factors fostering entrepreneurship competencies determine development of social organization, development of
activity summarizing organizations and strengthening of competitiveness of locality as well as condition necessity of
social entrepreneurship as progress of human activity.
Marks fostering social entrepreneurship and factors fostering entrepreneurship competencies manifest as the
means of influence for professional performance in directions of multiplicity of lifestyle conditions, improvement of
quality of lifestyle and vitality of populated locality.
Scale of human activity recently expanded so that we have to analyze activity results in the context of form,
dependence of objects and functions that highlight its reality, history.
In the XX century, a perception was formed that culture as a system of virtues, manners, orientations,
provisions, expectations and knowledge manifests not only as mechanism of natural regulation of behaviour and modes
(determinations), but as a result of artificial – technical programmed mind activity.
Obviously it is needed to refuse just naturalistic attitude towards processes of social stratification and roles of
social differentiation. It is necessary to acknowledge that principle and mechanism of stratification can be neither
primary nor basic. The use of one or another organized activity as instrumental function means that it was succeeded to
include it into more sophisticated profile of activity in knowledge and, due to knowledge, to oppose it to other
organizations: goals, valuables, tasks, situations, operations and other. Selection of one or another way, which means a
change of matter – thing into activity elements - organizations, depends on the knowledge that is mastered already.
Knowledge in a broad sense manifests as a frame of future activity, as the matter that describes meaning and purpose of
different elements.
Modern society is no longer stratified in accordance to the fact of mastery of activity means or conditions, but in
accordance to knowledge on activity conditions and way and form of use of technical means. Knowledge on what ways
of use are the most efficient in constantly changing social and market situation manifests as the fact of formation of
scalability structures.
There are many historical studies and descriptions on how a modern type of economical human aroused in the
Europe during the period of four hundred years. However the second side of the XX century brought many essential
changes. On the one hand, the experience of realization of intensive economical programmes and social development
was gathered. On the other hand, we are becoming the participants of change of modern post-industrial society’s
anthropological portrait – economical human, to whom a phrase “we know what he wants” is intended, gives the place
to mosaic human, as participant of modern infrastructural activity, society, network organization, and a phrase „we
know how to do that“.
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Conclusions
Social entrepreneurship is determined by social – cultural, social – economical and social fostering assumptions
formed during the historical development, which are based on formation of sociality, organization of self-government
and fostering of professionalism in nowadays, in joint of the future and the past. Social entrepreneurship is a complex
formation that requires systemic – holistic attitude towards foresight of prospect insights, projecting of social ideas and
organization of summarizing activity as well as strategic development of populated locality.
Social entrepreneurship manifests as social phenomenon that could be recognized as human activity that is
necessary to be organized as well. Therefore social entrepreneurship is also determined by influence means fostering
entrepreneurship and entrepreneurship competencies, which consist of marks of knowledge, fostering functioning and
social activity as well as educational-professional, organizational-fostering and cultural-technical factors.
Marks fostering social entrepreneurship give prominence to significance of social entrepreneurship as
development of social phenomenon by forming resources to reproduction of social lifestyle conditions. Factors fostering
entrepreneurship competencies condition social entrepreneurship as a necessity of progress of human activity by
forming human resources for enabling of multiplicity. Marks fostering social entrepreneurship and factors fostering
entrepreneurship competencies manifest as the means of influence for professional activity that determine development
of organization, summarize development of organizational activity and strengthening of territorial competitiveness.
Analysis of theoretical means of influence of fostering of entrepreneurship competencies showed that fostering of
entrepreneurship competencies is based on economical laws of industrial manufacturing market, directions or
organization’s development and integration of activity into environment. When fostering of entrepreneurship
competencies in organizational level is based on economical activity then in territorial point of view social activity
plays very important role as well. Therefore territorial development oriented towards development of organizational
activity and activity summarizing organizations as well as strengthening of self-government become the centre axis in
fostering of social entrepreneurship competencies. As fostering of social entrepreneurship competencies in territorial
point of view is not analyzed in principle, this article highlights only the object places that require more deep and
comprehensive analysis and systemic studies.
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Rural Communities Public Project Valuation Using Cost-Benefit Analysis
Jurgita Baranauskiene, Vilija Alekneviciene
Aleksandras Stulginskis University, Lithuania
Abstract
Public projects of rural communities are being prepared and implemented in order to create social benefits for rural society – to improve
living and working conditions in rural areas and to protect the environment. Every financial option must be evaluated and substantiated before the
right investment decision is made. The evaluation of public projects is complicated by a complex evaluation of social benefits for the society. The
method of cost-benefit analysis is used for evaluating public projects of rural communities. This article reviews problematic questions of public
projects’ evaluation raised in scientific literature, provides the methodology of cost- benefit analysis and evaluates investment options for public
projects of rural community.
Keywords: public project, social benefits, cost-benefit analysis, rural community.

Introduction
Most often in order to evaluate public projects a method of cost-benefit analysis is used in which the investment
costs and project-created benefits are being evaluated in net present value (NPV). Cost-benefit analysis is a systematic
quantitative evaluation method of investment projects which allows to indicate and evaluate project’s long-term
financial, economic and social consequences, including benefits and losses. The main purpose of such analysis is to
show the benefits of the project, compare it to the investments and evaluate the risk of project implementation.
Public projects of rural communities are being implemented in order to improve living and working conditions
for people living in rural areas. Public projects of rural communities can be dedicated to improve the development of
the infrastructure for public use, create leisure, sports or entertainment bases, improve medical services, health care,
security of society’s members, child care and education system, promote environment protection and ecology, etc. The
members of the community decide which demands are relevant for them to satisfy. After that an investment project is
being prepared and evaluated. Evaluation of public projects for rural communities is difficult due to created social
benefits of the project, which is the main goal of such project, i.e. creation of social welfare for members of rural
community. Rather than in business projects, in most cases public sector projects do not generate revenue, and social
benefits for the society which are created by such projects are difficult to indicate and evaluate in monetary units.
The scientific literature often raises a question – is it reliable to use the method of cost-benefit analysis when it
comes to evaluate a complex, future-oriented project having many unknown factors? Is it possible to measure all social
benefits that are created by the public project? Is a right decision made after the public project is evaluated using the
method of cost-benefit analysis?
Object of research – evaluation of public projects of rural communities.
Goal of research – after analyzing and summarizing the problematic questions about the valuation of public
projects raised in scientific literature and exploring the method of cost-benefit analysis, to evaluate the investment
options for public projects of rural community.
Tasks of the research:
1) to analyze and summarize the problems which occur while evaluating public projects;
2) to provide the methodology of cost-benefit analysis which is applied while evaluating public projects of
rural communities;
3) to evaluate investment options of public projects of rural community using the method of cost-benefit
analysis.
Methods of research. In order to reach the goal and conclude the research tasks the analysis and synthesis of
scientific literature, systematization of information, comparative analysis and summarizing methods were used. Public
projects of rural community were evaluated using the method of cost-benefit analysis.
Limitation of research. Selection criteria and estimation problems of the social discount rate, used for public
project’s cash flows discounting, are not analyzed in this research.
Problem Areas of Public Projects’ Valuation
The method of cost-benefit analysis which is based on the Neo-classical welfare theory is being used to evaluate
public projects; this method allows to evaluate not only direct benefits of consumption or production, but also to
indicate external effects – indirect benefits for the society.
The method of cost-benefit analysis of Neo-Classicism is still being used in empirical researches which reveals
the advantages and disadvantages of this method raising scientific disputes. The scientists point out the following
advantages of cost-benefit analysis applied in public projects’ valuation: (Hanley, Spash, 1993; Nyborg, 2000;
Boardman et al., 2006; Pearce, 2006; Baranauskiene, 2013; Parks, Godway, 2013).
 the method includes the systematic financial, economic and risk evaluation;
 the method allows to evaluate not only financial revenue generated by the projects, but also to indicate social
benefits which is expressed in monetary measuring units;
 the evaluation results are clear and comparable because monetary measure is used.
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A pursue to include monetary measure of social phenomenon into project evaluation shows the view of
economic politics towards the environment and social welfare. Besides, the economists and society should know the
value of environment protection and social welfare (Hanemann, 1994). The involvement of outer factors into costbenefit analysis reflects a broader view towards the evaluated projects and the advantage of such analysis is that all
social benefit factors must be analyzed in details and evaluated thoroughly (for example, in multi-criteria analysis the
data can be related in more simpler way with less analysis) and this method shows how much the society is willing to
pay for social benefits. Comprehensive factor analysis reveals project risks, possible losses or synergies (Nooij, 2011).
Monetary evaluation is important when it is necessary to make final decision of public projects’ ranking, but no
less important is to provide understandable information for the society about the public project which often determines
how many members of the society will receive social benefits created by the project. In this perspective the costbenefit analysis looses its attractiveness. The information obtained from cost-benefit analysis is not suitable for society
debates about public projects’ implementation. Still, a set of indicators measured by non-monetary units has to be
prepared for the society (Nyborg, 2000).
The criticism of cost-benefit analysis splits into 2 directions: 1) related with theoretical substantiation of value,
2) related with correct indication of numeric expression of social benefits. From the theoretical perspectives the method
of cost-benefit analysis does not always reveal social benefits due to incorrect selection of priorities, i.e., the most
important values – ecology, durability, fair allocation, and social welfare – are not always recorded. In such way costbenefit analysis can be used in order to confirm the trends of public politics and exempts public policy makers from
responsibility (Parks, Godway, 2013). The biggest critics of cost-benefit analysis is related with the fact that Neoclassical view is based on utilitarianism ethics but in practice many individuals are guided by deontological view
or juridical substantiation when it comes to make the decisions (Thaler, Sunstein, 2008). Still, the Neo-classical
view to the value differs from the view of representatives of Classical economic theory, who focus their attention
on direct benefits, meanwhile the value of concept by Neo-classicism theory already includes alternative benefits
such as ecological, social, cultural, etc.
The second direction of criticism of cost-benefit analysis is the immeasurability of social benefits. The costbenefit analysis seeks to indicate economic internal return rate and net present value after evaluating the outer effects of
the project – social benefits to the society. Social benefits have to be expressed in monetary units, calculating the project
effects for all society members. In many cases it is difficult to precisely calculate the social benefits of the project,
because it is difficult to measure it in monetary units and outer effects of the project have to be measured in other
quantitative or qualitative measuring units. Use of monetary units in order to measure social benefits, related to social
welfare for society members, human health and environmental protection, raises some problems. At first social benefit
factors must be indicated which allows to predict social consequences of investment activity (Hanley, Spash, 1993).
The scientists raise the following questions: which effects of the project are economically substantiated, which
consequences of the project have to be taken into the account, is the social benefit real and relevant? One thing is clear –
there has to be at least one individual which is in better or worse situation. Those consequences that are beneficial for
people are relevant (and accountable). Environmental consequences influence people through ecological function.
Calculated values include social benefits and losses, ecological consequences, better possibilities. The future planning
of such factors has to be made based on a critical view (Constanza et al., 1997).
The time aspect is crucial in valuation of public projects because even if we know the future expenses and
benefits, the decisions have to be made today. The calculation of present values is very important. Future expenses and
benefits have to be recalculated – discounted, and for this a correct social discount rate must be chosen (Brukas et al,
2001; Hepburn, 2006; Sáez, Requena, 2007; Price, 2010; Gollier 2002; 2010).
J. Davis (2006) states the Neo-classical welfare theory has reached its limits and it is necessary to seek for other
options in social benefits’ valuation. From 1980 the issues of social benefits’ valuation are more actively addressed by
Behavioral economics which concepts state that human values aren’t individual but instead they have public trends
(Davis, 2006).
The most relevant problem of cost-benefit analysis is the expression of social benefits’ qualitative indicators in
quantitative units and use of monetary units in order to measure the indicators that are not measurable in monetary units
(such as human life). The scientists cannot find unified answers to the questions raised: how can we measure and
evaluate social benefits to the society created by a public project? (Price, 1988; Bjornstad, Kahn, 1996; Constanza et al.,
1997; Bateman, Willis, 1999; Jacoby, 2000; Nyborg, 2000; Huenemann, 2001; Glazer et al, 2002; Van de Walle, 2002).
It must be admitted that valuation of public projects using the method of cost-benefit analysis can be bias – even
when the best possible cost-benefit analysis is concluded, the problems are not solved, i.e., while evaluating a public
project, the totality of social benefits which is the main goal of the public project, is not being measured, because of this
reason this obvious method limitation must be understood and highlighted while using this method in valuation of
public projects.
The Methodology of Cost-Benefit Analysis
The theoretical principles of cost-benefit analysis were specified by R. Sugden, A. Williams. (1978); Ray (1984);
Johansson (1993); Hanley, Spash (1993); Boardman et al (2006); Pearce (2006) and other authors.
Cost-benefit analysis, applied in public projects’ valuation, consists of 3 stages: financial, economic and risk
analysis which are described in Figure 1.
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The financial analysis consists of stages in which the financial flows of investments, revenue and expenses of
activities, investment sources are being calculated and cash flow analysis is conducted. The financial analysis is
finalized by the calculation of NPV and internal rate of return (IRR) (Guide..., 2008).
I. FINANCIAL ANALYSIS
1. Assessment of initial
outlay

2. Identification of operating
revenues and expenses

3. Selection of
financing sources

4. Calculation of project
financial indicators

II. ECONOMIC ANALYSIS
1. Fiscal
corrections

2. Assessment of
external impact

3. Transition from market
to calculating prices

4. Calculation of project
economic indicators

III. RISK ANALYSIS
1. Analysis of risk indicators

2. Analysis of sensitivity

3. Analysis of scenarios

Fig. 1. Steps of cost benefit analysis in public project evaluation (prepared by authors using Boardman et al., 2006; Guide..., 2008;
Rosen, Gayer, 2008; Investiciju projektu..., 2011)

IRR evaluates the capacity of net project revenue to cover investment costs in disregards to the funding source.
NPV shows project’s benefits expressed in today’s money value: if the value of NPV is positive it means that the
project ensures desirable financial annual return and is effective. Public projects do not generate sufficient financial
flows but instead they provide social benefits to the society, which, as outer effects of the project, are being evaluated
during this analysis.
During the economic valuation of the project, if it is possible, it is being pursued to indicate economic IRR and
NPV. These indicators are calculated while adjusting the financial cash flow, which is used to calculate financial IRR
and NPV (if necessary): eliminating VAT and other indirect taxes (both in income and expenses); the costs are
evaluated with all direct taxes; net taxes of employees (for example, social insurance) is eliminated.
The evaluation of outer effects, i.e. social benefits, is one of the most difficult stages of cost-benefit analysis. In
the calculation of project effects to all members of the society economic social benefits must be expressed in monetary
units.
The transition from market to calculated prices is necessary when the real prices are distorted by imperfect
market (custom taxes, quotes, limitations, public estate rent prices are smaller than market prices, etc.) or the wages are
not directly related to work productivity (grants, payments to labor exchange, liability to save occupation places, etc.).
Social discount rate (SDR) used in calculation of valuation indicators raises many scientific disputes, but there is
no unified opinion yet. SDR which scientists recommend to use in the valuation of public projects varies from 0 to 7%.
Indicators calculated during the economic analysis are crucial while selecting funding options for public projects,
because outer project effects to the society – social benefits – are the main goal of public projects.
In the market analysis at first all expected project-related risks are analyzed and evaluated, including its reasons
and reducing/neutralizing measures; necessary resources, expenses, management capabilities for applying these
measures are evaluated as well.
Sensitivity analysis helps to determine how the results of the project are influenced by changes of specific
factors, for example, increase of construction and machine prices, increase of exploitation expenses, social benefits, and
changes in discount rate. Sensitivity analysis helps to indicate critical variables which have the biggest impact for the
project results.
Scenario analysis shows how the deviations of one or more assumptions affect the results and evaluation criteria
of public project under consideration. Scenario analysis is conducted while changing primary assumptions and
evaluating the effect to project results. The investment is considered to be risky when small changes of analyzed
assumptions causes big changes in the results and the results obtained in separate options become disadvantageous from
the economic point of view.
After conducting the financial, economic and risk evaluation of possible investment options for public project
using the method of cost-benefit analysis, the most suitable investment option is chosen, the one which provides the
biggest social and economic value, demands the smallest amount of investment costs and is the least risky.
Valuation of Investment Options for Public Projects of Rural Community using the Method of Cost-Benefit
Analysis
A rural community settled in an area of apartment buildings (approximately 3000 citizens) is preparing a public
project seeking to receive the support from EU Structural Funds. The main goal of the project is the improvement of
living conditions for the members of rural community. After analyzing the needs of community members, two options
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of improving living conditions have to be evaluated using the method of cost-benefit analysis: 1) creation of leisure and
entertainment zone, 2) construction of car parking site. The main information about those project options is summarized
in Table 1.
Table 1. Short Description of Public Projects of Rural Community
Creation of leisure and entertainment zone

Necessity of the
project need and
problems
being
solved

Project goal
Description
planned
infrastructure

of

Need
of
investments
Number of benefits
receivers

Various aged members of the community are
seeking for a leisure and entertainment zone in
which they could rest, sport, stay in open air, and
communicate. It would ensure the safety of
children’s playground, the teenagers would be
promoted to participate in suitable active activities,
healthy life of adults and neighborly
communication would be promoted.
To improve the living conditions of rural
community members while installing a leisure and
entertainment zone and creating favorable
conditions for active leisure.
It is being planned to construct: swings, skatingrink, and sandbox for children; skateboarding
platform for teenagers; outdoor trainers for adults;
basketball court and benches in the resting zone.

Construction of car parking site
After an increase of number of cars in the
community, the yards near the apartment
buildings became too small for parking them, the
cars are being parked in the street, near the
entering into the yards. The property of
community members left in unsuitable place
becomes unprotected and a risk of accidents
increases (property damage, people being
injured).
To improve the living conditions of rural
community members while constructing a car
parking site and solving problems of community
members’ property and health protection.
It is being planned to construct a modern car
parking site for 80 cars with necessary
engineering networks and lighting.

200 thousands Lt

200 thousands Lt

3 thousand

3 thousand

Financial analysis. The demand of primary investments was evaluated according to similar projects. Project
evaluation period is 10 years (Guide..., 2008). No revenue is expected from created infrastructure. Annual expenses of
maintenance and exploitation amounts 1000 Litas for leisure and entertainment site, and 6000 Litas for car parking site.
In order to fund the primary investments the community plans to participate in a competition seeking to receive a
support from EU Structural Funds, meanwhile the expenses of maintenance will be covered by the parish using the
funds allocated by the municipality.
After forecasting the cash flows for a 10 years period, the financial indicators of public projects were calculated
(Table 2). According to the scientific discussions and recommendations for social discount rate, a 4% social discount
rate was used in order to evaluate the public projects.
Table 2. Calculation of Financial Indicators of Public Projects of Rural Community
Year
n
n+1
n+2
n+3
n+4
n+5
Creation of leisure and entertainment zone
200000
0
0
0
0
0
Initial outlay, Lt
0
1000 1000
1000
1000 1000
Operational costs, Lt
200000
1000 1000
1000
1000 1000
All costs, Lt
0
1000 1000
1000
1000 1000
Investment financing (income), Lt
All income, Lt
0
1000 1000
1000
1000 1000
-200000
0
0
0
0
0
Cash flow, Lt
Financial internal rate of return (IRR)
Financial net present value (NPV), Lt

200000
Initial outlay, Lt
0
Operational costs, Lt
All costs, Lt
200000
0
Investment financing (income), Lt
0
All income, Lt
-200000
Cash flow, Lt
Financial internal rate of return (IRR)
Financial net present value (NPV), Lt

Construction of car parking site
0
0
0
0
6000 6000
6000
6000
6000 6000
6000
6000
6000 6000
6000
6000
6000 6000
6000
6000
0
0
0
0

0
6000
6000
6000
6000
0

n+6

n+7

n+8

n+9

n+10

0
1000
1000
1000
1000
0

0
1000
1000
1000
1000
0

0
1000
1000
1000
1000
0

0
1000
1000
1000
1000
0

0
1000
1000
1000
1000
0

0
6000
6000
6000
6000
0

0
6000
6000
6000
6000
0

0
6000
6000
6000
6000
0

0
6000
6000
6000
6000
0

-70,49%
-192307

0
6000
6000
6000
6000
0

-70,49%
-192307

The financial indicators have a negative value because evaluated projects are public. They do not create net
income, but rather provide social benefits for the society, thus economic analysis and evaluation of social benefits are
the main evaluation stages of public projects.
Economic analysis. Indicators of social benefits of public projects can be measurable or immeasurable in
monetary units. The indicators of social benefits for analyzed options of public projects of rural community, i.e.
indicators of project effects for rural community members are summarized in Table 3.
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Table 3. Indicators of Social Benefits of Public Projects of Rural Community
Indicators of social benefits for project „Installation of leisure and
Indicators of social benefits for project
entertainment zone“
„Construction of car parking site“
Measurable in monetary
Measurable in
Immeasurable in monetary
Immeasurable in monetary units
units
monetary units
units
1. Money saving for 1. Health improvement of community 1. Money saving for 1. Reduced risk of thefts of the
citizens seeking for active members due to active leisure in an open air.
community
vehicles or its parts.
leisure options:
2. Reduce of risk of injuries for children due members seeking to 2. Reduced risk of vehicle
 rent of basketball court; to safe playground construction.
protect
their damages during a traffic
 sports club
3. Decrease in criminal activities of the property.
accident.
subscription;
teenagers due to creation of leisure and time 2. Repairs of damages 3. Reduce of risk of injuries
 playing room for
spending zone.
made for property.
during a traffic accident for
children;
4. Improvement of leisure quality and 3. Increase of real community members.
 activities clubs for
working capacity.
estate value in the 4. Increase of safety level in
children and teenagers.
5. Promotion of citizens’ communitism and settlement.
the settlement.
2. Increase of real estate sociability.
5. Improvement of esthetic
value in the settlement.
6. Improvement of esthetic view of the
view of the settlement due to
settlement due to arranged infrastructure.
arranged infrastructure.

The main disadvantage of cost-benefit analysis is that the evaluation of public project is being influenced only by
social benefits that are measurable in monetary units that are included into the cash flows. The following assumptions
are applied while evaluating the benefits measurable by monetary units:
 Open air leisure and entertainment zone will be fully exploited 6 months in a year. After analyzing the needs of
citizens and market prices of services, the use of created infrastructure will allow community members to save
money: for rent of basketball hall (once a week for 200 Litas), for subscription in a sports club – 10 people
approximately 100 Litas/ 1 months for each; children‘playing room – 20 times for all children, 20 Litas per months;
activities clubs for children and teenagers – 15 children, in average 80 Litas per month.
 If the car parking site is not constructed, 50% of car owners, seeking to protect their vehicles, will rent a place in
secured car parking site which will cost 50 Litas per month. Also due to cars unsafely left near the yards which can
cause traffic accidents about 2% of cars could be damaged in a year, which repairs would averagely amount 3500
Litas (based on the data provided by the insurance companies).
 In average 25 square meters are attributed for one citizen in Lithuania. The average price of 1 square meter in a
settlement is 1200 Litas. An assumption is made that due to newly created infrastructure housing prices would
increase by 0.5% in the settlement.
The calculation of external effects of project benefits and the results of economic analysis is provided in Table 4.
Table 4. Calculation of Economic Indicators of Public Projects of Rural Community
Year
n
n+1
n+2
n+3
n+4
n+5
Creation of leisure and entertainment zone

(1) Fiscal corrections, Lt
0
0
Citizens savings seeking recreation options, Lt:
0
20400
-Rent of basketball hall, Lt
0
4800
-Subscription in a sport club, Lt
0
6000
-Children playing room, Lt
0
2400
-Activities club for children and teenagers, Lt
0
7200
Increased housing price, Lt
0
90000
(2) All benefits of external impact, Lt
0
110400
Investment financing (calculating price), Lt
0
1000
(3.1) All income, Lt
0
111400
Operational costs (calculating price), Lt
0
1000
200000
0
Initial outlay (calculating price), Lt
(3.2)All costs, Lt
200000
1000
-200000 110400
Cash flow, Lt
Economic internal rate of return (IRR)
Economic net present value (NPV), Lt
(1) Fiscal corrections, Lt
Citizen savings seeking protect
property, Lt
Damaged property recovery, Lt

their

0

0
20400
4800
6000
2400
7200
0
20400
1000
21400
1000
0
1000
20400

0
20400
4800
6000
2400
7200
0
20400
1000
21400
1000
0
1000
20400

Construction of car parking site

0

0
0
0
0
Investment financing (calculating price), Lt
(3.1) All income, Lt
0
Operational costs (calculating price), Lt
0
Initial outlay (calculating price), Lt
200000
(3.2)All costs, Lt
200000
-200000
Cash flow, Lt
Economic internal rate of return (IRR)
Economic net present value (NPV), Lt
Increased housing price, Lt
(2) All benefits of external impact, Lt

0
20400
4800
6000
2400
7200
0
20400
1000
21400
1000
0
1000
20400

0
20400
4800
6000
2400
7200
0
20400
1000
21400
1000
0
1000
20400

n+6

n+7

n+8

n+9

n+10

0
20400
4800
6000
2400
7200
0
20400
1000
21400
1000
0
1000
20400

0
20400
4800
6000
2400
7200
0
20400
1000
21400
1000
0
1000
20400

0
20400
4800
6000
2400
7200
0
20400
1000
21400
1000
0
1000
20400

0
20400
4800
6000
2400
7200
0
20400
1000
21400
1000
0
1000
20400

0
20400
4800
6000
2400
7200
0
20400
1000
21400
1000
0
1000
20400
11,2%
50001

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

24000

24000

24000

24000

24000

24000

24000

24000

24000

24000

2800
90000
116800
6000
122800
6000
0
6000
116800

2800
0
26800
6000
32800
6000
0
6000
26800

2800
0
26800
6000
32800
6000
0
6000
26800

2800
0
26800
6000
32800
6000
0
6000
26800

2800
0
26800
6000
32800
6000
0
6000
26800

2800
0
26800
6000
32800
6000
0
6000
26800

2800
0
26800
6000
32800
6000
0
6000
26800

2800
0
26800
6000
32800
6000
0
6000
26800

2800
0
26800
6000
32800
6000
0
6000
26800

2800
0
26800
6000
32800
6000
0
6000
26800
17,3%
99914
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The results of economic analysis of the projects show that both projects are very beneficial both from economic
and social point of view and the investments will provide high economic internal return rate.
Risk analysis. The following equal risk types and factors are indicated for both projects in the risk analysis for
the projects:
 Risk of investments and its funding: increase of investment value, limited financial resources.
 Economic risk: accuracy of economic assumptions and results, smaller activity of potential benefits receivers
and exploitation of created benefits.
 Technical risk: delays in supply and works, quality of investments.
The above mentioned factors of project risks can be managed by responsibly planning and controlling the
implementation of project activities, publicizing the project, promoting the use of the created infrastructure.
The sensitivity analysis was performed in order to evaluate the impact for the evaluation results of only one
parameter. It was estimated how the following risk factors would affect the economic project indicators:
1) increase/decrease of construction and machines prices;
2) increase/decrease of exploitation costs;
3) increase/decrease of economic social benefits (in monetary expression);
4) increase/decrease of social discount rate.
After conducting a sensitivity analysis it was concluded that in both projects of rural community the results are
most affected by the changes of social needs and least affected by the changes of exploitation costs. The changes of any
analyzed factor do not substantially affect the results of project evaluation.
During the analysis of scenarios the total effect of changes of all variables for the project results was evaluated.
Besides the basic (most expected) option of project implementation which was analyzed in most details, a pessimistic
(worsening the assumptions by 10%) and optimistic (improving the assumptions by 10%) scenarios were evaluated. The
indicator analysis of these scenarios is summarized in Table 5.
Table 5. The Results of Risk Analysis of Public Projects of Rural Community according to Different Scenarios
Creation of leisure and entertainment zone
Construction of car parking site
Indicators
Optimistic
The most expected
Pesimistic
Optimistic
The most expected
Pesimistic
scenario
scenario
scenario
scenario
scenario
scenario

Economic internal rate
of return (IRR)
Economic net present
value (NPV)

56.8%

11.2%

4.7%

68.2%

17.3%

9.2%

207300 Lt

50001 Lt

4979 Lt

276513 Lt

99914 Lt

42102 Lt

The scenario analysis shows that even in most pessimistic scenario both community projects remain
economically viable.
After evaluating the public projects of rural community using a method of cost-benefit analysis – conducting
financial, economic and risk analysis for the projects, it can be concluded than both projects are economically
substantiated and provide social benefits for the society, but it is more favorable for the community to implement the
project „Car parking site construction“, because this project reflects better indicators of economic analysis. Despite of
that, there are some doubts if the decision is correct, because the method of cost-benefit analysis did not include social
benefits indicators immeasurable by monetary units, and some of indirect benefits which are measurable by monetary
units, such as increase of real estate value, are not a goal of the public project. It reflects an obvious disadvantage of the
method of cost-benefit analysis use for evaluating the public projects: main goals of public projects are to create the
social benefits, but most benefits created do not influence the evaluation results.
Conclusions
In order to evaluate public projects most often a method of cost-benefit analysis is chosen which includes
systematic financial, economic and risk evaluation, allows to evaluate not only the financial revenue generated by the
project but also to evaluate social benefits, measurable by monetary units and obtained evaluation results are clear and
comparable. Despite of that, the method of cost-benefit analysis is being criticized in the scientific debates: 1) due to its
theoretical value substantiation, because if the priorities are not correctly chosen, the main values – ecology, durability,
fair allocation, social welfare – are not always indicated; 2) due to immeasurable social benefits. Due to this reason a
question is raised – can the right decision be made after evaluating the public project using the method of cost-benefit
analysis?
Cost-benefit analysis, applied in the valuation of public projects consists of 3 stages: financial, economic and
risk analysis. While evaluating the public projects the financial analysis does not have any meaning because public
projects do not generate sufficient financial flows thus calculated financial indicators have a negative value. Indicators,
calculated during the economic analysis, are the most important while choosing a funding options for public projects
because outer effects of the project to the society – social benefits – are the main goal of public projects. The evaluation
of outer effects, i.e. social benefits, is one of the most complex stages of cost-benefit analysis. Economic and social
benefits must be measured in monetary units, while calculating the project effects for all members of the society. The
calculated economic IRR and NPV for the public project show project’s economic viability – benefits to the society.
Risk analysis explores and evaluates all expected risks related to the project. It evaluates how changes of specific
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factors influence the changes of project results. The method of cost-benefit analysis allows choosing an investment
option which provides the biggest economic benefits and demands the smaller amount of investment expenses and is the
least risky.
The evaluation of public projects of rural community has revealed the limitations of the method of cost-benefit
analysis. Two investment options were being evaluated, cost-benefit analysis including the financial, economic and risk
evaluation was conducted. The evaluation results raise some doubts because of two reasons related to the social benefits
for the society created by the public projects: 1) not all social benefits for rural community created by the public project
were taken into account because it is impossible to measure them in monetary units; 2) not all evaluated social benefits
for rural community are related to the goals of evaluated public projects, thus a question arises – how important are
these benefits for rural community preparing a project, how should it influence the results of project evaluation?
In conclusion, it can be stated that the method of cost-benefit analysis, which is applied for evaluation of public
projects, is recommended to be improved or integrated with other methods which would also allow evaluation of social
benefits immeasurable by monetary units to the society created by the public projects.
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The Importance of Students’ Ecocultural Competence and Possibilities for its
Development Teaching Foreign Languages
Raminta Barzdžiukienė, Giedrė Klimovienė
Aleksandras Stulginskis University, Lithuania
Abstract
The article deals with the issues of human and personality development, interrelations between culture, human and nature as well as the
importance of developing student‘s ecocultural competence facing the present situation of global ecological and spiritual degradation. Research
regarding the growth and development of individuals provides a basis for structuring the most efficient strategies and programs contributing to the
development of students‘ environmental ethics. With the focus on social – ecological issues teaching foreign languages can add to the environmental
education. The key concepts, such as competence, learning outcomes are given a short explanation. The article presents a theoretical analysis of the
scientific literature on psychological, educological and environmental issues the deep insight into which will facilitate the practical. part of the
research in future.
Key words: ecoculture, environment, development, competence, teaching-learning outcomes, education, moral, ethical.

Introduction
Human development starts before birth and ends with death. It takes place in a given cultural context and is
undoubtedly affected by it. On the other hand, human development affects culture. Thus, culture and human
development are constantly interacting. Therefore, a life-span perspective is needed researching eco-cultural
competence. Historically it was considered reasonable to see human development as taking place in infancy and
childhood. Further development was assumed not very interesting. However, more refined empirical studies proved that
most personality characteristics, e.g intelligence, social and ecocultural competencies, had not been fully developed by
young adulthood and undergo significant changes thereafter. Individual behaviour can significantly change until very
old age. Therefore the central purpose of education is a systematic teaching and learning of socially valued knowledge,
skills and values (Christie, 2005), helping learners to cultivate a strong sense of self through fostering a sense of
personal and social responsibility. The philosophical base includes the idea that the quality of life and the quality of the
environment are directly related; every citizen is responsible for maintaining environmental quality; and, because all
subject areas contribute to education, all educators share responsibility for preparing citizens to maintain environmental
quality. Future specialists in rural development should not be indifferent to the present state of social-ecological systems
which are becoming more vulnerable through the disruption of livelihoods, governance, institutions, resources and
cultural traditions. Local ecological knowledge and ecoliteracy must be used by place-based cultures to guide actions
towards nature both locally and globally. The process of teaching/learning foreign languages can contribute to the
development of environmental ethics. As environmental problems and issues cross international boundaries it is
essential for people to communicate effectively and to understand the cultural contexts. English, like any other foreign
language, is not taught as a subject separated from the students' real world; instead, it is integrated into a subject matter
area important to the learners. With the focus on social – ecological issues ESP (English for Specific Purposes) can
figuratively be treated as the environmental subdiscipline seeking solutions for conservation and maintenance of the
resilience of social-ecological systems (Pretty 2011). However, in the research surrounding little is said about further
acquiring ecocultural competences at the tertiary level of education while learning foreign languages. This fact
challenged the need to initiate the research.
The research aim: to investigate the degree of students’ ecocultural awareness as well as their responsibility and
willingness for further advancement acquiring eco-cultural competence in the teaching/learning process; also to analyse
the possibilities of improving the learning outcomes for the acquisition of eco-cultural competences teaching English
for Specific Purposes (ESP).
The research objectives: to analyse the concepts of ecoculture, competence, learning outcomes; to present the
insight into the possibilities for the development of students’ ecocultural competences while teaching ESP; to review
the developmental and holistic theories, responsibility development. As the research is in its initial stage, the analysis of
the data obtained from further expanded research methods will be the theme and objective of forthcoming investigations
and another article.
The research methodology:
 Humanistic philosophy and theory of personality development, based on a principal that a human being is
unique and integral.
 Cognitive theory, related to constructivism, i.e. teaching is understood as an active process. Its purpose is not
only to give and receive information, but also to stimulate students’ comprehension and activity as well as
develop social skills and qualities necessary for their career and personality advancement.
 Holistic theories proposing that there are many interacting physical and socio-psychological factors that work
together to motivate or direct a person’s behavior and ultimately have a significant effect on the individual’s
learning process.
 Moral development theories.
 Behavioral theory
The research methods: a review and analysis of related scientific literature, interviews, systemic observation.
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Theoretical background of research methodology
Every cultural community provides developmental pathways for individuals within some ecological-cultural
(ecocultural) context. Cultural pathways are made up of everyday routines of life, and routines are made up of cultural
activities. In fact, activities are useful units for cultural analysis because they are amenable to systemic observation and
interviewing methods, they crystallize the important aspects of culture. Activities include values and goals, emotions
and feelings of those engaged in the activity. The cultural pathways in which human development occurs constitute the
single most important influences shaping development and developmental outcomes (Gallimore, Goldenberg and
Weisner, 1993; Weisner, 1998).
Ecocultural theory is based on the theory of action organized by a local, ecologically and culturally situated
rationality (D’Andrade 1986; Gellner 1982; Shore 1996; Shweder 1991; Strauss and Quinn 1997). The “local situation”
consists of everyday routines and activities which may be transferred into the classroom through diverse simulation
games. Actors, that is our students, use connected, schematized, shared knowledge of the cultural world, to adapt and
make complex decisions in their local community.
In this sense, culture is the preeminent tool to be learnt for adaptation to life in competition – driven society.
There is a unanimous agreement among the researchers of human development that the model of the mind and of the
human inferences leading to action depend on many cognitive processes, including psychodynamic, social inference,
meaning-centered, a variety of memory processes, and the events and scripts stored in mind and available for directing
action (Dawes 1988; Garro 2001; Glovich 1991; Mattingly and Garro 2000; Nisbett and Ross 1980; Schacter 1999).
The best-known research on cognitive development is that of Jean Piaget (1969). His research identified cognitive
development stages an individual might progress through from birth to adolescence. Jean Piaget was an early promoter
of the idea that knowledge is constructed (learning occurs as a result of dynamic interactions between individuals and
physical and social environments). Possibly the most important and revolutionary implication of Piaget’s theory is that
children construct knowledge from their actions on the environment. Important elements of constructivist learning
theory include:
 Learners construct knowledge, they do not discover it. Discovery is merely one kind of activity used to
construct knowledge.
 Knowledge construction, or learning, begins with observations of objects or events.
 Knowledge construction, or learning, is an individual event for which the learner must accept responsibility, a
responsibility that cannot be shared.
 The knowledge that is constructed, that which the learner learns, is dependent upon what the learner already
knows and the learner’s cognitive self-esteem, the belief in one’s ability to learn.
Piaget recognized a close relationship between cognitive and moral development and conceived a moral
development model with the general age ranges of its stages closely paralleling those of his cognitive development
model.
Lawrence Kohlberg (1981) further defined Piaget’s model, maintaining that moral development is a long-term
process involving movement through three levels divided into six stages. Movement from one stage to the next is
stimulated as an individual recognizes his or her own inadequacies of reasoning or the presence of cognitive conflict at
a current stage of reasoning and the greater adequacy of another higher way of reasoning. Each of the six stages has
respective motives for complying with moral rules (knowledge – comprehension – application – analysis – synthesis –
evaluation). For the tertiary level of education the focus is more on the final stage of Piaget’s and Kohlberg’s moral
development theories in which rules are determined by consensus, achieving autonomy from parents and other sources
of moral authority.
Kohlberg believes that the stages
 are organized systems of thought, that individuals are consistent in their level of moral judgement.
 form an invariant sequence. Movement is always forward except under extreme traumatic conditions. Stages
are never skipped. Movement is always to the next stage.
 are hierarchical integrations where higher-stage thinking includes within it lower-stage thinking, and there is a
preference to function at the highest stage available to the individual.
This developmental structure seems to be universal across cultures.
Because Kohlberg’s subjects were all male, his theory of moral development is biased toward a male-oriented
ethics. As male develop morally, they tend to view life as a competition they are expected to win and they judge
according the ethic of justice. Carol Gilligan studied the differences in moral development between males and females.
She found that as females judge according to an ethic based on establishing and preserving relationships with other
individuals and with the rest of the world. The female view of morality and the central theme of environmental
education – that all people are part of and interdependent with Earth and all of its inhabitants, human and otherwise –
are very similar.
Behavioral theories are based on the perspective that human behavior is motivated by both negative and positive
stimuli Proponents of behavioristic theory, such as B. F. Skinner (Leod, 2007), contend that, to a large extent, behaviour
can be directed by providing appropriate incentives or disincentives. Adults, being able to deal with the more abstract,
may pursue pro-environmental behavior if they see the payoff as maintaining or improving their quality of life.
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An extension of behavioral theory is found in the conceptual application of what is known as locus of control, a specific
attitudinal variable affecting the behavior of an individual due to his or her perception of control over a situation (for
example, an environmental issue). This perceived belief about personal control, or lack thereof, over the situation was
first introduced as a component of J.B. Rotter’s (1966) Social Learning Theory, which was developed in an effort to
explain the social behavior of psychotherapy patients. J.B. Rotter’s Social Learning Theory states that a person’s actions
or behaviors are a function of three equally interacting factors: the psychological situation; the value of reinforcements;
and the expectancy of reinforcement.
Holistic theories also seem to play a significant role in the development of instructional programs. These theories
propose that there are many interacting physical and socio-psychological factors that work together to motivate or direct
individual’s learning process. It is believed that as many of these factors as possible should be addressed during the
educational experience of an individual, thus working toward developing the whole student.
There are many ways of looking at culture. Our investigation will focus on the assumption that current culture is
ecologically sustainable despite an urgent need to redesign the way we live, work and play to meet our needs without
destroying the ability of other living beings to meet theirs. To approach to that task holistically means to use resources
and appropriate technologies in a sustainable way. It also involves the creation of socio-economic structures and of
belief systems that support ecological technologies and resource use, as well as the engagement and enlightenment of
all human beings (Jacke 1990). Culture is said to be the primary adaptive mechanism of humankind, its greatest tool,
and the greatest threat to survival. Egocentric, addictive, consumerist, monocultural and dominator-oriented culture’s
cosmology needs to be shifted to a cosmology, that is biocentric, recovering, has a strong gift economy, and is
polycultural and partnership-oriented. We now have the means to develop psycho-socially in ways that previously were
not possible. This human development is a necessary pre-requisite to achievement of genuine sustainability. Recovery
from old distresses, personally and culturally, will lead to empowerment and improved awareness, visions, values, goals
lifestyles and actions.
The extent to which cultural activities and beliefs about them are shared undoubtedly varies at all levels (within
families, communities, ethnic groups, and nations). The extent of shared belief and practice should be an empirical
question, a part of a cultural analysis. The academic life routine itself and the activities in it, can be examined for its
resource and ecological fit in a particular cultural ecology, its meaningfulness and value for the person and community,
its balancing of competing interests and conflicts among family and community members, and its predictability and
stability for learners. Better ecological and resource fit, more meaningfulness, less conflict, and more predictability and
stability jointly influence the sustainability of a daily routine in a particular cultural place. Ecocultural theory is based
on the idea that children's engagement in more sustainable routines and activities is good for children, and produces
well being. We can adapt these ideas in academic environment. Well being, in ecocultural theory, consists of engaged
participation in cultural activities deemed desirable by a cultural community (e.g. sports, work for the family), and the
psychological experiences produced thereby (e.g. disappointment, happiness, trust) (Weisner, 1998). According to
Weisner, this is a universal developmental outcome, explicitly embedded in the cultural community the individual
develops in, that can be used in evaluating personality development across cultures, but without predetermining the
content and context that has meaning in that community. A cultural approach to development can and should offer these
kinds of outcome measures for comparative developmental research across cultural communities. These ideas prove to
fit our research situation, the participants of which are 50 multicultural first and second year-students of the Economics
and Management faculty, who came to study rural development from Nigeria, Cameroon, The Democratic Republic of
Congo, India, Nepal as well as Lithuania. According to Ogbu and what Bame implies is that teachers and educators of
cross-cultural or multicultural classrooms must understanding that a learner brings to the learning environment prior
learning skills—frames of references from the past (and/or concurrent) culture that affect the learning process. To
effectively teach and raise the learners’ skill competency to what is necessary in a given learning program would not be
a challenge for the instructor if he/she knows as much as possible about the cultural background and socialization of the
learner(s).
In this article the definition of learning outcomes is taken from EQF (European Qualifications Framework)
explaining that “learning outcomes are statements of what a learner knows, understands and is able to do on completion
of a learning process, which are defined in terms of knowledge, skills and competence (EQF, 2008, p.11). Following
this definition, learning outcomes can be described in terms of three main dimensions: knowledge, skills and
competence. Competence - meaning context - explains in what contexts a learner is able to apply his/her knowledge and
skills. Competence - as a role – marks responsibility which the learner can take, personally or in group, for the
application of his/her knowledge and skills. Competence as learning to learn clarifies to what extent the learner can
identify the gaps in his/her learning and take steps to fill those gaps. And finally, competence as an insight shows how
far the learner integrated the intellectual, emotional, physical and moral aspects of his/her learning into self-identity and
interaction with others. Thus, as is stated in the European Qualification Framework for Lifelong Learning (EQF, 2008)
and basically admitted by the researchers, an individual‘s competence is expressed through his/her autonomy and
responsibility in acting. It depends on an individual‘s values and attitudes (responsibility). Summarizing the opinion of
many authors it can be stated that “competence is basically distinguished from learning outcomes in the aspects of their
origin and purpose (by whom and by what method learning outcomes are formulated), as well as on the fact that
competences are gained by students as a result of their learning process and are a student‘s attributes” (Pukelis,
2011).Successful learning outcomes can be achieved by the joint efforts of the teacher and the learners. Neither an ideal
curriculum nor the programme through which it is implemented will bring success and satisfaction with the results if
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“young people are not willing to be accountable for their actions and have no idea what it means to be honourable,
exemplary and virtuously responsible in thought and actions” (Klimovienė, Barzdžiukienė, Vaitkienė, 2010).
Conclusions
The preparation of world problem solvers, actually universal problem solvers, is a proper role not only for
environmental education, but all education. As environmental problems and issues cross international boundaries, this
role of education has been accepted globally. We believe that education must work to help each student develop an
awareness of, and a sensitivity to, the environment and its problems; acquire knowledge and understanding about how
the environment works; foster an environmental ethic on which to base patterns of conduct toward the environment; and
develop the skills needed to effectively discharge the responsibilities of citizenship in improving and protecting the
environment at all levels – local, national, global, and universal.
In doing so, education must consider all aspects of the environment – natural, built, technological, and social
(economic, political, cultural, historical, ethical, and aesthetical) – and acknowledge their interdependence. To
accomplish this environmental education must be continuous, must pervade all subject areas at all levels, not excluding
tertiary, and must offer students concrete and direct experiences, with no position being advanced in favor of another. In
short, highly developed ecocultural competencies, which is the goal of all educators, should instill a sense of
responsibility and commitment to the future defending and improving environment.
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Abstract
The objective of this study is to develop scenario forecasts of the number and pattern of the Russian working-age rural population (20202040). In our medium-term forecasting we employed the component method based on the demographic balance equation, which made it possible to
derive not only the prospective number of the rural population, but also its distribution according to individual social-demographic groups. Three
alternative scenarios are considered: “optimistic”, “extrapolation” and “pessimistic”. Having modeled the demographic parameters, we find out that
the dynamics of the number of the Russian rural population of the working age remains decreasing at the rates outpacing the decrease in the number
of the rural population in general. This decrease in the working-age rural population causes the supply of labor in the agricultural labor market to
shrink contributing to the already experienced shortage of qualified workers, required for modernizing the agro-food complex and ensuring
sustainable rural development. The currently existing trends form a risky demographic background for rural innovative development. This study may
have practical implications and its results can be used when developing a strategy of sustainable development of Russian rural areas.
Keywords: rural population, working age, scenario forecasting, innovative rural development, demographic restrictions

Introduction
Regulation of sustainable rural development implies the development and implementation of such an economic
and social rural development strategy that is based on an innovative model of national economic growth. Of great
importance here is the rationale for alternative ways of achieving targeted parameters. In view of this, scenario
forecasting plays an important role in the system of regulation of rural development. The contribution of demographic
forecasts in the adoption of important economic and political decisions is acknowledged by many authors
(Monitoring…, 2008). Forecasting based on an analysis of the current population reproduction trends allows assess the
possible impact on prospective population number and structure and identify the demographic risks for the innovative
development of rural areas and branches of the agro-food complex.
Designed to not only inform, but also to prevent the emergence of negative trends, scenario forecast contributes
to the development of priorities of the social-economic policy of rural development and identification of the possible
restrictions to modernization and innovative development.
In this study, the task of scenario forecasting is to prospectively assess the number of the population of the
working age, which is the basis for the formation of the rural labor force and determines the supply of labor in the
agricultural labor market, and comprises the labor potential of innovative development. Forecast of the number of
working-age rural population can be used to:
 draw up sustainable social-economic rural development strategies;
 formulate and implement demographic development programs;
 develop production deployment plans for rural areas;
 determine the demand pattern for various goods and services;
 regulate the agricultural labor market, determine the size and composition of the rural labor force as potential
factors of the innovative rural development.
Researchers at the Institute of Agrarian Problems of the Russian Academy of Sciences made a theoretical
rationale and proposed methodical support for the scenario approach to medium-term forecasting the number and
pattern of the rural population (Blinova, Bylina, 2009). Dynamics of the rural population number and pattern was
modeled with taking into account the features of behavioral responses of different rural population social-demographic
groups to active demographic policy measures. Aside from the factors of natural movement of population, the scenarios
developed take into account the specificities of migration processes. Comparing the forecast options we found out how
changes in the rates of fertility, mortality and migration would affect the dynamics of the number of working-age rural
population during the entire forecasting period. Forecasts were made for both females and males living in the
countryside. Demographic forecasting, focused on analyzing the objective trends and prospective number of workingage population, is the core of the system of regulation of sustainable rural development.
The aim of this study is to develop medium-term scenario forecasts of the number and pattern of the rural
population of the working age (men aged 16-59, women – 16-54) for the 2020-2040 period. Three alternative scenarios
- “optimistic”, “extrapolation” and “pessimistic” - are modeled.
The tasks include the following:
 theoretically substantiate the working hypotheses concerning probable fertility, mortality and migration in the
analyzed medium term the forecast scenarios build on;
 identify the complex of the interrelated factors affecting the reproduction of the working-age population;
 make, on the grounds of the proposed hypotheses, alternative forecast scenarios that describe the anticipated
state of the object (number of the population of the working age).
The object of our forecasting is the rural population of the working age.
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Research methodology
Scenario forecasting is a scientifically based foresight of population reproduction processes and demographic
indicators’ behavior in the future.
In economically developed countries forecasts of the number and pattern of the population are made by using
mathematical modeling methods. The tasks of forecasting are fulfilled by employing both linear and exponential
functions, and the logistic one, the increment of which decreases with the number of population. The component
method (age shifting) is advantageous, compared to the extrapolation and analytical ones, as it enables to forecast not
only the number, but also the pattern of population. The modeling methods suggested in the paper specific in that the
multivariate forecast calculations account for expert estimations based on the results of sociological surveys.
Analyzing the explanatory factors that determine the given option of demographic development facilitates the
development of purposeful measures for reducing the demographic risks. The inertia scenarios of the long-term
development of the rural areas of RF are restricted since in the time of modernization and innovative development the
“old” regularities and trends of development of the rural demographic system fade out, while the “new” emerging ones
are too much uncertain. Therefore, to make the forecasts reliable enough, we need a special forecast model that would
employ expert information along with the statistical data.
At the initial stage of the demographic forecasting alternative scenarios are drawn up, each of which relies on a
hypothetical notion of development trends and patterns and on the options for most probable changes in the
demographic processes. The principle of alternativeness is relevant as the object of the study and its individual elements
may evolve in different directions (Lapigin et al, 2008). The forecast is a multi-factor model with a complex structure
describing the behavior of the demographic parameters in the medium term.
Distribution of the population by age contingents according to their ability to work forms a labor pattern, which
is important to analyze to estimate the potential labor resources, the need for goods and services, formulate the regional
social-economic development strategy and determine the demographic policy priority areas. Labor pattern of the
population reflects the proportions between the three contingents – people of the working age, younger or older –
depicting the fraction of this or that social-demographic group in the total population of the country, region, rural or
urban area. Each of the groups is formed in accordance with the legally established working-age “lower” and “upper”
limits. In Russia, the retirement age is the lowest, and it has not been increased yet, like in some European countries.
Today, the contingents that comprise the labor pattern in RF include (i) the population below the working age (0-15
years), (ii) the population of the working age (men aged 16-59, women – 16-54), and (iii) the population of the
retirement age (men – 60 years and older, women – 55 and older). Demographic patterns and processes are analyzed,
modeled and forecasted by using econometric methods and mathematical functions (Arriaga, 1994; Bhat, 1999;
Gayawan et al., 2010; Isserman, 1985; Johnson, 2006). In this study, when making our scenario forecasts, we employed
the component method (age shifting), which enabled us to both derive the prospective number of the rural population
and break it down by individual social-demographic groups. This method, which is widely used in forecasting, is based
on the demographic balance equation (Tikhomirov, 2005). Our scenario projections were made for females and males
separately for 2020-2040. The forecasting cycle in our case was five years, starting from the raw data of the population
census in RF (2010). Summary results of the forecast, referred to the date marking the end of the cycle, then became the
starting point for the next cycle, until we reached the stated forecasting horizon.
Validity of a forecast depends on the accuracy of the original data and on the realism of the rural demographic
development scenarios that have been shaped. The most complicated procedures in the medium-term forecasting are to
hypothesize on the likely trends in fertility, mortality and migration of rural population; harmonize the values obtained;
develop the generalizing assumptions about changes in the demographic situation in the future; generate the key
parameters forming the basis of the rural demographic development scenarios. When constructing the scenarios, we
paid due respect for the relationship between the dynamics of the number of working-age rural population and the
social-economic factors that predetermine the trends in fertility, mortality and migration. For this purpose we used some
expert estimations based on the data from sociological case studies of reproductive behavior characteristics of rural
women (Blinova, Vyalshina, 2012) and modeling of the cause-of-death pattern (Blinova, Bylina, 2012). As a result, we
have made forecasts that include three scenarios presented below.
Results of research
In our study we followed the scenario approach to identifying the demographic trends. Forecasts of an applied
nature and practical orientation must not be oversimplified, but based on a certain analytical framework and detailed
consideration of the likelihood of change.
Having this in mind, we have modeled the rural fertility, mortality and age pattern parameters (2020-2040).
When making the alternative scenarios of demographic development of the Russian countryside we took into account
the current trends of natural movement of the rural population, its sex-age pattern, as well as the public policy measures
for encouraging births, decreasing the mortality, providing access to health-care services and improving the living
standard and quality of life of the rural population. We used the data presented in the official publications of the Federal
State Statistics Service (Demographic Yearbook, 2010, 2011, Rosstat).
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Figure 1. Number of the working-age rural population of RF, 1990-2012

The retrospective analysis shows that the number of working-age rural population would grow between 1991 and
2006 and then fall from 2007 (Fig. 1) outpacing the rate of general decrease in rural population. Thus, during the 20072012 period the rural population of the working age dropped by 5.6%. The currently existing difficult situations will
affect the demographic dynamics in rural areas in the medium term. The forecast calculations we made allow find out
the extent to which the target parameters set out in the Concept of Demographic Development of the Russian Federation
for the Period Ending 2025 and in the Concept of Long-Term Social-Economic Development of the Russian Federation
until 2020 are feasible (Concept…, 2008; Concept…, 2007). The current decrease in the number of working-age rural
population is a challenge for the long-term development of the Russian agro-food complex. As the working-age rural
population gets smaller in the number, the supply of labor in the agricultural labor market also shrinks contributing to
the already experienced shortage of qualified workers, which limits the prospects for setting up science-intensive
production in rural areas. The decline in the number of working-age rural population demonstrates gender differences
(Fig. 2). The number of working-age rural women falls at a faster rate than that of men. For instance, between 2007 and
2012 the number of working-age rural women and men respectively decreased by 7.0% and 3.9%. It should be noted
here that over a few years the reduction of the rural population of RF was accompanied by an increase in its workingage fraction. However, by now this relatively favorable change has come to an end.
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Figure 2. Dynamics of the number of working-age men and women

When making the probable scenarios of demographic development of the rural population of RF we took into
account the sex-age pattern of the population as on the year taken as the reference, the fertility and mortality trends
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observed in recent years and the birth encouraging and mortality reducing public policy measures implemented under
government programs. Three scenarios were developed: (1) optimistic, i.e. based on the target demographic parameters
set out in the Concept of Long-Term Social-Economic Development of the Russian Federation until 2020, (2)
extrapolation, i.e. based on the demographic trends of recent years, and (3) pessimistic. As a point of reference we
chose the sex-age pattern of the rural population of RF according to the 2010 census that will produce a significant
impact on the number of working-age population until 2025. The results of the forecast calculations show that in all our
scenarios the working-age rural population by 2040 will decrease. In the pessimistic scenario the number of workingage rural population will drop down to 20424 thousand people in 2020 and further to 18073 thousand people in 2040 to
respectively constitute 92.0% and 81.3% of the 2010 figure. According to the extrapolation scenario, the number of
working-age rural population is expected to fall down to 18592 thousand people in 2040 to form 83.7% of the 2010
level. The optimistic scenario, as was mentioned above, is based on the targets set out in the Concept of Long-Term
Social-Economic Development of RF until 2020. It is stated in the “Demographic Policy” section that by 2020 the
mortality rate is anticipated to decrease to 10.8-11.0 people per 1000 of population, the life expectancy, on the contrary,
to rise to 72 years, while the birth rate may reach 12.5-13.0 people per 1000 of population. Fertility and mortality
forecasts, according to the optimistic scenario, are grounded on the assumption that the social-economic development of
rural areas will improve along with the quality and expectancy of life of their residents. The forecast calculations that
stick to the optimistic scenario presume that the number of working-age rural population by 2040 will lower to 19015
thousand people.
Rise of fertility and fall of mortality, especially infant mortality, means that the fraction of those below the
working age in the population labor pattern will grow as well as the number and fraction of young people in the
economically active population. Young people are the most sensitive to innovations and can well be involved in hightech and newly emerging segments of the economy.
Demographic forecasts are socially conditioned. At the same time, taking into consideration the impact of all of
the factors of development of the society and social behavior on the demographic dynamics is hardly possible. The
expertise can only identify the most likely trends and examine the key prerequisites and factors of changes in fertility,
mortality, migration, demographic patterns and growth (reduction) of the number of population, including that of the
working age. To foresee future changes in rural fertility we used the results of a series of sociological surveys carried
out in rural areas of Saratov Oblast in order to find out the desired and planned number of children in families and
reproductive orientations of women of the fertile age. Having identified the future fertility trends and considered the
patterns and factors of change in the reproductive behavior of rural women, we proceeded to scenario modeling. The
results of the forecasting of the number of the rural population of the working age are presented in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Scenario forecasts of the number of the working-age rural population of RF

The results of our study show that in the medium term the number of working-age rural population will still be
on the fall. Our alternative scenarios can well be considered some kind of warning as they point at the potential
imbalance between the demand and supply of labor in the agricultural labor market as well as at the increasing risks of
mismatch between the population number and the size of rural areas. Among the negative social-economic
consequences of decrease in the number of working-age population are the shrinkage of economically active
population, increase in the demographic load, more acute shortage of workers in the agro-food complex and ageing of
the Russian countryside, which hampers the innovative development. The current demographic decline and drop of the
number of working-age rural population are most likely to hamper the economic growth and sustainable development of
rural areas in the medium term. The opportunities of deploying production in rural areas, where working-age
employees would be needed, are also restricted.
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Conclusion
Demographic forecasting based on the scenario approach, retrospective analysis of the current trends,
examination of probable changes and hypothesizing is an essential stage in formulating strategies of sustainable
development of rural areas. The resulting forecast information is important for making efficient management decisions.
In our study we also based ourselves on the scenario approach and described and analyzed three alternative scenarios of
change in the number of working-age population: optimistic, extrapolation and pessimistic. The results of our scenario
forecasting and modeling of change in the demographic parameters indicate that the dynamics of the number of the
rural population of Russia of the working age remains descending in all our scenarios. By 2040 the number of workingage rural population is expected to constitute some 17.2% - 21.0% of the 2010 figure.
Among the major social-economic consequences of the decrease in the working-age population will be growth of
the demographic load, difficulties with pension coverage, shortage of labor in rural areas and inevitable increase in the
retirement age, constraints in the rural innovative development. The worsening proportions between the size of rural
areas and the number of working-age rural population should also be taken into consideration. Our forecast calculations
show that the number of working-age rural population will fall at a faster pace than that of the rural population in
general. This will lead to unfavorable demographic, economic and social consequences in the form of increasing
demographic and pension burden.
So we can conclude that the current demographic trends create a risky background for the innovative
development of the Russian agro-food complex and sustainable development of rural areas. The attempts made in
Russian regions to eliminate the demographic restrictions by encouraging more intense labor migration face the rural
areas’ modest capabilities in terms of social adaptation of non-residents.
Our estimation of the number of working-age population based on scenario forecasting can be used to foresee the
situation in the labor market in the medium term, the pattern of demand for goods and services and for production
deployment purposes. Scenario forecasting enables to estimate the demographic potential of the social-economic
development of rural areas. The shrinking and ageing of the working-age rural population are irreversible demographic
processes that will produce negative social-economic consequences for the agricultural sector restricting its innovative
development.
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Abstract
The finding optimal economic output of the agriculture production that would cover all costs and guarantee reasonable profit is the key to
success. Not always it does mean expanding the arable area or intensifying production process. The obtained results show a potential production
volume. However, in order to achieve it is necessary to make changes aimed at the improvement of economic and organisational factors of farms and
the agrotechnical condition of soils. Production can be increased by increasing the area of cultivation and higher crops. In the author’s opinion,
increasing the crops is the easier task. Increasing the area of cultivation encounters the competition of other crops, limitations resulting from crop
rotation or other natural conditions. On the other hand, it is necessary to remember that sometimes in the conditions of specific cost/price relations it
is better to harvest 6 tons of wheat at lower outlay and be satisfied with the profit rather than harvest 8 tons of wheat, for instance, which will not
cover the outlay.
Key Words: crop production, efficiency

Introduction
The aim of this publication is to show the production potential of winter wheat, rye, maize, rape, sugar beet and
potato in Poland. The publication focuses on two basic factors conditioning the country’s production potential, namely
natural conditions and organisational-economic conditions. The natural conditions were characterised by means of the
quality and quantity of soils and agricultural production space index, which allows not only for soil conditions but also
agri-climate, terrain and hydrographic conditions. Due to the limited volume of the publication the effect of
organisational-economic conditions was presented as the size of farms. It is a certain simplification, but as results from
research, the size of the farm reflects the organisational-economic conditions in it. Small farms usually struggle with the
problem of poor technical equipment, low level of application of means of production (obviously, horticultural or
vegetable farms could be an exception, but they are not the focus of our attention) and a large number of poorly skilled
labour force. On the other hand, there are large farms, where the standard of technical equipment and applied means of
production usually look better and the quality and quantity of human factor are also better.
The study is divided into two sections. The first part characterises Polish soil and climatic conditions, the
structure of agricultural land, agricultural production space index and the total quantity and structure of farms. The
second part attempts to assess the production potential of selected plants.
Framework conditions for Polish agriculture
Poland is a lowland country, because more than 96% of its territory lies below 350 m AMSL and only 2.9% over
500 m AMSL. Poland lies in the clash zone of the European continental climate with rather dry summers and cold
winters and the moderate climate influenced by the Atlantic climate, which creates rather unstable conditions for
agricultural production. The average annual temperature of the air ranges between 6.0 and 8.8°C, and the length of the
thermal growing season is about 220 days on average and only in the southwest it exceeds 230 days. The total average
annual precipitation is 500-600 mm in the lowland, 600-700 mm on the highland and exceeds 1000 mm in the
mountains. Central Poland (Masovia, Greater Poland, Kuyavia) belongs to the regions with the lowest precipitation in
Europe, where the total annual precipitation does not exceed 550 mm [4].
From 2000 to 2010 the area of agricultural land in Poland decreased from 17.8 million ha to 15.5 million ha In
the agricultural land group arable land prevails, but in the analysed period its area was also reduced from 13.7 million
ha to 10.9 million ha. Among grasslands in Poland meadows occupy the largest area, which remains at a fairly stable
level of about 2.5 million ha. However, the area of pastures dropped from 1.4 million ha in 2000 to 0.65 million ha in
2010. On the other hand, in the presented period the area of orchards increased by 250,000 ha to 370,000.
In the structure of crops in Poland cereals are prevalent; in the presented period their share fluctuated from 7075% (Fig. 1). The area of cereal cultivation in that period remained from about 8.5 to 7.5 million ha. Industrial crops
were the runner-up and their share rose from 6.5% in 2000 to nearly 11% in 2010, mainly due to the increase in the area
of rape cultivation. The area under cultivation of industrial crops was over 1.2 million ha in 2010, where rape took
about 950,000 ha. Forage crops were the next group in the cultivation structure, with a fairly stable share of about 7-8%
and the area under cultivation of about 700,000 ha. On the other hand, potatoes are a group of crops in the cultivation
structure that had a drop from 10% in 2000 to 4% in 2010. In 2010 the area of potato cultivation was 390,000 ha. In the
cultivation structure pulses had the smallest share of about 1-2% and area of about 170,000 ha.
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Figure 1. The structure of cultivation in Poland from 2000 to 2010
Source: Statistical Yearbook of Agriculture 2009, 2011

thous.

Apart from the cultivation area of a particular plant it is the quality of soil which the plant is cultivated on that is
crucial to the potential of crop production. There are 6 classes of soil distinguished in Poland. As can be seen in Fig. 3,
Class IV is prevalent in Poland – 7.4 million ha. It is an average quality soil. Class III soils have a large share – 4.2
million ha and they are considered to be good quality, whereas Class V soils - 4.2 million ha, are considered to be poor
quality. Class I and II soils, which make only 0.6 million ha in Poland, are very good and good quality. On the other
hand, Class VI soils, which are very poor quality, have the area of 2.1 million ha. To sum up the quality of soils in
Poland, it is possible to say that good and very good quality soils (Classes I-III) make only 26% of agricultural land,
whereas poor and very poor quality soils (Classes V and VI) make as much as 34%.
The production potential influenced by natural conditions is not often used due to inappropriate agrarian
structure of farms. The number of farms in Poland is relatively high. In 2007 there were about 2.5 million farms (Fig.
2). There was the highest percentage of farms up to 1 ha as well as those with the area ranging between 1-2 ha and 510 ha. There were 8.1 thousand farms larger than 100 ha, which made the lowest percentage. However, the largest area
of agricultural land, i.e. over 3 million ha, was concentrated in those farms. A large area of agricultural land is also
concentrated in the farms ranging between 5-10 ha, i.e. 2.8 million ha. The average area of agricultural land per farm
was slightly less than 8 ha.
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Figure 2. The characteristics of agricultural farms by area groups of agricultural land in 2007
Source: Statistical Yearbook of Agriculture 2011

The organisational and economic limitations present in farms result in a bad agrotechnical condition of Polish
soils. It is estimated that about 80% of soil in agricultural land in Poland is acidified to various extent. Very acidic soils
make 29% of agricultural land, acidic soils make 28% and slightly acidic soils make 24%. The other 20% is soils with a
neutral or alkaline pH [4].
A relatively low level of natural mineral fertilisation that has continued for more than a decade (on average about
100-120 kg of NPK is used in mineral fertilisers per 1 ha of agricultural land) in the conditions of 40-50% share of soils
with a very low or low level of nutrients may lead to degradation of their production potential. It is also necessary to
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stress that the average content of humus in Polish soils is low and makes 2.2% on average. According to the standard
division low-humus soils (<1.0%) make 6% of the area of agricultural land in Poland, medium-humus soils (1.1-2.0%)
make 50% and high-humus soils (>2.0%) make about 33% [5].
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Figure 5. The valorisation of agricultural production space by voivodeship
Source: The Institute of Soil Science and Plant Cultivation

In the system of valorisation of agricultural production space that has been in use in Poland since the 1970s the
following statistical indexes of evaluation of individual elements of the habitat are taken into consideration: the quality
and usefulness of agricultural soil, soil humidity, terrain and agri-climate. The valorisation of natural conditions was
done on the basis of quantitative dependence between the crops and the quality of habitat and climate. The evaluation of
soil and natural conditions made by means of statistical analysis was aggregated to the commune level and a total
agricultural production space valorisation index (APSVI) was calculated as a measure of the production potential of the
habitat. The weights assumed in valorisation for individual factors reflect their rank in the influence on the crops. Soil
conditions play a particularly important role in the valorisation of agricultural production space; only in the function of
soil quality and usefulness index on its own it is possible to account for about 70% of the observed crops changeability.
The influence of the other factors is much smaller and makes about 30% in total. The share of the agri-climate partial
index, which encompasses a complex of climatic factors, is contained within the range of 1-15 points, the share of
hydrographic conditions ranges between 1 and 5 points and the share of the terrain index between 0.1 and 5 points.
From Fig. 5 it is possible to read that in terms of the agricultural production space valorisation index the best
conditions for plant cultivation are in the Opole Voivodeship (the index value is 82) and the worst in the Podlaskie
Voivodeship (the index value is 55). The average index value for Poland is 67.
Crop production potential of Poland
In order to assess the production potential of selected plants there is a comparison of yield presented by the
following units:
- the yield from the Central Statistical Office, it is the average yield obtained by Polish farms,
- the yield presented by the Institute of Agricultural and Food Economics, it is the yield from farms, which take
part in the research of production activities within the Agricultural Product Data Collection System. The farms
which take part in the research are economically stronger and achieve a higher level of production than most
individual farms in Poland,
- the yield from farms using professional counselling in agricultural engineering provided by a German
counselling company Hanse Agro Beratung & Entwicklung GmbH (HA). It is necessary to note that the quoted
yields come from farms with the area larger than 100 ha,
- the yield obtained by the Research Centre for Cultivar Testing. It is the yield obtained on check plot located in
different regions of the country. The yields show the plants’ production potential.
The lowest yields of the presented plants are the average yields from the Central Statistical Office, whereas the
highest yields are those obtained by the Research Centre for Cultivar Testing. Between the two extremes are the yields
from Hanse Agro farms (the second place in winter wheat, rye and rape yields) and the Institute of Agricultural and
Food Economics (the second place in sugar beets). We can see that the yields achieved by the Research Centre for
Cultivar Testing are twice as high as the average yields in Poland. As far as the yields quoted by the Institute of
Agricultural and Food Economics or Hanse Agro farms are concerned, they are better, but there is still a possibility of
increase, which means there is still work to be done. It is necessary to note that the yields achieved by the Research
Centre for Cultivar Testing are not the upper limit of yield potential. It is known from practical experience that there are
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farms which achieve even higher yields than those obtained in the experiments of the Research Centre for Cultivar
Testing, but it is a small minority of farms. Those farms are usually characterised by very good natural conditions and
very good economic and organisational conditions as well as a high level of know-how in production technologies.
For our needs, i.e. to assess the production potential of selected plants in Poland, we assumed the yields
achieved in the farms of the Institute of Agricultural and Food Economics, Hanse Agro farms and experiments
conducted by the Research Centre for Cultivar Testing.
However, as far as the cultivation area is concerned, the areas from 2010 were assumed and the ‘maximum’
area of cultivation was estimated, where it is possible to grow a specific plant. Table 1 was drawn up for that purpose
and it shows in which stations a particular plant can be grown. For wheat it was assumed that it can be grown where
wheat, barley, maize and rape are grown at present. For rye weaker stations were designated, i.e. the areas currently
taken by rye, triticale, maize and rape. For maize similar assumptions were made as for wheat, but they were limited to
the following voivodeships: Lower Silesian, Opole, Greater Poland, Silesian, Łódź, Masovian and Lublin. Also for rape
similar assumptions were made as for wheat. However, for rape two variants were assumed – a 25% and 33% share in
the maximum estimation of an area where it is possible to grow rape. For sugar beets and potatoes it was only shown
which area of cultivation is big enough to satisfy the demand for potatoes or to realise the production limits for sugar
beets. In Poland the current demand for potatoes is about 9 million tons. As far as the limit of sugar that Poland can
produce is concerned, it is about 1.4 million tons, which with the sugar efficiency of 16% corresponds to the production
demand of about 10 million tons of sugar beetroots.
This study shows a certain method of calculation. Naturally the readers may disagree with the assumptions and
individually make their own specific assumptions concerning the area of cultivation. Showing the yield volumes
achieved by various groups of agricultural producers is a valuable element of this study. On its basis each reader can
make specific estimates concerning production increase with their own estimates concerning the area of cultivation.
Table. 1. Structure of current arable land use (2010) and the potential to grow crops
Crop
Winter wheat
Spring wheat
Rye

thous. ha

Rye

Maiz

Rape

Sugar beet

Potatoes

206

338

1,882
260
1,063

Winter barley

250

Spring barley

724

Oats

Wheat

577

Cereal mixed for grain

1,100

Winter Triticale

1,194

Spring Triticale

136

Maize for grain

334

Other cereals

117

Rape

946

Sugar beet

206

Other industrial

60

Potatoes

338

Pulses for grain

173

Feed

732

Other crops

285

Total
10,377
4,775
4,525
2,590
4,775
Source: The author’s compilation based on the data from the Central Statistical Office 2012

Table 2 shows the calculations concerning the capacity to produce the analysed plants with the assumptions of
specific areas of cultivation and achieved yields. Naturally some of the obtained results may seem abstract, e.g. the
production of 37.2 million tons of wheat or 31,2 million tons of rye by Poland. However, these calculations were
supposed to show a certain production range. Thus, at the current area of wheat cultivation and average yield the
volume of wheat production in Poland is about 8 million tons. If it was possible to increase the yield to the yield volume
achieved by the farms taking part in the research done by the Institute of Agricultural and Food Economics or Hanse
Agro farms, the production volume would rise to nearly 10.5 million and 10.9 million tons respectively. As far as rape
is concerned, we can see that there are big possibilities to increase the cultivation area even up to 1.6 million ha or
more. By increasing rape yield to the yield volume achieved by Hanse Agro farms, i.e. 34 dt/ha Poland will be able to
satisfy the consumption demand for rape as well as satisfy 100% of the non-consumption demand for rape with the area
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of cultivation 950,000 ha. Poland’s National Indicative Targets concerning the share of biocomponents in the liquid
fuels market assume that the content of biocomponents in liquid fuels in the energy value in 2013 will be 7.10%. The
assumptions cause the total demand for rape to be estimated for 3.2 million tons, including 1.2 million tons for
consumption and 2 million tons for non-consumption. As far as sugar beets and potatoes are concerned, apart from
improved production efficiency higher crops will result in freeing a certain area of arable land, which may be used for
other directions of cultivation, e.g. for energy purposes.
Table. 2 Simulated production volumes of selected crops in Poland
Crop

Sown area
thous. ha
1882
4775(1)
1063
4525(1)
334
2590(1)
946
1194(1)

Winter
wheat
Rey
Maiz
Rape

1576
Crop

GUS

COBORU

43

56

58

78

24

33

56

69

60

n.d.

71

104

27

30

34

43

(1)

GUS
8,1
20,5
2,6
10,9
2,0
15,5
2,6
3,2
4,3

Production
min. t

GUS

10
9

490
194

Sugar
beet
Potatoes

Yields* dt/ha
IERiGŻ
HA

Yields* dt/ha
IERiGŻ
HA
543
249

524
n.d.

Source: Author’s calculations
* average from years 2005-2011
(1)
- These figures are author’s estimates for potential acreage
GUS – Central Statistical Office
IERiGŻ – Institute of Agricultural and Food Economics
HA – Hanse Agro Beratung & Entwicklung
COBORU – Research Centre for Cultivar Testing

COBORU

GUS

734
445

204,1
463,9

Production min. t
IERiGŻ
HA

COBORU

10,5
26,7
3,5
14,9
n.d.
n.d.
2,8
3,6

10,9
27,7
6,0
25,3
2,4
18,4
3,2
4,1

14,7
37,2
7,3
31,2
3,5
26,9
4,1
5,1

4,7

5,4

6,8

Sown area thous. ha
IERiGŻ
HA
184,2
361,4

190,8
n.d.

COBORU
136,2
202,2

Conclusions
The obtained results show a potential production volume. However, in order to achieve it is necessary to make
changes aimed at the improvement of economic and organisational factors of farms and the agrotechnical condition of
soils. Production can be increased by increasing the area of cultivation and higher crops. In the author’s opinion,
increasing the crops is the easier task. Increasing the area of cultivation encounters the competition of other crops,
limitations resulting from crop rotation or other natural conditions. On the other hand, it is necessary to remember that
sometimes in the conditions of specific cost/price relations it is better to harvest 6 tons of wheat at lower outlay and be
satisfied with the profit rather than harvest 8 tons of wheat, for instance, which will not cover the outlay.
Increasing the production by higher crops will result in even stronger position of the regions that are leaders in
the production volume of particular plants. Naturally it is possible to extend the production of the plants in subject to
other regions. Wheat, being a plant of good and very good soils, will be grown in the regions with the best soils. On the
other hand, rye will be grown in provinces with worse soils. As far as soil conditions for rape are concerned, there may
be a big potential for production increase in the Lublin, Silesian, Warmian-Masurian or Świętokrzyskie Voivodeships.
However, the chief limiting factors are: the size of farms (the Silesian and Świętokrzyskie Voivodeships), distance from
the markets – this chiefly applies to the Lublin Voivodeship, difficult climatic conditions, shorter growing season – the
Warmian-Masurian Voivodeship, or simply absence of tradition of growing the plant and in consequence – the lack of
skills. Considering the current climatic conditions growing maize has a chance to develop mainly in the southern
provinces, i.e. Lower Silesian, Opole, Greater Poland, Silesian, Łódź, Masovian and Lublin Voivodeships. The best
region to grow potatoes is the coastal strip. It has better humidity conditions than Central Poland and weaker pressure of
diseases and necessity to exchange seed potatoes than the south of Poland. Growing sugar beets for non-consumption
purposes has a chance to develop in the regions guaranteeing the achievement of higher yield than 60 dt/ha. These are
the current centres of sugar beet production.
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Evaluation of Demographic Indicators in Rural and Urban Municipalities in
Latvia
Zane Bulderberga
Latvia University of Agriculture
Abstract
Sustainable spatial development focuses on identifying and using territorial advantages to foster the harmonized development of the entire
country, reducing negative effects of population concentration, increasing availability and mobility. The first step in order to promote sustainable
spatial development is to analyse and evaluate current situation what is the focus of this research. The analysis of demographic indicators helps
identify spatial structure, dynamic and structure of population in order to elaborate measures to achieve the sustainable spatial development. The
research aim is to determine what kind of the demographic differences exists in urban and rural municipalities.
The several methods were used in order to analyse eight the most essential demographic indicators in three year period (2009-2011). First,
the analysis of overall tendencies of indicators was made, then by using Mann – Whitney test the essential statistical differences in rural and urban
municipalities were identified. As the final step of this research the factor analyses were used to reduce set of demographic indicators to tree factors –
population income, population age structure and number of residents and to evaluate situation in Latvia municipalities.
The statistical data analysis showed that considerable differences exist in terms of number, concentration, and income of population. There is
a statistically significant difference between the indicator values in rural and urban municipalities for the four indicators – population, population
density, demographic burden and population of working age. In urban municipalities, the situation is favourable in terms of resources – a greater
population fosters development, increases tax revenues, and contributes to the attractiveness of the territory. Rural municipalities, in their turn,
especially those located in the vicinity of cities, have a better demographic burden situation – the proportion of children and youth aged under 15 is
higher than in other municipalities.
Key words: spatial development, rural, urban area, municipality.

Introduction
The development of Latvia’s rural and urban municipalities is characterised by various indicators, an analysis of
which enables us to evaluate and explain socio – economic tendencies, to identify indicators of causal relationships and
effects, as well as to model future development both in local and regional level. The evaluation of situation is essential
for sustainable development planning process in all levels – local, regional and national (Rondinelli, Ruddlek, 1978,
Shucksmith, Cameron, Merridew, Pichler, 2009). There are several groups of indicators that are employed to analyse
the situation in Latvia: demographic, socio-economic, structural etc.
This research focuses on analysis of demographic indicators which describe aviability and structure of human
resources in municipalities. The demographic indicators evaluation can be used as a tool to asses the efficiency of
regional policy implementation or as argument to introduce the new regional or spatial development measures in order
to promote sustainable and balances development. Balanced and sustainable spatial development has been a topical
issue in EU since the 1980’s with the aim to reduce differences between EU regions and rural and urban areas (Wegner,
2008). The European Regional/Spatial Planning Charter (1984) was the first planning document that dealt with the
spatial dimension - the document states that it is a comprehensive and interdisciplinary approach focusing on reducing
regional and spatial differences in a balanced way. The United Nations Organisation, in its turn, defines spatial
development as an instrument for creating a sustainable political framework in a long-term to ensure social, territorial,
and economic development. The concept of territorial cohesion mentioned the European Union’s Lisbon Treaty (2009)
is regarded as complementary to economic and social cohesion goals, which is oriented towards the harmonious and
homogeneous development of the entire territory. Territorial cohesion focuses on identifying and using territorial
advantages to foster the sustainable and steady development of the entire EU, reducing negative effects of population
concentration, increasing availability and mobility (public transportation, services, information technologies, the
Internet), developing cooperation at the national, regional, and local levels, and developing urban-rural interactions and
links; in the result, efficiency in land use will increase, public services will be provided, and natural resources will be
better managed. In the result of sustainable spatial planning, the following gains may be expected in three sustainable
development dimensions:
 economic gains – a stable environment for investment, the land use goals defined foster economic growth.
Planning ensures that the land parcels intended for development have access to communications, they are
connected to the network of main roads, and the necessary mobility of labour is guaranteed. These activities
lead to a higher quality of this environment both in cities and in rural areas, which stimulates investment
attraction;
 social gains – in the result of planning, the development priorities which are essential to the local community
are defined, the needs of residents and businessmen are included in development documents, decision-making
takes place more efficiently and steady;
 environmental gains – an adequate use of land, buildings, and infrastructure is promoted, important
environmental, historical, or cultural objects are maintained, there is a responsibility for environmental risks
(floods, air quality), recreational and natural heritages are protected, and the mobility of people increases
(Spatial Planning. Key instrument..., 2008).
Latvia’s Sustainable Development Strategy sets the country’s guidelines and spatial perspective till the year
2030. In this document, one of the priorities is spatial development, the goal of which is to create equal conditions of
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life and work for all individuals irrespective of their place of residence. The first step in order to promote territorial
cohesion and ensure sustainable spatial development is to analyse and evaluate current situation.
An analysis and evaluation of demographic indicators is a prerequisite for further analysis, and given the
availability of various long-term policy documents, scientists, and statistics, eight the most essential demographic
indicators were selected, which were analysed for a three year period (2009-2011). The overall research aim is to
determine what kind of the demographic differences exists in urban and rural municipalities. In Latvia there are 110
municipalities – 60 urban municipalities and 50 rural municipalities. The municipality is considered as urban if one or
more towns/cities are located in its territory (in Latvia there are 67 towns in total). The municipality is considered as
rural if there are no towns or cities in its territory. Specific research tasks:
1. to evaluate the demographic indicators in Latvia’s urban and rural municipalities for a three year period;
2. to identify the demographic indicators that statistically differ between urban and rural municipalities;
3. to perform a factor analysis to identify the indicator groups that differ between urban and rural
municipalities;
The research methods employed: monographic, analysis and synthesis, induction and deduction, statistical
analysis methods, factor analysis, and Mann-Whitney U test. The secondary data collected by Central Statistical bureau
were used.
Research Results
Changes in demography and the patterns these changes follow have attracted the attention of scientists in Europe
since the end of 19th century. Demographic trend analysis is used to determine the economic growth potential of cities
and regions as well as the risk of social polarization and pressure on the environment. The impact of demographic
change transforms the age and employment structure of societies. The Europe 2020 strategy identifies demographic
change among the key challenges facing Europe. Taking into considerations territorial cohesion as one of sustainable
development dimensions, many scientists stated questions – does the city impact on it administrative area can be
described as significant (Meijers, Waterhout, Zonneveld, 2007) and is there statically significant demographic
differences between rural and urban areas in terms of demographic indicators (Tacoli, 1998, Zonneveld, Stead, 2007,
Szajnowska-Wysocka, 2009).
Various institutions and scientists performed territorial development evaluations, using different demographic
indicators. The spatial evaluation indicators selected in Latvia’s Sustainable Development Strategy until 2030 are
mainly related to transport infrastructure monitoring, while the demographic situation is reflected by the proportion of
urban/rural population. Latvia’s National Development Plan 2014-2020 evaluates territorial development by using a
complex Territorial Development Index that includes: demographic burden and population change, along with
unemployment rate, and personal income tax revenue per capita (Regulation on Territorial development…, 2010,
National Development Plan, 2012). Several researchers and experts (Krastiņs, 2010, Vesperis, 2012, Hermansons,
2012) have argued that the index does not reflect the present situation in terms of new administrative territorial
division;; therefore, it is needed to review the present index and to enhance it. The Ministry of Environmental
Protection and Regional Development, given the recent critiques, has developed a project in which the index was
supplemented with 6 additional indicators, including natural population change, long-term migration balance, as well
as others. The State Regional Development Agency publishes reports “Development of Regions in Latvia” since 2003,
in which the country’s socio-economic development is analysed in various its territories (State Regional Development
Agency, 2013). Population density along with number of residents, demographic burden and population age structure
are used to describe the demographic situation. International studies, too, indicate that similar indicators are exploited in
demographic situation analyses. The study „Urban – Rural Relations in Europe” conducted within the programme
ESPON and financed by the European Regional Development Fund grouped indicators into several dimensions; the
demographic dimension included population and its change, demographic burden and population age structure, as well
as population density (Urban – Rural Relations..., 2006). Given the availability of various long-term policy documents,
scientists, and statistics, the most essential demographic indicators were selected – number of residents and it’s changes,
demographic burden, density and residents age – structure indicators.
1. Analysis of demographic indicators
Table 1 presents demographic indicators that describe the situation in urban and rural municipalities over the
three year period. One of the most important indicators reflecting the attractiveness of a territory and its development
potential is the number of residents. Since 2009, the population in Latvia’s all municipalities has decreased by 4%
owing to both natural population change and migration, while the proportion of the population of urban and rural
municipalities has remained the same – 70% (in urban municipalities) and 30% (in rural municipalities).
In the municipalities with at least one town in their territory, the number of residents (both the total and the
average number) was considerably greater than in rural municipalities; in 2011, the total number of residents living in
urban municipalities exceeded that of rural municipalities by 408 065 individuals (236%), which, the author believes,
points to the advantages of these municipalities, as the population is viewed in economics as an essential resource for
ensuring economic growth. The size of municipalities, in terms of population, may not be unequivocally viewed – there
are explicitly large and small municipalities in both groups of municipalities, for instance, in the group of urban
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municipalities, the population ranged from 2 800 to 38 354 (the difference was 13.7 times), while among rural
municipalities this difference was even greater – in the most populous municipality (31 164 residents) 23.7 times more
residents lived than in the least populous one (1317). Such a situation considerably hinders the implementation of a
single regional and spatial policy and creates a need for a continuation of the administrative and territorial reform to
make an administrative division in which the population is proportionately and similarly distributed.
Table 1. Demographic indicators in rural and urban municipalities in Latvia (2009 – 2011)
INDICATOR /YEAR

Urban municipalities

Rural municipalities

Urban/rural
municipalities (%)

2009

2010

2011

2009

2010

2011

2009

2010

2011

737664

721217

707902

306829

302820

299837

240

238

236

x

-16447

-13315

x

-4009

-2983

x

-0.02

-0.02

x

-2.23%

-1.85%

x

-1.31%

-0.99%

x

-0.94

-0.87

12430

12571

12425

7316

6843

6913

100

184

180

Population density (inhab./km )

18.14

17.74

17.41

13.01

12.84

12.72

139

138

137

Demographic burden (per 1000 inhab.)

526.53

527.04

531.12

516.69

515.75

517.88

102

102

103

Population under working age (%)

14.04

13.82

13.63

13.96

13.89

13.81

101

99

99

Population of working age (%)

65.54

65.51

65.34

65.98

66.01

65.91

99

99

99

Population over working age (%)

20.43

20.68

21.03

20.07

20.10

20.28

102

103

104

Population
Growth per year, inhab.
Population
Change
Growth rate per year, %
Population on average per municipality,
inhab.
2

Source: author’s calculations based on Central Statistical Bureau, 2013

The population density is greater in urban municipalities, and, given the population decrease trend, it declined
both in urban and in rural municipalities during the recent three years. Yet, compared with the European Union
standards, the population density in urban municipalities is relatively low, as it is believed that a territory may be
classified as urban if its population density is greater than 150 inhabitants/km2, and, according to such an approach, not
a single municipality in Latvia may be regarded as urban. A greater population density in a municipality indicates a
denser location of buildings and a denser infrastructure network, resulting in the concentration of public services and
businesses, which raises the standard of living and the population’s satisfaction with their place of residence.
The demographic burden, which shows the population under and over working age per 1000 working age
population, is lower in rural municipalities, which is a positive fact. An analysis of the situation within the context of
population age structure leads to a conclusion that the number of children and youth in rural municipalities is slightly
greater than in urban ones. Such a situation is especially explicit in municipalities in the vicinity of cities – families
bringing up children more often prefer to live in a rural area located within easy reach of the city where jobs are
available for the parents. However, the population of over working age tends to move to cities, as healthcare and other
services needed to them are available there.
In the second stage of the present research, a Mann – Whitny test (also known as the Wilcoxon ranks sum test
and the Man-Whitney-Wilcoxon test) was performed to identify which demographic indicators are statistically different
between urban and rural municipalities. This research deals with two sets of sample data from two contrasting areas,
rural municipalities and urban municipalities, with the aim of comparing them and demonstrating differences. The test
is used to determine whether the differences between the two sets of sample data are truly significant or whether these
differences could have occurred by chance. (The Theory Behind…, s. a). There are 3 steps for Mann-Whitney U-Test –
define null and alternative hypotheses, calculate test statistic and state results and conclusions.
Hypotesis (with a significance level (p-value) – 0.05): H0: There is no difference between the indicator values in
rural and urban municipalities; H1: There is a difference between the indicator values in rural and urban municipalities.
Table 2. Mann Whitney test results
Indicator
Population
Population change (over previous year)
Population density (inhab./km2)
Demographic burden (per 1000 inhab.)
Population under working age (%)
Population of working age (%)
Population over working age (%)

Source: author’s calculations

Mann-Whitney U

Wilcoxon W

Z

Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed)

7571.5
13047.5
10748.5
10342.0
12703.5
10327.0
12337.0

18746.5
29337.5
21923.5
21517.0
23878.5
26617.0
23512.0

-6.798
-0.422
-3.099
-3.572
-0.823
-3.590
-1.249

0.000
0.673
0.002
0.000
0.411
0.000
0.211

The Mann-Whitney U-test results show that there is no difference between the indicator values in rural and urban
municipalities (p-value >0.05) and the null hypothesis is accepted for the indicators - population change , population
under working age and population over working age. There is a difference between the indicator values in rural and
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urban municipalities (p-value <0.05) and the null hypothesis is rejected and an alternative hypothesis is accented for the
indicators – population, population density, demographic burden and population of working age.
2. Factor analysis results
In the second stage of data analysis, a factor analysis was performed to examine in detail the most significant
structural differences among municipalities, as a large set of common indicators was used to describe the territorial
situation. This statistical method is exploited based on an assumption that mutual interaction and dependence exist
among several variables, therefore, it is possible to reduce a large set of data to a few factors that are used to identify the
nature of data interrelationships. In the result of a factor analysis, a small number of complex factors are selected from
the set of indicators, which are linearly dependent on the initial indicators, but there is no correlation among them – they
just specify the general nature of the initial indicators (Hair, Anderson, Tatham, Black, 1995, Ramute, 2008). The 2010
data were used in the factor analysis owing to their availability. To justify the factor analysis results, the following
indicators proving objectivity were obtained:
 a Barletta test shows the general significance of correlation for all the variables – if the significance level is
less than 0.05 (in this example Sig=0.00), it indicates that a factor analysis is adequate;
 a Kaiser-Mayer-Olkin test analyses the selection of variables – the test value has to be greater than 0.05 (in this
example 0.632) to conclude that a factor analysis is adequate.
To describe the most essential differences in relation to the demographic indicators analysed before, one more
indicator was selected – personal income tax revenues in municipal budgets – to reflect population income changes in
the aspect of municipalities. Eight indicators selected were arranged into three factors, which may explain 88.37% of
the variance for municipalities. Table 3 presents the results obtained in the factor analysis – the level of explained
information shows what proportion a particular factor may explain for the different municipality indicators, but the
factor burden indicates the contribution of each factor’s variables (within a range from 0 to 1) – the closer is the factor
burden to 1, the greater is the effect of a variable on the particular factor.
Table 3. Factor analysis results for the population
Indicator (explained
Factor
Indicator (explained
Factor
information, %)
burden
information, %)
burden
Factor 1 (48.09%)
Factor 2 (24.33%)
POPULATION INCOME
POPULATION AGE STRUCTURE
Individual income tax revenues in
0.874
Demographic burden
0.985
municipal budgets per capita
Population under working age
0.870
Population of working age
-0.985
Population density
0.819
Population over working age 0.681
Population over working age
-0.676

Indicator (explained
Factor
information, %)
burden
Factor 3 (15.95%)
NUMBER OF RESIDENTS
Population

-0.920

Population change

0.848

Source: author’s calculations

Factor 1 – POPULATION INCOME explains 48.09% of the variance for Latvia’s municipalities and the most
essential factor burden is specific to the variables such as personal income tax revenues in municipal budgets (0.874)
and population under working age (0.870). The factor specifies the income of residents, based on the personal income
tax revenues in municipal budgets, which is affected by the population age structure – the population of working age
has higher incomes compared with the population of over working age, and their families bring up children. A positive
factor value describes a situation when a particular municipality’s population has high incomes and there is a high
proportion of children and youth, therefore, the proportion of over working age population is lower and the population
density is relatively high, thus the concentration of population takes place. A negative value describes the municipalities
where the proportion of old age people is high, their total incomes are lower, and they live scattered – the population
density is low. Such a situation is specific to the most remote municipalities of Latvia.
The factor analysis produced standardised values of each municipality for each factor, enabling us to explain the
results obtained – the size and direction of deviation from the average value of 0.
The territorial differences, based on the values obtained, were classified into 5 value levels:
 a large deviation – factor values smaller than -1 or greater than 1;
 a normal deviation – factor values within a range from -1 to -0.5 and from 0.5 to 1;
 a small deviation – factor values within a range from -0.5 to 0.5.
The interpretation of the factor analysis results for certain municipalities enables us to conclude that a positive
population age structure having a high proportion of children and youth aged under 15 and a relatively low proportion of
over working age population, which results in greater personal income tax revenues in municipal budgets, is specific to
the municipalities located in the vicinity of Riga city – of 16 municipalities with the highest factor values, 14 lie in Riga
planning region. It indicates that the proximity of cities is an essential territorial attractiveness factor, where the relatively
high income working age residents with their families concentrate.
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Table 4. Detailed characteristics of Factor 1 – POPULATION INCOME
Value
Number of
Characteristics
levels
municip.
Less than Total - 6
Municipalities with an explicitly negative population age structure and low incomes – small personal
-1
rural - 5 income tax revenues in municipal budgets, a large number of over working age population, a small number
urban - 1 of children and youth aged under 15, a low population density
From -1 Total - 35
Municipalities with a proportion of working age population higher than on average in Latvia, while the
to -0.5
rural - 17 proportion of under working age population is lower, population incomes are low, the number of residents is
urban - 18 small
From -0.5 Total - 47
The majority of municipalities – personal income tax revenues are smaller than on average in Latvia, while
to 0.5
rural - 19 the proportion of children and youth aged under 15 is higher than on average in the country, and the
urban - 28 proportion of over working age population is lower than on average in the country
From 0.5 Total - 5
Municipalities with relatively high population incomes, a large number of under working age population,
to 1
rural - 1 and a small number of over working age population
urban - 4
More
Total - 16
Municipalities with a positive population age structure - personal income tax revenues in municipal budgets
than 1
rural - 7 are large, the proportion of children and youth aged under 15 is high, the number of over working age
urban - 9 population is low, and the population density is high. This situation is characteristic of the municipalities
located in the vicinity of cities, especially Riga – the capital city
Source: author’s calculations

Factor 2 – POPULATION AGE STRUCTURE explains 24.33% of the variance for municipalities, and an
essential effect is specific to the following variables: demographic burden (0.985) and proportion of working age
population (-0.985).
Table 5. Detailed characteristics of Factor 2 – POPULATION AGE STRUCTURE
Value
Number of
Characteristics
levels
municip.
Less
Total - 16
Municipalities with an explicitly positive population age structure – a high proportion of working age
than -1
rural - 12 population and a low demographic burden. These municipalities lie mainly in Pieriga and Zemgale
urban - 4 regions
From -1 Total - 19
Municipalities where the demographic situation is good – the proportion of working age population is
to -0.5
rural - 11 higher than on average in Latvia, while the demographic burden is lower. A large number of
urban - 8 municipalities (10) do not border on any city
From - Total - 43
Municipalities where the situation corresponds to what is on average in Latvia – the proportion of
0.5 to
rural - 15 working age population is 65.7% of the total, while the demographic burden is equal to 521 people
0.5
urban - 28 under and over working age per 1000 working age population
From
Total - 18
Municipalities with a higher demographic burden than on average in Latvia and a lower proportion of
0.5 to 1
rural - 5 working age population. Such a situation is characteristic of the municipalities in which one or several
urban - 13 towns are located
More
Total - 13
Municipalities with a negative population age structure – the demographic burden is high (564), which
than 1
rural - 6 indicates that the proportion of working age population is lower than on average in Latvia with 63.9%.
urban - 7 All the municipalities included in this value level are located far away from cities
Source: author’s calculations

After analysing the values of Factor 2, one can conclude that better demographic burden indicators are
observed for rural municipalities, whereas the demographic burden in urban municipalities is higher than on average in
Latvia. The analysis of this factor does not indicate a significant effect of cities within a particular value level. After
analysing the overall distribution of municipalities, one has to conclude that the indicators in 40% of the municipalities
correspond to the average level in Latvia, in 32% of the municipalities the indicators are better than on average in
Latvia, while in 28% - poorer.
Factor 3 – NUMBER OF RESIDENTS specifies 16.5% of the variance, and the highest factor burden is
specific to the variable – number of residents. This factor shows the concentration of population and its change
differences for Latvia’s municipalities.
Table 6. Detailed characteristics of Factor 3 – NUMBER OF RESIDENTS
Value
Number of
Characteristics
levels
municip.
Less
Total - 16
Municipalities have a large population; as a result, the annual population change in absolute figures is
than -1
rural - 3 considerable. The majority of these municipalities have one or several towns, which indicates that the
urban - 13 concentration of population takes place there
From -1 Total - 6
The average number of residents per municipality (14 537) is relatively lower than on average in Latvia
to -0.5
rural - 0 (10 042), the number of residents tends to decline – in absolute figures it is considerable
urban - 6
From - Total - 47
Municipalities with a small population; as a result, the decrease in population (-150 residents) is smaller
0.5 to
rural - 16 than on average in Latvia (-172 residents)
0.5
urban - 31
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0.5 to 1
More
than 1

Total - 38
rural - 28
urban - 10
Total - 2
rural - 2
urban - 0

Source: author’s calculations
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The number of residents is smaller than on average in Latvia, the population change is negative, but it is
considerably smaller than on average, which is a positive fact. The majority is rural municipalities
Municipalities where the number of residents is smaller than on average in the country, but the
population change is positive – the municipalities lie in Pieriga region where the population change was
positive in 2010 if compared to the total population

Based on the analysis results, one can find that the number of residents and the population change significantly
differ between urban and rural municipalities. A small number of residents are specific to rural municipalities; as a
result, the population decrease in absolute figures is smaller, whereas in urban municipalities the concentration of
population is higher, therefore, the population change is numerically greater. Two municipalities of Pieriga region may
be especially highlighted; unlike the remaining territory of Latvia, a positive population change is observed for these
municipalities, yet, their populations are small.
Conclusions
The demographic situation analysis enables us to conclude that considerable differences exist in terms of
number, concentration, and income of population. There is a statistically significant difference between the indicator
values in rural and urban municipalities for the four indicators – population, population density, demographic burden and
population of working age. Analysis of other indicators (population change, population under working age and
population over working age) didn’t showed statistically significant difference. In urban municipalities, the situation is
favourable in terms of resources – a greater population fosters development, increases tax revenues, and contributes to
the attractiveness of the territory. Rural municipalities, in their turn, especially those located in the vicinity of cities,
have a better demographic burden situation – the proportion of children and youth aged under 15 is higher than in other
municipalities, which indicates that families with children prefer to live in suburban municipalities rather than in cities.
Because the situation in urban and rural municipalities differs, the essential question about sustainable
development possibilities remains. The Sustainable Development Strategy and National Development Plan set goal to
concentrate resources in certain regional centers (21 urban municipalities), stating that development of these territories
will have positive impact on nearest rural municipalities. However there are concerns that rural municipalities will face
the economic stagnation because of lack of investments. Therefore the goal of spatial development should not only
focus on investments in certain municipalities but also on strengthening the interaction between rural and urban areas.
The needs of residents in all municipalities have to be met by providing basic services in relation to the fields of
education, medical care, and infrastructure.
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Abstract
The new common agricultural policy gives to the member states the possibility to grant young farmers an additional financial support
through the first pillar. several methods of calculation, according to diverse proposals (commission, eu parliament, member states) are presented and
their impact on the walloon budget for direct payments (270 million € in 2020) is assessed, the maximal authorized share being 2´%. based on the
situation observed in the 2006-2010 period, the mean and maximum amounts per young farmer in 2020 are calculated, giving the walloon regional
government the information to choose the way to support young farmers.

Introduction
In the European Union, only 7% of the total number of farmers are aged less than 35. To find new settlers in the
farm business is more and more difficult. So, in order to prepare the new Common Agricultural Policy for the period
2014-2020, the Commission proposed a new architecture of the direct payments, including three compulsory parts: the
green payment (30% of the total national amount for direct payments), the basic payment, and a payment to support
young farmers, representing a maximum of 2% of the national amount.
The aim of this paper is to estimate the impact of different methods of calculation of the financial support to
young farmers, proposed by the eu commission, the eu parliament or member states, on the share of the walloon budget
for direct payments devoted to support young farmers, and on the mean and maximal support per farm. the number of
young farmers in 2020 and the area they manage are foreseen by using the 2006-2010 period as a reference.
the results give information to the public regional authorities about the importance of the financial support to
young farmers on the microeconomic and the macroeconomic level in order to enlight the decision about the calculation
method to be decided upon (it could be expected that the higher is the financial support, the most efficient is the
measure).
Evolution of the proposals of the Council of Ministers, the Commission and the EU Parliament
According to article 36 of the proposal of the Commission, concerning the direct payments regulation, "the
Member States grant an annual payment to young farmers who have the right to get a basic payment". According to the
Commission, "young farmers" are physical persons "who settle for the first time in a farm, or who settled during the
five-year period preceding the first application for basic payment" and "who were aged less than 40 when they applied".
When moral persons are considered, a payment for "young farmers" can also be granted, if some physical
persons members of the moral person are under 40 and according to conditions defined by the Commission.
The EU Parliament suggests that the Member States could determine supplementary criteria, mainly about
competence, experience and/or training. This payment "young farmers" is granted per farmer and during a five-year
period as a maximum. The period is decreased by the number of years between the settlement and the year of
application. Each year, the Member States grant the "young farmers" payment by calculating an amount corresponding
to 25% of the mean value of the rights to basic payments owned by the farmer multiplied by the number of rights he
effectively used.
According to the Commission, a Member State can grant a maximum of 25 rights "young farmers" per farmer
when the mean farm size is lower or equal to 25 ha. When this mean is higher than 25 ha, , the Member State can grant
a number of rights as high as the mean, as a maximum. For Belgium, the mean size of a farm is 29 ha, and so the
maximum number of rights "young farmers" granted per farmer is also 29. However, the opinion of the EU Parliament
is that the maximum number of rights fixed by the Member States should be 100.
To finance these payments, the Member States use a share of the national ceiling for direct payments which
cannot exceed 2%. The Member States must notify their decision to the Commission before August 1st, 2013. If the 2%
are not reached, the difference goes to the national reserve to increase the value of the rights granted to young and new
farmers. An additional amount of 2% can be decided by the Member States, based on objective criteria.
Hypotheses and method
The following hypotheses are taken into account:
- the impact "young farmers" is assessed for the year 2020, considering the decisions of the EU Summit about
the EU budget, which means a decrease of 11.2% in current prices for the Walloon budget for direct payments :
- there is no coupled payments for suckling cows (20% of the regional ceiling today);
- there is no additional payment for the first hectares;
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- the data of the agricultural census from 2006 to 2010 are used to estimate the number of young farmers, their
age and the area of their farms;
- each young farmer is granted as many rights as the number of hectares he has, their value being equal to the
regional mean (the Walloon mean value of the basic payment is 247€).
As the total maximal amount for direct payments in wallonia is expected to reach a little bit more than 270
million € in 2020, the maximal amount, the maximal amount spent to support young farmers could reach 5,403,243 €
(2´% of the regional envelope for direct payments).
Many formulas to calculate the support for young farmers have been proposed by the eu commission, the eu
parliament, the member states, …several of them have been chosen and their impact calculated on the farm level and on
the regional level. so, by chosing the way to calculate the support, the walloon authorities determine ipso facto the
importance of the support.
Reference situation
As abovementioned, the period of reference is 2006-2010
The figures regarding young settlers in agriculture appear in table 1.
Table 1. Characteristics of new young farmers in 2010
Number of farmers
Year of settlement
Maximum age
less than 40 in 2010
2006
35
89
2007
36
116
2008
37
115
2009
38
72
2010
39
84
Total
476

Agricultural area (ha)
3,615
5,564
5,482
3,740
4,149
22.550

Mean agricultural
area (ha)
41
48
48
52
49
47

Scenarios
5.1. Method proposed by the EU Commission
Each young farmer receives 25% of the mean value of his basic payment rights, or 62€ in Wallonia, multiplied by a
maximum of :
- Option A: 25 ha (proposal of the Commission) ;
- Option B: 29 ha (Belgian mean farm size according to the Commission) ;
- Option C: 47.4 ha (mean for Walloon young farmers) ;
- Option D: 100 ha (proposal of the EU Parliament).
The results are presented in table 2.
Table 2. Impact of the implementation of the "young farmers" payments,
Commission
Option A
Option B
Value of the payment (€/ha)
62
62
Ceiling (ha)
25
29
Maximum amount (€/farm)
1,543
1,790
Mean amount (€/farm)
1,194
1,349
Total regional amount(€)
568,325
641,905
Share of the payment "young farmers" in 0.21%
0.24%
the ceiling for direct payments

according to the method proposed by the
Option C
62
47.4
2,924
1,933
920,309
0.34%

Option D
62
100
6,173
2,714
1,292,740
0.48%

5.2. Method proposed by the Walloon Region
Three possibilities are examined here:
- Option E: each young farmer receives 25% of the mean value of his basic payment rights (25% of 247 = 62€) on his
total area ;
- Option F: the total budget devoted to young farmers in the first pillar (2% of the total amount of direct payments) is
entirely used. In 2020, the budget represents 5,403,243 €, the concerned area reaching 22,550 ha. In such a case, the
value of the "young farmers payment" reaches 240 € ;
- Option G: each young farmer receives 150 € for each ha of his agricultural area.
According to these options, the amount of the "young farmers" payments would represent 0.52% of the total amount of
direct payments for Option E, 2% for Option F and 1.25% for Option G.
The results are shown in table 3.
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Table 3. Impact of the implementation of the "young farmers" payments, according to the method proposed by the Walloon
Region

Value of the payment €/ha)
Maximum amount (€/farm)
Mean amount (€/farm)
Total regional amount (€)
Share of the payment "young farmers" in the ceiling
for direct payments

Option E

62
25,095
2,924
1,391,940
0.52%

Option F

240
97,514
11,351
5,403,243
2.00%

Option G

150
60,984
7,106
3,382,550
1.25%

5.3. Method proposed by Luxemburg
According to this method, the amount granted to the young farmers does not depend on their agricultural area :
- Option H: each young farmer receives 25% of the value of the basic payment right (25% of 247 € = 62 € in
Wallonia), multiplied by 47.4 ha (the mean area of the farms managed by young farmers), so 2,924 € per farm ;
- Option I: each young farmer receives 50% of the value of the basic payment right (50% of 247 = 123 €), multiplied
by 47.4 ha (the mean area of the farms managed by young farmers), so 5,848 € per farm ;
- Option J: each young farmer receives the total amount of "young farmers" payments divided by the number of
young farmers, so 5,403,243 divided by 476 equals 11,351 € per farm.
The results are summarised in table 4.
Table 4. Impact of the implementation of the "young farmers" payments, according to the method proposed by Luxemburg
Option H
Option I
Option J
Amount per farm (€)
2,924
5,848
11,351
Amount per ha (€)
62
123
240
Total regional amount (€)
1,391,940
2,783,881
5,403,243
Share of the payments "young farmers" in the 0.52%
1.03%
2.00%
ceiling for direct payments
Conclusions
The different methods used to calculate the financial support to young farmers through the first pillar of the cap
generally lead to a rather low level of support per ha and per farm. so, if these methods are chosen, it is doubtful that the
granted support would be really efficient to encourage young people to take over a farm, as the total investment is very
high. if the regional authorities would like to have a real impact on new settlers in agriculture, the only way is to decide
to grant the maximum amount which is authorized, 2% of the regional envelope for direct payments. as the potential
number of young farmers who could benefit from the measure is small, the financial support per farm could become
significant enough to make their decision to take over a farm or not.
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Abstract
Among resources which municipality territories possess, the special place is taken by the cultural and historical resources representing
modern potential of tourist development of the region. The municipal space formed by cultural and historical objects, defines tourist development,
localization of recreational streams and the direction of excursion routes. The article is devoted to aspect of development of optimal models for
sustainable management of tourist areas in the Republic of Karelia. Development of the roadside infrastructure is determined as a one of the important
directions of development of tourism infrastructure in the rural areas. The region is one of the attractive tourist destinations in Northern Europe, is
receiving more than 1.5 million visitors a year, but is experiencing some difficulties with the development of a road service infrastructure. The
relevance of development and improving a system of road service infrastructure on the territory of the Republic of Karelia is confirmed by realization
of the international project KARELIA ENP CBC "Eco-efficient tourism" (2012-2013 years).
Key words: regional development, eco-efficient technologists, model "center periphery", methods of an assessment of cultural potential.

Introduction
Aim – increase of tourist appeal of municipal rural formations of the Euroregion Karelia at the expense of
gradual alignment of quality of service of tourists, with attraction of cultural capacity of the territory and taking into
account environmental standards.
Tasks –
 Increase comfort, environmental safety and tourist attractiveness of rural areas;
 Assistance to introduction of eco-efficient technologies of management by recreational zones and
improvement of quality of service of tourists in places of active use in the northern border region in cooperation with
adjacent territories of EU (partner Finnish territories);
 Development and improvement of road infrastructure;
 Development of border tourism and cooperation in the field of regional development through use of modern
tools of cross-border character.
Object – new objects of roadside tourist infrastructure of the Republic of Karelia
Research methods –
In article the methodological approaches of regional economy considering developments of the territory are used:
 neoclassical economy and theories (concept of "the economic person");
 spatial economy and transaction economy;
 theory of self-organization and concept of nonlinear economy;
 interdisciplinary synthesis - set of the methods directed on research of the economic environment
The model "center periphery" created within the theory of "growth poles", was the main when developing
optimum organizational and legal models of management for pilot territories with study of strategic mechanisms and
the tools, directed on rapprochement of cultures of the northern people, acquaintances to tourist sights which
considering specifics are formalized in contracts between municipalities, the international investors and businessmen. In
the Russian practice of formation of regional economic policy in border regions, (including Karelia), it is used cluster
models of innovative development. Clusters as a production system are represented by the actual direction of modern
border European cooperation.
Results of research – Based on the Russian techniques of an assessment of capacity of the territory for the
purpose of tourism development, the author's technique of an assessment of economic value of cultural capacity of
municipal areas is offered.
The World Bank it is recommended to consider ecological aspects in development of territories of regions:
 Orientation to natural resources;
 Social efficiency of tourism;
 Ecological education and education;
 Participation of locals and obtaining by them the income from tourist activity that creates for them economic
incentives to conservation;
 Economic efficiency and contribution to a sustainable development of visited regions;
 Minimizing of negative consequences of ecological and welfare character, maintenance of ecological
stability of the environment (The World Bank…, 2013).
Formation and development of the concept of a cultural landscape in foreign scientific practice connect most
often with UNESCO activity (UNESCO…, 2013). By the definition given in article 1 Conventions on the World
heritage, cultural landscapes are subdivided into three main categories:
 clearly defined or designed landscapes;
 organically evolved landscapes, continuing landscapes;
 associatives landscapes (Convention…, 1972).
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The basic principles of regional policy in relation to a cultural heritage are developed by the World Bank:
"Material cultural resources - potential for economic and social development and an integral part of a cultural
originality and traditions of the people" (The World Bank…, 2013). Development of the roadside infrastructure is
determined as a one of the important directions of development of tourism infrastructure which is creating the
conditions for travelers by cars and improving dynamics of international, inter-regional economic and cultural
cooperation. According to the forecasts of the Ministry of Transport of Russia, the number of traveling around the
country on the cars will be in 2015 about five million.
Modern forms of tourism implies an increased level of comfort of tourists during the whole route, including road
infrastructure for travelers, "green parks" for tour buses, information for tourists and recreational facilities where local
population also can a rest. This factor has a significant impact on road safety, and hence the safety of the trip, on
vacation, what is important for a traveler especially when choosing the tour.
The Republic of Karelia is located in the northwest of Russia and has the most extended border with the
European Union (Finland, 720 km.). Its tourist attraction is determined by a combination of factors such as the pristine
natural systems, a rich historical and cultural heritage, and tradition of hospitality. The region is one of the attractive
tourist destinations in Northern Europe, is receiving more than 1.5 million visitors a year, but is experiencing some
difficulties with the development of a road service infrastructure. The relevance of development and improving a
system of road service infrastructure on the territory of the Republic of Karelia (as a pilot area) is confirmed by
realization of the project aimed to supported the implementation of the international project KARELIA ENP CBC
"Eco-efficient tourism" (2012-2013 years).The project partners are:
 Non-profit partnership «Centre for Problems of the North, Arctic and Cross-border Cooperation (lead
partner, Russia);
 Institution of the Russian Academy of Science Karelian Research Centre of the RAS (Russia);
 Autonomous non-profit organization "Energy Efficiency Center" (Russia);
 Educational facility for secondary vocational training "Petrozavodsk Municipal Utility College" (Russia);
 Pryazha National Municipal District Administration (Russia);
 Sortavala Municipal District Administration (Russia);
 Ecofoster Group Oy, Oulu (Finland);
 Finnish Environment Institute (SYKE), Joensuu office (Finland);
 Centre for Economic Development, Transport and the Environment for North Karelia (Finland);
 Metsähallitus, Natural Heritage Services, South Finland/North Karelia (Finland);
 Ilomantsi Municipality (Finland);
 Karelia Expert (Associate partner, (Finland)) ("Eco-efficient tourism"…).
The Republic of Karelia is a part of the North-West Federal District of the Russian Federation, and is bordered
by the Murmansk and Arkhangelsk, Vologda and Leningrad regions of the Russian Federation and border with Finland
(a member of the European Union). The territory of the Republic of Karelia is 180.5 thousand sq. km (1% of the
territory of the Russian Federation). The population of the region is 644.2 thousand people (rural population - is 22 %).
About half of territory is covered by forests (total reserves of forest resources is 910 million cubic m.), almost
25% of the region - water surface (more than 61 thousand lakes, about 27 thousand rivers, 29 reservoirs, 80% of the
Onega Lake and 40% of the Lake Ladoga is located. in Karelia).
Recreational potential of the Republic of Karelia, the features of the tourism development in the region allow be
considered tourism as a business sphere which can play considerable role in the socio-economic development of the
region and able to mitigate social problems, to can be a real factor in the preservation and reproduction of natural,
cultural and historical potentials of the area. In addition, tourism contributes to growth of self-employment, increase
household income and increase a sense of pride of local population about their territory. Nowadays in the Republic of
Karelia are developing different types of tourism, including ecotourism. Nowadays the volume of tourism, excursion
and hotel services, provided on the territory of Karelia is growing. In the recent years there has been a growing interest
of large Russian and foreign investors in building tourist infrastructure objects in the Republic of Karelia. In the
republic of Karelia was elaborated of the General plan of the placement of tourism objects and tourism infrastructure in
Karelia. Maps, schemes of the perspective development (with the existing and planned tourism and infrastructure
objects) explanatory notes, economic grounds and the estimation of the needs in investments are worked out for each of
the 12 selected areas of tourism and recreation. The detailed planning drafts were elaborated for the 7 areas (Fig. 1.)
(The Republic of …).
The project identified the major problems of development of tourism in the Republic of Karelia:
Maintenance of tourist flow:
 Discrepancy of prices quality of given services;
 Narrow range of offer of tourist services;
 The complexity of independent planning a route for tourists;
 The low level of infrastructure development.
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Figure 1. The General plan of the placement of tourism objects and tourism infrastructure in the Republic of Karelia

Socio-economic development of the territory:
 Environmental risks.
 Inadequate energy infrastructure for investment projects in tourism.
 The low involvement of the local population in the provision of tourism services.
The Republic has a dense transport network, main motorways, water routes and railways run on its territory,
connecting the Republic with Central and Eastern Russia. The most important projects of the development of transit
transport corridors and border checkpoints on the Russian-Finnish state border are:
 the North-Western transport corridor of development "Finnish border – the Urals", which is a part of the
transcontinental transport corridor "Transsib", running from Russian and Finnish ports of the Baltic sea to the port of
Nakhodka. Highway "Onego" is an integral part of the transport corridor and also the component of construction of the
international automobile checkpoint "Syuvyaoro - Parikkala" and reconstruction of the railway checkpoint "Vyartsilya".
 the Northern (Archangelsk) Transport Corridor connects the ports of the Gulf of Bothnia with Archangelsk
and goes into the "Belcomur" road (Archangelsk-Syktyvkar-Perm). It is submitted with developed railway cargo project
"Barents-link" from the Norwegian port of Narvik through Sweden and Finland to Zauralie.
Road transport is the second largest volume of traffic in the Republic of Karelia, route network includes 128
inter-municipal routes (12 – inter-regional routes). The length of regional roads is 6755 km. (coated with asphalt - 1723
km). At the same time the density of public roads with hard surface is about 9 km per 1 million inhabitants, which is 1.7
times higher than the average for the Russian Federation (5.3 km per 1 million inhabitants).
The highest intensity of all types of road transport (freight and passenger) on the federal road M-18 "Kola",
especially near the capital of the Republic of Karelia – Petrozavodsk - about 3000-5000 cars / day, on territorial roads 1100-2000 cars / day, on district roads - 500-1500 cars/ day (Fig. 2.) (The Republic of …).

Figure 2. Major indicators of road transport in the Republic of Karelia
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The most part of roadside infrastructure focused on the federal highway M-18 "Kola" and is located between
such places are Sortavala-Wärtsilä, Kostamuksha-State border, near towns Petrozavodsk, Kondopoga Medvezhyegorsk,
Segezha Kostamuksha, Suojärvi Olonec, also Nadvoicy, Ledmozero, Louhi.
The most popular international tourist route "The Blue Highway" that is crossed the Republic of Karelia from
west to east (the route: Mo i Rana (Norway) - Arkhangelsk (Russia). There are 70 - gas station, 25 - service stations, 50cafe, 30 - business accommodation facilities and 20 camping sites in the Karelian part of the international tourist route.
Understanding importance of the tourism for regional and especially rural areas development need to notice that region
is experiencing some difficulties with the development of a roadside tourist service infrastructure.
The international project "Eco-efficient tourism" is armed to improve this problem. In the framework of the
project is elaborated the method for evaluation of short-and long-term tourists stop in the Republic of Karelia for
planning necessary infrastructure in the region. Due to on the areas which is corresponded to these criteria is planning to
creation necessary infrastructure.
The main evaluation criteria for territories is selected:
 convenient location places, that is available with different bands of the road;
 attraction of the place and its videoekologicheskie characteristics;
 the availability of infrastructure facilities;
 addressing issues of land ownership.
The project is carried out socio-economic and environmental appraisal of existing tourist and recreational
resources and objects which allow defining the real level for creation new roadside infrastructure, contributing to the
development of ecological tourism. The places are evaluated on four proposed criteria for using ten points with
subsequent calculation of the arithmetic mean.
The mechanism of decision-making for providing land for the construction of tourist infrastructure of the
Republic of Karelia (within the project) include:
 An agreement in the framework of the international project;
 Pre-selection of land for the placement of roadside infrastructure, in the framework in the schemes of
territorial development of general plans of settlements, taking into account land use and development;
 The selection of land for siting of road infrastructure on the basis of the proposed methodology of the project;
 Work on the formation of the land (Forest lands , Earth settlements);
 Registration of the documents of land for the construction of road infrastructure within the framework of the
international project (Zinovkin R.V., 2009).
The world practice of developing an optimal model for ecological tourism development that can be using in the
Russian practice are included:
1 model - the creation of special development zones, including Special economic zone of tourist-recreational type
service areas are located on the motorway exits.
According to the Federal State Statistics Service (2011 year) 1916 objects of the roadside placement are located
along federal highways(s only 17% of the total numberin Russian) and 13 multi-zone road service.
Classification of road service to provide services includes (Tabl. 1.):
 serving only motorists - items such as gas stations, eating establishments, auto parts stores, car wash. Tourists
belong to this type;
 serving passengers - bus stops, pedestrian crossings;
 serving all road users - shops (food and manufactured goods), wholesale markets, cafes and restaurants.
2 model - the Australian model of ecotourism, which is characterized by the development of tourism in nature in
protected areas with the main goals - the knowledge of nature, outdoor recreation with the emotional, aesthetic
purposes. Examples are: parks, reserves (or parks, refuges), transboundary parks ("Peace Park", on the border of U.S.
territories and Canada).
3 model - the Western European model of "soft" - natural-based, environmentally and socially responsible tourism, which is implemented in the cultural landscape, aims to preserve the cultural values of the area (Culture…,
2012, This statistical…, 2013, Landscape…, 2000).
4 model - the Brazilian model is aimed at preserving national values with the inclusion of this process in addition
to public authorities, and research institutes, representatives of the Justice and Society. International instrument of this
model are state or private foundations or associations whose purpose is to invite donations for the protection of cultural
and natural heritage.
5 model - the model of creating public or private national foundations or associations, to encourage donations for
the protection of cultural and natural heritage.
6 model - the model of sustainable development-is based on the analysis of local natural and economic features.
7 model - the model of creating cross-border parks, which are protected areas located on opposite sides of the
border of the different states.
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Table 1.Recommendations for the recreational areas development in the framework of the international project
"Ecoefficient tourism" *
Objects of
Recommendations for the choice of
List of minimum services in location
recreational areas
location
shot- term tourists located on roads of common use outside entrance and exit;
stop
the settlements;
playground for short-term parking spaces;
on the basis of the existing platforms location of drivers and passengers;
vacations;
an observation deck;
at the source of drinking water
toilets;
outdoor advertising facilities;
waste system
long-term tourists located on roads of common use outside entrance and exit;
stop
the settlements;
car park;
the traditional holiday annual places of the trade and public catering area;
local population;
recreation area;
traditional places of mass vacation
playground and sport ground equipment;
WC cabins;
waste system;
zone maintenance;
outdoor advertising tools
bus stops
located on roads of common use in the road sign-bus stop;
localities with regular bus traffic
stop pavilion;
commercial pavilion;
waste system
camping
reception and service drivers and tourists in light unheated premises;
summer time
open parking of vehicles;
food item;
toilets;
shower cabins;
waste system;
pavilion consumer services;
playground and sport ground equipment;
outdoor advertising tools
gas stations
located in close proximity to a road on the operator room
outskirts of the village
area for medical attention;
hand-out speakers;
domestic driveways;
underground tanks;
commercial pavilion;
playground for stopping vehicles;
toilets;
waste system;
means of communication;
recreation area;
an observation deck;
outdoor advertising tools
*Note: including the Equipment of the roadside service provides unhindered access of persons with disabilities

In developing the optimal organizational and legal governance model for the pilot areas, the project "Ecoefficient tourism", considered the possibility of using financial and management tools, including at the level of the
municipal district and rural settlements (Guiding Principles… 2000, 2002):
The management tools for the maintenance and preservation of the natural landscape and the development of the
tourism infrastructure in municipalities and rural settlements of Karelia are include:
At the level of the region:
The main program "Road System Development in the Republic of Karelia for the period to 2015" activities are
aimed at:
 increasing the repair work volume of existing road network;
 maintenance of the existing regional road network;
 adoption of an automated system for road work planning;
 monitoring the road-service conditions and execution of road testing.
At the level of the municipal district:
 develop a program for the development of local roads, in order to obtain subsidies for the construction,
reconstruction, repair of roads from the Road Fund.
 develop fiscal incentives for entrepreneurs involved the restoration of historic properties.
 build trust departments for the preservation of historical, cultural and natural heritage.
 identify forms of building permits and for the facility to operate;
 approval of the methodology for determining the rental rates on municipal property;
 conclusion of agreements for the construction of tourist facilities
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At the level of the rural population:
 master Plan;
 land use and development;
 the adoption of a land tax on the territory;
 project development planning, land subdivision projects submitted under the tourist objects.
Public-Private Partnership (PPP) application, as mechanism of relationship of the state, business and the
population, through the conclusion of contracts:
 The conclusion of the concession agreement on construction and arrangement of places of a short-term and
long-term stop of tourists in the territory of the municipal area. (For example: the private system of land tenure, in the
presence of dominating state system of land tenure in Turkey, Poland, Greece, practises sale to large corporations of
concession on the right of temporary possession of a site of especially protected territories and developments on them
recreational and tourist business).
 The contract of life cycle of Life Cycle Contracts - LCC which can include the conditions obliging
municipality to provide the land plot or other real estate, and also elements of other types of contracts, for example
contracts on trust management. (example: the contract of life cycle on a site of Muurla-Lokhya, allows to build objects
of roadside infrastructure on the route E18 Turku-Helsinki (Finland) (Pakkala Р..., 2007).
 Service contracts consist for service being in property of the state of objects and mean works on maintenance,
cleaning, carrying out other planned actions on object maintenance in a suitable condition for operation.
 Rendering standard municipal services.
 Choice of a form of the contract (agreement) taking into account features of an arrangement and the
subsequent operation of object of roadside infrastructure: (BOT/DBOT; BOO/DBOO; BOOT/DBOOT), (WTO);
(LCC); (PSA), the contract on service, the investment agreement (contract) on implementation of the project.
In the framework of the international project "Eco-efficient tourism" is planned to develop the optimal
institutional management models for the pilot areas in the Republic of Karelia with the study of the strategic
mechanisms and tools aimed at rapprochement of cultures of northern people, familiarity with the tourist and
recreational attractions ("Eco-efficient tourism"…). The author offers to determine the economic value of the territory
of the municipal area, as the sum of three indicators:
 Indirect cost of use (monetary assessment of sredoobrazuyushchy functions of the territory of municipalities).
 The direct cost of use (the direct income from tourist and recreational activity carried out in the territory of
the municipal area, taking into account the actual tourist streams and the average cost of a tourist's product).
 Existence costs (calculation of this criterion makes taking into account the market cost of 1m2 of housing in
rural settlements of the municipal area).
The unique natural and cultural monuments of Karelia, the risk of possible losses attractiveness of the northern
territories to consider when awarding contracts between municipalities, international investors and entrepreneurs in the
development of eco-tourism.
Conclusions
Development of a network of roadside service is the important condition defining quality of interregional
economic and cultural ties, is directed on creation of Russia to a network of the ecological resorts including objects,
entered in the list of the World heritage of UNESCO, including located and in the territory of Karelia.
The carried-out social and economic and ecological assessment of tourist and recreational resources of the
municipal regions of Karelia allowed, to prove need of an arrangement in these territories of new objects of roadside
infrastructure promoting development of ecological tourism, with attraction of cultural capacity of the territory.
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Sustainable Management and Promotion of Territory. Project Experiential
Activities from Umbria (Italy)
Adriano Ciani, Francesco Diotallevi
University of Perugia, Italy
Abstract
As part of the guiding principles and initiatives geared to the objectives of Horizon 2020 is extremely important the issue relating to the
maintenance and promotion of sustainable land, to a territorial organization designed to strengthen over time and space of the rural heritage and
environmental impact of a given area. Based on these general principles, there are now some successful experiences that can be understood as “ideal”
models and can be repeated in other contexts for the attainment of the objectives of sustainability and promotion. It's the case of some reality in
Umbria where very satisfactory results have been identified under projects implemented by Department of agricultural Economics, farm Appraisal
and Food Sciences (DSEEA) of University of Perugia. In this work, after careful reflection on current issues related to the general principles of
sustainability and promotion of the area, and the motivation that inspire the pursuit of these objectives, several successful experiences that have been
put in place in the region of 'Umbria are addressed. In the final part of the work, principles and guidelines are summarized and organized, with the aim
of being able to be a substrate of good practices useful and repeatable over time in different territorial contexts.
Key words: sustainable management, promotion, territorial activities.

Introduction
The future of the modern world and, in particular, the prospects for the maintenance and sustainability of our
natural resources and rural areas have been the basis of World meeting in Rio De Janeiro. The Summit is based on the
assertion that a dogmatic common future is only possible under the conditions of sustainable and integrated
development. In particular, the Summit will emphasize the fact that it is now necessary, if not indispensable,
complement objectives and synergies, beyond purely single-issue approaches, in order to a sustainable and lasting
(Ukaga et al., 2010), because this new "vision" will lead to more efficient and effective results for the modern world.
With the term integration, the scientific communities are agree to define a new model that better and developed sectors
and economic growth in all areas of the world, emphasizing in particular the increase in the quality of lifestyle (Dulger
and Ozdemir, 2008), especially the weakest areas of the Planet. These have the specific unique thanks to which they can
turn their weaknesses and problems in developing flywheels and strengths, if providentially and appropriately included
in the economic and socio-political fabric of the same reality (Leal Filho, 2000, 2011a, 2011b).
This new methodological and globally philosophy sees in a more endogenous and exogenous development, as
well as a bottom-up rather than top-down, the correct drivers that should characterize and sustain this progress, in the
field scientific and technological innovation. The tools of sustainable development are not only related to issues to be
considered utopian (Simai, 1995; Selman, 1996), but rather they lead to a perspective of fairness intra-and intergenerational developed through five fundamental areas: economic (income adjustment ), social (adaptation of the
quality of life), environmental (productive conservation and sustainable use of natural resources), cultural (diversity
management).
The formation of human capital, research, development and technological innovation are essential, however, are
not the only options to consider (Tinbergen et al., 1996). The authors are sure that of an introduction of these
instruments in an organic way and not impacting does not cause any negative consequences on the values of social and
economic hierarchy and organization in all areas implemented. The authors also believe that the improvement of
vocational training of human capital should facilitate the acquisition of social subjects (Romero, 1995), particularly in
the weakest areas, using special abilities, more flexible, suitable for the establishment and maintenance of rooted new
values and goals with equity and sustainability. All this should lead to desirable as a solution in search of truth and
cohesion global world, that can steam a solid tool against this modern crisis that is slowly but surely eating (Smith et
al., 2010).
It is easy to understand how, in the contest of economic uncertainty, social and political concerns of which the
world, that all the international cooperation projects aimed at environmental sustainability and human should operate on
the basis of integrity, consistency, understanding and tranquility, to arrive early to the desired objectives (ECA, 2006,
2007; G8 University Summit, 2009). The development that the world has had in recent decades, in this sense, can be
used to more easily connect different realities and allow them greater integration in a shorter time (Summers et al.,
2005), especially when using technological innovations more accessible to less complicated. All of these initiatives
should lead as the main result in the creation of a "common home/cause" on which it relates in an ordered and organic
whole scientific research on a global scale (Delors et al., 1996; Leal Filho, 2011a), involving in this plan all the
potential that the individual areas can lead, as the socio-economic (Speller, 1992), that of education, science and
technology especially sustainable development (Leal Filho, 2010a and 2010b). The actions to achieve these scopes are
characterized by a progressive work "common" that would serve to build a solid foundation of values and goals of the
new generations (COPERNICUS-CAMPUS, 2007; Mitchell, 2011). In particular, the scientific society that you can find
the basis and tools for sustainable development, and in this sense, a University can return to its original glory of
"Universitas" and be at the forefront of this new "Renaissance" environmental but also cultural around the modern
world.
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In summary, in order to initiate a sustainable process that looks to the common well-being from the perspective
of continuity, we must first of all involve the younger generation under a point of view not only economic but also
social and cultural environment for this to turn into a resource sustainable and lasting for future generations.
Why sustainable management and promotion of territory?
The answers could be multiple to the big question "why sustainable management and promotion" of the territory.
We prefer to reflect on the challenge of the strategy of sustainable development and the green economy arise: because
they involve heritage, architectural and landscape in a contemporary vision of "ecological footprint" of complexity
which requires new thinking and a systemic approach to the process of conservation, restoration, enhancement and
innovation.
Faced with the global crisis that involves aspects of production, financial, social and moral values, we need to
start a process which, although in the sense of continuity, go towards options of sustainable development, green
economy, the third industrial revolution, to deliver concrete to the two guidelines of the World Summit on Sustainable
Development in Rio de Janeiro, 2012, operational implementation of the Strategy of Sustainable Development and
Combating Poverty in the World. The same theory of well-being (welfare) has promoted since its beginnings a
reflection about development and environmental sustainability (Solow, 1956; Hirschman, 1958). Our Department has
now realized that in a world where there is a confusion of global news and information asymmetries, it is right and
proper organic outline a model that gives proper due and proper recognition to certain environments and territories.
Numerous were the attempts of reflection in this sense: Rachel Carson in 1962 (Carson, 1962), the Club of Rome in
1972 (Meadows et al., 1972), the United Nations in 1972 (UN, 1972), the first summit World Summit on Sustainable
Development in 1992, the Millennium Development Goals in 2000 (UNGASS 56 Session, 2000), the decade of
Sustainable Development organized by UNESCO (2005-2014) (UNESCO, 2005), the World Conference on Sustainable
Development in Bonn in March in 2009 (UNESCO, 2009).
Besides the appointments of scientific communities, in a continuous way, there are many scientists and
researchers that put their life in pursuit of sustainable and organic, expressed especially in view environmental and land
(Pearce and Atkinson, 1996; Creighton, 1996; Leal Filho, 2000). After the publication of "Limits to Growth" by the
Club of Rome, there was a massive production of analyzes related to the position of centrality environment and territory
play in the contest of sustainable development, and the fact that the same until a few years before, had been in a second
position. Another memorable moment was the publication in 1987 of a document of the Committee Brindtland called
"Our Common Future", after that in fact there were many projects at a European level, based on environmental and land
development as key to eco-sustainable management of present and future generations.
In this word context, assume much importance the forms of neo agriculture and rural neo-emerging
sustainability-oriented and quality, may in fact represent an answer from the bottom to the general crisis in the
agricultural sector, returning to agriculture and rural a complexity that goes beyond the aspect only productive and
economical way to take back a variety of environmental, social and economic integrated that can actively boost to the
overall balance of the territory and the well-being of the inhabitants. The new forms of integrated and sustainable
agriculture, as well as contribute significantly to the conservation of local ecosystems and landscape care and provide
quality products to consumers, in fact, play an important function in channeling and give voice and form new demands
and proposals of territoriality based on recognition processes and re-appropriation of rural areas and on reconstitution of
a complementary relationship of unity in diversity between the urban and rural territories.
Encouraging and supporting the urban demand for critical consumption through the creation of services,
networks and supply chains and the promotion of fairs and markets in the city, these new realities actively working to
re-establish a communication and a direct exchange between the various expressions of the socio-economic territory
which tend towards patterns of life and socio-eco sustainable, promoting exchanges not only of products but also of
information and knowledge that can contribute to innovation and the development of the sector, and affect local policies
and regulations.
In summary then we can answer the question of this chapter by saying that with an approach to environmental
and land are unable to include the whole range of segments of the human being who attach importance to life and
society. Thanks to an approach of this kind we can carry a complete set that explains the reality of human nature. Clear
is that this set is to be continued in time and space in own futuristic perspective that allows a sustainable and
paradoxically infinite continuum. Following some good practices are described that have had positive feedback that
allowed a development and restoration of territories and environments otherwise forget or still suffering in some way.
These tools can be replicated in different contexts but on the condition that they are well blended with the attributes and
characteristics of the room itself.
The AMAR Project (World Friendship Association of Rural Areas)
The partnership, in particular of the city of Todi, the Institute Veralli-Cortesi and non-profit organization called
ETAB have led interesting initiatives to the promotion of the city and also the territorial area of Todi. This collaboration
has resulted in a major project called AMAR-World Association of Friendship of Rural Areas (World Friendship
Association of Rural Areas) that interested parties would officially establish the upcoming 2014 in Todi, on the
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occasion of the celebrations for the anniversary of the birth of 150simo 'Agricultural Institute "A. Ciuffelli". The first
step on the implementation of this project took place in Todi, on the occasion of the first Summer School, during which
he was made a document of the key principles and objectives of the association is based. In particular, it recognizes a
supranational role for the promotion and development of sustainable rural areas. What the AMAR project intends to do
for several years has been devised by authority figures (like Bill Gates), also faces towards objectives of territorial and
environmental sustainability in various parts of the globe, in the common belief that similar projects involving, if well
managed a solid basis for implementing education systems in order to "improve life in the world" (UNCSD, 2012).
The Summer International School
The Perugia University’s Department of Agricultural Economics, Farm Appraisal and Food Sciences-DSEEA,
since 1996 established a Doctorate in the field of Sustainable Rural Development, Environment and Territory. This
educational initiative was followed by several conferences and seminars, organized just after the publication of the famous
Brundtland Commission Report of 1987 "Our Common Future". More recently, in September 2011, the DSEEA promoted
an International Summer School-SIS entitled "The Sustainable Management and Promotion of the Territory” – SMPT
(www.gpst-smpt.com) whose the partners were the State Technical Agricultural College "A.Ciuffelli" of Todi , the
Alumni Association, and the Local Municipality. The SIS is part of a more extended project called A.M.A.R.Associazione Mondiale di Amicizia delle Aree Rurali (World Friendship Association of Rural Areas) - which we would
like to realize in 2014 in Todi. According with the path of the A.M.A.R. Project, the first step of the SIS- SMPT
meeting (held in Todi from September 4 th to 11th, 2011) has been the drafting of the Charter of TODI which later
became the Final Agreement Document, involving the participants from 16 countries. The keyword of Charter of TODI
is TRADI-OVATION: a combination of the words TRADITION-INNOVATION. It stands for: "Territory, Rural Areas,
through Development, Innovation, Organization, Valorisation, friendly-user Technology, ICT sharing, Online
Networking”. It can be considered as“ the reference pillar”, to be able to reflect , to find out the possible concrete
actions ” to be planned by the University System, in order to obtain the-holistic effective sustainability of the projects
and their programs, so as to make them suitable for any territory of the world .
With the collaboration of the above mentioned four promoter Institutions, together with the support of various
local institutions, such as the Veralli Cortesi Institute and the ETAB- La Consolazione Charity Organization of Todi,
the sponsorship of the National Order of Agronomy, Surveyors and land surveyors, the Province of Perugia, the Umbria
Region is working on the organization for the activity of the Summer School about " Sustainable Management and
Promotion of Territory" which will take place in Todi at the Agricultural Citadel of the State Technical Agricultural
Institute "A. Ciuffelli” from 4th to 11th September 2011.
The Summer School was born with the objective of giving a solution to the different management necessities of
Perugia University area. Even though it is a naturalistically rich area, it is subject to frequent phenomena of
hydrogeological instability, and also to fire hazard in summertime, because of the large amount of woods.
In order to limit these risks, the trend is to promote prevention through the learning of GPS and GIS use. The aim
is to improve a management method able to safeguard – through the constant monitoring – the development, the good
quality of life, and the protection of environmental resources, especially landscape and biodiversity (Leal Filho, 2011b).
There is the will to start and consolidate a mechanism that can make “the country talk”, by means of the use of the new
ICT. For example, the contextual use of websites, webcams, e-commerce, can turn the local firms (handcraft,
agricultural, and services) into a globalized entity which is detectable and reachable by any potential client from any
place in the world. This procedure leads to a loyalty effect with a high surplus value, since it is linked to the “face” of
every operator, and to the image of specificity of the country. This is the direction of the processes of growth and
innovation, aimed at safeguarding an internal sustainable development which is repeatable and transferable. From these
two attributes it is possible to originate additional opportunities. On the one side, the opportunity of strengthening the
sustainable development culture for the needs of the regional reality where Perugia University and SIS operate; on the
other side, through the involvement of foreign students, the opportunity of promoting SIS with a cognitive system of
training and learning.
The experiences and demands brought by the local and foreign people will increase the level of the formative
activity’s value. The several experiences will be compared, they will act as a fertilizer and an accelerator, and they will
enrich the cognitive system. The SIS, linked to the State Agricultural Technical Institute and to Perugia University, will
play the role of advanced factory, which the operators, educators, and single citizens will emulate for the concretization
of the sustainability strategy beyond any boundary.
In the light of the already mentioned "tradi-ovation activity" about the Territory’s Sustainable Management and
Promotion, it is conceived one of the professional trainings and demand component, supplying the best skills for the
technicians who work in the area: Agronomists, Architects, Engineers, Surveyors, and land surveyors. During the
workshop week, full immersion activity’ projects were carried out, involving enhancement and intervention on some
subjects, included in the Todi’s district: the Castles of Monte Nero and the village of Petroro, the Widespread Hotel of
Massa Martana’s territory, the Arboreal Archaeology Company. All this was done with the addition of a 2 days Visiting
Tour. In this framework, the Summer School was attended by young people from 16 countries attending very top-level
academic lessons and training, with the participation of University teachers from: Bern, Budapest CMBS, Iasi
(Romania), Chiba (Tokyo) Siena, Tuscia in Viterbo, and Perugia.
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Following the careful preparation of the SIS on its educational contents and the training within the territory, an
extensive discussion during the final session was held, since the majority of the group shared the same basic ideas.
The participants of the International Summer School-SIS-SMPT agreed that it is necessary to face the global
crisis which involves manufacturing, financial, social and moral aspects; it is a continuous process that goes on beyond
the options of sustainable development, green economy and the third industrial revolution, in order to give tangibility to
the two guidelines of the next World Summit on Sustainable Development (Rio +20, 2012) about an operational
implementation of the Sustainable Development strategy to fight against the World poverty (UNCSD, 2012).
It has been assumed that the nature of Todi’s town was declared as the most sustainable in the World by the
Kentucky University Professor Richard S. Levine. This could be the possible national and international benchmark to
strengthen, in order to improve the effective action of guardianship, enhancing and promoting any rural area in the
world. The Members of the core group decided to draw up this Charter, and agreed in promoting this initiative in their
home country, and those of the foreign partners. They also undertook to establish a Local Action Group-LAC, which
will help bring this mission all over the world.
The Charter indicated with the keyword “TRADI-OVATION” (for short) the acronym of “Territory, Rural
Areas, through Development, Innovation, Organization, Valorization, friendly user, Technology, ICT sharing, Online
Networking); this is the main component with which this innovative process can be structured to give effective
credibility, and to erase the increasing disillusion that usually follows the main international meetings: the author think
that it is necessary to turn the words into practical actions, towards the foundation of the new model of territories’
management and promotion. The Charter invites everyone to take into account that the Charter of TODI and the town’s
initials: T.O.D.I., are emblematic and of great significance to capture attention, according to the logic shown by the
words quadrangle in Table 1.
The last part of the document concerns the aspiration that the national and international Summer School training
activities on" the Sustainable Management and Promotion of the Territory" become the basic tool for the
implementation of the Todi’s Charter principle itself. The Charter of Todi, trough the original representation of the
quadrangle of words, (shown below) is an intriguing frame of references for the Operational Sustainable Development
Strategy. This aspect could be analyzed in the future World Friendship Association of Rural Areas- A.M.A.R., to obtain
an innovative and integrated sustainable territory’s development anywhere.
Table 1. The significant square of TODI

Territory

hOlistic

Dematerialization

Invent

Tradition

Observation

Digitalization

Innovation

Training

Orientation

Demonstration

ICT

Tutoring

Organization

Development

Internationalization

Source: our elaboration, 2011.

The TUDER urban park inside Tody city
The case study of TUDER park of Todi is an important example that the municipalities intended to entrench the
vision convinced that the actions of Programming and Planning must be strongly supported by the proper use and
widespread use of advanced instrumentation of the whole system of Innovation Communication Technology-ICT of
how GIS, GPS, DSS, (systems decision support, geomatics, geographic information systems, remote sensing and
monitoring) and broadband Internet. These also should be the key elements of the store of knowledge and "user
friendly" and modern vision of holistic and integrated approach to the governance of urban, peri-urban and rural areas.
The town of Todi (Tuder border =, from Etruscan) of Etruscan origin (1000 BC) is placed at the top of the hill of Todi.
The slopes of the hill to the mid-18th century were characterized by the presence of mainly woodland or trees (olives,
grapes, etc..). From this period the hill began to be eliminated in a very wild for the production of firewood and to
expand arable land. Several technical and managerial aspects have led to the start of an inexorable problem of instability
in large portions of the slopes. After the intervention of a special national law, the City has had to perform the
expropriation of 900 hectares of land. The municipality itself is working in recent years to give these territories situated
between the urban area (historic and recent) and the strictly rural area, a new feature. The authors have conceived within
the wider Development Plan of the idea of Todi hill to development TUDe.R-Park-spatial, urban and rural Areas Park.
Multifunctional approach and vision as commons are two main principles of the Park. This is to achieve an
improvement of the overall image of the city that can be characterized by advanced example of sustainable land
management and promotion. A great synergies from the collaboration between the College of Agricultural Technical
Todi, Perugia, GAL Middle Tiber Valley, Town of Todi which led to the creation of the International Summer SchoolSIS in Sustainable Management and Promotion of the Territory-SMTP. The first edition of the SIS was held in
September 2011 and saw the participation of young people from 4 continents over 15 countries.
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Conclusions
As part of the preparation for Rio 2020 is necessary to take good accentuate the discussions concerning what
should be done so that there are prospects towards a sustainable future globally. The DSEEA is a proactive actor since
the Stockholm Conference of 1972, which launched initiatives both in terms of education and research with positive
results. A significant attention was always given to the international collaborations. The planning of the A.M.A.R.
Project, the activation of the International Summer School on Sustainable Management and Promotion of Territory, and
the drafting of the Charter of TODI too, showed that the international and local levels responses were significantly
good.
This is a way to support the assertion of the Strategy of Sustainable Development, even if probably weak in
terms of Cartesian analysis and predictive power, but with a concrete fruitful will to promote the culture of the territory
sustainability. In times of global deep crisis and lack of models of economic governance, the author susbstain that is
sufficient to go out and start working, ruling a proper management and promotion of the territory as a great vital
resource. A series of mechanisms could enhance wealth and a healthy production, so as to start defeating the impairing
strength of the globalized international speculator lobbies.
The DSEEA promoted its initiative for the diffusion of the principles of sustainable development’s culture. After
a publication about the role of the Earth during the seventies of the last century, DSEEA studied the research, didactics,
and extension of the development of issues, and the gradual but inexorable affirmation of the new model of industrial
development before and later in the recent years. The promotion of specific Masters Courses and a PhD in Sustainable
Rural Development, Environment and Territory from 1996 allowed DSEEA and Perugia University to play a leading
role in the professional formation of the graduate students and the technicians of Public Administrations who deal with
the management of environmental and territorial problems of Umbria region. This region is a context of great interest
from the environmental, productive, historical, and cultural point of view, and it needs a prevention approach towards
the geological instabilities and fire hazards, but also an innovative effort to valorize and promote the natural resources
which represent the basis of the production and wealth of the whole context.
The scope of the promotion of sustainable development’s culture during the last years held by CARE
(Environment Center and Economical Improvement) is to activate a consistent and concrete action of extension,
coherently to the country’s needs, especially concerning the Environmental Impact Assessment and the Environmental
Strategic Evaluation. The foundation of the A.M.A.R. Project (World Friendship Association of Rural Areas) represents
the choice of a deep internationalization, solidarity, and international cooperation for the creation of a future world
society (AU-African Union, 2001, 2006; Couret, 2008), more sustainable, fairer, and happier. The main idea is to create
the conditions to give a sustainable continuity to a formative action related to the region’s future, and to export the
formative model of development throughout the entire world (SIDA, 2011; OECD, 2012). One of the future
perspectives is to improve the formative issues, specifically with the local and international cases of study.
The elaboration and analysis (first of all, the Charter of TODI, which has the logo of “tradi-ovation”) by SIS will
be gradually transferred through seminars and conferences in the formative local institutes. The Charter of TODI has
been shared by national famous experts, and it is gradually going to be brought into the schools and Public
Administrations. It is already present in the formative obligatory issues of the State Technical Agricultural Institute,
which is partner of the project. The following step will be a competition in the Schools of the town, with a scholarship
for the best essays on the Charter. An additional project is its integration in all the schools of the region. Two
municipalities already approved it as an operative strategy for their government’s program. The second edition is
planned for 2012, and its conclusion will be an International Conference of Territory, Sustainable Development, and
Renewable Energy. The executive staff of SIS received by the town of Todi the proposal to prepare the Project of Park
T.U.De.R. (acronym and also old name of Todi City (Urban Territory and Rural Area Park)(UNESCO, 1995). At
present, a preparation phase for an appropriate operative General Agreement between the University and Todi’s
Municipality is going on.
The International Summer School also represents the basis for a table of discussion on the creation of a Spin- Off
about Animal Welfare. In this area there is a well-established production of broilers with an associational form of
management with a large national company. The Corporation provides the chicks, and 1-2% of them do not have the
required standard features to be sold in the market: these are called "small waste"; normally 10 -20 days after being
suppressed, they are subtracted and sent to landfill. For this and other types of farming (pigs, rabbits, pigeons, turkeys,
etc.), the "small waste " can be removed from the herd, instead of being killed and taken to Spin Off company of
Animal Welfare, that instead of chickens in battery will produce chickens, mixed but grounded in the traditional freerange. The "small waste" turns into the new wealth produced in the territory and promoted as a traditional product. The
pillar of the proposal of a virtuous learning circuit about the sustainable development is based on an adaptive and
visionary testing method.
It’s not possible to achieve happiness, (which is considered lawfully indispensible in most of the Countries’
Constitutions, and one of the most important targets of the next RIO +20), without big dreams to imagine and to reach.
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Subsidies Allocation in Moldova: a Real Breakthrough to Agricultural
Development?
Liliana Cimpoieș
The State Agrarian University of Moldova
Abstract
The given research presents the evolution of agricultural subsidies allocations in Moldova and its efficiency. Data analysis was based on
primary data collected from corporate farms, as well as secondary data from National Bureau of Statistics and the Agency for Interventions and
Payments in Agriculture. The analyzed period is 2008-2010. The efficiency of the allocated subsidies was evaluated through its impact on such
indicators as: gross agricultural output, profit, and level of profitability. So far, the allocated subsidies are aimed at the development of the agricultural
sector but do not provide incentives to efficient farm activity as their amount is still low. The research demonstrates that the analyzed farms obtaining
a larger amount of subsidy per hectare have a higher gross agricultural output, profit and level of profitability. As well, those farms that have a higher
technical efficiency could obtain larger profits, thus subsidies should be allocated for those farms that are more efficient.
Key words: agricultural policy, agricultural producers, corporate farms, subsidies.

Introduction
In many countries state support for agriculture is a widely spread practice. A common opinion among many
scientists and politicians is that the market can cause harm to agriculture and food supply when it relies on it forces
only. Otherwise, when state support is missing might be overused natural resources, causing harm to environment,
becoming unable to meet quality standards and leaving many people at the edge of hunger (Svetlov, 2010). The
government can support the agricultural sector directly or indirectly, using various tools, depending on its agricultural
policy and the different mechanisms of subsidies allocation.
Effective subsistence allocations to agricultural producers are a core precondition to increasing the sustainability
of the agricultural sector and technological modernization of farms in transition economies, like that of the Republic of
Moldova. Thus, a major problem is the increasing of efficiency of subsidies allocations in the context of agricultural
sustainability.
The aim of this research is to assess the allocation of agricultural subsidies in Moldova and its efficiency.
Research tasks and objectives were to analyze the role of the agricultural sector in the national economy and the
progress in its development, to assess the evolution of the agricultural subsidies and to evaluate the efficiency of the
allocated subsidies to farms.
Research methods. In the given study were used secondary data (from National Bureau of Statistics, and Agency
for Interventions and Payments in Agriculture) as well as collected data from corporate farms. Analyzing the current
state and efficiency in subsidies allocation in Moldova the following methods were used: comparative, logical analysis,
linear regression. The analyzed period in the given research is 2007-2012. The following indicators were used: the
amount of allocated subsides, by subsidized directions, subsidies allocated by regions, the impact of the amount of
allocated subsidies per hectare on farms profit and level of profitability.
Research results
A central place in the country’s economy belongs to the agri-food sector. It represents 30% of GDP, 37% of
exports and 40% of population is employed in this sector; but only 2.5% of total FDI.
Economic transformations from the beginning of the 90s lead to negative processes in country’s agri-food sector
that caused changes in the proportions between agriculture and industry, as well as the decrease of the amount of
agricultural production.
Table 1. Agri-food sector in the national economy
2007
2008
Share of agricultural sector in
10.0
8.8
GDP, %
Share of population employed
32.7
31
in the agricultural sector, %
Gross Agricultural Output
9432,5
12460.3
(GAO), mio MDL
Agri food exports, mio US
456750
525430
dollars
Share of agri food exports in
34.08
33.02
the total amount of exports, %
Source: based on data from National Bureau of Statistics

2009

2010

2011

8.5

12

12.2

28.2

27.5

27.5

11259,5

12146,7

12757,8

537680

640302

733522

41.9

41.5

33.08

Another negative consequence is related to the proportions of distribution between the sector of crop
production and livestock. As a result of bankruptcy most livestock complexes were closed and the share of livestock
sector is currently low comparing to its level at the beginning of 90s.
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Table 2. Gross Agricultural Output, mio MDL

2007
Crop production
7491
Livestock
4509
Gross Agricultural output
1282,5
Source: based on data from National Bureau of Statistics
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2008
10600
5519
16503

2009
7861
4987
13300

2010
13616
5786
19873

2011
15751
6347
22619

In the agricultural output largest share belongs to crop production (about 70%) namely, cereals (27%), potatoes
and vegetables (19%), fruits and technical crops (14%), and grape (about 30%).
Agricultural policies promoted followed objectives common for transition economies aiming to stop the further
decrease in the agricultural sector of Moldova. Government was financially supporting agricultural producers, mostly
partially by subsidizing production risks in agriculture, supporting grape production and wine making sector etc. (Perju,
2011).
The main aim of subsidies allocation is to increase benefits from governmental support while bringing the
related negative effects to a minimum, particularly in countries which are facing both low competitiveness and scarce
accumulated capital that could be used for the reconstruction of the sector (Svetlov, 2010).
The state regulation and sustainable development of the agri-food sector of Moldova is reflected in the “National
Strategy for the Agri-Food sector’s sustainable development for 2008-2015”, with objectives oriented to
competitiveness, living standards of rural population and maintenance of the rural areas (e.g. improvement of food
security in terms of quality as well as quantity of production, consumers access to a constant and suitable supply of food
according to their demands, and particularly prices, the quality and safety of the agri-food products; the increasing the
agricultural sector’s competitiveness through a more efficient production and marketing; ensuring stable incomes for
farmers, as well as fair working and living standards; the decreasing agriculture’s vulnerability related to risk factors
and environment protection etc) (MAFI, 2007).
Under the current situation of the agricultural sector, the governmental financial support is important for its
further development. In this context the Moldova’s government had adopted a new “conception for the agricultural
producers’ subvention system for the years 2008-2015” which has two main directions:
- the modernization of agricultural sector – through the subsidy of investments activities related to the creation
of units for handling and processing agricultural production, endowment with the corresponding equipment, agricultural
row materials, establishing vineyards and orchards, improving the sphere of services in agriculture;
- performance agricultural activities for the vegetable and livestock sector – for the growth in productivity and
competitiveness in agriculture, market stabilization, insurance of food security and equal incomes for agricultural
producers will be given direct payments by taking into account the culture, animal species, the individual average yield
in case of corresponding with the regional, as well as regarding the holding area or number of cattle (GD, 2007).
The financial support to agricultural producers was allocated from state budget through a number of programs or
single actions, as well as from external sources (e.g. Project of Investments and Rural Services, Project of Agriculture
Revitalizing, Program Rural Financial Services and Marketing etc.). Nevertheless, a unifying tool of all the programs
and projects is the subsidizing fund of agricultural producers (Budianschi et al., 2012).
The subsidizing fund of agricultural producers until 2010 was administrated by four state institutions, mainly by
the Ministry of Agriculture and Food Industry of Moldova. From 2010 the agricultural subsidizing fund is being
administrated by the Agency of Interventions and Payments in Agriculture, established by the Government’s decision in
2010. The establishment of the Agency was 2 years delayed, being planned in the same time with the approval of the
Conception of subsidizing agricultural producers in 2007. Its main aim is the administration of all subsidizing fund’s
resources, monitoring its distribution, and the evaluation of the quantitative and qualitative impact from the allocated
subsidies, increase of transparency etc. (Cimpoies, 2012)
In the last 3 years 70541 farms benefited from governmental support including bank credits, subsidies or other
type of financial assistance. From these 1170 were corporate farms and 69371 individual farms. Most of farms benefited
from subsidies allocation (89% or 63209 farms) from which 1026 corporate farms and 62183 individual farms.

Figure 1. Types of government support to farms
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Regardless that the amount of allocated subsidies increased to 400 mio MDL in the last years, its amount is still

Table 3. The evolution of the agricultural subsidizing fund in Moldova
Indicators
2006
2007
2008
2009
Total amount allocated in the
agricultural subsidizing fund, mio.
256
465.3
270
563.5
MDL
Total amount executed in the
agricultural subsidizing fund, mio.
247.7
546.8
533.2
560.5
MDL
Number of subsidies recipients
1721
2110
3907
3954
Source: based on data from the Agency of Interventions and Payments in Agriculture

2010

2011

2012

400

400

400

400

400

399.7

3749

2198

4629

From the allocated subsidies highest share belongs to corporate farms (about 60%). In the last years increased
the amount of subsidies allocated to individual farms having a share of about 27%.
Concerning the subsidized directions they had changed during the analyzed period and decreased their number.
So in 2012 only eight subsidized directions were eligible. From them, in 2012 the highest share belongs to subsidizing
investments for purchasing agricultural machinery and equipment, including irrigation equipment (41%), followed by:
subsidizing investments for the establishment of multiannual plantations (19%), stimulating investments in the
development of the processing and post harvesting infrastructure (11%), stimulating crediting for agricultural producers
and by banks non financial institutions (10%) etc.
Table 4. Evolution of subsidies allocation, mio MDL
2008
2009
2010
Stimulating crediting for agricultural producers
2.8
and by banks non financial institutions
Stimulating risks insurance in agriculture
27.2
25.49
18.82
Subsidizing investments for the establishment
53
50
80
of multiannual plantations
Subsidizing the production of vegetables on
20
12.5
6.9
protected ground
Subsidizing investments for purchasing
agricultural machinery and equipment,
163.5
216.15
91.8
including irrigation equipment
Stimulating the promotion and development of
0.7
2
4.1
ecological agriculture
Stimulating investments in the use and
2.7
technological renovation of livestock farms
Stimulating the purchasing of pedigree cattle
7.3
and the maintenance of their genetic fund
Stimulating investments in the development of
the processing and post harvesting infra20
29.1
structure
Subsidizing
agricultural
producers
for
9.67
7.22
10.0
offsetting irrigation energy costs
Subsidizing purchasing of plant protection
159
130
107.3
materials and fertilizers
*planned for 2013
Source: based on data from the Agency of Interventions and Payments in Agriculture

2011

2012

2013*

23.5

40.6

50

11.2

37.8

35

38

74.3

80

2.9

10.6

30

45.9

165.14

100

5.3

-

-

8.08

16.9

25

2.5

11.1

25

19.6

43

100

1.9

-

-

67.4

-

-

In 2013, for the subsidizing fund were allocated 400 mio MDL, and to which were added another 60 mio MDL
granted by the European Commission as budget support. As well, additional to the 8 subsidizing measures from 2012
were added 2 new directions: subsidizing land consolidation and subsidizing costs for the utilization of the irrigation
systems.
As well for 2013 will be increased the funds for young farmers (aged between 18-30 y. o.) and added some
incentives for granting access to subsidies for other agricultural producers from rural space. Main objectives of
subsidizing policy for 2013 are: targeting subsidies towards priority areas; granting subsidies based on differentiated
principles (rural areas, young farmers), the clear definition and delimitation of the agricultural producers.
An important issue in the agricultural policy is the rural development. In the last 3 years 25940 farms benefited
from governmental support for rural development measures. From these 25834 are corporate farms and only 106
individual farms. As well, mostly of farms benefited from support for consultancy services (25400), farm modernization
(338), and diversification of farm activities (301).
Concerning the subsidies allocated to the agricultural farms (1595 enterprises analyzed in 2008-2010) the
largest share belongs to crop production (about 70-80%), as a result of the largest share of the crop production in the
gross agricultural product (about 70%).
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Table 5. The amount of allocated subsidies to corporate farms, by regions, thousands MDL
2008
2009
Regions
Crop
Livestock
Crop
Livestock
production
sector
production
sector
North
64613
6092
118369
12279
Center
34514
5768
44180
5814
South
53480
3131
60371
2985
Chisinau
24149
5719
13482
8859
UTA Gagauzia
9774
4
12111
Total
186530
20714
248513
28837
Source: based on collected data from agricultural corporate farms

Crop
production
78523
400163
125587
6476
10042
620791

2010

Livestock
sector
1941
3429
2474
2523
689
11056

As well, most of the funds has been allocated for corporate farms mostly situated in the Northern part and almost
does not exist in the center region of the country.
Concerning the efficiency of the allocated subsidies, the research carried demonstrates a higher efficiency for
those farms that received a higher amount of subsidies per hectare.
Table 6. The impact of the allocated subsidies on the efficiency of corporate farms from Moldova
Groups according to the amount of subsidies per ha, MDL
Indicators
<50
50-200
200-350
350-500
500-650
>650
Number of farms
131
282
227
162
89
209
% from total
12
26
21
15
8
19
Area of agricultural
443.8
692.3
743.6
811.1
817.4
542.61
land per farm
Subsidies per ha
21.17
125.3
279.5
419.6
563.9
1165.51
Material costs per ha
1865.14
1919.9
2281.5
2241.9
3243.17
4327.03
Gross
agricultural
2423.2
2522.3
3192.2
3743.08
4560.1
6981.21
product per ha
Profit per ha
1064.65
701.3
597.7
778.4
1119.05
1799.87
Level of profitability
17.05
18.2
19.04
19.46
27.73
35.2
Source: based on collected data from agricultural corporate farms

Total
1100
100
672.53
397.5
2590.01
3768.22
929.35
23.35

Thus, only 19% of analyzed farms obtained a subsidy higher that 650 MDL per hectare fact which allowed them
to obtain a higher profit per hectare (1799,87 MDL) and a higher level of profitability (35,2%). As well these groups of
farms obtained highest output per hectare – 6981 MDL, about two times more than the average gross agricultural
output. Nevertheless, the largest material costs are also related to this group of farms, which could be caused by the fact
that the subsidies were allocated mostly to big corporate farms that need more expenses during the production cycle.
The amounts of allocated subsidies, together with other indicators, have an impact on the gross agricultural
output of corporate farms (Table 7).
Table 7. The influence of the main coefficients of multiple regression
Dependent variable
R
R²
Factors of influence
(Y)
Allocated subsidies per ha (X1)
Material costs per ha (X2)
Gross
agricultural
0.88
0.78
output per ha, MDL
Number of workers per ha, (persons) (X3)
Fixed assets per ha, MDL (X4)
Source: based on collected data from agricultural corporate farms

B
coefficient
2.97
0.64
9.79
-0.03

Beta
coefficient
0.33
0.62
0.28
0.04

The results of the regression analysis demonstrate a quite strong correlation between the gross agricultural
output per hectare and the analyzed exogenous factors. In the same time, the value of the multiple determination
coefficient (R²=0,78) indicates to the yield per ha variation by the influence of the examined factors of about 69%. The
analysis of factors influence on the gross agricultural output demonstrates that a higher impact o have material costs per
ha (0,62) and subsidies per ha (0,33).
In the same time, for the 239 investigated corporate farms that benefited from government support, there is a
very weak correlation (R=0,2) between their technical efficiency (TE) and the amount of the allocated subsidies per
hectare.
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Scatterplot of Subsidies per ha against TE
TE v s subsidies 10v *229c
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Figure 2. Interdependence between farms technical efficiency and subsidies per ha
Source: based on collected data from agricultural corporate farms

Nevertheless, from the total number of farms receiving subsidies, larger profits are characteristic for those being
higher efficient (table 8).
Table 8. The impact of subsidies on the profit of corporate farms
Rate of technical efficiency, TE
Profit (loss), thousands MDL
100
103717
75
5662
50
21005
25
-14987
0
-16579
Total profit
98818
Source: based on collected data from agricultural corporate farms

Share of sample in the total profit, %
45
4
11
16
24
100

Thus, during 2009 the analyzed corporate farms that benefited from subsidy obtain in total a profit of 98818
thousands MDL. From them only 60% obtained a profit of 130 thousands MDL, others registering a loss of 31,5
thousands MDL. As well a higher profit is observed for the farms that have a TE between 76-100% (103717 thousands
MDL). This demonstrates that subsidies have to be allocated to the most efficient farms.
Conclusions
A major determinant for efficient farm activity is state support that will lead to an increase in the efficiency and
quality of production and by this increasing the competitiveness and modernization of agricultural sector. In Moldova,
subsidies allocation aims at the development of the agricultural sector. Nevertheless, the allocated amount even
increased in last years is still low and does not generate incentives for efficient farm activity.
The researched corporate farms shows that only 19% received a higher subsidy per hectare, that allowed them to
obtain a higher gross agricultural product, profit and level of profitability. Despite a weak correlation between farms
technical efficiency and subsidies per hectare, the analysis of 239 corporate farms that benefitted from state support
shows that of them 45% with a TE rate between 76-100% obtained a profit of 103717 thousands MDL. Thus subsidies
should be for those farms that are relatively efficient. For increasing the efficiency of the allocated subsidies and
insuring a higher efficiency in the agricultural sector an evaluation of impact from the allocated subsidies is needed
using an evaluation methodology. The most adequate institution for implementing such an evaluation is the Ministry of
Agriculture and Food Industry.
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Abstract
Autonomous Province Trento is a province that, together with the Autonomous Province of Bolzano, makes up the Autonomous Region
Trentino-South Tyrol, Italy. The current territorial distribution of agro-tourist business confirms the extensive possibilities of development of this
activity, aspect emerged also from provincial studies on this field of activity. The characteristics of territory’s province and specificity of agriculture
favored the spread of this form of hospitality, which is a valid form of agricultural enterprise integration, especially when talking about marginal
areas. Agro-tourism is a tourism offer for those who appreciate the rural natural resources, culture, history and gastronomic traditions.
Agro-tourism is that, in recent years, evolving stronger and enjoy more attention. What is the reason? Authenticity of mountain rural areas is
a quality increasingly in demand, according to the present life’s condition. Popularity of agro-tourism increased in recent years. From the initiatives of
individual character has reached to a real alternative leisure. To the majority of rural settlements, defining hallmark is multiple: landscape quality and
warmth of people, works of art and popular technique, traditional occupations, costumes, traditions, gastronomy, etc. To these are added also
awareness by farmers, of the need for diversification of both, agricultural farm and beyond, by engaging in forestry, tourism or calling for specific
activities determined within the local economy. Pioneers entrepreneurs in this sector have started work in the '60s, in the villages of the Alps
Mountains.
This study is part of a larger study, conducted over a period of 24 months, during the project POSDRU/89/1.5/S/62371 and aimed to compare,
in terms of tourism resources, level of development and degree of recovery of traditional products through agro-tourist activities in two distinct areas:
Alps Mountains area-Trento Province and the Apuseni Mountains area from Romania. This paper presents data obtained and their interpretation for
area- Alps Mountains area-Trento Province.
Key words: agro tourism, traditional products, distribution, territorial development.

Introduction
Most studies have shown that tourism combined with rural resources and traditional products would be an
important "tool" for revitalizing the rural economy, and should be essential components in the development strategy of
the rural economy.
Because agro tourism of this area is currently an eloquent model of combining natural resources with agriculture,
tourism and crafts in a way that is successfully developing rural and mountain communities we have studied this area.
Characteristics and peculiarities of agriculture of this territory favored the spread of this form of hospitality, which is a
valid way of integrating agricultural enterprise revenue, especially in marginal areas. Agro tourism is a tourist offer for
those who appreciate the rural natural resources, cultural, historic and gastronomic traditions.
The purpose of this study is to provide a complete picture on agro tourism issues characteristic of the studied area
and also to draw attention to the traditional products of the area possible to be exploited by agro tourism.
Because the purpose of the project is to highlight the recovery of traditional products through agro-tourism
activities, we applied a questionnaire of 20 questions to a total of 20 from the 126 private farms from the Trento
Province, which exploit their products and local ones through tourist activities and were considered to be the most
representative. All 20 private farms are found in the catalog promotion (for last year 2012) Trento Agro farms,
conducted each year by the Association Agriturismo Trentino. The conclusions after applying questionnaires we will
discuss below. The data were obtained using a questionnaire that includes a set of 20 questions covering:
- identification data, unit size, infrastructure;
- the existence of a link agro-tourism-agriculture through recovery level of traditional products through agrotourism, the existence of household activities, awareness/availability of resources that attract tourists;
- the existence of field of specialty training (among owners);
- highlighting the strategic elements used in agro-tourism development.
Application of interviews was done either directly, where possible, either indirect. The next step was to interpret
questionnaires with specialized programs and draw the conclusions. It was pursued through this goal highlighting the
evolution way of Italian agro-tourism and the role and its special relationship with agriculture and traditional products.
Results of research
We begin our approach by identifying and presenting scientific degree of development of agro-tourism in the
province studied. Currently the province is divided into eleven agro-tourist areas.
From the existing official data at the provincial level, there are currently a number of 328 private farms.
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Table 1.Stadiul fermelor agroturistice din Provincia Trento
Places
No.
Area
operators
Number
No. places
Valle di Fiemme
21
15
691
Primiero
15
13
624
Bassa Vals. e Tesino
19
8
359
Valsugana
25
15
444
Valle dell´Adige
66
30
959
Valle di Non
69
11
455
Valle di Sole
17
10
434
Giudicarie
23
10
450
Alto Garda e Ledro
30
6
235
Vallagarina
35
9
400
Ladino di Fassa
8
4
200
Total
328
131
5251
Source: Trento Provence, Tourism Department

Apartments
Number
Rooms
6
15
11
22
21
31
31
56
54
77
127
217
24
43
27
50
60
98
48
80
12
23
421
712

Rooms

Beds

Camps

72
24
30
58
206
121
33
72
107
79
5
807

166
93
131
231
608
700
152
264
437
314
54
3150

1
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
1
2
0
5

Dividing the private farms to the activity they carry out
administration of food and drinks

Accommodation

126 farms
43 livestock farms

283 farms

387 de apartments

763 rooms

Campsites

6 farms

Didactic Factory
Tastings

83 vegetable farms

52 farms
86 farms

Figure 1. Dividing the agro-tourist farms from Trento Province by the activity they carry out

From the 328 existing farms a percentage of
40% of the active structures (126 farms) is aimed at
taking food and drink. These farms are mainly
distributed in the area of Valle di Fiemme, Fassa
and Primiero (29%) Adige Valley (23%), Valsugana
(13%), Val di Non and Val di Sole (9% each), Valli
Giudicarie (7 %) and the remaining is distributed in
small amounts in other areas.

Valle di Fiemme, Fassa and
P rimiero

9%

7%

Val di Adige

29%

9%

Valsugana
Val di Non

13%

23%

Val di Sole
Valli Giudicarie

Figure 2. Percentage distribution of the 126 private farms that
provide food and drinks in the Province of Trento areas

Regarding the first question in the questionnaire covers identification dates, geographic location and category.
Table 2. Centralization of answers of the first question
The name of
agro-tourist farms
Agritur Dalaip Dei Pape
Agritur Fior di Bosco
Agritur Florandonole
Agritur La Contadina
Agritur La Trisa
Agritur Le Cort
Agritur Monte Ozol
Agritur Monte Pin
Agritur Rincher
Agritur Simoni
Aneghe Taneghe
Malga Riondera
Malga Mortigola
Agritur Martinelli
Mas Dala Val
Maso alle Rose
Maso Corradini
Maso Mongidori
Museo del Miele
Troticoltura Armanini

Geographical location
Primiero
Valfloriana
Fai della Paganella
Bondone
Giustino
Valle S. Felice
Revò
Livo
Roncegno Terme
Giovo
San Michele all’Adige
Ala – Loc. Riondera
Mortigola, Altopiano di
Brentonico
Centa San Nicolò
Ruffré
Bleggio Superiore
Castello Molina di
Fiemme
Lasino
Lavarone
Storo

Classification category
margarets (stars)
4
4
4
2
4
4
3
4
4
2
4
4
3
2
2
4
5

Figure 3. Classification category

3
2
2
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Thus in terms of geographical location we mention that all the twenty analyzed pensions are found in the Province
of Trento and for the category of classification, they can be found in categories 2-5 daisies (6 farms in this range are part
of those 2 flowers, 3 farms in category 3 stars, 10 farms in category 4 and 1 single daisy flowers category 5).
The second question is related to receiving tourists. From this point of view we mention that all 20 analyzed
farms receive tourists, but three of them don’t offer accommodation: Agritur Martinelli, Museo del Miele, Troticoltura
Armanini.
The third question of the questionnaire refers to number of available rooms, for the accommodation of tourists.
From this point of view 2 of analyzed farms have over 10 rooms (Agritur Simoni, Malga Mortigola, the latter being a
agro-tourist complex), 2 of 8 rooms, 1 of 7 rooms, 2 of 6 rooms, 4 of 5 rooms, 3 of 4 bedrooms, 1 with 2 rooms, 2 of 3
rooms. Therefore we find that predominate, small family farms.
Table 3. Centralization of answers of the second and third question
The name of
Receive
Don’t offer accommodation
agro-tourist farms
tourists
Agritur Dalaip Dei Pape
x
Agritur Fior di Bosco
x
Agritur Florandonole
x
Agritur La Contadina
x
Agritur La Trisa
x
Agritur Le Cort
x
Agritur Monte Ozol
x
Agritur Monte Pin
x
Agritur Rincher
x
Agritur Simoni
x
Aneghe Taneghe
x
Malga Riondera
x
Malga Mortigola
x
Agritur Martinelli
x
Mas Dala Val
x
Maso alle Rose
x
Maso Corradini
x
Maso Mongidori
x
Museo del Miele
x
Troticoltura Armanini
x

The number of available rooms
5 rooms
8 rooms
6 rooms
5 rooms
5 rooms
4 rooms
2 rooms
4 rooms
5 rooms
over 10 rooms
7 rooms
3 rooms
over 10 rooms
3 rooms
6 rooms
8 rooms
4 rooms
-

Fourth and fifth questions is related to access infrastructure necessary to undertake the agro-tourist activity,
namely the existence of access roads, utilities and public services. If the case of two questions, with affirmative and
negative possibility of answer, all responses were positive, therefore infrastructural facilities and utilities do not
interfere with agro-tourism activities, support, and allows it deployment.
Sixth and seventh question is justified by the fact that we analyze agro-tourism activity, therefore questions
regarding the existence of private farms, with positive and negative possibility of answer, all respondents answered
affirmative to this question and use or not of traditional products from the farm/household through agro-tourism, as well
the answer being affirmative in all the 20 cases questioned.
Question number eight involves the enumeration of farm products produced in own farm which are then
recovered through the agro-tourism.
Table 4. Centralization of responses to question number eight
Agro-tourist farms
Farm products which are then recovered through the agro-tourism
Agritur Dalaip Dei Pape
- Juices, jams from berries, beef, livestock products from animals backyard
Agritur Fior di Bosco
- Cheese, vegetables
Agritur Florandonole
- Bee products
Agritur La Contadina
- Herbs, teas, fruit products (jams, marmalades, etc.)
Agritur La Trisa
- Cheese, yogurt
Agritur Le Cort
- Olive oil, organic preparations of vegetables, fruits
Agritur Monte Ozol
- Wine and wine products, bee products, livestock products
Agritur Monte Pin
- Bee products, vegetables, fruits
Agritur Rincher
- Cheese, bee products, wine, vegetables
Agritur Simoni
- Wine, vegetables, fruits
Aneghe Taneghe
- Meat and meat products, vegetables and small fruits
Malga Riondera
- Bee products, cherries, cheese, animal products
Malga Mortigola
- Cheese, wine, vegetables, fruits
Agritur Martinelli
- Flour of polenta, vegetables, fruit, livestock, wine
Mas Dala Val
- Cheese, livestock products from animals backyard
Maso alle Rose
- Vegetables, fruits
Maso Corradini
- Various berry products, vegetables
Maso Mongidori
- Meat products, meat, fruit and vegetables, wine
Museo del Miele
- Bee products
Troticoltura Armanini
- Fishing products-trout
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To this question it has not been provided possible answers, each of the analyzed farms listing their own products.
In general agricultural activity of farms from Trento Province is quite intense. Both plant products (vegetables, fruits)
and the animal products (milk, eggs, fresh meat and meat products) obtained in the 20 farms are successfully exploited
by agro-tourism.
Question number nine wishes to highlight traditional elements that each farm, in part, is based, on attracting
tourists. Not even in the case of this question were not provided answers, each farms listing their own "forces" used to
attract tourists. On all 20 farms questioned has been found the answer "farm products", and a rate about 90% of the 20
farms questioned are included in didactic factories and are based on programs developed under this title.
Following two questions, ten, and eleven,
Practice of craft activities in the questioned farms
refers to the practice of craft activities in the
farms surveyed. For the first question are
designed choices, affirmative and negative, in the
40%
capitalize through agrocase the answer was affirmative it has been
tourism activities craft
elements
exemplified by the following question.
not capitalize through
agro-tourism activities
From the total number of 20 analyzed
craft elements
60%
farms, a total number of 8, (40%), capitalized
through agro-tourism activities craft elements,
Figure 4. Practice of craft activities in the questioned farms
such as:
1 - Tools and techniques to obtain through traditional methods, organic cheese (Agritur Fior di Bosco);
2 - Specific instruments from agricultural area (Museo del Miele);
3 - Milling (own mill, ancient techniques of milling (Agritur Martinel);
4 - Techniques for production of livestock (Malga Mortigola);
5 - Techniques for obtaining food (Malga Riondera);
6 - Techniques and technologies to increase fish (Troticultura Armanini);
7 - Techniques for obtaining milk products (Agritur La Trisa);
8 - Tools and farming techniques, tools for dairy products processing, wool weaving techniques (Aneghe
Taneghe).
Question number twelve has sought to highlight the farms specific activities, respectively underlying strengths in
attracting tourists. To this question, the questionnaire has not provided answers because our intention was to find
alternatives to each farm owner in part, as follows:
- Specific activities that give charm
Farm activities to attract tourists
to farm life-65%
-Involvement in obtaining various
60%
70%
60%
agricultural products, buying, tasting of
40%
50%
40%
25%
products or organic products from the
30%
10%
20%
farm-60%
5%
5%
5%
10%
0%
- Equestrian-5%
Teaching
Programs
Knowledge Activities of
Special
Involvement Equestrian
- Teaching factory of the farm-40%
in obtaining
factory of the with specific surroundings relaxation
features
- Programs with specific -25%
various
farm
and leisure
agricultural
- Knowledge surroundings-10%
products
- Activities of relaxation and
leisure-5%
Figure 5. Farm activities to attract tourists
- Special features-5%.
Question number thirteen may want to underlying the main reasons witch can stay to the base of the potential
tourists decision to choose the area of the 20 farms surveyed case, as agro-tourism holiday destination.
The main reasons that can stay to the base of the
potential tourists decision to choose this area
75%

Particular geographical location
Quality of products and services in every rural
area in part
Tours with focus on peace and promote local rural
values
Price/quality report

90%
35%
10%
0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90%

Figure 6. The main reasons that can stay to the base of the potential tourists
decision to choose this area

The conclusions point out that
about 75% of farms rely on the
character of "Particular geographical
location" to attract tourists in their own
farm, 90% of owners use the "Quality
of products and services in every rural
area in part", 35% of farmers surveyed
use the "Tours with focus on peace and
promote local rural values", while 10%
are using "price/quality report" as main
reason for attracting tourists in the area.

By the question number fourteen it aims the presence or absence of specialized training among owners of private
farms. The question was provided with two possible answers: yes and no. 100% of responses to this question were
focused to the first version: in the sense that there is specialist training there.
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Question number fifteen monitors whether agro-tourism was or not a chance for farm growth. Also this question
was provided two answers. 95% of respondents gave the affirmative answer, which means that they were aware of the
agro-tourist potential of the area, there are optimistic about the success of this form of tourism in the area. From
discussions with the respondents, and the previous results, regarding the workforce working and non working, it appears
that lately agro-tourism, for this area was considered as an optimal solution for recovery and economic development. A
rate of 5% of respondents chose negative response. While recognizing the potential of regional agro-tourism, are also
the persons reserved regarding development of tourism activities in the area (5%), for the reason of agricultural activity
development successfully.
Question number sixteen refers to involvement of the tourism authorities in rural areas, meaning their support is
also provided with two answers. 100% of respondents turned to the first variant, so they considered necessary and
appropriate and enjoyed more or less of various programs toward supporting the involvement of the authorities in
supporting this type of tourism.
Question number seventeen focuses on promoting this activity. Question had two answers, the percentage of
100% of the respondents consider it an absolute necessity for the existence of a sustained promotional campaign,
especially in the tourism forms in rural areas. Between the questions with number sixteen and seventeen there is a link
in the sense that a sustained promotion of agro-tourism activity was supported and undertaken primarily by the
authorities. In this respect we found all the 20 farms surveyed in a catalog of promotion (for the last year 2012) of agrotourist farms from Trentino, conducted each year by the Associatione Agriturismo Trentino, also enjoys of promotion in
the official page of the province at the section of agro-tourism and products exploited by agro-tourism activities. It must
be mentioned that all the 20 farms surveyed have the own promotion site.
Between the following two questions is a direct link, witch targeting the disposition for collaboration, for
"sharing secrets of success" or "providing solutions to various problems". So question number eighteen assumes the
disposition of collaboration with other farmers, in order to share experiences on the agro-tourist activity, and was
provided with two answers. Where the answer was affirmative we moved further to the question number nineteen
designed with three variants: formation, recovery and promotion of agro-tourist product, respondents can choose one,
two, or all three variants of answer.
To the first question
Directions of interest for farmers who have expressed the collaboration
95% of respondents expressed
with other farmers
the affirmative cooperation
with other farmers, and 5%
35%
35%
were
reluctant
to
this
35%
collaboration. To the second
34%
questions, the 95% of farmers
33%
who have expressed the
32%
collaboration
with
other
31%
30%
farmers selected from three
30%
possible answers: either agro
29%
28%
product
formation
in
27%
proportion of 35% or promote
agro product
promote agro
agro-tourist product
agro product in proportion of
product
formation
recovery rate
35% or agro-tourist product
recovery rate of 30%.
Figure 7. Directions of interest for farmers who have expressed the collaboration
with other farmers

The last question of the questionnaire, the one with the number twenty is focused on what farmers would add to
their own agro-tourist product. Question has no response variants, leaving to farmers a free response. Each of those
surveyed had one or more possible answers: nothing, accommodation, some leisure areas, specific area crafts,
introduction farms teaching category, improving agro-tourist product, etc.
Thus, because some farms are well
equipped and furnished the answer was
What would farmers add to their agro-tourist product
"nothing" and has been met to 20% of
20%
nothing
farms surveyed (4 farms). Also among the
15%
accommodation
20 farms surveyed in this area, there are
10%
introduction in teaching farm category
some that offers not only food,
79%
some recreational facilities
recreational opportunities and marketing
5%
improvements of agro-tourist product
of agricultural products produced on the
5%
improvements of agro-tourist programs
farm, so they responded "accommodation"
5%
specific crafts of the area
in proportion of 15% (3 farms). The vast
0%
10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80%
majority of respondents had the option of
answer "some recreational facilities" at a
rate of 79% (14 farms).
Figure 8. What would farmers add to their agro-tourist product
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Because not all of the 20 surveyed farms are part of teaching category, it is desired this aspect, a percentage of
10% of respondents answered "introduction in teaching farm category". They are farms willing to throw in their agro
product some "improvements", they are in the range from 5%, or "improvements of agro-tourist programs", they are in
the range from 5%, or some "specific crafts of the area", they being 5%.
Conclusions
As a general conclusion, we can mention:
- The area taken under consideration is valuable in terms of the existence of tourism resources and traditional
products capitalized through agro tourism, and the degree of their recovery through agro tourism is a great one. This
tourist area is seen as one source of income for the rural population was the production and marketing of local products
and traditional handicrafts.
- Owners of tourist locations have entrepreneurial skills, and expertise knowledge in tourism field and
management of the sector.
- Agro tourism is practiced in an organized form:
1. Guidance, advice and coordination are manifested as necessary actions; these steps are accomplished at the
Province of Trento level.
2. A basic rule followed was that the agro-tourism offer in his assemblies to be a good quality goods and
services so that tourists are willing to spend as much.
3. Another rule was creating agro-tourist structures for attracting tourists, throughout the year (both summer
and winter), and also some complex rural tourism packages, that providing recreation, entertainment,
environmental education, cultural traditions and folklore products traditional local.
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Abstract
Mountains on the European continent represents 40% of Earth's land surface and are inhabits of 19% of the European population and a 14%
of the population is estimated to live near by. Mountainous regions permit the production of high quality agricultural products and may contribute to
the diversity of agricultural products on the European market, to the conservation of animal and plant species, to the preservation of traditions, to the
pursuit of industrial and tourist activities and also to combat climate change by protecting biodiversity and CO2 capture.
Extensive agricultural practices, transhumance and forestry activities on reduced scale helped to create a complex mosaic of cultures and
landscapes that have greatly improved diversity, already complex, of the mountain areas on European continent. Until recently, these activities
represented the pillar of mountain economies from Europe, but in recent years, under the auspices of the rapid evolution of society as a whole, these
traditions have gradually begun to disappear. Unable to expand or intensify their work, most farms at high altitudes are gradually abandoned. On the
other hand, tourism became an important industry, but can exert a huge pressure on mountain environments. So far, most work has focused on winter
sports that require massive infrastructure development. Cert is the fact that, if for "rich" rural areas (plains, hills), agriculture is supported by intensive
activities, for mountain areas, fragile, the essential is regarding safeguarding extensive productive activities and services, one of the solutions may be
agro-tourism development.
European mountain areas offer great opportunities for agro-tourism development, the practice of which is even necessary in the current
period. Most studies have shown that tourism combined with rural resources and traditional products would be an important "tool" for revitalizing the
rural, mountainous, economy and that these should be essential components of the rural, mountain economy development strategy. There are many
examples that the many mountain areas have succeed to capitalize on niche character of agro-tourism and through appropriate and efficient strategies
of exploitation of resources and traditional products through agro-tourism to pass the stage of pioneer to a valuable alternative in terms of socioeconomic point of view for rural, mountain area.

Introduction
Many of the villages from mountain areas are great preserver of traditions. If to this customs and traditions we
add mountain natural resources and specific traditional products results a valuable tourist product that could help to
"cure" many of the rural mountain problems. Naturally occur following question is "What is missing, though?" the
purpose of this scientific paper is to point out some representative aspects of European mountain areas, especially the
need to focus on agro-tourism activities and come up with some concrete proposals for use of the traditional elements of
complex mountain villages through tourism.
Results of research
Mountains and their importance for the European continent
12. In the following we choose to proceed, first, from what mountain area means, in terms of legal definition. At
European level are allowed several definitions related to mountain areas, depending on the specific legislation of each
country. We chose to take over the definition accepted by the European Commission (following a study by
NORDREGIO-Sweden), (according to Report 2004:1, Mountain Areas in Europe-Nordregio, Sweden, 2004), in
partnership with several organizations from Europe. Therefore qualifies as mountainous areas those that meet the
following conditions:
- Altitude between 0 and 2500 m;
- Settlements are considered mountainous if 50% or more of their surface is covered by mountains.
In terms of socio-economic, European mountain areas having a vital importance for the continent's population,
based on four main reasons:
- First there are true "water towers" which provides water necessary on the continent especially in summer, as
well as hydro-electric energy sources;
- Secondly mountains areas are seen as centers of biological and cultural diversity;
- The third reason is the opportunities for recreation and tourism, based on natural and the cultural attributes;
- The fourth reason for witch the mountain areas are vital refers to environmental concerns and climate
sensitivity.
Ray R. (2006) pointed out some important aspect for mountainous areas, from historical point of view. So, from
his point of view, there are several distinct stages, regarding interest in the mountain and its appropriate strategies:
- After 1950 appear some strategies and policies for Western European mountain areas, strategies were has on
first plan issues such as: technical development, population growth, development of mountain tourism and agrotourism, the need to protect the environment and of mountain products quality, these strategies leading to increasing
interest of European states to develop and support mountain areas. The focus of this strategy was to prevent and combat
youth exodus from rural areas and abandon of mountain agriculture. For example France acted late and has recorded
consequences of exodus demographic and agricultural abandonment mountain, very strong and irretrievable. By
contrast, in Eastern Europe, were marginalized: either through forced collectivization (Czech Republic, Slovakia,
Ukraine, Bulgaria) or sub interest (Poland, Slovenia, Romania more pronounced).
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- After 1990 begins to increase the interest for European mountain area by increasing concerns for the mountain
environment through emergence of new strategic orientations of sustainable mountain development, witch for Western
European mountain areas involved adequate specific economic and social situations. For East European mountain
situation was contrary to that of the West. Thus economy of mountain areas recorded a shock by industrial dismantle, in
the most fragile area: mountain agriculture.
- Depopulation, accelerated by the many of the XXI century alternatives, proves to be the most serious
phenomenon and retaining youth in mountain villages for agricultural and cultural continuity is a major social
challenge. In this respect, mountainous Eastern Europe has on hand the experience and results of the methods used with
success in countries like Switzerland, Austria, Italy, France, Germany, the ability of states consisting in selecting and
adapting the methods and measures used in the aforementioned countries to their own realities, with careful staging.

Figure 1. Distinguishing features for mountain areas

Europa's surface is about 10.5 million km2, being the
sixth continent as surface. Most spreading have fields spread
with heights between 0 and 200 meters, which is about 57%,
followed by hills and plateaus 37% and mountains with 6% of
the total area, according to (Lungu, 2004).
Table 1. Alpine mountain ranges in the EU
Length of
mountain chain
430 km
Pyrenees Mountains
Alps Mountains
1 200 km
Apennine Mountains
1 350 km
Scandinavia Mountains
1 400 km
Carpathian Mountains
1 450 km
Balcani Mountains
550 km
Rodopi Mountains
240 km

The highest peak
3 404 m
4 807 m
2 912 m
2 469 m
2 665 m
2 376 m
2 191 m

Source: http://ec.europa.eu/environment/nature.pdf

Figure 2. Mountains on European continent

Multiple aspects of differentiation and gaps regarding the economies of mountain areas, especially in sensitive
segment of mountain farming with incorporates the social and cultural side, have created the increasingly highlighted
necessity for a European mountain policy to preserve existing values, to prevent further loss and ensure recovery of
excessive gaps between the development of mountain areas in EU-15 and EU-27, taking the specific realities of Europe.
Mountainous area in transition: agriculture and tourism
Rey R., (2006), pointed out that the agriculture can be considered the "engine" of life for mountain area. In the
mountains of Europe where agriculture disappeared never developed anything. Agriculture held in mountain area can be
considered the starting point in the development of other economic activities in mountain areas. But with all the above,
mountain farming productivity is much lower than in the plains, being about 30%, based on the natural handicaps.
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Table 2. Surface of mountain area in Europe
Nr.
crt.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

Country
Norway
Switzerland
Slovenia
Greece
Austria
Slovakia
Italy
Spain
Bulgaria
Finland
Sweden
Cyprus
Portugal
Romania
R.Chech
United Kingdom (UK)
France
Germany
Ukraine
Irish
Poland
Hungary
Luxembourg
Belgium
TOTAL
EU-15
New member states-EU-27
Non-EU states

Total surface,
(thousands km2)

Source: Mountain Areas in Europe-Nordregio, Report 2004:1

323,9
41,3
20,27
132,22
83,85
48,99
300,59
505,21
101,74
326,76
449,96
9,23
92,36
238,40
78,79
245,49
549,03
356,77
603,70
70,40
311,44
92,48
2,59
30,62
5.103,04
3.232,80
901,34
968,90

The surface of the
mountain area,
(thousands km2)
295,86
37,46
15,81
102,98
61,51
30,37
180,78
281,39
54,80
166,08
227,70
4,40
36,14
90,24
25,41
62,56
138,40
52,59
22,10
7,44
16,18
4,37
0,11
1,29
1919,81
1322,91
241,58
355,32

Proportion of mountain area
from total surface,%
91,3
90,7
78,0
77,9
73,4
62,0
60,1
55,7
53,3
50,8
50,6
47,6
39,1
37,9
32,3
25,5
25,2
14,7
2,7
10,6
5,2
4,7
4,4
4,2
Media: 30,5
Media: 44,6
Media: 26,8
Media: 36,3

Rey R. (2006) considers that for agricultural activity development are important types of surfaces in mountain
areas and the use or destination. At mountain ranges, the proportion of arable land is, in most cases, less than 20% from
the total area occupied by the massifs. However, there are many areas in mountain areas, where arable land covers a
large proportion of the total area, especially at lower elevations around the periphery of the mountains. With only a few
exceptions-notably Sicily which has a high proportion of arable land and the Nordic countries, where the proportion of
arable land is low-mountain areas are regions with a low proportion of arable land: such as for example the Alps,
Carpathians and Pyrenees, and other mountains in the north and west of the Iberian Peninsula. Thus, in Sicily average
proportion of arable land, lies in the class of 61-80%; other mountains massifs surrounding the Mediterranean Sea, or
are located in Switzerland, Germany enters in the class of 21-40% proportions.
Function of different types of existing land in mountain areas are practiced several types of agriculture. A special
type of agriculture is the permanent agriculture. As shown, the mountain Betica (including the mountains) and Crete
have an area of 21-40% of the land included in such permanent agriculture.
Another type of agricultural land use is grazing on permanent pasture, a key element of many mountain areas,
often serving as a bridge between mountain areas. While grazing is important in some low-lying areas of northern
Europe (eg Belgium, France, Ireland, Netherlands, United Kingdom) there are mountains where this element is
important either on the whole massif, either at local level. The highest proportions are in the mountains of northern
England and Northern Ireland, or Morvan (France) - their share is 61-80%. In the mountains of Wales and parts of the
mountains of Norway, the proportion of grazed land is between 41-60%; and the French Massif Central (France),
Western Carpathians in Romania and in Crete the land is 21-40%. Grazing has a more pronounced local importance in
other parts of Greece, Romania, and the Nordic countries, the Apennines, the Pyrenees of Spain, France and Sardinia
pre-Alps in Rey Radu’s opinion (2006).
European agriculture in mountain areas has a percentage of 18% of European farms, about 15% of the utilized
agricultural area and 15% of the agricultural workforce in Europe. In terms of labor productivity, however, it is on
average, lower than 28% in mountain areas compared to less favored areas and 40% in comparison with lowland.
Agricultural production in mountainous regions is hampered by natural obstacles, which, although for tourism can be a
valuable resource and its success depends primarily on the professional farmer.
Agriculture plays a pivotal role in mountain areas (European Commission, 2005, pp.8):
• 17% of the EU’s utilized agricultural area is situated in mountain regions
• 25% of cattle production, 29% of dairy cows, 32% of sheep and 67% of goats are located in mountain areas
• Farming and forestry have characterized land use in these areas for centuries and shaped a cultural landscape.
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Ohe Y. (2012) considers that, consequently, it is important to create opportunities for those farmers who want to
provide consumers with educational services to learn a new role for agriculture and to establish a new income source.
In the past two decades, community involvement in local policy-making has gained increasing attention as an
alternative approach to rural development in the European Union (EU), particularly in the context of the complementary
sectors of agriculture such as tourism (Panyik Emese, 2011), or agro-tourism.
If for "rich" rural areas (plains, hills) agriculture supports them self through intensive activities, for mountain
areas, fragile, the essential is safeguarding extensive productive activities and services, one of the solutions being to
develop agro-tourism, important experiences in this field, registering alpine European countries, these being the first to
apply this form of tourism in mountainous rural areas and from their experience on the field we note:
- In Switzerland agro-tourism begins around the year 1840, so that in our day to accommodate over 10 million
tourists annually, almost majority of Swiss villages gaining an agro-tourist function (especially in the area of the Jura
Mountains).
- Also Austria is among countries that have developed a large tourist base in rural areas promoting rural pensions
system for complete family vacations, which are well represented in the following areas: Tirol, Salzburg.
- Germany started organizing forms of tourism in rural areas only after 1960, and first began to organize an
inventory of areas that are suitable for practicing this kind of tourism, a higher number of private farms being in the
Black Forest.
- France, are also among the countries with a long and rich tradition in terms of tourism activity in rural
mountain, activities are coordinated by a general association of rural areas, and supported by the state by promoting a
system of lending rates and stimulatory fiscal policy.
- Italy has also a number of private farms, performing also a tourist activity, and many of these farms are found
in the Alps area. The fact that this activity is strongly stimulated, since from 1995 by a constant advertising through
"Agro Guide" has sustain the agro-tourism development.
- Belgium has built real cores supporting rural tourism development in mountain areas through a combination of
5-6 families who invest, conduct activities and then share the profits. The presence of rural tourism in mountain areas
has encouraged local production, taking into consideration, directly, the small producers.
- Finland is also part among countries with tradition in terms of tourism in rural mountain, having approved over
500 tourist villages with more than 10,000 beds. With an exceptional natural environment and the presence of white
nights, Finland offers to the visitors the participation in various agricultural activities in host farms.
- Also among countries with tradition regarding development of tourism in rural mountain areas as a solution for
solving agricultural problems are: Poland, who has over 3000 tourist villages, the first facilities appeared around 1970,
Denmark, which offers rural tourist services in 22 villages totaling approximately 3,000 beds and has relied on the
promotion of rural tourism product called active vacations, Ireland, which has 500 farms with accommodation capacity
of 6-10 people, and not least Romania, witch from 1972 putting the legal basis of agro-tourism, but only later discover
opportunities of tourist business for rural mountain, especially for the disadvantaged ones.
Specific elements of mountain areas that can be exploited by agro-tourism and recovery proposals
Mountain areas are characterized by significant social handicaps, those entailing greater efforts to exercise
economic activities, with limited opportunities for land use and a significant increase in cost of working due to natural
or climatic conditions.
But first what is a disability, on the other hand is an advantage, in the sense that the mountains landscapes, the
with diversification of regional differences corresponds various resources used in the economy. Resources are
dominated by a major hydroelectric potential, the wealth of forests (wood and forest products specific partner), pastures
and hayfields. Mountain areas have a great wealth of biodiversity and landscapes, mostly due in part to their isolation
and limited development compared to other areas. A mountain, as a whole, does not provide equal opportunities or
potential everywhere similar settlement, movement, for economic activity at the expense of local resources.
Dominant element in the dynamics of mountain areas is the human settlements. The initial knock limit or forest
clearings in forests and near water were the first points of support of longstanding, but permanent and humanizing
actions mountain farm. Settlements are initially located around the river and near the forest, then extended their hearths
at the crossroads of buoyant waters, later closer to roads and railways, which offers opportunities for development of
industry and services. The fact that rural area is more disadvantaged in terms of agriculture is supplemented by other
advantages such as geography unrivaled. Due to these advantages may occur in rural areas, complementary activities,
generating additional revenue for completing livelihoods. In these possible activities falls rural tourism and agrotourism, causing urban population to know their traditions, food agro. Extremely varied countryside, traditional
monastic life, agricultural and forestry potential of European mountain areas, specific architecture are factors favorable
to rural tourism and agro-tourism.
Mountain agriculture is a traditional activity, for many peasant holdings, majority with a „subsistence" character,
with an average size of about 3 ha/farm, and there is a small percentage of their commercial character (5-30 ha of
agricultural land private property). Through the fact that most food in agro-tourism activity comes from own
production, profitability of this type of tourism activity is high, prices of services is below the other forms of tourism.
Expanding agro-tourism has an important educational component: knowledge specific to the cultural traditions, values
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and historical landscape of the countryside. On the educational value comes the economic value for farm owners who
capitalize directly their products and services.
The business choices made by independent farming families, when confronting the need to diversify away from
traditional agricultural activities by starting farm-based tourism businesses (Di Domenico Marialaura, 2012).
Regarding development proposals for mountain area involving finding some alternatives of recovery and
mobilize existing resources, based on guidelines that take into account agro-tourism, following targets for the
development of agro-tourism and agriculture are thus essential to be addressed by joint unanimous accepted, such as:
- Development and improvement of tourism products quality;
- Establish a network between participants and improve collaboration and public-private partnerships;
- Increase the quality and quantity of tourist promotion, production and distribution of advertising and
promotional materials;
- The establishment and expansion of regional tourist information points.

Figure 3. Directions for further development of agro-tourist products in European mountain area
Table 3. Proposals for European Mountain areas recovery through agriculture and agro-tourism
Proposed field
In present
Proposals for future
Agriculture
Cereals, vegetables, fruits,
- Conversion to organic farming
crops
- Diversification of cultivated species
- Trading as organic products
Livestock
- Convert to environmental conditions
- Pre industrialization, industrialization, exploitation of various products
Agro-tourism
Existence of accommodation - Creating competitive packages
structures and natural and - Recovery of local resources by including them in tourist packages
human resources
- Emphasis on recreation focusing on specific rural mountain life

Source: own proposals

Cert is the fact that, through this form of tourism can be capitalized some specific elements of mountain areas, in
agro-tourist product can be included:
- Abundant natural resources existing in European mountain areas;
- Farms themselves;
- Various attractions defined as "curiosities";
- Specific rural lifestyle, with mountain related features:
- traditions and customs;
- crafts;
- mountainous rural architecture;
- local cuisine.
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Conclusions
Many of the current problems of mountain areas are related to the general lack of coordinated land use on the
whole mountain range, and the fact that most mountains are situated on the border between different countries and are
often considered peripheral or marginal.
But given that today consumers are visible shift towards organic products, high quality mountain products, and
their recovery through agro-tourism can be an opportunity for many mountain economies. Mountain economic recovery
would actually benefit both residents mountainous and urban population.
An important role in this respect it will take agro-tourism, which is the generator of additional income for
farmers. But for all this to become a reality, the mountains shall be protected by law. For this reason it is necessary not
only protective legislation, but also a contribution to the protection of mountain people aware of their own interests. For
example, in Italy and France, recognizing the importance and role of mountain areas were reflected in the adoption of
strategy and legislative framework, namely the laws of the mountain.
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Mass Catering and Local Agrifood Systems in Lombardy
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Abstract
The present paper studies the demand for food of the mass catering system in Lombardy (IT) and the current supply of organic and local food
.The aim of the study is to understand if there is the potential to activate LAS driving force able to meet the demand of public procurement of the
mass catering. It shows the first results of the research project Bioregione which has the aim of developing approaches and tools to design a regional
food systems capable of economic self-sustainability and to generate systemic positive effects. Through adirect surveyinterestingdatawere foundabout
the extent ofpublic cateringin Lombardy, the amount of conventional and organic productsdemanded. Thesedata were comparedwith the current
production of conventionaland organicfoodto define the relationshipbetweenlocalsupply and demand.
Keywords: mass catering, Local Agrifood Systems (LAS), organic food.

Introduction
The main aim of the research is to analyze both demand and supply in public procurement of the mass catering in
Lombardy (administrative region of North Italy).The public procurement of the mass catering involves a potential
demand, concentrated and of considerable size. Through a direct survey in schools, hospitals and other facilities we
have tried to quantify the magnitude of this demand, focusing on the demand for organic and local products. On the
other hand we have analyzed the actual amount of the main products that compose the menu.
The present paper analyses the Local Agrifood Systems and in particular the role of the public catering as an
innovative instrument for the local development and an important opportunity for the farms. The results are the first step
of the research project Bioregione2which has the aim of developing approaches and tools to design a regional food
systems capable of economic self-sustainability and to generate systemic positive effects. Similar processes are
undergoing in different areas of the world with the so-called experiences of Local Food Systems(LFS) (Feagan, 2007),
according to the US definition, or Local Agrifood Systems (LAS) , which instead is the French definition(CIRAD-SAR,
1996).
The general objectives of the research are to improve the sustainability of agrifood cycles in Lombardy enabling
the conditions for a virtuous encounter between an organized demand for quality food and different types of local
sustainable production, in order to promote a change in agricultural production and its sustainability over time.
The main scientific references of this research are: ecological agriculture, the territorialist approach and the
analysis of the territorial metabolism and food chains (Bocchi, 2001).
The Committee of the Regions has forcefully place the LAS issue to the attention of the European Community,
through a formal request for an outlook opinion to the EU Commissioner for Agriculture Dacian Cioloş. The aim of the
report, setting out issues and problems of European agriculture in the light of the challenges of the new CAP (Common
Agricultural Policy),is to propose a specific support for LASs as a tool for the development of agriculture and rural
areas (Dwarshuis-Van De Beek, 2011).
Local Agrifood Systems (LASs) can be an important tool for local development as they are able to locally retain
a significant share of added value and LAS may be the driving force for local development under different aspects:
territorial, economic, employment, social, cultural and environmental. Moreover they can define alternative food chain
based on complex and deep relationships between agricultural production, processing, distribution and consumption in a
specific place (Dunn et al, 2010).The LASs can also be a tool to strengthen the competitiveness of farms representing a
defense against urban sprawl in peri-urban areas (Mazzocchi et al., 2013).
The development of LASscan meet local demand and structure new models of short chains on a regional (or
subregional) scale. These will also help to rebuild multifunctional agrarian regions with high ecological and
environmental values through the enhancement of agro ecosystems services (reduction of GHG, mitigation of
microclimate, ecological corridors, High Natural Value Farmland).
In fact LASs involves environment, products, people, local institutions, know-how, eating habits, and networks
of relationships in a territory to produce agrifood system, organizing production and services (farms, agribusiness,
commercial, services, catering) in a specific territory that means in a geographical space (CIRAD-SAR, 1996).
In Western countries, the dominant model of agriculture is highly centralized, consisting of large food processing
and marketing companies that are increasingly operating on a global scale and produces goods (commodities) for the
global market and for the agrifood industry(Van Der Ploeg, 2008). The global model of agriculture implies a significant
impact in terms of “food miles”, namely the distance between the point of production and the point of consumption
(INEA, 2012), resulting in high cost for long-range transports of goods, especially of that agricultural commodities
characterized by low prices, increase of Green House Gases (GHG) emission and therefore of the total environmental
impact of the entire cycle (production - consumption – waste).

2

Project BIOREGIONE: Promote a local and sustainable development through the territorial organization of the demand and offer for food products
consumed by the institutional canteen systems (2012 – 2014) – funded by Fondazione CARIPLO
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The global model also includes several levels of intermediation that reduce the value added helded by farmers,
(16% of the entire food chain), while higher percentages are the prerogative of the other relevant actors (Nomisma,
2008).
Although recent studies have questioned the environmental and economic sustainability of LASs (Coley et al.,
2009), the current pattern of consumption has limits and impacts that can be overcome thanks to LASs.
Geographical proximity is only one component of the definition of "local" (Thompson et al., 2008), because
consumers associate to local food such as traditional production techniques, sustainable production and distribution
practices aimed at reducing the use of pesticides, fertilizers and energy, protecting the environment, and promoting the
protection of biodiversity and agro biodiversity. Some consumers extend the definition of sustainable agricultural
production to include fair labor practices and animal welfare.
The USDA (United States Department of Agriculture) outlined concepts, impacts and consequences of LASs
(Martinez, 2010), furthermore it lists some of the most common alternative supply chains, as reported below.
Direct sale to the consumer is the distribution channel often called "farm to fork".Different typology of sales
belong to this channel, including farmers who direct sell their products (farmers' markets), Community Supported
Agriculture (CSA) and pick your own experiences(Martinez, 2010). To these, the Joint Purchasing Groups JPG (GAS –
Gruppi di acquisto solidale in Italian) which are typically Italian experience, can be added.
Sale through middlemen is the distribution channel which includes the sale to retail chains and catering
enterprises. The target market for the first is again the single consumer while for the latter are the public and private
institutions, such as schools and hospitals canteens, cafeteria services etc. (Martinez, 2010).
Whereas the presence of territorial branded products (Protected Geographical Indication and Protected
Designation of Origin) in the Large Retail Companies is very common, only recently, some large retail companies have
begun to make space to local products thanks to specific agreements between producers and retailers.
Furthermore restaurant and catering companies, driven by the demands of consumers, are scouting local products
through a direct relationship with producers. Unfortunately this is a distribution channel rather not homogeneous and
fragmented for which is very hard to define the current and potential market.
Finally one of the most interesting channels is the institutional catering. This sector accounts for a large share of
the demand for food and also this is an homogeneous and seasonal demand according to menus that facilitate a direct
relationship with local production.
The institutional catering, and the school in particular, represent an important meeting point between production
and consumption, which invest Public Administration and School Board with great responsibilities because allows
parents and citizens to participate in choices and responsibilities, moreover is also an interesting market for producers.
Methodology
The research was based, with regard to the school catering, on a questionnaire sent to all the Municipalities of
Lombardy. In Italy, the municipalities are responsible for providing canteen service in primary schools.
The questionnaire was created by a working group which was constituted by the research group of the
University, as leader of the project, and the most important stakeholders, like officials of the municipalities and of the
Region and representatives of the catering companies and producers.
All of these stakeholders have participated in several meetings at the offices of the Lombardy Region, in which it
was decided how to structure the questionnaire and which items could have a significant bearing for the aims of the
research.
The questionnaire allowed to collect a huge quantity of data, such as the number of meals provided per year, the
frequency distribution of 47 food products and their origin (conventional, sustainable or organic agriculture). The data
sample collected represents 72% of the total public school systems.
With regard to the other types of institutional catering, in hospitals, kindergartens and day-care institutions for
elder people, 100% of data on the number of meals provided per year were collected. Furthermore, an average diet for
each type of mass catering was calculated, referring also to national and regional guidelines drawn up by National or
Regional Health authorities.
The supply analysis was carried out by comparing the data of the national census of agriculture (2011) with those
of the SIARL (Agriculture Information System of the Lombardy Region). These data, collected at municipality level,
allowed to know which crops are grown and how many hectares are allocated to each crop as well as which and how
many animals are bred.
By using the data of the average yields, available at the provincial level, it was possible to calculate the
production of crops and livestock for each municipality of the Lombardy Region.
Results
The first and fundamental result of the data collection is the quantification of the importance of the institutional
catering in Lombardy. As shown in table 1 every year more than210 million of meals are served in institutional
catering. 35% (more than 75 million) of those has been served in schools, 23% (about 50 million) in hospitals, 13%
(more than 28 million) in Centers for minors, 25 % (about 55 million) in Centers for elderly and only 2,7 % (5,823,521)
in Centers for disabled people.
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Table 1. Geographical distribution of meals in institutional catering in Lombardy by type of structure.
Centers for
School
Hospital
Centers for minors Centers for elderly
disabled people
District.
(n. of meals per
(n. of meals per
(n. of meals per
(n. of meals per
(n. of meals per
year)
year)
year)
year)
year)

Total Institutional
catering
(n. of meals per
year)

BG

6,519,819

4,863,649

5,308,664

4,940,411

658,344

22,290,887

BS

6,831,889

6,663,654

3,956,426

6,730,050

701,928

24,883,947

CO

3,858,990

2,486,295

1,215,078

4,026,318

388,901

11,975,582

CR

2,766,201

1,909,428

888,822

3,939,889

718,041

10,222,381

LC

2,595,052

1,634,554

596,166

1,852,514

258,044

6,936,329

LO

2,052,994

1,006,314

864,112

1,128,306

105,826

5,157,552

MB

7,830,588

5,410,807

1,666,037

2,827,190

342,751

18,077,374

MI

28,850,685

16,302,682

10,072,118

15,404,335

1,459,359

72,089,179

MN

2,150,601

1,977,854

1,048,315

2,917,232

227,720

8,321,722

PV

4,008,025

4,152,545

1,354,721

4,893,544

367,632

14,776,467

SO

1,378,011

1,185,732

212,436

1,156,218

108,728

4,041,125

VA

6,416,812

2,346,052

1,620,095

4,986,535

486,248

15,855,742

Total
75,259,669
Source: our direct survey.

49,939,566

28,802,990

54,802,542

5,823,521

214,628,289

Actually, in some environments, such as hospitals or centers for elderly, the computing unit is normally the “food
day” (from breakfast to dinner) and not the single meal, but in order to standardize the calculation, the food days have
been transformed into the number of meals.
The demand for organic products is more concentrated in the most densely populated areas, as shown in the
figure 1. In particular in the District of Milan about 44% of products served in canteens is organic.

Figure1. Total organic products consumed (about 1.825 ton/year)
Source: our direct survey

Data collected through direct survey, relating to the demand for food by the institutional catering, were compared
with the agricultural land use. In particular, the research has focused on organic production. Below are presented some
data regarding the main types of products demanded. Analyzing the annual demand for cereals-related products the
results are: 65 tons of organic bread, 113 tons of organic pasta, 42 tons of organic riceand12 tons of organic wheat flour.
Comparing this results with the total current organic cereals production the acreage appears enough to satisfy the needs.
Also this production is concentrated in the province of Pavia, one of the Region Lombardy administrative district.
The annual demand for organic fruit is about690 tons, of which more than250 are citrus fruits and bananas,
which cannot be cultivated the Region. So the demand to be satisfied is about440 tons. The area cultivated with organic
fruits can currently provide the current needs.
The annual demand for organic vegetables is around 510 tons, of which more than 140 tons consist of frozen
vegetables. The area cultivated with organic vegetables can currently provide more than double the requirements. The
current organic areas for fruit and vegetable are mainly located in the district of Mantova.
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The annual demand for organic beef and pork meat is quite limited. The first amounts to about 45 tons, which
would require about 150 heads of cattle per year to meet the need. The 8,500 animals actually bred, of which at least
15% are for meat, are more than enough to fill the demand. The pork meat annual demand is about 23 tons, which
would require about 250 head of livestock per year to be slaughtered. The 21,000 animals bred are more than enough to
fill the needs. The organic pig farms are concentrated in the districts of Brescia and Mantova.
According to an annual demand of slightly more than6 tons of organic dried pulses, the organic pulses acreage
appears to be far enough to satisfy the needs. Even this production is mainly concentrated in the districts of Pavia and
Mantova.

Cultivated area with cereals in ha

Total
cereals
acreage
Lombardy 448 671 ha

Cultivated area with organic cereals in ha

in

Total organic cereals acreage in
Lombardy 10 154 ha

Figure 2. Example of the matic maps: location of conventional and organic cereal production
Source: Census ISTAT, 2010.

Several thematic maps that show the distribution of cultivated areas have been produced using Geografical
Information System software, such as the two examples reported in figure 2.
The increase in the consume of organic products in school canteens in Lombardy seems to have suffered a
setback in the last 2-3 years. This may be due to the achievement of a "threshold" for some municipalities in which the
organic references are many, for others it may be attributed in large part to the problem of the price of purchasing
organic foods, which often proves to be more a perception rather than a reality. It is important to remember that the cost
delta should be calculated only on the "food cost" (purchase of food), which in Italy corresponds in average at 1/3 of the
total cost of the served meal. Given an average cost of about € 4.8 per meal, the increase in the real cost of placing 50%
of organic products compared with a menu with all products from conventional agriculture is approximately € 0.40 per
meal.
The answers to the questionnaire show that the perception concerning the actual cost of organic food does not
deviate much from national statistics. The results for most of the Lombard municipalities shows that the perception of
additional food cost for a meal with 50% of organic products compared to a meal without organic ingredients, is around
a plus 20%. This perception is very close to the real situation, which means that the towns of Lombardy have a fairly
realistic perception of the costs of organic products and their price delta compared to conventional ones.
Conclusions
The demand for local products continued to increase in recent years. It is expressed in different forms: short
chain products, zero-km products, local products; terms which are often used one for the other.
To prepare the about 200 million meals served annually by the mass catering in Lombardy a considerable
quantity of food products are today purchased on the global market. In parallel, the agri-food production is nowadays
devoted mainly to large retailers. The possibility that a part of this products can be retrieved on the regional market, and
most importantly, on local markets can be a driving force for the development of LAS and especially a tool for rural
development. The continuous improvement of the quality of procurement and of mass catering service can be realized
by operating several choices which altogether can ensure the achievement of this goal. First of all the development of
local and sustainable agri-food systems should be fostered, by coordinating supply with demand.
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To increase the percentage of local food in the providing of institutional catering it is necessary to know very
well both the demand of mass catering system and the supply chain of local products. Furthermore, the catering service
is very easily suitable to build up win-win strategies on a territorial basis, pursuing different forms of integration:
 horizontal integration: small-medium sized municipalities may share call for tender documents, with the goal
of making a single tender, as well as share facilities such as cooking centers, that are often underutilized,
 vertical integration: is it possible to realize different forms of integration in the same area, between the
various sectors of the mass catering: schools, hospitals, day-care institutions for elder people in order to reduce costs
and streamline the service.
The development of the integration of services allows streamlining the environmental and economic costs, even
by checking the optimal market conditions and sharing facilities and human resources.
The rationalization of the supply chains of institutional catering, their qualification and improving the
sustainability of the system are a significant challenge for public institutions. The first important result to be achieved is
to make possible a new ongoing relationship between the demand of the institutional catering, which requires constant
supplies and relevant quantities, and the local food production system.
The difficulties in satisfying the current demand can be overcome with a higher/better knowledge of territory,
production (quantity, quality, spatial distribution, seasonal availability), required quality standards (food safety, etc..)
with an aggregation of offer based on local and multi-product platforms and a more efficient organization of supply
chains.
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The Strengthening of Learners’ Link with Profession as a Factor of Vocational
Education Quality Assurance (Lithuanian Agricultural Schools Research)
Eugenijus Danilevičius
Vytautas Magnus University, Lithuania
Abstract
The study presents the results of the empirical research aimed at appliance of instruments, used to strengthen the learners’ link with
profession in study quality development in agricultural school of Lithuania. On this basis, the methods to improve the formation of the development
of learners’ link with profession and vocational education quality are identified. The respondents of the research were 342 learners from 3 agricultural
schools. The findings and conclusions of the study ground the priorities of measures applied in curriculum development and help to strengthen a
learners’ link with a profession. It will have practical importance for the improvement of the learning process in agricultural schools in programme
design and curriculum implementation processes
Keywords: the strengthening of learners’ link with profession, occupational vocation; development of the vocational education quality.

Introduction
During the learning period in agricultural school it is important to strengthen a learners’ link with a profession
chosen, because it improves vocational training quality, gives wider opportunities for the universal and complete
development of personality, intensifies the experience fullness and meaning of life, and later, in occupational activity,
expands the appliance of the creativity potential, increases working efficiency and quality. Furthermore, it helps to
realize vocational singleness and occupational vocation which transform automatic pickup of knowledge into creative
and meaningful qualifying for occupational activity.
In order to perform the qualifying for occupational activity, an important objective is learners’ opportunities to
know themselves, their individual occupational vocation, interests, needs of their motivation, likes and self-expression,
to identify their personality competencies and the congruence between the latter and the requirements of the profession
chosen. Therefore, it is essential to examine the dynamics of the relationship between learners’ personality and
profession gained during the training in the agricultural school.
According to G. Tolutienė (2012), “the basis of a vocation is inborn human capabilities and talents springing
from th inside and invoking activity which stimulates human creativity and productivity, gives a feeling of success and
joy <...> the congruence between future occupational activity and inborn capabilities reveals the true occupational
vocation and determines its quality and meaning” (p. 180). F. Luthans et al. (2006) state that “when people pursue
personal and career goals congruent with their traits, disposition and, by extension, their own self-construals via life
stories, happiness results” (p. 388). V. Sinclair (2009) stresses “that individual needs to take a more holistic perspective
and find congruence between career choices and life purpose, which they need to identify” (p. 24).
Purpose of this study is to identify the change of learners’ attitude towards a profession chosen during training
in agricultural school, to point out certain changes of curriculum which need to be implemented in order to strengthen a
learners’ link with a profession.
The National Future Farmers of America (FFA) organization (2013) formulates the agricultural education
mission: „Agricultural education prepares students for successful careers and a lifetime of informed choices in the
global agriculture, food, fiber and natural resource systems“. The purpose of this study correlates with this versions of
the agricultural education mission.
Theoretical background
 The trend of humanistic psychology.A. H. Maslow (1985), creating a model of an “ideal college”, defines its
goals: discovery of real self, own identity and also identification of vocation. Creating favourable conditions to expand
these personality development elements, the researcher nominates the major objectives of an “ideal college”. This
author reveals the meaning of each of the above mentioned objectives. A complicated concept of the real self expresses
the internal essence, internal nature that formed in the development of humanity during the centuries. The concept of
self is related to “self-clarification” therapy, which helps a person to “form himself” and discover his identity. The
identification of identity understands real intentions and ability to implement and realize them. The identification of
identity is indispensable of self-cognition. The identification of vocation is almost a synonym for finding the most
appropriate profession, work, occupation.
 The philosophical trend of existentialism The main aspects of existentialism are: concrete individual
existence, subjectivity, individual freedom, and choice. The Danish philosopher S. A. Kierkegaard (1813–1855), the
first to call himself an existentialist, asserted that the highest good for a person is to find a unique vocation that is
suitable personally for him. Kierkegaard (1847) states that a person must find the truth which would be the truth for
him, i.e. an idea he could live and die for. The choice is the centre of human existence and is indispensable; even refusal
to choose is a choice. The freedom of choice becomes the cause for commitment and responsibility. As a person is free
to choose his individual way of life, according to existentialists, he has to carry the responsibility for the assumed
commitment and risk probability which guides personal decision making.
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 The conception of the major contradiction of vocational education and training. According to R. Laužackas
(2000, 2005) the main contradiction between objective and subjective professional aspects is the driving force that
determines the nature of vocational education and training and teaching curriculum reform (change).
Methodology
The empirical research aimed at the appliance of instruments, used to strengthen a learners’ link with a
profession chosen, in vocational education quality assurance was implemented learners’ level. A brief review of the
process and specificity of it will be presented.
The respondents were the learners of the agricultural schools. The participants of the survey were 342 learners
from 3 agricultural schools.
Variables of the research instrument are compounded according to the questionnaires composed by D. E. Broadbent
et al. (1982). Respondents were given 18 questions. Questionnaires were distributed to the learners of the agricultural
schools.
The paper is based on the results of the empirical research aimed at appliance of instrument mentioned earlier,
used to strengthen a learners’ link with a profession chosen, in vocational education quality development.
The object of the research is the instruments for the strengthening learners’ link with profession.
The tasks formulated are as follows:
1. To reveal the importance of strengthening of learners’ link with profession for development of vocational
education quality.
2. To identify the situation of the appliance of instruments used to strengthen a learners’ link with a profession
chosen, in vocational education quality assurance, according to the learners’ evaluation.
3. To systematize and present the instruments for development of curriculum quality and for strengthening
learners’ link with profession.
The following methods were used: questionnaire survey, phenomenological analysis, coherence of qualitative
and quantitative research methods. The questionnaire data were analysed applying SPSS 16.0 for Windows statistical
data processing programme, descriptive statistics and percent frequency calculations were also applied, as well as data
comparative analysis. “Chi square” test indicators were also used as the main data statistical difference estimation
criterion having statistically significant sample in learners’ level. Research variable intercorrelations were determined
using Pearson correlation coefficient calculations.
Results
The major contradiction of vocational education and training between subjective and objective aspects of
profession is a projection of internal contradiction between the material body and spiritual soul into the external area of
the human life, i.e. the contradiction between personal self-realisation, giving sense in life purposes and demands raised
by activity system. The solution of human vocation identification issue is one of the essential components in
diminishing these contradictions. This was confirmed by the results of research. The dynamics of learners’ experience
of occupational vocation during the training at agricultural school proposed in figure 1.

80,0%

71,20%

70,0%

60,0%

I chose this profession because I had
sense of occupational vocation (at
the beginning of training)

51,40%

50,0%
40,0%
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26,50%
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Figure 1. The dynamics of learners’ experience of occupational vocation during the training at agricultural school
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The learners of the agricultural schools choose profession, they give a priority to the importance of an inner
occupational vocation: 71.2% of respondents note that going up to the agricultural school they chose a profession
according to their inner vocation, they liked and was interested in that profession from the childhood, the profession
chosen answered their personal interests and features, capabilities and likes. A positive correlation (r=0.311; 2=8.3)
was found between the identification of internal vocation (in the last stage of training) and learners’ plans to work
according to the chosen profession. Consequently these learners during the period of training did not intend to shift their
profession chosen. However, according to the results of the research aimed at respondents’ inner-subjective
expectations towards a future job in groups of professions chosen, in going up to the agricultural school instead of
71.2% of positive replies there were only 51.4% learners’ states that a profession chosen answers their occupational
vocation. It may be concluded that a part of learners (19.8%) going up to the agricultural school had a false vision of
their occupational vocation, or subject learning enabled them to understand that a future job according to the profession
chosen would not answer a vision of a vocation they had earlier.
In the area of identifying the impact made by curriculum development factors to strengthen a learners’ link with
a profession the following distribution of training learners’ (in the last stage of training) internal-subjective expectations
with regard to the future job was determined in the order of importance: according to the respondents, they were mostly
affected by the information which helps to determine that the chosen profession is adequate to their inner-spiridual
needs (61.2%) (an indicator reflecting the subjective aspect of profession) and the information which helps to
understand that the chosen profession will satisfy their material needs (58.3%) (an indicator reflecting the objective
aspect of profession). The importance of tests assessing the adequacy of personality to the chosen profession was noted
as the least significant factor (23.5%). After the graduation the training learners’ (in the last stage of training) intention
to choose a profession becomes more intensive. This intention is not so intensive in the cases where the choice of
profession was determined by the identification of occupational vocation (2=10.2; df=7,9; p<0.05; r=0.311) and is
more intensive when the choice of profession was determined by incidental circumstances (2=16.4; df=8,8; p<0.001;
r=0.421). Almost one tenth of the respondents indicated the emergence of interest in profession due to educational
factors during training in agricultural school; however, more than one fourth of training learners (in the last stage of
training) entered the labour market without any affection to the chosen profession.
To identify the impact made by curriculum development factors to strengthen a learners’ link with a profession
chosen there were noted the following curriculum development factors which form learners’ attitude towards a
profession chosen (Fig. 2).
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Figure 2. The impact made by curriculum development factors to strengthen a learners’ link with a profession
chosen
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It is intended to identify the intensity of impact to the interaction between these curriculum development factors
and a personality. In developing curriculum it is necessary to increase the efficiency of the results of the tests which
check congruence between a personality and a profession chosen. The efficiency of this instrument would increase by
increasing the efficiency of its usage and by developing teachers’ qualification in this area. It is necessary to keep the
curriculum balance between the information which is useful in understanding that a profession chosen answers inwardspiritual needs (the indicator of the subjective aspect of profession) and the information which is useful in
understanding that a profession chosen will meet personal material needs (the indicator of the objective aspect of
profession).
According to the results of research the instruments which were the object of the research and which are
proposed to use in developing the curriculum quality and strengthening learners’ link with profession are as follows:
curriculum material which gives a wider prospect of the significance of profession to the personality development;
employment of the methods which help learners to recognize their inborn capabilities and gained competences;
information and knowledge which give learners a deeper understanding of their inner personal occupational vocation;
practice for strengthening of learners’ link with profession; curriculum material which shows the significance of a
profession chosen to the formation of the society wellbeing; wider usage of various surveys and tests which give
learners a deeper understanding of suitability for a profession chosen; introduction of a special modulus, which is
designed to raining problems related to meaningfulness and personal occupational vocation, in vocational education
programmes.
In the research the focus is on learners’ evaluation of the appliance of instruments, used to develop vocational
education quality and to strengthen a learners’ link with a profession chosen. The majority of respondents give a
positive evaluation of information and knowledge which help to realize their inner personal occupational vocation
(71.2%). It confirms the importance of the strengthening of learners’ link with profession for vocational education
quality development. Agricultural school training learners (in the last stage of training) state that in the future during the
period of training various surveys and tests might be used more widely to help find out personal capabilities and its
congruence with the requirements of a profession chosen, so that learners could get help in identifying their inborn
capabilities. The minority of respondents gives a positive evaluation of potentiality to introduce a special modulus
designed to training problems related to meaningfulness and personal occupational vocation; it is caused by undigested
appliance of instruments used to strengthen learners’ link with profession in the curriculum.
Conclusions
In the area of developing curriculum and strengthening of learners’ link with profession the majority of
respondents give a positive evaluation of information and knowledge which help to understand their inner personal
occupational vocation. It confirms the importance of the occupational vocation identification and realization. The
minority of respondents give a positive evaluation of potentiality to introduce a special modulus designed to training
problems related to meaningfulness and personal occupational vocation.
The hierarchical succession of the factors, used to develop curriculum, which strengthen a learners’ link with a
profession chosen (arranged according to the learners’ evaluation): information about the perspectives to get material
benefit of a profession chosen; information which helps to identify a congruence between a profession chosen and
personal inward-spiritual needs; knowledge, which helps to develop the realization of an inner personal occupational
vocation, in various subjects; the personal example of employees known during the period of practice who like their
profession chosen and work by vocation; information, gained during the sessions, about occupational vocation and the
meaning and utility in society of a profession chosen; the tests, used during the sessions, which check the congruence
between the personality and a profession chosen.
It is proposed to designers of vocational education programmes that these programmes include a special
modulus, which is designed to strengthen of a learners’ link with a profession chosen and to search for opportunities to
realize a personal occupational vocation. This modulus could be called “Career planning”.
The research has determined low impact of vocational information providers’ work upon learner decision
making in the stage of choosing a profession. It obliges directors of agricultural schools to be concerned with the quality
of the provided vocational information and counselling services and their advertising; it also fosters policy makers
making strategic vocational education and training decisions to expand the network of youth professional information
and counselling institutions in agricultural schools, and to increase the accessibility to these institutions and pursue
measures enhancing their activity.
The instruments, which strengthen a learners’ link with a profession chosen, when included in the cycles of
curriculum planning and realization, become an integral part of learning process. It forms preconditions for
development of curriculum and vocational education quality in agricultural schools.
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Abstract

At the moment rapid changes can be noticed not only in the political, economic and social daily life of rural
regions but also in their culture and human behaviour. Lithuanian culture policy development has become a serious task
for governmental institutions and strategy planners at national and regional level: to protect and cherish national culture,
stimulate creative activity, create conditions for society to take part in culture and use it. One of the main instruments
that helps pursue these aims is the centre for culture that is active in regions. Due to a rapidly changing environment
centres for culture have to pay greater attention to the analysis of their activity results and search for new ways of how
to improve them. Therefore a research study was carried out to evaluate the activities of centres for culture and people’s
satisfaction, and to find ways of how to improve their activity in order to stimulate tourism and motivate representatives
from the business world to invest in regions and support the culture sector. The aim of this research was to analyse the
role of centres for culture in cultural life and regional development in rural areas.
The paper presents some theoretical aspects of the management of centres for culture and their role in the
evaluation of regional development, and provides some analytical data about the activities of centres for culture and a
population survey using a questionnaire in rural regions. The presented discussion has disclosed some problematic areas
of culture policy implementation in rural areas and made some conclusions and recommendations as regards the
improvement of culture institution activities.
Keywords: Culture policy, centres for culture, culture activity, sustainable development of rural regions.
Introduction
In the 21stt century, despite a growing attention to the establishment of democratic processes which are taking
place in the society and the development of human behaviour, quite a lot of the European Union’s new countries that
have chosen a new development path are facing difficulties in building an appropriate and modern culture policy, which
must save country identity and attractiveness from one side, and satisfy rapidly changing society needs from the other
side.
Increasingly complicated economic processes and growing competition present new challenges to all
organisations in such a dynamic environment. In order to survive and successfully pursue activities they have to pay
increasing attention to the analysis of their activity results and to search for new ways of how to improve them. Volatile
economic conditions are rapidly eliminating disparities between operational methods in the public and private sectors.
In such an environment not only business organisations must rapidly respond to various changes. Innovations and new
decisions must be introduced by institutions in the public sector, including those that are responsible for the
preservation of the country’s historical-cultural identity and its individual regions, nurturance of customs, satisfaction of
public cultural needs and organisation of cultural life in order to ensure a harmonious and sustainable regional
development (Dapkus, 2008 a). Under free market conditions these public sector institutions not only get into an
ambiguous situation, which is often unfavourable due to limited financing compared to the private providers of cultural
services, but also have to ensure the implementation of the national culture policy and contribute to public moral and
spiritual development, satisfaction of the needs of self-realisation in creative activities and the increase of region’s
attractiveness for tourists and investments (Dapkus, 2008 b). These challenges particularly grow in importance seeking
to ensure a sustainable development of rural regions.
Although cultural institutions are active in the state, laws governing their activities are being adopted and
resolutions drafted, there are public links aimed at analysing cultural phenomena and, in order to fight against negative
phenomenon, unite society members and cultural institutions for the contribution, by cultural activities, to a more rapid
development of their region. Yet, as noted by most scholars, the importance of culture and institutions supporting it is
underestimated and not sufficiently analysed (Bėkšta, 2010; Melnikas, 2007; Dapkus, 2008 b; Matulis, 2006 et al.).
Discussions are held about what types of cultural institutions (private or public) are necessary for society, what they
provide to local communities, whether or not state-financed cultural institutions and individual projects develop
communities’ cohesion and aesthetic taste, mature individuals’ intellect and public spirit, and whether or not that
adequately contributes to the increase of region’s attractiveness and competitiveness as well as sustainable
development. That particular inadequacy between what we actually have today in the area of culture and what result is
produced by cultural institutions as regards society development and what kind of individual communities we would
like to have supposes the problems of improving the country’s culture policy. Insufficient understanding of the role of
culture for society and regional development and poor management and underfunding of culture make individual
regions unattractive for living, active economic activities and tourism development, while the entire country loses its
cultural-national identity and runs a risk of losing its sovereignty.
Problem of the study. Without questioning the role of the country’s central public administration authorities in
shaping the national culture policy, it is particularly important to understand whether the tools and country-wide
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institutions implementing that policy ensure public needs and long-term national development objectives. Examination
of that issue has become not only the question of the country’s better administration but also the task of scientific
evaluation aimed at identifying the managerial problems of institutions implementing the culture policy and their
performance results as regards the satisfaction of society’s cultural needs and stimulation of regional development.
Analysis of the afore-mentioned topics can also have practical benefits as regards the optimisation of possibly
duplicating or inefficient activities of different cultural institutions, better use of funds allocated to them, and also better
satisfaction of residents’ needs and the encouragement of incoming tourism and business representatives’ choice to
invest in a specific region and support the sector of culture.
Budgetary under-financing of activities of the public sector’s centres for culture, changing consumer
requirements and ongoing global processes of cultural development and changes in the role of culture make these
institutions change together with a changing environment. As maintained by J. Rudžionienė (2007), as regards these
institutions, the requirement to have a universal attitude to them as being important and well-working institutions that
are obligatory maintained from state or municipal budgets is not enough today. Currently they are also functioning in a
competitive environment that involves the public sector as well. Therefore, one of the most important issues in the
activities of these institutions is to preserve the country’s cultural heritage, implement the national culture policy and to
appropriately fulfil the main functions established in the Law on Centres for Culture by searching for new activity
forms helping to attract more users of culture and additional independent funds. To that end it is particularly important
to systematically analyse activity results, their changes and related reasons as well as adopt effective decisions. The
main activity results of the public sector’s centres for culture that could be used to evaluate the activities of these
institutions and to award appropriate categories are not clearly defined and uniformly applied either on national level or
in evaluating the activities of the public sector’s institutions responsible for culture development. Centres for culture are
probably closest to the organisation of daily cultural activities for people. In most rural regions these are probably the
only institutions that have survived up till now and are engaged in the satisfaction of society’s cultural needs. However,
since financial resources are limited, in many cases the State and municipalities to which these centres are directly
subordinate try to save funds for their account and qualify the satisfaction of people’s cultural needs as not the most
important needs. And usually they relate the activity success and financing of these institutions only with plain
arithmetical calculations – the number of active artistic groups and participants in them, events held and their
participants as well as the capacity of attracting additional funds for activity improvement and development. But scarce
attention is paid to the evaluation of the role of centres for culture in region’s attractiveness and development. It can be
assumed that such one-sided and short-view attitude of public administration institutions to centres for culture placed
many of them into a position of minimum existence and insufficient impact on local community development. Probably
this is the reason why a large part of Lithuania’s rural regions has become unattractive for living and working not only
in the economic but also in socio-cultural aspect, which leads to undesirable demographic changes and society
degradation and in turn – developmental slowdown and loss of competitiveness in rural areas.
Research object: The role of centres for culture in the cultural life of rural regions.
Research aim: To analyse the role of centres for culture in the municipal cultural life and discuss the possibilities
of improving their activities.
Tasks:
1. To discuss the legal regulation of the activities of centres for culture and evaluation methods and criteria
thereof, and to evaluate an impact of the activities of centres for culture on the development of the country and its
individual regions;
2. To analyse the factors having an influence on the activities of centres for culture.
3. To conduct a study on the activities of centres for culture in rural regions.
4. To evaluate the activity results of centres for culture and issue recommendations for activity improvement.
Research methods: Analysis of scientific literature, publications, secondary information sources and legal
documents by evaluating the preparation of public administration institutions – centres for culture – for the appropriate
management of the culture sector in a region, and also statistical methods (quantitative data processing based on
descriptive statistics, graphic imaging) and empirical methods (comparative analysis of statistics, verbal and visual
content analysis (content analysis of texts, photos, charts, etc), experts’ survey and Likert scale (summed-rating)
method). Following an evaluation of the situation of culture management in rural municipalities, recommendations were
issued for making a cultural life more active and for the improvement of the working methods of centres for culture and
making them more active.
Activities of centres for culture, and legal regulation and evaluation methods and criteria thereof
Culture can treated as the system of values and norms created by a human being helping him to know and give
meaning reality and providing the added value alongside satisfaction of the most important needs ensuring life. In the
opinion of H. Rauhe (2004), this system of human values and norms is substantially formed by art as culture becomes
creative through art, even as regards everyday culture. As maintained by the author, an increasing number of people
consider culture and art an important factor of the quality of life and for most of them culture acquires the existential
meaning. This concerns not only a separate individual but also society as a whole. Culture is the essential element
uniting society.
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In B. Melnikas’ (2007) opinion, in order to perceive the role of culture in a modern society, it is appropriate to
build on the following concepts describing culture and the culture sector:
• Culture is a system of society’s values, patterns of life and social activity and behavioural stereotypes, norms,
standards, benchmarks and ideals.
• The culture sector is the whole of public-scale individuals-creators and institutions, bodies and other
organisations that create, accumulate, disseminate and supply consumers with products performing the functions of
forming, developing, disseminating, establishing and renewing prospective and important public values, life and social
activity patterns and behavioural stereotypes, norms, standards, benchmarks and ideals.
According to V. Bagdonavičius (2007), we have already become accustomed to treating culture as the area of
human and public expression, as the one among others – economic, political, business, legal, trade and technological. A
human being satisfies not only his vital needs such as food, housing etc. He satisfies his cultural needs too: goes to
concerts and the theatre, visits exhibitions and other cultural events, reads books, watches films, etc. The needs of
artistic self-expression by hobbies are satisfied through direct participation in various amateur art groups (singing,
music playing, dancing, etc). Creators from different fields provide products necessary to satisfy cultural needs –
various music concerts, plays and other events, books, paintings, sculptures and a variety of other things. This gives rise
to the supply of created culture products and services, while their market starts functioning at the presence of demand
(Bagdonienė L., Hopenienė R., 2004.). However, in this context culture can be treated only as an addition to everyday
life, which is not important or necessary for everyone. Such perception of culture does not involve the whole content of
the concept of culture. In our life culture functions not only as a decoration for household economy or the form of
leisure activity and entertainment. Culture should be treated as the creation, improvement and development of
individual’s spiritual values.
Thus, it can be stated that culture embraces society’s spiritual and material values, ideas, beliefs, traditions,
artistic and creative activities and the products of such activities which are disseminated through various organisations
for culture. In this regard organisations for culture can be described as the creators of culture products and cultural
services performing the functions of the satisfaction of culture consumers’ needs. The needs of culture consumers are
satisfied by different culture organisations (national culture, local self-government (municipal) institutions, nongovernmental organisations, private companies, etc) through the provision of various cultural services. Formation of the
system of centres for culture, as institutions satisfying society’s cultural needs, began at the end of the first half of the
20th century. Then these institutions were referred to as ‘community centres’, ‘culture clubs’, ‘chambers of labour’ or
‘leisure centres’. According to R. Matulis (2006), the system of centres for culture has experienced a lot of various
kinds of reorganisation and reforms. Within the entire period of their existence centres for culture, as institutional
formations, saw a lot of changes in their statuses, names, locations and subordination. Until 2004 any cultural institution
or organisation providing cultural services had the right to be called a centre for culture because culture strategists and
politicians failed to agree about the adoption of legal acts and about legal definitions. In 2004 the Lithuanian Parliament
adopted the Law on Centres for Culture, which established the system of centres for culture, defined the concept of
‘centre for culture’, and laid down the norms of financing and legal regulation of centres for culture as well as their
functions. Adoption of this law created legal preconditions for the reorganisation of the network of centres for culture in
order to increase their independence and expand their opportunities in satisfying the needs of culture consumers by
improving their resource base and helping them to anchor in the country’s cultural map. Pursuant to the Law on Centres
for Culture (2004), ‘centre for culture’ means a legal person established in accordance with the procedure laid down by
laws and recognised in accordance with the procedure laid down by this Law, that fosters ethnic culture, amateur art
through its activities, creates artistic programmes, develops educational, recreational activities, satisfies community
cultural needs, and organises dissemination of professional art.
In accordance with the Law on Centres for Culture (2004), the mission of centres for culture is to foster ethnic
culture and amateur art, create artistic programmes, develop educational and recreational activities, satisfy community
cultural needs and organise dissemination of professional art. The Law regulates the founding, reorganisation, ceasing
to exist, management, activities, classification and financing of centres for culture, as well as other relations pertaining
to activities of centres for culture. Centres for culture implement the State culture policy that is dominated by support,
fostering, ensuring dissemination, encouragement and protection of those culture elements that describe national
identity and contribute to individual’s perfection. In accordance with the Lithuanian Culture Policy Guidelines (2001),
Lithuanian culture is the expression of individual and national creative powers, the guarantee of their identity and
persistence, forming and revealing spiritual and material values of society groups and national communities, helping to
develop and educate a democratic, free and open society, encouraging socio-economic development of the country and
strengthening its security. The Guidelines emphasise that state and municipal institutions create conditions for the
national population to use cultural services and participate in cultural life and, in implementing the culture policy,
adhere to the following principles:
• democracy (every society member has the right to participate in decision-making as regards culture,
undertake cultural activities according to his/her hobbies and interests and use cultural services);
• identity (Lithuanians and national communities living in Lithuania have the right to protect and foster
national culture);
• decentralisation (decisions and responsibility for the formation and implementation of the culture policy are
shared between state and municipal institutions, and conditions are created for developing culture self-governing);
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• openness (conditions are created for dissemination of the Lithuanian culture worldwide and familiarisation
with the culture of other nations).
Another important function, inseparable from the implementation of the national culture policy provisions and
activities of amateur art groups as well as organisation of municipal cultural events, of centres for culture is the
organisation of leisure activities for children and youth and their artistic development as well as cultural enrichment of
public mentality and strengthening of love and patriotic feelings for the cultural-historical identity of own
country/region. According to R. Matulis (2007), the centre for culture is not only the place of people’s gathering and
leisure activities but also an important educational institution. Here education has the same meaning as in the education
system – teaching, training and formation of skills, capacities and values. Artistic groups of centres for culture are
working under systematic and consistent artistic, educational and social continued programmes and projects which help
not only understand art but also evaluate, consume and transfer it. This process is particularly important as a long-term
measure for the prevention of drug- addiction and crime and the reduction of social exclusion as well as a catalyst of
public development and the indicator of locality attractiveness. In the context of other institutions organising artistic
development the unique character of centres for culture lies in the fact that they are educating not only children and
youth but also adults, while ‘the artistic education they provide has the same meaning as in the rest of the world – it is
the development of society, particularly of the young generation, with the help of four main kinds of art: music, theatre,
dance and fine arts’ (Vilkončius L., 2007). By their multi-functionality centres for culture are unique in the national
cultural context, guarantee the cultural originally of the country’s regions and availability of culture consumption and
form human cultural needs. On the proposal of the Lithuanian Folk Culture Centre and upon approval of the Ministry of
Culture and municipal culture policy-makers, the following model of centres for culture has been developed: the
independent centres for culture of cities, district centres and wards, the independent centres for culture of district centres
having branches in wards, the independent centres for culture of wards having branches in individual settlements. As
maintained by R. Matulis (2007), the activities of centres for culture should not be related only with commerce, as in
satisfying artistic, cultural and social needs of communities, centres for culture set a number of other aims which relate
to national identity, passing of values, etc. Yet, according to this author, a wide network of these centres and
convenience of their location in municipal territories with respect to residents offer real preconditions for the centres for
culture to provide additional service packages that can be formed in cooperation with the managers of centres for
culture, by using information on the websites of centres for culture, advertising materials published by centres for
culture and the overview of seminars held by the Lithuanian Folk Centre Association. Thus, the paid services of centres
for culture could involve: lease of premises; intermediation between concert, advertising and publishing organisations;
rent of audio and lighting equipment and mobile stages; organisation of personal and professional celebrations;
language and computer literacy teaching courses; suit rent; video and audio record production; consultations on how to
write scenarios, and develop entertainment programmes; catering services; vehicle rent; internet café services;
professional training on holding cultural events; organisation of specialised conferences and seminars; computer design
and computer graphics of advertising material; other services related to culture activities.
It’s noteworthy that in their commercial and non-commercial activities centres for culture face a threat of
competition due to establishment of various private structures which join public cultural life and increase competition in
different fields of culture activities (private dance, music playing and similar schools, studios, entertainment centres,
etc) and formation of new traditions (St. Valentine’s Day, Halloween, etc) which attempt to replace traditional holidays
and events and reduce the market of the functioning centres for culture. This means that these centres have to find new
forms and methods of activities as regards both their commercial activity and ensuring the public mission of national
culture policy implementation. With the change of public values, wishes and attitudes, the satisfaction of customer
needs, which was important only in the private sector and was a relevant determining factor of success in that sector for
a long time, is growing in importance in the public sector too. For this reason in creating culture products and providing
cultural services centres for culture need to develop orientation to the consumers of culture. However, consumerorientation should not be single-sided. The consumer must not be blindly indulged if he stubbornly says that the centre
for culture should organise exceptionally entertainment events, arrange exhibitions displaying only primitive household
scenes, show only soap operas, etc. In executing their functions and satisfying the needs of residents and enabling them
to comprehensively create and use culture products, participate in amateur art activities, professional art cognition and
acquisition of new competences, centres for culture need to organise and guarantee a number of various cultural
processes and cherish national values and preserve national identity, thus developing the society’s cultural needs.
Finally, centres for culture, as public administration institutions, have to provide services of high artistic level and
educate the consumer without indulging him, i.e. to ensure long-term and sustainable existential needs of the society.
All of the above requires selection of adequate performance assessment criteria and measures for these institutions
covering not only their economic-commercial activities but also satisfaction of the public interest and contribution to
the sustainable development of the country and its individual regions as well as the preservation of identity.
In summary of the performed analysis of scientific literature and of legal acts it can be stated that centres for
culture are:
 institutions that take care of non-commercial preservation of folk culture and of availability of professional
art to regions’ residents;
 institutions that maintain the viability of ethnic, national and religious customs;
 institutions that are able to work professionally and counterbalance cheap mass culture;
 creators and providers of artistic and cultural services;
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 important educational institutions, as they prepare educational programmes;
 organisations where artistic, personal, social, professional, communicative and other abilities can be
acquired;
 institutions where community members can realise their natural needs for communication, collaboration and
improvement;
 institutions that take care the leisure activities and artistic development of children and youth;
 institutions where adults receive culture services and satisfy their socio-cultural needs;
 among the main creators of the Lithuanian Song Festival this has become everybody’s national pride.
Research methodology
Evaluation of the activities of centres for culture is governed by Order No ĮV-207 of the Minister for Culture of
the Republic of Lithuania of 30 April 2009 amending Order No ĮV-443 of the Minister for Culture of the Republic of
Lithuania of 31 December 2004 on the approval of the Regulations for the procedure for the accreditation of centres for
culture (2009). Yet, from the standpoint of scientific cognition and the influence of societal development and cultural
activities on regional development, it is crucial to evaluate a whole range of other aspects relating to the activities of
centres for culture and to the implementation of the function of public administration of such activities. There has been
no universal agreement on whether or not the products and services of centres for culture have an external effect, as
such an effect is not easily measurable or directly observable (Heilbrun, Gray, 2001). Economists have pointed out
several positive external effects of centres for culture, on which politicians base their statements that the activities of
centres concerned with culture should receive State support. The most frequent positive external impacts of centres for
culture and the related arguments for State support to culture are as follows:
1) Heritage for future generations. Even citizens who are indifferent to art would probably agree to spend some
money to preserve cultural heritage at least as rich as the existing one for future generations, which are not yet here and
cannot state their priorities. This argument covers not only the purchase and storage of artwork but also the skills and
abilities necessary to create it. However, it is not undisputable. Even if the society admits that art must be supported for
the sake of future generations, it may not approve of State support for arts, thinking that this could be taken care of by
the private sector and that major investments are unnecessary.
2) National identity and the country’s prestige. The majority of citizens take pride in international recognition of
artists representing their country and thus would be willing to pay a certain amount of money to ensure support for such
talents. And although this sense of national pride is a reality, this argument comes with a reservation. In order to justify
supporting art for the sake of national prestige, it is necessary not only to prove that art is one method to achieve such
prestige but also that it is the most effective way to do that. Perhaps, for the purposes of national prestige, it would be
more effective to support sports rather than culture?
3) Benefits for domestic economy. The benefits created by culture for the domestic economy are twofold:
First of all, it attracts guests and tourists to a town or region. Having arrived for an art exhibition or a concert,
they spend some of their money in local shops, restaurants and hotels. This stimulates domestic economy in the exact
same way as the export of any other goods.
Secondly, cultural attractions may help attract new investment and businesses to a town/district, as they may be
an argument in deciding on the location of a new enterprise.
Yet this argument also comes with a reservation: support for culture is not necessarily the most effective
stimulus to economy.
4) Contribution to education in humanities. If humanities education represents a positive external effect for
society, so does culture, as it is an inseparable component of humanities education. However this argument does not
necessarily show why the production and dissemination of culture carried out by centres for culture also deserve support
as opposed to just culture studies at the schools of art.
5) Development of new forms of expression. Innovation and creativity are treated as the engines of
contemporary economy. New products of science and technologies as well as innovations are patented. But for patents,
inventors would simply lack motivation to come up with innovations. Patents and royalties are a kind of compensation
for their efforts. In the sphere of art, innovation cannot be a subject of patents. Some works of art are copyright
protected, yet copyrights cannot protect innovative principles, such as new painting techniques or a new dance style
which form part of a specific work of art. The fact that in the event of an artistic experiment, the artist or artistic
organisation must take full responsibility and cover all the expenses, while success does not allow them to prohibit
others from using their newly discovered principles may dissuade artists from experimenting and exploring new
avenues. As a result, they will come up with fewer new forms of expression than preferable, while the efforts of cultural
centres in this regard are hardly measurable as well as unappreciated by the founders and often even receive no
encouragement (as the money spent on these risky activities may be recognised as an ineffective use of budgetary
resources).
Undoubtedly, various research methods are required to evaluate the diverse and often controversial activities of
centres for culture. However, the primary objective relating to the attempt to establish the type of activities of centres
for culture that would be most welcomed by the public and conducive to the regional development balance could be
achieved with the help of the instrumentation of a structured anonymous written questionnaire survey. One rural
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Lithuanian region was selected for this experimental study and 200 of its residents (representing various strata of the
society) were questioned in the form of a convenient survey based on a questionnaire developed specifically for this
study.
Data from the questionnaires were processed and analysed using the statistical data analysis package SPSS 15.0.
Responses under one or several independent variables were checked using the Z test and 95 % confidence intervals
(CI). The interdependencies between the averages of responses to two independent questions were checked using the
Mann-Whitney test, while those involving more than two questions – using the Kruskal-Wallis test. The Friedman’s test
was applied to compare several independent criteria. A significance level of 0.05 was selected for response checking.
Indicator difference was considered statistically significant when p<0.05 (Čekanavičius, Murauskas, 2002).
Another instrumentation used for this exploratory survey was a SWOT analysis of the activities of a cultural
centre in the same rural region. The application of both of these research methods made possible the establishment of
certain interconnections and, most importantly, at least a preliminary evaluation of how the centre for culture addresses
societal needs and contributes to the development of the rural region by performing the functions of the implementation
of the national culture policy in the region/district that have been delegated to local self-government.
Research results
Based on available official Lithuanian statistics (www.llkc.lt), in 2011 the country had 189 centres for culture
having legal personality and their 415 branches, along with 161 ‘other cultural establishments’ financed from the
State/municipal budget, which offered Lithuanian consumers a variety of cultural functions and organised the activities
of art groups representing different genres (see Table).
Table. Cultural establishments within the Lithuanian system of centres for culture in 2011
Cultural establishments
Performance indicators
Centres for
Branches of
Other cultural
Number of
Number of
Number of
culture having
centres for
establishments
art groups
participants in art organised cultural
legal personality
culture
groups
events
189
415
161
4561
58651
45942

Attendance
2847187

As illustrated by the data in the table, the consumers of culture in Lithuania were offered nearly 46 000 various
cultural events in 2011. 59 000 national residents satisfied their needs for artistic expression, recreation etc at the
country’s 4 561 art groups. For comparison, in terms of satisfying cultural and recreational needs, centres for culture are
considered to be second in importance nationally, after libraries. Most residents directly link the existence of centres for
culture with better opportunities to satisfy their cultural requirements, which primarily relate to the involvement of
children and youth as well as organisation of cultural activities for various age groups. The necessity of such
establishments is particularly apparent to the residents of smaller towns, where the variety of cultural establishments is
particularly scarce.
The performed SWOT analysis has revealed that the strengths of the activities of centres for culture in rural
regions are reflected by: a vast experience in observing traditions; diverse and peculiar activities of amateur artists; a
well-developed and integral network of branches of centres of culture and community centres; high quality of cultural
events; high achievement in art at district, national and international levels; close cooperation with local communities
and other institutions; and the introduced new information technologies. The established weaknesses include: shortage
of own funds for activity development; insufficient State funding to ensure top quality of cultural activities; lack of
instruments as well as clothing and equipment for concerts; an underdeveloped system of cultural exchange; a nonfunctioning system of internal assessment and motivation; frequent staff changes and shortage of specialists with high
qualifications. The following may be mentioned as opportunities creating favourable conditions for further
development of the activities of centres for culture: to heighten the prestige of cultural specialists, to improve working
conditions, to ensure the availability of qualified staff and to promote their activities; to participate more actively in
competitions, festivals and projects at district, national and international levels; to attract more resources from business
and structural funds; to strengthen cooperation with EU and other foreign centres for culture; to intensify cooperation
with communities and reinforce the development of cultural activities in villages, thus contributing to the efforts to
increase the attractiveness of rural areas; to make better use of local historical heritage as a tool for cultural tourism; and
to consolidate human resources ensuring the development of amateur artistic activities. However, several potential
threats are identifiable as well: the negative effect of external (e.g. US) socio-cultural environments on the behaviours
of culture consumers; ageing society and youth emigration are decreasing both the membership of amateur groups
operating at the centres for culture as well as the ranks of consumers of cultural products in rural areas; change in the
geopolitical situation resulting in the rotation of qualified staff (migration/emigration); and unfavourable coverage of
cultural phenomena in the media, when cultural developments are presented in a distorted, politicised or one-sided
manner.
The findings of the performed experimental questionnaire survey show that from the available range of services
provided by centres for culture rural residents usually give preference to concerts, regional festivals, plays, exhibitions
and fairs, while dance evenings are much less popular. The survey also addressed other major influences that the
respondents considered to be important in determining their choice of services offered by centres of culture: when
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deciding whether or not to attend a particular event, respondents pay particular attention to the artistic level of
performers as well as the programme itself, also the ticket prices and time of the event, but place much less importance
on the venue, advertising and composition of the audience.
In certain respects the results of the survey have been encouraging, for instance, when the residents of the rural
region gave a rather positive evaluation of the performance of their centre for culture (see Fig.).
5,4

12.Publication of culture events
advertisements, catalogs, culture groups
achievements, artists’ works

4,8
4,6
5,1
5,1

11.Propaganda of the culture activities in mass media
sources

4,8
5,2

10.Presentation of the region at national and
international culture events

5,1
4,4

5,2
5,1

9.Cross-regional partnership in culture activities
4,0

5,2
5,0

8.Artistic training and communes’ events’ culture
installations

5,3

5,0
4,9
4,8

7.Marketing of culture activities among local communes’’
members

5,2
5,1
5,2

6.International cooperation in culture activities

5,2
5,0

5.Presentation/defending of the artists’ groups interests
in municipality/governmental institutions

5,2

5,6
4.Search for the culture activities’ financial support

4,7

5,0
5,3

3.Projects’ implementation for the cultural life
diversification

4,5
3,8
5,1
5,1
4,8

2.Initiation and implementation of the cultural life
activities in region

5,5
1.Organizing of the regional culture events

4,7
1

2

3

4

4,7

5

6

Evaluation (ranking from 1 – negative to 6 –very positive)
Age of the responders more than 45 years

Age of the responders between 26 and 45 years

Age of the responders less than 25 years

Figure. Performance evaluation of a centre for culture (on a six-point scale)

Conclusion
Based on the results of the survey taken as a whole, the following conclusions and recommendations may be
offered:
The analysis of scientific literature as well as of the theoretical aspects of the activities of centres for culture and
their peculiarities allows a conclusion that centres for culture represent a guarantee of promotion of the cultural
uniqueness of Lithuania’s regions as well as a security for Lithuania as a cultured society. Culture and leisure services
rank as the most frequently used municipality-provided services, and the use of these services reached 60 per cent in
2012, up from 54 per cent in 2011.
Centres for culture in towns and districts are important institutions which, in certain cases, could be equated with
national Lithuanian institutions, such as the State Opera and Ballet Theatre, the Drama Theatre, the Philharmonic Hall
and other establishments in Vilnius, as they bring professional arts to the regions. Art groups operating in the centres for
culture provide adequate representation of our culture in the regions, nationally and worldwide; they enable residents to
satisfy their needs of self-expression, creativity, communication, and valuable leisure time.
After examining the external and internal environments of the activities of centres for culture in rural regions, it
may be stated that the centre for culture is a significant structural element capable of influencing the region's cultural
life, increasing its competitive advantages and making a major impact on its development balance and long-term
sustainability. Thus, the planning of the activities of centres for culture must be properly reflected in both local/regional
as well as national strategic planning documents and provided with necessary State financial resources.
The questionnaire survey on the improvement of the performance and prospects of centres for culture has
demonstrated that they generally meet the residents’ expectations. The survey enabled the evaluation of the role of
centres for culture in satisfying the cultural life requirements of the district’s population.
Drawing on the outcome of the survey, the following recommendations may be given to the centres for culture:
raise the effectiveness of dissemination of cultural activities; enhance entrepreneurship; improve the quality of cultural
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products or cultural services; expand the accessibility of cultural services, especially in remote rural areas; be more
open to novelties and the public; intensify the promotion of incoming tourism; and try to increase incentives for
entrepreneurs to support the culture sector.
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Peculiarities of Vocational Training and Career Guidance in Families with
Many Children: the Case of Lithuania
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Aleksandras Stulginskis University, Lithuania
Abstract
Approximately 35 thousand families with many children live in the Lithuanian rural area. According to structural, functional and social
adaptation characteristics, three types of these large families are distinguished: successful families, socially supported families and social risk
families. In 2012-2013, qualitative and quantitative research methods were used to investigate the pecularities of education for professional
expression of the children from large families. The research shows that the degree of social adaptation of large families and education of children for
professional expression and career can be assessed by the following value dispositions of parents: the disposition to care about the future of children;
the disposition that education quarantees life quality and possibility to adapt to the social economical changes of life; the disposition of constant
motivation of their children to learn; the disposition that it is necessary to help children in creation of life and career strategies based on child‘s ego,
where priorities are given to higher level education and the need of continuous improvement of life and learning conditions for children; the
disposition that increasing number of children should be based on Christian values; on encouragement of children‘s sociability and individuality by
teaching children to know themselves, to identify their aspirations and professional orientations.

Introduction
Statistics show that in Lithuania there are about 40 thousand families with many children, the majority of which
(86 per cent) live in rural areas (Department of Statistics, 2013). It is known that 12 per cent of large families living in
rural areas are classified as a disadvantaged group, and 13.4 per cent of rural youth have not completed secondary
education or do no go to school at all (in cities the number of such cases is less - 4.7 per cent). Summarizing such social
phenomenon in Lithuania, Kondrotaitė, G., (2006), Kšivickienė, D., (2006), Gruževskis B., Blažienė I. (2011) argue
that it is the outcome of individual shortcomings and weaknesses of the rural population (the frustration of life, low
education, lack of entrepreneurship, alcohol dependence) as well as the consequences of structural changes in the labour
market (no adequately paid jobs, a significant difference between the urban and rural people’s income, low investment
in the cultural life of the rural population). Studies by psychologists and educators (Butvilas T., Kondrotaitė G., (2007);
Alifanovienė D., Striškienė O., Kepalaitė A., (2012) Radzevičienė S. (2012), Pėžaitė, R. Brazienė, R. (2004),
Gruževskis B. (2011)) also indicate trends that in the rural areas large families demonstrate decline in the quality of life
and the complexity of interpersonal relations between family members, which are much influenced by unemployment
and migration. This leads to the increasing numbers of single-parent families, especially among disadvantaged families.
A phenomenon has also been identified that alcohol consumption has increased by about 40 per cent in rural areas over
the past decade, which particularly reduced the functions of the father as the patriarch, and alcohol consumption among
young people and school non-attendance is higher in rural places than in the cities. Studies also show that the poverty
rate of large families at risk is three times higher than that of the families with one or two children, so children in large
families often choose training and career strategies not requiring high levels of qualification. The latter problem is
particularly important to educational policy makers as the future of Lithuanian rural districts will depend not so much
on the investments in agricultural technologies, but the dignity and education of the rural people. Researchers
(Žadeikaitė L. Railienė A., (2008), Radzevičienė S. (2012)) also identify emerging public opinion that large families fail
to take care of children’s education, children are not educationally prepared for careers and motivation to have many
children in the families is dominated by economic factors (possibilities to get social welfare benefits). Foreign authors
usually identify the problem that the learning outcomes of children in large families are worse (Williams, T. (1981)).
The object of this research was the peculiarities of vocational training of children in large families.
The aim of this research was to analyse the peculiarities of vocational training and career guidance factors for
children in large families. Research objective: to analyse the quantitative and qualitative research results of the
peculiarities of vocational training and career guidance factors for children in large families identifying problems of
children’s career guidance in large families.
Research methods
We analysed 24 cases of large families where the study data were obtained in narrative interviews (interview
strategy was prepared in accordance with the classical grounded theory (Dey, I., (1999)). The analysis of qualitative
research data allowed identifying phenomena (categories), describing the essential factors of children’s vocational and
career training in large families. The study also employed quantitative research methods - structured questionnaire,
where the following parameters of the investigated phenomenon were established: respondents’ demographic data,
economic parameters of the quality of life, investment in children’s education and promotion of their interests,
vocational guidance and career development practices, housework enforcement strategies, relationships of family
members and responsibility for children’s education and career guidance, religious education and the importance of
Christian values to a child’s way of life. The quantitative study involved 76 respondents (parents of large families) of
Prienai and Molėtai regions.
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Research results of factors affecting vocational training and career guidance in families with many children
Analysing the factors that determine peculiarities of vocational and career training in large families, scientists are
interested in the structural, functional, and possible social adaptation characteristics of large families as well as
individual qualities of family members, because the latter lead to the content educational interaction in large families
and context of values, which is significant for children’s professional orientation and general education. The criteria
mentioned above allowed dividing large families into three types: successful (S), disadvantaged (D), social risk (SRI).
Successful families are those which perform their functions, are able to quickly adapt to the needs of the child and
properly bring them up and prepare for independent living. Disadvantaged families are low-income families supported
by the state. Social risk families often overindulge in alcohol, narcotic, psychotropic or toxic substances, parents lack
social skills in raising children, psychological, physical and sometimes sexual abuse is common there. These families
often do not meet the needs of children, children’s self-esteem is disrupted, and children’s working, learning and
communication skills are rather poor. Social risk families suffer most from high levels of unemployment and long term
unemployment as well as parents’ constant drinking.
Researchers studying the issues of children’s professional and career development (Butkienė, G., Kepelaitė A.
(2006), Danilevicius, E., (2006), Daukilas S., Palujanskienė A. (2008)) attach much importance to such factors as the
family environment, age group, learning outcomes, skills, passions, adolescent aspirations and value orientations.
Besides, the choice of the profession is highly dependent on early childhood experience in the family environment
(Palujanskienė A. (2010). Therefore, it is important that the behaviour of parents in large families is primarily geared to
the child’s emotional focus, respecting his/her own self, helping the child to get to know himself/herself in the contexts
of the environment in which he/she lives, relationships and the potential professional activities. According to Bajoriūnas
(2009), Daukilas (2008, 2011), in this sense the family is the child’s educational environment where he/she observes
and takes over the values of life, moral and spiritual culture of its members and the assessment of stereotypes, doing the
necessary work for the family. Therefore, adolescent’s professional guidance especially requires creating a family
environment with conditions of the child’s survival of individuality and sociability harmony in terms of socio-cultural
origin, genetic, personal and learning experiences, family relationships, community resources and other factors. Such
values, interests, skills, behaviours, and needs of a child developed in such context serve as a significant precondition
for choosing a career and profession.
Factors mentioned above were studied in the environment of large families in 2012-2013 and this article
analyses them distributing them in the following categories: economic life; parents’ social adaptation; methods of
schoolchildren’s labour education; religious - moral education content. The dominants of the factors mentioned above
identified in the qualitative study are given in Table 1.
Table 1. The results of the qualitative research on children’s vocational training factors in large families (N = 24, p ≤ 0.05)
Percentage of rates Statistical
mean
Category
Family type
Generalized statement
M
S
D
SRi
Factors of family economic life
Children are a source of livelihood because of the amount of 16.3
64.2
100
60.2
In social risk families
benefits the state for large families depend on the number of
there is an increasing
children.
tendency that due to the
policy of state support
Family size determines the intensity of parental economic 100
75.4
37.3 70.9
to families, children
activity and objectives to achieve a better-paid job.
become the source of
Importance of independence aiming at the economic quality of 100
100
52.4 84.1
family livelihood.
life is perceived.
Strategic planning of investment is important for children’s 87.4
18.7
6.2
37.4
education and career.
Work is seen as a key source of livelihood and quality of life.
79.6
52.2
38.1 56.6
Factors of parents’ social adjustment
Higher education is valued; there is an educational impact on 100
36.9
42.9 59.9
Parental social adjustchildren’s higher education.
ment
factors
are
expressed in successful
There is a rush to train children for low-skilled or unskilled 16.2
81.0
92.0 63.1
large families. Children
labour.
in social risk families
Parents learn in an informal or formal way of perfecting their 42.4
6.2
0.00 16.3
are not purposefully
work competencies and knowledge of child development.
oriented towards higher
They consider children’s education as the problem of the state or 0.00
6.2
72.5 26.2
levels of professional
the children’s own business.
activity.
Continuous care for children’s learning outcomes.
100
50.3
12.2 54.1
Creating positive relationships with community members and 75.6
81.5
12.2 56.4
neighbours.
Implementation of modern communication tools (IT).
87.6
20.0
0.00 35.8
Factors of children’s labour education and learning outcomes
Housework content fits the child’s self.
18.4
0.00
0.00 6.1
Successful large families
value children’s indiviWork is not considered as a career education factor.
24.0
78.2
64.4 55.5
duality and encourage
An essential precondition for a career is housework and learning 92.5
63.2
76.4 77.4
them to carry out
from purposefully oriented curriculum.
housework.
Essential prerequisite for a career is formal learning and extra- 68.6
12.3
0.00 26.9
curricular activities at school.
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Children’s vocational choice and career depend on their 87.6
20.0
76.4 61.4
aspirations.
Factors of children's self-esteem and religious - moral education
Self-confidence and respect for the values of the child’s position 87.5
8.00
50.4 48.6
Social risk families
are promoted.
are dominated by
authoritarian family
Dominating authoritarian child-parent relationships.
18.4
100
84.6 67.7
relationships, child
Empathy and openness are encouraged.
75.00
85.7
0.00 53.4
social and value
Tolerance and sense of community are promoted.
61.9
43.1
0.00 35.0
education
is
Children’s social skills and social awareness of religious values
8.24
6.4
33.6
92.4
impaired.
are encouraged.
Note: S-successful large family; D-disadvantaged large family; SRi – social risk large family. M-statistical mean.

The analysis of the data in Table 1 suggests that children’s preparation for career in large families mostly
depends on factors of family parents’ social adjustment. In all types of families it is perceived that children’s
independence development determines the quality of their economic life in the future (M = 84.1). However, in the group
of parents social adjustment factors, a negative position is strongly expressed encouraging children as soon as possible
to gain unskilled vocational education (M = 16.3) and social risk and disadvantaged large families. The aforementioned
types of families believe that children’s education is a matter of the state and the children themselves (M = 26.9), as the
circumstances of life force parents to take care of the problems of survival. In successful large families, contrary to
disadvantaged or social risk families, the parents themselves continuously learn in an informal or formal way adapting
to the changes world of labour and challenges of social life (M = 42.4), and continuously caring for children’s learning
conditions, extra-curricular education and their results (M = 100). And, perhaps most importantly, children in large
social risk and disadvantaged families and are often identified with a source of income (D (M = 64.2) SRi (M = 100)).
Exploring the deeper implications of this social phenomenon, a qualitative study was carried out, which allowed
further identification of social adjustment conditions in large families, as expressed by the moral values of parents in
large families in preparing children for their professional career. Researching and analysing the results we identified 8
groups of factors, the estimates of which show the respondents’ (N = 76) moral positions in: provisions to take care of
children’s future (1K); provisions that education guarantees the quality of life (2K); real educational actions and
attitudes encouraging children to learn (3K); strategic planning of investment for children’s education (4K); the
provisions of higher education outcomes (5K); provisions of the improvement of children’s living and learning
conditions (6K); provisions of the necessity of investment in children’s future (7K); provisions of family members to
increase moral values (8K). The obtained results are given in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Value provisions of parents of different types of families with many children towards their children’s vocational
training and career guidance
1 - Living conditions satisfying/unsatisfying; 2 - Income, remuneration; 3 - Children in the family are/are not the source of income;
4 - Children’s future is important/unimportant; 5 - Education ensures/does not ensure the achievement of aims; 6 - After school
children will/will not continue their education; 7 - Investment/no investment for education; 8 - Children aim/ do not aim at higher
education.

Most contradictions in the value system of parents in large families are associated with the motivation to increase
the number of children. The increase in the number of children in disadvantaged and social risk large families is
determined by the motive of social protection policies (benefits for children), which is a discord with the development
of the Christian values in the family. In addition, the distribution estimates of values in the families mentioned above
are “below average” according to those eight listed criteria (children’s life strategies, education, motivation to learn,
investment for education, higher education aspirations, quality of life aspirations). This means that children in socially
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disadvantaged and social risk families are not purposefully trained for professional activities, their professional
aspirations are neglected as well as their higher educational aspirations.
Conclusions
On the basis of structural and functional characteristics of the family and individual characteristics of its
members we identified three types of families with many children: successful, socially disadvantaged, and social risk
families. The degree of social adjustment of large families and their children’s education for careers and professional
activities can be measured by the following parental moral values: provision to take care of children’s future; provision
that education guarantees the quality of life and the possibility to adapt to changes in the socio-economic life; provision
to continuously motivate children to learn; provision that it is necessary to help children build life and career strategies
based on the child’s self (ego) prioritizing the higher levels of education; necessity of the improvement of permanent
children’s living and learning conditions; increase of the number of the family members (children) based on Christian
values; promoting children’s sociability and individuality teaching them to understand themselves and identifying their
aspirations and professional orientations.
The study found that parents only in successful large families consider the social relations system as an
important precondition for children’s career, where the child is encouraged to feel their meaningful relationships of their
ego with the object of their profession. The socialization of children in families mentioned above usually occurs
naturally, in the living environments based on the abundance of work. In successful large families children’s
professional specialization is geared towards competencies that require higher education, focusing on children’s value
education (for marriage, baptism, sense of community, social responsibility, moral and honest behaviour, love and
respect for a person, forgiveness, tolerance, dignity, understanding the meaning of life), and general education. In
families of this type, children are purposefully encouraged to carry out the household chores, the content of which fits
the children’s tastes and personality parameters respecting children’s self-identity and professional aspirations.
Children in social risk families almost do not receive attention for career guidance or they are oriented to acquire
vocational education requiring low skills. The number of children in this type of families is increased due to the
imprudent policies of state-led support for child care. Children in social risk families are very often the source of their
parents’ livelihood. This shows the poverty of mentality of parents in families of this type, their inadequate perception
of education and sustainable living, and living conditions created by parents do not guarantee a safe social environment
and career vision for children. In such families children are not prepared for independent living, and in adulthood
children become an unnecessary burden on parents because of the lack of full-fledged social relationships and of
emotional life.
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Abstract
In the context of rural development policies that many countries, both European and non-European, are starting to look at the objectives of
Horizon 2020, one of the most important activities is that related to the maintenance and proper management of forest resources. These, when
properly managed, cannot only contribute significantly to the sustainable management of forests, but there could be an important source of income for
farmers and for determined areas.
In this sense, a crucial example is the truffle chain. This is a high-income forestry cultivation in Italy. The truffle chain accounts for a
significant portion of the agricultural and commercial activity. Moreover, this product contributes toward the maintenance of many rural communities
and avoids the abandonment of disadvantaged areas; finally very important are also the economic consequences. A proper maintenance and or
sustainable development of this sector can certainly contribute further to the maintenance of rural areas in parts of Italy.
The purpose of this paper is to present the case study of the black truffle in Italy, highlighting the economic potential (with particular
emphasis on the export aspects) and critical issues with particular reference to the sustainability. The final objective is to describe a case study that
could be an example to be replicable in other contexts and at other times.

Introduction
Italy is, together with France, the most important example in the world for the production, processing and
marketing of the truffle that has a very long history of economic and trade (Laureti, 1968). In general the mushroom
sector represents for Italy a strategic and fundamental lever to maintain and develop owner rural areas and their
economy (Sitta and Floriani, 2008). In a worldwide context it is possible to affirm that the mushrooms sector has been a
very important sector from many populations already from many years and it is possible to find a lot of scientific
studies that demonstrate this sentence (Trappe et al., 2008). In general terms moreover, the market of truffles, together
the mushrooms one, is increasing very much, especially thanks to the recent discovers about the benefit effects of this
natural realm (De Roman, 2010).
In this context, the segment of fresh truffles presents some peculiarities that differentiate it significantly from
other food markets, even within the same sector of the mushrooms (Pompili and Sediari, 1997; Martino and Pampanini,
2006). It is primarily a market characterized by demand tends to be stable, typical of luxury goods; prices are extremely
volatile and, for the most prized species and in years of low production, reach considerable levels (up to 4,000 €/kg for
T. magnatum pico) (Urbani, 1995). In the Italian market two channels of great interest exist. The first one is particularly
related to the local culinary traditions of the origin areas; the second one is mainly export oriented. The offer is very
fragmented and intermediate demand has strong both oligopsonic and monopsonic characters on processing and
distribution phases: the BtoB exchanges are in fact dominated by a single world leader company and only 100 followers
enterprises of small and medium size (Marchini, Pampanini and Diotallevi, 2012)..
The main objective of the present work is to propose a good overall picture of trade flows of fresh truffles,
especially about the share of exports of Italy. The truffle market, in fact, is scarcely discussed in the economic and
agrarian studies, mainly because of the extreme difficulty in obtaining reliable data for the analysis of the organizational
supply chain. The proposed work, is also a first attempt at comparative analysis on the contribution of the Italian
regions to foreign trade, with the ultimate aim to highlight the importance of the same product for the local economies
and in particular those of the mountainous and disadvantaged areas. The interest in the regional dimension of the
analysis stems from its economic importance, despite this market has niche size, especially for the production regions,
given the concentration in restricted geographical areas (Manna, 1990; Pope, 1999; Arora and Glenn, 2008; Samlis et
al., 2008). The biology of this mushroom, in fact, is extremely delicate and, despite the progress made by
mycorrhization techniques, there are few land suitable for the production of truffles and, in particular, for the most
valuable species in terms of quality1.
After focusing the main characteristics of the market, the work is divided into two parts. The first will examine
the main economic indicators can be derived from official statistics on production and Italian foreign trade, integrating
them with direct analysis of data provided by the Regional Customs. In the second part, based on the development of
1

In areas traditionally suited, which are those of Mediterranean Europe (Italy, France and Spain), the production can now be obtained not only from
natural truffle areas, but also from cultivated truffle areas and the improvement of the natural ones (we speak, in the latter case of truffle subsidiaries).
The production is obtained in soils of hills and sub-mountains, generally unsuitable for other agricultural purposes, except to those livestock and
forestry. Moreover, contrary to as was believed until a few years ago, truffles can be cultivated today in areas located diametrically opposed to those
traditionally suited in Eastern Mediterranean, such as New Zealand, Tasmania and others (Oregon, Israel, Yugoslavia), where they were some plants
made with success (Granetti et al., 2005).
The ability to cultivate the truffle is a recent development, which resulted mainly from since 1980 in parallel with the progress made by science.
The study of the biology of truffles aimed at their cultivation, which started in France after the accidental discovery experienced by Talon brothers of
the birth of truffles under the trees obtained from the sowing of acorns (1810); it received new impetus after the discovery of mycorrhiza (Frank,
1885), especially after obtaining the first mycorrhized plat in the laboratory (Fontana, 1967). Since then, research continues feverishly and biologists
studying with advanced tools and technologies, the complex relationships that are established between the truffles and their host plants, bacteria, fungi
and soil fauna telluric (Granetti et al., 2005, CEDRAV, 2002).
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indices, will discuss the regions in terms of their contribution to the production and foreign trade. In conclusion, then,
the work will provide reflection points on the development of the entire public sector.
Characteristics of truffle market
The particular characteristics of this market can be summarized as follows (Martino and Pampanini, 2006):
- High fluctuation in prices due to fluctuations in production as a function of weather conditions (dry summers
depressing production) and the truffle species (the white truffle has the highest prices of all, resulting on average three
times higher than the black truffle).
- Quantitative predominance of species average fine (t. aestivum and uncinatum) but important for the canning
industry (75%) and less frequent (20%) of the more valuable species (t. melanosporum and magnatum) compared to a
5% other species.
- Drop in production of natural truffle areas, whose contribution to the total production would now only 5% to
the combined effect of predation by the quarrymen, wildlife and climate change (rising trend of summer drought).
- Stagnation or declines trend of production which sets out the truffle areas improved, that the law calls
“controlled”, whose contribution to the total production is estimated at around 55%.
- Increasing contribution of cultivated truffle areas for production (45%).
- The importance of the processing sector as a link between production and distribution, given the high
perishability of the product. It flows about 70-80% of national production, while 20-30% comes mainly through the
consumption channel catering.
The truffle market also always lacks of a structural definition of “property rights” which, over the years, has
resulted in a loss of its value chain, preventing the institution of an organization/structure to the defense and
development of the chain. The fundamental issue is represented by property rights on the truffle and the limits that the
solutions found at the regional level may pose to the development of business activities on forest lands. In this regard,
there are also significant differences between neighboring regions. The basic question, that has always covered the
truffles sector and caused conflicts of interest: who is the rightful owner? The owner of the land, the local community in
which it is located the truffles territory (according to medieval custom widespread in Central Italy) or one who seeks
and finds the truffle (according to the Roman law, which considers the spontaneous fruit of nature as res nullius)? The
solution to this problem has given the Italian law (Law of 16 December 1985, 752) is to consider the truffle res nullius
unless it is truffle obtained from dedicated cultivations. Truffle quarrymen are thus favored and is safeguarded the
social function of the forest, but the contrasts between the landowners and the public users are far from resolved.
Finally, it should be added the constant and continuous lack of reliable information on the sector: in fact, the
interesting economic value that the truffle is able to generate in local, and limited presence of actors unstructured in this
sector, as the quarrymen or truffle hunters who are dedicated to the collection of the spontaneous production of the
woods without tell quantity and value, means that a large part of the production escapes to official statistics. Even as
regards the production obtained from cultivated truffle areas, in Italy there is not a statistical survey appropriate: not
being considered as “woody agricultural cultivations” but as a form of “forestry production”, this type of truffle are not
subject to detection even in the agricultural censuses, while the forestry statistics do not provide more systematic
information on the products of the forest, being in place in Italy a review of forestry statistics in an environmental sense
- energy, according to an evolution in line with world statistics.
The result is that the data on the production of the undergrowth are uncertain and dated, and that the same
production of truffles yet recorded by ISTAT on the basis of information from the State Forestry Corps, are not
published, remaining largely unknown to the sector.
Ultimately, this production has a lack of information as regards the production and high uncertainty about the
ability of official data to provide an accurate representation of the supply; so some authors argue that production
statistics represent only 1/3 of the real production (Ciani, 1992).
At the international level production statistics are completely absent (Eurostat and Faostat don’t take into
consideration this product), while the national institute (ISTAT) has data quite dated (the latest available refer to 2008)
and no longer subject to systematic measurement. These statistics, however, are an important information base for
comparison between regions in terms of production, despite all the precautions related to the lack of significant
findings, affected by the existence of a submerged “short market”.
Materials and Methods
To deepen the analysis of Italian foreign trade of fresh truffles, we referenced to ISTAT (Italian Institute of
Statistics) data2, and, to provide a framework of regional trade, a specific inquiries of the Customs Agency was made in
order to obtain disaggregated data at regional level.
About the variable price, two modes of investigation has made: the first, purely qualitative, but useful to
understanding the market trading, based on surveys and interviews to witnesses relating to the National Federation of
2

Regard to foreign trade, ISTAT detects both “fresh or chilled truffles” and “prepared or preserved truffles”: the first category includes fresh or
chilled truffles vacuum packed and delivered by courier within 24 hours; the second includes all dishes with truffles (sliced, minced, whole, in pieces)
undergoing preliminary preservation procedure mainly through sterilization.
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Italian Associations Truffle (FNATI ). The reason is for the truffle market does not exist any reference list or a base
from which to define annual price list. The price of the truffle is characterized by frequent and obvious fluctuations
caused mainly from changes in terms of quantities that change dramatically every year. The production of truffles are
strongly linked to seasonal trends.
In addition, there is the problem of the decline in spontaneous production, due to the climatic changes that have
accentuated the summer drought, the reduction of mycorrhization of land made by the sheep-farming, struck down as
production activity, and depredations by the quarrymen with no respect for the biology of the truffle in locations where
this is easily localizable (Tocci, 2004).
The result is the contribution of the natural and improved truffle areas have been reduced, as evidenced by the
sector stakeholders. Consequently, the determination of the prices to domestic consumption is made on the basis of
trading in real time and the quantities that are actually found.
The second mode of investigation proves more reliable because the data source where we have taken prices is the
Customs Agency, from which all the exported amount at fixed prices must pass. Using these data it was possible to
make an objective comparison of the different regional performances.
Production and Prices
Figure 1 shows the contribution of various Italian regions to the average national production of the period 200708, and provides a graphical representation of the regional production of white truffles and blacks.
The analysis of production data show that the Italian production of truffles amounted to 81,4 t of fresh product in
the period 2007-08, represented more than 4/5 of black truffle and less than 1/5 from t white truffle. Specifically, the
regions most important manufacturers are Umbria and Abruzzo, with annual production estimated respectively at 25,2
and 21,6 t of truffles, and they representing 57% of Italian production. Compared to the national total, the Apennines of
central Italy (Marche, Lazio, Umbria and Tuscany) account for 53%, followed by the South with 39% and North with
8%.
Regarding to individual regions, the country can be divided into three main areas:
- The first group, includes the main producer regions in quantitative terms both black than white truffles
(Umbria, Marche, Molise, Tuscany);
- The second group includes the regions with high specialization for one or another type of truffles; Lazio and
Abruzzo (excellent producers of black truffle but not white truffle) and Emilia Romagna (good producer of black
truffles and white truffle with small production);
- The third group, consisting of all other regions with a low production of both black and white truffles.

Figure 1.
From Figure 1 we are clearly understanding the importance of Umbria and Abruzzo compared to other regions in
this specific sector.
From production side, updated data are available; the situation is much more complicated about the analysis of
the level of consumer prices; we have considerable difficulties due to the particularity of the product and the market
context. The bigger problem is meanly that the production of truffles is subject to considerable fluctuation in relation to
the weather conditions, which leads to a higher volatility in prices.
Through interviews with privileged witnesses of the National Federation of Italian Associations Truffle (FNATI),
we founded the appearance revealing that there is an Italian “general” price oscillating within a constant interval: in fact
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the prices quotations fall and grow consistently in all regions; this is due meanly to the agreements between
organizations of traders. In addition they tend to take as a benchmark the prices charged by the major economic
distributors of sector in Italy that become the main source of information in the market.
Of course there is a strong swing both intra-and inside year, which is associated with a “stated” price very
different between the different types of truffles: 300-400 €/kg (T. melanosporum), 70-80 €/kg for T. aestivum, 1,000
€/kg for T. magnatum).
The foreign trade
The trade flow of truffle market, especially in the European context, has gained considerable importance in
recent years thanks to the success and satisfaction of consumers. Italy plays a prominent role in this field, being one of
the most important producers and traders in the word. Table 1 shows the data relating to Italian import-export from
1998 to 2008 in quantities and values, both fresh or chilled preserved truffles.

Italy is a net exporter of fresh truffles and, in 2008, this sector has contributed to the agri-food trade balance with
a positive balance of € 15,2 million for fresh truffles, rising to 21,5 million € if we also consider the prepared or
preserved truffles (6,3 million € in 2008). Table 2 allows instead to analyze the contribution of the Italian regions to
commercial trade of fresh or chilled truffles.

From table following synthetic consideration and observations can be drawn. About fresh truffles, Umbria region
has the national record of exports in value (45% and 28% in quantity). Marche region has the record for exports in
quantity (30% and 25,6% in value). Follow, but spaced as important, Piemonte, Emilia Romagna, Tuscany and Lazio.
Umbria is also the first importer region (86% in value and 44% by volume). Lazio is another strong area of import, but
low-quality domestic truffles, (44% in volume and 1% in value).
About the quality levels, the average export price of Umbria is higher by 63% compared to the national average
(415 against 249 €/kg) while the average import is twice the national average (244 compared with 124 €) . Marche
region has the price below the national average, probably not for a significant qualitative change, but to a lesser
marketing skills.
Examining the countries of export destination (Table 3), in the first place there is France, which incorporates
43% of Italian exported production, followed by the United States and Germany (with shares of 13% each), and at a
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distance, Netherlands (5%), Japan (4%) and Switzerland (3%). The market for non-EU, however, is richer and more
willing to pay very high average price: in fact the exported quantity of truffles going to extra-EU countries is 41% in
value and 28% in quantity.

In 2008, imports of fresh or chilled truffles was 23,187 kg (Table 4), with prominent from Spain (31% in volume
and 65% by value), followed by France (9% in volume and 18% in value) and Hungary (9% in volume and 5% by
value). Valuable data also relate to exports to Croatia and the Netherlands (both 5% by volume) and the United
Kingdom and Switzerland (3% by volume). Regarding to the average import prices, also in this case, there is a strong
variability than the average of 124 €/kg. On the national scene, Umbria region emerges as the largest importer: its
national quota on the import (86% in value and 44% by volume) place it in the first place in Italy and show, indirectly,
the high quality is the imported product than that exported. But as general assumption, we demonstrated that all Italian
territory is very strategic for production and trade of fresh and prepared truffle.

Conclusions
The results emphasize the contribution that individual regions are able to make agri-food exports, both in terms
of the volumes and the prices of truffles. On the basis of data availability, we consider this research as a gratifying result
of a chain study little analyzed in the literature. Also an analysis of flows has been reported and this doesn’t have
similar and significant precedent in literature due to the characteristics and the originality of the data.
The data confirms the significant contribution of the truffles production to the rural economy of many regions.
And at the same time confirm the deliverables outcoming from other important contributions: The harvesting and
brokering of wild mushrooms has made a huge contribution to rural income in some areas (Arora and Glenn, 2008). The
income from the truffle trading is for many small businessmen a substantial part of their income and essential to the
economic vitality of some marginal realities. Furthermore, the analysis of export trends showed the presence of an
increasing global demand (increase not only the intra EU exports but also those outside the EU). This aspect raises
questions (according to official data) on the responsiveness of the supply system to the increase in domestic demand in
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the absence of an organizational model more structured and supported by specific rural development measures.
Analyzing the specific performance indicators, it is clear as the segment of the truffle is for many regions, especially in
Central Italy, particularly relevant to the economic sustainable of some mountain areas. The indices confirm that
regions such as Umbria have commercial realities very important and strategic for the export of single territories.
The qualitative analysis to witnesses, finally, has highlighted the extreme fragility of the national supply. For
example, the sector is still devoid of organization form of production (Ciappelloni, 1995; Bencivenga et al., 1995). In
particular, there are problems related to legal and administrative issues that are particularly relevant, together with the
lack of organizational forms for the government market, representing the structural weaknesses that require rapid
intervention of the legislature in order to not further hinder the development of activities business linked to the truffle
and the management of forest land. It is also evident from the calculations on the data of trade flows, that this resource
represents a more appreciated and rewarded element, not only in the domestic market but also in foreign markets. In this
sense, the optimization of channels and trade flows, as well as a more rigid control mechanism of the same, would allow
a structure and organization of the industry in futuristic and sustainable optical. It is clear finally the central role of the
Italian regions, especially Umbria, Piemonte (at least in qualitative terms), Marche and Abruzzo, who can play in a
future perspective leading role in the commercialization of truffles and its byproducts. Can be seen easily as this
involves a direct consequence favorable in' “hamper” the abandonment of mountain and rural areas, typical of these
regions, in order to develop an economic flow that allows survival.
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Infrastructure and Sustainable Rural Development - Some Theoretical Aspects
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Abstract
The article pointed out the infrastructure as one of the most important, essential and the most effective factors determining the sustainable
development of rural areas. Apart from material effects in form of equipment and networks, investments in infrastructure fulfill also many important
functions with strong economic and social impact. The purpose of this article is to show the importance of infrastructure for sustainable rural
development. This was done by analyzing literature. The results of the study allow us to conclude that the relationships between the level of
infrastructure and development are not completely clear.
It is considered, however, that a minimum level of infrastructure, so-called infrastructure minimum, is necessary to ensure development.
Nevertheless, beyond that level, further increase of investment expenditures on some infrastructure elements can be economically unjustified and lead
to situation, in that it becomes a barrier rather than a stimulus of development processes. Besides, it is very important that in poorly developed areas
the infrastructure can be a significant impulse for development, contributing to “pushing” it on the path of economic growth.
Key words: infrastructure, sustainable development, rural areas

Introduction
The term „sustainable development” was defined and gained popularity after publishing by the United Nations
World Commission on Environment and Development in 1987 the report titled: “Our Common Future” (G. Brundtland
report). The original definition presented in that report is a generalized approach and means “development that meets
the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs” (Estes, 2003,
p. 15). In the literature on the subject and in the Polish legal regulations, sustainable development is synonymous with
environmental sustainability. The sustainability of the development is explained in turn by the features of durability and
self-maintenance. Sustainability is understood integrally, i.e. in an ecological, social, cultural and economic sense
(Borys, 1999, p. 69).
Due to the great number of various factors impacting the phenomenon of sustainable development, following
three main fields are usually distinguished and planning of an effective development strategy should be focused on
them:
 environment protection and rational management of natural resources,
 economic growth and equitable sharing of benefits resulting from it,
 social development.
Essential for the category of sustainable development is its basic factor, i.e. sustainability. It means taking
decisions concerning ethical prerequisites of sustainability involving intragenerational equity, intergenerational equity,
equity regarding impersonal entities and presumptions concerning substitutability between services rendered by natural
capital and other types of social capital (human assets and capital generated by man) as well as the issue of
irreversibility of processes (Jeżowski, 2007, p. 12-13, Czyż, 2000, p. 49). Thus, the formulation of sustainable
development includes the following elements (Kośmicki, 2010, p. 114-115):
 ecological sustainability,
 economic development,
 social equity between generations and with each generation.
The purpose of this study is to present the role and significance of infrastructures as a condition that is necessary
for implementation of sustainable rural development, since infrastructure, due to its functions and serviceability towards
other fields of social and economic life, plays a specific and very important part in shaping sustainable development of
every area. This was done by analyzing literature.
The significance of infrastructure results first of all from its function as development stimulus of other economic
systems and in consequence, from its considerable impact on economic, social and spatial development of areas
equipped with it. The appropriate level of infrastructure development within a given area determines success of all
initiatives regarding economic activities and improves the life quality of population living within it.
Sustainable rural development
Sustainable rural development involves harmonization of social, economic and environmental objectives. Thus, it
includes not only production functions of the countryside, i.e. manufacturing of food in quantities guaranteeing the
country’s food security, but also providing a decent standard of living to rural population with simultaneous
preservation of balance between agrosystems (Kukuła, Fotyma, 1997, p. 33).
Discussing the concept of sustainable development in the context of rural development it must be emphasized,
that it is just one of many theories that are presently subject to numerous studies, theoretical considerations and practical
activities. It is a very promising concept, striving to meet environmental threats and concerns of societies, especially in
developed countries. Many facts suggest that this concept does and in the long term will strongly impact the policy and
economy (Klepacki, 2000, p. 9).
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Over the last dozen years many various theories concerning prerequisites of sustainable rural development were
formulated. In order to evaluate them, they can be arranged based on the analysis of their assumptions and ways
projected in them to achieve the objective, i.e. improvement of living conditions of rural population. The result of such
an analysis is arrangement of those ways with regard to probability of their effectiveness. It is assumed, that comparison
of best ways of implementation of the given development concept with the anticipated results of the sustainable
development concept, can result in three situations (Zabłocki, 2002, p. 121-122):
 some of existing rural development concepts can improve living conditions of rural population more effectively
that the sustainable development,
 improvement of rural population living conditions will be achieved in the most effective way, when the given
rural development concept is implemented along with the concept of sustainable development,
 sustainable development will improve the living conditions of rural population in the most effective way.
In the literature on the subject concerning sustainable rural development two trends occur. First of them stresses
the role of economic and social development. In contrast, the other trend, as strong as the first one, called environmental
trend, brings together representatives considering the environmental policy to be at least equivalent to economic and
social policies. Those representatives identify the sustainable development with the environmental one, regarded as
environmentally friendly development.
Development of infrastructure versus sustainable rural development
Infrastructure is without doubt one of the main factors determining the sustainable rural development. In the
concept of sustainable development it takes one of the key positions among the following significant factors suggesting
that (Chmielak, 2001, 8-9):
 the development process is carried out based on the coherent, complete, and mature infrastructure, closely related
to using natural, tangible and human assets as well as social and political capital
 sustainability means taking into account in equal measure expectations of the individual groups of interest, shortterm and long-term objectives
 sustainable development can be transformed from theoretical concept into implemented strategy of change,
provided that it is shaped as a development process of a coherent and integrated institutional infrastructure,
 criterion of verification and evaluation concerning implementation of sustainable development can be an
effective and fair way of distribution of development results between individual groups of interest.
The significance of infrastructure for sustainable rural development processes is perceived not only in the
literature on the subject, but also in documents created both on the local and state levels (development strategies,
investment plans). Their overall objective is improvement of life quality in rural areas and making an effective use of
resources and potentials for sustainable development of the given municipality, district or country. In those documents
one of the specific objectives is always development of economic and social infrastructure, consisting first of all in
providing the rural inhabitants with energy security and health safety, ensuring the availability of transportation and
opportunity to use modern technologies.
A special significance is attributed to favorable effects resulting from development and modernization of
environmental infrastructure, often called ecological infrastructure, that, along with the strengthening in practice of
sustainable development concept, was separated from economic infrastructure as a new, third segment of the modern
infrastructure (Ratajczak, 1999, s. 18). The aim of investment ventures related to creation of infrastructure objects is to
protect and monitor the environment as well as prevent arising and spreading consequences of human activities that
negatively impact the environment. It consists of systems and devices used first of all for water supply, sewage disposal
and treatment, air protection or safe disposal of waste.
Speaking of the significance of infrastructure in sustainable development of rural areas one should mention the
theory functioning in the literature on the subject, that, contrary to many other ones, regards the rural development not
in terms of their subordination to development processes of urban centers, but on the basis of equal partnership (ruralurban partnership). It places infrastructure in one of the top positions, as a force supporting integration of both urban
and rural areas. The urban-rural partnership means sharing both costs and benefits, e.g. relating to providing costly
high-standard infrastructure facilities, mainly in the field of environment and water supply system, since infrastructure
plays an important part in the modern society, not only as a factor improving living and working standards in rural
areas, but also as a condition for integration and connecting various areas (Baranowski, 2002, p. 31-39).
The above mentioned concept became essential part of the document titled „Study Programme on European
Spatial Planning” that was published by European Union within the framework of shaping the spatial development
concept. In that document the infrastructure is regarded as a force supporting the integration of rural and urban areas
and is specified among factors supporting the trend of spatial agglomeration but also among those conducing to spatial
dispersion (Tab. 1).
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Table 1. Forces impacting spatial agglomeration and dispersion – review of trends
Integrating and
Trends of spatial agglomeration
intermediating forces

Trends of spatial dispersion

 attractiveness of economic infrastructure in
strong areas
 strong trends of agglomeration within the
individual areas

 „decreasing” distance resulting from
development of transportation
infrastructure
 economic diversification of various areas

Dynamics of innovation and
learning

 strong agglomeration of various types of
innovations

 availability of innovative capacities
 development of knowledge, culture and
business networks

Changes
structure

 attractiveness of economic and cultural
innovation zones for young households with
high income and for immigrants

 attraction of purchasing power though the
quality of environment

Social changes and diversities
of lifestyle

 strong attractiveness of dynamic urban centers
(cosmopolitan urbanity)
 social and spatial concentration of groups
with similar lifestyles in housing estates

 spreading the so-called „urban” values
 attractiveness of nature and rusticity
 avoiding urban social conflicts and
tensions

New foundations of culture,
identity and civic virtues

 big cities encourage searching for various
identity patterns

 searching for local specificity as a source
of identity

 preferences for resources management within
the agglomeration

 discovery of nature and rural cultural
inheritance

Changing spatial patterns of
economic activities

in

demographic

Environmental stability
motivating concept

as

Source: Study Programme on European Spatial Planning (SPESP), Conclusions and Recommendations, Nordregio Report 2000.

Discussing the role of infrastructure as one of the conditions for sustainable rural development, it should also be
noted that the dependence between development of infrastructure and sustainable development of rural areas is not fully
unequivocal.
Compatibility of views concerning the substantial role of infrastructure in development processes is more and
more often accompanied by awareness of the fact, that not every development of infrastructure contributes
automatically to improvement of situation in the given area and that sometimes changes occurring in infrastructure can
also induce unwanted consequences. From this point of view it is very important to avoid in the course of infrastructure
development the so called “tunnel effect”, i.e. situation, in that the development of infrastructure amounts mainly to
ventures improving the transit significance of the given area only. That effect only minimally evokes positive external
effects for the given area and often is the source of significant local external disadvantages (Ratajczak, 2002, p. 25-27).
Moreover, in economically poorly developed rural areas, the infrastructure can induce a significant impulse
contributing to “pushing” those areas on the path of development, but beyond a certain level, the so-called infrastructure
minimum further increase of expenditures in infrastructure investment can be economically unjustified and become a
barrier of development (Łuczka-Bakuła, Dolata, 2001, p. 130-132).
In discussion concerning importance of infrastructure in sustainable development of rural areas it is also difficult
to justify conclusions involving direction of interaction between development of infrastructure and improvement of
living conditions of rural population since effects of infrastructure facilities development become known mostly after at
least some years after conclusion of investment; besides, they can be smaller than originally assumed and disappear
quickly over some time.
Conclusion
To sum up the considerations relating to infrastructure conditions for sustainable rural development it should be
noted that:





infrastructure takes one of the leading positions among other factors determining sustainable rural development
in the economical, social, and environmental fields,
development of infrastructure is indispensable condition for economic recovery of rural areas, but it is not a
sufficient condition for inducing significant and durable changes in that development; the effectiveness of
infrastructure facilities impact on the level of rural development depends largely on synchronization of planning
and development of infrastructure with the condition and utilization structure of the given area,
a minimum level of infrastructure facilities is indispensable for ensuring rural development; nevertheless, beyond
that level, further increase of investment expenditures on some infrastructure elements can be economically
unjustified and lead to situation, in that it becomes a barrier rather than a stimulus of rural development
processes,
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in recent studies on infrastructure as a factor of development, also sustainable one, the researches withdraw from
regarding it in terms of demand, i.e. as a factor stimulating demand and stabilizing economic situation; prevailing
is the supply approach emphasizing significance of infrastructure for increasing location attractiveness of the
given region.
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Abstract
Capital market investors now increasingly enjoy the idea of responsible investing. Compliant to its assumptions and when making their
investment decisions, investors take ESG (Environment, Social, Governance) factors into consideration in addition to the traditional, mostly financial
factors that affect the profitability of investments.Investments, using investment strategies that specifically include criteria related to environmental
protection, are called green investments.The paper describes the main idea behind green investing and a review has been made of investment
strategies used by responsible investors, aware of the fact that by including factors related to the environmental protection in the investment decisionmaking process can have a positive impact on the performance of investment portfolios. Also, attention was drawn to stock indices whose primary
purpose is to describe business outlook among companies that meet certain ethical requirements.The indices are a reference for investors taking into
account the ESG criteria in their investment decisions.
Key words: green investment, environmental protection, Eastern Europe.

Introduction
The global financial 2008+ crisis has result in the loss of confidence in financial markets and contributed to the
increase of the investors' awareness of the need to minimize the risks, even if they expect lower returns on investments.
Financial problems and bankruptcies of many financial institutions have displayed the effects of indiscriminate
materialism and lack of restrictions on ethical management and investors. This situation has created the promising
forecasts for the concept of socially responsible investment often called also “Green Investment”.
The idea of green investments is bade on philosophy of sustainability that requires to perform any activities, in
public, private or nonprofit sector in the way to save resources and environmental values in a condition that ensures
sustainable opportunities and without detriment to their use by both present and future generations, while maintaining
the sustainability of natural processes and natural biodiversity.The substanceof the sustainable development is also the
equal treatment of social, economic and environmental reasons, which practically means the need to combine
environmental issues with policies to develop various sectors of the economy.
The paper focuses on the subject of green investing also referred to as clean-tech investing or socially responsible
investment. These are investment strategies (understood as capital market investments) based in particular on the
criteria related to environmental protection.A deeper analysis has been made of the methods of selecting companies to
investment portfolios by investors who see issues related to ethics and ecology as are particularly important.
Research Methodology
Sustainable Development and Sustainable Value
The notion of sustainable development originates from forestry and once meant the way of forest management
that involved cutting only as many trees as many you can replace by planting, so that the forest would never perish and
was always capable of revival. The current definition of sustainable development is not limited to the forestry only but
also refers to other areas of life and has been present in the international discourse for years.It is also an important part
of international law.
In many countries, the principle of sustainable development has gained constitutional status. For instance, in
Poland, in accordance with Article 5 of the country’s Constitution (The Constitution …, 2007)"The Republic of Poland
shall safeguard the independence and integrity of its territory and ensure the freedoms, human rights, and safety of
citizens, safeguard the national heritage and protect the natural environment, guided by the principle of sustainable
development."References to sustainable development can also be found in many legal acts and individual countries’
national development strategies that assume to reduce environmental costs to a minimum, and especially to provide
prospective environmental conservation of natural resources and the environment, without limiting the opportunities for
future generations to develop. It is first of all about creating the conditions for such stimulation ofthe developmental
processes, so to that they would be of as little threat to the environment.It is, therefore, necessary to gradually eliminate
the processes and economic activities harmful to the environment and human health, promote "environmentally
friendly" ways of managing, and accelerate the processes to revitalize natural environmentto its adequate condition
whenever there has been any violation of the natural balance.The strategy assumes the use of economic instruments
according to the rule that the "user and polluter pay" and involves the environmental education of the public.Therefore,
a range of instrumentsavailable to pursue sustainable development becomes important here. This variety of instruments
if followed by a growing trend of sustainable investmentsalso referred to as: responsible investing, ethical investing,
mission compliant investments, or green investing, cleantech investing that are analyzed in this paper (Domini and
Kinder P., 1984; Statman, 2005; Domańska-Szaruga, 2011a).
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When discussing the substance of the sustainable investments, attempts to adapt to a sustainable development
strategy for microeconomic reality should be indicated wherever corporate enterprise is to be developed.Many
proposals have occurred showing how sustainable development could be enforced. Currently, the corporate sustainable
development category is very spacious and accommodates a number of more or less detailed concepts.The corporate
sustainable development is also associated with such concepts as: business social responsibility, business ethics, and
triple bottom line (a concept which assumes that the company's success is affected not only by the good economic
performance, but also by the way it operates in the ecological and social dimensions or the management of interestholder relations).However, most often they talk about sustainable business development with reference to the two types
of corporate behaviors.The first of them stand for actions taken by the businesses to reinforce global sustainable
ecological development. In this case, the "business sustainable development" means the same as "business in favor of
sustainable development."It is about financial, medial, and moral support the above described concept of sustainable
development (of the world/civilization) by corporate entrepreneurs.The second example of corporate behaviors, often
described as sustainable development, is the acceptance of the sustainable ecological development concept by corporate
enterprises.In this case, the enterprise that keeps developing in a sustainable way is the one that is natural-environmentfriendly and adopts ecological criteria for choosing its path of development (Bello, 2005.;Witek-Crab, 2005).
Citizens increasingly expect companies to be involved in the environmentally and socially responsible
actions.They support their opinions by selecting products of those companies that meet such assumptions. The
sustainable development for today's enterprises is therefore a matter of strategic importance. And it is not just about
building the company's image or legitimacy of the business.Implementation of the sustainable development rules and
communication of management-related issues in the environmental and social areas is a measure of the corporate
management quality and company growth (Domini and Kinder P., 1984; Annandale et al. 2001, Domańska-Szaruga,
2011b).The idea of sustainable development is the key to understand the basics of a healthy business that by creating
value for the owners at the same time it creates value for all interest holders.By maximizing the shareholder value the
benefits of other entities associated with the company are maximized. On the other hand, taking any benefits of interest
holders into account and building any sort of loyalty relations with the environment raises the company value, and what
is more, without that mutual cooperation a long-term growth is impossible.This is precisely the value – the value based
on economic, social and environmental results as well as on a compromise between the shareholder and interest holder
values for the company, is called the sustainable value (see: Laszlo, 2008).This value is the long-lasting value and the
value of more resilient to market turbulence because of the social legitimacy of the corporate business.Given the above,
the corporate sustainable development can be defined as development where the company achieves sustainable value,
i.e. the long-term value based on economic, social and environmental results (Koellneret all, 2007; Domańska-Szaruga,
2011b).Therefore, the sustainable development in the corporate activities is not only a moral need but it also makes
sense in business terms, as companies by taking environmental and social aspects into account in their activities, and by
applying corporate governance rules are able to gain a sustainable competitive advantage and build a long-term value.
The hereto discussed issue is also related to the concept of corporate social responsibility (CSR). The terms
business social responsibility and the corporate sustainable development are often used interchangeably. Also in the
literature, it is difficult to see a clear distinction between these concepts and define them clearly.The business social
responsibility has a quite long history and there are many definitions of it in literature.The most common, however, is
the definition formulated by the European Commission, according to which the business social responsibility is a
voluntary integration by a company of social and environmental dimensions into its business operations and in relations
with all its interest holders. This definition stresses the voluntary nature of building a balance between economic,
environmental and social dimensions of the enterprise (Domini and Kinder P., 1984; Statman, 2005; DomańskaSzaruga, Piotr Senkus, 2011).CSR has also been defined in ISO 26000(The International Standard ISO…). This is a
standard designed to standardize knowledge on corporate social responsibility (CSR); it defines the business social
responsibility as responsibility of the organization for how its decisions and activities (products, services, and
processes) affect the society and the environment, through transparent and ethical behavior.
Green Investing
The activities referred to are appreciated by investors (reference is made here to portfolio investments – the
financial ones, not in kind), because acting by the principles of sustainable development, namely: the effective
management of issues related to the natural environment protection, society and corporate governance, is a good
indicator of the management quality and the potential growth of the company and its investment
attractiveness.Therefore, investors in their investment decision-making process and in their ownership practices are
increasingly more focusing on the non-financial aspects of the company's activities that affect investments results,
particularly in the long term. Special importance here is given especially to activities performed with respect for the
fundamental principles of environmental protection.Investors are increasingly more convinced that value is maximized
by so-called sustainable and responsible investments, as companies in their activities take into account environmental
and social aspects, and by applying the corporate governance rules they are able to gain a sustainable competitive edge
and build a long-term value.Speaking of the investors, we mean especially institutional investors, such as: investment
and insurance funds, although it should be noted that you should not narrow your thinking about responsible
investments only to the capital market area.
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The sustainable and responsible investing (SRI) is to integrate the Environment, Social, Governance (ESG)
factors into traditional financial factors that guide the investors in making their investment decisions (Keefe,
2007).ESGstands for environmental, social, and corporate governance-related factors that affect the company goodwill
in the long term, therefore, they are increasingly more often being taken into account by investors who are aware of the
fact that by including them in the investment decision-making process may have a positive impact on performance of
investment portfolios (Domańska-Szaruga, 2011a, p. 143).Despite that no research studies confirms that SRI yield is
higher than that of traditional investments (Mallett&Michelson, 2010)the scale of investments made on the basis of the
ESG factors analysis and their growth is an undeniable fact.The Eurosif Report1 (the European Sustainable Investment
Forum) entitled European SRI Study 2012 (European SRI Study…, 2012) illustrates both the scale of the SRI
investments growth and also their structure.The Business for Social Responsibility (BSR) Association in its report
named „ESG in the Mainstream: The Role for Companies and Investors in Environmental, Social and Governance
Integration”(ESG in the Mainstream…, 2010)indicates that more and more investment companies treat implementation
of the responsible investment principles intotheir investment policy as a source of competitive edge and a chance to
distinguish themselves from other companies in the market.Investors appreciate ethical business corporate activities and
beside questions about profits of the companies that they invest in they ask questions about how this profit has been
achieved (see: Jansson& Biel, 2011, pp. 135-142). Investors are convinced that it is possible to achieve a satisfactory
return on investment while respecting fundamental, universally accepted values, already identified to date based on
international standards and agreements.
The hereto discussed concept of investing involves investors to take into account social, environmental, and the
corporate governance-related factors, in addition to the economic ones, when pre-selecting companies in which they
intend to invest.They should therefore, in addition to the quantitative aspects of the companies’ operations, analyze the
qualitative aspects that affect the performance of investments, the long term ones in particular.In other words, investors
treat ESG factors as portfolio risk additional components to be properly identified and managed.One may even risk
saying that there has been a decline of confidence in traditional corporate assessment systems, mostly based on financial
data.Non-financial data becomes increasingly more important and investors more and more analyze environmental and
social reports along with the results of their audits, business management standards, reliable businesses rankings, and
stock indices that include socially-responsible companies.The SRI investors, as well as the traditional ones are seeking
higher-than-average returns on investments guided by the assumption that it is possible to maximize social and
environmental utility while maximizing the profitability.The corporate management standards, based on the sustainable
developmentrules, may create value in many ways thus contributing to the return on equity and risk mitigation
(Domańska-Szaruga, 2011c, p.335).
Green investing involves the SRI strategies which specifically include criteria related to environmental protection
(see: Juravle& Lewis, 2009, pp. 75-98). This notion includes a number of investment strategies ranging from sectorial
funds focused on e.g. renewable energythrough to fundsthat apply screenings to evaluate companies in terms of how
they run their environmental policy (e.g. water resources management, CO2 emissions, use of renewable energy, etc.).
When it comes to their first approach, investors do not necessarily have to have the SRI concept in mind, but in their
second approach a considerable number of investors applying the natural environment protection screening have SRI
policy entered into their strategy. Investors often describe this type of investing as so-calledcleantech investing.
According to the Eurosif,the cleantechsector includes: "a range of products, services and processes that directly
contribute to the mitigation or elimination of the negative impact on the environment or that can and can ensure that a
product/service is produced/rendered at a level at least equal to the one provided by traditional suppliers, but at a
relatively lower use of resources.Cleantechis the term more associated with thematic investments rather than with a new
industrial sector, as it may include investments in companies in the following sectors: agriculture, energy,
manufacturing, materials, technology, transportation, and water”(Kwiatkowska, 2013).
Popularity and Effectiveness of SRI
According to EUROSIF, the European Sustainable Investment Forum, the total volume of the SRI have exceeded
283 Billion Euro (Fig 1.). That means that the SRI did not fall significantly in the 2008. Moreover the SRI have grown
couple percent from the years 2007-09,but then more than doubling to 2011 (EUROSIF, 2012). That macro trend is
very promising for the SRI.
That optimistic trend could be confirmed with the analysis from Polish Stock Exchange (Fig 2). The Comparison
of interest rates of on Respect Index that represents the SRI and the WIG index in the period from November 2009 to
March 2012 has shown higher interest rates on Respect Index that on the rest of the companies that are on Warsaw
floor.
There are numerous research done on SRI funds that compare them to traditional investment funds. Before to
make summary of the research some general conditions of SRI has to be mentioned. Most research were done before
the 2008+ crisis so they do not compare the funds during the crisis. The 2008+ crisis have enabled total economic
1

EUROSIF (the European Sustainable Investment Forum) is a pan-European network and think-tank whose mission is to Develop
Sustainability through European Financial Markets. CurrentMemberAffiliates of Eurosifincludeinstitutionalinvestors, financial
service providers, academic institutes, research associations, trade unions and NGO's. The association is a not-for-profit entity that
represents assets totaling over €1 trillion through its affiliate membership.
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slowdown in the whole world economy so all the comparisons after 2008 are also not very reliable and has to be
commented with expert knowledge. The most of SRI funds are located in Europe, especially in France (KPMG, 2013)
and the condition of SRI funds are related to the condition of economy of France.

Figure 1.Growth of Sustainability Themed Investments in Europe
Source: Eurosif

Figure 2. Comparison of interest rates of on Respect Index and the WIG index in the period from November 2009 to March 2012
Source: Jedynak, 2012

Despite of the general conditions described above no of the examined research have given the evidences that SRI
funds are perform worse results than traditional funds (Tab. 1). Most of the research have shown that there no difference
between SRI funds and traditional funds in economic terms. Some of the research have given the evidence that even
only in economic terms SRI funds perform better results than traditional funds.
The significant thing is that in the post 2008+ there are more than economic indicators taken under consideration
than only economic ones. That is widely known in business world that the companies could exist in economy even they
perform returns near 0%, but they provide some social values like workplaces for local citizens.
When consider social values that provide the companies grouped in the SRI along with economic values the
conclusion is that SRI funds are far more effective.
Table 1. Certain research revive on SRI funds (own sources)
Year

Country
(Region)

L. Abramson,
D. Chung

2000

USA

DSI, S&P 500, Russel 1999-2000 The SRI got higher returns, but for certain researchers because
Value, S&P Barra
of “Dot.com Bubble” some of them are unbelievable.
Wilshire Large Value

P. Asmundson,
S. Foster

2001

Canada

2
SRI
founds 1990-1999 The results related to returns are not clear but risk is
compared to TSE 300
significantly lower.

Research

Data

Research
Period

General Findings

M. Barnett, R. Salomon

2006

World

61 investment founds

1972-2000 The financial results are positive or neutral

R. Bauer,
K. Koedijk, R. Otten

2002

Germany,
USA, GB

103 SRI funds,
4384 traditional funds

1990-2001 No difference in economic term

R. Bauer,

2007

Canada

8 SRI funds,

1994-2003 No difference in economic term
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J. Derwall, R. Otten

267 traditional funds

R. Bauer, R. Otten,
A. Rad

2006

Australia

77 SRI funds,
201 traditional funds

1992-2003 No difference in economic term

Z. Bello

2005

USA

42 SRI funds,
84 traditional funds

1994-2001 No difference in economic term

K.L. Benson,
T..T. Brailsford,
J.E. Humphrey

2006

USA

185 SRI funds

1994-2003 No difference in economic term
(19992003)

S. Brammer,
C. Brooks, S. Pavelin

2006

GB

451 companies from 1997-2002 CSR companies go lower interests
London
Stock
Exchange

J. Chong, M. Her,
G.M. Philips,

2006

USA

1 SRI fund,
1 „sinful” fund.

J. Core, W. Guay,
T. Rusticus

2006

USA

732 regular companies 1990-1999 No difference
24 CSR companies

J. Derwall,
K. Koedijk

2005

USA

8 SRI funds

1987-2003 The SRI funds perform better results that conventional funds
especially during the economic slowdown

C. Geczy,

2005

USA

35 SRI funds,
859 traditional funds

1963-2001 The SRI funds perform worse results that conventional funds

E. Girard, B. Stone,
H. Rahman

2007

USA

117 funds

1984-2003 The SRI funds are worse managed than conventional funds

P. Gompers, J. Ishii,
A. Metrick

2003

USA

1500
regular 1990-1999 The SRI funds perform better results that conventional funds
companies,CSR
companies

A. Gregory,
J. Matako, R. Luther

1997

GB

18 SRI funds,
18 traditional funds

1986-1994 No difference in economic term

S. Hamilton,
H. Jo, M. Statman

1993

USA

32 SRI funds,
170 traditional funds

1981-1990 No difference in economic term

R. Haveman,
P. Webster

1999

GB

15 SRI funds

1993-1998 SRI funds – lower returns with lower risk

A. Platinga,
B. Scholtens

2001

France
Belgium
Germany

784 SRI funds

1994-1999 The SRI funds perform better results that conventional funds

B. Scholtens

2005

Holland

12 SRI funds

2001-2003 The SRI funds perform slightly better results that conventional
funds

M. Schroeder

2004

M. Statman

2000

USA

31 SRI funds,
62 traditional funds

M. Statman

2006

USA

DSI, Calvert Social 1990-2004 The SRI funds perform slightly better results that S&P 500
Index, Citizens Index,
D.TSI, S&P 500

Active Pension Fund

2012

Europe

Market report

2012

The SRI funds perform slightly better results that conventional
funds

EDHEC

2012

Europe

Market report

2012

No difference in economic term

Vigeo Rating

2013

Europe

Market report

2013

No difference in economic term

KPMG

2013

Europe

Market report

2013

No difference in economic term

R. Stambaugh,
D. Levin

Germany, 30 US Funds
USA, '
16 Swiss Funds
Switzerland 10 German Funds

2002-2005 The Higher return son the „sinful” fund

Before
2002

No difference in economic term

Różneokres The SRI funds perform slightly better results that conventional
yprzed funds, and lower risk, but differences were in the statistical
1998
margin

Source: own work based on Jedynak (2012)

Values Selectionfor 'Green' Investment Portfolio
When it comes to implementing the SRI strategy, investors apply a few basic methods, ranging from negative
screening or positive screening (Figure 1), by actively exercising their corporate rights as a shareholder (active
ownership supervision),up to an integrated approachwhere ESG factors are used as part of a comprehensive investment
process at all levels – research studies and analyses, portfolio structure, risk management, and reporting (ESG
integration).
Investors for whom ethics-and-values-related issues are significant can make a negative screening of companies.
This also applies to investments in government bonds – the selection here can rely on excluding securities of those
countries that e.g. violate human rights or exercise death penalty. In other words, when building their portfolios,
investors (mostly driven by the concept of ethical investing) adopted a strategy to exclude those companies that do not
meet certain norms and international standards and/or companies from specific sectors (e.g. tobacco, alcohol, gambling,
pornography, and armaments). The first approach can be called the norm based screening, and the other one the values
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based screening. Exemplary portfolio exclusions related to the environmental protection are as follows: intensive
farming, animal testing, fur production, pesticides, and tropical forests (EDHEC, 2010).
Sustainable and Responsible Investing
(Selection of Companies for Investment Portfolio)

Positive Screening

Best in Class
(e.g. companies
with the lowest
CO2 emissions
selected to the
portfolio)

Negative Screening

Thematic
Investments
(e.g. cleantechrelated “green”
funds )

Figure 3. Sustainable and responsible investing - basic methods of selecting companiesfor the investment portfolio
Source: Own sources

Contradictory to the negative screening is the method of positive screening, based on diligently prepared
CSR/sustainable development reports, taking into account the link between CSR strategy and the overall business
strategy for key indicators, prepared on the basis of generally accepted standards (e.g. GRI), which allows for
conducting a comprehensive comparative analysis of companies and sectors and for selecting the leaders (called Best in
Class).The positive screening neither excludes specific industries from the investment spectrum nor focuses on ethics or
values only.Following their preliminary financial analysis, investors select an area of potential risks (e.g. level of CO2
emissions in energy sector, or human rights in clothing industry) and on its basis they give a specific rating
(Kwiatkowska, 2013) to companies which they have selected.
Stock indices are also built and their primary purpose is to describe the competitive edge among companies that
meet certain ethical requirements. Those indices include companies not only with high CSR standards, but also with
good financial indicators.They can be a tool for responsible investors to help identify and invest in stocks of companies
with the highest standards in terms of sustainable development, and those respecting environmental standards.They are
a realistic reference for investors, taking into account ESG criteria in their investment decisions, and a tool to create
investment products based on the concept of sustainable and responsible investing.Those indices,in addition to their
primary role – which is namely to feed information about the current business outlook among the companies listed in a
given segment – increasingly become the foundation for investment fund portfolios to be built on the basis of their
content.The formation of various types of funds that invest in portfolios of such indices results in a growing interest in
companies included therein. On the other hand, this phenomenon leads to an increased interest of various companies to
be included under those indices.
There are now more than 50 major SRI indexes on the global market. The most famous ones are Dow Jones
Sustainability Index and the FTSE-4Good. In November 2009,the first SRI-type index in Central and Eastern Europe –
the RESPECT Index – made its debut on the Warsaw Stock Exchange in Warsaw.The idea behind that index is to
highlight companies that make efforts beyond their obligations under the law and that focus on running a responsible
business.The RESPECT Index, as a result of verification of how the adopted criteria are fulfilled, is made up entirely of
listed companies, operating in compliance with top management standards,inter alia, in the area of environmental
protection (Domańska-Szaruga, 2011c, pp. 340-341; see: B. Domańska-Szaruga, PiotrSenkus, 2011).The RESPECT
Index is not only an excellent reference point for investors, but it is also a way of promoting the idea of sustainable
development of corporations and their business responsibility (OECD, 2012).
Conclusions
When considered the whole output: economic, social and environmental the SRI finds are more effective.
In Eastern Europe, environmental investments have been available to investors since just recently however, the
number of this type of investment products keeps dynamically growing.Conscious investing becomes another way to
care for the natural environment.For companies that include environmental issues in their business activities, and for
companies from the "green" sectors of the economy, the equity raised from investors allows for faster development and
thus for dissemination of the same solutions and the technology they use and contribute to the improvement of the
natural environment quality.The primary criterion for the selection of any investment for investors is, however, not a
sense of moral satisfaction, but an expected profit.Therefore, the greatest incentive to engage in the environmental
investments is excellent prospects for the development of "green" industries: renewable energy, energy efficiency, water
management, and waste management.
Despite the many positive symptoms, it should be noted that there are still many barriers in Europe to the
development of sustainable investing. Among the multitude of limitations, two deserve special attention: the level of
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economic and environmental education, and a tendency to shorten the time horizon for analysis when making
investment decisions (Bridges Ventures Research, 2012).Therefore, an extremely important issue is the process of
promoting and supporting this type of investments.Particular emphasis should be placed on education and raising
environmental awareness and on some types of regulations, such as: the requirement for companies to disclose
information on the social and environmental impacts of their business operations, the requirement for pension and
investment funds to disclose the composition of their portfolios.
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Promoting Physical Activity while applying Educational Counselling in a
Professional School Setting in Countryside
Audronė Dumčienė, Vinga Indriūnienė
Lithuanian Sports University
Abstract
The Aim of the research is to determine the impact of brief counselling carried out at school on the youngster's physical activities.
Tasks: 1. To evaluate the alterations in physical activity during educational counselling; 2. To explore the efficiency of the impact of
educational counselling in solving the problems related with the youngster's physical activity.
The object of research is the fostering of the youngsters' physical activity by brief counselling at school.
The methodology.
Methods: For the solution of the youngsters' physical activity issues, brief counselling based on solution focused brief therapy was applied.
When consulting a participant of the experiment, a form of solution focused brief counselling was applied, which was developed by following the
methodological instructions offered by the European Short-Term Therapy Association? The short form of The International Physical Activity
Questionnaire was used containing 7 questions worked out to determine the physical activity of the persons in between 15–69 years.
The respondents. 92 youngsters were consulted at the professional schools in the rural localities. 3 following major groups of the problems
related with physical activity were distinguished, on which the young people were consulted: communicational problems with the teachers of physical
training (29.3%, n=27); insufficient involvement during the classes of physical training (31.5%, n=29) and aspiration to increase personal physical
activity (39.1%, n=36). 38 students (41.3%) participated only in one (n=10) or 2 (n=28) consultations – 24 boys and 14 girls. The control group
consisted of 100 youngsters who were selected to match the consulted group in sex, age and the difficulty of the problems related with physical
activity within the scale of assessment from 0 to 10.
Conclusions
Solution focused brief counselling is an effective method to solve the relevant problems of physical activity among the youngsters when
applied at school and other educational institutions. The average and significant subjective alteration of the physical activity problem solution after
educational counselling was pointed out by 66.3% of the participating youngsters. Under the impact of solution focused brief counselling the students'
physical activity increased; yet, the specificity of the alteration should be related with the individual properties of the student. The efficiency of
educational consulting is related with the nature of the solved problem of physical activity.

Introduction
In contemporary modern agricultural economies, the labour related with agricultural professions is getting more
mechanized and computerized. Despite this fact, for these professionals, beside their professional preparation physical
preparation is especially important and therefore is often called the person's physical capital. It has been determined
that, when the youngsters grow, their physical activity decreases (Cairney et al., 2012; Barr-Anderson et al., 2008) and
in relation to age the decrease is obvious (Dumith, Gigante, Domingues, Kohl, 2011; Finne, Bucksch, Lampert, Kolip,
2011). It is observed that, in Lithuania, a larger part of youngsters are insufficiently involved in physical activities to be
able to maintain their personal health and prevent various chronic diseases in the future (Poteliūnienė, Kapustinskienė,
Kepežėnienė, 2006).
Research works showed that physical activity of youngsters is significantly related with a higher self-assessment
and self-awareness (Moksnes, Moljord, Espnes, Byrne, 2010). It has been observed that the youngsters who are more
physically active demonstrate high self-esteem and a better social integration (Lin, O'Connor, Whitlock, Beil, 2010).
Physical activity practised in youth is significantly related with a higher psychological well-being in adulthood (Sacker,
Cable, 2006). From the psycho-social perspective, physical activity brings release from tension and concentration, helps
to forget troubles and problems. Psychological relaxation diminishes anxiety and uneasiness. It helps to develop
particular physical skills, which have a positive impact on the person's self-awareness and self-confidence (Lowry,
Kremer, Trew, 2007). Physical activity forms the person's character and helps to develop such traits as responsibility,
will etc. (Seigenthaler, Gonzales, 1997). Thus, it is obvious that research should be made to find out the ways that could
change the motivational climate for fostering the youngsters' physical activity. Since physical activity changes the very
conception of man's physical self it necessarily orientates the personality toward more constant alterations that would
guarantee more favourable health behaviour in the future (Moreno, Cervelló, 2005).
Thus, to educate young people to be physically active not exclusively here and now but to acquire these skills for
the entire life should undoubtedly be a compulsory aim of the educational process ( Lin, O'Connor, Whitlock, Beil, 2010).
When studying at professional schools the youngsters have to encounter and overcome the difficulties of
biological, psychological and social maturity and meet the environmental requirements for studying, behaviour,
appearance and communication. The majority of the psychological, behavioural and decision making problems
appearing in the mentioned context young people manage to solve by themselves in their own environment. Other
situational conflicts are being solved with time when the situation or the circumstances that provoked the conflict
change. In more complicated cases, when the requirements of the environment are too high and his/her personal
resources are insufficient to overcome the problem, the assistance of a specialist is urgent whose aim is to help a young
person to find an appropriate solution(s) with the use of the theoretically grounded and practically confirmed methods.
It will help to form a more adequate view on the event than the previous one and thus diminish the relevance of the
problem, the emotional tension and change the disturbing behaviour and develop the personality with respect to moral
attitudes, world-view and favourable health behaviour.
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A new method that should be applied in the educational process in order to stimulate physical activity among
youngsters is the method of educationalcounselling, which is based on solution focused brief therapy (de Schazer,
1985).
Solution focused brief counselling is based on the following principles of communication, which are important
to youngsters: an empathic attitude to the youngster’s world-view, the development and spread of the strengths and
potential powers of the youngster, the positive interaction between the youngster and the consultant and the
development of the specific goals during the counselling (Simon, Berg, 1999).
The mentioned counselling is also related with the philosophical insight claiming that the trainee is able to
undergo changes and discover new things. During the process of counselling both agents must be active – the consultant
and the youngster, as it are in the case of solution focused brief therapy. The consultant is guiding the youngster, fosters
his/her will to change and find out solutions, which will be the most acceptable for him/her thus increasing the
youngster's self-confidence and individual initiative. The paper aims to determine the impact of educational counselling
carried out at school on the youngster's physical activities. Tasks: 1. To evaluate the alterations in physical activity
during educational counselling; 2. To explore the efficiency of the impact of educational counselling in solving the
problems related with the youngster's physical activity.
The object of research is the fostering of the youngsters' physical activity by educational counselling at school.
The Methodology
For the solution of the youngsters' physical activity issues, when consulting a participant of the experiment,
educational counselling based on solution focused brief therapy was applied (Rakauskienė, 2013).
Assessment of physical activity. The short form of The International Physical Activity Questionnaire was used
containing 7 questions worked out to determine the physical activity of the persons in between 15–69 years.
The Respondents
92 youngsters were consulted at the professional schools in the rural localities. 3 following major groups of the
problems related with physical activity were distinguished, on which the young people were consulted:
communicational problems with the teachers of physical training (29.3%, n=27); insufficient involvement during the
classes of physical training (31.5%, n=29) and aspiration to increase personal physical activity (39.1%, n=36). 38
students (41.3%) participated only in one (n=10) or 2 (n=28) consultations – 24 boys and 14 girls. All of them
interrupted the counselling by not coming to a third consultation. Each student had from 1 to 6 consultations, i.e.,
approximately 2.70  0.99 consultations.
The control group consisted of 100 youngsters who were selected to match the consulted group in sex, age and
the difficulty of the problems related with physical activity within the scale of assessment from 0 to 10.
The duration of educational counselling embraced 30–40 min.
Research results
The problems related with the students' physical activity (PHA) were divided into three groups: problematic
communication with the physical training teachers; insufficient involvement of students during the classes in physical
training and the trainee's demand to be more physically active. The distribution of the consulted girls and boys
according to the problems related with physical activity which were distinguished during educational counselling did
not differ statistically significantly.
Table 1. The types of the problems related with physical activity distinguished by the consulted students.
Sex, n (%)*
All students
Type of problem
n (%)
Boys
Girls
Communicational problems with the teachers of physical training
27 (29.3)
12 (30.8)
14 (28.6)
Insufficient involvement during the classes of physical training
29 (31.5)
8 (20.5)
18 (36.7)
Insufficient PHA
36 (39.1)
19 (48.7)
17 (34.7)
*χ2=3.01, p=0.222;

It was determined that, according to the consulted students, the problems related with physical activity
confronted by them were diminished after the consultations (see Table 2).
The subjective assessment of the relevance of the PHA problem was gradually diminishing from the first to the
third educational consultation and the motivation to do something that the problem would be solved gradually increase.
It is observed that the subjective estimation of the difficulty of the PHA problem during the first consultation was
statistically significantly higher when compared with the second and the third consultation. The subjective assessment
of the difficulty of the PHA problem during the second consultation was statistically significantly higher when
compared with the third consultation. The student's subjective determination to solve his/her problem changed
respectfully – during the first consultation it was statistically significantly lower when compared with the second and
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the third consultation. During the second consultation it was statistically significantly lower if compared with the third
consultation (see Table 2).
Table 2. Alteration of the subjective indices of the PHA problem assessment during brief counselling (n=92)
Subjective indices of
educational counselling
Mean (St. d.)
t
p1*2
t
p1*3
t
assessment
The student's subjective assessment of the difficulty of the PHA problem:
Consultation 1
7.93 (1.49)
14.14
18.10
12.40
0.0001
0.0001
Consultation 2
5.42 (1.82)
Consultation 3
2.91 (2.25)
The student's subjective determination to solve the PHA problem:
Consultation 1
6.53 (1.76)
-13.43
-16.05
-9.53
0.0001
0.0001
Consultation 2
7.90 (1.52)
Consultation 3
8.46 (1.35)

p2*3
0.0001

0.0001

Table 3 presents the alterations of the subjective assessments of the difficulty of the PHA problem and the
motivation to solve the PHA problem among boys and girls during educational counselling.
Table 3. The alteration of the subjective assessments of the PHA problem among boys and girls during educational
consultations
Subjective indices of the EC
Boys, n=41
Girls, n=51
t
p
assessment
Mean
St. deviation
Mean
St. deviation
The student's subjective assessment of the difficulty of the PHA problem:
Consultation 1
8.34
1.23
7.61
1.57
2.43
0.017
Consultation 2
5.54
1.84
5.33
1.81
0.52
0.600
Consultation 3
2.77
2.28
3.02
2.25
-0.49
0.623
The student's subjective determination to solve the PHA problem:
Consultation 1
7.05
1.60
6.16
1.79
2.47
0.015
Consultation 2
8.44
1.29
7.49
1.58
3.03
0.003
Consultation 3
8.89
1.15
8.15
1.39
2.53
0.013

The research results revealed that before educational counselling the boys statistically significantly assessed the
difficulty of their PHA problems more strongly than the girls. During the second and the third consultation the difficulty
of the PHA problem did not differ statistically significantly between the boys and the girls. In addition, the results
showed that the boys demonstrated a higher motivation and determination to solve their PHA problem in comparison to
the girls. The statistically significant differences were fixed during all the three consultations.
Table 4 gives the comparison between the students who participated and who did not participate in the subjective
assessment of their PHA problem.
Table 4. Values of the subjective difficulty of the PHA problem of the consulted and non-consulted students
Students of control group
Students of treated group
Subjective assessment of the
n=100
n=92
t
difficulty of the PHA problem
Mean
St. deviation
Mean
St. deviation
Assessment 1/
7.71
1.51
7.93
1.47
1.04
Consultation 1
Assessment 2/
7.55
1.77
2.91
2.25
-15.14
Last consultation

p
0.299
0.0001

During the first time, both the participating and non-participating students assessed the difficulty of their PHA
problem homogeneously (see Table 4). As in the cases of all the problems, the control group of students was formed so
that the subjective assessment of their PHA problem would not differ significantly from the students participating in
educational counselling. During the third consultation the EC participants statistically significantly assessed their PHA
problem as a smaller problem if compared to the students who did not participate in educational counselling and
evaluated their PHA problem already for the second time.
Table 5 gives the subjective positive alteration of the PHA problem among the EC participants and nonparticipants.
Table 5. The achieved positive alteration of values in relation to the difficulty of the PHA problem among the educational
counselling participants and non-participants
Students of control group
Students of treated group
Positive alteration
χ2
p
n
%
n
%
Unachieved
96
96.0
1
1.1
83.17
0.0001
Insignificant
0
0
30
32.6
Average
2
2.0
20
21.7
Significant
2
2.0
41
44.6
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The research results revealed that the students who were consulted on the PHA problems achieved the significant
positive subjective alteration 44.6% and the average alteration 21.7%. Meanwhile, the great majority (96.0%) of the
students who did not participate in educational consultations did not achieve the alteration. The differences between the
consulted and non-consulted students are statistically significant (see Table 5).
Table 6 presents the comparison between the positive subjective alteration of the PHA problem between boys
and girls.
Table 6. Alteration of the subjective assessments of the PHA problem among the consulted students
Sex, n (%)*
Positive alteration
Boys
Girls
Unachieved, or insignificant alteration
12 (29.3)
19 (37.3)
Average
7 (17.1)
13 (25.5)
Significant
22 (53.7)
19 (37.7)
*χ2=2.54, p=0.280;

The research results showed (see Table 6) that, when solving their PHA problem, both boys and girls reached a
similar subjective progress.
Discussion
Data analysis allows claiming that educational counselling may promote physical activity of students as the
assessment of the subjective urgency of the presented problems significantly decreased from the first to the third
consultation sessions. This shows that educational counselling is efficient when dealing with the psychosocial issues of
students at school. This is confirmed by other authors (Goštautas, Čepukienė, Pakrosnis, Fleming, 2005; Littrell, Malia,
Vanderwood, 1995).
During consultation sessions, student motivation, i.e. their inclination to do something in order to decrease the
urgency of the issue consistently strengthened from the first to the third consultation which means that the researched
adolescents showed positive attitude towards the solution of the arising issues. That is why it is likely that short
educational counselling is considered acceptable by students and this incites them to look for solutions by changing
non-adaptive behaviour into constructive behaviour. Besides, it also prompts students to contact the school psychologist
another time should a problem arise that cannot be solved by themselves.
Even though counseling as a method promoting health-favourable behaviour or physical activity was started to
be applied only recently (Lin, O’Connor, Whitlock, Beil, 2010; Peterson, 2005), the results of the research reveal that
educational counseling is efficient in positively stimulating the course of classes of physical education at school by
promoting physical activity among senior students and improving youngsters adaptation.
Educational counselling method was more or less efficient in dealing with all physical activity issues. The
efficiency of the method is related with a number of factors, e.g. with the motivation of the youngsters, the type of the
issue, etc. (Goštautas, Čepukienė, Pakrosnis, Fleming, 2005); hence the consultant must be ready for a not-so-successful
course of counseling sessions. Yet, the most important thing is to achieve even minor positive changes in the student’s
behaviour or emotions which are likely to determine major changes in the future (Frels, Leggett, Larocca, 2009).
Conclusions
Educational counselling is an effective method to solve the relevant problems of physical activity among the
youngsters when applied at school and other educational institutions. The average and significant subjective alteration
of the physical activity problem solution after educational counselling was pointed out by 66.3% of the participating
youngsters.
Under the impact of educational counselling the students' physical activity increased; yet, the specificity of the
alteration should be related with the individual properties of the student.
The efficiency of educational consulting is related with the nature of the solved problem of physical activity.
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Social Economy as a Social Innovation in Rural Development
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Abstract
Rural peripheries are characterised by low density of population, long distance from core regions and cities, lack of businesses and low
standard of life. But on the other hand, they remain natural and cultural values what are needed to utilize them. Can be solve the problem of
unemployment, satisfy local needs and preserve our common heritage at the same time? This paper states that social economy offers this kind of
solution even in the eastern part of Europe. Assumptions for strengthen social economy sector and use it like a tools in rural development are listed as
a conclusion.
Key words: social economy, social innovation, rural development.

Introduction
If peripheries mean areas which are excluded from the present mainstream regional development and which are
able to play only subordinated role within the global processes, the basic task of the development of peripheries is to
enable them to join the future mainstream development as winner players. The present peripheries have proved to be
unsuitable for joining the modernisation process. They did not have the values that could have ensured them that kind of
development. By the mid-80s, however, ’modernisation had reached a point where the returns of its investments had
begun to decrease and several of its formerly much envied benefits had started to turn into a burden (László, 1984).
Besides the growth-oriented mainstream economy based on technical innovations and economic efficiency,
which is the present direction of development in globalisation, another alternative has appeared, which gives priority to
environmental sustainability, social receptivity and proximity economy which provides services geared to the needs of
human beings (Laville et al., 2005).
The question is at what rate and at what depth and when this alternative - presently only partial and subordinated
- direction can become a direction of mainstream development.
It is obvious that this new –can be called post-modern - development means new chances for rural peripheries.
The important resources for the new direction of development, such as natural resources (water, bioenergy, recreational
environment, relatively pure soil, and preserved biodiversity), local knowledge and culture, and the market of some
personal services are concentrated in areas which have not been heavily affected by modernisation.
The question is whether these areas are ready and able to utilize their preserved and upgraded values and how the
centres behave under the new conditions, i.e. how the relationship between centres and peripheries changes.
In rural peripheries there is not enough sound economic sector. There is a shortage of financial, human and
cultural capital which would be necessary for launching and running businesses. However, it is not just the lack of the
different kinds of capital. Underdevelopment has launched processes which have formed a vicious circle. The different
processes of the modernization (in close connection with each other and generating each other) have led to the
economic and social decline of many regions. By now the lack of demographic balance, the low profit-making capacity
of these areas, the difficulties in the accessibility of services, communication and informational isolation, the under- or
over utilisation of the natural resources and the shortage of jobs have created a closely connected causal system (Fekete,
2006). Within this cumulative causality five elements exerts its effect on all the others and it is no longer possible to
find out what the original cause and what the effect is. Breaking out of this vicious circle can only be made possible by
integrated development affecting all of the different factors. An organic part of integrated development is the
improvement of the conditions for local initiatives. A periphery itself is not capable of using the theoretically favourable
opportunities. Managing and financing the utilisation of resources from the centres may involve further danger for the
autonomy of the regions.
The question is who will utilize the upgraded resources of periphery and what role the entrepreneurial, the public
and the civil sectors may play in these changes.
This is the point, where social economy, which appeared more than a hundred years ago but has shown a revival
in the past 15 years, has to be taken into consideration.
The advantages of social economy and the conditions of exploiting them
SSE in its original form was created in the 19 th century by the “social blindness” of modern capitalist market
economy and the increase of poverty (Moulaert – Ailenei, 2005; Csoba, 2007). Due to globalisation, unemployment,
environmental pollution, food safety, depletion of energy resources, climate change, urbanisation problems, poverty,
migration and the increased role of informatics have become unavoidable problems in any parts of the world. Moreover,
they are unmanageable in the framework of traditional capitalist economic structures. Among alternative solutions, the
concept of SSE has become more and more important since the 1990s (Allard et al., 2008).
Social and solidarity economy aims at terminating the primacy of profit gaining and replacing the economy back
to the society. Although experts have still been debating about the interpretation of the related concepts, solidarity
economy with deeper meaning focuses on social responsibility and communal interests and it also includes the
appreciation of non-material components. Its basic values are solidarity, fairness and dialogue (Birkhölzer, 2000). In the
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three-pole economy, besides the autonomously working market economy that is based on monetary interests and the
realisation of the equilibrium between demand and supply and besides non-monetary economy operated by the welfare
state and its institutions, the concept assumes the existence and function of a non-monetary economy that is based on
reciprocity (Evers – Laville, 2004). Solidarity economy is often regarded as an option of capitalist development and as a
potential new development model (Neamten 2002). It can be related to the fact that while this terminology is used in the
developing countries of South-America and Asia, the concept of social economy is more widespread in Europe. Social
economy incorporates the activities of non-profit enterprises that work within the framework of market economy
(Monzón – Chaves 2008)
Both terminologies consider individual economic benefits more important than social benefits and the approach
of ecological and social goals through economic activities. Employment, social incorporation, democratic functioning
and the increase of the population’s welfare by making the necessary services available are among the social benefits
that can be reached through SSE. As for the future of our civilisation, these benefits are of primary importance because
of the consequences of the spread of globalisation.
Social enterprises, base units of SSE can have different business forms. (Within the EU, it is the legal disorder
that prevents the further development of the sector.) These are typically the cooperatives, associations, foundations and
mutuals that are considered social enterprises. (Galliano 2003) Based on their aims and activities, however, enterprises
with other legal forms can also belong to this category.
Nowadays social enterprises basically work in four main topics. Based on the classification of Giegold és
Arhelger (2011), these are the following:
1. Strengthening of employment and social cohesion
- worker cooperatives
- social service providers of the social and solidarity economy
2. Finance for people, not profit
- Cooperative Banks and Credit Unions
- microcredit
- regional or local money
3. Fairness for producers, consumers and nature
- community-based agriculture
- retail and consumer cooperatives
- Fair Trade
4. Sustainable Infrastructure
- social and cooperative housing
- infrastructure cooperatives.
Although the presence of SSE by continents and countries is different in its quantity and quality, the main trend
is the spread of the sector. In the last 20 years, the sector of social economy has slowly but undoubtedly reached the
state of institutionalisation and general recognition in the European Union. The European Council Meeting on
Employment in 1997 officially recognised social economy. After that, the European Commission also recognised that
social economy contributed to some of the key goals of the European Union like the support of employment and social
policy, enlargement, regional development, procurement, employee ownership, work organisation and the support of
development (Chaves – Monzón, 2005) Central programs have been elaborated in several member states by utilising the
job creating potential of this sector. (Spear 2008, 2012) In 2012, 10% of enterprises and 6.5% of employee belonged to
this sector at EU level. SSE could even increase its employment rate during the crisis (CIRIEC, 2012).
The question is under what conditions the above mentioned advantages of the social economy can be realized in
rural peripheries.
Experience proves that the exploitation of the expected advantages of employment and cohesion and those that
stimulate the economy depends on both macro and local/regional conditions.
Macro-conditions:
 A precondition of strengthening the sector is lifting barriers of culture and the wide-range social and political
acceptance of social economy.
 Individual projects cannot be successful without establishing the economic environment ensuring market
demand.
 A considerable part of jobs can only be preserved by smaller or bigger support. To ensure steady jobs the
active tools of employment policy may have to be applied.
 Without the support of the public sector the third sector cannot work, but it is necessary to reduce
bureaucratic traps.
 It is important to ensure plural financing and put an end to strong dependence on supports to avoid the
endangerment of sustainability and independence from the public sector and politics.
 It is important to operate organisations specialized in advisory and lobby activities and protecting interests
 Best practices, innovative methods have to be spread and made available for people working in the sector.
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Local or regional conditions:
 To launch and renew activities within social economy it is necessary to recognise unsatisfied local demands,
position of the labour market, the strategies of both enterprises and the public sector and the accessible resources for
operation.
 The sector usually provides lower wages than the average, which has to be compensated by the quality of
jobs and moral appreciation of the task. Furthermore, it would be desirable to set up social or community enterprises in
fields with higher social prestige.
 Cooperation is hindered by many subjective factors, which have to be eliminated.
 An important precondition of the success is to attract and prepare volunteers.
 There should be a sufficient number of managers who are familiar with both business and the social sector.
Social economy in the Eastern periphery of Europe
Since the economic and social problems of rural peripheries have been tackled, social economy has been the
focus of attention for the 4-5 years in Hungary. Due to the heritage of the state socialist era, the development of this
sector is completely different from that of Western Europe. The most important difference is perhaps the weakness of
the self-organisation of the civil sector, the sound desire of people living in rural peripheries for the omnipotent state
care and because of it their resistance to work out their own local strategies. On the other hand the behaviour of the state
officers and the paternalist politics also diminish the local initiatives.
Hungarian examples show that the success of initiatives in social economy developed in rural peripheries is
hampered further by the following facts:
1. After the state-socialist regime the main task was considered as creation of basis for market economy. During
the new stage of “original” capital accumulation building alternative market economy was less important. But the very
high unemployment forced to search new social techniques and active social employment policy.
2. The ambition to reduce unemployment is a stronger motivation for initiators and supporters than the effort to
try to satisfy needs. As a result:
 The source of the employed labour force is almost exclusively the group of people who became unemployed
during the economic changes in the 90s and have been unable to enter the labour market for 10-15 years.
 The economic activities are unviable in an economic sense and can only be maintained with supports in the
long run.
3. Products and services produced in the social economy have no market demand, even if they meet real needs.
This is partly due to the financial background of target groups having low income and partly to the fact that those
services used to be provided free of charge so their market value is not recognised.
4. The management of community enterprises is trained for social work rather than for business activities and
the sector is not able to hire highly-qualified business managers.
5. For lack of an innovation background it has become widely accepted that activities only of low social
prestige may appear in the social economy, which keeps salaries low in the sector and does not attract young people
who must migrate from peripheries.
6. The government also considers community enterprises as social institutions rather than businesses, therefore
the community enterprises have hardly any access to credits which could strengthen their competitiveness or to the
support provided for small-size enterprises.
7. The isolated initiatives are not capable of efficient marketing, there are no regional, national or international
networks.
Conclusions, suggestions
Social economy can be a means of strategic importance to exploit new chances for rural peripheries provided by
the new streams of development.
The changes necessary to spread social economy in rural peripheries should basically affect four fields of
development:
a. Developing non profit making organisations;
There is a need for non-profit organisations which play a role in the economy and are suitable for launching and
operating enterprises. This is a question of partly subjective factors depending on the organisations and partly
independent of them.
Forming the legal background belongs to the objective conditions. A financial and economic regulation which is
in accordance with the essence of the social economy and also takes the social content into consideration, would
considerably contribute to strengthening the sector.
The expert background can be developed partly by putting an end to the one-sidedness and the defects of
vocational training, partly by increasing the existential security of experts both in business and social issues. Besides the
courses serving this goal, the vocational training of managers of social and community enterprises should be integrated
into higher education, too.
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Attracting volunteers is indispensable for the sector. Besides the ’voluntary law’, motivating potential volunteers,
making them aware of the importance of social solidarity and the advantages can be achieved by marked changes in
attitudes and propagation of good examples.
The infrastructural background of organisations is also to be developed. Without stable and low expenditure
infrastructural background for office and training purposes the social and community enterprise cannot be competitive.
Local governments can do much to ensure favourable infrastructural conditions but the relationships have to remain
clear, the dividing line between the two sectors must not get blurred.
The ability to manage information means access, understanding and the ability of application. Today the main
problem is not first of all the lack of information infrastructure but rather the subjective factors of receiving and
forwarding information. An important area of establishing capacity is to develop this ability of non-profit organisations
and at the same time the content development (both market information and social questions) in accordance with the
special needs of social and community enterprises.
Relations between organisations and setting up networks are perhaps the most important of all necessary
conditions. Social or community enterprises cannot be successful on their own. Besides their professional and
informational reinforcement, market advantages that are obtainable especially by the network are of vital importance.
b. Ensuring external professional assistance;
For a successful social economy highly-qualified business managers and social workers are needed. Both local
experts working within the community enterprises and continuous and widely accessible external professionals should
be available for the social economy.
The external professionals should be linked with two special fields. On the one hand external qualified mentors
and facilitators are to be made available. On the other hand, social and community enterprises need ’top managers’, too.
International examples show that external experts can be attracted through voluntary work or some big companies
employing them may offer their work for non-profit making purpose.
Establishing regional methodological centres and banks of ideas may be an important means of setting up
networks, because in this way, external experts could be made available and informational services could be rendered.
c. Building market;
Undoubtedly, the weakest point of the existing initiatives in social economy is the market and market
competitiveness, without which sustainability cannot be achieved. The most important element of the improvement of
marketability is the assurance of the reliable and guaranteed quality of services and products.
Quality assurance, the acquisition of certificates equal to those of profit-oriented companies, is rather expensive.
In the social economy such processes have to be supported and quality assurance has to take social aspects into
consideration.
Sales networks and common marketing activities may mean a breakthrough in the improvement of the market
position of social and community enterprises. Besides regional or national marketing organisations, setting up shops for
local or regional products in county towns and in the capital, issuing common publications and catalogues, emphasizing
not only entrepreneurial but also social aims and by this strengthening solidarity are possible only as a result of
concerted work with the participation of the whole network.
Delegating competencies from local authorities may mean the basis for a considerable part of services in the
social economy. Without making the leaders of local governments aware of this possibility, without making them
familiar with the different forms of contracts including the terms and guarantees of delegating competences, the critical
points of the agreement and the methods of prevention or treatment of conflicts no progress can be made in this field.
d. Financing;
The market should mainly finance social economy. (This is what makes the suggestions of the previous three
points so important.) However, neither the target groups of the services in the social economy or the local governments
that partially take over their burdens are able to finance the actual costs of services. All the less since, due to the labour
market disadvantages of the employed labour force, these costs may be even higher than the average market price.
Consequently, the sector is forced to use non-market resources in the long run, too.
Normative governmental supports may appear in the system by taking over tasks of local governments. The
addressee of the support is not the social or the community enterprise, but the local government, which under suitable
guarantees, provides the agreed sum as a commission fee to cover the costs of the task. Normative support ensures
security for the enterprise provides a good and continually checked service level and eliminates the effects of political
changes. It is monopoly and abuse of it that may mean danger, against which good contracts can provide protection.
Tender funds are needed both for launching and operating enterprises. Tender supports always should cover
several years, should depend on the labour market situation of those employed and on the market position of the
provided services and the manufactured products, and should be decreasing in time.
Establishing special financial institutions may help with satisfying the credit needs of social or community
enterprises. Giving credit to social and community enterprises raises many special aspects, one of the most important
being the interpretation of credit collateral and deciding the amount of loans.
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Local Action Group as Driving Force for the Development of Local Agrifood
Systems
Giovanni Ferrazzi, Stefano Corsi, Andrea Tosini
University of the Study of Milan, Italy
Abstract
The purpose of this paper is to explore the possibility to activate Local Agrifood Systems in the LEADER areas. TheLASshave the aim to
activate and manage alternative, local and short food chain, involving communities, protecting and implementing the quality and the environment,
creatingvaluefor local andmarginal agriculture, therefore they can provide a useful tool for LEADER. Furthermore they respond in an innovative way
to priorities and specific objectives of the new2014-2020 European programming. The paper analyzes two Local Action Groups in Lombardythrough
questionnaires submitted to a sample of farmers, in order to define the willingness of farmers to be involved in the LAS. The paper emphasizes the
role of the LAG in the governance of the Las.
Keywords: local action group, local agrifood system, institutional catering, rural development.

Introduction
The aim of the present paper is to analyze the possibility to develop Local Agrifood Systems (LAS) in the
LEADER (Liaison Entre Actions de Développement de l'Economie Rurale) areas and the role of the Local Action
Group (LAG) in the LAS.
The LEADER projects act in disadvantaged areas where farms are economically operating at the margins. The
LAS could represent a tool for rural development able to increase the income of farmers and to enable local economies.
Through a direct survey, the paper aims to investigate the attitude and willingness of a sample of farmers to innovate
and participate in new food supply chains on a local scale.
LASs area topic of great interest and relevance because the ability to create value for local and marginal
agriculture is associated to them. One of the first definitions of local agro-food system is the following: “Organizations
of production and services (agricultural production units, agribusiness, commercial, services, catering) associated with
their characteristics and operations to a specific territory. Environment, products, people, their institutions, know-how,
their eating habits, their networks of relationships combine themselves in a territory to produce a agrifood system in a
given spatial scale” (CIRAD-SAR, 1996). From this first definition several interpretations of the concept of LAS have
been developed over time and depending on the origin of the researchers.
The common features of all LAS are: the shortened food chain, the size of the foods, the involvement of the
community, the relationship with the territory and with the labels of origin, the quality and the environment (Feagan,
2007) and the issue of the governance.
The need for synthesis requires us to emphasize only two aspects that most affect the present work: the role of
protected designations of origin and governance of the LAS.
First of all the labels of origin are normally considered useful tool for the rural development, but their effect on
the LAS is controversial. Local products in the global market but not necessarily represent an advantage within local
food supply chains. Moreover in areas where there are very strong labels of origin (eg., Parmigiano Reggiano PDO in
Oltrepo Mantovano or Bresaola PGI in Valtellina) farms, which due to size, different productive capacity or
organizational skills are not able to join to the consortium, often found in a position of economic marginality.
The second important issue is the theme of the governance. As defined by CIRAD-SAR (CIRAD-SAR, 1996)
the actors participating in the LASs are several, with different features and sakes, different relevance, dimension and
power. The task of governing the LAS, its internal and external relationships, friction and competition among actors,
should be delegated to a public authority or at a public body, but LASs are often do not correspond to administrative
boundaries or include numerous administrations of different degree (eg., municipalities, districts, regions).
In some cases the role of governing the LAS is played by the food policy council, but in the LEADER area we
assume that LAG could manage the LAS.
Another feature that characterizes all the LASs is the activation of the food chains alternative to the global and
mass-distribution model, which can rely on a specific sensitivity of local communities and their willingness to pay for
local products. The examples of alternative supply chains include: schools purchasing from local farms, community
gardens and CSAs (community supported agriculture), community farms run by community members and local
university students, local food policy councils, and community food security with local sustainable farming systems
(Feenstra ,2002: 101), direct-to-consumers-marketing, farmers’ markets, direct-to-retail-marketing (Martinez et al,
2010), JPG joint purchasing groups (GAS – Gruppi di Acquisto Solidale).
The 4th axis of Rural Development Program (RDP) use the LEADER approach to encourage the generation of
new innovative ways to sustain rural areas and to help people to develop their own countries.
The LAG is the “head” of the LEADER and has “…the task of identifying and implementing a local development
strategy, making decisions about the allocation of its financial resources and managing them. A LAG should associate
public and private partners, and be well-balanced and representative of the existing local interest groups, drawn from
the different socioeconomic sectors in the area” (ELARD, 2013).
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The LAS is a multidimensional structure that develops through the creation and management of alternative food
chains, therefore can fall in the LEADER and the LAG can be the “head” of the LAS (as it is the “head” of the
LEADER)
As well as in the LEADER the various stakeholders must join because they do not have the necessary resources
to grapple the multi-dimensional nature of the rural development approach (Scott, 2004), even in the LAS the different
actors must cooperate to activate alternative food chains.
Also in order to ensure the first objective of rural development which is the strengthening of farms and their
networks, the role of farmer in term of numbers and significance of representation needs to be strengthened in LAGs
(Delin, 2012). This can promote the effectiveness of LAS approach.
The importance and the weight of the LAG in the LEADER approach can be different: light, with a very limited
decisional and programming autonomy, intermediate, up to ‘leader LEADER’, with greater autonomy (Rete Rurale
Nazionale, 2010). In the situation of LAS activation and management the last option seems to be the best in order to
guarantee a higher capacity of control over all the involved actors.
In Italy there are 132 LAG and in Lombardy sixteen, 7 of them are involved in the District of solidarity economy
project. In the present paper we propose a new approach to develop LASs in the context of the LEADER areas,
analyzing the availability of farmers and the role of LAG.
Research methodology
In each of the 7 LAGs interested in the study has been carried out an analysis of agricultural production
(number of farms, average size of farms, agricultural products due to the agricultural census of 2010, ISTAT), which
allow to describe the territory. The LAGs are heterogeneously distributed on the territory of Lombardy region and have
soil characteristics, climate and structural very different. Each LAG has set its goals to meet local produce with some a
different type of canteens.
The first step to respond to the aims is the analysis of the local economy in relation to supply of food and
demand of public canteens(schools, hospitals, nursing homes) of community supported agriculture (here in after called
GAS, farmers' markets.
To determine the supply and demand in each LAG participating in the project were carried out surveys in the
area through questionnaires for the farmers in the municipalities and to the representatives of the canteens of schools,
hospitals and nursing homes. The questionnaire on the offer was made to determine the number off arms in the area, the
type of local products and the quantities, types of marketing of products implemented up to now, the degree of
satisfaction of the sales channel and the propensity to farmers to join the project and be part of a local food system. The
questionnaire on the demand was made to determine the number of canteens of schools, hospitals and elderly houses in
the municipalities of the LAGs (tab. 1). For each canteen were requested data on the number of users, the number of
meals provided daily and diets used.
Table 1. Number of canteens and meals in the two LAGs. Source: our direct survey
SCHOOL
LAG OLTREPO'
LAG VALTELLINA
Source: our direct survey.

N°STRUCTURE
HOSPITAL ELDERLY HOUSE

N°MEALS PROVIDED PER YEAR
SCHOOL
HOSPITAL
ELDERLY HOUSE

30

0

10

230,117

0

351,525

48

1

25

1,379,011

1,185,732

1,156,218

The survey was carried out in the municipalities of the 7 LAG and is still in progress.
On the other hand to respond to the aims to analyze local produce were filled out questionnaires by farmers. In
this paper we reported the involvement of farmers to participate in the project and the possibility of having another sales
channel different than current levels.
The farms have been initially identified from lists provided by the chamber of commerce of each province. The
farms have been subdivided by economic size unit, ESU (1ESU = 1200 €) and by product type. At each LAG was asked
to interview 15 farms for each level of economic size unit (3 different levels ranging from 0 to 4 ESU - sized business
hobby or part-time - from 4 to 8 ESU - small farms - from 8 ESU in on - farm size medium to large -) going to have a
mixed picture for each territory. From each territory is proposed to get interviews for a minimum of 35 farms. In the
present paper is shown the first results of two diametrically opposed territories for both location and type of agricultural
production; the first one, the cooperation project leader, is the LAG of Oltrepņ Mantovano and the other one is the LAG
of Valtellina.
Two areas are significantly different as we can see from data by the agricultural census (tab. 2). The LAG of
Valtellina has utilized agricultural area (UAA) of over 75.000 hectares and 4.390 farms with an average farm area of
about 17 ha on the contrary the LAG of Oltrepņ Mantovano has an UAA of 31.411 hectares and 1.539 farms, with an
average farm area of more than 20 hectares.
However, Valtellina is located entirely in mountain area and the data concerning the UAA is largely affected by
the presence of meadows and pastures. Excluding these, the UAA is reduced to little more than 3,700 hectares. Of
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these, 1.257 are for the production of fruit, especially apples, 892 are planted with forage crops and 874 are intended for
the cultivation of grapes and 394 are planted with cereals. The remaining 280 hectares are planted with olives, potatoes,
legumes and vegetables. Relevant is the contribution of animal husbandry. In particular, about one-third of farms have
breeding cows.
The LAG Oltrepņ Mantovano has a UAA of 31.412 hectares half of which are planted with cereals. Among the
other crops we find: forage crops, industrial crops and vegetables. The livestock sector is particularly strong with more
than 20.500 cows and 127.900 pigs. This fact is related to the production of two of the most important typical Italian
food products: Parmesan cheese and Parma ham.
Table 2. UAA of the LAG of Valtellina and the LAG of Oltrepomantovano (Census ISTAT, 2010)
Utilised Agricultural
Area
UAA total
grain cereals
legumes
potatoes
sugar beet
industrial crops
medicinal herbs
vegetables
forage crops
vine
olive
agrumi
fruit
pasture and meadows
cattle
horses
sheeps
goats
pigs
poultry
rabbits
bees (hives)

Valtellina
agricultural
area (ha) –
units of
livestock

Valtellina
farms

Valtellina
average area
(ha/farm)
average cattle
(cattle/farm)

75,117.47
394.11
20.27
47.04

4,390
272
7
309

17.11
1.45
2.90
0.15

1.44
16.39
892.44
874.57
91.56
16.54
1,257.23
71,373.91
24,006
1,487
6,515
9,543
1,573
1,004,464
664
3,555

6
30
229
1,837
62
3
1,068
3,184
1,300
479
310
408
113
93
45
73

0.24
0.55
3.90
0.48
1.48
5.51
1.18
22.42
18.47
3.10
21.02
23.39
13.92
10,800.69
14.76
48.70

Oltrepo
Mantovano
agricultural
area (ha) –
cattle
31,411.74
15,692.27
110.43
7.54
1,718.03
1,970.47
7.23
2,671.71
7,640.30
443.40
4.65
1.00
568.07
390.43
20530
181
180
54
127,907
234,507
5,315
36

Oltrepo
Mantovanofarms

Oltrepo
Mantovanoaverage
area (ha/farm)
average cattle
(cattle/farm)

1,539
1,184
12
11
196
294
4
215
552
290
2
1
198
22
183
28
5
6
51
33
7
2

20.41
13.25
9.20
0.69
8.77
6.70
1.81
12.43
13.84
1.53
2.33
1.00
2.87
17.75
112.19
6.46
36.00
9.00
2,507.98
7,106.27
759.29
18.00

The questionnaire distributed to farmers has been created to analyze 3 characteristics useful for the purposes of
the project:
Type of production, with an indication of the area of the agricultural products or livestock, the possibility of
processing of agricultural products in the corporate structures and the location of the enterprise, the legal company, the
people employed and the level of education of the farm conductor
Type of marketing, product under PDO or PGI, product that follow certain types of production (organic,
biodynamic, integrated, etc.). In this section it is investigated the sales channel currently used by companies, the degree
of satisfaction of the same. It is also asked what are the factors that influence the choice of a sales channel.
Innovation in farms: analysis of changes or innovations which took place in the company over the past 5 years
(change in the area of the holding, participation in projects or financing, changes in cultivation methods or means of
production, changes in crops or varieties or breeds of animals , changes in corporate structures). In all, 25 issues were
created by possible changes in the company. In the innovation has also included a question on the propensity to have an
additional sales channel, the possibility of participation in the project and the type of agricultural product, livestock or
processed that the company would be made available for catering.
Results of research
In order to identify the main strengths and weaknesses of development of local agricultural systems through
aggregate demand represented by canteens for each LAG have identified some agricultural products that can be used in
a strategy for enhancing the local food system. In this regard, agricultural enterprises examined reproduce, at least in
part, the characteristics observed through the analysis of census data confirming that can be considered indicative of the
territorial reality investigated.
For the LAG Valtellina agricultural production more interesting for possible use in canteens are manifold. The
survey conducted on farms showed a good variety of products both fresh, in particular, fruit (apples, grapes and small
fruits) and processed (jams, juices). There are also several products of animal origin especially cheese and yogurt.
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Currently the most widely used sales channels are direct sales and use in a farmhouse which exploit the tourist vocation
of the area (table 3).
Table 3. Product and processed product identified by the questionnaire
LAG VALTELLINA
Product /
processed product
JAM/JUICE
WINE
MEAT
APICULTURE
PRODUCTS
CHEESE/YOGURT
APPLE JUICE
APPLE VINEGAR
SALUMI
APPLES
POTATOES
VEGETABLES
Source: our direct survey.

SALES CHANNELS

Other
channels
(abroad,
internet, etc.)

3
4

4

Farms

Direct
sales
(farms)

14500
2120
5580

2
11
7

1
4
1

1
5

5123

3

2

1

318730
10
2
2500
927615
11282
606

17
1
1
2
5
3
8

8
1
1

3

1

1

3

1

4

1

1
1
2

2
4
3
5

Intermediaries
(farms)

Consortium cooperative
(farms)

Use in
farm
holyday
(farms)

Estimated
quantities
kg/y, hl/y

2

1

1

Overall there are 38 farms surveyed, of these, 29 are run by men with an average age of 43 years (tab. 4). The
level of education is very high with a prevalence of school leavers and, in some cases, graduates. Attention to education
is also demonstrated by the number of farms with staff who checked training courses in the last 3 years. Significantly
high the number of employees (58), in most families (36).With regard to the inclination towards innovation, the data
show a positive picture: almost 80% of the farms has brought changes in the last 3 years. In particular, every farm has
made 5.5 changes in the last 3 years to try to improve their competitiveness. This innovative approach is confirmed by a
percentage of participation in the project sponsored by the LAG of just under 60.
Table 4. Comparison between the responses to the questionnaires

LAG Valtellina LAG Oltrepomantovano
Questionnaire respondents (farms)
38
45
farmer's gender (male)
29
40
farmer's gender (female)
9
5
farmer's age (average)
42.8
65
education level (average from 1 to 5)*
3.6
2.53
training courses (sum of farms with at least one employee who has participated in
24
11
courses)
employee
22
0
people in the family working in the farm (sum)
36
14
TOT male (agricultural workers)
61
48
TOT female (agricultural workers)
35
11
innovation in farm in the last 5 years (n°farms)
30
16
innovation event (average on the 25 reported)
5.5
1.4
number of Farm house
9
1
farm's number with direct sales for at least one product
32
20
number of farms interested to the project
22
6
* 1 - no education 2-primary education 3 eight grade 4 Secondary school graduation 5 University degree.
Source: our direct survey.

The agricultural production system of Oltrepò Mantovano is strongly influenced by the presence of two great
typical food – Parmesan cheese and Parma ham. The farms in the area have highlighted the strong link with the two
consortia of production. For the LAG Oltrepò Mantovano agricultural production interesting for possible use in
canteens are fruits and vegetables. The livestock production as already mentioned are destined for the market of typical
products. With regard to the sales channels normally used farms surveyed primarily use the wholesale or the use of
cooperatives or consortia (tab. 4). The companies surveyed are 45.all family run and conducted predominantly by men
(tab. 5). The average age of entrepreneurs is particularly high (65 years) and the very low level of education. This is
confirmed by the fact that only 11 companies out of 45 have carried out training courses in the last 3 years. Also poor
the predisposition to innovation only 35 % of farms have made a few changes in the last 3 years and on average the
number of these is slightly greater than 1. This situational causes a lack of interest in new forms of market’ organization
only 6 farms are said to be interested in the project of the LAG.
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Table 5. Product and processed product identified by the questionnaire in the LAG Oltrepò Mantovano
LAG OLTREPOMANTOVA
Product /
processed
product

Estimated
quantities
kg/y. Hl/y

JAM/JUICE
400
WINE
26
MEAT
7200
PEAR
41967
VEGETABLES
600
FRUITS
8205
Source: our direct survey.

SALES CHANNELS

Farms

Direct
sales
(farms)

1
8
4
9
2
3

1
2
3
1

Intermediaries
(farms)

1

Consortium cooperative
(farms)
7
1
5

Use in
farm
holyday
(farms)
1

Other
channels
(abroad.
Internet, etc.)

1
1
1

2

As mentioned in the introduction the LAG can play a major role in the management of LAS, but it is known that
the composition of the LAG and the presence of agricultural stakeholders can influence the orientation of the choices
and adherence to the needs of the LAS (Delin, 2012).
The composition and number of members of the two LAGs object of the study are very different. In LAG
Oltrepo Mantovano members of strictly agricultural provenance are 9 out of 35, while the government (county and
towns) are 18.
This should ensure a good involvement of farms and a high attention to the creation of local food chains. Also
there are 3 members who are directly involved in improvement of agricultural production and connection between
agriculture and promotion of the territory an issue that is at the root of some of the LASs.
Valtellina LAG is composed of only 10 members of which only two from agriculture and only one public
administration (the province of Sondrio).
One would be led to imagine that LAG Oltrepo Mantovano is better able to involve less structured farms and
support the creation of LASs but the collected data seem to contradict this assertion.
Probably the presence of strong protection consortia in an area with a large agricultural vocation substantially
affects also the work of the LAG directing its action mainly in favor of farms that adhere to a specific production
model. The farms with different production orientation perceive themselves as excluded from the development potential
offered by the LAG.
On the contrary in a mountainous area such as LAG Valtellina, where agriculture has long been considered
marginal in the past numerous training and involvement of farmers have been put in place in order to guide the choices
of entrepreneurs towards models of alternative supply chain.
Conclusions
The LEADER projects are a very fertile context for the development of LAS because of the rurality of their
territories. The marginality of agriculture (or at least of a relatively high number of farms), the direct involvement of
stakeholders of different origin among which a crucial part is played by farmers.
The role of the LAG in the LAS is of great importance because its corporate structure allows different subjects
“to sit around the same table”. Particularly farmers, their associations, social cellars and other represent the supply.
Public administrations perform the function of both regulation and representation of social issues. Financial entities
(eg., banks) can fund the activities that need support to acquire, processing, logistics or distribution structures essential
for the implementation of alternative agri -food chains. Furthermore, the LAG has the task of involvement and
awareness of local communities, which may lead to the activation of demand for local products and active participation
in the alternative local supply chains.
The first results of the research show a great difference between the two LAGs and in particular a different
tendency of farmers to participate in LAS.
The LAG Valtellina seems more willing to participate in initiatives aimed at the establishment of the LAS supply
complex local food chains, such as supply chain agreements with public or private catering.
On the other side the farms of the LAG Oltrepo Mantovano show less willingness to participate in the LAS,
therefore the implementation of structural measures seems necessary, aimed at supporting the training of farmers and
their organization.
In this context, the involvement of the farms in short supply as simple as CSA or JPG could lead to concrete
results despite the limited impact.
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Innovations of Information Management in Logistical Service Providing
Companies
Audrius Gargasas, Indra Mūgienė
Aleksandras Stulginskis University, Lithuania
Abstract
Each company requires some external and specific internal information to ensure proper organization of business activity. The business result
directly depends on information management quality. Logistical service providing company a reasonable preference put on technical information
management tools, but there is another piece of information that can not be measured in concrete parameters. Task of the article – to identify the most
important factors and main communication links, which make impacts to information quality level, and to provide decision on improvement of
information management. Methods: for revealing most important factors and main communication links, which make impacts to information quality
level and where the most common interference of information happens, the method of - expert survey were used. Empirical data were collected by the
survey of experts, using individual interviews.
Key worlds: logistics, service, information management, company.

Introduction
Logistics - the service area in which the quality of the information management is extremely important.
Particular attention in logistics service providing company are given to the latest technologies implementation in the
field of information management. But without the technical information, managed by the modern control techniques,
there is another valuable part of information. It includes information, which is immeasurable by concrete parameters,
like small and justified customer’s claims, their expectations and intentions; customer’s managed technical base and
internal infrastructure, customer’s company business activity organization and their employees’ competence. Ability to
generate, analyze and use this information occurs after installing an internal company’s communication system. By the
conclusion of communication scheme customer – staff – administration, based on rationality, reflected organization’s
activity specific, can significantly accelerate the communication process and to improve the organization's performance.
Task of the article is to identify the most important factors and main communication links, which make impacts
to information quality level, and to provide decision on improvement of information management.
Objectives of the article:
1. To identify main communication links, which are most common in information interferences.
2. To identify the most important information quality level exterminating factors for the logistics service
providing company.
3. To provide a decision on improvement of information management.
Methodology of the research. For revealing most important factors and main communication links, which make
impacts to information quality level and where the most common interference of information happens, the method of expert survey were used. Empirical data were collected by the survey of experts, using individual interviews. For this
purpose an interviewing plan was composed with open-content questions. For the survey were selected managers of
logistics services providing companies. 12 managers were interviewed. The selection of respondents was based on the
nature and aims of respondents’ activity with pursued objective, to ensure participation in survey representatives from
different regions and offering to customers’ different logistics services.
The level of exploration
No one organization can exist without specific information necessary for its activities. For organizations which
seeking to gain long-term competitive advantage is no longer enough just to manage the internal and external
information resources. According to Ch. W. Choo (2002), information management processes are intertwined with the
organization's learning processes and there appear intelligent organization concept, which not only generates and use
information, but also integrating all elements of the organization. In order to achieve organization’s objectives, it is
necessary to manage organization units and employees. One of the main conditions for organisation’s surviving is the
organisation management, based on information about the organization and its elements conditions, also information
about the external environmental situation and its developments trends. Management can be seen as the information
transmission and its transformation process. To develop and to adopt decisions, information required: the current
situation characterizing data, database information, forecasts, assumptions and etc. Provision with information of these
sources for managing process makes assumptions for effective management of the organization (Ramanauskas, 2008).
According to A. Augustinaitis (1996), any social organization primarily refers to some kind of human contact,
and over ninety percent of the organization's activity content is information processes. The increasing penetration of
managerial information into all spheres of human activity, which in this context can be identified already as
information, resources of information necessary to understand much more wide than mere information data: they
become peoples, objects, equipment and they can be treated as information source or storage in a broad sense.
Information processing is also seen much more than the traditional logical semantic information media processing – that
is any solutions or information influence to the processes, activity or behaviour. All present-day problems, whatever the
field, successfully tackled as the problems of information. This style of thinking is oriented to the future, and the man,
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assumed this style, can meet growing information environment without fear, can be able to adapt to it and to compete
effectively (Augustinaitis, 1996).
The organization is considered to be a group of individuals, in some ways acting together towards the common
goals (Baršauskiene, 2007). One of these methods is the exchange of information, its management and generation
within the organization and in the contact with external environment. Soon as there is a certain relationship between two
or more people, start the process of communication, which is most of the time considered as synonymous with the word
communication (Misevičius, 2006). Use of information efficiency depends on the quality of the communication process,
which in turn directly affects the organization's performance. According to V. Chreptavičienė (2003), each organization
is an open social system, is inextricably linked with the external environment.
By developing business activities, the organization is exchanging information, ideas with the external
environment, ensuring the proper functioning of the organization. Contemporary scientific literature pays most attention
to external information generation and management. However, for the successful organization's existence it is extremely
important the specifics of information management within the company, communication methods and habits employees.
Information management is crucial aspect for the service providing enterprises, where the final result is highly
dependent on staff competence and their ability to identify customer needs and to provide the latest information to the
managers about these needs changes or implied trends. T. Žibūda (2008) states, that ordinary worker are more likely to
feel the real pulse of the organization than the manager and customer service and sales staff has reliable knowledge on
market sentiment.
It is necessary in business to bring employees, suppliers, customers or consumers' attention, to form and maintain
long-term relationships with them. Therefore, in addition to specific business goals, even formal business news will
always meet human objectives based on trust and friendship (Barsauskienė, 2002). Successfully concluded
communication scheme of employees dealing with customers, suppliers, partners and between them helps to manage
information operatively and positively affect an organization's financial performance. Business success is often depends
strongly on the speed of information management. Dynamic of information management in the organization directly
affects: turnover of capital, profits at a fixed period, labour productivity, business risk level.
At the constantly increasing competition condition, only the organization which faster recognizes the market
changes and first will take radical decisions to maintain its leadership position will win. For the operational decisions
organizations need more specific and accurate information. Therefore, it is necessary to collect more information, to
store and to process it operatively, and that take more time and money. Something similar happens, when the decisions
efficiency depends on information used for decision-making getting in time. That characteristic is especially important
for information which is used in making operative management decisions, when effectiveness of it depends on how
quickly obtained information on deflation from the normal (pre-specified) process run (Simanauskas, 2004). Timeliness
of information is particularly important for activity results of service providing companies.
R. Ramanauskas (2008) considers that it is necessary to present the information in the right place at the right
time, because if at the same address materials or semi-finished products will be delivered earlier the value added will be
not create and benefits will absence. Labour productivity – an important indicator of development in each company. By
increasing it, production and labour costs reduces. For many companies the main goal of organizational measures is to
maximize efficient use of the available time fund: equally important is downtime avoiding and at the same time
carrying out more work. So, the information is same importance for productivity increase as raw materials, energy and
working instruments. Information must be received on time, correct, on the spot and must be used correctly. Lack of
information, the delay or misinformation can cause defects or accidents and always means only the production cost
growth (Ramanauskas, 2008).
The business environment is changing ever more rapidly, the business processes are gaining new features, the
new economic epoch formatting, in turn modifying nature of the processes. In contemporary regular changing
environment, business companies need to perceive and evaluate efficiency of their existing business models and to be
open to new technologies (Paliulis et al.,2007).
C. Pérez (2002) states that each new economic era starts in great technological leaps that occur itself in two
ways:
- The appearance of new effective products and services clusters with new infrastructure networks;
- Entrenchment of a new technological - economic paradigm, which is defined with a new common-scope
technologies, new organizational principles, different business models and infrastructures which facilitating low
production price (which is stimulating the rapid increase in productivity).
The C. Pérez (2002) believe that humanity is now in the latest technological revolution "turning point", period of
establishment of information and communication technologies. The consequence of it was “creative destruction” and
the new social paradigms, building society of information and knowledge. Now can follow period of implementation of
new triumphant paradigm and full prosperity of it. In this context communication tools helps to develop social
relationships, independent of time and space. Cognitive abilities, communication and cultural identity are the
instruments of essential survival in the new world (Rodriques, 2002). This transitional period causes uncertainty and
only generation of new knowledge, based on permanent innovation, uses of new technological tools ensures survival
(Carneiro, 2005). To paraphrase the ideas of L. Auškalnytės and G. Belazarienės (2001), can be said, that in
industrialized countries growth of information activities leads to transition to a post-industrial, service based level.
People and information services are at the forefront in post-industrial economy, and theoretical knowledge is a major
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motivating factor for innovation and changes. Knowledge and information are key resources and technical and
professional groups - catalysts during the transition period (Auškalnytė, 2001).
Resources of valuable information in service providing companies are:
- Data about customer needs changes;
- Knowledge about expected competitors' actions, adjusted to identify customers’ needs changes;
- Analysis of the company's resources and capabilities to use them in a changing service market.
The first link, which provides company with operative information about customer demands, could be staff,
servicing or otherwise communicating with the clients. It can be significantly speeded up communication process and
improved organization's performance, by creation of rational customer – staff – management communication scheme,
corresponding to the organization specific activity.
The results of research
Logistics is the service area in which information management quality is the extremely valuable. Particular
attention in logistics service providing enterprises is given to the latest technologies in the field of information
management. All the respondents of the study highlighted importance of technologies for information management
quality, but human factors were no less important for managers of analysed companies. For the study were selected
companies providing freight forwarding, purchase, storage, brokerage services to farmers and agricultural
organizations. The analysed companies were with different levels of information management, technical and
organizational conditions.
The study identified the main communication links, with most common interference of information (table).
Table. Information transmission interference (compiled by authors)
Information transmission links

Identified interferences

Customer - Administration

Cargo dispatch time
Downtime on the road
Time of cargo reception
Technical compatibility
Order correction

Staff - Administration

Cargo dispatch time
Downtime due to technical incompatibility at goods unloading
Order correction

The study also aimed to identify factors that determine quality level of information management. The
investigation found that the most important information quality level determining factors are:
Information channel length;
The technical specifications;
Staff ability to identify problems;
Ensuring the feedback.
Evaluating information after fulfillment of order

Order
Client

COMPANY
Internal information
Administration

Transportation
department

Information accompanying order

Information after fulfillment of order
Figure 1. The scheme of information transmission in logistical services providing companies (compiled by authors)

Respondents as the most important factor mentioned the information channel length - even the most perfect
technique does not ensure the quality of information transmission if the information in intermediate chain are not been
systematization and analyzed in time. Competent staff is able to identify arising problems in time, but feedback is often
delayed for delivery of information to employees and to existing or potential clients. The principle scheme of
information transmission in logistical services providing companies is shown in figure 1.
Typically, information flow in logistic service providing companies is as follows: administration, after obtaining
customer's order or request, transmits information to transportation department, where the goods are assembled and sent
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to the client with the accompanying information. After the execution of order part of formal information, if necessary,
returns to the transport department. But always most of the returning information is an informal, verbal. It express the
client's attitude to the quality of the service received and staff attitude towards service improvement opportunities and
specific the terms of service which are typical just for this order. Informal information (which can be could “soft
information”) often does not reach the administration; it is not analyzed and evaluated. Administration after the order
gets information evaluated by the customer – a complaint if the customer was not satisfied with the quality of service or
re-order, what can be described as a positive service evaluation. Employees of the company, though they have a lot of
valuable information about completing the order, for the lack of communication do not pass it for the administration
assessment. The more complex is company's organizational system, the longer the channel within the company, the less
likely that the useful information will reach the administration. Feedback is lost (figure 2).

INFORMATION

CUSTOMER

SOFT
INFORMA
TION

STAF
F

X
ADMINISTRATION

Figure 2. Information interference (compiled by authors)

In modern logistics service enterprises reasonable attention paid to the newest information management
technologies: cargo tracking, rational routing, fuel costs, load content, staff control. It can be defined as technical
information. However, there is another part of valuable information. It includes information, which is immeasurable by
concrete parameters, like small and justified customer’s claims, their expectations and intentions; customer’s managed
technical base and internal infrastructure, customer’s company business activity organization and their employees’
competence. This information is usually available to the employees of service providing companies by direct contact
with the customer, but in the vast majority of companies are not used due to lack of internal communication. In modern
enterprises it is not common to capture information inexpressible in specific parameters, to devote for this extra time
and money. However, concluding of the scheme of internal company's communication can significantly increase the
value of the information received and positively affect the performance of the company. Improved scheme of
information flow in the logistics service providing companies are shown in figure 3.
Order
COMPANY
Internal information
Client

Transportation
department

Administration

Evaluating information
Coordinator
Feedback information after fulfillment
of order
Information accompanying order

Figure 3. An improved information flow scheme in logistics services providing companies (compiled by authors)
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The essence of the scheme is the introduction of the coordinator. Coordinator is responsible for:
communication with the company's personnel which have direct contact with the clients;
filtering the formal and informal information received after the order;
direct contacts with the client to obtain service assessment information;
making reports of the information collected to the decision makers;
to ensure feedback.
Coordinator may be appointed a person from an already formed team. He must know very well the specifics of
the company, the technology used in the company and with the communication abilities. The task of coordinator's is to
collect informal information, to systematize it and to transfer for further analysis to those who are responsible for
decision making. Coordinator's main function is to ensure stable communication connections in circuit customer – staff
– administration and to strengthen it with informal means.
Implementation of this scheme in logistical services providing company should have a positive impact on two
factors determining the quality level of information management: helps to eliminate information problems caused by a
too long channel and ensures feedback. "Soft" information allows to use available technical capacities and human
resources more efficiently, reduces time and cost in all parts of the customer service chain. Use of this information may
be significant through preparation of company's operational and tactical plans, and have a direct impact on financial
performance.
An installation of the recommended scheme can completely prevent the problems of the company’s and the
customers’ equipment compatibility. Proposed scheme, after evaluation of the client's activity organization character
and staff skill, can help to adjust cargo dispatch time, to provide to clients opportunity to correct the orders.
-

Conclusions
The main information transmission links, where the information is most common interferences is customer administration and staff - administration. Information interferences commonly identified in solving technical
compatibility and load management.
The most important factors determining quality level of the information in logistics service providing companies
are informative channel length, specification, staff ability to identify problems, feedback ensuring. As the most
important factor most frequently were mentioned information channel length.
To improve information management efficiency in logistics service providing companies it is offered to pay
more attention on use of "soft information" and to ensure feedback. For implementation of this proposal it is appropriate
to develop new information management framework in the company by introducing additional staff – coordinator. After
implementation of the recommended scheme can be eliminated informational channel length issues and ensured
information feedback connection, avoided problems of compatibility of the companies’ and the customer-owned
equipment, adjusted the load dispatch time, provided the opportunity to correct the order.
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Abstract
Social justice in the field of health policy is expressed as equal rights to all, attention to particularly vulnerable risk groups, and accessibility
of medical and health care services. Due to the relatively low Lithuania’s economic development in the EU context and much slower-going change of
values, problem of the realization of human rights to health care and social justice in our country, as in many other post-communist countries, is more
relevant than in the democratic Western countries. The broader scope of this type of problem exists in rural areas which still composes one third of the
country's population and where socio-economic transformation, which began after 1990 happened and is still happening more painfully and
controversially. Health indicators of rural population are significantly worse than of the urban population. Research results showed that main health
indicators of the population - life expectancy, morbidity, mortality and others, are worse in rural than in urban areas. This is due to many factors,
among which are deep socio-psychological problems of particular part of rural population and social depression, which was caused by major socialeconomic changes in rural areas, caused by the emerging free market and the resulting social differentiation. Failure to adapt to the market economy
stimulated the spread of alcoholism and suicide in rural areas. Worse health among rural population is caused by insufficient accessibility of health
care services.
Goal of the article: to reveal the expression of the principle of social justice in health care system in rural areas.
Research method: comparative analysis, comparison and generalization of scientific literature, health law documents, and statistical and
sociological data.
Key words: social justice, health of rural population, accessibility of health care, health indicators.

Introduction
Problem of justice in health care facilities, in the debates of Lithuanian politicians and economists is often
formulated as follows: how to allocate health care resources so that no single person and no single medical office would
be left at disadvantage. In the outline of Lithuanian health system development in 2011-2020 (2011) the following
major health policy principles are emphasized: social justice, solidarity, availability, equality which constitutes the
conditions to access the quality health care services, and the inclusion of citizens in decision-making. Health care is
becoming more patient-oriented and increasingly individualized, when the patient becomes an active health care
subject, and not just the object of these services.
Social justice is the cooperation of the individual and the state, by creating the image of the unity of the rights
and duties for a person’s legal status and maintaining it (Vaišvila, 2002). Social justice in a field of health policy is
expressed as equal rights to all, attention to particularly vulnerable groups, and accessibility of medical and health care
services. This means that Lithuanian health policy combines egalitarian justice model, with its crucial statement,
claiming that - it would be right to impose such a level of health care that would be equally accessible to everyone, and libertarian justice model, emphasizing that it would be fair to allow everyone the access to those medical services
that are needed. The assurance of a certain level of health care should be included in the minimum social constitutional
rights such as the right to a minimum standard of living, basic housing (accommodation), school education and
vocational training. Due to the relatively low Lithuania’s economic development in the EU context and much slowergoing change of values, realization of the problem of human rights to health care and social justice in our country, as in
many other post-communist countries, is more relevant than in the democratic Western countries. The broader scope of
this type of problem exists in rural areas which still composes one third of the country's population and where socialeconomic transformation, which began after 1990 happened and is still happening more painfully and controversially.
Health indicators of rural population are significantly worse than of the urban population. As highlighted in the report of
the National Health Council in 2013 (Nacionalinės…, 2013) compared with the year 2009, most noticeably probable
average life expectancy was prolonged in urban men (0,6 years) and rural women (0,4 years), but still in both rural
men’s and women's probable average life expectancy remained significantly shorter than in the cities: men – 3,1,
females - 2 years.
Analyzing the reasons for this situation is appropriate to relate them to the rural development, which we
understand as a complicated process integrating in itself economic, social and spiritual factors. In order to successfully
realize the concept of harmonic rural development, it is necessary to ensure the realization of the economic, social and
environmental needs, especially emphasizing social justice and equality between the generations (Ribašauskienė,
Šalengaitė, 2013). Economic and social environment of the country is poorest in rural areas. Realization of the right to
health is an important factor in rural development, because the possibility to get quality health and other services today
is a very important reason in the decision to live or not to live in the countryside and at the same time, to retain the
vitality of rural population, because the rapid aging of the rural population in our country is one of the challenges for its
development. If in the year 2001 for 100 residents, number of the people aged 60 years and older in rural areas was 1,1
times higher than that of children under 14 years, so in the year 2009 number is 1,4 times bigger (Žalioji knyga, 2010).
On the other hand, because of the aging in rural areas the questions of health care of its population issue are becoming
more and more relevant.
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In the scientific literature about rural development, health issues of rural population are usually analyzed in the
context of social rural development. For our article in methodological perspective, the following works analyzing rural
development processes are valuable: (V.Atkočiūnienė (2008), A.Baležentis, Abugelytė (2008). Material status of rural
people, especially farmers and poverty problems are investigated by V.Vitunskienė (2003). The quality of life in rural
areas and the poverty of the rural population are examined by G.Janušauskaitė (2008). Education of Lithuanian
population, excluding rural population are examined by I.Gečienė (2006). Theoretical issues concerning the right to
health including the expression of the principle of social justice, and the right to access the health services, are
examined by T.Birmontienė (2007), V.Bankauskaitė et al (2007), L.Beliūnienė (2005), P.Čelkis (2010). Health
development of Lithuanian population, the morbidity and mortality of all country's population and specific groups,
health disparities and social factors causing them are investigated by R.Kalėdienė, J.Petrauskienė and S.Starkuvienė
(2004). However, rural population as a separate subject of study is poorly examined. Health situation in twenty years of
independence is summarized by G.Černiauskas and D.Jankauskienė (2010). The impact of economic inequality on the
health of population is analyzed by R.Buivydas and G.Černiauskas (2011). But the expression of the principle of social
justice in the health system has not been studied much.
The goal of the article: to reveal the expression of the principle of social justice in health care system in rural
areas.
Objectives:
1. Reveal the relationship between the right to health care and the principle of social justice.
2. To analyze the expression of social justice, in the context of the accessibility of health care in rural areas.
3. Compare urban and rural public health indicators.
Research Method: comparative analysis, comparison and generalization of scientific literature, health law
documents and statistical and sociological data.
Problem analysis
Health care policy is based on three main ethical values: health as a fundamental right; social justice and
solidarity. These values can become a reality if the assumptions and mechanisms of economic, political and legal
realizations of public health are created.
The term “person’s right to health” is interpreted ambiguously. According to T.Birmontienė (2007) this right,
first of all, is understood as a duty of the state to take care of the public health, even though it asserts itself also as an
individual right. L.Beliūnienė (2005) explains the right to health as a right to health care, where two sides are distinct:
the right to health protection and support and the right to accessibility of health services. These interpretations are based
on the international health law documents.
Person's right to health, as one of the most important social rights, is emphasized in international documents
from the middle of the twentieth century. Its content analysis shows the evolution of the approach to this right. In the
declaration of World Health Organization (WHO) (1946) health is defined not only as a unity of complete physical,
mental and social well-being, but also each person’s right to health is emphasized. In 1948 The Universal Declaration of
Human Rights (1991) established the right of each person to health care and assistance in case of sickness. European
Social Charter (1996) emphasizes each person's right to use all means for protecting health. The state must not only
ensure medical services for every person, but also to tackle the disease prevention and educational measures to promote
healthy lifestyle, encourage everyone's personal responsibility for their health (Žmogaus teisės, 2000). Article 35 of the
Charter of Fundamental Rights (2000) of European Union (EU) emphasizes that in the EU countries, each person has
the right to health prevention and a high level of health protection. Thus, the right of all people to health is a universal
right, extending over the limits of national right.
One of the main documents of international law, which determines person’s right to health care is the Pact of
International Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (1966) of the United Nations Organization. First part of the article
12 of this pact states that the States, parties of this pact recognize the right of every person to have the best possible
physical and mental health. Therefore, for the first time an international document determined that each person has not
only the right to health, but also the right to have the best possible health (Čelkis, 2010). The countries were obliged to
take the necessary steps to ensure that their citizens could have the access to the highest attainable standard of physical
and mental health.
However, the right to health is not in itself a guarantee of health. Human health depends on many factors:
genetic, lifestyle, person's own approach to his health. Health is not and cannot be merely the matter of the state. Person
himself is no less responsible for his own health. Duty of the state is to guarantee the person’s right to resources and
accessibility to health services. For this reason, current health policy must answer difficult questions: what the state can
and must do in the field of health care by ensuring person’s and society’s health, is it possible and is it necessary to seek
and to strengthen a person's health, it is moral to force people to take care of their own health etc. (Cribb, 2005). Thus, a
person's right to health care as a social right of a person, is not absolute, i.e. cannot be fully guaranteed, because it
depends not only on the organizational actions of the state, but also on the individual characteristics of a person, and is
implemented with active actions of the state, when it organizes person’s and society’s health care in accordance with the
determined content of international and national law. Factors such as heredity, individual health disorders or unhealthy
and risky lifestyle may play an important role in affecting a person's health. Thus, the right to health must be understood
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as a right to resources, goods, services and conditions necessary to ensure the best possible health, but cannot be
understood as a right to be healthy (Čelkis, 2010).
The right should appear from justice. Social justice, according to Vaišvila (2002), is not legal - as is not subject
to direct understandable unity of rights and obligations: it arises not from the rights of individual, but only from the
legitimate interest, the public charity, social solidarity, from the fact that a person lives in a particular community and
that all members of this community need each other not only as subjects of the exchange of material services, but also
as a condition that being in the proximity of each other, they would have a positive influence on one another and remain
human beings. Due to this existing solidarity, a person has a moral (but not legal) right to seek that the society would
take over from him some of his duties in such cases when he is unable to help himself on the basis of the unity of rights
and obligations. Therefore, to carry out social justice – is to take over the duties of a person, who is in need of help,
using the means of state and society and bring him back into society. In other words, social justice - is the integration of
a person into society, after a market economy excluded him, or threatens to exclude him from the public, turned him, or
threatens to turn him in a socially incompetent person and therefore - a potentially dangerous force for himself and
society.
In summarizing we can say that in evaluating the health reform achievements in 20 years of independence, there
are the positive changes in our country, which ensure the patient's rights and include patients in solving the health care
issues. Despite this positive progress, the principle of social justice in health care did not become a priority for health
policy.
During the first years of the independent Lithuania, accessibility of medical and health care services was
declared as an important goal of health care system reform. Accessibility of health care services is defined as realized
possibilities by the population of certain territory in order to get one kind or the other needed medical treatment or
nursing services. Accessibility of health care services is analyzed in the financial, communicational and organizational
aspects. The research on the accessibility to ambulatory health care services revealed, that the main financial obstacles are expensive non-compensated or partially compensated medicine, and expensive paid services (especially those of
dental and medical research). Territorial obstacles, which rural people have to overcome very often - a public transport:
its availability of routes and schedules, a big distance to health care facilities. Looking at the obstacles of the
accessibility to ambulatory health care services caused by institutional and organizational characteristics of health care
institutions providing those services it was established: that one of the main organizational obstacles are the queues of
people wanting to register to health care specialists, on arrival at the treatment centers and at doctors' offices, and also
queuing in order to get examination by specialists (Tamutienė et al, 2011).
Accessibility of medical services and health indicators are directly dependent on the economic situation of the
country and material status of individual people. From the social-economic factors the stress causing factors are
especially dangerous to the health of the population - unemployment, social exclusion, social-economical inequality and
social justice violations (Buivydas, Černiauskas, 2011). These problems are especially significant in the Lithuanian
countryside. Financial situation of rural residents, especially if they are not farmers, is worse than the urban population.
Average disposable income (in cash and in kind) per household member, per month in 2001, was 314 Lt in rural areas,
in the cities - 457 Lt, farmers' income was only 250 Lt. In 2008 in rural areas they increased to 811 Lt, in the cities - up
to 1074 Lt, in the major cities - up to 1201 Lt, farmers' income amounted to 1036 Lt (Žalioji knyga, 2010).
Increased income allowed the rural population to spend more expenses on health. If in 2003, individual
consumption expenses (in cash and in kind) in rural areas for this purpose was 17,4 Lt, so in 2008. - 31,3 Lt, or 1,8
times more. In urban areas during this period, health expenses increased to a lesser extent - by 1,6 times, but according
to this indicator, rural areas still lag behind the city (Lietuvos statistikos departamentas, 2009).
Healthiest people do live not in the richest countries, but in those with the smallest difference between the
income of rich and the poor, in other words, in countries with the least economic inequality. This difference is
expressed by the Gini coefficient. In countries with high Gini coefficient (the higher it is, the higher the country's
inequality between the rich and poor population) health indicators are worse. Although Lithuania’s Gini coefficient
(6.3) is lower than in the U.S.A. (8.4), the UK (7.4) or Singapore (9.7), but it is much higher than in Sweden (4.0),
Norway (3.9 ), Finland (3.8) or Japan (3.4) (Buivydas, Černiauskas, 2011).
The fact that material well-being has the effect of on the accessibility of health services, is confirmed by
researches carried in Lithuania in 2006 (Eurostat, 2009). After dividing the respondents according to their level of
income in the five groups, it appeared that for a variety of reasons (the big distance to the medical institutions,
expensive services, patients had to wait) 4 percent of the most wealthy and 14 percent of the least financially provided
population did not receive the required medical care at least once a year. There is the concern that the inequality of the
accessibility of this type of service is increasing. Lithuanian Health Program determined to decrease these differences
by 25 percent by the year 2010, but failed to do so.
Population’s expenses for culture and recreation are also significant for health. In 2003-2008 cash and kind
expenses in rural areas have been growing faster than in the cities and from 9,3 Lt for one resident reached 23,0 Lt. The
difference of this indicator between rural and urban areas decreased, but remained significant. If in 2003 rural areas
lagged behind the city 2,9 times, so in 2008 - already twice. At the same time, the expenses spent on alcoholic
beverages increased rural areas: in 2008 they amounted to 18,3 Lt, or 2,2 times more than in 2003. Expenses for alcohol
in the city during that time increased less – 1,8 times, although in general, slightly more money is spent on alcohol in
the cities than in the countryside. Tobacco expenses in rural areas in 2008 constituted 11,5, or slightly more than in the
great cities (Lietuvos statistikos departamentas, 2009).
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An important indicator of the public welfare is poverty risk level, which is much higher in rural areas. Rural
impoverishment and its relationship to health is the focus of the WHO (Weaver et al, 2013). Poverty limits person’s
capabilities to acquire goods and services and at the same time it restricts human rights. Poverty risk level in 2005-2009
was significantly higher in rural areas than in urban. In 2009 in rural areas it was (till the payment of social benefits,
with exception of pensions) 3,1 times higher than in major urban areas and 2,2 times higher than in other cities. This
difference in 2005 was 2,7 and 2,6 times, and in 2007 - 4,1 and 2,5 times. This indicates that until the crisis (till the end
of 2009), former economic boom was most useful for major cities and the largest difference according to poverty risk
levels between them and the rural areas was in 2007. Generally, in rural areas there is much higher difference between
the poverty risk level and poverty risk level before payment of social benefits (with exception of pensions). In 2009 it
was 7,8 in the city, in the major cities - 7,0 in rural areas - 10,6 percentage points (Lietuvos statistikos departamentas,
2010).
The social status of the people in the society is being increasingly determined by education, which is one of the
most important factors that influence people's health and life expectancy. Farmers' education is particularly low. In
2006, only 6 percent of farmers had high education, 31 percent had a secondary career, 29 percent - secondary
education, and 36 per cent - only elementary education. Intellectual drain to the city, and more recently also to the other
European Union countries prevents the solution of this problem. This is detrimental to entrepreneurship and causes
scarce income of many rural residents (Lietuvos kaimo plėtros programa, 2007). On implementation of the 2007-2013
national rural development strategy priorities have been identified for provision of financial assistance to farmers (for
the realization of the innovations, strengthening of human resources, strengthening of business skills development and
abilities etc.). It should encourage the increase of education of the farmers and other rural population groups, which
directly determines the health of rural people. Scientific researches (Jievaltienė et al, 2011) have shown that rural
women use less secondary prevention program, possibly due to further distances to medical facilities, ignorance of the
seriousness of the problem, lesser accessibility to services. All these factors are often associated with lower levels of
education of rural women and lower income. Similar tendencies were also revealed in the research carried in Estonia
(Polluste, Kalda, Lember, 2009).
Essential public health indicators, such as-life expectancy, morbidity, mortality and other –are worse in rural
than in urban areas. This is due to many reasons, among which stands out socio-psychological problems and social
depression of particular part of the rural population, which are due to major social-economic changes in rural areas,
caused by the emerging free market, and the resulting social differentiation. Today, rural life is basically influenced by a
very rapid expansion of rural deagrarization. If in 2001 agriculture occupied 51 percent of the rural population, then in
2008 only 24 percent (Žalioji knyga, 2010). Thus the notion is being realized affirmed in the Lithuanian rural
development program for 2007-2013 (2007) which goal is to reduce the part of rural population engaged in agriculture.
Implementation of the National rural development strategy emphasizes the diversification of economic activities in rural
areas (refusal to work in agriculture), and the reduction of differences between urban and rural areas (rural character,
first of all stemming from agriculture). Green Book (2010) proposes a multifunctional farming for rural areas. This fact
basically admits inadequacy of the rural areas which are based on agricultural production. These challenges have a
direct impact on people’s health.
One of the public health indicators is life expectancy. Among the three Baltic countries exist significant average
life expectancy differences: in Estonia, it rose by 5-6 years (from 70 in 1990 to 75 in 2009 and to 76 years in 2010) and
in Lithuania only 1,5 years - from 71,5 to 73-year old (2009), in Latvia - from 70 to 73-year old (2009). By comparison,
in all other Central and Eastern European countries this level changed quite noticeably (for example, in the Czech
Republic, from 72 to 77-year old, in the new EU member states - from 71 to 75-year-old), while the CIS countries only
in 2009 it basically reached the limit of the year 1990 - 70 years. In Western Europe (EU 15) the average life
expectancy rose from 76,5 in 1990 to 81-year in 2009 (Gudžinskas, 2012).
Average life expectancy (ALE) in Lithuanian urban and rural areas varies unevenly (Lietuvos sveikata skaičiais,
2009). ALE of urban men in 2008, compared with the year 2000, shortened from 68 to 67,5 years, while in rural areas from 64,5 to 64 years. ALE of women during the same period in urban areas increased slightly from 78,3 to 78,6 years,
and in rural areas - from 76 to 76,1 years.
Scientific studies ( Rickards , 2011) showed, that the most important negative factors that determine the health of
rural people are:
• lower income levels
• lower employment levels
• lower education levels
• lower ' health literacy ' ( understanding of health issues )
• higher rates of daily cigarette smoking
• higher levels of risky or high -risk alcohol consumption
• lower levels of healthy exercise , and
• higher ( and Increasing ) average age .
One of the reasons of life expectancy inequalities between urban and rural areas is rural aging. Elderly and old
people living in rural areas - is socially wronged and easily vulnerable people’s group who are still left behind in
Lithuania, and there were not many researches done dealing with the quality of life of elderly people living in rural
areas. As in many European countries, the elderly people tend to live more in rural areas than in the cities. The
difference between old-age levels of urban and rural population in Lithuania is still obvious: in rural areas, people aged
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60 and over constitute 24 percent, and aged people in the cities - 18 percent of all the population. An elderly rural
person is strongly attached to his social environment and financial problems are also more relevant for them. Adult
population researches show that subjective health of people with the low income, is worse compared to those receiving
a higher income. Often, due to the larger distances between the nearest neighbors, shops, family members (children
living in urban areas), typical communication problems, more significant social isolation, feeling of loneliness, activity
limitation, relevant housing application problem (only few rural people have communal facilities in their houses, rooms
are heated by stoves). From the age of 75 the number of suicides increases, so one can hypothesize that their quality of
life is not adequate to their age (Andrijauskas et al, 2011).
The biggest influence on ALE inequalities for urban and rural people have mortality differences of the people
aged 35-45 years of urban and rural population. In 2009, standardized mortality rates of Lithuanian population (for 100
000 residents) were 888,1 in the city it, while in rural areas - 1110,0. Standardized mortality among women was
respectively, 610 and 756. In Lithuania rural people almost 1,5 times are more likely to die from cardiovascular diseases
(in rural areas 891/100000 inhabitants, in the cities - 602/100000 residents.) and almost 2 times more likely to die from
respiratory diseases (in rural areas -68/100000 inhabitants, in the cities - 36/100000 residents). Rural residents are also
more likely to die from malignant tumors, parasitic, infectious and of the digestive system diseases (Jievaltienė et al,
2011).
Mortality rate because of all main reasons in the year 2000 was higher in rural areas than in urban, except of
mortality from malignant tumors, but in 2008 mortality because from malignant tumors became higher among males
living in rural areas than living in the cities (Kalėdienė, 2010). In the period of 2000-2008 worse situation of rural
population was reflected in the changes of mortality from ischemic heart diseases and strokes - rural male mortality
from these causes was higher than in urban areas, while changes of female mortality from ischemic heart diseases were
opposite: increased mortality in rural and decreasing in urban areas. Discrepancies in changes of mortality from
cardiovascular diseases are probably related to the ineffective control of the risk factors of these diseases (hypertension,
smoking, diabetes) in rural areas. Annual report of the national Board of Health in 2010 indicates that rural female
mortality from cervical cancer is significantly higher than that of urban women.
Failure to adapt to the market economy caused the spread of alcoholism and suicides in rural areas. Suicide
problem, which is more prevalent in rural areas can be largely explained by psychological problems (Jakušovaitė,
Garškaitė, 2012). Suicide since the year 1992, became the dominant external cause of death. The biggest differences in
suicide rates of men and women in urban and rural areas were determined in 2003, when rural population committed
suicides 2,1 times more frequently than people in the city. In 2008 number of male suicides in rural areas was 1,9 times,
and that of women - 2 times more frequent than in urban areas (Lietuvos sveikata skaičiais, 2009). In Lithuania, as in
other countries (eg, Belarus (Razvodovsky, Stickley, 2009), Austria (Kapusta, Zorman, Etzersdorfer, 2008), more
suicides are recorded among men than women. Mostly young and middle-aged men living in rural areas tend to commit
suicide.
The increase in men's suicide rate during this period should be interpreted not only by social stress, but also by
the rise of alcohol abuse, and increase in alcoholic psychosis. The period of transition to a market economy had more
influence on the destructible behavior of men, especially those living in rural areas, than on behavior of women. In
2005, because of the alcohol consumption for 100,000 inhabitants there were 34,3 deaths in the city, and 40,6 deaths in
rural areas. In 2009 respectively, 28,2 deaths in the city, 35,2 - in rural areas. During that time, the difference between
urban and rural areas did not only decrease but even slightly increased (Lietuvos statistikos departamentas, 2010).
Therefore, the biggest attention should be focused on solving men's social and psychological problems and control and
prevention of alcohol consumption.
Deaths from alcohol from 2005 to 2009 for 100 000 inhabitants on average per year were 45,8 cases in rural
areas and 39,0 cases in the cities. Both urban and rural areas have significantly growing number of people suffering
from alcoholic psychosis, but rural areas have bigger number of them and it increases. If at the end of 2001 the number
for 100,000 inhabitants in the city was 55,2 and in the rural areas- 73,4 , so at the end of 2009 then number in the cities
was 91,0, and 131,4 in rural areas. Thus, in the period of 2001-2009, the number of the patients with this disease in the
cities increased 1,7 times and in rural areas - 1,8 times, and the difference of sick people between urban and rural areas
increased from 1,3 to 1,4 times. The fact that alcohol consumption in Lithuania is rapidly increasing among young
people is quite worrying. The situation is similar in Poland (Sygit, Kołłątaj et al, 2011). Alcoholic psychosis for the first
time since the year 2001 to 2009 each year was recorded more frequently in rural areas than in the cities, and its level in
rural areas during this period was about two times higher than in urban areas. If in the year 2001 for 100,000 rural
residents 30,4 cases were recorded, then in the year 2007 - 63,5 (maximum), in the year 2008 - 54,0, and in the year
2009 - 33,1 (Lietuvos statistikos departamentas, 2010).
In rural areas, the number of people with chronic alcoholism is lower than in urban areas, but from 2003 number
of the people with this disease did not decrease, but even slightly increased. For 100000 inhabitants the number of such
patients in the rural areas in 2001 was 1441,8, in 2003 - 1362,1, and in the year 2009 - 1382,0. Significantly, even
several times rural areas lag behind the city only by the usage of drugs and psychotropic substances (both by the first
time recorded, and by the number of sufferers from addiction), but even though in 2009 the number of people first time
recorded using these substances in the rural areas was basically the same as in the year 2001 (3,0 cases for 100 000
residents), so the number of people consuming these substances during that time generally increased by one third (from
21,4 to 33,7) (Lietuvos statistikos departamentas, 2010).
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In conclusion we can say, that realization of people right to health is different in rural and urban areas. This is
due to the specifics of rural life, the nature of work, greater distance to health facilities and their accessibility problems
because of transport, lifestyle and demographic features. However the main reason is the financial situation and the lag
of the level of education in rural areas comparing with the city. Spiritual well-being was not created in rural areas and
the social factors causing the stress were not liquidated. It should be noted that application of both- egalitarian justice
model (which is compiled in order to provide health care equally available to everybody), and libertarian justice model
(according to which the health care could be purchased) while dealing with social practice problems in Lithuanian rural
areas are facing difficulties.
Conclusions
The human right to health care is understood not only as a duty of the state to take care of public health, but also
as a person's right to health care, which refers the right to health resources, quality health services and their equal
accessibility, operating in accordance of solidarity and social justice principles providing health services. Evaluating the
health reform achievements in 20 years of independence, there are positive changes in our country, ensuring the
patient's rights and including the patients in solving health care issues. Despite these positive successes, the principle of
social justice in health care has not become a priority for health policy.
Realization of people right to health is different in rural and urban areas. This is due to the specifics of rural life,
the nature of work, greater distance to health facilities and their accessibility problems because of transport, lifestyle
and demographic features. However the main reason is the financial situation and the lag of the level of education in
rural areas comparing with the city. Spiritual well-being was not created in rural areas and the social factors causing the
stress were not liquidated. All this has negative effect on the health of rural people. It shows the controversy of the
contemporary rural development process and the need for more efficient implementation of the principle of social
justice in health care.
Essential public health indicators - life expectancy, morbidity, mortality, and other are worse in rural areas than
in urban areas. The part of the population in rural areas, which consider themselves healthy does not increase. This is
due to many reasons, among which stands deep social-psychological problems in of particular rural population and
social depression, which was due because of major social-economic changes in rural areas, caused by the emerging of
the free market, and the resulting social differentiation. Failure to adapt to the market economy caused the spread
alcoholism and suicide in rural areas. Poorer health of rural population is due to an insufficient accessibility of health
care services. The obstacles which limit the financial, communicational / territorial and organizational health care
accessibility have obviously a greater impact on the rural population and the poor people. They should be considered by
the creators and implementers of health policy.
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Abstract
The article analyzes the influence of clusters on rivalry of country, region, economy and sector. The article also gives the evaluation of the
condition of Lithuanian fisheries sector and the tendencies of its development. It analyzes an opportunity of formation of Lithuanian marine economy
cluster, considering fisheries sector as a component of the sector. The article highlights that fisheries sector being a component of Lithuanian marine
economy cluster will take an important place and be able to develop as a national strategic activity, cherishing and valuing the principles of
continuity. The article has been prepared having analyzed and evaluated official documents on the development of Lithuanian fisheries sector.
Key words: cluster, fishery sector, maritime, Marine sector, opportunities.

Introduction
During rapid development of economy, the importance of clusters – geographically close companies merging in
certain fields, complementing each other and practicing specific activities, is increasing. Clusters have a big influence
on the competitive ability of national or regional economy.
Lithuania does not pay enough attention to the analysis of cluster management. Only a small number of
Lithuanian scientists study this topic. Conditions for clusters to form in Lithuania are favorable as the Ministry of
Transport is quite well developed, the accessibility of business information is improving, and there are a number of
highly qualified specialists. Lithuanian companies trying to compete successfully not only inside the country or region,
but in international market as well, have to organize into clusters. It is necessary to analyze the principles of cluster
management and evaluate the opportunities for clusters of different businesses to form and develop in Lithuania.
Object of the research – Sector of Lithuanian fishery.
Aim of the article – After evaluation of Lithuanian marine fisheries sector problems, to determine the
opportunities for the sector, in the context of Lithuanian marine cluster formation.
Methodology – the analysis of scientific publications and normal/standard documents, comparative analysis,
logical findings.
Nature and principles of cluster formation
Cluster formation is determined by many different factors. Sometimes the appearance of clusters is inspired by
scientific researches or favorable geographical location and other existing economical factors. Another precondition for
cluster formation can be an unusual or a very big local demand. An already existing cluster can be a foundation for a
related appearance. Similarly, activity of one or more innovative companies can encourage the formation of the others
and finally become a cluster (Kazlauzkaite, 2003).
The following elements are necessary for clusters to form:
 Space closeness between the companies of the same industry or industrial groups;
 Closeness for markets,
 Specialized work force for gatherings,
 Suppliers of equipment necessary for manufacturing,
 Access of specific natural recourses or infrastructure,
 Low costs of contracts due to geographical nearness and access to information of the companies
(participants).
Clusters joining certain classes of products or services have a long lasting life cycle. Rosenfeld (2003) singled
out the following stages of cluster formation: incubation (embryonic), rising (increase), maturity or decline.
Other authors (Andersson, Hansson, Serger, Sörvik, 2004) distinguished between 5 stages of cluster existence
(fig.1).

Agglomeration

Making cluster

Growing
cluster

Mature
cluster

Transformation

Figure 1. Cycle of cluster existence
Source: Andersson, T., Serger, S. S., Sörvik, J., Hansson, E. W. (2004). The cluster policies whitebook. Malmö: IKED, p. 29.
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The comparison of differently interpreted cycles of cluster existence showed that clusters form in regions or
countries with companies and other market shares practicing the same or similar activity. A cluster is developing and
increasing uniting a growing number of companies. Having reached the maturity stage cluster can collapse or transform
so causing the appearance of new clusters. For clusters to survive and develop its participants need to pursue novelties
and provide consumers with the latest advantages.
When analyzing clusters it is necessary to discuss their benefit for countries, regions and companies.
Modern rivalry depends on the efficiency not on the efforts made or the size of an individual company.
Efficiency depends on how the companies compete not where they compete. Modernity which the companies use to
compete is influenced by the quality of business environment. In nowadays market companies are not capable of
competing unless they use the latest technologies, and in order to achieve competitive advantage they have to organize
into clusters (Porter, 1998).
Cincikaite ir Kavaliauskiene (2004) present methods singled by Porter 2000 how clusters influence the rivalry of
regions:
 increase the efficiency of companies forming cluster and industries;
 improve adaptation of companies and industries to innovations and in that way increase their efficiency;
 encourage the establishment of new businesses supporting innovation, thus expanding cluster limits.
Poor regions face problems forming clusters.
Clusters establishing new companies and supporting the growth of innovation need loan or capital. In the
growing cluster which depends on technologies, investment can be big. Merging and saturation of banking and risk
capital is a problem of poor and isolated regions. Loan providers prefer nearby clients that can be controlled and helped.
Remote institutions that do not have enough information about clusters and their markers are less likely to take risk. In
some places clusters can develop relationship with local bankers, some understand their needs but the majority does not.
Participants with low income lack credit except family savings and small loans for the beginning (Rosenfeld, 2003).
Problems of cluster formation and development can be solved. First, enough attention should be paid to the
understanding of clusters and politics, the evaluation of opportunities and dangers. If clusters are misunderstood or its
advantages are not fully used, they can collapse.
It is also important to evaluate the role of governmental institutions in the formation of clusters.
Business, not government form clusters (Rosenfeld, 2003). However, clusters like all other companies, could not
grow successfully in a region with unfavorable conditions for their establishment and development made by the
government.
Governments played an important role in the formation of most clusters in the world. In order for technological
businesses to develop governments should create mechanisms reducing risk that private businessmen face establishing
new companies. Practice confirmed that governments have to carry out two means:
 Stimulate the coming of private risk capital to technological companies using commonly financed programs,
 Reduce risk of companies carrying out researches and developmental works.
However, government has to understand what it finances and should not finance some companies at the expense
of the other companies. Government must finance pre-competitive company research, the results of which must be
acceptable to the society.
Cluster development opportunities in Lithuania
No country including Lithuania, can achieve international rivalry in all industries. There are neither enough
resources nor competence. Therefore, it is important to choose how such competitive ability will be grounded. It is also
obvious that it is difficult for single participants of the market (no matter what they are – business, industry, science,
country government) alone to achieve the quality required by the new economy. The key to the decision is partnership
network, clusters, other forms of corporate activity as only in such structures synergetic effect is generated, each
interest-group best realizes its aims, and is most productive (Juevicius, 2002, 2006, Jucevicius, Puidokas, 2006,
Jucevicius, Rybakova, Sajeva, 2007).
The importance of clusterization is defined by the logics of economical activity and tendencies of corporate
industry and business development. The key reason - the increasing international rivalry and economical structure
existing in Lithuania at present, determine the fact that companies shall have to combine the two qualities:
 ability to compete in lower prices
 innovation.
Companies will not be able to do it on their own as many factors determining their efficiency do not depend on
them. Therefore, an efficient business system is necessary. It is publicly acknowledged that no business system has to
be founded on cluster principles. It would be difficult to find a competitive country with clusters not playing an
important role in its economical system. (Jucevicius, Rybakova, Sajeva, 2007). Thus, in the future Lithuanian
companies can be forced to merge to form a cluster as staying in the competitive market of country and competing
world widely individually can be impossible.
The main reasons why company clusters in Lithuania form slowly:
 lack of trust between the subjects of cluster;
 different technological and managerial level of various business subjects;
 poorly developed business information systems;
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 lack of competence in business partnership;
 lack of enterprise;
 inefficient professional and branch associations;
 an inefficient innovation system (2007 – 2013 program of economical growth, 2006).
Lithuania has many interferences impeding cluster development, thus efforts to get rid of them should be made.
Cluster formation and cooperation in Lithuania could be encouraged by:
 creation of information system storing information on opportunities of local or international cooperation and
providing economical subjects with them;
 improvement of activity of specialized institutions providing economical subjects with the information on
possibilities of joining international projects financed by PHARE, SAPARD and other funds, and helping
them to use the opportunities practically and improve their activity (Ciburiene, Kersiene, 2002).
Assumptions of cluster formation and development can be put in the following key groups:
 Common conditions influencing the development of all companies both working individually and in
agglomerations;
 External factors having a specific influence on the process of clusterization;
 Internal factors (tendencies of specialization, formation of essential competence, related interaction between
expansion of clusters, etc.) in certain cluster (potential or existing) (Centre of Economical research, 2002).
Condition of Lithuanian fishery sector and opportunities for cluster formation
Fishing is one of the oldest employments of humankind and it is directly associated with the exploitation of fish –
the living aquatic resources. For a very long time, the fisheries were run according to the principle of ‘catch as many
fish as you can’. Later, however, with the development of the major fishery sector in the second half of the 20th century
and with the increasing consumer demand for fish and seafood products, fishery resources faced significant decline due
to extensive over fishing. Therefore, measures had to be taken in order to prevent the over fishing of the fish of
spawning age, which could still ensure sufficient regeneration of their populations.
The marine fishery sector based only on short-term economic priorities faced the serious threat of destruction of
the major source of its income.
In pursuance of the development of Lithuanian fishery sector, the necessity for paying more attention to rational
usage of the fish stocks, improvement of environment quality, making better conditions for the development of microand small enterprises, promoting lifelong learning was highlighted in the National Strategic Plan of the Lithuanian
Fishery Sector for 2007–2013.
The National Strategic Plan of the Lithuanian Fishery Sector for 2007–2013 (2006) was prepared in accordance
to the principles of the EU methodological culture.
The plan outlines, that Lithuanian fisheries is a sector related with the management, protection and restocking of
fish resources, fishing, aquaculture, fish processing and marketing, first sale and buying of fishery products. 4 main
branches of the fisheries sector are developed in the country:
1. Marine fishery (fishing in the high seas, in the Baltic Sea and in the coastal zone of the Baltic Sea).
2. Inland waters fishery.
3. Aquaculture.
4. Fish processing industry and marketing
Fishery companies are in all Lithuanian regions. The biggest number of them is situated in Klaipeda area making
81,3% of all fishery companies. Marine fishery, fish processing, fishing in the biggest pool of Inland Waters – Curonian
Lagoon is developed here. Other fishery companies – aquaculture and fish processing companies – are spread all around
the country.
Lithuanian fishery sector is closely related with marine matters. Activity of fishing companies is connected with
the structures of sea port: the Lithuanian Maritime Safety Administration and Klaipeda State Seaport Authority. A
fishing port in the mouth of river Smiltele built for mooring and keeping fishing boats of the Baltic Sea is in the
territory of Klaipeda State Sea Port. Fishing companies use services of all ship building, ship repair and logistics
companies located in the Port.
In 2004 Lithuania joined the EU and together with the other members of the EU is creating and implementing
Common Fishery politics. Membership and financial support from the European Community for fishery according to
Lithuanian Common programming document and its supplement, helped Lithuania to adjust its fishery sector to
working in European Community market and to reform administration system accordingly.
The given information illustrates the complexity of management of the fishery sector. All institutions
administering the activity of fishery sector are scattered all around Lithuania, their activity coordination is very
complicated, and therefore, the logics of work efficiency dictates the necessity for the formation of marine economy
cluster, considering principles of the continuous development.
Another obvious problem of fishery sector is constantly falling fishing quotas.
Cod fishing season is also constantly being shortened. In 2006 it was allowed to fish 246 days a year, in 2007
fishing season 25–27 ICES (International Council for the Exploration of the Sea) in the fishing territory was reduced to
222 days, and in 2008 it to 178 days, i.e. almost 28 percent less than in 2006, 2008 it was allowed to fish 223 days a
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year, 2009 - 201 days, 2010 - 181 days, 2011 and 2012 - 163 days.(Counsil of regulation - 1404/2007, 1322/2008,
1226/2009, 1124/2010, 1256/2011).
Fishery sector faces economical problems which include fishing organization and realization of raw product.
Evaluating the aims and priorities of fishery sector it is necessary to state the main strategic aim of the sector
formed by Lithuanian fisheries sector in the National Strategic Plan for 2007–2013. The aim is as follows: to promote
sustainable development of the fisheries sector and enhance its competitiveness, ensure economic, environmental and
social sustainability, protection and restocking of the fish resources.
Seeking to implement the common goal of the National Strategic Plan and the Operational Programme, it has
been decided to implement the measures according to all five priority axes identified in Council Regulation (EC) No
1198/2006:
1. Measures for the adaptation of the fishing fleet.
2. Aquaculture, inland fishing, processing and marketing of fishery and aquaculture products.
3. Measures of common interest.
4. Sustainable development of the fisheries areas.
5. Technical assistance.
The National Strategic Plan describes the development of the Lithuanian fisheries sector coordinated with the
Lithuanian social, regional, environment protection policy, protection and increase of fish resources, fostering of water
biological diversity and landscape. While preparing and implementing the National Strategic Plan, great attention is
paid to the rational exploitation of fish resources (“Marine fishery”), sustainable inland fishing, development of
aquaculture and fish processing industry and marketing (“Inland waters fishery”, “Aquaculture”, “Fish processing
industry and marketing”), sustainable development of fisheries areas (“Sustainable development of fisheries areas”),
efficient management (“System of management”), development of scientific research and human resources (“Scientific
research and human resources”), measures of common interest. All priority axes and measures described in this
Operational Programme have been selected, seeking to implement the goals and objectives set in the National Strategic
Plan and following the provisions defined in article 19 of Council Regulation (EC) No 1198/2006.
All presented information clearly shows that in order to achieve a constant development of Lithuanian fisheries
sector, it is necessary to continually analyze and evaluate problems of the sector and implement means named in the
National Strategic Plan of Lithuanian fisheries sector for 2007–2013.
Forming a cluster of Lithuanian fisheries sector, it is recommended to take it as a part of Lithuanian Marine
economy. In my opinion and considering general common features of clusters, evaluating principles of continuous
development in Lithuania, a cluster of Lithuanian marine economy needs to be formed joining not only fisheries
sector but also other activities of Lithuanian marine economy.
The World Wide Fund for Nature predicts that due to the declining fish stocks and slow cut in quotas, more and
more fishing areas will appear in the Baltic Sea. Currently, the biggest haul of fish is caught and the biggest negative
impact on the ecosystem is caused to the eastern and southern parts of the Baltic Sea (The Feasibility Study on the
Development of the Lithuanian Maritime sector, 2011).

The analysis of the fisheries sector shows that the level of clustering here is low. The subsector is
dominated by a few leaders, and the majority of other companies are small.
Potential aims of clustering:
Dissemination of information and establishment / development of communications. Development
of the opportunities for small fish-processing companies to get into associations by disseminating
information about the benefit of associations.
f business and research institutions:
o Ship automation;
o Development of fishing equipment;
o Development and application of aquaculture technologies. Internationalization.
er advantage of quota exchange
opportunities.
The Lithuanian maritime sector is a complex system of education of specialists capable of meeting the needs of
various branches of marine business (maritime transport, seaports and their infrastructure, the coastal zone resources
exploiting industry, recreation, etc.), marine fundamental and applied research, and respective areas of business and
science (The Feasibility Study on the Development of the Lithuanian Maritime sector, 2011).
The Lithuanian maritime fisheries sector is studied as a part of this system.
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Figure 2. Structure of Lithuanian maritime sector system
Source: The Feasibility Study on the Development of the Lithuanian Maritime sector, 2011.

It is important to form such cluster of Lithuanian Marine economy that with minimal investment could create the
most favorable conditions for harmonious development of Lithuania and needs of people living by the sea. Marine
economy cluster has to be modeled like an object of scientific research considering principles of continuous
development.
Conclusions
A number of factors influence the formation of clusters. They can appear due to favorable geographical position
of companies, big local demand, and develop from related cluster. Favorable conditions are necessary for cluster
formation. A consistent analysis of the existing clusters evaluating given advantages for regions and individual
economical sectors needs to be carried out.
Governmental institutions can not form clusters however they have to create favorable conditions for cluster
formation and development. Clusters increasing efficiency, give benefit not only for companies inside the cluster or
scientific institutions but for all country or region, thus the government has to try to make proper cluster policy. In the
countries with governments initiating contests related with cluster formation or development, there are a number of
companies preparing such projects.
National strategic plan of Lithuanian fishery sector for 2007–2013 years was prepared considering the necessity
to guarantee the development of the sector and increase of rivalry ensuring economical, environmental and social
stability, preservation and renewal of fish resources, rationally combining business competitiveness and productivity,
rational consumption of resources and solution of social problems. Integrated development of fishery has to ensure an
even and inter-coordinated activity of all links of fish products’ moving cycle complying with the traditions of strategic
management of Lithuania and EU. The plan highlights the importance of improving the quality of environment,
necessity to create better conditions for the development of very small and small companies, encourage lifelong
learning.
Formation of Lithuanian marine economy cluster would have a positive influence on the continuous development
of the sector. Making decisions necessary for the management of fisheries sector, not only efficiently working
governmental institutions, associated structures, their mutual cooperation are necessary but also detailed, systemic,
timely information. Solving issues related to the development of fisheries sector it is necessary to provide all subjects of
fishery economy or its groups with equal opportunities to represent their interests. In order to coordinate the questions
on the use of resources, business efficiency and social questions, development, support and strengthening of the
associated public structures of the fisheries sector, encouragement of active work and the development of cooperation
are essential. It is logical to evaluate Lithuanian fisheries sector as a constituent of Lithuanian marine economy
considering principles of cluster formation given by Porter to form a cluster of Lithuanian marine economy where
fisheries sector would take an important place and will be able to develop as a national strategic activity natured and
developed evaluating the principles of continuity.
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A New Model for Cash Management
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Abstract
Working capital, business financing is one of the most important issues. Examined under four main headings based on working capital
management. these are, cash management, credit management, inventory management, and short-term borrowings. Each one of these issues and to
decide on its own to manage important financial topics.
Conventional approaches are created for cash management optimization (Baumol, Miller-Orr and Beranek) on cash management, time value
of money and it does not take into account the risks involved. In this context, the financial structure of modern affordable modern models are needed.
Conventional approaches in the management of cash generated in this study the positive and negative aspects of the past, will be investigated
and tried to create a new cash management optimization model.
Key Words: Cash Management, Optimization , Working Capital.

Introductıon
Working capital is one of the most important issues of financial management issues. Working capital
management enterprises, financial managers devote the most time issues (Okka: 2006, 180). Working capital Total
current assets consisted of the entity, the entity's net working capital is current assets remaining after removal of shortterm debt. From this structure, working capital, cash, inventories, receivables and payables are short-term. Working
capital structure is as seen in the following figure is an important part of cash and cash management.
Although it varies depending on the level of working capital in each operating mode 50 % of the balance sheet
manufacturing enterprises, wholesale and retail enterprises, the balance sheet is generally composed of 70 % gross
working capital (Aydın, Başar,Coşkun: 2007, 172).
Working capital was a lot of work on the impact of business performance and profitability:
Soenen (1993) U.S. firms, funds and assets obtained in experimental study on profitability has revealed that a
negative relationship between these two variables.
DELOOF (2003) 1992-1996 using data from firms in Belgium between working capital and cash conversion
period has determined that the negative relationship between.
Eljelly (2004) in his study on Saudi Arabian companies investigated the relationship between profitability and
liquidity of firms and as a result has found a negative relationship.
Lazaridis and Tryfonidis (2006) 2001-2004 between Greek companies make sense for a negative relationship
between working capital and profitability results.
Öz and Gungor (2007) Turkish firms make use of the data for the years 1992-2005 studies examined the
relationship between working capital and profitability of firms. Profitability receivables turnover, inventory turnover,
working capital debt indicators such as turnover and net trading period has been found to be a negative correlation
between.
Şamiloğlu and Demirgüneş (2008) 1998-2007 aspects of working capital as a result of years of work, including
trade receivables, inventories, and between leverage and profitability is negative and statistically significant results.
Appuhami (2008) in a study in Thailand working capital, capital expenditures examined the effect of exchange.
As a result, working capital has been found to have a significant impact on the capital expenditures.
Common finding of the studies conducted on the level of profitability and a negative relationship between firm
performance is that the working capital. Accordingly, reduction of working capital requirement arises to increase the
value of the company.
Cash management is also an important element of working capital as one of the most active and analysis, cash
management becomes important. As mentioned above, in order to increase business profitability, cash management, to
reduce the level of cash. As the reason for this, the amount of cash held producing alternative cost (Brealey, Myers and
Marcus: 1997, 560). Lowers the level of cash in order to increase business profitability commemorate a very short-term
obligations may not be able (Okka: 2006, 180). In this respect, it is important optimization of the level of cash.
Cash Position Optimization
Many methods have been developed in connection with cash management businesses. Boumol in these methods,
Beranek, Miller-Orr, Stone, the most remarkable ones. Specified models, respectively, will be examined briefly.
II-a Baumol Model
In this model, the future cash inflows and outflows of the entity Estimates can be absolutely agree. Entity's cost
of cash management and cash optimization is being carried out by creating a function that will minimize the cost of
acquisition (Okka: 2006, 190).
All-in Cost = b

T
C
i
C
2

(1)
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1 is created in accordance with the function C based derivative to 0, the lowest level of costs found that
minimization of the function is synchronized. Accordingly, the function is as follows.
C=

2bT
i

(2)
A: Cash Amount
b: Cash cost of acquisition
T: Annual Cash Requirements
C / 2: Average Cash Position
This model is absolutely necessary to know the cash flows and annual cash needs. In addition, cash flows are
expected to act properly. This approach is not suitable for the actual financial structure. In today's economic climate, it
is not possible to say that the smooth movement of cash flows.
II-b Beranek Model
Even though it has a similar structure to the model of Baumol model Beranek split between the main subject
Beranek'in acceptance of the standard deviation of cash flows (Ceylan: 2001, 252). Basically, cash flows, cash flows
properly acknowledged properly distributed evenly distributed and can be controlled by the entity recognizes it.
According to this model, the marginal return on financial investment of cash and cash transformed point will be equal to
the marginal cost of failure is considered to be an optimum level of cash (Ceylan: 2001, 253).
II-c Miller-Orr Model
Miller-Orr model, cash flows and net cash flows are assumed to be predicted by the standard deviation of the
average level of cash-Z was released in the H and L levels (Okka: 2006, 192). Accordingly, the calculation of the
amount of cash the level of Z are as follows:

3b 2
4i
H = 3Z  2L

Z=L3

(3)

Z: Average Cash Amount
H: Max. Cash Amount
L: Min Cash Amount
b: The Cost of Cash
 : Standard Deviation of Net Cash Flows
Daily cash flow Operating cash management will remain between H and L, increasing cash in reducing the H
level to the level of investment exceeds the Z direction. Cash drops below level L to obtain cash by selling financial
investments and cash level will increase to Z.
II-d Stone Modeli
Baumol and Miller-Orr Model, introduced by Stone criticism which has been developed within the framework of
this model, a stochastic modeling based on the assumption that cash flows can be random, without statistical
calculations used in previous periods, the control limits are determined in the cash flows (Sayılgan, 2003). This is a
model that has been developed on the determination of how the boundaries of any model is to develop business itself.
III Cash Management Model
Scope III-a model
Businesses have an important place in working capital management, optimization of cash assets, cash assets,
there is too much cost and cash needs that arise during the alternative is to minimize the costs incurred in obtaining
cash.III-c Modelin Sınırları
Baumol model of cash flows, as well as what businesses they know exactly what the Miller-Orr model is unclear
as to the exact meaning. Stone model is considered here as a suggestion.
A portion of a portion of cash inflows and cash outflows businesses can predict and can not figure out
planlayabilirken a portion of the cash inflows and outflows. Predictable cash flows, cash and risk management model
does not need any cash and risk management should not be applied to not only the unpredictable cash inflows and
outflows.
Propositions in the light of this expected cash ( C B ),unexpected positive cash ( C P ), unexpected negative cash
( C N )is important to determine current levels. Detection of these levels should be as follows:

C P = (1   1 )  ( 2   2 ) Max
C P = (1 )  ( 2   2 ) Norm.

(4)
(5)
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C B = 1   2

(6)
(7)

C N = (1 )  ( 2   2 ) Norm.
C N = (1   1 )  ( 2   2 ) Max

(8)

1 : Positive cash flows, based on the average time period
 2 : Negative cash flows, based on the average time period
 1 : Positive cash flows based on the time zone specified in the standard deviation of the
 2 : Negative in the time zone specified in the standard deviation of cash flows
As we have seen five levels have been established cash flows. C B the level of minimum cash level of the entity
But the operation C N Max. Max up until the day an unexpected or C P Max negative cash level may reach the level of
positive cash daily unexpected Possession of property as a result of unexpected cash up to the level of negative cash
will be protected from unexpected cash outflow shocks, as well as alternative costs arising from to attempt more cash at
least at level will suffer. Cash held at the level of the average C N max and C B minimum will be allowed to descend to
the level of the maximum shall be allowed to rise to the level of max. Exceeding these limits by adding new cash
business or Max. be upgraded to the level of, or more cash Max. will be reduced to the level of financial investment.
III-b Model Testing
Entity X as given below to get a 30-day cash flows, cash acquisition cost of $ 5 and a monthly interest rate (i)
Assuming that 1%, according to this model is created and the Miller-Orr model of cash and cash levels compare with
the level of:
Table 1. SampleCash Flow ( TL: Turkish Lira )
Number of Days
(TL) Positive Cash Flow
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
Cash Flow Averages
Cash Flow STD Deviationsı

123
233
132
211
243
13
23
24
143
211
32
43
78
245
123
233
132
211
243
12
23
24
143
11
32
43
78
245
54
149
117
85,88713524

(TL) Negative Cash Flow
101
102
104
98
253
12
234
121
1
24
78
23
56
32
23
123
212
12
34
153
234
12
76
43
87
12
24
5
11
100
80
73,07439132

161

(TL) Net Cash Flow
22
131
28
113
-10
1
-211
-97
142
187
-46
20
22
213
100
110
-80
199
209
-141
-211
12
67
-32
-55
31
54
240
43
49
37
115,2177648
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According to the model established is the average amount of cash to keep the business in the hands of:
C N Max :- ((117- 85,8871) – (80+ 73,0743))= 121,9614 TL
This level resulting from the entity's net cash deficit, the largest level. Accordingly, the enterprise maintains in
cash per TL 121.9614 largely has never shortage of cash. C P Max up to a maximum point is that the level of operating
cash will be:
C P Max : ((117+85,8871)-(80-73,0743))= 195,9614 TL
Cash level allowable minimum level

C B will be up to:

C B = (117-80)= 37 TL
Accordingly, the level of operating cash levels will be between 37 TL and TL 195.9614 and 121.9614
approaching these limits be increased or reduced to the level of TL.
Miller-Orr model, the level of the Z 438.2452 170.7484 TL and TL with H level to the level of business will not
make any operation.
2
Z = 37  3 3(5)(115,21) = 170,7484 TL ve H= (3x 170,7484)-(2x37) = 438,2452 TL
4(0,01)

According to these calculations, the Miller-Orr model, while the newly developed model, the alternative cost of
the alternative cost of TL 1.7074 TL 1.2196 respectively. Alternatively, the high levels of costs calculated the difference
between cash levels will increase even more.
Result
According totheanalysis ofthe samplecash flows fromour modelis understoodto bemore effective. Miller-Orr cash
management model is a newly created model is understood that a more efficient and cost-effective alternative. In
addition, cash limits of the new model is narrower than the Miller-Orr model also has a flexible structure. This model is
a useful modeltobetter manageworking capital for small businesses.
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Enhancing the Competitiveness of Tourism Through Cultural Heritage as a
Tourism Product
L. Jeroscenkova, M. Kruzmetra, B. Rivza
Latvia University of Agriculture
Abstract
Tourism in Europe and worldwide has become one of the strategic directions of economic development and employment. Tourism business
has expanded also in Latvia. The present trends raise questions: does tourism as an economic industry has growth prospects under the increasing
competition and what are the most essential preconditions for reaching these prospects? The information obtained in the present research indicates
that rural women see possibilities for further development of tourism as a diversification business and attach importance to cultural heritage in a
tourism product.
Keywords: diversification, tourism, tourism product, cultural heritage, entrepreneurship.

Introduction
Tourism in Europe and worldwide has become one of the strategic directions of economic development and
employment. The role played by tourism, for both businesses and citizens, has grown considerably in recent decades.
According to estimates from the European Commission’s Directorate-General for Enterprise and Industry, tourism
accounts for more than 5 % of the EU-27’s gross domestic product (GDP). The tourist accommodation sector employs
2.4 million people in the EU-27, and total employment within the whole of the EU-27’s tourism industry is estimated to
be between 12 million and 14 million people. (Tourism ...)
The EU Parliament’s resolution (2010/2206(INI)) highlights that rural tourism and agritourism should be
properly supported, being sectors that improve the quality of life, bring economic and income-source diversity to rural
areas, create jobs in these regions, keep people there and thus prevent depopulation and establish a direct link with the
promotion of traditional, ecological and natural food products; observes, in this respect, the importance of ensuring full
access to the transport network and to the Internet and IT infrastructure in these areas; believes that this will help to
achieve the objective of promoting new forms of tourism, extending the tourist seasons and redistributing tourism
activities between areas of high tourism concentration and areas with strong but insufficiently exploited tourism
potential. (European Parliament, 2011)
Tourism business has expanded in Latvia. The goal of the tourism development in Latvia is to facilitate tourism
as a significant branch of industry and to foster the growth of tourism share in the direct and indirect revenues, as well
as to develop an attractive image of Latvia and to promote Latvia as a tourist destination in the international tourism
markets (Tautsaimniecibas vienota strategija, 2004).
Table 1. Number of individuals serviced at hotels and other tourist accommodations
Year

Total

Hotels, resort
hotels and motels

2011 year
1584996
1297715
2012 year
1644758
1347170
2013 Quarter 1 - 2
772431
650962
Source: www.csb.gov.lv/statistikas-temas/turisms-galvenie- raditaji-30322.html

Including
Tourist
accommodations
equated to hotels
114783
140525
52424

Other tourist
accommodations
172498
157063
...

With increase in the number of consumers of tourism services, the contribution of tourism as an industry to the
national economy has also increased. In 2001, total income gained from tourism amounted to EUR 134 million,
whereas in 2011 it reached EUR 551, accounting for 2.7% of the country’s GDP (Tourism ...). The present trends raise
questions – does tourism as an industry have growth prospects under the increasing competition and how the national
cultural heritage as a tourism product can foster the development of the tourism industry.
Research aim. The goal of the survey reflected in the paper was to find out 1/ to what extent rural women who
had engaged in tourism business were ready to integrate cultural heritage into tourism products and 2/ what are the most
essential preconditions for the cultural heritage to become a significant tourism product?
The following research methods were employed: document analysis, statistical analysis, and a survey of experts
and individuals engaged in tourism business. Within the present research, a survey of rural women (N=214) who
represented a quite large territory of the country from the border zone along Lithuania in the south to that along Estonia
in the north and from Kurzeme in the west to Latgale in the east and who daily dealt with cultural heritage in their rural
environment was conducted in the summer of 2013.
Economic diversification theoretical assumptions – the global processes such as technological progress,
commercialisation, and globalisation cause many transitions, of which diversification and multifunctionality are very
significant – serve as a methodological basis for the present research. A special focus is put on the nature, role, and
manifestations of these phenomena in the aspects of spatial development and sustainability of rural areas. Relevant
international scientific institutions (Natural Resource Institute, UK; PADIMA, FAO Livlihood Support Programme) as
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well as scientists (Van der Ploeg J., Van Huylenbroeck G., Durand G., Wilson G.A.) have contributed to research on the
phenomena. In the result, multifunctionality of rural economy and farming has become one of the most analysed
phenomena and is recognised as a driver of economic growth. It expands both in economically developed countries
such as the USA (OECD) and European Union Member States (Aguglia L,. Henke R., Poppe K., Roest A., Salvioni C.,
Esposti R.: Šimkova E.; Miljkovic M. M., Bilali H., Berjan S.) and in least developed countries in Asia, Africa, and
Latin America. Scientists have also focused on the processes taking place in the Baltic States (Herslund L., Rivza B.,
Kruzmetra M., Liscova A., Jirgena H.). The stage of economic maturity, if applied geographically broadly, leads to
weak, moderate, and strong effects of multifunctionality (Wilson G.A.), which becomes one of the directions of further
research to identify prospects for some diversification option.
Research results and discussion
The expansion of rural tourism over the recent years raises a question – is it as an option of diversification of the
economy and farming at the stage of explosion or one can forecast the strengthening, expansion, and sustainability of
this diversification option, exploiting the nation’s cultural heritage as a tourism product.
Association of cultural heritage with tourism as a kind of entrepreneurship
An analysis of the survey results shows that, first, the respondents may be classified into three distinctive groups,
based on their opinion on cultural heritage as a component of their entrepreneurship. Group 1 consists of women
(10.7% of the total) who are not interested in exploiting cultural business in entrepreneurship, i.e. in business
diversification or tourism; Group 2 (41.1%) is those who would like to do it in the nearest future, but Group 3 (48.2%)
is women who already do it now. Thus, 89.3% of the women are interested in using the nation’s cultural heritage.
Second, the survey results enabled us also to identify the key cultural heritage products that are produced and
sold as goods or provided as services by the representatives of Group 3. These products, first of all, are foodstuffs
(29.1%) (mostly cheese, bread, smoked meat). Needlework is in the second position with 20.4% (knittings, fancyworks,
crochets, and textiles). Of the respondents, 7.8% said that they produced national costumes and national musical
instruments. A considerable product is also traditional bathhouse services – this was the area of activity for 1.9% of the
respondents. The production of pottery as well as other goods was also mentioned. One in ten women mentioned that
she was involved in various folklore activities, either as an organiser or as a participant, thus contributing to maintaining
such an element of national cultural heritage as national traditions.
The representatives of both Group 2 and Group 3 stressed that knowledge was needed, especially specific
knowledge particularly for the development of cultural heritage products. The women questioned believed that the most
adequate way of obtaining such knowledge would be several day workshops and courses. Besides, one in five women
also stressed the need for continuous self-education. Particularly the respondents of Group 3 – women engaged in
associating cultural heritage with their business – especially stressed the need of learning. Of the women of this group,
85.4% mentioned the need of continuous learning.
Necessity and prospects for maintaining cultural heritage
Maintaining cultural heritage as a value has become one of the global scale issues in the beginning of the 21 st
century. Therefore, the authors also identified the opinions of rural women regarding this problem and the factors that
affect this situation.
After analysing the survey results, the authors could conclude that the women who were, to a greater or smaller
extent, engaged in maintaining cultural heritage (respondents of Groups 2 and 3), were convinced that there are
prospects for cultural heritage and that the quality and use of cultural heritage would definitely increase in future. This
idea was supported by 61.4% of the women of Group 2 and 83.5% of women of Group 3. As the main reasons why it is
important to develop, preserve, and popularise cultural heritage products, the women mentioned such factors as the
necessity to preserve evidence about the past for future generations (55.4%), globalisation threats (24.4%), and income
generation (20.3%) (Fig.1).
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80,0%
70,3%
70,0%
58,4%

60,0%
50,0%

Because globalisation takes over
the world

45,7%

42,9%

To preserve evidence about the past
to future generations

40,0%
32,5%

To generate income

30,0%
23,4%
20,0%
10,0%

11,4%
9,1%
6,3%

0,0%
No interest

Not now, but I’d
like it

Yes, I already
do it

Figure 1. Factors determining why it is important to develop and maintain the products of cultural heritage
Source: authors’ construction based on the survey.

Of course, the women of Group 3, who are already engaged in associating cultural heritage values with their
business, have a deeper understanding of the processes taking place both in the world and in the country and are
maximally interested in gaining income from this occupation. Of the women of this group, 70% mentioned that income
generation was a very significant factor, and it has to be taken into account that using cultural heritage in their
entrepreneurship has become a product of economic activity and a source of income.
Factors affecting the positions of cultural heritage
In the survey, the authors identified the respondents’ opinions on the factors affecting the positions of cultural
heritage.
All the women questioned associated the development of cultural heritage products mostly with the public’s
attitude to this phenomenon – 41.1% of them mentioned it. A quite essential role is also played by the educational level
of people (29.2%) as well as a supportive government policy (20.2%), while the most insignificant role is played by
scientific discoveries on cultural heritage (9.5%) (Fig.2).
25,0%

19,9%

20,0%
16,9%

17,7%
Government policy

15,0%

Educational level of people
Scientific discoveries

11,2%
9,8%

10,0%

Public attitude
8,2%

7,4%
4,4%

5,0%
1,6% 1,6%

1,4%
0,0%

0,0%
No interest

Not now, but I’d like it

Yes, I already do it

Figure 2. Factors affecting the development of cultural heritage
Source: authors’ construction based on the survey.

The above-mentioned opinions as well as this opinion were mainly shared by the respondents of Group 3 who
were engaged in associating cultural heritage values with their business. They, compared with the other respondents,
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appreciated, to a greater extent, a supportive government policy for cultural heritage development, with 1.6% of the
respondents of Group 1, 7.4% of those of Group 2, and 11.2% of those of Group 3 supporting it.
The government support policy plays a special role in encouraging the production of cultural heritage products,
as support may be provided by covering or reducing the cost of a market place, reducing the tax burden, and
popularising such products by granting a special distinctive mark. A positive effect of government support policies may
be seen in such countries as Lithuania and Poland where special laws regarding national cultural heritage products have
been passed. In Latvia, too, such a law is necessary. Its elaboration was already started in 2007, yet, this legal initiative
was not a priory anymore due to the change of governments.
Product chain from the producer to the consumer
Since cultural heritage has become a product of economic activity and a source of income for a quite large
proportion of the respondents, the authors also focused on the product chain from the producer to the consumer.
Presently in Latvia, cultural heritage products may be mainly purchased at so called “green fairs”, at fairs held during
various social events, at shops/kiosks, and at the place of producers themselves – farmers and craftsmen who often have
the status of self-employed or less frequently – the status of individual merchant.
25,0%
22,8%
19,2%

20,0%

17,3%
15,0%
13,0%

At fairs, “green fairs”
At gift shops

10,6%

At the places of farmers

10,0%
6,8%
5,4%
5,0%
3,0%
1,9%
0,0%
No interest

Not now, but I’d like it

Yes, I already do it

Figure 3. Shopping sites for traditional cultural heritage products
Source: authors’ construction based on the survey.

According to the rural women questioned, various fairs, including “green fairs, serve as the main market for their
products (47.4%). The second most accessible marketplace is the places of these producers of goods and providers of
services (30.9%). Only 21.7%, according to the respondents, of the cultural heritage products may be purchased at
shops and special kiosks (Fig.3). Since all the kinds of fairs, as a marketplace, dominate, supportive conditions set in the
legislation might be a significant factor facilitating the entry of cultural heritage products into the market; it may be
ensured by finishing the lasting elaboration of the national cultural heritage law, which would provide certain support
for certified sales of cultural heritage products.
Conclusions
1. The findings of the survey reveal that the majority (89.3%) of the rural women engaged in tourism business
regard the cultural heritage as a variant of tourism products. The greater half of them (48.2%) already does it, while the
smaller half (41.1%) are going to start this activity in the nearest future, offering both goods and services.
2. Essential preconditions for increasing the role of cultural heritage in tourism products, according to the
respondents, are:
2.1. both the general and specific knowledge of the individuals engaged in tourism business about the cultural
heritage is insufficient, therefore, their knowledge has to be improved both in various seminars and lectures and in
practical classes; particularly the third group of respondents – women who already deal with integrating the cultural
heritage values into their business – especially stress the need for knowledge improvement;
- such activities can increase the quantity and quality of their products;
2.2. the public has to be educated about cultural heritage as a value, as specifically knowledge mainly affect the
public’s attitude to the nation’s cultural heritage and the public’s understanding of its role in the processes of further
development of the nation, thereby fostering tourism businesses in rural areas; an idea about the transfer of knowledge
to next generations is especially emphasised in order to preserve evidence on the nation’s past;
- such activities can increase the demand for and quality of tourism products;
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2.3. marketing activities have to be expanded in tourism, which means that tourism products have to popularised
among consumers not only in emotional (for instance, the Song Festival, the Midsummer Day, and other festivities),
visual (museums, exhibits of exhibitions) but also practical ways (traditional dishes, silver and amber trinkets,
ethnographical ornaments in today's outfit, etc.); presently, tourists engage with this variant of cultural heritage as a
product mainly at various fairs, exhibitions, etc., lacking permanent sales outlets;
- balancing the demand and the supply would contribute to the spread of cultural heritage values and the
economic efficiency of this business.
3. The cultural heritage as a tourism product may be considerably consolidated, according to the respondents, by
making a government policy seeking to preserve, maintain, and develop the cultural heritage. Therefore, Latvia’s
government should examine Lithuania’s successful experience and, with the assistance of NGOs, has to complete the
draft National Heritage Law and pass this law.
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Family with Parents Abroad in the Context of Province
Irma Kačinienė, Albinas Pugevičius
Aleksandras Stulginskis Uuniversity, Lithuania
Abstract
The current Lithuanian family is strongly influenced by extensive emigration. Emigration mainly affects rural and provincial communities.
Thus, there is a new model of the family in Lithuania - family with Parents Abroad, where family members live in different countries. This family
mode is conditioned by globalization and the free movement of labour force as well as social and economic situation in Lithuania. As a consequence,
Lithuania has increasing numbers of children whose parents work abroad. The aim of the research was to reveal to which socialization problems are
commonly faced by children due to emigration of their parents. It was found that more socialization problems were encountered by children of
families with both parents having emigrated abroad. When both parents (or one of them) emigrate, children’s anxiety levels are above average and
their learning becomes poorer.

Introduction
The current Lithuanian family usually consists of two generations: parents and unmarried children (Miškinis,
2006). However, such family model is distorted by extensive emigration. Emigration mainly affects the rural and
provincial communities. Unemployment and resulting poverty, poor adult relationships, drunkenness are a common
view in rural or small Lithuanian towns (Jasaitis, 2006).
Thus, we have a new model of the family – a family with Parents Abroad, where family members live in
different countries (Gall, 2005). This model has been in existence for a relatively short period of time. Family models
with Parents Abroad are gaining ground more firmly due to high emigration from our country. Such a family model
becomes not only a key tool in addressing difficulties of life (unemployment, low wages, poor social security, etc.), but
also as a distinctive, optional lifestyle (Scheibelhofer 2009).
The object of the family with Parents Abroad is a group of individuals in which one parent (or both parents) and
a child (children) live in different households in different countries. These people see themselves as a family (their
immediate social environment is also considered as a family). The term “Family with Parents Abroad” refers to the
distance, but not isolation. (Juozeliūnienė, Kanapienė, Kazlauskaitė, 2008).
Family with Parents Abroad is like a new model of the family caused by globalization and factors of free
movement of labour forces as well as social and economic situation in Lithuania (Juozeliūnienė, Kanapienė,
Kazlauskaitė, 2008). This new family model in Lithuania is little researched but changes of relations between family
members are noticed because parents who live separately from their children can not participate immediately in the
socialization process of their children.
A child acquires his/her first experience of social interaction namely in the family. Such interactions are
personal, they provide education and they are lasting. They provide safety and security feeling to a child. Separation of
children from their parents in a childhood can be considered to be risk factor to the psychological wellness of child (M.
Giedraitytė, 2011). Effect of such risk factor depends on age of child, duration of being apart, nature of separation and
other individual and context factors (Greenberg, 1999). According to A. Hatos (2010) research highlights the fact that
children from trans-national families are not specially at risk of poor educational achievement and there would be no
need for special treatment at this level. If the parents leave their children to find work abroad, this seems to be a strategy
to face economic hardships and the poverty of social chances which can, in the long run, have even beneficial effects.
What is worrisome actually is the gap in the achievement between children with different social background and the
tendency of the current educational system to exacerbate educational inequalities through mechanisms of segregation
and differentiation.
J. Bowlby (1969) stated that long separation of child from his/her mother (or foster-parent) during five first year
of his/her life has significant outcomes to the sense of well-being of child. There is less literature on separation’s
influence on a child in middle and later periods of children age. Considering better cognitive skills, broader relations
with other adults and contemporaries, it is harder to define how separation could influence a child (Giedraityte,
Bieliauskaitė, 2010), but there is no sufficient proper methods for research of this age group (Solomon, George, 1999).
Based on developmental psychopathology, influence of long lasting separation from parents upon children depends on
many simultaneous risk and protection factors (Cicchetti, 2006).
From the pedagogical point of view, two problems concerning children form migrating families are really
significant: loneliness and undesirable behaviour (Matyjas, 2011). The researches reveal that migration affects
children’s emotional states, since about one-third of children more often than before the migration are angry, cry more
often, fears are common among them, even those which they did not have in the past, they become less open, their
learning outcomes become poorer, and one fifth of them suffer from worsening relations with peers, they are often late
to classes, become coarser and do not want to interact with others, they become more aggressive (Maslauskaitė,
Stankūnaitė 2007).
The problem: in Lithuania there are increasing numbers of children whose parents go to work abroad. Research
object: socialization problems of children when their parents emigrate.
Research aim: to reveal the socialization problems that children encounter when their parents emigrate.
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Objectives:
1. To investigate the socialization problems that children encounter when their parents leave them
2. To determine the influence of parents’ emigration on children’s excellence and behaviour (at school, at
home) and the prevailing level of anxiety.
3. To establish if there are gender differences in socialization problems.
Methods
We applied a modified questionnaire survey method based on Pundzienė (2009) and Antanaitienė (2011)
empirical research. Anxiety level was assessed according to Anxiety and Depression Scale (Zigmond, Snaith, 1983).
The study was conducted in 2013 in Alytus city schools: eight main schools, four gymnasiums and three vocational
schools. Totally, there were 131 respondents pupils whose both parents (or one of the parents) left the country and the
children lived in families with Parents Abroad. Research was carried out by Master student Inga Meškaitienė at the
Aleksandras Stulginskis University, Department of Philosophy, Psychology and Professional Education.
Results
Although the majority of the emigrating people are unmarried, there is a chance that they have children and leave
them in Lithuania. Also a significant proportion of married people who leave Lithuania are likely to leave their children
there (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Emigration of men and women according to their marital status in Lithuania

The number of girls and boys was almost equal, i.e. there were 68 girls, 52 per cent of all respondents, and 63
boys, i.e. 48 per cent of respondents. For statistical analysis the subjects were divided into three subgroups - pupils
whose both parents had left (90 respondents), whose mother had left (15 respondents) and the pupils whose father had
left (26 respondents). The figure 2 shows distribution of the guardians of the children whose both parents emigrated.
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Figure 2. Persons housing adolescents whose both parents emigrated, percentage

More than one third of respondents (39 per cent) whose both parents were away communicated with them by
remote means of communication (phone, internet) 2-3 times a week, more than one-fifth (22 per cent) once a week,
one-fifth (20 per cent) daily. Even 15 per cent of the respondents indicated that they rarely interacted with their parents 2-3 times a month, once a month or even less frequently. There were also respondents (4 per cent) who indicated that
they did not communicate with their parents at all.
Considering their relations with peers, children tended to underestimate themselves more when both parents had
gone abroad, and not one of them. For example, features that help children to make friends, such as respect for others,
friendliness, tolerance, concern for the group statistically significantly were less common among the respondents with
both parents away, in comparison with the group of respondents whose one of the parents was away. However, it should
be noted that when both parents were absent, children were more confident and optimistic about themselves compared
to those whose one parent had departed. The obtained results were statistically significant: I can respect others (2 =
8.306, p = 0.016) , I am sincere (2 = 7.118, p < 0.028), I am tolerant (2 = 11.391, p < 0.003), money helps to find
friends (2 = 8.765, p < 0.012), I can take care of others (2 = 6.039, p < 0.05), I have harmful habits (2 = 13.781, p <
0.001). When both parents left, friends’ favour was pursued by both positive personal qualities and obvious core ways
antisocial behaviours: harmful habits and the emphasis placed on money.
Based on the adolescents’ answers, statistically significant differences in relations with their guardians were not
found (Table 1) in contrast to studies by Gumuliauskienė, Butvilas and Butvilienė (2008).
Table 1. Relations with guardians

Girls

Boys

Yes

Relations with guardians

No

Yes

Coefficient of
significance

No

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

2

p

I do not have problems

21

27.6

15

19.7

21

27.6

19

25

0.261

0.610

Sometime we disagree, but I
make it up myself

13

17.1

23

30.3

14

18.4

26

34.2

0.010

0.920

I often quarrel

13

17.1

23

30.3

11

14.5

29

38.2

0.650

0.420

We are constantly at odds

6

7.9

30

39.5

11

14.5

29

38.2

1.281

0.258

Comparing children’s relationships with teachers, where both parents emigrated or one of them, we can conclude
that the majority of children tended to agree well with teachers because they did not have any problems with one parent
in emigration (58 per cent) and both parents in emigration (65 per cent) (Table 2).
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Table 2. Relations with teachers
Children with both parents
away (N1= 90)
Yes

Relations with guardians

Children with one parent away
(N2= 41)

No

Yes

No

Coefficients of
significance

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

2

p

I do not have problems

55

64.7

30

35.3

22

57.9

16

42.1

0.520

0.471

Sometime we disagree, but
I make it up myself

28

32.9

57

67.1

22

57.9

16

42.1

8.778

0.009

I often quarrel
We are constantly at odds

25
19

29.4
22.4

60
66

70.6
77.6

8
4

21.1
10.5

30
34

78.9
89.5

0.935
2.416

0.334
0.120

However, it should be noted that children were becoming angrier when both parents emigrated because the
number of children were constantly at odds with teachers (from 11 per cent when one of the parents emigrated to 22 per
cent when both parents emigrated). Inconsistent disagreements with teachers were more characteristic of adolescents
with one parent away (58 per cent) rather than both of them (33 per cent). The data are statistically significant (2 =
8.778, p < 0.009).
According to children’s responses, with one of the parents abroad the learning outcomes for the majority of girls
(27 per cent) and boys (27 per cent) worsened, and there were twice as many girls (24 per cent) than boys (12 per cent)
who indicated that the learning outcomes improved (Figures 2, 3).

Figure 3. Girls’ learning outcomes

With both parents in emigration, the learning outcomes of the girls (26 per cent) worsened and those of the boys
(21 per cent) improved. It is obvious that the departure of one parent brought more changes in the learning outcomes of
both girls and boys compared to the cases of the departure of both parents.
When both parents had emigrated, children’s learning deteriorated (25.6 per cent for girls and 15.6 per cent for
boys (2 = 6.068, p < 0.01), in case of one parent in emigration – for both 26.8 of boys and girls (2 = 7.899, p < 0.04).
Hypothetically it can be assumed that improved learning outcomes can be attributed to the desire to get more attention,
worse results with the lack of control of the departed parents.
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16
Worsened
27

21

Children with both parents in
emigration

Improved
12

Children with one parent in
emigration
13
Did not change

5

0

5

10

15
Percentage

20

25

30

Figure 4. Boys’ learning outcomes

Emigration of both parents (one of them) mainly affects higher than average levels of anxiety for children
(Table 3). It should be noted that in case of the departure of a mother children do not experience a high level of anxiety,
which is characteristic of them in case of father’s (19 per cent) or both parents’ (39 per cent) absence. However, the
differences in the anxiety levels are not statistically significant. It can be argued that children are going through vague
threats; they live in the period of constant danger because they believe that any time something bad could happen to
them, which does not ensure their safety. Increased levels of anxiety due to parents’ emigration can lead to a variety of
anxiety disorders: separation from parents, peers, and schools, exaggerated thinking that something bad would happen
to loved ones.
Table 3. Levels of anxiety
Levels of
anxiety

Mother in emigration

Father in emigration

Both parents in
emigration

N

%

N

%

N

%

Low

5

38

5

19

16

18

Average

8

62

16

62

39

43

High

0

0

5

19

35

39

Coefficient of
significance

p = 0.256 > 0.05

In summary it can be said that children from families with both parents in emigration abroad face more
socialization problems.
When both parents leave, more children tend to negotiate exclusively with friends, although it is more difficult to
make friends with them. This makes them apply measures promoting antisocial behaviours – they are friends since the
respondents have money or harmful habits; however, more friends indicated that they did not want to be like the
respondents. In this group, more respondents reported frequent disagreements with teachers.
When both parents (or one of them) emigrate, children suffer from higher levels of anxiety and their
learning deteriorates.
The departure of both parents and one of them did not bring significant differences in respondents’ anxiety
levels, although they learning statistically significant worsened in both groups of respondents.
Conclusions
When parents leave, children face such socialization problems as: communication with parents becomes
periodic, friendships with peers terminate, there is disagreement with the guardians and teachers, their learning
deteriorates, and they experience average levels of anxiety.
Parents’ departure causes dual influence on children’s learning, which tends to deteriorate or improve, while the
behaviour becomes problematic because of negative emotions experienced due to parents’ (they often disagree with the
teachers).
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In some cases there are gender differences in socialization problems, i.e. more girls than boys tend to think that
their friends want to be similar to them; more boys than girls tend to express discontent, rebellion, learning for girls
compared to boys deteriorates more.
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The Income Structure of the Rural Population with Precarious Income
Slawomir Kalinowski
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Abstract
The article describes the chief sources of income of the rural population with precarious income. It discusses the situation taking into
consideration the most important factors influencing the possession of any source of income. Pearson's chi-squared test (χ2) resulted in the
observation that the sex, age, number of people in the household, the area of the country and education are decisive factors to the character of the
main source of income. The article also describes the methods of supplementation of the existing sources of income if it is impossible to satisfy one’s
needs. The article briefly discusses the possibility to find employment outside agriculture and the chance for any employment which could be treated
as permanent.
Key words: income, rural population, income structure.

Introduction
Modern economics has developed a wide range of criteria of assessment of the economic situation of individuals
and households. One of them is to investigate income, especially the sources which substantially influence the amount
and level of cash received. In consequence they are the key element in the process of satisfying one’s demand. Thus, the
form and source of income significantly influence the individuals’ development opportunities and as a result they affect
people’s consumption behaviours and their lifestyles.
The particular importance of the source of income results from its strong influence on consumers’ buying
behaviours and thus it determines the demand and consumption. All the same, it is possible to say that the source of
income influences the range of individuals and households’ freedom of action. It influences activating behaviours and
the possibility to improve one’s qualifications. Thus, the source of income is not only an element affecting the amount
of emolument received but it is also a factor influencing a large number of consumers’ individual decisions and
behaviours on the market. It also determines the manner of income management.
Methodology
The empirical materials included in the article come from the studies conducted as part of the research project
No. UMO-2011/01/B/HS5/01034, financed by the National Science Centre and they are only a fragment of them. The
research was conducted from the beginning of June to mid-July 2012. The size of the research sample was 1067 adult
respondents, the inhabitants of rural areas in Poland. Information about the population was obtained from a
questionnaire, which was both a research tool and scenario of the direct interviewing method PAPI (paper and pencil
interview). The problems in the questionnaire consisted of nine thematic blocks. The article chiefly uses the information
from the third block – The respondents and household members’ economic activity.
The research sample was a representative selection according to the formula for an unknown fraction, where the
assumed significance level was 0.05 and the population size was retained. Due to the research on an ‘unknown’
population (there is no research on the population with precarious income, which could enable assessment of the
demographic distribution) the only possibility was to apply a quota sample, which was equally divided according to
voivodeships and demographic traits (sex, age). The sex was assumed according to the Local Data Bank of the Central
Statistical Office. However, it was only an approximate value, because during preparations for the research it was
impossible to specify the ratio between the men and women who met the input criteria. On the other hand, the size of
the sample in individual voivodeships depended on the population of rural communes in the voivodeships under study
and it ranged from 26 in Lubuskie Voivodeship to 133 in Mazovian Voivodeship. The statistical error for the entire
country was assumed to be 3%. Thus, it is possible to assume that the sample is representative, which results from the
fact that for the most significant major traits proportions were retained and thus the percentage in the sample was equal
to the percentage in the population.
Precariousness of income
Precariousness is an important trait of the economic and social life and it is one of the qualities of the human
activity. According to the Polish dictionary, something precarious includes the element of risk and it is difficult to
predict it. However, this definition does not adequately describe the phenomenon, because in economics risk is the
phenomenon where it is possible to identify the result by means of probability, although it is difficult. As far as
precariousness is concerned, it is impossible to determine the probability of its occurrence due to the absence of
statistical parameters of assessment of the frequency of event occurrences (Zalega, 2008). According to G. Maciejewski
(2010), the states of risk and precariousness coincide and sometimes they are identified with each other. When W.F.
Samuelson, S.G. Marks (1998), A.H. Willet (1951), or F.H. Knight (1921) analysed the problem of precariousness, they
used the terms precariousness and risk interchangeably. According to A.H. Willet, risk is an objectivised uncertainty
concerning the occurrence of an undesirable event. On the other hand, Knight thought that risk was a measurable
uncertainty. I. Pfeffer (1955) analysed and combined the two concepts and in consequence, he found that the
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measurability of uncertainty is only limited to belief. In other studies, e.g by K. Bolesta-Kukułka (2003),
precariousness as an element of the decision-making conditions is distinguished from risk, which is the consequence of
the choice of a particular decision.
When analysing the precariousness of income it is necessary to take its unpredictability, indeterminacy and
discontinuity into consideration. In this aspect unpredictability is related with the impossibility to determine if the
consumer can gain any income. This results from the difficulty determining if the individual will be employed in a
particular period of time, or possibly what their working time will be, and from the difficulty receiving a social security
benefit. Indeterminacy results from the atypical activity and/or source of income. Discontinuity is the result of
temporary employment or employment in selected, short periods, whereas the income itself is sporadic. These traits
make it impossible to determine the objective probability of receiving remuneration or other income. In this sense
precariousness could be identified with certain fortuity and can be used as a synonym of doubt.
Research section
In the practice of establishing employment relationships there are more and more various organisational and legal
solutions which are far from the classic model of traditionally understood employment relationship (Kucharski, 2012).
Among the surveyed population with precarious income the most common source of income is project contract or work
for hire (24.27% of all respondents). However, it is also possible to observe that flexible forms of employment are very
important, including part-time employment (12.46%), fixed term employment (4.8%), temporary employment (3.28%).
Replacement employment (0.66%) and home-based employment, including the use of the Internet (0.66%) are less
common (Table 1). Family aid is of vital importance to the households under study – it is the main source of income for
every seventh household. According to M. Styrc (2007) and P. Szukalski (2002) financial transfers in such households
are usually intergenerational, i.e. from older to younger generations. As results from the research by S.M. Bianchi, J.P.
Robinson and M.A. Milkie (2007), the access to informal sources of aid is combined with the use of commercial and
public forms of welfare.
It is noticeable that the distribution of responses concerning the forms of employment and character of support
differs between the sexes. Pearson's chi-squared test (χ2) gives the value of 81.9454, where the significance level is
p<0.05, so the differences are significant. There are much more men than women who declare illegal employment
(11.35% vs 1.80%) and self-employment (9.78% vs 4.68%). On the other hand, women receive family aid more often
than men (19.96% vs 9.78%) (Table 1). This distribution partly confirms the stereotypical approach to the sexes. Men
much more often feel obliged to support their families and they start work regardless of the form and character of
employment. Women are much more often obliged do to housework and take care of their families, so they have to give
up their jobs. As results from the research, women are more economically dependent both on informal (family) and
formal (welfare institutions) networks. For nearly every third woman these sources are her basic maintenance strategy.
Table 1. The main sources of income of the rural population under study according to the sex (number and percentage)
TOTAL
Women
Men
(N)
(%)
Specification
project contract or work for hire
259
24.27
family aid
161
15.09
part-time employment
133
12.46
self-employment
76
7.12
illegal employment
68
6.37
fixed term employment
51
4.78
unemployment benefit
36
3.37
temporary employment
35
3.28
seasonal employment
27
2.53
social security
24
2.25
cleaning, minor repairs
10
0.94
leasing employment, replacement
7
0.66
home-based Internet employment
7
0.66
other
173
16.21
Source: The author’s own research, UMO-2011/01/B/HS5/01034, n=1067.

(N)
138
111
75
26
10
21
28
14
14
22
6
3
1
87

(%)
24.82
19.96
13.49
4.68
1.80
3.78
5.04
2.52
2.52
3.96
1.08
0.54
0.18
15.65

(N)
121
50
58
50
58
30
8
21
13
2
4
4
6
86

(%)
23.68
9.78
11.35
9.78
11.35
5.87
1.57
4.11
2.54
0.39
0.78
0.78
1.17
16.83

The main source of income is influenced by education. Pearson's chi-squared test (χ2) reaches the value of
169.5063, where the significance level is p<0.001, so there is a strong correlation. The respondents with higher
education usually have employment contracts or they are self-employed, whereas illegal and seasonal employment is
more common with people with lower qualifications (vocational or lower education). As results from the research, the
higher the education, the higher the chance to find any employment. It is not equal to a satisfying job, but as far as
flexible employment is concerned, if we assumed gradation of employment relationships, it would favour finding
relatively more stable employment. The very depreciation of the security of the employment relationship is usually
related with those groups of workers who do the jobs which do not require particularly high education or qualifications
(cf. Poławski, 2012). It is noticeable that the people whose education is not higher than that of the middle school find it
the most difficult to specify their activities. Two out of five were unable to specify the source of their income (Table 2).
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The results of the research by P. Teisseyre (2012) confirm the fact that aid is of lesser importance to people with higher
education. The author noted that on average people with higher education provide twice as much aid as those with
primary education.
The respondent’s age is an important factor influencing the main source of income. As results from the research,
the younger the respondents’ age is, the more important family aid is (Pearson's chi-squared test (χ2) amounts to the
value of 709.3992, where p<0.001). It is another argument proving the cash transfer from older to younger generations.
Simultaneously, the older the respondent is, the more important self-employment is. It is noticeable that illegal
employment is prevalent among the youngest people on the market (18-24) and middle-aged people (45-54). In the
former group the number of illegally employed is 11.24%, whereas in the latter it is 9.29%. The high percentage of
young people who are illegally employed is particularly dangerous in view of their entrance to the labour market and
gaining work experience. Relatively low education and professional qualifications make finding any legal employment
more difficult. According to E. Staszewska (2012), these elements are the key factor which is decisive to the chance to
find employment and all the same they affect the sources of income. In view of the fact that although it is not a sine qua
non, the lack of appropriate skills and the failure to comply with the current demand on the market combined with
difficulties meeting the requirements of the knowledge-based economy are reflected by the form and quality of one’s
employment and in consequence the group is pushed away to the grey market.
Another factor that influences the main source of income is the number of people in the household. Pearson’s
correlation coefficient χ2 is 128.6079, where the significance level is p<0.001. Although in public perception the larger
the family is, the greater the chance to find employment by any person in the household is, the research proves that the
more people there are in the household, the greater the importance of aid is. Among the households of five or more
people this source of income is the most important maintenance strategy. It is noticeable that in large households there
is a greater number of people earning income from illegal sources. Difficulties finding legal employment are correlated
with a lower level of education. As results from the research, the members of larger households are usually worse
educated. Among one-person households higher education prevails (26.9%), among two-people households it is
secondary vocational education (24.4%), whereas among the households consisting of five or more people vocational
education prevails (27.1%). However, the investigation of the education coefficient 1 does not lead to such obvious
conclusions. The coefficient for one-person households is 1269, for two-people households it is 1265, for three-people
households – 1309, for four-people households – 1253 and the households of five or more people – 1260, so the
differences are not so considerable.
The megaregion is an equally important factor influencing the main source of income. In this case Pearson's chisquared test (χ2) amounts to the value of 193.6072, where the significance level is p<0.05. In view of the critical value
of 55.7585 it is possible to prove the correlation. In the central, southern, south-western and north-western regions the
main source of income is usually a project contract or work for hire, in the eastern region it is family aid, whereas in the
northern region it is part-time employment. Family aid is of vital significance regardless of the region. Only in the
voivodeships of the north-western region it is of minor importance and only every fiftieth respondent admits to it
(2.33%). The largest percentage of self-employed people can be found in the central region, whereas the largest
percentage of illegally employed is in the south-western region. Although the three main sources of income are similar
in most of the regions, a considerable difference in the distribution of responses is noticeable.
It is necessary to note the fact that among the rural population with precarious income the model of the only
supporter of the family is common. In two out of three households only one of its members is employed. Usually the
only supporter of the family is a man – 70.5% of men are employed, whereas only 47.7% of women have a job.
Pearson's chi-squared test (χ2) produces the value of 56.0521, where df=1 and p<0.001, and thus it proves the
significance of differences. In every third household the finances are supplemented with an extra job done by another
member of the household. However, this job is usually atypical, too. High unemployment in rural areas causes the
situation where we can rarely speak of the family model where both the man and the woman earn income from
employment and share their family duties at the same time. Thus, it stands in opposition to the observations made by P.
Kingston and S. Nock (1984), who note that changes in the social roles cause women’s dilemma of the allocation of
time between their jobs and family duties. It is possible to say that among the rural population with precarious income
the social roles remain unchanged or they are changing very slowly. Thus, a question arises whether it is a deliberate
choice of the group under investigation or maybe the model results from the economic conditions and situation on the
labour market. In spite of the fact that the research does not provide a definite answer to the question I am ready to
make the statement that the lack of change in the roles has been imposed and it is not a direct reaction of the people
concerned.
Maintenance from precarious sources of income is rarely a guarantee of economic independence (Mueller, Wyss,
2003). Thus, if we assume that precarious sources of income favour one’s worse living standard, a question arises which
extra sources of income let individual people or households function. As results from the research, the most common
extra source of income is family aid (25.9%), which causes a worrisome view of the population under investigation in
view of the fact that it is an essential source of income for more than 15% of the respondents. Illegal employment,
project contracts or work for hire, cleaning and minor repairs, seasonal employment and replacement employment are

1

The coefficient was calculated by assuming the number of years which are necessary to achieve a specific level of education and the
total share of people with a particular level of education as the factors of the equation.
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of vital importance in the process of satisfying one’s needs and supplementing income. However, it is noteworthy that
only 27.84% of the respondents indicated that they had and took advantage of the opportunity to earn extra income.
The structure of the main sources of income of the rural population with precarious income changes depending
on the quartile group (Q). As we pass on to higher income groups, the number of people whose main source of income
is a project contract or work for hire increases, whereas the importance of family aid decreases (from 27.1% in Q1 to
29.0% in Q4). At the same time it is possible to observe the vital importance of benefits among the poorest population
(11.1%), which drops to 1.4% in the last quartile (Q4). The opposite situation can be seen in self-employment, which is
characteristic of relatively the wealthiest people and applies to almost every eighth respondent (Diagram 1).

Q(1) – number of the quartile group
Diagram 1. The most important sources of income according to quartile groups
Source: The author’s own research, UMO-2011/01/B/HS5/01034, n=1067.

It is possible to improve the employment structure and in consequence, the situation of the rural population with
precarious income and to increase the number of people with employment contracts only if alternative sources of
income are developed and the diversity of rural areas is increased. The fact that agriculture and work directly related
with agriculture prevail in Polish rural areas leads to limitations in employment opportunities for the non-agricultural
rural population. It is important to support the development of services, tourism, housing and forestry in rural areas.
However, it is also important to support the development of small-scale production, the production of regional food and
the food which is characteristic of a particular town as well as the functions related with care and health-promoting
values provided to sick and elderly people. However, it is necessary to note that rural tourism may be an alternative
source of income only to a small number of households. Thus, we can say that it has marginal significance in the
process of finding employment for the rural population with precarious income. According to J. Bański (2004),
overestimation of the role of tourism is unjustified. It is necessary to take into consideration the fact that rural tourism
has an opportunity to develop only in scenically and culturally attractive areas, and to a lesser extent – in places with
other special values (including the values resulting from rural inhabitants’ inventiveness – theme villages).
The situation of low living standard in rural areas and unemployment may be solved by an increase in the selfemployment activity. However, although self-employment in rural areas has a wide range of advantages, it also has
come limitations. The most important barrier to the development is relatively low human capital. Rural inhabitants are
worse educated and thus, potential investors are not encouraged to place their business in rural areas. They look for a
location which may guarantee not only qualified workforce but also specialised staff, which is usually limited in rural
areas. Additionally, low qualifications cause the situation where people do not have sufficient skills to start and run
their own business. On the other hand, the low demand for non-agricultural products and services as well as ineffective
distribution channels cause the situation where a small number of rural inhabitants is ready to start such activities. In
spite of such unquestionable advantages as cheaper workforce, lower maintenance costs and own physical resources
(areas, buildings) there are no initiators who are ready to face the challenge of the market. In view of the insufficient
opportunities for rural people to generate development in rural areas external aid is necessary.
Conclusion
In spite of the fact that the economic situation and source of income do not guarantee correct functioning on the
market, they substantially determine one’s living situation and influence the amount of income earned. The importance
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of sources of income is proved by the income structure in individual income quartiles. The better the respondent’s living
situation is, the greater the importance of the sources of income is and the lesser the significance of formal and informal
aid is. On the other hand, being employed favours gaining higher income and better living situation. As results from the
research, in practice the source of income is influenced by all of the most significant socio demographic factors such as:
the sex, age, the number of people living in the household and the megaregion inhabited. The findings of the research
on the rural population with precarious income are confirmed by other studies, which point to the prevalent model of
the only supporter of the family in the areas under investigation. Presumably, in view of the employment difficulties for
a larger number of people in a family the chances to improve the living standard of this group of people are doomed to
failure.
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Abstract
Academic research worldwide has proved that it is on great importance to have sustainable companies in regions to ensure development of all
regions. Statistics has shown that annually many companies are established around Latvia, but not all are ready for long-term activities as often
owners and managers are lacking necessary skills and knowledge to survive in market conditions. Authors have researched importance of different
aspects of management of small companies in Latvia and especially small company managers attitude to management education knowledge and
significance of use of the knowledge, as well as significance of experience, training, motivation and communication. The analysis was performed and
compared around all regions in Latvia as well as by economic activity of the companies. Small company manager’sevaluations on significance of
training, motivation and communication significance are covered as well. The research methods used in the paper are academic publications analysis,
statistical data analysis and survey of entrepreneurs. For survey mechanical sampling was applied to guaranty random sampling and to be able analyse
data by statistical methods. In survey 1188 of small company managers from all regions and all sectors of economic activity were included.
Evaluation scale of 1 – 10 was used to get more detailed evaluation on entrepreneur’s evaluations. For data processing were used descriptive statistics
– indicators of central tendency or location and indicators of variability, it was used also analysis of variance and cross tabulations. Empirical research
results showed that evaluations by small company managers of those factors differ statistically significant in regions of Latvia and by the field of
economic activity of companies. In some regions of Latvia experience was evaluated more important as education. Indicators of variability were
higher for education evaluation in some regions in Latvia.
Key words: small companies, management education, experience, training, motivation, communication.

Introduction
Small companies have a significant role in economy growth and employment in Latvia(small company is defined
as company which employs fewer than 50 persons). In Latvia the small and medium-sized business category is
dominated by small businesses; in 2011 small businesses accounted for 98.6% of enterprises in the category (CSB,
2013). Statistics has shown that annually many companies are established around Latvia, but many of them arenot ready
for long-term activities.Authors have researched importance of different aspects of management of small companies in
Latvia and especially small company managers attitude to management education and experience as well as significance
of training, motivation and communication.The analysis was performed and compared around all regions in Latvia as
well as by economic activity of the companies.The research methods used in the paper are academic publications
analysis, statistical data analysis and survey of small company managers. For survey mechanical sampling was applied
to guaranty random sampling and to be able analyse data by statistical methods. In survey 1188 of small company
managers from all regions and all sectors of economic activity were included. Evaluation scale of 1 – 10 was used to get
more detailed evaluation on entrepreneur’s attitude. For data processing were used descriptive statistics – indicators of
central tendency or location and indicators of variability, it was used also analysis of variance and cross tabulations.
Theoretical background
Successful management of a company is an essential part of running a small business. Griffin (Griffin, 2005) has
underlined that the lack of the management competence and experience serve as a causes for the failure of the assumed
business. It is often that managers believe that success can be achieved just by using common sense thus overestimating
their management capacity or that only hard work will lead to success. If managers do not know how to adopt business
decisions or do not know the key notions and principles of management it is unlikely that they will successfully run
their enterprises in the long-term. Gray (Gray, 2004) has indicated that the management of an enterprise importantly
affects the development of small businesses and has pointed out that along with the growth of global competition the
managers of small businesses have to continuously sustain their management skills.
Business education provides knowledge and skills needed for a manager for the successful running of a
company. Nichter and Goldmark (Nichter and Goldmark, 2009) have stated that the education and business
management experience as well as the experience in the industry a small and medium-sized business owner has
acquired essentially influence the operation of an enterprise. Wang and Costello (Wang and Costello, 2009) have found
that the innovation level of a small enterprise depends on the manager’s experience. Kuckertz and Wagner (Kuckertz
and Wagner, 2010) have proved that education and enterprise management experience play an important role in the
development of a small business. The results of Kihlgren’s research (Kihlgren, 2003) suggest that the manager’s
management competences importantly influence the development of small and medium businesses. Pansiri and
Temtime (Pansiri and Temtime, 2008) have proved that the enterprise management knowledge and skills of a small
business manager is the most important influential factor in business operation; as the second most influential factor the
authors have mentioned the development of human resources. Fuller-Love (Fuller-Love, 2006) has pointed out that a
major part of small business owners/managers have poor knowledge of business management and quite often the
survival of the enterprise the sole aim of the enterprise owners/ managers and they think little about the enterprise
development. Fuller-Love has also found that the lack of business management knowledge influences the application
for support measures because small business managers lack knowledge for designing the documentation. Fuller-Love
has stressed that study programmes have to be created about the management of small businesses as well as
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programmes for the improvement of the management of small business management and its development which would
cover financial, marketing, human resource, planning and process management as well as the themes of communication,
decision making and team building.Small business managers seldom engage in studies for improving their management
skills which is substantiated in the studies by Mcdonald, Assimakopoulos, Anderson (Mcdonald et al., 2007), Gray
(Gray, 2004) and other scholars.Zhang, Macpherson, Jones (Zhang et.al., 2006) have found that the enterprises which
organize and support the training of their management and employees are innovative, however the ones where the
training, to the best case, is conducted just for individual persons, stay unchanged. Gray (Gray, 2004) has established
that in more than a half of small businesses no training whatsoever takes place and has stated that among the enterprises
where the sales volume has risen there are many more enterprises where the training of the manager and employees
does take place.
Motivation is one of the most important management functions. An important pre-condition for a successful
enterprise is motivated employees. A motivated employee is better at doing his job; he is interested in the company
development. Lundberg, Gudmundson and Andersson (Lundberg, et al., 2009) have proved that the degree to which a
manager is able to motivate his employees is important for successful operation of the organization. Based on the results
of their research Liu, Combs, Ketchen and Ireland (Liu, et.al., 2007) have recommended that in order to improve an
enterprise performance managers should make competent investments in human resource planning, level of
remuneration, incentives, training, growth, security and promotion of involvement. Uyarand Deniz (Uyarand Deniz,
2012) have proved that the entrepreneurs have at least average level knowledge about human resourcemanagement and
its functions. An indispensable part of a manager’s job is communication which is closely connected with motivation
and other management functions; Jorfi, Yacco and Shah (Jorfi et al., 2011) have established that there is a positive and
statistically important correlation between effective communication and motivation. Suliman and Abdulla (Suliman and
Abdulla, 2005) stress that the lack of information or incomplete or delayed information creates additional problems on
which the manager has to spend the already limited time therefore managers have to improve the communication
system in the enterprise. Suliman and Abdul also state that employees can work better and do more in the environment
where they feel informed, involved and respected.
Empirical research results
In 2011 in Latviathe total number of companies had increased in comparison with 2010 by 5587 units,the small
companies had the biggest increase - 5482 units.The biggest number of small companies was located in the
Rigastatistical region – 53942 companies, approximately 82 companies per 1000 population, but the smallest in the
Zemgalestatistical region – 14123 companies, approximately 55 companies per 1000 population (Central Statistical
Bureau, 2013).The number of small companies and the number ofsmall companies per 1000 population in statistical
regions in Latvia are included in table 1.
Table 1.Number of small companies in statistical regions in Latvia, 2010 and 2011
2010

2011

Latvia

133656

Number of small
companies per 1000
population
63

139138

Number of small
companies per 1000
population
67

Riga region

51063

76

53942

82

Pierīga region

20457

55

21870

59

Vidzemes region

14452

66

14652

69

Kurzemes region

16890

60

17044

63

Zemgales region

13886

53

14123

55

Latgales region

16908

54

17507

57

Number of small
companies

Number of small
companies

Source: authors calculations based on Central Statistical Bureau of Latvia, 2013 home page, http://www.csb.lv (accessed May 7,
2013)

In recent years not only has the number of newly founded businesses grown in Latvia, but also the number of the
liquidated ones. The data of the Enterprise Register of the Republic of Latvia (Enterprise Register, Republic of Latvia,
2013) suggest that disregarding the rise of the newly founded businesses observed since 2010, the number of the
liquidated ones has increased as well. The average age of small businesses in Latvia is 6.5 years.The changes of number
of registered and liquidated enterprises in Latvia during 2005 – 2012 are shown in figure 1.
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Figure 1. Amount of registered and liquidated enterprises in Latvia in 2005-2012
Source: Lursoft – Data Base of Enterprises, Republic of Latvia, home page, http://www.lursoft.lv (accessed May 6, 2013)

Authors have researched importance of different aspects of management of small companies in Latvia.The
survey of small company owners/managerswas conducted from December 2010 to August 2011.For survey mechanical
sampling was applied to guaranty random sampling and to be able analyse data by statistical methods. In survey 1188 of
small company managers from all regions and all sectors of economic activity were included. Evaluation scale of 1–10
was used to get more detailed evaluation on owners/managers evaluations.
Business management education provides knowledge and skills as well as develops the capabilities necessary for
engaging in business and running a successful company.Research results indicated – that most of small company
managers in Latvia believed that business management education plays an important role. Approximately 70.5% of
small company managers believed that business management education was important and 22.7% believed it was very
important. However, there was a part of managers who considered that business education was not important,
approximately 11.6% of small company managers believed it to be unimportant. Average evaluations of small company
managers were 7.91, half of managers evaluated less than 8.5 (median). The biggest share of small company managers
gave evaluations 9 (mode, given by 27.3% of managers). Distribution of the evaluations done by small company managers on
business education significance is outlined in figure 1, the main statistical indicators of managers evaluations are shown in table 4.

Figure 2. Small company managers’ evaluation of management education significance
Source: authors calculations based on small company owners/managers’ survey in 2010 December – 2011 August (n=1188).
Estimation scale 1 – 10 (where 1 – not significant, 10 – very significant)

The opinions of small company managers about the importance of business management education essentially
differed among the statistical regions of Latvia.Small company managers in Pierigas statistical region believed that
business management education was unimportant, however, in Zemgale statistical region the major belief was that
business management education was important. The distribution of the small company managers’ assessments of
management education importance across the statistical regions of Latvia is presented in figure 3.
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Figure 3. Small companymanager’s evaluations of management education significance in regions of Latvia
Source: authors calculations based on small company owners/managers’ survey in 2010 December - 2011 August (n=1188).
Estimation scale 1 – 10 (where 1 – not significant, 10 – very significant)

The results of analysis of variance indicated that the differences in the averageevaluations of business
management education importance by smallcompany managers differed significantly with highprobability. In Pierigas
statistical region small company managers assessed the importance of business management education lower than in
other statistical regions of Latvia, the differences in the assessments had statistical relevance – high probability 99%
(p=0.000).The results of analysis ofvariance are shownin table 2.
Table 2. Results of analysis of variance for small companymanagers’evaluation of management education significance in
regions of Latvia
Sum of Squares
df
Mean Square
F
Sig.
Between Groups
Within Groups

141.038

5

28.208

4721.591

1128

4.186

6.739

0.000

Total
4862.629
1133
Source: authors calculations based on small company owners/managers’ survey in 2010 December - 2011 August (n=1188).
Estimation scale 1 – 10 (where 1 – not significant, 10 – very significant)

The opinions of small company managers about the importance of business management education differed in
the cross-section of industries. In the construction industry small company managers believed that business
management education was of small importance, however the managers from other industries thought that it was almost
important or important. The distribution of the small company managers’ evaluation of the importance of business
management education in industry cross-section is presented in figure 4.

Figure 4. Small company managers’ evaluation of management education significance by economic activity (NACE Rev. 2)
Source: authors calculations based on small company owners/managers’ survey in 2010 December - 2011 August (n=1188).
Estimation scale 1 – 10 (where 1 – not significant, 10 – very significant)
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The differences of small company managers’ assessments of the importance of business management education
in the industry cross-section were statistically relevant with high probability proved by the result of analysis of variance
(F=18.896, p=0.000).The results of analysis of variance are shown in table 3.
Table 3. Results of analysis of variance for small companymanagers’evaluation of management education significanceby
economic activity (NACE Rev. 2)
Sum of Squares
df
Mean Square
F
Sig.
Between Groups
Within Groups

695,998

10

69,600

4136,359

1123

3,683

18,896

,000

Total
4832,357
1133
Source: authors calculations based on small company owners/managers’ survey in 2010 December - 2011 August (n=1188).
Estimation scale 1 – 10 (where 1 – not significant, 10 – very significant)

The small company managers highly than business management education evaluated significance of experience
in small company management. Approximately 50% of the small company managers believed the role of experience to
be very important and only 1.6% thought business experience to be unimportant.The average small company managers
evaluation was 8.95, the lowest evaluation of was 4, half of managers evaluated less than 9.5 (median), the biggest
share of managers gave evaluation 10 (mode).Distribution of the evaluations done by small company managers of
experience significance is outlined in figure 5, the main statistical indicators of managers’ evaluations are shown in
table 4.

Figure 5. Small company managers’ evaluation of experience significance
Source: authors calculations based on small company owners/managers’ survey in 2010 December - 2011 August (n=1188).
Estimation scale 1 – 10 (where 1 – not significant, 10 – very significant)

The data of table 4 indicate that the evaluations of the business management education significance had larger
variability than evaluations of the experience significance(standard deviation, range).
Research results showed that small company managers who evaluated higher thesignificance of business
management education are also more active on foreignmarkets, adoption of new technologies, the increaseof
productivity, the development of new services, andthey are more active to support training.
Table 4. Statisticalindicators of small companymanagers’evaluationof managementeducationand experiencesignificance
Values of statistical indicators of Values of statistical indicators
Statistical indicators
education significance
of experience significance
Number of respondents

1188

Mean

7.91

8.96

Standard Error of Mean

0.06

0.042

Median

8.5

9.5

9

10

2.05

1.445

Range

8

6

Minimum

2

4

Mode
Standard Deviation

1188

Maximum
10
10
Source: authors calculations based on small company owners/managers’ survey in 2010 December - 2011 August (n=1188).
Estimation scale 1 – 10 (where 1 – not significant, 10 – very significant)
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Overall, the managers of small companies considered that training had average importance. Approximately
45.3% of the respondents thought that training was important and approximately 29.5% of the managers believed that
training is of little importance.Average evaluations of small company managers were 6.84, half of managers evaluated
less than 7 (median). The biggest share of small company managers gave evaluations 7 (mode), the evaluations were
quite different (standard deviation, range). The main statistical indicators of managers’ evaluations are shown in table 5.
The small business managers considered that motivation represents an important function of the manager.
However, the opinions of small business managers on the importance of motivation were different. Approximately 72%
of the small business managers considered motivation as the being an important manager’s function, however about
12.8% of the small business managers considered this function of little importance. Average were 8.06, half of
managers evaluated less than 8 (median). The biggest share of small company managers gave evaluations 8 (mode). The
evaluations of small company managers of motivation significance were homogeneous than evaluations of training
significance (standard deviation, range). The main statistical indicators of managers’ evaluations are shown in table 5.
Table 5. Statistical indicators of small company managers’ evaluation of training, motivation and communication significance
Values of statistical indicators
Statistical indicators
Training
Motivation
Communication
Number of respondents

1188

950

1107

Mean

6.84

8.06

6,90

Standard Error of Mean

0.064

0.088

0.079

Median

7.00

8.00

7.00

Mode

7

8

10

2.394

1.930

2.641

Range

9

7

9

Minimum

1

3

1

Standard Deviation

Maximum
10
10
10
Source: authors calculations based on small company owners/managers’ survey in 2010 December - 2011 August (n=1188).
Estimation scale 1 – 10 (where 1 – not significant, 10 – very significant)

Overall, the small business managers’ opinion was that communication as the manager’s function is almost
important. However, there were mixed opinions among the small enterprises. Approximately 48.8% of small business
managers considered communication to be important as the manager’s function. 26.8% believed it was of little
importance, 4.9% of them stating that it was unimportant. The small company managers average evaluations of
communication importance were 6.9, half of managers evaluated less than 7 (median). The biggest share of small
company managers gave evaluations 10 (mode), the evaluations were quite different (standard deviation, range). The
main statistical indicators of managers’ evaluations are shown in table 5.
The opinions of training, motivation and communication significance differed among the statistical regions of
Latvia as well as depending on the industry and gender the manager represents (proved by analysis of variance). Small
company managers from Kurzeme, Zemgale and Latgale statistical regions believed that training is almost insignificant.
The lowest assessment to the importance of training was awarded the small company managers in such industries as
agriculture, forestry and fishing as well as accommodation and food service activities – they indicated that training is of
little importance. The small company managers assessed importance of motivation lower in Latgale and Zemgale
statistical regions than in other regions.In the industry groups of electricity, gas, steam and air conditioning supply and
in agriculture, forestry and fishing the managers of small company considered that motivation has just average
importance. The small company managers from Latgale statistical region considered communication being of little
importance. In the industry cross-section the importance of communication was assessed the lowest by the small
business managers in the accommodation and food services activities industry.
The summary of small business managers’ opinions about training, motivation and communication lead the
authors to conclude that the small business managers are best aware of the importance of motivation; however their
awareness about the importance of training and communication is comparatively lower.
The research results indicate that in Latvia actual matter to promote small companies survival and development is
improved business management education.Business management education provides knowledge and skills as well as
develops the capabilities necessary for engaging in business and running a successful company.
Conclusions
The small company owners/managers often don’t understand the significance of knowledge, training, motivation
and communication.
There are different evaluations of company owners-managers in Latvia on significance of management
education: in 1 to 10 scale average evaluation was 7.91 with median 8.5 and mode 9.
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The small company owners/managers evaluations of knowledge, training, motivation, communication
significance were different in regions of Latvia and also economic activity. The differences were statistically significant
with high probability.
Managers of small companies in Latvia who had higher evaluations for knowledge significance were more active
in foreign markets, new technology acceptance, productivity, new products and service development, as well as
training.
In the institutions of higher education and vocational education institutions a business education module should
be designed and implemented in all study programmes where one of the course sections should be “Small business
management”.
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Styles of Interactive Adult Learning in Education and Business Communities
Judita Kasperiūnienė, Sigitas Daukilas
Aleksandras Stulginskis University
Abstract
Authors of this paper describe theoretically pedagogical-psychological preconditions of quality adult teaching/learning and by means of
empirical research quantitatively and qualitatively identify the educational technologies, which are acceptable to learners, and the dominating styles of
interactive learning. By analysing the acceptability tendencies of adult educational technologies they indicate the interactive learning styles that
dominate in business and education organizations. Authors conclude that values of hedonistic, pragmatic, constructivist, progressive, humanistic and
holistic way of life are observed in the methodology of adult teaching/learning content projecting. The authors assume that interactive adult
teaching/learning can be effectively organized on the basis of specific experience of the learners, thus participants of andragogical interaction can
become evaluators of the quality of learning achievements. During such interaction educational content acquires the forms of reflexive observation,
stimulates conceptual strategic thinking and desire to experiment. In such circumstances the holistic context of cognition becomes important. Content
of adult learning becomes meaningful when its presentation at the level of learner‘s EGO is assured. In such case the curriculum must be given the
value-oriented context. The authors substantiate empirically that content of learning is interactive when it corresponds the level of learner‘s EGO (is
meaningful); when quality pedagogical communication is supported by various means; when use of information and communication measures enables
to realize the components of communicative, interactive and perceptual communication. The authors conclude that distribution of interactive adult
learning styles varies in different organizations: in business organizations experiential-sensuous learning style is more expressed, when efforts are put
to experiment and conceptual abstraction of newly received knowledge (learners tend to change). Respondents from education organizations tend to
reflexive observation and theoretical evaluation of the provided knowledge (although understand the necessity of change, show no initiative to that).
Research also shows statistically significant difference of interactive learning styles, which are evaluated by educational level and length of service
(work experience) of the learners. Relatively higher interactivity of learning process is in business organizations as here it is based on experiential
reflexive cognition.

Introduction
Adult learning quality determines successful development of society and its origins lie in the ability of
andragogues to find the elements of adult education that stimulate the learner to be in the constant „state of enquiring“.
However, according to Jarvis P. (2001), the paradox of adult learning is that education, as an organized system, often
conflicts with individual life and learning style of an adult. This is a particularly pressing problem for the people
working in rural sector, where adults are encouraged to give conformist evaluation of socio-economic change forgetting
learner’s personal individuality, affective or experiential environment of learning. Conformist value orientated position
of the learner often presupposes the non-reflexive, passive learning position (Daukilas S. 2011). Therefore, in the
context of adult lifelong learning educologists and psychologists identify an actual problematic question – what
educational technologies are acceptable and meaningful to the adults, and which styles of adult learning condition
interactive content of (self) education when they are learning in education or business organizations? This problematic
issue is related with paradigms of quality and meaningful lifelong learning, which are investigated by many scientists in
various scientific directions Ehlers, U.D (2005, 2006, 2007), Pawlowski J.M. (2006), Katterfeld C., König G. (2008),
Riddy P., Fill K.(2002), Daukilas, S. Kasperiūnienė J. (2013), Žydžiūnaitė V. (2012), Ozkan S., Koseler R. (2009),
Jarvis P. (2001). Works of the latter scientists are topical at the level of andragogy sciences. They state that quality of
adult learning predetermines the processes of internalization and externalization of the learner, in the course of which
individuals reproduce the society in so far as they are able to reproduce themselves i.e. the way and quickness of an
individual in learning new behaviour models and life styles. Proponents of interactive educational content and
technologies-based learning (Marzano J.R. (2007), Szucs A., Tait A., Vidal M., Bernath U. (2009)), consider activation
of the expression of learner‘s emotional intelligence on the basis of his/her practical experience and feelings an essential
precondition for the learning quality. In such circumstances, changes in beliefs of learners usually occur, the individuals
are in the state of permanent „stagnation and creativity“ contradictions.
Aim of this work – to describe pedagogical psychological preconditions of quality adult learning at theoretical
level and, on the basis of empirical research, to identify educational technologies that are acceptable to adults as well as
the dominating interactive learning styles. Tasks: 1. to identify content dimensions of quality adult education at
theoretical level. 2. To analyse tendencies of acceptability of adult educational technologies and to establish the
interactive learning styles in the learning education of different type (business and education).
Research methods: Quantitative and qualitative research methods are used in this work. 190 adult learners (parttime form of learning) from four universities of different study programmes (ASU, KTU, LSU, LSMU) were involved
in the investigation of parameters of meaningfulness of the educational technologies used for adults in the year 2008.
This research was continued in 2011 (128 respondents participated). The research aimed to determine contexts of
educational technologies acceptability and learning interactivity. Qualitative research involved structured interview with
e-learning experts (7 experts), which aimed to substantiate (or reject) the research results on meaningfulness of the used
educational technologies. Validity of the results was estimated by p criterion value (p> 0.05). Adapted methodology of
adult learning styles was used in the investigation of the adult students learning style (Kolb D.A., 1984, Smith.,2008).
This research involved 49 respondents from business organizations and 69 respondents – part-time learners in education
organizations. The research was conducted in 2012-2013.
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Factors of quality adult learning
Theoretical evaluation of adult learning quality enables identification of many paradigms, where factors of
learning quality are divided into two main groups: subjective factors and objective factors. Nevertheless, in description
of learning quality parameters various authors give prominence to the ones that are determined by personality
parameters of the learner and teacher (learning motivation, styles, career needs or expectations, experience, type of
intellect, etc.) (Table 1). Finally, categories of learning interactivity and style, which make the foundation of learning
quality paradigm, emerge in the generalized image of learning quality. Table 1 presents essential statements of learning
and studies quality strategies as identified by various scientists.
Table 1. Essential statements of learning quality strategies, identified by scientists
Author of the
Summative statement
statement
Ehlers
U.D Pedagogical community has no single opinion about the concept of learning quality and the system of
(2005, 2006, 2007)
quality evaluation criteria. The system of criteria, developed for specific learning conditions, could be
used for the quality assessment. The quality is stated to develop only from the interaction of the learner
and learning environment; therefore it can be perceived and evaluated in factual context only.
Participants of pedagogical (andragogical) interaction can be main evaluators of quality.
Pawlowski,
(2006)

J.M.

The paradigm of and its quality parameters are recognized, the main component of which is interactive
process and its participants (learner and teacher). The latter ones are the most important subjects of
quality evaluation.

C.,

A strong focus is on e-learning aids, which can help in realization of constructivist learning with
emphasis on the learner and his/her needs. Parameters of learning interactivity and style are inevitable in
such position.

C.R.

Learning quality evaluation is proposed to follow 123 criteria, which are divided into 11 groups. Ten of
these criteria are suggested to be used in learning quality assessment; priority is given to interactivity of
learning.

K.

Multilevel system (140 criteria, 7 groups, MECA-QDL) for quality of studies evaluation is proposed. In
the evaluation system much attention is attached to managerial component of education. Disadvantage –
requires many experts, is time and money consuming.

Ozkan S., Koseler R.
(2009)

42 criteria, which are divided into 6 groups, are proposed for evaluation of e-lerning products. Learners
are the main evaluators of quality (analysis focuses on their learning experience, therefore investigation
of phenomenological cases of e-learning is appropriate).

Daukilas
Kasperiūnienė
(2012)

S.,
J.

Dimensions of value-oriented education and meaningful learning are distinguished in the learning
quality criteria system. It is proposed to base the design of technological sciences‘ content on the
invariant schemes of the profession objects cognition. These shemes perform the functions of coding of
information in long-term memory of the learner. Prominence is given to the significacne of learning
interactivity, learning motives and motivation factors to quality.

Durkin
(2002);

K.

Kember
(2007)

D.

On the basis of cognitive psychology, application of clearly structured teaching is proposed. Permanent
support of learning motivation and stimulation self-sufficiency of the learners are also necessary. For
this development of communication network „learner – teacher – subjects of working world“ is
necessary.
Teachers present the essential (conceptual) knowledge to convey the content of subjects to learner,
while meaningful learning ensures interactivity of learning. A very important condition for interactivity
of learning is teacher‘s empathy in communication with students, careful planning of education content
and educational evaluation of the competencies acquired by students, which should be closely related
with aims of the study programmes.

Katterfeld
König G. (2008)
Wrigth
(2010)
Riddy P.,
(2008)

Fill

Kolb D., (1984);
Baker
A.,
Jensen
P.J.,
Kolb
D.A.
(2002).
Akstinienė
D.
(2013)

Adult learning is based on specific experience, which acquires the forms of interactive learning in the
cases of reflexive observation and experimentation in learning. Holistic context of cognition is of great
importance.
Prominence is given to learning styles of adult persons, which are based on emotional expression and
real work experience. General pattern is that learning motivation of students from senior age-span is
based on experienced feelings, conditioned by life experience.

Categories of quality learning, described in Table 1, are determined by certain circumstances of public education
development. Table 2 presents descriptions of these circumstances.
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Table 2. Learning quality criteria and implications of their necessity
Criterion
Conditionality of necessity
Clearly structured teaching by presenting Huge amount of knowledge and intensive way of life. Necessity to apply principles of
the essential (hypothetical) knowledge to cognitive psychology in development of invariant models of cognition objects that
the learner.
perform coding functions in long-term memory of the learner.
Permanent
support
of
learning Development of meaningful content of teaching and its presentation to the learner at
interactivity and motivation, which is the level of his/her EGO, to give the educational content the parameters of valueachieved by giving the context of oriented education content. Emphasis on meaningful learning content ensures
meaningfulness,
interactivity
and possibilities to give value-oriented context to educational content.
experiential learning to the content of
teaching.
Stimulation of learning self-sufficiency.
Development of instrumental cognition powers of learners and assurance of
successful externalization process. Enrichment of educational content with flexibility
parameters to avoid contradictions between individual learning style of student and
content strategies projected by education managers.
Development of efficient pedagogical Employment of formal, non-formal and informal learning possibilities by
communication network.
development of professional and individual competences in many ways. Development
of learners‘abilities of meaningful use of social networks.
Assured expression of empathy of Creation of affective learning environment, which assures pedagogical psychological
andragogues and learners.
preconditions for value-oriented education. Development of reflexive learning style,
encouragement of learning through experimentation.
Careful planning of education content.
Harmonization of student learning needs possibilities of training providers and
content of teaching.
Commonality of educational content of Teaching of what is meaningful in real career of the learner, which (career) cannot
study (teaching) programs and society exist without society and it’s changing cultural dimensions (knowledge, abilities,
needs.
values and their provisions).

The learning quality parameters, presented in Table 2, were investigated and analysed in 2008-2011 and in 2013.
Results of empirical research
The paradigm of quality adult learning has the tendency of relating learning quality parameters with the category
of meaningful learning. As parameters of meaningful learning are reckoned in the group of subjective parameters, the
latter ones are identified by the relation of the learner‘s EGO with the educational technologies of the used type of
learning and the education content provided by them. Meaningful educational content is identified in the course of real
didactic process of adult learning, when the learner accepts interactively the content he/she gets during learning, reacts
to it, valuates and makes decisions by describing the value of the perceived cognition object at the level of own EGO.
Research results of acceptability of educational technologies of four types (interactive, e-learning, textbook and verbal)
are presented in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Frequency distribution of four types educational technologies in study programs of different directions of science
(research results in 2008 - left, in 2011 - right)
Here: 1 - physical; 2 - biomedicine; 3- social; 4 - humanitarian; 5 - technological sciences

The research shows the tendency of changing acceptability and meaningfulness of different educational
technologies to the adult learners in the last years (2008 -2011). Statistically significant (p <0,05) change is observed in
the direction of e-learning educational technologies. Qualitative research of e- learning experts shows that interactivity
of students‘ learning is assured in the case of structured learning, when adult learners perceive the quickly and exactly
presented knowledge if the presented learning material is precisely oriented at the level of learners‘ work experience
and is hypothetical in its content. Frequency of interactive learning style in higher in the case of inductive but not
deductive logic of cognition.
Research of interactive learning styles in education and business organizations involves application learning
styles‘ research methods (Baker, A., Jensen, P.J., Kolb, D.A. (2002) to the respondents who have chosen form of
continuous learning in education organizations (64 respondents) and seek to gain the first professional qualification.
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Other group of respondents learn in business organizations (49 respondents), and the learning motivation is related with
professional development.
Comprehensive study and analysis enable grouping the pedagogical psychological factors of interactive learning
by essential criteria for experiential learning that are characteristic to adult learners (Jarvis, P., (2001)). The first group
of criteria is related to the statement that adult learner is motivated interactively to perceive by what at his/her EGO
level causes practically experienced corresponding feelings (see Fig. 2. Group of „experience-feelings“ (EF) factors).
The second group of interactive learning factors is related to reflective thinking in observing what andragogue presents
to the learner (see Fig. 2. Group of „reflective-thinking in observing“ (RTO) factors). The third group of factors is
related to learner‘s abilities of strategic and abstract thinking by creating conceptual images (paradigms) on the basis of
received scientific knowledge (see Fig. 2. Group of „abstract thinking“ (AT) factors). And, finally, there is group of
interactive learning factors, which encourage to test in practice what is conditioned by the received new knowledge and
the internal contradictions experienced during the cognition (see Fig. 2. Group of „practice-experience“ (PE) factors).
Besides, stimulation of factors of all four groups for interactive expression of the student during learning is an
important condition characteristic to interactive process of cognition. Therefore it is necessary that learners perceived,
analyzed and evaluated knowledge from their environment by using maximum acceptable learning styles.
Detailed analysis of learning interactivity factors requires to identify those circumstances of interactive learning
created by pedagogical technologies that stimulate the individual to experience affective conditions motivating the
learner to capture reflexively the educational content, which is received during teaching. It is also very important that in
the case of reflexive cognition the learner is able to conceptualise abstractly and systemize structurally what on the basis
of experience and received new knowledge raises contradictions or stimulates occurance of implication in the system of
causal relations. Table 3 presents generalized research results of the learning interactivity parameters that are assured by
the above mentioned states of learning. The data presented in this table is collected in organizations of two types:
business and education.
Table 3. Distribution of adult learning styles by the cognition interactivity parameters, identified in business and education
organizations
Statistical average of learners
Statistical average of learners in
Group of learning interactivity expression factors
in business organizations
education organizations (Meo)
(Mbo)
Distribution by length of employees service
0-8
9-14
>15
M
0-8
9-14
>15
M
14.0
18.5
17.3
16.7
14.5
12.1
13.3
Interactive cognition on basis of experience-feelings
(EF)
Reflexive-thinking by observation (RTO)
16.2
14.5
15.4
15.3
13.9
16.3
15.1
14.5
15.3
15.4
15.1
14.8
17.6
16.2
Cognition by practice and experiment (PE)
16.3
17.4
16.1
16.6
12.9
11.7
12.3
Distribution by employees‘ education (Marking: PB-professional Bachelor; B – Bachelor;
Mg – Master; D – doctor)
PB-B
Mg
D
M
PB-B
Mg
D
M
13.9 15.0
14.2 14.2
11.8
16.6
14.2
Interactive cognition on basis of experience-feelings 14.8
(EF)
Reflexive-thinking by observation (RTO)
16.5
15.7 16.0
16.1 12.1
12.9
15.8
14.6
Abstract thinking by conceptualization (AT)
14.4
14.5 15.0
16.7 10.2
13.7
16.1
12.4
Cognition by practice-experience (PE)
16.8
16.5 17.1
15.0 11.0
12.3
12.4
11.8
Note: in data analysis significant differences of statistical averages in business (Mbo) and education (Mev) organizations are
established at p<0,05 probability level.

The generalizing data presented in Table 3 shows the tendency, which is under focus of evaluation during the
research, i.e. to determine the interactive learning styles in learning organizations of different types (business and
education). Graphical expression of research results is shown in figure 2.
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By length of service (experience)

By education

Figure 2. Distribution of adult interactive learning styles in organizations of different type
(Here:
in business organizations; — — — — in education organizations)

The received results of theoretical and empirical research make basis for the following generalized tendencies of
interactive adult learning.
Conclusions
Theoretical investigation of quality learning problems indicates the following tendencies of adult education
content development:
 Pedagogical community has no single opinion about the concept of learning quality and the system of quality
evaluation criteria. The emphasis is on the essential aspect of resulting didactics that quality develops only from
the interaction of the learner and learning environment; therefore it can be perceived and evaluated in factual
context only. Thus participants of pedagogical (andragogical) interaction should be the priority evaluators of
quality of learning achievements.
 Interactive adult learning can be organized effectively on the basis of the specific experience of learners. Then
the adult curriculum acquires forms of reflexive observation, stimulates conceptual strategic thinking of learners
and their attempts to experiment. In such circumstances of learning process holistic context of cognition is
important.
 Adult learning content must be made meaningful by assuring its presentation at the level of the learner‘s EGO. In
such case value-oriented context is necessary to the curriculum. Values of hedonistic, pragmatic, constructivist,
progressive, humanistic and holistic way of life are observed in the methodology of adult teaching content
projecting.
 Interactive adult learning is mostly expressed in the following forms: reflexed experience and experienced
feelings; reflexive-thinking by observing the analysed phenomena; abstract and conceptual thinking, experiment
and practical application of new knowledge.




Results of empirical research indicate the following tendencies:
Meaningfulness of the use of different type educational technologies to the learner has been changing in the last
decade. Statistically significant (p <0,05) change is observed in the direction of e-learning educational
technologies. Research shows that interactivity of students learning is assured in the case of structured learning,
when essential knowledge is presented and the interactive, experiential teaching is directed at the development of
instrumental abilities of learner’s cognition. Learning content is interactive when it corresponds to the learner‘s
EGO level (is meaningful); when quality pedagogical communication is supported by various means; when
application of ICT measures enables to realize components of communicative, interactive and perceptual
communication.
Distribution of interactive adult learning styles varies in different organizations. In business organizations
experiential-sensuous learning style is more expressed, when efforts are put to experiment and conceptual
abstraction of newly received knowledge. Respondents from education organizations tend to reflexive
observation and theoretical evaluation of the provided knowledge. This means that in business organizations
learners tend to change, while those who are learning in education organizations show no initiatives to real
change, although understand its necessity. Research also shows statistically significant difference of interactive
learning styles, which are evaluated by educational level and length of service (work experience) of the learners.
Higher interactivity of learning process is in business organizations as here it is based on experiential reflexive
cognition.

Continuation of the research presented in this paper is financed by the European Social foundation according to
the general grant measure (project - VP-1.3.1-ŠMM-07-K-03-045).
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Selected Effects of Financing Polish and Lithuanian Farms
Zofia Koloszko-Chomentowska
Bialystok University of Technology, Poland
Abstract
The paper presents an analysis of changes in the economic situation in Polish and Lithuanian agriculture after accession to the European
Union. The analysis covers the farms that participated in the FADN in 2005-2009. The income from a family farm was taken as the basic measure of
the results evaluation. Selected methods of financial analysis were used: current ratio, return on equity (ROE), the rate of fixed assets reproduction,
the liabilities ratio and the capital structure. The analysis indicates that there have been positive changes in the financial situation and properties of
farms in the two countries. Agricultural incomes have improved, 52% of which were the EU funds. Positive changes occurred also in the farms fixed
assets. In both cases, the value of equity increased. There was little activity of farmers in both countries in regard to the use of external sources of
farm development financing.

Introduction
Family farms are characterized by a great economic diversity, which in turn leads to their polarization into the
fast-growing farms and farm economically weak. This phenomenon is a regularity occurring in agriculture and reflects
the directions of changes in agriculture and its future (Tomczak, 2006). The main task of Polish agriculture is, and will
continue to be, strengthening commercial farms that are able to compete. The key issue for strengthening the
competitive abilities of these farms is the necessary additional investment. The essence of the modernization process of
farms is transforming income into investment that multiplies the income results in new investments. This kind of
feedback is the primary mechanism for farm development.
Farms and village as a whole must have the means to continue the process of modernization. The primary source
of funds for the development is the farmers’ income; its level determines the tendency of farmers to invest. However,
there is a need for the state aid to initiate the development process because agriculture generates too weak internal
forces to be able to start the process of growth and keep it in dynamic balance (Woś, 2004). That is the role of
agricultural policy instruments. The flow of funds that can be used in farms is very broad and their use depends mainly
on the farmers’ activity in the acquisition and utilization of these resources. This is closely related to the functioning of
Poland in the structures of the European Union and the possibilities offered by the Common Agricultural Policy. The
countries that joined the European Community after 2004 have also benefited from these opportunities. This has been a
great chance of additional investment for farms in these countries and adapting them to the requirements of a
competitive market, especially because the negligence in this area has been significant.
The results of studies conducted until now prove that agricultural farms functioning within EU structures have
improved their production and economic results, and this has mainly been influenced by direct subsidies (Zander et. all.,
2008; Poczta, 2008; Bojnec and Latruffe, 2013; Overmars et all., 2013; Severini and Tantari, 2013). These analyses are
limited, however, to the standard results described in FADN methodology. They do not account for indices
characterizing the capability of farms to function over a longer horizon, which is related to reconstruction and
development of fixed capital. In the author’s assessment, such information is indispensible. Supporting farms with
public funds is to, in fact, contribute to permanent improvement of the economic situation of agricultural farms and to
reproduction of production property and should not only be a response to immediate needs. To fill in this gap, an
answer was sought to the question: did the changes that agricultural farms have undergone during the period of their
functioning in union structures contribute not only to the income situation, but also to the property situation? In this
context, the goal of the paper was accepted to be the assessment of changes in the financial and property situation of
agricultural farms on the example of the neighboring countries: Poland and Lithuania, which entered the EU in 2004
(case study). Defining the trends requires a sufficiently long time, but it seems that after a few years the assessment can
be made.
Material and methodology
The research problem was studied on the base of data from the FADN (Farm ..., 2010). The analysis was
conducted for farms in general and with division by economic size. The time horizon of the analysis covers the period
of 2005-2009. For this period, the data are currently available for both countries (European ..., 2013). In this analysis,
terms such as income and net added value are used in accordance with FADN nomenclature. Income from a family
farm (SE420) constitutes the payment for involvement of own production factors in the operational activity of the farm
and payment for the risk taken by the leader of the farm (family farm income). The income of a farm was taken as the
primary measure of the farm results evaluation. The operational activity of a farm includes plant and animal production
and other production types conducted on the farm. However, net added value (SE415) is the payment for permanent
involvement of production factors without regard to their status of ownership (own or foreign) and constitutes a useful
measure of income obtained by all owners of production factors involved in farm activity (Goraj et al. 2004).
Selected methods of financial analysis were used. The ability of farms to repay current liabilities was assessed on
the basis of the current liquidity ratio according to the formula (Gabrusewicz, 2002):
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current assets
(1)
short term liabilities
This ratio determines the ability of farms to settle the short-time liabilities with rotary means of production with
no disturbance in their normal functioning. The optimal value of this ratio should be 1.5-2.0 (Gabrusewicz, 2002). The
value lower than 1.5 means difficulties in payments. In such a case, the farm should consider the possibility of obtaining
cash from additional sources. Exceeding the upper limit of the ratio means the occurrence of financial over-liquidity
that is excessive resource of inventories not used rationally.
In order to determine the prospects of farms functioning in the future their financial status and capital structure
were examined. The re-investment fixed assets ratio was calculated with the following formula (Gabrusewicz, 2002):
net investment
(2)
Re - investment fixed assets ratio 
x 100
fixed assets
This ratio indicates the degree of the obtained assets reproduction. It informs what type of reproduction occurs in
the farm (extended, straight, and narrowed).
The ROE (Return on Equity) index was calculated as the relation of the financial result (net income) to own
capital. Net income was calculated based on the difference between the income from farmstead and the labour costs of
the farmer’s own work (Gołaś, 2008):
Current ratio 

farm income  farmer' s labour cost
x 100
(3)
equity
Return on Equity Indicator ROE was calculated as a relation of financial results (farm income – costs of the
farmer’s work) and equity (Gołaś, 2008). The calculation of this indicator required estimating the labor costs of farmer
and his family. This cost was estimated on the basis of completed employment costs per one unit of labor
(SE370/SE020). This method of estimating labor costs should accurately reflect the real situation in relation to the
diverse agricultural labor charge in different countries. To some extent it also includes a qualitative assessment of the
work (Kulawik, 1995). The level of foreign capital was characterized by liabilities ratio (SE485x 100%/SE436).
ROE 

Results of research
The researched farms were very diverse in terms of the production means (Table1). Lithuanian farms are
characterized by almost three time higher area of agricultural land. In terms of technical equipment in production means
Polish farms were better. There are also clear differences in the level of employment. Number of people working in
Polish farms per 100 ha of arable land is 10.03 while it is 3.66 in Lithuanian farms. Despite the differences in the
production means the economic size of farms in the two countries is similar.
Table 1. Characteristic of farms in Poland and Lithuania in the years 2005-2009 (average per farm)
Specification
Poland
Economic size (ESU1)
9.98
Total UAA2 (ha)
17.44
Total labour input (AWU3)
1.75
Family work (FWU4)
1.51
Total assets (EUR/ha)
5 308.67
Fixed assets (EUR/ha)
4 504.98
Equity- net worth (EUR/ha)
4 817.72

1- European Size Unit – European unit of size
2 - Utilized agricultural area
3 - Annual Work Unit – conversion unit for work in general
4 - Family Work Unit – conversion unit for work of family members
Source: own calculation based on FADN data

Lithuania
9.78
50.22
1.96
1.52
1 905.19
1 288.13
1 592.22

Income from the farm should provide, that is to give the farming family an acceptable social level and
accumulation in specific political conditions. The level of income from agricultural activities is derived from a number
of endogenous and exogenous factors. In 2005-2009, there was an increase in the farm income (Table 2). In case of
Poland the level of farm income increased on average by 11.4% and in case of Lithuania by 19.6%. However, this does
not give the full picture of the family farm, the level of income per person employed on the farm is important. From this
perspective, the net added value increased by 14.7% in Polish farms and by 4% in case of Lithuanian farms. It should be
noted that the level of added value and farm income per person employed are lower in Polish farms. This is due in part
to the accumulation of labor in the absence of alternative employment. Average employment on farms in Poland in the
years 2005-2009 was three times higher than on farms in Lithuania.
Higher income per 1 hectare was noted on Polish farms, which is probably due to greater intensity of
management in these farms. However, income per 1 EUR fixed capital was higher in Lithuanian farms. This is a
consequence of the lower technical equipment of these farms.
It should be noted that achieving such level of income would have been impossible without subsidies from EU
funds. The shares of subsidies for operations in both countries were very similar and amounted to 52-53%. The role of
public resources is particularly important for the functioning of small farms, both in their current operations and making
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investments. An important role is played by subsidized credits (from public funds), which allow for faster adaptation of
new technologies. This is confirmed by studies carried out in India where the government subsidies have contributed to
the development of investment in agriculture and rural poverty reduction (Fan et al. 2008).
An important role in the farm financial situation assessment is played by full return on equity ratio. This ratio
determines the amount of income per unit of invested capital. The higher profitability the better are the prospects for
farm development, more resources can be spent on development. Higher return on equity is observed in Lithuanian
farms. In case of Polish farms the return on equity was much lower, and in 2008-2009, this ratio was negative. More
favorable in this respect was the situation of Lithuanian farms due to their smaller fixed assets hence the process of
reproduction was easier.
Table 2. Selected economic results of farms in the years 2005-2009
Specification

2005

Total family farm income (EUR/farm)
Net value added per 1 AWU (EUR)
Family farm income per 1 FWU (EUR)
Family farm income per 1 ha (EUR)
Family farm income per 1 EUR of fixed
assets (EUR)
Share of subsidies in family farm income (%)
Total family farm income (EUR/farm)
Net value added per 1 AWU (EUR)
Family farm income per 1 FWU (EUR)
Family farm income per 1 ha (EUR)
Family farm income per 1 EUR of fixed
assets (EUR)
Share of subsidies in family farm income (%)

2006
Poland
5 997.00
7 638.00
4 197.99
5 298.72
3 867.83
5 021.87
367.24
449.03
0.10
0.12
36.8

47.9
Lithuania
12 326.00
13 330.00
6 380.34
5 921.98
7 550.06
8 238.03
246.67
274.39
0.25
0.22
53.0

59.5

2007

Years

2008

2009

2005-2009

9 868.00
6 705.73
6 468.48
571.06
0.14

7 738.00
5 661.46
5 159.35
423.07
0.09

6 684.00
4 817.25
4 319.87
365.24
0.06

7 585.00
5 336.23
4 967.48
434.92
0.10

38.7

64.8

76.5

52.2

19 033.00
10 499.73
11 538.12
369.43
0.29

18 395.00
9 904.21
11 745.67
364.33
0.25

14 747.00
6 634.34
9 798.09
291.90
0.20

15 556.00
7 868.12
9 773.99
309.96
0.24

44.8

49.2

63.3

53.2

Source: own calculation based on FADN data

The indicator of liquidity also informs about the ability of a farm to operate in the market. The data presented in
Table 3 show that in both cases, the current ratio is significantly different from the optimal values. What is the cause?
An unequivocal answer is not obvious because in agriculture there is a slow turnover of capital. Funds invested in
current assets are returned only after the completion of a production cycle, which is long. So there is no possibility of
early disposal of the asset, even if it is indicated in the account. From an accounting point of view, it can be assumed
that the owners invested too little in their farms' development. These assumptions can be partially confirmed by the
value of the net investment and the rate of reproduction of fixed assets. The ability to reproduce the assets throughout
the whole study period had only Lithuanian farms. Gross investment value was greater than the amount of depreciation,
so there was expanded reproduction. The Polish farms reproduction rate was variable, but in 2006-2007 had a positive
value. This means that there have been difficulties in reproducing the fixed assets. This is confirmed also by the value
of net investment. Perhaps these entities lacked their own resources for investment activities and they may not have had
the credit to use an external support. It was indicated by nearly twice lower - in relation to farms in Lithuania - liabilities
ratio of these farms.
Table 3. Characteristics of the financial position of farms in the years 2005-2009 (per farm)
Years
Specification
2005
2006
2007
2008
Poland
Gross investments (EUR/farm)
3 117
3 950
4 037
3 703
Depreciation (EUR/farm)
3 340
3 420
3 614
4 448
Net investments (EUR/farm)
-223
530
423
-745
Return on equity ROE (%)
1.21
2.82
3.93
-1.59
Current ratio
5.25
5.27
5.75
5.38
Liabilities ratio (%)
10.40
10.67
11.73
10.50
Re-investment fixed assets ratio (%)
-0.38
0.85
0.59
-0.92
Gross investments (EUR/farm)
Depreciation (EUR/farm)
Net investments (EUR/farm)
Return on equity ROE (%)
Current ratio
Liabilities ratio (%)
Re-investment fixed assets ratio (%)

8 643
2 913
5 730
11.48
4.78
13.16
11.43

Lithuania
13 330
3 315
10 015
11.41
5.06
15.95
16.53

Source: own calculations based on FADN data
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10 669
4 011
6 658
15.09
5.14
17.14
10.08

14 774
4 754
10 020
11.41
4.42
17.79
13.85

2009

2005-2009

3 175
3 725
-550
-1.02
5.53
6.31
-0.46

3 596
3 709
- 113
1.07
5.44
9.92
-0.06

11 488
5 531
5 957
8.57
4.52
14.80
8.01

11 781
4 105
7 676
11.59
4.78
15.77
11.98
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The difficulties in the re-investment fixed assets result also from the adverse relations in the structure of assets.
In the surveyed farms the share of fixed assets in total assets was very high (average 84.7%) - Table 4. Such a high
share of fixed assets never provides high capital efficiency; it also makes it difficult to reproduce the value of the assets.
These difficulties arise from the fact that during the production cycle the fixed assets transfer only a part of their value
to the finished product and therefore there is the need for more production cycles to reproduce them. Such a structure of
production assets, despite being unfavorable due to the negative impact on the possible renewing of the capital, is
typical of many farms in Poland.
The source of financing property is capital. Through the share of equity in the assets financing the business risk
can be determined borne by the farm. It is generally accepted that the larger is the share, the lower risk. In both cases,
the share was very high, the average equity funded 90.7 - 84.7% of total assets (Table 4). It can therefore be concluded
that the researched farms too little benefited from the loans, both for investment and current purposes, and thus limited
their opportunities for development.
Table 4. Characteristics of the property of farms in the years 2005-2009 (per farm)
Years
Specification
2005
2006
2007
2008
Poland
Total assets (EUR/farm)
69 980
75 193
86 837
98 399
including:
- fixed assets (%)
84.3
83.0
82.5
82.6
- current assets (%)
15.7
17.0
17.5
17.4
Total assets per 1 ha UAA (EUR)
4 285.36
4 420.52
5 025.28
5 379.93
Equity - net worth (EUR/farm)
62 704
67 170
78 019
88 065
Liabilities (EUR/farm)
7 276
8 023
8 817
10 335
- short-term liabilities1 (EUR/farm)
2 097
2 422
2 644
3 174
- long-term liabilities2 (EUR/farm)
5 179
5 601
6 173
7 161
Lithuania
Total assets (EUR/farm)
74 437
85 456
100 518
109 709
including:
- fixed assets (%)
67.3
70.9
65.7
65.9
- current assets (%)
32.7
29.1
32.3
34.1
Total assets per 1 ha UAA (EUR)
1 489.63
1 759.08
1 951.05
2 172.88
Equity - net worth (EUR/farm)
64 638
71 824
83 291
90 193
Liabilities (EUR/farm)
9 799
13 632
17 228
19516
- short-term liabilities1 (EUR/farm)
5 086
4 918
6 703
8 448
- long-term liabilities2 (EUR/farm)
4 713
8 714
10 525
11 068
1 - short-term loans

2009

2005-2009

132 507

92 583

89.4
10.6
7 240.87
124 147
8 361
2 533
5 828

84.7
15.3
5 308.06
84 021
8 563
2 574
5 988

108 273

95 679

68.7
31.3
2 143.17
92 248
16 025
7 508
8 517

67.6
32.4
1 905.34
80 439
15 240
6 533
8 707

2 - long and medium-term loans
Source: own calculation based on FADN data

Conclusions
Polish and Lithuanian agriculture inclusion to the mechanisms of the Common Agricultural Policy means
support for both commercial farms with strong ties to the market and farms that realize new functions, like organic
farming, seeing their chances in searching alternative sources of income. The inclusion of agriculture in both countries
into mechanisms of the Common Agricultural Policy resulted in supporting both commercial farms with strong market
relationships and farms with new, often non-commercial functions, which see their chances in multifunctional,
searching for alternative sources of income. Some economic instruments are not intended to stimulate the growth of
agricultural production, but as a form of transfers to farms, affect farm income.
The analysis shows that the accession to the EU was followed by the positive developments of financial and
property of farms in the two countries. First of all, agricultural income improved. The EU funds played a great role in it.
Deprivation of farms of this form of support, in the extreme case, would result in their negative financial result. The
lower level of income after 2008 indicates the vulnerability of all farms to changes in the global economy.
Positive changes occurred in the farms’ fixed assets. In both cases increased value of equity. The capital
structure is adverse in Polish farms and during the years of research it has not changed. This indicates a heavy burden of
fixed assets on farms, making it difficult to reproduce. In this case, rational management of assets should be taken into
account. Also, liquidity ratio and debt ratio indicates low activity of farmers in both countries towards modernization
and distrust to the provision of external sources of financing farms development. Therefore, it can be concluded that the
researched farms too little benefited from the loans, both for investment and current purposes, and thus limited their
opportunities for development. The reluctance of farmers to finance investment with a credit is fairly common. Similar
behavior is observed among farmers in Bulgaria, Romania and Mexico (Hertz, 2009; Pfeiffer et al, 2009; Safavian et al,
1998). Such behavior results from many factors, but the farmer’s personal situation should be considered since it will
always be the most important selection criterion. The situation in individual farms varies depending on their size and
type, verification of this claim, however, requires further research.
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The Determinants of an Innovative Slowdown in Poland
Magdalena Kozera
Poznan University of Life Sciences, Poland
Abstract
In the article the issues of innovation in Polish enterprises were discussed, especially the determinants of this situation were examined. The
non- financial factors of this phenomenon were indicated on. It was also underlined that the cooperation of the enterprises with the science sector was
insufficient. The entrepreneurs reluctantly finance scientific projects because their results are economically risky. They still do not use the human and
intellectual capital.
Key words: innovation slowdown, non- financial factors of innovation, cooperation with the science sector, regional development.

Introduction
There is no doubt that maintaining the competitive position of enterprises and whole economies on today's
market requires a special level and pace of innovation (Eaton, Kortum, 1997). It is assumed that innovation contributes
to generating new values in the enterprise only in the situation of sustainability of the human, organisational (physical
resources) and client capital (relational resources). In the countries where the proportions are appropriate the trend to
strive for the increase in the value is clear. In the case of the dysfunctional relationship within human, organisational
and relational capital innovation usually decreases (Edwinson, Malone 2001). Among such countries at the beginning of
the second decade of the 21st century is Poland, which is a very disturbing phenomenon. In this situation, despite its
significant economic potential Poland faces the threat of gradual marginalisation against the background of the EU and
other developing economies of the world (Eaton, Kortum, 1997; Hausman, Johnston, 2014).
This article is going to determine the factors that together with often mentioned financial constraints contribute to
the decline in innovation in Polish enterprises. The analyses were conducted on the basis of the Innovation Scoreboard
Union reports for the period 2007-2013, using a synthetic measure of innovation, i.e. the Summary Innovation Index.
The publications and studies related to the development of innovation in Poland and the other countries were also used.
Research methodology
The base of the resarch is focused on a survey of a number of academic studies on economie development,
innovation policy and the role of human capital as a fector od changes. It also base of the statistic date and indicators
coming from the Europeas Innovation Scoreboard (EIS). The EIS is an instrument of European Commission, developed
(under teh Lisbon Strategy) to provide a comparative asessment of the innovation performence of EU Member States
(European Commission - IP/08/234 14/02/2008). To analised the problem of innovation slowdown in Poland the
studies and surveys of Polish and foreign authors were used. The internal factors of innovation decline were considered
in a historical context, especially as e result of the result of a centrally planned economy and the limits of intellectual
property rights. The Polish development gap problem compared to other EU countries is becoming a key challenge for
the government. This is reflected in the records of the National Development Strategy to 2020 (Strategia Rozwoju Kraju
2020).
Determinants of innovation in Poland
Innovation is defined as an ability to develop and implement new solutions, ideas and methods and their
absorption (Baily, Chakrabarti, 1988; Porter, 1990; Drahos, Maher, 2004). This characteristic is associated with an
active involvement of entities into innovative processes as well as taking measures for innovation. It is also a kind of
commitment of entities and state institutions into the acquisition of resources and skills, necessary to participate in the
innovative processes (Niedzielski 2005; Brander, 2010). The innovation depends on the resources owned by the country
and the entities and so-called innovation maturity i.e. the ability to use these resources in order to create innovation
(Regional innovation system…199; Tohidi, Jabbari, 2012). In this context the determinants of innovation in the Polish
economy, in particular social determinants, must be sought in the period prior to Poland’s entry into the EU structures.
In the report „Innowacyjność sektora MSP w Polsce. Rządowe programy wsparcia a luka finansowa, prepared by
the Ernst & Young within the framework of the project „Stabilne państwo”, in Poland there is almost no tradition of
promoting innovation in enterprises by the state, both in terms of financial support and mechanisms for development.
In the socialist Poland apart from the common pressure on the socialization of emerging innovations an
additional barrier to the innovators was a nearly total lack of copyright protection. The role of the main innovator of the
economy was played by the government who prioritized branches of the economy according to the rules of the central
management and also on the basis of the ideological principles. The new licenses or technologies were purchased
basically to the privileged sectors. On the other hand, the central planning resulted in creating and promoting industry
research institutes and research at university level. Their task was to deliver innovative injection for specific industries.
Today it is estimated that in practice the results were negligible.
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In the period of transition (1989) and transformation of the ownership innovation activities in enterprises stopped
for some time. Professional institutions and state universities which previously played the role of innovators were
trapped in budgetary constraints and in fact, nearly a total lack of resources for the further research. In a sense
innovation activities were taken over by privatized and new enterprises, especially with the participation of the foreign
capital (Innowacyjność sektora MSP w Polsce …2011).
The economic situation at the beginning of the 21st century (2000-2004 and 2004-2012, i.e. the periods before
and after the entry into the EU) was not favorable for the development of innovation in the Polish economy. This period
is divided into two parts: before and after the global economic crisis (Wziątek-Kubiak, 2013). In the years 2000-2008
(except for 2005), a permanent and systematic increase in the expenditure on investments and related to it increase in
demand for their products appeared in the enterprises implementing innovations.
The share of spending on innovative investment in total cost during this period amounted to more than 80%,
wherein the average annual rate of growth exceeded 20%. The changes were evident before the global crisis i.e.. in the
period 2006-2008. Initially Poland still belonged to the forefront of European investors and more than 46% of the
companies increased their investment spending.
However, at the same time (as in most EU countries) almost 14% of the enterprises reduced their expenditure on
these objectives. At the same time a new negative trend in the Polish economy appeared: the growth of expenditure on
innovation, including investment in innovation, was accompanied by the decline in the share of the innovative
companies in the total number of enterprises. At the same time the process of growing concentration of innovative
activities was noticed in a smaller and smaller number of entities. The process of knowledge dissemination by diffusion
or merely following the innovators according to the pattern: the early followers, early majority, late majority and
eventually laggards (marauders), slowed down (Kania et al, 2011).
The import of knowledge begun the process of filling in the gaps in innovation, especially in the sector of small
and medium-sized enterprises, but it did not offset the substantial reduction in the share of new and modernized
products in the revenue from the sale. (According to Wziątek-Kubiak the proceeds from the sale of new or improved
products decreased from 22.5 % in 2004 to 13.1 % in 2006 and to 12.4 % in 2008).
The economic crisis which started in 2009 meant a nearly complete setback in total investment, especially in the
expenditure related to the innovation activity. This situation lasted almost until the end of 2011.
As it is emphasized, the companies strongly limited their innovation activities despite the relatively small drop in
GDP in Poland in 2009. This attitude may have been justified by a high sensitivity of innovations to the economic risk
(Bidault, Castello, 2009). The companies stopped basically all types of innovation i.e. not only in the area of products
and processes, but also organizational and marketing innovation. As a consequence, there had been a reduction in the
number of enterprises implementing innovations. The proportion of the entities which in 2009 increased their
expenditure to the ones that reduced it, was negative, amounted to 35.6 %, and was one of the worst in the EU. This
downward trend in innovation in the Polish enterprises lasted basically until the end of 2011 and the year 2012 brought
only small changes in this issue.
Innovation of Polish enterprises against the background of the European countries
The problems of the innovation instability and eventually its slowdown in the Polish enterprises are reflected in
the ranking of the European innovation from the first and second decades of the 21st century. Only in three areas:
human capital (ie, the share of people with higher education in the total population and the number of young people
with upper secondary education), the innovative activity of companies and economic effects assessment Polish exceed
the EU-27 average. An optimistic indication of estimation of the transformation of Polish companies in the knowledgebased companies, it may be the involvement of stakeholders in innovation activities, which are a manifestation of
expenditure on innovation, well above the EU average. However, for the whole economy Innovation Index (SII) in
Poland fluctuates between 54-57 % of the EU-27 (table 1). This shows once again the significant delay in the
construction of knowledge-based economy.
Table. 1. Changes of the innovation indicator (SII) in Poland and EU-27 (in the years 2007-2011)
Specification
2007
2008
2009
2010
EU-27

0.517

Poland
0.284
Source: Innovation Union Scoreboard 2010 and 2011

2011

0.526

0.526

0.533

0.539

0.293

0.292

0.304

0.296

In spite of the internal economic situation Poland remained in the group of member states defined as the
moderate innovators which was equal to the necessity of catching up with the innovative backlogs in the process of
knowledge creation and partly its acquisition. In 2012 Poland was placed in the group of the countries, classified as
modest innovators. It is worth noting that in the period before the global economic crisis the number of both groups the moderate innovators (the late majority) and the modest innovators (marauders) was large. It was partly related to the
growing intensity of the competitive struggle to differentiate themselves through innovation. In the following years,
despite the crisis in the global economy, the number of countries in the marauders group was reduced and in 2012, in
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this group were only four countries: Latvia, Romania, Bulgaria and Poland (table 2) (Innovation Union Scoreboard
2012 and Innovation Union Scoreboard 2013).
Table. 2. Change of the Polish place in the ranking of synthetic evaluation of innovation 1 in the years 2007-2013
Place in the
Summary
ranking of
Membership to a
Innovation
Countries
Polish
group of innovative
Index
economy
innovation leaders 1:
Denmark, Finland, Germany, Sweden, the UK
innovation followers 2:
2007

30/31

Moderate innovators 3:
Modest innovators 4:
innovation leaders

2008

25/29

innovation followers
Moderate innovators
Modest innovators
innovation leaders

Austria, Belgium, France, Iceland, Ireland, Luxembourg, the
Netherlands
Australia, Cyprus, Czech Republic, Estonia, Italy, Norway, Slovenia,
Spain
Bulgaria, Croatia, Greece, Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania, Malta,
Poland, Portugal, Romania, Slovakia.
Sweden, Finland, Germany, Denmark, the UK
Austria, Ireland, Luxembourg, Belgium, France, the Netherlands
Cyprus, Estonia, Slovenia, Czech Republic, Spain, Portugal, Greece
Malta, Hungary, Slovakia, Poland, Lithuania, Romania, Latvia,
Bulgaria
Denmark, Finland, Germany, Sweden, the UK

Austria, Belgium, Cyprus, Estonia, France, Ireland, Luxembourg, the
Netherlands, Slovenia
Moderate innovators
Czech Republic, Greece, Hungary, Italy, Lithuania, Malta, Poland,
Portugal, Slovakia, Spain
Modest innovators
Bulgaria, Latvia and Romania
innovation leaders
Denmark, Finland, Germany, Sweden
innovation followers
Austria, Belgium, Cyprus, Estonia, France, Ireland, Luxembourg,
Netherlands, Slovenia, UK
2010
23/27
Moderate innovators
Czech Republic, Greece, Hungary, Italy, Malta, Poland, Portugal,
Slovakia, Spain
Modest innovators
Bulgaria, Latvia, Lithuania, Romania
innovation leaders
Denmark, Finland, Germany, Sweden
innovation followers
Austria, Belgium, Cyprus, Estonia, France, Ireland, Luxembourg, the
Netherlands, Slovenia, the UK
2011
23/27
Moderate innovators
Czech Republic, Greece, Hungary, Italy, Malta, Poland, Portugal,
Slovakia, Spain
Modest innovators
Bulgaria, Latvia, Lithuania, Romania
innovation leaders
Denmark, Finland, Germany, Sweden
innovation followers
Austria, Belgium, Cyprus, Estonia, France, Ireland, Luxembourg, the
Netherlands, Slovenia, the UK
2012
24/27
Moderate innovators
Czech Republic, Greece, Hungary, Italy, Lithuania, Malta, Portugal,
Slovakia, Spain
Modest innovators
Bulgaria, Latvia, Poland, Romania,
1
countries whose results are well above the EU average, 2countries whose results are above the EU average, 3countries whose results
are below the EU average, 4countries whose results are significantly lower than the EU average
Source: on the basis of: Innovation Union Scoreboard 2018-2013
2009

25/29

innovation followers

Discussions about the reasons for the Polish decline in the innovation ranking points to some relevant, nonfinancial causes for this situation. On the one hand the economic transformation is the stimulator of enterprises
innovation. On the other hand, the own involvement of enterprises promotes the development of knowledge-based
economy (Mahroum, Al-Saleh, 2013). The common denominator for this relationship is the human capital that should
be noticed, appreciated and developed by the education system, investing and promoting lifelong learning, and even
after it. Almost all of these issues so far have been neglected in Poland. This is shown in the EU innovation rankings.
Moreover, the innovation gap relative to the average level of innovation in the EU, the majority of respondents ranked
areas was significantly below the EU27 average (table 3).

1
In determining the position of the EU country, the 24 factors were taken into account - human resources (for example, the number of
new graduates of doctoral studies), opening up the system of science(for example, the number of foreign students, number of
scientific publications published in the best journals), the expenditure of the State and companies on research and development and
the participation of entrepreneurs in the creation of innovation.
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Table 3. Innovation gap Poland- EU-27
Factor

Partial indicators
Graduates of doctoral studies

Human capital

Enabling
factors

Quality, openness,
attractiveness of the
research system
R & D Financing and
support
Busines investment
Collaboration and
entrepreneurship

Business
Create the value of
intellectual property

Innovation
The effects of
innovative
activity

Economic effects

Share of people with higher education in the population
The youth of upper secondary education

Participation in
the % (average
of EU27=0)
-47%
5

Joint international publications

15
-34

Premium publication among the 10% most cited

-66

Doctoral students from outside the EU

-90

Budget expenditure on R & D

-30

Venture- capital
Business expenditure on R & d
Other expenditure on innovation
SMES that make up on their own innovation

-65
-84
76
-55

SMES create innovation, in cooperation with other

-43
-93

Joint science publications-trader
PCT patent applications *
Applications for PCT patents related to the social challenges
EU trade marks
EU designs
SMES Implementing product and process innovation
SMES implementing organizational innovation and market
Employment in the business based an knowledge
Export of products-med and hi-tech
Export of knowledge-based services
Sales innovation for companies and the market
Foreign revenue from licenses and patents

* Patent Cooperation Treaty
Source: Innovation Union Scoreboard 2011, Bukowski M., Szpor A., Śniegocki A. 2012.

-91
-90
-47
-8
-49
-52
-33
9
-31
-26
-88

The Polish innovation’s Achilles heel is a bad, or at least insufficient cooperation between the academic sector
and companies. It is emphasized that the research carried out in universities are distant from the needs of practice and
there is a lack of initiatives related to their commercialization. Very important is also the financial involvement of
companies in joint projects with research institutions. It is estimated that in Poland this involvement accounts for about
25% of expenditure incurred on R & D, compared to more than 50% in the EU (Opritescu, 2012). One of the
consequences of this limitation is a decreasing number of the launched innovative products. Only 1/3 of the enterprises
are interested in their development and sale, while in the EU this number exceeds half of the enterprises (Gobble, 2013).
Entrepreneurs also fail to use available, but not always appreciated resources i.e. the intellectual capital created
by the people and their relationships.
Too rarely entrepreneurs ask themselves questions, similar to those defined by A. Brooking (1996) as the key to
define their companies’ intellectual capital.
The questions are as follows:

Does each employee in my company know his/her work and its contribution to the aims of the company?

Does my company know the company's brand value?

Does my company understand the innovation processes and encourage all the employees to participate in them?
(Ujwary-Gill, 2009).
In view of negligence in the diagnosis and management of intellectual capital it is worth noting that in Poland the
strong point of the innovation processes is still untapped human capital (Mariz-Perez, Teijeiro-Alvarez, Garcìa-Alvarez,
2012). This is especially true in the case of technical universities’ graduates and the exact sciences. This group of
people appearing on the market should be seen as a source of a kind of innovation reconstruction in the Polish economy.
Conclusions
Justification for the containment of innovation in companies in Poland can be found in the theory of economics
and it is known that technological progress and innovation are the key factor in economic development. In the situation
of the weakening economic growth, which was the consequence of the economic crisis, the companies restrict their
innovation activities for economic reasons (Rigby, Gruver, Allen, 2009). The effects of innovation are deferred and,
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above all, it is difficult to indicate clearly whether in the long run the income from their sale/applications will cover the
costs incurred. In the case of Poland and other average wealthy countries in this category, this situation may lead to the
so-called middle income trap.
Giving up the implementation of their own innovative solutions and the use of someone else's ones threatens to
push the Polish economy to the cheap source of workforce and closes the great development paths.
It would mean accepting the co-called imitative model of the economy. For many of the new EU members it is
the initial model which they are trying to change into the innovative model.
It must be also remembered that the old UE countries faced the similar opportunity during the first period after
the founding of the EU. Although today's leading EU economies benefited from it, some of them, particularly Greece,
Portugal and Malta, did not (Bukowski et al., 2012). For the Polish economy, which belongs to the group of middleincome countries, it should provide additional warning.
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Abstract
The objective of the paper is to determine the comparative cost competitiveness of fish processing sector of the Baltic countries in order to
evaluate the current performance of the sectors and give indication on the future development perspectives. Therefore the paper deals with the
comparative analysis of the production costs and product value of fish processing enterprises by using cost price, unit value and transferred cost
analysis methods. Considering the unit value and the production costs, the remaining balance for the profit the highest is in Latvia, but Lithuanian
enterprises have been able only to cover the production costs by the production revenues. Thus the development of the sector in Lithuania, in the first
place, could be orientated to improvement of business return performance. Latvian fish processing sector currently is characterized by large labour
input determined, thus there is risks that as the labour prices grow, the ability of the Latvian fish processing producers to gain a profit will decline. In
order to keep the cost competitiveness, future development of the Latvian fish processing could be related to increase in the share of other deep
processing products (beyond sprats). Estonian fish processing enterprises have managed to adjust to the increase of labour price and less labourintensive products have entered the sector structure. Future growth of the Estonian sector could be related to the increase in the share of high value
deep processing products in the production structure, thus using the available resources of both domestic and imported fish as raw materials more
efficiently.
Key words: cost analyses, fish processing, competitiveness.

Introduction
Fish processing in the Baltic countries has a long history and traditions. Due to the number of the involved
producers, production experience and territorial coverage the sector has a potential of existence and development. If
measured by the contribution to the GDP the sector can be considered insignificant (2.5% in Latvia, 2% in Lithuania
and 1.4% in Estonia from the total added value created in the manufacture in 2010), though, these values exceed the
average level of EU member countries five times (0.25%, in 2010). Besides the sector has a certain role in ensuring
rational and sustainable use of the living natural resources of the territorial and internal waters and in creating a
regionally dispersed employment, as well as being one of the few industrial sectors which demonstrates a positive
foreign trade balance in the Baltic countries.
Although during the last decade fish processing sectors in Latvia, Lithuania and Estonia have experienced
similar changes in the external environment and factors, the growth dynamics of the sectors and the performance of it
are not the same. For example, in Estonia the turnover of fish processing has increased by 42% since 2000 with the
average increase rate of 14%, whereas the number of employed persons in the sector has decreased by 66%. In Latvia
fish processing sector shows similar trends, but manifested more moderately – the turnover in this period has increased
by 28% with the average increase rate of 12%, the number of employed persons in the sector has decreased by 40%.
Whereas in Lithuania the fish processing sector shows a significant increase of both the turnover and the number of
employed persons respectively by 3.3 and 1.2 times since 2000.
The existence and development of this traditional and important sector in each of the Baltic countries is highly
dependent on the ability to manufacture and sell fish processing products at the price that is approved by the customers
and at the same time ensures sustainable profit for the enterprises. Although, the fish processing sector in each of the
Baltic countries can be considered specialized in the manufacture of products different from other Baltic neighbours and
therefore these enterprises do not directly compete with each other, still fish processing sector of the Baltic countries
face competitors from other countries, as well as their export orientation determines that the enterprises should be
themselves competitive on foreign markets. There are still lower labour costs in the Baltic countries, especially in
Latvia and Lithuania, as compared to most of other EU countries, which closely relates to the productivity and
availability of qualified workforce issues and notes on cost increase potential (for example, Krievina et al., 2012;
Tanning and Tanning, 2012), and therefore is stimulus for the review of the current cost competitiveness position of the
Baltic fish processing sector.
In the recent studies, where fish processing has been brought forward, most often production quality and its
influencing factors (for example, Kilibarda et.al., 2009; Prester, 2011), wastewater treatment (Steinke and Barjenbruch,
2010; Queiroz et.al., 2013), the availability and sustainable use of live fish as a natural resource (Strehlow, 2010;
MacKenzie, et.al., 2012) has been analysed. In the studies of the Baltic researchers, the analysis of the economic factors
of the fish processing sector’s development and competitiveness has mainly been carried out at a national level (Eičaite
and Motova, 2009; Teplitsky et al. 2013). The EU common market in these studies has been viewed as an environment
for the operation of the sector (for example, Lindquist 2003; Toming K., 2007, ), there has been little international
comparison of the performance results of the sector (for example, Whatley and Wray, 2002).
The objective of the research is to determine the comparative competitiveness of fish processing sector of the
Baltic countries from the point of production costs and profit making in the fish processing enterprises, which would
allow making evaluation of the current performance of the sectors and give indication on the future development
perspectives of these sectors.
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According to this objective the comparative analysis of the production costs and the product value creation was
performed and the affecting factors were evaluated. The subject of the research is production costs in the fish processing
sector of the Baltic countries.
Quantitative analysis methods were used in the research - analysis of the production cost price per average unit
of the physical amount produced was made within the framework of the production cost analysis. The production costs
per production value unit were also analysed, showing the share of the production revenues constituted by the company
costs and the profit of the company. Calculations were made based on the information on the economic performance of
the fish processing companies in the Baltic countries, the physical production volumes and the turnover of the sector for
the years 2008, 2009 and 2010. The calculations were analysed on the basis of the average values for this period.
The cost analysis methods used in the paper are similar to those widely used in food sector competitiveness studies (for
example, Horne, van, 2012; EC, 2011) with own modifications.
In addition to the mentioned analysis methods, the structure of the production costs of the companies was
transferred at the price level of the main resources used in production in other Baltic countries, which allows
considering the competitiveness created by the resources within the sector in each of the countries. When transferring
cost structure, the prices of fish raw material were fixed (i.e., the price differences of the fish raw materials among the
countries were not considered), as well as asset prices (i.e., it was assumed that the asset prices among the countries are
similar, which is defined by the necessity to import these), and the prices of other raw material and services excluding
energy were fixed (i.e., it was assumed that the prices of other raw material and services among the countries are
similar).
Production process

Entrepreneurship

Production value/revenues

Capital

Factor costs

Labour

Intermediate consumption
Total costs

Goods and services

Output

Personnel costs
Interest rate payments
(for borrowed capital)
Depreciation
(current capital costs)

Taxes on production
Profit
(% from own capital
and profit from entrepreneurship)

Incomes of producers of intermediate
goods and services
Compensation for employees (labour income)
Value added

Inputs

Income of capital lenders
Reinvestments in capital
Redistribution with the state
Capital income from entrepreneurship

Figure 1. Scheme of the formation of costs and incomes as a result of production at a company – as a basis for the analysis
method used in the research
Source: construction by authors based on the concepts of ESA 95 and Eurostat Structural Business Statistics, 2009; ideas from
Johnson et al., 2006

The costs included in the analysis method used in the research and their relations to the production factors are
shown in the Figure 1. Analysis is made from the perspective of the company – by evaluating the total costs incurred in
the production process. It was assumed that the cost competitiveness is high if the expenditure of the company is low.
The remaining share of the product sales after expenditure constitutes the profit of the company, which characterizes the
own capital return from entrepreneurship. According to its economic content it includes both the income from the
capital of the company owners and the income from the entrepreneurship.
Results of research
Size, concentration and capacity utilization of the enterprises
According to the turnover fish processing in the Baltic countries constitutes 13% (EUR 124.6 mill.) in Estonia,
11% (EUR 152.4 mill.) in Latvia and 5% (EUR 293.8 mill.) in Lithuania from the total turnover of the food sectors in
these countries in 2010. Despite the fact that in Lithuania the sector occupies a relatively small share in the food
industry, when judged by the turnover value the Lithuanian fish processing sector is distinctly the biggest in the Baltic
countries. Latvian fish processing is the largest among the Baltic countries by the number of persons employed in the
sector.
The structure of the fish processing sector is different in the Baltic countries (see Table1). In all countries a large
number of enterprises are involved in the sector, but in Lithuania the turnover of the four biggest enterprises constitutes
almost ¾ from the total turnover of the sector, whereas in Latvia it is only 27%. The relatively fragmented sector in
Latvia is indicated also by the average turnover per one enterprise. In 2010 in Latvia it constituted on average EUR
1.4 mill., which is the lowest value among the Baltic countries (in Lithuania - EUR 4.3 mill. and in Estonia EUR
2.1 mill.).
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Table 1. Size and concentration of enterprises in fish processing in the Baltic Countries in 2010
Latvia
Lithuania
Estonia
Total turnover, mill. EUR
152.4
293.8
124.6
Total number of enterprises
111
69
58
Number of employees
5,007
4,495
1,766
Average size of enterprises, mill. EUR
1.4
4.3
2.1
Turnover of the 4 largest fish processing enterprises
in the total turnover of fish processing enterprises, %
27
73
54
Use of capacity1
55%
61%
80%
Source: (Lindpere et al., 2011) and calculations based on Eurostat Structural Business Statistics database, unpublished data of Central
Statistical Bureau of Latvia, Statistics Lithuania; concentration for Latvia calculated form data covering enterprises with 10 and more
employees; estimation of Estonia based on data of 2009

The production capacity utilization in the fish processing enterprises in Latvia on average was 55% in 2010. The
available data and expert evaluation on Estonia indicates that the capacity utilization in fish processing of Estonia was
at the level of 61% in 2010. Lithuania the production capacity utilization in the fish processing enterprises in 2010 was
significantly higher than in Latvia and Estonia - at the level of 80%. The technological capacity utilization in the food
sectors of the Baltic countries in general in 2010 on average was at the level of 68%. Incomplete capacity utilization
indicates both of the potential for further growth of scale, but currently it causes additional factor costs per product unit.
Main products
According to the share of the product groups within the total turnover of the fish processing sector in the Baltic
countries, it can be concluded that the manufacturers of the fish processing products in each of the countries are
specialized to some extent in production of a certain group of products. This condition has developed historically, since
the most significant fish processing enterprises operating in the Baltic countries currently (in Latvia: Ltd „Gamma-A”,
Ltd „Karavela”, Ltd „Brīvais Vilnis”; in Lithuania: „Viciunai Group” fish processing enterprises) have developed on
the basis of ancient production traditions and fish processing plants rich in experience. In Estonia the fish processing
sector had undergone significant structural changes after the restoration of sovereignty – the historical specialization to
produce canned fish products and preserves has declined and currently constitutes a small share of the total fish
processing, whereas the fish filleting products have gained importance. Many enterprises that had specialized in
production of fish preserves and canned products have gone bankrupt, as the possibility to sell the products in the
Russian market decreased following the financial crisis in 1998 (Vetemaa et.al., 2002). The competitiveness of the fish
preserve and canned food production deteriorated also due to the increase in labour costs since 2000 in the Estonian
national economy (OECD, 2009).
It is important to analyze the product structure, because the products dominating the total turnover according to
their share determine to large extent the type of raw materials required for production thereof, the resource input and the
final unit price in the sector in general.
The Latvian fish processing sector is dominated by the production of canned fish products – prepared or canned
sardines, sardinellas, sprats, whole or in pieces (the delicacy of Latvian fish processing “Sprats in oil” is very popular in
the world). These products constituted 48% of the total sector turnover in 2008-2010 (see Figure 2), where the fishing
products of the Baltic Sea - the herrings and sprat – are used as raw material.
Lithuania
6%

Estonia

13%

7%

7%

17%

43%

42%

17%

31%

7%

10%

Latvia
5%

17%

3%
9%

66%

Fresh, chilled or frozen fish
Dried or salted fish products
Smoked fish products
Prepared or preserved fish products
Fish fillets in batter or breadcrumbs, including fish fingers
Other

Figure 2. Structure of the turnover in fish processing in the Baltic Countries on average in 2008-2010
Source: calculations based on Eurostat PRODCOM data
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The second most important group of products with share of 17% in the turnover of the sector in 2008–2010 was
chilled or frozen fish. Considering the fact that the sector is distinctly oriented towards export, the sales of the chilled or
frozen fish indicate of potential to increase the volumes of deep fish processing products, thus improving the
technological capacity utilization available to the sector.
In Lithuania the most important position in the turnover structure of the fish processing sector in 2008–2010 was
also occupied by the prepared and canned fish food, but the structure of this product group is significantly different in
Lithuania – it is dominated by surimi products made from imported raw fish material (The Ministry of Agriculture…,
2011). The second most important group of products in the fish processing product turnover in Lithuania in 2008–2010
was smoked fish (smoked Pacific Ocean, Atlantic and Danube salmon, smoked herring and other smoked fish) – 31%
of the turnover. Sales of the frozen fish constitute a significant share in the total fish processing turnover in Lithuania as
well (13% of the turnover in the period).
In Estonia the turnover of the fish processing sector in 2008–2010 was dominated by the sales of the chilled or
frozen fish (42%) (majority being composed by both saltwater and freshwater fish filleting products), indicating on
certain specialization of Estonian fish processing in preparation and sales of raw materials. Compared to other Baltic
countries, in Estonia important place is occupied by the freshwater fish processing products (frozen freshwater fish
fillets). From the deep processing fish products a significant position in Estonian fish processing turnover is occupied
by the group of products – fish fillets in batter or in breadcrumbs, including fish fingers – 17%, prepared and canned
fish products (17%) and dried and/or salted fish products – 10 % of the total sector turnover.
Production cost per unit of physical amount produced
The total production cost of the fish processing products per one unit of physical amount produced has been the
highest in Lithuania (2,503 EUR/t, on average in 2008 – 2,010). In Latvia is has constituted on average 1,270 EUR per
one tonne of final products, in Estonia - 1,063 EUR/t (see Figure 3).
The acquired cost structure indicates that the most significant cost items are purchase of fish raw material, other
materials and services, personnel costs, costs related to energy, as well as depreciation.
]To obtain one tonne of final products in Latvia on average EUR 978 were spent to purchase raw fish material,
other materials and services. This value has been significantly lower than in Lithuania (EUR 2,098) and higher than in
Estonia (EUR 843). In Lithuania the majority of the intermediate consumption costs is constituted by purchase of fish
raw material (54%), in Latvia and Estonia the share of the raw material is not so high, respectively 36% and 44%.
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Figure 3. Average cost price and profit per quantity produced in fish processing enterprises in the Baltic countries on average
in 2008-2010
Source: calculation based on Eurostat PRODCOM and Structural Business Statistics and Comext databases, Central Statistical
Bureau of Latvia, Statistics Lithuania, Statistics Estonia databases, DG Agri data, annual reports of the largest Latvian fish
processing enterprises, unpublished data of CSB of Latvia and Statistics Lithuania

Compared to other Baltic countries, Latvia has had the highest energy costs per one tonne of final fish processing
products – 80 EUR/t (in 2008–2010 on average).
In Estonia and Latvia production of one tonne of final fish processing products is relatively cheap, if measured
by personnel costs (respectively 160 and 213 EUR/t on average during the period of 2008–2010), in Lithuania the
personnel costs have been almost double (on average 316 EUR/t). Similar is also the depreciation among the countries –
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in Estonia and Latvia these costs are lower in the fish processing sector (respectively 38 and 54 EUR/t), but in Lithuania
higher – 61 EUR per product tonne.
The cost structure on average during the period of 2008–2010 indicates that in Lithuania and Estonia the fish
processing producers have been less dependent on the loans. Interest payments for the use of the loaned capital have
been respectively 12 and 13 EUR/t, in Latvia – 16 EUR per product tonne.
Considering the unit value and the production costs, the remaining balance for the profit (or own capital return
from entrepreneurship) in the fish processing sector of the Baltic countries has been different: in Latvia - 43 EUR/t, in
Estonia – 20 EUR/t, but Lithuanian enterprises have been able only to cover the production costs by the production
revenues. In Latvia fish processing sector not only has the highest profit per unit produced among the Baltic countries,
but there is also a higher value added created per product unit in Latvia.
Expenditure and profit shares
The share of the intermediate consumption of the Latvian fish processors within the value of the final products
during the period of 2008–2010 on average has been 75%. This level is the lowest among the Baltic countries. In
Lithuania there is relatively highest share of the intermediate consumption - 84% of the production value.
In Latvia there are large energy costs, the share thereof in 2010 constituted 6% of the production value, and was
related to the structure of the Latvian fish processing products. In Lithuania the share of the energy costs is the lowest
(2.9%).
The factor costs in Latvian fish processing are higher than in the comparative countries. The personnel costs
during the period of 2008 – 2010 on average constituted 16% of the production value, the capital costs - 4%. In Estonia
as well there are high factor costs, which have been similar to those of the Latvian fish processing sector (respectively
15% and 4% on average). But Lithuanian fish processing enterprises have had the lowest factor costs among the Baltic
countries. The personnel costs during the period of 2008–2010 on average constituted 13% and the capital costs 2% of
the production value.
Despite the higher factor cost level, the share of the total production costs in the production value in the Latvian
fish processing enterprises in 2008–2010 on average constituted 97%, which has been the best level among the Baltic
countries. Thus the balance for the profit after compensation of all costs for Latvian fish processing enterprises during
the period 2008–2010 has been the best among the Baltic countries every year, constituting 3% on average (see Figure
4). Despite the lower level of factor costs, the share of the total production costs in the production value in the
Lithuanian fish processing enterprises in 2008–2010 on average constituted 100%, which prevented any profit gain. The
total production costs in Estonian fish processing enterprises on average during the period of 2008–2010 constituted
98% and the balance for profit – 2%.
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Figure 4. Shares of production costs and profit (in production value) in fish processing enterprises in the Baltic countries on
average in 2008-2010
Source: calculations based on Eurostat Business Statistics, Central Statistical Bureau of Latvia, Statistics Lithuania, Statistics Estonia
databases, unpublished data of CSB of Latvia and Statistics Lithuania; estimation of depreciation in Latvia

By transferring the analyzed structure of the fish processing costs of the countries to the resource price level of
another country it was identified that the level of the main production resource prices in 2010 was lower in Latvia than
in Lithuania and Estonia and, if working under the conditions of the neighbouring producers (given the current
production cost structure), the share of the production costs of the Latvian fish processing producers would increase in
value by 10% (in Lithuania) and 17% (in Estonia) (see Table 2). Such increase would mainly be determined by higher
labour costs, which would significantly reduce the cost competitiveness of Latvian enterprises given the current
production structure and the enterprises would suffer loss.
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Table 2. Indices of the changes in the share of production costs at the price level of neighbouring countries’ in fish processing
in the Baltic countries in 2010
Price level of
Producer
Latvia
Lithuania
Estonia
Country
Latvia
1.00
1.10
1.17
Lithuania
0.96
1.00
1.03
Estonia
0.93
0.97
1.00
Source: price levels based on Eurostat Structural Business statistics database, (EU energy in figures, 2012), World Bank database,
National Bank of Poland

Estonia has the highest resource price level of the Baltic countries. Thus the share of the production costs of the
Estonian fish processing enterprise in the production value, while working under Latvian conditions, would decrease by
7%, in Lithuanian - by 2%. Thus only Estonian fish processing enterprises can gain profit at the current resource prices
in all Baltic countries, which, given the price level of 2010 and the costs structure in each of the comparative countries,
could not be achieved by either Latvian or Lithuanian fish processing producers.
Conclusions
The largest fish processing sector according to turnover is in Lithuania, whereas Latvian fish processing is the
largest by the number of employed persons, which makes it more sensitive towards increase of labour costs.
Several leading fish processing enterprises can be determined in each country, but, with the exception of Lithuania, on
general the concentration in the fish processing in the Baltic countries is not high, the number of participants is large,
which indicates fragmentation of the production.
Fishing processing enterprises in each of the countries have specialized to a certain extent in production of a
different group of products. The products dominating the total turnover of the sector determine the type of raw materials
required for production, the resource inputs, production costs and the final price of the products.
The production capacities available to the sector are most efficiently utilized in Lithuania, where, compared to the other
countries, the production of deep processing products is dominating. In Latvia and Estonia the technological capacity
utilization can be increased; also it is possible to use the fish raw materials available more efficiently, because currently
in both countries the sales of the chilled and frozen fish products constitute a large share in the turnover.
The products with higher unit value are produced in Lithuania, where there is a high share of surimi products (higher
market price) in the turnover. The lowest value of the product unit is observed in Estonia, where there is a large share of
pre-processed (chilled or frozen) production in turnover.
The most important items in the production costs are fish raw material and personnel costs. Considering the unit
value and the production costs, the remaining balance for the profit in the Latvian fish processing sector on average
during the period of 2008 – 2010 has been 43 EUR/t, in Estonia – 20 EUR/t, but Lithuanian enterprises have been able
only to cover the production costs by the production revenues. The highest profit share was also gained by the Latvian
fish processing sector – 3% of the production value, and in Estonia – 2%.
By transferring the production cost structure to the resource price level of other analyzed countries it was
identified that Estonia would be able to gain profit in other Baltic countries as well; Lithuanian fish processing
enterprises would be able to gain profit given the Latvian level of resource prices, but Latvian fishery enterprises with
the current production cost structure would lose the ability to gain profit given the level of resource prices observed in
other Baltic countries. It is mainly determined by the large labour input required to produce the most important Latvian
fish processing product – sprats in oil, and the comparatively higher level of labour remuneration in the sector of other
Baltic countries.
The fish processing sector of Estonia has undergone significant structural changes since 2000, it has managed to
adjust to the increase of labour price best of Baltic countries and less labour-intensive products have entered the sector
structure. Future growth of the sector could be related to the increase in the share of high value deep processing
products in the production structure, thus using the available resources of both domestic (marine and aquacultural) and
imported fish as raw materials more efficiently.
Analysis of production costs in the Baltic countries shows that the final product value reacts to large extent to the
price level of fish as raw material, whereas high labour input is not directly reflected in the production price. In Latvia,
where the highest labour input in the fish processing sector is observed, the value of the products manufactured is
comparatively low and it is possible due to the relatively low level of labour remuneration. Thus there is a risk that as
the labour prices grow, the ability of the Latvian fish processing producers to gain a profit will decline. In order to keep
the cost competitiveness, future development of the Latvian fish processing could be related to increase in the share of
other deep processing products (beyond sprats) in the total turnover of the sector.
By using a relatively expensive imported fish as raw material, Lithuanian fish processing achieved a
comparatively high average product unit value, but a comparatively small value added, which has resulted in a low
profit gain. Thus the development of the sector could be orientated to improvement of business return performance.
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Abstract
A bioeconomy is referred to as an economy of the 21st century, which replaces the 20th century economy based on fossil resources. The use
of bioresources will facilitate the transition to low-carbon energy consumption, prevent climate changes, and replace the declining stocks of fossil
resources. Bioresources of agricultural origin has a potential to become the central source of resources and to ensure the production of various
chemicals, materials, and energy. At the same time, agricultural production has to continue meeting the demand for healthy and safe food and feed.
Achieving these objectives in the European Union and also in Latvia has raised questions on the feasibility and sustainability of such an economy.
The theoretical approach employed in examining the problem in the first section of the present paper reveals that by introducing a knowledge-based
bioeconomy, the overall gains of the national economy will be made through two dimensions: deep processing of bioresources of agricultural origin
and development of rural areas. There are all preconditions in Latvia to make all these potential gains. The second section of the paper analyses
Latvia’s targets regarding the security of electricity supply and the development of rural economy through fostering the construction of biogas
facilities in rural regions. The key focus is placed on the flow and sustainability of bioresources of agricultural origin.

Introduction
To foster an economy based on bioresources, the strategy „Innovating for Sustainable Growth: A
Bioeconomy for Europe” was submitted to the European Union Parliament in February of 2012 (European
Commission, 2012a). The EU Parliament suggests that bioeconomies are a precondition for reaching the targets set in
the Europe 2020 Strategy and its initiatives “Innovation Union” and “Resource efficient Europe” (Eiropas komisija,
2010b). The Parliament stresses that by making urgent efforts now and by supporting the development of new
technologies and business models, investments would create stimuli making a long-term contribution to economic
growth (European Parliament, 2013). Biomass will be the main resource in producing materials and energy as well as
provide the transition to a low-carbon economy, thereby reacting on the climate change and replacing the declining
fossil resources. According to the latest Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) scenarios, the energy produced from
bioresources will account for half of the total primary energy consumption in the world by 2050 (Edenhofer, 2011).
High targets in energy production from bioresources have been set in the policy documents of the EU and the United
States of America (USA) regarding energy supply. Yet, a discussible question arises in such a situation concerning
agricultural production, as it is required to ensure socially responsible business practices in agriculture. Natural
landscapes, biotopes, and biodiversity have to be maintained, and the production of healthy food and feed has to be
ensured. Advantages arising from developing a bioeconomy by a country have been examined and convincingly
reflected in target achievement strategies. The bioeconomy strategy of the USA focuses on a greater security in energy
supply and economic advantages for farmers (The White house, 2012). The bioeconomy strategy of the EU focuses on
regional industrial opportunities for rural communities, environmental gains at the global, regional, and local levels, as
well as other gains for society in relation to human health and safety (The European... 2012), (European Commission,
2010c). In Europe, bioresources for energy production is the fastest growing bioeconomy sector. Over the recent 15
years, the output of energy generated from bioresources doubled, presently accounting for 6% of the total primary
energy consumption (Don, 2011).
Exploiting the widely available bioresources, in Latvia, too, the bioeconomy sector has developed, generating
electricity and thermal energy from biomass of forest and agricultural origin. Particularly the use of biomass of
agricultural origin in energy production in Latvia has to be extensively researched to dispel doubts about whether its
production meets sustainability criteria (Karp, 2008), (Robertson, 2008). Meeting the criteria of sustainability in the use
of biomass may be provided by introducing a certification system for biomass production and the supply chain (van
Dam, 2008). To examine the mentioned problems, the overall research aim is set and specific research tasks are defined.
Aim of the paper: to examine the use of agricultural bioresources for biogas production and its sustainability for
developing the bioeconomy in Latvia.
Research tasks: 1) to provide insight into bioeconomy and bioresources; 2) to analyse biogas production
resources; 3) to examine the sustainable use of bioresources in biogas production.
Research methods used: analysis of scientific literature, logical analysis and synthesis, analysis of
official/government documents
Research results
Bioeconomy and the bioresources of agricultural origin exploited by it
In various sources of information, the definition of bioeconomy has several interpretations. For instance,
according to G. Akerlof, “bioeconomics is a progressive branch of social science that seeks to integrate the discipline of
economics and biology for the sole purpose of creating a better theory explaining economic processes using a biological
basis”. Bioeconomics is a paradigmatic shift in the development of the economy, and it integrates natural resource
economics, environmental economics, and ecological economics into a single system (Akerlof, 1970).
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According to the definition developed by the Organization for Economic Cooperation Development (OECD), a
bioeconomy is a new paradigm, which is understood as “the aggregate set of economic operations in a society that use
the latent value incumbent in biological products and processes to capture new growth and welfare benefits for citizens
and nations” (OCDE, 2006).
An economy based on bioresources is known in the world for thousands of years. A modern knowledge-based
bioeconomy (KBBE) differs in a more intensive use of scientific discoveries and innovations for transforming natural
resources into widely consumed goods and services. The new bioeconomy exploits scientific achievements and
technologies that are much broader. For instance: biotechnologies, nanotechnologies, information technologies,
synthetic biology (European Commission 2010c), and genetic modification and cloning of live organisms (Chapotin,
2007).
In order that the bioeconomy facilitates economic growth in the world, a significant role is played by the
development of biotechnologies based on sustainable development principles and environmental sustainability. In 2013
in the United Kingdom, a biomass certification system is introduced to make the production of thermal energy and
electricity meet sustainability criteria (Renewables Obligation... 2011). In the community of scientists, intensive
discussions take place on the various gains from developing the bioeconomy. Some groups of scientists believe that the
positive role of bioeconomy is completely proved (Pimentel, 1997). However, it has to be noted that a bioeconomy
encompasses the synergy of three elements: biotechnological knowledge, knowledge on renewable biosources, and the
synthesis of these two fields of knowledge. For developing the bioeconomy, research on the use of bioresources
produced by agriculture, forestry, and fisheries is conducted to create biological products that are more competitive than
those produced from fossil resources (CARC, 2003). A classification of bioresources is based on their sources of origin.
Clear traceability has to be ensured regarding bioresources and their by-products in the chain of their production and
supply. Bioresources exploited in bio-processing processes are subdivided into subcategories according to classification
CEN/TS 14961 that is developed by the European Committee for Standardization. (Alakangas, 2006). According to this
classification, there are four key classes of bioresources: Woody biomass; 2) Herbaceous biomass; 3) Fruit biomass; 4)
Blends and mixtures. (Alakangas, 2006).
Biogas production resources
Biogas may be produced almost from all kinds of biological resources. Its production is closely associated with
agricultural production – the production of food and feed. A high concentration of population, developed livestock
farming, and, along with it, comprehensive processing of agricultural products into food are favourable conditions for
biogas production. Wide research has been conducted in the world, and development scenarios on the potential of
bioresources for biogas production have been elaborated (Perlack, 2005). A large-scale biogas production is integrated
into the European agricultural system, and the leading position in the EU belongs to Germany producing 61% of the
total output of biogas in Europe (Linke, 2011). In various studies, the potential amount of biomass for biogas production
in Europe is differently estimated and ranges from 32% (Thrän, 2007) to 8% (European Biomass Association, 2009) of
the total amount of natural biogas consumed in the EU. However, by-products of bioresource processing (manure, plant
residue, and biomass meeting sustainability criteria) have to be preferred for biogas production. Not all energy crops
(e.g. maize) have to be processed into biogas. Energy crops have to be exploited according to the processing
technology, depending on the specific needs of the country or region. “Such a diverse and broad approach will provide
greater economic security and also stability regarding environmental protection and energy supply in the future than our
present approach – one technology fits all” (Logan, 2006).
In the EU, comparatively small amounts of biogas are produced from household waste and industrial sewage –
10% and landfill waste – 27% of the total biogas output, while most biogas or 63% is obtained from biological waste of
the manufacturing industry and biogas facilities integrated into agricultural production (EurObserv’ER…2011).
In Latvia, research on biogas production is mainly carried out by scientists of Latvia University of Agriculture
(LLU) and Riga Technical University (RTU). LLU scientists A. Adamovičs and Z. Gaile conducted agronomic research
on energy crops. Under the guidance of V. Dubrovskis, anaerobic technologies are developed and improved and biogas
potential estimates are made. The economy of biogas production has been analysed by A. Kalniņš, M. Pelše, and K.
Naglis-Liepa at the LLU Faculty of Economics. A. Lēnerts focuses on bioresource market development possibilities in
Latvia. S. Rivža has performed risk assessments for biogas production.
The number of biogas facilities tripled in Latvia over the recent three years (Fig.1). Therefore, in addition to
prior studies, it is necessary to carry out an in-depth analysis of sustainability criteria for biogas production. In Latvia,
no such research on bioresources of agricultural origin used for biogas production has been carried out.
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Figure 1. Number of biogas facilities
Source: author’s construction based on Ministry of Economics data

One of the most discussed sustainability criteria is the land use change and the production monocrops in fertile
soils. An analysis of the location of biogas facilities in Latvia reveals that a situation explicitly emerges that the biogas
facilities are built close to the most fertile land resources in Latvia – in Zemgale region. Such developments in the sown
area contradict the sustainability approach in using bioresources, as biogas production is based on the use of fresh
biomass of maize rather than agricultural by-products. According to a study conducted within the project Raising
Awareness on Renewable Energy Developing Agro-energetic Chain Models (RADAR), in Latvia mainly fresh biomass
of maize is used in biogas production, in contrast to Estonia where mostly agricultural by-products – livestock manure –
and additionally fresh biomass of galega are used. In the United Kingdom, biogas production is based on the recycling
of by-products of food production and household waste (Agro-enerģētisko ķēžu...2009).
Although the area sown with maize accounted for 0.47% of the total utilised agricultural area in Latvia in
2011, yet, an increase in this area reached 282% in 2011 compared with 2005 (Lenerts, 2012). In Germany, the area
sown with maize for biogas production already occupies 7% of the utilised agricultural area (Linke, 2011). An analysis
of geographical location of the sown area in Latvia shows that contrary to scientific recommendations, unfarmed and
overgrown agricultural land is not so far exploited for growing maize (Lenerts, 2012).
Table 1 summarises the changes in the area sown with maize in Latvia’s regions
Table 1. Area sown with maize and its changes in Latvia from 2005 to 2011
Region

2005

2006

2007

2008

Latgale
103.02
167.81
452.98
400.58
Kurzeme
798.12
966.64 1203.15 1631.01
Vidzeme
496.56
510.32
621.43
794.25
Zemgale
935.39
1419.46 1975.07 1927.18
Pieriga
331.54
397.61
858.68 1135.51
Total
4669.63
5467.84 7118.31 7896.53
Source: author’s calculations based on Rural Support Service data

2009

2010

334.09
1635.52
656.98
2435.43
1024.23
8095.25

379.59
1458.32
510.3
2314.77
1260.45
7933.43

2011
791.59
2009.78
857.33
4889.28
2629.58
13188.56

Increase from
base year, %
768
251
172
522
793
282

In Latvia, the area of such land totals approximately 368 900 ha, accounting for 15% of the total available
agricultural area. At a 60% rate of increase in the area sown with maize that is used for energy production at biogas
facilities, the purpose of land use is changed, which contradicts the sustainability conditions for the use of bioresources
and provides a favourable environment for criticisms of the bioeconomy.
An increasingly greater focus is placed on the economic viability of enterprises using biomass and the overall
economic viability of agricultural biomass production (Zilberman, 2013), (Smolker, 2008), (Jordan, 2007).
Sustainable use of bioresources of agricultural origin in biogas production
In the majority of the countries where biogas production is developed, the dominant resource used in the
anaerobic process at biogas facilities is the fresh mass of maize, and maize accounts for 75% of the total sown area.
Biogas production has to ensure potential gains through three dimensions: environmental, economic, and social. If
growing maize as a primary resource for biogas production in Latvia, it is necessary to identify what environmental,
economic, and social gains such a processing technology can bring. The characteristics of the sustainability dimensions
is summarised in Table 2.
Table 2. Sustainability dimensions of biomass used for biogas production
Environmental dimension
Social dimension
Economic dimension
Greenhouse
gas
emissions, Price and supply of a national Resource availability and use efficiencies in bioenergy
productive capacity of the land and food basket, access to land, production, conversion, distribution and end-use, economic
ecosystems, air quality, water water and other natural development, economic viability and competitiveness of
availability, use efficiency and resources, labour conditions, bioenergy, access to technology and
technological
quality, biological diversity, land- rural and social development, capabilities, energy security/diversification of sources and
use change, including indirect access to energy, human health supply, energy security/infrastructure and logistics for
effects
and safety
distribution and use
Source: author’s construction based on GBEP Sustainability Indicators…(2011)
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The development of biogas production in Latvia was determined by the targets set for the use of renewable
energy sources and the reduction of greenhouse gases in accordance with EU Directive 2009/28/EC on the promotion of
the use of energy from renewable sources. Yet, during the achievement of these targets in Latvia, a deviation from the
sustainability criteria was observed for all the dimensions. In order that biogas production meets the sustainability
criteria, it is required to certify the processing process according to the criteria shown in Table 3.
An assessment of the sustainability criteria depends on the specific characteristics of a country: production and
consumption of bioresources, number and density of population, and legal framework of use of bioresources.
Table 3. Sustainability criteria for biomass used in biogas production
Environmental sustainability criteria
Social sustainability criteria
1.Lifecycle GHG emission
1.Allocation and tenure of land for new
2. Soil quality
bioenergy production
3.Harvest levels of wood resources
2.Price and supply of a national food
4.Emissions of non-GHG air pollutants, basket
including air toxics
3.Change in income
5.Water use and efficiency
4.Jobs in the bioenergy sector
6.Water quality
5.Change in unpaid time spent by women
7.Biological diversity in the landscape
and children collecting biomass
8.Land use and land-use change related to 6.Bioenergy used to expand access to
bioenergy feedstock production
modern energy services
7.Change in mortality and burden of
disease attributable to indoor smoke
8.Incidence of occupational injury, illness
and fatalities
Source: author’s construction based on GBEP Sustainability Indicators…(2011)

Economic sustainability criteria
1. Productivity
2. Net energy balance
3. Gross value added
4. Change in the consumption of fossil
fuels and traditional use of biomass
5.Training and re-qualification of the
workforce
6. Energy diversity
7. Infrastructure and logistics for
distribution of bioenergy
8. Capacity and flexibility of use of
bioenergy

To perform a comprehensive sustainability assessment, it is required to examine the flow of bioresources from
their production to the end of their life cycle. One of the ways of meeting the sustainability criteria in Latvia is the
exploitation of bioresources of agricultural origin by introducing the principle of cascading (Arnold, 2009).
Cascading is a consecutive use of bioresources to produce products, materials, and energy. According to this
definition, “raw material” is the initial products of agricultural origin (grain, root-crops, fresh mass, etc.), the processing
processes of which are consecutive and cascaded. Energy production, when introducing the principle of cascading, is
the final stage of the processing process (Arnold, 2009).
The use of biomass of maize particularly for energy production without cascading the flow of bioresources
contradicts the sustainability criteria. It is necessary to establish cascades of the flow of bioresources, ensuring the
production of primary products and materials from biomass of maize, and energy is generated only at the final stage of
the use of a resource.
Conclusions
According to the latest Panel on Climate Change scenarios, the energy produced from bioresources will account
for half of the total primary energy consumption in the world by 2050.
In Europe, bioresources for energy production is the fastest growing bioeconomy sector. Over the recent 15
years, the output of energy generated from bioresources doubled, presently accounting for 6% of the total primary
energy consumption.
In 2013 in the United Kingdom, a biomass certification system is introduced to make the production of thermal
energy and electricity meet sustainability criteria.
A large-scale biogas production is integrated into the European agricultural system, and the leading position in
the EU belongs to Germany producing 61% of the total output of biogas in Europe.
The area sown with maize accounted for 0.47% of the total utilised agricultural area in Latvia in 2011, yet, an
increase in this area reached 282% in 2011 compared with 2005.
The use of biomass of maize particularly for energy production contradicts the sustainability criteria, and it is
necessary to establish cascades of the flow of bioresources, ensuring that energy is generated only at the final stage of
the use of a resource.
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Analysis the Transition Matrix of Unemployment on the Hungarian Rural Areas
Katalin Lipták
University of Miskolc, Hungary
Abstract
Different methods can be selected from the statistical mathematical toolbar to describe labor market processes. The paper applies Markov
model, a method rarely used in regard to labor market. This method is popular in several disciplines including regional economics to manage income
inequalities, sociology, microeconomics and public health. The advantage of the model is that it illustrates well the mobility in each status making it
easier to generate predictions. The paper examines NUTS2 level registered job seekers data in Hungary over the period 2004-2011 using Markov
chain model.

Introduction
Markov model is applied in several fields of research, though it cannot be regarded as a frequently used
analytical tool. In regional economics, it is used to describe income inequalities (Major, 2007). In the labor market, it is
used to describe the dynamics of the labor market of EU member states (Christodoulakis–Mamatzakis, 2009) and to
analyze segmented labor markets.
Before introducing the model in detail, let me provide you with some information about Andrey Andreyevich
Markov (1856-1922), who worked out its theory. The Russian mathematician dealt with the theory of stochastic
processes and of convergence of progressions. He lectured as a professor at the Saint Petersburg University for several
decades. His most famous achievement is known as Markov chain today.
The paper models the labour market processes, especially unemployment in the Hungarian regions with Markov
chain. The prediction of the model has to be taken with reservations as Markov chain model oversimplifies processes.
As a result, long term mobility is systematically over estimated. At the same time, the novelty of the results is that
similar long term labour market predictions are rarely generated.
Methodology: The Markov chain model and Markov process model
Markov chains can be used to model stochastic processes where the next phase of the process depends only on
the current phase. If time is the parameter, the process can be regarded as a case where the past can affect the future
only through present. A discrete time Markov process or a Markov chain means a system where the set of parameters
and the phase space are countable. In the computations, transition probability matrices “remember” the events of the
previous years, which can help in scrolling the prediction (Ugrósdy, 2002).
In the theory of Markov processes, the distribution of the process’ phases is computed. To put it another way, the
objects of such stochastic investigations are random variables defined on some probability space. Distributions on the
phase space defined by observations are examined in the theory of Markov processes. There is no exclusive definition
for Markov chain. Some authors use the term Markov chains only for processes in discrete time. However, the most
common meaning is that Markov chains are stationary Markov processes on discrete phase spaces. The theory of
stationary Markov processes in discrete time is particularly simple. To find transition probability matrices, it is enough
to compute the powers of the one-step transition matrix. The Markov process which has a finite or countable state space
is called Markov chain.
The examined object in the Markov chain model, the change of which over time is tried to be explained, is the
population distribution observed in different times. This concept describes how the observed population is distributed in
a given time based on the observed characteristic. To do so, the observed units have to be classified into different
classes (that are mutually exclusive). These classes are generally called phase in the literature of Markov model (Major,
2008).
Another important key word is movement. In the analysis, explanation is searched to the regularity of the
observed elements’ movement from one group to the other.
The set of possible phases is called phase space (S). Before the investigation, adequate number of finite
categories (classes) has to be created. The population distribution is described with the vector including the probabilities
of belonging to the categories. A real number between 0 and 1 belongs to each phase, which shows the probability that
an element belongs to the given phase. The probability of belonging to phase i in a given time is signed with p i. The
sum of the classes’ probabilities is always one. In formula (1) n is equal to the number of classes (Lu, 2009; KrolzigMarcellino-Mizon, 2002).
n

p
i 1

i

1

(1)

Transition probabilities can be defined with the maximum likelihood method. The sample size is signed with d,
while the one step transitions from phase i to phase j in the sample are signed with d ij. The probabilities to be estimated
are signed with pij. In the case of the maximum likelihood estimator, the parameters that ensure the maximum
probability of the sample should be found. The logarithm of the likelihood function is the following:
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max log L   d ij log p ij
pij

(2)

D

The solution of the equation can be expressed with Lagrange function, where the following formula describes the
solution:

p̂ ij 

d ij

d
j

(3)

ij

The estimator of the transition probabilities is the relative frequency of the actual transitions from phase i to
phase j, i.e. the observed transitions have to be divided by the sum of the transitions to all other phases.
The movement between classes can be described with stochastic matrix, which is a square and non negative
matrix and the sum of elements in any rows is 1. Its further characteristic is that the product of any two stochastic
matrices is also a stochastic matrix. This will be important later (Bhatnagar – Kowshik, 2005).
Take a matrix P that is called the transition probability matrix of Markov chain provided that the element pij is
the conditional probability that the element in phase i in the current time will be in phase j in the next time (Toikka,
1976). The elements in the main diagonal of transition probability matrix are the probabilities that the given element
stays in the same class in the next time. Elements outside the main diagonal, however, are the probabilities of
movements among the given phases. The elements of matrix P are probabilities that have the sum of one by rows
(Guha-Banerji, 1999).

 p11 p12
p
p 22
P   21
p 31 p 32

p 41 p 42

p13 p14 
p 23 p 24 
p 33 p 34 

p 43 p 44 

(4)

One step and m step transition probabilities have to be introduced , which can help to compute one step and m
step transition probability matrices. Let

X m , m   be a Markov chain and the one step transition probability be:

pij  PrX1  j X 0  i 

(5)

Formula (5) is called homogenous Markov chain if transition probabilities are independent of time. In this case
they are independent indeed. In the case of (6), t is the time parameter.

p ij (t )  PrX t 1  j X t  i 

(6)

The m step transition probability is:

p ij( m)  PrX m  j X 0  i 

(7)

Formula (5) expresses the probability of moving from phase i to phase with by one step, while formula (7)
expresses the probability of phase j after the mth step provided that

p (0i )  PrX 0  i   0

(8)

(initial distribution)

For the m step transition probabilities, the Chapman-Kolmogorov equation is satisfied, which is the following for
each k (if 0<k<m):

p ij( m )   p ir( k ) p (rjmk )
rS

i, j  S
k, m  0,1,2,...

(9)

It can also be expressed with another formula:

p ij( n m )   p ir( n ) p (rjm )
rS
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Transition probability matrix has to be calculated as many times as the number of years taken into consideration.
In this way m step transition probability matrix can also be considered, which is signed as Pm.
The extent of mobility for a given time can be calculated from the transition probability matrix using the
following formula. In order to calculate the measure of mobility index, the main diagonal of the matrix is used, where n
is the number of classes.

P  

n  i p ii

(11)

n 1

The applied Markov model is stationary and homogenous as the transition probabilities are independent of time.
It means that the past does not have greater effect on future events than those appearing in the present. It implies that the
past can only affect the future through present and not directly. In the case of unemployment, it should be taken with
reservations. (Major, 2008; Lipták, 2012)
We could observe the rate of registered job seekers in Hungarian counties. The most disadvantaged region is the
Northern Hungary and Northern Great Plain.

2004
2008

2011
Figure 1. The registered job seekers (%) in Hungarian counties, regions in 2004, 2008, 2011 1
Source: Own compilation based on Hungarian Statistical Office’s data

Results of the calculation
Markov model is used in many disciplines of science, nevertheless, it cannot be regarded as a common
analytical method. Since the number of registered job-seekers is inappropriate for comparison, first the author corrected
the number of job-seekers by constant population number and divided it by 1000 persons, so that the dataset can be
handled with the help of weighting. Too many and two few classes do not yield appropriate results. I established 4
classes for the number of registered job-seekers per thousand inhabitants. Then I investigated the existence of transition
probabilities among the potential classes after the classification of micro-regions into the given states. I determined the
transition from the initial state (year 2004) to the next one (year 2008), that is, the micro-regions in the absolutely low
initial unemployment group stay in the same class for the next year or they take low or medium unemployment values.

1
Legend: Észak-Magyarország = Northern Hungary, Észak-Alföld = Northern Great Plain, Dél-Alföld = Southern Great Plain, Közép-Magyarország
= Central Hungary, Közép-Dunántúl = Central Transdanubia, Dél-Dunántúl = Southern Transdanubia, Nyugat-Dunántúl = Western Transdanubia
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Table 1. One-step transition matrix of North Hungarian micro-regions according to the number of registered job-seekers
(from year 2004 to year 2008)
(unit of measure: number of micro-regions)
2008
classes2
Total (2004)
low
medium
high
very high
low
7
3
4
0
0
medium
7
0
3
3
1
2004
high
8
0
0
6
2
very high
6
0
0
0
6
Total (2008)
28
3
7
9
9
Source: Own work based on own calculations (database from Hungarian Statistical Office)

The re-alignments among particular classes are much more significant within Northern Hungary (Table 1). The
Northern Hungarian region contains 28 micro-regions. The position of three out of those micro-regions in the low
unemployment class did not change to year 2008, 4 micro-regions got into the medium unemployment class (these are
Rétság, Tiszaújváros, Mezőkövesd and Balassagyarmat micro-regions). 3 micro-regions' position remained unchanged
in the medium unemployment class, 3 got into the high and further 1 into higher unemployment group (Szécsény microregion). Belonging to the high unemployment group did not mean a realignment for 6 micro-regions; deterioration was
observable in the case of two, these micro-regions (Ózd and Tokaj) shifted to the very high unemployment class). No
change was observable in the case of micro-regions in the very high unemployment group, compared to other groups,
from year 2004 to year 2008. I calculated the mobility index (see 11. formula) on regional level (in Hungary are 7
regions). The value of mobility index is 46.4% in Northern Hungary.
Table 2. Value of mobility index by regions from years 2004 to 2008
Region
Mobility index
Southern Great Plain
94.4%
Southern Transdanubia
72.2%
Northern Great Plain
76.2%
Northern Hungary
46.4%
Central Transdanubia
56.3%
Central Hungary
100.0%
Western Transdanubia
69,5%
Source: Own work based on own calculations (database from Hungarian Statistical Office)

The re-alignments among particular classes are much more significant within Northern Hungary. No change was
observable in the case of micro-regions in the very high unemployment group, compared to other groups, from year
2008 to year 2010 (naturally, there were intra-group realignments in each micro-region but the transition matrix does
not examine them).
Table 3. One-step transition matrix of North Hungarian micro-regions according to the number of registered job-seekers
(from year 2008 to year 2010)
(unit of measure: number of micro-regions)
2010
classes3
Total (2008)
low
medium
high
very high
low
7
4
3
0
0
medium
7
0
3
3
1
2008
high
7
0
1
2
4
very high
7
0
0
0
7
Total (2010)
4
7
5
12
28
Source: Own work based on own calculations (database from Hungarian Statistical Office)

The value of mobility index is 57% in Northern Hungary. The author calculated mobility indices for the rest of
the regions as well, trying to find evidence as to whether the realignment among groups was the lowest in Northern
Hungary (Table 4).
2

The number of registered job-seekers per thousand person of low unemployment class are: 31-51 people.
The number of registered job-seekers per thousand person of medium unemployment class are: 52-75 people.
The number of registered job-seekers per thousand person of high unemployment class are: 76-100 people.
The number of registered job-seekers per thousand person of very high unemployment class are: 101-143 people.
3
The number of registered job-seekers per thousand person of low unemployment class are: 39-63 people.
The number of registered job-seekers per thousand person of medium unemployment class are: 64-91 people.
The number of registered job-seekers per thousand person of high unemployment class are: 92-111 people.
The number of registered job-seekers per thousand person of very high unemployment class are: 112-158 people.
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Table 4. Value of mobility index by regions from years 2008 to 2010
Region
Mobility index
Southern Great Plain
61.1%
Southern Transdanubia
55.5%
Northern Great Plain
66.7%
Northern Hungary
57.0%
Central Transdanubia
54.7%
Central Hungary
91.6%
Western Transdanubia
65.8%
Source: Own work based on own calculations (database from Hungarian Statistical Office)

Conclusions
In summary, the realignment of micro-regions among classes is of much lower degree within Northern Hungary
than in the rest of Hungarian regions, except for Southern Transdanubia and Central Transdanubia. The intra-country
realignment was 47.8% from years 2004 to 2008, and it was 53.7% from 2008 to 2010. At the same time, the intraregional realignment from 2008 to 2010 was of lower degree than in the previous period; that is, a process of interregional equalization began in terms of the number of registered job-seekers.
The realignment of the number of registered job-seekers among groups (so called classes) in Northern Hungary
was not as significant as in the rest of the regions in Hungary since the economic crisis. The reason for that is that the
crisis shook less developed regions to a lesser extent also from labour market perspective. The least realignment in
Northern Hungary took place among the least favourable (very high unemployment) and the unfavourable labour
market (high unemployment) classes.
This research was realized in the frames of TÁMOP 4.2.4. A/2-11-1-2012-0001. National Excellence Program – Elaborating
and operating an inland student and researcher personal support system convergence program. The project was subsidized by the
European Union and co-financed by the European Social Fund.
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The Process of Foreign Capital Acquisition by Special Economic Zones in
Poland
Wiesława Lizińska, Roman Kisiel, Izabela Serocka
University of Warmia and Mazury in Olsztyn, Poland
Abstract
The main purpose of study has been to evaluate how the process of foreign capital acquisition is managed in Poland by special economic
zones (SEZ). The empirical research relied on a survey conducted in January 2013 among 12 out of the 14 SEZs. Managers of SEZs are active in
promoting the investment land they supervise by searching for any kind of information about potential investors and cooperation with other
institutions and offices. The most important activity is to give them help while selecting the most suitable location for a given venture and to prepare a
professional investment offer. The SEZ managers most often collaborated with Investor Service Centres, local governments and Marshal Offices.

Introduction and purpose of the study
Background and importance of foreign capital inflow
Prosperous business enterprises seated in a given area are extremely important for the local economic growth.
Local authorities undertake every effort to perform own statutory tasks, but are also responsible for creating conditions
that would stimulate the development of local businesses. Commercial companies and their investment projects can turn
into a factor which constitutes or enhances the economic value and may therefore contribute the economic development
of a given region (Komorowski 2005).
Foreign capital in the form of foreign direct investment (FDI) plays an important role in the development
observed on different levels of the country’s territorial division, including the most basic, local administrative units.
Benefits derived from foreign direct investment have been discussed in numerous papers. They are divided into
different categories, but always retain certain common features. Among such profits one can name advantages of the
general economic and social nature, improved foreign turnovers, positive effects on science and technology as well as
benefits gained by domestic business enterprises (Adler, Stevens 1974, Kojima 2000, Lizińska 2012). An inflow of
foreign capital and investments is particularly important for rural areas, where it adds a competitive edge to local
businesses (Lizińska 2005, Lizińska, Kisiel 2005).
Location theory enjoys an increasing popularity as a theoretical framework for research analyzing the regional
distribution of companies with a foreign capital share. Location pertains to the whereabouts of a given business activity.
Location theory also tries to elucidate procedures followed when choosing a location for a business company. This
choice is made on a state, regional and local level. A given location will be most advantageous when its assets
correspond most closely to the investor’s requirements (Wieloński 2007, p.9).
Foreign investors decide to locate capital in a given country having first analyzed the previously assumed
profitability in connection to a specific site chosen for an investment (Dunning 1994). In turn, the profitability of a
planned investment project depends on several factors which characterize the investment motivation and a given
country. Locating foreign direct investments is closely connected with how a chosen country satisfies the investor’s
needs, which in turn defines the profitability of a planned investment project (Campos, Kinoshita 2003).
Given the effects of the inflowing foreign capital, states compete with one another to attract more FDI.
Increasingly more widespread liberalization of economies means that states strive to create an offer which - by having
more facilitating and stimulating solutions - will be superior to others. Facilitations and stimuli include mostly
promotional activities and incentives, although other actions, such as providing a potential investor with services prior
to undertaking an investment project and during its implementation, are also pursued (Kuźmińska 2007).
Among the factors which influence a decision about locating capital abroad is the gradual and continuous
abolishment of barriers to such capital flow and to international trade. The driving forces are globalization,
technological progress and liberalization. These three processes are responsible for increasing competition between
companies, which need to seek for ways to decrease operating costs and are often encouraged to internationalize their
operations (Cukrowski, Jakubiak 2004).
A decision made by any foreign investor to locate capital abroad is strongly affected by the macro- and
microeconomic factors in a host country. For an investor to adapt his venture to the above factors, it might be necessary
to make certain capital and material inputs. Before investing abroad, entrepreneurs must take into consideration several
conditions which will have either direct or indirect impact on the productiveness of their businesses in a country
receiving foreign capital (Buszko, Vaschenko 2012).
To a large extent, the conditions offered by a host country to an investor planning to locate some capital ensure
the success of foreign investment projects. These conditions can be analyzed on a macro- and micro-scale. The macroscale is the business environment, or investing climate, that is the elements characteristics for a given country or region
which shape the conditions for commencing investment projects (Lizińska 2012).
For stimulating an inflow of foreign capital, it is essential to create an attractive worldwide image of the country
and to do so adequately and rationally. The country should be promoted in many spheres, including its social,
economic, political, tourist and cultural values. In Poland, such promotion is carried out, for example, by business
environment institutions (BEI), both public or private companies which offer all kinds of assistance and services to
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investors to aid their business activity in Poland (Dorożyński, Urbaniak 2011). High quality of institutions is a
localization advantage, while institutional solutions are important for internalization of production (Álvarez-Díaz,
Miguez 2008, Williams 1997).
By giving a proper shape to the business environment, we encourage investors to set up enterprises in a given
location. On the other hand, a well-designed business environment is a pre-requisite of a more dynamic social and
economic development. Business environment institutions (BEI) can make certain areas, including rural ones, more
attractive to investors (Wojarska et. al 2012). This issue gains in importance in the light of predicted multi-functional
development of rural areas, which involves location of various commercial companies in the countryside (MarksBielska 2010).
According to Schumpeter (1960), entrepreneurship is by definition associated with novelty, creativity and risktaking. Thus, it is obvious that innovation and entrepreneurship centres, which support the creation of new and
business-orientated attitudes, are crucial entities among business environment institutions. Pietrzyk (2002) underlines a
key role of the social and cultural environment, understood as the region’s institutional resources, and adds that the
cooperation between that environment and entrepreneurs is one the most important components of economic
development in any territorial unit.
Knowing the strategy of a foreign company, business environment institutions can adjust the conditions they are
able to influence to the company’s requirements; they can also take advantage of their know-how and skills to assist
potential foreign investors even outside the scope of the mentioned capacity. Employees of individual business
environment institutions, including special economic zones (SEZ), are expected to show an investor the most
appropriate location for a given investment and to encourage him to locate his venture at the suggested site. In turn, it is
the responsibility of local governments and the authorities of special economic zones to prepare the relevant
infrastructure. The following institutions help to undertake decisions about investing in Poland: the Polish Agency of
Information and Foreign Investments and its regional agents such as Investor Service Centres. The dedication of
representatives and employees of ISCs to the promotion of areas set out for development, adequate preparation of the
zoned land and assurance of all kinds of assistance, including both financial and non-financial incentives, are among
decisive factors analyzed by foreign investors when considering an investment in a given country (Karaszewski,
Szałucka 2011).
At the end of 1994, the Polish authorities passed an Act on Special Economic Zones (SEZ), ensuring tax
exemptions and other incentives as well as assistance to new investors, thus creating a situation where foreign
companies are more likely to invest in a SEZ. Special economic zones are a powerful and readily available financial
instrument to support new investments. More and more local governments make an effort to give the status of a special
economic zone to new investment areas, the fact which proves that both domestic and foreign investors are interested in
starting ventures within SEZ (Kisiel, Lizińska 2008). Noteworthy is of the fact that the assistance given on a regional
level to investors who are active in a given special economic zone cannot exceed a limit defined according to the
eligible expenses on starting an investment or new places of work it will create; besides, regional aid needs to be given
in consideration of particular sectors of economy. This type of aid, in the light of the EU legal regulations, is considered
as regional aid whose aim is to stimulate long-term development of areas with a low GDP per capita (Kisiel, Lizińska
2012). Special economic zones in the short-and long-term perspective can help to strengthen the economic
fundamentals (Chidlow et. al 2009).
Purpose of the study and research methods
The main purpose of this study has been to evaluate how the process of foreign capital acquisition is managed by
one type of business environment institutions, namely special economic zones. The empirical research relied on a
survey conducted among 12 out of the 14 special economic zones operating in Poland. The survey, composed of closed
and half-open questions, was addressed and posted to managers of SEZ. The aim was to define the direction in which
SEZ act so as to attract foreign investors. Another objective was to determine the role of SEZ managers in this process.
The survey was completed in January 2013.
Special Economic Zones and acquisition of foreign investors in Poland
Special economic zones belong to very important instruments which contribute to the development of particular
regions throughout Poland. However, initially they were established to counteract the unemployment in several Polish
regions, mainly by attracting new investors, both Polish and more importantly foreign ones. Various incentives have
been used to reach this aim. Moreover, managers of each SEZ and the local authorities of communes in which they lie
facilitate the starting-up of new enterprises and often actively assist in the investment process.
Foreign investors need numerous incentives to decide and invest in a given country. The land set out for
development and the ancillary facilities and infrastructure are insufficient in this respect. What is needed is a range of
financial incentives, legal facilitations and the right attitude of the authorities, including local governments, to investors.
Those who oversee and manage the process of foreign capital acquisition should realize what they have to offer and
how in order to attract investors from other countries.
A special economic zone can be perceived as more attractive if it enters into cooperation with local offices and
institutions, which will promote it on a broader scale. Moreover, representatives of special economic zones and of other
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organizations can propose new incentives or improve existing ones so as to attract foreign capital and simultaneously
reduce the costs of foreign capital acquisition. Besides, shared promotion of investment offers by several SEZ creates a
better chance that an investor will locate his capital in Poland, and not in another country simply because they did not
know about opportunities available in our country. The survey has demonstrated that all SEZ managers collaborated
with councils, offices and other institutions. Most of the respondents collaborated with Investor Service Centres, local
authorities and Marshal Offices (18% each; fig. 1).
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Figure 1. Cooperation of SEZ with offices and other institutions
Source: the author based on own research

The surveyed managers of SEZ claimed that they cooperated with many institutions and offices, which proves
that they make an effort to improve the process of foreign capital acquisition management in order to satisfy better the
increasing demands of foreign investors and to ensure that they are offered the best possible investor service.
The cooperation between SEZ managers depends primarily on a goal they hope to achieve. Possible aims include
reduced operating costs of a zone, a mutually prepared professional investment offer, shared promotional activities of
investment locations among foreign investors. With respect to the cooperation of SEZ with offices and other institutions
in terms of completed tasks, most of the informants had prepared a professional investment offer and helped one
another in promoting particular investment sites (23% each). Joint coordination of activities between institutions was
indicated by 19% of the respondents. Other, less frequently undertaken shared activities were: training an office or an
institution employee responsible for contact with a SEZ or for providing services to foreign investors (15%), or
preparing training programs (11%). The interviewees also mentioned other shared activities (9%) such as broadening
the scope of an investment offer, economic missions, advertising campaigns in the Internet and international television
networks, conferences, trade fairs (fig. 2). In short, representatives of special economic zones are deeply engaged in the
execution of particular tasks but also try to involve representatives other local institutions.
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Figure 2. Tasks pursued by SEZ in collaboration with other institutions and offices in order to attract foreign investors.
Source: the author based on own research
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Figure 3. Promotion of special economic zones.
Source: the author based on own research

Presentation of investment sites through various media is an essential step in attracting foreign investors. Better
access to such information means better chance that foreign investors will locate their capital in a given area. Owing to
a dedicated effort of the authorities of business environment institutions, regions are able to obtain new employers for a
given community. All of the questioned representatives of special economic zones used online presentation of
investment sites and participated in promotional events, exhibitions and fairs in order to show their offer to potential
investors from other countries. Some of the respondents (11 persons) pointed to other promotional activities, namely the
direct contact of their employees with business representatives, mailing offers directly to companies or embassies, and
advertisements in publications addressed to investors (10 respondents indicating each of the activities). The fewest
number of interviewees (2 persons) commissioned specialist agencies to promote their investment offers or cooperated
with the Polish Information and Foreign Investment Agency (PIFIA), organized meetings with existing investors and
their visitors in individual communes (fig. 3).
At the stage of foreign capital acquisition, it is essential to search for any information about potential foreign
investors. Particularly useful is such information as the branch of industry in which a given investor is engaged, what
workforce they will need and whether or not they will need other resources, raw materials and products. Finally, the
country of origin of a given foreign investor has to be identified. With this knowledge, representatives of a special
economic zone and of other institutions will be able to tailor the aid they offer to the expectations of a specific foreign
investor.
The survey suggests that managers of SEZ most often obtained information about foreign investors from the
internet and through personal participation in seminars, conferences and exhibitions (21% each mode). Other sources of
information were government institutions (20%), such as the PIFIA and Departments of Trade and Investment
Promotion at Polish embassies and consulates. The interviewees also pointed to the contact with head offices of foreign
companies as an important route for presentation of their investment offer (14%), or information published in the
specialist press (12%). Managers of SEZ also acquired information about foreign investors from foreign agencies (6%),
for example the Ministry of Bavaria, the German Association of Entrepreneurs. Foreign chambers of commerce were
cited by 6% of the respondents as another source of information. The informants obviously seek information in many
sources. Owing to the collected pieces of information, managers of special economic zones are able to create suitable
conditions, adjusted to requirements of potential foreign investors.
The acquisition of foreign investors is made difficult by an ever increasing competition and difficulties in
meeting all expectations of investors. It is necessary to distinguish the most important matters from those which are less
essential when trying to attract foreign capital. The SEZ boards were asked to evaluate selected stages in the activities
undertaken by the zone managers during the process of foreign capital acquisition on a 0-to-3 scale where 3
corresponded to the most important activity and 0 was assigned to an activity which did not apply to a given stage. The
highest importance in this process, according to the informants, was attached to the assistance given to an investor while
selecting the right site for his investment (3). A little less essential, though still very important was the preparation of
investment offers by representatives of SEZ (2.9), followed by giving foreign investors the information about legal
conditions which govern business activity in Poland (2.8). Less important was the legal and advisory service (1.5) or
help in finding qualified and skilled workforce (1.4) (fig. 4).
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Figure 4. Importance of activities undertaken by SEZ in the process of foreign capital acquisition
Source: the author based on own research

Some of the activities were assessed as less important because they are undertaken by other organizations, for
example local governments, which help to find qualified human resources and often give legal advice.
Conclusions
A well-organized and skillfully managed process of the acquisition of foreign investors by all kinds of
institutions in a given country is considered difficult to achieve, mainly because there are many countries which
compete with one another for foreign capital and therefore try to excel in creating facilitations for new investments and
promoting available investment sites. The management of foreign capital acquisition is composed of a range of various
activities, whose aim is to draw the attention of foreign investors to a target site, to commence the implementation of a
business project there and to encourage it to remain in a chosen location for a longer time. This task is particularly
difficult to perform when the land chosen to be developed lies in a region characterized by a relatively low investment
attractiveness (less developed regions, some rural areas).
The authors’ own investigation has demonstrated that managers of special economic zones are active in
promoting the investment land they supervise, for example by searching for any kind of information about potential
investors or through cooperation with other institutions and offices. In turn, the SEZ management boards indicated that
the most important activity in the context of attracting foreign investors is to give them help while selecting the most
suitable location for a given venture and to prepare a professional investment offer. The SEZ managers most often
collaborated with Investor Service Centres, local governments and Marshal Offices.
Managing the process of foreign capital acquisition by SEZ boards certainly has a strong contribution to the
process of drawing attention to Poland as a country for potential investments, especially in a situation where the zone’s
preferences turn into incentives to invest in areas relatively unattractive to entrepreneurs, e.g. the countryside.
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Interconnection of the Elements of the Territorial Development Process
Jelena Lonska, Vera Boronenko
Daugavpils University, Latvia
Abstract
The authors of this article, based on the theoretical and methodological developments of the economics of development, consider that the
territorial development is a multi-stage process consisting of the steps of the territory’s attractiveness, competitiveness, growth and the goal of the
development process – territorial state of development. This process is anfractuous, achieving the development results, ie state of development, it
emerges again with an overplus, gradually going through each stage of the process. In this article, the authors on the theoretical level examine, as well
as attempt to empirically verify whether in today’s reality four elements of the territorial development process - attractiveness, competitiveness,
growth and territorial state of development - consecutively determine each other. Empirical test of this hypothesis was based on the array of data of 78
countries of the world, which includes the following widely-applicable in the economic analysis indicators: the Global Country VCPE Attractiveness
Index 2011, the Global Competitiveness Index (GCI) 2012, the national GCI score the absolute change in the five-year period (2012 / 2007) and the
Human Development Index 2012. Findings of the research showed that, in general, nowadays attractiveness of a territory in a statistically significant
and quite convincing way determines its competitiveness, although competitiveness, in its turn, directly determines the state of development of the
territory, avoiding such part of the development process, as a socio-economic growth of the territory. Cluster analysis, performed by the authors,
showed that such a "deviation" in a theoretically sound spiral development areas occurred primarily because of the unprecedented growth of a small
group of Arab oil countries, which forces researchers to adjust the approach to the study of the development process.
Key words: territorial development process, attractiveness, competitiveness, growth, state of development.

Introduction
Territorial development process is viewed as a multi-stage process. Analysing and studying the scientific
literature on the territorial development and its determinants (Rostow, 1971; Porter, 1990; Blair, 1995; Dietz and
Cypher, 1997; Anderson, 1999; Florida, 2002; Pellegrini, 2006; Schwab, 2012 u.c.), the authors of the article in their
previous scientific developments in the field of territorial development came to a conclusion that the stages of the
territorial development process are territory’s attractiveness, territory’s competitiveness, territory’s growth, which are
generally focused on the last stage of the process, i.e. reaching the main objective– territorial state of development. This
process starts with the area’s attractiveness, attracting resources, which are necessary for its development and ensures
their preservation and retention for the area (Florida, 2002, 2003; Pellegrini, 2006; Servillo et. al., 2011; Anderson,
1999). When using these resources optimally, efficiently and productively, area’s competitive advantages are achieved
and, the area becomes competitive (Porter, 1990). Competitiveness is driving force and potential of growth of the
territory (Garelli, 2012; Schwab, 2012). Growth facilitates quantitative changes of the resources, i.e. accumulation and
development of resources, leading to state of development of the territory (Blair, 1995; Dietz and Cypher, 1997;
Rostow, 1971). The purpose of the process of territorial development is qualitative distribution and management of
these resources aiming at achieving the concrete result – state of development of the territory (Dietz and Cypher, 1997;
Conroy, 1975; Ross-Larson et.al., 1991).
The authors of the research believe that if any of these stages of the development process is not sufficiently
effective and productive it can negatively influence next stages of the development process and the development
process in general, thus having impact on the outcome of the development process - territorial state of development.
Research object is 78 countries’ indicators of attractiveness (The Global Venture Capital and Private Equity
(VCPE) Country Attractiveness Index, 2011), competitiveness (The Global Competitiveness Index, 2012-2013 (GCI),
growth (changes GCI 2012-2013 – GCI 2007-2008) and state of development (Human Development Index, 2012).
Research subject: attractiveness, competitiveness, growth and state of development of the above-mentioned 78
countries as the elements of a single territorial development process.
The aim of the research is, based on the developments closely related to the economics of development as well
as authors’ previous developments in the field of territorial development and applying quantitative analysis of empirical
data, to prove the research hypothesis emphasizing that four elements of the territorial development process –
attractiveness, competitiveness, growth and territorial state of development – consecutively determine each other.
Research objectives are the following:
 to analyze the theoretical aspects of the reciprocal causality and interrelation of the stages of the territorial
development process "territory’s attractiveness", "territory’s competitiveness", "growth" and "territorial state
of development" in the territorial development process;
 using empirical data of the quantitative analysis to show that indicators of such stages of the development
process as “territory’s attractiveness”, “territory’s competitiveness” and “growth” directly affect the achieved
territorial state of development;
 to collect research results and make conclusions.
Theoretical and methodological framework (background) of the research
According to the Economics of development, territorial development is seen as a whole process having a
particular result: the process itself is territorial capital growth, but the result achieved within the development process is
state of territorial development (Lonska, 2012).
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The authors believe that the process of territorial development starts with attraction and retention of capital,
which is necessary for its development, i.e. when the territory becomes attractive. Consequently, attractiveness of
territory can be considered as the first stage of the process of territory development, charm of the area attracts
competitive resources to the territory. The territory becomes competitive, when the attracted competitive resources
become competitive advantages of the area, i.e. the next stage of the territory development process – competitiveness of
territory – is achieved. Optimal and productive usage of these competitive resources leads to growth of territory, which
is also one of the stages of the territorial development process. Territorial growth accumulates, increases and improves
present resources with the aim to achieve general inhabitants’ welfare increase, which is the final aim of the territorial
development process – state of development of territory, when it is achieved, the territorial development process starts
from the beginning on a new level, because in reality this process is anfractuous (see Fig. 1).

Figure 1. Stages of the territorial development process
Source: compiled by the authors

Therefore marking the territorial development process the authors distinguish four stages in the process: territory’
attractiveness, competitiveness, growth and state of development. Besides, the authors reckon that the stages of this
development process are interdependent and any positive or negative changes of each previous stage accordingly affect
the overall outcome – territorial state of development.
Furthermore, the authors provide generalisation of the theoretical knowledge on each of the stages of the
territorial development process.
Attractiveness of territory. Servillo, Atkinson and Russo believe that attractiveness of a territory is crucial for its
development strategies, places need to be able to attract (and retain) capital, labour and intellectual skills and to improve
their economic performance both in a competitive global context and for supporting sustainable strategies (Servillo et.
al., 2011, pp. 361).
Competitiveness and attractiveness are concepts relevant to economic development and growth issues because
they are strongly related to the way cities (territories) manage their strategies in order to improve wealth of their
inhabitants (Anderson, 1999).
Resuming the abovementioned theoretical information the authors conclude that attractiveness is a capacity of
territory to attract and at the same time to retain and preserve the necessary resources for ensuring competitiveness of
the territory: attractiveness of the territory ensures emergence of competitive advantages within the area, which is a
significant component of territorial competitiveness and it is its driving force.
Territorial competitiveness. World Economic Forum defines competitiveness as the set of institutions, policies,
and factors that determine the level of productivity of a country. The level of productivity, in its turn, sets the level of
prosperity that can be earned by an economy. The productivity level also determines the rates of return obtained by
investments in an economy, which are the fundamental drivers of its growth rates. In other words, a more competitive
economy is the one that is likely to grow faster over the time (Schwab, 2012, pp. 4).
World Competitiveness Centre of International Institute for Management Development (WCC IMD) defines term
‘competitiveness’ in how a nation manages the totality of its resources and competencies to increase the prosperity of its
people and that sustains more value creation for its enterprises (Garelli, 2012, pp. 485).
Ciampi and associate researchers argue that competitiveness implies elements of productivity, efficiency and
profitability. By increasing productivity and efficiency in the context of international specialization, competitiveness
provides the basis for raising peoples’ earnings in a non-inflationary way (Ciampi et.al., 1995, pp. 3).
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Consequently, summarising the abovementioned explanations of competitive capacity, the authors conclude that
competitive capacity is an aggregate of institutions, political instruments and factors that defines the level of
productivity in the country, which, in its turn, is a driving force and potential of the economic growth. State competitive
capacity is an ability to manage, create and improve environment, where people are able to increase their prosperity and
enterprises have possibility to create the added value.
Growth of territory. Blair claims that growth can be defined either as an improvement in the present conditions
of an economy or industrial sector. He argues that economic growth is responsible for providing jobs and resources to
support improvements in order to increase the standard of life within a society (Blair, 1995, pp. 116).
Dietz and Cypher argue that growth deals with accumulation rather than distribution, which is a characteristic of
development process. Growth itself is not able to distribute fairly the wealth generated by economic growth along the
whole population of a geographical area, that’s why development instead of growth (Dietz and Cypher, 1997, pp. 34).
Rostow’s work “Stages of economic growth” (Rostow, 1971, pp. 10) made a clear differentiation between
development and growth. The growth was defined in terms of accumulation: more jobs, more income per capita, higher
domestic product, among others.
Therefore summarising the abovementioned theoretical findings about growth of territory the authors draw the
conclusion that growth is the increase of capacity and quantitative changes in the economic condition, accumulating
necessary resources for further development of territory with the aim to achieve the result, i.e. state of development of
territory.
Result of the territorial development – state of development. In order to define territorial state of development, it
is necessary to start with analysis of the term ‘development’, because, as it was mentioned above, state of development
is a result of development.
The prominence and influence of Development Economics in the 1950s and 1960s and the ‘basic needs’
strategies of the 1970s have clear repercussions on other terminologies related to development: development became
more people oriented (Arrow, 1951; Lewis, 1955; Sen, 1970; Goulet, 1975).
In 1991, Human Development Report (Ross-Larson et. al., 1991) of the United Nations stated that “human
development is about much more than the rise or fall national incomes”. Development is about “expanding the choices
people have to lead lives that they value”. Such a perspective promotes the idea that development witnesses the building
of human capabilities. The most basic of human capabilities are to lead long and healthy lives, to be knowledgeable,
and to have access to the resources which are needed to achieve a decent standard of living, and to be able to participate
in the life of the community. Approached in this light, the promotion of human well-being can be regarded as the
ultimate purpose or end-purpose of development (authors – ‘state of development’).
After having analysed theoretical findings about development, the authors of the article conclude that
development is defined as qualitative improvement, evolution and modernization directed to people’s life well-being.
Development is considered as a process for ensuring efficient division and management of resources with the aim to
create living environment for people, where they can realise their potential, increasing their choice potential and rights,
i.e. state of territorial development is achieved.
Findings of the empirical research
Performing quantitative data analysis, the authors empirically interpret successive elements of the territorial
development process – territorial development, competitiveness, growth and state of development in the following way:

Attractiveness element – The Global VCPE Country Attractiveness Index 2011 (score min 0 – max 100),
calculation of which is based on the six key drivers – economic activity, depth of the capital market, taxation,
investor protection and corporate governance, human and social environment, entrepreneurial culture and deal
opportunities, each of these consists of the range of different indicators (Groh et. al., 2011);

Competitiveness element – The Global Competitiveness Index 2012 (score min 1 – max 7), which includes three
subindexes: basic requirements, efficiency enhancers, innovation and sophistication factors (Schwab, 2012);

Growth element – The growth of a territory in this research is considered to be improvement of its
competitiveness, which is indicative of sustainability of the competitive preferences of a particular territory,
ensuring its sustainable real growth instead of temporary one (as it was during Latvian “years of great plenty”). A
similar interpretation of growth is given also within the Global Competitiveness Report, using the concept of
“sustainable competitiveness” (Schwab, 2012, pp. 49-63). Consequently, territorial growth in this study is
empirically interpreted as the absolute changes in the country’s GCI score in the 5-year period (2012/2007)
(Sala-i-Martin, 2007; Schwab, 2012);

State of development element – Human Development Index 2012 (value min 0 – max 1), which is a composite
index based on three dimensions – health (life expectancy at birth), education (mean years of schooling and
expected years of schooling) and living standards (gross national income per capita, PPP) (Malik, 2013).
Linear regression analysis of the elements connection of successive territorial development process (across the
array of 78 countries) showed that:
A x 0.917 + 3.256 = C
(1)
here A – attractiveness of a territory, C – competitiveness of a territory.
The presented equation of regression measures the dependence of competitiveness of a territory from
attractiveness of it. Such statistically significant (p = 0.00) result of this dependence testifies that the increase in
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country’s competitiveness higher than 3.256 (provided by other factors) is greatly dependant (r = 0.917) on its
attractiveness. Thus, having example of 78 world’s countries being at different stages of economic development, the
authors empirically proved that territory’s attractiveness is a strong and statistically significant determinant of
competitiveness.
The following outcome of the successive regression analysis is as follows:
– 0.086 x С + 0.198 = G
(2)
here C - competitiveness of a territory, G – growth of a territory.
This regression equation measures the dependence of growth of a territory from competitiveness
of it.
Statistically insignificant (p = 0.45) result of this dependence suggests that the socio-economic growth in the country's
development process is actually not determined by the achieved level of competitiveness, rather the opposite - in the
modern world, there is still a very weak and statistically non-significant tendency for the relatively high competitiveness
of the country slows its further growth. Perhaps in the future, this trend will become a meaningful and more prominent
(it can show the statistical analysis of time series GCI, ideally - in all countries, included in the Global Competitiveness
Report).
The following result of successive regression analysis is as follows:
– 0.263 x G + 0.798 = SoD
(3)
here: G – growth of a territory, SoD – state of development of a territory.
The last regression analysis measures the dependence of the state of development of a territory from growth of it.
Such a statistically significant (p = 0.02), but rather weak (| r | = 0.263) and by the same negative result of this
relationship indicates that almost 80% of the territorial state of development is determined not by the rate of its socioeconomic growth, but by some other factors. For instance, competitiveness. Growth, in its turn, albeit weak, but
statistically significant, decreases the degree of the state of development of the territory - apparently, it refers mainly to
the forced growth without taking into consideration the environment or the needs of future generations of inhabitants of
the territory.
Thus, the overall result of the author's attempts to empirically prove the hypothesis can be represented as follows:
in the modern world as a whole territory’s attractiveness determines its competitiveness, which in its turn, contributes to
further socio-economic growth of the territory. But if growth does occur (due to some other factors beyond the
competitiveness of the territory), it only worsens - albeit slightly - the degree of development of the territory.
To expound the situation the authors conducted a regression analysis according to state of development of a
territory directly from its competitiveness, avoiding the growth element. The result was as follows: 0.729 x C + 0.171 =
SoD at p = 0.00. This means that the competitiveness of the territory in the world today is a strong statistically
significant determinant of its development, avoiding the growth element in the chain of the development process (see
Fig. 1). Why is this happening?
Cluster analysis, performed by the authors studied 78 world’s countries according to four elements of the
development process - attractiveness, competitiveness, growth and state of development - has shown that the countries
are grouped into three distinct clusters, which are averages for each element and are shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Average indicators of the four elements of the development process in 3 different groups (clusters) countries, n = 78,
2012
Elements of development process
1st cluster
2nd cluster
3rd cluster
Attractiveness of a territory
41.41
81.89
64.55
Competitiveness of a territory
4.20
5.28
5.13
Growth of a territory
+0.08
-0.02
+0.61
State of development of a territory
0.74
0.90
0.80
Quantity of countries
53
23
2
Countries which represent clusters
Albania, Bulgaria, Chile,
Austria, Belgium, Canada,
Saudi Arabia,
Egypt, Greece, Hungary,
Denmark, Finland, Germany,
United Arab Emirates
India, Latvia, Lithuania etc.
Ireland, Japan etc.
Source: elaborated by the authors using the method of hierarchical cluster analysis in SPSS software

Pairwise analysis of the statistical significance of differences between clusters of countries surveyed showed that:
1) country of the 2nd and 3rd cluster (ie the economically developed and the Arab oil states) do not differ by
attractiveness or competitiveness - both of these groups of countries almost equally attractive and competitive (shown in
Table 1, the difference was not statistically significant - r = 0.08 for the attractiveness and r = 0.52 for competitiveness);
2) all the clusters of countries differ significantly in terms of growth, and in particular the third cluster consisting
of two Arab oil-producing countries stands out;
3) by the result of the development process - the state of development of the territory – in a statistically
significant way differ only the first and the second cluster (r = 0.00), in its turn, the degree of development of the 2nd
and 3rd (the Arab oil) clusters (r = 0.08 ) as well as the 1st and 3rd (r = 0.29) were not significantly different.
Thus, the degree of development of the Arab oil countries are located midway between the two clusters of
relatively weak and highly developed countries. Phenomenon of the rapid growth of modern Saudi Arabia and the
United Arab Emirates (due to oil revenues) is the factor that breaks the established theoretical understanding of the
process and the result of the development of territories and forces us to seek a qualitatively new approach to their study.
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Conclusions
The authors of this study attempted to empirically demonstrate a consistent relationship of four interrelated
elements of the theory of the development process, using pairwise regression analysis, which showed that:
 attractiveness of the territory in the world today is quite strong and in a statistically significant way determines its
competitiveness;
 achieved competitiveness of the territory does not contribute to its further social and economic growth, but strongly
and significantly determines the degree of territorial state of development;
 territorial growth that is not based on its competitiveness, does not contribute to, and even reduces the (weak but
statistically significant) degree of territorial state of development.
Subsequent cluster analysis of the surveyed countries, conducted by the authors in an attempt to explain the
above trends, showed that:
 based on the four studied elements of the development process - attractiveness, competitiveness, growth and state
of development - the countries studied were divided into three groups cluster, among which the latter consisting of
two rapidly growing Arab oil countries - Saudi Arabia and the United Arab Emirates;
 exactly this, based on non-structural competitiveness, and on oil money, unprecedented rapid growth, and
unwittingly contributing to the attractiveness and competitiveness, and the state of development of these countries,
violating the usual perception of a sequential process of development of territories and does not allow fully prove
the authors’ theoretically justified hypothesis.
Thus, the real-life characteristics of the process of development of some territories in the world that "bring down"
all the usual course of the process, forcing researchers to take a fresh look at the essence of the sequence and
interconnection of elements of the process of territorial development. Simple exclusion of countries that are not suitable
for a general understanding of the development from the analysis, will not solve the problem, for the simple reason that
these countries actually exist, and that its rapid growth is attracting masses of migrant workers from all over the world,
thus affecting the global socio-economic processes.
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Engaging Final Customers into Marketing Activities
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Abstract
Analysis of the consumer market points to a significant increase in the role of consumers in the process of creating the market offer. With the
growth of the Internet, the consumer has a choice and comparison of competing products. Many companies included popular nowadays electronic
forms of advertising into their promotion strategies. While becoming more and more popular the Web 2.0 approach become less effective. Companies
looking for innovations that should ensure the success noticed that creating direct relations and mutual cooperation in the creation of added value can
help to maintain consumer loyalty. Proper preparation of these relations, as well as the implementation of the necessary tools of communication,
mostly Internet should provide competitive advantage over other companies. This article aims to identify the role of direct business relations with
contemporary consumers.
Key words: customer needs, relations to final customers, internet marketing, additional value co-creation

Introduction
The modern consumer goods market is characterized by a significant increase in the consumer's position.
Previous difficulties related to access to information or company’s offer disappeared as a result of the development of
logistics and communication tools. This would also include the development of financial tools, including online
payments, international wire transfers, installment sales or leasing options and finally support systems. The increasing
importance of electronic commerce enabled companies to launch new products on new markets. Sales expansion has
become easier and cheaper than before. Virtual contact between companies and their customers made that the
geographical distance become less relevant (Gatautis, 2008). Market has increased not only by the number of products,
but also the number of potential consumers. Companies have to accept that the customer changed. For successful
marketing strategy it is now more important how active he is than where do they come from.
Main purpose of the article is to discuss the concept of engaging customers on B2C market in marketing
activities through creation and maintenance of direct relations. The analysis will focus on primarily on the
communication tools that shall provide fast and direct contact between companies and final customers (consumers)
Finally, presented considerations will be illustrated with selected examples of successful marketing strategies. For the
purpose of the article, terms like customer, final customer, consumer will be used interchangeably but will address
company’s clients on B2C market.
Consumer in company's business relations
Thanks to mutual exchange of information and the ability to interact, consumer is given the opportunity to
participate in the process of creating a marketing strategy (Clark, 1997; Jaychandran 2005). Customers may intervene in
the product and distribution strategy. Moreover, they can influence the promotion and price strategies too. Consumer
activity manifests itself most in the area of online communication. They are closer to the company than before. It
enables direct and cheap contact even with distant clients. In addition, universal access to the Internet means that
consumers lose attachment to the place of purchase (Kitchen, 1999). At the same time it could decline the loyalty to the
place of sale.
The increasing importance of consumers and their activity in the product development (Clark, 1997) and the
propagation of the Internet as a support tool to the process of product selection and purchase, indicates that key factor
for success is the creation of product loyalty by maintaining relationships with customers (Lo et al, 2007; Kaplan and
Haenlein, 2010; Nguyen, 2011). Engaging them into business should make them more loyal to the company (brand).
This situation implies the growing importance of any kind of programs aimed at maintaining the existing consumers and
attracting new ones. It should be especially important to keep in touch with the customer in order to obtain direct
contact and cooperation in the development process of market offer (Grönroos, 1996; Payne, 2009).
Planning an effective marketing strategy companies should take into account three major trends specific to the
contemporary consumer market: the need to reduce the gap between the consumer and the producer, the shift in the
decision-making regarding the marketing mix to the final customer and the need to refine the relationship with the
customer. Developing a competitive advantage in the consumer goods market is now possible by building long-term
relationships based on quality, communication, innovation and mutual learning (Payne et al, 2009). Those trends are
supported by various types of facilitations in transport, such as home delivery of the product on the next business day,
information in the form of quick and cheap access to everything on the Internet, constantly improved door-to-door
customer service.
The main factor encouraging consumers to engage in this process should be the strategy of the added value
resulting from the relationship (Morgan, Hunt, 1994), supported by on-line tools (Hoffman, Novak, 1996). The purpose
of the company should be to create direct relationships which result in the flow of information and cooperation in the
creation of offer (Łuczak, 2009). Therefore, the key success factor is the concept of co-creation of added value (Seth et
al., 2000) generated through cooperation of the consumer and the company. Co-creation is reflected in the use of the
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bilateral relationship, whose quality affects the success of the process. It can be assumed that the proper development of
the relationship with the consumer can contribute to the success of the whole business.
Table 1. Stages of consumer engagement in marketing activities and corresponding internet marketing tools
Methods of searching for information by consumers
- browsing information

Classic internet marketing tools, push and pull strategy tools

- searching for information

Search Engine Marketing, Search Engine Optimization, Content Advertising, pull
strategy tools

- creation of information

Social Media Marketing
Areas of cooperation with the consumer

- product design

Social Media

- offer completion

Advanced online stores that incorporate Relationship Marketing concept and CRM
solutions

- after-sales activities

Social Media
Degree of involvement of the consumer in cooperation

- unwillingness to cooperate

Basic tools of Internet communication, push strategy tools

- willingness to choose from options

Internet portals and advanced e-commerce platforms

- willingness to cooperate and active
offer co-creation

Thematic portals, Social Media

Source: Łuczak, 2011

Effective business relationship with the consumer should generate added value for both parties. This means that
the process of creating relationships should take into account the goals set by both sides. It should also take into account
the behavior and willingness to engage in the cooperation. Creating relationships should therefore be based on the
recognition of individual features for their customers and the needs and capacity of the enterprise. This analysis can be
done in respect of the three stages (Łuczak, 2011): method of searching for information, the area of cooperation and the
degree of commitment of the parties (see Table 1).
Methods of searching for information by consumers
Creation of direct relationship with the consumer has become the result of the development of communication
tools, among which the most important is the Internet. Dissemination of this medium led to a significant reduction in the
cost of reaching distant consumers directly and personally, but also has provided new tools for the bidirectional
exchange of information. Currently, most of the companies operating in the consumer market use internet marketing to
a lesser or greater extent in the design of its marketing strategy, most often in the promotion strategy.
Internet marketing provides many tools for both push and pull strategies. Push strategy delivers complete
information on anything what customers might be looking for. Thanks to Web capabilities, companies have gained a
new opportunity to present information about their offer or business. Proper internet marketing strategy should use all
kinds of corporate websites, product pages, newsletters and other media in order to deliver the most complete
information. It should be noted that despite its long presence of this form of activity in the market is still the most
common form of communication with the customer. Pull strategy is responsible for delivering messages that encourage
customers to look for information and create interest in company’s offer. Internet marketing delivers a wide range of
tools starting with banners and direct e-mail advertisements, going through sponsored articles or blogs, ending with
newest concepts such as viral marketing, contextual advertising, Search Engine Optimization or remarketing that uses
web surfers behavior patterns to deliver tailored marketing message.
Establishing connection with customers depends largely on their behavior on the web. These behaviors are
evolving with the emergence of new online tools. Early analysis indicated the presence of two types of Internet
presence: browsing and searching for information (Hoffman, Novak, 1996). Nowadays, highly popular social media,
have created a new model for online behavior - the creation of information. Proper management of consumer relations
should consider these behaviors in order to create a strategy that will satisfy existing and potential customers (Fluss,
Rogers 2010).
Browsing information is the primary form of activity among Internet users. Many web surfers visit various web
pages browsing their content without any need for specific information. Companies could use both pull strategy tools to
attract new customers and make them look for specific information and push strategy to deliver that information in any
possible form and place. Searching for information become relevant after the introduction of search engines and
comparison sites that provide information on the products, their features, and most often prices. Consumers can
instantly compare products from different countries, and then choose the most favorable offer. As a result of this
process, many new tools, focusing on the concept of SEM (Search Engine Marketing) appeared on the market. Instant
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access to data ensures that consumers have a near-perfect information about the market. In order to respond to the need
of information of that type of behavior companies now have to use more sophisticated push and pull strategy tools. Both
described behavior patterns result in company’s cause-effect reaction that is not sufficient for contemporary marketing
strategy of success.
Last abovementioned behavior is the creation of information. It appeared after the inception of Social Media, that
with help of the Internet connect the consumers in the communities of people actively shaping their web presence.
Business immediate reaction was to create product and company profiles, where readers could comment directly on the
contents. However, consumers received communication tool that is independent and theoretically uninfluenced by
companies. This perspective made them get involved in various activities from commenting to evaluating products, its
concepts or other parts of marketing strategies. Very large consumer interest in this form of communication caused that
more and more companies engage in this form of contact. Engaging customers into marketing activities has become for
many companies one of the most important innovations in recent years.
Good example of these activities is the latest promotion campaign of Procter & Gamble that is aimed at
reintroduction to the market of Old Spice cosmetics. It used both push and pull strategy tools to change the image of
those products and to draw attention of the customers to the brand. Company created special web page containing
complete information about new range of products. It launched extensive promotion campaign in TV, outdoor and
internet. But the core of new promotion was the use of new internet tools that engaged customers in the promotion.
Internet users from all around the world could send questions through Twitter account to the company and the best were
answered on YouTube by the actor playing main character in TV spots. It became so popular that internet users started
preparing such short video clips by themselves. With the help of present Internet tools company could contact directly
with its customers and engage them in the marketing activities.
Areas of cooperation with the consumer
Consumers that manifest their willingness to participate in the communication process with a company are most
important. One of the most important task is to persuade them to take part in marketing activities. Final customers
should have a possibility to interact with companies at desired stages of offer creation process. The outcome of such
cooperation is mutual added value in form of competitive advantage for companies and tailored offer for clients. The
analysis of aforementioned co-creation of added value might embrace three main stages: the design of the product, its
completion and maintenance of the relationship afterwards (Łuczak, 2010).
Design of the product is the stage where consumers can actively participate in the development of new products
or services. The direct exchange of information is still a valuable source for marketing strategy. Engagement of
consumers in evaluation of the project, and then use of their comments and proposals for product preparation makes the
future offer more tailored to final customer requirements. Moreover, participation of consumers in the product design
translates into their involvement in the process. This stage depends on the nature of personal involvement of potential
prospective customers in the process of creation of an upcoming market offer. The key element is to ensure a rapid and
direct communication. Helpful in this regard are web solutions such as social networks, bringing together and helping to
exchange experiences and views between companies and potential and present consumers. Very efficient in this area are
companies from the IT sector. For example Microsoft company used its customers to test its new operating system.
They gave a free copy of the product and then asked for the evaluation and change proposals. Information collected
from customers helped the company to improve its product.
Reduction of the role of geographical criteria resulted in the appreciation of consumer needs as main
segmentation criterion of often distant clients. Utilization of present internet marketing tools, especially e-commerce
solutions, enables companies to present its offer virtually to all Internet users in the world. The availability of goods
depends only upon shipping possibilities. With use of internet tools it is also possible do standardize or adapt the offer
to local requirements. The company can focus on preparing alternative specifications, or even provide a list of
components from which the customer can complete an individual order. Essential in this area are modern solutions
including e-commerce in the form of powerful web applications and online stores that should utilize Relationship
Marketing concepts (Håkansson, 1982; Morgan, Hunt, 1994; Gummesson, 1997; Łuczak, 2013) and CRM solutions
(Mitussis, O’Malley, Patterson, 2006; Łuczak, 2013). Responding to this type of customers behavior was the key
element of DELL marketing strategy. The company entered the global market by allowing its clients to compose final
products from available options. Final customers and business clients could order PCs and notebooks tailored to their
specific needs. each order was dealt with separately and assembled from the chosen parts. This strategy wouldn’t be
possible without sophisticated e-commerce solution.
Finally, a very important stage is the maintenance of relation between the firm and the client. In order to maintain
after-sales contact companies have to strengthen consumer loyalty. With the use of internet marketing tools companies
are able to create real strong ties to customers that result not from common loyalty programs but from co-creation of
mutual added value. The effect of cooperation at this stage is the exchange of information on the use of the product or
service satisfaction. This process also provides information about the changes desired by the clients that drive the
process of innovation in the enterprise. The most effective tool to keep in touch with customers are social networks and
portals bringing together existing and future users. Illustration to this stage of customers involvement might be the
strategy of Adobe corporation that uses social network to gather its clients. All customers are invited to exchange ideas
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how to use products. They invent new features that are introduced in future versions of company’s offer. Once again
internet tools enable companies to create and use relation to its clients in marketing activities.
Choosing the right set of tools to manage the relationship with the consumer at each stage of cooperation may be
the key to a successful marketing strategy, and the proper use of online tools available to companies provides quick and
direct access to a wide range of clients. The challenge for companies is therefore to prepare correct plan for the
implementation of proper tools.
Degree of involvement of the consumer in cooperation
Contemporary market segments, according to the new aforementioned criteria, characterized by internal
homogeneity of their needs. Finding a group of clients that follow a company’s offer and exhibit the willingness to
cooperate at one or more described earlier areas of product co-creation is only a preliminary step. Not all consumers
want to take part in this process with the same degree of involvement. Customers can be divided into three basic types
of behavior regarding their will of commitment to maintain relationships with the company. The observation of
consumer behavior indicates the presence of uncooperative people who like to choose from the supplied options and
people who willingly engage in the process of cooperation. The company, trying to make the best to satisfy the needs of
its consumers, should provide flexibility of access for these types of behaviors.
Those unwilling to establish cooperation go beyond the focus of business relations with the consumer. The
correct plan of company’s relations should assume the presence of such consumers and ensure a certain type of standard
offer, corresponding to the requirements of individual segments. Contact with the client in this case is basically one-way
and focuses on the basic tools of push promotion. In relation to the Internet it includes creation of web pages, banner
campaigns, mailings, advertising, etc. The marketing strategy should include an element of pull promotion to encourage
customers to increase their interest in company's offer.
Those who like to choose from a list of proposed alternatives expect from the company a wider than in the first
type market offer. Most often it is adapted to the requirements of present or previous clients. Companies have to offer a
proper set of desired options to choose from. Consumers exhibiting this kind of behavior, provide information on their
preferences and choices. Communication in this case is two-way, but still with a focus on the simple process of
response to the company's offer. This is useful for advanced applications such as advanced e-commerce solutions. The
purpose of business should be to use these tools not only to meet the needs of consumers, but also to indicate the
benefits of greater involvement and establish lasting relationships.
Customers actively participating in the co-creation of added value are an increasing proportion of all consumers.
Widespread access to the Internet and growing tendency to actively participate in a number of virtual projects make
consumers personally involved. This subjective approach is the foundation of loyalty toward the co-created products.
Communication process in this type is also bilateral but consumers are much more active than in previous groups.
Companies have a choice from many internet marketing tools, such as Social Media solutions to maintain proper
relations with current and future consumers.
An illustration to that stage of customer engagement in marketing activities might be the automotive industry or
computer industry. Aforementioned DELL offers standardized products for clients that does not want to configure
computers by themselves. Still there is an option to customize components for those who want to do so. Not only
product might be fit into customer expectations but also delivery options, financing and service with next business day
delivery option. Car dealers have offered this possibility for years to its customers. But electronic services facilitated the
process and made it cheaper and faster.
Conclusions
Engaging customers in marketing activities through maintaining direct relations can help in times of intense
competition, to improve the company's competitive advantage. Encouraging customers to cooperate is the basis for
creation of added value for both parties. Numerous strategies of enterprises confirms the efficacy of this concept. The
effectiveness of the customer relationship depends primarily on the properly adopted on-line communication tools that
provide fast and direct contact with the consumer and enable interaction at all stages of offer preparation. Their
effectiveness depends on the correct implementation in relation to the needs of a particular situation. Therefore,
companies should plan in detail the nature and strength of relations with each customer, enabling them to choose their
level of involvement.
The presented theoretical analysis formulates general conclusions based on the observation of the market
activities of many companies, both local and international. Those conclusions may form a background for further
discussion on the role of the business relations with the consumer. They can also inspire changes in the marketing
strategies of companies in the consumer goods market.
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Peculiarities and Effects of Agroforestry
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Abstract
Security of the functioning of agriculture has long been very important. Today's agriculture is focused on activity diversification, which
allows to develop activities using less financial resources, because usually farming technologies, naturally reproducing and supporting soil fertility,
are being applied. One of the possibilities of expression of agricultural activity diversification is the specific type of farming currently becoming more
and more popular in the world, i.e. agroforestry. In Lithuania, this term is still relatively new, and such farming practice is not popular. The article
reveals the characteristics of agroforestry and its implementation types and ways, the identified economic, environmental and social effects of this
type of farming not only for farmers, but also for the environment and communities.
Key words: agroforestry, peculiarities, economic, environmental and social effects.

Introduction
Forestry and agriculture are very important economic activities. In order to ensure the supply of agricultural
products, it is very important to rationally use agricultural land areas. Therefore, alternatives of traditional farming are
being sought for. With the increasing diversification of agricultural importance, the attractiveness of agroforestry, as a
new form of farming and nature friendly farming method, is becoming more and more popular worldwide. FAO experts
believe that agroforestry development could help millions of people solve the problems of poverty and hunger, as well
as significantly contribute to environmental protection.
The same as in nature, where forest, meadows and berries are growing together in the same area, which is also a
wildlife habitat and a source of nutrition, and constitute the natural ecosystem, human land used for permanent crops,
crops, livestock production has a single connection to the anthropogenic agricultural ecosystem as a whole (Беда,
2005). Agroforestry combines trees and agricultural crops and livestock rearing together in the same area of land. In
other words, it is an intensive and integrated system that includes trees and shrubs as an integral part of the farm to the
economic, environmental and social objectives. Formed biological relationship provides many benefits, including
increased production, improved water quality and habitat for people and wildlife, sources of income diversification
(Биктимирова, 2010b). Agroforestry provides both short-term (obtained from cultivation of agricultural crops and / or
livestock), as well as long-term returns, which are associated with the quality of marketable wood, biofuels and similar
sales. The advantage of this new agricultural system is that two economic sectors are being combined in a small area of
land. Thus, the two types of products – wood and non-wood are being obtained. Farmers are engaged in agroforestry for
two main reasons - to increase their economic stability and to optimize the management of natural resources.
Agricultural policy aims to ensure people's well-being, environmental quality improvement. The development of
agroforestry is contributed to it as well, as the scheme is uniquely environment- friendly – it improves the climate, soil,
maintains biodiversity. Agroforestry is significant to agricultural sector and communities as a result of environmental,
as well as economic and social effects.
While the EU's rural development policy clearly recognizes the economic, environmental and social benefits of
agroforestry system, its implementation in Europe to date, however, is poor (Rigueiro-Rodríguez et al., 2008). For this
reason, not much researches are being provided on this topic, they are fragmented and more theoretical in nature.
J. Alavalapati, P. K. R. Nair, D. Barkin (2001), J. R. R. Alavalapati, D. E. Mercer, J. R. Montambault (2004), M. R.
Mosquera-Losada et al. (2008), Н. Биктимирова (2010), etc. examined characteristics of agroforestry, P. K. R. Nair
(1990, 1993), Р. Беда (2005), J. H. McAdam et al. (2008), M. R. Mosquera-Losada et al. (2008), A. RigueiroRodríguez et al. (2008), etc. researched classification of agroforestry systems, functions and prospects, J. Alavalapati et
al. (2001), N. de Baets, et al. (2007), M. R. Mosquera-Losada et al. (2008), J. Shibu (2009), S. Jose et al. (2012), etc.
analyzed strengths and limitations of the farmers, future prospects of the agroforestry system.
The aim of research – to reveal the characteristics of agroforestry and identify its most important economic,
environmental and social effects. The object of research – agroforestry.
Objectives:
 to examine the concept of agroforestry, to reveal its features and implementation types and methods;
 to identify the economic, environmental and social effects of agroforestry;
 to identify the value of agroforestry to agriculture.
Research methods – literature systematic and comparative analysis, comparison, deduction techniques, logical
and visualization techniques. For the purposes of the summary method, the conclusions are formulated.
Investigation results
Today's agriculture is oriented towards activity diversification. It is usually seen that the farm produces two or
more products for food and alternative use. Farming diversification allows the expansion of activity using fewer
financial resources because such farming technologies, which maintain and restore soil fertility in natural ways, are
usually used.
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Strengthening agricultural development, a continuous search for alternatives to traditional farming is being
provided. One of the possibilities of agricultural diversification expression – agroforestry. Although such kind of
farming practice has been applied worldwide for centuries, and the tree buffer strips have already been known in the
U.S. in 1930 (agroforestry has been practiced in the United States since the 1930s in the form of windbreaks), (they
were planted to control soil erosion), but up to 1960 agroforestry concept has not been used, and the research started
only in 1970 (Jose et al., 2012).
Agroforestry combines traditional farming and forestry on the same land area. This is – a conscious integration
of trees and other woody plant species in the different types of agricultural activities. In other words, agroforestry – is
"trees on farms". I. Žmuida (2010) defines agroforestry as a whole of different farming technologies that combines
forestry and agriculture, i.e. crops among tree alleys, pastures among the trees, farming in the forest (collection of
needles, mushroom cultivation), the forming of windward strips of trees in the crop fields, coastal gardening.
A. Rigueiro-Rodríguez et al. (2008) describes agroforestry as a dynamic and environmentally friendly natural resource
management system, in which integration of trees and shrubs into the arable land and pastures diversifies and maintains
production, creates economic, environmental and social benefits. M. Thanh et al. (2005), Р. Беда (2005), R. J. Zomer et
al. (2009), J. Smith (2010) agree that the term agroforestry is a generic term that includes agricultural land and
technologies, where woody perennials (trees, shrubs, etc.) are deliberately grown on the same plot of land with
agricultural crops and/or animals.
In order to meet agroforestry farming nature, at least two types of biologically related plants (or plants and
animals), at least one of the plant species – shrubs or trees, at least one of the species – fodder and industrial crops must
be grown in the farm (Nair, 1993; Беда, 2005). In the agroforestry system, both, environmental and economic
interaction manifest among its different components (trees, crops and livestock), and this makes it a unique branch of
the agriculture and forestry. Agroforestry is sort of a link and includes two branches (Figure 1.). It is more complicated
than the growing of monoculture crops in both environmental and economic terms. Such kind of farming usually
warrants higher yields, improved agricultural productivity and better supply of water to produce crops.

Figure 1. Agroforestry interface between agriculture and forestry (improved by authors according to Беда, 2005)

Agroforestry systems can be classified according to their constituent elements. In agroforestry J. Danusevičius
(2007) distinguishes two types of farming systems – the forest-crop and forest-pasture. The forest-crop system includes
trees and conventional, special, paddy crop or fruit growing at the same time. Perennial forage grasses can be grown
among the trees and periodically updated plantations and willow bushes (currants, gooseberries, honeysuckle,
blueberry, raspberry, etc.) can be installed. Usually crops annually provide income and the trees have a protective
function. The forest-pasture system – is commercial tree growing in meadows and pastures (Danusevičius, 2007; Беда,
2005). Valuable timber trees get chosen such that marketable timber reaches the age of 50-70 years (birch, aspen
hybrids, red oak, maple, ash, witch hazel, rowan, larch, etc.). For wood biomass, such short rotation energy crops as
aspen, poplar, willow, wicker, acacia, etc., are grown (Danusevičius, 2007). Р. Беда (2005) distinguishes and the third
type – agro-forestry-pasture that connects all three components of agroforestry system – crops, livestock and trees. The
simplest example of this system is homestead land, where annuals and perennials are grown in a small area of land near
the house, and the animals (poultry and young animals) are kept for food, animal feed, firewood, building materials and
so on. The trees are grown mainly for fruit, but can also be used as a fuel source. Another way – to use the inter rows of
gardens as pastures. Р. Беда (2005) considers beekeeping, combining it with the gardening and the growing of perennial
crops, as the additional agroforestry activity. Bees not only bring the honey, which can be sold, but also play another
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very important function – pollinate flowering plants. Trees, most vegetables, and some fodder crops are pollinated only
by bees. The bad pollination of plants gives a lower yield.
Р. Беда (2005) notes that agroforestry systems compared to monocultural farming ones, provide an array of
biological advantages. The impact of tree growing in pastures or crops may be protective and productive (Figure 2). The
protective and productive agroforestry system features a close relationship. Trees have a significant impact on the
protection of soil as well as on the increase of its productivity. Woody perennials help maintain and improve soil
characteristics and retain moisture, especially – on steep slopes. In this way, soil productivity is ensured for long time.
PROTECTIVE EFFECT

PRODUCTION EFFECT

 A shade which is created by trees and
irrigation improves the microclimate
of crop and livestock, keeps the soil
from drying out
 Protective wind strips reduce wind
speed and at the same time – soil
erosion
 Dense root system of trees protects the
upper layer of the soil
 Long and deep tree roots strengthen
the slopes, protect them from
landslides and improve soil

The
increase
in
productivity (biomass)
in addition to the
watering

The conservation of soil
and moisture ensures
the productivity of soils
for a longer term

 Biomass which is created by all
agroforestry system is greater than
that which is created by individual
perennial plants or crop
 Firewood replace animal manure
as a fuel source, therefore the
manure is used to fertilize fields
 Wood waste (fallen leaves,
needles, cutting waste, etc.) as a
fertilizer improve soil and increase
its productivity

Figure 2. Agroforestry advantages (made by authors according to Беда, 2005)

Agroforestry can have forms of space layout and consistency over time and can be implemented in a variety of
ways (Mosquera-Losada et al., 2008; Биктимирова, 2010b) (Figure 3):
 alley cropping – applying this method, plants (cereals, forage crops, vegetables, etc.) are grown in alleys in
the gaps between the trees or shrubs of high value, seated in rows. Crops are considered a key component, and the
trees – the secondary. Crops annually produce income, while income for the trees come in the long term;
AGROFORESTRY






alley cropping
silvopasture
windbreaks
forest farming
riparian forest buffers
EFFECTS

ECONOMIC

ENVIRONMENTAL

SOCIAL

 diversified income
 annual income from the crop
and/or livestock
 income from biomass and wood
 lower production costs of
agricultural products
 bioenergy production

 the preservation of biological
diversity
 improved soil health
 cleaner air and water
 development of the microclimate
 erosion control
 habitat for wildlife
 energy conservation
 sustainable farms, ranches and
woodlands

 provision of work
 an increase in the standard of
living
 increasing the value of the
landscape
 the preservation of
agricultural activities
 safe and healthy food
 increased wealth in rural
communities

Figure 3. Agroforestry techniques and its economic, environmental and social effects

 silvopasture – that's the simultaneous production of trees and grazing animals. Silvopastural systems are
characterized by integrating trees with forage and livestock production. The agroforestry advantage is the fact that not
only relatively high-value trees are produced, but, at the same time, they become a cover for livestock, protecting them
from the sun and wind. Under this method, revenue streams (for wood, milk, livestock) diversification reduces market
risk and expand income-earning opportunities;
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 windbreaks – field windbreaks protect the soil while improving crop yields and providing potential additional
sources of income. Beneficial insects and birds in the safety zones find a permanent residence and enhance crop
protection. Windbreaks can be designed to mitigate odors, reduce heating costs, control snow and improve wildlife
habitat. Such buffer strips increase crop yields about 20 per cent;
 forest farming – using this method, high-value specific crops are grown using a protecting forest cover.
Plants, such as ginseng, mushrooms, berries, pine straw, can be profitably grown with the application of this method;
 riparian forest buffers – during the application of this method, trees, shrubs and other plants are grown
adjacent to streams, ponds, lakes, and wetlands in order to protect water bodies from the negative impact of the near
ongoing farming. They also strengthen shorelines and they appear to be wild flora and fauna habitat. After the
protective function, these trees or shrubs can be cut down and can give the owner the income.
Agroforestry systems can be classified according to four interrelated criteria (Биктимирова, 2010a):
 the structural criteria; this criterion relates to systems and space-time organization. Introduction of new trees
or other woody plant species can significantly change the horizontal and vertical distribution of plants in the system, it
often increases the diversity of the system, and, as a rule, the term of its use;
 functional criteria; it is attributed to wood components (such as timber, fruit, fodder for animals) function.
Diversity of trees or other woody plant species increases the number of products produced by a system, but the number
of trees usage functions, such as forest bands formation in order to protect crops from winds or control soil erosion,
increases;
 socio-economic criteria; it is related to system’s purpose, which aims to make profits and to address social
problems. In this case, agroforestry can be developed for a range of social goals, such as the fight against poverty
(social forestry), or to improve the individual's access to resources in community lands (community forestry);
 environmental criteria; it is related to the relevance of the agroforestry system to specific surrounding
environment. Therefore, there are various types of agroforestry, typical to tropical, moderate and dry climate zones.
While applying these types of agroforestry, the local, ecological and biological conditions of each area are taken into
account.
The development of agroforestry creates economic, environmental and social effects (Figure 3). Determination
of the economic benefits is addressing many of the issues related to its development and utility. Economically,
agroforestry brings economic benefits and increases profitability. When the area of land is cultivated with a number of
different system components (trees, crops, livestock), this produced effect per unit area is much higher than the
production of any one component. For example, under adverse environmental conditions, the trees provide shelter for
plants and animals, therefore, plant and animal productivity is higher.
When describing the economic benefits of agroforestry, N. De Baets et al. (2007) notes that it promotes
agricultural diversification and contributes to the increase of traditional agricultural crop yield and the restoration of
cost-effective and low barren lands. However, having conducted the research, W. Kurtz et al. (1996), had identified a
number of agroforestry system limitations:
 starting costs of such kind of farming associated with capital and labor, may be too large, if not a quick
income;
 the production of more than one component at the same time and in the same area of land, farming
operation is more complicated.
Economic calculations, carried out by M. Grieg-Gran, S. Bass (2011), showed that farmers’ transition to agroforestry system requires financial and technical support. Scientists believe that with the implementation of investment
promotion policies with long-term technical support, one would expect an effective agroforestry development. Effective
development of this system would enhance the importance of the agricultural sector itself.
Despite some limitations, the most important economic effect of the agroforestry system should be considered
the depleted agricultural production costs and the increased income on farming. Н. Биктимирова (2010a), Р. Беда
(2005) note that the usage of the green mass of wood as a roughage declines feed costs, and at the same time it helps
prevent economic losses due to cattle falling on the famine and drought as well as due to the deserting of pastures.
Orchards and forest trees are a source of honey. While developing agroforestry, usually valuable trees are being grown.
They yield fruit, including obtaining the fiber, construction materials, fuel wood (this source of energy is cheaper than
coal, and better than manure), the materials are used in handicrafts and medicine, mulch, wood, coal and many other
products that can be used on the farm or simply sold. Wood can be a source of income for poor crop year. This
enhances farmers' economic security. In J. Danusevičius’ (2007) opinion, while growing forest and agricultural crops
together, farmers can receive annual income from crops and/or livestock and income from biomass (every 3–7 years)
and high-quality wood (every 40–50 years).
Agroforestry benefits are valued much more – it's not just income support or economic diversification. Scientists
pay much attention and to environmental effects of this system. According to N. De Baets et al. (2007), J. Shibu (2009),
Н. Биктимирова (2010b), environmentally, the agroforestry system enhances biodiversity, improves soil hydrological
regime, microclimate, reduces carbon dioxide emissions in the atmosphere, air and water pollution, climate change,
creates a habitat for wild flora and fauna. According to S. K. Tewari (2008), environmentally, agroforestry is beneficial,
because it contributes to a more efficient recycling, protects the soil from erosion, reduces soil surface temperature
change and moisture evaporation, eliminates the over abundance of fertilizers and other chemical residues, increases the
diversity of soil nutrients, improves soil structure constantly supplementing it with organic matter.
The role of agroforestry in protecting the environment and ensuring the functioning of the ecosystem has been
estimated as a key advantage of the integration of forestry into agricultural activities. A positive effect of this system
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comes out for various components of the environment – soil, water, biodiversity and climate. According to J. Smith
(2010), agroforestry is designed and is implemented to combat soil erosion and degradation. It also improves soil
quality and fertility. Н. Биктимирова (2010a) highlights the fact that the integration of trees and other woody plant
species into agro ecosystems changes the structure, diversity and functioning of these systems making them more
similar to natural ecosystems (the growing of trees is uncharacteristic for traditional farming methods). Such ecosystem
services as carbon sequestration and biodiversity increase are significant on a global scale. Other ecosystem services
(soil surface conservation, soil improvement, erosion control, clean water) are more considered as of local or regional
significance.
People and communities are the most important agricultural systems. N. De Baets et al. (2007), Р. Беда (2005)
releases such social effects generated by agroforestry as job creation (not only in agriculture but also in industry), food
security (crop diversity reduces the risk of losing the crop to drought, frost, and so on and to avoid food shortages),
formation of the public opinion on agriculture and forestry. According to S. K. Tewari (2008), the social effects of this
system are the increase of the cost of living (guaranteed long-term employment and higher income) and the
improvement of human health (due to increased food quality and diversity). A. Rigueiro-Rodríguez et al. (2008)
supplements the above-mentioned agroforestry social effects with such as landscape enhancement, the benefits of
contributing to the preservation of traditional farming and rural tourism promotion.
Socially, the agroforestry system contributes to the rural population's living conditions and the quality of their
needs. People can enjoy a cleaner natural environment, better quality food products. The higher farming income
improves their standard of living, contributes to meeting the needs, food security.
Agroforestry provides a very different range of products. A scientific analysis of the literature (De Baets et al.,
2007; Danusevičius, 2007; Smith, 2010; Beetz, 2011) suggests that products generated by these systems can be
classified into two groups – wooded, i.e. derived from forest plants and non-wooded, i.e. obtained from agricultural
crops. The main products include trees planted to protect crops and livestock from the wind, or as a protective green
fence. Rows of planted trees are a source of wood, which is used for the production of energy, paper, shaven plywood,
furniture, biofuels and so on. Osier can be used for weave work. Other non-timber products include agroforestry
products, which then produce the final consumer products. Usually it is food (grains, vegetables, mushrooms, berries),
health and beauty care products (drugs, essential oils, soap), ornaments (Christmas trees, pine cones, bark, natural dyes),
horticultural products, animal feeds.
The appropriate use of agroforestry technologies, contribute to the sustainable development of agriculture,
because such farming protects the soil, crops and livestock, increases crop productivity, water use efficiency for plants
and animals, biological and landscape diversity, reduces chemical consumption, improves water quality, diversifies the
local economy, improves people's quality of life. The agroforestry significance is illustrated in Figure 4.

Employment of the
population

Conservation of the
natural resources and
biodiversity
Nurturance of the
landscape and
recreation

High-quality
food supply

The support of the
income level

Conservation and
nurturance of the
agricultural tradition

Agroforestry
significance

Support of the
animals welfare

Supply of the raw
materials to industry

Figure 4. Agroforestry significance for agriculture, the environment and communities

Agroforestry solves the problem of food security, provides direct benefits to both farmers and the public. It
contributes to the development of industrial production and is significant to the development of renewable energy. This
system not only protects and promotes agricultural traditions, but also is of great importance in the agricultural sector
development.
Conclusions
Agroforestry combines traditional farming and forestry on the same land area. It is defined as the
harmonization of trees, shrubs, crop and livestock development in the same area of land. It is a dynamic and
environmentally friendly natural resources management system, where the integration of trees and other woody plant
species into the arable land and pastures diversifies and maintains production, creates economic, environmental and
social benefits. In the agroforestry system, the environmental and economic interaction manifests among its different
components, and this makes it a unique branch of the agriculture and forestry.
According to elements constituting agroforestry systems, these systems are classified as forest-crop production,
forest-pastures and agro-forest-pastures and are classified on the basis of interrelated structural, functional, socio239
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economic and environmental criteria. Agroforestry can be implemented in various ways – alley cropping, silvopasture,
windbreaks, forest farming, riparian forest buffers.
The economic benefit of agroforestry manifests in product diversification, increase of production volumes,
decrease of production costs, increase of income on farming and diversification, etc. When developing agroforestry, the
income from crops and/or livestock is received each year, the income from biomass is received every 3–7 years, the
income from high-quality wood is received every 40–70 years. Environmental effects of agroforestry development
should be seen as the preservation of biodiversity and the increase in the hydrological regime of the soil and
microclimate improvement, carbon dioxide emissions, air and water pollution, soil erosion, climate change mitigation,
soil fertility, its structure, water quality improvement, etc. The most important social effects – job creation,
improvement of rural residents' living conditions and quality, better improvement of needs.
Agroforestry contributes to the sustainable development of agriculture, food security, diversifies the local
economy. It promotes industrial production, renewable energy development. This system not only protects and
promotes agricultural traditions, but also is of great importance in the agricultural sector development.
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Research of the Quality of Services as Expression of Social Efficiency in the
Agro-tourist
Simona Cristina Martin, Ramona Ciolac, Sorin Stanciu, Carmen Dumitrescu, Oana Palade
Banat`s University of Agricultural Sciences and Veterinary Medicine, Romania
Abstract
Currently, the agro-tourism field affirms increasingly on the tourism market, each agro-tourist farm trying to persuade to the customers
performing services at the best prices and under conditions of great performances. For the undertaken research, we resorted to a questionnaire which
ensures the information required in order to solve the problems and the issues investigated, research conducted through tourists staying in agro-tourist
farms in the region of western Romania. The aim is to define the image of employees/owners in agro-tourist farms as a decisive factor of social
efficiency of agro-tourist services. Accounting for a quantitative research, our study aims to achieve a sketch of the employee in agro-tourist farms,
respectively to identify the qualities of staff, able to ensure an optimal level of social efficiency in this field. In this regard, we intend to undertake an
analysis of customers' opinions and perceptions, on their activity within the agro-tourist farms by examining the relationships between different
variables considered: the image of the employee, the agro-tourist farm market success, the role of employee for customer satisfaction. We believe that
such information arising from this study will be used by the agro-tourist farms in order to improve the relations with customers and an achieved
performance.
Key words: agro tourism, quality research, social efficiency.

Introduction
Through the quality of a service, we understand its ability to satisfy the needs of consumers but also of
beneficiaries. Providing a high quality services has effect of attracting new customers, increasing activity volume with
the current customers and also losing only few customers. The quality achievement in services represents an objective
particularly difficult to realize, which requires skill, wisdom, determination, energy. In the service field, the quality can
be defined as the comparison between a service desired by the consumer and the service received or, in other words,
how the service provided correspond to the consumers’ expectations (Teboul, 1999).
We believe that in services, the quality defined from the perspective of customer, the way they appreciate and
evaluate it, based on their own subjective elements, has a crucial role. In this sense, the consumer perception is situated
in the first place, the quality of services being judged by subjective criteria, defined by him (Brakhohn, Vogh, 1998).
Contrary to material assets, the quality evaluation of a service can be achieved only after the purchase and consumption
of the applicant. Therefore, in a field full of doubts as services, one thing is certain: consumers appreciate the quality.
The consumer does not use many rational criteria of appreciation because, usually, he is not familiar with them, but
most of the time, he applies for satisfaction criteria. The issue of quality evaluation is extremely comprehensive but it is
essential in the same time because, through the knowledge of consumer response to the service received, the company
may achieve an effective quality control by improving the process of performance.
Also, each employee of a company providing services contributes, in a greater or lesser measure, in the visible or
invisible way, to a positive or negative perception of the quality by the consumers. Even if, during the process of
performance, it is involved only the staff in "the first line", who deal directly with consumers, the entire activity is based
on the support of the other employees who provide the necessary conditions for a proper performance of the production
process of services. So, we consider that all staff forms a quality chain where each link has a great importance.
The essential purpose of research
The selective research is conducted among consumers of agro-tourist services in western Romania with the
objective to define the image of employees/owners in agro-tourist farms as a decisive factor of social efficiency of agrotourist services. Being essentially a quantitative research in a descriptive way, our study aims to achieve a sketch of the
employee in agro-tourist farms, respectively to identify the qualities of staff able to ensure an optimal level of social
efficiency in this field. We intend to undertake an analysis of customers' opinions and perceptions, on their activity
within the agro-tourist farms by examining the relationships between different variables considered: the image of the
employee, the agro-tourist farm market success, the role of employee for customer satisfaction.
Research methodology
For the implementation and administration of questionnaire, we covered the following steps:
Specifying the desired information and research objectives. We tracked that each research objective must be
reflected in the structure of the questionnaire and must put his mark onselection of questions and forms of answers.
The data collection methodology setup. The selected methodology for data collection must be closely related to
the content, the wording of questions, their succession, complexity and length of the questionnaire. In this research, we
used the method of direct researcher administration of the questionnaires by interviewing face to face.
Drafting the questions. In the questions elaboration process we paid attention to different aspects that may
directly or indirectly influence the success of research, namely: content of questions, their type, quality of wording. By
wording of questions we intended to find a reflection of the information through this research in the assumptions. We
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mainly used closed and mixed questions for a deep understanding of answer for a given question, to obtain a more
detailed answer etc. We used expression which doesn’t suggest the answer through the manner of wording.
The success of this research is largely influenced by the physical characteristics of the questionnaire:
organization, page, used font, paper quality, print quality, spaces between questions. However, to ensure the success of
the research, we intended to overcome the anxiety of respondents about anonymity, their names will not be disclosed.
Objectives and hypothesis of the research
For the undertaken research, we have established the following six objectives and hypotheses, structured as
follows:
Objective 1: Knowing the time period when respondents become consumers of agro-tourist services.
Hypothesis 1: The majority of respondents use these services of agro-tourist farms over three years.
Objective 2: Determination of the request frequency of agro-tourist service.
Hypothesis 2: Most of the customers go to an agro-tourist farm every 2-3 months.
Objective 3: Determination of the main components related to the image of employee from the perspective of
customers.
Hypothesis 3: Main characteristics of the employee participating in the implementation of a high quality agrotourist service are: knowledge of products and services, competence, courtesy, availability, promptness, discretion,
customer focus, flexibility, sociability, physical presence.
Objective 4: Evaluation of staff knowledge about products and services offered by the agro-tourist farm, their
own offers and the level of competence for service delivery.
Hypothesis 4: In general, customers have favorable opinions regarding the level of knowledge on products and
services.
Objective 5: Identification of customers’ opinion regarding staff availability/promptness and courtesy in dealing
with customers.
Hypothesis 5: Generally, the promptness and courtesy of employees is quite satisfying.
Objective 6: Knowledge of customers’ opinion regarding the physical aspect of staff.
Hypothesis 6: Most customers believe that the physical aspect of the staff is quite neatly attractive.
Results and discussion
Based on Moser's statement, that “an investigation can not be better than its questionnaire”, we support the great
importance of the questionnaire that should not be designed separately, but in a way to facilitate the collection and the
data structure regarding to the investigated phenomena and to ensure the success of research (Moser, 1967).
For the undertaken research, we resorted to a questionnaire which ensures the information required to solve the
problems and issues investigated, research conducted through tourists staying in agro-tourist farms in the region of
western Romania. Through the questionnaire, we subjected to attention 15 agro-tourist farms: 3 in Timis County
(„EdenRV”, „Complex Turistic Zolt” and „Foisor”), 3 in Caras-Severin County („Roua de Munte”, „Charisma” and
„Ezel”), 3 in Hunedoara („Flori”, „Alexia” and „Belvedere”), 3 in Arad County („Konak”, „Gradina Ion”, „Patrimara”)
and finally 3 in Bihor County („Carpathia Remeti”, „Vidra”, „Dolina”). We mention that, to obtain a representative
sample, we took into consideration 350 customers / tourists accommodated at agro-tourist farms mentioned above. The
questionnaire used in our research consists of 19 questions, 3 of them referring to profession (worker, technician,
specialist staff with higher education, retired, other occupation -student, housewife, military, priest, freelancer, etc.), to
studies and to age of interviewed tourists.
The main topics, highlighted in the questionnaire, are related to the frequency of leisure at the mentioned agrotourist farms, the main characteristics of employees, the evaluation of instructions compliance of customers / tourists,
the existence of relationships (if there are) between customer/owners and finally, the performance of employee
compared to customer expectations.
The information relating to the period and the way of reception structures frequency at the agro-tourist farms in
western country may be deduced from Figures 1 and 2, namely:

Figure 1. The period of reception structures frequency

Figure 2. The way of reception structures frequency

Source: author's data after processing the questionnaire

Source: author's data after processing the questionnaire
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In Figure 1, we can observe a quite significant percentage of customers who appeal to the agro-tourist products
and services between 1-3 years (49%), followed at a short distance by the customers who come here for over 3 years
(38%) because the agro-tourist field began to affirm increasingly on the tourism market, each agro-tourist farm trying to
persuade to customers performing services at the best prices and under conditions of great benefits. The percentage of
tourists who attend the agro-tourist farms less than one year, of 13%, should not be neglected.
For Figure 2, from the collected data, the situation is as follows: 52% of the consumers attend agro-tourist farms
once a month (relatively rare), and only 25% on weekends. The explanation can be found in many advantages offered
by this new concept of leisure and revitalization in optimal conditions, with cheap prices far from the noise and the
stress of civilized world. As regards the leisure at an agro-tourist farm every 2-3 months or once/twice a year, the
tourists had been pronounced in a percentage of 10% and 13%, the main reasons being the job (they work most of their
time, going there only on vacation) and the financial situation.
When we talk about the ten basic features that every employee should possess, the situation is the following, as it
results from the respondents' answers. In the table below (Table 1), we present the main attributes of employee’s image
just as they are appreciated by the customers of agro-tourist services:
Table 1. The components of employee's image from the studied agro-tourist farms
Attributes
Awarded rank
Knowledge of products

1
312

2
34

3
0

4
3

5
0

6
0

7
1

Competence

337

13

0

0

0

0

0

Availability

192

102

36

14

4

2

0

Courtesy

220

104

26

0

0

0

0

Promptness

199

115

32

4

0

0

0

Discretion

192

110

42

6

0

0

0

Flexibility

122

136

81

9

2

0

0

Customer focus

252

46

52

0

0

0

0

Physical aspect

29

71

116

88

20

18

8

Sociability

59

77

99

96

13

4

2

The scores obtained by each of the ten attributes
that characterize the activity of employee are:
Knowledge of products - 6.86;
Competence - 6.89;
Availability - 6.30;
Courtesy - 6.55;
Rapidity (Promptness) – 6.45;
Discretion - 6.39;
Flexibility - 6.04;
Customer focus - 6.68;
Physical aspect - 4.75;
Sociability - 4.54.

Source: author's data after processing the questionnaire

The order of importance on the qualities that the employee must hold is as follows: 1. competence; 2. knowledge
of products/services; 3. customer focus; 4. courtesy; 5. speed (promptness); 6. discretion; 7. availability; 8. flexibility; 9.
physical aspect; 10. sociability. The competence is one of the basic aspects of each employee because it involves a set
of features: professionalism, comprehensive information, power of decision, capacity of analysis etc., closely followed
by the knowledge of products / services offered by each agro-tourist farms. The discretion and physical aspect, even if
they are the last in customer preferences, they shouldn’t be neglected when seeking to provide a high quality service
and to ensure the highly satisfaction of customers. However, the owners should be concerned and make efforts to
employ or maintain a well-trained staff, whose theoretical knowledge is doubled by the mental and temperamental
qualities.
For the evaluation of instructions compliance (Figure 3), the
staff of agro-tourist farms seems to give a greater importance on
instructions compliance, always taking care to fulfill the wishes of
customers, 57% declaring themselves satisfied by their
performance.
However, from the total of customers of agro-tourist farms
services, we can see that 6% of customers consider that sometimes
the instructions are not respected by the staff and in these case, the
causes of grievances should be identified in order to be removed.

Figure 3. Evaluation of instructions compliance
Source: author's data after processing the questionnaire

The knowledge of agro-tourist products/services (Figure 4) represents another important aspect. The employees
are encouraged to give their knowledge and experience (the traits that define their value at individual level). In addition,
the involved employees have the opportunity to recognize the quality or relevance of the information through their
contributions. In general, the customers of agro-tourist services consider that the employees know very well their
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provided products and services in proportion of 67%. Also, it is notable that only 10% and 5% of respondents consider
a medium, respectively superficial level of knowledge of products and services offered by the agro-tourist farms.

Figure 4. The knowledge of products/services

Source: author's data after processing the questionnaire

The most important competences of an employee are: the customer focus, the efficiency, problem solving and a good
communication. So, concerning the level of competence, we can appreciate that customers opinions are somehow
divided (Figure 5), 39% of the respondents declared themselves satisfied by a high competence of the employees.
Taking also into account the percentages of medium and low competences, 31% and 8%, it is necessary for the agrotourist farms owners to be concerned by the rigorous testing of staff competence, because the image of agro-tourist
farms is influenced by their impressions on customers. However, these customers' opinions will influence their future
behavior, becoming apprehensive about services request.

Figure 5. Staff competence

Figure 6. Availability to respond to the requests

Source: author's data after processing the questionnaire

Source: author's data after processing the questionnaire

The staff availability is one of the most important elements of the image that customers make about services
quality. The availability manifested by employee to the customers influences his opinion about the quality of the
performance, as well as his subsequent behavior, which will create an important premise in the process of customers'
loyalty towards agro-tourist farms. It can be observed, as in figure 6, that the appreciations concerning a high degree of
availability are predominantly, which demonstrates that the employees have the resources required to improve their
behavior.
The courtesy is an essential quality of an appreciated employee, is the art of living respecting the thoughts and
actions of others, without judging them. Courtesy is the quality of civilized people; therefore, the values shown in figure
7 should have been approached to the maximum: “generally, employees should be polite in service delivery”. The
situation is, somehow, different: 60% of services customers believe that, the employees are just polite in service
delivery and 34% of them believe that they are very polite. There are also situations in which tourists have encountered
indifference of employees in service delivery - 6%.
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Figure 8. The level of employee promptness

Source: author's data after processing the questionnaire.

As we mentioned above, the promptness is considered favorable and very favorable by the respondents (figure 8), 70%
of them declared themselves satisfied in this point of view. There is a thing that should disappear from the polls, namely
the negative appreciations of 9% (medium) and 1% (low) about the promptness, denoting a lack of professionalism of
the employees.
The discretion is an important component that influences the choice process of tourist products and services.
According to figure 9, 47% of respondents answered that the employees try to be discreet, 41% that they can base on
their discretion and 13% of customers said that they cannot be based on employees from the agro-tourist farms because
they do not make any effort in this regard.

Figure 9. The level of employee discretion

Figure 10. Evaluation of flexibility level

Source: author's data after processing the questionnaire.

Source: author's data after processing the questionnaire.

The flexibility of employees and owners represents a factor that influences the image of agro-tourist farms
among customers. Each customer has his own situation and needs to be treated as an individual. In figure 10, it can be
seen that most of the respondents (47%) confirm that the employees are flexible in achieving the required performance.
126 of respondents (36%) stated that employees are always ready to respond to the requests of customers/tourists. There
is also the situation where employees are very rigid, accepting no change, 4% of respondents specifying this.
Regarding the attention given by employees to services offered to the customers, 67% of interviewed tourists
consider that employees offer their services, but they don’t give their entire attention in order to achieve an exemplary
performance.
The physical aspect of employees involves the creation of an atmosphere of ongoing activities in civilized
conditions. An agreeable person is characterized not only by its physical features, but also by the kindness and
courteous attitude. The results reveal that, generally, 51% of the opinions are favorable for a highly neat and attractive
aspect and only 11% believe that the employees are not distinguished by anything.
When we asked if there is a personal relationship between tourist/customer and agro-tourist farm, their opinions
are motivated, primarily, by the time and frequency to reception structures. 76% of customers stated the existence of
relationships with employees, working each time with the same employees.
In terms of employees performance, compared to expectations of customers / tourists, for 52% it corresponds to
their expectations, for 32% being superior. From the obtained results, there is a percentage of 10% which says that their
performance is lower than their expectations.
Conclusions
The information arising from the undertaken research allow us to state that, in general, the evaluations of
tourists/customers are favorable, consequently, the agro-tourist farms enjoy a positive image among customers. We
believe that this information may be used by the agro-tourist farms mentioned above in order to improve the
relationships with customers but also the achieved performance.
Also, after analyzing the data, the primary role in providing the satisfaction of tourist / customer for agro-tourist
services becomes obvious, and, implicitly, the insurance of an optimal level of social efficiency. In this regard, we have
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tried to determine the main attributes of the employee image as a decisive factor in customer satisfaction. The most
important qualities, revealed by questionnaire, are the competence and the knowledge of products and services.
The following observations, based on analysis of information derived from our questionnaire, may be real
directions on shaping the social efficiency of agro-tourist services: the agro-tourist farms must analyze carefully their
customers’ requirements and desires in order to satisfy them as fully as, the owners must be concerned by raising the
level of staff professionalism so that the errors shouldn’t appear anymore in compliance of the instructions given by
customers. If errors occur, it is important for employees to accept them with responsibility (to assume their mistake),
which shows the respect for the customer, and may lead to an open and tolerant relationship. As it was observed in our
research, the knowledge of product/service is an important criterion on the employee evaluation by tourists/customers.
Therefore, it is necessary that the agro-tourist farms focus on the raise of knowledge level through constant and repeated
evaluations within specific training centers.
It is imperative that the agro-tourist farms should closely monitor the behavior of their own customers, identify
with ability the grievances and define viable solutions, supervise the behavior of competitors in tourist and agro tourist
market, mobilize the provision of more attractive and more efficient services in order to gain the customer trust and
loyalty. It is also important the cooperation between all the agro-tourist farms to develop mutually beneficial solutions
for the market expansion and taking calculated risks.
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Social capacity building in rural Aymara women organizations in Puno, Peru
Susana Sastre-Merino, María José Fernández-Moral, Ignacio de los Ríos-Carmenado
Technical University of Madrid, Spain
Abstract
Social capacity building has been considered in the last decades an important element of rural development projects, as it helps organizations
and communities to better use their resources, design and manage projects locally and improve their living standards. Social capacity building has
been related to the development of certain skills and to the concept of leadership development. Social capacity building and leadership development
under a social learning approach have guided a rural development project with an Aymara women organization in Puno, Peru, where around 400
women artisans are trying to develop a business organization to improve their lives and their communities. Qualitative and quantitative methodologies
have been applied to assess improvements in capacities and leadership. Results show that the technical aspects are the first to be developed but that
group process skills and contextual skills take longer and are crucial to the success of the projects.
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Introduction
Capacity building has been included as one of the objectives of development projects in the last decades (Brown,
LaFond& Macintyre, 2001). The traditional vision of projects that promoted development by providing physical and
financial infrastructure has been overcome by several evidences of failure in the long term and the awareness that
people should be in the center of actions (Enemark&Ahene, 2002). Hence, the promotion of ownership, bottom-up
approaches and endogenous development are related concepts that are now taken into account in project planning and
management.Capacity building has been related to rural development and sustainability of rural development projects
(Aspen Institute, 1996; Chambers, 1991; Flora et al., 1999; Schwarz, 2011). It enhances the community decisions to
improve their lives and at the same time their resources are better used and not depleted.
Capacity building has been defined at different scales, from an individual, organizational or societal point of
view (Enemark, Williamson, 2004; Foster-Fishman et al., 2001; Liou, 2004; UNDP, 1998; Sastre-Merino, de los Rios,
2012b). The entity/organizational level is also called the meso level (Liou, 2004). At this level, successful approaches to
capacity building go beyond the traditional capacity development, and include the role of the entity within the system,
and the interaction with other entities, stakeholders, and clients (UNDP, 1998). The societal or macro level is the
highest level within which capacity initiatives may be considered and it refers to the action environment (socio-political,
government/public sector, economic/technological, physical environment). This level includes both formal and informal
organizations within the defined system (Liou, 2004; UNDP, 1998). Hence, at a collective scale, capacity building has
to do with resources, commitment, networks, leadership and skills that help the community to address problems and
opportunities, set their mission and strategy (The Aspen Institute, 1996; Chaskin, 2001). As a process of change, it has
been defined as a bottom-up approach with a holistic focus (Brown, Lafon, Macintyre, 2001; UNDP, 2002; Horton et
al., 2008). The outcomes related to capacity building include the enhancement of participation, influence on decisionmaking processes, the expansion of the leadership base, strengthened individual skills, better definition of mission and
vision (to transform individual interests into a dynamic collective force), strategic planning, adaptation to changes, etc.
(Aspen institute, 1996; Chaskin, 2001; Foster-Fishman et al., 2001; Liou, 2004; UNDP, 1998).
Different skills have been related to capacity building at an organizational or collective level, that can be
promoted through planned interventions(apart from technical capacities), such as participation and cooperation (Aspen
Institute, 1996; Foster-Fishman et al 2001; Goodman et al., 1998; Kwan et al., 2003; Maclellan-Wright et al., 2007;
UNDP, 2006; WRI, 2008), leadership (Aspen Institute, 1996; Brown et al., 2001; Chaskin, 2001; Cheers et al.,
2005;Flora et al., 1999; Foster-Fishman et al., 2001; Goodman et al., 1998; Horton, 2004; Innes &Booher, 2003;
Lusthaus, 1995; Maclellan-Wright et al., 2007;UNDP, 1998; UNDP, 2006; WRI, 2008), commitment (Chaskin, 2001;
Kwan et al., 2003; Horton, 2004; WRI, 2008), trust (Aspen Institute, 1996; Chaskin, 2001; Diallo, 2005;Goodman et al.,
1998; Kwan et al., 2003), communication (Cheers et al. (2005); Diallo, 2005;Flora et al., 1999; Foster-Fishman et al.,
2001; Innes &Booher, 2003; Lusthaus, 1995; Maclellan-Wright et al., 2007; UNDP, 2006; WRI, 2008), network
building (Armstrong et al., 2002; Brown et al., 2001; Chaskin, 2001; Cheers et al., 2005; Coleman, 1988; Flora et al.,
1999; Foster-Fishman et al., 2001; Goodman et al., 1998; Innes &Booher, 2003; Kwan et al., 2003; Lusthaus, 1995;
Maclellan-Wright et al., 2007), entrepreneurship (Aspen Institute, 1996; Diallo, 2005), norms (Foster-Fishman et al.,
2001; Kwan et al., 2003; WRI, 2008), team work (Diallo, 2005; Foster-Fishman et al., 2001; Innes &Booher,
2003;WRI, 2008), group process skills (Problem/ conflict-solving skills; consensus building, decision-making)
(Armstrong et al., 2002; Aspen Institute, 1996; Chaskin, 2001; Foster-Fishman et al., 2001;Goodman et al., 1998;
Lusthaus, 1995; WRI, 2008), sense of community, shared values (Brown et al., 2001; Chaskin, 2001; Foster-Fishman
et al., 2001; Goodman et al., 1998; Kwan et al., 2003; Lusthaus, 1995; Maclellan-Wright et al., 2007) and vision and
strategy (Flora et al., 1999; Foster-Fishman et al., 2001; Liou, 2004; UNDP, 1998; UNDP, 2006; WRI, 2008).
Social capacity building is also very much related to leadership development (Allen &Lachapelle, 2012;
Odeh&Bruning, 2006; PNUD, 1998, 2006), as the promotion of a good leadership maximizes and protects the
investments in capacity building in a certain context. Leadership development has a collective meaning (as opposite to
leader development, which has an individual scope and refers to personal skills, behaviors, values, etc.) and it refers to a
process that includes the connections between leaders in a system, interpersonal relationships, social influence
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processes, group dynamics, the context, the role of followers, etc. (Day, 2000; Balkundi&Kilduff, 2005). Different
theories around leadership as a collective concept have been developed, such as transactional leadership (Burns, 1978),
the Leader-Member Exchange (Uhl-Bien, 2006), transformational leadership (Avolio, Bass & Jung, 1999; Bass,
Avolio&Berson, 2003), authentic leadership (Avolio& Gardner, 2005; Luthans&Avolio, 2003), complex leadership
(Uhl-Bien, Marion, &McKelvey, 2007), relational leadership (Uhl-Bien, 2006) or distributed leadership (Bennett, 2003;
Raelin, 2003; Spillane et al., 2001; Gronn, 2002).Leadership development as a process that promotes leadership both in
leaders and followers and that pays attention to the social relationships is considered of interest to rural development,
where leaders do not occupy formal positions as in business organizations, but lead based on their social relationships,
which they use to promote common objectives to improve the social wellbeing of their communities (Allen
&Lachapelle, 2012).
Development projects that include leadership development and capacity building aim at helping communities to
develop their capacities to design and manage projects successfully and contribute to the improvement of their living
standards.The model of planning as social learning is considered very adequate to promote social capacity building and
leadership development, including the enforcement of the aforementioned skills. This model promotes bottom-up
processesto generatepolicies andprograms, i.e., itencourages the participationof the affected populationin the definition
ofthe actions to takein the territory.Therefore,in the model ofplanning associal learningis atwo-wayinformation
exchangebetween planners andpopulation, of special interestin the managementof rural development(Cazorlaetal.,
2004). According tothis approach,projects need to integratelocalknowledgewithscientificknowledgeand produce
amutuallearningbetween planners andthe population affected bythe actions (Friedman, 1987, Cazorlaetal.2004).As a
resultof this dialogue, each proposalis subject to changeand thereforeit is considered thatplanningprecedesaction. The
rolethat plannerstakeis tomobilizeresources andcatalyzepublic and private intereststo find innovative solutionsin their
territories.
Social capacity building and leadership development have guided a rural development project with an aymara
women organization. The organization includes Aymara communities located in the Andean region of Puno (Peru)
around Titicaca Lake, in a sensitive area where natural resources are used inappropriately and local communities are
among the poorest in the country, due among other factors, to high altitudes, extreme temperatures, poor
communication and transport infrastructure; low technological level of agricultural production activities and very poor
marketing of products at low prices paid by intermediaries. The mainstay of the economy of the region is based on
sheep and alpaca wool production together with cattle raising and cultivation of potatoes, quinoa and barley. Besides
these factors, women experiment additional difficulties due to several interrelated aspects: male-chauvinistic
idiosyncrasy, low level of education, poor mobilization of financial resources to women and their associations, Aymara
language as the only means of expression for many women and low participation in decision-making processes, among
others (Cazorla et al., 2010; Sastre-Merino et al., 2013). The organization gathers 21 groups and 400 women artisans
from six districts around Titicaca Lake in Puno region. The project started in 2008, with the collaboration of GESPLAN
Research group from the Technical University of Madrid, the NGO Design for Development and the women
organization Coordinadora de Mujeres Aymaras (CMA). The global aim of the project is to improve the women
capacities so as to promote entrepreneurship and economic development, and help women to become leaders in the
development of their communities and poverty alleviation (Cazorlaet al., 2010).The project is promoting the artisan
activity,with several home and fashion textile collections,and a revolving micro-credit to finance their activities.The aim
of this research is to assess improvements in the social capacities, specifically in organizational learning, technical
capacities and relationships with clients and markets, as well as in leadership under the model of planning as social
learning in a rural context. These social capacities were chosen as the most relevant areas to achieve the mission defined
by the women themselves. The selection of such areas was set both by women and by the technical team that has acted
as facilitator throughout the process.
Methodology
The methodology followed in this study is based on a multi-disciplinary approach that includes various
theoretical perspectives, such as social and human capital theory, social capacity, capacity building, empowerment
evaluation (Fetterman, 2000), methodologies from the logic of participation (Korten, 1980; Uphoff, 1985; Cernea,
1992; Oakley, 1993; Chambers, 1997) and social learning processes (Friedmann, 1993; Cazorla, & Friedmann, 1995).
The evaluation of capacity building and leadership development is based on a two-scale framework, with an individual
level and an organizational level.In both cases, capacity building has been evaluated through a combination of
qualitative and quantitative research methodologies.At an individual scale, evaluation was done with a survey to
measure perception of individual capacities, personal interviews to group leaders with the focus of life stories, and a
workshop to draw perception of life change with the project and future perspectives. In this study the focus is set on the
organizational or collective aspects of capacity building. Instruments applied are: four empowerment evaluation
workshops carried out in 2007 and three in 2012;eight structured interviews to leaders from the executive committee
and to the whole technical team (five) to evaluate organizational capacities and leadership development in the last five
years, carried out from November 2012 to January 2013; and participant observation in October and November, 2011
and November, 2012. These sources of primary information complemented other secondary sources that were
consulted: diagnosis documents from 2007, periodical documents produced by the local technical team from 2008 to
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2012, reportsfor the financing institutions, results from an assessment carried out in 2011 with a competences approach
(Sastre-Merino & de los Ríos, 2012a) and scientific papers related to the project from GESPLAN research group.
Results
During the first empowerment evaluation workshops in 2007, women set the mission and vision of the
organization, and the results from the workshops were used to set the aim and lines of action for the project. The most
important aspects that were said during those workshops were the need to strengthen the relationships with clients and
markets, the importance of a business-like management of the organization and the need to strengthen the organization.
The strategies to fulfill these objectives were: technical capacity building in materials selection, and garments design,
cleaning, ironing and packaging; training in business management, support in the formalization of the organization and
in the search of clients and markets, and the creation of strategic alliances with other institutions; and support in
strengthening the organization.
The three empowerment evaluation workshops carried out in November 2012 (one in each of the three areas of
the project), were designed using the information from the previous workshops in order to know if the same topics were
the most relevant for them or if they had changed over time. It could be realized that there has been an important
learning since 2007, as by that time women asked the project to help them in marketing their crafts and now they
acknowledge that they were not prepared for that and that they have had to walk a previous path to improve their
technical capacities, and now they think they can face marketing. In that sense, there has been a process of capacity
building in order to self-evaluate the progress of the organization and plan the actions needed to continue moving
forward to make their organization become a real and sustainable source of income to improve the lives of their
families.
In this vein, the main findings of those workshops, together with the opinions of the technical team from
GESPLAN and the leaders interviewed, and the information gathered through the project monitoring are organized
around four areas: Organizational learning; leadership development;Improvement of the organization technical
capacitiesandImprovement in the organization´s relationships with clients and markets.
Organizational learning
Results about the organization show thatit has been strengthened, through various actions, such as the
formalization and legal establishment of the CMA and the creation of the executive committee.The number of members
has increased considerably, from 320 women in 2010 (Negrillo et al., 2011) to a total of 408 women today. Internal
rules have been developed, and women recognize the importance of working together. Thus, they are working on
strengthening their networks of interconnected groups.Women state a feeling of belonging to the organization, thus
confirming the enforcement of social capital, they share the same values and have a common vision of the project.
Nevertheless, social capital inside each group is much stronger than between groups, especially if the groups are from
different areas. This is one aspect that causes tensions in the decision making processes and that has been noted in the
empowerment evaluation workshops and in the opinions of the leaders and technical staff.Thus there is a need to further
work in building commitment with the whole organization, and to improve the participation processes, so as to
overcome the difficulties set by the long geographical distances that exist between areas. This is related to the need to
improve communication, which was evidenced during the workshops, as there was a lack of information in some of the
areas of the project.
In relation with the need to develop a business structure, some steps have been taken, although it is a very long
process. One of the adaptations adopted so far implies a simplification of the decision-making process that the
organization had before to accelerate the decisions and be more operative. The traditional decision making process
started with a meeting of the executive committee and all the group leaders that reported the issues to their groups and,
after consulting them, communicate their ideas or decisions back to the executive committee and decide by
consensus.Because this process sometimes involved long periods of time that slow down the progress of the project, the
executive committee started to decide the actions to take. The executive committee, formed by two women per area
intends to balance the opinions of the three areas, although women acknowledge that in practice one of the areas has
more power than the rest, because of a stronger leadership and because of the difficulty for the leaders that live farther
from the office to move for each meeting.Although these conflicts exist, and there is an example of a group that has
abandoned the organization, there is a general trust in the committee, something considered fundamental for the
sustainability of the organization. In the cases of conflict, the technical staff acknowledgment that group process skills
still need to be developed, to solve the problems and continue working together, something that has been noted to be
difficult in a context where resentment is embedded in the culture and it takes time to overcome them.
Leadership development . Several elements show evidences of leadership development among women. There has
been a progressive involvement of women in the productive process, especially among the group leaders, who are
taking ownership of different activities, like the purchase of materials, the marketing of their products in exhibitions, the
search of training opportunities in different agencies, or the administrative work associated with their production. This
will allow them to manage the project independently in the long run (Sastre-Merino et al., 2013).
The use of a participatory approach from the design phase of the project, to define it and include the voices of all
stakeholders, has allowed women to take ownership of the project from the beginning so it has had the support of the
majority of the members. One of the results of this strategy is that the rhythm of the project has been defined by women,
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which ensures that they own it and have the capacity to tackle the next phase but it is slower than other top down
approaches. The style of leadership that guided the actions of the technical staff was the transformational one.With this
approach, knowledge both from women and the technical team is combined, as defined in social learning processes, so
action produces knowledge that is again applied to action.
Improvement of the organization technical capacities. Regarding the evaluation of the improvement of the
organization technical capacities, women realize they have improved the quality of their crafts, and now they are aware
of the importance of having different sizes, and of working with quality standards. As a result of participating in
monitoring activities, under the social learning approach, they have created a quality control committee and quality
control procedures and they have improved the production office to meet their requirements, purchasing the necessary
machinery and office equipment (Negrillo et al., 2011). They have received training in the topics identified in the first
workshops, and after, they have realized new needs in the second evaluation. They have also developed a replication
system, so one or two women from each group receive training and then train their groups. This has been implemented
for example in a yearly design workshop carried out with the support of the Spanish NGO Design for Development
(DPD), to improve the quality and innovation of the crafts. In these workshops, women and designers integrate their
knowledge to adapt the traditional designs to international trends and preferences but using local production techniques.
They have already created four collections that are presented in catalogs, available online.
Both the information from the workshops and from the interviews suggest that there is a need to continue
building capacity in several aspects, such as communication, time management and quality and to foster teamwork.
Both time management and quality are the two aspects that generate the greatest conflict (Sastre-Merino et al.,
2013).They have already accomplished some actions to improve these aspects, such as changing or adjusting the
working tools, learning to distinguish the different material, and enhancing timing, mechanisms of supply, production,
monitoring, quality control and marketing in each group and area.But still they have to improve the establishment of all
these procedures in all groups, and that will take some time.
Improvement in the organization´s relationships with clients and markets
Concerning the relationships of the organization with clients and markets, which was the main concern of women
in 2007 empowerment evaluationworkshops, women think they have developed some financial literacy and gained
confidence to start new business. Nevertheless they know this is the area that needs more improvement and they
recognize that they are still very dependent on the external aid from the technical staff and NGOs. They are aware of the
need to use new technologies as internet but they are not ready to undertake that process by themselves. In the
workshops they set several areas of improvement: need to use internet or to hire someone that can do the contacts with
clients and be able to do all the administrative and legal procedures, and the need to start and maintain relationships
with other organizations to have bigger orders. The organization has already established business or support
relationships with various local, national and international institutions, although the contacts have been made mainly
through the technical staff and women still cannot lead the process alone.One of the main benefits of these contacts is
that they are achieving global markets that were not at hand before, when they mainly sold their crafts to intermediaries
that paid low prices. This has caused that they have started to know how to calculate benefits, taking into account the
cost of materials and labor and that now they are committed to maintain quality to continue in those markets. The
increase of revenues is very relevant since the craft is almost in all cases the greatest contribution of women to the
household economy.
Conclusions
Social capacity building is an important element to be considered in development projects, as it promotes
ownership, bottom-up approaches and endogenous development. In rural areas, it enhances the rational use of resources
and the improvement of the well-being. It has been related to the development of certain skills and competences, such
as technical skills, participation and cooperation, commitment, leadership, trust, communication, network building,
entrepreneurship, norms, teamwork, group process skills, sense of community, shared values and vision and strategy.
Social capacity building is related to leadership development, understood as a process that promotes leadership
both in leaders and followers and it takes into account the relationships, context, group dynamics, etc. This conception
is taken from “relational” leadership theories, like transactional, transformational, leader-member exchange, authentic,
relational, distributed or relational leadership. For rural development, the model of planning as social learning is
considered an adequate framework to build capacities and leadership, as it promotes participation of all stakeholders in
all stages of the project cycle and it considers that both planners and population exchange knowledge and produce
learning that reorients the project.
Through a combination of qualitative and quantitative instruments as empowerment evaluation workshops and
personal structured interviews, we have analyzed the application of this approach to a rural organization of aymara
women. Results show that the development project has promoted capacity building and leadership development, with
different levels of performance. The technical capacities have been the first to be promoted and the most developed,
although women and technical staff acknowledge that other capacities related to relationships with the context, markets
and clients and group process skills need further development and are crucial to the long term success of the project.
The process is continuously reoriented to help the organization to become leaders of their project and be able to
combine their social structure with a business-like organization, in order to have a real opportunity to work and improve
their living standards and the well being of their communities.
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Energy Efficiency Innovations in Buildings: Willingness to Pay for Small CHP
in Buildings
Asta Mikalauskiene, Dalia Streimikiene
Lithuanian energy institute
Abstract
The paper uses a choice experiment to evaluate the household’s willingness to pay for small CHP in buildings. Small CHP include:
reciprocating engines, micro-turbines and fuel cells. Seeking to evaluate willingness of Lithuanian households to pay for energy efficiency
improvements in heating the choice experiment was conducted. The results of study estimated willingness to pay of Lithuanian households for small
CHP in buildings and as well the main attributes having the biggest impact on their decision and Willingness to Pay.The main drivers of WTP are:
investment costs, loudness and size. All these drivers have negative impact for the choice of alternatives. The mean WTP for small CHP in buildings
makes 5678 Lt, 7235 Lt and 10361 Lt for reciprocating engines, micro turbines and fuel cells respectively. This indicates that Lithuanian households
are willing to pay almost twice for fuel cells comparing to reciprocating engines.
Key words: small CHP, willingness to pay, households.

Introduction
Lithuania is strongly dependent on energy import from Russia. The need for replacement of old capacities and
closure of Ignalina Nuclear Power Plant is an extremely important driving force for transformation, making
conventional and new technologies compete for a role in the future energy supply in Lithuania. Lithuania adopted
national energy independence strategy in 2012 where construction of new NPP is being considered as the main way to
increase energy independence however for Lithuanian population the prices of district heat are the main problems
therefore the new technologies alternatives measures are necessary seeking to solve the problem of energy
independence and high district heat prices. One possible development path of energy sector is decentralization of the
electricity system. Distributed power generation in small, decentralized units could help to reduce emissions, save grid
capacity and provide opportunities for renewable energy.
About 45 % of total final energy consumption is used in Lithuanian housing sector. Whereas more than 60 % of
the Lithuanian population resides in multi-apartment buildings constructed during 1961-1990, which are not complied
with the effective requirements, this sector has great energy saving potential. The evaluated the economic potential of
final energy savings in Lithuania as 759 ktoe in 2020, 38% of this energy could be saved in residential and public
buildings. The major part of savings, 221 ktoe could be achieved as fuel savings in buildings, mostly for space heating.
The rest 68 ktoe of final energy goes to electricity savings, mainly in public buildings.
The concept ‘‘small-scale CHP’’ (combined heat and power) means combined heat and power generation
systems with electrical power less than 200 kW. The significant benefit of CHP is its overall efficiency, which can be as
much as 85–90%. One of the most promising targets in the application of CHP lies in energy production for buildings
(Valkiainenet al., 2002). Micro-CHP is taken to mean technologies which could serve a single dwelling. There is no
agreed size limit but 10kW of electrical power might be appropriate. Mini-CHP is taken to be in the range of a few
kilowatts to 100 kW and may serve a group of dwellings or a commercial site. Technologies appropriate to this scale
include reciprocating engines, micro turbines, fuel cells etc. (Vanhanen J, Loimaranta O., 1999). Micro CHP has several
important advantages with regard to key sustainability criteriaas their allow to increase energy efficiency of heating,
provides for GHG emission reduction and savings of expenses for heating in households.
The aim of the paper: is to apply a choice experiment to evaluate the household’s willingness to pay for small
CHP in buildings. The main tasks to achieve this aim are: to review methodologies for assessment of households
willingness to pay; to review the empirical studies dealing with Willingness to pay for energy efficiency improvements;
to present results of WTP of Lithuanian households for small scale CHP in buildings.
Methodologies for assessing willingness to pay
Revealed preference theory, pioneered by American economist Paul Samuelson, is a method for comparing the
influence of policies on consumer behaviour. These models assume that the preferences of consumers can be revealed
by their purchasing habits. Revealed preference theory came about because existing theories of consumer demand were
based on a diminishing marginal rate of substitution (MRS). This diminishing MRS relied on the assumption that
consumers make consumption decisions to maximize their utility. While utility maximization was not a controversial
assumption, the underlying utility functions could not be measured with great certainty. Revealed preference theory was
a means to reconcile demand theory by defining utility functions by observing behaviour.
Revealed preference theory tries to understand the preferences of a consumer among bundles of goods, given
their budget constraint. For instance, if the consumer buys bundle of goods A over bundle of goods B, where both
bundles of goods are affordable, it is revealed that he/she directly prefers A over B. It is assumed that the consumer's
preferences are stable over the observed time period, i.e. the consumer will not reverse their relative preferences
regarding A and B.Choice modelling attempts to model the decision process of an individual or segment in a particular
context. Choice modelling may be used to estimate non-market environmental benefits and costs (Bennet, 2002).
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Many alternative models exist in econometrics, marketing, sociometrics and other fields, including utility
maximization, optimization applied to consumer theory, and a plethora of other identification strategies which may be
more or less accurate depending on the data, sample, hypothesis and the particular decision being modelled. In addition
Choice Modelling is regarded as the most suitable method for estimating consumers’ willingness to pay for quality
improvements in multiple dimensions (Centre for International Economics..., 2001). The Nobel Prize for economics
was awarded to a principal exponent of the Choice Modelling theory, Daniel McFadden (Economics, 2000).
Conjoint analysis, also called multi-attribute compositional models or stated preference analysis is a statistical
technique that originated in mathematical psychology. Today it is used in many of the social sciences and applied
sciences including marketing, product management, and operations research. It is not to be confused with the theory of
conjoint measurement.
Conjoint analysis requires research participants to make a series of trade-offs. Analysis of these trade-offs will
reveal the relative importance of component attributes. To improve the predictive ability of this analysis, research
participants should be grouped into similar segments based on objectives, values and/or other factors.The exercise can
be administered to survey respondents in a number of different ways. Traditionally it is administered as a ranking
exercise and sometimes as a rating exercise (where the respondent awards each trade-off scenario a score indicating
appeal).
In more recent years it has become common practice to present the trade-offs as a choice exercise (where the
respondent simply chooses the most preferred alternative from a selection of competing alternatives - particularly
common when simulating consumer choices) or as a constant sum allocation exercise (particularly common in
pharmaceutical market research, where physicians indicate likely shares of prescribing, and each alternative in the
trade-off is the description a real or hypothetical therapy).Analysis is traditionally carried out with some form of
multiple regressions, but more recently the use of hierarchical Bayesian analysis has become widespread, enabling
fairly robust statistical models of individual respondent decision behaviour to be developed.When there are many
attributes, experiments with Conjoint Analysis include problems of information overload that affect the validity of such
experiments. The impact of these problems can be avoided or reduced by using Hierarchical Information
Integration(Ramirez, 2009).
Contingent valuation is a survey-based economic technique for the valuation of non-market resources, such as
environmental preservation or the impact of contamination. While these resources do give people utility, certain aspects
of them do not have a market price as they are not directly sold – for example, people receive benefit from a beautiful
view of a mountain, but it would be tough to value using price-based models. Contingent valuation surveys are one
technique which is used to measure these aspects. Contingent valuation is often referred to as a stated preference model,
in contrast to a price-based revealed preference model. Both models are utility-based. Typically the survey asks how
much money people would be willing to pay (or willing to accept) to maintain the existence of (or be compensated for
the loss of) an environmental feature, such as biodiversity.
In economics, hedonic regression or hedonic demand theory is a revealed preference method of estimating
demand or value. It decomposes the item being researched into its constituent characteristics, and obtains estimates of
the contributory value of each characteristic. This requires that the composite good being valued can be reduced to its
constituent parts and that the market values those constituent parts. Hedonic models are most commonly estimated
using regression analysis, although more generalized models, such as sales adjustment grids, are special cases of
hedonic models.An attribute vector, which may be a dummy or panel variable, is assigned to each characteristic or
group of characteristics. Hedonic models can accommodate non-linearity, variable interaction, or other complex
valuation situations.Hedonic models are commonly used in real estate appraisal, real estate economics and Consumer
Price Index (CPI) calculations. In CPI calculations hedonic regression is used to control the effect of changes in product
quality. Price changes that are due to substitution effects are subject to hedonic quality adjustments.
The travel cost method of economic valuation, travel cost analysis, or Clawson Method is a Revealed preference
method of economic valuation used in cost benefit analysis to calculate the value of something that cannot be obtained
through market prices (i.e. National Parks, Beaches, and Ecosystems). The aim of the method is to calculate willingness
to pay for a constant price facility. The travel cost method is used to estimate economic use values associated with
ecosystems or sites that are used for recreation. The method can be used to estimate the economic benefits or costs
resulting from: changes in access costs for a recreational site; elimination of an existing recreational site; addition of a
new recreational site and changes in environmental quality at a recreational site. The basic premise of the travel cost
method is that the time and travel cost expenses that people incur to visit a site represent the “price” of access to the
site. Thus, peoples’ willingness to pay to visit the site can be estimated based on the number of trips that they make at
different travel costs.This is analogous to estimating peoples’ willingness to pay for a marketed good based on the
quantity demanded at different prices.
Review of studies dealing with wtp for small chp in buildings
Stated preference research is a popular method in evaluating consumers’ willingness to pay (WTP) for
environmental benefits related with energy efficiency improvements because it allows the researcher to place
consumers in an easily- controlled hypothetical marketplace and give them a choice amongst several alternatives (e.g.
Revelt and Train 1998; Bartels, Fiebig, McCabe 2004; Srinivasan and Bloomquist 2009). Some studies have even
evaluated the same product in both scenarios to test the credibility of stated preference experiments (e.g. Adamowicz,
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Louviere, and Williams 1994; Arnot, Boxall, and Cash 2006). In general, these studies show a positive WTP for
environmental labels regardless of the methodologies. In many cases, environmental concern has been found to be
positively related to respondents stated or actual WTP for a product with positive environmental externalities (Krarup
and Russell 2005). This phenomenon has been found for both renewable energy (Farhar and Houston 1996; Zarniaku
2003) and environmentally sound food products (Wandel and Bugge 1996; Moon and Balasubramanian 2001). The
environmental concern has been used as an explanatory variable for determining WTP for items such as water quality
(Cooper, Poe, and Bateman 2004), protecting the rain forest (Kramer and Mercer 1997), and aiding endangered species
(Kotchen and Reiling 2000; Ojea and Loureiro 2007). Research has shown that consumers value energy saving
measures (Banfi et al. 2008); however, in many instances the amount consumers are willing to pay for the energy
efficient products is not as high as economic theory might predict (Howarth and Anderson 1993). This difference has
come to be known as the „efficiency gap” (Howarth and Anderson 1993). Potential explanations for the gap include
imperfect information, liquidity constraints, and uncertainty about future energy savings.
Small chp in buildings
Micro CHP (combined heat and power production) is the simultaneous production of heat and power in a single
building based on small energy conversion units.The heat produced is used for space and water heating and possibly for
cooling, the electricity isused within the building or fed into the grid. Micro CHP is one of several options for micro
generation, the generation of electricity in individual homes, which is regarded as a potentially disruptive innovation in
the energy sector (Dunn, 2000).
There are several small scale CHP competing on the market: reciprocating engines, micro-turbines (electric
power under 250 kW), Stirling engines, and fuel cells. In general, the technical features of small-scale CHP
technologies are well-documented, for example by several studies (Vanhanen et al., 1998;Valkiainenet al., 2002).
Because of the novelty of the technology in this field of application, however, operational experiences for extended
periods have not been available so far. On the other hand, competitive actors have been unwilling to publish the results
of their studies. Thus, many uncertainties are still associated with information concerning small-scale CHP
technologies. In this section, a brief review is presented concerning different CHP technologies.
Reciprocating engine is popular small scale CHP. A power plant based on a reciprocating engine simply consists
of a reciprocating engine (diesel, gas, or multiple fuels) and a generator linked to the engine. Typical of this kind of
plant is its quite high electrical efficiency, a large power range and a versatile assortment of fuels. Usually,
reciprocating engines use natural gas or diesel oil as fuels, but the use of bio-oils and even regenerative biomass is also
under research. Engine-based plants are usually delivered as standard modules, which makes them flexible and
attractive for use in quite different applications. The applicability of gas engines is at its best in back-up systems,
whereas diesel engines are recommended for continuous use. Owing to moving parts, the engines need service
regularly. In addition, they are noisy and thus not very attractive alternatives for residential applications. Another
drawback is their emissions. CO2 and SO2 emissions are strongly dependent on the fuel used. The amounts of NO x, CO
and incombustible hydrocarbons in exhaust gases also depend on other conditions of combustion, like the temperature
and the amount of air. Plants based on reciprocating engines are best applicable to buildings with smooth electricity and
heat consumption profiles. The larger the size, the greater the benefits (Allane, Saari, 2004; Hinnells, 2008).
The concept ‘‘micro-turbines’’ usually means gas turbines with electrical power generation from 25 to 250 kW.
In general, a plant consists of a generator, a compressor, a combustion chamber, and a turbine connected to each by a
shaft. Air is conducted to the combustion chamber via a compressor and usually a recuperator, in which the heat of
exhaust gases is recovered. Because of the high frequency of the alternating current produced by the generator, a
rectifier and a transformer are also needed to produce electricity suitable for electrical devices. Typical of micro-turbine
plants are quite low noise and vibration due to their low weight and high rotation speed. Because of their small size, the
space requirement is also of minor concern. A drawback is low electrical efficiency, especially on part load. The price
of the technology and service costs is also high. From the point of view of emissions, micro-turbines are a little bit more
environmentally friendly than, for example, reciprocating engines. Especially, their NO x emissions are lower.
Natural gas and various liquid fuels (diesel oil, gasoline, methanol, ethanol, etc.) are suitable for micro-turbines.
Gas turbines are best applicable to processes with a need for high temperatures (e.g. steam production). In contrast, their
applicability for residential purposes is poor because they are expensive and inflexible to load changes (Allane, Saari,
2004; Hinnells, 2008).
The Stirling engine is a reciprocating engine. Contrary to conventional diesel and gas engines, however, its
cylinder is closed and combustion takes place outside of the cylinder. The piston moves in the cylinder because of
compression or expansion of the working gas (helium, hydrogen) due to the alternating heating and cooling of the
cylinder by means of external combustion. Typical of Stirling engines are their rather low emissions (especially NOx)
and lower noise production than is the case in conventional reciprocating engines. External combustion also causes a
decreased need for servicing despite the fact that the maintenance cycle time period is in the same class as for the other
reciprocating engines. Due to its external combustion, various fuels are also suitable. An interesting fuel alternative is
biomass. A drawback is the rather low electrical efficiency, about 25–30% when natural gas is used as a fuel. When
solid fuels (e.g. biomass) are used, the efficiency can be as low as 15%. The total efficiency, however, is not
significantly lower than that of other CHP applications. Stirling engines are very applicable to residential buildings,
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especially because the electricity/heat ratio is suitable. Their low efficiency, however, supports their use as backup
power supplies rather than one in continuous use (Allane,Saari, 2004; Hinnells, 2008).
A fuel cell produces electricity electrochemically, by combining hydrogen and atmospheric oxygen. At its
simplest, the fuel cell consists of an anode, a cathode, and an electrolyte. The fuel, hydrogen, releases electrons on the
anode, which are then conducted to the cathode via an external circuit. The hydrogen ions (protons) then diffuse directly
through the electrolyte material to the cathode, and are then converted to water by reduction with the oxygen of the air.
The rapidity of the reaction depends on both the electrolyte and the catalyst material used on the surfaces of the anode
and the cathode. The reaction can also be made more intense by heating the process (e.g. by external combustion) and
thereby increasing the temperature at which it takes place. Fuel cells are usually classified into different types according
to electrolyte, operational temperature and source of hydrogen. If the fuel is not available as pure hydrogen, it can be
released from various fuels by means of a reformation process. There are many factors that make fuel cells beneficial.
The most frequently mentioned benefit is its electrical efficiency, which can be up to 45–55%. Reformation of fuel
decreases the efficiency, but an efficiency of approximately 40% is still achieved. In addition, the electrical efficiency
of fuel cells is both quite immune to load changes and not power range dependent. Another benefit is its very low
emission rate. If pure hydrogen is used, the only emission is water. If reformation is used, CO 2 and a minimal amount of
oxides of sulphur and nitrogen are formed, depending on the fuel. Other benefits are noiselessness, reliability,
modularity, and rapid adaptability to load changes. The most important drawback is the investment cost.
At the moment, fuel cell plant costs can be even three times higher compared to those of reciprocating engines.
Another problem is that fuel cells are more demanding in respect of fuel production, storage, and transportation than
other technologies. Dunn (2002)presents a review concerning these problems. At the moment, however, these methods
seem to be more or less conceptual and still not applicable to construction in practice. Fuel cells are applicable for
various purposes, mainly because of their load- and size-independent electric efficiency. The suitability, of course,
depends somewhat on the type of the fuel cell. For example, the operational temperature level is one example of a
limiting factor. The fuel cell is equally suited for both continuous and backup uses. However, due to the high price of
the technology, this application may not yet be feasible.The chances for a broad diffusion of innovative micro CHP
technologies depend significantly ontheir economic performance. Reasonable investment costs are key prerequisite, but
other parameters, such as electricity and natural gas prices, technical lifetime, operating costs as well as heat and
electricity demand characteristics are also important.
Assessment of willingness to pay for small chp in buildings
The choice experiments (CEs) presented customers with sets ofalternative combinations of attributes (or
characteristics) of small CHPtechnologies, and asked them to choose their most preferredalternative. Repeated choices
by customers from sets ofalternatives reveal the trade-offs customers are willing to makebetween attributes and microgeneration technologies. Each individualwas asked to choose one alternative from each choice set. Thischoice is
modelled as a function of the attributes of that micro generationusing Random Utility Theory.Random Utility Theory is
based on the hypothesis that individualswill make choices based on the characteristics of a good (an
objectivecomponent) along with some degree of randomness (a randomcomponent) which helps the analyst reconcile
theory with observedchoice. The random component arises either because of randomnessin the preferences of the
respondent or the fact that the researcherdoes not have the complete set of information available to therespondent.
Choice-based modelling is based on theory of utility maximization. It can be assumed that all households when
presented with choice of alternatives will choose the alternative that possesses the combination of attributes that gives
them the highest level of utility. The utility individual receives from alternative j can be expressed as:
(1)
U   ' X 
nj

nj

nj

here: Xnj–vector of observed attributes of alternative j for individual n; β- is a vector of coefficients to be estimated and
εnj– an extreme value error term.
If this equation is estimated with conditional logit the probability individual n chooses alternative j can be
expressed as
 nj 

(2)
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m

 exp( ' X nj )
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WTP for particular attribute k, is calculated:
WTPk  

(3)

k
P

here: P – price; K – is non-price attribute.
In analysis fixed parameters conditional models were applied which relates product attributes (formula 1).
The small CHP attributes included in choice experiment were: investment costs, average electrical efficiency,
loudness and size.The conjoint choice experiment was employed in the survey to collect data on household’s
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willingness to pay for small CHP in buildings. Conjoint Choice analysis is the stated preference methodology during
which allowsdefining preferences of households based on number of factors, such as investment costs, energy
efficiency, loudness and size.The survey was conducted through online survey in April 2013 and 100 households were
surveyed. Each of 100 respondents was asked to select among 3 small CHP and a “none’ option.Each of those 100
respondents was asked to complete 14 choice tasks yielding a possible 1,400 individual choice tasks.The options and
attributes are provided in Table 1.
Table 1. Attributes of small CHP options in buildings
No
1
2
3
4

Attribute
Investment costs (US$/electrical kW)
Average electrical efficiency, full load (%)
Loudness
Size, scores

Level 1
Reciprocating engines
1150
27
Low
Big
Option 1

Level 2
Micro turbines
1650
35
High
Average
Option 2

Level 3
Fuel cells
3000
40
Very high
Small
Option 3

Status quo
Option 4

Table 2 presents the results of the fixed parameters logit, which analyzed product attributes only.
Table 2. Attribute Only Model estimates of WTP for small CHP in buildings
Variable
Est. Coeff. Standard Error Significance level of the coefficient
Investment costs (US$/electrical kW)
-0.062
-8.55
95% confidence interval
Average electrical efficiency, full load (%)
1.773
18.3
95% confidence interval
Loudness
-0.023
-5.02
95% confidence interval
Size, scores
-0.216
-2.48
95% confidence interval
Number of households
100
Choice tasks
1400
Log likelihood
-540

As one see from Table 2 all of the variables are significant and negative sign except electrical efficiency
meaning that investment costs, loudness and size have negative impact for the choice of alternatives.
In Table 3 the WTP for small CHP in buildings is presented.
Table 3. WTP for small CHP in buildings
Variable
WTP, Lt. Standard Error
Reciprocating engines
5678
65.
Micro turbines(%)
7235
131.80
Fuel cells
10361
97.3

Significance level of the coefficient
95% confidence interval
95% confidence interval
95% confidence interval

All of the WTP estimates are positive and significantly different from zero. The mean WTP was calculated by
using equation (3).The mean WTP for the fixed parameters log it’s with attributes only makes 5678 Lt, 7235 Lt and
10361 Ltfor reciprocating engines, micro turbines and fuel cells respectively.The method applied for assessment of WTP of
Lithuanian households is supported by the fact that revealed preference data is only scarcely available since the market of
small CHP in buildings is still very small.The results of the study provides for policy recommendations to promote specific
energy efficient heating technologies in buildings.
Conclusions
In many studies on WTP for energy efficiency measures analysed in the paper environmental concern has
positive impact on WTP for energy efficiency however the amount consumers are willing to pay for the energy efficient
products is not as high as economic theory might predict.
The study of willingness to WTP of Lithuanian households for small scale CHP in buildings (reciprocating engines,
micro turbines and fuel cells) was conducted.
The data used for the econometric estimation were collected with a choice experiment. The respondents were presented
with choice sets and asked to choose between their actual housing situation and a hypothetical one with different small CHP.
The econometric analysis of the data has been carried out using a fixed-effect log it model. The coefficients of all
attributes have the expected signs and most of them are significantly different from zero. The results show a significant
willingness to pay (WTP) of Lithuanian households for small CHP in buildings.The main drivers of WTP are: investment
costs, loudness and size. All these drivers have negative impact for the choice of alternatives.
The mean WTP for small CHP in buildings makes 5678 Lt, 7235 Lt and 10361 Lt for reciprocating engines,
micro turbines and fuel cells respectively.This indicates that Lithuanian households are willing to pay almost twice for fuel cells
comparing to reciprocating engines.
The study is the first attempt to assess WTP of Lithuanian households for CHP in buildings more deep research
is necessary in this field to provide for policy recommendations.
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Deployment of urban agriculture in East Lima, Peru
Javier Morales, Ramón Zamorano, Miguel Salvo
Technical University of Madrid, Spain
Abstract
Urban agriculture in Lima has been promoted by the project Farmers in the city encompassed in the Urban harvest program promoted by the
Consultive Group on International Agricultural Research (CGIAR). The validation of the effectiveness of the project Farmers in the city can only be
confirmed by maintenance over the time the deployment of the project goals. The project Farmers in the city was carried out by the International
Potato Center (CIP) and GESPLAN research group of the Technical University of Madrid. The project was conducted at the East Cone of Lima, Peru,
from 2006 to 2008. This communication shows the situation 5 years later. In order to know the current situation all the members of Cosanaca
producer association, which was created under the project, have been interviewed. Besides, an expert panel was carried out with the responsible of the
urban agricultural office of the municipalities that participate in the project. The results show that Cosanaca has duplicated the number of producers
and that the municipalities have increased the number of workers.
Key words: urban agriculture; farmers’ organizations; local development; local partnerships.

Introduction
Several definitions of urban agriculture (UA) have been exposed (Moustier and Mbaye, 1999, FAO, 1999,
Veenhuizen, 2006). All definitions agree in the development of farming and/or livestock in the urban environment and the
relationship between agriculture and the city in terms of resources and products. In this communication we understand that
UA is when resources compete for city, been understood as an opportunity cost of human resources, surface and water
(Moustier and Fall, 2004). The delimitation of the space where UA is developed has multiple definitions (FAO, 1999;
Mougeot, 2001; Ramirez, 2003), but for us it is most important to understand that UA is integrated and interacts with the
urban economic system (De Zeeuw, 2004). The main factor that allows the interaction is public transport (Salvo et al.,
2006). The urban life style reaches all the territory covered by the urban public transport network, people inside this area
can move, and relate to each other according to the urban criteria an can access easily all the urban services and facilities.
People outside the public transport networks are more isolated and develop the rural lifestyle.
The concept of UA is not a clearly defined concept, deals with different motivations depending on the main
needs of the community that develops it: environmental(May and Rogerson, 1995; Nigel, 1998; Ruel and Haddad,
1999; Deelstra and Girardet, 2001; Cohen, 2004), social (Nugent, 2001; Honing, 2009), market (Huriot, 1994; Bon et
al., 2010)or food safety approach (Wade 1981, Colasanti et al. 2000; Prain 2006,Salvo et al., 2006).
The “Urban harvest” program coordinated by the Consultive Group on International Agricultural Research
(CGIAR) seeks to enhance food and nutrition security, increase incomes and improve environmental and health
conditions among urban populations via agriculture. The program has been conducting research at the international
level aimed at the following goals: 1) to improve the contribution of UA to the nutritional status and income generation
for vulnerable families in the urban environment; 2) to increase the positive effects of UA on the environment and on
human health; 3) to promote, encourage and establish policies for UA as a positive strategy for cities.
In Peru, the Urban harvest program is implementing the project “Farmers in the city”, which -as part of their
action plans- promotes the performance of annual events to promote the exchange of experiences in UA in Latin
America and seeks sensitize organizations and institutions on the role of UA in urban development.
The Farmers in the city project was conducted at the East Cone of Lima by the International Potato Center (CIP)
and the GESPLAN research group from the Projects and Rural Planning Department of the Technical University of
Madrid.
This communication analyses the deployment of the project Farmers in the city after 5 years of its completion.
Urban Agriculture activities deployment´s implies that the model described below is valid in order to generate
productive activities based on UA, and to reduce the poverty in the cities.
The UA development model promoted by CIP and GESPLAN research group was based on four procedures: 1)
creation of a new technical model to promote diversification and integration of urban agriculture; 2) development and
maintenance of a local urban farmers network, that constitute a mass enough to assure the viability of the productive
model; 3) strengthening of institutional linkages in support of urban agriculture; 4) acknowledgment and valorisation of
Urban Agriculture environmental services by local actors.
This communication begins by the definition of the study area, the conceptual framework of the project, work
methodology approach and the explanation of the methods used. An analysis of the labour force, certification system,
irrigation type and selling of Cosanaca members producers association, which was created under the project, is
presented. Followed by the information collected on expert panel information with those responsible of the urban
agricultural office of the municipalities which participates in the project. The communication discus the lesson learned
from the project and finally the research concludes with the main results.
Methology
Study area Lima is the second largest desert city in the world. Currently the conurbation formed by Lima
metropolitan region and Callao province hosts more than 9 million people occupying 505 km 2 on a strip of 80 km
length of the Peruvian coast. Lima was established in the confluence of the rivers Chillon, Rimac and Lurin; north,
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south and east respectively; which form a large agricultural valley in the middle of the desert. The development of this
megalopolis occupied large areas of agricultural land. Currently remain agricultural areas in unoccupied areas along the
lower course of the rivers.
The area of study is located in the Municipality of Lurigancho-Chosica within the East Cone of Lima, located in
the Rimac river basin. Lurigancho-Chosica is one of the largest and least urbanized municipalities of the Province of
Lima (Castro and Juarez, 2007). And almost the 50% of the 980000 inhabitants are poor (Raymundo, Bussink and Prain
2007). The agricultural land is about half of the area where coexist a wide variety of agricultural, industrial and
commercial activities. The area covered by the project includes 5,713 inhabitants and 1,245 families distributed in four
towns. The living conditions of citizens are extremely poor, where 98% of households lack potable water, 50% did not
have its own light and only 40% of them live in houses of noble materials (Castro and Juarez, 2007).
Methodology study develops a mid-term sustainability analysis though the consideration of the situation of the main
project outcomes some time after (five years in this case) the ending of the project.
There have been contacted the project beneficiaries (urban farmers) and other relevant local stakeholders (Municipality
and farmers’ association) to describe their activity and relate it to the future situation planned at the project inception.
To obtain those data a research team has displaced to the city of Lima and has interviewed them face to face, visiting
the same locations where the project activities were developed.
The interviews with the farmers of Cosanaca producers association followed the list below:
a) What is the area under cultivation in 2008? And in 2013?
b) How many employees works in 2013? Distinguishing self-employed full-time and part-time and external
employees full-time and part-time.
c) What organic certification system has the farm?
d) What irrigation system uses the farm?
The script of questions followed with the leaders of the association of producers, differing in each response data
for 2008 and 2013 was as follows:
e) How many points of sale sell Cosanaca?
f) What is the net profit per producer weekly at each point of sale?
g) How many farmers participate weekly at each point of sale?
In the expert panel with the the responsible of the urban agricultural office of the municipalities that participate in
the project followings topics were discussed:
h) Numbers of employees in the urban agriculture office of the municipality
i) Relations and networks with others municipalities and organizations
j) Activities and regulations carried out from 2008.
Conseptual framework
In the study area the CIP, made several previous studies of technical social and market topics which identified a
number of features that led to the implementation of a program of cooperation based on the integration of urban and
peri-urban agriculture and sustainable development of local governments (Prain, 2006).
The project developed initially a baseline analysis to better undertake the local vegetables market in Lima. There
were also analysed other previous strategies for the promotion of urban agriculture developed at other capital cities in
Latin America. After that was decided that the most suitable methodological approach was a Multi-stakeholder
approach, based on the integrated development of beneficiaries competences (technical, behavioral and contextual).
The sustainable development could not been achieved only by promoting a new farming system based on the
diversification of production though integrated organic farming systems (technical approach). There were also needed
to promote the empowerment of local farmers (behavioral approach) to make them able to assume the marketing and
promotion activities that allows them to advance steps at the local market value chains and to retain a greater percentage
of the final product worth. Finally there was also needed conscientiousness of the political stakeholders and creating
linkages with other NGOs and local associations (contextual approach) in favor of urban agriculture.
The project was financed by CIP own funding and Madrid city council funding. The project was supported by
the Regional and Metropolitian Government of Lima, the District Municipality of Lurigancho-Chosica and the
Municipality of Santa Maria Town Center Huachipa and other local partners such as the communities of Huachipa,
Carapongo, Nievería, Ñaña and Jicamarca and NGOs: Nutrition Research Institute (IIN) and CESAL.
To achieve the general objective of reducing urban poverty and improve food security and nutrition, the project
was focused on strengthening municipal governments through the implementation of a culture of sustainable local
development planning following the WWP approach (Cazorla et al. 2013). The Farmers in the city project expected six
outcomes corresponding to others areas for action (Salvo et al., 2006):

Empowering People, which accorded the target population (urban farmers) and municipal managers should be
trained, sensitized and involved in the project.

Strengthening institutions, whose aim was to strengthen and organise local institutions and municipal
governments, producers, irrigation boards, homeowners associations, etc., defining a system of urban
management partnership between regional and local governments.
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Social development, considered as an essential complement of economic development, aimed at improving
human development through social and environmental programs in municipalities and local organizations
Micro-investments revolving fund, intended to boost productivity and marketing of agricultural products through
a revolving fund.
Planning, monitoring and evaluation.
Transfer of results and expansion to other municipalities.

The operative tools created to implement the model under the project Farmers in the city were:
1) creation of a new technical model to promote diversification and integration of urban agriculture: Urban
farmers’ school (UFS). A 1,500 m2 farm implemented by the project to demonstrate the new production
model. Interested farmers jointed at the school twice a week and worked growing during all the culture cycle.
Every day they completed the agriculture training with some organizational activities to develop an UA
producers’ organization in order to help local farmers to acquire organizational abilities to make them able to
manage organization by themselves;
2) development and maintenance of a local urban farmers network, that constitute a mass enough to assure the
viability of the productive model: Urban farmers producers associations. As the result of the UFS. The
association allow to small farmers sell their products directly to final consumers;
3) strengthening of institutional linkages in support of urban agriculture: Urban agriculture office. The
Municipality of Lurigancho-Chosica established a UA office in order to help the UA development;
4) acknowledgment and valorisation of Urban Agriculture environmental services by local actors. Organic
certification of UA farms and products.
The original environmental approach was transformed into a marketing strategy that helped the farmers to obtain
a space in the local food market of the city of Lima. The farmers, who participated at the UFS, certified their farms as
organic through a commercial external certifier enterprise (that followed the European Union organic certification
procedure). This certification distinguished their production allowing them to achieve better marketing opportunities.
Results
COSANACA producers’ association. Situation in 2013. This producers’ association Works as a service
company charged on the marketing of the vegetables produced by the association members. Cosanaca was founded by
seven farmers trained at the UFS at the end of year 2007 and by the end of the project in December 2008 was integrated
by 9 members. Actually it is integrated by 18 farmers, and is training other three new members. Since the end of the
project until present, as is shown at table 1, the surface under production has been increase almost four times and the
number of member integrated at the association has been doubled. Besides, production has been increased in the same
proportion as surface because farmers have to keep their plots under organic production to start the certification
procedure.
Table 1. Farming surface, labour force, certification system and irrigation water for COSANACA members
Labour force at 2013
Surface (m2)
Certification
Producer
Self employment
External employees
system*
2008
2013
Full time Part time Full time
Part time
Urban farmer 1
2,000
6,000
1
0
0
2
External
Urban farmer 2
1,500
5,000
1
2
2
0
External
Urban farmer 3
1,500
5,000
1
0
1
1
SGP
Urban farmer 4
1,500
4,500
1
0
1
2
External
Urban farmer 5

2,000

3,500

1

0

1

1

External

Urban farmer 6

1,000

3,000

1

1

0

0

External

0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
6

0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
7

External
SGP
SGP
SGP
SGP
SGP
SGP
SGP
SGP
External
SGP
SGP

Urban farmer 7
400
1,200
1
0
Urban farmer 8
400
3,000
1
0
Urban farmer 9
2,000
1
2
Urban farmer 10
1,000
1
1
Urban farmer 11
1,000
1
0
Urban farmer 12
1,000
1
0
Urban farmer 13
1,000
1
0
Urban farmer 14
1,000
1
0
Urban farmer 15
1,000
1
0
Urban farmer 16
500
500
1
0
Urban farmer 17
500
1
0
Urban farmer 18
500
1
0
Total
10,800
40,700
18
6
Source: authors (*SGP: Participatory Guaranty Certification System)
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The certification process has also evolved. The Peruvian organic farming national association created the
Participatory Guaranty Certification System (SGP, according to the name in Spanish). This certification procedure has
been accepted by Peruvian authorities to allow farmers to sell their products at local markets, but not at the
supermarkets that apply the most restrictive certification procedures which are equal to those applied for agro-food
exportations to Europe, this kind of certification is defined in this paper as “External”.
At the end of 2008 Cosanaca has one selling agreement with the NGO Ecológica Peru, which is a non-profit
intermediate trader whose mission is to promote the ecological culture. Ecológica Perú has a self-trade mark and an
agreement with the two main supermarkets chains of Peru to distribute ecological foods at their supermarkets. As can be
seen at table 2 selling have also been significantly increased during the period.
In the middle of a process of diminution of the agricultural labour force COSANACA farmers adopted a farming
system that is more demanding of labour in global terms. This is an advantage thanks to the organic diversification of
their farms. The demand of labour is low in the traditional monoculture agriculture practice. But it needs several
employees concentrated at a few days for certain farming activities. However at the organic system with more than ten
different cultures at the same farm the global demand of labours is bigger. The farmers at the beginning of the activity
consolidated their self employment.
Table 2. Evolution of vegetables selling
Selling points
Market
EcologicaPerú
Vegetarian restaurants
La Molina organic fair
Surquillo organic fair
Source: authors

Weekly deliveries
2008
3
3
0
0

Net benefits €/person-week

2013
5
3
1
1

2008
80
120
0
0

2013
350
150
120
80

Farmers participation per
week/total farmers
2008
2013
6/6
7/7
2/6
2/7
0
3 / 18
0
4 / 18

Besides the self employment during the deployment process, the increase of the certified agricultural area has
generated additional employment. Six relatives of the farmers cooperate partially at the production and actually there
are other 6 full time external employees and 7 part time external employees.
The single production factor that has not evolved during this period has been the irrigation water. For the local
conditions of the East Cone of Lima surface water from the channels of Rimac river dos not fulfil the minimum
conditions to be accepted for the organic certification consultants, due to the biological pollution. There is needed to use
water from wells. That is the reason that the new members who does not have this resource at their farms cannot access
to the External certification. At Table 1 there can be appreciated that there are four externally certified members that
does not have wells, but they are in a transition period in which they should improve their irrigation systems, if not they
will lose their certification.
As in the case of the surface under production, and labour force, selling points has increased from two to four,
and weekly deliveries has increased from 6 to 10 (see Table 2). In the same way the net benefits per person and week
has been increased in all the selling points. Not all producers sell their products every week. Cosanaca has established
an effective system of rotations that stagger crops so that all members regularly sell their products in the four selling
points. However not all the producer can sell their products in all the selling points. Only the producers with the organic
External certification can sell to Ecológica Perú and to vegetarian restaurants.
The COSANACA producer association maintained the UFS training their new members with the same
methodology, has increased the commercialization activity and has enhanced new dissemination of activities through
their collaboration with the Lima City Municipality
Urban agriculture office. The second deployment result is the urban agriculture office from the Municipality of
Lurigancho-Chosica. At the end of 2008 it was managed by a single employee without specific technical training. Her
mission was mainly to coordinate with the Urban Agriculture Technical team and with local farmers. But at the end of
year 2010 the Urban Agriculture municipal staff was enhanced. Actually the office is composed by two agronomical
engineers and one technical assistant.
The Urban Agriculture municipal office has assumed the task of concluding the process initiated by the project of
writing and publishing the local regulations for UA. The pigs breeding regulation has already been published and they
are working at the small animals breeding and horticulture regulations. According to the positive experience developed
during the project period, they continue working in a participatory way working with the related urban farmer and
breeders.
Discussion
The lesson learned from the project was the need to train farmers, and involve the municipality to make the
project sustainable.
The producers’ organization has increased the number of members and the selling. Farmers’ average income is
bigger than other alternative urban activities salaries and this is the main reason for the sustainability of the production
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model. In a context of decreasing of agricultural labour force there has been consolidate the self employment and there
has been created new external permanent employs. The model has also generates 6 family par time and 7 external
employees, that could be transformed in permanent employees in the future.
Organic production was a successful strategy to develop the urban vegetables production because it was fully
integrated with the marketing strategy. The success of this marketing strategy was based on the wide diversity of
vegetables produces almost continuously. That allowed local farmers’ organization to sell directly to the final
consumers because they were able to cover all their vegetables needs with a single delivery.
The main activity was helping local farmers to acquire organizational abilities to make them able to manage the
urban farmers’ organization by themselves. The research shows that the integrated commercialization by a group of
more than 10 farmers and that the diversification of the vegetables production according to the ecological models allows
farmers to obtain benefits weekly, equally to the rest of their non-farming neighbours. The UA offers a way of living
similar to other alternative urban activities.
The scaling-up of the model shows that different groups of beneficiaries demand different organizations and
market approaches. Several groups selected a self consumption, non commercial model. COSANACA focussed
successfully on the commercial approach, demonstrating the viability of the market approach initially proposed. Once
integrated in the Regional Association of Organic Producers of Lima contacted many municipalities at the region of
Lima to set up organic markets, and developed pilot activities at the Municipalities of San Isidro, Miraflores Surco and
La Molina. The most successful experience was La Molina where there remains the Sunday fair until present.
The general idea at the beginning and the execution of the project was that the most relevant actor for the project
sustainability was the Municipality and their urban agriculture office. However, five year later, results show that the
most relevant actor has been the producers’ organizations. COSANACA producer association, which maintained the
UFS training their new members with the same methodology, has increased the commercialization activity and has
enhanced new dissemination of activities through their collaboration with the Lima City Municipality. The successful
experience has called the attention of the Lima metropolitan Municipality, who have called the farmers from East Cone
of Lima to be involved at the training activities that is going to develop at other districts of Lima. Thus the scaling-up
process has been recovered by this new alliance.
Conclusion
The validation of the effectiveness of the process launched with the project Farmers in the City can only be
confirmed with the perspective of time. The most usual practice regarding to the development projects result assessment
is to validate them at the closing of the project, when the supporting activities are just finished, but there is no usual to
evaluate the results some years after that moment.
When the support has just finished is easy to obtain positive results because the effects of the direct investments
are still present at the territories, and local actors are usually thanked to the received support. But the real development
can only be confirmed though the confirmation of the maintenance on time of the development results desired by the
project formulation team, and its evolution.
There are three main results that allow verifying the sustainability and evolution of the results achieved at the end
of the project five years later, in a process that we have denominated deployment of UA after the project: 1) The
evolution of the producers’ association; 2) the maintenance of the Urban Agriculture municipal office; 3) the scaling up
of the model. Future interventions at the same local context should be based on these three strengths.
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Tendencies for Rural Youth Personality Development
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Abstract
The aim of this work was to research personality peculiarities of rural profession training school students. The object of this research is
students’ personality development peculiarities. The methods applied in this work: questionnaire and Rozenberg self evaluation test. 119 respondents
from Kėdainių Professional Training Center Lančiūnavos branch, aged 16 19 participated in this research. Only 27.2% of respondents feel self
exclusiveness and indicate themselves not only as a personality but also as a value. It could be assumed that this group of young people will have
different life style and better life that their parents do currently. The greater part of students (84.9%) indicated that they have life aims, 15.1% of
students gave negative responses. Students were asked whether they intend to work up to the profession chosen. Slightly more that a half (58.0%)
indicated that they do not know, 35.3% gave positive responses and 6.7% – negative. These results prove the right students’ attitude to their future.
Half of them not only have future aims and plans but they also hope to work up to the profession chosen. Students were asked to image that due to
some circumstances, they would have to refuse 3 things. Refusal of entertainment would reflect their preparation to estimate life as responsibility
demanding, but refusal of spirituality, coming on the second place, makes us question what values encourage the researched group to live seriously
and responsibly. It could be predicted that geocentric values, related to personal experiences. Students were asked to indicate all familiar to them
feelings. The fact that positive emotions prevail, could indicate that young people know life not only from the negative side and are sufficiently
motivated for self realization. Comparing students self respect estimations in accordance to age groups, it was established that younger and elder
students self estimation values differ (p<0,05). The averages show that self estimation values of elder students are higher (M=30.39) than younger
ones M=28.77). The research established that the youth self estimation values are average.

Introduction
Social separation is an innovative concept, related to poverty. Physical survival of humans implies minimum
demands for food, clothes, place to live. Such attitude is criticized as attention should be focused not on physical but on
social needs and only at the end of the 20th century the lack of relations was defined as poverty. R. Lazutka identifies
poor people as those whose living conditions are worse than usual in that particular location (2001).
French philosopher Rene Lenoir was the first who introduced the definition of social and economical isolation –
the situation when people lack welfare; S. Mikulionienė argues that such people remain outside from economical and
social development (2005).
It is difficult to define social isolation, as the poverty is not the only one form of it. People isolated from
participation in a society developmental processes often appear from disadvantaged families, with no permanent place
of living, addicted, having minimum income to survive on ( Braziunas, 2004, Brain, 1990). The less income a person
has, the greater chances to join the poor and isolated circle, thus, such people need assistance from formal and informal
institutions, community, church and the state ( Zaleckienė, 1998).
I.Zaleckienė researches civic aspect of social isolation and considers how the isolated should be involved in a
community activities. Provided some social groups survive in poverty for longer periods, they will become isolated and
miss the potential of appropriate functioning in social life (1998). Žalimienė (2004) argues that relevant public
programs for such social groups could help to reduce social isolation and spread of poverty culture.
The concept of social isolation is closely related to other concepts such as: social integration, social participation
and social cohesion. All these concepts imply person’s living surroundings, involving him into social life. Integration to
a society could be achieved in various ways - allowing individuals to use resources (work, payment, public support,
assistance and services, family and community relations) however; the welfare depends not only on the amount of
income but also on how this income is used (Dobryninas, Poviliūnas, Saulauskas, 2003).
Education is power, it serves not only as a tool for people’s thinking and self confidence building but also as an
opportunity to perform efficiently in these rural surroundings where a learner comes from, it does not matter if it is a
comprehension secondary school or a professional training institution (Damon, 2004, Bronk, Hill, Lapsley, 2009). It is
vital to present new empiric data as psychological, cultural, social, philosophical, rural youth personality development
and self reflection alternates in the context of social – economic changes. Innovative self reflection, accompanied by
positive self estimation, recognition of common values, positive self-values, development of feelings, formulation of
life aims - would indicate positive development of young people and as assumption of successful rural development,
overcoming poverty and social isolation (Moran, Bundick, Malin, 2013). Thus, the aim of this work is to present
developmental aspects of professional training school students, their system of values, future plans.
Research subject is students’ personality development peculiarities.
Research aim is to reveal personality peculiarities of rural professional training school students.
Research objectives:
1. To disclose students’ personality peculiarities in the context of values and future plans;
2. To establish self reflection level of professional training school students;
3. To compare personality development peculiarities grounding on students gender, class, family composition.
Research methods applied in this work:
1. Questionnaire is concluded to estimate the peculiarities of the developing personality: how a student reflects
who he is, what his future plans are, what feelings he recognizes, what values he appreciates, what personal qualities are
characteristic to him etc.
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2. Rozenberg self evaluation test for self-esteem assessment. Researched: 16-19 year old students from
Kėdainių professional training centre Lančiūnavos branch.
In total 119 respondents participated in the research. The researched grouped according to the gender: 49
(41.2%) girls, 70 (58.8 %) boys. The researched grouped according to the age: 16 years old – 5 students (4.2%), 17
years old – 39 students (32.8%), 18 years old – 34 students (28.6%), 19 years old - 41students (34.5%). Division of the
grouped according to the profession they are trained for: 41 (34.5%) students – auto electricians, 40 (33.6%) - manager
assistants in trade, 32 (26.7%) - logistics expeditors. Students were asked to give information on their family: 71
(59.7%) students indicated that they live with both parents, 40 (33.6%) students live in one parent family, 6 (5.0%) –
with grandparents, 2 (1.7%) – with guardian parents.
Results
Students had to answer the question „,Who are you....?“. Most students indicated that they are human beings
(75.0%), pupils (31.8%), friends (25.0%), personalities (21.6%), son/daughter (18.2%), students (13.6%), brother/sister
(8.0%), citizens (6.8%), persons (4.5%), values (1.1%) (Fig. 1). 27.2% respondents indicated their exclusiveness and
identified themselves not only as a person (personality) but also as a value. An assumption could be made that this
group of young people will have different life style and live better that their parents currently do.

Figure 1. Students response to „,Who are you....?“.

The research was meant to clarify if students have the aim in life. The greater part of students (84.9%) indicated
that they do have, 15.1% gave negative responses. The researched were asked if they have future plans. The greater part
of the researched (82.4%) gave positive response and 17.6% – negative. Students were asked if they intend to work up
to the qualification granted. A little bit more than half of the students (58.0%) answered that they do not know, 35.3%
of students gave a positive response and 6.7% – negative. These results prove that young people understand the future
life in the proper way. Half of them not only have future plans but intend to work up the qualification obtained.
Students were asked to mark the qualities characterizing them. Most (79.0%) students indicated that they are
independent, 69.7% – responsible, 48.7% – can plan their time, 46.2% – self confident, 43.7% – sociable, 38.7% –
know how to solve conflicts, 35.3% – have personal value system, 26.1% – are attractive, 21.0% – emotionally
independent, 19.3% – know how to control various impulses, 10.9% – can predict future. Independence and
responsibility are the features reflecting young people’s preparation to become adults.
Students were asked to imagine that due to some circumstances they would have to refuse 3 things in life. Most
students (85.7%) would refuse entertainment, 69.7% – spirituality, religion, 28.6% – work, money, 27.7% – good
friends, 19.3% – an opportunity to make your own decisions, 12.2% – self respect and self confidence, 10.1% – good
health, 9.2% – family, 5.9% – an opportunity to love and to be loved. Entertainment refusal could reflect that students
are prepared to estimate life as a responsible issue but refusal of spirituality coming in the second place makes us
question what values encourage the researched group to live seriously and responsibly. Perhaps these could be ego
centric values related to individual experiences.
Students were asked to indicate all familiar to them feelings. Most students (74.0%) indicated love, joy
(69.8%), happiness (69.8%), sadness (31.3%), disappointment (18.8%). The fact that positive emotions prevail could
encourage to think that young people know not only the negative side of life and are motivated enough for self
realization (Fig. 2).
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Figure 2. Feelings familiar to students

The students were asked if they are content with themselves. 63.0% of students gave positive responses, 32.8%
of students indicated that they are sometimes content with themselves and 4.2% of students gave negative responses.
Table 1. Digital characteristics of students self respect evaluation
N
Minimum value
Self respect

119

17

Maximum value

Average

Standard derivation

40

29.79

3.98

Self respect evaluation ranged from 17 to 40 points, average 29.79; standard derivation 3.98. Group self respect
level is not high, however, young, responsible, self confident people, not scared of life challenges are required for
successful rural development.
We compared how boys or girls make future plans. Here statistically significant differences were established
(p<0.05). More girls (91.8%) make future plans (75.7% boys) (Fig. 3).

Figure 3. Boys and girls responses on future plans (χ2=5.155, df=1, p=0.023)

We compared younger (16-17) and elder (18-19) students responses on future plans. Here statistically significant
differences were established (p<0.05). Picture 4 illustrates that more elder students (90.7%) than younger ones (68.2%)
think about future plans.
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Figure 4. Younger (16-17 m) and elder (18-19 ) students responses on future plans (χ2=9.647, df=1, p=0.002)

We compared students indicated features according to the gender. Statistically significant differences between
girls (59.2%) and boys (18.6%) are observed related to their own personal systems of values (p<0.05). Other features
are not distinguished as significant in accordance to the gender (p>0.05) (Table 2).
Table 2. How boys and girls characterise themselves
Independent
Responsible
Emotionally independent
Self confident
Can predict my future
Can plan my time
Sociable
I am an attractive man (woman)
Have my own system of values
Can control various impulses
Can solve conflicts

*χ2=20.817, df=1, p<0.05

n
36
37
11
21
3
26
21
12
29
6
16

Girl

(%)
73.5
75.5
22.4
42.9
6.1
53.1
42.9
24.5
59.2
12.2
32.7

n
58
46
14
34
10
32
31
19
13
17
30

Boy

(%)
82.9
65.7
20.0
48.6
14.3
45.7
44.3
27.1
18.6
24.3
42.9

p value
0.216
0.252
0.747
0.538
0.160
0.430
0.877
0.746
0.000*
0.102
0.261

We compared these characteristics in accordance to age groups. Statistically significant greater number of elder
students (44.0%) than the younger ones (20.5%) have their own personal system of values. (p<0.05) (Table 3).
Table 3. How younger (16-17 years.) and elder (18-19 years) students characterise themselves

Independent
Responsible
Emotionally independent

Younger (16-17 m.)
n
(%)
31
70.5
26
59.1
8
18.2

Older (18-19 m.)
n
(%)
63
84.0
57
76.0
17
22.7

Self confident

19

43.2

36

48.0

0.611

p value
0.080
0.053
0.562

Can predict my future

3

6.8

10

13.3

0.271

Can plan my time

18

40.9

40

53.3

0.191

Sociable

19

43.2

33

44.0

0.931

I am an attractive man (woman)

12

27.3

19

25.3

0.816

Have my own system of values

9

20.5

33

44.0

0.009*

Can control various impulses
Can solve conflicts

5
16

11.4
36.4

18
30

24.0
40.0

0.092
0.694

*χ2=5.732. df=1, p<0.05

We compared students’ responses on things they would refuse according to the gender. Statistically significant
greater number of girls (38.8%) than boys (21.4%) would refuse freedom (p<0.05), statistically significant more boys
(92.9%) than girls (75.5%) would refuse entertainment (p<0.05), statistically significant more boys (77.1%) than girls
(59.2%) would refuse spirituality, religious (p<0.05), statistically significant more girls (40.8%) than boys (18.6%)
would refuse good friends (p<0.05). Refusal of other things statistically is not significant in accordance to the gender
(p>0.05) (Table 4).
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Table 4. Things girls and boys would refuse
Girl

Boys

p value

Job, money
Opportunity to make decision on your own

n
11
11

(%)
22.4
22.4

n
23
12

(%)
32.9
17.1

Opportunity to love and be loved

3

6.1

4

5.7

Freedom

19

38.8

15

21.4

0.039*

Entertainment. holidays
Good health
Spirituality. religion
Family

37
6
29
3

75.5
12.2
59.2
6.1

65
6
54
8

92.9
8.6
77.1
11.4

0.008**
0.512
0.036***
0.325

Good friends

20

40.8

13

18.6

0.008****

Self respect and self confidence

6

12.2

9

12.9

0.921

2

0.216
0.471
0.926

*χ =4.250, df=1, p<0.05
**χ2=7.083, df=1, p<0.05
***χ2=4.406, df=1, p<0.05
****χ2=7.117, df=1, p<0.05
We compared the same things in accordance to the family composition. Statistically significant more students
living in one parent family or living with a guardian would refuse (37.5%) good friends (p>0.05) than students who live
with both parents (21.1%). Refusal of other things is not significant in accordance to family composition (p>0.05)
(Table 5).
Table 5. Things students, living with both patents and students, living with one parent or guardian, would refuse
Live with one of parents
Live with both parents
or guardians
p value
n
(%)
n
(%)
Job, money
25
35.2
9
18.8
0.051
Opportunity to make decision on your own
10
14.1
13
27.1
0.078
Opportunity to love and be loved
4
5.6
3
6.3
0.889
Freedom
22
31.0
12
25.0
0.478
Entertainment, holidays
62
87.3
40
83.3
0.542
Good health
6
8.5
6
12.5
0.472
Spirituality, religion
54
76.1
29
60.4
0.068
Family
4
5.6
7
14.6
0.098
Good friends
15
21.1
18
37.5
0.050*
Self respect and self confidence
8
11.3
7
14.6
0.593

*χ2=3.831, df=1, p=0.001

We compared students self respect estimations in accordance to age groups. It was established that self respect
estimations of younger and elder students are statistically significantly different (p<0.05). The average shows that elder
students have higher rates of self respect (M=30.39) than younger students (M=28.77)(Table 6).
Table 6. Students self respect estimations according to age groups
Average
Standard
T test value Degrees of
Age group
N
(M)
derivation (SD)
(t)
freedom (df)
Self respect

Younger (16-17)

44

28.77

3.61

Elder (18-19)

75

30.39

4.09

-2.170

117

Statistic
significance (p)
0.032*

*p<0.05
Conclusions
The factors indicating positive development of rural youth personalities could be as follows: appreciation of self
as a personality, focus on personal qualities peculiar to adults, domination of positive feelings, human values, having
life plans and aims and significance of professional career.
The youth self estimation (self respect) is average.
Personality maturity process of elder student boys and girls significantly differs from the younger ones and
differs between boys and girls, the greater number of them have future plans and personal system of values.
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Possibilities of Elderly Intelligent Women from Rural Areas to Influence Social
Capital
Aldona Palujanskienė, Rita Mičiulienė
Aleksandras Stulginskis University, Lithuania
Abstract
There is a controversial attitude toward elderly people in Lithuania: while respecting their life achievements and good physical condition, a
discriminatory approach prevails toward these people that lead to shrinking social realtionships. This paper presents a conceptual challenge to
psychological approaches of older people and sociological concept of social capital. It draws on empirical data gathered during a survey conducted
with 83 women, rural teachers – pensioners, which seeks to investigate their social and psychological problems, as well as on the breakdown of firstgrade pupils by prevailing personality traits (Burvyte, 2011). It argues that rural society can enlarge its social capital with the help of elderly
intelligent women: living in rural system they can participate in various activities – take care not only of their grandchildren, but also educating
socially neglected children.
Key words: teachers – pensioners, pre-school age children, community networks, social capital.

Introduction
There are people who view old age as a time of positive and negative experiences (Phillips, 2011). None of
these attitudes is false. Positive-negative aging perception reflects the reality and means that aging is related to both the
major life achievements and to social-psychological problems (Shapiro, 2010). In Lithuania the attitude toward aging
and old people is controversial. Behind the „ostentatious“ and abstract respect of older people there is also lack of
education leading to the dramatization of demographic processes, and a discriminatory approach of certain people
toward specific issues related to the opportunities of elderly people. When speaking about the equal opportunities for
older people in the society S. Mikulionienė and S. Stanaitis (2006) assume that the current attitude of Lithuanian
citizens toward older people may cause certain problems for those who seek to retain their independence and dignity.
This makes harder to make new social contacts than is the case with young persons. According to A.Palujanskienė
(1999) social relationships seem to be shrinking. A doctor, medical nurse, similar age neighbours and persons helping to
maintain the personal hygiene are among the most important people for older people. Yet they do appreciate positive
social relations, are able to adapt to the relationship in the „obscure“ environment, and gain more self-confidence. The
more other people communicate with an aging person, the more socially important he/she feels. Independence is
influenced not only by the multiple relationships, but also by the quality of these relations. According to K.S. Shultz and
M. Wang (2011), quality of pension age people should change in principle given that they are in good physical
condition: pensioners should get involved in various activities which are related to other people and which make them
socially important. Acording to M. Argyle (1987), the problems of depression, anxiety, unemployment, we can easerly
pass by with the help of friends, by partisiparting in spontaneous activity, various confessions. Some authors (Mahon,
2002; Dhesi, 2013) suggest that rural society can enlarge its social capital with the help of elderly intelligent women:
living in rural system they can participate in various activities – take care not only of their grand sons, grand daughters,
but also educating socialy neglected children of their neighbours. In this context, the research questions derive: do
Lithuanian older women from rural ares have the same problems, or they can act collectively with formal social
institutions and have synergetic energy for rural development? Can they focus on public informal support for social
support families in child care and education?
Object of the research: social-psychological peculiarities of retired pedagogues and prevailing personality traits
of first-grade pupils.
Aim of the research: to investigate the opportunities of pedagogues-pensioners to reorganise their pension age
for the community activities, childcare and education of children.
Tasks:
1. To examine older people’s functions in the community from the perspective of social capital development.
2. To investigate the social-psychological changes of pedagogues-pensioners lifes: role changing, social
interaction, physical changes and economic situation.
3. To evaluate the communal expression of social changes faced by the pedagogues-pensioners.
4. To evaluate the breakdown of first-grade pupils by prevailing personality traits and older people‘s selfrealisation opportunities in building the environment for the development of harmonious personality traits in
children.
Older people’s functions in the community from the perspective of social capital development
The commonalities of most definitions of social capital are that they focus on social relations that have
productive benefits. Social capital is about the value of social networks, bonding similar people and bridging between
diverse people, with norms of reciprocity (Smith, 2009). Social capital is perceived as a set of resources, which can be
changed through various processes, including community development (Kilpatrick et al., 2003). James Coleman (1988),
who contributed to the development of the notion of social capital, argued that those living in marginalized
communities could also benefit from its possession (cited by Claridge, 2004). Older people as well as children with
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specific character traits can be regarded as marginalised groups within society from a number of perspectives including
that of psychology and sociology.
It is argued, that older people play very important role in the development of the child‘s personality. From the
very birth children need communication with other people in order to develop their language skills, and older people
who have acquired a substantial life experience could share it with children (Burvytė, 2011). It is a very important
function which in the tarditional societies was a natural phenomenon, since parents, children and grandparents used to
live together. Now, when grandparents are available only on weekends or even less, they cannot fulfil this function.
Therefore it is necessary to build community networks where older age people could communicate and educate the
young generation. Community or social networks, according to Field, are “a valuable asset”: a sense of belonging and
the concrete experience of social networks can bring great benefits to people (Field, 2005:2). Interaction enables people
to commit themselves to each other, and to knit the social fabric.
A very important older people‘s function in the community is to help children acquire features of social
development which could be classified as follows:
1. Absorption of knowledge in the sphere of psychological skills and interpersonal relations;
2. Development of social values (with respect to oneself, other people and team as a whole);
3. Development of socially habitual behaviour patterns.
It is assumed that the above social development is especially related to the adaptation of an individual in the
society, i.e. it helps children prepare for a self-sufficient life in the society (in other words social development is both a
factor of adaptation and adaptation itself).
The analysis of scientific literature on the cognition processes revealed the importance of multiple personal
development experiences during the early personal development stages. Interpersonal relationship experiences could
imply a possibility of the child to stay by himself/herself, communicate with the elderly (their role is especially
important for the exchange of human values) and the peers; with one or several children or adults. Due to the acquired
experience children can adapt in the new environment more easily. For instance, children who started attending school
(or occurred in any other new environment) could easily communicate with children with different character traits, and
successfully satisfy their needs.
The best assistance to older people could be the establishment of favourable conditions enabling them to control
their life as long as possible and in the diverse environment. According to B.Gaigalienė (1999) age practically doesn‘t
have any impact on participation in various organisations until the very old age. Older people‘s active involvement in
the community life means that major life changes (e.g. retirement) determine changes in an individual‘s needs and
feelings. During the above period a person experiences major changes and therefore looks for new spheres of activity
which could at least partially replace former activities. Active involvement in the community life is an opportunity to be
together, influence other people and control social, economic and political problems. According to observations, today
older people want to communicate, share their experience and knowledge, spend time with their contemporaries and
speak about their problems. Moreover, through participation they could also satisfy their social needs. Quite often they
define community as a specific, purposeful and, most importantly, empowering activity building personal/community
networks. Older people are fond of joining various communities, they take part in the voluntary activities and church
life. Self-expression is especially important for people who are engaged in the voluntary community life. They are
happy about the works they do, and are glad to contribute to the development of the community‘s welfare and make
new contacts. Thus, community should serve as bridging and linking networks as well as within-community bonding
networks that exclude and foster social cohesion (Kilpatrick et al, 2003).
If older people joined communities and saw the meaning in transferring their life experience to children, they
could play a very important function in the society (Burvytė, 2011). According to L.S. Vygodsky (2005), in order to
learn certain things a child should reach a certain level of maturity. Older people could help the children in young period
of their development. For instance, it is impossible to develop the child‘s logical thinking until he/she hasn‘t acquired
language skills. Narration of life stories by older people and reading fairy-tales not only develops the child‘s language
skills and logical thinking, but also the imagination which is the most important thing that humans can do.
Research methodology
The qualitative research was carried out by inquiring the pedagogues-pensioners of Šakiai district. While
carrying out the research a nonprobability sampling was chosen. The size of the research sample was not set in advance.
Information was collected until the data begins to repeat. The research included 83 women aged 60-94. They all have
been introduced to the research proceedings and assured that information and other data would be used exceptionally
for the research purposes, i.e. that their privacy will not be violated. During the inquiry a dictaphone (auxiliary device)
was used. Respondents agreed to recording and the use of provided information for research purposes. At the same
time they had the right to terminate their participation at any time or refuse to provide private information. An
anonymous semi-closed questionnaire inquiry was executed in Šakiai district in 2009 – 2010. Descriptive statistics was
applied to process the data obtained during the quantitative research.
The results of S. Burvyte doctor thesis (2011) evaluating the breakdown of first-grade pupils by prevailing
personality traits were taken and reinterpreted in this study. The data was gathered by the method of observation. In this
way the children’s adaptation process is being defined, which is happening in natural conditions, and is seen
realistically. One of the aims of this qualitative research was to investigate the behaviour of the first-year pupil
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thoroughly, which raises adaptational difficulties in the community of the class. With the consent of teachers and
parents, the observation was implemented during lessons and breaks, in the morning, when parents brought children to
school, after lessons, when they were taken home. The observation lasted for 3 months, in total 390 hours were devoted
to observation. 168 first-year pupils from the schools of Vilnius participated in the investigation. The results were
recorded and noted. In accordance with the daily recorded behaviour problems during lessons and break times (which
the child solves himself), in teacher’s opinion concerning child’s adaptational difficulties during lessons, and in parents’
perspective and according to their experience of problems, children were ascribed to the particular character groups.
Four character groups were distinguished, dependent on the field of the problems experienced, which are formed by
dominating character features of the child: reticence, responsibility, attention seeking, and dependence. Character
features of the balanced child were understood as an ability to control behaviour in new situations and to react
adequately to the present situation, as well as to feel an inner harmony.
The theoretical methods, such as synthesis and modeling, allowed us to link two different empirical studies and
to construct a theoretical framework of the older people‘s self-realisation opportunities in building the environment for
the development of harmonious personality traits in children.
Research results
Results of social-psychological changes of pedagogues-pensioners lifes
When an individual finishes job career, his/her life changes completely. They start thinking about the meaning of
life and self-esteem, identity and self-image. Daily routines change and people do few things or nothing during the
usual hours of productive work. Besides, the above people are separated from their colleagues and former relationships
which have been developed throughout the years. Their financial opportunities are not the same anymore, as well as
their lifestyle and life quality. The above changes also depend on whether the retirement was voluntary or compulsory.
In fact, retirement leads to a new social role (i.e. the role of non-working person) and is accompanied by various
changes (see Fig.1). According to respondents, the majority of them experienced hard emotions (30 percent). But the
biggest part (22 percent) has enough time to work around the house (planting and taking care of flowers and
households) or is more concerned about their own needs (20 percent). Even 14 percent of respondents feel better than
the employed ones, since they have less problems and can afford travelling and engagement in public activity. Only 8
percent of respondents said that their financial situation has worsened. Therefore they need to take care of their health,
undergo relevant treatment or spend some time in the sanatorium (6 percent).

Figure 1. Life changes experienced by respondents (in percent)

While analysing the changes after retirement respondents revealed (during an in-depth interview) that they
experienced the periods of uncertainty. The changes during the period of „uncertainty“ are presented in Table 1. The
features of the constructus „uncertainty“ could be evaluated as a loss of the inner balance and even a loss of the
meaning of life. A person who is active member of the world is open to the world and therefore is inseparable from the
world. Since human beings and the world are an undivided whole (human beings can exist only in the world and the
world cannot exist without human beings), it is natural that the respondents couldn‘t be perceived separately from the
world in which they exist. The existential anxiety is an unavoidable part of human‘s life: we all know that unsafe,
unstable, unfinished and imperfect life is always accompanied by anxiety. Pedagogues-pensioners sometimes even
speak about the meaning/meaningfulness of life. According to Viktor Frankl, human beings are not driven by instincts
and complexes, but are attracted by the meaning and goal. The respondents turn back not only to themselves; they turn
their eyes to what is left behind them. They ask two questions: „what can I expect from life?“, and „what can life expect
from me?“ Viktor Frankl said that life has a task for every human being in every moment of life. The meaning of this
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moment is hidden in the fulfilment of this task. Each individual is free to find the meaning of life and the most
important thing is that life is unconditionally meaningful.
Table 1. Changes caused by „anxiety“

Number of
multiples
3

Changes
I felt unneeded/unwanted by other people
My life changed in principle

2

I have lost the meaning of life, my life has changed

2

Life has lost the meaning

2

I don‘t live, I just exist

2

I partially feel out of my life

1

I can concentrate my thoughts on whether I did everything right in my life

1

I had only one workplace throughout my life, therefore it was difficult separating from what has nourished me
and my soul
My motivation decreased

1

I felt very sad that in the Independent Lithuania I cannot proceed to work and tell the pupils what I want to tell

1

1

According to interview results, 57 respondents didn‘t complain about the economic situation because they lived
with other persons or spouses. This determined higher household income. 43 percent of respondents said that their
pension is sufficient to satisfy economic and social needs. Since 84 percent of respondents reside in the rural area, they
supplement their incomes with farming and gardening. The ones living in the urban area are also fond of working in the
garden or are involved in the creative activities. Traditionally retirement doesn‘t have particular negative impact on
marriage. None of the research reported strong negative impact on marriage (Vinick and Ekerdt, 1989). According to 90
percent of respondents their marital life didn‘t change after retirement. The research revealed that respondents are rather
healthy persons (only one fourth of respondents complained about blood pressure, joint pains, sugar diabetes and
cardiac diseases). Respondents also indicated that they have not been entitled to a disability pension: they had to choose
between a disability and an old age pension. 84 percent of them have chosen the old age pension.
In summarising, the retirement brought about significant role changes that more caused psychological difficulties
for pedagogues-pensioners than social or economical problems. The respondents feel some uncertainty that springs up
due to the decreased social interaction. More than the half of respondents (approx. 56 percent) resolved a tension of
“integrity versus despair“ (Erikson, 1986) in this way, that they assess their lifes realistically. Therefore, the participants
of this survey could be despalyed as integrated personalities (Neugarten, 1996), coping well with the challenges of
growing old. The key to successful aging lies in keeping personal dignity and self-confidence while accepting growing
old (ibid).
Results of communal expression of social changes faced by the pedagogues-pensioners
Being alone can cause anxiety at any age, but isolation is most common among elderly people 43 percent of the
respondents said that lived alone. They and the respondents living with other people emphasised the importance of
family members (83 percent). Even 82 of them indicated that they often communicate with their children; other persons
(community) are not so important, although 43 percent of respondents take part in the community life; and only 15
percent of respondents feel lonely. Women are engaged in the activity of local community, social and church events.
The remaining part (54 percent) are not interested in participating in any activities or have no possibility (due to health
problems) to take part in cultural and social life. The respondents usually are involved in the activities of non-profit
organisations: Lithuanian Union of Pensioners „Bočiai“, „Našliai“ („Widow/widowers“) clubs. The above activity and
mutual assistance helps them solve aging problems and overcome difficulties. „I am the leader of the widow‘s club
„Nendrės“; we sing and dance together and try to find happiness in life. Sometimes we visit our colleagues in Kaunas
and Jurbarkas. We are like sisters...“I think that older people‘s non-governmental organisations are active not only in
the cities but also in rural areas“. Only 16 percent of respondents reside in the rural area. According to the analysis of
their answers, respondents living in the cities would like to be more active and influence the decisions of municipal
institutions solving district and national policy problems. Table 2 reflects leisure activities of the pedagoguespensioners. Women spend more time on active leisure, none of them enjoys a passive lifestyle. All the respondents
understand the value of leisure time: they want to experience pleasant feelings and pursue meaningful activities. The
respondents identified a new value of leisure time: „I like reading books and bringing beauty into our home
environment; I travel from time to time and interact with my grandchildren“. „I write books, scenarios of different
events, organise excursions and commemorations of famous people; we often go to the theatre and visit friends“. „I am
very fond of reading and watching documentaries on TV; I have a lot to do outside, in the garden; I like knitting“. The
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authors of this research can make a conclusion that pension age is a very valuable period of life. It is the time of
cognition and personal development which differs from former life. This fully complies with the results of the research
by Melissa Lee Phillips(2011): middle – aged mind preserves many of its youthful skills and even develops some new
strengths)
Table 2. Forms of leisure time
Answer
Read books, press, newspapers
Watch TV, listen to radio
Like knitting, sewing, handwork
Work in the garden and farm
Like travelling, trips
Like spending time in the nature, in the fresh air
Take care of flowers and plants
Take care of household
Are engaged in the creative activity
Communicate with neighbours and job colleagues
Work on crosswords (puzzles)
Are involved in public activity
Go for sports
Acquire computer literacy skills
Sing in the church choir

n

%

62
39
18
12
11
7
7
6
6
6
6
5
4
4
2

31
20
9
6
6
4
4
3
3
3
3
3
2
2
1

Results building the environment for the development of harmonious personality traits of pre – school children
As Figure 2 shows, 87 children have harmonious character traits and their behaviour during lessons and breaks
didn’t cause any adaptation difficulties. The breakdown of other children by the prevailing personality traits is as
follows: 7 introverted, 21 attention-seeking, 21 conscientious and 32 dependent children. Harmonious personality of the
child determines an optimal form of behaviour, formation of an adaptive behaviour pattern and its preservation in
various activities (personal, learning, leisure etc.). Children with the prevailing personality traits unilaterally respond to
various life situations and new circumstances which may influence the problems of personal and social adaptation.
100
87

90
80
70

Introverted child

60

Conscientious child

50

Dependent child

40

Attention-seeking child

32

30

21

Cild as harmoniuous personality

21

20
10

7

0

Figure 2. Breakdown of first-grade pupils by character traits, in numbers (results from S. Burvyte doctor thesis, 2011)

According to the revised results, only half out of 168 children are harmonious personalities ready to adapt to
various life situations; 48 percent of children have prevailing personality traits. It means that during the pre-school
period these children didn’t experience versatile feelings and didn’t have a possibility to communicate with parents, the
peers, and older people. Therefore it is necessary to give these children an opportunity to correct the prevailing
personality traits through communication with other people. It means that assistance of older people during the child’s
development process is instrumental (both during the pre-school period and when the child starts attending school) for
building the environment which facilitates the development of harmonious personality traits (Burvytė, 2011). Research
on the implementation of preschool intervention programs offers learning by doing with the help of those adult people
who are close prescool children by their living place (Griffin, 2010).
Assistance of older people for pre-school and younger age school children is very important and meaningful for
the society. It means that at national level it is necessary to search for various assistance forms both for children in their
childhood and for older people by bringing them together and encouraging their mutual relationship. When looking for
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answers to relevant questions parents search for a specific assistance related to specific problems. Here the assistance
could come from the older age people who could share their life experience. Being extremely busy parents usually don’t
have time to analyse specific literature, listen to lectures or search for relevant information. Thus, older people could
perform child education function in the society.
Our society does not give due regard to the development of harmonious personality traits in childhood, as well as
to the engagement of older people in this process. Behaviour problems in childhood determined by current prevailing
personality traits are not sufficiently evaluated; yet, these problems could predict the future. Personality adaptation
problems emerge when people occurring in the new environment decide that they don’t comply with its requirements or
when the environment doesn’t fulfil their requirements. The number of the above situations increases, thus the need for
assistance becomes more relevant both in childhood and in adolescence. Parents could realize their ideas at work,
whereas older people could live a meaningful life and direct their self-realisation toward education of the young
generation. In order to help children, parents and older people should build communities aimed at transferring the
experience of older people to the young generation. This could help non-working pensioners not to lose their identity.
According to Daniel L. Shapiro (2010), they wouldn’t be deprived of the so called “social interaction identity”.
Conclusions
Older people are capable to participate in the community’s life, and by thus to be involved in social networks.
The analysis of our research shows, that their role within community development should be encouradged by helping
the children, especially in the pre-school period of their development.
There are no distinct social changes in the lives of pedagogues – pensioners from Lithuanian rural areas; also
they experience some psychological difficulties due to shrinking social relations. Social-psychological peculiarities of
pedagogues-pensioners reveal a habitual aging pattern when the assistance to family (childcare) is a usual situation.
The dominant integrity in their personalities is a prerequisite for their active and closer involvement into
community networks.
Communication with older people can help children with the prevailing personality traits solve not only learning
problems but also the problems related to children‘s behaviour. In order to create the environment favourable for
children‘s self-education, it is necessary to engage older people in this process through building community networks
aimed at transferring older people‘s experience, developing harmonious personalities and preparing the children for
self-sufficient life in the society.
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Abstract
This article discusses the role of Local Action Groups (LAGs) and Fisheries Local Action Groups (FLAGs) in promoting rural development
and implementing the Leader approach. In line with EU legislation, the Leader approach has seven key features: area-based local development
strategies, local public-private partnerships, bottom-up elaboration and implementation of strategies, integrated and multisectoral actions, innovation,
local networking and cooperation. This paper briefly overviews LAG and FLAG projects completed in the current programming period and outlines
the growth prospects for 2014-2020. Conclusions have been formulated based on the results of surveys involving LAGs and FLAGs in the Region of
Warmia and Mazury. The achievements reported in the analyzed region in the current programming period suggest that LAGs and FLAGs can
contribute significantly to rural development. The changes recommended for the next programming period should be of organizational rather than
systemic nature. All three market sectors should participate in the implementation of Local Development Strategies on equal rights, and businesses
should be much more involved in this process. In the Region of Warmia and Mazury, the public sector represented by municipal authorities plays the
key role in LAG and FLAG operations. The implementation of the main priorities of Local Development Strategies could be fraught with problems
due to a high number of diverse goals and low availability of funds, in particular for LAGs.
Key words: Leader, Local Action Groups (LAGs), Fisheries Local Action Groups (FLAGs), Local Development Strategies, Warmia and
Mazury Region

Introduction and Methodology
In line with EU legislation, the Leader approach has seven key features: area-based local development strategies,
local public-private partnerships, bottom-up elaboration and implementation of strategies, integrated and multisectoral
actions, innovation, local networking and cooperation (Dmitruk, 2007). The bottom-up approach is compatible with the
theory of endogenous development which, in recent years, became a popular concept in attempts aiming to explain the
phenomena related to regional and local development. In line with Polish legislation, Leader is a multisectoral and
cooperative approach which contributes to social capital building and improves local resource management by
including local partners in the process.
In Poland, the Leader approach is implemented by two operational programs; the Rural Development Program
for 2007-2013 and the Sustainable Development of the Fisheries Sector and Coastal Fishing Areas Operational Program
for 2007-2013. The Leader axis implemented as part of the former program is a partnership approach to rural
development carried out by Local Action Groups (LAGs). As part of this effort, the rural community draws up a Local
Development Strategy (LDS) and implements relevant projects which bring together local human, natural, cultural and
historical resources, as well as the knowledge and skills contributed by the three market sectors: public, private and
voluntary. The Fisheries Sector and Coastal Fishing Areas Operational Program for 2007-2013 is implemented in a
similar manner. The aim of the program is to mobilize local communities in areas dependent on fisheries, mainly by
implementing local initiatives. Fisheries Local Action Groups (FLAGs), cross-sector partnerships set up as part of the
Leader approach, play an important role in this process. FLAGs draw up Local Development Strategies for Fisheries
Areas (LDSFA) based on a bottom-up approach, and they carry out the resulting projects which combine the resources,
knowledge and skills of public, private and volunteer sectors. Most importantly, projects are selected independently by
LAGs and FLAGs, and their implementation contributes to the achievement of common strategy goals. This article
focuses on the implementation of the Leader approach in Poland. It overviews the projects completed in the current
programming period and outlines the growth prospects for 2014-2020.
The basis for the research part of this publication was the original opinion measurements, which uses a survey
conducted among employees of Local Action Groups (LAGs) and Fisheries Local Action Groups (FLAGs). The
research techniques also consisted of in-depth interviews in selected LAGs and FLAGs. Documentation relating to the
functioning of these groups were also used (especially obligatory prepared quarterly reports). The study obtained data
from 13 LAGs operating in the Warmia and Mazury and four Fisheries Local Action Groups (FLAGs). Conclusions
have been formulated based on the results of surveys involving LAGs and FLAGs in the Region of Warmia and
Mazury. The surveys generated information about the range of activities undertaken by LAGs and FLAGs to promote
local development. Survey participants were asked to share their opinions about the effectiveness of various support
tools in the process of social capital building and networking with other social and economic actors on the local and
regional market, formal and legal barriers to the implementation of planned activities.
Survey results
The Rural Development Program (RDP) for 2007-2013 and the Sustainable Development of the Fisheries Sector
and Coastal Fishing Areas Operational Program for 2007-2013, the two constituent programs of the Leader approach,
have enjoyed widespread popularity since their creation. The second program's goal for 2013 was attained in 87%
already after the first LAG competition in 2010. After the second competition, in which another 22 LAGs were selected,
the number of action groups set for Poland was exceeded by 18. A total of 48 LAGs operating on the territory of 16
Polish regions were chosen in the first and second competition staged by the Ministry of Agriculture and Rural
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Development. Poland has the highest number of active LAGs, followed by Latvia with 24 groups, Germany with 23
groups and Spain with 22 groups. The LAGs selected in October 2010 announced the first competitions for projects
under the Local Development Strategies for Fisheries Areas already in the second quarter of 2011. The LAGs selected
in the second competition (July 2011) staged the first competitions towards the end of 2011. The funds allocated under
aid programs in axis 4 areas of the Sustainable Development of the Fisheries Sector and Coastal Fishing Areas
Operational Program for 2007-2013 were used in 13% in June 2012 and 42% in March 2013. Total expenditures
claimed under Leader projects accounted for approximately 7% of the allocated funds in June 2012 and 23% in March
2013. Following significant delays in initial stages of Leader implementation, the program made quick progress, but
PLN 741,750,310.06 still remains to be distributed 1.
The Rural Development Program for 2007-2013 initiated under the Leader approach was an equally popular
scheme. LAGs with an established legal status (after structural changes) were eligible to RDP funding, and new groups
could operate as special associations (associations that do not fall subject to selected provisions of the Association Act,
as detailed by the Act of 7 March 2007 on support for rural development financed by the EAFRD). Out of 338 LAGs
operating in Poland as part of the RDP for 2007-2013, 310 (91.7%) have the status of special associations, 21 (6.2%)
are foundations and 7 (2.1%) are unions of associations. In the Region of Warmia and Mazury, 11 out of 14 (79%)
LAGs operate as special associations, 2 (14%) are unions of associations, and 1 group (7%) has the status of a
foundation2.
In Poland, the Leader approach in the 2007-2013 period is fixed by axis 4 of the Rural Development Program. A
total of EUR 789 million has been allocated to the Leader program from the European Agricultural Fund for Rural
Development (EAFRD). The main goal of the RDP for 2007-2013 and other national and European strategic documents
is to implement the concept of multifunctional agriculture and rural development. The above goal is pursued as part of
measures divided into four axes (Program Rozwoju Obszarów …, 2007):
 Axis 1: Improving the competitiveness of agriculture and forestry,
 Axis 2: Improving the environment and the countryside,
 Axis 3: Improving the quality of life in rural areas and diversifying the rural economy,
 Axis 4: Leader.
Axis 4 – Leader – is a multisectoral approach which supports the implementation of axis 3 goals, i.e. improving
the quality of life in rural areas and diversifying the rural economy through the following measures (Program Rozwoju
Obszarów …, 2007):
 Implementing local development strategies,
 Implementing cooperation projects,
 Running Local Action Groups, skills acquisition, animation.
As part of the measure aiming to implement local development strategies, support is given to axis 3 measures
("Diversification into non-agricultural activities", "Establishment and development of micro-enterprises", "Village
renewal and development") on the terms stipulated in the respective regulations (Dz.U. 2008 nr 138 poz. 868), as well
as measures which are not eligible for funding under axis 3, but which contribute to the achievement of axis 3 goals.
Project that pursue the following goals are eligible for funding as part of the "Implementing local development
strategies" measure (Program Rozwoju Obszarów …, 2007):
 Diversification into non-agricultural activities,
 Establishment and development of micro-enterprises,
 Village renewal and development,
 "Small-scale projects" (which are not eligible for funding under axis 3, but which contribute to the
achievement of axis 3 goals).
In the Sustainable Development of the Fisheries Sector and Coastal Fishing Areas Operational Program for 20072013, the first three axes address the fisheries sector. Priority axis 4 has a territorial dimension, and it may include
measures which aim to establish Fisheries Local Action Groups (FLAGs), establish partnerships and draw up Local
Development Strategies for Fisheries Areas (LDSFA), implement LDSFAs and promote cooperation between FLAGs.
Funding allocated in axis 4 is available for specific fisheries areas, in particular areas situated along the coast where
major fishing ports are located. Aid is also available for areas situated along major rivers and lakes where fishing
activities take place or which offer a supporting environment for fisheries development and where most members of the
local community work directly in the fisheries sector, including fish farming and processing companies (Program
Operacyjny …, 2008). In the Region of Warmia and Mazury, 4 FLAGs have been awarded funds for LDSFA
implementation. They are: FLAG Wielkie Jeziora Mazurskie, FLAG Mazurskie Morze, FLAG Zalew Wiślany and
FLAG Pojezierze Olsztyńskie. FLAGs Wielkie Jeziora Mazurskie and Mazurskie Morze and LAGs which operate
under the same names have an identical territorial scope. In this case, the implementation of the Leader approach could
lead to overlapping financial aid in areas where both groups operate. The above calls for clear separation of decisionmaking procedures and mechanisms, control and financial procedures as well as project selection committees in LAGs
and FLAGs. Since certain measures are eligible for funding under both programs, the LDSFA proposed by FLAGs
should be independent of and complementary to the strategies drawn up by LAGs.
1
2

http://www.arimr.gov.pl/pomoc-unijna/po-ryby-2007-2013.html
http://www.arimr.gov.pl/pomoc-unijna/prow-2007-2013.html
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Axis 4 of the Sustainable Development of the Fisheries Sector and Coastal Fishing Areas Operational Program for
2007-2013 focuses on two priorities: development of fisheries areas and support for inter-regional and transnational
cooperation. Measures initiated as part of the first priority focus on increasing the competitiveness and maintaining the
attractiveness of fisheries areas, restructuring and reorienting business activities, diversifying employment in fisheries areas
by creating new jobs outside the fisheries sector, increasing the value of fisheries product, promoting the development of
community services to maintain the attractiveness of fisheries areas, restoring the productive potential of fisheries damaged
by natural disasters, running FLAGs, skills acquisition and community animation. The second priority gives support to
measures which promote inter-regional and transnational cooperation (Program Operacyjny …, 2008).
The goals of local strategies drawn up for FLAGs in a given region are formulated in a similar manner, and they
promote the implementation of the same measures. They focus on promoting a positive image of rural areas, improving
local living standards, harnessing the potential of rural areas, in particular in the tourist sector, social capital building in
rural areas and promoting intra-regional and inter-regional cooperation. Such vast similarities in the goals formulated by
14 LAGs in the Region of Warmia and Mazury may seem surprising, especially since the region is characterized by
significant diversity, in particular in the area of culture and the environment. A similar situation is encountered in
LDSFAs which have equally numerous and complex goals. The above gives serious reasons for concern because LAGs
operating in the Region of Warmia and Mazury will find it very difficult to implement their strategic goals with the
available level of funding.
The budgets for LAGs and FLAGs are drawn up on similar principles. The amount of funding available to LAGs
is determined by multiplying the number of permanent residents on 31 December 2006 by PLN 148. The resulting
amount is allocated to three measures which are implemented under the LDS (Dz.U. 2008 nr 103 poz. 659):
 PLN 116 for "Implementing local development strategies" ("Diversification into non-agricultural activities"
+ "Establishment and development of micro-enterprises" + "Village renewal and development" + "Smallscale projects"),
 PLN 3 for "Implementing cooperation projects",
 PLN 29 for "Running Local Action Groups, skills acquisition, animation".
LAGs with the highest budgets in the Region of Warmia and Mazury were Brama Mazurskiej Krainy (more than
PLN 15 million) and Łączy Nas Kanał Elbląski (under PLN 14 million) (the national axis 4 budget of the Rural
Development Program for 2007-2013 totaled PLN 3,039,253,971, which produces an average of PLN 8,991,876 per
LAG). The smallest budget in the region was reported by LAG Razem Silniejsi (PLN 1.5 million). The higher the
population in a given LAG's area of operation, the larger the group's budget for LDS implementation. Large groups are
not only entitled to more funds, they are also more competitive and are able to come up with a greater number of
innovative project ideas. Large LAGs are more effective promoters of community initiatives and social integration, and
they are likely to make better use of cultural, sports and recreational facilities which are developed as part of the
initiated projects. Despite the above, the establishment of territorially extensive LAGs with the sole purpose of raising
more funds defies one of the key principles of the Leader approach which is the preservation of spatial, historical,
cultural, geographical and natural cohesion in the area covered by the LDS (in the Region of Warmia and Mazury, 4
LAGs bring together more than 10 municipalities, the leader being LAG Brama Mazurskiej Krainy which operates
across 14 municipalities; the regional average is 8 municipalities per LAG). The existing budgeting principles, where
the level of funding is tied to the local population, have more strengths than weaknesses and should be upheld in the
next programming period. According to the surveyed LAGs, the available funds do not support the implementation of
strategic goals. In their opinion, funding levels should be increased for all groups, alternatively, the list of goals should
be narrowed down, but the latter would require a strategy update.
Similar budgeting principles apply to FLAGs. The budget of every FLAG is calculated based on the number of
permanent residents on 31 December 2008. The amount of funding for LDSFA implementation is additionally
determined by Ratio Fish Employment, i.e. the number of persons detailed in §2 section 1 of the Regulation of the
Minister of Agriculture and Rural Development of 29 September 2009 (Dz.U. 2009 nr 162 poz. 1292) per 1000
permanent residents in the area covered by a given LDSFA. In view of the above criterion, the group with the largest
budget in the Region of Warmia and Mazury is FLAG Mazurskie Morze (PLN 36,216,496.29), followed by FLAG
Wielkie Jeziora Mazurskie (PLN 27,341,671.46) and FLAG Zalew Wiślany (PLN 26,138,633.95). The smallest budget
is managed by FLAG Pojezierze Olsztyńskie (PLN 16,508,166.01). A certain paradox is observed because even the
lowest-ranking FLAG Pojezierze Olsztyńskie is entitled to more funds than the richest group in the region, FLAG
Brama Mazurskiej Krainy, with a budget of more than PLN 15 million. In principle, FLAGs should be merely
complementary to LAGs, and they should initiate measures that focus specifically on fisheries. In practice, however,
they are awarded more funds than LAGs whose activities address a broad set of goals in rural development without
preference for individual sectors. The above indicates that the proportions of funding allocations for LAGs and FLAGs
are significantly distorted. The budgeting rules for FLAGs should undergo major revision in the next programming
period, in particular in areas which are also the operating territories of LAGs. Two incidences of territorial overlaps are
reported in the Region of Warmia and Mazury. For example, if the funds available to all 4 FLAGs for running the
group, skills acquisition and community animation reach the maximum level of 10%, then FLAG Mazurskie Morze can
allocate PLN 3,621,649.63 to the corresponding measures. If, in line with the bottom-up approach, the budget for
running the group, skills acquisition and community animation of a LAG operating in the same area is three times
lower, the obvious question that arises is whether the adopted funding mechanism is rational, especially in groups
whose operating areas overlap.
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The structure of LAG budgets for running the group (current and administrative expenses, surveys in the area of
the LDS, communicating LDS priorities to the public, support for LDS implementation, training for LAG staff, training
for local leaders, community animation) and implementing cooperation projects in the region is practically identical,
and it accounts for around 21% of the overall budget. Effective and rational financial control in LAGs is fraught with
problems. Advance payments for running the group, skills acquisition and animation (as of 2011, 20% of the budget is
allocated solely to the group's current expenses) force LAGs to borrow money to maintain financial liquidity because
the implementing agency runs projects by reimbursing groups for incurred expenses. This means that applications for
payments are processed with a significant delay. The above considerably extends the period during which beneficiaries
have to rely on their own resources, and it raises project costs.
The funds available to LAGs for the implementation of Local Development Strategies address four types of
measures: diversification into non-agricultural activities, establishment and development of micro-enterprises, village
renewal and development and small-scale projects. The amount of funding allocated to the above measures should
account for minimum 10% of the funds dedicated to LDS implementation. The structure of fund allocations in LAGs in
the Region of Warmia and Mazury suggests a preference for rural renewal and development projects (46.74%) as well
as small-scale projects (30.92%). The funds awarded for the remaining two measures exceeded the 10% limit only
insignificantly, and they remained below 20% in all surveyed LAGs. In general, the structure of fund allocations for
LDS implementation in the analyzed region resembles the national average.
The funds allocated to FLAGs were divided into four groups of measures: increasing the competitiveness and
maintaining the attractiveness of fisheries areas, restructuring and reorienting business activities, diversifying
employment in fisheries areas by increasing the value of fisheries product, promoting the development of community
services to maintain the attractiveness of the fisheries area, and restoring the productive potential of fisheries damaged
by natural disasters (Dz.U. 2009 nr 177 poz. 1371). Both public and private sector beneficiaries could participate in
projects addressing the first and fourth type of measures, whereas second and third group initiatives were open only to
businesses. Second and third groups of measures received least funds in all 4 FLAGs in the surveyed region. A similar
situation was noted in LAGs where projects aiming to diversify employment in fisheries areas, establishing and
developing micro-enterprises accounted for insignificantly more than 10% of budget resources for LDS
implementation. The disproportions in funds allocated to private and public sector beneficiaries were significant in both
LAGs and FLAGs, and the observed situation raises serious concerns. LAGs and FLAGs bring together representatives
of public, private and volunteer sectors (cross-sector partnership), and neither of those beneficiary groups should be
entitled to preferential treatment. Meanwhile, visible disproportions exist in each sector's involvement in LDS
implementation in the Region of Warmia and Mazury. Public-private partnership is a cornerstone of the Leader
approach, but in the surveyed region, the majority LDS implementation efforts were carried out by public sector
beneficiaries. The public sector's dominant role is confirmed by the legal status of applicants in projects related to
village renewal and development, 95% of whom were local authorities. Most small-scale projects were also initiated by
the public sector, but the noted disproportions were less pronounced. The low participation of businesses in LDS and
LDSFA implementation is evident in the current programming period, and this problem needs to be urgently addressed.
At present, businesses are entitled to a small share of funds allocated to strategy implementation. Entrepreneurs
encounter various barriers in the process of project implementation, mostly in relation to the high amount of own
contributions (50% of qualified expenses), as well as administrative barriers which will be discussed in further parts of
this paper. For this reason, the private sector's participation in implementing LDS and LDSFA is highly unsatisfactory
in the current programming period, as demonstrated by the low number of applications submitted by businesses. In the
current period, the majority of LAGs are represented by local authorities. In LAGs which are heavily dependent on the
local government, strategies are developed to pursue the local authorities' goals, and they often fail to account for the
results of analyses or social consultations. A similar situation was reported in FLAGs operating in the Region of
Warmia and Mazury, although in this case, the applications submitted by the public sector was smaller in comparison
with LAGs.
Most funds allocated to LAGs and FLAGs are channeled to the implementation of local strategies. The progress
made in LDS implementation at the end of April 2013 is presented Table 1 based on data supplied by the Integrated
Administration and Control System of the Agency for Restructuring and Modernization of Agriculture (ARMA) and
survey questionnaires completed by LAGs (not all of them were fully completed).
In the Region of Warmia and Mazury, 2786 grant applications were submitted to the implementing authority, but
only 1088 contracts were signed. Funding was allocated to only 39% applicants, which is below the national average of
44.49%. The reasons for rejecting such a high number of applications should be analyzed. The situation was particularly
worrying in the area of projects addressed to the private sector, i.e. measures supporting the diversification into nonagricultural activities and the establishment and development of micro-enterprises. Funds were allocated to less than
26% applications addressing the first measure and only 15% of applications addressing the second measure. Both
measures attracted very little interest from local businesses. In the Region of Warmia and Mazury, the applications
submitted by the private sector in support of both measures accounted for little over 13% of the total number of
applications, and the awarded funds represented only 7% of overall funding allocated to projects of the type. There are
several reasons for the above. Firstly, prospective beneficiaries are often discouraged by the complex process of
preparing applications and compiling the required documents. The costs of the application process are high, and they
minimize the potential benefits that could be derived from the project. Secondly, entrepreneurs encounter various
barriers in the implementation process, mostly in relation to the high amount of own contributions (50% of qualified
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expenses), as well as administrative barriers. The average application processing time is 7-8 months, counting from the
day on which the required documents are submitted by LAGs to regional authorities. For this reason, the private sector's
involvement in implementing LDS in the current programming period is highly unsatisfactory. Thirdly, the vast
majority of LAGs are created by public and voluntary sector beneficiaries, which implies that businesses are entitled to
a small share of funds allocated to strategy implementation. The third factor seems to be the key contributor to the
problem, and it will be difficult to resolve in the next programming period. The discussed trend is observed not only in
the Region of Warmia and Mazury, but across the entire country. The funds awarded to projects engaging the private
sector (diversification into non-agricultural activities and the establishment and development of micro-enterprises)
accounted for only 8% of total project funds allocated in Poland. On both the regional and national scale, the vast
majority of measures were village renewal and development projects initiated by public sector beneficiaries, mostly
municipal authorities, as well as small-scale projects with a less dominant share of the public sector. The amount of
funds allocated to village renewal and development had more than a 68% share of total funding for signed contracts. In
the next programming period, efforts should be made to ensure that all three market sectors participate in LDS
implementation on equal rights and that businesses play a much greater role in the process.
Table 1. Progress made in the "Implementing Local Development Strategies" Measure in the Region of Warmia and Mazury
and in Poland (as of the end of April 2013).
Value of
The percentage
Number of
Number
Signed contracts
signed
of the total of
Region of Warmia and Mazury
submitted
of signed
to the number of
contracts
signed contracts
applications contracts
applications (%)
(PLN)
(%)
Implementing Local Development Strategies
1,923,589.8
2,052
806
39.28
20.12
– Small-scale projects, RDP for 2007-2013
4
Implementing Local Development Strategies
47,112,990.
– Village renewal and development, RDP for
349
205
58.74
68.09
75
2007-2013
Implementing Local Development Strategies
3,681,294.1
– Diversification into non-agricultural
178
46
25.84
5.32
0
activities, RDP for 2007-2013
Implementing Local Development Strategies
4,470,343.0
– Establishment and development of micro207
31
14.98
6.46
0
enterprises, RDP for 2007-2013
Total for the Region of Warmia and
69,188,217.
2,786
1,088
39.05
100.00
Mazury
69
Poland
Implementing Local Development Strategies
260,852,566
34,293
15,227
44.40
15.95
– Small-scale projects, RDP for 2007-2013
.02
Implementing Local Development Strategies
1,217,884,9
– Village renewal and development, RDP for
6,520
4,395
67.41
74.47
07.91
2007-2013
Implementing Local Development Strategies
83,440,284.
– Diversification into non-agricultural
3,282
1,090
33.21
5.10
05
activities, RDP for 2007-2013
Implementing Local Development Strategies
73,264,468.
– Establishment and development of micro3,881
633
16.31
4.48
87
enterprises, RDP for 2007-2013
1,635,442,2
Total for Poland
47,976
21,345
44.49
100.00
26.85
Source: Own elaboration based on survey questionnaires and data supplied by the Integrated Administration and Control System of
ARMA3.

An analysis of competitions staged by FLAGs in the Region of Warmia and Mazury produces similar
observations. Prospective beneficiaries showed the greatest interest in projects aiming to increase the value of fisheries
products and promote the development of community services in fisheries areas. A total of 229 applications were
submitted to all 4 FLAGs in the region, and funds were allocated to 81 projects (35%). The volume of applications
significantly exceeded the amount of funding available for the discussed measure. The highest number of applications
were lodged in FLAGs Mazurskie Morze (80) and Zalew Wiślany (79). Businesses were weakly represented, but the
share of applications submitted by the private sector was somewhat higher than in LAGs. The wide diversity of goals
addressed by the projects is also a serious cause for concern. The Local Development Strategy for Fisheries Areas is a
detailed strategy which should promote measures that are strictly related to the fisheries sector. Meanwhile, funds were
allocated to projects in the area of dentistry, Styrofoam recycling or automotive services.

3

ARMA – Agency for Restructuring and Modernisation of Agriculture (ARiMR), http://www.arimr.gov.pl/
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Conclusions
The operations and achievements of LAGs and FLAGs in the current programming period in the Region of
Warmia and Mazury suggest that local partners can contribute significantly to rural development. The changes
recommended for the next programming period should be of organizational rather than systemic nature. The Leader
approach is a sound concept, and most problems result from defective implementation of the respective principles. The
results of our survey imply that the Leader program should be implemented in Poland by integrating rural organizations,
businesses and local authorities and animating local communities with the involvement of instruments that promote
initiative among entrepreneurs and individuals. The role of LAGs and FLAGs should not be limited to the distribution
of funds allocated under operational programs. Action groups should promote proactive attitudes in local communities
and create a favorable ground for the implementation of community projects. Above all, the three market sectors should
participate in the implementation of Local Development Strategies on equal rights, and businesses should play a much
greater role in the process. At present, the public sector represented by municipal authorities is the main actor in LAG
and FLAG operations in the Region of Warmia and Mazury. Secondly, greater emphasis should be placed on the
bottom-up approach in the allocation of funds and selection of projects which contribute to the implementation of local
strategies. The responsibility for implementing Leader programs should be shared equally by LAGs and FLAGs in their
respective areas of operation. At present, the process of evaluating grant applications and selecting projects that involve
organizations other than LAGs violates Leader principles. Finally, the implementation of the main priorities of Local
Development Strategies could be fraught with problems due to a high number of diverse goals and low availability of
funds, in particular for LAGs.
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The Necessity of Land Consolidation Assessment in Latvia
Dace Platonova, Anda Jankava
Latvia University of Agriculture, Latvia
Abstract
Land consolidation is a new concept in Latvia, although in other countries of the world it has been known since the end of the 18th century.
Land consolidation is implemented to improve the structure of land property and agricultural infrastructure and to rationally use natural resources. It
is particularly significant in agriculture when establishing farms of optimal size and territorial location.
One of the most important prerequisites of land consolidation is fragmentation of farm lands, which is characterized by the number and area
of farm land plots. There is insufficient research and lack of practical experience concerning farm land consolidation in Latvia’s regions. It was also
demonstrated by the results of the questionnaire survey, where out of 463 land owners 76% of the respondents replied that they had no information
about the implementation process of land consolidation. Nevertheless, 34% of the respondents would like to be fully involved in the activities of land
consolidation implementation projects and 49% of the respondents would like to be partly involved in these projects. This indicates that farmers are
prepared for new challenges. This is the reason why it is necessary to assess the necessity of land consolidation assessment and find the most
appropriate and effective methods in Latvia
Key words: land parcel, land plot, inter-area, land fragmentation, land consolidation.

Introduction
In rural areas the issue of an efficient use of land is becoming more and more popular, since as a result of the last
land reform farms and their land properties have been established on several land parcels, located far from the main
plot, thus causing land fragmentation.
This fragmentation, typical of agricultural lands, makes land management difficult and increases the costs of
produce. Taking into account these circumstances, another problem has emerged due to the large fragmentation of land
property - land abandonment and non-use, which has been discussed both in the European Union (Hartvigsen, 2006)
and in Latvia (Platonova, Jankava, 2012; 2013). Thus the issue of land consolidation, which has been widely discussed
in Western Europe since the end of the 18th century, has become topical in Latvia.
The term land consolidation is traditionally used with regard to taking measures to overcome land fragmentation
and establishing optimal farm areas. However, this term is used not only pertaining to the redistribution of land with the
purpose to avoid land fragmentation, but it has been used in much wider sense. Land consolidation can contribute to
nature and landscape protection, enhancement of rural infrastructure and it can improve drainage systems.
In most European countries during the recent or more distant past, land consolidation has been carried out and
due to that significant issues have been resolved for more rational and economical land management. Land exchange
has been determined as a major activity with the aim to unite fragmented land plots, thus eliminating land
fragmentation. Land consolidation can increase agricultural production on competitive farms and reduce the production
costs (Bullard, 2007; Opportunities to Mainstream..., 2008).
In Latvia it was only in the 90s of the last century when the concept of land consolidation started to be used.
With regard to the regulative enactments, it was first included in the Land Survey Law adopted on September 14, 2006,
where the concept of land consolidation is explained as a set of measures which is implemented in the public interest
and proposed by natural or legal persons, State, or local government in order to optimize the land use.
Although the land consolidation concept is new in Latvia, its aim and objectives - to eliminate land
fragmentation, inter-areal conditions and enhance optimal size farms - were known already during the first agrarian
reform (1920 - 1937). At that time the land fragmentation was eliminated through land survey projects. Also during the
Soviet period there were the so called inter-farm land survey works which were carried out with the purpose of
eliminating inter-areal conditions and other shortcomings of land use (Platonova, Jankava, 2012).
Unfortunately land consolidation has not yet gained further development in Latvia’s legislation, however Land
Management Law is now being developed in which alongside with other problems related to land policy, the issue of
land consolidation will also be addressed. Article 9 of the draft states that land consolidation is a set of activities that
include reorganization of land parcel borders and change of property rights for land in order to improve land use, thus
showing that greater attention should be paid to land consolidation, which nowadays is a significant in the land
management process. The objective of the new law would not only be to regulate the unresolved issues of the land
reform, but also regulate the land consolidation issues in Latvia, since land consolidation is one of the ways to improve
and promote more efficient land use, achieving higher productivity and meeting the needs of society.
In Latvia, with some exceptions, land consolidation projects have not gained popularity. Of course, taking into
account the present situation in the country, it is evident that the implementation of land consolidation activities is by no
means an inexpensive task. Therefore, to implement these wide and expensive rural development projects, the first task
is to assess their necessity, i.e. – there should be a system of indicators and their data in figures regarding land
fragmentation and other factors hindering development and competitive farming. Only comprehensive information on
the issue could justify the usefulness and efficiency of land consolidation projects.
The analysis of the situation prompted the choice of the theme with the aim of the research - to assess the
necessity of land consolidation in Latvia’s rural areas. The following tasks were set to achieve the aim: (1) to analyse
the structure of farm land property according to the area of agricultural land and land fragmentation; (2) to summarise
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and evaluate the results of the survey, conducted among farm land owners and local government specialists on the
necessity of the implementation of land consolidation activities.
In the research of problems and elements the monographic description, analysis and synthesis methods were
used. To obtain structured basic information and understanding on dealing with the issues of land consolidation in rural
areas, the methods of questionnaire and data processing were used.
Research results
The last land reform in Latvia has substantially altered the farm land property structure, resulting in the
emergence of very small and fragmented land properties. It is demonstrated by the studies that are based on the text data
summarised by the State Land Service (SLS) of the Republic of Latvia (RL) as for 09/26/2012 (Figure 1). Analysing the
grouping of land properties by their agriculturally usable land (hereinafter AUL) areas, it can be concluded that the
largest proportion of the total number (92%) of land properties and area (56%) is occupied by the properties of AUL
area of up to 20.0 ha. In addition, almost a third of the total numbers of properties are land properties whose area is up
to 1 ha. Although in total only 8.1% of Latvia’s land properties are properties whose AUL area exceeds 20 ha, the area
of AUL they occupy is comparatively large - 43.7% from AUL of the RL.

Figure 1. Classification of Land Properties (%) according their Area of Utilized Agricultural Land

The results of the research show that there are comparatively many small agricultural land properties in Latvia,
however with regard to their sizes, medium sized (10.0 - 50.0 ha) and larger (above 50.0 ha) land properties prevail.
These data indicate quite a pronounced fragmentation of the areas of agricultural land properties. Although the initial
regulatory enactments of the last land reform envisaged the development of beneficial territorial preconditions for
successful agricultural development, recommending to create compact farms avoiding inter-areas, quite often in practice
due to different objective and subjective reasons the agricultural land properties were formed on several land parcels,
thus causing land fragmentation (Platonova, Jankava, 2012).
Basing on the text data information of the SLS of the RL on the distribution of land properties (%) by the
number of land parcels included in them, it can be concluded that the majority of them is located on one land parcel.
Moreover, there is an upward trend in the number of these land properties. As shown in Figure 2, over the period of 11
years from 2001 to 2012, this number has increased by 9%. However, there are still many (in 2012 - 34%) agricultural
land properties, which consist of several land parcels (Figure 2), thus decreasing the average size of land parcel and
retaining the problem of land fragmentation.

Figure 2. Land Property Distribution (%) by the Number of their Land Parcels

However, one cannot judge the land fragmentation in Latvia solely basing on the text data analysis information
of the RL SLS Real Estate Cadastre, since under more favorable conditions in agriculture alongside with the land
privatization processes, with the development of large-scale agricultural production, land market and land lease have
been developed. As a result of that much larger farms are gradually being established. They consist of several
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fragmented land plots. Within the framework of the research, a land plot is considered to be a uniformely used territory,
consisting of one or more adjoining land parcels or parts of parcels, bordering each other and which can be
encompassed by one common border, inter alia, which are separated from each other by a local municipality road.
To find out the real situation and justify land consolidation in rural areas, a questionnaire survey was
conducted. Among the questions related to land use, there were questions to find out the land owners’ opinion about the
problems of the fragmentation of farms and the possible activities to implement land consolidation in rural areas.
The total number of the respondents’ questionnaires processed for obtaining the results was 463. The selected
respondents were divided by age groups as follows: from 18 to 40 years - 34%, from 40 years to retirement age - 54%
and pensioners - 12%.
For data interpretation, the farms managed by the respondents were divided into 5 groups by area: the first
group - up to 30.0 ha (14% of the total number of respondents), second - 30.1-50.0 ha (16%), third - 50.1-100.0 ha
(21%), fourth - 100.1-200.0 ha (23%) and the fifth area group more than 200.0 ha, which makes up the greatest
proportion (26%) of the total number of respondents.
Within the framework of the survey the authors also studied the land fragmentation and clarified the
respondents’ opinions about the future prospects for the farm.
Analysing the results of the questionnaire on the size of the land plots on the respondents’ farms, it should be
concluded that only 47 farms (10% of the total number) consist of one land plot, 183 (40%) farms have at least one
inter-area, whereas 49 (10%) farm territories are located on more than 20 land plots (Figure 3).

Figure 3. Number of land plots owned by farms

Significant differences exist between the number of land plots and area. It can be stated that by increasing the
farm area the number of land plots it owns also increases: in the area group of up to 30.0 ha and from 30.1 - 50.0 ha,
most farms (117) consist of two to five land plots, whereas with the increase of area group, the number of land plots
also increases. In the area group above 200.0 ha 43 farms consist of 11- 50 land plots and 7 farms own more than 50
land plots (Figure 4).

Figure 4. Distribution of farm land plots by area groups

Analysing the results of the survey, it was found out that apart from the owned land areas, most (78%) farms
have also leased areas of land. Owing to the transactions with the land, farm land areas have increased, but the number
of fragmented land plots of these farms has also increased, since it is not always possible to have the adjacent land plots
on lease.
Analysing the grouping of farm tenure (land plots which are farm properties and leased areas of land), it can be
seen (Figure 5) that only 4% of the respondents’ rural farms consist of one land plot, but one third of farms have a
tenure of more than 20 fragmented land plots. It indicates that as a result of land lease the fragmentation of farm lands
increases.
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Figure 5. The number of tenure land plots (%)

Take for example a farm whose main drawbacks regarding land use and management are land fragmentation and
long distances between the land plots. Farm X owns 19 land properties which in total consist of 212 land parcels with a
total area of 2644.68 ha. The distances from the farm centre till the land plots are from 30 to 40 km, which considerably
influence the transportation costs. In order to use the purchased powerful machinery with higher efficiency, the real
estate specialist of the farm is regularly updated on the adjoining land parcels of the farm and offers the owners of these
areas to sell or to lease out these land areas. As of 01.01. 2010, the farm had concluded about 275 lease agreements on
more than 3000 ha large land areas. Figure 6 shows a fragment from the territorial location of the farm property. It is
evident that by means of both purchasing - selling and also by leasing the farm areas have been increased and they are
being made up of larger land plots. Thus, it can be concluded that there is some sort of land consolidation going on at
the enterprise.

Figure 6. The scheme of land plots in property and land plots in use (lease) on the farm X

To find out the farm owners’ opinions and the justification of the adopted decision, the questionnaire included
the question ”Does land fragmentation influence land use?” Most respondents (83%) of farm land owner mentioned
that land fragmentation has a negative influence on farming activities. When analyzing the question „How does land
fragmentation influence land use?” most of the farm land owners admitted that it makes work organization more
difficult (43%) and increases transportation costs (38%), while 8% of the total number of respondents chose their
answers from undefined sources (answer „other”), mentioning, for example, that fragmentation encumbers the use of
productive machinery, makes animal grazing more difficult and increases the loss of time while travelling and waste of
working time. It decreases work productivity and creates extra bureaucracy, etc.
There was also the question ”Would you like to develop a compact configuration for the farm?” Most of the
respondents (76%) gave positive answers, explaining that they would prefer a compact configuration, eliminating interareas, increasing the areas and use the agricultural land area more economically. Farmers who own the land admit that
they would be ready to buy out the land plots from their neighbours to obtain a greater and more compact land area or
they would be ready to obtain the adjoining land plots on lease. Overall, 59% of the respondents consider that by having
a more compact configuration for their farms, not only would their income grow, but - what is also important - their
total expenditures would decrease; 32% of the respondents do not know whether their expenditures would decrease in
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this case, whereas 9% of the respondents acknowledge that the expenditures would not decrease and in reality it is
impossible to do.
The authors consider that the development of experimental projects and the substantiation of economic
calculations would give the entrepreneurs the answers about the gains from land consolidation in rural farms. Therefore
the landowners’ information on land consolidation and opinions on its implementation in their respective farms was
obtained from the questionnaire which included more detailed information on land consolidation. It was clarified that
76 % of the respondents admitted that they did not have any information on the activities of land consolidation
implementation before filling in the questionnaire.
Nevertheless, most of the respondents (83%) are fully (34%) or partly (49%) ready to be involved in the
activities regarding implementation of land consolidation.
According to the draft of the Land Management Law it has been envisaged that local authorities will be
responsible for promoting land use development, including land consolidation. Therefore, as part of the task, a
questionnaire was designed to evaluate the views of the municipal land use planning experts on the necessity of
implementation of land-consolidation measures in the territory of the local municipality.
Land use specialists from all local municipalities of Latvia (109 counties) were chosen as experts and
questionnaires were sent to them. In total, 86 local experts, representing 79% of the total number of county
municipalities took part in the research. The answers obtained from the respondents were quite different. In total 26% of
the respondents admitted that the municipalities had information on the activities of land consolidation implementation.
For the majority (59%) this information was partial, but 15% of the total number of respondents said they did not have
any information on the activities of land consolidation implementation. Regardless of the fact that 15% of the
respondents admitted that they did not have information on the activities of land consolidation implementation or this
information was partial (59%), according to municipality specialists, most (92%) municipalities would be completely
ready (45%) or partly ready (46%) to be involved in the activities of land consolidation implementation.
Summarizing the results of the questionnaire, it was found that both farm land owners and municipality
specialists consider that the main reasons for the implementation of land consolidation in rural areas are the following:
- fragmented structure of farms and their land properties - one farm consisting of several land plots, which
are located far from each other;
- problems with access to real estate’s;
- the configuration of land parcels makes it difficult to use them rationally;
- the present land owners do not want or cannot manage agricultural land, so large areas are not used;
- drainage system will be improved;
- Local municipalities do not have instruments on how to influence land use, etc.
The land property consolidation project is expected to help local municipalities fulfill the obligation entrusted to
them - to facilitate land use sustainable development. According to the authors’ opinion local municipalities should be
able to influence land use and land border design, which until now has been rather a free choice of land owners. At
present, when local governments have jurisdiction to issue demands or terms of reference for the elaboration of land
survey project as well as to approve or disapprove the project, determining its compliance with the requirements set
out before, territorial planning, land use and building regulations, land consolidation might be the solution to these
issues.
Although the current Land Survey Law includes land consolidation as part of land survey objectives,
unfortunately in practice, such projects are not developed. Taking into consideration foreign practice (Aleknavičius,
2009), land consolidation projects are more complicated wider scale activities than land distribution or simple land
exchange activities which are currently implemented within the framework of land survey projects in Latvia, and land
consolidation needs its own regulatory tools.
However, despite all that, several improvements are expected with regard to the initiation of development of land
consolidation projects, when the Land Management Law enters into force. This Law will determine the project start-up
procedure. The draft of the Land Management Law has been developed in compliance with the Cabinet’s Regulation
No. 214 of 19th April, 2010 ”On The Concept of Land Management Law” and Cabinet’s Regulation No. 613 of 13 th
October 2008 ” On The Land Policy Guidelines 2008 - 2014”.
The Land Management Law will include an important regulatory tool for land consolidation, creating a legal
prerequisite for consolidating agricultural lands into a more advantageous land plot, resulting in larger farms. The
objective of the new law would be not only to regulate the unsolved issues of the land reform, but also regulate the land
consolidation issues in Latvia, since land consolidation is one of the means to enhance more efficient land use,
achieving higher productivity and meeting the needs of society. Good evidence of the necessity of this law is the long
and complicated “way” the Law draft has covered until reaching its adoption stage, with several ministries and
interested institutions being involved in the discussions.
Conclusions
As a result of the Land reform very small and quite fragmented land properties have formed. Almost a third of
agricultural land properties are those with areas of less than 1 ha.
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There is a tendency of an increase in the number of those land properties which are located on one land parcel.
Over the period of eleven years this number has increased by 9%. However, there are still a lot of (34%) agricultural
land properties consisting of two or more land parcels.
Land lease increases farm land fragmentation, but at the same time it promotes consolidation of land plots.
Despite the fact that 76% of the respondents - farmers acknowledged that they did not have any information
about the activities of land consolidation implementation, most of them are fully (34%) or partly (49%) ready to be
involved in the activities of implementation of land consolidation, since 59% of the respondents consider that by
developing a compact configuration on the farm, not only the income would increase, but, what is also important - the
total expenditures would decrease.
For most of local government specialists the information about the activities of land consolidation
implementation is partial (59%) or they do not have such information at all - 15%. However, according to the opinions
of local government specialists, the local governments would be fully (45%) or partly (46%) interested to be involved in
the activities of land consolidation implementation so that they could promote the development of their local
municipalities.
It is necessary to have a regulatory instrument for land consolidation in Latvia. The long and complicated
process of adopting the Draft of Land Management Law, in which one of the most important sections is devoted to land
consolidation, testifies about the importance and necessity of land consolidation in Latvia.
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Food Craft – the Solution of Non-traditional Agriculture Development
Liga Proskina, Sallija Cerina, Dace Viksne
Latvia University of Agriculture
Abstract
The food production industry development in Latvia in the same way as the global food industry is driven by the consumer preference trends
in respect of food products: there is a growing demand for wholesome products manufactured following an individual approach. This preference is
furthered by rising health concerns of the consumers and the dominating public opinion claiming that food products of local origin enjoy a relatively
higher quality. The relevant competition strategy for sales of the non-traditional agricultural products is a niche strategy which is oriented towards
high level service and manufacture of high quality products or distinct product qualities. The above trends of the food market create a favourable
environment for food manufacturing from the primary agricultural products under domestic craft conditions. The consumer behaviour in purchase of
the food products is considered changeable and difficult to forecast thus causing difficulties for producers to identify the market trends. Therefore
factors that influence the consumers’ decision to make a purchase should be identified through analysis of the existing and emerging motives which
could promote the impact on trends of the consumers’ demand. Consequently the objective of the present research study was identification of factors
behind the activities of consumers in the market of food products manufactured by non/traditional agriculture. The conclusion drawn from the results
of research is that of a dominating opinion among the consumers of Latvia which claims that meat and meat products purchased from the local
producer are bound to be safer for human health and also more wholesome. The intention of consumers to buy products directly from the
manufacturer (farmer) (36.1%) in their turn is a pre-requisite for development of food craft under domestic conditions. The activation of home
industry for processing of non-traditional agriculture products in small quantities and their continuous availability on the regional market is a precondition for increase of the sales volumes and growth of these industries. The availability on the market of different venison products motivated 59%
of the inquiry respondents to make a purchase decision while more regular availability and wider assortment of the above products motivated 52.5%
of the respondents to take a purchase decision. Consumer information is an essential prerequisite for the growth of non-traditional agriculture
industries; consumer awareness is a motivating factor to buy more food products of the particular kind. Respondents point also to the lack of
information on different kinds of non-conventional agriculture products and their availability and admit that access to extensive and structured
information is very important in relation to making a choice which product to buy.
Key words: Food-craft, non-traditional agriculture, deer farming.

Introduction
The processes going on in economics and culture indicate a gradual change from the mass trade of goods to
marketing of a high number of niche products (Anderson, 2006, 2008; Godin, 2008) not only in the field of nonconsumable goods but also foodstuffs with a special accent on manufacture of high quality and specialty products on
the basis of locally-sourced food ingredients. The food production industry development in Latvia in the same way as
the global food industry is driven by the consumer preference trends in respect of food products: there is a growing
demand for wholesome products manufactured following an individual approach. This preference is furthered by rising
health concerns of the consumers and the dominating public opinion claiming that food products of local origin enjoy a
relatively higher quality. The market strategy of non-traditional agricultural products is associated with differentiation,
finding its basis in distinction of the product characteristics from the products of conventional agriculture (Conner,
2004; Porter, 1985, 2008). The relevant competition strategy for sales of the non-traditional agricultural products is a
niche strategy which is oriented towards high level service and manufacture of high quality products or distinct product
qualities. The above trends of the food market create a favourable environment for food manufacturing from the
primary agricultural products under domestic conditions. Home industry or the food craft involves activation of the
entrepreneurial environment, creation of jobs in rural regions (Melece, 2011), at the same time saturating the regional
food market and reducing its attractiveness in the eyes of foreign producers which is of special importance for economic
growth of the country.
It should be emphasized that home industry is based on locally sourced raw materials to which a high added
value can be achieved (Barkley, Wilson, 1995; Dietmann, Ridder, 2004) and it is characterized by an individual
approach to manufacturing process involving such non-material values as the local provenance, enthusiasm and skills of
the manufacturer as well as loving approach to the product under manufacture (Submission to Agrivision ...). It is nonthe-less important that food craftsmen involved in manufacture and sales of these products are part of the food chain
which results in diminishing the impact of industry on the environment and they are implementing their role as one of
factors of sustainable agriculture (Martinez et al., 2010). The research results indicate that food craft in Latvia forms on
the average 30% of income for operators who are at the same time involved also in agricultural production: 0.2% of the
agricultural products acquired are processed within the home industry. In EU Member States on the average, 8% of the
locally produced primary agricultural products are processed within home industry (Melece, 2011). This percentage
points to a potentially high opportunity for processing of the food ingredients produced by non-traditional agriculture in
Latvia under the home industry system at the same time raising issues of the market outlet opportunities.
Consumers are among the most important market players as they create demand for a definite product (Porter,
2008); consequently, knowledge about the needs of consumers and factors influencing their choice is means of ensuring
the competitiveness and development of the particular business. The food buying habits of consumers are considered
changeable and difficult to forecast thus creating problems for the producers seeking to identify the market trends
(Grunert et al., 1997). From the consumer’s point of view one can name a number of choice factors> income,
knowledge and access to information, consumption of particular product, etc. (Sheth, Parvatiyar, 1997; Kotler et al,
2009; Malhorta, 2006). Analysing which motives of the existing and potential clients could advance buying of non/
traditional agriculture products both, currently and in the near future, at the same time laying an impact also on the
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demand trends, one should find out why consumers take particular decisions and what does they want to obtain.
Therefore the objective of the present research was to identify factors behind the consumer’s conduct in the market of
non/traditional agriculture food products.
Questionnaire, a high quality research method was used for delivering of the above objective. The research of
factors influencing the consumers’ conduct was carried out in the aspect of dear farming: a non/traditional field of
agriculture. The object of research was consumers having ever obtained and/or used meat and meat products for food.
The questionnaire was electronic and involved random selected people. 368 inquiry forms were received as the result,
out of which 349 were valid. The selection was random and representative of the statistical population. At this selection
volume the standard error was ±4.84% with probability level 95%. The account of questionnaire results was put
together in accordance with the method of descriptive statistics, by use of Microsoft Excel and SPSS software. The
methods used for the account of the research result were the following: monographically descriptive, logically abstract,
synthesis and analysis.
Results and discussion
Deer farming in Latvia is a recent and non-traditional field, consequently the options for processing and sales of
its products are limited, the products have low recognisability and the consumers are insufficiently if at all informed
about opportunities of buying venison produced in Latvia. In this case, one of the potential manners of processing for
distribution of the products on the local market is home industry.
Analysing home industry as the potential manner of distribution of the non-traditional agriculture products, it is
material to establish how important for the consumers the origin of products is. In research conducted in Russia, it was
concluded that the importance of the country of origin varies depending upon the category of products. It is of high
importance in respect of daily consumed goods as meat, fruit, vegetables, fresh fish, etc. (Honkanen, Frewer, 2008). In
the present research, Latvia as the place of origin of products was considered an important factor by 86.9% of
respondents who emphasized that products of local manufacture are of higher quality and safer to consumer’ s health.
The choice of meat is largely decided by criteria like flavour and quality. Meat quality on its turn is determined
by a number of factors however, at the time of purchase, the consumer makes his judgement on the basis of visual
evaluation: its outer appearance, colour, aroma, etc. indicators. In the course of inquiry, the opinion of consumers was
sought on most material quality criteria of meat. The evaluation was graded on the scale from 1 to 3 where 1 – very
important, 2 – medium important, 3 – unimportant. The results are reflected in Table 1.
Table 1. Evaluation of the meat quality criteria in Latvia, %

Evaluation distribution by respondents,%
Very important
Medium important
Not important
Aroma
54.1
39.3
6.6
Flavour
60.1
39.9
0.0
Colour
52.5
31.1
16.4
Wholesomeness
47.5
45.9
6.6
Juiciness
36.1
50.8
13.1
Leanness
34.4
37.7
27.9
Low cholesterol level
18.0
34.4
47.5
High nutritional value
26.2
39.3
34.4
Freshness (not frozen)
55.7
37.7
6.6
Source: computations of the authors pursuant to the research results
Criterion

It follows from the research results that for consumers the most important criterion is the flavour of meat
(61.1%), which is proved by the fact that none of the respondents has market this criterion as unimportant. Further more
important criteria are the freshness of meat (fact that it is not frozen) (55.7%) and its aroma (54.1%). Wholesomeness of
meat is marked as an important quality criterion (47.5%), while at the same time the cholesterol level in meat is marked
as unimportant criterion (unimportant – 47.5%). That is indicative of low information level of consumers on the criteria
deciding the quality and wholesomeness of meat. Meat colour (52.5%), juiciness (36.1%), leanness (34.4%) and
nutritive value (26.2%) are medium important criteria.
When non-traditional agriculture products are placed on the market as products processed in home industry it is
important to understand where consumers would be most likely to buy food products – an issue which is related to
distribution restrictions imposed on home industry products. Food produced, treated or processed domestically can be
distributed directly to the final consumer.
Dietmann N.P. and Ridder E. (2004) US agricultural products’ marketing experts, point to the consumers’
interest in small/scale specialized producers’ outlet stores or farmers’ markets where locally produced food can be
obtained directly from the producer. In European countries: Germany, Denmark, Great Britain, Czech Republic where
about 80–90% deer farming establishments comply with the criteria of a micro-establishment status, venison, processed
by home industry, is mostly distributed on the local market by selling it from the farm gate, in farmers’ markets, etc.
Within the present research, the respondents indicate specialized stores as most important sales point of food
products (67.7%), followed by supermarkets 57.4%, farmers’ markets (44.3%) and direct deliveries by the producer
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(37.7%). The consumers’ interest in being able to buy products directly from the producer signals a potentially high
distribution opportunity of non/traditional agricultural products manufactured by home industry.
Analysing the prospective development of deer farming as a non/traditional field of agriculture, the optimum
sales point for purchasing deer meat was identified (Figure 1).
The inquiry revealed that 4.9% of respondents neither want to purchase venison nor use it for food. The largest
part of respondents however were interested in venison as food and indicated that given the opportunity to buy venison
in near future, they would rather buy it directly from the deer farmer (36.1%) or specialized butcher’s shop (29.5%). As
other preferred venison sales points the respondents indicate supermarket (8.2%), farmers’ market (8.2%) and restaurant
(3.3%). The least number (1.6%) indicate internet as preferred means of purchasing venison. Bu indicating “other
place|” as a preferred sales point of venison, respondents clarify that they would most likely buy venison form hunters
known to them, i.e., they would by venison as a wild game meat.

Figure 1. Preferred sales point of venison in Latvian consumers’ opinion
Source: author’s computations on the basis of the research results

As seen from the research results, the dominating opinion among Latvian consumers is that the meat and meat
products purchased from the local producer are bound to be safer for human health and more wholesome. The
respondents’ preference to buy meat directly from the producers (farmers) in its turn creates pre-requisites for
manufacturing of products in home industry.
The consumers’ motivation research serves the purpose of target audience identification and further marketing
measures (Sheth, Parvatiyar, 1997; Kotler et al, 2008; Kotler et al, 2009; Malhorta, 2006). In the course of inquiry, the
decisive criteria were found dominating consumers’ choice when they buy meat and meat products which largely reflect
the consumers’ motivation (Figure 2).

Figure 2. Venison and venison products’ purchase motivation according to the opinion of Latvian customers
Source: author computations on the basis of research results

The most powerful motivator (63.9% of respondents) to buy venison and its products would be approximation
of its price to that of commonly used meat: beef and pork. The factor stimulating demand on the part of supply is a wide
assortment of goods (Michelsen et al., 1999). The availability of venison meat preparations (sausages, smoked meat,
semi-prepared meals, etc.) would stimulate 59.0% of respondents, meaning that the processing development of venison
is related not only to extending of the product assortment but also to the increase of the market demand It should be
emphasized that home industry provides only for processing of small volume of the produced quantities for the local
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market. A wider availability of venison would motivate 52.5% of respondents. Consequently the activation of home
industry for processing of the non-traditional agriculture products in small amounts and their regular availability on
regional market are the needed pre-requisites for increase of the distribution volume and growth of the whole field.
47.5% of respondents indicate that information on quality indicators of venison as well as culinary tips and
recipes of venison preparation could also serve as motivators.
Only about the fourth part (24.6%) of respondents indicate offer of venison on restaurants’ menus as a potential
motivator. Separate respondents say that they would gladly try venison preparations offered in fast food establishments
(snacks, picas, sandwiches, etc.).
The research studies emphasize that product recognisability and consumers’ awareness are of high importance
for they motivate consumers to buy more of the particular food products (Cottingham, Winkler, 2007). In Great Britain
where deer farming as a non/traditional field of agriculture exists already since seventies of the last century, only 30%
of respondents are aware of the aspects of venison as a health food (high protein and omega group fatty acids, low fat
and cholesterol level) (Annual review, 2010). The opinions on venison received within the present research study were
distinctive, in separate cases even controversial; however certain respondent groups could be singled out who had
provided similar answers. The fifth part of all respondents or 21.3% could now answer what was the difference between
venison and meats more commonly used for human consumption (pork, broiler meat and beef), 4.9% respondents
considered venison to be hard and complicated to prepare. The majority of respondents however (57.3%) indicated that
venison was wholesome, of high quality and low cholesterol level as well as ecologically non-polluted and hypoallergic (fit for consumption by people subject to allergies and children).
The answers provided by respondents on origin of venison, its value and purchase opportunities indirectly point
to a relatively low information level. It is admitted that information on different avenues of non-traditional agriculture
and types of products including those of deer farming are publicly available. There are different means of information
dissemination: printed media, postal services, electronic media, global dissemination systems, etc. Multiform use of
dissemination sources of dissemination through familiarising clients with the assortment of goods, buying conditions,
sales points, etc., extends the circle of customers. To clarify the extent to which the respondents have received
information on venison produced or marketed in Latvia, it was first established whether respondents have ever heard of
that and if so then through which sources of information dissemination (Figure 3).
Posters 0
Advertising brochure 0
Presentations

1.6
4.9

Exhibition

6.6

Radio

19

Magazines
Newspapers

21.3
24.6

Annual food fairs

27.9

Internet

47.5

TV

70.5

Anywhere
0

10

20

30
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40

50
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Figure 3. Consumer awareness on venison production and in Latvian mass media coverage of its availability
Source: author’s computations on the basis of research results

The respondents point to information bottleneck and admit that availability of more extensive and more
specifically structured information is highly important for the choice of a product, 70.5% of respondents had heard or
seen information on venison production or marketing in Latvia from some source. As the result of detailed analysis of
the sources of information it can be concluded that 47.5% of respondents have sourced information from TV, 27.9% –
from Internet, 24.6% – annual food fairs, 21.3% – newspapers and 19.7% – magazines. Other sources of information
are in significant.
According to the consumers’ behaviour research (Kotler et al., 2008) it can be said that the consumers’ behaviour
in the meat market is complicated. It should be emphasized that venison in the same way as other categories of
non/traditional agriculture products is a non/familiar group of products, for consumers are not aware of its
characteristics. In respect of deer farming, it can be explained by the fact that buyers have no access to information
about venison, its characteristic parameters, quality, price, etc. At the same time there is a wide selection of meat
products on the market and, pursuant to research, consumers give priority to traditional products: pork and broiler meat.
It is underlined in research that consumers usually don’t notice small differences among similar and uniform goods
(Kotler et al, 2008). It means that customers should be better guided to avoid irrelevant choice. From the practical point
of view, the consumer information on characteristic parameters of venison is needed and other topical information on
venison as a quality product, its difference from similar products and availability on the market, origin and other
information important for consumers. Ph. Kotler et al. (2008) emphasizes that the customer, upon receiving information
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on a particular product, seeks to diminish the purchase-related risk as well as increase satisfaction sourced from the
product.
The above indicates that consumer awareness is a topical development prerequisite of non-traditional sectors of
agriculture. The dominating opinion among consumers that the locally manufactured products are of superior quality
and their intension to buy local products directly from the producer (farmer) create favourable pre-requisites for the
distribution of non-traditional agriculture products manufactured by home industry.
Conclusions
There is a dominating opinion among the consumers of Latvia which claiming that meat and meat products
purchased from the local producer are bound to be safer for human health and also more wholesome. The intension of
respondents to buy products directly from the producer (farmer) (36.1%) creates pre-requisites for manufacturing of
food by home industry.
The activation of home industry for processing of non-traditional agriculture products in small quantities and
their continuous availability on the regional market is a pre-condition for increase of the sales volumes and growth of
these industries. Availability of different venison preparations motivates 59% of respondents while regular and more
extensive availability of these products motivates 52.5% of respondents to make a purchase decision.
Consumer awareness is a topical development prerequisite of non-traditional sectors of agriculture while
knowledge is a factor motivating consumers to acquire more of particular products. Respondents point to information
deficit on types of non-traditional products and admit that availability of more extensive and more specifically
structured information is very important when choosing products.
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Importance of Emotional Intellect for Performance Efficiency: Managers’
Sampler
Karolis Ramanauskas
Aleksandras Stulginskis University, Lithuania
Abstract
A prosperous functioning of any kind of business is directly related to a manager’s performance, and his / her performance success depends
on his / her intellect and experience. However, this is insufficient for an effective management in circumstances such as a severe competition. Modern
world requires developed soft skills from a manager, i. e. leadership, communication and primarily emotional competences. A manager’s
competences are: to contract a psychological contact, to manage mechanisms for a coordination of objectives, tasks and ideas; an ability to persuade
people, to motivate them, to build non-conflict relationships with them. All this is conditioned by a potential to achieve a common activity’s strategic
and tactical goals. The research object: emotional intellect (EI) of organizations’ managers. The research aim: to define personal (a manager’s) EI
interaction with his / her and an organization’s performance efficiency, and to reveal possibilities for EI development. In order to achieve these goals,
there has been performed an empirical research. There have participated eight managers from logistics, pharmacy, petrol stations chain, and IT
services supplying companies. Summarizing the research results, there has been deduced a cohesion of a level’s of EI and organizations’ performance
efficiency’s indicators, described possibilities to develop managers’ EI.
Key words: an intellect, emotional intellect, intellect development, performance efficiency.

Introduction
Subject relevance. Challenges which are confronted by contemporary organizations require from their managers
abilities to: perform an active search for information necessary for decision-making; identify a client’s emotional
condition; adequately interpret received information in justice to its nature, particularity, reliability, etc. A manager has
to be able to communicate to his / her partners, subordinates, and the highest authority that could achieve cogitations,
get a wanted effect. EI is one of the most important factors in terms of an effective management when analyzing
interpersonal relations. Thus managers’ ability to recognize and interpret emotions, which arise in a process, to use
them solving management problems in connection with an organization’s performance efficiency development outlines
the research relevance.
Scientific problem and testing. There is paid a lot of attention to a management problem in a domestic and
foreign literature. There are created a few means and methods in order to explore problems of corporation management,
to improve a management system and to increase an effectiveness of personnel management activity. A selection,
trainings and development tasks in management of an organization are based not only on requirements of qualification,
knowledge, proficiency, and management skills but also on psychological personal characteristics. Amongst
psychological characteristics there have been distinguished different types of skills. One of them, which has been
chosen, is called “emotional intellect” in the domestic and foreign literature. Currently, EI problem is the most topical in
the context of management efficiency research. EI is assumed as one of the most important effective management
factors and conditions. There has been created a few EI models (Goleman, 1995; Mayer, Selovey, Caruso, 2000; R.
Bar-On, 2000; and etc.), performed many researches to determine EI impact for a success in some activities
(Zvidrauskas and others, 2004; Lekaviciene et al., 2002; 2004; Palmer, 2001; Kulvinskienen et al., 2008; Zuperkiene,
2008; 2009; Demjanova, 2010; and etc.), discussed EI impact’s for performance efficiency means and methods
(Maslach, 2000; Romm, 2002; Golemanas, 2003; Kaplanas, and others, 1996; Snesareve et al., 2007; Pankova, 2010;
and etc.). However, after a literature analysis there has been made a conclusion on some fragmentation and nonsystematic researches of EI impact on an activity’s success. There has been noticed that issues related to EI impact on
performance efficiency have not been analysed enough. What is the expression level of organizations’ managers’ EI and
its structural components? How related is a level of managers’ EI and a success of organizations’ activity? This paper
attempts to find answers to these and other, related to this topic, questions.
Research aim is to determine and to describe personal (a manager’s) EI interaction with his / her and an
organization’s performance efficiency, and to reveal possibilities of EI development.
The logic of the aim’s realization presupposes the following tasks: 1) to perform EI analysis in the aspects of
theory and methodology; 2) theoretically ground a relation of a level of managers’ EI and its organization’s
performance efficiency; 3) empirically determine a relation of managers’ EI level and its organization’s performance
efficiency, and to reveal EI development opportunities. Research objective is organizations’ managers EI.
Research methodology
Theoretical and methodological research basis is domestic and foreign scholars’ work to determine a relation of a
person’s EI and his / her performance efficiency. To perform the research there have been applied a theoretical analysis,
scientific information’s generalization and interpretation, an analysis and a synthesis, a logical comparison and
systematic methods. To determine a level of EI has been applied a method of N. Hall (2005), to assess performance
efficiency – a balanced indicator system (IS) method of R. Kaplan and D. Norton (1996) for the key performance
indicator (KPI). To calculate KPI there have been reviewed several years’ records of companies’ performance. To
gather data for companies’ managers’ EI empirical research there have been used a questionnaire survey method.
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According to N. Hall method a questionnaire consists of 30 propositions which are divided into 5 branches: an
emotional awareness, a self-emotional management, a self-motivation, empathy, a recognition of other individuals
emotions; and they are assessed in 6-point scale: from -3 (strongly disagree) to +3 (strongly agree). The research has
been performed in eight service providing organizations: logistics, pharmacy, gas station network, and information
technologies.
Research results
Theoretical and methodological EI aspects. EI concept was added to the scientific terminology by P. Salovey and
J. Mayer in 1990. Authors EI describes as an ability to identify (to process) information of emotions, to determine a
significance of emotions, their inter-relation, to use an emotional information as a basis for a thinking and a decisionmaking. Analysing emotional information management skills, authors have distinguished four EI components which
have been called “branches”. Those components have been arranged hierarchically, and levels consistently develop
during the ontogenesis. An ability to define and express emotions (the first branch) is a necessary basis to cause
emotions in order to solve particular problems (the second branch). Those two skills form the basis for events which
give rise to emotions and accompany them by an understanding (the third branch). At the same time, mentioned skills
are necessary for self-emotional inter-regulation and successful impact on an environment, i.e. own and other
individuals’ emotions’ regulation (the fourth branch). In 1990, J. D. Mayer and P. Salovey created one of the first and
most famous EI construct model. In 2002, authors created EI evaluation method – MSCEIT V2.0 test (The MayerSalovey-Caruso Emotional Intelligence Test) (Mayer, Salovey, Caruso, 2002). In 2010 Russian researchers adapted this
test and performed an empirical research to verify its psychometrics (Sergienko, Vetrova et al., 2010 (rus.)).
EI concept is relatively new, and due to this there arise a lot of disputes and discussions on a determination of its
level and a development in the world of science. There are four tests to define EI, all of them are substantially different,
and in some aspects even contradict to each other. Also there is more than one approach to EI, and one approach’s
supporters passionately dispute others’ concepts.
Thus, since the XX century, rapidly growing popularity of EI concept scholars have created few instruments to
study it. There exist 2 main EI research’s approaches: one analyzes EI as a skill, another – as a complicated mental
formation which includes personal, cognitive (cognizing and developing), and human characteristics. Moreover, the
second approach covers a lot of various models differing only in their own different set of properties. In this case, to
evaluate EI there been used questionnaires which by their structure are similar to the majority of psychological tests and
are based by self-accounting. In the first case, a measure is being performed by using tests, consisting of tasks, which
are similar to ordinary intelligence tests.
Currently, there are known four EI measuring methods:
1. EI-i (Emotional Quotient Inventory). This is an instrument for a self-evaluation which has been created by Bar-On
(1997). This instrument assess emotional and social intellect, consists of 133 questions which measure individual’s
competences and skills.
2. MSCEIT, V2.0. (The Mayer–Salovey–Caruso Emotional Intelligence Test). This EI test created by J. D. Mayer,
P. Salovey ir D. R. Caruso (2002). This test consists of 141 questions, totally 8 sections – 2 for each “branch”. This
EI research method is balanced and uncontroversial, showed good psychometric results and is popular.
3. EI test created by D. Lyusino (2004) is based on the author’s EI model. EI is described as an ability to understand
own and other people's emotions, and to manage them. Abilities to understand and manage emotions may be
directed to own or other people’s emotions. Thus, the author introduces intra- and inter-personal EI concepts which
envisage an actualization of various cognitive processes and skills; however, they have to be related to each other.
D. Lyusino’s proposed definition echoes H. Gardner’s opinion that EI is a part of social intellect. Personal intellect
is divided into intra- and inter-personal which encompass self- and others cognition (Gardner, 1993). D. Lyusino
(2004) EI test consists of 40 questions with answers in 4-point scale; all of them are grouped into six groups.
Validity’s grounding is still on the process, a new test version is being created. There is also being designed an
additional scale which will let to measure possibilities to manage other people’s emotions; also the scales are being
specified to improve their reliability, data gathering is being continued to verity the questionnaire’s validity.
4. J. N. Hall (Hall, 2005) method. The authors propose to apply the methodology in order to reveal the capacity to
understand person’s attitudes represented in emotions, and to manage emotional sphere on decision-making basis.
EI test according to this methodology consists of 30 propositions and has five scales: emotional awareness, selfemotional management, self-motivation, empathy, recognition of other individuals’ emotions. Despite the critic,
that there is a lack of validity for empirical data gathering and analysis according to this methodology and the
separate test’s parts’ titles do not completely match to the content, this methodology is very popular and its usage is
widespread. In this study, in order to define companies’ managers’ EI level, have been used J. N. Hall (2005)
methodology.
Material possibilities to motivate organizations’ employees to work are limited. Therefore, their managers have
to motivate and to inspire them by using non-material and emotional means. According to scientific researches
(Goleman, 2003), a manager’s performance efficiency is influenced by his / her intellect just by 15% and by EI – by
85%. According to E. Snesarevos ir E. Skriptunovos (2007), developed EI enables managers their own and their
subordinates’ emotions to use as management resources, and hereby, to improve their and an organization‘s
performance efficiency.
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P. Salovey and J. Mayer (1990) note that people with high EI are able to be advanced more rapidly in certain
areas of activity, and to use their abilities more efficient. Although emotions and intellect are usually opposed, in fact
they are connected, intertwined, and often interact closely. The success of these interactions directly affects a person's
success in many areas of life. Psychologist D. Goleman (2003) with co-workers carried out more than 500
organizations, and the studies show that people with high EI are the best in their fields: the best entrepreneurs,
politicians, managers, sellers, pedagogues, orators, etc. Of course, not only a manager’s EI level determines a team’s or
an organization's success; it is affected by all team members’ EI. Folet (cited by P. Zakarevicius, 1998) states that group
responsibility is very important. When employees perform one or another function there is a necessity of an interaction,
otherwise an activity is inefficient.
Despite a relevance of management problems, quite controversial is an issue of performance criteria for a
manager’s performance efficiency. In theory, an efficiency of an activity is interpreted as a ratio between according to
certain criteria achieved result and the maximum possible or pre-planned activity’s result (Pankova, 2010). In practice,
to determine objectively a manager’s successful performance is a very difficult task. There is a number of modern
psychological researches dedicated to a search for an optimum management model. Most of them mainly focus on
external and group management efficiency criteria. In other words, the main manager’s performance criterion is a final
all team members’ work result which includes all employees’ input. According to scholars, performance evaluation’s
selection criteria sources may be a work productivity, statistics (assessment) data and information about employees.
However, this data may depend on many other factors related not only to a specific manager’s performance but also to
the whole organization’s characteristic (Cooper, 2007; Robertson, 1993). Furthermore, a manager’s performance
efficiency indicator is also his / her subordinates’ approach to each other, and first of all, to a manager.
A manager's success can be evaluated by his / her psychological characteristics such as self-esteem, motivation,
performance efficiency reflection, and satisfaction with his / her work. According to T. Pankova (2010), these indicators
are related to a manager’s internal sensations, perceptions and feelings, and are important as much as informative
manager’s performance efficiency criteria. According to M. Romm (Ромм М. В, 2002), a successful fulfilment of a
manager’s functions creates favourable conditions to increase psychological comfort. Psychological comfort’s, as a
subjective manager’s performance success rate, expression is a very important for his / her performance efficiency
indicator. Thus, in order to an organization’s performance success, first of all a manager has to be able to inspire
employees for a common goal, to maintain a positive attitude to work, to create an environment where employees feel
important and useful. All this cannot be achieved without taking into account own and other people's feelings arising in
certain cases.
EI is the link that connects thinking and feeling and allows using both material and human resources more
efficient. Human emotions are interpreted as an economic and, in particular, a management category. Properly manage
an employee means to assess his / her emotionality, to be able distinguish emotions and to manage them in pursuance of
an organization's success. A success of an organization is reflected by a level of its general performance objectives’
implementation and participating subjects’ achievements. A management can adjust and use energy, a value, a
motivating emotions’ potential in order to increase an organization’s efficiency. Therefore, a manager’s ability to
recognize and interpret emotions, and manage them is one of the essential components of an effective organization’s
management. In utilitarian modern psychology fields (management psychology, organizational psychology, and others),
traditionally, there have been distinguished two main organization’s performance efficiency’s indicators’ groups –
industrial and social, depending on the nature of tasks, and which are closely interrelated and interdependent (Romm,
2002; Žuravliovas, 2004, Karpov, 2004). This relation is reflected in a widely organized system and summarized by the
title – Balanced Scorecard (BS). Creating an objective performance efficiency management system, an important role
plays the key performance indicator (KPI). In terms of BS, an organization is being analysed as a system consisting of
financial and non-financial indicators, combined into four, called the prospects, groups. According to R. Kaplan and
D. Norton (2006), perspectives are: finances; customers; internal business processes; training and development. There
should be noted that, despite the comprehensiveness, BS does not provide a specific list of management performance
indicators, but only highlights the viability and the inclusion of a specific index into one or another group
reasonableness. A huge BS popularity can be explained particularly by organizations’ possibility to freely choose
creating their own indicators’ system. Moreover, the most important advantage of BS is that this system uses precise,
specific, measurable quantitative indicators that make this motivational system very objective. Business-like managers’
interaction, phenomenological being as an interpersonal specific personality interactions in specific situations, for its
meaningful (comprehensive) characteristics, is nothing other than an organization's managers’ achievement process’
personification (in Latin: persona – a person + facio – I do) (personalization) (participating in business-like interaction
managers personally). This leads to the assumption that there is a positive relation between individual managers’ EI and
KPI achievement’s levels. There may be assumed that a certain level of EI assessment test’s (according to N. Hall’s
methodology, 2005) propositions’ groups will have more expressed correlation with certain BS perspectives. Moreover,
the prospects of forming the KPI may have a different degree of correlation with N. Hall’s (2005) test’s branches.
There have been performed a few EI researches in Lithuania, analysing its impact or relation to employees’
satisfaction, a leadership style and other. However, there is a necessity of more detailed studies to determine a relation
between EI and companies’ performance efficiency. This empirical research aims to determine a level of managers’ EI
and its impact on corporate performance indicators.
Analysis of the empirical research data. The first stage of the empirical research is a determination of EI level
according to companies’ managers’ integration and to separate EI branches. The study was conducted in eight service
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providing companies. In all the companies, there have been selected top-level executives – CEOs, because they are
accountable for the highest level of decision-making, and have the greatest impact on business performance efficiency.
All study participants have many years of managerial experience. The number of employees in companies is ranging
from 10 to 40. Companies’ range of services is large: logistics, pharmacy, gas station network and information
technology companies.
There has been identified that researched companies’ managers’ EI level both according to integration and to
separate intelligence branches are very different (Ramanauskas, 2012). Five companies’ (A, D, E, F, and H) managers’
integrated EI is modest, while B, C and G companies’ managers’ this indicator is very low. Analysing separate EI
branches’ assessment indicators, there can be seen that emotional awareness of all the researched companies is high or
modest (11-15 points); emotional self-control’s and self-motivation’s assessment depending on a company differ a lot.
Empathy and other peoples’ emotions’ identification level, except for D, E and F companies’ managers, is very low.
There can be assumed that almost all the surveyed CEOs’ main problematic areas are their emotional self-control, selfmotivation, empathy, and other people's emotions’ identification.
In the second stage of the empirical research, there is aiming to determine a relation between managers’ EI level
and companies’ performance efficiency. Analysing the research data, there has been estimated that managers’ integrated
EI, especially its separate branches’, impact on performance efficiency indicators varies considerably in different
companies (Ramanauskas, 2013). Therefore, aiming to summarize the survey data, there has been used to expert
estimations, i.e. there have been calculated four BS groups’ indicators’ KPI weight coefficients. According to weight
coefficients, there have been calculated general all the researched companies’ KPI and set their relation with EI.
General all the researched companies’ financial group’s KPI relation with EI is shown in fig.

Figure. General Financial Group‘s KPI and Managers‘ Integrated EI Relation
According to experts, one of the most important financial indicators is net profit (weight coefficient – 0.5). It
describes the final result of the whole researched object’s performance (industrial, commercial, investment, financial).
A decrease of an indicator shows that there is a need of innovations, warns that products’ / services’ competitiveness is
declining; and wise versa. The research results show this indicator’s strong relation to EI, and this means that a
manager’s EI has an impact on a company’s performance result – on net profit indicator.
The second important indicator (weight coefficient – 0.3) is asset profitability (asset utilization efficiency
measure). This indicator shows how much there is net profit per unit of monetary assets, i.e. shows how much of
property comes back as net profit. This indicator’s ratio with EI is strong enough too.
Total debit indicator (weight coefficient, defined by experts, - 0.2) is the least important comparing to other two
researched financial indicators. This one shows how much of debits fall to one equity monetary unit. According
calculations, this indicator’s ratio with EI is relatively strong.
Summarizing, there can be made an assumption that financial group’s indicators have strong relation to EI
(correlation coefficient R2 = 0.7725).
Return on assets and gross debt indicators’ strongest relation is with the empathy’s branch (both indicators’
correlation coefficient are equal to R2 = 0.65). This EI branch has got most of points from E and F companies’
managers’. As it is not known, empathy is an ability to empathize to another person's position, emotional condition; also
it is connected with awareness, self-identification. People with empathy usually are able more precise to describe other
person’s thoughts’ direction and sense; thus it helps managers to comprehend its importance for those indicators. After
the survey of E and F companies, there has been sorted out that those companies’ managers have participated in a
seminar about EI. As managers have noted, knowing EI and paying attention to it facilitate communication with
subordinates: easier understandable and solvable various problems, especially related to human resources.
Thus the research’s results show strong relation between all the three researched financial indicators and
managers’ EI levels. Therefore, it is important to develop managers’ EI in order to improve companies’ financial
indicators.
After calculating BS non-financial indicators, there has been defined each of their dependence on researched
companies’ managers’ EI level (Ramanauskas, 2013).
New clients’ indicator’s the strongest correlation is with self-motivation and empathy branches (respectively
R2 = 0.55 ir R2 = 0.73). This part of EI mostly prevails in the E company. Due to the fact that clients are one of the most
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important for a company’s financial welfare growth, and a company’s success reflects in a manger’s performance,
strongly motivated, able to understand others’ situations and to cognize his / her feelings manager has more possibilities
to increase a number of clients in an own company.
Internal business processes’ and administrative expenses share’s from total income indicators’ the strongest
relation is with other people’s emotions’ cognition (R2 = 0.69) and empathy (R2 = 0.68) branches. A reduction of
administrative expenses increases a company’s net profit; therefore, in this case managers’ EI level is important in order
to achieve better performance results.
Personnel training and developing indicator and profit for one employee indicator do not correlate with all the EI
components. However, personnel turnover indicator’s correlation’s coefficients show a strong ration to emotional
awareness and other people’s emotions’ cognition EI branches (respectively R2 = 0.54 ir R2 = 0.49). Emotional
awareness branch has a high level estimation in all the companies; however, other people’s emotions’ cognition
branch’s points are distributed very differently in all the companies (most of the points have been gathered by the E
company’s managers, least – the A company’s managers). These EI branches describes managers’ abilities to identify
and to manage employees’ emotions, thus making good atmosphere in employees’ and managers’ communication
environment, and this stimulates employees to perform better and to stay loyal. This is approved by companies which
have the hugest estimation from these branches’. These companies have the best employees’ turnover indicators.
The research results show that EI level correlates with a management of decision-making, which improves an
organization’s performance efficiency, profit and an invested into organizations’ development capitals’ profitability.
This is also verified by J. Ameriks‘, T. Wranik‘s ir P. Salovey‘s (2009) performed research “EI and Investment
Behaviour”; there has been revealed a relation between successful investment decisions and investors’ EI level.
Although profit and loss is a natural side of an economic cycle, a manger’s ability to identify and deliberately manage
own and colleagues’ emotions correlates with an effective decision-making, especially in risk and uncertainty situations
which each organization inevitably face in business environment.
In order to define EI development possibilities, firstly, there has been analyzed EI development services
providers’ market. In Lithuania, there are being organized EI development trainings, coachings. Trainings’ duration –
2.5 month’s (30 sesseions, each lasts 3 acad. hours – total 90 acad. hours). A group’s size is no more than 12 people.
Trainings’ course consists of theoretical themes and practical skills’ formation. A coaching focuses on a real client’s
situation and there is working out what kind of actions have to be taken to achieve a desired result. EI devepment course
is not for gaining new knowledge but for existing management skills’ development. A combination of trainings and an
individual work let’s qualitatively to achieve a new management level: to achive objectives faster, to improve social
work environment, to manage people easily and with pleasure.
Complex learning programms for managers, which basis is EI development, has proven their efficiency and
gained popularity in the West. This EI development program was created in 2010 and is being applied by Russian
International Centre “Consulting. Training. Coaching” (IS CTC). The program is created according to J. D. Mayer‘s, P.
Salovey‘s ir D. R. Caruso‘s (2002) EI measurement methodology – MSCEIT V2.0 test. In 2009 Russian Science
Academy’s (RSA) scholars (Sergienko and others, 2010) adapted this test Russian language, and due to the agreement
of both parties, there was obtained the permission to use this methodology. EI development program is being carried out
already for three years, and there participate managers, and companies’ owners. The goal of a participation in the
program is to move to a higher management competencies’ level through management skills’ and EI development.
There has been identified, that a participation in the program let’s managers to improve social work environment, to
increase employees’ motivation and work productivity, to get more satisfaction from work, and to achieve own
objectives, to increase personal efficiency and life quality, to maintain physical health and psychological welfare
(Ramanauskas, 2013). Participants of the program move to a totally new impact’s for people level through own
emotions’ harmonization, other people’s emotions’ mechanisms’ comprehension, this knowledge’s usage in business,
family, and professional and carrier growth. Obtained skills are being kept for a long term.
Summarizing, there can be made a conclusion that EI is not congenital and it can be developed. There is created a
few programs to apply achieving a company’s objectives and more efficient performance results. There is
recommended to organize an organization’s managers’ participation in EI development trainings according to this
scheme: 1) a determination of EI development need; 2) a creation of EI development plan; 3) a search for EI
development services providing institution; 4) connections making and a contract formation; 5) an assessment of EI
development needs’ satisfaction. Thus, when in the first stage a manager’s EI level and its areas for improvement are
determined during trainings there can be paid more attention to those actions which have impact on a particular
developed EI branch.
Conclusions
Emotional intellect (EI) is a human’s ability to comprehend and understand own and other people’s emotions and
to manage them; in other words, it is a mind workout index. Emotionally intellected people are characterized as having
good self-control and able to effectively communicate with others, know others strengths and weaknesses, unyielding
stress, and being charming. In practical sense, EI could be described as “healthy mind”. Scholars state that successfully
and effectively work those who knows how to combine emotions and mind.
EI covers four main components: 1) consciousness (self emotional condition’s analysis, a comprehension of
emotions’ impact on decision-making); 2) own emotions’ management (positive assessment of a situation, a willingness
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and ability to find solutions in complicated situations); 3) emotional sensitivity (an ability to listen attentively to other
people’s feelings, to understand other people’s needs); 4) other people’s emotions’ management (an ability to prevent
and manage conflicts).
Managers’ EI level is higher than others who do not take up leadership responsibilities. Their abilities to identify
emotions, use them solving management problems, understand emotions and consciously manage them are more
developed too. There is a positive relation between EI and a person’s (a manager’s) management performance; and it is
expressed by the key performance indicator (KPI) achievement level.
High level ability to identify and interpret emotions, use them solving management tasks, manage own and
others emotions improve performance efficiency, first of all, an organization’s and to its development invested capital’s
profitability; all this emerge in professional activity’s process.
By organizing purposive trainings there may be improved a person’s EI level. There is recommended to organize
an organization’s managers’ participation in EI development trainings according to this scheme: 1) a determination of
EI development need; 2) a creation of EI development plan; 3) a search for EI development services providing
institution; 4) connections making and a contract formation; 5) an assessment of EI development needs’ satisfaction.
Thus, when in the first stage a manager’s EI level and its areas for improvement are determined during trainings there
can be paid more attention to those actions which have impact on a particular developed EI branch.
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Decisions of Alternative Rural Business Development in the Context of
Motivation of Rural Citizens
Jadvyga Ramanauskienė, Adelė Astromskienė
Aleksandras Stulginskis university, Lithuania
Abstract
There are many problems related to occupation and employment, poor motivation, labour force migration and so on in labour market.
Besides, labour market is characterized by high tensity especially in rural areas where possibilities of employment and a choice of working places are
very limited, and rate and duration of unemployment growth exceed a socially acceptable level. Under these circumstances a paradoxical situation
emerged in labour market of rural areas when, on the one hand, there is a surplus in labour force, and, on the other hand, a deficiency of qualified
specialists. Thereby a relative poverty is increasing in countryside. These circumstances determine topicality of the selected study subject.
Study goal – having determined possibilities of alternative rural businesses development to describe the means stimulating their development.
Study object – alternative activity in rural areas. The article analyzes a significance of activity, which is alternative to agriculture in rural areas, and
factors determining development in theoretical and practical aspects by using methods of scientific literature analysis, comparison, questionnaire,
descriptive statistics, graphical illustration of data and logical analysis. There are recommendations presented for activation of development of
alternative activity in rural areas.
Keywords: alternative rural businesses, alternative activity, development, factors determining development, means of stimulation. JEL code
J240.

Introduction
Since Lithuania became a member of the European Union and intensive processes of modernization of
agricultural sector are taking place, a paradoxical situation emerged in rural areas when a surplus of labour force coexists together with a deficiency of qualified labour force. Thereby a relative poverty is increasing in countryside. Ablebodied and active rural population is migrating to cities, therefore in many rural areas there is a decrease of population,
and one of the most important national institutions - rural living style, rural culture and traditions - is declining.
The main reason for this problem is undeveloped rural economy, especially the lack of occupation prospects of
non-agricultural sector for rural population.
From the point of view of global and economical development, the employment in agriculture will decrease
further, and growth of not only agricultural sector would allow decreasing of unemployment, diversification of sources
of incomes in rural areas by increasing welfare of countryside population and upholding villages. Besides, growth of
incomes in rural areas would motivate arrival of qualified specialists to countryside, namely agricultural production,
who presently are one of the main limitations for growth of its efficiency.
The problem of development of alternative occupation in rural areas as one of the priorities of state policy was
distinguished at national level in the programme of Lithuanian rural development in 2007–2013. Lithuanian scientists
(Vitunskienė, 2002a, 2002b; Stanikūnas, Tamošaitienė, Rutkauskienė, 2002; Ališauskas, Jankauskienė, Klovienė, 2009)
make accents on the significance of development of alternative activity for increase of countryside population’s
occupation and incomes, improvement of life quality.
This study is a continuation of the studies of occupation problem in rural areas, however it reveals the issues,
related to the use of business activity of rural population while developing alternative activity in rural areas, and factors
determining its development going further into the matter.
Study goal – having determined possibilities of alternative rural businesses development to describe the means
stimulating their development.
With reference to the goal risen the following tasks are being solved:
1) to describe the significance of alternative activity and identify the factors determining development of rural
alternative businesses;
2) with reference to the study data, to identify prospective directions of development of rural activity alternative
to agriculture and possibilities of realization of business activity of rural population;
3) to describe the means, implementation of which would motivate occupation of rural population and stimulate
development of rural alternative businesses.
Study object – alternative activity in rural areas.
Methodology of study. Theoretical and methodological base of the scientific study is composed of studies of
Lithuanian and foreign scientists in the area of business activity and stimulation of motivation as well as development
of alternative activity.
While performing the study of rural population’s business activity and motivation for work there was used a
quantitative research. A questionnaire was created in accordance to the methodology of A. Michrabian (2002) and SAM
(diagnostics of state of health, activity and mood) and studies performed and experience of the scientists in the area of
research of enterprise development possibilities (Župerka, 2010a, 2010b, 2011; Markevičius, 2006, 2007) et.al. The
questionnaire consists of 38 statements that are evaluated in the 5 points scale. During the period of rural population
questioning, from June to October 2011, there were 472 rural citizens interviewed. The questioning was performed in
the territory of all municipalities of districts of Lithuania (Ramanauskienė, Gargasas, 2012; Astromskienė,
Ramanauskienė et.al., 2012).
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To determine the possibilities of development of rural alternative businesses there are applied methods of
questionnaire and interview. There are 21 questions presented in the questionnaire. Questions of the questionnaire are
classified into 6 groups: 1) statistical data; 2) directions of economical activity and its extent; 3) assessment of the state
of alternative activity; 4) factors of development of alternative activity; 5) assessment of activity of consulting offices;
6) social characteristics of respondents. As there are no statistical data on farms or single citizens performing alternative
activity, the sample required for the survey was determined by invoking different data sources. Total amount of
respondents interviewed is 100 respondents. During the interview the communication was performed by phone, e-mail,
meetings (Kolektyvinė..., 2012).
Study results
Theoretical aspects of alternative occupation. Latterly rural development is being analyzed from the “sustainable
livelihood framework” point of view. R. Chamber and R. Conway (1992) describe the concept ,,livelihood framework “
as people’s abilities and assets that include material and social resources and types of activities required to ensure
livelihood. Life is harmonious if it allows fighting with stressful and chocking situations, recreating, saving and
improving own abilities and capital (assets) both today and tomorrow. In this context non-agricultural occupation and
diversification of rural household income sources are being examined as strategies that improve the state of those
households and decrease their vulnerability (Mollers, Heidhues, 2003; Möllers, J. (2006).). The concept of harmonious
life (existence) allows distinguishing both internal and external factors determining social and economical survival of
rural households. Strategy of the farm may differ depending on the situation if people are forced to react to gradual or
sudden changes (for example, crisis) that require urgent decisions. In this context following strategies of farms are
distinguished:
 adaptive strategy. Application of this strategy allows distribution of risk by correcting own life style or
changing and diversifying kinds of activity that give additional income. Thus, diversification of agricultural production
or activity alternative to agriculture (independent work, hire). This type of strategies allows households to adapt to longterm changes;
 defeating (summary punishment) strategy. Application of this strategy (e.g., sale of property or minimizing of
consumption expenses) allows decreasing of influence of shock to members of the household, i.e. short-time reaction to
casual or periodical shocks (Carney et al., 1999, Korf, 2002). Though strategies of this type give some protection to the
household for a short period, but restrict a possibility to get out of poverty in a long-term prospect.
There are distinguished strategies of two more types: survival and accumulative strategy. If the second strategy is
an attempt to increase income of the household and increase a property in hand, the first one is intended to intercept
poverty and is related to survival.
Factors influencing non-agricultural occupation depend on the accessability of the following forms of assets
(property) – natural, physical, human, social and financial (Table 1). This property conditions and determines
accessability to social and economical infrastructure, participation in formal and non-formal institutions.
Table 1. Factors of attraction and pushing of diversification of rural occupation (according to Davis and D. Pearce (2001)
Factors of attraction
Factors of pushing
Higher returns to off-farm activities
Population growth
Higher returns on investment in RNFE
Limited availability of quality land
Lower risk of non-farm activities comparing with farming
Farm productivity decreasing
A source of cash to households` needs
Decreasing of returns to farming
Economic opportunities: social advantages of urban centers
Insufficient access to farm input markets
Urban life preferences of young people
Exhausting of natural resources
Temporary circumstances and shocks
Limited access to rural financial markets

In opinion of J. Davis and D. Pearce (2001), people in poor rural areas are tended to switch to non-agricultural
activity due to higher income of production and less risk. However, despite strong motivation, needy persons often have
limited possibilities to switch to non-agricultural activity because of the lack of resources (Reardon, 1998). Therefore
participation in non-agricultural activity depends on welfare of the family (household). Less successful (well-off) farms
are tended to less risky activity, because they have difficulties in overcoming shocks. Switch to non-agricultural activity
depends on agro-climatic conditions as well. Households that are situated in the areas where agricultural activity is
related to high risks are being “pushed” towards alternative activity in order to avoid negative shocks. Meanwhile the
households situated in the areas characterized by low risk for agricultural activity are performing non-agricultural
activity, firstly, because of possibility of additional income.
Summarizing the conclusion could be made that alternative occupation determines increase of incomes. It could
be both the source of additional income (diversification of family incomes), and change of one kind of activity to
another, better paid. Table 2 presents distribution of households according to the sources of incomes in the year 2011.
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Table 2. Distribution of households in accordance to sources of incomes, percents
Income from paid
Income from selfOther social
Areas types
Old-age benefits
employment
employment
transfers
Rural areas
42
7
34
16
Urban areas
56
3
27
12
Source: Incomes and living conditions of citizens in 2011. Lietuvos statistikos departamentas, 2012

Other income
2
3

With reference to data of Lithuanian statistics department (2012), the main income source for more than 40
percent households in 2011 was labour incomes. Hired work as the main source of income was named by 42 percent of
households and only 7 percent of households named independent work. The main income sources for 34 percent of
households were social allowances, other social allowances made 16 percent.
Analysis of rural households income sources shows that it is necessary to foresee special means that would help
tackling the problems of rural population’s occupation, stipulate them to go into activity alternative to agriculture,
create an infrastructure favourable to development of small and medium business that would give a thorough support to
small and medium rural business enterprises. The support should cover the following directions: supply of starting
capital (subsidies, warranties); stimulation of products coming onto the market (exhibitions, business missions,
compensation of leasing) and so on.
Analysis of data of empirical study. Having performed an empirical study there was determined that activity
alternative to agriculture due to variety of its kinds is being developed in rural areas both as the main and additional
activity. The main activity gives to citizens constant incomes, full occupation and warranty for better life. Whereas
additional activity is being practiced by small households that cannot survive on the main activity, occupation is
insufficient therefore they are looking for additional source of livelihood, and also those for whom additional activity is
only pleasant line. However in both cases any additional activity increases household’s income. Distribution of activity
of interviewed household subjects according to the kinds is following: ecological farming (26%); breeding of nontraditional animals (5%); culture of non-traditional plants (4%); agro services (3%); rural tourism (1%) and other kinds
of activity (46%). The main motives of rural population choice for alternative activity are presented in Table 3.
Table 3. Motives of choice for alternative activity, percents
Motives of choice for alternative activity
Insufficient occupation
Striving for additional income
Support of Lithuania and the EU
Other

Structure of motives, %
13,5
48,7
2,7
35,1

The main prospects for development of activity of rural households determined during the study are as follows:
continuation of activity at present extent (25%); development of activity extent (56%); resign activity under
development (4%). Respondents indicated many factors impeding creation a development of small business enterprises.
The main obstacles for business development named by respondents are presented in Table 4.
Table 4. Main obstacle for business development
Index name
Lack of resources
Lack of employees
Legal – bureaucratic restrictions
Lack of information
Other

Index value, %
39,0
24,0
10,0
6,0
12,0

Large part of problems falls on the plane of infrastructure of support of development of small and medium
business (SMB) and alternative business (AB). Thus, the base of support of development of SMB and AB should be a
favourable infrastructure in point of view of quality and quantity, which helps tackling emerging problems of creation
and development of those businesses. With reference to the countries with the most successful experience of
introduction of innovations into market and analysis of existing forms and infrastructure of businesses development
support there was created a framework of infrastructure of support of small and medium as well as alternative business
development where structural elements of the infrastructure are grouped in point of view of resources and functions
(Astromskienė, Ramanauskienė et.al., 2012). It should be noted that there is a separate group of infrastructure elements
in the framework, activity of which determines interaction of small and medium as well as alternative business. Group
of these elements is generalized by name ,,group of security of reticular interaction“. This group involves the
institutions of scientific researches, entrepreneurs associations, associations of investment companies of private capital,
networks of business angels, brokers of technologies, networks of technology transfer centres.
Purpose of mechanism of SMB and AB interaction is to ensure efficient intercommunication between these
business units in striving for successful implementation of their final goal – to create new work places by increasing the
extent of sales of high quality products and services as well as strengthening rural economy and improving population’s
life quality herewith. Assuming that the main participants of SMB and AB infrastructure system are, on the one hand,
owners of those enterprises, and, on the other hand, science, state and business as the main contrahents - owners of some
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main resources, the system of SMB and AB interaction’s support infrastructure consists of the groups of elements:
mechanisms of interaction with the state; mechanisms of interaction with science; mechanisms of interaction with
business.
The main idea of development of SMB and AB is based on the use of available business potential of rural
population in striving to increase occupation of rural population and decrease migration. The study determined that rural
population has sufficient business potential, but their intentions to engage in own business are constrained by provision
of resources and lack of insight possibilities. As means stimulating business activity countryside citizens consider the
state’s or the EU’s support for creation and development or modernization of new business enterprise, possibilities to
participate trainings, and consultations in new technologies and marketing innovations, possibilities to participate
entrepreneurs associations (Astromskienė, Ramanauskienė et al., 2012).
With reference to the data of the theoretical and empirical study performed there are formed the means of
development of SMB and AB development infrastructural supply, implementation of which would motivate occupation
of rural population and stimulate development of rural alternative businesses. The means of support of activity
alternative to agriculture are divided into three groups (Fig.): legal - financial; training and consulting; organizational economical.
Nacional support
The EU support
Government
Other funds
Local support

Municipality

Legal-financial means

Activity of community
Nongovernmental
organizations

General projects

Training and consultung
means

Consulting offices
Informational business
centres
Government

Organizational
economical means

-

Business organizations
Public organizations

Training courses, Seminars
Visits to business enterprices
Consultations, Cooperation
Spread of information,
Exhibitions
Means of SMB and AB
interaction
infrastructure support

Institutions of education
and training

Financial
Production,
technological
Inovational
Investment

Figure 1. Structural framework of the means of increase of rural population business motivation

Listed means of support of SMB and AB development infrastructural supply are intended to strengthen the
possibilities of small business enterprises to become tantamount participants of the market. The assumption is made that
formation of favourable infrastructure of small and medium business development support would have tangible effect of
business environment improvement. Mechanisms of support of interaction of business enterprises and appropriate state
institutions should be oriented towards realization of the main function in market system – to ensure fast formalization
of the conditions that help normal activity of interaction system’s participants. It is supposed, that it is necessary to form
a permanent work group participated by representatives of business and the state that would tackle problems of SMB
and AB development which is a matter of interest for both parties in striving to ensure adequacy of the state’s actions in
this area.
Conclusions
Rural alternative activity is one of the main impulses in tackling occupation and sources of additional income of
rural population. It is determined that going of rural population into alternative activity is stimulated by additional
income (48,7%), insufficient occupation (13,5%), willing to go into new activity and develop own hobby (37,8%). The
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biggest influence and motivation to stimulate diversification of alternative activity is made by given national support
and the EU support (63%), demand of production in the market (20%) and tax concessions (17%). Some problems are
being faced as well: low investing capability of small agriculturalists and high interest of loans, undeveloped
infrastructure and interrelationship. Rural population is lacking information; services of consulting offices are
unsatisfying in their content and are hardly accessible due to their high prices.
Prospects of development of activity alternative to agriculture in rural areas are illustrated by opinion of
respondents: 25,0% of the interviewed are intended to continue their activity on present extent and 56,0 % are planning
to develop their activity. The main idea of development of alternative rural business in this study is based on the striving
to increase occupation of rural population and decrease migration by using available business potential of rural
population. Besides, development of alternative activity in rural areas could be treated as some catalyst for development
of rural economy and stabilization of financial indices. There should be a striving that decisions of the state and
municipal institutions regarding support of alternative business development would take a proper place in the state and
regions development plans.
Special significance for development of alternative business has a favourable infrastructure – state, commercial
and public organizations that can give thorough support to small and medium enterprises by warranting free flows and
interchange of different kinds of resources (goods, raw materials, finances, labour, intellectual, informational), required
for their efficient functioning. There should be a striving for implementation of the main mean of three groups of SMB
and AB development support: legal - financial; training and consulting; organizational and economical. The assumption
is made that for implementation of the means listed, it is necessary to form a permanent work group participated by
representatives of business and the state, which would tackle the problems of SMB and AB development interesting to
both parties.
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Integrated Marketing Communication: Theoretical Approach
Indrė Rimkienė
Aleksandras Stulginskis Univiversty, Lithuania
Abstract
Marketing communication, regardless of its nature - a process which is achieved requires the audience targeted by transferring information
through the selection of the communication channels in due course. Marketing communications is to enable an organization to communicate with its
target audience. Eventually the realization that the greatest impact can be integrated to make the audience synergy by all process elements into a
single whole, there is an integrated marketing communication approach, which is currently considered to be one of the biggest marketing innovation.
Integrated marketing communication can be as a kind of tool that can help managers and professionals to respond to their recent environmental
changes. Theoretical interface confirms that in spite of the fact that this concept is examined and evaluated for several decades, it is not significantly
advanced from the initial discussion point for finding the generally accepted definition of the concept.
Key words: marketing communication, integrated marketing communication.
JEL classification: M300.

Introduction
Integrated marketing communications (IMC) theory concept was first introduced in 1989. American Marketing
Association, when was the first classical definition of IMC: IMC is a concept of marketing communications planning,
which aims to create a marketing communication action plan, which the different elements (advertising, direct
marketing, sales promotion, public relations) communicating with target markets clear, consistent, constant maximum
effect a communication (Christensen, Torp, Firat, 2005). P. Kotler (2003) adds that IMC requires a different
communication channel integration and coordination of effective and unified communicative drawings for development
and implementation. Other authors define IMC highlighting different accents: Schultz (2000), Kotler (2003), AMA
(1989) claims that the most important concept of IMC is to influence the behavior of consumers targeted
communication, Duncan (2005), Shimpo (2000), Kliatchko (2005) - to carry out communication activities, to maximize
user-oriented; Kitchen (2003), Schultz (2001) and Fill (2002) emphasizes the strengthening of relations with the target
groups, Schultz (2000), Kitchen and others. (2004), De Pelchmaker and others (2004) emphasizes the importance of use
of any contact with the target audience is the creation of synergies and dialogues (T.Shimp, 2000). In summary, the
IMC combines advertising, sales planning and communication with the public in a single system.
The investigation object: an integrated marketing communication theory.
The investigation goal is: based on the works of various authors marketing communication and integrated
marketing communication topics, provide a brief analysis and formulate theoretical approaches.
The research tasks are as follows:
1. To analyze the theoretical aspects of marketing communications;
2. To reveal an integrated marketing communications theoretical characteristics;
3. To pair recent theoretical approaches in integrated marketing communications.
The investigation methods used are as follows: analysis and synthesis of scientific literature investigating the
theoretical aspect of marketing communications and an integrated marketing communications theoretical
characteristics. Induction and deduction methods pairing of integrated marketing communications recent theoretical
approaches.
Research methods
First of all trying to find the latest and most relevant papers has been used analysis of scientific literature by
using modern scientific articles search engines. In order to organize and select relevant articles has been used logical
analysis and synthesis, moreover logical thinking. The analysis and synthesis of scientific literature investigating the
theoretical aspect of marketing communications and an integrated marketing communications theoretical
characteristics. Induction and deduction methods pairing of integrated marketing communications recent theoretical
approaches. The graphic representation has shown all of the articles findings.
Theoretical concepts of the marketing communication
Marketing communication is not a simple way of disseminating information, there is an exchange of information
between the recipient and the sender (Prickton, Broderick, 2001). Marketing communication, regardless of its nature - a
process which is achieved requires the audience targeted by transferring information through the selection of the
communication channels at the right time (Bakanauskas, 2004). The literature and found the following definition: that
marketing communications are all in support of the complex elements that are combined into a single coordinated whole
(information) for precise user. Marketing communication includes advertising and other promotion methods used by
business and non-business organizations to change the target audience (consumer) behavior (Pickton, Broderick, 2001).
According to M. Cant (2006), marketing communication can be defined as the process by which marketers
develop and provide appropriate communication stimuli to the target audience with the intention to cause appropriate
reactions.
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One of the most common marketing communications definitions formulated by P. Kotler and P. Keller (2007)
argues that marketing communication is one of the ways to associate the brand with consumers, places, events, and
other brands, experiences, feelings and things.
How different is the J. Egan (2007) Marketing Communications Definition: A marketing communication - it is
the means by which goods, services and / or ideas for a supplier represents your target audience in order to create the
best possible commercial or other relations.
The communication process begins when two or more people (the sender and the receiver) come into contact
directly or through measures such as the telephone, television, internet, etc.., and continues until the contact is
terminated. One of them has an interest affected by the second and the purpose to send him any information. The aim is
that the second participant of the process the information received, understand and react the way you want information
sender and then return to the intended recipient (Bakanauskas, 2004).
There are four main elements of the communication process: the sender, the message, the channel and the
receiver. Communication process model consists of six stages, relating to those elements of the communication process
(Figure 1).
The sender

Communication loop
(encoding, decoding,
feedback)

The message

Marketing communication
(audience choice, message
,user's choice)

The channel

The receiver

Figure 1. The main elements of the communication process (according to Bakanauskas, 2004)

Information sender (source) - This is a single person or group of persons, giving the recipient of certain
information - the notification message (Pajuodis, 2005). The information sender generates and selects certain types of
information and decide what and how much information should be transmitted (Stoškus, Beržinskienė, 2005). The
sender has a purpose - affect the recipient of the information and the tools - information (Pranulis and others., 1999).
The sender organization - a person who has information needs or desires and to pass them on to one or more people
(Stoner, Freeman, 1999).
Message (notification) - this information is encrypted and is ready to transmit, depending on the transmission of
the specifics. Messages that we convey, can be verbal, symbolic, label, body language, tone of voice, or other forms of
(Bakanauskas, 2004).
Vehicle (vehicle for transmission, message transmission channel) - various communication channels in which the
notice is transmitted to the recipient. Distinction is made between personal and non-personal transmission channel
(instruments). In the first case, the information is transmitted directly to the sender, or by technical means dealing with
one person (sometimes accompanied by several people). Non-personal channels of transmission - means the various
media (print, radio, TV, etc..) And other non-personal means of communication (storefronts, banners, stands, etc.).
(Pajuodis, 2005). Effective channels through which messages will be transferred, the choice becomes more complicated
because some of the channels of communication are difficult to reach (Kotler, Keller, 2007).
Recipient of information - a person or group that can take the message being conveyed, which is an asset to any
communicative process organizers expect to have their hands (Bakanauskas, 2004).
Feedback is used for inspection and gives the sender the opportunity to make sure that the message has been
understood correctly (Šukelienė, 2003). Feedback tells us that succeeded in getting the message to be understood
(Robbins, 2003). If the sender to the recipient to choose the symbols have the same meaning which both the sender in
this case, the recipient and the sender to understand perfectly what the sender meant and communication process will be
completed (Stoškus, Berežinskienė, 2005).
At any stage of the communication process (encoding, transmission, decoding information) may result in
interference. Interference (barriers, "noise") - this unplanned environmental disturbance or misstatements which occur
during the communication process. No matter where interference occurs, channel, or the classroom, the transmitter or
the report itself, but the point is that they always distort the intentions of the sender and limits in a given situation at a
given time you want to transfer the amount of information (Fiske, 1998). The final result of the process resulting
interference can be correctly understood by the recipient of information, which is not the sender's preferred targets. For
this reason, all of the communication process becomes inefficient and its purpose was to measure is not justified
(Čereška, 2004).
Submitted communication process models examining the marketing aspect, you should pay attention to a few
essential requirements that affect the efficiency of information transmission. First, the sender must know exactly what
he wants the audience to engage and what reaction they seek. Second, the message must be encoded so that the
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audience could be able to accurately decipher. Third, the sender of your message to be transmitted by means that would
achieve the intended audience. Fourth, the sender has to ensure such feedback channels which measure the audience
feedback (Pajuodis, 2005).
The theoretical characteristics of integrated marketing communication
The first time integrated marketing communications (IMC) theory concept was introduced in 1989. American
Marketing Association, when was the first classical definition of IMC: IMC is a concept of marketing communications
planning, which aims to create a marketing communication action plan, which the different elements (advertising, direct
marketing, sales promotion, public relations) communicating with target markets clear, consistent, constant maximum
effect a communication (Christensen, Torp, Firat, 2005).
Later D. E.Schultz (1997) told, that integrated marketing communications is a new way of looking at the whole
of the former, we have seen only the individual parts, such as advertising, public relations, sales promotion, employee
communications, and more.
According S. J.Graham (2004), integrated marketing communication is more than the position of the support
elements that the major contribution for communication, but also a strategic business partner to help move from tactical
advertising components into a single whole.
Integrated marketing communications - is a marketing communication in which all elements of the promotion
mix to combine into a single coordinated whole (information) to the target user (Bakanauskas, 2004).
In 2010 Brian G. Smith said, that integrated marketing communications is the process of organizational
communication elements are coordinated or coordinated in order to achieve business goals and create or improve
relations with the organization's stakeholders.
The process of the integrated marketing communication is very similar like marketing communication process,
but integrated marketing communications provide an approach designed to deliver one consistent message to receivers
through an organization’s promotions that may span all different types of media such as TV, radio, magazines, the
Internet, mobile phones, professional selling, social media at the same time (Figure 2).

The feedback

The sender
The message
The chanel: Marketing communication mix, media, strategies
The receiver: Target market
Figure 1. Integrated marketing communication process (according to Bakanauskas, 2004; Schultz, 1997; Graham, 2004)

L.Illia, J.M.T. Balmer in their article „Corporate communication and corporate marketing: Their nature, histories,
differences and similarities“ (2012) argue that it is business communication is the larger marketing function and shape,
and all of the traditional marketing mix 4'P essence. As an example, taking the promotion, it becomes very important to
understand how to integrate all messages in a unique strategy, helping to support the marketing activities. Moreover, in
this context, it is important to understand and consumers and suppliers as part of their communication and identity is
linked to the company's overall communication and identity, as well as a deep understanding of consumer values and
proximity to the company's brand. The authors note that it was important to consider both: the horizontal and vertical
integration of communication methods - whether they are the same, not only through the channels, but sometimes - over
a period of time. Examining ways of communication are distinguished these links:
- Primary communication (communication effects products, services, management, staff and corporate behavior);
- Secondary communication (communication effects depending on the forms of communication);
- Tertiary Communication (Communication communication effects, which depend on third parties, for example.
Competitor and media comments, the media and interest groups).
All of these relationships create a three-way bridge between the organization and the identity of the
organization's image and reputation (Figure 2).
Consequently, the entire communication process, including integrated marketing communication, influences the
relationships among the parties, but also the communication bridge operates all other aspects, i.e. political, economic,
ethnic, social and technological relationships.
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Tertiary
communication
Secondary
communication

STAKEHOLDERS
(feedback)

feedback

creates

Political, economical, social, ethnic and technological factors
Figure 2. Communication relations bridge between the organization's identity and reputation
(according to Illia, Balmer, 2012)

Another very useful article which addressed the new integrated marketing communication aspects are M.Reid
„Building Strong Brands Through the Management of Integrated Marketing Communications" (2012). According to
the author of the article, an integrated marketing communications was advertised and how emerging philosophy of
communication and as a strategic management process to build and manage strong brands development. According
M.Reid (2012), marketing communication programs and campaigns can be built on many different communication
options. There is a distinguished 9 different categories with different doubtless communication - communication
channels:
1. Advertising based media (television , radio , newspapers , magazines);
2. Target and interactive advertising (e-mail , telephone, print advertising , etc.);
3. Local and outdoor advertising (posters , movies , etc.);
4. Points of sale advertising ( billboard , advertising a basket of goods , etc.);
5. Promotions (various proposals and etc.);
6. Proposals taking ( product samples, coupons, etc.) ;
7. Private sales;
8. Event marketing and sponsorship ( sponsorship of sporting events , etc.);
9. Public relations ( product or company review).
All of these communication options, according to the author, can be used in both the short and long term. In
essence, the integrated marketing communication process begins with the current client, or with further prospects and
act defining and determining forms and methods through which communication programs should be developed.
Integrated marketing reflect a more holistic, integrated approach to professional and need for the examination of
marketing communications management. M.Reid argue that the essence of integrated marketing communications:
1. Perform customer and stakeholder analysis to determine the perception of value and how best to
communicate;
2. To ensure that all messages sent by brand sponsors (e.g. , company) is consistent, and work to strengthen the
brand value ;
3. Create and manage cross- functional approach to marketing communications planning;
4. Employ new technologies (such as databases) in order to understand the customer and the brand relationship;
5. Learn from the communication analysis, planning and implementation in order to allocate scarce resources
more efficiently and profitably.
P. J. Danaher and J. R. Rossiter (2011) article "Comparing perceptions of marketing communication channels“
the main objective is to compare a lot of old and new media channels attributes such as perceived permeability,
strength, reliability, convenience and entertainment value. The article presents a study carried out in the market, which
is comprised of two parts - was interviewed consumers and business group. The average age of both groups were
distributed more or less uniformly, the predominant age group was between 25-44 years of age. Among users
interviewed more women business group - men. The survey showed that consumer group e-mail, sms, phone, door-todoor approach - it is the least effective communication channels compared with the others. On average, an effective
means for both consumers and businesses in the group are newspapers and other media.
In addition, the study found that while e-mail and is also widely known and used as the TV, radio or newspapers,
but they persist as a favorite of information of trust and reliability attributes, types, and distribution channels. Business
group information-makers to better mood, e-mail liability, but they as consumers are more exposed to marketing
proposals, if it comes through the traditional channels of communication tools.
A. Finne, T. Strandvik (2012) introduced a new concept of integrated marketing theory - the invisible
communication. The concept of invisible communication includes lack of communication: planned and unplanned.
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Planned and controlled is visible and can be unplanned, which is identified as invisible. Total authors suggest four
invisible marketing communications categories:
• Lost in communication;
• Marketing monologue;
• Marketing no response;
• Silent communication with or without communication.
Examination of the activity of the matrix, along with examples of invisible communication, the authors
concludes that marketing monologue marketing no response and the silent communication is classified as an invisible
communication. In the following forms of value is created, but the dialogue does not take place.
It should also be noted that changes of elements, which is part of marketing communication and integrated
marketing communication process, is very close depending on ever-changing conditions in the world.
Therefore, L.Illia, J.M.T. Balmer article "Corporate communication and corporate marketing: Their nature,
history, and differences paraules" (2012) discovered in the theoretical approaches allows to improve the scheme in
Figure 2 formed - there are primary, secondary and tertiary communication. Tertiary communication can occur is
through opinion leaders, as it helps to form a third party. In addition, the authors examined the theoretical aspects
proves once again that the whole communication system, as well as trade and marketing environment affects economic,
political, ethical, social and technological aspects (Figure 3).
Political, economical, social, ethnic and technological factors
The
The sender
sender

Primary, secondary
and tertiary
communication

The message via channel

Invisible communication

The feedback

Appropriate
channel
search

Communication
barriers

Opinion leaders

Invisible communication

The receiver
Figure 3. Model of theoretical approaches of integrated marketing communications (according to L.Illia, J.M.T. Balmer, 2012;
M.Reid, 2012; P. J. Danaher , J. R. Rossiter, 2011; A. Finne , T. Strandvik, 2012 )

As M.Reid in his article "Building Strong Brands Through the Management of Integrated Marketing
Communications“ says, it is the most important moment of the integrated marketing communications is to perform
customer and stakeholder analysis to determine the perception of value , and to find the best way to communicate, to
ensure that all messages are sent to consistently and purposefully , to create and manage cross- functional approach to
marketing communications planning , recruiting new technologies, learn from the communication analysis, planning and
implementation in order to allocate scarce resources more efficiently and profitably. This article reaffirms that before
implementing any integrated marketing communication system requires the efficiency test, especially for the case of an
integrated marketing communications spreader is a public institute Doubtless who have limited resources (Figure 3).
Moreover, P. J. Danaher , J. R. Rossiter "Comparing Perceptions of marketing communication channels“ ( 2011)
study found that both the business and consumer groups researched by targeting marketing communication channels are
not always depend on developing advanced technologies. The investigation showed that the worst channel is e-mail,
despite the fact that they are available almost as well as radio and TV. For this reason, in marketing process it should be
involved appropriate channel search (Figure 3).
A.Finne, T.Strandvik "Invisible Communication: a Challenge to Established marketing communication" (2012)
presents a new concept of marketing communication concepts - invisible (inaudible) communication. Authors argue that
it is no less important than the usual marketing communication. Attention is a need to develop new methods and to
reveal the hidden communications presence and impact, creating a series of guidelines invisible communication
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management. Emphasized that the latest marketing management challenge is to see, identify and understand the
invisible marketing communications. Additionally, the article states that even marketing communications that can be
planned and unplanned is part of the concept of invisible communication. For this reason, invisible communication
should exist in the model (Figure 3).
Conclusions
There are four main elements of the communication process: the sender, the message, the channel and the
receiver, that could be find almost all the works that addresses the marketing communication process. Communication
process model consists of six stages, relating to those elements of the communication process. Moreover integrated
marketing communication process is very similar like marketing communication process, but integrated marketing
communications provide an approach designed to deliver one consistent message to receivers through an organization’s
promotions that may span all different types of media.
The process of the integrated marketing communication is very similar like marketing communication process,
but integrated marketing communications provide an approach designed to deliver one consistent message to receivers
through an organization’s promotions that may span all different types of media.
It was discovered in the recent theoretical approaches - there are primary, secondary and tertiary communication.
Also, it is the most important moment of the integrated marketing communications is to perform customer and
stakeholder analysis to determine the perception of value and to find the best way to communicate, to ensure that all
messages are sent to consistently and purposefully, to create and manage cross- functional approach to marketing
communications planning, recruiting new technologies, learn from the communication analysis, planning and
implementation in order to allocate scarce resources more efficiently and profitably. Likewise, the business and
consumer groups researched by targeting marketing communication channels are not always depend on developing
advanced technologies. Furthermore, it was found a new concept of marketing communication concepts - invisible
(inaudible) communication. It is no less important than the usual marketing communication. The greatest attention is a
need to develop new methods and to reveal the hidden communications presence and impact, creating a series of
guidelines invisible communication management.
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Social Business Development in Rural Areas
Rasa Rukuižienė
Aleksandras Stulginskis University, Lithuania
Abstract
Social business highlightsthe underlying significant transformational structure in any business and non-business environment of new business
possibilities and functions. Social business development is available under active strategic actions for identification new needs of rural communities
and other stakeholders by innovative managerial decisions as possibilities under sustainable regional development.Social media helps to realize the
value of applying social approaches, internally as well as externally.Social business can create valued customer experiences, increase workforce
productivityand business effectiveness with accelerated innovation process. Business development is confronting with organizational and cultural
challenges in different EU regions posed by new ways of work organization, especially in rural areas. Regional development context arises the idea
about the new value formation by improving business environment and reveals how business organizations apply social focus on creation meaningful
business value.
Key words: social business development, social responsibility, social entrepreneurship, business sustainability, innovation, regional
development.

Introduction
Social business is an important study area of all sorts of activities are now being called as social entrepreneurship
(Bornstein, 2004). Executives of any business organizations focus their attention at new possibilities to find new
markets. Especially SMEs are linking to find new activities with more high value for society. It means that business
organizations are faced to society, and this strategic declaration is openly clear for society too. Upon interaction
between business organizations and different social groups or communities are created new services and products
within an innovative system of customers’ needs declaration.In EU countries social business widely belong to social
communities, because of their active collaboration with business organizations.
Social business development needs activeinvestigations about how it can support social groups or communities,
when different sized or specialization enterprises in different EU regions facing with newchallenges, and what support
is availablein developing social enterprises.Social business, as established new common ground, serves in order to
promote peer learning and enhance the exchange of ideas.
Goals of research are composed according the identification of social business environment impacts and
development of innovative entrepreneurial activities upon sustainable regional development in EU.
Comparing findings from different reviews, the article helps to diverse definition of social business with practical
adoption. Therefore, the importance of social business development is connected with business development and
societal impact to improve stakeholders needs towards alterantive economic activities seeking new possibilities for
developing local business. Survey of strategic factors for social sector (social infrastructure) in different regions of EU
arises the possibilities to identify new types of economic acitivities and entrepreneurial niches.
The research object – social business concept.
The research aim is focused on conceptional analysis of social business development and it‘s practical adoption.
The research tasks are as follows:
1) to arise the content aspects of social business concept;
2) to reveal the functional peculiarities of social business;
3) to underlay the structural impacts and problems of social business development.
The research methods areapplied in getting research results: monograph and descriptive analysis, content
analysis, synthesis and analysis, abstracting.
Research methodology
The methodological base is focused on a survey of a number of academic studies on social business definition
review, development peculiarities and means.Hereby, scientific overviews are focused on content of researches and
debates about social responsibility concept, it implementation and development tools and results (Maon et al., 2010).
Peculiarities of social environment are so high comparing conditional business with socially oriented business. The
survey of social business development concept needsspecial studies for significantly clarifying the possibilities to
implement social business concept into practice.
Development of socially oriented business stands on a crucial strategic decision, but often relies on the structure of
the staff and management quality of problems analysis, competencies assessment and development of entrepreneurship
preconditions for development of technical implementing measures to facilitate the work organization – surveillance,
accountability and control.
Successful integration of the elements of social responsibility in business should take full advantage of the
benefits to ensure systematic social responsibility principals. Thus, the choice of the social responsibility concept, its
implementation principles and positive results allow formation of systematic approach about socially oriented business
development as a prerequisite for specific social groups, when their service helps to ensure the business development
success.
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Research study about social business development in EU presents a non-systematic approaches by using variety
of business development concepts by social entrepreneurship, non-economic entrepreneurship, social enterprise, social
innovation, socially responsible company, community interest company (CIC), social entrepreneurial organization
(SEO), which merge characteristics usually associated with either society or the market in a largely unprecedented way
(Krlev, 2012).
Research aim is oriented to declare the importance of social business or social entrepreneurship development in
rural areas with the clear point to create socially responsible business.Thus, research aim is focused on the research
object‘s parameters – new aspects of social business highlights within functional peculiarities and it development.
In the context of this study is produced a survey, whicht builds the framework for social business development
and its practice,and serves as guiding reference for the proceeding discussion.Survey helps to identify the possibilities
to activate key entrepreneurial activity – economic business; innovative business; business with clear orientation to
social responsibility.The survey helps to highlight the possibilities of social business development framework by
implementation of successful social oriented companies or social enterprises.
Research results
Research results are displayed in three analytical levels – theoretical and practical outlook to social business
development in EU; entrepreneurial focus on managerial invented process and identification of socially oriented
business referable functions. The research results are directly focused on compounded objective and goals of the article.
Survey of social business development concept provides a broad, comprehensive theoretical level scientific
discussions and empirical studies as the result.Thereis still considerable emphasis on social responsibility concepts and
content of their examination (Drucker, 1984; Carroll, 1999; Freeman et al., 2006; Campbell, 2007; Hess, Warren, 2008;
Rahman, 2011). The research attention is focused on the interaction between social sector and business organizations in
the field of social awareness (Baron, 2007; Albareda et al., 2008), and the evaluation of social responsibility issues
(Chen et al., 2009).
The analysis of EU Programme „Europe 2020“ serves as a background of implemention the developed EU
regional development (pilot) programmes with the focus on: 1) the social entrepreneurs to support the development of
financially sustainable social enterprises; 2) the help charities and other not-for-profits set-up social enterprises with
revenue generating activities, enabling them to better achieve social change; 3) the provide a range of EU structural
support mechanisms targeting the specific organisational needs of the investees to help social enterprises move towards
greater social impact and financial sustainability; 4) the work to promote awareness and understanding of social
business practice and to create a favourable environment in markets that lack institutional support.
Social business role for regional development in EU
Problems of business development in rural areas, where the density of population is low, are identifying as
crucial circumstances for rural infrastructure – social and economical. The results of business development and quality
of relationships of entrepreneurers with stakeholders – customers, investors, suppliers, public and governmental
officials, local activists and communities, depend on business development conditions and entrepreneurial activity
oriented to social responsibility. Major transformation requires modern approach to social oriented business in terms of
it‘s sustainable development, and both individual and organizational leadership, which plays a significant role in such
changes.
Social enterprises exist in all EUcountries. However, there is no single legal model for these enterprises. Many
social enterprises are registered as private companies, others are in the form of social co-operatives, associations,
voluntary organisations, charities or mutuals, and some organisations are unincorporated. Business covers the social
responsibility bias on corporate business philosophy or business sustainability. In scientific references is founded
corporate social responsibility (CSR) synonyms – sustainability, corporate citizenship, corporate sustainability, ethical
leadership, corporate governance and corporate social performance(Henderson, 2004). Regional development problems
in EU interrelate this inetraction in crucial way, so entrepreneurial development process helps to highlight the current
development issues and the interdependencies that occur between organizations and society (Nichols, 2006; Austin,
Reffico, 2009).
By European Commission social business (EU framework, 2013; Study on, 2007) consists of some dimensions:
 initiatives launched by a group of citizens;
 decision-making power not based on capital ownership;
 participatory nature, which involves the persons affected by the activity;
 limited profit distribution;
 explicit aim to benefit the community.
Social enterprises operate mainly in the following three fields (EU framework, 2013): 1) work integration
(training and integration of unemployed persons); 2) personal services (e.g. childcare services, services for elderly
people, 'proximity' services, aid for disadvantaged people); and 3) local development of disadvantaged areas (e.g. social
enterprises in remote rural areas, neighbourhood development/rehabilitations schemes in urban areas).
Thus, social business with primarily social objectives, whose surpluses are principally re-invested for that
purpose in business or community, rather than being driven by the need to maximise profit for shareholders and owners
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(Study on, 2007).This definition is rather general and includes both the input to this specific kind of enterprise and the
output as social target. In social business the business social responsibility (BSR) concept highlights a BSR
development framework (systematic results), and changes available in awardness to interrelated of three BSR levels –
business sustainability, entrepreneurial activity and invention strategy (fig. 1).

Figure 1. Framework of social business development (compiled by author)

Nevertheless, the following social business drivers come up in nearly all of the countries under investigation their
activities: fulfils social goals; has a trading income; addresses a target population in need; may operate under various
legal forms; deals with voluntary social work; has a non-profit orientation or reinvests profits. Social business tyrpes
depends upon EU countries law and basically operate under any possible legal form or structure, even functions. The
range covers traditional forms such as:associations; co-operatives, limited companies or joint stock companies; NGOs
or NPOs; foundations; new form of limited liability company – community interest company(CIC) specifically for
social enterprises.
Identification of socially oriented business referable functions
Social business development is available upon three different societal and business interactions upon important
conceptual aspects of regional development – value chain formation, diversity of economic activity or sectoral
productivity, and innovation process (fig. 2).
FUNCTIONS OF SOCIAL BUSINESS
Creation of value chain by

1.Trade and sales upon local
customers needs
2.Local communities activities
and interests
3.Local governance activity
and interests

Diversity of economic activity
and profit by
1. Economic activity
2. Non-economic activity
3. Social aims and projects

Implementation of innovation in
business by
1.Social innovation and capture
new ideas from local
communities
2.Internal technical innovation
3.External infrastructural
innovation

RESULTS OF SOCIAL BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT
Changes of measured business
results

Addressed risk in business
development

Changes in managerial structure
and organization

Figure 2. Functions of social business (compiled by author)

M. Maretich and M. Bolton (2010) arised some driven forces for social business development: 1) socially orieted
business development needs a strategy „founder sindrome“, when companies need to identify social perspectives to
hinder growth and profit; 2) managerial entrepreurship becomes important to identify possibilities in social environment
and by social relations can attract human resources under lack of reputation and financial resources; 3) appreciating the
need for support of societal needs over the longer term; 4) restarting the extent of business strategy, when it‘s removing
to reflect social demand and local community needs; 5) local governance participation in application local needs is
engaged upon strategic business development; 6) struggling with external impacts measurement for standardization and
realization the social sector as a complex of market possibilities is pending.
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Thus, solutions of societal problems need to explore the adopting principles of social responsibility upon
governance role to develop socially oriented business (Bornstein, 2004)and solving social responsibility problems
(Emerson, 2003).Social responsibility adopting principles are significant for implementation relationship between
business strategy – profit (Schwartz, Saiia, 2012), managerial culture declaration(Galbreath, 2010), competition
stimulation and image improvement or even branding process (Melo, Galan, 2011).
Entrepreneurial focus on managerial invented process of social business development
Some social business initiatives arise from internal needs of the companies. Mainly, companies organize their
internal structure for social business year by year, conducting additional benchmarking data according full report of
social business evolution indicators.
Social business development process is focused on different and new social opportunities, which become the new
norm of societal existance. Appearance of new possibilities to share the information and knowledge about inventions
impacting the companies to guarantee for public sector organizations value-added results.
According to public relations almost three-quarters of the companies have a presence on either Facebook or
Twitter. Social relationship has become mainstream and ubiquitous. It is no longer simply a “sandbox” for the under-30
generation. However, companies at the front are doing more than developing a presence on major platforms. They are
taking their external social tools and embedding them into core business processes and capabilities.
They are using social approaches not only to communicate better with their customers, but also to share
knowledge with their suppliers, business partners and, perhaps most important, their employees. In short, they are
rapidly progressing to a larger, more substantive transformation in how they work called social business.
Non-profit organizations (NPOs) are adopting business principles and converting it pursuing their social mission.
Growing number of business organizations are starting engaged in social value creation and tackle new activity fields –
entrepreneurial education, environmental protection, marketing invention and etc. Convergence of non-profit and forprofit organizational forms (Brody, 1996) is standing on new socially oriented business activity and business oriented
social activity becomes a new focus on social business development (Dees, 2001; Simms, Robinson, 2009).
Social business development framework in EU
Transformation of business environment in European countries appears in early eighties, when social movements
were driven forces in economic and social life in regions. Transformative, reformative, redemptive and alternative
social movements (Wilson, 1976) founded place in socio-economic environment as a venture to improve social life and
welfare. Social business development could be called a transformative social movement, when managerial knowledge
was adopted in social life aspiring increase of social welfare in a region (Wilson, 1973). The concept of social business
development is understandable as a “hub” of entrepreneurs, local communities and governance interests. Social
business development is in progress under some models: 1) “profit generator” model when economic activity has no
direct social impact, and profit partially transferred to another activity that does have direct social impact; 2) “trade-off”
model, when economic activity has direct social impact, and there is a trade-off between producing a financial return
and producing social impact; 3) “lock-step” model, when economic activity not only has direct social impact, but also
generates a financial return in direct correlation to the social impact created (Maretich, Bolton, 2010).
Social life depends on alternative economic activities and local business development especially in remote EU-27
regions. According to ENRD Rural Entrepreneurship Gateway reports (SMEs, Entrepreneurship and Innovation, 2013)
entrepreneurship is one of the most important approaches to addressing the economic problems of rural communities
and is attracting fresh attention with the dramatic economic downturn in many EU countries.
Barriers and recommendations of business and entrepreneurship development in EU-27 surveyed in OECD
WPSMEE Report (OECD, High-level meeting, 2010) (table).
Table. Barriers and recommendations of business and entrepreneurship development for sustainable EU regional development
Business and entrepreneurship development framework
Recommendations
Barriers
1) poorly adapted framework conditions;
1) creation a conductive entrepreneurial business environment;
2) obstacles to access inaternational markets and 2) facilitation of SMEs internationalization;
knowledge flows;
3) weak intellectual assets management by SMEs;
3) improvement of SMEs intellectual assests management;
4) lack of entrepreneurial human capital;
4) enhance of entrepreneurial skills;
5) insufficient exploitation of public research and 5) increase of exploitation opportunities from public research and procurement
procurement opportunities
for SMEs and entrepreneurship;
6) strengthening of international experience and information exchange for
SMEs and entrepreneurship.
Source: compiled by author according OECD, High-level meeting, 2010. http://www.oecd.org/cfe/smes/46404350.pdf

The focus of business development in EU regions stands on stimulating and encouraging innovation, rural and
social business. The process involves the specific inputs on the impact of the rural entrepreneurial experience. Socialeconomic interaction is available, when entrepreneurs are active in social life, and they support local communities with
necessary resources for it. Transformative process has to be permanent, that’s why the constructive interaction between
business environment, global economic infrastructure and various local/global interests groups arise new challenges for
social business – new type of socio-economical activities and social relations known as social impact chain (Seiliūtė,
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2013). Social business could be highlighted as the imperative or promise to drive social change with evident
transformational benefit to society. Therefore, social business focuses on achieving social only positive results, applying
market-based solutions to address public sector and market failure in innovative ways. As a main relevance of social
business is a type of economic activity with some individual outlook to philantropy, voluntaree for the purpose to help
social groups – women, young people or disable people to re-enter the job market (Maretich, Bolton, 2010).
With the increasingimportance of social responsibilityin business, business organizations needto redefine
theirrole in themission/strategy andto changetheir models of operation. Socialresponsibility canbe usedas a
creativebusinessin response tonew problemsand challenges (Henderson, 2004). Implementation ofsocial responsibility
in different business sectors is particularlyimportant in view oftheorganizations, which areoperating inthe
external/competitive environmentandthestate ofpublic morality. After all social responsibility provides a review of
business organizations, and taking responsibility to address certain social problems to stronger business entities (Daft,
2003). Social business development has different shifts in strategic interface of social business environment, and
requires constantdiscussions upon social responsibility implementation fact, as well as toexplore the possibilitiesof
business/organizational managementand strategywith high includes of social responsibilityelements and principles
(Lantos, 2001). Research mainly has a focus on identification social business impacts to society and business
organizations, especially in rural areas, where social, economical diferences highlight tremendous societal facilities –
reduction of unemployment of women and young people, increase of entrepreneurship and social activity, upgrades
social relationships among local governance, business organizations and communities, or even creats improvements in
rural social infrastructure.
Some social business development aspects require the business development analysis as productive with
possibilities identification. Social business diversity depends on development of social activities and new findings for
rural welfare. Social enterprises as an organisations that focuses on achieving social impact, applying market-based
solutions to address public sector and market failure in innovative ways (Maretich, Bolton, 2011). European Economic
and Social Research Council (ESRC) declares the fact importantly based at the necessity to develop and diverse social
business by different sized and structural types of organizational activity in social enterprises (Maretich, Bolton, 2011).
EVPA report and European Research Network (EMES) data present European social enterprise sector. Social
business is identifying by shared characteristics among organisations, such as “enterprise orientation” or “social
aims/projects” (Maretich, Bolton,2011). Social projects of enterprises need a lot of financial injections without generation
of a profit. If social enterprises not generating profits for shareholders, and primacy activity is oriented to social aims and
trading goods and services for local population, such enterprises are called „community interest companies“ (CICs), which
are intend to distribute dividends to shareholders (Defourny, Nyssen, 2008). Strategic decisions of social business
development are important for implementation principles of social responsibilityconcept, and help to consolidateentrepreneurs’ skills, their benefits for long time, ensuring them to achieve higher positive financialresults/
profitabilitygrowth (Drucker, 1984; Rahman, 2011). Socially oriented business organizations generally provide their
economical acitivity based on a status of a non-profit organization, which dedicates a pathway to self-sufficiency for
homeless and low-income individuals by providing the resources and support needed to find and retain employment.
Types of social business in EU – economical activity is up-graded usually to socially oriented business or
regional development projects, housing works, disability SMEs, non-profit organizations (volunteer, donate activity).
Implemented business development projects in EU countries could be interesting as the good experienced examples
illiustrating the results of EU structural support. Social networking serves for acknowledgement population about good
experience in social business development in Eu countries, example Lithuania (Organizacijų socialinės atsakomybės,
2012) or generally in EU by European Commission networking EUclid – “Social Innovation Europe”, “SIEurope”, EU
“SocialInnov” and etc. (Euclid, 2013).
Conclusions
Social business helps to create new structures in business environment, and to promote peer learning and enhance
the exchange of ideas needful for business and society.
Research results display the clear outlook to social business development in EU as new entrepreneurial focus on
managerial invented process and identification of socially oriented business referable functions.
Social business development chas a focus on activities of sustainable social enterprises and umbrella
organizations.
Social business helps to not-for-profits set-up social enterprises with revenue generating activities, enabling
them to better achieve social change and greater social impact.
Social business functions cover the social and economic activities seeking to promote awareness and
understanding of social business practice and to create a favourable environment in markets that lack institutional
support.
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Financing Trends in Estonian Rural Enterprises during the Period of 2005-2010
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Abstract
In rural areas, tertiary sector enterprises have become the main provider of rural jobs and new enterprise growth. With the changing nature of
rural economy where non-agricultural enterprises already are playing central role, the topic of financing of rural enterprises in different sectors is
under investigation. The aim of the research is to study the indicators of financing in rural enterprises in three sectors and its changes in the period of
2005 and 2010 during which Estonia went through high economic growth followed by deep recession. The analysis is based on financial data from
Statistical Office of Estonia. The results show that debt and current liabilities increased faster than sales, being characteristic to economic downturn
period. Net income has decreased in secondary and tertiary sector enterprises. This situation, if having a continuous nature together with debt increase
may lead enterprises into financial instability. Enterprise with sufficient equity, stable income, and positive net income experience higher financial
confidence.
Key words: rural enterprise, financial ratios, complex analysis.

Introduction
One of the main changes in rural economy has been the changing role of agriculture and other primary sector
activities. With the economic development the share of agriculture in GDP and as an employer has diminished
(Kjeldsen-Kragh, 2007) and while it plays role in shaping rural landscapes, its weight in rural economies is very low
and continues to decline (OECD, 2006). In Estonia the number of tertiary sector enterprises passed the number of
primary sector in the last decade (SOE, 2013) and tertiary sector has become the main provider of rural jobs and new
enterprise growth in rural areas. With this change that is not only characteristic for Estonia, but is going on in other
countries as well, it can be expected that the financing trends of rural enterprises change as well and in order to address
the problems of the enterprises, it is highly relevant topic of study. In most cases primary sector enterprises require
considerable investments into land, machinery and facilities. While before the EU accession agricultural enterprises in
Estonia had considerable difficulties in finding external capital, after the accession the situation improved considerably
as the regular agricultural subsidy payments lowered the risks for and made those enterprises more attractive for the
outside lenders like banks. There is very little support available for the newly established tertiary enterprises in Estonia
and while they usually require considerably smaller investments for the start-up, they often have their own set of
difficulties attracting external capital. Those on-going developments in rural economy have brought along new
challenges that can considerably differ across enterprises in different sectors.
One of the distinctive traits of Estonian enterprises is their small size. This is especially the case with rural
enterprises and with tertiary sector enterprises. In Estonia the current percentage of small and medium scale enterprises
is about 99% of the whole and actually most of enterprises (93,5%) are microenterprises with less than 10 employees
(SOE, 2013). According to European Commission, more than 99% of European enterprises are of small- or mediumscale, and about ¾ of working-age population are engaged for them (Kok et al, 2011). The growth rate in the last
decade has been highest in the smallest enterprises- in microenterprises with up to 10 employees. This is also a case in
Estonia, where rural areas are characterised by even higher share of microenterprises (94,8% in 2010). This means also
that the financing issues of rural enterprises are typically the issues faced by the smallest of enterprises.
The location in rural areas is often accompanied with a distinctive set of problems for rural enterprises stemming
from the distance and low population density which especially affect the availability of customers for service
enterprises. Besides that the last 5 years have been very challenging ones as Estonia went through an extreme cycle of
high economic growth up to 2007 and a precipitous decline in 2008 and 2009 that was accompanied by sharp decline of
domestic demand, high structural unemployment etc (OECD, 2011). With the changing nature of rural economy where
the central role is played by non-agricultural enterprises, the topic of performance of rural enterprises in different
sectors and how well they have fared in the economic recession is highly relevant.
In the present economic climate in Europe high emphasis is being placed on the development of business and
measures that would revive economy and lower the damage caused by economic crisis (Carballo-Cruz, 2011;
Stamatovića et al, 2010; World Bank, 2011). Generally, small- and medium-scale enterprises perform as the creators of
new jobs, thus helping to achieve a socially balanced economic development. These enterprises usually offer the
opportunity of self-expression and increase in welfare to rural regions which lack large-scale enterprises, thus
contributing in balanced regional development. Because of flexibility, small enterprises are able to react quickly to the
changes in economic conditions, hence facilitating the flexibility of economy as the whole. The smallness can work to
rural advantage as reported by Andersen et al (2010), whose study on impact of economic downturn on rural businesses
concluded that while small enterprises had more difficulties with external financing, they were less dependent on
external finance. During the period of 2005-2010 with the abrupt changes in economic climate, changes also occurred in
the field of availability of external financing sources to enterprises. As enterprises have a need for supplementary
financing that exceeds the rate of money turnover in day-to-day operation, it is important to study the rate of availability
of external financing sources to rural enterprises, and what kind of problems the enterprises faced. These problems have
to be addressed for the sake of achieving economic growth and balanced regional development.
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The aim of the present study is to study the selected indicators of financing in rural enterprises in three sectors
and its changes in the period of 2005 and 2010. During this period Estonia went thorough high economic growth
followed by deep recession in 2008-2009 and slow recovery starting in 2010. In order to achieve the aim, the following
research tasks were posed: 1) in order to clarify the theoretical grounds of financing, an overview of capital structure
theories that would clarify the theoretical grounds of financing is given; 2) complex model including the factors of
financing is presented; 3) using statistical data, the dynamics of financing among rural enterprises using complex
method is analysed.
Literature review
The research about financing problems of companies were introduced by the first studies about capital structure,
the propositions by Modigliani and Miller (1958; 1961; 1963), anticipated the existence of a perfect capital market and
determined the unimportance of capital structure if a certain limited amount of preconditions occurs, though the latter
do not meet the reality and do not bring out the ways, in which enterprises could finance themselves. As to capital
structure, the main point of contact between small- and medium scale rural enterprises is tax reduction through interest
charges. The so-called tax-shield is considered an important factor for the enterprises in compounding the optimal
capital structure (Miller, 1977), although according to the theories deficit firms cannot charge off their interest charges
to the full extent. (DeAngelo, Masulis, 1980).
If taxes stimulate a growth in financial leverage, prospective bankruptcy costs have the opposite effect (Grossman,
Hart, 1982). The fact that creditors can file a petition in bankruptcy if the firm cannot settle its debts, limits the overuse of
loan capital (Opler, Titman, 1994). Thus an increase in financial leverage brings about a greater vulnerability to bankruptcy
and larger expected bankruptcy costs would in turn imply lower financial leverage (Ozkan, 2001).Well-off enterprises can
allow larger share of external funding, whereas the enterprises with lower profit-earning capacity try to avoid it because of
the increasing bankruptcy costs. Thus, optimal financial leverage involves a trade-off between the benefits of debt
financing and such debt-related costs as monitoring and bankruptcy costs. It should also be mentioned that higher financial
leverage is characteristic of younger firms, but at the same time firms with very high debt ratio are more inclined to fail due
to the factors that have a negative impact on profitability and cash flows (Jensen, 1986).
Asymmetric information is an important branch of capital structure theory, which is based on the fact that
insiders, e.g. the management of the firm, may possess information that other people, not involved with the firm, do not
have (Myers, 1984). Communicating such information is very expensive, but economising on it may cause bigger
monitoring costs or a rise in the potential bankruptcy costs. This observation was an incentive for the foundation for the
theory of financial hierarchy (Myers, Majluf,1984). It states that an optimal order of preference of financial sources
exists, because of the signalling and asymmetric information problems the firms financing choices follow a hierarchy
(Margaritis, Psillaki, 2007). Myers and Majluf (1984) model predicts that managers will follow a pecking order as the
internal funds are most preferable for the enterprises, then the use of loan capital, and finally the equity (Baker,
Wurgler, 2002).The retained earnings of a company are the cheapest sources of financing and therefore firms prefer the
owner’s equity to debt financing and only then the equity financing comes by involving new stockholders (Myers,
1984). In case of this model there is no well-defined mix of debt and equity finance as the firms’ debt ratios reflect their
cumulative requirements for external finances (Beattie et al, 2006). As to small-scale farm firms and soleproprietorships the asymmetric information also serves as a source of financial hierarchy, but here the emphasis lies on
the lender’s costs, which take shape due to the asymmetry of information. Smaller enterprises in rural areas prefer
predominantly internal financing sources to the external ones, for external financing lowers the level of flexibility of the
former and increases control over them, which is accompanied by transaction costs.
Model and data
Debt levels should be observed especially during the periods of economic downturn because high debt levels
have a tendency to translate enterprise to serious financial stress. Financially stressed enterprises are mostly associated
with higher leverage positions than well-performing enterprises. The effect of financing as capital structure decisions is
represented by the enterprises debt-to-asset ratio (D/A), also called as financial leverage ratio. Leverage works in a
positive manner as long as enterprise generates returns which exceed the cost of debt capital. Higher leverage ratios can
be managed only when the returns generated from assets consistently exceed the cost of borrowing. Therefore the ratios
of sales-to-net working capital (S/NWC), debt-to-sales (D/S), and equity-to-assets (E/A) were included. Net working
capital-to equity (NWC/E) shows the proportion between short-term assets, short-term liabilities and equity. The model
is expressed as follows:
D/A=D/S x S/NWC x NWC/E x E/A

(1)

where D/A – debt-to-assets ratio; D/S – debt-to-sales ratio; S/NWC – sales-to-net working capital ratio; NWC/E – net
working capital-to-equity ratio; E/A – equity-to-assets ratio. In the model, debt-to asset ratio is expressed through four
elements that include both quantitative and qualitative measures (table 1). Net working capital is calculated as short
term assets minus short term liabilities.
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Table 1. Matrix of financial leverage, leading element leverage ratio
Qualitative indicators

Quantitative indicators

Debt (D)

Sales (S)

Net working capital (NWC) Equity (E)

Debt (D)

1

Sales (S)

D/S

1

Net working capital (NWC)

D/NWC

S/NWC

1

Equity (E)

D/E

S/E

NWC/E

1

Assets (A)

D/A

S/A

NWC/A

E/A

Assets (A)

1

Source: Authors’ calculations

The data used in the present study was collected for the survey “The Rural Enterprises’ Situation, Development
Trends and Need for Support” (Institute of Economics …2012) that was financed by Estonian Ministry of Agriculture
from the resources of Estonian Rural Development Programme. In the survey an outtake of data on financial
performance of enterprises registered in Estonian rural municipalities and towns with less than 4000 inhabitants for the
period of 2005- 2010 was ordered from Estonian Statistical Office’s financial statistics’ database. The data was
collected from companies (public and private limited companies, general or limited partnerships, commercial
associations and branches of foreign company) that were economically active (had net sales, expenditure, etc) in the
reference period (SOE 2013). In 2005 there were 9489 and in 2010 16735 rural enterprises that met that criteria. In the
analysis of selected indicators (table 1) the Estonian rural enterprises are compared on the basis of their activity. The
enterprises are divided into three groups: primary sector, secondary sector and tertiary sector by their registered main
field of activity. In this analysis data from two years - 2005 and 2010 is compared (table 2 and 3)
Results
The results of the research concerning rural enterprises revealed many facts related to financing. Looking at
simple indexes on sales, net income, debt and current liabilities of primary, secondary, and tertiary sector rural
enterprises (table 2), it can be seen that both debt and current liabilities increased during the observable period. The
highest growth in sales and debt is in tertiary sector enterprises and the lowest in secondary sector enterprises. In
general, debt and current liabilities increased during the observable period faster than sales. This is characteristic to
period of economic downturn, when enterprises have not recovered from the crisis yet. Net income has decreased in
secondary and tertiary sector enterprises.
Table 2. Estonian rural enterprises’ financial indicators in 2005 and 2010 (thousands of euros)
Sales (S)
Net income (NI)
Debt (D)
Sector
2005
2010
2005
2010
2005
2010

Current liabilities (CL)
2005

2010

Primary (P)

364288

541729

38111

58419

233583

447822

110191

201891

Secondary (S)

2330311

3056169

155979

140920

837311

1389032

491583

813004

Tertiary (T)

2210304

3297290

128786

114192

677071

1350462

440644

752009

P (simple index)

1.487

1.533

1.917

1.832

S (simple index)

1.311

0.903

1.659

1.654

T (simple index)

1.492

0.887

1.995

1.707

All share index
1.430
1.108
Source: Authors’ calculations on the basis of data of SOE 2013

1.857

1.731

The change in single indicators can be explained by using simple indexes. If more and relatively comparable
information is needed, financial ratios are useful tools. In order to find out the factors that have the major impact on
debt ratio, the five element matrix was designed, in which debt ratio was set as leading element. Matrix enables to
divide four elements that are related to debt ratio (table 3).
It can be seen from the results that debt-to asset ratio in rural enterprises has diminished by 6,28% thus, equity
financing has increased. This is mostly characteristic to secondary and tertiary sectors, as primary sector increased debt
financing. Primary sector was the only one which increased its net income, and one of the reasons to explain it may also
be that the regularly paid agricultural subsidies that became available after the EU accession improved the availability
of external financing for primary sector.
Debt increased relative to sales in the rural enterprises of all sectors by 29.7% (table 3), as debt increased 1.857
and sales 1.430 times (table 2). This shows again that sales revenue increase is relatively low compared to debt levels,
especially in tertiary sector enterprises. Primary and secondary sector enterprises showed slightly better results,
although the trend was similar.
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Table 3. Estonian rural enterprises’ debt ratio and influencing indicators 2005 and 2010, %
Sector

Primary

2005

0.475

=

0.641

x

6.352

x

Net working
capital-toequity ratio
(NWC/E)
0.222

2010

0.478

=

0.827

x

7.027

x

0.158

Year

change, %
Secondary

0.600

change, %

Sales-to-net
working capital
ratio (S/NWC)

28.922

10.624

Equity-toassets ratio
(E/A)
x

0.525

x

0.522

-29.076

-0.543

2005

0.496

=

0.359

x

9.493

x

0.289

x

0.504

2010

0.464

=

0.455

x

6.681

x

0.285

x

0.536

change, %
Tertiary

Debt-to sales
ratio
(D/S)

Debt ratio
(D/A)

-6.614

26.492

-29.614

-1.529

6.519

2005

0.533

=

0.306

x

15.165

x

0.245

x

0.467

2010

0.464

=

0.410

x

8.089

x

0.262

x

0.536

-12.828

33.704

Mean change, %
-6.281
29.706
Source: Authors’ calculations on the basis of data of SOE 2013

-46.663

6.648

14.619

-21.885

-7.986

6.865

During economic downturn net working capital tends to grow faster than sales. The results show that rural
enterprises experienced the decline in sales-to net working capital ratio, and again, the enterprises of secondary and
tertiary sector were more vulnerable. In general, net working capital increased 2 times as sales increased only 1,4 times.
It is worth to mention that tertiary sector invested in fixed assets and thus increased their long-term liabilities.
The analysis of financing indicators in rural enterprises of Estonia has shown that the question of financing need and
availability has undergone a change. The period of economic downturn has influenced the usage of bank loans: on one
hand, the loans became less available because of insurance claims; on the other hand, not all enterprises used loans for
additional investments, but for covering their overhead expenses. Rural enterprises are also not eager to involve external
investors in order not to lose the control over the management of the enterprise.
Equity growth is higher in tertiary sector and lower in secondary sector, showing that secondary sector needs
more time for recovery. Sectors that had sufficient equity, stable income from sales, and positive net income were in
better situation through observable period.
Conclusions
According to the research results it can be concluded that financing situation in rural enterprises were quite
different in 2005 and 2010 during which Estonia went thorough high economic growth followed by deep recession in
2008- 2009 and slight recovery starting in 2010. Some enterprises made good financing decisions that enabled them
easily to survive the turbulent times in economy, while others struggled. One important development in this period was
that the number of tertiary sector enterprises in Estonian rural areas passed the number of primary sector enterprises as
most newly established enterprises offer services and the number of agricultural enterprises continued to decrease. This
development that characterises other countries as well meaning that the financing trends and problems of tertiary sector
are now also playing central role in the rural economy with tertiary sector as the main job provider and the source of
rural economic growth. While the economic recovery started in 2010, the data from Estonian rural enterprises indicated
that the net income of rural tertiary enterprises and secondary enterprises had yet to reach the level of 2005. This
situation together with debt increase may lead enterprises into financial instability, if it would last for a longer period of
time. The growth of debt and liabilities was considerably higher than the increase in sales and net income.
Debt ratio diminished, meaning that the bank loans became less available or enterprises were not capable of
borrowing. Debt to sales ratio grew, meaning that sales revenue grew slower than liabilities. This characterises
especially service enterprises showing their high vulnerability to changes in economic growth. As considerable political
emphasis has been put on supporting the development of rural tertiary enterprises like tourism enterprises, it has to be
taken into account that those kinds of services are not the basic necessities for customers and with economic contraction
the customers first of all cut back on the services. With the changes in the economic structure in rural areas this means
also that the rural enterprises are more affected by economic growth and downturn than they were previously when
primary sector enterprises accounted for most of the rural enterprises.
In general, financial confidence is higher in enterprises what have sufficient equity, stable income, and positive
net income.
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The Integrated Frameworks to Implement Sustainable Management System
Piotr Senkus
Poznan University of Life Sciences, Poland
Abstract
The study provides an overview of VISMSI concept to implement sustainable integrated management system. The concept is based on
careful literature review, including projects reports, the research done by AnetaWysokinska-Senkus and Piotr Senkus on the sample of organizations
that have implemented QMS,EMS and OHSAS managements system. The author’s several years consulting practice in business processes
improvement was also the source of information for the model. The practice is supported by selection of methods and frameworks: PAS 99:2012, DS
8001:2005, PM, BPM, BSC, 5S. The novelty of the concept is that stronger deposition on scientific foundations, using the latest integration
framework, as indicated PAS 99:2012 and comprehensive use of 5S as a framework for integration of management systems.
Key words: integrated frameworks, sustainable management system, quality management, process management, sustainability, integration

Introduction
Effective implementation of the sustainability does not only mean putting green labels on companies products.
Effective sustainability implementation means complete reorganization and implementation compete new management
system that has to incorporate economic, social and environmental dimensions and objectives. This challenge can be
achieved through implementation of the Integrated Management System (IMS). The proper implementation of the IMS
ensures the effective strategic planning, better use of resources, a comprehensive look at the problems of organizational
management, a higher level of acceptance and understanding of the companies activities among employees, integrated
training programs to improve the communication process, savings through optimization of the production or service
process, improved marketing and the integration of audit activities ( Zutshi and Sohal, 2005).
However, to implement sustainability effectively and achieve these benefits the Integrated Management System
has to be properly designed and implemented.
In this paper, the innovative concept of Value-added IT Supported Management Systems Integration is presented
(VISMSI). VISMSI is based on the most efficient management standards, methods, techniques and practices, such as
PAS 99:2012, DS 8001:2005, project management, business processes (BPM), Balanced Scorecard (BSC), 5S, andthe
research results done by AnetaWysokinska-Senkus and Piotr Senkus on the sample of organizations that have
implemented QMS,EMS and OHSAS managements system.The concept is also based on personal experiences of author
gained during several years of work as a consultant for the analysis and business processes design in the private, NGO
or government sectors.
Overview and correlation usually integrated management systems
To build the effective sustainable integrated management system there is the need to integratecertain aspects
(Wysokinska-Senkus, Senkus, 2012):
1.
QMS - Quality Management Systemfor example according to ISO 9001:2008. Usually The QMS is themain
system used as the foundation for further integration with other management systems. The family of standards
tosupport QMS implementation are: ● ISO 9000:205 - Quality management systems - Fundamentals and
vocabulary; ● ISO 9001:2008 - Quality management systems - Requirements; ● ISO 9004:2009 - Management
focused on continued success of the organization. The approach using a quality management; ● ISO 19011:2011
Guidelines for auditing management systems;
2.
EMS - Environmental Management Systemfor example according to ISO 14001:2004 and EMAS III. The
main standards related to environment are: ● ISO 14001:2004 Environmental management systems Requirements with guidance for use; ● ISO 14004:2009 Environmental management systems - General
guidelines on principles, systems and supporting techniques.
3.
OHSAS - Occupational health and safety management systems. The main standard according to that aspect is
OHSAS 18001:2007.
4.
ITSM - Information Technology Management System- The main standard according to that aspect is ISO/IEC
20000-1:2011 - Information technology - Service management - Part 1: Service management system
requirements, in Poland there is an older version of the international standard: ISO/IEC 20000-1:2008
Technology information technology - Service management - Part 1: Specification, ISO/IEC 20000-2:2005 International Standard - Information Technology - Service Management - Part 2: Code of practice, ISO/IEC
20000-2:2006 Information technology - service management - Part 2: Rules of Conduct;
5.
FSMS - Food Safety Management System- The main standard according to that aspect is ISO 22000:2005Food safety management systems - Requirements for any organization in the food chain;
6.
ISMS - Information Security Management System- The main standard according to that aspect is ISO/IEC
27001:2007 - Information technology - Security techniques - Information security management systems –
Requirements;
7.
EM - Energy Management - The main standard according to that aspect is ISO 50001:2011 Energy
management systems - Requirements with guidance for use;
8.
QMSA - Quality Management - Automotive - The main standard according to that aspect is ISO/TS
16949:2002 - Quality Management Systems Particular requirements for the application of ISO 9001:2000 for
automotive production and in the production of spare parts;
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QMSE - Quality Management - Education - The main standard according to that aspect is IWA 2:2007
Guidelines for The Application of ISO 9001 QMS in Education;
QMSH - Quality management - Health -The main standard according to that aspect is IWA 1:2005 Quality
management systems - Guidelines for process improvements in health service Organizations;
QMSG - Quality Management - Government -The main standard according to that aspect is IWA 4:2009
Quality management systems - Guidelines for the application of ISO 9001:2008 in local government;

ISO
9001:2008

ISO
14001:2004

OHSAS
18001:2007

ISO
22301:2012

ISO
20000:2011

ISO
22000:2005

ISO
27001:2005

ISO
50001:2012

Table 1. Correlation of the specification of requirements for an integrated management system PAS 99:2012 with another
standards: ISO 9001:2008; ISO 14001:2005; OHSAS 18001:2007; ISO 22301:2012; ISO 20000:2011; ISO 22000:2006; ISO
27001:2005; ISO 5001:2012

1
2

Scope
Normative references

1
2

1
2

1
2

1
2

1
2

1
2

1
2

1
2

3

Terms and definitions

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

4

Context of the organization

4.1

Understanding the organization and its
context

4.1*

4.1*,
4.3.1*

4.3.1*

4.1

4.1*

4.1*, 4.2*

4.1*

4.2

Understanding the needs and expectations
of interested parties

5.2

4.3.2

4.3.2

4.2

7.2.3

4.2

4.3

Determining the scope of the management
system

4.1

4.1

4.3

4.5.1

4.1

4.2.1

4.4

Management system

4.1

4.1

4.4

4.5

4.1

4.1

4.1

5

Leadership

5.1

Leadership and commitment

5.1

4.4.1

4.4.1

5.1 and 5.2

4.1.1

5.1

5.1

4.2

5.2

Policy

5.3

4.2

4.2

5.3

4.1.2

5.2

0.2, 4.2

4.3

5.3

Organizational roles, responsibilities and
authorities

5.0, 5.5

4.4.1

4.4.1

5.4

4.1, 4.1.3,
4.1.4

5.4, 5.5

5.1

6

Planning

5.4, 7.0

4.3

4.3

6

7.0

4.3

4.4, 4.4.1

6.1

Actions to address risks and opportunities

4.1, 5.4.2,
7.1, 6.4

4.3.1

4.3.1

6.1, 8.2,8.3

6.2, 4.2

7.1, 7.3,
7.4

4.2.1

4.4.3,
4.4.4, 4.4.5

6.2

Objectives and planning to achieve them

5.4.1, 5.4.2,
7.2, 7.3, 7.4,

4.3.3

4.3.3

6.2, 8.4

4.5.2

7.2, 7.5,
7.6, 7.7

4.2.1

4.4.6

7

Support

7

4.4

7.9
6 and 6.1

7.1

Resources

7.2
7.3
7.4

Communication

7.5

Documented information

No.

PAS 99:2012

4

4.1

5

7.5
6
6.1, 6.2, 6.3

4.4.1

4.4.1

7.1

4.4.1

6.3 and 6.4 5.2, 5.2.1

Competence

6.2

4.4.2

4.4.2

7.2

4.4.2

6.2.1

5.2.1

4.5.2

Awareness

6.2

4.4.2

4.4.2

7.3

4.4.2

6.2.2

5.2.1

4.5.2

5.5.1 and
5.5.3 7.2.3

4.4.3

4.4.3

7.4
7.4.1 and
7.4.2

4.1.3

5.6.1 and
5.6.2

A.10

4.5.3

4.2

4.4.4

4.4.4

7.5

4.3

4.2

4.3

4.5.4,
4.5.4.1

4.3.1

7.5.1 General

4.2.1

7.5.1

4.3.1

4.2.1

7.5.2 Creating and updating

4.2.2

4.4.5

4.4.5

7.5.2

4.3.2

4.2.2

4.2.3, 4.2.4

4.5.3

4.5.3

7.5.3

4.3.3

4.2.3

8

4.5.3

7.5.3 Control of documented information

4.2, 4.2.1,
4.2.2

4.5.4.2
4.3.2

4.6.4

8

Operation

7.0

8.1

Operational planning and control

7.1

9

Performance evaluation

8.0

9.1

Monitoring, measurement, analysis and 8.2, 8.2.1,
evaluation
8.3, 8.4

4.5.1

4.5.1, 4.5.2

9.1

4.5.4

9.2

Internal audit

8.2.2

4.5.5

4.5.5

9.2

4.5.4.2

8.4.1

6

4.6.3

9.3

Management review

5.6

4.6

4.6

9.3

4.5.4.3

5.8 and
8.5.2

7

4.7, 4.7.1,
4.7.2, 4.7.3

10

Improvement

8.5

10

8.1, 8.2
7.10,
8.4.2 8.4.3

8.2, 8.3

4.6.4

8.5.1 and
8.5.2

8.1

10.1 Nonconformity and corrective action
10.2 Continual improvement

8.5.2, 8.5.3

4.4.6, 4.4.7 4.4.6, 4.4.7

8.1- 8.5

7.5, 7.6,
7.7 - 7.9

9

4.5.3

8.5.1

4.5.3

8

10.1
10.2

4.5.5

* These aspects are not explicitly present in the standards referred to, but there are close similarities.
Source: Wysokińska-Senkus, Senkus (2012)
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12. QMSME - Quality Management - Medical Equipment - The main standard according to that aspect is ISO
13485:2003 Medical devices - Quality management systems - Requirements for regulatory purposes;
13. SCSM - Supply Chain Security Management - The main standard according to that aspect is ISO 28000:2007
Specification for security management systems for the supply chain.
The integration of economic, social and ecological dimensions and many other industry or country specific aspects
appears to cause many difficulties. Toavoid the difficulties, very helpful is to use the standards and specifications
correlation table (Tab. 1).
The fundaments of the VISMSI concept
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

The VISMSI concept is based on the following principles:
PAS 99:2012Specification of common management system requirements as a framework for integration – the
PAS 99:2012 is completely new solution based on new guide to construct standards - ISO Guide 83:2011 The high
level of structure and consistent requirements for the texts management system standards, common core requirements
management system and the definition. ISO Guide 83 requires new elements, in particular, greater emphasis on the
role of top management. It is expected here that top management will be the leaders of the company, not just
administrators. Complement classic PDCA model has added the requirement of understanding the context of the
organization, understanding the needs and expectations of stakeholders and the promotion of "actions to address
threats" relating to "the goals and plans to achieve them" (this can be equated with risk management).
Project Management - PRINCE 2–The project management methodology is based on defined processes. Each
process is defined by its inputs, outputs, objectives and activities that should be carried out in it. To implement
sustainability dimensions one could use “PRINCE 2” methodology. Prince 2 is a method for product - oriented ,
which means that all plans are associated with the delivery of the highest quality product (Meredith, Mantel, 2011).
The PRINCE2 methodology contains the following processes: SU - Starting Up A Project, IP - Initiating a Project,DP
- Directing a Project, SB - Managing Stage Boundaries, CS - Controlling a stage, MP - Managing product Delivery,
CP - Closing a Project. In the context of using the PRINCE2 methodology for the implementation of the
sustainability concept all the activities and actions related to it should be treated as the project that delivers product
that is properly functioning sustainable integrated management system of the organization.
Business Process Management (BPM) - is a holistic management approach that focuses on alignmentof all
aspects of operation of the organization to the needs of its stakeholders. BPM promotes the effectiveness and
efficiency through innovation, flexibility and information technology. The main objective of BPM is the
continuous improvement of all processes of the organization. Empirical studies show that BPM enables
organizations to more efficient use of resources, more efficient operation and greater flexibility than traditional,
hierarchical management (Senkus, 2013). Business process management is a very flexible concept that allows its
use with many other management concepts and methods, such as: QMS, Six Sigma, etc. The use of BPM enables
organizations to: ● formulation of mission, vision and strategy, including functions and strategic processes;
● identify the core processes, the support process and the method to improve identified process; ● modeling and
simulation of process changesto determine the optimal variant of process improvement; ● monitoring the
implementation of the optimal variant of improvement. There is possibility to monitor its effects in real time and
provide information on the process performance simulation model that could be useful in preparation for the next
iteration process improvement ●improve the efficiency of the whole organization (Dongsoo, 2007).
Balanced Scorecard (BSC) - BSC is recently one of the most populartool for measuring and improving the
efficiency of an organization's strategy. The implementation of the BSC can provide the following benefits:
● improved profitability; ● decision support; ● stimulationof problem solving; ● internal and external
communications improvement (Kaplan and Norton, 2001). According to BSC achievements of the company
should be measured and analyzed from the viewpoint of four perspectives: ● Financial Perspective - What should
be the economic performance? The organization should set clear financial goals that do not require a to
manyindicators, and three or four measures of the expected financial results. ● Customer perspective - What
should be offered to satisfy customers and maintain or increase market share. The set of fiveto eight metrics
should be delivered. ● Internal processesperspective - What are the key processes that allowthe organization to
achieve high customer satisfaction and achieve high economic efficiency. Five to ten metrics should be
established. ● development and improvement perspective - What are the key factors for the development and
improvement of the organization. Here, also the few measures has to be specified.
5S - This is an acronym for Japanese words: ● Seiri (整理) - sort; ● Seiton (整顿) - storage; ● Seiso (清扫) –
shine, ● Seiketsu (清洁) - standarise; ● Shitsuke (躾) – sustain. In the western management literature 5S concept
is considered only as a tool for continuous improvement, which aims to create a well and orderly organized
workplace (Becker, 2001; Cooney, 2002 ; daSilveira, 2006; Eckhardt, 2001), or a tool of the "lean management"
(Hines, Holwe, Rich, 2000; Pavnaskar, Gershenson, Jambekar, 2003). Only a few western researchers treat 5S in
more strategic terms (Hyland, Mellor, O’Mara, Kondepudi, 2000; Bamber, Sharp, Hides 2000). Western
researchers also recognize the possibility of applying 5S in conjunction with other methods and techniques to
improve management, such as:TQM , Kaizen , JIT and ISO standards such as ISO 9001, ISO 14001, OHSAS
18001, and others. Meanwhile Japanese researchers and practitioners consider 5S as practiced daily life wisdom
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(Osada, 1989). In the management practice of the Japanese organizations5S helps to improve cost efficiency,
while maximizing productivity and effectiveness. 5S in Japan is used regardless of the size and type of
organization in different types of activities, including: schools, local governments, businesses, etc. (De Mente,
1994). It is believed that the implementation of 5S can also reveal hidden problems that might otherwise go
unnoticed (De Mente, 1994). In Japan, 5S is usually integrated with "Kai- Zen (改善)" - “change for the better”
and the "me-de-miru " (管理のカラーアトラス) - visualization. That integrated management and thinking
system is called "me-de-mirukanri " (私にドみる报管理) - visual control system - 3S . In the VISMSI concept
5S is used as one of the integration framework and also tool for key processes selection and reengineering .
VISMSI model implementation and improvement
When constructing a model one has to keep in mind that every model is a simplification of reality. The models
used in the management simplify the organization (enterprise, institution, state). It means that provide the simplified
image of relationships between the overlapping processes and their components (human, material , technology, etc.).
The purpose of the model is therefore to present the essential elements from the certain point of view, but not to show
the full reality.

Figure 1.VISMSI - the model of implementing and improving activities, policies, programs etc.
Source: Senkus, 2013

The VISMSI model was developed based on careful research on the methods and techniques described above
andauthor’sseveral years of business consulting practice associated with the implementation and improvement of
business processes. Its novelties are using the latest framework for integration (as PAS 99:2012) and comprehensive
application of 5S as a framework for the integration of management systems.
This model can be used in the implementation of the sustainability concept or any new challengesin private,
public or NGO sectors.
Schematic of theVISMSImodel is shown in Fig.1.An indispensable factor in the implementation of VISMSI
model is presence of proactive leaders who trigger change or are the catalysts for change. Another assumption is that
the organization’s context hasto be incorporated into each of the identified processes, what means that the organization
is an active participant in social processes. It is also assumed that both the number of processes and the number of steps
in each process should be selected by using 5S. All of the identified processes must provide the added value for the
organizations or their stakeholders. All key processes have to be rapidly improved.
The characteristic feature of theVISMSI model is limited exchange of information with the external environment.
The main purpose of the limitation is to protect the critical information to the organization's.
The model has been divided into four areas : ● Strategy Development; ● Design ; ● Resource Allocation;
● Implementation and improvement.
First and the most important process at the same time is “Strategic Planning”.That process is starting the whole
cycle, and is located in the area of Strategy development. Strategic Planning like other processes can be decomposed
into particular sub-processes.The first sub-process is of Strategic Planning isAS-IS Analysis–that is the most important
and the most time-consuming sub-process. It’s role is to identify all the critical factors affecting the organization both
from the external as well as internal context. The most failures in the functioning of processes come from mistakes
during AS-IS Analysis. Another sub-processthat goes after is The Mission and Vision Formulation -mission and vision
should be easy to behold and understandable. They should integrate the activities of all employees in the organization.
● Another sub-processof the Strategic Planning is The Formulation of Objectives at the Strategic, Tactical And
Operational Levels. The improvement mechanism should be implemented in all sub-processes. BPM and 5S are very
useful at this stage in particular, to the selection of objectives and indicators.
Another process that is situated between the area of Strategy Development and Design is the process
Performance Management. This process can be identifiedwith the first parts of BSC implementation - selection
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metrics across the strategic areas of the organization . The first sub-process is Define critical values for organization.
The critical values can be perceived differently by different stakeholders of the organization. Most critical valuesare
determined on the basis of the needs of owners (shareholders) and clients of the organization. Subsequently, the critical
values are established for employees, suppliers , and other participants in the market.In the VISMSI model, the needs of
owners and customers of the organization could be assigned to the strategic level. Using Balanced Scorecard model one
can take the financial perspective as an area of strategic management that represents the needs of the owners, and the
customer's perspective as an area of strategic management that represents the client's requirements. Additionally with
Balanced Scorecard there is possibility to analyze the linkagebetween both perspective in order to discover the
relationship between interests (value) of the owners and customers.Building ansustainable integrated management
system that ensures the consistency of all ecological, social and economic dimensions, should start with the
identification of key financial indicators, that reflect the requirements of the owner. The main indicators in this area are
e.g.EVA , MVA , DCF , EBIT, EBITDA , ROE , ROI etc.Another sub-process is Determination the Tree of
Indicators. The Tree of Indicators could be used for effective decision-making at various levels of management.It is one
of the elements used by the Enterprise Architecture. Properly selected set of indicators (measures) can support the
"what-if-analysis", which allowsto present the results, depending on whether the various, either external or internal
factors would appear. 5S is also a method that can be used for the selection of strategic measures. It should be
remembered that an insufficient number of measures does not provide an overall picture of the organization, but too
many obscures the picture. A characteristic features of Performance Management process should be improvement
through dynamic update, eliminating useless and search for new and better metrics.
Next process in the Design area isDesigning of Enterprise Architecture.DEA is, from the author’s point of
view, one of the most critical processes when it comes to implementing anthe sustainable integrated management.
Enterprise architecture (EA) is a contested term that refers to the architecture of an enterprise—an organized complex of
people and technologies—and the activity of describing or designing enterprises system (Mentz, Kotzé, van der Merwe,
2012). Unfortunately, in the colloquial sense, and sometimes also in various research studies, EAoften refers to the area
of computer architecture. However, the implementation of thesustainable integrated management model of the
organization,would bring the greatest benefits in the area of business strategy and BPM than IT architecture. As it has
been noticedduring the author’s projects, the development of a coherent, comprehensive and transparent model for the
organization is extremely difficult and requires a lot of compromise among all of the stakeholders.EA is a tool to
support informed decisions in an integrated environment of the organization. The effectiveness of EA depends on
several factors, including such as: ● The precise definition of the objectives ofthe developingEA process - so the model
could fit expectations in terms of optimum range model, the level of detail and the necessary items. ● Establishing
methodological framework for designers–that is very important that designers and users would usethe common
language according to different areas and various architectural elements of the organization. ● Determining the required
tools.Organization of the architecture model can be divided into some parts. Usual EA is divided into three areas:
● strategic area - including strategic analysis and description of the organization's strategy, methods of its measuring
and monitoring; ● processes area - including processes and procedures model, human resources and material used in the
process and their structures. The processes area could be further divided into static and dynamic components;
● systems, data and infrastructure area - the area shows the integrated model of processes and procedures with the use
of certain information technology (ERP , SOA , ESB) (see more Senkus, 2013).The first sub-processDesigning of
Enterprise Architecture is to Identify the Processesin the organization and the way they should flow. That is usually
done on the basis of the organization's strategy.For example, using the BSC methodology thatincludes objectives,
measures and initiatives how to achieve them there is possibility to identify which processes areas and are critical to the
achievement of the expected results. Process model is very often presented as a multi-level map, where diagrams at
different levels contain more detailed information. The processes can be grouped, for example: the main processes and
supporting processes.When building ahierarchy of process one could use two approaches: “top-down” and “bottomup”method .When using “top-down” the architect initially defines the general areas of process and the main processes ,
which are then decomposedinto sub-processes. “Bottom-up” method is the opposite approach ,it begins with the
identification of the activities and discovering their relationship in the process chains. In practice, when a multi-level
process model designed, architects are often mixing the methods. One of the most difficult issues of the model building
designing is to define the boundaries of the described processes. Although the literature indicate sometimes the optimal
number of processes, but often these theoretical values clash with reality –if to low or high they could limit the
functionality of the model. Another sub-process in the DEA is to Build The Product Tree. Product of the process is the
product products delivered to external customer, for the main process and product, or to an internal client – support
process. In this way, there is possibility to determine the extent of the process, which could be managed, that means,
measured, analyzed and improved. Of course, according to the theory of process management there is the need to take
acomprehensive look at the processes in the organization, to make sure taking into account the relationship with other
processes and organizational areas. The product tree should be built on a strategic level. The established objectives and
indicators and the description how to achieve themin different BSC perspectives can help to indicate the importance of
specific products and processes related to them (more: Senkus, 2013). Another sub-process of DEAis Designing the IT
Architecture. The main objective of that sub-process is to adjust systems, data and IT infrastructure to the
organization’s needs. The product is a static description of information systems, data, and infrastructure. The
description can be presented in a logical and physical level. IT Architecture, in the relation to processes and services, is
a dynamic picture of the use of technology and data through various actions carried in the organization and can be used
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during the planning, preparation and implementation of any IT solutions (more: Senkus, 2013). Integration of IT
architecture in one integrated model related to the whole organization: ● Support for the implementation of the strategic
objectives; ● Determine unique needs for IT support ; ● Optimize implementation of an information systems;
● provides tool for communication between business areas and the IT area.Well-developed enterprise architecture
model, should allow to enable informed decisions and simplify the changes in the organization to ensure its optimal
growth.
Another area of the VISMSI model is Resource allocation can be identified with the “carriage”, according to the
PAS99:2012. The main processes in that area are Resource allocation – resources should be assigned to the particular
processes; Budget Management and Program Management- to ensure the resources are effectively used all projects
should be carried out in the program portfolios.
The last area of VISMSI is Implementation and Improvement. The IaI is the operational area that includes
Project Management, Measurement of Effectiveness and Improving the effectiveness.The final process of VISMSI
Strategic Results. This process simultaneously provides input into the strategic planning process for the next iteration of
improvement. It can be identified with the management review.
In most cases the literature provide the research results that only describe the current practices related to use
certain management methods or concepts like for example sustainability. Not many of them provide the frameworks for
improvement (Senkus, 2013), but there are a few that provide solutions based on the real projects of process
improvements. That paper could highlight the complexity of new concepts (eg. sustainability) implementation and
provide redy solution to use in practice.
Conclusions
The study provides an overview of concept of VISMSI. The concept is based on careful literature review,
including projects reports, the research done by AnetaWysokinska-Senkus and Piotr Senkus on the sample of
organizations that have implemented QMS,EMS and OHSAS managements system. The author’s several years
consulting practice in business processes improvement was also the source of information for the model. The practice is
supported by selection of methods and frameworks: PAS 99:2012, DS 8001:2005, PM, BPM, BSC, 5S. The novelty of
the concept is that stronger deposition on scientific foundations, using the latest integration framework, as indicated
PAS 99:2012 and comprehensive use of 5S as a framework for integration of management systems.
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Marketing 3.0: The Challenge for Private, Public and Non-profit Sectors,
Theoretical Approach
Piotr Senkus
Poznan University of Life Sciences, Poland
Abstract
The paper describes the evolution of marketing concept from N.O Marketing to Marketing 3.0.Marketing 3.0 is the relatively new marketing
concept designed and promoted especially by Philip Kotler, HermawanKartajaya andIwanSetiawan. The changes in the marketing concepts are
strictly related to economic condition, technology and the communication revolution that is described below. Often also the Marketing 3.0 is treated
rather like “the song of the future” not real concept that can be applied in the “real business” and earn money for the company. The examples from
agriculture and public or non-profit sector mentioned in the paper negate that statements and there are evidences that marketing that acquires the basic
elements of sustainability can profit and enables the ability of the companies or public or non-profit organizations to sustain in the turbulent,
revolutionary times.
Key Words: Marketing, Revolution, Communication, Sustainability
“Within five years. If you’re in the same business you are in now
(if You do not change), you’re going to be out of business.”
Philip Kotler
“if you do not change you’re dead”
Jack Welsh, former CEO GE

Introduction

Nowadays the term “stability” cannot be used according to contemporary economics and management, … and it
is not sure if it could be ever used. Of course one can conceder so called short term stability, but the stability time is
shorter and shorter. The factors that make instability and, opening new challenges and chances in front oforganizations
from private, public and non-profit sector are: knowledge revolution, sustainability, holism and system thinking,
communication (Internet) revolution, Internet of things, new market and security and safety threads (Senkus, 2013).
The changes happen all the time Peter Drucker often used to quote Heraclitus: „... The only constant is ….
change”. So if external and internal environment changes any organization has to change also and constantly adopt to
new situation, that includes changes in management and marketing. Despite that individuals often do not accept changes
the change is natural process. The advice how to behave as a manager or organization during the changes can be found
in the words of Charles Robert Darwin who said “It is not the strongest species that survive, nor the most intelligent, but
the ones most responsive to change.” and one of the biggest scientist of the mankind Albert Einstein: “We can't solve
problems by using the same kind of thinking we used when we created them”.
The goal of that paper organize and provide in an affordable form the changes in marketing that had shaped the
certain marketing stages: N.O. Marketing, Marketing 1.0, Marketing 2.0 and Marketing 3.0. The goal of the paper is
also to provide working evidence of its application to the agriculture sector, as an example of private sector and the
possible scenarios of is development in the future in public and nonprofit sector. The novelty of the paper is to
distinguish and characterize the N.O. Marketing phrase in Marketing development and to display the tight connections
between Economic Development, Communication Revolution and Marketing.
The brief evolution of Marketing
According to Alvin Toffler, human civilization can be divided into three waves of the economy. The first wave is
the Agriculture Age, in which the most important capital is the land for agriculture. My country, Indonesia, is
undoubtedly rich in this type of capital. The second is the Industrial Age following the Industrial Revolution in England
and the rest of Europe. The essential kinds of capital in this age are machines and the factory. The third era is the
Information Age, where mind, information, and high tech are the imperative types of capital to succeed (Kotler,
Kartajaya, Setiawan, 2010). The changes have their driving forces in: power of knowledge, sustainability, holism and
system thinking, communications revolution, security risks and complexity and simplicity (Senkus, 2013).
If external environment changes any organization has to change their way to communicate with it. As the
marketing is more or less equal to communication with environment it had to change too. To describe marketing history
and the changes in marketing thought there is possibility to adopt Alvin Toffler’s waves. In opinion of the author first
wave in the marketing evolution was “N.O. Marketing Era” – that was characterized by attitude that product is so
innovative or so rare that dos not any of marketing tools at all. The icon for “N.O. Marketing Era” is definitely Henry
Ford, one of the greatest entrepreneurs in the history, and his sentence „Any customer can have a car painted any color
that he wants so long as it is black”. In fact although the black paint was the fastest to get dry, what allow to produce
more cars in the certain period of time Ford produced also cars in a few other colors.
Next after “N.O. Marketing Era” the “1.0. Marketing Era” has come. Of course it did not start rapidly but has
emerged like wave. First symptoms of 1.0 Marketing Era could be found from 1450 when due to Gutenberg the “word
of mouth” was first replaced by “word of print”. The acceleration of that era become during the 50’s of the 20th
centurywhen the producers have noticedthe first problems with the “free sell” of products. Next wave has begun in 80’s
of the 20 century, has quickly accelerated from the first decade of the 21 century and lasts until now. That is “2.0.
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Marketing Era”. But the 2008+ crisis had accelerated new tendencies and driving forces that allow the marketing gurus
like Philip Kotler, HermawanKartajaya, and IwanSetiawan to announce the beginning of new marketing era - “3.0.
Marketing Era”. That era corresponds with the changes in general marketing trends and is aimed to collaboration,
engagement and care. The eras with its characteristics are discussed in next parts of the paper.
Another subject has also to be mentioned.The marketing changes are strongly related to the economic conditions
and the appearance of crisis (Fig.1.).
dot.com
crisis

subprime
crisis

crisis of the 70-80th

crisis of the 30th

Figure 1. Dow Jones index from 1930 to 2013 with the main crisis
Source: Senkus, 2013

1.0. Marketing Era
The “1.0. Marketing Era” has come when the high output and war oriented factories has met the maximum
demand for their mass products. Many of the companies did not survive the need to shift from mass military production
to consumer civil production. The best example is the automotive industry. In the beginning of 20th century there were
about 200 car producers in the USA, and in the 50’s the era of fusions and bankruptcies has begun. Finally now thereis
only Ford that has survived (GM and Chrysler went through bankruptcy procedures).
The “1.0. Marketing Era” was blossomed from beginning of the 50’s to the end of the 80’s of 20th not
homogeneous itself. It consists of four stages:
 Postwar decade;
 Soaring decade;
 Turbulent decade;
 Uncertain decade.
The “Postwar decade” was the decade to adjust the production and services to civil requirements. The common
marketing tools were born at that time like:
 The Marketing Mix – was mentioned in the article written by Neil Borden called “The Concept of the
Marketing Mix” for the first time (Borden, 1964). He described marketing mix in relation with the role of the
marketing manager as a "mixer of ingredients". That concept was originally created by James Culliton in
1948. The 4 concept has joined the marketing mix concept during the 60’s;
 Product Life Cycle – Philip Kotler describes it as "an attempt to recognize distinct stages in the sales history
of the product”;
 Brand Image
 Market Segmentation
 The Marketing Concept
 The Marketing Audit;
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The world and customers have changed so marketing had also to be changed. Although the decade of the 60‘s is
often calle the „decade consumption“, that could be also seen on figure 1, the needs of customers begun to differentiate.
That decade is colled „Soaring decade“. Turing the decade certain marketing tools and concepts were delivered likeThe
Four Ps; Marketing Myopia; Lifestyle Marketing and The Broadened Concept of Marketing. The 60‘s era was also the
beginning era of political marketing, that begun with famous „Daisy Girl“ TV commercial that has made Lyndon B.
Johnson the 36th President of the United States.
The 70‘s have brought the end of consumption decade and turbulence on stock exchange (Fig. 1). The economic
turbulence of the 70‘s has brought new attitude to marketing and tools that could allow the organizations to more
effectively reach the customer: Targeting; Positioning; Strategic Marketing; Service Marketing; Social Marketing;
Societal Marketing and Macro-Marketing.

Figure 2. The 1.0. Marketing Era
Source: Senkus, 2013

The 80‘s have begun with the continuation of the 70‘s crisis so that decade is often called „the uncertain decade“
in the 1.0 Marketing era. The main aims of the organizations were related to uncover new markets and better
exploration of their traditional markets. The 80‘s is also the decade of growing importance of the employees that caused
companies to develop internal relations. The tools that were developed during that period were Marketing Warfare;
Global Marketing; Local Marketing ; Mega-Marketing; Direct Marketing; Customer Relationship Marketing and
Internal Marketing. The 80’s also brought one the boost of biggest invention that has changed the world – Personal
Computer, especially Apple II that was the next generation of Apple I developed by Steve Wozniak and Steve Jobs in
1976. The 80’s was also the decade of beginning of the windows system.
2.0. Marketing Era
The popularization of the computers first among companies and public organizations then among private users
have opened totally new possibilities to influence and communicate with customers that has boost in 90’s. The new
marketing era is called “2.0. Marketing Era”. To be truth, although the most known internet tool WWW was developed
in 1991 the beginning of the“2.0. Marketing Era” is in the middle of the 80’s. At that time Jack Welsh, the former CEO
of General Electric has organized the workshops entitled “Kill Your Business.com” and prepared the directors of the
sub-branches of the GE to operate after E-business boost. Maybe that is why General Electric has survived without
bigger loss not only the “Dot.com bubble” but also the 2008+ crisis.
The acceleration of the “2.0. Marketing Era” has begun with popularization of the Internet and direct tools like email and has boost with the Facebook and other social media channels. The first decade of that era is often called “oneto-one decade”. The new marketing tools like: Emotional Marketing; Experiential Marketing; Internet and E-Business
Marketing; Sponsorship Marketing; Marketing Ethics have been developed at that time. The growing popularity of
Internet and the rapid changes of customers’ expectations and needs have opened new decade of that era – “FinanciallyDriven Marketing Decade”. That decade has also enabled new marketing tools like ROI Marketing; Brand Equity
Marketing; Customer Equity Marketing; Social Responsibility Marketing; Consumer Empowerment; Social Media
Marketing; Tribalism; Authenticity Marketing and Cocreation Marketing. From the perspective of the few years of
2008+ economic crisis the “Financially-Driven Marketing Decade” has caused the “crisis of believe” in the marketing,
certain brands and all the activities of certain companies.
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Figure 3. The 2.0. Marketing Era
Source: Senkus, 2013

To illustrate the brand crisis Philip Kotler uses the image as shown on figure 4.

Figure 4. Brand crisis Philip Kotler
Source: Kotler, P., Kartajaya, H., &Setiawan, I. (2010)

The most important factor that is constantly changing the world of business is communication revolution.
Telephone has needed 70 years to reach the 50 million users in the world, Radio – 38 years, Cellphone – 15 years, TV –
13 years, Internet – 4 years, IPod – 3 years. … Facebook has gained over 200 million of users in less than one year.
During the 9 month period over 1 billion songs from ITunes were downloaded. Now every two days as much
information is created as has been created from beginning of the world to the 2004. To see all the videos uploaded to
YouTube during one week … over 28 years without sleep is needed. Ten years ago about 72 hours ware needed to
download “The Godfather”, … now it is 10 minutes, … but still 3 hours to watch the movie. In 1910 mass media
overtook the “word of mouth”. In the 2010 the “word of mouth” that spread social media or direct communication
overhead the mass media. The young generation does not know the world without Internet (Senkus, 2013). In the 2012
more books on Kindle were sold then the paper books (Socialnomics, 2013). The experts estimate that until 2017 there
will be 7 billion electronic devices connected to the Internet, that is 1000 per one human being. In Wikipedia there are
over 15 million of records, 78% in English. The scientists from Naturemagazine, has estimated that Wikipedia is as
accurate as Britannica (Terdiman, 2005).
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Figure 5. Whathappensinan “Internet minute”
Source: http://scoop.intel.com/what-happens-in-an-internet-minute/, access 2013

Because of the changes described above the economic of scale is replaced by the economic of speed, and the old
saying „Time is money“ szhould be replased with „Every additional while is worth more than that which precedes it“
(Toffker, 1995)
Of course the Internet became great marketing tool and communication channel, but Internet does not work like
traditional information channel, one or even both way. The information in the Internet cannot be stricly controlled so
far. Internet works as mulidirection communication tool, that is why the customers (Internet users) can weryfi the
marketing message from the organization ... and the can comment it or criticise it. That simplicity of communication
betwen customers has enabled the attitude of participation and collaboration, that is the essence of 3.0 Marketing.
3.0. Marketing Era
Like it was mentioned before the “word of mouth” that spread social media or direct communication overhead
the mass media. … But the information that spreads is not quite controlled by the companies anymore. Even more …
the users create new information and comments in the relation to their attitude, position, believes, values and so on.
Often the communication between user is so massive that the users put real pressure on any organization from private,
public and non-profit sector. Even the users sometimes boycott certain goods or organizations at all, and in 70%, or so,
cases the organizations are the one to change their any action. The next step is than users communicate their values or
expectations to the World by Internet, and if they do not get response from any organization, or another words if they do
not get the product or service they expect they create it by themself. Crowdfunding or self-organized groups on
Facebook or any other social media are the best examples.
More and more often companies or any organizations response for the users expectations and change their old
attitude to business - “What is good for business is good for society!” with the new one “What is good for society is
good for business.” (GE). According to Michael Porter and Michael Kramer “Every company should figure out not only
how to improve its output but also its outcomes. A food company should improve nutrition; an energy company should
improve energy; a bank should improve sound savings” (Porter, Kramer, 2011).
Generally speaking now there is the beginning of the new marketing era – 3.0 Marketing and the marketing tools
are under development. Although there is possibility to name the trends in the 3.0 marketing development. First is
“Make the better World”, second is “… participation and collaborative marketing via the Internet” (Stratten, 2012;
Davis, 2009).
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Figure 6. The 3.0. Marketing Era
Source: Senkus, 2013

There is no possibility to make “better world” from one day to another. Philip Kotler gives the examples of the
companies that have adopted the 3.0 Marketing philosophy and chose “one piece of the World” to improve:Avon Breast cancer; General Mills- Better nutrition; General Motors- Traffic safety; Home Depot- Habatat for Humanity;
Kraft- Reducing obesity; Levi Strauss- Preventing AIDS; Motorola- Reducing solid waste; Pepsi Cola- Staying active;
Shell- Coastal cleanup; Petsmart- Animal adoption; Aleve- Arthritis; British Airways- Children in need; StarbucksTropical rainforests or Best Buy- Recycle used electronics.
The 3.0 Marketing is about to catch not only the customer but all stakeholders minds, heart and spirits (Fig. 5.)
(Heskett, Sasser, Wheeler, 2008).

Figure 7. The 4.0. Marketing Era
Source: Kotler, P., Kartajaya, H., &Setiawan, 2010

3.0. Marketing – application to agriculture and public sector
One can tell that it is only possible to market direct consumer products, not the commodities like grain, meat or
other agriculture products. One can also tell that it is impossible to apply 3.0 marketing to public sector. Let’s analyze
the cases.
Philip Kotlerand WaldemarPfoertsch in their book “Ingredient branding: Making the invisible visible” suggest
solutions to successfully apply the marketing to the raw materials or products that are components of a direct consumer
products. Sam Hill, Jack McGrath and SandeepDayal convince that … “it is possible to brand sand, wheat, beef, bricks,
metals, concrete, chemicals, corn grits, bananas, apples, aspirin, …”(Hill, McGrath, Dayal, 1998).
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The idea with the tools from “new technology” is very simple. There is the possibility to bypasstraditional
marketing channels and provide information directly to stakeholders and wait until the stakeholders will provide
pressure on companies, government or non-profits to use certain commodities or promote certain ides that make the
better world.
The examples of are easy to spot on Internet, one of them is “Meatwithoutdrugs” campaign
(http://www.meatwithoutdrugs.org/, 2013) or Chipotle's "Back to the Start" campaign (http://www.chipotle.com/enus/fwi/videos/videos.aspx?v=1, 2013.
Chipotle is a chain of restaurants in the United States, United Kingdom, Canada, France and Germany using
organic ingredients, and serves more naturally raised meat than any other restaurant chain. The responsibility for the
customer and society is the main driven force for Chipotle and it results in the outstanding economic condition - the net
income in 2012 of US$278 million and a staff of 37,310 employees. The responsibility for customer (society),
environment and the sustain of the company is also seen in the Chipotle’s marketing campaigns. In 2009, Chipotle has
helped tomake screenings of Food, Inc., a film that criticizes the corporate food industry. Founder Steve Ells stated that
he hoped the film would make customers appreciate Chipotle's Food With Integrity policy. Also the company runs
several campaigns to support healthier alternatives to bad eating habits. The company has incorporated in the marketing
policy not only the “green” sustainable ideology but also integrated most advance e-business tools like YouTube
campaigns that results in about 8 000 000 views each, micro blogs, email campaigns, fun pages,rewards programs
available only by invitation from restaurant managers and so on. It also delivers the tool that improves the internal
company ability to create new management ideas and marketing campaigns.
The same mechanism could work when consider public management and public marketing. The first example of
power of society could have been seen with “Anti Vietnamese War Campaign”. Some politics told even that “…US has
lost that war not on the field but in front of TV”. Today’s technology gives even more power to society. Nowadays
every unfair action of government, non-profit, army or any agencies or institutions could be uncovered and changed by
power of “crowd” internet users (stakeholders) who care and are engaged in any social actions.
The best advice for the organizations of the “new era” is to act fair with their stakeholders because all unfair
action, then is uncovered can cost the fortune. Underestimations or ignorance of stakeholders could result in the
company boycott and loss of customer trust – the power that more and more drives the customer habits. The best
example have been seen on the example of Deep-water Horizon oil spill, when the numerous of the social campaigns
could be seen across the Internet.
Conclusions
The comparison of the Marketing 1.0, Marketing 2.0 and Marketing 3.0 is described on the figure 8.

Figure 8. The 4.0. Marketing Era
Source: Kotler, P., Kartajaya, H. Setiawan, 2010

The changes of marketing concepts are strictly related to technological changes and appear as often as the
changes in technology. It is hard to tell how long the 3.0 marketing era would last but one can tell that like the Toffler
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waves the 3.0 Marketing will be shorter than 2.0 Marketing, so if the organization would like to survive and improve it
has to constantly monitor and adopt to changes … to spot the beginning of 4.0 Marketing.
For them who start their journey with 3.0 marketing it is useful to provide the 3.0 Marketing organization
characteristics:
 They align the interests of all stakeholder groups
 executive salaries are relatively modest
 They operate an open door policy to reach top management
 Their employee compensation and benefits are high for the category; their employee training is longer; and
their employee turnover is lower
 They hire people who are passionate about customers
 They view suppliers as true partners who collaborate in improving productivity and quality and lowering
costs
 They believe that their corporate culture is their greatest asset and primary source of competitive advantage.
 Their marketing costs are much lower than their peers while customer satisfaction and retention is much
higher (Kotler, Kartajaya, Setiawan, 2010).
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Abstract
The sustainability and Business process management are recently very popular subjects. The paper presents the possible way of linkage the
strategic vision of sustainability to day to day activities in agriculture through introducing the Business Process Management and related tools like
Business Process Medellin (EPC and VAC) or Business Process Simulation. The possible entry model of business processes in agriculture has also
been presented in the paper.

Introduction
The „Three E’s concept of Sustainability“ that incorporate Economics (the action has to be „ECONOMICALLY
Viable“), Environment(the action has to be „ENVIRONMENTALLY Sound“) and Society (the action has to be
„Socially EQUITABLE“) is becoming wildly known either in business environment or life science environment
(Wysokińska-Senkus, 2013). The application of the „Three E’s concept of Sustainability“ is often equated with setting
the organization goals (farm, agency, company, government, foundation etc.) in the three main areas of interests:
Economic goals, Society goals and Environmental goals (Fig 1.) and in sub-areas that can be identified in-between the
main areas: Socio-economic goals, Economic – environmental goals, Socio-environmental goals. The most important in
the process of setting the goals is to reject all goals that that are contradictory with those in other areas and to accept
those that support the implementation of the other.
In that perspective Sustainability can be considered as „win-win“ strategy in opposite to „win-lose“ that is often
called „sport-strategy“. „Win-win“ means that that is possible to obtain economic development that often means
implementation of new technologies with achieving development of the society and not only minimal impact of
environment but also environmental development. The development in the three perspectives:economic, ecological and
social, that eliminate negative impact on environment at all can be seen for example in the “Cradle to cradle”, the
concept that is developed and promoted by McDonough and Braungart (2002).
Economic
goals

Socio-economic
goals

Economicenvironmental
goals
Sustainable
goals

Socio-environmental
goals
Society
goals

Environmental
goals

Figure1. Goals of the organization in the Sustainability perspective

Anyway even as we considered development in economic and social perspective and minimal impact on
environment or surplus effect in three perspectives that are only the not specific goals. According to research by Sekus
and Wysokinska-Senkus many organizations refers that even among the population of the organizations that have
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implemented three management systems: quality management, environmental management and occupational health and
safety management developed there are problems with “putting goals into practice” – developing the mechanism to
achieve the goals that are set-up.
Challenges and problems to be solved
Challenges and problems to be solved that are facing todays agriculture can be grouped according to three basic
pillars of sustainability economic, ecological and social criteria.
World Bank and some researchers claim that most smallholder farming systems are much less productive and
profitable than they could be(World Bank, 2007; Boczar, Čingienė, 2013). The most common reasons of that situation
arelack of access to inputs and credit, the inability to bear risks and lack of specific knowledge especially in the field of
adoption of available technologies and management practices (World Bank, 2007). A further problem is the lack of
coordination along the agricultural value chain from farm inputs to food processing, which increases the cost of
production and lowers revenue for farmers.
To increase economy of farmers or even specific value chain does not cover all challenges facing the application
the management concepts, including sustainability to agriculture sector. Another group of challenges and problems to
be solved are related to security and safety. That are the social criteria. Security and safety has here many meanings:
 Henry Kissinger in 1974 used the term “food as weapon” (U.S. National Security Council, 1974), so in the
perspectives of designing the processes in agriculture sector the problem of deliberate action to an imbalance
in the whole agricultural sector and even the economy must be provided;
 food security could be also analyzed from economical point of view, that means that agriculture sector of
certain country has to support enough food to cover the population needs;
 another food safety issue is related with possibility of contamination of foods that can cause mass illness
The last group of challenges and problems to be solved refers to so called „eco-efficiency“ that means the
processes in agriculture sector should not be harmful for natural environment or even create eco-surplus like in cradle –
to cradle concept.
To solve the problems and address the challenges listed above it is necessary to identify the objects and methods
to be used
Objects and Methods
BPM – roots and definitions

Figure 2. Popularity of the different concepts of management improvement concepts according to KPMG
Source: KPMG, Business Process Management Survey 2008: ADVISORY, KPMG, 2008.

Business Process Management (BPM) is currently one of the most popular management concepts (see figure 1).
The roots of the concept appeared in the beginning of the 90th, mainly because of competition from Japanese
companies U.S companies try to find the right way to optimize their operations. That is the time when “Reengineering”
has begun. “Reengineering” is a business management strategy, originally pioneered in the early 1990s, focusing on the
analysis and design of workflows and processes within an organization. BPR aimed to help organizations fundamentally
rethink how they do their work in order to dramatically improve customer service, cut operational costs, and become
world-class competitors. BPR help companies radically restructure their organizations by focusing on the ground-up
design of their business processes (United States General Accounting Office, 1997). In the same time the contemporary
definitions of the process itself has begun to appear. According to Tom Davenport a business process is a set of
logically related tasks performed to achieve a defined business outcome (Malhotra,1998). Reengineering highlighted the
holistic focus on business goals of the organization and how processes related to them, encouraging complete recreation
of processes rather than iterative optimization of subprocesses. Although the Business Process Reengineering allow
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Rank-Xerox and couple other big companies to survive and successfully built their competitive advantage it caused too
much “social costs”. Basically to start reengineering process means to fire all employee and to start completely a new
company where nothing remains on the same place where it was before. That is why the reengineering is often called a
revolution. Because of the reasons mentioned before the BPR in their pure concept did not last long, even the
fundamental payoffs could be noticed in some cases (Senkus, 2013).
The aspects like the rise in frequency of goods ordered, the need for fast information transfer, quick decision
making, the need to adapt to change in demand, more international competitors; and demands for shorter cycle times
(Ko, Lee, Lee, 2009) has encourage researchers as well as company executives to develop the concept that would
guarantee the positive outcomes like in BPR (Increasing customer satisfaction, reducing cost of doing business, and
establishing new products and services at low cost (Weske, 2012)), but also would not cause high social costs at the
same time. The solution was found in the beginning of the 21th century when the Business Process Management or
BPM.
Except the main “process flow” that was discussed above Business Management, Information technology and
Business Process Management Systems have allowed BPM to appear (see figure 2). The BPM concept that integrates
the best known so far concepts from the Work Simplification/Quality Control Tradition, the Management Tradition and
the Information Technology Tradition like: Michael Porter’s value chain, Balances Scorecard, Expert Systems,
Business Process Reengineering, Computer Aided Software Engineering (CASE), Performance Framework is the
holistic approach that allows any organization to rise their efficiency in an evolutionary way that would not cause such
as high social costs as the BPR. Through business process management, an organization can create high-performance
processes, which operate with much lower costs, faster speeds, greater accuracy, reduced assets, and enhanced
flexibility (Senkus, 2013).

Figure 3. An overview of approaches to business process change
Source: Harmon, P. (2010). The scope and evolution of business process management. In Handbook on Business Process
Management 1, pp. 37-81.

Figure 4. Cross-sector operation of processes

BPM offers also a variety of strategic benefits. For one, process management enables companies to respond
better to periods of rapid change (such as ours). Conventional organizations often do not even recognize that change is
happening until it is reflected in financial performance, by which time it is too late; even should they recognize that
change has occurred, they have no mechanism for responding to it in a disciplined fashion (Senkus, 2013). Under a
process management regime, by contrast, change is reflected in the decline of operational performance metrics, which
are noted by the process management system; the design of the process is then the tool through which the organization
can respond to this change (Hammer, 2010).
If the whole agriculture sector could be treated as the organization? … that is the question that face more and
more politicians… The management experts have the answer ready. In today’s circumstances the operation scale of the
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global enterprises measures either by operation area or income is bigger than some sectors, countries or even nations
(Senkus, 2005), so if it is possible to analyze global enterprise that has often very complex structure wit he support of
BPM there must be possible to analyzethe sector using the same concept.
The process orientation and business process management allows to implement effective management of
individual enterprise or whole sector.
Business process modeling (BPM)
BPM (modeling) refers to the activity of representing processes of an enterprise, so the current process could be
analyzed and improved. BPM is typically performed in order to improve current process efficiency and quality.
Business process modeling results in the improvement of the way the organization’s tasks are performed. BPM allows
to pick up errors or cons about the way processes are currently being performed and allow to discuss the proper way to
correct them (as-is modeling stage). The following stage (to-be modeling stage) often refers to design the model of an
improved way of carrying out these processes.
BPM (modeling) is a tool often used in case of introducing “change management programs”. Modeling and
simulation functionality allows for pre-execution “what-if” modeling and simulation. Post-execution optimization is
available based on the analysis of actual as-performed metrics(National Institutes of Health, 2012).
Modeling Notation for overall process flow
“Modeling Notation”represents the technique of presenting the processes in the organization. The mostly
common used modeling notations are „Value-added chain diagram (VCD)" for modeling overall process structure
“Event Driven Process Chain (EPC)” and “Business Process Management and Notation (BPMN)” for modeling
detailed process structure. In that paper to illustrate overall and detailed processes in the agriculture sector VCD and
EPC has been used.
The model type „Value-added chain diagram (VCD)" is used to structure business processes from process level 1
to process level 4. This model type does not provide logical connectors to model explicit decisions and does as a result
provide an abstract view on the process flow and structure (SAP, 2010).
Table 1. Symbols and their descriptions use in VCD modeling
Symbol
Value-Added Chain

VAC

Organizational unit
OJ

Description
A Value-Added Chain is a process that represents an element of the process chain. A
process hierarchy can be realized by hierarchically structuring value chains, thus modeling
business areas, process groups, business processes and business process
An organizational unit represents the performers and participants in the tasks that must be
done in order to attain the business objectives, according to their organizational assignment
within the company. The hierarchy of organizational units can be separately modeled in an
organizational chart

Source:SAP, 2010.

The EPC In comparison with some other modeling techniques, language is relatively easy to use by business
peopleand the resulting models are fairly easy to understand (Sarshar& Loos, 2005). Moreover, the modeling language
is the core technique fordepicting business processes within ARIS Toolset, BIC Design and the SAP R/3 system. These
are the market leaders for processmodeling.
The EPC language was developed in 1992 at the Institute for Information Systems in Saarbrücken in cooperation
with SAPAG (Keller, Scheer, Nüttgens, 1992).The main goal to develop the EPC was to allow business users to
describe processes on the level of theirbusiness logic in a form that is easily understandable. An EPC model consists of
the buildingblocks presented in table 2.
Table 2. Symbols and their descriptions use in EPC modeling
Symbol
Function

Description
A function represents a process step and it is performed on a process in order to achieve
process goals. Functions can be further specified by connecting themto detailed EPCs. As a
naming convention for functions, use a verb in infinitive form and the name of the object
used (what happens with which object). For example “Create Service notification”

Event

An event illustrates the fact that a process object has taken on a business relevant state
influencing the further procedure of a process. Unlike a function which is a time
consuming occurrence, an event is related to one point in time. As a naming convention for
events consequentially usetheobject (concerned in the preceding function and the past
participle of a verb (what happened to which object). For example “Service notification
created”.

Role

Process steps / functions within an EPC are 1inked to at 1east one role. The connector
between the function and the role illustrates the type of activity of that role. For example
“carries out" or “must be informed about”.
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IT systems, documents etc.

Software Independent Business Object, Document, Information carrier
The objects can be input or output of a specific process step

Dokument

Nośnik informacji

Connectors

Source:SAP, 2010.

Connectors describe the links between events. A distinctionis made between the
combination of inputs into an operator and the combinations ofoutputs. Inputs as well as
outputs can be linked by logical “AND” ( ), “OR” ( ),and “exclusive OR” ( )
relationships. The node for representing the linking operatorsfor input and output is
divided. The upper area contains the logical symbols forthe input links; the lower level,
those for the output links. If only one input and/oroutput occurs, a logical symbol is
eliminated. If only one input and one output exist,the node is eliminated (Dumas, Van der
Aalst, TerHofstede, 2005).

Business process modeling tools
Business process modeling tools provide business users with the ability to model their business processes,
implement and execute those models, and refine the models based on as-executed data. As a result, business process
modeling tools can provide transparency into business processes, as well as the centralization of corporate business
process models and execution metrics(National Institutes of Health, 2012).
To present the authors view of possible application BPM in the agriculture sector the BIC Design by GBTEC
Software + Consulting AG has been used. The tool is supporting modeling of business processes, enterprise architecture
content, technical IT modeling, documenting certification relevant contents (e.g., ISO, SOX, etc.) etc. The tool is
capable to support modeling, inter alia, in both BPMN, and EPC notations. Also BIC Platform’s open meta model
offers the opportunity to define user own notations and methods. The tool supports the possibility of linking process
models with real data from external sources to gain a new perspective, e.g., on activity-based costing or demand
planning. The main functionalities of BIC Design are as follows: planning and drafting comprehensive processes within
the organization, documenting detailed process descriptions, describing technical and process-based IT systems,
introducing standard software and workflow systems, supporting compliance management, enterprise architecture
modeling
Results
Agriculture from a process perspective
Understanding agriculture as a business, with business processes that could be identified place the farming
activities into a broader perspective and shows the linkageto their external environment like for example stakeholders or
even entire economic. In process perspective one tries to understand existing or planned activities to foster the
productivity and performance of individual farmers, of the agriculture value chain including its supporting services, and
the agriculture sector as a whole.
The process perspective involves the coordination of many stakeholder groups that include intermediaries
(brokers, processors, exporters, retailers), supporting organizations (extension agencies, NGOs, foundations,
researchers, government), financial service providers (banks, insurance), and consumers.
Modeling the processes
Using the „Value-added chain diagram (VCD)" there is a possibility to present the sector perspective base on
example crop production (fig. 5). The figure 4 presents stakeholders that could be identified in case of crop production,
their expectations that are along with production inputs part of the input in Farming processes. The identified
stakeholders are:
 Clients, that have specific requirements to crop production process and ready products;
 Government institutions and agencies, that could support producers with subsidies and could also has specific
requirements to crop production process and ready products;
 Consultants, that could support producers with knowledge and information;
 Research and development centers like Universities or research institutes, that could support producers with
knowledge and information and incorporated the farms into research;
 Banks and financial institutions, that could support producers with sufficient financial support or insurance
products;
 Input suppliers like suppliers of seed or other means of agricultural production.
 Other stakeholders, that could submit some other requirements or provide some other support;
 Farmers family, that at first requires money to exist.
The basic farming processes that could be identified fall into two groups:
 main processes: Crop planning; Buying inputs; Planting; Growing; Harvesting; Storing / Packaging;
Transporting; Selling;
 Support processes: Strategic planning; Risk Management, Good Agriculture Practice and Integrated
management; Financial management; Labor management.
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Social
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Other
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Requirements
(money to exist)

R&D

Selling

Powerty
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Input suppliers

Goverment
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Other
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Figure 5.Value-added chain diagram (VCD) of crop production – I Level.

Employment
agreements

Payroll
management

H & S Plans

Labor management

Recruiment

The more complex processes from the diagram on Level I could be decomposed into processes on Level II
(figure 6).

Figure 6. Value-added chain diagram (VCD) decomposition of Labor management process from the I Level – II Level

To present the detailed relations between main players in the processes, and material or information flow the
EPC diagram could be used. That diagram allows to analyze every process on very detailed view. At first that allows to
analyze and correct the process flow if it is necessary, second the EPC allows to analyze economics of each process or
functions. To every functions could be assigned certain parameters like priority, times (time to execute, waiting time,
preparation time), frequencies, costs (total costs, material costs, personal costs, energy costs, amortization, etc.). and
many other. When the attributes are filled there is possibility to perform simulations that allows to choose the most
optimal process flow and then introduce that process flow in the reality.
The processes create some products in the output that can by analyzed according to three sustainability
perspectives:
 economic – products could be sold that creates income and poverty reduction;
 social – agriculture production supports society with food that is good quality, safe and securein that
perspective also poverty reductioncould appear,
 ecologic – in the process perspective every activity could be tested before it is introduced in the reality so
the introduction of the business process management could guarantee the soil health, water quality and
biodiversity.
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Pracownik
serwisu
personalnego
Dotyczy osoby sporządzającej
statystyki personalne

Należy dokonać
ponownej
weryfikacji
zapotrzebowania
Pracownik
managementservice

SAP
Rejestracja
odrzucenia
zapotrzebowania na
zatrudnienie

Pracownik
serwisu
personalnego
Kierownik działu
personalnego

Zarejestrowano
odrzucenie
zapotrzebowania na
zatrudnienie

Zatwierdzono
wniosek o
zatrudnienie
zewnętrzne

Zapotrzebowanie na
zatrudnienie
zewnętrzne

SAP
Podjęcie decyzji o
dalszym
postępowaniu

Anforderungsprofil

Wniosek o
zatrudnienie
zewnętrzne
(Antrag auf externe
Einstellung)

Pracownik działu
personalnego

Zapotrzebowanie na
zatrudnienie
zewnętrzne

Anforderungsprofil

Wniosek o
zatrudnienie
zewnętrzne
(Antrag auf externe
Einstellung)

Zatwierdzanie
wniosku o
zatrudnienie
zewnętrzne

Zarząd
SITECH

Zatwierdzono
zapotrzebowanie na
zatrudnienie
zewnętrzne
Należy przekazać
wniosek do
ponownego
rozpatrzenia
Budżet
personalny

Należy
przedstawić
innego
kandydata

Nie ma potrzeby
przekazywania
wniosku do
ponownego
rozpatrzenia

Nie zatwierdzono
wniosku o
zatrudnienie
zewnętrzne

Zatwierdzono
wniosek bez
wskazania

Zatwierdzono
wniosek ze
wskazaniem
P/ZL/3

Zapotrzebowanie na
zatrudnienie
zewnętrzne
Weryfikacja
zapotrzebowania na
zatrudnienie
zewnętrzne

Kierownik działu
personalnego

Zatrudnienie i
wprowadzenie
pracownika do
pracy

SAP
Rejestracja
odrzucenia
wniosku

Wystąpiły
przesunięcia
miedzy
projektami

Nie ma
przesunięć
między
projektami

Pracownik działu
personalnego

Zarejestrowano
odrzucenie
wniosku

VS
Zatwierdzanie
prognozy
zatrudnienia

Pełnomocnik
Zarządu

VS

Nie zatwierdzono
prognozy
zatrudnienia

Zatwierdzono
prognozę
zatrudnienia

VS
Podjęcie
decyzji o
dalszym
postępowaniu

Przekazanie
prognozy
zatrudnienia do
controllingu

Kierownik działu
personalnego

VS

Pracownik
serwisu
personalnego

Anforderungsprofil

Dotyczy osoby sporządzającej
statystyki personalne

Wniosek o
zatrudnienie
Zapotrzebowanie na
zewnętrzne
zatrudnienie
(Antrag auf externe
zewnętrzne
Einstellung)

Wybór
trybu
poszukiwania
pracownika

Kierownik działu
personalnego

Kierownik jednostki
organizacyjnej
Ponowna
weryfikacja

Nie ma potrzeby
dokonywania
ponownej
weryfikacji

Przekazano
prognozę
zatrudnienia do
controllingu

Należy
przygotować
ogłoszenie
wewnętrzne

Należy
zweryfikować
istniejącą
bazę podań

Należy
przygotować
ogłoszenie
zewnętrzne

Pracownik
serwisu
personalnego

Przygotowanie
ogłoszenia
wewnętrznego

Przygotowanie
ogłoszenia
zewnętrznego

Ogłoszenie
wewnętrzne

Pracownik
serwisu
personalnego

Ogłoszenie
zewnętrzne

Zawiadomienie
kierownika j. o. o
konieczności
wystawienia
zapotrzebowania

Pracownik
serwisu
personalnego

Zgłoszenie
zapotrzebowania na
ogłoszenie

Kierownik jednostki
organizacyjnej

SAP

SAP
Zwolnienie
Osoba odpowiedzialna za
zapotrzebowania na
zwalnianie
ogłoszenie
zapotrzebowań

Wysłanie
ogłoszenia

Nie otrzymano
podań o
pracę

Otrzymano
podania o
pracę

Otrzymano
podania o
pracę

Pracownik
serwisu
personalnego

Nie otrzymano
podań o
pracę

Podanie o
pracę
Pracownik
serwisu
personalnego

Weryfikacja
podań o
pracę

Nie znaleziono
odpowiednich
podań o pracę

SAP

Znaleziono
odpowiednie
podania o
pracę

Podanie o
pracę
Rejestracja
podań
kandydatów w
systemie

Podanie o
pracę
Przeprowadzenie
rozmowy
kwalifikacyjnej

SAP

Notatka z
rozmowy
kwalifikacyjnej

Przyszły
bezpośredni
przełożony
Pracownik
serwisu
personalnego

Notatka z
rozmowy
kwalifikacyjnej

SAP

Pracownik
serwisu
personalnego

Podanie o
pracę
Przygotowanie
odpowiedzi na
podanie o pracę

Pracownik
serwisu
personalnego

Wysłanie
odpowiedzi na
podanie o pracę

Pracownik
serwisu
personalnego

Odpowiedź na
podanie o pracę

Odpowiedź na
podanie o pracę
Rejestracja
wyników
rozmowy
kwalifikacyjnej w
systemie

Pracownik
serwisu
personalnego
Odpowiedź na
podanie o pracę

Testy są
wymagane

Wysłano
odpowiedź na
podanie o pracę

Testy nie są
wymagane

Przeprowadzenie
testów

Wyznaczony
specjalista
SITECH

Rejestracja
wyników
testów w
systemie

Pracownik
serwisu
personalnego

Skill testy

SAP

Skill testy

Zarejestrowano
wyniki testów w
systemie

SAP
Wybór
najlepszych
kandydatów

Przyszły
bezpośredni
przełożony

Wybrano
najlepszych
kandydatów
P/ZL/3
Zatrudnienie i
wprowadzenie
pracownika do
pracy

Figure 5. Event Driven Process Chain (EPC) decomposition of Labor management process from the I Level – II Level
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Discussion
More and more practitioners and scientist from the life scientists with life sciences are looking at “new
technologies” in order to design and execute production system, but still not many scientific papers could be found.
Although Syngenta Foundation (2011), Qiang, Kuek, Dymond, Esselaar, & Unit, (2011), Allen & Wolfert (2011) and
some other are approching sgriculture from a business perspective but they are rather introducing some new
technologies but not analyze the current efficiency or eficiency improvements after new new technology is introduced.
Meanwhile the business process management approach allows the analytics to analyze different process scenario
and chose that one that would be the most economically efficient.
Although there are not many studies that analyze BPM in agriculture the examples from other sectors show
possible benefits. For example one of the Toyota directors, one of the most efficient companies in the world has
declared that the company has saved about 30% on total costs, not investing 1 JEN. The other cases analyzed by authors
shows the benefits of 6–40 % (Senkus, 2013).
Conclusions
The opportunity of using the Business Process Management in agriculture and food sector is very promising in
the perspective of fulfill the stockholder needs and solve the problems and take the challenge that are facing the current
agriculture.
The business process management and related techniques allow the more efficient production that is capable
according to three sustainability perspectives: economic, social, and ecologic.
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Effectiveness and Maturity of Quality Oriented Organisations
Adam Skrzypek

Maria Curie-Skłodowska University in Lublin, Poland
Abstract
The following paper the problem of effectiveness and process of maturing organization. Different approaches that would help efficient
organization are presented. the identification of the determinants for the quality improvement, maturity and effectiveness of the organization is a
crucial issue in the new economy, GOW or in the knowledge society. The determination of the maturity level and of the organization is an important
indicator informing on chances for increasing competitiveness of the organization operating in a changeable environment.
Key words: quality management, maturity of organization.

Introduction

“There are no effective or ineffective enterprises;
there are only better or worse managed enterprises"
P. Drucker.

The management system is a motive force of every enterprise generating its effectiveness. The contents of the
management system are created by the information and decision-making processes, which occur in the following layers:
 a functional layer (organizing, motivating, controlling).
 a resource and capital layer (human resources, material, financial, technological, information-organizational
resources).
 a layer of creating products (R&D phase, supply, production, marketing, sale) (Bieniok, Pyszka, 2000)
Any organization acting in a changeable environment is being subjected to processes threatening its effective
operation (Tkaczyk, 2010). An important line of action, which affects the development of potential and a competitive
edge of any enterprise, is the widely understood quality as well as striving for its improvement. A quality management
system is an important tool for the improvement of the management, whose effective functioning leads to the proquality development of the organization (Skrzypek, 2009).
The nature of the pro-quality-oriented organization
It is in the world economy that the interest in shaping the quality level, which is the source of the competitive
edge, is growing (over 1.1 million enterprises that implemented and certificated QMS). The improvement processes for
management systems are becoming a requirement. According to J. Kowalczyk, the strongly integrated improvement
process, the full customer orientation, the management through priorities and the leadership occurs in about 1% of the
organizations in Poland and these are mostly the Winners of the Polish Quality Award that implemented QMS and
TQM principles (Kowalczyk, 2012). TQM is the Total Quality Management, which constitutes one of the fundamental
elements of a strategy of any pro-quality organization aiming at meeting needs and expectations of its customers. The
TQM is a management process in an organization, which supports increase in the level of integration and confidence,
enables increase in the effectiveness and efficiency as well as in the efficiency of human actions. These are an approach,
which applies the quality to the entire organizational structure, and the organizational culture, which enables the
improvement reflected in the customer satisfaction with the provided quality.
One of the features of the modern society is shaping the economy, in which it is important to use socio-economic
changes effectively; these changes include: high technologies, development of telecommunications, electronic business,
Internet, new lifestyles as well as working methods such as telecommuting (Skrzypek, 2008). The pro-quality
orientation of the organization is an opportunity for effective determination of objectives and decisions, which allow for
compliance between the requirements of the environment and the implemented strategy. It is in changeable, risky and
uncertain conditions that the integration of economic benefits achieved from business activity with the social mission of
the organization, its impact on the development of the environment and shaping the social capital are becoming
increasingly common. A very important issue is the creation of positive relations with the environment, the
development of structural and human capital and shaping good relations with stakeholders.
The pro-quality management should lead to supporting activities increasing the openness for innovations,
strengthening the commitment of employees and customers in the process of shaping the product quality, enabling
increasing the value and the competitiveness of the organization. It is understood as a multidimensional management
concept taking into account quality, time, and costs; at the same time, the main focus is directed at quality. The proquality management is aimed at quality and striving after perfection. The adherence to the principles of excellence and
the pro-quality management allows for increase in the level of flexibility and innovations of the organization as well as
for the competence development.
Amongst the characteristics of an organization managed in the pro-quality way, it is possible to indicate
(Szczepańska, 2010):
 development of a leadership based on a vision, an inspiration and confidence – focus on customer needs and
expectations,
 focus on needs and expectations of employees,
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management of processes identified in an organization that results in creation and maintenance of an
efficiently functioning system,
 creation of the quality culture aimed at perfection,
 continuous improvements leading to achieving balanced results and building partner relations with
stakeholders.
The aim of a pro-quality oriented organization is striving after perfection in every operational area as well as in
undertakings and people behaviour conditioning the development of the organization. The quality improvement is directed
at systematic and comprehensive increasing capacities within the scope of effectiveness and efficiency (ISO, 2006).


The effectiveness and its determinants
The effectiveness is a dynamic process being subject to changes due to the coexistence of the dynamism of the
organization operations as well as phenomena and processes occurring in the environment. While analysing the
effectiveness of any enterprise, one should pay attention to (Skrzypek, 2012): the identification of effects, the
measurement of effects, finding the comparative base, the formulation of a method for a total assessment of effects.
The enterprises, which want to exist on the competitive market, must take into consideration seven arguments in
favour of effectiveness (Skrzypek, 2002). They were described in the Report of the Roman Club "Multiplier four",
published in 1999. These are:
• better life,
• less pollution and waste,
• making profits,
• using markets,
• multiple use of capital, especially in developing countries,
• national security,
• justice at work.
The effectiveness of an enterprise is a resultant of time, productivity of work, cost effectiveness of existing
processes including the TQM. The evaluation of the effectiveness concerns the economic evaluation of the enterprise
and the merits-related evaluation on the basis of economic and financial documents.
The effectiveness of the management systems is assessed through:
• the evaluation of the objective factors: of profitability, financial liquidity, operational efficiency and debts.
• the evaluation of the subjective factors: the position on the market, the nature of the industry, skills of the
managing staff, the credibility of the enterprise.
The enterprise efficiency largely depends on knowledge resources and the efficiency at analysing the information
resources (Skrzypek, 2012). “There is nothing more important for the effectiveness of any organization as its ability to
provide its members with accurate, relevant and understandable information. All the strengths of the organization
(economies of scale, financial and technical resources, different talents, contacts) do not have considerable value
without appropriate internal communication amongst individual participants” (Gallerman, 1999).
The effectiveness can be achieved, when it is treated as a development process. It results from the very fact that
the real nature of the effectiveness is the process involving external and internal phenomena between the organization
and its environment. Any effective organization is characterized by productivity, ability to adopt changes, loyalty,
satisfaction of people with the performed work and creativity.
Depending on policy objectives, it is possible to talk about the economic, technical, environmental effectiveness
and the like. The evaluation determinants of the enterprise effectiveness:
• focus on goals,
• making decisions by employees,
• efficient communication,
• treating conflicts as problems to be solved,
• organizational actions are used as mechanisms of learning.
The effectiveness cannot be measured only with the level of profit, the profitability or the turnover. The interest of a
customer should be taken into account. It is necessary to use financial and non-financial measures. H. Ford said: “I have
seen great companies, which became only a shadow of what they were before, since somebody thought that it was possible
to manage them simply in the way as they had been always managed, and although this management could be once even
more perfect, this excellence consisted in the highest sensitivity to what was happening at that time and not in the slavish
imitation of yesterday”. The effectiveness means the ability to react fast to challenges and expectations of the market,
flexibility in the quickly changing environment, ability to implement the corporate strategy and to meet targets.
P. Drucker said that the economic effectiveness was not the product of economic forces alone; it was an
achievement of a man. The man, his knowledge, practical skills and the intellectual capital are the base of the
effectiveness of every organization. It is the man, who is responsible for the effectiveness, because the knowledge is his
domain; the human factor is the most important capital of any enterprise, because it is applied to all areas and factors of
functioning of each organization; after all, everything begins in minds of people, in their preferences and attitudes, their
sensitivity, cognitive limitations, competences and motivation systems. It is the human factor that determines the
effectiveness of every company; while it is managed correctly, it brings notable effects, provides jobs, talents, creativity
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and energy. It was concluded already a long time ago that the correctly motivated crew aware of its role and tasks was a
good key to the efficiency rise of the company and an important factor of the market success.
H. Ford underlined that “these are the employees who are one of the principal values in the action policy of any
enterprise since they forming the team, whose commitment and team performance are the essence of our activity”.
E. Deming in Chain Reactions indicates that the quality is an essential profit growth factor. They include: quality
improvement, efficiency improvement, cost reduction, price reduction, increase in the market share, strengthening the
position, providing jobs, profit.
According to P. Drucker, the effectiveness and the innovation are an important and proven key to the success of
the organization. He emphasizes in his works that the relevant question is not about how to work properly but how to
find the appropriate object of action and how to focus resources and efforts of all employees on it. It is in the modern
world that the operational effectiveness has become a necessity rather than issues of choice of each organization.
Therefore companies must search for ways to reduce costs, to eliminate sources of the waste, to increase the
profitability, to increase the effectiveness, productivity and efficiency (Bielski, 1996). Propose to define the
effectiveness of an organization in terms of its bargaining position, which is the reflection of its ability to exploit the
environment in search of rare and valuable resources (absolute or relative).
D. Katz, R. Kahn state, No organization can exist, if its members do not accept activities expected from them as
well as they are deprived of motivation for carrying them out (Katz, Kahn, 1979).
If the QMS is supposed to be effective, it has to be based on the correct quality policy, on the measurable goals
resulting from it and concerning the quality. The experience of many companies shows that they have made some
mistakes consisting in having not determined detailed measurable goals in their policy (Skrzypek, 2012).
The requirement for the effectiveness increase is appropriate taking into account quality and innovations in the
organization operations. The companies operating in changeable environments are guided by determined corporate
values. The International Index of Corporate Values 2013 shows that innovations have taken the place of the quality at
the top of the list of the most important corporate values examined in 2012 in 13 countries of world. The modern
companies compete by delivering novel solutions. In Poland, quality is a professional value, which should give the
sense of reliability to customers. The quality has come from the third to the top position; innovations are right behind
the quality; the third place is taken by satisfaction of customers and then successively know-how, success, social
responsibility, certainty, professionalism, ecology and honesty (Berłowski, 2013).
Table 1.The ten most important values of organizations’ maturity in 2012 compared with the years 2009 and 2006
2012
%
2009
%
2006
Innovation
40
Quality
40
Quality
Quality
30
Innovation
39
Innovation
Customer satisfaction
28
Customer satisfaction
26
Customer satisfaction
Honesty
20
Honesty
19
Honesty
Environmental protection
17
Environmental protection
18
Team spirit
Professionalism
16
Social Responsibility
17
Environmental protection
Responsibility
14
Success
16
Know-how
Team spirit
12
Know-how
16
Success
Respect
12
Responsibility
15
Social Responsibility
Ambition
11
Team spirit
15
Respect

%
38
38
37
19
18
18
17
14
13
12

Attention: Percentages do not add up to 100 - the largest show what percentage of companies has given value in your set of corporate values
Source: Berłowski, 2013

The quoted report summarizes the results of the third edition of the examinations, which were conducted by the
companies creating the ECCO International Network in 13 countries of world last year. The On Board PR, which is a
part of the ECCO Network, is responsible for the accomplishment of the examinations in Poland. The report is taking
into account 13 countries, over 4.3 thousand companies and almost 23 values declared by them. These are the following
countries: Australia, Austria, Finland, France, Germany, Italy, the Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Spain, Switzerland,
Great Britain and the USA. In Poland, the data from 360 companies were included, which generated 1541 values. The
report covered Australia and Switzerland for the first time.
The maturity of an organization and its dimensions
According to the dictionary of the Polish language, the maturity is a state of the full development and the state of
readiness for executing determined tasks. The maturity issue is related to the ability to change and to develop. The
maturity concerns both phenomena and processes, which can promote the development and the process of achieving
maturity is closely related to improving abilities and achieving certain characteristics. The maturity has different
dimensions e.g.: social, economic and biological ones.
The maturity refers to phenomena, which can be subject to a change and development. The process of achieving
maturity is associated with improvement of skills and achieving certain characteristics. There are two extreme states,
which are described as "immaturity" and "maturity".
The management sciences use the "maturity" term in various aspects: the organization maturity is a certain level
of skills as well as excellence. The maturity indicates the preparation level of the given organization for performing
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tasks and meeting targets in a comprehensive way. It is possible to rank effectiveness, efficiency and productivity to the
signs of high maturity.
The contribution of Ph. Crosby to the issues of maturity should be emphasized. It was in the 70-ies of the last
century that Ph. Crosby created the maturity and the quality management grid; he characterized five maturity levels of
organizations for the quality management systems applications. According to the author, the maturity is the ability of
the organization to apply tools and techniques of the quality management professionally. In the maturity model, he
distinguished five levels. The first level refers to an immature organization, where there are neither coherent concept of
quality nor residual elements of the quality management system and the pro-quality actions are taken chaotically by
single units. The consecutive levels are characterized by a growing maturity of the organization; the fifth level is
characteristic for a fully mature organization, in which there is a comprehensive approach towards quality; a quality
system adapted for the needs of the organization is functioning and moreover, the philosophy of continuous
improvements is implemented. More and more companies base their activities on the process approach (Skrzypek,
Hofman, 2010). The implementation of the process-based approach means going through certain stages, which are
classified as process maturity levels of an organization in the literature (Grajewski, 2007). The maturity of the process is
the feature that determines with what probability it is possible to predict the effects of the process when it is started
again. The more chaotic the process is, the smaller the likelihood is. It is with the increase in the process maturity that
the likelihood approaches 1. The process orientation is the result of the evolution of the management process. The
implementation level of this approach is reflected in the process maturity of the organization. It is very difficult to
achieve a high level of the process maturity without going through subsequent levels of the development of the process
organization management. The level of the process maturity is the implementation degree of the guidelines of the
analyzed concept. Depending on the degree, the five levels of the maturity were determined: the functional confusion,
searching for repeatability, the full repeatability, process management and searching for excellence (Cieśliński, 2011).
The determination of the process maturity level of the organization requires examining the degree of the
implementation of the elements being parts of individual determinants such as: processes flexibility, the identification
and definition of processes, the standardization of processes, improving and implementing improvement techniques, the
measurement of the results of processes, the analysis of the effectiveness and the efficiency of processes (Skrzypek,
2012), the function of the owner of processes, the organizational structure, the process culture, the motivation system,
the quality management system, the awareness of requirements and expectations of customers, the management of
knowledge on processes (Skrzypek, Hofman, 2010; Senkus, 2013).
A review of assessment models of the maturity level of the quality management system is included in the table 2.
Table 2.Comparison of basic models assess the level of maturity of the quality management system
Model z normy
Model z normy PN-ISO
Criterion
Model EFQM
PN-EN ISO 9004:2010
10014:2008
The organization that
International Organisation for
European Foundation of
International Organisation for
supports the standard
Standarisation
Management
Standarisation
Number of criteria
27 questions on specific points
9 obszarów analizy (5
8 obszarów- zasad zarządzania
(1-4) to PN-EN ISO 9001,
dotyczących potencjału
version 2001
przedsiębiorstwa i 4 jego
6 criteria for credit standards
wyników)
The main criteria for selfManagement in order to achieve
Leadership
Customer focus leadership
assessment
long-term success
Employees
Involvement of people
Strategy and Policy
Policy and strategy
The process approach
Resource Management
Partnerships and resources
System approach to
Process Management
Results for the customers
management
Monitoring, measurement and
Results for the community
Continuous Improvement
review
Key findings of the enterprise Making decisions based on facts
Improvement, innovation and
Mutually beneficial supplier
learning
relationships
External evaluation
No
Yes
No
A formal proof of good
No
Yes
No
results
Source: Wolniak, 2011

There are five maturity levels for functioning of the QMS in the ISO 9004 standard (table 3).
Table 3. Levels of maturity of the operation of the QMS
The level of
maturity

Level of functioning

1

No formal approach

2

Passive approach

3

Stable, formal systems approach

4
5

Focus on continuous improvement
Highs in the field

Source: ISO, 2009

Guidelines
The obvious lack of a systematic approach, the lack of results, poor results or unpredictable
results
Systematic approach, based on the problem or correcting, improving performance data are
available for a minimum amount
The system approach is based on the process, the early stage of systematic improvements, the
available data on compliance with the objectives and the existence of trends to improve
Process improvement-good results and maintained a sustained movement to improve
The highly integrated process improvement, benchmarking results shown by the best-in-class
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The process maturity of an organization can be determined by its characteristics (Bitkowska, Żyłko, 2009):
• the ability to build and to improve a product or a service is a characteristic of an organization rather than
individual workers,
• the processes are fully identified and the knowledge about them is communicated to employees,
• the works associated with planning processes are planned,
• there are monitoring and controlling processes,
• there is a division of roles and liabilities; they are clearly identified; employees share knowledge,
• there are computer tools for supporting the process management,
On the principle of opposites, the characteristics of the process immaturity can be indicated (Grajewski, 2007):
• the improvisation of processes by employees and managers,
• the specified processes are not followed,
• the reactionary management (ad hoc responses to emerging crises),
• the schedule and the budget are usually exceeded, since they are not based on a stable course of processes,
• at constant schedule and budget limitations, they are carried out at the expense of the quality and the
functionality of the product or the service.
• there are no formal and objective criteria for assessing the product, its quality and the process as well as
there is no early identification of problems (the unpredictability of the product or service quality).
There are five levels of process maturity in the literature (Grajewski, 2007):
• I level: initial chaos; few processes are formally defined and they are carried out chaotically,
• II level: practised repeatability, the essential managerial procedures for monitoring costs, quality and
schedules, which enable to document main parameters of processes, were developed so there is a possibility
to correct them,
• III level: standardization, design works within processes are standardized (standards, procedures, verifying
mechanisms are created), they are stable and repeatable within the entire organization, within management
and execution activities. Processes are integrated together.
• IV level: management of processes; it is at this level that the general-organizational measurement system is
created (database) in order to collect data and to analyse the information on the implementation of the
individual processes. It becomes to be possible to identify threats and take effective actions correcting the
structural adjustment. There is also the process quality control.
• V level: continuous improvement; at this level, the entire organization is concentrated on the continuous
improvement of all processes carried out, it is achieved by improving current configurations of processes
and by implementing new methods and technologies.
The selected characteristics for an immature and mature process organization were contained in the table 4.
Table. 4. Features of maturity and immaturity of process organization
Maturity features of process organization
Immaturity features of process organization
Processes are fully identified and knowledge of them is Improvisation processes for employees and managers
effectively communicated to employees
The division of roles and responsibilities are clearly defined Specialized processes are not seen
within the organization and the individual processes
The ability to build and improve the product (service) is a There is no formal and objective criteria for assessing product
feature of the organization, not the individual employees
quality and process, and early identification of problems
There is an objective, quantitative basis for assessing the quality Ad hoc response to emerging crises
of products, services and activities
Processes permanently observed and improves-subjected to The schedule and budget are usually adhered to because they are
constant monitoring product quality and customer satisfaction
not based on stable processes, which is reflected in the quality
and functionality of the product (service)
Source: Grajewski, 2007

The process maturity model, which contains six maturity levels, presented by S.Nowosielski is noteworthy
(Bitkowska, Żyłko, 2009):
• 0 – lack of the procedural awareness,
• 1 – becoming aware of the need of the process-based approach,
• 2 – the identification and the documentation of processes,
• 3 – the measurement and the register of results (of effects) of processes,
• 4 – planning and controlling the processes.
• 5 – the systematic improvement of processes,
• 6 – the process management.
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Table 5. The levels of process maturity in accordance with the methodology of the PRI (Institutional Development Program)
The
No.
level of
Criteria to be met
maturity
1.
I
No formal identification process has been carried out
2.
II
Criterion 1 Identified the most important processes for the office ( key processes ) , has been described course
of their implementation and they have been formalized in the form of self-regulation
Criterion 2.Istnieja documentation that demonstrates that were selected persons responsible for the proper
conduct of the key processes ( process owners ) , with powers to oversee the process and make changes to
them
Criterion 3 There are documents that confirm that the office of a group of sentences that have been identified
as key processes are carried out in accordance with the formal description of the implementation of the
adopted
3.
III
Criterion 4 Was identified most of the processes carried out at the office , has been described implementation
is orz been formalized in the form of self-regulation
Kryterium5 . There are documents which prove that were selected persons responsible for the proper conduct
of the majority of processes ( process owners ) , with powers to oversee the process and make changes to them
Criterion 6 There are documents that confirm that most of the processes are carried out in accordance with the
formally adopted description of their implementation
Criterion 7 There are documents that confirm that officers are trained in the processes in which they participate
4.
IV
Criterion 8 Processes have been identified , the implementation of which requires the support of computer
systems
Criterion 9 Processes that require it are carried out using computers
Criterion 10 There is a system of monitoring processes as specified : a) measures and the implementation of all
processes , b ) the procedures for review by their respective owners c0 procedures for collecting and analyzing
observations implementers for the collection and analysis of the comments of customers ( visitors ), and has
been approved as a internal adjustment.
Criterion 11 There are documents that confirm that the processes are monitored in accordance with established
procedures and applicable system metrics
5.
V
Criterion 12 There are mechanisms to improve the processes and the establishment of new processes in the
case , sub-criterion a) changes in the rules implemented by the office sub-criterion b) the need to meet targets
in the strategy sub-criterion c ) of other external factors , and they were adopted in the form of self-regulation
Criterion 13 There are documents that confirm that the used mechanisms to improve the processes and the
establishment of new processes using tools such as : sub-criterion a) audits of processes, sub-criterion b )
systematic self-evaluation sub-criterion c) evaluation and analysis of performance , sub-criterion d ) a
comparison of the processes established in other offices (benchmarking processes )
Source: Grajewski, 2007

The implementation of the process-based approach brings the following benefits to the process oriented
organization (Bitkowska, Żyłko, 2009):
• the increase in the communicating efficiency in the organization, approval, openness, listening to the needs
of internal and external customers,
• the growth of the team work importance, joint determination of goals and search for solutions for arising
problems. There is higher commitment of employees and their creativity as well as desire for searching new
solutions.
• the organization becomes a self-learning organisation, because the educated and conscious of their role
employees are making decisions independently and are studying independently,
• the employees know their place in the organization, learn about the whole process and functioning
principles, It is in this way that it is easier to make right decisions from a point of view of the final value
added for a customer,
• the awareness of the role of crucial players in the organization grows due to understanding the process as the
whole as well as the individual role of employees in the process. In this way, the organization becomes less
exposed to mistakes and stoppages,
• more efficient cooperation inside the company resulting from the better communication amongst knots of
processes,
• the commitment of employees and managerial level is growing that supports the quality improvement and
the value added for customers,
• the facilitation of the computerization and virtualization process due to the transparent division of processes
(e.g. the implementation of the electronic document flow).
• the easiness at the identification and classification of the areas requiring improvements that allows for the
constant improvement of the organization.
• the trained employees working in teams are capable of independent modelling and analysing processes to
meet the evolving needs of internal and external organizations.
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Conclusions
Quality, effectiveness and maturity are important determinants of the success of the organization operating in
changeable environment. They affect the growth of the value and the increase in the competitiveness of the company.
Their measurement is causing many problems, therefore, there is a need to conduct intensive works on their
measurement, since it is possible to manage something that is measurable. Simultaneously, the awareness of the
importance of the intangible resources in the success of any organization is growing. Therefore, the identification of the
determinants for the quality improvement, maturity and effectiveness of the organization is a crucial issue in the new
economy, GOW or in the knowledge society. The determination of the maturity level and of the organization is an
important indicator informing on chances for increasing competitiveness of the organization operating in a changeable
environment.
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Knowledge Management as a Tool Supporting Corporate Social Responsibility
in Terms of Sustainable Development
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Abstract
The following paper explores the relationships between knowledge management and CSR for the purpose of promoting sustainable
development on organizational level. Various aspects and dimensions of social responsibility in organization are presented. The paper presents a
major contribution to the theory and practice of CSR in Poland - the model of social responsibility in organization (CRO). Key words: knowledge
management, corporate social responsibility, sustainable development.
Key words: knowledge management, corporate social responsibility, sustainable development.

Introduction
In terms of micro and macro business environment always changing, organizations are looking for ways and
tools that enable them to adapt swiftly to market demands and become more competitive. The satisfaction of more
demanding customers has become the key issue. Knowledge society requires proper knowledge management as
knowledge has become a strategic resource of organizations. Knowledge management in an organization requires
incorporating in the organization's overall strategy, the strategies of both tacit and explicit knowledge management.
Social responsibility of organizations must be based on knowledge management and quality management. Skilful
knowledge and quality management is the evidence of concern for growth and maturity of the organization. The paper
presents the essence of corporate social responsibility, the importance of sustainable development, the relationship
between knowledge management and sustainable development, the benefits associated with the implementation of
corporate social responsibility in organization. In addition, the paper presents a model of organizational social
responsibility, developed at the National Chamber of Commerce, which is a major contribution to the theory and
practice of corporate social responsibility on organizational level in Poland. The paper presents the essence, the impact
of social responsibility in organization the usefulness of the model for improving competitiveness of the organization.
Research methodology
The essence of CSR
Sustainable development in enterprise of international or national scope is termed CSR (corporate social
responsibility) or more often corporate responsibility. It is recognized that CSR was born at the third European
Management Symposium in Davos in 1973, where the discussion was centred around the tasks and goals that should
guide companies starting the business activity. The document worked out at the symposium included the statement that
management is required to address the needs of customers and has to satisfy their needs in the best possible way, coworkers for it has to provide jobs and contribute to the humanization of work, investors – it has to ensure dividend,
society - is has to use knowledge and resources that are entrusted to them for the well-being of society, to ensure future
generations worth living-in environment (Steinman, 1992).
The beginning of CSR in Europe dates back to 1995, when, in response to the growing interest in the topic of
corporate social responsibility, a group of business representatives together with former EU Commission President
J. Delors signed the European Declaration of Business against Social Inequality.
Corporate social responsibility is becoming increasingly important due to the growing demands of customers
who are interested in not only the quality of purchased goods and services, but also in the attitude of the company to its
employees, the environment, communication with the local environment and ethical behaviour.
Corporate social responsibility is defined as the concept of effective management of the company, which through
voluntary social dialogue at the local level contributes to increased competitiveness at the global level and at the same
time creates conditions for sustainable development of the social, economic and environmental development. Thus
understood is CSR in the Lisbon Strategy. The concept of CSR has been adopted as an important objective of this
strategy. To emphasize the importance of this issue already in 2001 the European Commission presented a green paper
on Corporate Social Responsibility in order to trigger a public debate on corporate responsibility. The result of the
debate was to present a strategy for the implementation and dissemination of responsible business practices in the
European Union - White Paper Communication on CSR. CSR has become one of the most important problems of EU
economic policy. Relevant institutions have been created, the legislative process started, and the British government
even appointed a minister for the CSR. In 2006, we find another expression of support for CSR through Implementing
the partnership for growth and jobs, making Europe a pole of excellence on corporate social responsibility (EU
Communication on CSR, 2006). In this Communication, the European Commission announced its support for the
European Alliance for Corporate Social Responsibility for new or existing CSR initiatives undertaken by the
companies.
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UN attaches great importance to the concept of sustainable development, while British business organization
Business in the Community (BITC) focuses on business metrics. However, substantial differences in the definition of
CSR are due to different understanding of CSR as a tool to carry out business functions.
According to Porter and Kramer CSR can be more than just feeling sorry for the additional costs, duty or mere
good deed - it can be a source of opportunity, innovation and competitive advantage (HBR 2006). They believe that
CSR can be a source of social progress, as the company invests a portion of the resources, their knowledge and skills in
activities which benefit the society.
Knowledge management as an important factor of sustainable development
From the very nature of globalization processes result significant differences in thinking and practice among the
managements of companies. In the group of knowledge workers emerges a category of global managers equipped in
highly specific qualities that are the result of intelligence, knowledge and experience.
The basis for success of global firms lies in a culture of quality where quality is penetrating all business
procedures and processes, from strategic to operational level. To this effect there is a need for a realistic assessment of
employees' attitudes towards quality. Organizations need to determine the current values that shape the attitudes of
employees and future values and principles that should be included in the philosophy of quality and business daily
practice. Then, the need arises to identify the factors affecting the strengthening of a culture of quality within the wider
organizational culture, the need to adopt the principles and values from the business environment that may strengthen
company's position in the market and improve its competitiveness (Skrzypek, 2008). Realization of these actions by
organizations is evidence of progress towards organizational maturity.
Globalization has also contributed to the growing importance of intellectual capital and knowledge management
processes (Skrzypek, 2006). The processes of globalization are not only a chance for the development of the
organization, but also pose new challenges. Globalization also means that companies are aware that business should be
considered from a global, not a local point of view. In globalized world economy uniformity of life and tastes of
customers allow companies to market global products.
The growing importance of knowledge and information is an important indicator of globalization. Knowledge is
the key resource of the modern world. Success in the global economy, the knowledge economy and information society
depends on the intelligence and ability to manage knowledge and information. Knowledge is a resource that allows to
combine the limited material resources such as labour, capital, in combinations of much higher value (Evans, 2006).
Knowledge-related processes can be implemented in companies only by aid of employees because knowledge is
the potential strongly associated with humans. Intelligent and mindful knowledge management through extraction and
use of knowledge of employees is a tool which opens up new opportunities and horizons for organizations (Zimniewicz,
2003).
The intensity of globalization is influenced by many factors, including information and communication
technologies which play a significant role in the knowledge society. Their influence is reflected in widespread
standardization, increasing number of information streams and concise nature of information.
The concept of knowledge management fits in the principles of sustainable development wherein the integration
of political, economic and social activities take place, with respect to natural environment, in order to guarantee the
ability to meet basic needs of communities of the present generation and future generations (Environment Protection
Act, 2001).
Principles of sustainable development, though generally relating to the macro scale, can be applied to the micro
scale - the enterprise and its environment. Harmonious development of enterprises must address economic, social and
environmental needs. Sustainable growth has been designated one of the three priorities of the Europe 2020 Strategy,
which is a long-term EU socio-economic program. This document is a continuation of the development vision outlined
by the Lisbon Strategy, and an attempt to address the weaknesses of the recent financial crisis. It should be noted that in
Poland the challenges of sustainable development were also included in the Strategy for Innovation and Economic
Efficiency, for which the Minister of Economy is responsible. Three major factors in maintaining the rate of stable
economic growth in Poland will be the development of innovation, knowledge management and improving the
credibility in the eyes of customers.
More than five years of work of hundreds of experts from nearly 100 countries have proved successful and Social
Responsibility Standard 26000: 2010 was announced. This document provides a standardized understanding of
corporate social responsibility and is aimed at the all institutions and organizations. According to the standard corporate
social responsibility is the responsibility of the organization for the impact of its decisions and activities on society and
the environment through transparent and ethical behaviour. Among the seven core subjects listed in the standard there
are: organizational governance, human rights, labour practices, the environment, fair operating practices, consumer
issues, community involvement and development.
ISO 26000 provides guidance on social responsibility, which is defined as the organization's responsibility for
the impact of its decisions and activities on society and the environment through ethical behaviour that can contribute to
sustainable development, takes into account the expectations of stakeholders, is integrated throughout an organization.
ISO 26000 standard is not the standard management system norm, but includes elements that can be incorporated
into existing systems. This standard does not contain requirements and is not intended for certification or for use for
regulatory purposes or in connection with contracts. It is designed to help organizations to act in a socially responsible
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way, which is the demand of societies around the world, not just a matter of choice. It is worth emphasizing the
standard approaches corporate social responsibility issues in a comprehensive manner, without restricting it to a
particular type of organization.
CSR (Corporate Social Responsibility-CSR) is a management strategy, whereby companies in their activities on
a voluntary basis pay attention to the interests of the society, the environment and the various stakeholders, particularly
employees.
Being socially responsible means, among other things: investing in human resources, protecting the environment,
good relationships with the company's environment, which contributes to the increase in value, competitiveness and
maturity of the organization.
CSR's important tool are various initiatives for the local community, including programs for employees,
management systems (according to ISO 9000, ISO 14000, SA 8000), the use of IT technology and social reports. The
SA 8000 (Social Accountability) standard, which is a set of rules and procedures to protect the fundamental rights of
workers, is a universal standard established to provide independent verification of corporate social responsibility
requirements to be met by the organization. The main elements of the SA 8000 standard are based on national law,
international standards of human rights and universal values laid down in the Convention of the International Labour
Organisation (ILO) and the United Nations Conventions.
Corporate social responsibility is a concept according to which organizations voluntarily integrate social and
environmental concerns in their business and relations with various stakeholders. Those who are in charge of
organizations can’t ignore the aspect of social responsibility in the management process. This is particularly important
in terms of knowledge society and knowledge-based economy where information flow is rapid, and the citizens are
aware of their rights and know how to effectively exercise them. Speaking of efficient and effective management one
needs to bear in mind that even one ill-considered information can lead to an avalanche of unfavourable comments,
spoiling the image of the institution.
Corporate social responsibility should be supported by the legal system in the country. Sustainable development
is the resultant of three components: social, environmental and economic. Universal values such as human rights, ethics,
the environment, a commitment to ethical conduct, anti-corruption, accountability for actions, readiness for
transparency, the proper management of the expectations of business environment and openness to dialogue with
stakeholders., It is also an ability to adopt policies favourable to each party called a win-win.
In enterprises that support corporate social responsibility, there are three reasons for introducing knowledge
management: improving the information system, development of employees and innovation. These can be successfully
linked with sustainable development. Improving the information system is improving the decision-making process,
making it easier to restore the balance between environmental and economic needs. Employee development can better
meet social needs. When innovation includes equipment - resources for sustainable development, the company can
better protect the environment, which is the foundation of sustainable development.
Implementation of any projects, including those in the field of sustainable development is possible only through
application of adequate knowledge of interdisciplinary nature. Knowledge is a key resource for the organization, which
means that it controls the processes of multiplication, change and reconfiguration of other resources and at the same
time is essential material in all deliberately implemented projects (Kożmiński, 2004).
Companies must recognize the importance of knowledge management and managers need to cooperate closely
with the employees. However, organizations generally invest in current operations, rather than the construction of
adaptive human systems (Schlesinger, 1999). Thus, knowledge management creates opportunities for the
implementation of sustainable development strategies.
The spheres of social responsibility in organization
It is worth emphasizing self-evaluation model of social responsibility in organisation (SRO), which has been
developed at the National Chamber of Commerce in Poland. It is modelled on the structure of EFQM for Social
Responsibility (Recha, 2013). SRO criteria make it possible to assess the level of excellence of organizations in their
relations with employees, stakeholders and the environment. M. Recha indicates that the condition of the effective
operation of the model is its inclusion and integration into the overall management system of the organization, with all
the consequences that may arise in connection with the adoption of the powers and responsibilities of employees at all
levels of management. M. Recha points out that the harmonization of SRO model with EFQM model and the Polish
Quality Award and their use in daily practice, by creating the conditions for transparent and reliable operation, should
lead to improving the image of the organization, both in the opinion of the local community and wider, at the national
and international level. SRO model should serve to improve relations with the local society, governments,
organizations, contractors and suppliers and increased public trust.
SRO model covers five areas: social, economic, environmental, knowledge and ethics. The authors of the model
determined the following responsibilities in particular areas (Table 1).
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Table 1. Five areas of responsibility in the SRO model
Type the sphere of responsibility

The essentials

Sphere of economic responsibility

Includes: managerial supervision, consistency of economic development of both
organizations and communities, tax payments, cooperation with local suppliers and
employing local labour

The sphere of social responsibility

This includes: ensuring health and safety at work, social benefits, adequate wages, ban on
child labour, ban on discrimination, cooperation with civil society organizations, unions and
the local authorities, which means observing human rights, labour rights and serves the
development of local communities

Sphere of environmental
responsibility

Includes: preventing or minimizing harm to the environment, reducing the consumption of
natural resources, support for initiatives that promote responsibility towards the environment,
development and implementation of environment-friendly systems, processes, technology and
innovations

Responsibility for knowledge

This includes: learning, knowledge creation, management and sharing of knowledge, creation
of community access to knowledge, such as scholarships for outstanding students, helping to
promote education in local community

Responsibility Ethics

Includes: compliance with the law and ethical standards in all areas of the organization,
promotion of ethical standards, preventing corruption and other social abuses

Source: Recha, 2013

Polish Quality Award (PQA) model was used for the development of the structure of the SRO model. PQA
model is based on eight principles: balanced performance, customer focus, leadership, management by processes,
employee-oriented success of organization, creativity and innovation, building partnership and responsibility for
continued success in the future (social responsibility and public responsibility). On the basis of these principles the
structure of the excellence model of Polish Quality Award was composed, which includes the following criteria:
leadership, strategy, employees, partnership and resources, processes, products, services and results for customers,
results for employees, results for the public and key results. SRO model criteria are divided into two sections potential
or results. Results for customers and key results criteria are marked 150 points whereas all remaining criteria are
marked 100 points.
Organizations that use PQA model for the development of the SRO model have a chance to improve their value,
efficiency, competitiveness and acknowledge that there are organizations that are looking for ways that lead to
increased organizational maturity.
Conclusions
In terms of sustainable development it is necessary to simultaneously take into account issues from the realm of
economics, ethics and ecology. Managing knowledge in organization is key to sustainable development. In globalized
economy corporate social responsibility is essential factor in developing organizations, industries and economies. A
major contribution to CSR theory and practice in Poland is the Social Responsibility in Organisation (SRO) system
developed in Poland by the Polish Chamber of Commerce.
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Environmental Fiscal Reforms in the EU: Situation Analysis
Astrida Slavickienė, Vida Čiulevičienė
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Abstract
The article analysed one of the instruments of environmental and economic interaction – environmental taxes. The aim of research is to
evaluate preconditions for the application of environmental taxes in Lithuania in order to achieve sustainable development of the country. It analysed
the concept of environmental taxes. It revealed the role of environmental taxes for eco-balance and sustainable development of countries. The article
contains the dynamic and structural analysis of environmental taxes in the EU and Lithuania in 1999-2011. It contains proposals for the
implementation of environmental fiscal reforms.

Introduction
A wide variety of measures such as legal, administrative, economic, moral, ecological education and others can
be employed for the promotion and management of environmental protection. Recently, discussions of scientists
(Conrad, Loschel, 2005; Albrecht, 2006; Ekins, Pollitt, Summerton, Chewpreecha, 2012 et al.) have increasingly
centred on the importance of green taxes to environmental protection and sustainable development of countries.
Appropriate implementation of the measures of the economic mechanism for environmental protection should
inevitably be linked with the fundamental ‘polluter pays’ principle of environmental law (Medelienė, Žvaigždinienė,
2012). Improvement and development of economic measures started in the sixties of the last century with an
introduction of consumer taxes covering environmental protection expenses; subsequent improvement of these
measures was effected by combining fiscal and incentive-based functions of taxes.
Application of green taxes is encouraged through environmental fiscal reforms. An environmental fiscal reform
refers to the reformation of the fiscal system aimed at tax shifts from ‘good’ production factors (e.g. labour) towards
‘bad’ factors (e.g. pollution). The aim of the reform is ‘to eliminate side effects on the environment’ and
simultaneously increase the level of labour. These reforms have, over the course of the last decade, moved from
theoretical discussions about sustainable development and measures to achieve it to the practical policy agenda in many
European countries (Fullerton, Leicester, Smith, 2007). Environmental fiscal reform steps have been taken recently to
gradually replace taxes on ‘bad matters’ by taxes on ‘good matters’.
The speed of implementation of these reforms differs from state to state, but it can be generalised already now
about the advantages and drawbacks of these reforms and the possibilities of implementing them in other states,
Lithuania included.
The aim of research is to evaluate preconditions for the application of environmental taxes in Lithuania in order
to achieve sustainable development of the country.
The object of research – environmental taxes.
The tasks of research:
 Evaluation of the adequacy of legal and political instruments for the implementation of environmental fiscal
reforms.
 Evaluation of the advantages, drawbacks and outcomes of the environmental fiscal reforms carried out in EU
states.
 Identification of the trends of change in the EU and Lithuania as regards revenue from environmental taxes.
 Submission of recommendations concerning the possibilities of implementing the environmental fiscal
reform.
Research methods
The advantages and disadvantages of environmental reforms were formulated on the basis of the methods of
scientific literature analysis and generalisation. The outcomes of environmental reforms were evaluated using the
systematic and comparative analysis of scientific literature and synthesis. The impact of environmental reforms on
national sustainable development has been identified on the basis of foreign scientists’ empirical research studies and
the logical analysis and synthesis technique. An empirical research study was carried out to prove the importance of
eco-taxes. The impact of these taxes on GDP was evaluated using Eurostat and Statistics Lithuania information and the
methods of statistical information systematisation and grouping of the Lithuanian Environmental Protection Agency.
The trends of change of environmental taxes are presented using graphic representation techniques. Conclusions were
drawn up using the method of generalisation.
Research period – 1999-2011.
Legal and political preconditions for the introduction of environmental taxes
Where only economic development of countries is pursued disregarding its impact on the environment in the
long-term this may have feedback on the economy itself and at the same time on each member of the society in different
aspects: pollution, health problems, resource degradation, etc. The best instrument to address this problem –
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environmental taxes. Environmental taxes mean taxes that are imposed on a negative effect on the environment, and
also the use of environmental resources. Musu, I. (2010) (in accordance with Brock and Taylor, 2005) points out three
factors on which the pressure of economic activity on the environment depends:
1) growth of the scale of the economic system (scale effect);
2) changes in the productive structure (composition effect);
3) impact of technological development (technique effect).
With rapid industrial development, i.e. with pressure of all the three factors on the environment, environmental
pollution management was necessary. Therefore, in 1972 the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and
Development (OECD) formulated the principle ‘polluters pays’, which since then has formed the core of OECD
environmental policy guidelines. In 1980, the OECD launched a study on the idea of environmental taxes in its Member
countries (Pedersen, 2005).
In 1993, the European Commission prepared the publication White Paper on growth, competitiveness and
employment (Ref. COM(93) 700), which substantiates proposals to carry out environmental reforms redistributing the
tax burden so as to lighten the burden on the recipients of ‘gains’ (labour income, profit) and increase the burden on the
users of natural resources.
In 1997, the European Commission adopted a Communication on Environmental Taxes and Charges in the
Single Market. This document explains the legal framework for the use by Member States of environmental taxes and
charges, as environmental control measures, and future guidelines. The document gave EU Member States much liberty
as regards introduction of environmental taxes.
In 1997, the European Commission proposed an EU directive concerning introduction of the energy tax that is
restructuring energy taxation inside the EU. This directive provides for a wide imposition of the excise duty on energy
carriers – petroleum, gas, electricity, coal, peat, wood charcoal, etc. It also provides for the introduction of binding
minimum energy tax rates for EU Member States and the schedule of increasing these rates. Although tax exemptions
can still be applied to some energy-intensive economic branches/areas, the energy tax paid by these sectors should not
be smaller than 1 % of their income derived from product sales. It also allows energy tax reductions for fuel used for
some specific purposes as, for instance, public transport or fuel used in agriculture. Furthermore, reductions or complete
exemptions in the level of this taxation may be applied to electricity generated from renewable sources, i.e. electricity of
solar, wind, tidal or geothermal energy. This directive is the basis for carrying out environmental reforms as it
emphasises the possibility of shifting the burden of collected taxes from labour resources onto the users of natural
resources and recommends avoiding of the increase of the overall tax burden.
An EU Directive restructuring the Community framework for the taxation of energy products and electricity was
adopted in 2003. In 2011 this directive was amended. The amendment was aimed at ensuring consistent treatment of
energy sources within the Energy Taxation Directive in order to provide a genuine level playing field between energy
consumers independent from the energy source used, an adapted framework for the taxation of renewable energies and
a framework for the use of CO 2 taxation.
On 4-5 November 2009, the European Economic and Social Committee shared Sweden’s opinion on the subject
‘Towards an Eco-efficient Economy’ that economic crisis presents both a threat and an opportunity for breaking the
mould and adopting a win-win eco-efficiency fiscal strategy that will help to revive the economy, improve its
competitiveness and create new jobs at the same time transforming the energy base and reducing emissions
substantially. One of the steps to achieve that is to promote and encourage green fiscal reforms.
United Nations Conference on Sustainable Development, Rio+20, was held in Rio de Janeiro (Brazil) in 2012.
The conference acknowledged that the green economy was the main tool to achieve sustainable development.
Environmental taxes make an inseparable part of the green economy.
Analysis of the interactions of environmental reforms and countries’ policies shows that social democratic
parties in all countries have taken a more positive attitude to environmental taxes and arguments concerning the
efficiency of environmental policy measures were put forward in the 1998 Brundtland Report. However, social
democratic parties sensibly react to possible losses as regards job creation and electricity competitiveness.
The model for collecting the CO2 tax from the industry is greatly different in the Scandinavian countries. These
differences can be explained by the mobilisation of industrial interests and the possibility of making a political influence
on Europe by these countries.
In Lithuania, the application of environmental taxes was envisaged in the Strategy for the Economic Factors of
Environmental Protection (2002) and enshrined in the Long-term Economic Development Strategy of Lithuania until
2015.
Consequently, legal and political preconditions for the application of environmental taxes have been created in
full.
Advantages, drawbacks and outcomes of environmental reforms in EU countries
Considering the likely benefits of environmental taxes most European countries started implementing an
environmental fiscal reform, even though to a small extent (Ekins et al., 2012). This reform was implemented in the
Nordic countries in 1990-2000 and produced positive outcomes. Even though the reform has received increasing
attention since then, no coordinative action was taken within Europe. Six EU states have implemented environmental
fiscal reforms through different instruments (Sweden, 1990; Denmark, 1993; the Netherlands, 1996; Finland, 1997;
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Germany 1999; and Great Britain, 1996 and 2001). Since the agricultural sector and its production have gained in
importance worldwide, and also in order to eat healthy agricultural products, Europe’s states first started introducing
fiscal measures in agriculture.
In fact, this produced positive results, both environmental and economic: reductions in energy demand and
emissions, increased employment, and a negligible effect on gross domestic product.
Most scientists analysing the course and outcomes of environmental fiscal reforms consider environmental taxes
as one of the main instruments in minimising or even completely eliminating, both directly and indirectly, the pressure
of economic activities on the environment and society. As maintained by Garcia C.R.A. (2010), environmental tax
reform is crucial in efforts to solve the world’s environmental problems, particularly climate change; green taxes have a
good economic effect and negligible impact on gross domestic product. As noted by Fitoussi, J.P., Sen, A. and Stiglitz,
E. (2009), the world is facing a looming environmental crisis, especially associated with global warming.
Market prices are distorted in the countries in which there is no charge imposed on carbon emissions; and no
account is made of the cost of these emissions in standard national income accounts.The increase of taxes on energy
consumption or CO2 emissions is the main tool of environmental fiscal reforms.
As noted by Pedersen (2005), environmental taxes on industry increased in the Scandinavian countries over the
course of the 1990s. The analysis of the results of environmental reforms and of the policy of their introduction in the
Scandinavian countries has revealed the following trend: CO2 taxes on industry increased and became an inseparable
regulatory instrument for CO2 emissions, whereas taxation on agricultural emissions of nitrogen stagnated or decreased.
This trend is also observed in other countries of the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development. At the
beginning of 1990 carbon taxes were presented in Finland, Norway, Sweden, Denmark, the Netherlands and Belgium.
After five years discussions on these taxes were started in Austria, the UK, Italy, Germany and France. Taxes as a tool
in reducing agricultural pollution have been introduced only in Sweden and the USA.
Thus, why the idea of externality taxation gains more political trenchancy in relation to the taxation of industrial
CO2 emissions than in the taxation of nitrogen emissions and why institutional changes occur more extensively in one
sector than in another.
Introduction of environmental taxes on industry and agriculture can be explained by the fact that the business
sector is organised well and has powerful incentives to resist taxes, in the meantime consumers are worse organised and
have minor incentives to resist taxes. Norway introduced a tax on fertiliser nitrogen in 1988. The tax accounted for 1 %
of the fertiliser price and first was imposed as the source of financing for the information policy measure. However, in
1990 the Ministry of Agriculture proposed to increase this tax to 8 %. In 2000, this tax was abolished as income from it
was inadequate to pollution reduction and collection costs.
Sweden imposed the fertiliser tax of 5 % in 1984. Income from the collection of this tax was used for pollution
control in the agricultural sector. Following introduction of nitrogen emission regulation the problem of pollution
remained topical nonetheless. The 1990 governmental report contained a conclusion that fertiliser taxes were
insufficiently big and fertiliser, nevertheless, was being used intensively. In 1994, the fertiliser tax was raised up to
27 % of the sales price. Although one of the aim aims of environmental taxes in Sweden is to contribute to the financing
of the environmental bureaucratic apparatus, the fertiliser tax was replaced by a formal tax that generated general state
revenue, but not only money for the agricultural sector. Consequently, Sweden is the only country in which fertiliser
taxation is a continuous process and this taxation is a political instrument among a variety of other ones.
Denmark and Sweden are the only countries that apply certain taxes and other penalty tools with regard to
fertiliser use. Denmark applies the system of quotas in agriculture, while Sweden uses a usual national tax tariff.
Denmark is the only country having introduced taxes on antibiotics and other growth promoters. Fuel taxation is
characteristic of enormous differences across states. All states apply the excise duty, although in agriculture this tax is
collected differently at national levels. Denmark and Sweden have developed a more complicated system with three
different types of the excise duty levied on fuels: the energy tax, carbon tax and sulphur tax. However, fertiliser and
pesticide taxes currently applicable in Denmark and Sweden depend on the political instruments of concrete sectors,
while petroleum product, gas and electricity taxes are chiefly predetermined by the general scope of application of the
national energy policy.
As regards the analysis of carbon dioxide taxation, Denmark boasts deep-rooted traditions of the taxation of
energy consumed by households, but the taxation of industrial energy consumption is a new thing in the system of
taxation. Denmark introduced the CO2 tax in 1992 and increased it for households and made more extensive in industry,
as part of an environmental fiscal reform, in 1993.
In scientists’ opinion, one of the key advantages of CO2 taxation in the Scandinavian countries is that Denmark
and Sweden taxed industry in a similar form and afterward extended the system of that tax by reducing the nitrogen tax
and increasing the CO2 tax.
In the UK, fiscal measures have been implemented primarily with environmental objectives in mind. They have
included three new national environmental taxes, on landfill, industrial energy use and the extraction of aggregates
(sand, gravel and rock). In 1996, a tax was imposed on waste delivered to landfill sites. According to the 2007 data, the
rate of this tax was raised three times, which increased state revenue from £502 million to £900 million, i.e. by nearly
two times. A tax on energy use by industry (climate change levy) was introduced in 2001, which increased revenue
from £555 million to £700 million. A tax was also introduced on aggregates (aggregates levy), which raised revenue by
£53 million (Fullerton, Leicester, Smith, 2007).
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As maintained by Albrecht (2006), a green tax reform based on consumption taxes that are differentiated
according to the environmental impact of products could be more effective and efficient compared to traditional taxes.
Based on the experience of the environmental fiscal reform, the total revenue from environmental taxes have increased
more than fourfold in the EU since 2001. In 2001, energy taxes accounted for 3/4 of environmental tax revenue. The
amount of taxes on mobile pollution sources accounted for 21 % of the total fiscal revenue. In 2001, revenue from
environmental taxes made the largest share of GDP in Denmark (4.7 %) and the Netherlands (3.8 %), while the smallest
share of this tax in GDP was in France (2 %) and Spain (2.2 %).
Although the proposal for a common European directive for transport taxation has not been accepted, by March
2011 nineteen EU countries out of 27 had already applied the idea in one form or another (Nygren, Lyytimaki, Tapio,
2012). In Finland, car taxation was reformed at the beginning of 2008. The planning of the national-level reform in car
tax was prompted by the European Commission’s proposal for a directive for car taxes. The car tax reform was based
on the reduction of carbon emissions. The Commission proposed that Member States link car taxes to the carbon
emissions of a vehicle and that taxation should be altered to emphasise car use rather than ownership. In 2007,
discussion during the preparation phase for the introduction of this tax was intense. Emission data provided by the car
manufacturers shows that the unit emissions of new cars registered in Finland decreased significantly after the reform in
2007-2011. A decrease in unit emissions has also been detected in other Nordic countries (Nygren, Lyytimaki, Tapio,
2012).
Authors Ekins and Speck (2000) presented summarised information about environmental tax reforms launched
in Europe. As Table 1 shows, reforms are associated with the shift of part of the tax burden from taxes on labour to
taxes on energy.
Table 1. The essence of environmental reforms in European states (prepared in accordance with Ekins, Speck, 2000)
Revenues generated from
Tax shifts
Start of the
environmental taxes during the
State
reform
first year after the reform,
from
to
share of GDP, per cent.
Personal incomes, social
Finland
1997
security contributions payable
CO2 and waste
0.5 %
by employees
Social security contributions
Energy (mineral oil,
Germany
1999
payable by employers and
0.8 %
natural gas and power)
employees
Personal and corporate
incomes, social security
Netherlands
1996
Energy and CO2
0.8 %
contributions payable by
employees
0.2 %
Spain
1995
Personal incomes
Motor fuel
Sweden

1990

Personal incomes

UK

1996

Social security contributions
payable by employees

Environmental and energy
taxes, including CO2 and
SO2 taxes

1.9 %

Waste

0.2 %

Other European countries also apply environmental taxes, but since the introduction of such taxes was not
associated with reductions in other taxes, it cannot be stated that they implemented green tax reforms.
In summary of the outcomes of environmental reforms it can be concluded that revenue from these taxes during
the first year after the reform were not big, but the aim of the reform to restructure the tax system so as to adjust it to the
environmental, social and economic activities of a country without prejudice to other market actors was achieved. This
reform mainly focuses on the reduction of some taxes and the increase of others by concentrating on environmental
protection and the economy preserving an eco-balance. Therefore, implementation of this reform in other countries
requires selection of the appropriate fiscal instruments in order to achieve the expected result in the future (eco-balance,
fiscal revenues, society is not overburdened with high social taxes).
Analysis of revenues from environmental taxes
Currently, revenues from taxes relating to environmental protection in Western countries account for 1 to 5 % of
the GDP of these countries. Examples of particularly efficient taxes on pollution in Europe are considered to be a tax on
water resource pollution in the Netherlands, tax on sulphur and nitrogen oxide polluting the environment and a vehicle
fuel tax differentiation scheme in Sweden. EU countries pursue quite different policies with respect to energy, which is
one of the most polluting sectors. Currently, EU states, including Lithuania, collect around EUR 290 billion in
environmental taxes per year, which accounts for roughly 2.5 % of the gross domestic product and for around 6 % of
the total taxes and social contributions (TSC). Currently the EU is collecting the following environmental taxes:
• energy taxes – this group includes taxes on energy products used for transport and stationary purposes;
• transport taxes – this group covers taxes relating to motor vehicle ownership and use;
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pollution taxes – this group includes taxes designed for measurable and calculable emissions into the air and
water, and also control of particulate matter and noise;
• resource taxes – taxation of extracted resources.
With 1.7 % of GDP revenue from environmental taxation in 2011 Lithuania is the second lowest in the EU, in
particular due to transport taxes which are the lowest in the EU-27. Compared to the 2000 level, environmental revenue
in 2011 declined by 32 %, from 2.5 to 1.7 of GDP.
•

Figure 1. Share of environmental taxes in GDP in EU states, 2011, per cent

Compared to the EU-27 average, the share of Lithuania’s environmental taxes is by 0.51 percentage point
below the average and represents nearly the same figure as in Estonia and Romania (Figure 1). In the Netherlands and
Denmark the share of environmental taxes accounts for around 4 % of GDP, i.e. twice more than in Lithuania.
Calculations of the proportion of environmental taxes in the total taxes and fees shows that in Lithuania it accounted for
6.6 % in 2011, which is close to the EU-27 average as the difference is a mere 0.2 percentage points, but significantly
smaller than in the neighbouring states, i.e. Latvia, Poland and Estonia.
Almost all EU countries have introduced energy taxation as the major component of environment-related
taxes, and the pollution/resources part as the smallest, seen from the size of the tax. However, the effect of the tax is
also dependent on how it affects the price of commodities, and what alternatives are possible. Therefore, even a modest
pollution tax can have a major impact on the type of resources to be used if it changes a relative price. Across the world,
gasoline or coal may not be taxed, but subsidised instead, which leads to very different fuel prices.

Figure 2. Structure of environmental taxes in EU-27 and Lithuania, 2011, per cent

An analysis of actual data suggests the conclusion that the structure of environmental taxes in Lithuania
substantially differs from the EU-27 average. In Lithuania, energy taxes account for more than 90 % of all
environmental taxes. Compared to the EU-27 average, Lithuania’s share of these taxes is by nearly 20 percentage points
above the EU average (Figure 2). The share of transport and pollution taxes in general accounts for a mere 6 %. This
leads to the conclusion that Lithuania still insufficiently uses taxes as an environmental protection and transport taxation
instrument. Environmental taxes in the EU have distributed more evenly.
A more detailed analysis of the dynamics of revenues from environmental taxes shows certain ongoing
changes in the structure of environmental taxes: a rapid increase in the share of pollution taxes, but a decrease in the
share of transport taxes (Figure 3).
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Figure 3. Structure of environmental taxes in Lithuania, 1999-2011, per cent

As the study has revealed, environmental taxes in Lithuania show a growing tendency, on the average by 7 % every
year, in the period 1999-2011 (Figure 4). In 2011 as against 1999, the total amount of environmental taxes increased by
LTL 232.04 million or 78.0 %. This increment mainly resulted from an increase in energy taxes of LTL 277.02 million or
125.9 %, as the amount of transport taxes within the period in question fell by LTL 56.23 million, which accounts for
79.8 %. Payment of transport taxes, as a rule, depends on the engine type of a vehicle. This suggests the conclusion that in
recent years less powerful vehicles have been purchased in Lithuania. Another possible reason – increased prices of
different types of fuel. The most significant changes are those in pollution taxes: although in 2011 as against 1999 their
increase in the absolute amount was not significant, from LTL 5.06 to LTL 16.31 million, a relative change was enormous
– they more than tripled. A comparison of changes of the recent-years environmental taxes shows that taxes of all types are
growing. In 2011 compared to 2010, the total amount of environmental taxes increased by LTL 15.46 million or 3 %. This
was chiefly predetermined by the increase of pollution taxes, which more than doubled – by 121.3 %.

Figure 4. Trends of environmental tax collection in Lithuania

The increase of energy taxes should be linked with increased consumption of various types of energy. With
energy consumption increasing greenhouse gas emissions also increase. In 2011 compared to 2000, greenhouse gas
emissions into the atmosphere went up by 7 %. In accordance with the Kyoto Protocol, Lithuania has assumed the
obligation to decrease the emissions of greenhouse gases by 8 % in the commitment period from 2008 to 2012
compared to the 1990 level as the base year (Kyoto protocol …, 1998).
The performed analysis of scientists’ research studies, legal and political regulations and statistics makes it
possible to formulate the following recommendations for the implementation of environmental reforms in Lithuania:
• aimed at increasing the price of consumption of environmental goods, in any case the environmental fiscal
reform to be implemented step by step and justified for a long-term perspective;
• application of environmental taxes has to be implemented by combining taxation and tax exemptions for
renewable energy, a reduced VAT rate, and a reduced income tax for the poorest in order to achieve higher
efficiency and effectiveness of these taxes;
• income received from environmental taxes should not become part of the national budget but should be used
specifically, i.e. for specific purposes (contribution to sustainable national development, reduction of other
taxes, implementation of strategic reforms);
• the taxation of environmental pollution has to reduce the amount of resources per unit of economic activities,
i.e. to increase the productivity of resources, thus reducing the burden of growth on natural environment;
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reductions in labour and income taxation have to encourage an increase in employment and compensate for the
value added in production.
The environmental fiscal reform in Lithuania would help seek the improvement of environmental, economic
and social indicators, address economic and social problems in Lithuania and achieve rapid sustainable development of
the country. Lithuania must apply an economic instrument – environmental taxes and to reform the fiscal system by
making it favourable to the population, business, environment and the state itself.
•

Conclusions
Environmental fiscal reforms are necessitated by growing environmental pollution worldwide. The essence of
these reforms is to introduce environmental taxes by reducing the rates of other taxes (mainly labour, capital or social
security taxes) and the taxation base. Political and legal conditions for reform implementation have been developed at
global level, in the EU and in Lithuania.
The advantages of environmental reforms include decreased energy demand and environmental pollution
emissions, and the absence of a negative impact of taxes on GDP. Application of these taxes in agriculture is difficult
due to its specificity. First-year results in the countries having reformed their fiscal systems through the introduction of
environmental taxes have revealed low income from these taxes, but a growing tendency thereof within the period in
question, i.e. introduction of these taxes should be associated with a long-term perspective.
In implementing environmental tax reforms it is important to select the appropriate fiscal measures in order to
achieve the expected result: eco-balance, fiscal income making it possible to reduce other taxes that help maintain social
justice, creation of the additional value added and contribution to national sustainable development.
The environmental fiscal reform in Lithuania would help seek the improvement of environmental, economic
and social indicators, address economic and social problems in Lithuania and achieve rapid sustainable development of
the country. It is necessary for Lithuania to apply an economic instrument – environmental taxes and to reform the
fiscal system by making it favourable to the population, business, environment and the state itself.
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The Impact of the Common Agricultural Policy on the Farm Income and its
Determinants
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Abstract
The aim of the paper is to ex-post evaluate the differences of farm income and its determinants between the old- (EU-15) and new (EU-12)
EU member states before and after the EU enlargement. The analysis covers the period 2001 – 2011. The economic indicators are calculated from the
Economic Accounts for Agriculture published by Eurostat. The paper evaluates the economic level of the agrarian sector in the old- and new EU
member states. It devotes to the production, costs, subsidies, compensation of employees and income indicators in Purchasing Power Standard (PPS).
It also contains the international comparison based on the multi-criterial evaluation of the eight key economic indicators using the standardized
variable method. The results show the sharp drop in livestock production in the EU-12 after the EU accession. This was caused by the reduction of the
pig production. The unfavorable input-output value relations and the high number of labor input (AWU) per hectare generate lower income per AWU
in the EU-12. The lower income level in the EU-12 corresponds to the lower compensations of employees in agriculture. The level of the current
subsidies in the EU-27 becomes equal. The international comparison reveals “winners” and “losers” in the EU-12 and the EU-15. There has been still
the relatively large income disparity between the old- and the new EU member states.
Key words: agriculture, economic indicators, EU enlargement, income disparity

Introduction
One of the impacts of the EU enlargements in 2004 and 2007 was that the new member states have had to adapt
to the Common Agricultural Policy. The adaptation process entails pros and cons not only for farmers but also for the
whole agri-food vertical. The changes in the income determinants in agriculture become more topical because of the
design of the new CAP after 2013. Since 2004, the agricultural income has been highly volatile with the peaks in 2007
and 2011 and the sharp drop in 2009 (Camska, 2013).
Many studies focus on the commodity level assessments. Strnadlova (2009) describes the significant negative
structural changes of sugar beet growing and sugar production in the Czech Republic after the EU accession. Konig and
Major (2006) consider changes in the Hungarian dairy industry after the EU accession. They point out the rapid increase
of the cheap imports, while the purchase and sale of domestic products have been decreasing or stagnating. Basek et al.
(2010) assess the current state and development tendencies of the Czech agriculture after EU accession. The operational
subsidies have decisively contributed to an improvement of the economical situation on farms. Without the subsidies,
many farms would not be profitable and viable. The level of the self-sufficiency for most crop commodities has
significantly increased. Alternatively, the level of the self-sufficiency for most livestock commodities has decreased.
Doucha and Foltyn (2008) evaluate the multifunctionality of Czech agriculture and its individual farm categories before
and after the EU accession. The highest level of multifunctionality is in the category of farms of sole holder holdings
with 101-300 ha and the lowest level in the category of collective farms - cooperatives and joint stock companies.
Some studies investigate the impacts of the EU accession on more new member states at once. Campos, Jaklic and
Juvancic (2010) identify the determinants influencing the farm productivity in the five EU new member states. Results
suggest that adjustment patterns are diverging and are region-specific, depending mainly on the initial farm structural
conditions, and availability of the non-farm jobs. After the EU accession, the competition in the new markets increased
significantly, resulting in massive import penetration. The agricultural employment has further decreased in the new
member states. Nevertheless, the economic situation of the farmers improved due to increasing income (Kiss, 2011).
Sahrbacher (2011) also highlights the increase of the farm income due to the annually increasing direct payments.
Nevertheless, not only do farmers benefit from the increasing direct payments but so do landowners.
Torok and Jambor (2013) estimate the effects of the EU accession in the agri-food trade, especially considering
the revealed comparative advantages. They conclude that the competitive advantage of the new member states except
Latvia and Lithuania decreased after the accession, though it is still acceptable. As Csaki and Jambor (2013) find, the
role of agriculture has further decreased in the new member states, productivity lag has decreased, but remained
remarkable. The EU accession has strengthened the extensive ways of production. They also find a significant increase
of the farm income in the new member states, mainly due to the agricultural subsidies.
Based on the other authors’ findings, the global aim of the paper is to ex-post evaluate the differences of farm
income and its determinants between the old- and new EU member states. The paper targets to obtain answers to the
three main questions:
1) How the economic level of the agrarian sector in the new member states differs compared to the EU-15?
2) How was the development of the production dimension of agriculture in the EU-12 (new member states)
compared to the EU-15 (old member states)?
3) How the dependency of farm income on the current subsidies changed after the EU enlargement?
Material and methods
The analysis is based on Eurostat data. The Economic Accounts for Agriculture (EAA) provide detailed
information on income in the agricultural sector. The EAA accounts are detailed data on output value, intermediate
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consumption, subsidies and taxes, consumption of fixed capital, rent and interests, capital formation etc. Agricultural
Labor Input is an integrated part of the overall concept of the Economic Accounts for Agriculture. The National
Statistical Institutes or Ministries of Agriculture are responsible for data collection and calculation of the national
EAAs, in accordance with EC Regulations. Eurostat is responsible for the EU aggregations. Agricultural labor input is
expressed in thousands of annual work units (AWU). One AWU corresponds to the work performed by one person who
is occupied on an agricultural holding on a full-time basis, i. e. 1 800 hours per year. The utilized agricultural area
(UAA, hectares) comes from the Farm Structure Surveys 2003, 2005, 2007 and 2010. The missing values are
approximated.
The evaluation covers the period 2001 – 2011. The 2012 data are estimates only, so they were not included. The
period is divided into four intervals – one pre-accession period (2001-03) and three post-accession periods (2004-06,
2007-09, 2010-11). The EAA has specific methodology. The paper takes the main EAA indicators as follows:
 Crop Output + Animal Output + Agricultural Services Output + Non-agricultural Secondary Services
(inseparable) = Output of the Agricultural “Industry”
 Output of the Agricultural “Industry” – Total Intermediate Consumption = Gross Value Added at Basic
Prices
 Gross Value Added at Basic Prices – Fixed Capital Consumption = Net Value Added at Basic Prices
 Net Value Added at Basic Prices – Other Taxes on Production + Other Subsidies on Production = Factor
Income
 Factor Income – Compensation of Employees = Operating Surplus (Mixed Income)
 Operating Surplus – Rents and Other Real Estate Charges To Be Paid – Interest Paid + Interest Received =
Entrepreneurial Income
The Factor Income represents the key income indicator in agriculture. Since it covers costs on external factors
(wages, interest paid and land charges), it is convenient for comparison of the different farm structures within the EU-27.
The EAA indicators are expressed in PPS (Purchasing Power Standard). According to the Eurostat glossary, “the
PPS is the technical term used by Eurostat for the common currency in which national accounts aggregates are
expressed when adjusted for price level differences using PPPs. Thus, PPPs can be interpreted as the exchange rate of
the PPS against the euro. PPS are derived by dividing any economic aggregate of a country in national currency by its
respective purchasing power parities.”
The last part of the results considers the international comparison. It is based on the standardized variable
method (SVM). Let’s suppose a set of variables xij where i (i = 1,…, m) denotes m farms or countries and j (j = 1,…, n)
denotes n indicators. Then the variables are transformed to the dimensionless standardized quantities uij. For the
maximizing indicators, the standardized quantities can be expressed as follows:

uij ( MAX ) 

xij  x j
s xj

where sxj means the standard deviation of the indicators across the EU-27

(1)
For the minimizing indicators, the standardized quantities can be expressed as follows:

uij ( MIN ) 

x j  xij
s xj
(2)
n

When the sum of the standardized quantities for each country is positive, i.e.

u
j 1

ij

> 0, the country is above the EU-27
n

average. When the sum of the standardized quantities for each country is negative, i.e.

u
j 1

ij

< 0, the country is below

the EU-27 average.
Following indicators for multi-criterial comparison of the economic level in agriculture within the EU-27 are
selected:
- Crop Output per hectare (max)
- Livestock Output per hectare (max)
- Intermediate Consumption per hectare (min)
- Share of Intermediate Consumption to Total Output (min)
- Net Value Added per AWU (max)
- Current Subsidies per hectare (max)
- Staff Costs per AWU salaried (max)
- Entrepreneurial Income per AWU (max)
Results and Discussion
Table 1 describes the main economic indicators of the agricultural income in the old member states (EU-15)
and the new member states (EU-12).
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Table 1. The key agricultural economic indicators in the EU-15 and the EU-12
Indicator

Unit

Crop Output
Livestock Output
Output of the Agricultural
"Industry" (Total Output)
Intermediate Consumption

PPS/ha
PPS/ha

Fixed Capital Consumption
Share
of
Intermediate
Consumption to Total Output
Agricultural Labour Input
Gross Value Added
Net Value Added
Current Subsidies
Share of Current Subsidies to
Factor Income
Factor Income
Staff Cost
Entrepreneurial Income
Source: Author

2001-03
% of
EU-15
993.8
83.1
818.9
90.8

EU-12

2004-06
% of
EU-15
1 105.2
96.2
778.7
88.0

EU-12

2007-09
% of
EU-15
1 137.1
94.1
762.1
81.9

EU-12

2010-11
% of
EU-15
1 287.2
103.1
761.8
77.8

EU-12

PPS/ha

1 936.7

86.2

2 028.9

92.5

2 044.6

88.1

2 194.2

90.6

PPS/ha

1 120.3

101.0

1 165.5

101.3

1 265.0

94.6

1 354.6

94.3

PPS/ha

186.0

59.2

202.7

60.3

207.4

54.5

237.6

60.0

%

57.9

117.2

57.5

109.5

61.9

107.3

61.8

104.2

15.8
5 153.7
3 976.4
63.6

317.8
22.6
24.1
19.6

14.1
6 138.2
4 696.8
215.1

297.6
27.9
31.5
63.1

12.4
6 298.4
4 621.6
296.5

279.0
28.5
34.1
82.0

10.5
8 003.4
5 739.8
353.6

249.5
34.2
41.0
98.6

9.8

27.4

28.1

72.2

38.6

93.5

40.3

99.5

4 107.9

22.6

5 523.2

29.8

6 242.6

31.4

8 409.8

39.9

8 572.0

57.0

9 833.8

59.9

12 956.2

72.7

10 986.0

58.5

2 835.0

24.4

4 018.4

36.0

4 177.5

36.9

6 340.6

52.3

AWU/100 ha
PPS/AWU
PPS/AWU
PPS/ha
%
PPS/AWU
PPS/AWU
salaried
PPS/AWU

Although the crop output per hectare in the EU-12 increases, its year-by-year volatility caused by the various
weather conditions is natural. The crop output in the EU-12 reaches the average of the EU-15. The big problem is the
livestock output that decreases in absolute and relative terms. The share of the livestock output in the EU-12 compared
to the EU-15 dropped from 90.8 % in 2001-03 to 77.8 % in 2010-11. The question is which livestock categories in
which countries have been reduced?
The average annual change of the animal output value per hectare between 2001 and 2011 decreased in Bulgaria
(by 8.45 %), in the Czech Republic (by 2.24 %), in Latvia (by 0.24 %), in Hungary (by 2.39 %), in Malta (by 2.10 %),
in Romania (by 2.53 %), in Slovenia (by 1.03 %) and in Slovakia (by 1.38 %). In the EU-12, Estonia, Lithuania, Poland
and Cyprus increased the real value of livestock production. Alternatively, the livestock production in the EU-15 has
been either stabilized or increased. The most threatened category of livestock in the EU-12 is pig production. The value
of pig production in the EU-12 fell from 13,470 millions of PPS in 2001 to 8,592 millions of PPS in 2011. On the other
side, the pig production in the EU-15 has not significantly changed. More than 30% drop of the pig production (the
2011 level in real values, compared to the base 2005 = 100 %), was in Slovakia (48.8 %), in Romania (49.2 %), in
Bulgaria (56.1 %), Slovenia (56.8 %), in Malta (64.4 %), in Lithuania (64.6 %), and in the Czech Republic (67.8 %).
In the EU-15, the highest increase of the real value of pig production (the 2011 level in real values, compared to
the base 2005 = 100 %) was in Ireland (143.2 %), in the United Kingdom (136.0 %), in Germany (126.0 %), in Italy
(115.9 %) and in the Netherlands (115.6 %). The other livestock production in the EU-12 has not as clear decreasing
trend as the pig production.
There are also differences in livestock density between EU-12 and EU-15. Basek and Kraus (2011) reveal that
the livestock density in the new member states, with the exception of Poland, fundamentally differs from the old
member states. They conclude that the family form of farming in the OMS is linked to a greater animal density, which
plays its role from the standpoint of the efficiency of agricultural business.
The agricultural services output is marginal part of the total output of the agricultural industry. It has been
increasing mainly in the EU-15 from 97.5 PPS per hectare in 2001-03 to 125.2 PPS in 2010-11. The value of the
agricultural services in the EU-12 is at the 44% level of the EU-12 with decreasing trend.
The output of the agricultural industry per hectare in the EU-12 is at the 85 – 95% of the EU-15. As seen in the table 1,
the EU-12 faces other more serious problems affecting the agricultural income per AWU.
Firstly, the EU-12 has less favorable input-output conditions. The share of the intermediate consumption to the
total output is higher than in the EU-15. It means that one unit of output requires more costs than in the EU-15.
Nevertheless, the input-output relations in the EU-12 are getting closer to the EU-15. Moreover, the fixed capital
consumption per hectare in the EU-12 is lower than in the EU-15. It reflects a decline in value due to normal wear and
tear, foreseeable ageing (obsolescence) and a normal rate of accidental damage.
Secondly, the agriculture in the EU-12 requires considerably more labor input per 100 ha than in the EU-15. The
table 1 shows 10.5 AWU/100 ha in the EU-12, compared to the 4.2 AWU/100 ha in the EU-15. This disproportion in
labor input causes the low level of income indicators per AWU. In the EU-12, the relatively high labor input is in
Slovenia (16.2 AWU/100 ha in 2011), in Poland (14.5 AWU/100 ha in 2011), in Rumania (11.8 AWU/100 ha), in
Hungary (9.2 AWU/100 ha) and in Bulgaria (9.1 AWU/100 ha in 2011). Malta and Cyprus have also high labor input
but they are not agriculturally important countries within the EU. These countries use more on-farm manual workers.
The lower total agricultural output, unfavorable input-output relations and higher average labor input per 100 ha
give reasons for considerably lower net value added (NVA) per AWU and for other income indicators. The NVA/AWU
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in the EU-12 does not reach 50 % of the EU-15 level. However, the situation is improving since it increased from
24.1 % (2001-03) to 41.0 % (2010-11) of the EU-15 level.
The current subsidies are the important part of the farm revenues in the EU. The EAA distinguishes between
subsidies on products and other subsidies on production. The subsidies on products are directly related to the
agricultural production and their amount has been decreasing over a long period. The other subsidies on products are
independent on the agricultural production and their amount has been increasing. The total current subsidies per hectare
in the EU-12 rapidly increased and nearly catch up with the EU-15 (98.6 % of the EU-15 level in 2010-11). The current
subsidies affect the factor income. In the EU-12, it reaches the 40 % of the EU-15 level. Strelecek, Zdenek and
Lososova (2009) conclude that the still existing lower subsidies weaken the competitiveness, mainly due to the slower
renewal and modernization of assets in agriculture. Alternatively, Bohackova and Hrabankova (2011) confirm the
increasing reliance of the new EU member states on current subsidies. The share of the current subsidies to the factor
income increased from 9.8 % in 2001-3 to 40.3 % in 2010-11 in the EU-12. The dependency of Factor Income on
subsidies is now equal to the old member states.
The lower labor productivity follows the lower level of staff costs in the new EU member states. The average
annual compensations of employees have exceeded 10,000 PPS since 2005 in the EU-12. Nevertheless, they are still
below the EU-15 level. The average staff costs were at 58.5 % of the EU-15 level in 2010-11.
Table 2 provides the results of the multi-criterial comparison of the farm economic level within the EU-27.
Table 2. Ranking of the EU-27 countries by the economic indicators of agriculture
2001 - 03
2004 - 06
2007 - 09
2010 - 11
Changes
Sum of
Sum of
Sum of
Sum of
2004-06 / 2007-09 / 2010-11 /
Rank
Rank
Rank
Rank
uij
uij
uij
uij
2001-3
2004-6
2007-9
Belgium
4.55
5
5.38
3
5.41
3
5.16
3
+
0
0
Bulgaria
-3.36
20
-3.12
20
-2.56
19
-3.00
23
0
+
Czech Republic
-5.22
24
-3.74
24
-3.38
23
-2.73
20
0
+
+
Denmark
0.30
14
-1.24
16
-4.32
25
-0.86
13
+
Germany
-0.40
15
-0.47
14
0.72
11
-0.46
12
+
+
Estonia
-4.81
22
-2.99
19
-2.56
20
-1.03
14
+
+
Ireland
0.71
13
0.48
11
-1.87
16
-1.53
16
+
0
Greece
5.76
3
3.30
5
3.11
6
2.41
7
Spain
5.03
4
4.82
4
4.16
4
3.94
5
0
0
France
2.86
8
2.36
6
1.98
8
3.00
6
+
+
Italy
3.81
6
2.35
7
2.12
7
1.09
9
0
Cyprus
1.90
10
1.49
9
1.69
9
2.31
8
+
0
+
Latvia
-5.91
26
-4.71
25
-5.01
27
-5.45
27
+
0
Lithuania
-6.24
27
-4.77
26
-3.76
24
-3.75
25
+
+
Luxembourg
3.11
7
1.24
10
-0.62
13
-3.37
24
Hungary
-4.64
21
-3.49
23
-2.81
22
-2.10
18
+
+
Malta
10.62
1
12.82
1
12.24
1
11.55
1
0
0
0
Netherlands
5.95
2
5.98
2
5.87
2
5.53
2
0
0
0
Austria
1.27
12
0.40
12
0.92
10
0.84
10
0
+
0
Poland
-4.97
23
-3.39
22
-2.19
18
-1.43
15
+
+
+
Portugal
-1.89
17
-2.15
17
-2.17
17
-2.80
22
0
0
Romania
-2.79
19
-2.21
18
-1.68
15
-2.36
19
+
+
Slovenia
-1.72
16
-1.07
15
-1.51
14
-1.82
17
+
+
Slovakia
-5.50
25
-5.05
27
-4.41
26
-5.12
26
+
0
Finland
1.88
11
-0.46
13
0.12
12
0.49
11
+
+
Sweden
-2.31
18
-3.28
21
-2.79
21
-2.75
21
0
0
United Kingdom
2.03
9
1.51
8
3.28
5
4.25
4
+
+
+
Note: “+” = improvement, “-“ = drop, “0” = stagnation
Source: Author
Country

Table 2 shows how the ranking of the EU-27 countries changed after the EU enlargement. The first, second and
third places take Malta, the Netherlands and Belgium because of high intensive production. In these small countries,
there is a lack of available agricultural land. So, each hectare of agricultural land has to be exploited. Before 2004,
Greece was taking the third place. But the economic level of agriculture in Greece decreased to the seventh place in
2010-11. The deteriorating input-output value ratios adversely affect the net value added per AWU. Compensation of
employees is also below the EU-27 average in PPS. From the progressive point of view, the United Kingdom is the
“winner” among the EU-15 countries. It ranked the ninth position in 2001-03. Then it gradually moved to the fourth
rank in 2010-11. Although the crop- and livestock production per hectare are below the EU-27 average, there is
relatively low intermediate consumption per hectare as well as low labor input per 100 ha (1.8 AWU). These two
factors positively affect the Net Value Added per AWU as well as the final Entrepreneurial Income per AWU. The
compensation of employees in the United Kingdom is one of the highest in the EU-27. The high agricultural land area
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per one labor input is affected by large land ownership of the certain groups of population. The tradition of the landlordtenant relationships has played and will play an important role in this country.
In the EU-12, Poland is the “winner”. Its position rose from the twenty-third rank in 2001-03 to fifteenth rank in
2010-11. The input-output relations improved relative to the EU-27. Moreover, the Polish agriculture definitely benefits
from the EU accession because the current subsidies per hectare (in PPS) were slightly above the EU-27 average in
2010-11. Poland is a country with a typical small-peasant production structure with a minor proportion of paid labor and
rented agricultural land. On the other hand, the increasing role of some efficient larger agricultural enterprises in Poland
enables to benefit from the economies of scale together with enough flexibility to respond to the market signals.
In the Baltic States, the rank of Lithuania is at similar level as in Latvia. The agriculture of Estonia has the best
economic results. It ranked the twenty-second position before the EU accession. In 2010-11, the agriculture in Estonia
moved to the fourteenth rank. It has relatively good input-output relations and relatively low AWU/100 ha (2.6).
Conclusions
The aim of the paper is to ex-post evaluate the differences of farm income and its determinants between the old and
new EU member states. The analysis of the economic impacts of the EU enlargement reveals important effects.
The agricultural output per hectare in the EU-12 reaches the 90 % of the EU-15 level. However, the livestock
production in the new member states has sharply dropped. The most threatened is the pig production.
The input-output value ratio in the EU-12 is unfavorable relative to the EU-15. This reduces the net value added
and indicates both hidden reserves in technology and different input-output price relations.
The average labor input per 100 hectares in the EU-12 is substantially higher than in the EU-15. This fact, together
with the lower fixed capital consumption per hectare, points to the lower level of the technical equipment and farming
technologies in the EU-12. Alternatively, the labor input per hectare has been decreasing for a long period.
The dependency of farmers on the current subsidies in the EU-12 has been increasing since their EU accession. The
level of the total current subsidies in the EU-12 was at the 98.6 % of the EU-15 in 2010-2011.
The economic level of agriculture in the EU-12, measured through the factor income per AWU in PPS, reaches
only 40 % of the EU-15 level. Nevertheless, the gap between the EU-12 and the EU-15 slightly diminishes.
The ranking of the EU-27 countries changed after the EU enlargement. Among the EU-12 countries, especially
Poland can combine a specific farm structure with the CAP benefits. However, the small European countries with highly
intensive agriculture still rank the top positions.
The considerably different economic position of agriculture in the EU-12 compared to the EU-15 confirms that the
design of the future CAP is highly ambitious challenge to meet the requirements of all subjects in the single EU market.
Acknowledgement. The support of the paper came from the research project of the University of Economics, Prague
“Measuring the economic efficiency in the agri-food sector using productivity indices”, project no. MF/F3/4/2013.
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Product Policy and Marketing Operational Frameworks of the Organic
Agricultural Products and Foodstuffs Market
Nataliia Stepanenko
Zhytomyr National Agroecological University, Ukraine
Abstract
The brand is an intangible but extremely important part of the assets, which establishes a contract with buyers to match the quality and the
real value of the goods. Brand is a measure of confidence, stability and manufacturer of fixed obligations, through which customers can be confident
in choosing the brand when buying a product. Elements of the brand value as one of the most important assets of the owner identified in the study as a
consumer brand awareness, consumer perceptions of quality and reputation, brand associations, customer loyalty to the brand, the brand value of
other property (trademarks, patents, know-how, etc.). Dedication to brands quality of manufacturer provides predictability and stability of demand,
despite the increasing competition of products and companies as a whole.
The peculiarities of analytical tools of agrarian enterprises commodity policy on a balanced basis in the context of adaptation to organic
market is examined. methodological basis of determination of tools of formation organic products in the context of system, process and situational
approaches are proposed.
Key words: product marketing, organic agricultural products’ market.

Introduction
Feasibility of implementation in Ukraine organic production due to the need of soil fertility restoration and
preservation of the environment, rural development and improvement of rural population, increases the efficiency and
profitability of agricultural production, ensuring a healthy consumer market with quality products, strengthening export
potential improving the image of Ukraine as a producer and exporter of high quality organic foodstuff to ensure food
security of Ukraine.
Currently, the most of agricultural producers tend to make diversified production with a wide range of crops and
restoration of soil fertility through the use of a large number of industrial products (mineral fertilizers, liming, chemical
protection, etc.). Such systems are inefficient in some regions of the country, where climatic conditions for agricultural
production the most unfavorable and prospects of foreign investment in manufacturing less real. Therefore, the future
prospects of the agricultural nature of areas is to implement the principles of environmental protection and rational use
of natural resources in the process of agricultural production. Agricultural region, which is characterized by unstable
weather patterns, is a risky area for intensive agriculture, which necessitates finding farming systems that corresponds
to the actually existing conditions. Such a system is organic farming. This is confirmed by the fact that projects of
ecologically prudent agriculture on lands that would take into account the particular climatic conditions, types and
agrochemical properties of soils have been developed in Ukraine from the 80 - s of the last century.
The demand for Ukrainian organic products is constantly growing on the domestic and foreign markets. Overall,
it is essential to increase the availability of relevant market information by improving communication among organic
market participants. The stakeholders need to have market chain expertise, conductive business environment and be
capable of communicating specific requirements and opportunities of the organic sector. In strategic and operational
terms, it requires efficient communication among suppliers and traders. In addition, insufficient degree of formation of
the institutional component of the organic market development determines the obligatoriness for a compensatory
mechanism, the most relevant mechanism is branding.
Current state and prospects of development of organic production in Ukraine as a scientific problem is reflected
in the research scientists as V. Artysh (2006), L. Balabanov (2006), T. Chayka (2011), N. Golovkin (2007), Y. Danko, O.
Krasnorutskyy (2009), A. Dudar (2009), V. Kardash, I. Pavlenko, O. Shafalyuk (2002). Management problems of branding,
brand strategy business development, brand building, determining its value, the formation of brand management are the
subject of D. Aaker (2003), M. Baker (2002), J. Burnet (2009), L. Chernatony, F. D. O. Riley, F. Harris (1998), S. Davis, M. Dunn
(2002), K. Keller (2002), J.-J. Lamben (2004), D. R. Lehmann, K. L. Keller, J. U. Farley (2008), T. Munoz, S. Kumar (2004)
etc., whose ideas developed by local researchers, in particular V. Pisarenko (2011), I. Soloviev (2008), O. Yerankin (2009).
The absence of a unified theoretical and methodological approach to the study of management of brands in the market
of organic agri-food products makes it difficult to analyze the processes of formation, construction and management of
the brand, that determines the absence of effective and practical recommendations to improve internal branding
operators target market.
The aim of a study is to identify the characteristics of branding of agricultural and food organic products which
have a crucial influence on the formation of commodity policy of agricultural enterprises and study the nature of the
correlation of the most important imperatives.
Study object and methods
The research methodology is based on a system approach in which branding as a tool for integrated
communications considered in the context of complementarity of marketing, management and economic components.
The empirical part of the study is based on the use of sociological method (questionnaire) in the context of
assessing the effectiveness of branding. The content of questionnaire investigation of the parameters of the target
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audience for organic products was developed in the framework of the S. Davis and M. Dunn concept of branding
contact. To evaluate the effectiveness of branding it was analyzed the formation of customer experience from the
perspective of the three groups of the contact points of the consumer and the brand, such as: the experience before
making a purchase, the experience at the time of purchase; experience after the purchase. Special attention is given to
the study of tactical metrics that provide diagnostic performance of branding in terms of the formation of buyer
experience at points of contact with the brand.
In order to identify the basic characteristics of the organic products branding it was used a specially worked out
questionnaire contained units to identify the criteria for segmentation, targeting and positioning of organic agricultural
and food products. The survey was carried out among final consumers of organic products, and investigated the
possibility of buying instead of consumption due to the persistent association of organic products with the products
manufactured in private households and is perceived usually as generally safe.
Based on the application of expert method it was determined the benchmarks of the organic agricultural products
buyers, which are the respondents in the survey, namely: individual income is above average, age over 20 years, since
before this age people do not attach much importance to the quality of food intake. Based on the fact that the data on the
structure of the population is not enough, it was decided to conduct a random sample, interviewing at least 500 people,
assuming that the general population in our case - a relatively homogeneous group.
Results of research
Ukrainian organic market is still very small, but it is rapidly developing thanks to the successful work of organic
producers, retailers, local non-governmental organizations, certification bodies, projects of international technical
assistance, and increasing demand on the domestic and international markets. The volume of the organic products
market has increased from 0,57 million $ U.S. in 2008 to 5.7 million $ U.S. in 2011 (the share of the domestic organic
products in the total value of agricultural products sales is less than 1%), while there has been some reduction in the rate
of growth of the market - from 2.9 times in 2009 to 1.6 times in 2011, although the rate of growth remains quite high
relative to the rate of growth of the world market of organic products (8-10% annually), which is estimated at
60 billion $ U.S.
Table 1. Dynamics of organic production in Ukraine
Index

2002

2003

2004

The area, thousands
164
239
240
of hectares
Number
of
31
69
70
enterprises, units
Per
1
company,
5.3
3.5
3.4
thousands of hectares
Source: Federation of Organic Agriculture.

2005

2006

Year
2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2011 to 2006
+/%

242

242

250

270

270

270

290

126

176.8

72

80

92

118

121

140

180

491

5.8
times

3.4

3.1

2.7

2.3

2.2

1.9

1.6

-3.7

30.2

Due to absence of the organic legal framework in Ukraine the certification of the organic production is carried
out by the accredited certification bodies according to the European Union regulations (Council Regulation (EC)
834/2007; Commission Regulation (EC) 889/2008). Most of these certification bodies have additionally passed
inspection done by the European Commission, which allows them to certify organic production according to the
requirements equivalent to the EU Regulations in the third countries, including Ukraine. There are representatives of
Germany, Italy, Netherlands, Switzerland, and Ukraine among such certification bodies. Beside EU regulations, which
are considered to be the basis for certification, there are some other additional organic standards, such as NOP (USA),
JAS (Japan), Bio Suisse (Switzerland), Bioland (Germany), KRAV (Sweden).
Certified organic products can be both exported (to Germany, Switzerland, Netherlands, Austria, Italy, Poland,
USA, etc.) and sold on the domestic market. Most of the exporting goods are crop production (cereals and oil crops) and
wild collection products (berries, mushrooms, medical herbs). Prevailing part of the processing, animal husbandry
products as well as crop production for further processing is going to the domestic organic market (таблица). Besides,
there are imported organic products mostly from the EU countries, such as vine, oil, macaroni, juice, tea, coffee, etc.
Table 2. Dynamics of organic production in Ukraine
Index
The volume of sales in the domestic
market, ton
The volume of exports, ton

2006

2007

Year
2008

0

1508

2325

2510

2011 to 2006

2009

2010

2011

1989

1632,5

1001,6

1805,3

1805,3

2960

3740

4201

2787

3462,0

Source: Federation of Organic Agriculture, Organic Standard.

There are a lot of certified organic producers all over Ukraine. Most of them can be found in Kyiv, Vinnytsia,
Kharkiv, Chernihiv, Kherson, Lviv regions and Crimea. They carry out different kinds of activities there, such as crop
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production, wild collection, animal husbandry, beekeeping, processing, trade, import/export, inputs. According to the
statistics provided by the Organic Standard certification body (which certifies more than 50% of organic operators in
Ukraine), crop production was predominant in the end of 2012.
Innovative significance of agricultural and food products as imperative to be considered as an objective need for
a commercial policy of agricultural enterprises in the context of the identification of quantitative and qualitative
parameters of the key success factors on target markets based on reformatting elements of multiatributive model of
agricultural and food products by consumption stereotypes leveling. Innovativeness of farmers marketing policy is
manifested in permanent search and initiating changes in needs, updating the range, the improvement of the products
properties that contributes to the high-level meet of the target customers needs, as well as the use of new forms of
communication, methods of sales and storage, and transportation. This search is stimulated by change of priorities in
basic consumption needs towards quality, efficiency (minimizing the cost of consumption, including the expense and
time factor) for pricing options. Branding is considered the relevant tool for the providing of key success factors for
farmers at the agricultural and food products market due to the inherent ability of the formation of customer loyalty to
the brand based on the system meet priority needs in a strategic perspective.
Effective communication process contributes to a loyal relationship between brand and consumer. All elements
and functions of marketing communications should be directed to report to the client objective and persuasive
information not only about the product itself, but also by the brand. There is an objective need to use an integrated
approach in order to obtain the greatest (synergistic) effect of coherent and well-coordinated use of different marketing
communication
tools.
Creating an effective set of integrated marketing communication is possible when using a unified (integrated) strategy
of the brand. The brand is just the integrating element of marketing communications because it combines the target
(formation of needs), process (implementation of the target) and result (loyalty). It should be noted that the purpose of
marketing communications, process and outcome should lead to the implementation of the brand strategy that will
improve the efficiency of the use of an integrated approach.
It was found that 55.7 % of respondents agreed to buy environmentally friendly products of agriculture,
respectively, 44.3 % responded negatively. In this case, 26.3% of respondents do not trust the current system of
certification, which guarantees compliance with certain standards of production quality, and 66.4% of respondents trust
rather than not to trust it, and 7.3 % in the full trust of the existing system of certification of products. Among the
respondents who expressed a desire to buy organic products of agriculture, higher proportion of those who trust in some
way the current system of certification of products (78.2 %) - compared with respondents who do not wish to buy
organic products (trust in one way or another system certification 68 %), although in general we can speak of a high
degree of confidence in the current system of certification of products (73.7 % of respondents). It was noted by
respondents that the most important thing for them as a potential buyers when shopping for organic produce was an
acceptable price products, then in decreasing order of importance such purchases factors, as the reputation of producers
conformity marking high quality, promotional efforts and inform consumers by the manufacturer, promotional efforts
and brand awareness of consumers were ranked. The predominant factor of two main reasons for the reluctance to buy
organic produce - low solvency and the lack of a mechanism to guarantee high quality products was identified as low
confidence in the declared manufacturer of unique quality. It determines the need to develop complex communication
activities to ensure the visual differentiation of the market offer by organic producers. An analysis of the profiles
identified priority ways to buy organic products, in particular, it was found that the greatest number of respondents
prefer the company store agricultural producers (41.7 %) and specialty stores (23.4%), somewhat less popular online
shopping stores (13.4%) and grocery stores (12.2 %). Prevailing association arising from respondents on organic
products are sold in terms of sustainability, utility and safety, of balance between man and nature.
In second place is the importance of a good reputation manufacturers of these products. That is, manufacturers'
efforts to improve their reputation is a significant factor in persuading buyers in the environmental safety of their
products. In addition, the content of the information about the manufacturer is much more important to consumers than
the company's image. The third most important place is the product's label and its high quality. One of the least
important factors when buying environmentally safe products of agriculture respondents cited good advertising and
informing customers about the benefits of such products. The least important when buying organic products the
presence of the representative of the manufacturer in the point of sale has been called.
Among the reasons for not wanting to buy organic products is a critical lack of trust products are really
environmentally friendly. Therefore, to increase sales of such products of agriculture can be both through enhancing the
reputation of farmers, and through informing potential consumers about the technology of production, creation of
awareness. Therefore, the effective means of increasing the sales of such products of agriculture are improvement of the
farmers’ reputation, as well as informing potential consumers about the technology of production, creation of
awareness. Calculations show that the percentage of those wishing to purchase such products will increase from the
current 55.7% of respondents to 76.2% at enhancing communication with consumers about organic agricultural
products environmentally friendliness.
Based on the results of the study it was attempted to describe the potential consumer of organic agricultural
products by age, gender, income, education, social status.
On average, 56.3 % of respondents aged 20 to 59 years old agree to buy such products, and it has been observed
that the agreement to buy organic products declines with age. In the age group 60 years and over, the proportion willing
to buy such products is reduced to 30.8 %.
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Among the respondents who agreed to buy environmentally friendly products, the proportion of women is higher
(positive answer 58 % of women), although only slightly, than that of men ( 51.4 % positively responded). This can be
explained as follows. First, women are more likely to care about their health, including reproductive, and secondly, they
are more inclined to take care of their children, and thirdly, women make a decision or have a significant impact on
making the decision to purchase food.
In the course of our study confirmed the assumption that an increase in income is growing and the desire to buy
organic agricultural products.
The study confirmed the assumption that the desire to buy organic products increases with the level of
purchasing power. As might be expected, more willing to buy such products employed population, while the majority of
the unemployed (78.6%) did not agree to buy it. The level of education has a significant impact on the willingness to
buy organic products. It is also interesting to note that most of the respondents answered affirmatively to the question:
"Do you agree to buy environmentally friendly products of agriculture, despite the fact that such products may cost 1.52 times more expensive than agricultural products, which has only certificate of compliance were higher education
students (graduates) - 61.3%. Having children has little effect on the increasing demand for environmentally friendly
agricultural products.
Average by the sale of organic products is 250-300 USD. (U.S. $ 31-36), the price of organic products in the 1.82.3 times higher than conventional products, which determines the premium segment as the target segment of
consumers of organic products. Thus, at this stage, the pricing is a deterrent for promotion of organic products on the
market, because the increase in the cost of production is reduced willingness of buyers to shift to the domestic market to
consume organic products. Thus, the willingness to buy organic products with the increase in the price level of 10-25%
is 60%, with an increase in prices by 25-45% - 47%.
According to data obtained in the analysis of the collected questionnaires, the more people rely on the national
system of certification, the less they buy agricultural products in the markets and small grocery stores and buy more
agricultural products in large stores. Home delivery is likely to be seen as an addition to the sale of organic products in
stores.
Content analysis of the survey results of the preferred places of purchase of environmentally friendly products of
agriculture and trust the system of certification of products has found that increased confidence in the current system of
certification of products reduces the number of respondents who are willing to buy organic products in retail stores and
specialty stores farms environmentally friendly products and increases the proportion of consumers willing to buy such
products in large stores. This confirms our belief that with the increasing confidence in the system of certification of
buyers are convinced of the environmental safety of products sold in large stores, where information about suppliers is
to a lesser extent than in the agricultural stores and specialty stores environmentally friendly agricultural products. In
addition, it was noticed an increase buyers' requirements with a higher level of income to service. Buyers with aboveaverage income , to a greater extent than other groups , have expressed a desire to buy organic agricultural products in
specialty shops environmentally safe food and agricultural companies through company stores ( this is due to the desire
for exclusivity ), largely stores ( this is explained the desire to spend to buy the smallest possible amount of time , the
awareness of the importance of which increases with the increase in revenue) , in stores with higher commodity prices
and a high level of service ( including in connection with the desire for exclusivity and a desire to communicate, even
when dealing with everyday problems people with their level of income). These data can be used by manager stores to
determine which users, which in turn can serve as information for forming product mix and size sales organic
agricultural products.
Conclusions
In general, there are positive trends in growing organic market in Ukraine, namely, a growing number of organic
operators, expanding the range of organic products in the domestic market as well as an increase in organic production
for export. In such circumstances, the brand is considered a unique way of presenting information that provides, creates
and develops mutually beneficial relationships in the market and facilitates the exchange and transactions. Justified
brand structure reduces the risk of defocus increases the power of the brand of organic products and provides long-term
relevance in the market. Creating an effective set of marketing communication is possible using the integrated branding
strategies. This strategy is primarily based on the understanding that this brand is the integrating element of marketing
communications, combining the target (the formation of needs ), the process (sales ) and the result ( the formation of
customer loyalty ) . Stages of the life cycle of the brand are a useful tool to help in the planning process of integrated
marketing communications. Brand positioning of organic agricultural and food products determined by the
characteristics of its production, including increased spending on improving agricultural technology and manufacturing
operations could result in increased costs and, consequently, the prices quoted in the positioning of products such as
premium. In addition, specific consumer needs for organic agricultural products, and it is updated to be a high level of
solvency target consumers and motivating them to make purchase. The emotional component configuration is a brand
of organic products is based on the principles of organic farming, namely, the principle of health, ecology , fairness and
care that correlate with basic human values.
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Willingness of Lithuanian Households to Pay for Electricity Produced from
Renewables
Dalia Streimikiene, Asta Mikalauskiene
Lithuanian energy institute
Abstract
The paper aims to assess the main drivers of willingness to pay for renewable electricity of Lithuanian households. Seeking to achieve this
aim the paper deals with results of empirical studies dealing with assessments of willingness to pay for renewable and reviews the situation of
renewable electricity generation and consumption in Lithuania. Renewable energy sources makes about 15% in final consumption of energy, and it is
necessary to reach at least 23 % in 2020. There are a lot of support measures for renewables in supply sector however the demand sectors lacks policy
support tools increasing acceptance of renewable electricity in households. Since January 1 2013 Lithuanian households can choose the electricity
supplier and to support electricity from renewables by paying higher tariff for green electricity however Lithuanian households are reluctant to change
their electricity supplier and it is important to assess the willingness to pay for green electricity of Lithuanian households. The empirical study for the
assessment of Lithuanian household’s willingness to pay for electricity produced from renewables was conducted. The study showed that younger and
more educated persons having higher income are willing to pay more for electricity produced from renewables in Lithuania. The gender and socioeconomic indicators such as employment have no impact on WTP for renewables in Lithuanian households.
Key words: renewables, willingness to pay, households.

Introduction
White Paper for a Community Strategy and Action Plan on renewable energy sources COM (97) 599 final states
that member states should formulate indicative targets contribute to the ambitious indicative target of doubling the overall
share of renewables in the EU by 2010. It sets an indicative target of 12% for the contribution by renewables to the total
primary energy consumption within EU by 2010 and contains a strategy and action plan to achieve this target. In
December 2008 the Renewable Energy Directive was agreed by the European Parliament and the European Council. This
Directive sets ambitious targets for each Member State with the aim of achieving a 20% share of renewable energy in
Europe’s final energy consumption by 2020. In order to reach this target, it is important to gain further understanding and
awareness of the economic and employment benefits from renewables.According Lithuanian National Renewable action
plan it is necessary to ensure that the share of renewable energy sources in the country’s total final consumption of energy,
whichamounted to 15.3 % in 2008, would reach at least 23 % in 2020, i.e. to seek the following:
 to increase the share of renewable energy sources consumed in all kinds oftransport from 4.3 % of the final
consumption of energy in the transport sector in 2008 to10 % in 2020;
 to increase the share of electricity produced from renewable energy sources from4.9 % in the country’s total
electricity consumption in 2008 to 21 % in 2020;
 to increase the share of renewable energy sources in heating and cooling from28 % in the gross final
consumption of this sector in 2008 to 36 % in 2020, and to increase the share of district heating produced from
renewable energy sources from 14.9 % in 2008 to50 % in 2020.
The development of renewable energy sources (RES) is considered to be one of the most important priorities of
the national energy policy. All types of RES are supported in Lithuania; however feed-in tariffs which are the main
measure of support vary among different types of RES used for electricity generation (RES-E). RES-E is also supported
by various European Union (EU) funded programmes and national programmes in the form of grants. The State also
subsidizes the connection of RES-E power plants to the electricity grid (through a 40% subsidy). RES-E sources are, in
addition, subject to lower rates of excise and other taxes, and a Climate Change Programme is planned to start shortly
with almost a half of its funds allocated to RES. Direct support to RES-E projects is provided through the Lithuanian
Environmental Investment Fund (LEIF) through grants and soft loans. The amount of grant cannot be higher than 70%
or exceed EUR 0.2 million over a period of three years.
According to the new Law on RES (approved on 24 May 2011) RES-E are supported by a feed-in tariff.
Renewable energy power plants with capacities of up to 30 kW will be supported through the feed-in tariff and a
purchase obligation. The level of feed-in tariffs for power plants with more than 30 kW installed capacity will be
allocated by tenders. Feed-in tariffs for power plants with an installed capacity of up to 30 kW and a maximum level of
feed-in tariff for producers participating in the tenders will by defined by the National Control Commission for Prices
and Energy.Feed-in tariffs will be differentiated by technology, installed capacity, meteorological data and power plant
location. Feed-in tariffs will we paid for 12 years.
Though there is support measures for renewables all these measures are targeting supply sector. In demand
sector Lithuania households since January 1 2013 can choose the electricity supplier and to support electricity from
renewables by paying higher tariff for green electricity however Lithuanian households are reluctant to change their
electricity supplier and it is important to assess the willingness to pay for green electricity of Lithuanian households.
The aim of the paper: to assess the main drivers of willingness to pay for renewable electricity of Lithuanian
households.The main tasks top achieve this target: to analyse results of empirical studies dealing with assessments of
willingness to pay renewables, to review the situation of use of renewable electricity in Lithuania and to conduct empirical
study for the assessment of Lithuanian households willingness to pay (WTP) for electricity produced from renewables.
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Review of empyrical studies
Stated preference research is a very popular method in evaluating consumers’ willingness to pay (WTP) for
environmental benefits related to use of renewable energy sources because it allows the researcher to place consumers
in an easily- controlled hypothetical marketplace and give them a choice amongst several alternatives (e.g. Revelt and
Train 1998; Bartels, Fiebig, McCabe 2004; Srinivasan and Bloomquist 2009). The environmental policy objectsunder
valuation in WTP estimates varyextensively, ranging from climate stabilizing policy in general (Cameron, 2005), green
energyinvestments (Diaz-Rainey, Ashton, 2007; Wiser, 2007; Hoyos and Longo, 2009), decreased temperaturechanges
and food shortages through increases in gas prices (Viscusi and Zeckhauser, 2006;Solomon and Johnson, 2009), down
to specific carbon sequestration mechanisms (Brouwer et al,2008). Common payment vehicles used to estimate WTP
are taxes on income (Bohringer, 2004)and gasoline (Viscusi and Zeckhauser, 2006), increased energy prices (Berrens et
al., 2004), andhigher household costs generally (Akter and Bennett, 2009). The vast majority of surveys usethe
contingent valuation (CV) model of valuation. Other methods include an ordered probit model targeting discrete ordinal
responses to valuation scenarios (Diaz-Rainey and Ashton, 2007). A number of studies have explored the preference for
and use ofrenewable energy by households using binary or multinomial log it (MNL) models. Ek (2005) found
households in Sweden generally hada positive attitude towards wind power. Bergmann, Hanley andWright (2006)
assessed the landscape, wildlife, air pollution, andemployment impacts of large wind turbines in Scotland; whilst
Aravena, Martinsson and Scarpa (2006) explored willingness-to-pay(WTP) in Chile for different wind-farm locations,
as well as theirextension and the damage caused to the population of migrating birds. Longo, Markandya and Petrucci
(2006) investigated WTP by householdsin Bath for a hypothetical program promoting the productionof green energy.
Rivers and Jaccard (2005) found capital cost andfuel cost, to be significant determinants of boiler choice by
firms,compared to non-fuel operating costs. Borchers, Duke and Parsons(2007) estimated the premium households were
willing to pay for on their electricity bills for ‘green energy' purchased from specificsources: wind, biomass, solar, and
farm methane.However, fewer studies have estimated WTP for energy savingmeasures in residential and small
commercial buildings. Banfi, Farsi, Filippini, and Jakob (2008) explored willingness to pay for energysavingmeasures
(various types of window insulation, types of façadeinsulation, and ventilation) in residential buildings in
Switzerland.And a study by OXERA (2006) study adopts a choice experiment approach to investigate thedeterminants
of the adoption of micro-generation technologies byhouseholds in the UK; and their WTP for these renewable
energytechnologies. The study by R. Scarpa and K. Willis (2010) assessed the willingness to pay for renewable energy
by assessing primary and discretionary choice of British households for micro-generation technologies in households.
The studies found that higher income and pro-environmental lifestyles are related with higher levels of WTP for energy
conservation and renewables (Lutzenhiser, 1993). This effect was greater for households with positive environmental
attitudes(Johnson, Nemet, 2010). The importance of contextual differences in geography and local opportunities play
also significant role in environmental behaviour (Poortiga, 2004).In Lithuania there are no studies done to evaluate
WTP for renewable electricity or other climate change mitigation measures though Lithuanian households have
opportunity to choose energy consumption.
Utilization of renewables in lithuania
The Renewable energy in Lithuania accounts for approximately 9.3% of the primary energy production.The total
installed capacity of wood based boiler plants (straw, biogas, and biofuels) amounts to some 125 MW, making it the
dominant renewable energy in Lithuania. Biodegradable waste from the industrial and residential sectors being able to
provide 87.4 million m3 of biogas annually, for an electricity production of 524.4 GWh. 10-12% of the straw stock of
Lithuania is estimated to be available for use as fuel. Since 2007, the use of wind energy has dramatically increased in
Lithuania. In 2008, the installed capacity amounted to 52 MW and in 2011 reached 161 MW. A wind atlas is available
for the country, indicating a total potential resource of about 500 MW, with average wind speeds of 6 m/s at 30m in
coastal regions. However, there is little interest for wind energy from the government. Up to now, hydropower has been
the main renewable energy source for power production. Due to the topographical conditions, the potential for
hydropower is rather low. The economically feasible potential for hydro resources is estimated at 2.2 billion kWh/ year.
Approximately 14% of this resource is currently being exploited. Legislation protecting many of Lithuania’s rivers from
development for ecological and cultural reasons hampers further exploitation of hydropower.The National Energy
Strategy and the National Energy Efficiency Program foresee the development of geothermal energy. Barriers towards
development of this energy source include little technological experience, and currently low heat prices. Lithuania has
some geothermal resources, and a demonstration plant of 41 MW. Electricity generation potential from geothermal
resources exists mostly in Western Lithuania, and the potential for heat pump use in private housing has also been
examined. Solar energy does not contribute a significant amount to power production at the moment. The use of solar
energy for hot water, heating, and agricultural use has risen in recent years. The total annual potential of solar energy in
Lithuania is approximately 1,000 kWh/m2. The share of renewables in electricity generation in Lithuania made 29% in
2012 and it is necessary to increase the share of green electricity further.
Assessment of Lithuanian households willingness to pay for renewable electricity
The focus groups were applied in empirical study. The concept for the focus group methodology was described
by Merton and Kendall (1946) and was widely applied in various studies (Gibbs, 1997; Goss and Leinbach, 1996).
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Focus groups consist of a small group of a targeted audience (in this case households), and a moderator, who steers a
discussion around the topic under consideration. Generally, individuals willing to participate in focus groups may be
considered to be more publicly aware, or they may be seeking social interaction. Nonetheless, focus groups are still the
norm in exploratory analysis of potential policies or for market research, and the random, scientific, recruiting method
used should help mitigate selection bias in the groups conducted for the specific study. During May 2013 two focus
groups were conducted for the project in two different Lithuania cities: Kaunas and Vilnius. To augment the
information typically garnered from a focus group, questionnaires were administered to participants both before and
after the sessions. To recruit participants, the random phone number lists were constructed. Individuals on the lists were
called at random. Calls were made in the early evening hours, and an attempt was made to obtain a representative mix
of citizens of each of the cities. In the initial calls, participants were tentatively recruited. A short questionnaire was
used in this first contact. Potential participants were asked their age category, their gender, educationetc. On average,
about 25 individuals for each group were recruited. Two questionnaires were used at the focus groups. The purpose of
the questionnaires was to elicit knowledge about renewable energy sources of the focus group participants both before
and after the workshop on renewable energy and its benefits and the group discussion. Selected participant in focus
groups had well balanced demographics, consisting of individuals from a wide variety of social backgrounds. The data
from each of the focus groups was ultimately combined and used to examine statistical properties of the focus groups.
The combined data included responses from sufficiently many individuals (50) to perform some simple analyses.
Tables 1 contain means and standard errors summarizing certain key responses from the initial and follow-up
questionnaires. The group participants were quite young (39.5 years on average). In addition, more than half of
participants were employed full time, and average education levels fell between ‘some college’ and higher education.
The average monthly income per household is 2071 Lt/month.
Table 1. Statistical data from initial and follow up questionnaires
Survey Questions
Pre group WTP/month for 10% of electricity from renewables (Lt)
Post group WTP/month for 10% of electricity from renewables (Lt)
Believe global warming is real problem (0,1)
Believe only individuals who want to use renewable electricity should pay excess cost (0,1)
Believe electric companies alone should pay excess cost (0,1)
Believe federal government should help electric companies pay excess cost (0,1)
Age
Employed full time (0,1)
Retired/disabled (0,1)
Education level of household head (3=some college, 4=higher education)
Average income per month, Lt

Mean
9.620
6.250
0.528
0.142
0.428
0.321
39.50
0.650
0.032
3.911
2071

Std Error
12.722
4.921
0.5135
0.363
0.513
0.425
8.712
0.714
0.221
1.822
9.22

The main question to reveal WTP was of considerable interest to the research: how much additional on your
electric bill do you think it should cost a month to have 10% of your electric come from renewable, environmentally
friendly sources? This question was asked at the beginning and the end of the survey, to try to assess the way that
information received during workshop and group discussions and interactions with group members, affected basic WTP
for renewable electricity. The willingness to pay for renewable electricity in Vilnius and Kaunas groups decreased from
the initial questionnaire to the follow up. This means that information provided didn’t have impact on increase of WTP of
Lithuanian households. Second, the dispersion of answers (as measured by standard error) significantly decreased in the
follow up questionnaires for all two groups. The lowering of dispersion indicates that during the group, the participants
obtained enough information to help them make better informed responses. The fact that WTP decreased in two groups is
not of concern, as it is clear from the standard errors from those responses that individuals initially lacked knowledge to
make reasonable guesses about the worth of renewable electricity. By the end of the group, participants had more
knowledge on which to base their valuations. Overall, pre session WTP is about 10 Lt/month and post-session WTP is
calculated to be about6 Lt/month to have 10% of electricity coming from renewable energy sources.
Several key questions were asked in questionnaires seeking to examine answers statistically. The majority of
participants (53%) believe that global warming is a real phenomenon. The answer on question who the participants felt
should be responsible for paying for excess costs of green power showed that a majority felt that electric companies
alone should pay (43%) followed by 32% who felt that government should help electric companies pay, and 14% who
felt that only those who wanted to buy green power should
Though our research shows that a majority of Kaunas and Vilnius electric customers believe that it is worth
purchasing renewable electricity however the lack of understanding that it is possible to switch electricity supplier and
to buy renewable electricity. Clearly, the findings of the study showed that it is primarily due to lack of consumer
awareness about the existing possibilities to change electricity supplier since 1 January 2013almost none of the
participants had ever heard of such possibility. All participants were even surprised to find out such a possibility exists.
This suggests that a much greater effort must be made to educate the public about alternative energy sources, and to
make them aware of existing possibilities to buy electricity from renewables.
In addition to the mean statistics reported in Tables 1 the statistical relationships between WTP and a number of
different respondent characteristics and attitudes was explored. The multivariate regression analysis was applied to
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determine which of these factors might contribute positively and negatively to WTP for renewable electricity. The
answers to the pre and post workshop open ended WTP. Especially it is interesting to define which characteristic had a
different influence before and after the session on WTP.
Table 2 presents the results of two models. It should be noted that because of non-response to certain questions,
the results are based on only 50 surveys.
Table 2. Regression analysis from initial and follow up questionnaires
Survey Questions
Beliefs
Believe global warming is real
problem (0,1)
Believe only individuals who want
to use renewable electricity should
pay excess cost (0,1)
Believe electric companies alone
should pay excess cost (0,1)
Believe federal government should
help electric companies pay excess
cost (0,1)
Participants demographics
Age
Employed full time (0,1)
Gender (0,1)
Retired/disabled (0,1)
Education level of household head
1=primary; 2= secondary; 3=some
college, 4=higher education)
Average income per month, Lt

Dependent variable Pre-Group WTP Dependent Variable is Post-group WTP
Parameter
Standard
P Value
Parameter
Standard
P Value
Estimate
Error
Estimate
Error
-5.82
2.4491
0.1451
-0.6700
1.0124
0.6333
-6.773

5.122

0.291

-1.111

2.342

0.547

-6.176

5.002

0.204

0.8999

2.063

0.579

-1.689

4.873

0.698

-2.522

1.873

0.226

-0.055
-3.282
-1.660
-4.086
0.534

0.1234
4.441
5.942
6.012
1.288

0.711
0.453
0.782
0.500
0.654

0.029
1.333
0.783
3.421
0.193

0.0456
1.432
1.902
1.873
0.321

0.564
0.399
0.672
0.456
0.675

0.652

1.2534

0.823

0.234

0.393

0.632

The following regression model was applied:
WTP=α + α X+ α Z+ ε
here: X represents beliefs and attitudes of respondents and Z represents participant demographic characteristics (see
Table 2); ε represents an error for factors unaccounted for by variables included in the model. The α's are parameters
that tell which way, if any the variables affect WTP stated by participants.
The results indicated that estimated WTP range was considerably better understood by participants after they
were exposed to presentation on renewables and their benefits to the society. In the pre-session surveys, all variableshad
zero effect on WTP. After the session, the number of variables having a significant effect on stated WTP increased:
almost all variables positively contributed to state WTP for use of renewable electricity. Another important result of the
regression analysis is that there is no difference in WTP among different socioeconomic and gender groups. This
suggests that alternative energy programs may be widely accepted across the state’s population, if properly promoted.
The income and education level has positive impact on WTP as well.
Conclusions
The development of renewable energy sources (RES) is considered to be one of the most important priorities of
the national energy policy and country has established ambitious targets for renewables in strategically documents and
Laws. Though there are various support measures for renewables in Lithuania all these measures are targeting supply
sector. Though since 1 January 2013 Lithuanian households can choose the electricity supplier and to support electricity
from renewables by paying higher tariff for green electricity however Lithuanian households are reluctant to change
their electricity supplier and this is mainly related with low awareness.
Renewable energy sources makes about 15% in final consumption of energy, and it is necessary to reach at least
23 % in 2020. Though the share of renewables in electricity generation in Lithuania made about 29% in 2012 it is
necessary to increase the share of green electricity further as country has closed Ignalina NPP and is highly dependent
on electricity and energy import from Russia.
A number of studies have explored the preference for and use of renewable energy by households using binary
or multinomial logit (MNL) models. The studies found that significant determinants for premium households were
willing to pay for ontheir electricity bills for ‘green energy' purchased from specific sources are: income, electricity
price, environmental awareness, education etc. The studies found that higher income and pro-environmental lifestyles
are related with higher levels of WTP for renewables and that this effect was greater for households with positive
environmental attitudes. The importance of contextual differences in geography and local opportunities play also
significant role in environmental behaviour and WTP.
The focus groups model was applied in empirical study to assess WTP for renewable electricity of Lithuanian
households. During May 2013 two focus groups were conducted for the project in two different Lithuania cities:
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Kaunas and Vilnius.The willingness to pay for renewable electricity in Vilnius and Kaunas groups decreased from the
initial questionnaire to the follow up. Second, the dispersion of answers (as measured by standard error) significantly
decreased in the follow up questionnaires for all two groups. The lowering of dispersion indicates that during the group,
the participants obtained enough information to help them make better informed responses. The WTP before session
was about 9.62 Lt/month to have 10% of electricity coming from renewable energy sourcesOverall, post-session WTP
is calculated to be about6 Lt/month to have 10% of electricity coming from renewable energy sources.
Several key questions were asked in questionnaires seeking to examine answers statistically. The majority of
participants (53%) believe that global warming is a real phenomenon. The answer on question who the participants felt
should be responsible for paying for excess costs of green power showed that a majority felt that electric companies
alone should pay (43%) followed by 32% who felt that government should help electric companies pay, and 14% who
felt that only those who wanted to buy green power should.
After the session, the number of variables having a significant effect on stated WTP increased: almost all
variables positively contributed to state WTP for use of renewable electricity: income, education, age. Therefore study
showed that younger and more educated persons having higher income are willing to pay more for electricity produced
from renewables in Lithuania.
Another important result of the regression analysis is that there is no difference in WTP among different
socioeconomic and gender groups. This suggests that alternative energy programs may be widely accepted across the
state’s population, if properly promoted.
The research was funded by a grant (No. MIP-004/2012 from Research Council of Lithuania)
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Abstract
The paper presents a qualitative research through content analysis of several reports concerning the roadmap for convergence of globally
recognized financial reporting practices (US GAAP, IFRS). Firstly, we developed a conceptual framework for the evolution of standards’ convergence and
further there is discussed the level of standards harmonization and convergence between US GAAP and IFRS as to October 2012. There might be pointed
out that most topics did not follow the expected progress. Furthermore there are still some differences in the long-term project that are in process to be
completed and other that were reassessed as a lower priority projects. The application part of this paper analyses the perceptions of Czech professional
accountants from small and medium-sized companies (hereinafter SMEs) about current trends in international accounting and their possible adoption to
local accounting practices. Results document the willingness of these accountants to follow international trends.

Introduction
Recently each country developed and followed its own unique system of accounting standards. There were vast
differences in accounting measurement and reporting procedures of different countries, making it impossible to
compare and evaluate financial information of companies from different countries (Yallapragada, 2012; Albu et al.,
2013; Strouhal, 2007). In this way, literature and also the international accounting reality notes the existence and
manifestation of a process of bringing the national accounting systems to a common direction and establishing a
uniform system of financial reporting. This process was named harmonization, and its primary purpose is the existence
of a universal financial accounting language in a global economy.
Harmonization has morphed into convergence along with the comparison between US GAAP and IFRS;
nowadays the both boards used the concept of „convergence”, the same as the literature (Evans and Nobes, 1998;
Aisbitt, 2002; Tarca, 2004, Schipper, 2005; Erchinger and Melcher, 2007; Baker and Barbu, 2007; Armstrong et al.,
2010; Haskin, D. and Haskin, T., 2012; Yallapragada, 2012; Strouhal, 2012; Albu et al., 2013). Harmonization and
convergence have been used to describe efforts done by the United States and European countries to move towards a
global financial accounting infrastructure.
The first step towards harmonization of US GAAP and IFRS was made in October 2002 when the FASB
(Financial Accounting Standards Board – US GAAP setter) and the IASB (International Accounting Standards Board –
IFRS setter) issued joint-agreement, widely known as the “Norwalk Agreement”, which formally recognize
convergence as an avowed goal of these two standard-setting bodies (Hopkins et al., 2008; Yallapragada et al., 2013).
This paper aims to present the major differences between IFRS and US GAAP today and is focuses on those we
consider to be the most significant and are encountered more frequently in practice.
As a research methodology tool there is used a qualitative research of the financial reports and statements presented by
the two major professional organizations the IASB and the FASB. Namely there are used the following methods:
observation  comparison  investigation.
Initially we did focused on the boards history convergence, and then we made a comparative analysis between US
GAAP and IFRS in the evolution of accounting standards from 2002 to 2012 to critically analyse whether the proposed
elements over the ten years were standardized or harmonized. In 2012 there were still some differences at the long-term
project that are in process to be completed and other that were reassessed as a lower priority project. The obtained results
indicate that most topics do not respect the progress expected to be achieved and there could be said that one of the
obstacle is the financial crisis whose impact is analyzed in a significant number of areas (Bonaci et al., 2011).
Second part of this paper discusses the current trends in international accounting from the perspective of
professional accountants in emerging economies on the case of Czech Republic. The obtained results document the
willingness of these professionals to follow international trends.
Literature Review
International convergence of accounting standards is not a new idea. The concept of convergence firstly arose in
the late 1950s in response to post World War II economic integration and related increases in cross-border capital flows.
Initial efforts focused on harmonization—reducing differences among the accounting principles used in major capital
markets around the world. By the 1990s, the notion of harmonization was replaced by the concept of convergence – the
development of a single set of high-quality, international accounting standards that would be used in at least all major
capital markets.
In 1973 was created the “International Accounting Standards Committee” (IASC), a private body whose
members included accounting professionals from many countries, including the US. Yallapragada (2012, p. 284)
specifies that Ruder et al. (2005) consider the IASC founded as a vehicle for harmonizing accounting practices
throughout the world. The International Accounting Standards Board (IASB) was formed in 2001 to replace the IASC,
with a mandate to develop and approve pronouncements known as International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS)
(Yallapragada, 2012, p. 284). The IASB began to produce comprehensive and consistent accounting standards, mostly
in conjunction with the FASB (United States).
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In the United States of America (US), all the accounting procedures and guidelines for measurement and
reporting by business firms are governed by a body of principles and concepts known as “Generally Accepted Accounting
Principles (GAAP).” These GAAP are presently issued by the Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB) with the
authority delegated by the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) (Yallapragada, 2012, p. 283). The International
Accounting Standard Board (IASB) and the US Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB) are collaborating since
2002 when they set up the Memorandum of Understanding (MoU), known as the „Norwalk Agreement”, to achieve
compatibility and remove differences between International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS, which include
International Accounting Standards, IAS) and U.S. GAAP. Over the time these two professional organisms published
process reports and updates of the common set of high quality global standards that remains a priority of both the IASB
and the FASB. The Norwalk Agreement was further strengthened in 2006 and updated in 2008.
The Group of 20 Leaders (G20) called for standard-setters to re-double their efforts to complete convergence in
global accounting standards. Following this request, in 2009 the IASB and the FASB published a progress report
describing an intensification of their work program. In April 2012 the IASB and FASB published a joint progress report
in which they describe the progress made on financial instruments, including a joint expected loss impairment
('provisioning') approach and a more converged approach to classification and measurement. We can say that the SEC
has set a timetable for achieving convergence of US GAAP and IFRS, by issuing a road map and a work plan to achieve
full adoption of IFRS by US companies before the end of 2016 (Yallapragada, 2012, p. 287).
Over time, a number of researchers compared IFRS with U.S. GAAP and specified the harmonization problems.
In the paper named „Trends in research on international accounting harmonization” (2007), Baker and Barbu present
some studies done by researchers. In one of those studies, Grove and Bazley (1993) compared IAS 20 with their
American equivalents. They also recommended certain accounting treatments which they believed would improve the
efficiency of global capital markets. In addition, they estimated the costs and benefits of their recommendations.
Street and Shaughnessy's (1998) research described the evolution of accounting standards during the period
1973–1997; they discussed similarities and differences in financial reporting practices stated by the IASC and the
national accounting standards setting bodies of the United States, England, Canada and Australia. Nobes (1990)
examined the effects of IFRS on financial reporting of American companies listed in the US capital markets. Because
US GAAP are more detailed than IFRS “for a US company that is obeying GAAP, it is very difficult not to comply with
IASB standards” (Nobes, 1990, p. 42). Nobes also compared US GAAP and IFRS and concluded that differences
between IFRS and US GAAP have little impact on the financial reporting practices of American listed companies
(Baker and Barbu, 2007, p. 285-286).
Another study made by Yallapragada (2012) presents the background and development of the movement of IFRS,
timeline for the change in US and the implications involved in the adoption of IFRS in the US. Haskin D. and Haskin T.
investigate in the paper named „Hierarchy of GAAP vs. IFRS- The case of bankrupcy accounting”, whether companies in
countries which use IFRS are influenced by the guidance of ASC 852 (Reorganizations) when confronted with bankruptcy.
Bonaci et al. (2012) also contribute to the literature on accounting standard setting in the international arena by performing
an analysis aimed at facilitating the assessment of further developments of the convergence project.
Comparative Analysis of Accounting Practices (US GAAP versus IFRS)
We make a comparison in the evolution of accounting standards from 2006 to 2012 to critically analyse whether
the proposed elements over the six years were standardized; which ones are still in the process of convergence and
which ones have been removed from the agenda. We look at the Norwalk Agreement and we identified two types of
projects: short-term and long-term projects that would bring a significant improvement to IFRS and US GAAP. These
types of projects shows how much the IASB and the FASB focus on certain topics and how they have worked in order
to make all differences to disappear, to flatten to create unique accounting standardized throughout the world. We can
see by taking a „snapshot” of the first Roadmap for Convergence the initial topics that are focused on the major areas
expected to be met by 2008. These are presented in the following table (Tab. 1).
Table 1. Issues for Short-Term Convergence
To be examined by the FASB
Fair value option*
Impairment (jointly with the IASB)
Income tax (jointly with the IASB)
Investment properties**
Research and development
Subsequent events
FASB Note:
*On the active agenda at 1 July 2005
** To be considered by the FASB as part of
the fair value option project
Source: Roadmap for Convergence (2006)

To be examined by the IASB
Borrowing costs
Impairment (jointly with the FASB)
Income tax (jointly with the FASB)
Government grants
Joint ventures
Segment reporting
IASB Note:
Topics are part of or to be added to the IASB’s short-term convergence project,
which is already on the agenda.

In “September 2008 progress report and timetable for completion” the FASB issued new or amended standards
that introduced into US GAAP the fair value option (SFAS 159 in 2007) and adopted the IFRS approach to accounting
for research and development assets acquired in a business combination (SFAS 141R). The IASB published new
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standards on borrowing costs (IAS 23 revised in 2007) and segment reporting (IFRS 8). In the second half of 2008
IASB decide to undertake projects that would eliminate differences in the accounting for taxes (IAS 12 revised),
investment properties (IAS 40), and research and development (IAS 38- Intangible Assets) by adopting the relevant
IFRS. US GAAP amended for acquired research and development, as part of business combinations, in 2008. The
FASB issued a proposal to require investment property entities to measure their investment properties at fair value from
the year 2012; however this is still an ongoing convergence process.
At the beginning of 2009, the IASB wanted to publish a proposed standard on income taxes that would have
improved IAS 12 Income Taxes, but at this date the boards agreed that the project should not proceed in its current
form. In November 2009 the IASB reconsidered whether it should address any aspects of IAS 12 as part of a limited
scope project of improvements. In 2012 this topic was considered to be reassessed as a lower priority project with no
immediate action.
Only in 2009, IASB expected to publish a standard that should improve the financial reporting for joint
arrangements, including joint ventures and remove the option of proportionately consolidated joint ventures, thereby
providing a more representative portrayal of the assets the reporting entity controls. In June 2010 plans to finalize these
new requirements were presented in the 2010 report. IFRS 11 Joint Arrangements, issued in May 2011, established
principles for the financial reporting by parties to a joint arrangement.
If we refer to the business combinations, this area is converged to a large extent. However, there are still some
differences in certain areas, such as the measurement of noncontrolling interests, the recognition of contingent assets
and liabilities, and the subsequent accounting for certain acquired assets and liabilities. But, IFRS 10, issued in May
2011, introduced a new definition of control that focuses on whether an investor controls the decisions that affect an
investee’s level of returns.
In May 2011, within the accordance with the fair value measurement, the IASB issued IFRS 13 and the FASB
issued ASU 2011-04. As a result, IFRS and U.S. GAAP guidance on the definition of fair value, the framework for
measuring fair value, and disclosure requirements for fair value measurements are substantially converged. IFRS 13 is
effective as of January 1, 2013.
Even if the IASB and the FASB issued proposed guidance for “Revenue from Contracts with Customers” in June
2010 as part of a joint project to develop and would supersede the guidance in IAS 18 and IAS 11, and most existing
guidance in ASC 605, is not expected to be effective before 2015.
In 2012 there were still some differences at the long-term project that are in process to be completed and other that were
reassessed as a lower priority project. In the following table (Tab. 2) we observed the status of the projects.
Table 2. Status of the Convergence Projects in 2012
Project
Status
Short term process
Long term process
Share-based payments
Business combinations
Completed process
Segment reporting
Derecognition
Non-monetary assets
Consolidated financial statements
Inventory accounting
Fair value measurement
Accounting changes
Post-employment benefits
Fair value option
Financial statement presentation – OCI
Borrowing costs
Research and development
Non-controlling interests
Joint ventures
Income tax
Reassessed as a lower priority project. No immediate action
Financial instruments with the characteristics of equity
Investment property entities
Leases
Revenue recognition
In process
Financial instruments
Insurance contracts
IASB and FASB published proposals in August and
Investment entities
October 2011, respectively
Source: authors’ projection based on the Joint Update Note from the IASB and FASB on Accounting Convergence (2012)

Many convergence projects have already been successfully completed such as the projects on share-based
payments, business combinations and fair value measurement, but the boards were working together on four long-term
priority projects like financial instruments, revenue recognition, insurance and leases. The work is proceeding very
slowly. Other projects involved either the IASB converging with US GAAP, such as operating segments and borrowing
cost, or the FASB converging with IFRS, such as acquired research and development and the fair value option.
The convergence efforts of the IASB and the FASB have helped bring IFRS and US GAAP closer together.
However, even after decade-long convergence efforts, there still remain some differences between these two sets of
global reputed accounting standards. The fundamental differences between IFRS and US GAAP as identified by SEC in
2012 were following:
(a) the non-financial asset impairment requirements (in particular, that IFRS permits the reversal of impairments, which
could make earnings reported in accordance with IFRS more volatile than US GAAP) and the recognition of nonfinancial liabilities earlier than they would be recognised under US GAAP;
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(b) the ability to revaluate PPE (property, plant and equipment) and investment properties at fair value, which is
permitted by IFRS but not by US GAAP;
(c) the possibility for US companies to use an inventory measurement method called LIFO (Last In First Out), which is
not permitted by IFRS;
(d) the requirement in IFRS for development expenditure to be capitalised, whereas US GAAP requires all development
expenditure to be recognised as an expense as incurred;
(e) specific requirements in US GAAP relating to uncertain taxation positions, whereas IFRS has a more general
contingency model; and
(f) a requirement in IFRS to depreciate components of an item of PPE in certain circumstances, which is not a
requirement in US GAAP.
Perceptions of Accounting Professionals on Current Trends in International Accounting
Czech Republic as a typical representative of emerging economy from CEE area with the traditional linkage of
accounting system to tax system and application of prudence principle in accounting. That is why fair value it is not
such widely applied like under IFRS practices. Main objective is to find out the perception of the professional
accountants on current trends in international accounting and how it might influence local Czech accounting practices.
For this purpose there was prepared a questionnaire survey. This survey was conducted among selected Czech SMEs in
spring 2013. The research was targeted on companies with clear audit opinion and questionnaire was sent to 4,082
companies. The return rate was 9.1 % and we analyzed 371 valid questionnaires.
Analytical part of this survey (conducted online via Google forms) was divided onto two parts: (i) questions related
to company’s behavior (3 questions) and questions related to perceptions on selected accounting issues (7 questions).
First set of questions was related to companies’ real behavior. We tried to analyze the areas of depreciation
policies, impairment and provision issues and also the popular area of financial securities and derivatives.
1 – Applied methods for depreciation
accounting – linear
317
85.4%
accounting – DDB
8
2.2%
accounting – SYD
5
1.4%
accounting – by performance
18
4.9%
tax depreciation only
53
14.3%
Majority of companies, as expected, prefer linear accounting method. However, there shall be highlighted that almost
15 % of tested SMEs is computing tax depreciation only. This is a surprising finding as it cannot be expected that tax
methods lead towards true and fair view despite all analysed companies have clear audit opinion.
2 – Impairment
yes, tax only (bad-debts)
67
yes, bad-debts
294
yes, inventories
196
yes, non-current assets
89
not applied
7
As expected, the most popular title for
inventories.

18.1%
79.2%
52.8%
24.0%
1.9%
impairment computation is the bad-debts provision, followed by impairment of

3 – Provisions
tax deductible
79
21.3%
yes, business risks
208
56.0%
yes, income tax
131
35.3%
not applied
87
23.4%
The most popular titles for provisions in Czech practice are business risks and income tax issues. Historical there was
widely popular among SMEs to create provision on repair of tangible assets, which is still a tax deductible item (despite
it is strictly prohibited by IFRS), however linkage of this provision to obligatory cash fund made it less and less popular
in current practice.
Second part of this questionnaire survey dealt with the impact of current trends in international accounting and their
possible spread to Czech accounting rules. Concretely there were discussed the issues of finance lease, fair value
measurement, revenue recognition and also financial statements.
1 – Who Shall Report the Object of Finance Lease?
lessee
202
54.4%
lessor
169
45.6%
Under current Czech accounting legislature, it is a lessor who reports the object of finance lease within its financial
statements. However, results show the willingness of companies to report this item rather under the IAS 17 treatment.
2 – Shall Be Investment Properties Measured at Fair Value under Czech Accounting Rules?
yes
284
76.6%
not
87
23.4%
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Investment properties are not recognised as a specific category under Czech accounting legislature, and therefore shall
be measured just at cost (like other non-current assets). From the results there is visible the willingness of the
participants to apply fair value measurement for this category (like under IAS 40).
3 – Shall Be Long-Term Receivables and Long-Term Payables Measured at Amortised Costs under Czech Accounting
Rules?
yes
244
65.8%
not
127
34.2%
Current accounting practices in the Czech Republic do not defer between long-term and short-term receivables or
payables when discussing the issues of their measurement. All receivables and payables are simply measured at their
nominal values. If comparing this treatment with IFRS, under IAS 39 (or IFRS 9 respectively) these items shall be
measured at amortised costs. Based on the results, again shall be stated, that respondents prefer the IFRS treatment, i.e.
2/3 prefer to measure these items at amortised costs.
4 – Shall Be “Change in Inventories” Classified as Operating Revenue?
yes
175
47.2%
not (operating expense)
196
52.8%
Current Czech accounting legislature requires recognising “change in inventories” as internal revenues, however under
IAS 18 this category does not fulfil the definition of revenues. Results do not show the significant trend in preferences,
however, under in-depth analysis, smaller companies having Czech auditor prefer the current treatment as operating
revenues.
5 – Wider Spread of Fair Value Application in Czech Accounting Rules
not
55
14.8%
yes, for reliably measured items only
293
79.0%
yes, without any limitation
23
6.2%
Fair value is a useful measurement base in case we are applying it on transparent and active market, however it is a
discussable issue whether (and how) to use this measurement base in emerging markets. The results of this survey show
that respondents from SMEs are for fair value measurement just in case it would be reliably measured. When we asked
respondents on their own view on fair value measurement their reactions were in line with these two selected ones:
 I’m for the applying of fair value only in case that there exists for the asset/or liability active market. I’m for the
elimination of the qualified estimation (Level 3) – in such a case there shall be rather preferred historical cost.
 Fair value accounting has a general problem in case, that the fair value is not objectively measured. Fair value
shall be used “prudently” in financial statements and this value has to be really reliable and objective. From this
point of view I rather prefer historical costs accounting with impairment tests.
6 – Obligatory Financial Statements
balance sheet
364
98.1%
income statement
358
96.5%
statement of comprehensive income
62
16.7%
notes
264
71.2%
cash flow statement
131
35.3%
statement of changes in equity
161
43.4%
According to current Czech accounting legislature, obligatory parts of financial statements are: (i) balance sheet, (ii)
income statement, and (iii) notes. Facultative parts of financial statements are: (i) statement of cash flows, and (ii)
statement of changes in equity. Under international rules (IFRS) all parts of financial statements are obligatory,
however income statement was replaced by statement of comprehensive income (and balance sheet is officially named
statement of financial position). Based on the results respondents prefer current Czech status quo, i.e. just balance sheet,
income statement and notes obligatory parts of financial statement.
7 – Major User of Financial Statements
owner
223
60.1%
potential investor
5
1.4%
creditor
95
25.6%
tax authority
48
12.9%
Obviously, the target user for continental financial reporting systems, is owner, however for IFRS rather the
potential investor. Based on the results of this survey, owners and creditors significantly dominated. Potential investor
could be seen here just as a marginal user. The reasoning might be a fact that majority of SMEs do not issue bonds or
shares which are publicly traded.
Conclusions
Convergence of global accounting standards has received a great deal of attention and after September 2002 has
been an important research area all over the world. We can say that the “era” of the formal convergence efforts of the
FASB and the IASB is nearing an end. The Boards continue to make new accounting standards that should eliminate
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most, if not all, of the existing differences in the accounting standards. Still, there exists certain differences between
discussed standards, most of these shall be resolved within the long-term project and the substantial workload for IASB
and FASB is still ahead. Convergence between IFRS and US GAAP helps investors to have more opportunities for
cross-border investments.
SEC staff compared IFRS with US GAAP and note that, as a result of more than ten years of joint work with the
FASB to improve IFRS and US GAAP and bring about their convergence, the differences that the US will have to
bridge are significantly smaller in scope than the differences faced by other major countries that have already adopted
IFRS. Finally there shall be concluded by the finding of Ohlgart and Ernst (2011) who observed that the process of
incorporation of IFRS into the US GAAP is much slower and is estimated to take, at the very least, five or seven years.
On specific case of Czech professional accountants from small and medium sized companies it seems that the
willingness to support the trends of international accounting in emerging CEE economies is on high level.
Acknowledgment. This paper is one of the research output of the project P403/11/0002 registered at Czech Science Foundation
(GAČR).
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Abstract
This paper analyses the predictors that can find farms in financial distress. The paper is developed by giving an overview of research
methods with the calculation steps and guidelines of some financial distress predictors. The authors have analysed pros and cons of such financial
distress predictors as debt-to-assets ratio, return on assets and return on equity ratios, debt service coverage ratio, interest expense ratios et al. Then
there are given dynamics of the number of Lithuanian farms with their land-use changes and farmer’s entrants and leavers proportions. The empirical
results are thereafter presented with calculating financial distress predictors. The authors have used Lithuanian farms selected in Farm Accountancy
Data Network for the research. The last section contains some concluding comments on connections between financial distress, debt-to-assets ratio,
debt service coverage ratio and interest expense ratio.
Key words: financial distress, farm, debt-to-assets ratio, debt service coverage ratio, interest expense ratio.

Introduction
Financial distress has high importance on farm business, because European farms are generally family business.
Therefore, farm financial distress can result in farmers and their families losing their employment, their homes and a
way of life.
It is worthwhile to attract attention to the efficient usage of agricultural support. In spite of large expenditure on
agricultural support in the European Union (EU) farms still go to financial distress. The reason is that farms do not
succeed in operating in a rapidly changing economic environment. Financial and management decisions also have a
long-run impact on farms financial stability, specifically in a transition economy, in this instance Lithuania. In order to
operate efficient and do not waste the EU support, financial stability of each farm is very important.
Hamoto, Correia (2012) emphasise that the concepts of financial distress, default, bankruptcy and liquidation,
are often overlapping. The authors of this paper assume that financial distress is a process, caused by the economic
difficulties and/or bad farm management but one can measure it by calculating financial ratios. Financial distress starts
with the delays in the repayment of debts and extending into the debt defaults. Authors agree with Hamoto, Correia
(2012) for the arguments that if the farm is facing financial distress, it needs to get additional financing to meet its
obligations. Featherstone et al. (1988) argues that proportion of the problem may be attributed to business management
(i.e. income) and to financial management (i.e. debt). Further, Featherstone et al. (1988) sought to answer, what
proportion of the debt problem might be attributed to the degree of leverage and what proportion to the cost of
borrowed capital, if a farm had a debt problem.
It is fairly certain that farms financial distress diagnosis studies are not enough. The paucity of data on farm
failure is probably an important reason for this. In spite of this fact, economists Jolly et al. (1984) have analysed
incidence, intensity, and duration of financial distress among farms. Hughes, Richardson, Rister (1985) main problem
of focusing was effects of sustained financial distress on the financial structure and performance of the farm sector.
Wadsworth, Bravo-Ureta (1992) have analysed financial performance of New England dairy farms. Franks (1998) has
paid attention on predicting financial distress in farm businesses, while Dietrich, Arcelus, and Srinivasan (2005) – on
agricultural co-ops. Vercammen (2007) field of interest was farm bankruptcy risk as a link between direct payments and
agricultural investment. Cross, Buccola, Thomann (2009) focused on cooperative liquidation under competitive stress.
The recent work of Sušicky (2011) and Camska (2013) was focused on bankruptcy and financial distress prediction in
the Czech Republic agricultural sector.
The aim of the research – to find the financial distress predictor of farms.
The object of research – financial distress predictor.
The main objectives:
1) to discuss financial distress predictors of farms;
2) to give the calculation and guidelines of financial distress predictors;
3) to calculate financial distress predictors.
The focusing problem is how one can find farm in financial distress before it leads to the liquidation and/or
abandonment of the assets of the farm.
The main data for this study are taken from the Farm Accountancy Data Network (FADN) and Lithuanian
Agricultural Information and Rural Business Centre. The specific data are based on Lithuanian family farm records for
the years 2004-2013. The FADN selected farms cover all districts, natural zones and reflect different farming
conditions.
Research methods
It is difficult to answer the question, how to measure precisely financial distress. Doye (2009) assumes that none
measure can indicate farm financial performance or position. Instead, several measures must be calculated to give a
more complete picture. Liquidity, solvency, profitability, and repayment capacity are areas for which financial measures
are useful. Jolly et al. (1985) argue that financial distress can be determined by examining long-run characteristics
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(profitability, liquidity, solvency and risk-bearing ability). Some studies have used one or a combination of these
measures. Jolly et al. (1985), Wadsworth, Bravo-Ureta (1992) in their analysis of financial distress determinants have
focused on debt-to-asset (D/A) ratio as financial distress predictor. D/A ratio measures relative arrears, insolvency and
risk-bearing ability of the business. Furthermore, the D/A ratio can also be used to assess income or debt service
capacity by relating returns on assets (ROA) to the servicing requirements of existing liabilities. For this reason in the
most of the financial surveys, financial distress has been inferred from the D/A ratio as a measure of profitability or
cash flow.
Melichar’ procedure, used in Wadsworth, Bravo-Ureta (1992) study to determine a farm’s financial position,
combines 3 financial ratios and equity level. Financial ratios needed to implement Melichar’s scheme were suggested
D/A ratio, ROA (equal to net farm income before interest payments minus the value of unpaid labour as a percentage of
total farm assets), return on equity (ROE (equal to net farm income minus the value of unpaid labour and interest
payments as a percentage of equity)) and equity level (total farm assets minus debt) to classify farms into four financial
positions: (1) good; (2) fair; (3) stressed; and (4) vulnerable (Wadsworth, Bravo-Ureta, 1992).
Table 1. Financial distress indicators: calculation and guidelines
Indicator
Calculation
Guidelines
Farm debt-to- Total farm liabilities / Total farm assets
This ratio indicates the proportion of total assets owed to creditors
asset ratio
(Doye, 2009). It compares total farm debt with total farm assets. A
(D/A)
higher ratio is an indicator of greater financial risk and lower
borrowing capacity (Becker et al. 2009).
Debt Service (Net farm income – Intermediate Ratio shows the ability of farm to fulfil its obligation to the third
Coverage
consumption + Current subsidies + parties in current liabilities (Pranowo et al., 2010).
(DSC)
Depreciation expense + Interest on term Capital lease payments should be included as part of term debt. What
debt + Subsidies on investment) /(Annual is a reasonable value varies with farm enterprises, diversification,
scheduled principal and interest payments management abilities, and stability of nonfarm income (Doye, 2009).
on term debt)
Farm Interest Interest Expense / Gross Revenue
This ratio indicates the proportion of total income committed to
Expense Ratio
interest payments. Farm operations are considered vulnerable once
(IER)
the ratio is 15% (Doye, 2009).
Source: authors’ construction based on Becker et al. (2009), Doye (2009), Pranowo et al. (2010)

Lins et al. (1987) provide some critics on the D/A ratio, as single financial distress classifications, and argues
that D/A does not adequately reflect the financial position of farms. Lins et al. (1987) also conclude that accrual-based
measures of income are superior to cash-based measures of income for classifying farms as distressed or not distressed
(Featherstone el al., 1988).
Franks (1998) considers that some measures of financial distress discussed in the literature cannot be computed,
for example, debt service coverage ratio (DSC). The researcher observes that a measure has the advantages of
incorporating off-farm income. On the contrary, Pranowo et al. (2010) have used DSC as a proxy of financial distress.
As researchers have admitted, DSC becomes one of the most important indicators for commercial bank to see
financial condition prior to lending as well as underwriting of bond issuance. They suggested analysing corporate
financial distress by mapping companies into the steps of process financial distress in declining financial performance
from good companies, early impairment, deterioration and cash flow problem. Furthermore, they have done mapping
with five different industrial sectors and agricultural business was also included in the research.
Interest Expense ratio focuses on the proportion of gross farm revenues required to cover the farm’s interest
expenses. Doye (2010) noted that large interest expenses as well as large interest expense ratios were characteristic of
highly leveraged farm operations. As researcher has admitted, the acceptable percentage will vary according to the other
claims against revenues, such as other production expenses and withdrawals for family living expenses. However, when
this ratio rises to 15%, total farm interest expense is a sufficiently large proportion of gross farm revenues that the farm
is likely suffering financial distress. Revenues from nonfarm sources, such as off-farm employment or investments, may
offset the higher ratio and reduce financial distress. If the ratio is above 20%, however, financial distress may be more
serious. The operator may want to consider alternative types of financing which would reduce interest rates, or may
want to delay anticipated capital purchases that require additional debt financing (Doye, 2010).
Featherstone et al. (1988) measured a farm's financial performance by the farm's geometric mean real rate of
return on equity. Researchers argue that in corporate finance (and many firm growth models), the objective of the firm
is to maximize shareholders' wealth or net worth. The real rate of return on equity is the rate of increase or decrease in
the firm's net worth over time.
The rate of return on equity is an accrual measure composed of both income and balance sheet information; it
measures the rate of increase or decrease in equity due to earnings and changes in the value of assets and liabilities. A
negative rate of return to equity is the rate at which the firm’s capital stock is being depleted (Featherstone el al., 1988).
On the contrary, Franks (1998) focused on categorising farms into one of three financial distress categories and
accompanied by a comprehensive range of specification tests. The researcher found out that the importance of
increasing returns on equity as a strategy for reducing the likelihood of being classified as financially distressed. Franks
(1998) gave some critics on Melichar’s procedure. He systematised a number of arguments of scientists and argued that
financial distress measures based on leverage more properly indicated the exposure to risk but it conveyed no
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information on the opportune interest repayments. Leverage does not reveal the income-generating potential of the farm
and does not give information about the liquidity of the farmer’s asset structure.
Researchers identify three, four or even five categories of financial distress but in most of cases disagree over the
indicators and boundary values with which to discriminate between the categories. Some possibilities are outlined in
Table 2.
Table 2. Financial position possibilities according to financial distress indicators
Financial position possibilities
Indicator
Source
Stable
Fair
Distressed
Less than 0.3
Between 0.3 and 0.7
More than 0.7
Kohl (2009);
Debt to
Economic viability evaluation rules (2007-2013)
Assets
Less than 0.3
Between 0.3 and 0.5
More than 0.5
Economic viability evaluation rules (2005-2006)
ratio
Less than 0.3
Between 0.3 and 0.6
More than 0.6
Doye (2009), Kohl (2009), Becker et al (2009)
More than 1.25
Between 1.25 and 1
Less than 1
Pranowo el al. (2010); Economic viability
evaluation rules (2007-2013)
Debt
More than 1.35
Between 1.35 and 1.1
Less than 1.1
Doye (2009)
Service
Coverage
More than 1.5
Between 1.5 and 1.1
Less than 1.1
Kohl (2009)
Interest
Expense
Ratio

Less than 12 %

Between 12 and 20 %

More than 20 %

Kohl (2009)

Less than 10 %

Between 10 and 20 %

More than 20 %

Doye (2009)

Source: authors’ construction based on Kohl (2009), Doye (2009), Pranowo et al. (2010), Economic viability evaluation rules (20052006), Economic viability evaluation rules (2007-2013) et al.

Davies (1996) used three variables as indicators of the financial situation detection of farms. The Departmental
Net Income Calculation (DNIC) of farming income deflated by the general index of retail prices (all items) was used to
measure farm incomes. The D/A ratio was constructed for the agricultural industry using the aggregate balance sheet for
the UK agriculture. Since the usefulness of the debt to asset ratio has been called into question (Jolly et al., 1985) Rent
and Finances as a percentage of Gross Output (Crabtree, 1984) was also calculated.
DeVaney (1994) decided to define insolvency as the household having net worth less than one month’s income.
The researcher has explained if net worth was less than one month's income farm was insolvent, otherwise – solvent.
Alternatively Santarossa (2003) measured financial health in Scottish farms with the index based on the
deviation from the mean long term debt. The researcher states that if a farm was either consistently below the mean or
gradually moving away from the mean then it would be classified as failing while the opposite would result in a farm
being classified as financially healthy.
Franks (1998) focused on Poole (1986), Harrison, Tranter (1989) suggested RE/GO measure by using rental
equivalent to gross margin (RE/GM). Gross margin is calculated as the difference between the gross output and the
variable costs of farm. The researcher states that the boundary values should be high enough to avoid unnecessary
adjustments but low enough so that alternative strategies still remain. The authors of this paper consider that rent and
interest payments could be quite small comparing with gross margin and cannot find farm’s financial position. Besides
rent and interest payments are included in Debt Service Coverage ratio.
Research results
In this research there are some areas which are typical trouble spots. In agriculture it is difficult to accurately
estimate the number of failed farms. The change in the number of farms is a net effect (entrants minus leavers). In most
of cases, the change in the number of farms can only be estimated (Davies, 1996). It is also important to mention the
fact that Lithuanian farms operate as natural person. According to Lithuania Law, natural person can go bankrupt since
1 March 2013. Comparisons of farms in financial distress and stable farms are also difficult because of the
confidentiality of data and the fact that farm surveys cannot identify failed farms as they are no longer part of the
population being sampled (Davies, 1996).
In addition, farmers may leave the industry for a variety of social and economic reasons. Before failure occurs
farmers can emigrate or take up off-farm employment. Rather than failure, the older farmer can choose to go retirement
and younger farmer renounce parent's farm are the main reasons for the decline in a number of farms and farmers,
whereas officially, failure rates are comparatively very low in agriculture (Argiles, 2001).
There are 98.5 thousand farmers on average operating in Lithuania. This number has increased from 60.5
thousand farmers in 2004 to 115.5 thousand farmers in 2013. These farmers operate on 1080.5 thousand hectares land
on average. In spite of the increased number of farmers, changes in land-use fluctuate. Land-use reached a high level in
the 2nd half of 2008 and dropped in the 2nd half of 2009 (Figure 1).
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Source: authors’ construction based on Lithuanian Agricultural Information and Rural Business Centre
Figure 1. Dynamics of the number of farms and their land-use changes

Average farm size in Lithuania is approximately 9.8 ha. According to the 2010 Agricultural Census, the main
activity was milk production (34.3% of total). Cereals, oilseeds and proteins present 16.2%, grazing livestock – 14.9%,
various crops and livestock combined farms – 14.3% (FADN, 2010).
It is worth focusing on available statistics about farmers’ entrants and leavers in Lithuania. Figure 2 illustrates
the proportion of farmers’ entrants and leavers in Lithuania (2009-2012). In total, 5736 farmers left farming in 2009.
This number decreased in 2011 when totally 2384 farmers left farming. It was 0.5 times less compared with entrants.

Source: authors’ construction based on Lithuanian Agricultural Information and Rural Business Centre
Figure 2. Proportion of farmers’ entrants and leavers in Lithuania (2009-2012)

Though, the question is still open - why these farmers decided to leave farming and do they went to financial
distress. The problem is that there is no correct answer. Probably some of them have failed. Some of them have found
another job. Others decided to go retirement etc. In order to answer this question and find financial distress predictor,
the authors have used a single ratio D/A (Table 3) as financial distress predictor and combination of D/A, DSC and IER
ratios (Table 4).
Table 3. Financial positions of Lithuanian farms according to D/A Ratio
Farm status
Stable if D/A>=0 & D/A<=30;
Stable if D/A>=0 & D/A<=30;
Year
Distressed if D/A>=50
Distressed if D/A>=60
Distressed
Fair
Stable
Distressed
Fair
Stable
2009
87
145
1069
44
188
1069

Stable if D/A>=0 & D/A<=30;
Distressed if D/A>=70
Distressed
Fair
Stable
27
205
1069

2010

60

158

1090

31

187

1090

18

200

1090

2011

61

166

1079

25

202

1079

13

214

1079

Total

208

469

3238

100

577

3238

58

619

3238

Table 3 illustrates that only on 208 farms the D/A ratio was higher than 50% and on 58 farms the D/A ratio was
higher than 70% of the total 3915 farms. Results have showed that the FADN selected Lithuanian farms were not
highly leveraged and risk averse.
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In order to test combination of D/A, DSC and IER ratios possibilities to find farms in financial distress, the
authors have made all possible combinations of these ratios (Table 4). One may state that farms can be classified as fair
if farm does not meet the requirements of stable or distressed boundary values (Table 2).
Table 4. Financial positions of Lithuanian farms according to D/A, DSC and IER Ratios
Farm status
Year
Distressed
Fair
Stable
Farms in financial distress if (D/A>=0.5 & DSC<=1.1 & IER>=2) | (DSC<0 & IER<0);
stable if (D/A<=30 & IER<=1.2 & DSC>=1.35) and if (D/A>=0 & IER=0 & DSC=0)
2009
7
382
912
2010
2011

4

383

Total number of
farms

1301

921

1308

7
440
859
Farms in financial distress if (D/A>=0.5 & DSC<=1 & IER>=2) | (DSC<0 & IER<0);
stable if (D/A<=30 & IER<=1,2 & DSC>=1.25) and if (D/A>=0 & IER=0 & DSC=0)

1306

2009

7

374

920

1301

2010

4

379

925

1308

7
436
863
Farms in financial distress if (D/A>=0.5 & DSC<=1 & IER>=2) | (DSC<0 & IER<0);
stable if (D/A<=30 & IER<=1 & DSC>=1.25) and if (D/A>=0 & IER=0 & DSC=0)

1306

2011

2009

7

383

911

1301

2010

4

383

921

1308

7
440
859
Farms in financial distress if (D/A>=0.6 & DSC<=1 & IER>=2) | (DSC<0 & IER<0);
stable if (D/A<=30 & IER<=1 & DSC>=1.25) and if (D/A>=0 & IER=0 & DSC=0)

1306

2011

2009

7

375

919

1301

2010

4

379

925

1308

7
436
863
Farms in financial distress if (D/A>=0,5 & DSC<=1.1 & IER>=2) | (DSC<0 & IER<0);
stable if (D/A<=30 & IER<=1.2 & DSC>=1.5) and if (D/A>=0 & IER=0 & DSC=0)

1306

2011

2009

7

394

900

1301

2010

4

391

913

1308

7
446
853
Farms in financial distress if (D/A>=0.5 & DSC<=1,1 & IER>=2) | (DSC<0 & IER<0);
stable if (D/A<=30 & IER<=1 & DSC>=1.5) and if (D/A>=0 & IER=0 & DSC=0)

1306

2011

2009

7

395

899

1301

2010

4

391

913

1308

2011
7
446
Source: authors’ construction based on Lithuanian family farm records (2009-2011)

853

1306

The authors have identified (Table 4) that any combination of D/A, DSC and IER ratios has outlined the same
number farms in financial distress. On the contrary, there is a difference between the number of stable farms and farms
which are classified as fair. According to the obtained results, higher DSC ratio reflects less stable farms in the shortterm. The authors have found out that 100 farms have D/A ratio higher than 60% (of total 3915 farms) (Table 3) but
only 18 such farms when testing the combination of D/A, DSC and IER ratios. According to these results, the authors
consider that Franks (1998) critics on DSC ratio was motivated.
In most of cases IER ratios are low in Lithuanian farms. The authors believe that the reason is Lithuanian Loan
Fund that creates opportunities for farmers and producers of agricultural products to borrow on preferred terms (lower
than market interest rates) from credit institutions.
Conclusions
According to the obtained results, the authors conclude that the results support the idea in general but
connections between financial distress and financial ratios (debt-to-assets ratio, debt service coverage ratio and interest
expense ratio) are not absolutely clear yet. The research has demonstrated that the D/A could find financially distressed
farms the authors are in doubt that the FADN selected farms represent real financial situation of Lithuanian farms.
The research results have demonstrated that the combination of 3 financial ratios which complement each other
do not find financially distressed farms. Financial distress often occurs when a farm has chronic and serious losses
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and/or when the farm becomes insolvent with liabilities that are disproportionate to the farm’s assets. The authors of
this paper cannot state that farms certainly suffer financial distress if the D/A ratio is less than 70%. It is necessary to
look at each farm state dynamics in the long-term (at least 3 years).
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Sustainability Assessment of Electricity Market Models
Indrė Šiksnelytė
Vilnius University, Lithuania
Abstract
In pursuit to provide a thorough description and assessment of the sustainability of electricity market models, the paper presents a
methodology for assessing the sustainability of the models: it justifies the selection of methodological research approach, and proposes a methodology
of expert assessment, multi-criteria analysis and modelling of scenarios. Moreover, the paper develops a three-stage research model for the
sustainability assessment of electricity market models; it is aimed towards the levels of task formulation, task solution and decision-making.
Keywords: decision-making, sustainable development, electricity market models.

Introduction
Generally, scientific research is grouped into quantitative and qualitative; although literary sources often define
such types of research as incompatible since they are based on different presumptions, an increasing number of
scientific sources encourage researchers to look for combinations of different methodological approaches. According to
Saunders, Lewis, Thornhill (2009), a single best methodological research approach does not exist: only means
appropriate for specific purpose can be found. The key decisions that a researcher makes is the definition of the aim of
the research, its tasks and hypotheses, which altogether determines the choice of the research method. Classical methods
of assessment based on economic indicator analysis do not suffice for thorough and detailed investigation of variable
factors and their influence in the long term, thus combining quantitative and qualitative assessment seems reasonable.
Hence, multi-criteria assessment methods are precisely what enables a thorough analysis of an object and integration of
the results obtained by economic methods of assessment by combining both quantitative and qualitative criteria.
The paper aims at presenting the methodology for assessing the sustainability of electricity market models. Thus,
to reach the defined aim, the following tasks have been set:
 to define the criteria for assessing the sustainability of electricity market models and select the relevant
indicators;
 to introduce the methodology for defining the value of the criteria for electricity market model sustainability
assessment, selection of multi-criteria methods, and development of sustainable policy-making scenarios;
 to develop a model for assessing the sustainability of electricity market models.
Selection of criteria for the sustainability assessment of electricity market models
A great number of scholars propose to apply multi-criteria methods for task-solving in different fields that
require a comparison of alternatives taking into account a great deal of criteria characterising the objects in question. In
order to develop a methodology for sustainability assessment of electricity market model that would satisfy all
requirements, firstly, all criteria making an impact on electricity market model sustainability have to be analysed in
detail. Quantitative precision of the criteria depends on the accurateness, thoroughness, reliability and capability to
process the collected information applying mathematical methods.
The grouping of sustainability criteria may vary, but the following three groups, i.e. social, economic and
environmental criteria, represent a classical approach towards sustainability and aim at describing social, economic and
environmental components of electricity market models. On the basis of scientific literature analysis and empirical
studies (by monitoring a variety of documents on energy policy), a system of indicators for framing the economic,
social and environmental criteria applied for the assessment of the sustainability of electricity market organization
models is developed (1 table).
Table 1. Criteria for the sustainability assessment of electricity market models
CRITERIA
INDICATORS
ECONOMIC CRITERIA
Productivity of electricity supply industry
Mln. EUR
Economic efficiency
Mln. EUR
Electricity prices
Average generation cost, (EUR/MWh)
Labour productivity
Mln. EUR
Competition
Index, HHI
Customer choice
The evaluation based on expert judgment, (Ordinal scale)
Autonomy of electricity generation
The evaluation based on expert judgment, (Ordinal scale)
Privatisation
%
Enhance investor confidence
Mln. EUR
Foreign investment
Mln. EUR
SOCIAL CRITERIA
Enhance affordability
The evaluation based on expert judgment, (Ordinal scale)
Electricity supply reliability
The evaluation based on expert judgment, (Ordinal scale)
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The evaluation based on expert judgment, (Ordinal scale)
ENVIRONMENTAL CRITERIA
The evaluation based on expert judgment, (Ordinal scale)
Greenhouse Gas emissions, thousand metric tons of CO2
equivalent
Share of renewables, %
Share of total waste, %

Economic criteria is an especially important dimension in the assessment of the sustainability of electricity
market organization models, because such criteria are the principal factor determining the choice of a market model.
The key social criteria in the assessment of the sustainability include promotion of affordability and reliability of
supply. The third group, environmental criteria, is also significant for the sustainability assessment, especially in pursuit
of execution of international liabilities and long-term strategic plans.
It is important to note that the same criteria cannot be enrolled in different blocks of criteria during their
selection, in other words, the criteria in different blocks cannot overlap. Instead of several identical criteria in different
blocks of assessment, a single summarising criterion having a coefficient equal to the sum of identical criteria that have
been eliminated should be used. The calculation results related to the definition of weight of qualitative criteria have a
relative error. For this reason, all qualitative criteria whose sum does not exceed the relative error (in defining the
weights of the criteria) have no significant impact on the error of results. This suggests that in the selection of criteria
for the process of assessment, such criteria may be disregarded, which will not cause any risk to the accuracy of the
assessment methodology.
Defining the value of criteria for expert assessment of the sustainability of electricity market models
The methods applied for defining the value of environmental criteria may be arranged into two groups
(Zavadskas, Kaklauskas, 1996):
1)
methods that may be applied for expressing the criteria in quantitative units (e.g., in money terms,
technical parameters, etc.), i.e. quantitative criteria: normative methods (based on normative documents, estimates, etc.)
and calculation methods (based on theoretical-empirical dependencies, formulas, statistical data, etc.).
2) methods that may be applied for expressing the criteria in notional units (points, percentage), i.e. qualitative
criteria: expert (based on expert experience, recommendations and questionnaires), sociological (based on data of
sociological surveys), organoleptic (based on sensory and sensual experiences of the monitored), calculation (based on
mathematical calculations and formulas), and recommendation (Zavadskas, Kaklauskas, 1996; Šliogerienė, 2009).
Having estimated the value of the criteria by expert method, it is possible to determine the coefficient of their
impact on the object under analysis. However, the application of expert method does not result in a very accurate
calculation of the weights of quantitative criteria, whereas an integrated method of assessment estimates both, their
qualitative and quantitative characteristics. Theoretical and practical issues of the application of expert assessment is
widely analysed by many scholars (Heins, Röling, 1995; Keeney, Raiffa, 1993; Kaklauskas, 1996; Rosmuller,; Beroggi,
2004; Zavadskas, Kaklauskas, 1996, etc.); thus, further the paper presents the analysis of the method applied
particularly to the present research.
The impact of electricity market model criteria on sustainability is assessed by a ranking method. It enables
estimating the value of criteria on the basis of methodologically-prepared questionnaires filled in by experts and
composed to estimate the values of criteria or their combinations. The ranking method of expert assessment has several
stages, namely:
1 stage. Preparation of the questionnaire on the basis of the formulated system of criteria. The quantitative
and qualitative description of alternatives involves presenting the information defining different aspects of the object
under analysis. Quantitative information encompasses systems and subsystems of criteria, measurement units, weights,
values, minimising and maximising sizes, and information on the formation of alternatives.
2 stage. Completion of the questionnaire and preparation of the matrix. Multi-criteria analysis usually
operates with a large amount of information, and for this reason, the results of electricity market model analysis are
presented in the form of a matrix (Zavadskas, Peldschus, Kaklauskas, 1994; Zavadskas, Kaklauskas, Banaitienė, 2001)
(Table 2).
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Table 2. Multi-criteria decision making matrix
CRITERIA

Quantitative criteria

Qualitative criteria

(+/-)
ž1
ž2
...
ži
...
žt
ž t+1
ž t+2
...
ži
...
žm

Value

Units

q1
q2
...
qi
...
qt
q t+1
q t+2
...
qi
...
qm

1

m1
m2
...
mi
...
mt
m t+1
m t+2
...
mi
...
mm

2
x 12
x 22
...
xi2
...
x t2
x t+1 2
x t+2 2
...
xi2
...
x m2

x 11
x 21
...
xi1
...
x t1
x t+1 1
x t+2 1
...
xi1
...
x m1

Alternatives
...
j
...
n
…
x 1j
… x 1n
…
x 2j
… x 2n
…
...
… ...
…
xij
… xin
…
...
… ...
…
x tj
… x tn
…
x t+1 j … x t+1 n
…
x t+2 j … x t+2 n
…
...
… ...
…
xij
… xin
…
...
… ...
…
x mj
… x mn

3 stage. Calculation of the mean of the analysed criterion. Mean of the criterion

t j is determined applying

the following formula:
r

t

tj 

k 1

jk

r
(1)
here tjk – expert assessment of j indicator, r – number of experts.
4 stage. Calculation of the value of the analysed criterion. The value of the criterion is calculated by
dividing the sum of the mean of all criteria by the mean of each criterion assessment:
n

t
j 1

j

tj

here n – number of the assessed criteria. The sum of the value of all criteria has to be equal to 1, i.e.:

(2)

n

n



t
j 1

tj

j

1

(3)
5 stage. Calculation of deviation in the results of criteria assessment. The sum of squares of the deviation
in the results of each criteria assessment is determined as follows:
j 1

2

r
 r

1 n
 t jk    t jk 

n j 1 k 1
j 1  k 1

(4)
6 stage. Calculation of concordance coefficient. The reliability of expert assessment can be expressed by a
concordance coefficient of expert opinion describing the degree of agreement in individual opinions:
12 S
W 
r
(5)
r 2 (n 3  n)  r  Tk

S 

n

k 1

here S –sum of squares of the deviation in the results of each indicator assessment; Tk – indicators of ranks linked in k
sorting; Hl – number of equal rank groups in k sorting; hl – number of equal ranks in the 1st linked rank group under k
expert assessment; tjk – rank ascribed to j indicator by k expert; r – number of experts; n – number of the assessed
indicators.
H1

Tk   (hl3  hl )
l 1

(6)
If there are no linked ranks, the concordance coefficient can be determined applying the following formula:

W 

12 S
r ( n 3  n)
2

(7)
The concordance coefficient equals to 1 if all sortings of experts are equal; if they are different, i.e. does not
match at all, the coefficient equals to 0. The purpose of such a calculation is to determine if the degree of agreement in
expert opinions is sufficient to perform a reliable research on the basis of the results of expert assessment.
7 stage. Calculation of the value of the concordance coefficient is carried out using the following formula:
X2 

12 S

r  n  (n  1) 
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8 stage. Assessment of the weight of the concordance coefficient. If the weight of X2, estimated applying
concordance value formula, exceeds X2table following the table, the hypothesis on sortings, combined by experts and
dependent on the number of degrees of freedom as well as the accepted value level, is accepted. However, if X2 < X2table,
the opinions of experts are in disagreement.
Selection of Multi-criteria models for the sustainability assessment of electricity market models
Multi-criteria decision support (MCDS) tools are grouped according to the sets of alternatives and measurement
scales they encompass, as well as the decision-making principles they apply. Since in the energy sector, the decision
makers have to ensure the implementation of several priority aims of the energy policy, this has to be taken into account
while selecting the MCDS tools. Depending on the information provided for the decision-making in the energy sector,
the MCDS tools may be generally categorised as follows (Štreimikienė, 2010):
1) tools based on quantitative measurement. This group includes widely known methods based on multicriteria utility theory. The theory functions as the basis for composing integrated indicators or applying such methods as
Utility Value Analysis (UVA); Multi-attribute Utility Theory (MAUT); Weighted Sum Model (WSM); as well as many
other up-to-date methods, including Technique for Order Preference by Similarity to Ideal Solution (TOPSIS). The
easiest and the least time-consuming tool in this group is the WSM model (Hwang, Yoon, 1981);
2) tools based on initial qualitative measurement, which provide the results in a quantitative form. The group
encompasses Analytical Hierarchy Method (AHM) and methods applying undefined sets (Zadeh, 1965; Saaty, 1994,
1997);
3) tools based on quantitative measurement, but with several indicators for comparing alternatives (Coparative
Preference Methods). The simplest method in this group is Multiply Criteria Complex Proportional Assessment of
Alternatives (COPRAS) (Ustinovicius et al. 2006; Roy, 1996);
4) tools based on qualitative measurement, without shifting to qualitative variables. The group includes the
methods of Verbal Decision Analysis (Larichev, Moshkovich, 1997).
The key is to select an appropriate MCDS tool for a specific decision in the energy sector. Since each of the
above-mentioned groups has both its strengths and weaknesses, it is difficult to decide on the best one without carrying
out their multi-criteria analysis. In selecting the tools, it is also especially important to take into account the available
data, informational restrictions and required time consumption. Thus, the selection of the MCDS tool depends on the
task and the number of criteria influencing the decision. When the number of criteria is small, the simplest MCDS tools,
i.e. methods based on multi-criteria utility function, may be applied for decision-making. Such methods include Simple
Additive Weighting (SAW) and Multiply Criteria Complex Proportional Assessment of Alternatives (COPRAS)
(Šliogerienė et al., 2009).
Formation of sustainable electricity policy scenarios: key variables and possible alternatives
Scenario is defined as a logical, consistent hypothesis on the further development of any event, process or
phenomenon (Statkus, Motieka, Laurinavičius, 2005). The development of scenarios provides conditions for
distinguishing several clear alternatives of their evolution from complex phenomena taking place in reality. For this
reason, in the development of scenarios, the greatest value added is attributed to strategic planning, in other words,
strategic choice of a state and ability to implement that choice. A more flexible strategic planning mechanism enables
implementing an active policy, rather that passive reaction towards “unexpected” changes. It may be stated that the
development of scenarios is one of the most effective means to carry out a strategic analysis, which is the first stage in
strategic planning. The forecast of changes in any situation increases the effectiveness of the development of a strategy
because having analysed several scenarios, several strategic choices are developed. In this way, the probability of a
strategic choice becoming an ineffective project is reduced (Heijden, 1997).
Two main types of methods for the development of scenarios may be distinguished: simulation and relevance
tree models (Skumanich, Silbernagel, 1997). The former is referred to as a "future forward" scenario which tries to
determine the unexpected consequences caused by the interaction of moving forces (Ogilvy, Schwartz, 2004).
Simulation can be applied to analyse the alternative future models that may be determined by various present-day
combinations of variables. The advantage of the method is that it deals with the most probable scenarios, rather than
desired or pre-determined ones. In contrast, relevance tree model (or so-called "future backward") means selecting
several future alternatives and searching for the combination of causes to occur to reach one or another alternative.
The stages (and sequence) of scenario formation depend on the type of the already-mentioned methods that is
applied. In any case, having established the key problem, firstly, scenarios are defined in terms of space (bilateral and
multilateral) and time (short-term – 1-3 y., middle-term – 3-10 y., long-term – 15-30 y.) (Molis, 2006). Short-term
scenarios are more realistic, but their value added is lower, whereas long-term scenarios face the problems of accuracy
and clarity. Moreover, the most optimal solution is to form 3-5 scenarios since a bigger number eliminates the chances
of accidents and makes it difficult to distinguish the specificity of each scenario. Then, the moving forces of scenarios
should be identified. The main advantage of scenario development is that the limits of research are widely expanded. In
such case, the analysis includes not only the present situation and processes, but also future events and their possible
impact on certain areas of the policy. In pursuit to assess the sustainability of each electricity market model under
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different energy policy-making scenarios, many research scenarios may be developed by selecting the weights of
environmental, social and economic criteria.
Model for the sustainability assessment of electricity market models
In order to thoroughly describe and assess the sustainability of electricity market models, both quantitative and
qualitative methodological approaches are applied. As stated by Hammersley (1997), the key of the two methodologies
is applying one of them to verify the results of the other. Therefore, to assess the sustainability of electricity market
models, a three-level research model has been developed (Figure 1).
TASK FORMULATION

1. Selection of comparative alternatives

To select and clearly define the compared
models

2. Generation of a system of criteria
defining the alternatives

Criteria have to thoroughly characterise the
models under assessment

3. Selection of indicators defining the
criteria

Indictors have to express the distinguished
criteria as exactly as possible
TASK SOLUTION
Composition
of
a
questionnaire
and
conduction of expert
survey

4. Estimation of weights of indicators

5. Estimation of values of indicators
6. Assessment of multi-criteria
alternatives
7. Assessment of scenarios

Generalization of
results
Calculation
concordance
coefficient

of

Selection of methods. Determination of priority
alternatives.
Development of scenarios by selecting different
comparative weights of sustainability criteria
DECISION-MAKING

Results and conclusions

Interpretation of data; analysis of the obtained
data and results.

Figure 1. Model for the sustainability assessment of electricity market models

Electricity market models have to be integrally assessed, which requires accurate identification of recipients of
the impact. Hence, the principal aspect in the assessment of the impact of electricity market models on sustainability is
social, environmental and economic effects as well as their interrelation. To reach this aim it is crucial to select the most
accurate indicators expressing the impact of the integrated social, environmental and economic policy. Multi-criteria
tasks are designed to select the optimal solution at the same time evaluating alternative decisions according to several
contradictory criteria (Berg, 1999). The key characteristic of such tasks is that the obtained solution cannot be the best
in terms of all criteria, i.e. it is necessary to search for a solution which is acceptable in terms of all criteria in general,
rather than considering each single one.
Conclusions
A decision made in the energy sector encompasses many other decisions taken in other sectors as well, and for
this reason, the solution of tasks, which cannot be defined by many criteria (multi-criteria tasks), is highly affected by
the decision-making methodology. Only a consistent, complex, adaptive and accurate methodology provides a
possibility to thoroughly assess the situation under analysis and make a well-grounded strategic decision. The impact of
sustainable electricity policy measures have to be integrally assessed since their implementation may determine a
contradictory economic, social and environmental effect.
The paper has presented a concise multi-criteria method for assessing the sustainability of electricity market
models: criteria for sustainability assessment have been distinguished and systemised, criteria-defining indicators have
been selected, and finally, methods and stages of research have been described. The methodology enables a thorough
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assessment of electricity market model sustainability by providing a possibility for a researcher to expand the set of
criteria and decide on their weights.
A three-level research model for assessing the sustainability of electricity market models has been proposed. It
encompasses the levels of task formulation, task solution and decision-making.
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Functioning of Immovable Property Tax System Environment in Latvia
Sandra Štucere, Gunita Mazūre
Latvia University of Agriculture
Abstract
The research aim is to study the system of immovable property tax and its functioning environment in Latvia. The research concludes that
immovable property tax elements may ensure the largest efficiency under the application of system approach principle, and mutual coordination of all
activities and their subordination to the implementation of state development priorities. Functioning of the immovable property tax system
environment in Latvia is closely linked with the registers of external system – the State Land Service Register, the State Unified Computerised Land
Register and other registers of state significance and supporting organisations. Consistent regulation, open and fair exchange of information on all
organisational levels, and an integrated and coordinated operation of tax administration process with clear division of responsibilities promote an
efficient functioning of immovable property tax system in Latvia. The main functional target of immovable property tax systems is to reduce the
administrative burden and to facilitate the implementation of immovable property tax administration process for local governments.

Introduction
Issues on the role of immovable property tax and the alignment and development perspectives of immovable
property tax sphere have been frequently discussed in Latvia within the past years. Much larger attention has been paid
to the regulating function of taxes – to promote efficient use of immovable property to gain maximum benefit from the
immovable property item for the entire society (Štucere, Mazūre, 2012).
Immovable property system elements are identical everywhere; though possibilities for their application are
broad and different, they are based on the state development level, the level of state economic role, priorities, traditions,
culture and other factors. One shall understand the choice validity of a set of instruments on certain conditions; and
consider the needs of internal market and interests of stakeholders as well as the governmental targets and the economic
situation to make an optimum decision when developing an immovable property tax system.
Recently the immovable property tax administration process has experienced essential modifications in Latvia.
The immovable property tax reforms and frequent legislative amendments have complicated the application and
administration of immovable property tax in Latvia.
Topicality of the research theme is based on the wish to analyse the functioning of immovable property tax
system environment in Latvia.
The research is done based on the hypothesis that the main functional target of immovable property tax systems
is to reduce the administrative burden and to facilitate the implementation of immovable property tax administration
process for local governments.
To verify the hypothesis, the following research aim is set: to study the system of immovable property tax and
its functioning environment in Latvia.
The following tasks are advanced to achieve the set aim:
1) to characterise the immovable property tax system in Latvia;
2) to analyse functioning of immovable property tax system environment in Latvia.
The monographic descriptive method as well as the methods of economic analysis and statistical data analysis is
applied to achieve the set research aim.
Legal and regulatory enactments of the Republic of Latvia and documents related with the immovable property
tax as well as data of the Ministry of Finance of the Republic of Latvia and Eurostat on tax revenues and structure for
the period of 2007-2012 are used for the research purposes to characterise the system of immovable property tax in
Latvia.
Research of R.Almy (2001; 2002) and personal experience of one of the authors (Štucere S.) on the
administration of immovable property tax in Latvia are used to analyse the functioning of immovable property tax
system environment in Latvia.
Characteristics of immovable property tax system in Latvia
World taxation systems have developed within the past two centuries under the impact of various historical,
economic, political, and social influences. Taxation systems of each country differ greatly by such elements as the types
of taxes, structure of tax system, tax rates, procedures for tax collection, and fiscal authorities of governmental
institutions and levels.
Tax systems in the world are systematised consistent with various criteria. Most frequently taxes are grouped
according to the administrative-territorial division, method for the determination of taxable base or economic functions
of taxes.
Latvia is a country with a unitary taxation system by the administrative-territorial division. Administrativeterritorial units (local governments) have no sovereign rights to levy taxes, and tax collection of local authorities is
completely subjected to the decisions of the central government (state). Nevertheless, local governments, considering
the necessity to ensure their financial independence, may decrease or increase tax rates, or grant tax allowances to
individual categories of taxpayers.
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There are only state taxes in Latvia, and tax revenues consistent with the fiscal policy applied in Latvia are
distributed between the state general budget and the budgets of local governments to ensure the implementation of both
the state functions and functions delegated to local governments.
Taxes are traditionally classified into direct and indirect taxes by the method for the determination of taxable
base. Indirect taxes are taxes, which the state levies upon personal expenses including these taxes in the price of goods
and services, opposite to direct taxes, where income or revenues of an entity serve as taxable item.
As to the economic functions, taxes are classified into consumption, capital, and employment taxes. Grouping of
tax revenues consistent with the economic functions outlines the share of an individual tax group in total tax revenues
collected from taxes paid when purchasing goods and services (consumption taxes), taxes paid from the work payment
by an employee (employment taxes), and taxes paid from the earned profit (capital taxes).
In Latvia, immovable property tax is a public tax. Immovable property tax consistent with the law “On Local
Governments” is administered by local governments, which ensure the basic processes for tax administration:
registration of taxpayers, tax calculation, information of taxpayers on the amount of tax to be paid, accounting of tax
revenues, recovery of tax debts, and consulting of taxpayers. Prior to 2009, immovable property tax was administered
by 548 local governments, while currently only 119 local governments administer immovable property tax; the decrease
is due to the completion of the administrative-territorial reform and reduction of the number of local governments (there
were 118 local governments in Latvia from 1 July 2009 to 2 January 2011) (Štucere, Mazūre, 2013).
Immovable property tax is the only tax in Latvia, the revenues of which for 100% are transferred to the budget of
the particular local government, which administers the tax.
Immovable property tax is part of direct taxes, while consistent with the economic functions it falls under the
category of capital taxes.
Latvia experiences larger share of direct taxes. The tax system of Latvia is mainly directed towards employment
taxes, i.e. taxes that are paid from work payment by employees and their employers and not towards consumption taxes
or capital taxes.
The analysis of the structure of direct taxes in Latvia (Figure 1) reveals that social contributions and personal
income taxes compose the largest share of direct taxes, while immovable property tax – the smallest one. The tax-toGDP ratio of immovable property tax has ranged between 0.6% in 2007 and 0.9% in 2012.
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Figure 1. Structure of direct taxes, % of GDP

Source: authors’ construction based on Kopsavilkums par budžeta…, 2012; Taxation trends in…, 2013; Ziņojums par tautsaimniecības…, 2012

In Latvia, immovable property tax as instrument of the state fiscal policy due to the fragmented administration,
lack of governmental interest, and small amount of revenues underwent stagnation period up to the moment of crisis in
the national economy (Vanags, 2011). In 2008, the general economic recession led to a considerable lack of financial
resources and the financial crisis in Latvia.
The immovable property tax system was subjected to the existing economic and political situation, and the
system underwent reforms to attract financial resources.
In 2010, the immovable property tax system experienced rapid and essential changes. In Latvia, the set of items
taxable by immovable property tax was broaden from 2010 – immovable property tax was levied upon residential
buildings and engineering structures, and it also meant the introduction of a minimum payment of immovable property
tax (LVL 5) as well as the immovable property tax rate for land was increased by 0.5% and an additional rate of 1.5%
was introduced for unfarmed agricultural land. Reforms in the system of immovable property tax continued also in the
following years. Immovable property tax rate for residential buildings was doubled to 0.2-0.6% of the immovable
property cadastral value from 2011. An essential novelty in the administration process of immovable property tax has
been introduced in Latvia from 2012. Under Section 46 of the law “On Local Governments”, local governments had the
rights to issue Binding Regulations, which prescribed the rights to apply the increase of tax rate limitation in 2012 for
land or retain the amount of tax for land at the rate of 2011 as well as to state whether the immovable property tax was
imposed on auxiliary buildings and environment degrading constructions (Štucere, Mazūre, 2012). The immovable
property tax reforms continue also in 2013.
In 2013, immovable property tax in Latvia is imposed on land, buildings (buildings used for economic activities
and residential buildings), and engineering structures. In Latvia, both individual natural entities and legal entities may
be the payers of immovable property tax (Table 1).
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Table 1. Application of immovable property tax in Latvia in 2013
Tax base
Taxable item
Land, buildings used for economic activities **
Engineering structures
Cadastral value
Residential buildings
Unutilised agricultural area*
Ruinous environment degrading constructions **

0.2 -3%
1.5%
0.2 -0.6%
3%
3%

Tax rate

* excluding land, the area of which does not exceed one hectare or which has restrictions for agricultural activities stated by regulatory enactments
** Binding Regulations issued by every local government prescribe procedure for the calculation of immovable property tax
Source: Likums par nekustamā īpašuma nodokli, 2012

The cadastral value is the immovable property tax base in Latvia; the State Land Service determines the cadastral
value of immovable property consistent with the state approved methodology. The method comparing transactions and
analysing the real estate market information on the cases of expropriation is applied for the determination of cadastral
value. Determination of the property cadastral value does not require an individual valuation of every separate item but
a mass valuation, which is based on the application of standard procedure of the calculation of items’ value for the tax
purpose. It allows evaluation of a large number of items at relatively low costs (Štucere, Mazūre, 2012).
In Latvia, immovable property tax allowances (from 25% to 90%) are applied to the persons of moderate means,
needy persons, lonely retired persons, disabled persons, large families, politically repressed persons, and other
categories of taxpayers.
There are types of immovable property in Latvia that are fully exempted from the payment of immovable
property tax. These properties include the objects used for medical, social care, cultural, educational, and religious
purposes; the objects used for public and state administration needs, and other objects.
In Latvia, residential buildings and flats are levied at a progressive rate of 0.2% of the property cadastral value, if
the property cadastral value does not exceed LVL 40 000; at 0.4% of the property cadastral value, for the part of the
property cadastral value that ranges between LVL 40 000 and LVL 75 000; and at 0.6% of the property cadastral value
that exceeds LVL 75 000 (Par nekustamā īpašuma nodokli, 2012).
Starting from 2013, considerable changes have been introduced in the sphere of immovable property tax. Hence,
from 2013, local governments are eligible to issue Binding Regulations for setting and administration of immovable
property tax and to determine immovable property tax rates within the government set range from 0.2% to 3%
consistent with the targets and needs of each local government. A limit of 1.5% is set for the tax rate fluctuations (from
0.2% to 3%) up to which local governments may voluntarily determine tax rates. The rate exceeding 1.5% may be
levied only upon immovable property, which is not managed consistent with the procedure prescribed by the regulatory
enactments, for example, hovels located in the territory of a local government and degrading the environment and
endangering the population safety as well as unutilised agricultural area (Likums par..., 2012).
Under the law “On Immovable Property Tax” the local governments shall observe single principles for setting
tax rates from 2013. The Law prescribes four principles, which every local government shall observe when determining
the immovable property tax rate:
1) principle of equitable grouping under which taxpayers or taxable items are grouped consistent with equitable
criteria, for example, taxpayers – natural entities and legal entities; taxable items – residential buildings,
production units, business units etc.;
2) principle of efficiency under which a local government proportionates tax administration expenses with tax
revenues. This principle means that a local government shall evaluate the application of appropriate tax
administration measures to proportionate them with the forecasted tax revenues resulting from the
implemented measures;
3) principle of responsible budget planning under which a local government balances its responsibilities with
the resources necessary for the performance of responsibilities. As to the immovable property tax, it means
that a local government prior to the decision on the applicable tax rate or rates shall evaluate the forecasted
immovable property tax revenues (so a taxpayer is sure that a tax rate for the coming year will not be
unexpectedly 1.5% for all flats);
4) principle of predictability and stability under which tax rates are duly set for at least a two-years period if
the increase or decrease of immovable property base value is less than 20% comparing the base values in the
taxation year and the pre-taxation year (so a taxpayer is sure that a tax rate for the coming year will not be
unexpectedly 1.5% for all flats).
The law “On Immovable Property Tax” also prescribes three optional principles, which a local government may
apply or not apply on its own judgement:
1) principle of business support under which a local government applies the tax rate as means to increase the
competitiveness of businesses or certain sectors of business operating in its territory by observing the state
aid provisions;
2) principle of social responsibility under which a local government reckons on the impact of tax rate on the
groups of socially less-protected and needy population as well as the ability of population to pay taxes.
The principles of business support and social responsibility are stated as optional principles, since local
governments already previously had an opportunity to support both business and population through the
application of tax allowances;
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3) principle of the territorial development and arrangement under which a local government applies the tax
rate to promote the development and arrangement of its territory. This principle is closely related with the
principle of business support, since business promotion is one of the main instruments to ensure territorial
development (Štucere, Mazūre, 2013).
The immovable property tax is the only tax in Latvia, which requires the consideration of the tax imposition
principles for determining tax rates. Also, as to the determination of tax allowances in Latvia, the local governments are
obliged to follow the principles of equitable grouping, efficiency, responsible budget planning, and social responsibility;
while the application of the other principles is optional for local governments. These requirements are valid from 2013.
A range of the implemented changes in the immovable property tax system numerically outlines a 33% increase
of immovable property tax revenues in 2012 compared with 2008. However, immovable property tax revenues in 2012
compose only 0.9% of GDP (Taxes in Europe, 2013). Therefore, the government of Latvia envisages continuing the
immovable property tax system reforms also in the future. Easier and simpler administration of immovable property tax
compared with other taxes explains the widening of the range of taxable objects and increase of the tax rates. The
government of Latvia prefers those taxes that exclude possibility to avoid paying of them; hence reducing the share of
shadow economy (Štucere, 2012).
Functioning of immovable property tax system environment in Latvia
Simple administration is one of the most essential basic principles for the establishment of taxation system.
Immovable property tax system shall be simple as possible and easy to administer as well as it shall be based upon a
certain administration procedure and mechanism.
The operation of immovable property tax system requires the system management. Tax administration is a type
for the tax system management. The process of tax administration ensures the necessary information for the evaluation
and further improvement of the immovable property tax system.
Tax administration plays a decisive role in the operation of the tax system, since there is nothing worse than
unmanageable tax system. A complete harmony should govern between the tax policy and tax administration. The
intention to change the tax policy or the tax collection mechanism should result from the assurance that administrative
structures are ready for that (Kavale, Joppe, 2008).
The immovable property tax system may ensure the best efficiency under the application of the system approach
principle and knowledge that all the activities are mutually coordinated and subjected to the implementation of the state
development priorities.

System input data
Immovable property tax
policy, legislation,
approval of the budget,
supervision etc.

System input data
Sales and rent of immovable
property, construction of new
properties, business
development etc.

Immovable property
tax system
(subsystem of the state
policy system)

System output data
Calculation of immovable
property tax. Forecasts on
immovable property tax,
revenue performance
Payment of taxes

State policy system
Setting of taxes and duties

Public system
(social/economic/market)

Demand for public services
Demand for changes in the tax policy
Provide public services, revise tax policy etc.

Figure 2. Functional model of the immovable property tax system environment
Source: authors’ construction based on Almy, 2002

The model of immovable property tax system functioning (Figure 2), which is constructed by the research
authors, depicts the main related cooperation stages of the immovable property tax system. The state policy system is
the most significant one, which ensures the legal regulation of immovable property tax, determines the amounts for
collection of immovable property tax, and performs the function of supervision.
The public system is the other significant component, which includes items taxable by immovable property tax –
performing sales and lease transactions, constructing new objects, establishing new companies etc. The state policy
system and the public system are closely linked, and this link is implemented through the determination of taxes and
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duties by the state, and ensuring the financing of public needs (stimulating and distribution function), while the public
system implements it through the payment of taxes and duties, and receipt of state services (infrastructure, schools,
police etc.). The immovable property tax system functions as subsystem for the state policy system, which ensures the
administration process of immovable property tax – calculation, accounting, and recovery of immovable property tax,
and guarantees the performance of budgeting. The immovable property tax system is a complicated system, which is
largely affected by external economic and political environment. Its functioning is essential for the entire state.
The authors believe that two systems shown in Figure 3 are functionally the basic ones for the administration of
the immovable property tax system.

Administration of the immovable
property tax system

Immovable property information
accounting system (object and subject)

Immovable property evaluation system
(immovable property base)

Figure 3. Main functional elements of the immovable property tax system
Source: authors’ construction based on Almy, 2002

The immovable property information accounting system is one of them. The system performs identification and
linking of objects (items) taxable by immovable property tax (immovable property) and subjects (taxpayers). The
immovable property evaluation system is the other most significant element, which influences the functioning of
immovable property tax system – immovable property tax base of the cadastral value, which is used for the calculation
of immovable property tax. According to the authors, the immovable property evaluation system plays an essential role,
since it develops and influences the amount of immovable property tax.
As the immovable property tax system is not isolated from other systems, the authors have constructed the
external relation system model of immovable property tax (Figure 4).

Registers of
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Register of
the State
Land Service

Provision of information

Exchange of information

Local governments
(administrator of immovable
property tax)

Updating of data

Payment of taxes

Exchange of information

Provision of information
Payment notices

State Unified
Computerised
Land Register

Other
supporting
organisations

Taxpayers

Services

Sales contracts
Services

Figure 4. External relation system model of immovable property tax
Source: authors’ construction

The model outlines that the exchange of data among public administration institutions – state registers and
organisations – shall be ensured for a successful functioning of the immovable property tax system. The authors believe
that the process of data exchange among a local government as the administration institution of immovable property
tax, the State Land Service and an owner of immovable property (payer of immovable property tax) is one of the most
significant stages.
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The State Land Service plays a fundamental role for the functioning of immovable property tax system. The
State Land Service performs the following functions, which impact the administration of immovable property tax:
 ensures the accounting of immovable properties by the territories of all local governments, and registers the
passed changes in the structure of individual properties;
 ensures the acquisition of data on structures necessary for the cadastral valuation through the cadastral
surveying (technical inventory of structures);
 develops and maintains an updated base of cadastral values, and calculates cadastral values.
Local governments are also involved in the process of cadastral valuation. They determine and change the targets
of use for immovable properties located in their territories (except the state properties) and transfer the information to
the State Land Service. An owner of immovable property, in turn, implements the changes in the structure of its
property through the cooperation with the State Land Service and proposes the data updating of its property in the
information system of the Immovable Property State Cadastre.
The State Unified Computerised Land Register is the other relevant supporting function in the administration of
immovable property. The State Unified Computerised Land Register electronically maintains land registers,
corroboration journals, and cases on immovable property. It is the central database, which disseminates the information
on all the properties of the country registered in the Land Register.
A mutual automatic exchange of data prescribed by the law “On Immovable Property Tax” exists between local
governments and the Land Register office. Local governments ensure an online data exchange possibility to the State
Unified Computerised Land Register department to verify the payment of immovable property tax, while the State
Unified Computerised Land Register, in turn, provides local governments with the data on properties registered in the
Land Register.
The administration of immovable property tax requires the data also from the registers of the state significance,
for example, the State Register of Protected Areas, the Register of Education Institutions, the Register of National
Sports Bases, the Register of Museums, the Register of Libraries, the Register of Social Services, the Population
Register, the Register of Religious Organisations and their Institutions, the Register of Medical Institutions and others.
At present, these data are not transferred automatically for the purpose of immovable tax administration in Latvia, since
not always they contain complete information. Therefore, an issue on completeness and quality of the accrued
information shall be solved on the governmental level prior to the initiation of automatic operation with the information
from the state registers for the calculation of immovable property tax.
There are also many other supporting functions, which are necessary and important in the administration process
of immovable property tax – the Land Committee, the Committee for Privatisation of Residential Buildings, the
Privatisation Agency, and the Building Inspection, which issues permits for building/construction and informs tax
administration office on the issued permits. The cooperation with the Department of Welfare, the Social Service etc. is
relevant for the process of relief allocation.
The analysis of the immovable property tax system environment allows the authors to conclude that all the
above-described processes function in a close connection, and the main functional target of these systems is to reduce
the administrative burden and to facilitate the implementation of immovable property tax administration process for
local governments. Appropriate laws and regulations, open and fair exchange of information on all the organisational
levels, an integrated and coordinated operation of the tax administration process with a clear division of duties will
enhance an efficient functioning of the immovable property tax system in Latvia.
Conclusions
Immovable property tax is a state tax, where local governments ensure the basic processes for tax administration
(setting of the tax rate, registration of taxpayers, tax calculation, information of taxpayers on the amount of tax to be
paid, accounting of tax revenues, recovery of tax debts, and granting of tax allowances).
Starting from 2013, the government of Latvia has introduced essential changes in the sphere of immovable
property tax application – it has delegated rights to local governments to determine the tax rate within the range of
0.2%-3% set by the central government in their administrative territories.
Immovable property tax is the only tax in Latvia, which requires the consideration of the tax imposition
principles for determining tax rates. These principles include the principles of equitable grouping, efficiency,
responsible budget planning, predictability and stability; the principles of business support, social responsibility, and
territorial development and arrangement.
Immovable property tax elements may ensure the largest efficiency under the application of system approach
principle, and mutual coordination of all activities and their subordination to the implementation of state development
priorities.
Functioning of the immovable property tax system environment in Latvia is closely linked with the registers of
external system – the State Land Service Register, the State Unified Computerised Land Register and other registers of
state significance and supporting organisations.
An issue on the improvement of data quality of other registers of state significance (the State Register of
Protected Areas, the Register of Education Institutions, the Register of National Sports Bases, the Register of Museums,
the Register of Libraries, the Register of Social Services, the Population Register, the Register of Religious
Organisations and their Institutions, the Register of Medical Institutions etc.) and an automatic take-over of data for the
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needs of immovable property tax administration shall be solved in Latvia.
The main functional target of immovable property tax systems is to reduce the administrative burden and to
facilitate the implementation of immovable property tax administration process for local governments.
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Abstract
During the course of history, the social development in Lithuania mainly depended on the common human and national values as fostered
and preserved in the rural areas. Rapid changes taking place in the society as we know it today, however, were influenced by the processes of
globalization and require an especially careful evaluation and improvement of the value-oriented education system of Lithuania, particularly, when
facing issues of rural youth development, the latter making a significant impact on the prospects of further sustainable development in rural regions.
It is worth mentioning that perhaps due to the imperfect education system and its long-running reform as well as the deteriorating educational
situation in the country area, the young people experience limited opportunities regarding their professional knowledge and expression of human
values and behaviour. Moreover, the problem of aggressive behaviour in schools has not been sufficiently analysed up to now. Although recent
violence prevalence among Lithuanian students and factors which influence it have been studied extensively, the research on the reasons of aggressive
behaviour in schools is still not complete. The aim of the study presented in the article is to investigate adolescent intentions to behave aggressively
during disputes at school. Theoretical alternatives of adolescent intentions to react in provoking situations are presented in the article; methodological
instruments of social research made as an outcome of this study are discussed. The data and conclusions of research analysis may be valuable when
proceeding with the Reform on the Lithuanian education system, where the key issue is youth education in rural areas; also, when working on projects
and programmes aimed at prevention of aggressive behaviour and bullying at school.
Keywords: violence, aggression, sneering, adolescents, provoking situations, youth education policy, sustainable development in rural
regions.

Introduction
In the 21st century, despite the growing attention towards establishment of democratic processes which are taking
place in the society and the development of human (children in particular) rights, quite a lot of the European Union
countries that have chosen a new development path are facing difficulties in building a perfect education system for the
young people. Aggression among children, adolescents and young adults in the school of today, is still a frequently
encountered phenomenon varied in the extent and forms of expression (Xie et al., 2002; Palujanskienė, Uzdila, 2004;
Zaborskis et al., 2005; Jankauskienė et al., 2008). The analysis of the problem of violence and bullying at school has
revealed that once a child has joined the school community, he or she are encouraged and taught to hide their
aggression, to keep control over their anger and fury (Palujanskienė, Uzdila, 2004). Hence, the primitive forms of
aggression at school are gaining another level and form. Aggressive behaviour evolves; the open physical or emotional
aggression is substituted by an indirect aggression. The conservative education system and the established values
mostly acceptable among the older generation of society in rural areas are rapidly losing ground to their position in the
new values and concepts, and, accordingly, to youth-oriented development systems. Unfortunately, with very limited
deployment experience, in rural areas especially, and educational network optimisation (with significant contraction of
the school network) practices, the youth development process does not justify the expectations of society and does not
guarantee a sustainable development of rural regions, as well as the provision of adequate human resources (Dapkus,
2009). The increased public aggression and boosts of anger observed in the society should not always only be related to
the accelerated pace of life and socio - material status of the family; gaps in the education system, failing to ensure the
prevention of conflict situations.
Thus, various anger-provoking situations may be the cause of adolescent anger and aggressive behaviour. The
impetus of justice or injustice being very important in adolescent and young people’s communication, conflicts arise in
case of the breach of it. Additionally, adolescents possess a typical desire to attract community’s attention;
consequently, the effects of show-off and aggressiveness may be easily encountered (Kairienė, 2000). The investigation
of student reactions to conflicts allowed identifying the tendency of constructive judgement of arguments
(Palujanskienė, Uzdila, 2004). The aspiration of collaboration and compromise, however, is expressed just moderately.
Boys, more often than girls, tend to settle arguments by fighting (Palujanskienė, Uzdila, 2004). Furthermore, the
interrelationship between adolescent frustration regarding values and demands, and conflicted behaviour with other
students, as well as teachers and parents, is disclosed (Čiuladienė, 2006; 2007).
The problem of the study. Although already well known the degree of violence and bullying prevalence among
the students in the country area, as well as elucidation of the influencing factors (Jankauskienė et al., 2008), the inciting
conditions for aggressive behaviour are less studied. A few investigations embracing student behavioural expression
under the conflicted circumstances have been discussed in scientific literature (Palujanskienė, Uzdila, 2004; Čiuladienė,
2006; 2007); the reasons provoking adolescent aggressiveness, however, have not been sufficiently analysed, and this
fact is worth deeper focus than students’ behaviour during the dispute. Cases at school provoking students’ discontent
or even aggression should be of special concern. Therefore, disclosure of such situations and adolescents’ reaction to
them remains an urgent scientific problem. To find an answer to this problematic issue particular research instruments
must be created and scientific justification provided, study results analysed.
The subject of the study is students’ reaction to conflict-provoking situations at school.
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The aim of the study is to investigate the manifestation of adolescent possible intentions to behave aggressively
in anger-provoking situations at school.
Theoretical background of research methodology
O‘Connor, Archer and Wu (2001) state that it is quite complicated to record and evaluate the manifestation of
human aggression in daily life situations. Research on aggressive behaviour performed by using the observation method
exposes possibly the biggest sociological validity. Such type of research, however, is relatively rare because it is
difficult to carry out and apply in practice. So most often, as the above authors mentioned, aggressiveness is studied by
applying indirect methods, which can be split into two groups. One group embraces research carried out under
laboratory conditions by building or simulating various provocative life situations of aggression. The other group
involves studies where the frequency of aggressive actions or inclination to behave that way is assessed with the help of
different scales and questionnaires. The latter include the widely used Buss and Perry or Buss Darkee questionnaires on
aggression. Research on human reaction to anger-provoking hypothetic situations also belongs to that group; here
survey participants are inquired about their possible behavioural motives and choices. According to the authors of this
work, their method of investigation allowed to evaluate students’ intentions to act in hypothetic cases, which can lead to
discontent and rage in the academic environment.
Primarily, to be able to analyse students’ behaviour in frustrating cases at school, it was necessary to build the
hypothetic situations themselves. In construction of those situations, the data of another research on the issues of
adolescent and young people’s violence, bullying, and conflicted behaviour were used (Jankauskienė et al., 2008;
Čiudalienė, 2006; 2007; Targamadzė, Valeckienė, 2007; Winstok, Enosh, 2007). Additionally, other researchers and
trainers working on students’ behaviour problems were consulted. Consequently, direct physical aggression experienced
by students, attempts to damage their personal belongings, or shared property, public gossip about the members of
school community, false accusations of them in front of other students, etc. are described in student discontent and
anger-provoking cases.
The discussion about discontent-provoking situations among students was also linked with the alternative
selections of responsive behaviour. Anger is considered a basic human emotion (Smith et al., 1998), which may vary in
intensity from mild irritation to unfettered rage (Spielberger, 1988 – cited by Smith et al., 1998). Saarni (1999 – cited by
Champion, Clay, 2007) states that the function of anger is to motivate and organize resistance to frustration and displays
of dominance. Thus, the direct expression of anger serves to assert dominance and/or remote a frustrating circumstance.
Some theorists suggested that the anger construct includes not only an emotional component, but cognitive and
behavioural aspects, too (Spielberger, 1988 – cited by Smith et al., 1998). A cognitive component underlines one‘s
interpretation of potential anger-provoking situations and the behavioural component describes one‘s characteristic
manner of responding to anger-inducing events. Hereby, adolescents and young people may simply feel anger in such
situations but not necessarily react to aggression, which, in its turn, may be one of behavioural alternatives. Thus, anger
is the first alternative of reaction in anger-inducing cases.
Aggression is regarded as any behaviour (physical or verbal) that is performed with the intention to harm
someone (either physically or psychologically) (Berkowitz, 1987). This definition, however, is not sole. Bražienė,
Mockienė, and Bružienė (2008), having carried out theoretical analysis of the conception of aggressive behaviour,
noticed that aggression is mainly linked to offensive actions and seldom with responsive ones when some obstacles,
physical or verbal human actions, etc. occur. In addition, it can be noticed that aggression is not a unitary construct and
there exist different forms of it (Xie et al., 2002). Some aggressive behaviour is prototypic, such as physical and verbal
aggression. Other forms are less prototypic, but have the potential to produce pain. These include hurtful acts that are
less open, more disguised, indirect, and manipulative. Effectiveness of some forms of aggression is not dependent upon
the mediation of other individuals in the social networks (as confrontational aggression); some depend on it (as
non-confrontational aggression). It should be pointed out that various types of aggression could be differentiated:
instrumental, reactive, physical, verbal, etc. ones (Bražienė et al., 2008). Despite the fact that some forms are more
typical and may manifest more frequently (physical and verbal aggression), and others are not so typical - all of them
are potentially harmful. In addition, other persons (Xie et al., 2002) incite not all types of aggression. Aggressive
behaviour being possibly one of the ways of students’ reaction in annoyance-induced cases, particularly physical and
verbal types of aggression, as a second selected alternative, were chosen to formulate replies to the questionnaire.
Some scientists claim that aggression is not just a negative behaviour, and they speak about non-destructive aggression,
which is defined as a persistent, benign behaviour of self-defence aimed at the target (Паренс, 1997 – cited by Bražienė
et al., 2008). This is an innate personality mechanism that helps to adapt, to meet the wishes of achieving cognitive
goals, and rely on themselves to compete in the environment, as well as to protect their rights (ibid.). Moreover, there
are scientists who do not consider such behaviour aggressive at all (Parry, 2002). It may be assumed that some of the
students in frustrating situations may react exactly this way, i.e. to choose self-defence behaviour.
Although most often, it is likely that frustrating situations may arouse anger or make a person act aggressively,
or, otherwise, defend themselves without using any aggression, there exist two more alternative choices. In such
situations, some young people may decide to retreat, and some of them may ignore the conflict completely, and
consequently not react to it at all.
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To sum up the analysed theoretical outcomes, five probable alternatives related to intentions of behaviour in
provoking situations were selected: doing nothing (silence), retreat, anger (annoyance without passing on specific
actions), self-defensive behaviour, and aggressive behaviour.
Research data in scientific literature show that physical aggression is more characteristic for boys than for girls
(Taper, Bulton, 2004; Xie et al., 2002). In provoking situations, young men are also apt to respond by aggressive actions
more often (Champion, Clay, 2007). Hence, the Hypothesis (H1) was put forward in the research embodying the idea
that in anger-provoking situations at school, boys would prefer aggressive feedback as a form of response more.
Considering lack of research analysis on adolescent aggressive behaviour in frustrating situations, the study was carried
out containing differences in reactions in various cases by age; however, no particular hypothesis was raised in this
context. Hypothesis 2 (H2) was checked, and it indicates that more frequent aggressive respondents in provoking
situation are regularly exercising students. This assumption is urgent considering the abundant number of students
going to workouts; moreover, today more and more students are choosing various branches of martial arts training
(Šukys, 2008). This assumption was determined by the aim to increase students' employment in a variety of after school
sports clubs activities and the expansion of them, as well as a multiplicity of scientific publications that discuss the
aggression in sports and the aggressive behaviour of athletes (Conroy et al., 2001; Hoffman, 2006; Chow et al., 2009;
Gardner et al., 2009)
Research methodology
The investigation of student behaviour in resentment-provoking situations was implemented in four stages. In the
process, student anger-provoking cases were constructed, the reliability and validity of the questionnaire assessed, and
data on student behaviour under particular conditions analysed.
The first stage of the survey. In order to investigate students' potential intention to act aggressively in
frustrating situations, first, situations of conflict were constructed. It is situations, rather than the selection of questions,
that determined the nature of the existing questionnaire, which was adapted to investigate adult reactions to provocative
situations (O'Connor et al., 2001). Because it was designed for adults, directly built situations could not be applicable
for children. Thus, based on existing studies on violence and bullying at school, and by consulting other researchers as
well as educators, 25 situations have been developed. To verify how close to reality the situations were, a survey by
interviewing 100 students was carried out. Students were asked to evaluate the cases by articulating their personal views
about how often they themselves had to deal with the similar situations; they were to rate situations by choosing one of
five response options from very often to never. Afterwards, the same target group was asked to express their opinion as
to how often other students could encounter such situations (the realism of the case was a priority) by selecting one of
five response options from never to very often. At the end of the questionnaire, students were required to point out other
cases (not mentioned in the survey) that caused or could cause their frustration.
When analysis of the preliminary survey data was done, the researchers decided to reject several situations and
replace them with a few new ones. Situations were denied if at least 25 per cent of students insisted they had never
personally faced such cases and argued that the rest students could not have met them, too. Additionally, several
possible cases were withdrawn when it was decided they were not directly related to the school environment. New
situations were included if they were mentioned by more than 25 per cent of the surveyed students. A questionnaire
embracing 15 situations was compiled.
The second stage of the survey. It was a second trial to test the reliability of the questionnaire situations that
caused students' discontent. The form was presented to one hundred of 8 – 9 grade students. By assessing each situation
separately, the students could choose one of five possible behavioural alternatives. These alternatives have been adapted
to the specific situation; in their sense, however, they expressed the following response forms: silence (to be ignored, do
nothing in the situation), anger/frustration (for example, a response option “I'd be angry with the teacher for a false
accusation”), retreat (for example, a response option “I would change the seat somewhere further away in the room”),
self-defence behaviour (for example, a response option “I’d stop and turn around by saying to stop pushing me”), and
finally, physical or verbal aggression (for example, a response option “By turning around, I’d push the guy closest to
me”). The survey was repeated with the same students after a month. During the process of assessment of the intentions
to act in frustrating situations, the recurrence of a possible corresponding behavioural alternative (one of five) in all 15
situations was recorded. Reliability was assessed by making calculations on the difference between the data of the first
and second surveys. The statistically unreliable difference was determined in the assessment of all behavioural options
(p> 0.05).
The third stage of research. In this stage, in order to determine the validity of the questionnaire construct in the
rural Kaunas District, 404 eighth- eleventh grade students were polled (200 young men and 204 young women
participated in the survey). When assessing each of the 15 situations, students were to select one of five alternatives of
potential behaviour. For the analysis of the data, cumulative scores of corresponding response options for the
assessment of all situations were calculated.
In this survey stage, students were assessing every situation, and additionally, they were asked to evaluate those
cases on anger and dismay scales, i.e., how much anger it would cause (starting with 0 – not angry at all, finishing with
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4 – mad, angry very much) and how upset they could be (from 0 – not upset, to 4 – deeply upset). The assessment of
anger and dismay scales provides an adequate internal consistency score (Cronbach's alpha - 0,89 and 0,93).
Questionnaire on aggression consisting of 29 statements was also presented to the students (Buss, Perry, 1992);
earlier, the form was used to investigate children (Dumčienė, Klizas, 2010), and adults (Česnienė, Kašinska, 2011). This
form reveals four types of aggression: physical aggression, verbal aggression, anger, and hostility. The students had to
assess each statement on a five-point scale: from one – this is not typical of me, to five – this is very typical of me.
When working on the results of the survey, the cumulative score of every type of aggression was calculated. Internal
consistency index Cronbach's alpha of subscales ranged from 0.59 (verbal aggression) to 0.73 (physical aggression).
While assessing the validity of the questionnaire on potential behaviour in provoking situations, the correlation
between the two behavioural options (self-defensive behaviour and aggressive behaviour), and between the aggression
questionnaire and anger and dismay scales results were tested. The criterion of the questionnaire validity was
considered to be the positive correlation between the potentially aggressive behaviour in anger-provoking situations and
aggression scales and the aggression questionnaire results, and, correspondingly, weak correlation between the
behaviour of self-defence, and the anger and aggression questionnaire results. Correlation was tested by calculating the
Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient.
The fourth stage of the survey. The expression of student potential behaviour in anger-provoking situations at
school was aimed at in this stage of the survey.
Participants. During the survey, a randomly drawn sample of rural Kaunas district seventh - tenth-grade students
was taken, the volume of which was calculated as based on the number of students in the definite population. With the
95 per cent reliability and 0.05 per cent error, the volume of the sample was calculated for the seventh (n = 288), eighth
(n = 285), ninth–first high school grades (n=285), and tenth-second high school grades (n = 296). Thus, the whole study
volume of the sample embodied 1154 students. Students were selected by cluster sampling, i.e., by randomly selecting
schools from a list of schools that interviewed one grade of each age group. The total number of students surveyed was
1192, but excluding 61 questionnaire form, there were 1131 (569 girls and 562 boys) student data analysed in the work.
Methods of investigation. The survey method of writing was used in the research. The student potential
behaviour in frustrating situations was investigated by applying the already described schedule of 15 situations. In
assessing the likely response for experimental situations, recurrence of a specific response (one out of five possible) in
all 15 situations is calculated. Survey students were also asked to indicate their gender and grade.
Students’ exercising was studied by asking a question with three response alternatives, “Yes, I attend sports
training, seek results in sports, and desire to participate in competitions”; “I exercise in my free time to keep fit, but do
not go to sports training, do not aim at high sports results”, and “I keep exercising and play sports just in physical
education classes”. When analysing the data, the students were divided into two groups: active training (those who
chose the first alternative response) and non-active athletes (they included those students who chose the second or the
third variant). In addition, students were asked to indicate the sport they were going in for and how long they had done
that.
The survey procedure. The survey of students was arranged with the Education Centre of Kaunas District,
school headmasters. The selected schools were visited under the timing of interviews. The survey took place in the class
during the school time. A school social trainer or a psychologist took part in the interviewing of students. Before the
start of the survey, students were always instructed about the purpose of research, as well as they were provided with
information on form filling. The anonymity and possibility to refuse participation in the survey was always emphasized.
Statistical analysis. While processing the survey data, the arithmetic mean (M) and the standard deviation (SD), as well
as percentage distribution, were calculated. To determine the relationship between the variables, the Spearman’s rank
correlation coefficient was applied. Testing hypotheses about group equality, the Mann -Whitney U test and the chisquare test (2) were applied. Statistical analysis was performed using SPSS 13.0 for Windows programme.
Research results
The data presented in Table 1, show a reliable correlation between potential reactions to aggression-provoking
situations. The strongest correlation was established between the aggressive behaviour and physical aggression scale
(r = 0.45). It also established a reliable correlation between aggressive behaviour and anger-frustration-provoking
situations (r = 0.35). Accordingly, there was observed a negative correlation between aggressive behaviour and selfdefensive behaviour (r = -0.28). So, assumptions regarding the existing correlations between the intended behaviour in
discontent-provoking situations, experienced anger, and aggression questionnaire data were confirmed.
The analysis of student intentions to behave aggressively in frustrating situations at school, allowed to identify
that self-defensive behaviour (M (SD) = 3.74 (2.31)) or reaction by aggression (M (SD) = 3.51 (2.93)) would be used
most often. Students’ retreat (M (SD) = 0.72 (0.98)), in such cases, would be least expected. Speaking about the
potential behaviour of students in particular cases, it should be noted that students would react more aggressively if
other learners spoiled their personal belongings (52.0 %), if they suffered from direct physical aggression near school
(46.7 %), if they experienced indirect physical aggression in class (40.2 %), if they were slandered in public (37.6 %),
and when the teacher wrongly accused them in the face of the other students in the classroom (37.6%).
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Table 1. Data on descriptive statistics of anger, dismay scales, and types of aggression, and correlation of students’ potential
reactions by aggressive self-defence behaviour in discontent-provoking situations
Degree of correlation among the features of research
Features
Investigated features
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
Mean M(SD)
1. Self-defensive behaviour 3.36 (2.50)
2. Aggressive behaviour
4.31 (3.43)
-0.28**
3. General anger
28.87 (11.03)
0.14** 0.35**
4. General dismay
14.48 (12.58)
0.13*
0.02
0.39** 5. Physical aggression
24.76 (6.90)
-0.19**
0.45**
0 . 1 9 * * -0.07
6. Verbal aggression
14.47 (3.94)
0.03
0.23**
0 . 1 5 * * -0.01
0.47** 7. Anger
18.84 (5.27)
-0.02
0.27**
0.21**
0.01
0.59** 0 . 5 6 * * 8. Hostility
21.41 (5.49)
0.02
0.14**
0.24**
.11*
0.39** 0 . 4 5 * * 0 . 4 8 * * Note: * - p<0.05; ** - p<0.01.

It was established that boys and girls would react differently in the following situations (see Table 2). Selfdefensive behaviour is more characteristic for girls (U = 103449.5; p = 0.001), aggressive behaviour is more typical of
boys (U = 103777.0; p = 0.001). Only one statistically significant difference was distinguished when assessing the
survey results in different age groups – self-defensive behaviour is more characteristic for the young adults from senior
grades (especially typical of ninth- grade learners) (programme (2 = 11.03 (3); p = 0.01).
Table 2. Distribution of the students’ potential reactions in discontent-provoking situations by gender and age.
Gender
Age
Investigated features Boys
Girls
7th grades
8th grades
9th grades
10th grades
M (SD)
M (SD)
M (SD)
M (SD)
M (SD)
M (SD)
Silent reaction
2.52 (2.23)
2.37 (2.26)
2.50 (2.23)
2.39 (2.32)
2.40 (2.29)
2.47 (2.14)
Anger
1.37 (1.56)
1.80 (1.57)***
1.62 (1.60)
1.52 (1.60)
1.58 (1.46)
1.62 (1.64)
Retreat
0.66 (0.95)
0.77 (1.01)*
0.90 (1.19)
0.65 (0.90)
0.72 (0.97)
0.60 (0.81)
Self-defensive
3.05 (2.13)
4.43 (2.27)***
3.38 (2.23)
3.79 (2.28)
3.99 (2.43)
3.84 (2.26)**
behaviour
Aggressive behaviour 4.41 (3.02)
2.63 (2.54)***
3.59 (3.04)
3.66 (2.96)
3.31 (2.72)
3.48 (2.96)
Note: * - p<0.05; ** - p<0.01; *** - p<0.001.

The survey revealed that 35.5 % of students attend sports training regularly. 21.8 % of students exercise only in
physical education classes, and the rest (42.8 %) go in for sports by themselves or with their friends in their leisure time;
however, these activities are irregular, those students do not aim at any achievements in sports. It should be noted that
boys are more active in exercising than girls (correspondingly, 45.4 and 25.5 % attend sports training, and 12.5 and
31.1 % respectively are only exercising in physical education classes, (2 = 76,77 (2); p = 0.001). Student exercising
varies according to age (2 = 19.28; (6); p = 0.01). Going into the research data, however, the fact may be pointed out
that this difference is dominated by the higher number of active seventh grade athletes.
When checking the second hypothesis that was raised at the beginning of the survey, the data about active
athletes and passive students were compared. The data presented in Table 3 demonstrate that actively exercising
students are aggressive in discontent-provoking situations at school more often (U = 11999.5; p = 0.001). Respectively,
those who rarely attend gym classes would not react in such situations at all (U = 133328.5; p = 0.01). The assessment
of the survey results in the groups of girls and boys separately, singled out similar trends. Attention should be paid,
however, to actively training girls who, compared to non-athletes, would behave aggressively in presented situations
much more often (respectively, M (SD) = 3.1 (2.81) and 2.43 (2.41) accordingly, U = 25760.0; p = 0.003). The same
tendency has been determined among the boys.
Table 3. Distribution of the students’ potential behaviour in discontent-provoking situations by their exercising and experience
in sports
Participation in sports
Experience in sports
Athletes
Non- athletes
<3 years
≥3 years
M (SD)
M (SD)
M (SD)
Investigated features M (SD)
Silent reaction
2.25 (2.24)
2.54 (2.24)**
2.10 (2.09)
2.49 (2.38)
Anger
1.33 (1.56)
1.73 (1.57)***
1.39 (1.65)
1.28 (1.53)
Retreat
0.70 (1.01)
0.72 (0.97)
0.81 (1.11)
0.57 (0.88)*
Self-defensive
3.60 (2.32)
3.83 (2.30)
3.62 (2.24)
3.62 (2.36)
behaviour
Aggressive behaviour 4.12 (3.08)
3.18 (2.79)***
4.07 (3.05)
4.05 (3.04)
Note: * - p<0.05; ** - p<0.01; *** - p<0.001.

As the student sport experience in a chosen field of sports is different, they were divided into two groups
(according to the median length of sports): athletes training less than three years (49.2%) and students training three
years and longer (50.8%). While doing analysis of the students’ intentions to react in frustrating situations at school,
different sport experience was taken into account, and the results showed that students with longer sporting experience
demonstrate less willingness to retreat in those particular cases compared to students with less sporting experience (U =
15501.5; p = 0.03) (Table 3). Additionally, the student research results by their fields of sports were compared.
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Considering the fact that students attend workouts in different fields of sports (totally, there were 12 fields of sports
mentioned), they were divided into three groups: team sports (e.g., basketball, football, volleyball, etc.), combat sports
(boxing, karate, judo, etc.), and individual sports (e.g., track and field athletics, swim, etc.). The analysis of the survey
results, however, did not bring out statistically significant differences in the student behaviour regarding discontentprovoking situations at school, when students, who train in different sports, were compared. It is noteworthy, that
students engaged in playing sports tend to behave more aggressively in these situations, those training in combat sports
are less aggressive, and the students occupied in individual sports training are least aggressive.
Discussion
The aim of the research was to find out students’ potential intentions to behave in discontent-provoking
situations at school. By using a questionnaire of 15 positions, the typical reactions of students were determined:
aggression or self-defence. Such results are not a surprise; investigations carried out earlier by other scientists (Xie et
al., 2002) also revealed that most students consider aggression as an appropriate form of behaviour in the cases of
conflict; nevertheless, when interrogated personally, only every fifth student confessed they would act aggressively.
The survey disclosed that boys, more often than girls in such situations, would respond by aggressive actions, and this
fact just helped to confirm the first hypothesis presented at the beginning of the survey. It is important to note that, in
provoking situations, it is typical of girls to react by demonstrating self-defensive behaviour, i.e. they put efforts to
defend themselves, to protect their rights, but they act without aggression. This approach coincides with the data of
other investigators, witnessing that boys are provoked to act aggressively by other students’ behaviour more often
(Tapper, Boulton, 2004; Champion, Clay, 2007).
The hypothesis about the dependence of student intentions to react in anger-provoking situations and their age
was not brought forward in the survey. The investigation regarding age impact, however, was carried out in the survey;
the results did not reveal essential differences in potential reactions in definite situations, considering different age
groups. Nevertheless, it should be noted that senior students do not tend to react by aggressive behaviour in provoking
situations. On the other hand, adolescent students – seventh grade pupils - do not practise self-defensive behaviour
much. This allows assuming that younger students frequently behave aggressively, instead of reacting in a more socially
adaptable way and keep their self-esteem. Teachers should pay particular attention to the behaviour of students of
different ages in various situations of conflict and teach socially desirable behaviour. Additionally, every third student
would react aggressively (verbal aggression) to the teacher’s injustice against them, especially, done in the eyes of other
students. The fact indicates the importance of the teacher’s responsible behaviour with students. Quite often, students
would react aggressively if other adolescents impinged upon spoiling their personal belongings, as well as students
experiencing not only direct but also indirect physical aggression, i.e., when other students behaved unintentionally and
did not want to cause pain or harm. Consequently, educators should not stay indifferent in situations of conflict, as well
as in, seemingly, common daily situations (e.g., when too much noise in the class disturbs students, and they cannot
concentrate, etc.).
The survey repeats the data from other research, which states that every third student on average attends sport
training, this activity is more popular among young men (Šukys, 2008). The research data on student potential
behaviour in discontent-provoking situations confirmed the hypothesis at the beginning of the survey that regularly
exercising students would react more aggressively in those particular situations than their non-athlete peers. Sporty
students may be incited to react aggressively in provoking situations because of their physical strength developed at
workouts, as well as the learnt behaviour in sports to seek their aim with the help of force and aggression (Gard,
Meyenn, 2000). The aggressiveness of athletes may be also explained by characteristic egocentrical behavioural
solutions (Berdemeier, Shields, 2001). Thus, in the investigated cases, athletes may have thought the following: “You
have done some wrong to me, so I will teach you.” Notwithstanding the fact, the data about exercising students does not
allow affirm they are generally more aggressive in a daily life. Potential behaviour of students with different sport
experience in the investigated cases brings to specific reflections. The length of sport experience was not a determining
factor to assess students’ intentions react aggressively in the presented cases.
To summarise the survey results, we should point out the fact that, for the first time, a questionnaire form was
created and used in the research. The reliability and validity of the questionnaire was proven in the pilot studies,
however, some aspects of the survey need particular attention. Already in the first, and especially in the second pilot
survey, the students often noticed, that their possible behaviour in definite situations would depend on the age of
provoking students. In the presented situations, it was written “other students.” So, at the start of the third and fourth
survey we used to emphasise to the participants that those “other students” were to be viewed as the same age students.
If other researchers use this questionnaire, they ought to pay attention to this factor or underline it in particular
situations.
Conclusions
The reform of education and educational institutions optimise the network in rural areas, which is particularly
relevant when assessing the consequences of the quality of acquired knowledge, also shaping the behaviour of the
young people.
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The research data showed that in anger-provoking situations at school students would most likely decide on
aggressive or self-defensive behaviour. Most often, the aggressive behaviour of students may be induced by the
situations when there is any threat to their personal belongings, when the students face direct or indirect physical
aggression, when the students are publicly slandered or the educator breaches the principles of justice in communication
in the presence of other students.
The course of the survey confirmed the hypothesis (H1) that in these situations, boys would react by aggressive
behaviour more often, and girls are prone to self-defensive behaviour. None statistically essential differences were
established between various age groups of students, when the assessment of reactions followed by aggressive
behaviour in the cases of discontent was carried out.
The research data also confirmed the hypothesis (H2) that students who are engaged in sports are more apt to
behave aggressively in anger-provoking situations at school. The relationship between the cultivated sport and student
intentions to behave aggressively in investigated cases was not identified. Similarly, no differences were found between
intentions of the students with different sports experience to behave aggressively, with the exception that more
exercising students are less likely to retreat in discontent-provoking situations.
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Abstract
The free trade agreement could increase the number of farmers displaced by the grain dumping. The rice is a basic foodstuff of the
Dominican diet. The aim of the work was to analyse the impact of the CAFTA-RD in the rural development of the Barahona region in Dominican
Republic due to the migration of the rice farmers to other regions. Primary sources of information such as personal surveys were used. Sociodemographical, agricultural and economical variables were obtained. Absolute and relative frequencies and accumulated percentages were calculated.
The two-way dependence between the item to be explained, farm yield, and the explanatory variables was calculated by means of a chi-squared (2)
test of significance between the items. Two-step cluster analysis was carried out to appraise the question of farmers displace and a dendogram was
obtained to characterize the rice farmers. Less competitive farms are threat to be displaced by the CAFTA-DR. The competitiveness of the farms
could be improved by i) the adjustment of the fertilization and phytosanitary doses, ii) the addition of value and price to the rice by post-harvest
practice and iii) the proper technical assistance of the farmers. The two-step cluster analysis generated two clusters, i) probability to be displaced and
ii) more competitive farms. It would be needed to diversify the productions and/or to reduce the costs for the lower competitive 36.67% rice farmers
of Barahona region in Dominican Republic not to be displaced by the CAFTA-DR. More competitive farms with higher incomes contribute to the
rural development of the producer areas and fix population in the rural Barahona area. For the sustainability of the rural development in the area have
been proposed strategies for i) the product, ii) the market and iii) the farmers.

Introduction
On August 5, 2004, the United States signed the Dominican Republic-Central America-United States Free Trade
Agreement (CAFTA-DR) with five Central American countries, Costa Rica, El Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras, and
Nicaragua and the Dominican Republic. The CAFTA-DR is the first free trade agreement between the United States
and a group of smaller developing economies. This agreement is creating new economic opportunities by eliminating
tariffs, opening markets, reducing barriers to services, and promoting transparency. It is facilitating trade and
investment among the seven countries and furthering regional integration. The agreement entered into force for the
United States and the Dominican Republic on March 1, 2007 (Office of the United States Representative, 2013).
Central America and the Dominican Republic represent the third largest U.S. export market in Latin America,
behind Mexico and Brazil. U.S. exports to the CAFTA-DR countries were valued at $19.5 billion in 2009. Combined
total two-way trade in 2009 between the United States and Central America and the Dominican Republic was $37.9
billion.
U.S. exports of agricultural products to CAFTA/DR countries totaled $3.0 billion in 2009, as a group it would be
the 6th largest U.S. Ag export market. Leading categories include: coarse grains ($580 million), wheat ($397 million),
soybean meal ($382 million), and rice ($223 million). U.S. imports of agricultural products from CAFTA/DR countries
totaled $3.6 billion in 2009. Leading categories include: bananas and plantains ($831 million), coffee (unroasted) ($762
million) other fresh fruit ($630 million), raw beet and cane sugar ($231 million), processed fruit and vegetables ($183
million), and fresh vegetables ($180 million) (Office of the United States Representative, 2013).
Nevertheless the free trade agreement could threat the small local grain producers survival and moreover the
rural development of the regions. A free trade agreement could increase the number of farmers displaced by grain and
agricultural dumping from the U.S. (Wise, 2010). The United States is dumping five primary farm commodities on
international markets, in violation of World Trade Organization (WTO) agriculture rules, hurting farmers the world
over. For the local farmers the costs of production of corn, soybeans, cotton, wheat and rice, are higher than the prices
at which these commodities are sold on international markets (Ritchie et al., 2003). The lack of profitability of the farms
causes the migration of the farmers from the rural area, special men, looking for job and threat the development of the
rural areas (Webb et al., 2006).
In this sense, the rice is a basic foodstuff of the Dominican diet. They are eaten two, three or even four times a
day by the population. The rice is prepared with common bean (Phaseolus vulgaris), pigeon pea (Cajanus cajan),
vegetables, meat, fish or milk. It´s estimated 30000 rice producers in the country with around 1.5 million tareas
(1ta=0,026 ha). The rice production participation in 2010 was the 25.7% of the agrarian sector, being the 29.6% in year
2002. In 2002 the rice was the 0.7% of the Gross Domestic Product (GDP) in Dominican Republic. This sector became
the 0.6% of the GDP in 2003. Since 2004, when the CAFTA-DR was signed, went down into 0.5% of the total
(Ministry of Agriculture in Dominican Republic, 2011).
The Barahona region is located in the southwest part of the Dominican Republic. According the Census, 2008,
Barahona has 201,453 inhabitants, 122.1 inhabitants per square kilometre. The 63.3% of the families are poor and the
21% of them indigents (ONE, 2008). The 25% of the land province is dedicated to agriculture and the agricultural
sector is doubled than the rest of the country (5.21%) (ONE, 2002).
The aim of research. The aim of the work was to analyse the impact of the CAFTA-RD in the rural development
of the Barahona region in Dominican Republic due to the migration of the rice farmers to other regions.
To achieve the research aim, four key tasks were identified:
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 To characterize the rice farms in Barahona region due to yield and profitability of the crop;
 To analyse the relationship between the yield and the socio-demographical and agricultural variables;
 To create farms conglomerates according to the yield and benefits of the crop in order to identify the group of
farms that could be displaced by the CAFTA-DR;
 To stablish strategies for a sustainable rural development in the region due to the impact of the CAFTA-DR.
Research methods. Primary sources of information such as personal surveys were carried out. Sociodemographical, agricultural and economical variables were obtained. A sample of 30 farms in Barahona province in
southern Dominican Republic was visited. Categorical and quantitative data were obtained. SPSS 19.0 software
package was used for statistical analyses. Absolute and relative frequencies and accumulated percentages were
obtained. The two-way dependence between the item to be explained, yield, and the explanatory variables was
calculated by means of a chi-squared (2) test of significance between the items. To accept or reject the null hypothesis
H0, which implies no relation between the variables, the value of the 2 statistic and the respective p-values were
considered and dependence was determined in the light of the frequencies expected and obtained and the corresponding
residues. Yield and profitability, considered as the main factors to displaced the farmers (Quiñones, 2012), were
included in a cluster. Two-step cluster analysis was carried out to appraise the question of farmers displace. A
dendogram was obtained to characterize the farms. Less competitive farms threaten to be displaced by the CAFTA-DR
were obtained and recommendations to improve the competitiveness and to achieve the sustainable rural development
of the region were given to avoid the migration of the farmers due to the lack of profitability of the crop.
Results of research
The socio-economical variables showed that sampled farmers were men, aged between 31 and 82 years old
(47.6% are 30-45). They have 2-4 children (70%) and have studied Secondary or University level (60%). Most of them,
56.7%, cultivated small farms, from 5 to 200 ta (1ta=0,026 ha). They are legally owners of the land (33.3%) or/and
rented (30%). The farms are far away (>5 km) of the decision centers (63.3%) (Table 1).
Table 1. Distribution of frequencies of the categorical socio-demographic variables for the sample of rice farmers in Barahona
province, percentage (%)
Variables
Value
%
Variable
Value
%
30 to 45 years
30.0 Organization No organization
26.7
Age
46 to 60 years
46.7
Co-operative
13.3
61 to 75 years
20.0
Associations
60,0
More than 75
3.3 Farm
Legal
33.3
owning
Number children
0
6.7
Occupation
3.3
1
10.0
Rented
13.3
2
26.7
IAD
3.3
3
23.3
Others
30.0
4
20.0
Legal and rented
16.7
5
6.7 Distance
Less 1 km
33.3
7
3.3
1-5 km
3.3
10
3.3
More 5 km
63.3
Size farm
1-50 ta
16.7 Credit
Public
36.7
51-200 ta
40.0
Private
26.7
201-500 ta
30.0
No credit access
36.7
501-1000 ta
13.3 Education
Other
6.7
23.3
No formal
3.3
Technical assistance No assistance
Public assistance
26.7
Start primary
23.3
Private assistance
20.0
Primary finish
6.7
Private and public
30.0
Secondary
26.7
University
33.3

They declared to have private or public technical assistance (76.7%). The public assistance came by the
Agriculture Ministry, the Reform Institution (IAD) or the Dominican Agrarian and Forestry Research Institution
(IDIAF). The private assistance came by suppliers (30%), own technicians (13.3%) or associations (6.7%). Most of
them (73.3%) were integrated in associations (60%) or cooperatives (13.3%). Many of them (63.4%) have access to a
credit to buy inputs to cultivate the rice.
The agricultural management revealed that there were no workers in the sampled farms (53.3%). They used
traction for leveling (63.3%) and dry traction for tillage (43.3%). The seeds used were certificated and/or own farm
(76.7%) of Prosequisa 4 variety (53.3%) which was direct sowed (93.3%). To fertilize they used 15-15-15, sulphate or
urea (56.7%) calculated by traditional application criteria (76.7%). The 86.7% of the farmers did not consider analyses
to calculate the fertilization dose. The 66.6% of the farms uses the traditional phytosanitary treatments and chemical
applications for weeds control (66.7%). Traction was used to harvest (96.7%) and they did not dried (80%), dessicated
(93.3%) or classified (83.3%) the grain. Only the 20% of the farms package the rice grain (Table 2).
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The agricultural management analysis showed the production could be technical and economically improved
by the proper calculation of fertilizers and phytosanitaries doses (Urbano and Urbano, 2012). The post-harvest practices
like dry, dessicate or grain classification could add value to the product and improve the competitiveness of the farm in
the market. In this sense, the price of the rice could rise and the incomes of the households too. Moreover, better
incomes will contribute to the wellbeing of the households and the farmers to stay in the rural areas and to the
development of the rural area (Mandemaker et al., 2011).
Table 2. Distribution of frequencies of categorical agricultural management of rice by the farmers asked in Barahona region
Variable
Value
%
Variable
Value
%
0
53.3 Leveling
Traction
63.3
Workers
1
10.0
Animal drawn
13.3
2
16.7
Both
23.3
3
3.3 Tillage
Dry animal drawn
16.7
4
6.7
Dry traction
43.3
6
3.3
Wet traction
13.3
7
3.3
Animal drawn
16.7
8
3.3
Wet and dry
10.0
15-15-15,
sulphate
and
urea
56.7
Phytosanitary
Rutine
66.6 Fertilizers
15-15-15
10.0
Control
33.3
Certificated
and
Own
seeds
23.3
16-16-10
3.3
Sowing material
Certificated
26.7
Sulphate
3.3
Own seeds
26.7
16-16-10 and sulphate
6.7
Other producers
6.7
16-16-10, sulphate and urea 10.0

Sowing method
Seeds

Certificated and suppliers
Own seeds and suppliers
Direct sowing
Mecanical sowing
Mecanical trasplantation
Prosequisa 4 and Cristal 100
Juma 67
Prosequisa 4
Prosequisa 4, 5 and 10
Prosequisa 4 and IDIAF2
Puita, Jaragua and Ambar
Prosequisa 4, 5 and Cristal 100
Prosequisa 4 y 5
Prosequisa 4 and 10
Prosequisa 4, 5 and Jaragua
Prosequisa 4 and Jaragua
Prosequisa 4 and 15

10.0
6.7
93.3
3.3
3.3
10.0
6.7
53.3
3.3
3.3
3.3
3.3
3.3
3.3
3.3
3.3
3.3

Aplication
Weeds control
Harvest
Dry
Dessicate
Classification
Packaging
Windstopper

15-15-15 and urea
Rutine
Planned
Manual and chemical
Manual
Chemical
Manual and animal drawn
Traction
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
No
Yes

10.0
76.7
23.3
30.0
3.3
66.7
3.3
96.7
20.0
80.0
6.7
93.3
16.7
83.3
20.0
40.0
86.7
13.3

The economical items considered were the yield and the costs, as factors which affect the rents of the households
and could displace the farmers. The low rents could cause the migration of the farmers and inhibit the development of this
rural area. A wide range of production costs in the sampled farms were found, from 111.83 RD$/ta to 7474.53 RD$/ta
(Table 4). Have been found rice farms sowed their own seeds, with their own workforce, without machinery and fuel costs,
without irrigation or other inputs used, subsequently low production costs. The producers revealed higher costs on
fertilization (average 1513.03 RD$/ta) and worforce (average 1317.56 RD$/ta). The average yield of the farms were 3.85
quintal/ta (Table 3). Moreover a ratio comparing the relative yield per unit cost was calculated and showed the relative
high costs of some rice farms. As some farmers confessed to the interviewers to spend in the crop is a matter of social
position for them. In this sense, the farms could efficient each coin invest in the production.
Table 3. Distribution of quantitative variables, maximum, minimum and average value of costs, yield and yield/costs
Variable
Min
Max
Average
Total cost (RD$/ta)
111.83
7474.53
3921.99
Fertilizers costs (RD$/ta)
0
4000
1513.03
Fuel costs (RD$/ta)
0
1500
91.4
Phytosanitary costs (RD$/ta)
0
2000
383.82
Irrigation allowances costs (RD$/ta)
0
133.33
86.13
Workforce costs (RD$/ta)
0
4245
1317.56
Machinery costs (RD$/ta)
0
2000
236.29
Seeds costs (RD$/ta)
0
600
298.44
Package costs (RD$/ta)
0
909.09
139.45
Yield (quintal/ta)
3
7
3.85
Yield/cost
0.000955
0.059
0.0045
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Significant dependences (2<2.95) revealed the relationship between technical assistance, package and yield
(Table 4). These results have sense taking into account the importance of the technical support for the profitability of
the crops in developing countries (Brandon et al., 2005). Although most of the farmers revealed to have technical
assistance a third of them came from suppliers that I many cases recommend for their own commercial convenience.
The technical assistance in this sense could be improved.
The post-harvest practices like package allow add value to the rice crop. Also to move forward the value chain
improves the crop benefits. The better income contributes to improve the household conditions and moreover the rest of
the community life conditions. In addition better life conditions fix population in rural area and contribute to the rural
development (Martinelli et al., 2010; Rose, 2008).
2

2

Table 4. Chi-square significance analyses ( <
Item
Technical assistance
Package

.95)

between yield and categorical variables
Value

Freedom degree

p-value

57.551
30.000

36
9

0.013
0.000

The two-step cluster analysis was generated including i) costs and ii) yield, as the main reasons to displace the
farmers, and iii) technical assistance and iv) package as the significant variables of profitability. Two clusters of the rice
farms were obtained (Figure 1).
Cluster 1. The 36.67% of the farms have probability to be displaced. They are farms with high costs, more than 5000
RD$/ta and low profitability, less than 0.001 quintal/RD$. They do not package the rice and do not have technical assistance
or doubtable one. They use more than one seed variety. They are medium size farms (60-500 ta) and young farmers.
Cluster 2. The 63.33% of the farms are medium competitive ones. They are farms with competitive costs an enough
yield to continue. Nevertheless they have to adapt their farms to the new scenario of the CAFTA-RD agreement signed.
Big farms could reap economies of scope and/or old farmers along the experience curve could reduce the farm costs.
For the sustainability of the rural development of the rice production area is needed to avoid the farmer
migration to another area. It is needed to promote the local Barahona rice. It is needed to distinguish the local rice of
Barahona by a label of origin, flavor, physical or chemical advantages or convenience for local dishes (Urbano et al.,
2008a). Local agrifood fairs could inform the consumers about the benefits of the consumption of the local products and
their contribution to the life conditions of the local farmers (Urbano et al., 2008b). To improve the competitiveness of
the rice farms is essential for the sustainability of the agriculture in the area (Guevara, 2008). The creation of a women
rice packaging co-operative could be useful to give value to the product and to diversify the income of the household.
The community women co-operative can cook rice milk dessert (with Barahona rice) to be sold in the schools. And
more rice manufactured products can be sold by the producers in the multiple tourist business present in the area. The
farmers could organize rural tourism routes to show the traditional rural areas to the visitors of the island beaches to
diversify their activities.

Figure 1. Dendogram obtained by the two-step cluster analysis of the variables i) yield, ii) costs, iii) package and iv) technical
assistance for the farms of the southern region of Barahona in Dominican Republic

The invitation of technicians or the creation of a scholarship to have some agricultural engineers to advice the
farmers in the region can contribute to the sustainability of the farms and to the rural development of the area.
Also could be interesting to diversify the crops and look for more competitive (Chinese veggies, banana, fruit
trees, etcetera) or profitable crops for the region. Essays and experimental need to be test according to the demand and
the markets to adapt the agricultural region to the new scenario. Moreover the farmers associations could invest in
innovative production technology to be shared by the producers to improve their competitiveness.
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Conclusions
The farmers could be displaced by lower prices in the rice international market. Those farms with higher costs
production or/and lower yields are threaten to be displaced by the grain entrance due to the CAFTA-RD. Considering
the lack of competitiveness of those farms, the income of the households would diminish. The families become poorer
and they must migrate from the rural areas looking for opportunities. In this sense the poorer families that abandon the
rural areas obstructing the rural development.
The sample was mid aged farmers (30-45), have studies and 2-4 kids at home. They cultivated small farms (5200 tas) by their own or rented. They declared to have technical assistance and to be integrated in producers
associations or cooperatives. They have access to credits for the rice cultivation. The agricultural practices could get
more efficient by the proper calculation of the inputs doses. The profit of the farms could be increased by the use of
post-harvest practices adding value to the rice. Moreover, higher incomes to the householders contribute to the rural
development of the producer areas. The farms could efficient each coin invest in the production.
The low competitiveness of the 36.67% rice farmers in Barahona region in Dominican Republic makes
necessary to diversify the productions to more competitive crops and/or to reduce the costs. Otherwise an unfavorable
price of the rice in the international market and the import of rice by the Dominican Republic-Central America-United
States Free Trade Agreement (CAFTA-DR) could displace those farmers.
To achieve the sustainable rural development in the area have been proposed strategies for i) the product, ii)
the market and iii) the farmers. The product needs to add value by packaging, labeling, origin denomination and
distinguish from other rice. Actions to promote the Barahona rice are need like agrifood fairs and promotions to
consumers of it benefits. The farms need to study the need to diversify their crops and to invest together in better
technology with the help of technicians. Special role play women in the commercialization of the local products, in the
development of rural tourism routes and the addition of value to the product increasing the income of the household.
Acknowledge. This work has been financed by the Spanish International Development Cooperation Agency Programme of Research for Development, year 2011.
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Agricultural and Food Product Quality Label Impact on the Brand Equity
Vitalija Vanagienė
Aleksandras Stulginskis University
Abstract
The subject of brand equity regarding agricultural and food products is still a relevant field of discussion. The carried out research analyses
the impact of the selected factor (of quality labels) on the brand equity in order to provide insights on solution of identified problem areas. This study
embraces theoretical and empirical studies analysing the problem based on comparative literature analysis and the questionnaire survey of agricultural
and food product buyers.
The survey results revealed an average impact of quality label use on the brand equity when there is lack of information about the meanings
of these labels. Consequently, essential recommendations for the choice of communication development have been presented.
Keywords: agricultural and food products, quality labels, brand equity.

Introduction
Relevance and novelty of the subject. Under the current market conditions, the brand is often seen as a way to
strengthen the position at national and international level (Dinnie, Fola, 2009). The abundance of brands poses new
challenges for agriculture (including farmers who have their own economic brands) and food business. In recent
decades of increasing business competition, the business environment has become important for being able to better
manage communication solutions for the value; many researchers (Leger, 2006; Kuksov, 2007; Davcik, 2009, etc.) have
emphasized it as an essential condition for the competitiveness in the market, which also includes agriculture and foodquality information (Nagyova, Horska, Kadekova, 2011).
Lithuania, as well as other countries in the world, pays more and more attention to food quality. This is
determined by both - a new buyer approach to food and human concern (Narvidas, 2004). In recent decades, consumer
confidence in the quality of food has drastically decreased, mainly because of the growing ecological consciousness and
a number of food scandals, such as bovine spongiform encephalopathy (BSE), dioxin, and bacterial contamination. It
was found, that the intensive traditional agriculture could pollute the food chain, especially with nitrates and
nitrosamines, pesticide residues, antibiotics and growth hormones. Therefore, buyers started looking for safer and better
controlled labelling of food products, the ones made in a more environmentally friendly, authentic, and locally oriented
way (Rembialkowska, 2004).
It should be noted, that in the year of 2004-2005, Vilnius Co-operative College, in cooperation with the
Lithuanian Consumer Institute, carried out two trial surveys on the grocery shoppers’ awareness of the labelling issues.
They found that buyer choices are determined by the labels, however, they miss information on specific product
labelling (Alborovienė, Gavėnaitė, 2006, p. 11). Golubevaitė, Dapkutė (2010) also pointed out that in researchers’
opinion, the diversity of quality labels often confuses the user, and the quality of marking is not always an effective
means of communication with consumers. Accordingly, by using the existing legal framework, the state should ensure
customers' rights and their right to get correct information (Alborovienė, Gavėnaitė, 2006, p. 11).
Scientific problem and the level of research. The increase of quality labels in the market reveals a necessity to
choose safer agriculture and food products. In Western economies, these labels on food product packaging have gained
great appreciation. The buying of these products, however, plays a minor role in food consumption as a whole; the issue
lies in underlying the efficiency of communication with the customer via labels (Larceneux, Moreau, Renaudin, 2012).
The study on scientific publications in Lithuania showed the deficiency of investigation on the impact of the brand
equity (Alborovienė, Gavėnaitė, 2006; Golubevaitė, Dapkute, 2010), whereas the foreign literature addresses this issue,
although not very comprehensively (Rembialkowska, 2004; Nagyova, Horska, • Kadekova, 2011; Larceneux, Moreau,
Renaudin, 2012). In addition, researchers have not established a firm or widely accepted methodology for measuring the
influence of different variables on the brand equity (Smith, Gradojevic, Irwin, 2007; Chieng, Goi, 2011), where one of
the elements would be the quality label impact on the brand equity.
In this study, the research problem presupposes the aim of the study - to identify the quality label impact on the
brand equity when the customer chooses a product.
The logic of realisation of the aim emphasizes the following goals:
1) in the scope of theoretical study, to present a construct of quality label impact on the brand equity of
agricultural and food products in terms of customers;
2) by following the buyers’ example, to identify the impact of quality labels on the brand equity of agriculture
and food products in the city of Kaunas;
3) to recommend decision-making guidelines for the quality label impact on the brand equity.
The scope of study – the impact of quality labels on the brand equity.
The methodology of study. The research and analysis of the quality label impact on the brand equity
considering customers included the following study methods: a literature review and synthesis; logical generalisation; a
survey (conducted in the April of 2012 (n = 437) and 2013 (n = 463). In order to substantiate representativeness of the
questionnaire data, the Paniotto sample calculation formula (Vanagienė, Klupšas, 2010) was applied, which enabled to
obtain 95 percent of reliability degree (the desired accuracy is 5 per cent.). To ensure that the data are statistically
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significant, the study had to include 400 respondents from the city of Kaunas in 2012 and 2013 (when there were 2012
N (total = 310773), 2013 N (total = 306,888) of Kaunas residents at the beginning of the year).
Socio-demographic characteristics of respondents. According to gender, women were most interviewed
respondents (in 2012 - 68.4 per cent, in 2013 - 63.3 per cent). In 2012, mostly 41-50 (65,2 per cent) and 31-40 (34,8 per
cent) years old respondents participated in the study. In 2013, 41,9 per cent accounted for 31-40 and 58,1 per cent - for
41-50 years of age category.
Both in 2012 and 2013, the majority of respondents were people with university education (2012 – 55,1 per cent;
2013 – 58,3 per cent); other respondents were with secondary (2012 – 22,9 per cent) and college higher education (11
per cent in 2013). The average monthly income of interviewees in 2012 was LTL 2500, 00 (59,5 per cent) per family, in
2013 it amounted to LTL 300, 00 and more (56,4 per cent). Given the fact, that this study did not focus on specific
public socio-demographic group, the generalised attitudes of buyers’ to agricultural and food products are presented
with regard to the quality labels aimed at the brand equity for Kaunas city.
The empirical study is theoretically and methodically based on the “Coherence Scheme of the Quality Label
Impact on the Brand Equity”, “The Conceptual Perception Model of the Product Package Design Impact on the Brand
Equity, Including Quality Label Dimension”. In the respondents’ point of view, the quality label impact on the brand
equity was rated in a 4 - point scale (3 (High), 2 (average), 1 (low), 0 (neutral)).
The results of the study
Theoretical aspects of proof regarding the quality label impact on the brand equity. The discussion on the
impact of quality labels on the brand equity should be started with the analysis of agriculture and food product quality
as one of the brand value forming factors (Ruževičiūtė, Ruževičius, 2010; Yaseen, Tahira, Gulza, Anwar, 2011) and
definition. According to the Lithuanian Food Act (2000), the agricultural and food product possesses quality when it
contains the whole food properties that meet specific customer needs and can really be expected. Here, compliance with
safety and statutory requirements of the Lithuanian Food Act (2000) and other laws is important. This embraces not
only the nutritional and energy value, but also food safety.
It is underlined (Golubevaitė, Dapkutė, 2010, p. 10), that the demand in quality labelling of agricultural and food
products is essential as for product manufacturer, so for the customer. Manufacturers need to label their products
primarily because of agricultural and food sector -specific issues. Worldwide buyers will eventually become more and
more willing to pay extra for quality; therefore, the information demand on the labelling has recently significantly
increased. This tendency is particularly noticeable in the agricultural and food sector, as at the retail level, the customer
faces many small producers with their own brands, not so strong, though. The expanding liberalisation of international
trade has worsened the problem of information demand for the end user, i.e., it has increased the variety of products. It
is important that the user being unaware of the products, the manufacturer/seller must provide the necessary
information, and this adds to the brand equity (Fig. 1).
Brand equity dimensions: Identity – Positioning– Association– Awareness– Image –
Reputation (reliability)- Loyalty (recognition), Prevalence

1 Measure of 4
( product, price, place,
communication)

Quality
characteristics
of the product

Quality label Adopted by the ES and the national
quality label = reliability of the product
basis (a small part of Lithuania)

Brand equity pyramid

High
(3 point)
Medium
(2 point)

Packaging

Quality label - no
Private / illegal quality label

Low
(1 point)
Neutral
(0 point)

Made by the author

Figure 1. Pyramid –like theoretical model under the customer’s perception of the coherence of the quality label impact on the
brand equity
(made by the author under Clement, 2007; Chattopadhyay, Shivani, Krishnan, 2009; Golubevaitė, Dapkutė, 2010; Nagyova, Horska,·
Kadekova, Z 2011; Larceneux, Moreau, Renaudin, 2012; LR ŽŪM, 2013)
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STAGES:

Marketing of the products on the shelves
4 P (product, price, place, communication) (Chattopadhyay ir kt., 2009; Davcik, 2009; Leger,
2006)
Functional and emotional benefits of the provision - the direct impact

BRAND EQUITY DIMENSIONS IN
SEQUENCE
IMPACT
(+/-)

Competition on the shelves in packaging
design concept elements + quality labels

(+/-)

Quality labels
ES level

3. Breaking point

National level

(+/-)

V. (2007)

(+/-)

I.

Customer type
(importance of
values)

4. Physical actions

II.
(2006)

No

Tonkin ir kt. ( 2011)

Image

Awareness

III.

(+/-)

VI. (2010)
IV. (2010)

?

Loyalty (recognition)
Reputation (reliability)

2. Attracted attention

5. Afterpurchase

Prevalence

(+/-)

1. Before addressing

Yes

(Orth ir kt., 2010; Mocanu ir kt. (2011)

VII.
+
traditionally
products

Association

Other
made

(+/-)

Positioning

(Golubevaitė, Dapkutė, 2010)
LR ŽŪM (2013)
Xn - tested claims

Clement (2007)

(+/-)

Identity

IMPACT ASSESSMENT
Research methods: eg., Ordinal scale (importance (0 - neutral, 1-low, 2 - medium, 3 - high / 0-no opinion, 1- unimportant / negative 2 - Moderately important / neither positive nor
negative, 3 - very important/ positive)
Made by the author

Figure 2. Conceptual perception model of the product packaging design impact on the brand equity, including the quality label dimensijon
(made by the author under Clement (2007), Chattopadhyay ir kt. (2009), Madzharov ir Block, 2010; Tonkin ir kt. (2011); Young (2006); Mocanu ir kt. (2011); Orth ir kt. (2010);
Golubevaitė, Dapkutė (2010); LR ŽŪM (2013))
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Buyers are often able to determine the quality without a quality label by composition, colour, appearance of the
product (Golubevaitė, Dapkute, 2010, p.14); however, the problem persists: if the customer is able to identify only the
approximate quality of the product, there is a risk that lower quality products will drive out higher quality products; and
customer expectations concerning the quality and the brand equity will become a mediocre (Golubevaitė, Dapkute,
2010).
Lithuania, as a member of the EU, must ensure protection of customer rights and the right to use and obtain the
correct information about the products purchased (Alborovienė, Gavėnaitė, 2006, p. 11). To avoid the latter scenario
and make the choice of the buyer easier, the presentation of clear, easily distinguished quality parameters should be
used; for this purpose, quality labels should be introduced (Golubevaitė, Dapkutė, 2010, p.14).
The quality label is one of the agricultural and food product representing characters that identifies a specific
product characteristics belonging only to that product with regard to quality attributes. It is a registered mark in relation
to goods to be certified. In addition, the compliance of requirements is controlled by an independent authority
(Golubevaitė, Dapkutė, 2010, p. 13). This mark on the label guarantees the uniqueness of the product, whose
characteristics are determined by the specific natural conditions and traditional technologies, keeping in mind that these
products are strictly controlled. With abundant food supply, the labeling of products with special signs help customers
easily select the original product. According to Nagyova, Horský, Kadekova (2011), the quality is a contentious issue
for every farmer, the manufacturer and the customer, nevertheless, there are regulated quality labelling specifications.
The following indications are considered the EU agricultural product quality labels (European Commission,
2013; Golubevaitė, Dapkute, 2010, the Lithuanian Ministry of Agriculture, 2013) (also known as the EU's agriculture
and food marketing tools) (Nagyova, Horska, Kadekova, 2011; Golubevaitė, Dapkutė, 2010) (Fig. 2):
 I. Traditional Speciality Guaranteed,
 II. Protected Designation of Origin,
 III. Protected Geographical Indication,
 IV. EU organic farming.
National and private quality labels, as they mark the agricultural product characteristics, fall into three groups
(also known as the national agriculture and food marketing tools) (Nagyova, Horska, Kadekova, 2011):
 V. Exceptional quality agricultural and food products of Lithuania,
 VI. Lithuania organic products,
 VII. Other traditionally made products (Golubevaitė, Dapkutė, 2010).
Agriculture and food quality brand label features are given in Table 1.
Table 1. Agriculture and food quality brand label features (Golubevaitė, Dapkutė, 2010)
Features
Quality label
Functions performed
Assures particular qualitative characteristics (directly and
indirectly)
Informs the customer about the product quality
Information of the customer about the product country of origin
Yes/No
Information of the customer about the product quality
Directly
Information accuracy regarding inspection and label
Yes
certification
Image creation
Certifying institution
Dependence
To the institution responsible for product certification
Application
On the product packaging

According to Moschini, Menapace, Pick (2007) quality labels must be informative. They have to function as a
useful tool for product quality information to customers, thus reducing the likelihood of confusion and saving costs on
product search. Consequently, according to Ove (2008), quality labels facilitate the purchase process to existing and
potential buyers, increase the value of a particular brand identity, and serve to publicity. So, we can admit that the
quality label ought to be an initial starting point for the purchase, providing an evolving comprehension about
agricultural and food products, and in quality aspects, separating its identity from competitors’. Effective
communication of quality labels ensures the “interest”, i.e., customer loyalty due to trust, which results in the product
distribution (Nagyova, Horska, Kadekova, 2011).
The quality label is to act as a distinguishing code and, with the help of assigned values (symbols, values), make
a general influence on the customer thinking and decision-making behaviour (Chattopadhyay, Shivani, Krishnan, 2009)
(Figure 2). In addition, you should also take into account the fact that the sign of quality, with the help of
communication interaction, has impact on the culture of consumption (values). That is, the brand message sender and
receiver together form the consumption culture codes based on quality labels.
Brand equity awareness is socially built through the application of quality labels and can be defined as the ,,total
of individual perception”. The perception itself can vary depending on a diversity of change (e.g., granting new
meanings to quality labels), also, the individual’s lifestyle and behaviour (Chattopadhyay, Shivani, Krishnan, 2009).
Therefore, it is very important to understand how customers perceive the brand equity with regard to quality label
application. The identity of the brand related quality label use is very important, its positioning, associativity,
reputation, image, and reputation (reliability), too; these result in company decision-making on product range in various
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retail outlets ( Davcik , 2009). Only with strong brand equity, a key competitive advantage is obtained, since the
customer gives his or her response - loyalty (recognition). Thus, the brand equity due to application of quality labels is
based on the buyer trust, so the company is guaranteed resistance in the business environment (Zamri , Rahmat , 2011)
(Figure 2).
Practical substantiation aspects of the quality label impact on the brand equity. The comparison of studies
regarding agricultural and food product choice in retail outlets, carried out in 2012 and 2013, showed that the quality
label value on the brand name is increasing (from the assessment between low and medium – 1,75 points to medium 2,4 points) (Table 2). The generally investigated quality label value on the brand name is perceived as average (2,1
points).
Table 2. Assessment of dimensions of agricultural and food product quality label impact on the brand equity, in per cent
(n=437 and n=463)*
Marketing
Brand equity dimensions
2012 year
2013 year
Average
solutions
n=437
n=463
priorities
2 (Medium)
Prevalence
(Do you notice many outlet products with the EU and
67,3 (2 point –
65,2 (2 point –
national quality labels?)
Medium)
Medium)
2)
1,5 (between the
Loyalty (recognition)
(Is the price of the products with the EU and national
low and
quality labels right for you to become regular
58,6 (1 point –
77,3(2 point –
medium)
buyers?)
Low)
Medium)
1)
3 (High)
Reputation (reliability)
(How do you assess products with the EU and
national quality labels regarding their image
53,8 (3 point –
67,8 (3 point –
concordance with the quality factor?)
High)
High)
4)
2,5 (between
Image
(What impression do you get from the products with
high and
the EU and national quality labels regarding quality
84,2 (2 point –
62,6 (3 point –
medium)
assurance?)
Medium)
High)
3)
1,5 (between the
1)
Awareness
(Are products with the EU and national quality
low and
labels, in your opinion, clearly distinguished from
51,0 (1 point –
70,8 (2 point –
medium)
other products?)
Low)
Medium)
1,5 (between the
1)
Association
(Are there graphic associations of products with the
low and
EU and national quality labels with strong quality
62,7 (1 point –
66,3 (2 point –
medium)
brands?)
Low)
Medium)
2 (Medium)
Positioning
(Are products with the EU and national quality labels
75,1 (2 point –
73,9 (2 point –
clearly positioned with regard to other labels?)
Medium)
Medium)
2)
2,5 (between
Identity
(Are products with the EU and national quality labels
55,1 (2 point –
71,5 (3 point –
high and
unique products for you?)
Medium)
High)
medium)
3)

Total equity (average)
* 3 (High), 2 (Medium), 1 (Low), 0 (Neutral)

1,75( between the
low and medium)

2,4 (Medium)

2,1 (Medium)

Consolidate

By assessing agricultural and food product quality label impact on the brand equity by different dimensions,
the study of the average weight revealed that the lowest differentiated dimensions (1,5 points - between the low and
medium values (2 points)) were the following (by the priority order of formation): associativity (mild graphic
associations of quality labels), visibility (not clearly distinguished quality labels with regard to other labels), loyalty (an
inappropriate price). Mediocre assessment (2 points) concerned these dimensions (by the priority order of their
formation): positioning (on average a clear position in terms of other labels), prevalence (moderate opportunity to find
products in outlets).
The results of the study lead to conclusion that agricultural and food shoppers perceive the importance of
quality labels and assess the identity (as unique products) in 2,5 points (between high and medium value), which is
forming a positive image of the product (quality assurance). The highest level of value of 3 points is given to the brand
reputation (reliability) (the formed image quality after product consumption).
The study updates the low agriculture and food quality label awareness level (Table 2). The data average of
the years under analysis shows the maximum visibility of these quality labels: the EU eco-friendly label (IV) (73,3 per
cent) and the national Lithuanian eco-friendly product label (57,3 per cent). Accordingly, these quality labels are put on
the EU environmentally friendly products. In 2012, 48.3 per cent of respondents bought eco-friendly products. In 2013,
there were 50, 8 per cent of respondents who bought those products. Products are marked by national quality labels and
by the EU labels. In the year of 2012, the sales reached 23,6 per cent. Purchasing of 2013 increased to 27,4 per cent.
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Table 2. Level of awareness of agricultural and food product quality labels, showing them and the spending power in per cent
(n = 437 and n = 463)
Validation of
year
Quality label

Awareness
2012 year
Merchantability
2012 year
Awareness
2013 year
Merchantability
2013 year
Awareness
average
Merchantability
average

I
(2006)

II
(2006)

III
(2006)

IV
(2010 )

V
(2007)

VI
(2010)

Traditional
Speciality
Guaranteed

Protected
Designation
of Origin

Protected
Geographical
Indication

EU organic
farming

Lithuania
organic
products

41,2

31,6

43,5

72,1

Exceptional
quality
agricultural
and food
products of
Lithuania
44,9

14,9

12,4

10,5

48,3

30,0

23,6

40,2

37,8

41,5

74,5

47,1

59,4

19,2

16,2

10,4

50,8

29,2

27,4

40,7 - 5

34,7 - 6

42,5 - 4

73,3 - 1

46,0 - 3

57,3 - 2

17,05 - 4

14,3 - 5

10,45 - 6

49,55 - 1

29,6 - 2

25,5 - 3

55,1

The least well-known quality labels: Protected Designation of Origin (34,7 proc.), Traditional Speciality
Guaranteed (40,7 proc.), Protected Geographical Indication (42,5 proc.), Exceptional quality agricultural and food
products of Lithuania (46,0 proc.).
The areas of co-operation for quality label awareness increase as proposed by the Lithuanian Ministry of
Agriculture and shopping centres:
- Single promotional campaigns on the European Healthy Eating Day / World Quality Day (8th November),
World Diabetes Day (14th November), etc.;
- Stands in shopping centres with all EU and national quality signs;
- A separate shelf/ves or department for the EU and national quality label products;
- An agricultural and food trade fair of products with a quality label to be held in major supermarkets,
Alexander Stulginskis University and others.
Conclusions
In the scope of theoretical studies, a construct of the quality label impact on the brand equity is presented, based
on: ,,Pyramid-like theoretical model under the customer’s perception of the coherence of the quality label impact on the
brand equity”, ,,The conceptual comprehension model of the product package design impact on the brand equity
including the dimension of quality labels”.
The research has shown that buyers are aware of the importance of quality labels to the brand value, which is
average. Quality labels most influence the brand identity, image, and reputation. It was found that customers remember
little about quality labels, which results in the formation of low associativity, reputation and loyalty; low prevalence
because of improper positioning (a protected designation of origin (PDO)), a traditional specialty guaranteed, protected
geographical indication (PGI), exceptional quality products). Accordingly, products marked by these quality labels are
bought less.
Recommendations for quality labels awareness improvement are presented. After application of them, it is
reasonable to repeatedly observe the quality label impact on the brand equity and correspondingly adopt adequate
consolidation solutions.
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The Problem of Social Exclusion of the Elderly in Rural Areas
Gintarė Vaznonienė, Bernardas Vaznonis
Aleksandras Stulginskis University, Lithuania
Abstract
The attention in this article is given to common problem of elderly people social exclusion in rural areas. Though social exclusion is a
problem itself, but it directly affect different social risk groups. According to this authors pay attention to the assumptions of formation of social
exclusion of the elderly in whole and then distinguish the potential characteristics of social exclusion of the elderly in rural areas. Different theoretical
approaches of this phenomenon enable to do better empirical insights of rural elderly social exclusion analysis. Following this the purpose of
investigation was to analyse, how the social exclusion of the elderly in rural areas occurs. The analysis and synthesis of the scientific literature, the
analysis of documents and secondary data let reveal the characteristics of existing problem of elderly people in rural areas.
Key words: elderly people, social exclusion, rural areas.

Introduction
The problem of social exclusion persists relevant both worldwide and in our country in the twenty-first century.
Despite the economic factors, that mostly affect people's difficult lives, social, psychological, political, environmental
and cultural factors which affect existence of every person and affect the welfare are increasingly taken into
consideration. For this reason problems of social exclusion of the elderly is not so easily forgotten and requires both
scientific and political attention.
Ageing of the population is one of the problems of modern society. It is also a complicated process, the
inevitable demographic development stage of society consisting of increasing of proportion of older people in the
society and increasing in life expectancy. The essence of this problem is that the number of elderly people increases and
the proportion of them increases in the total population. Although the well-being of older people in rural areas is an
integral, constituent part of the welfare of our common society, however, when there is an aging population various
adverse demographic, social, economic and political consequences arise. If a society does not respond adequately to the
growth of proportion of the elderly and their specific needs in old age, the risk arises to the quality of life of this group
of population and the assumptions appear for the formation of their exclusion.
Purpose of investigation – to analyse, how the social exclusion of the elderly in rural areas occurs. The tasks of
the research are: 1) to analyse the features of expression of social exclusion; 2) to analyse the assumptions of formation
of social exclusion of the elderly; 3) to distinguish the potential characteristics of social exclusion of the elderly in rural
areas. The research object – the social exclusion of the elderly in rural areas.
Research methodology
The problematic issues of the social exclusion and ageing of the population are relevant not only in the context of
social sciences in these days or in the discourse of social policy but more and more important in the public context. The
problem of social exclusion of the elderly is examined in foreign literature significantly more active than by the
Lithuanian scientists. It should be noted, that both the expression of the social exclusion, or the problem of their quality
of life is often the object of research of sciences of gerontology, medicine, psychology (Vaznonienė, 2011). The lack of
research of theoretical, objective kind statistics, subjective opinion of the elderly causes the need to analyse
characteristics of this social group exclusion, using foreign authors experience, applied research methodologies.
Accordingly the problem of this article is mainly related to that elderly people of rural areas are not fully involved in
society due to their living area specifity. They feel shortage of social connections, social participation, face different
social problems, etc. what diminish their dignity.
This article is based on the traditional social research methods: the analysis and synthesis of the scientific
literature, the analysis of documents and secondary data. Foremost the expression of the social exclusion is considered
in the article, then it is aimed to reveal the conditions which form the social exclusion of the elderly and the potential
characteristics of the social exclusion of the elderly in rural areas are summarized.
Research results
Peculiarities of social exclusion
This section of the article deals with defining the term of social exclusion. Definitional clarity of this
phenomenon is important not only for a theoretical and systemic understanding of this phenomenon but also for
empirical purposes, i.e. identification of factors of social exclusion, development of its’ measurements, ensuring
congruence between instrumental policies and results in order to prevent social exclusion, etc.
Following the historical perspective the term social exclusion has many affinities with French Republican
thought. This especially related with the concepts of solidarity and the social bond, where the “Anglo-Saxon” idea of
“poverty” was thought to patronize or denigrate equal citizens (Silver, Miller, 2003). In France, when the term
originated in the 1960s, a group of ‘‘Social Catholics’’ especially the ATD-Fourth World movement headed by Father
Joseph Wresinski, used the term to refer to the extremely poor of affluent and less developed countries living in the
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slums (Silver, 2006, pp. 4411-4412). From the 1970s it was used to refer to the plight of those who fell through the net
of social protection—disabled people, lone parents, and the uninsured unemployed. The publication of Les exclus by
René Lenoir in 1974 was a milestone in the emergence of social exclusion as a concept (Estivill, 2003, pp. 5). The
concept of social exclusion became widely used in France after the economic crisis of the 1980s. Social exclusion
terminology was adopted at a European Union level in the late 1980s and early 1990s. Leaders of EU passed resolutions
to fight social exclusion as part of the European Social Model, one that weds economic growth with job creation and
social cohesion (Silver, 2006; Social exclusion, 2009). The idea of social exclusion rose as central for Jacques Delors,
president of the European Commission in the mid-1980s, who pressed for a “social dimension” to European integration.
Afterwards the problem of social exclusion extended among different international, national institutions, countries with
the look to its conceptualisation, measurement, monitoring, fighting and implementing various protecting programmes.
G.Jehoel-Gijsbers and C.Vrooman (2007) argued that social exclusion had become a prominent item on the
European Union’s policy agenda in the second half of the 1990s, attention began to focus on defining and specifying the
concept more closely. Social exclusion as a concept commonly used in development, particularly following the World
Social Summit in Copenhagen in 1995 (Arthurson, Jacobs, 2003). Thereafter a number of multilateral development
agencies, notably the World Bank and the International Labour Organisation, adopted social exclusion as a
multidimensional framework.
It is noticed that up until now scientists, policy-makers have not been provided with a generally agreed scientific
conceptualization, though there are many conceptions which reveals understanding of social exclusion from different
perspectives. The meaning of this concept is controversial so introduction with different its approaches leads to better
perception what do we mean by social exclusion (Table 1).
Table 1. Perspectives of social exclusion conception
Authors, institutions
Social exclusion conceptualization
Social exclusion is a state in which an individual does not have access to living conditions which allow
International
Labour
him both to satisfy his essential needs (food, education, health, etc.) and to participate in the
Organization (1996)
development of the society in which he lives.
In the UK, the concept of social exclusion can be traced to Max Weber who identified exclusion as a
Hills et al (2002)
form of social closure on the part of groups (that is particular groups, communities or institutions that
keep others out).
In “Joint Report on Social Inclusion 2004” social exclusion is defined a process whereby certain
European Commission individuals are pushed to the edge of society and prevented from participating fully by virtue of their
(2004)
poverty, or lack of basic competencies and lifelong learning opportunities, or as a result of
discrimination.
Author points out that social exclusion concept related with the theories of Durkheim (1897) on social
G.Jehoel-Gijsbers
cohesion and solidarity, the importance of collective values and norms, and especially the risk of social
(2004)
alienation (anomie).
Social exclusion precludes full participation in the normatively prescribed activities of a given society
Silver (2006)
and denies access to information, resources, sociability, recognition, and identity, eroding self-respect
and reducing capabilities to achieve personal goals.
G.Jehoel-Gijsbers,
Exists economic-structural exclusion, which refers to a distributional dimension in line with the AngloC.Vrooman (2007)
American approach (they identify two distributional aspects: a material (income and goods) and a nonmaterial (social rights) one); 2) social-cultural exclusion, which refers to the relational dimension.
As the concept evolved more recently in Europe, social exclusion came to be associated mostly with the
Popay et al (2006)
social changes deriving from global economic change, notably the exclusion of large numbers of people
from the benefits of welfare states and formal labour markets.
Italy has a legal definition of social exclusion. In case of Italy "esclusione sociale" is defined as poverty
Social exclusion (2009)
combined to social alienation, by the statute n. 328 (11-8-2000).
Understood as a broader concept than poverty, the idea of exclusion draws attention to the processes that
Moffat and Glasgow
lead to the disengagement of individuals, or groups, from mainstream society and the negative impact of
(2009)
such disengagement on individuals’ life chances.
Source: compiled by authors.

Approaches of social exclusion analysis enables to detail its theoretical and empirical peculiarities like: multifaceted/multidimensional character of phenomenon; its role in micro/macro/meso levels; institutional /organisational
evaluations; condition or status/ dynamic processes (passive/active); focus on social actors and agents. Accordingly the
most general definition of social exclusion refers to ways in which individuals may become cut off from full
involvement in the wider society.
It is notably seen that Lithuanian researchers (Poviliūnas, 2003; Taljūnaitė, 2004; Kocai, 2007; Poverty…2008,
etc., Vaznonienė, Krupavičius, 2009) highlight these aspects of social exclusion:
 deeper interests to similarities and distinctions of social exclusion and poverty;
 place emphasis to civil, legal aspects;
 draw attention to social cultural and/or social psychological expression of this phenomenon;
 make philosophic insights to social exclusion;
 reveal influence of innovations to social exclusion formation;
 analyse influence of social infrastructure on social exclusion formation.
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Accordingly to above mentioned notions social exclusion can be described like people, social groups who are
prevented from participating fully in economic, social and civil life and/or when their access to income and other
resources (personal, family, social and cultural). Due to this social exclusion paradigms thus focus on quite distinct
understandings of disadvantage: one relating to lack of resources (what you have) and the other to identity-based
discrimination (who you are). Following social exclusion theoretical insights they are excluded from enjoying a
standard of living and quality of life that is regarded as acceptable by the society in which they live.
Formation of elderly people social exclusion
Demographic transition which began in the second half of the twentieth century affected the social demographic
development of Lithuania, bringing one of the consequences – rapid ageing of population. This evoked such a situation,
that the proportion of elderly people increased and the proportion of children decreased. According to this firstly we
should describe the problem of ageing which leads potencially to social exclusion. Aging population threshold is subject
to the arrangement – attribution of people to the category of old people is relative. The United Nations approved 60
years as the criterion for old age. The first threshold separates the so-called third age people, most of which have
already ceased to participate in the labor market, but they are active sufficiently, the second threshold separates the socalled fourth age people, whose autonomous capacity to ensure their physical, mental and social security are more
limited. Moreover, the tendency emerges to separate the same age older people according to their state of health and
social indicators to the "young" old and "old" old in contemporary literature. "Young" old people comprise 80-85
percent of the people who are older than 60 in the developed countries. According to European projections elderly
people will comprise 34.6 percent of the total population in 2050 (Statistikos..., 2005, pp. 5).
Mature age people normally asociate the provisions on ageing not with the biological ageing but with the agreed
calendar years after which supposedly begins aging, old age stage. According to the Social Agreement 65 age barrier is
established, after transcending which the people become "elderly." UN recommends that age limit, which separates the
older mature age from the elderly. People, who went out of reproductive age, ended the human economic activity and
retired are referred to as the elderly and old people from demographic point of view (Pagyvenę..., 1999). So to
summarize the following main factors for which the old age is considered as a problem can be distinguished
(Pagyvenę..., 1999; Yates et al, 2006; Del Bono et al, 2007; etc.):
 the higher social costs should be allocated to the older generation in the society in which there are more older
people than children;
 the increasing ratio of elderly people raises concerns to the health and social policy;
 the intense growing number of the older generation (especially the oldest – 80 years and over) in the
community radically change society's demographic and social structure, production, distribution and
consumption systems, presents challenges of financing, sustainable development of high-quality services and
their availability for all people, promotion of healthy lifestyles to the health care system.
 growth of the retirement age aging population is associated with a rather unattractive views of future societies;
 an aging population is a risk for the financial security of states;
 aged and old people, who make up about one-fifth of our society are one of the most numerous social service
user groups.
Population aging in Lithuania has different properties. The first feature is the so-called double aging
phenomenon. This means not only an increase in the number of old people among the general population, but also the
increase of number of old and very old people among elderly people, id est the number of 80 years and older people
grows rapidly. During the last five years (2008-2012) the number of elderly people (60 and more) increased 2 percent
and in the oldest group (80 and more) increased even 18 percent. The intense decline of the youngest population group
according the age (0-14) id est the birth rate had dropped dramatically, which radically influenced the development of
ageing.
In V.Kanopienė, S.Mikulionienė view (2006, pp. 188) Lithuania aging of the population has such features: aging
population level territorial differences (e.g. rural / urban section) and old age feminization trend. According to
S.Mikulionienė feminization of old age is expressed in such way that in terms of old people and their problems, not
only in Lithuania, but even the most apparently in rural areas there is talk of elderly women, because life expectancy of
men is shorter than that of women. Therefore women in this age group in rural areas are often contact of socially
vulnerable and marginalized groups. They suffer social risks and have to adapt to certain living conditions that affect
their quality of life. According to the data of Lithuanian Statistics Departament (Demografijos..., 2012) both in rural and
urban areas the number of elderly women significantly exceeded men number. For example in 2012 the number of
women over 60 years in rural areas were even 68 percent more than men (even two times exceeded in urban areas),
meanwhile in the oldest group (80+) both in rural and urban areas the number of women exceeded even three times.
This shows not only inequalities of the number of women – men in the rural urban areas, but highlights the so-called old
age feminization process.
According to R. Adomaitienė et al. (2007, pp. 8) active aging policies social system exists and it is based on the
six World Health Organization ideological recommendations, which highlights exclusion / discrimination and inclusion
/ integration processes of the elderly in the following areas: guarantees of equal rights; the promotion of autonomy and
self-sufficiency in life; the development of physical, psychological and social well-being (health); the promotion of
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physical activity and healthy life style; the right to participate in the life of society; the security of physical and
economic life.
Ageing of population relatively occurs as a result of urbanization (for example. connecting villages and etc.,
younger generation moving to the city, the age changes of men and women etc., (Kaimiškųjų..., 2006; Demografijos...,
2012). E.Grundy (2001, pp. 11-12) notes that successful (positive) ageing of the people is related to various factors:
psychological condition, ability to achieve their potential, needs, ability to cope with life's challenges, etc. However, if
permanent destructive processes take place in human life (negative psychological, spiritual, social and economic
experiences intensify), the risk of vulnerability develop which leads to social exclusion forms.
Characteristics of elderly people social exclusion in rural areas
The problem of elderly people social exclusion in rural areas is not studied widely by the scientists or often
remains on the sidelines, in comparison to other social groups. While social exclusion is a problem of different social
groups, it is nevertheless noted that older people receive less attention (Yates et al., 2006; Walsh et al., 2012). As
observed by T.Scharf and oth. (2005a), monitoring of exclusion of elderly people in rural areas is useful because it
helps to discern special exclusion characteristics in this particular group, factors and possible preventive measures. It is
recognized in most of social exclusion analyzing documents, studies (Poverty..., 2008; Joint..., 2008; Poverty..., 2008 a,
b) the step of the integration of socially marginalized to society is important because social exclusion is the antipode of
the social integration. Therefore, it directly affects the situation of the elderly (retirement age) people. They should have
the right to live like any normal members of society. The sense of worthiness of the part of elderly people (particularly
those exposed to a variety of risk factors) often decreases in respect of "trauma experienced by retiring“. Reaching the
retirement age is often not the basic factor of elderly people social exclusion, however, the change of socio-economic
status triggers new challenges for people. As a result, not everyone is able to adapt to the new changes in life. Scientists
distinguish various causes why elderly people become socially excluded. R.Atkinson, S.Davoudi (2000, pp. 438) noted,
that the assumptions of social exclusion of elderly are conditioned by ineffective activities of certain social institutions
(government and law enforcement, labor market, security systems and the family, community). T.Burchardt et al.
(2002, pp. 31) revealed a much wider impact on non-performing institutions resulting in formation of social exclusion
of elderly people in rural areas. In his opinion, individual participation in social life is restricted due to:
 insufficient use (when it is satisfied with only minimal goods and services);
 restriction of activities relating to financial procedures (absence of savings, real estate non-participation in the
different pension systems and etc.);
 lack of participation in economic and social activities;
 lack of interest in politics (indifference to local or the country's political events and etc.).
T.Burchardt et al. (2002), T.Scharf (2005a, b) examined why older rural people are more likely to experience
social exclusion than other social groups, or why some older people are more vulnerable than others. According to these
scientists the impendence of elderly people social exclusion is caused by the following circumstances:
 retirement, as an "institutional obligation" reduces the social roles of older people in the society which limits
social inclusion and self-esteem;
 older people's vulnerability is determined by the material deprivation, which causes poverty;
 widowhood, loneliness, if there is no close relationship with relatives (close environment) leads to social
exclusion;
 social exclusion of elderly people in rural areas is more stable, more embracing, while for the younger
generations it is changing (which is influenced by the the dynamic of living conditions).
As stated in the first British Study of older people social exclusion (The Social Exclusion of Older People:
Evidence from the first wave of the English Longitudinal Study of Ageing (ELSA), 2006) the emergence of social
exclusion of elderly rural people is mostly influenced by socio-demographic and economic characteristics. Usually the
exclusion forms due to many, but not one of the reasons. The authors of the aforesaid research on the basis of the
concept of multidimensionality of social exclusionion distinguish seven defining dimensions of social exclusion, (The
Social..., 2006, pp. 7): social relations (relations with family and friends); cultural and leisure activities (theater, cinema
visits); social activities (belonging to the local community, volunteer work, etc.); basic services (health services and
other social infrastructure services); neighborhood, living environment (safety, friendliness of neighbors etc.); financial
relationships (e.g., banks); material goods (central heating, provision of durable supplies).
Although it is generally believed, that elderly people are potential persons to become indigent or socially
isolated, but A.Hoff (2006, 2008) highlights in the researches, that age does not always mean that it will happen. It
depends on the territory in which the person lives and how social protection policy is implemented there and how the
subjective factors affect the life of each person. The threat of worse life and social exclusion of elderly people arises
from pension and social welfare systems instability, labor market isolation, restriction of human rights in economic
activity, ineffective policies in transport, housing and rehabilitation areas. This observation suggests that the state is not
capable enough to take care of the citizens of this age, so it is necessary to have support of other people (family
members, other persons), which would help older people to feel safe. Also A.Hoff considers what should be done in
international, national, regional or local levels, that the risk of social exclusion of elderly people would be effectively
reduced and the target measures would be effective and long lasting. So A.Hoff (2008, pp. 24) in the research of the
prevention of social exclusion of elderly people identified risk factors that are more or less expressed in the European
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Union countries. In the investigator's opinion especially in Eastern European countries (Estonia, Lithuania, Poland)
there is still surviving Soviet-era approach that the problems of some social groups are invisible and as a consequence,
they are not solved. A.M.Grenier and N.Guberman (2009), Walsh et al. (2012) points the territorial exclusion:
geographical isolation, regulation to spaces with limited opportunity for social involvement, lack of geographical
mobility or control over one’s environment. The main deficiency of it is poorly developed social infrastructure, which
limits the possibilities to full use of the various services. The previous researches of the author confirm these
observations (Janušauskaitė, 2004; Vaznonienė, 2011). Also an important factor to be considered is the level of
education which guarantees a better life for the younger generation in the future. However, if the parents are incapable
of sending children to learn – as a consequence poverty / exclusion trap forms. As a result, it can be said that social
exclusion of older people is the process that forms during all life.
According to T.Scharf, Ch.Phillipson, A.E.Smith (2005a, pp. 4-8) exclusion after social relations break/become
limited occurs in two ways: on the one hand it is related to life events and losses, on the other hand – when
disagreements/contentions highlight between the individuals of different layers, status on the grounds of age. Several
groups of factors influencing exclusion of elderly people in rural areas can be distinguished:
 age-related characteristics (declining revenues, deteriorating health, weakened social relationships);
 increasing number of inconveniences of life (they are seen as an unfortunate life consequences occurring in old
age, for example, low education in the youth and poorly accumulated pension in the senility etc.);
 community characteristics (which reveals how the local community level care, is interested in, include the elderly
in joint activities etc.);
 age-related discrimination (it is related to inefficient economic and social policy, which encourage various forms
of addiction).
According to the Eurobarometer special survey “Poverty and exclusion of elderly citizens in EU“, discussing
issues of poverty and social exclusion in media, respondents are often portrayed excessively or presented incorrectly,
for example: using data (numbers / statistics) and using visual emotionally affecting (people suffering from hunger,
loneliness and isolation, and salvaged surrounding areas); extreme circumstances in pursuit of valuable sensationalism.
This view is considered inaccurate and misleading. The study states that the perception of people who form the social
policy and people who actually experience poverty and exclusion differ. The first of them rely on indicators that are
presented by official statistics, and the latter of them use real daily experience.
While analysing the problem of social exclusion of elderly people in rural areas it turns out that the exclusion
does not appear by itself - persons who live alone, women with low socioeconomic status, people with poor health, the
disabled, people dependent on the state of social support etc. always have a higher probability of becoming socially
excluded. It is obvious that in reality formation of social exclusion is influenced by many factors, focusing special
attention to inappropriate activities of institutions (or their networks) in the fight against this problem. It can be said that
firstly the social exclusion of this group of population becomes apparent from the following processes: break away from
the labor market, under the inaccessibility of necessary social services and limitation of social connections with the
weakening of health. For some older people these forms of exclusion have persisted from earlier life.
Conclusions
Social exclusion as social economical phenomenon has many expressions. It often defined as a dynamic process
of progressive multidimensional rupturing of the ‘social bond’ at the individual and collective levels. Social exclusion
paradigms thus focus on quite distinct understandings of disadvantage: from primarily relating lack of resources to the
identity-based discrimination.
The formation of elderly people social exclusion is grounded not only with the problem of ageing. It includes
permanent micro and macro destructive processes in human life (negative psychological, spiritual, social and economic
experiences intensify) which leads to different forms of social exclusion.
Though social exclusion is a problem of different vulnerable social groups in rural areas, however older people
receive less attention. The impendence of elderly people social exclusion in rural areas is caused by range of
characteristics. Mostly they concerned with social economical disadvantages what come with age, territorial
peculiarities, way of living, inappropriate activities of institutions, etc.
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Methodologies for Impact Assessment in the Ex Ante Evaluation of
EUROPEAN Rural Development Programmes
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Abstract
The ex ante quantification of impactsis compulsory when establishing a Rural Development Program (RDP) in the European Union. Thus,
the purpose of this paper is to learn how to perform it better. In order to this all of the European 2007-2013 RDPs (a total of 88) and all of their
corresponding available ex ante evaluations were analyzed.Results show that less than 50% of all RDPs quantify all the impact indicators and that the
most used methodology that allows the quantification of all impact indicators is Input-Output. There are two main difficulties cited for not
accomplishing the impact quantification: the heterogeneity of actors and factors involved in the program impacts and the lack of needed
information.These difficulties should be addressedby usingnew methods that allow approaching the complexity of the programs and by implementing
a better planning that facilitatesgathering the needed information.
Keywords: Programme evaluation, impact assessment, rural development programmes, European Union.

Introduction
The European Commission is increasingly promoting the development of a culture and practice of evaluation in
general (Díaz-Puente et al., 2008; Vidueira et al., 2013) and ex anteevaluation in particular (EC, 2000). Moreover,
Council Regulation (CE) No 1698/2005 on support for rural development by the European Agricultural Fund for Rural
Development (EAFRD)states that the ex ante evaluation is the first step of any rural development programme. It is
intended toanalyse each programme’s strategy and main objectives, the initial situations, and the quantifiable objectives
levels. These analyses help to assure that the objectives of the programmes will be met in their totality; that the
measures used are profitable; and that it will be possible to accomplish a midterm and ex-post evaluation of the
programme that demonstrates its success or failure (EC, 2004).To achieve this, the Common Monitoring and Evaluation
Framework (CMEF) provides Member States with a list of common indicatorswhich should be determined and
quantified, especially in terms of impact compared with the initial situation (EC, 2006a), in order to measure the long
term effects of the interventions (EC, 2006c).
There are a limited number of common indicators that should be applied to each programme and that should be
quantified in the ex ante evaluation (EC, 2006b): (1) economic growth; (2) employment creation; (3) labour
productivity; (4) reversing biodiversity decline; (5) maintenance of high nature value farming and forestry areas; (6)
improvement in water quality; (7) contribution to combating climate change. This list of common impact indicators can
be found in annex J of the CEMF (EC, 2006b). The first three indicators – on which this research is focused – concern
socio economic impacts; the other four indicators concern environmental impacts. These common impact indicators
must be complemented by more programme specific impact indicators that are chosen by each Member State.
Some impacts will only be measurable after a certain time of programme implementation and only the impacts
found ex-post will allow a final judgment of a programme (EC, 2006b). However, according to the European
Commission setting up the quantified targets is important because otherwise the extent to which the original objectives
are being met cannot be measured. In spite of this, the European Commission also recognizes the difficulty of ex
anteimpact quantificationconcerning impact definitions, data availability and performance of explanatory models
holding the quantification.In the Synthesis Report of ex ante evaluations for the programming period 2007-2013 (EC,
2008), evaluators also expressed their concern about the many difficulties, such as the lack of data or the external
effects faced when having to quantify impact indicators.
The purpose of this paper is to learn how to perform the ex ante quantification of impacts better through
analysinghow it is being carried out inEuropean rural development programmes. These analyses are focused on the
methodologiesbeing used to quantify socio economic impact indicators and the difficulties found in these
cases.Analyses werecarried outby reviewing all European Union’s RDPs with their corresponding available ex ante
evaluations. The main results of this research show that only 46.6% of the regions used purely quantitative methods for
impact estimations, most of the cases through the Input-Output model;42% highlighted the difficulty of the task; and
30% expressed concern on the reliability of the results that were achieved. That arise concerns about how impact
assessment is being carried out in the European Rural Development Programmes, so methodologies in order to
accomplish the goal of quantification should be analysed.
Methodology
The European Network for Rural Development website was used to obtain the rural development programmes
and the corresponding ex ante evaluations for the 27 Member States in the European Union. In total 88 RDPs and 70 ex
ante evaluations belonging to the 27 Member States of the EU were analysed for this case study.
Table 1 shows the documents analysed for this research. All European Union’RDPs were found and analysed (88
in total). However this was not the case forex ante evaluations – 70 were found (which represents an 80%) –. The ex
ante evaluation documents were not available because the link provided by the managing authorities was broken or
documents were not accessible.
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Table 1. Total No.of documents analysed from each EU Member State
Countries
Ex ante Evaluations
Austria
1
Belgium
2
Bulgaria
1
Cyprus
1
CzechRepublic
1
Denmark
0
Estonia
1
Finland
2
France
4
Germany
12
Greece
1
Holland
1
Hungary
1
Ireland
1
Italy
18
Latvia
1
Lithuania
1
Luxembourg
0
Malta
0
Poland
1
Portugal
3
Romania
1
Slovakia
0
Slovenia
1
Spain
11
Sweden
0
UnitedKingdom
4
TOTAL
70
Source: Own elaboration with data obtained from RDPs and ex ante evaluations from EU.

RDPs
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
2
6
14
1
1
1
1
21
1
1
1
1
1
3
1
1
1
17
1
4
88

Main information obtained from ex ante evaluations was the methodology used to estimate impact indicators.
When the ex ante document did not indicate the methodology used for the estimation of impacts, the RDP was
examined. Regrettably, the RDPs never contained the specific information about how the quantification was carried out
or what methodology was followed.
Data obtained from the RDPs were: the quantitative or qualitative data provided for of impact indicators andthe
limitations found when quantifying these indicators. RDPs format, 90% of the RDPs in the case study followed the
standard document structure provided by the CMEF. Consequently, the information was easy to find.
Results
Resultsinclude the type of data provided for impact estimations by regions; the difficulties found by
evaluators;and the quantitative methodologies used.
Type of data provided for impact estimations
Since explanations on the methodology followed to accomplish the estimation of impact indicators in each region
is available only when the ex ante evaluation is accessible (in 70 out of 88 regions), the type of approach – quantitative,
qualitative, or mixed – used to carry out the estimation of impact indicators was extracted from the type of dataprovided
in RDPs as the result of the estimation of impact indicators. This let us to know how estimation is being carried out in
the whole UE-27.
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Figure 1. Type of data provided for the estimation of impact indicators by each of UE-27 regions (%)
Source: Own elaboration with data obtained from RDP and ex ante evaluations from EU.

Figure 1 presents the type of data provided – and the type of approach applied – for the quantification of impact
indicators in the 88 RDPs of UE-27.Only 46.6% of the regions accomplished the impact indicators estimation providing
quantitative data. The use of mixed methods to approach the task is the second most used option by evaluators –
29.6%, but not intending the complementarity between quantitative and qualitative methods, but using qualitative
approaches when quantitative ones cannot be used.Only qualitative data is provided by 10.2% of the regions. The
remaining 13.6% do not provideany data on impact indicators.
In summary, 53.4% of the regions were not ableto completely provide quantified impact indicators as the EU
demands (EC, 2006a). This is due to different factors that set hurdles on the process and that are represented in the
following sub-section.
Difficulties found in RDPs
Out of all the regions examined, 42% recorded difficulties when having to quantify impact indicators and are
very critical about the work they have had to perform to achieve this quantification. Difficulties identified by this 42%
of regions are presented in figure 2.
Beyond these difficulties, 30% of regions also believe that the results they are presenting to the Commission are
vague, unrealistic and subjective.
70%
60%

59,5%

% of regions

50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

25,0%
16,2%

6,8%

13,5%
5,7%

10,8%

4,5%

Difficulty to take No previous expost Difficulty to take
No RDPs budgets
into account all the and sometimes mid- into account all the assigned at the time
RDP actions and
term evaluations
different agents
of the ex ante
external effects
available
involved in the
evaluation
affecting RDP
execution
impacts
Main difficulties identified
% regions mentioning each difficulty over 37 regions identifying any difficulty
% regions mentioning each difficulty over total 88 regions

Figure 2. Main difficulties identified by ex ante evaluators and % of regions mentioning each one
Source: Own elaboration with data obtained from RDP from EU.
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Out of 42% of regions identifying difficulties, the least common difficulty for 10.8%of the regions (4.5% of the
total), is that the RDPs budgets had not yet been assigned nor agreed upon when the ex ante evaluation had to be done.
Therefore, it was not possible to quantify because the impact would depend on the synergies and interactions between
measurements and the budget assigned to each measure.
Another limitation stressed by 13.5% of the regions (5.7% of the total)is that the information needed to study the
impact of an intervention should take into account the different agents involved in the execution of the RDP (Regional
Governments, Central Administration, City Councils, Local Action Groups, construction companies etc.) which makes
the recollection process very complicated. However, even if this recollection of data could be done, the process would
take very long and be very costly in order for it to be effective, specific and realistic. Also, the final results would be
conditioned by the reliability of the responses. For that reason, evaluators would have to perform extra work to verify
the accuracy of the data before ending the evaluation process.
For 16.2% of the regions (6.8% of the total), the ex-post evaluation of the previous evaluation period 2000-2006
was not available when carrying out the ex ante evaluation. In those instances,the previous quantified data could not be
considered when estimating impacts. At times the previous mid-term evaluation is not even accessible.
Finally, the most common difficulty found by 59.5% of the regions (25% of the total) is that RDPs are
heterogeneous programmes with very diverse actions. Moreover, dividing sectors into subsectors makes the
quantification difficult, if not impossible, since certain measures do not try to enhance concrete sectors of the economy;
their effects spread through many different sectors; and their impact is extremely complicated to estimate. This means
that lines of causation are hard to draw, and, thus, less useful when drawing general conclusions (George & Bennett,
2005; Green & Kohl, 2007; Moehler, 2010). Leeuw and Vaessen(2009) believe that the full scope of an intervention’s
effects cannot be known in advance. This makes accurate estimating of impacts a highly difficult task that, for many of
the indicators set by the Commission, may not even be possible.
Quantitative Methodologies
Out of these 70 regions providing the ex ante evaluation, 10 regions did not give information on the methodology
followed in either the RDP or the ex ante evaluation. Two regions opted to entrust the job of quantifying impact
indicators to an external agency different from the evaluation institution. However, the ex ante did not contain any
information on the method followed to quantify impacts. Finally,8regions only provided qualitative data for the
corresponding impact indicators. None of these 3 groups presented methodologies on how they arrived at the
estimations of impacts they presented to the Commission. For that reason they are not included in the following graph,
which represents the combination of methodologies used for calculating impacts, through a quantitative analysis.
In figure 3, two types of approaches can be observed: quantitative approaches, providing data in quantified terms
only, and mixed method approaches, which provide qualitative data when quantitative data can not be provided. Figure
3 shows the number of regions following each quantitative methodology in both approaches.
25

Number of regions
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8
15

1

1

10
5
0

13

13

Secundary data and
participative processes

Input-output

11

Scoring

Quantitative methologies

2

1

Surveys to regional
development agencies

Pressure-State-Response

No. of regions that use cualitative methods when quantitative ones cannot be applied
No. of regions that use a quantitative method

Figure 3. Quantitative methodologies used in the quantitative and mixed methods impact estimations (number of regions)
Source: Own elaboration with data obtained from ex ante evaluations from EU.

It has been possible to identify 5 methods for impact indicators calculations. 21 regions chose the option of
estimating impacts based on secondary data and participative processes which imply taking into account past
experiences from previous evaluation periods and the knowledge of the experts involved in the programme. They are
the managing authorities, local governments, evaluators, regional development agencies, local action groups etc.
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The macroeconomic method used is the Input-Output model. This method was found to be the second most
commonly used methodology. However Input-Output can only be applied when statistical economic data and
demographic data about the region are available. The Input-Output uses the Leontief matrix demand model through
which it determines total increments, both direct and indirect, over every productive sector of the region during a
determined time period. This methodology allows for a macro analysis of the regions and it is recommended by the
Commission (EC, 2010).
Scoring is a method that manages to quantify impacts. However, data provided is not the exact impact estimation,
but the intensity of the programme influencein that impact. As can be seen, 12 regions used this approach to estimate
impacts.
The next method involvescirculating a spreadsheet document through all the regional development agencies of
the country asking them to provide data on impacts that the particular intervention will have on their respective region.
This is not a very common method. It was only used by 2 regions.
The last method has been used by only one region. It is called Pressure-State-Response and it analyses the
interactions between environmental pressures, the state of the environment, and environmental responses. It is based on
the concept of causality, meaning that human activities exert pressures on the environment and change the quality and
quantity of natural resources. Typically, it is a method used to calculate environmental impacts. In this case, however, it
has been used to calculate the impact of socioeconomic indicators.
Conclusions
Even though both, the ex ante evaluation and the quantification of objectives are considered crucial issues, after
analysing 88 European RDPs and their corresponding available ex ante evaluations, collected data shows that most
regions within the EU (53.6%) do not translate their impact indicators into quantified target levels, as indicated by the
Commission. Among them, 29.6% provide a mix of qualitative and quantitative data, 10.2% provide qualitative data
only, and finally 13.6% do not provide any data.The remaining 46.6% of regions provide quantified estimations of
expected impacts.
Input-Output is the most used model-based quantitative approach. This methodology allows for a macro
analysis of the regions.However it can only be applied when economic and demographic data about the region are
available.
The lack of data seems to be one of the factors that make it impossible to quantify impacts. However, none of
the 37 RDPs that argued the difficulties foundmentioned this aspect. Qualitative information gathered during this
research shows these difficulties. They are shown in figure 2, but can be summarized around two main reasons.
The first reason is related to the complexity of the impacts generated by the PDRs, and the difficulty of the
methodologies recommended by the European Commission to overcome these. The complexity of these impacts lies in
the heterogeneity of factors and actors involved in them. A total of 27 PDRs (30.7% over total RDPs) argued this
difficulty: 22 in relation to the factors affecting the impacts, and 5 in relation to the agents.
The second reason is related to the delays that occur in the temporal development of programming and evaluation
activities. These delays do not allow the information needed for quantifying impacts to be available at the time of
appraisal. 10 RDPs (11.3%of total RDPs) identified these difficulties: the absence of evaluation results of the previous
period (6 cases); and the absence of a defined budget for the RDP (4 cases).
The most urgent difficulties were the ones related to planning activities. The lack of information derived from the
temporal overlap between the activities affects the estimation of impacts at its base, whatever methodology is used.
Overcoming these challenges depends largely on planning of activities proposed by the European Commission
forimplementation of Rural Development Programmes. This research highlights the inability to quantify the programme
impacts at the ex ante evaluation when the RDP budget is not defined or when the results of previous evaluations are
not available. It is for the Commission to decide whether it is worth delaying the time of ex ante evaluation in these
cases or whether, on the contrary, it is preferable to opt for a cursory analysis of the expected impacts.
Complexity of actors and factors involved in program impacts is a difficulty also argued in the RDPs. At this
respect, methodological innovations can lead to an increase in the value of the ex ante evaluations
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Support for Provision of Agri-environmental Public Goods under Agrienvironmental Measures in Lithuania
Valerija Vinciūnienė, Vlada Vitunskienė
Aleksandras Stulginskis University
Abstract
Agri-environment measures in the EU are now one of the most important policy mechanisms for the encouragement of farmers to adopt more
environmentally friendly and sustainable farming practices, providing them payments in return for provision agri-environmental public goods.
Notwithstanding the goals of agri-environmental policy such as preservation, protection and improvement of the natural resources and landscapes in
rural areas, are valid for the whole European Union, the implementation of agri-environmental policy is largely a question of national concern. The
aim of research is to assess the public support for provision of agro-environmental public goods under rural development programmes in Lithuania
not only in historical terms, but in regional differences terms as well. In the first part of the paper insight into the concept of agri-environmental public
goods is presented. The second part of the paper examines the dynamic of public support funds for provision of agro-environmental public goods
under rural development programmes in Lithuania over the period 1993–2013. More detailed analysis upon carrying out spatial analysis of the public
support for improving the environment and the countryside revealed that public support under Rural Development Programme Axis II determines
regional differences in financial conditions in the sphere of agricultural public goods provision in Lithuania.
Key words: agri-environmental public goods, agri-environmental measures, public support.

Introduction
With rising demand for sustainable management of natural resources the importance of the provision of public
goods through agriculture increases significantly. Cooper et al. (2009) argue that the most significant of these are
environmental – such as agricultural landscapes, farmland biodiversity, water quality, water availability, soil
functionality, climate stability (greenhouse gas emissions), climate stability (carbon storage).
Despite the variety of approaches, in general terms, there is broad acceptance, that policy intervention is needed
to address the delivery of public goods provided by agricultural producers. The economic rationale of this is the
characteristics of the agri-environmental goods and the concept of market failure. Agri-environmental measures
represent in most OECD countries the primary means by which environmental outputs beyond those that can be secured
by regulatory, cross-compliance and educational approaches are delivered (FAO, 2010). With regard to the environment
the Community Strategic Guidelines for rural development (Council decision..., 2006) state that “to protect and enhance
the EU’s natural resources and landscapes in rural areas, the resources devoted to Axis II should contribute to three EUlevel priority areas: biodiversity and the preservation and development of high nature value farming and forestry
systems and traditional agricultural landscapes; water; and climate change”.
The support of agri-environmental public goods has long tradition in the Europian Union and in the Lithuania as
well. If the beginning of the implementation of an agri-environment policy in the EU is associated with the mid-1980s,
hereof in Lithuania it began a decade later when “Tatula” – a fund supported by the government – was founded in 1993.
Public support for improving the agri-environment and the countryside in Lithuania has increased significantly since
2004 after the implementation of the agri-environmental measures under EU rural development programmes. In years
2004–2006, public support amounted to more than LTL 961 million, while in the period from 2007 to mid-2013; it
amounted to more than LTL 2106 million.
Above all, geographic diversity is a key characteristic of European agriculture and rural areas, thus support for
provision of agri-environmental public goods under rural development programmes differs not only from country to
country, but inside of country as well. This leads to an important research issue - to assess the public support for
provision of agro-environmental public goods under rural development programmes not only from historical
perspective, but from regional differentiations inside of the state as well.
While on the EU's and on the separate EU countries level most research on the various problems of the provision
of public goods through agriculture and agri-environment policy measures are performed (see for example: Matthews
(2007), Bureau and Mahé (2008); Cooper et al. (2009; 2010); Hodge (2013); etc.), but also by international
organizations such as FAO (2010); OECD (2013), however these issues have been little researched in Lithuania.
Treinys, Vinciūnienė, Vaznonis (2006; 2007) researched some aspects of the provision of agricultural public goods; the
importance of the implementation of the EU rural development Axis II programmes in Lithuania has been analyzed in
the Final Evaluation Reports of Ex-post Evaluation of Rural Development Plan for 2004-2006 (ESTEP, 2008), Ex-post
Evaluation of Rural Development Programmes 2000-2006 (Kantor Management Consultants S.A., 2012) and Mid-term
Evaluation of Rural Development Programme for Lithuania 2007–2013 (ESTEP, 2010), P. Mierauskas (2012) explored
the application of nature conservation programmes in agriculture in terms of farmer willingness and motivation to be
involved in the results and output-oriented activities.
The object of research is the public support for provision of agro-environmental public goods (positive
externalities and environmental services) under rural development programs measures which focusing on environmental
and land management issues.
The aim of research is to assess the public support for provision of agro-environmental public goods under rural
development programs in Lithuania, in historical terms and in regional differences terms. To achieve the research aim,
two key tasks were identified: to provide insight into the concept of agri-environmental public goods and to base the
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necessity of policy intervention; and to analyze the dynamic of public support funds for provision of agroenvironmental public goods under rural development programs in Lithuania in the pre-accession and after its accession
to the EU periods.
Research methods are literature systematic and comparative analysis, comparison, deduction and induction
techniques, spatial analysis. The analysis is based on a wide range of primary data obtained from Agricultural Ministry
and National Paying Agency on national budget and EU funds expenditure for improving the agri-environment and the
countryside. Time span of the research project: from 1993 to 2013.
The concept of agri-environmental public goods
Agriculture and environment are closely intertwined issues which are the concerns respectively of agricultural
and environmental policies. Based on this Bureau and Mahé (2008) pointed out that the relationship of agriculture to the
environment has two polar components: a potential to provide amenities in the rural areas and a risk of damaging the
environment. Speaking in economic terms, it may be stated, that the amenity component intersects to a large degree
with public goods theory. In general terms, there is broad acceptance, that agriculture is the provider of the wide range
of public goods, “particularly regarding the environment and rural vitality“ (Hart et al., 2011). The more developed a
country is, the higher value it places on the environmental function of agriculture. In particular, Moon (2012) examining
how differently the notion of multifunctional agriculture is perceived across different groups of countries, pointed out
that the management of environmental and natural resources, farmlands amenities, wildlife habitats are highly valued in
developed countries and especially in EU and US. In the study of European Parliament (Hart et al., 2011) public goods,
associated with agriculture in Europe are categorized into: a) environmental; b) culturally valued agricultural
landscapes; c) rural vitality (the social, economic and cultural viability and vigour of rural societies); d) farm animal
welfare; e) food security (particularly the capacity to produce food sustainably in future) (Figure1). Particularly, agrienvironment public goods include: agricultural landscapes, farmland biodiversity, water quality, water availability, soil
functionality, climate stability (greenhouse gas emissions and carbon storage), air quality, resilience to flooding (Cooper
et al., 2009; Hart et al., 2011, etc.).

Climate
Air quality
Pollinators
Water
Soil
Etc.

MARKET INPUTS
Labour
Fuels
Machinery
Water
Etc.

AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION

NON-MARKET INPUTS

MARKET OUTPUTS
Commodities:
Food,
Feed,
Fibre and
Fuel.
NON-MARKET OUTPUTS
Groups of public goods
associated with agriculture:
Environmental
Culturally valued landscapes
Rural vitality
Farm animal welfare
Food security
ENVIRONMENTAL PUBLIC GOODS
Agricultural landscapes
Farmland biodiversity
Water quality and availability
Soil Functionality
Air quality
Climate stability (reducing greenhouse gas emissions and increasing
carbon storage)
Food security

Figure 1. Agricultural production and agri-environment public goods
Source: authors’ adapted from OECD (2013); Hart et al. (2011).

Despite the variety of approaches, concerning the concept of public goods associated with agriculture, there is a
broad acceptance, that agriculture like complex activity using non-market and market inputs in the process of joint
production generate market and non-market outputs. Most nonmarket outputs produced through interdependencies with
market outputs exhibit public good characteristics (non-rivalry and non-excludability). This approach finds its
manifestation in the different OECD studies, whose explicit conclusion is, that environmental effects of agricultural
activities tend to be public goods or externalities for which property rights are lacking and markets are absent (for
example, OECD, 2013). The absence of supply and demand mechanisms limits the possibilities of obtaining
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remuneration for public goods, including agri-environmental public goods. Farmers have market incentives to produce
commodity outputs, which have market prices, but lack market incentives for delivering public goods. Market failure
results in the underproduction of agri-environmental public goods. For this reason „the appropriate (“welfaremaximising”) levels of supply are not achieved“(Cooper et al., 2009). Following this rationale, there is an economic
argument for necessity of agri-environmental policy. Agri-environmental policy is conceptualized as any policy
implemented by farm agencies or ministries for which funding comes out of agricultural support budgets and that is
concerned mainly with encouraging the production of environmental goods or reducing the supply of environments
bads (Hanley and Oglethorpe, 1999).
EU began to embark on the implementation of an agri-environment policy since the mid-1980s. Latacz-Lohmann
and Hodge (2003) distinguishes two generations of the development of agri-environment policy in Europe. The first
generation of agri-environmental measures applied command-and-control regulation for the prevention of pollution.
Second generation measures pay farmers for providing environmental public goods. In this research the focus will be to
the second generation of agri-environmental measures, when are used financial incentives to encourage farmers to
protect and enhance the natural environment on the land they manage. The underlying idea „those farmers would be
paid for the provision of environmental goods and services“(Latacz-Lohmann and Hodge, 2003). Such being the case
farmers must show efforts and activities in producing „specific environmental benefit, above and beyond the level of
protection already provided by environmental regulation„ (Cooper et al., 2010).
Following above mention rationale, the environment strategy of the EU in connection with agriculture is
implemented for more than a decade, with significant public resources being spent on it. The agri-environment
measures have been supported by the EU since they were established as the only compulsory element of EU rural
development programme in Agenda 2000 reforms from 2000–2006. This has continued in the „2007–2013 framework,
with agri-environmental (or land management) measures forming Axis 2 of the rural development programme“(FAO,
2010). The ideas of remuneration of agri-environment public goods underlie those measures and particularly agrienvironment payments measure.
Empirical research results
Although the discussions about multifunctional agriculture and its provision of public goods began only at the
start of this century, it can be stated, however, that public goods provision promotion by public support measures was
started a decade earlier, when “Tatula” – a fund supported by the government – was founded in 1993 (renamed to
“Program Tatula” in 1997). It provided farms with support in order to facilitate the conversion into organic farming. It
was first practiced in the most sensitive agrarian territory of the country – Northern Lithuania karst region
encompassing 194 000 ha. Not long after that, support for ecological agriculture was extended to the rest of the country
by Rural Support Fund. Furthermore, the support was also extended to less favourable land in 1996 by the same fund.
These support measures were aimed at the preservation of agricultural landscape and the assistance to active rural
communities in less favoured areas in which agricultural production declined immensely and farmland was being
abandoned quickly during 1990–1995. Public expenditure for the two aforementioned measures of support was modest
during 1996–2003 (up until Lithuania joined EU) reaching just a bit more than LTL 24 million (Table 1). It should be
noticed that during 1996-2003 the amount of gross value added of the agricultural industry in nominal terms was nearly
LTL 14 922 million. In comparison, the public support for agricultural environment preservation and landscape
improvement, as well as to public goods production, amounted to only 0.16 per cent of the gross value added of the
agricultural industry.
Public support for improving the agri-environment and the countryside in Lithuania has increased significantly
since 2004 after the implementation of the EU rural development Axis II programmes financed using the EU funds and
national budget. In years 2004–2006, public support from both of the aforementioned sources amounted to more than
LTL 961 million; while in the period from 2007 to mid-2013, it amounted to more than LTL 2106 million (see Table 1).
It should be noted that in 2004–2006 the amount of gross value added of the agricultural industry in nominal terms was
nearly LTL 5756 million; while in 2007–2013, the number stood at LTL 16 221 million. In percentage terms, the public
support for the preservation of the agri-environment and the improvement of the countryside, as well as the provision of
public goods, amounted to 17 per cent of gross value added of the agricultural industry in 2004–2006, while in 2007–
2013, it amounted to nearly 13 per cent. Therefore, it is evident that the public support to farmers for agrienvironmental public goods has risen significantly over the last decade.
Public support measures, implemented via RDP Axis II, focusing on environmental and land management issues
plays the following two roles:
firstly, public support, to some extent, acts as a financial instrument used to cover the costs of public goods
provision. In other words, public support is a “production factor” of the provision of agri-environmental public goods;
secondly, public support, to some extent, is also a “output” in terms of the compensation to farmers for the public
goods they provide.
Notwithstanding, spatial analysis of the public support reveals regional differences – determined by the
implementation of RDP Axis II measures – in financial conditions in the area of agricultural public goods provision.
These differences can be inferred from the data on RDP Axis II public expenditure by county (Figures 1 and 2).
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Table 1. Public support for improving the environment and the countryside in Lithuania
Public expenditure ('000 000 LT)
Support schemes
19961–2003
2004–2006
2007–2013(QI-QII)
Agri and forest environment measures*
5.9
326.1
820.1
Less favoured areas measures**
18.3
611.3
1003.9
NATURA 2000 measures***
13.5
Afforestation of land measures****
23.9
204.5
Other environmental improvement measures *****
64.3
In total
24.2
961.4
2106.3
* National support schemes for organic farming (1996-2003); agri-environment measures under the EU RDP (2004–2006); agrienvironmental and forest environment measures under the EU RDP (2007–2013);
** National support scheme for reorganisation of farm activity on less favourable land (1996–2000); national compensatory
payments for farming in less favoured areas (2001-2003); payments under less favoured areas and areas with environmental
restrictions schemes, including NATURA 2000 payments under the EU RDP (2004 –2006); RDP payments to farmers in areas with
handicaps under the EU RDP (2007–2013);
*** NATURA 2000 payments in agricultural land and payments linked to Water Framework Directive 2000/60/ES and NATURA
2000 payments in forests under the EU RDP (2007–2013)
**** Support for afforestation of agricultural land under the EU RDP measure (2004–2006); support for afforestation of
agricultural and non-agricultural land under the EU RDP measures (2007–2013);
***** Support schemes for restoring forestry potential and introducing prevention actions and non-productive investments (2007–
2013)
Note: authors’ calculation based on (i) data of Ministry of Agriculture about national budget expenditure for implementation the
National Agriculture Development Programme in year 1996, the Rural Support Fund in years 1997–2000 and the Special Rural
Support Programme in years 2001–2003 and (ii) data of National Paying Agency about public expenditure for implementation the
Rural Development Plan in years 2004–2006 and the Rural Development Programme in years 2007–2013(QI–QII).

Figures 1 contains data on the distribution of public support by county (NUTS3 regions) and by RDP Axis II
measures. From the start of RDP programme in 2007 until mid-2013, most of the public expenditure for improving the
environment and the countryside was received by three counties 2: Vilnius county (LTL 409.5 million), Utena county
(LTL 327.2 million), and Panevėžys county (LTL 318.0 million); while Marijampolė county received the least (LTL
60.7 million). The rest of the public expenditure was fairly evenly divided among the remaining counties (Telšiai – LTL
185.5 million, Kaunas – LTL 178.7 million, Šiauliai – LTL 169.2 million, Alytus – LTL 162.9 million, Tauragė – LTL
156.7 million, and Klaipėda – LTL 137.9 million).

Note: authors’ calculation based on National Paying Agency data of public expenditure for the RDP (data update: 13 08 2013)
Figure 1. Public support for improving the environment and the countryside under Rural Development Programme for
Lithuania 2007–2013 in NUTS3 level regions

The aforementioned differences arose due to a number of factors. First of all, areas that qualify for the RDP Axis
II support are unequally distributed throughout the country. For example, most of the land covered by the measure
“Payments to farmers in areas with handicaps” (64 per cent) is situated in Utena, Vilnius, Panevėžys, and Telšiai
counties (19.3, 18.7, 15.0, and 11.0 per cent respectively); while most of the land covered by the measure “Agrienvironmental payments” (63 per cent) is situated in Panevėžys, Vilnius, Utena, and Kaunas counties (19.4, 18.3, 13.9,
1

The data on public support for improving the environment and the countryside expenditure under “Tatula programme” is not
available for 1993–1995.
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and 11.5 per cent respectively). In other words, regions with fertile lands are subject to intensive agriculture and
therefore, the farmers there are less inclined to implement the RDP Axis II programmes for improving the agrienvironment and the countryside. These conclusions are supported by data in Figure 2 which shows public support
under Axis II by the relative spatial location of its different measures. The spatial location quotients (SLQ) of public
support displayed in the figure measure the relative importance of RDP Axis II and its different measures in the
implementation of Lithuania’s rural development programme goals in improving the agri-environment and countryside.
The size of the spatial location quotient of public support shows counties (NUTS3 regions) in which the share of the
Axis II expenditure in the overall RDP public expenditure is higher than the country average (SLQ>1), lower than the
average (SLQ<1) or equal to the country average (SLQ=1).

Note: (i) the spatial location quotient (SLQ) have been calculated as a ratio of public expenditure under the study RDP measure to
total public expenditure under the RDP for the NUTS3 region, divided by the same ratio for the nation level, i.e., a ratio of
ratio; (ii) authors’ calculation based on National Paying Agency data of public expenditure for the RDP in 2007–2013 (data
update: 13 08 2013)
Figure 2. Spatial location quotients of public support for improving the environment and the countryside under Axis II
measures of the Rural Development Programme for Lithuania 2007–2013 in NUTS3 level regions

The SLQs calculated for the entire RDP Axis II show that the counties with the greatest contributions to the
environment protection and public goods provision are Utena, Alytus, and Telšiai counties (with SLQs of 1.53, 1.47,
and 1.25 respectively). The counties with the smallest contributions are Marijampolė, Kaunas, and Šiauliai (with SLQs
of 0.43, 0.67, and 0.70 respectively). Furthermore, the data on the SLQs of different RDP Axis II measures or gourps of
these measures show that the significance of the public support for improving the environment and the countryside or
for the provision of other public goods varies greatly in NUTS3 regions. The SLQ calculated for the „Agri-environment
payments“ and the „Forest environment payments“ shows that the impact of public support is the greatest in Panevėžys
county (SLQ equals to 1.4); while in Marijampolė and Tauragė counties it is the smallest (SLQ equals to 0.68). The
greatest impact of the measure „Natura 2000“ is observed in Alytus, Klaipėda, and Utena counties (SLQ equals to 4.71,
2.67, and 2.37); the smallest impact of the aforementioned measure is observed in Panevėžys and Vilnius counties (SQL
equals to 0.17 and 0.19). The significance of the other RDP Axis II measures in obtaining the goals of environmental
protection and countryside improvement also varied greatly by county.
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Conclusions
Agriculture like complex activity using non-market and market inputs in the process of joint production generate
market and non-market outputs, including agri-environment public goods such as agricultural landscapes, farmland
biodiversity, water quality, water availability, soil functionality, climate stability (greenhouse gas emissions), climate
stability (carbon storage). Farmers are not paid for them in the market.
The environment policy of the EU in connection with agriculture means agri-environmental measures, which
broadly speaking are directed towards improvement the environment and countryside and payments for positive public
goods related to agriculture.
Upon carrying out spatial analyses of the public support for improving the environment and the countryside in
Lithuania, it can be concluded that:
 financial support for provision of agri-environmental public goods funded from the national budget
originated from the “Tatula” program two decades ago and was later followed by the National support scheme for
reorganisation of farm activity on less favourable land, even though the agricultural public goods were not considered
until the start of this century;
 in the period preceding Lithuania’s EU membership public expenditure for the provision of agrienvironmental public goods was very modest and it played a role of a social incentive rather than that of a remuneration
for public goods provision. Upon the implementation of EU rural development programmes, public support for
improving the agi-environment and the agri-countryside increased more than tenfold;
 public support under RDP Axis II determines regional differences in financial conditions in the sphere of
agricultural public goods provision in Lithuania. In this context, the impact of the RDP is lowest in Marijampolė,
Kaunas, and Šiauliai counties with fertile soil and intensive agricultural production, conversely, is highest in Alytus,
Utena, and Tešiai counties with dominated barren soil and extensive agricultural production.
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Significance of Less Favoured Area Measures for Income Generation of Family
Farm in Lithuania
VladaVitunskienė, Anastasija Novikova
Aleksandras Stulginskis University
Abstract
The paper provides the review of recent studies on the impact of LFA policy on viability of rural community and empirical study of
significance of less favoured area measures for income generation of family farm in Lithuania. The review of previous studies has shown that LFA
policy has different effects on farm income. For some LFA policy provides compensatory allowances to decrease the income gap between members
of rural community, for others LFA policy impact in reduction of income inequality is limited. The spatial and temporal analysis of income and direct
aid payments using Lithuanian FADN data and income decomposition technique shows that before entering the EU and in the first years of the EU
membership, Lithuanian family farm income in less favoured areas were much lower than in non less favoured areas and, vice versa, they were higher
during the residual research period.
Keywords: less favoured areas, payments, LFA policy, family farm income, Lithuania.

Introduction
The problem of territorial differences causes variant efficiency of agricultural activity. Less Favoured Area
(LFA) farms receive lower income because of worse climate and production conditions. This disadvantage needs to be
mitigated by paying compensatory allowances which would also support continued agricultural land use and sustain the
viability of rural areas. Nowadays, more than half of the agricultural area in the European Union is classified as a “Less
Favoured Area”, and these areas cover about half (47.4%) of the total utilisable agricultural area in Lithuania. Despite
the wide percentage of surface designated as LFA, only a limited proportion of farmers benefit from a compensatory
allowance.
The LFA policy was introduced in 1975 as part of the Common Agricultural Structural Policy. The major
objectives were to ensure continuation of farming, thereby maintaining a minimum population level and preserving
scenic landscapes and environmentally valuable habitats (Tamminga et al., 1991; IEEP, 2006). Its logic of intervention
has undergone a significant evolution since its inception: instead of addressing explicitly rural depopulation, natural
handicap payments now have a stronger focus on land management that should contribute, through continued use of
agricultural land, to maintaining the countryside and to maintaining and promoting sustainable farming systems. In line
with the evolution of the European model of agriculture, the LFA measure sustains agriculture which delivers public
goods, such as valuable landscapes, biodiversity, soil conservation and fire prevention in areas where farming is
difficult. The risk of abandonment of agricultural land in these fragile areas is a crucial issue (EC, 2008). It is to be
noted that Lithuania has the same objectives for LFA policy as well.
Members of academia have become interested in the consequences of implementation of this program, in
particular by analysing in the income context. Research on the effects of LFA policy has been done at the country level
analysing by comparison of farm income of LFAs and non LFAs (for example, Hovorka, 2004, 2006; Štolbová, Hlavsa,
2008; Schouten, Gaaff, Heijman, 2009;Štolbová, 2011), or gross margin (Kriščiukaitienė, Galnaitytė, 2008; Střeleček,
Lososová, Zdeněk, 2008), the effects of the policy within less favoured areas identifying the regional differences
(Giesecke, Horridge, Zawalinska Euroreg, 2010; Hashiguchi, 2010; Pilvere, 2013), as well as the effects of the LFA
policy in the context of EU member states (for example, Dax, 2005; Štolbová, 2007; Dax, Hovorka, 2008). All these
studies also attempted to reveal the effectiveness of LFA policy and suggested the possibilities of better targeting of it.
It is identified that LFA policy has different effects on farm income. Experts have deeply evaluated these effects
in some countries. However there are only some studies done in Lithuania. Therefore this paper focuses on evaluation
of the impact of LFA policy on farm income, particularly on significance of less favoured area measures for income
generation of family farm in Lithuania. The aim of this paper is to determine the significance of less favoured area
measures for income generation of family farm in Lithuania. Research object is the significance of less favoured area
measures for income generation of family farm in Lithuania. The following research methods are applied: scientific
literature analysis and synthesis, spatial and temporal analysis of Lithuanian FADN data, family farm income
decomposition technique. The analysis is based on 2003–2011 FADN data.
Review of recent studies
As identified in Ex-post evaluation of EU rural development programs, for some of LFAs compensatory
allowances were critical in order to maintain agriculture, while for others the measure had either limited or no effects.
For the former, despite the fact that compensatory allowances only partly compensate for lower incomes, the
effectiveness of the LFA measure is estimated as quite high, especially in terms of maintaining the use of agricultural
land and narrowing the LFAs – non LFAs income differential. For the latter group, some positive effects were reported
in relation to improved incomes and a slowdown in land abandonment, although these effects were outweighed by
impacts of other development policies implemented in these areas, as well as by other structural developments. Finally,
in some regions the measure was reported as not having fulfilled its objectives and thus did not influence the continued
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use of farm land (EC, 2012).This set of study analyses different studies about the LFA policy impact on viability of
rural community.
Dax (2005), Dax, Hovorka, (2008) analyzed the objectives and the relevance of the LFA support scheme in
application of EU states. They found that the LFA scheme sustainably contributed to farm income; however, application
of this policy is different across the EU, leading to highly varying effects of the policy. Dax, Hovorka (2008) emphasize
that there has been a significant decline in LFA support in North-South countries, reflecting the differences of
production type and differing policy approaches. They suggest that increased differentiation of payments is needed to
make an attempt to address production difficulties of farmers in a more unbiased way.
Štolbová (2007) analysed distribution of LFA payments to farms among EU member states and identified that
there are great differences between individual EU member states in how they apply for the LFA payments according to
farm size. The author has determined 3 groups of countries:
− Countries, substantially reducing payments according to farm size. Here, payments are centred around
small and medium-sized farms, corresponding to a minimum threshold, above which reductions are
applied or a ceiling for the size of the eligible area of the farm exists (Ireland, Greece, Spain, France, Italy,
Austria and Portugal);
− Countries, applying moderate payments reduction. The threshold after which a reduction is applied or the
ceiling for the size of the eligible area is relatively high (above 100 ha): (England, Wales, Cyprus,
Denmark, Poland, Hungary, Sweden, or Luxembourg);
− Countries, not applying any advantages in favour of small farms payments: (Belgium, the Czech Republic,
Slovakia, Slovenia, Latvia, Lithuania, Finland, Scotland).
Several studies were focused on analyzing farm income in EU member states comparing farm income with and
without subsidies of LFAs and non LFAs. For the Czech Republic, Štolbová, Hlavsa (2008) and Štolbová (2011) found
that not only LFA farms, but also non LFA farms are highly dependent on subsidies. They also identified that LFA
payments provided positive effects for all groups of farms in LFAs, which reduced income inequality among LFA and
non LFA farms. During the study of the impact of agricultural policy on the structure of mountain LFAs in Austria,
Hovorka (2004, 2006) found that compensatory allowances contributed to offsetting the high production cost and low
potential of production and also made big contribution in ensuring continued agricultural use in LFAs. However
Schouten, Gaaff, Heijman (2009) argued about special impact of compensatory allowances on farm income in the
Netherlands. Their study proved that compensatory allowances were received by very small part of the rural community
of LFAs and also showed that the impact of compensatory allowances was noticed only in some analyzed situations,
while in general it they not have any effect. Authors add that although the main aim of the LFA support is to
compensate farmers for negative economic effects due to the conservation of natural handicaps, it does not translate into
real situation.
Giesecke, Horridge, Zawalinska Euroreg (2010) analysed spatial economic consequences of LFA support for
regions in Poland. They showed that LFA support did help to increase farm incomes. However, as they noted,
contribution of the LFA scheme in reducing land abandonment and generating farm income appeared to be small. For
example, in the intermediate rural-predominantly agricultural regions, where the scheme appeared the most effective in
promoting continued land use, LFA payments caused total land use to be 3% higher than it would have been otherwise,
while for predominantly urban-intermediate agriculture regions they found this effect to be much smaller, with total
land use only 0.7 % higher than it would have been otherwise. The ex-post evaluation of the RDP 2004-2006 also
revealed such modest effects of the policy. It was identified that more than 70% of LFA support recipients would
continue farming even if they had not received LFA support. Other non-EU member States also apply the LFA policy
for maintaining these rural areas, which also attains the interest of the academic community. For example, Shigeto,
Kashiwagi, Whitman (2007) analyzing implementation of LFA policy in Japan argued that the long-term of this policy
was effective due to the likelihood of further depopulation and ageing in Japan’s LFAs. Therefore, they suggested that it
should be targeted to regeneration of rural areas. However they also acknowledged that the impact of LFA policy on
preventing land abandonment was very important because as noted in “The Report of Surveys to Representatives of
Farming Community Agreement” nearly 90% of respondents stated that a part or all of farmland would be abandoned if
direct payment support was abolished. In investigating the effects of LFA policy on farm income in Japan, Hashiguchi
(2010) compared direct payments in different regions of the country. Different than Shigeto, Kashiwagi, Whitman
(2007) noted that this policy would refresh LFA in Japan.
Certain studies analyzed the impact of LFA policy on viability of rural community comparing gross margin with
and gross margin without subsidies of LFA non LFA farms. For example, Kriščiukaitienė, Galnaitytė (2008) evaluated
the effects of support of LFA farms in Lithuania during the period 2004–2006 and Střeleček, Lososová, Zdeněk
(2008) – in Czech Republic. Both of these studies found that gross margin with subsidies of LFA farms was 2–3 times
higher than without subsidies. They also determined the same tendency among non LFA farms, where the difference
between gross margins with subsidies and without was about 2 times higher. Having evaluated the indicators of
economic performance, Kriščiukaitienė, Galnaitytė (2008) concluded that the compensatory allowances hadn’t
promoted intensification of agricultural production, efficiency of land, labour and capital use, because it was not worth
to invest and increase production in these areas. It should be noted that the objectives of the program were focused on
ensuring continued agricultural use, maintaining the countryside and promoting sustainable farming systems, but not
with the intensification of agricultural production. According to Ex-post evaluation of Rural Development Plan of
Lithuania 2004–2006, measure “Less Favoured Areas and Areas with Environmental Restrictions” had significant
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impact on maintenance of sustainable farming, partially compensated the lost income for farm in less productive areas
and Areas with Environmental Restrictions suspending decrease of population in these areas and maintaining the
countryside in Lithuania. The evaluation also showed that the policy needed better targeting of payments and clearer
requirements for receiving support (Estep, 2008). Kriščiukaitienė, Galnaitytė, Schwarz (2010) analysed variations in the
emphasis of rural development programmes in Lithuania and Scotland for the period 2007–2013.Theynoticed that large
part of the budget for Axis 2 was allocated to natural handicap payments in both countries. This suggests that this LFA
scheme should maintain the income of rural community.
Finally, following the review all the studies, it should be noted that the LFA policy for some countries has
substantial impact on narrowing the LFAs – non LFAs income differential, while for other countries it had limited
effects. Review of the studies has also shown that there is inappropriate income distribution among regions in the
countries. Hence, LFA compensatory allowances reduce the gap between rural communities, while others found LFA
policy impact in reducing income inequality very small.
Empirical research findings
The Lithuanian national support for farming in less favourable land was introduced in 1996 under the investment
programme “Reorganisation of farm activity on less favourable land” implemented by the Rural Support Fund during
the period1997–2000. The support was aimed at preservation of agricultural landscape, biodiversity and supporting
viable rural communities in less favoured land, in which agricultural production declined immensely and farmland was
being abandoned rapidly during 1990–1995. Expenditure of the National Rural Support Fund on the aforementioned
programme during 1996–2003 (up until Lithuania joined the EU) was minimal, reaching just a bit more than LTL 18
million1. It is noteworthy that during 1996–2003 the nominal amount of gross value added of the agricultural industry
was nearly LTL 14922 million. In contrast, national budget expenditure on support of farming in less favourable land
amounted to only 0.12 % of the gross value added of the agricultural industry. Public support for farming in less
favoured areas (LFAs) in Lithuania has increased significantly since 2004 after implementation of the LFAs measures
under the EU rural development programmes. In the period from 2004 to mid-2013, it amounted to more than LTL
1615 million2. It should be noted that in 2004–2012 the nominal amount of gross value added of the agricultural
industry was nearly LTL 21977million. In percentage terms, public expenditure under LFAs payments amounted to 7%
of gross value added of the agricultural industry in 2004–2012. As a consequence, public support to farming in LFAs
has risen significantly over the recent decade.
The first table presents the data on differences of farm income per annual work unit (AWU)in time and space,
respectively:
(i) the income gap between a farming in less favoured areas (LFAs) and a farming in utilised agricultural areas
(non LFAs).Furthermore, for comparison, the weighted average for both utilised agricultural areas set to equal 100 (see
“In Total Utilised Agricultural Areas (Weighted Average)”, table 1); and
(ii) income differences of farms between two period “before start” (in 2003) and “after start” (since 2004) of
Lithuania's membership in the European Union. It should be noted that in this study the farm income is expressed by
three indicators, i.e. gross farm income per annual work unit (AWU), family farm income (without subsidies on
investment) per unpaid AWU and family farm income (with subsidies on investment) per unpaid AWU.
In terms of all three income indicators, family farm income in LFAs was much lower than farming income in
non LFAs during the first three years of the time span of the research and vice versa – higher during the remaining6
years. Moreover, farm income gap between LFAs and non LFAs was noticeably bigger before Lithuania’s membership
in the EU. In 2003, the gap of gross farm income per AWU was 50 %, while the gap of family farm income per AWU –
60 % (according to both indicators). At the beginning of joining the EU (2004–2005) this gap has decreased down to
30 %. The farm income gap between LFAs and non LFAs decreased mostly in the middle of the period, for example,
down to 7 % (on average during 2007–2008) according to family farm income without subsidies on investment
indicator, or down to 12 % (on average during 2006–2009) according to gross farm income per AWU indicator. At the
end of the period, the income differences between LFAs and non LFAs increased again, in particular according to both
indicators of family farm income.
Family farm income in less favoured areas increased more than in utilised agricultural areas non LFAs during
the time span of the research. Gross farm income per AWU and family farm income (without subsidies on investment)
in LFAs increased almost 4 times (3.9 and 3.8 times respectively), in non LFAs – 3 times (3.2 and 3.1 times
respectively). Family farm income with subsidies has increased almost 5 times in LFAs and 3.6 times in non LFAs.

1

Source: authors’ calculation based on data of the Ministry of Agriculture on national budget expenditure for implementation of the National
Agriculture Development Programme in year 1996, the Rural Support Fund in years 1997–2000 and the Special Rural Support Programme in years
2001–2003.
2
Source: authors’ calculation based on data of the National Paying Agency on public expenditure for implementation of the Lithuania's Rural
Development Plan in years 2004–2006 and the Rural Development Programmefor Lithuania in years 2007–2013(QI–QII).
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Table 1. Family Farm Income in Lithuania
2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

34.6
(92)
39.7
(105)
37.7
(100)

33.1
(91)
38.9
(107)
36.4
(100)

28.5
(105)
25.7
(95)
27.1
(100)

39.8
(115)
30.1
(87)
34.6
(100)

43.9
(115)
31.2
(82)
38.2
(100)

18.43
(127)
11.64
(80)
14.55
(100)

26.48
(129)
15.72
(77)
20.53
(100)

28.96
(122)
16.78
(71)
23.72
(100)

33.40
(123)
21.45
(79)
27.06
(100)

39.62
(138)
20.56
(72)
28.62
(100)

39.89
(129)
21.79
(70)
30.99
(100)

Gross Farm Income per AWU (‘000 LTL)
In Less Favoured Areas (LFAs)
In Utilised Agricultural Areas non LFAs
In Total Utilised Agricultural Areas (Weighted
Average)

11.1
(92)
22.2
(184)
12.1
(100)

20.2
(84)
29.0
(121)
23.9
(100)

25.8
(86)
33.7
(113)
29.9
(100)

24.4
(106)
21.7
(94)
23.0
(100)

Family Farm Income (without subsidies on investment) per unpaid AWU (‘000 LTL)
In Less Favoured Areas (LFAs)
In Utilised Agricultural Areas non LFAs
In Total Utilised Agricultural Areas (Weighted
Average)

7.65
(99)
18.45
(241)
7.67
(100)

17.39
(85)
26.02
(128)
20.41
(100)

21.78
(86)
29.09
(115)
25.26
(100)

21.78
(133)
13.50
(82)
16.38
(100)

31.39
(101)
30.08
(97)
30.99
(100)

27.81
(104)
25.84
(97)
26.65
(100)

Family Farm Income (with subsidies on investment) per unpaid AWU (‘000 LTL)
In Less Favoured Areas (LFAs)
In Utilised Agricultural Areasnon LFAs
In Total Utilised Agricultural Areas (Weighted
Average)

8.09
(94)
20.32
(236)
8.60
(100)

18.43
(83)
29.11
(131)
22.25
(100)

24.94
(84)
34.75
(117)
29.61
(100)

28.36
(118)
22.31
(93)
23.94
(100)

34.68
(103)
32.20
(96)
33.80
(100)

37.09
(110)
31.13
(92)
33.69
(100)

Note:
(i) calculation of income indicators based on FADN methodology;
(ii) in brackets the income indicators is expressed in relation to “Total Utilised Agricultural Area(Weighted Average)” average set
to equal 100;
(iii) authors’ calculation based on Lithuanian FADN data.

Nominal direct aids coefficients (NDAC) are presented in table 2. They show how much payments under LFA
measures and total direct aid payments increased the farm income earned in the market. Starting with Lithuania’s
accession to the EU (2004–2011), LFA payments have been increasing family farm income by 20 % on average;
meanwhile total direct aid payments (without subsidies on investment) have increased 2.5 times. It is worth mentioning
for the sake of comparison that total direct aid payments have increased annually family farm income 2 times on
average.
Table 2. Nominal Direct Aids Coefficient (NDAC) under Family Farm Income in Lithuania
2003 2004 2005 2006 2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2.32
1.71
1.96

3.05
3.01
2.92

2.55
2.25
2.36

2.34
2.33
2.13

1.17
1.07

1.20
1.11

1.18
1.09

1.12
1.05

Nominal Direct Aids Coefficient (NDAC) based on total payments
In Less Favoured Areas (LFAs)
In Utilised Agricultural Areas non LFAs
In Total Utilised Agricultural Areas (Weighted Average)

1.73
1.25
1.73

2.29
1.44
1.79

2.31
1.61
1.86

2.82
2.02
2.32

2.43
1.59
1.86

Nominal Direct Aids Coefficient (NDAC) based on LFA payments
In Less Favoured Areas (LFAs)
In Total Utilised Agricultural Area (Weighted Average)

1.08
1.05

1.28
1.12

1.24
1.09

1.21
1.09

1.19
1.09

Note:
(i) Nominal Direct Aids Coefficient (NDAC) has been calculated as a ratio of family farm income “with LFA payments”(or“ with
total payments”) to family farm income “without LFA payments” (or “without LFA payments”);
(ii) authors’ calculation based on Lithuanian FADN data.

Conclusions
The objectives of LFA policy have undergone significant evolution since its launch: instead of addressing
explicitly rural depopulation, natural handicap payments now have a stronger focus on land management that should
contribute, through continued use of agricultural land, to maintaining the countryside and maintaining and promoting
sustainable farming systems.
Review of recent studies has shown different effects of LFA policy on rural community income viability in
different countries. For example, in some countries (Austria, France, Finland, Czech Republic, Lithuania) LFA
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compensatory allowances decreased the income gap between members of agricultural community, while in other
countries (Portugal, Greece, Spain, Italy, Netherlands, Poland), LFA policy effects on farm income were limited. It has
been noticed that in some countries there have been significant effects on reduction of income inequality, especially in
mountain regions (France, Austria). Despite certain difficulties in implementation of LFA policy, it maintains viability
of agricultural and rural communities and they do not a band on farming in LFA.
The LFA policy has partially compensated the lost income for farm in less productive areas and Areas with
Environmental Restrictions suspending decrease of population in these areas and maintaining the countryside in
Lithuania. The evaluation has also shown that the policy needs better targeting of payments and clearer requirements for
receiving support.
Having done the spatial and temporal analysis of income and direct aid payments using Lithuanian FADN data
and income decomposition technique, it has been found that LFA payments have increased farm income earned in the
market by annual 20 % on average, whereas total direct aid payments without subsidies on investment – 2.5 times in
less favoured areas of Lithuania. Furthermore, it has been found that the differences of all analysed family farm income
indicators between LFAs and non LFAs have changed conversely, i. e. before entering the EU and in the first years of
the EU membership, family farm income in less favoured areas were much lower than in non less favoured areas and,
vice versa, they were higher during the residual research period.
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Stakeholders’ Perspectives on Farmer-typologies in the Context of
Environmentally Friendly Production
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Abstract
Since several decades farmer-typologies in agricultural research appear promising especially for the purpose of enhancing the precision of
agri-environmentalprogrammes and other policy instruments that aim to improve, for instance, the circumstances of agriculture or the environment.
Besides that, the usage of typologies for agricultural advisors and teachers could be advantageous. Further applications, like using farmer-typologies
as tools to predict responses to changing circumstances, can be imagined. Based mainly on the assumption of a pure profit-maximizing, fully rational
farm-manager, agricultural policy may fall short in addressing different types of farmers. In fact, besides structural classification mainly of farms,
decision-makers seem to operate with only one type of farmer, who holds the characterizations described above. Recent findings do not fully support
these assumptions in the area of farming. Instead, there seem to be several different management-styles or farmer-types which place different values
to a variety of goals. A solely profit-maximization aim doesn’t hold for each and every farmer. This may lead to the conclusion that an agricultural
and environmental policy which is tailored for the respective needs of the various types could help to improve environmentally friendly behaviour.
However, if farmer-typologies, besides their relevance for scientific purposes, should be practice-oriented, useful or at least a guide for
decisionmakers one has to take their advice and proposals as well as their specific requirements into considerations. Consequently, the research
interest of this study lies in the different perspectives towards farmer-typologies that may exist among agricultural stakeholders. To get an impression
of these views 17 semi-structured, in-depth interviews were conducted. The stakeholders were from three different levels of influence or distance to
practical agriculture. The results suggest that one group of stakeholders does not very much acknowledge typologies since they may reduce the
complexity of the farming population too much and may lead to stigmatization. Nevertheless, there are some stakeholder-groups for whom the benefit
of a typological approach (i.e. operating with several different types of farmers instead of using only one) is clearly visible. Moreover, these
stakeholders also have specific requirements for a typology. Although, no coherent attitude can be found among the interviewed stakeholders it is
recommended to integrate stakeholders at various stages in the research process.
Key words: farmer-typology, stakeholders, environmental protection, production.

Introduction
A broad consensus existsthat natural resources have to be managed in a certain way to maintain their various
functions especially for future generations(FAO, 2002). The public and therefore governments in industrialized
countries place a high value on farmers producing in a way that guarantees on the one hand side a sufficient amount of
high-quality products and other by-products of farming (e.g. attractive landscapes and the protection against natural
risks) and on the other hand side also the reduction of impacts on the environment that are perceived as negative such as
soil erosion, greenhouse gas emissions and reduction of biodiversity(Krebs et al., 1999, Schmitzberger et al., 2005).
These two aims are interlinked by the way agriculture is accomplished. A single farmer has to decide about the styleof
producing and therefore faces trade-offs between income or yield and the amount of time and effort he wants to devote
to improving the environmentor enhancing the common good as an overarching goal.Consequently, it is important to
understand the reasons behind production decisions and to build suitable models of farmers’ behaviour (Feola and
Binder, 2010). One way to overcome the practically impossible endeavour to gain information on each and every farmer
or to operate with only one single kind of farmer could be the use of typologies or the like (Garforth and Rehman, 2006,
DEFRA, 2008).
First of all one has to distinguish between two kinds of typologies. The first one mainly uses farm characteristics
and external factors for the grouping process and neglects more or less the farmer or farm managing entity (i.e. farmtypologies). The second go beyond that and place greater value on the farm-manager and not so much on the
circumstances of the farm in which production decisions are taken. Nevertheless, if needed, these typologies incorporate
farm parameters and specifics as well. The purpose of the two different typologies is to find some similarities that for
instance allow more or less precise predictions about development trajectoriesor to get an insight into the goals and
values of farm managers, for instance, to influence their behaviour via an economic incentive programme(Davies and
Hodge, 2007, van der Ploeg et al., 2009, Pedersen et al., 2012).
With regard to the common distinction of social science methods in qualitative and quantitative ones,
Emtage et al. (2007) explain that farmer-typologies done in the former way are rather used to understand the similarities
and differences between types and also to gain an insight into each single type and what is unique for it. The
quantitative approach leads to a better understanding for the underlying structure of the types in a given population.
They argue that the usage of typologies is manifold. They can be used for designing natural resource management
programmes or agri-environmental programmes. Besides that, a typology may also be useful to agricultural advisors. A
pure distinction of farmers based on socio-demographic and farms on physical parameters, such as size of land managed
or number of animals, will not deliver enough information to design precise policy measures based on them although,
such a classification scheme has been deployed for many years(Bignal, 2001, Johnson, 2002).
According to the OECD(2012),it is crucial to gain more insights into land-managers’ behaviour and influences
upon the behaviour since this will enhance both environmental and cost-effectiveness. Meanwhile the crowding out
effects of policy measures are well documented(Frey and Oberholzer-Gee, 1997). Therefore,regarding psychological
factors in farmers’ behaviour models seems, at least on regional level or below, very promising(Edwards-Jones et al.,
1998). Furthermore, the findings of behavioural economics and experimental economics, which seem to contradict the
assumptions of a pure rational, profit maximizing agent, indicate that understanding the psychological processes of a
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person is crucial for the design of measures that aim to alter behaviour(Thaler and Sunstein, 2009). Besides that, the
usage of social psychological frameworks, which are mostly based on the work ofAjzen and Fishbein(1980) and Ajzen
(1991),can be seen as beneficial for understanding farmers’ behaviour.
Summing up, starting with the different approaches of social sciences and going to the complex interrelations
between social, psychological and structural factors, one can assume that a more detailed understanding of farmers’
attitudes and traits will lead to more precise policies. Given, that policy measures tailored to the needs of each and every
farmer are virtually impossible, it appears likely that typologies, quasi as intermediate stages between the whole
population and the single individual, offer a viable solution to the understanding of the processes that lead to enhanced
environmentally friendly behaviour. Proposing that, the next question may arise. Since in the area of farming in general
and in the realm of environmentally friendly farming in particular several different typologies are at hand, one is almost
forced to query whether these typologies may be able to help designing policy programmes based on them. The results
of these studies show of course some similarities and some types can be found throughout all studies but some are
unique and require explanation. Therefore, the aim of the present study was to gain a better understanding of the
perspectives of stakeholders towards farmer-typologies and which aspects should be considered for the constructionof a
typology of Austrian farmers.
The main research interest of this study lies in the different perspectives towards farmer-typologies that may exist
among agricultural stakeholders. The three research questions that led the investigation were:
 Do stakeholders themselves categorize farmers with regard to their viewpoints towards the environment and
if yes which categories do they use?
 What could be the use of a farmer-typology in the context of environmental responsibilities from a
stakeholder perspective?
 Which aspects are important to consider if one aims to create such a typology and which information should
be incorporated?
To answer the question above it seemed reasonable to conduct guided in depth stakeholder-interviews. The
purpose of these interviews was twofold. First, they should help to clarify and answer the research questions. Second,
they should serve as input for the next empirical phase of the research project (i.e. on farm-studies). In order to get as
many points of view as possible and to make the variability among the stakeholders as broad as possible the potential
interview-partners have been categorized with respect to their distance to practical agriculture. There appeared to be at
least three levels. The first is very close to farming in every-day work (e.g. agricultural advisors, environmental
campaigners). The second level is above that and the persons act with a little distance to farming on a rather regional
level. Their influence on agriculture may be seen a little bit different than the first ones since their decisions and
recommendation influence a larger number of farms and farmers but at the same time the single farmer may not be
influenced that much by this group (e.g. scientific experts, chamber of agriculture). On the last level, which was the
federal level, persons who do not get in touch with farmers that often in their daily work but nevertheless influence
them through the design of programmes and legal regulations were anticipated. These expectations proved to be true
and the three levels differed with regard to their contact to farming. Nevertheless, as all categorizations, the three levels
and their respective boarders are of course arbitrary. The sample of the stakeholder was purposive and it was sought to
include views from the areas agriculture, forestry and environment/common-good. Of course these areas are closely
linked to one another or do even overlap. The selection of the stakeholders was based on the assumption that mainly
these three areas with a varying distance to practical agriculture and forestry are the most important ones. These
stakeholders were assumed to potentially have an own interest and also partially the power to make farming more
environmentally friendly. Although the sample covered many areasseveral interview partners suggested further persons
and institutions to talk to, which due to time constraints could not be conducted.
In total 17 stakeholders were interviewed during autumn 2012 and winter 2013 with basically the same
interview-guideline but it was slightly adjusted to the specific needs of the respective interview partner.Four
stakeholders were also part-time farmers and one was a full-time farmer. Fifteen persons held a university degree and
the other two completed secondary education. The interview-partners were from six federal provinces of Austria which
allowed incorporating some different regional characteristics as well. The interview-guideline, based on a literaturereview, covered several areas (e.g. education of farmers, perspective of farmers towards the environment) of which only
the section about typologies, which was the last section in most interviews,is of major interest for this study. The
overarching topic of the interviews was the relationship between agriculture and nature (or environment) as a broad and
narrative-generating issue. The interviews, which were on average 75 minutes long, have been transcribed word by
word and where coded via codes deduced from the relevant literature and with in-vivo codes which occurred in the
interviews. The data analysis wasbased on the principles described in Gläser and Laudel(2010) and Kruse (2011).
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Results
The analysis of the interviews has shown that several positions with regard to the usability of typologies as well
as their construction exist. First of all it has to be noted that due to the small and purposive sample no claims about
correlations or significance can be made. Nevertheless, the results provide decent information about different opinions
towards typologies and the basic requirements for these.
Based on the interviews it is possible to say that several stakeholders know about already existing typologies or
have at least some kind of perception of what a farmer-typology can look like or how it may be constructed. Some of
the interview-partners have either been involved in the process of identifying different farmer-types or make somehow
use of typologies. At least implicitly stakeholders themselves classify farmers based on some assumptions be they rather
quantitative or qualitative. The main differentiation that seems to come into the mind, when talking about farmertypologies, is the separation in organic and conventional farmers. Whereby the former ones are mainly seen as to act
more environmentally friendly than the latter ones, which is not very surprising. Nevertheless, there are also critical
notions in so far as the organic farmers themselves can’t be viewed as a homogeneous group but are rather divided into
different subgroups with different values and goals. However, on an ad hoc basis this simple concept of farmer types
has a major impact on the way agriculture is perceived. Another differing element, which was mentioned by the
stakeholders, is the way farmers are motivated to provide what could be subsumed under the term “common-good”.
Farmers in this respect are either intrinsically or extrinsically motivated. The first group is described as farmers who
value the environment as such, maybe see themselves as a part of it and act therefore in a way that tries to reduce harm
to the environment (or the society). The second group does not differ that much in the way they behave but their
motivation is primarily seen in monetary incentives or other material gains that can be obtainedfrom such behaviour.To
cite one participant of the study: “These farmers will be doing something for nature if they are compensated for the
losses […] and there are also other farmers for whom money is not that important.”It was also raised that requirements
from food retail sector are the reason for the second group to produce more environmentally friendly.
This leads to the second research question about benefits or dangers that go along with the use of typologies.
Broadly speaking there are two groups of stakeholders- one group that can, under specific conditions, see the usability
and advantages of a farmer-typology. The other group cannot imagine how a typology can in any way be helpful for
agricultural policy, advisors or other people in the area of farming. Additionally, this group is concerned about the
interpretation of the various types and about the simplification of reality which may lead to misclassification,
stigmatisation and perceiving farmers as either good or bad. For this second group it is not so important if typologies are
based on quantitative or qualitative data or how the classification is done. For them this “stereotyped” way of describing
farmers will do no good to the farming population and is therefore rejected. It has to be mentioned that not the typology
as such seems to be the major concern of the people belonging to this group but rather the interpretation of the types and
the decisions drawn upon that.One participant criticised that farmers may be manipulated if more about their personality
is known.
The group of stakeholders, who does not oppose farmer-typologies, is mainly comprised of persons who are from
the scientific area or are partly involved in studies. These stakeholders can at least imagine some usability of a typology
and mention agricultural and forestry policy, agricultural extension and awareness-raising as fields of application.This
group sees it rather as slight nudging farmers in one desired direction than manipulating or controlling them. Apart from
these experts another group, which is close to practical agriculture, is in favour of using a typology to shed light on the
specific needs of the respective type. Nonetheless, not all persons who have intense contact to farmers value the benefits
of a typological approach, for instance, to design agri-environmental programmes.
As mentioned before, mainly those who also see some value of a farmers-typology give some hints about what is
important for them when constructing a typology. Especially typologies that quantify, incorporate correlations and
make generalizing possible (i.e. are based on a representative sample) are viewed worthwhile. Those classifications,
which are based more or less on the interpretation of interview data and on the assessment of the researcher, are not
perceived as equally valuable. Ratings of farmers with regard to their contribution to the common good are mentioned
by some stakeholders. It seems that these stakeholders expect that the majority of farmers will fall into a category which
can be described as “environmentally friendly”. The smaller fraction of the farming population may in the
communication of the results be described as the main target group for future political schemes.
The interviews revealed that several stakeholders do not think that extracting types of the farming population,
describing and explaining them will help ameliorating processes that lead to more outputs of farming desired by the
public. In fact, they are rather sceptical about the interpretation of the results. Not surprisingly, especially the group of
stakeholders that belong to the scientific field can indeed see the benefits a farmer-typology may provide but what was
new is the emphasis on using quantitative methods for the segmentation process. Like in previous studies on farming
styles/types there seems to be some kind of dichotomy on how farmers are perceived (Fairweather and Keating, 1990).
This way of categorizing farmers in either a rather production oriented or a rather environmental/ lifestyle oriented type
is common among the participants of the study. Nevertheless, there may be more complex viewpoints among farmers
but maybe this ad hoc categorization is the most evident distinction for stakeholders(Davies and Hodge, 2007). Some
factors have to be considered when using typologies as a means to structure the heterogeneous and large group of
farmers if these typologies should be used by politics, agricultural extension and teachers. It should also be mentioned
that for stakeholders a clear and reasonable distinction of types, mainly via quantitative methods (e.g. cluster analysis),
seems to be more valid than a pure qualitative and interpretative approach.
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Summarizing one can say that although the stakeholders were from different areas, they don’t necessarily need to
differ in their opinion. There are critics of typologies in all areas and there are stakeholders who support the idea of a
farmer-typology. Both groups hadsound reasons for their opinion. In relation to farmers’ environmental attitude it was
mentioned by stakeholders from the different fields that farmers do value nature and the environment at least to some
degree since farmers both influence and depend on the environment. Hence, farmers are perceived as having a rather
intense relationship to nature but mainly due to economic restrictions and other external factors cannot act as
environmentally friendly as they want to.
Conclusion
The literature on farmer-typologies reveals some potential applications and emphasizes the various benefits such
typologies may provide for expanding the knowledge about farmers. Scientists recommend policy and decision makers
to consider their results and use them for future programme planning(Davies and Hodge, 2007, Emtage et al.,
2007).However, these researchers also debate the way typologies or classifications of any kind have to be constructed to
be helpful for policy and decision makers. Some of these requirements were also mentioned by the interviewed
stakeholders, like representative and quantifiable results, the spatial and temporal scale of the study and how the
classification into types has been done.
The study has enabled us to gain a better insight in the way stakeholders of Austrian agriculture view typologies
and what they expect from them. Nevertheless, it is not manageable to incorporate all aspects into one single typology
which means that the scope of such a typology has to be made very clear. The usability for practical applications of
typologies is doubted by some stakeholders. In order to overcome these doubts it is recommended to take their advice
and suggestions into account.Consequently, it seems reasonable to integrate different stakeholders at various stages of
the research process and probably also for the interpretation of the results.
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Role of Social CRM in Social Portals in the Era of Sustainability
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Abstract
Being closer to their customers has become a priority for companies and the principle behind all their actions. The emphasis in the customer
relations has moved strongly towards the field of social networking portals. This relationship is used not only marketers but also by salesmen or a
customer service department. The scale of this phenomenon has resulted in the evolution of a traditional CRM concept into Social CRM, which, as it
turns out, creates unlimited possibilities for 24 hours, seven days a week. The first part of the article is a description of the role of Social CRM and the
process of the sustainability in functioning of enterprises. Second part presents final results of the research taken in the polish market. At the end of
the paper are presented conclusions as well recommendations for enterprises.
Key words: relationship marketing, sustainability, social CRM.

Introduction
In order to use the potential of Social Media effectively in exchange for the time allocated by customers, their
attention and all the data that they made available, companies must design a series of experiences and provide specific
values to their target audience to break their pragmatic approach, so that the final benefits would be mutual. It turns out,
however, that this is a real challenge. Management is quite difficult in the field where netizens play the main role. To be
successful, organizations must switch into the mode of cooperation, shared experiences, and dialogue. Only such
synchronization of activities shall lead the company towards its assumed goals and a sustainable development.
Social CRM and sustainability in Poland have been relatively new trends, though due to their importance and
enormous business sense it becomes an issue of significance, especially for companies operating in the Internet world.
Contemporary and sustainable business seeks out synergy among economic, environmental and social aspects of
operations, building a comprehensive strategy for a company development on the basis of CRM and CSR.
The objective of the article is to display the role of Social CRM and its implementation in Polish social portals
and to attempt to provide explanations to the following goals:
1. To identify and analyze the ways of Social CRM in the social network portal.
2. To define relations, that occur between Social CRM and sustainability.
3. To indicate recommendations for enterprises to improve Social CRM solutions based on sustainability.
The main challenge for authors is to find common aspects of Social CRM and sustainability define as well to
define the framework of the research taken in the polish market and later on take some action in order to achieve
recommendations and values for companies.
Social CRM – basis characteristics
The slogan "the customer is always right," already known in the socialist economy, precisely indicates the most
important entity of the purchase and sale deal. The myth as if purchase decisions are determined by the product was
quickly dispelled. Technological opportunities and a general civilizational progress resulted in the market’s
oversaturation with manufactured goods. Their availability on the shelf did not entail the expected level of sales.
Demand barriers in the 30's of the twentieth century were the impulse to activate sales and the growing importance of
advertising activities (Lotko, 2006, p.25). The question of "how to produce" was displaced in favor of "how to sell what
the company has produced"(Otto, 2004, p. 3). The moment of changing the product orientation into the customer
orientation was related to the problem of changing the pro-production into the pro-sales way of thinking (Wereda, 2009,
p. 16). Soon, the formation of the so-called "Society of Abundance" contributed to the creation of a new phase – the
marketing orientation. The market was overtaken by consumers. The improved status of their wealth, following the
Second World War (in the 50’s), was forcing retailers to match their offer to the natural hierarchy of their customer
needs and to modify them by creating a new structure of preferences, which would be consistent with the interests of
corporate businesses (Lotko, 2006, p.25). According to A. Lotko (2006), providing consumers with products and
services that they desire at a given time has become a new philosophy of corporate management. That business model
still enjoys high-recognition today (Otto, 2004, p. 3). However, in the twenty-first century, the main point of contact
with the customer moved to social networks. Virtual reality is a convenient solution, handy and giving a lot more
opportunities, not only to customers but also to enterprises. This is the reason why the two parties pay so much attention
to Social Media interactions. Organizations expand their business activities by their presence in the network, gradually
develop their CRM basing it on the social aspect. Thus was born the concept of a new trend of the customer relations
management concept – the Social CRM.
Beginners are gaining real economic value from their real investments in Social Media. For example, C. Barry et
al stated that customers who engage with companies over SM are more loyal and they spend up to 40 percent more with
those companies than other customers (Barry, 2012). Continuing results of the research on Social Media L. Ang
highlighted that SM is now a game changer in the marketplace because millions of users have become enamored with
this new medium (Ang, 2011, p. 31). Generally speaking the most popular SM is Facebook. In the space of 8 years,
Facebook has grown to more than 800 million users (and climbing), with more users outside the United States (70 per
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cent) than inside. If Facebook were to be a country, it will be the third largest, after China and India. It is also predicted
that the usage of SM for marketing in the United States will grow from $ 716 million in 2009 to $ 31 billion by 2014.
However, despite the growth, managers are still uncertain as to how SM can be used in marketing, some dismissing it as
more hype than reality (Nadeem, 2012, p. 88).
According to Paul Greenberg Social CRM is a philosophy and a business strategy, supported by a technology
platform, business rules, workflow, processes and social characteristics, designed to engage the customer in a
collaborative conversation in order to provide mutually beneficial value in a trusted and transparent business
environment. It's the company response to the customer's ownership of the conversation. Continuing Social CRM is
characterized also by an expansion of customer driven communication mediums; presenting new and diverse
touchpoints for suppliers which seek to engage and serve those customers. While traditional call center touchpoints will
continue to be used by customers to interact with the company on a one-to-one basis, many new social touchpoints or
channels are now at play. In its research on the evolution of customer channels Deloitte lists the following traditional
CRM touchpoints plus the new social CRM touchpoints – table 1 (Greenberg, 2013, p.1). M. Nadeem in his studies
presents Social Customer Relationship Management (SCRM) as a process about people and relationships and demands
a customer focus (Nadeem 2012, p. 88).
Table. Differentiation between traditional CRM and Social CRM in their tools
Traditional CRM
Social CRM
 Phone
 Auctions
 Fax
 Video sharing
 Email
 Microblogs
 Service center
 Podcast
 Letters
 Price comparison websites
 Personal contact
 Wikis
 Company’s website
 Social networks
 SMS
 Blogs
 Instant Messenger
 Widgets
 Chat
 Photo sharing
 Media
 Forums
 Slides sharing
 Reviews and ratings in retail sites
 Social bookmarking
 Wish lists
 RSS
Source: own study based on P. Greenberg, CRM In The World of Web 2.0, www. crmsearch.com. (2013).

Continuing results of the research of P. Greenberg it can be stated that “because there is so much more than just
brand commitment and even customer loyalty that a business has to consider, the combination of traditional CRM and
integrated social tools is where the real benefits begin to show themselves”. He created a special graphic where there
are shown the types of tools for social CRM and the infrastructure and technology platform that it needs to sit on Figure
1. It combines the operational strengths of traditional CRM tools with the power to reach out and capture external
customer interaction and directly connect with customers (Greenberg, Social CRM Comes of Age, 2009).
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Figure 1. Social CRM tools and foundation
Source: P. Greenberg, Social CRM Comes of Age, 2009, pdf online document, p. 13.

Since 2010 there were many surveyed done about Social Media and the behavior of customers in the market. C.
H. Baird and G. Parasnis (2011) have done two online serveys. The first was completed in 2011 by 1,056 consumers
form the United States, Canada, the United Kingdom, France, Germany, India, China, Australia and Brazil. Participants
represented a distribution of ages among Generation Y, Generation X and Baby Boomers, with annual household
incomes from US$25,000 to more than US$100,000. Another one went to 351 business executives in the same countries
(except Canada). Executives represented companies from different sectors as : Distribution, Communications, Financial
Services, Industrial and Public Sector/Healthcare. In addition, to capture qualitative data from executives responsible
for SM programs, 17 interviews were conducted in the United States and the United Kingdom. In partnership with
Oxford Economics, a Social CRM blog was established to solicit feedback on Social CRM topics from SM and CRM
specialists and other interested individuals(Nadeem 2012, p. 90).

Figure 2. The benefits of SCRM
Source: The Customer Framework 2011 - Social CRM as a Business Strategy (Woodcock et al, 2011).
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Woodcock et al (2011) presented in studies benefits of social CRM mainly based on:
 Reduction customer related costs;
 Building knowledge by internal and external stakeholders;
 Engaging prospects and customers;
 Innovation and co-creation;
 Developing customer value.
Sustainability in social business
Generally, it can be stated that sustainability is another concept of the contemporary world for improving
management process in many fields. According to R. B. Pojasek the sustainability in the business is aimed at creating
long-term values for stakeholders by exploiting opportunities and the risk management which refers to economic,
environmental and social responsibility aspect ( Pojasek, 2007, p. 81-88).
S. Searcy presents that the sustainability in business indicates a proactive approach aiming at achieving long-term
profitability of the organization and integrity of business through the minimizing the use of necessary recourses,
reducing the environmental impact and exploiting the energy, minimizing the adverse impact on the social environment
and the resource management at keeping long term profitability of the organization ( Searcy, 2011, pp. 44-56).
According to the Social CRM the organization should create the integration of economic, environmental, ethical
and public aspects. Many goals can be achieved when the organization function in a sustainable way (socio-economic,
socio-environmental, economic-environmental) (Wysokińska-Senkus, 2011, p. 292-293).
Sustainability, especially in business it is an ability of the enterprise to continues learning, the adaptation and
development, revitalization, reconstruction, reorientation for keeping a long – lasting and distinguishing position on the
market by offering over average values to buyers today and in the future (in accordance with the paradigm of the
innovative growth). This is thanks to the organic changeability forming business models and resulting from creating
new opportunities and objective and response for them at balancing interest of different groups (Grudzewski, Hejduk,
Sankowska, Wańtuchowicz, 2010).
The most important thing in creating sustainability model in business is to achieve economic social and
environmental goals as well encourage all groups of stakeholders to be active. That is why organizations should operate
in the contemporary turbulent environment by introducing Social CRM to sustain on the market.
Social CRM in the eyes of customers – description of method and results
In own studies, the results of which are presented below, a common research tool was used, that is a survey
questionnaire. Its key issues related to relationships and the operating rules of companies in the Social Media world in
the CRM context. The fundamental goal of the study was to determine whether the customer relations management in a
social network portal helps company owners to achieve their marketing and sales objectives. The sample of 100 people
was deliberately chosen. They were Internet users, users of social networking portals, who prior to the survey confirmed
their liking of fanpages of any companies on a social network site. Having selected a group of respondents guaranteed
to obtain reliable information on the relationship with the client in the network. Such data cannot be provided by a
person failing to try to engage in a relationship of this nature. The participation in the survey was fully anonymous. The
entire project was carried out in May 2013.
The percentage rate participation by sex is therefore highly-diversified at a ratio of 76 to 24 percent. It is difficult
to name the surveyed group of people as a representative sample, therefore, it should also be noted that the
aforementioned ratio refers only to a specific survey and does not reflect the overall Internet user activity on social
network sites, but constitutes a section of Internet users in Poland. More characteristic is the age of the respondents
which seems to confirm the conventional wisdom that online communities allegedly attract mostly young people. By
interpreting the age structure of respondents in a greater depth, one may presume that twenty- and thirty-year-olds
perceive it trendy to be active in the net. This effect is empowered by the fact that generations of young people use
Internet every day, they are aware of its capabilities, and they are open to innovations that are provided by the virtual
reality.
The results presented in the survey indicate the dominance of two social networking sites that are certainly the
most popular in Poland, i.e. Facebook and native portal Nasza Klasa (NK.pl). They have dominated the Social Media
market and their position is established longterm. So, over 52% of responses accounted for foreign platform Facebook,
then almost 23% to Nasza Klasa. Subsequently, they were followed by their counterparts i.e. Google+ service – more
than 9%, and a foreign popular social networking site MySpace with its more than 5% of responses. A small twopercent share of responses was given to GoldenLine and Twitter sites, and the smallest share of responses of the
surveyed people confirmed their activity on the LinkedIn portal. Portals My Generation, Fotka, and Grono were
indicated as an additional response, although their names did not appear on the created list.
Being aware of the fact that the majority of users approve of the presence of organizations in communities,
which basically are shaped and selected by each person individually, it is necessary to define how corporate activity of
companies is perceived by users. Due to the fact that the respondents were asked to select up to three responses at max,
the total number of indications greatly exceeded the number of respondents. Out of the 108 responses, 22% of the
defined corporate projects companies on the social networking sites as a form of advertising. Slightly fewer indications
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fell to "the place to discuss about the company and its products," which indirectly can be seen as a way to disseminate
the advertising message. The opinion proclaiming that company operation in Social Media is seen to play the ads
column role came in as 3rd position in terms of number of replies. Subsequently, company profiles on the sites like
Facebook are considered by respondents as a meeting place for the community favoring a given brand, and as a source
of information about it, as well as, about its products. What initially may be surprising, more votes were indicating to
the presence of a brand on social network site as a place for customer service purposes rather than as a source of
attractions in which so many surfers participate. Almost a 2% prevalence shows that users are increasingly more aware
of corporate activities in the virtual communities network. Without any doubt, one may say that the hidden idea of
shared games, competitions, and other attractions has been disclosed and yet net surfers eagerly participate in them.
For the assessment of the benefits from the pool of options available, the respondents considered the low-cost
opportunity to promote the brand as the most important, which accounts for nearly a quarter of all the answers. The
activeness as chance to gather customers’ liking – at more than 21 % of the responses – was considered the second most
important. The next comes the proximity to customers which creates an opportunity to get to know them (about 18%)
and a small difference in votes the opportunity to communicate with customers – nearly 17%. Farther positions belong
to such benefits as a chance to gain loyal group of customers (11%) and the ability to draw ideas from customers (6%).
The smallest share fell with an answer forcing to submit own ideas for the benefits of the brand – less than 3%, where
the appearance of the brand in the consciousness of site users and thus increasing the level of its competitiveness were
presented as an additional opportunity for the brand.
The conducted study clearly showed that social networks permanently etched into the landscape of the virtual
space. The statistics presented here indicate that for the majority of Internet users to establish and maintain relationships
with the company, which they have special recognition for, is an important component of their online activities. The
customer focusing strength has unprecedentedly changed its location – as nowadays it is field of Social Media where
consumers have their second "virtual self," defend their opinions, say bluntly about their needs, but also they express
their dissatisfaction. Undoubtedly, they have time for that, which is proved by statistics. The average net surfer hangs
on social network sites every day, giving it an average of about an hour of their free time. The net user is fully
susceptible to messages from active entities and in consequence, the marketing potential strength of such services keeps
growing. However, from the point of view of the customer relations managers in social networks this must be
conducted by the rules of the art, especially taking into account the comments and suggestions made by of the
community users.
Conclusions and recommendations
The way of managing customer relations in social media should comply with the nature and profile of the user
group being a target group. The strategy should be intriguing, stimulating a reaction among members of a given
community, and at the same time dynamic and spontaneous, subject to constant changes. It may be slightly invasive.
Such image of corporate active engagement in Social Media is simply desired by groups of social networking users.
Most of them have a positive view of the presence of organizations in the social networking space of communities and
actively communicates with them.
Responding to the suggestions mentioned in the study above and respecting the conditions discussed may give
positive marketing results, which include – in view of the conducted research – showing initiative for further contact
and maintain relationships with the company, increasing brand awareness and frequency of purchases of products or
services of the companies favored. One may be tempted to say that a properly matched CRM strategy in social networks
shall result in a recommendation for the company among a group of friends, and even an exclusion of other sources of
information about the brand in favor of its social network profile whose appearance and content should be largely the
resultant of the organization's activities performed in the network.
The use of relevant interaction methods in activities favoring CRM in the service, as well as, matching the
sources to inform potential group of customers about a company fan page, enhances the effectiveness of marketing
communication and helps meet the assumed sales objectives. The skill to listen to a group of fans, as well as, the ability
to implement the right solutions can help a company achieve great benefits. However, good advice is to remain alert at
every move. There are many risks that can destroy the results achieved so far and then it will be meaningless whether
the plans were ruined by black PR or by anti-fans affiliated against the brand. The proverbial contingency plan that
every company should have in case of emergency situations requires some attention to be paid. It also requires to be
noted that social network sites are currently very trendy and they have their “run of luck,” and for this reason we should
remember that they inevitably grow old, so over time oversaturation with them is likely to appear among Internet users.
Therefore, it is worth considering carefully of what CRM strategy to choose, how to plan it step by step over a long
term, taking into account even the smallest solutions.
Until then, a virtual community model, however, is so vital that marketers, sales persons, and customer service
department are optimistic to hope for its further development, and thus resulting in the effective use of its potential to
meet their needs. Even today, it is hard to imagine a coherent marketing message and communication with the client
without reaching for the possibilities offered by social media. A company that is a big market player must then initiate
its relations in the network, encourage them carefully by listening to what customers say. This is one of the most
important determinants of a valuable relationship that are not born on their own, but are the result of hard work and the
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consistency of actions. Only this way of running CRM on a social network site can help company owners to achieve
their marketing and sales objectives.
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Abstract
The economic security and sustainability are the biggest challenges in thecrisis-hit world. Although there are many theories how to achieve
economic security and sustainability but they are largely utopian, because they do not strongly built on economic fundament. The first part of the
paper is presentation of sustainability an economic security concept. In the second part certain methods to measure both sustainability and economic
security are presented. Later on the authors try to propose the common framework for sustainability an economic security measuring and monitoring.
Key words: sustainability, economic security.

Introduction
Although over 25 years ago, the Brundtland Commission’s report “Our Common Future” defined the now widely
accepted concept of sustainable development as “development that meets the needs of the present without
compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs” (Brundtland Commission, 1987) the
researchers claim that economic analysis has been one of the weakest and least developed areas of broadly
green/sustainable development thinking. For example, whatever analysis there is within the green political canon is
largely utopian – usually based on an argument for the complete transformation of modern society and economy as the
only way to deal with ecological catastrophe, an often linked to a critique of the socioeconomic failings of capitalism
that echoed a broadly radical Marxist/socialist or anarchist analysis; or underdeveloped – due, in part, to the need to
outline and develop other aspects of green political theory (Barry, 2007).
Barry (2007) suggests that “economic security” is the most important aspect of whole sustainability. Economic
security is often defined in general terms “the degree to which individuals are protected against hardship-causing
economic losses” (Hacker, Huber, Nichols, Rehm, Schlesinger, Valletta, Craig, 2012). But either sustainability or
economic security could be analyzed from different perspectives for example: micro – individual persons, families;
meso - enterprises, firms, business associations and macro - state, interstate relations, world.
The main challenge for the authors is to find common aspects of sustainability and economic security and define
the framework and metrics that allow the analytics to monitor, diagnose and take some action in order to achieve all the
desired values.
The first part of the paper is presentation of both sustainability an economic security concept. In the second part
certain methods to measure both sustainability and economic security are presented. Later on the authors try to propose
the common framework for sustainability an economic security measuring and monitoring.
The authors recognize sustainability as the ability of organization (public, private or non-profit) to sustain and
improve despite the lack of stability of external, especially economic, factors.
Objects and Methods – Sustainability
Some of the researchers refer that sustainability has begun since 70 thof XX century (Sarkis, Helms, Hervani,
2010) but when studying carefully the history of the world one could notice that people had been aware of the
relationship between ecological, social and economic aspects of their life long time before the discussion about
sustainability that went on 70th of XX century.
The Sumerian Epic of Gilgamesh from about 2500 B.C. describes the large cedar forests in the area of current
southern Iraq. Gilgamesh mentions that the gods has punished the country with the fires for excision of forest. Finally
the soil erosion and accumulation of salt in the soil have destroyed agriculture in that area. Than the Civilization has
moved north to Babylonia and Assyria. Deforestation in these areas has also become the important factor that decided
on fall of these civilizations. In about 250 B.C. the Indian emperor Ashoka of the Mauryan Dynasty has issued Edicts of
Ashokathat are a collection of 33 inscriptions on the Pillars of Ashoka. Some of them refers to environmental
protection. In ancient Greece and Rome whilst then kings, emperors, governors, senators, or prefects of those times
drew up codes or rules of conducts. Also in nearly all monotheistic religions like Christianity, Krishna, Buddhism that
were formed in Near East and India some indications relating to respect for social justice, and natural environment
could be found (Wysokińska-Senkus, Senkus, 2013)
Later on in the 1612 Edward Coke and in 1622 the shareholders of the Dutch East India Company have
criticized the corporations that their management acts contrary to, what is called now, social responsibility. Than in
Henry Ford in his For Motor Company has act like “responsible businessman”. He took care not only for the workers in
the factory, but try to affect his worker's family situation mainly by monitoring the living conditions and alcohol. He
understood that the worker who has insufficient living conditions would never generate profit for company. also in the
middle of the 20th Owen D. Young and Gerard Swope, CEO from General Electric Company have started to build
partnership with their workers and society. The enabling the workers into the decision making was confirmed by
„Hawthorne Experiment” that was conducted by Elton Mayo. In 1927 the Dean of Harvard Business School, Wallace
B. Donham in his address to the American Association of Collegiate Schools of Business “I have reached the
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conclusion that the greatest need of a civilization such as ours, if it is to progress in an orderly evolution, is for sociallyminded business men. I am convinced that this social need is the sole basis which justifies our ancient university (. . .)
in entering upon business training” (Wysokińska-Senkus, Senkus, 2013). Also in 1929 during the address delivered at
Northwestern University he told “Business started long centuries before the dawn of history, but business as we
nowknow it is new – new in its broadening scope, new in its social significance. Business has not learned how to handle
these changes, nor does it recognize the magnitude of its responsibilities for the future of civilization” (WysokińskaSenkus, Senkus, 2013). It could be easily seen that the action taken by Henry Ford, Owen D. Young and Gerard Swope
or the statements delivered by Wallace B. Donham refers to the social and economic aspect of current sustainability
concept. In the reality only that social actions were undertaken that have delivered better long term profit at the end. In
another words that had to be long term win-win strategy implemented. The example of Chrysler and General Motors
have showed that “very profitable” conditions for workers that do not comply with economic condition of the whole
corporation could result not only in corporation bankruptcy but also in the catastrophe of all local society like now
could be seen in Detroit. The ecological aspects were not considered from the beginning of industrial revolution to the
mid-60th of the XX century. Also from the 30 th to mid-50thbecause of WWII and after the war restorations there is a
silence about CSR or sustainability.
The term “corporate social responsibility” was not coined until 1953. Howard Bowen in his book, “Social
Responsibilities of the Businessman” has used the term for the first time (Bowen, 1953). Since then CSR has been
viewed in a wide variety aspect by the researchers. Maignan and Ferrell (2004) systematically have summarized the
past conceptualizations into four main streams:
 first stream treats the CSR social obligation. According to Carroll (1979) social obligations are distinguished
into (a)economic obligations (to be productive and economically viable), (b) legal and ethical obligations
(adhere to thelaw and acknowledged social/cultural values and norms), and (c) philanthropic obligations
(proactively giving back to society);
 second streamtreats the CSR as stakeholder obligation. Freeman (1984) claims that business has obligations
toward those who are directly or indirectly affected or are affected by the organization’s internal and/or
external activities such as: (a) organizational (e.g. employees, customers, shareholders, suppliers), (b)
community (e.g. local residents, special interest groups), (c) regulatory (e.g. municipalities,regulatory
systems), and (d) media stakeholders. That view could also enable natural environment in the role of
stakeholder;
 the third stream perceived CSR as ethics driven. That is, CSR accounts for a positive commitment to society.
That approach provides normative criteria to evaluate the extent to which actual business practices can or
cannot be considered as socially responsible (Jones 1995). Such ethics-driven assessment of CSR asserts
theappropriateness of ethical policy on specific corporate activities independently of any social or
stakeholderobligation (e.g. Donaldson and Preston 1995; Swanson 1995);
 last stream treats CSR as managerial processes. This approach has depicted CSR in terms of concrete
organizational processes and often analyzed under the label of corporate social responsiveness with focus
more on a pragmatic or strategic view of CSR; that is - how can an individual firm successfully manage
CSR? Or how can CSR generate organizational benefits? CSR is viewed as an essential part in corporate
strategy (Elkington, 1998; Porter and Kramer, 2006; The Economist, 2005); wherein integrating public
interest and concerns intobusiness planning and decision making allows a firm to better upheld their
standings in the marketplace (Udomkit, 2013).
The book by John Elkington: “Cannibals with Forks: the Triple Bottom Line of 21st Century Business” is the
first vision of integrating economic, social and ecologic aspects in the single concept. Than in 2003 the first edition of
the AA1000 Assurance Standard was published inspired by John Elkington’s book. Also ISO in 2010 has published the
ISO 26000:2010 „Guidance on social responsibility” standard that could help to introduce social responsibility and
sustainability to the day to day activities of the companies.
Meanwhile Sustainability Accounting Standards Board (SASB), Global Reporting Initiative, International
Integrated Reporting Council or Sustainable Stock Exchanges are launched and prepare their reporting standards, so
currently one can name 5+ main sustainable reporting standards including Triple Bottom Line Reporting.
Along with CSR and sustainability the concept of “holistic management” by Allan Savory has begun to develop.
the concept from the mid-50th of the XX century referred to the sustainable use of soil, water and financial resources
that helps to achieve long term objectives. According to Savory (2013) managers of agricultural enterprises, according
to the concept of holistic management, achieve good economic results while maintaining at-law and the development of
the agrarian community. The same philosophy could be assigned to business.
The critics of different sustainability concepts claim that in the sustainability related concepts the significant
emphasis is placed on ecological aspects but the economic aspects still have not been well developed (Barry, 2007).
The weakness of the economic fundaments of the sustainability related concepts has been seen during the 2008+
financial crisis. Simply the concepts that had generated only costs with no profit for companies had been suspended.
Simultaneously economic security has started to be more attentive to the researchers as the economic effect to
sustainability concepts that are implemented in the practice.
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Objects and Methods – Economic Security
The economic security is the complex idea that could be analyzed on the three main levels:
 micro level – person or household perspective;
 meso level – enterprise or regional perspective;
 macro level – countries or groups of countries;
Despite analytical levels the economic security in the sustainability perspective should mean the possibility to
obtaining a theoretical Gaussian nature of the fluctuations in asymmetric Poisson distribution, in which it is possible to
achieve a fair distribution of income with parallel efficient allocation of resources.
Without a doubt, the economic security, with its fundamental component financial security, should be, from the
perspective of recent years, the most important concept and concern for the contemporary economy. Economic security
is a crosscutting theme that will require extensive analysis and responsible policy - particularly economic. Economics
explains individual behavior and economic events very well (after they have appeared), but the empirical and
methodological economic forecasting is flawed, and even often there is a lack of reliable scientific basis, especially in
the programming of the expected states (Legiędź, 2010).
Economic security is often defined in general terms as "the degree to which individuals are protected against
economic hardship – causing losses". There are also specific definitions related to, specific areas. For example, The
New York Women's Foundation defines the economic security of women and girls as the appropriate level of
achievement of such factors as median earnings, unemployment, cash assistance, food stamps, supplemental security
income. The National Governors Association, the notion of economic security for workers means workers increase
resilience in four basic categories simultaneously: skills and adaptability , income and savings , health and wellness ,
mutual support and network (New York Women's Foundation, 2013). In the macro level "economic security”is defined
as“relatively balanced endogenous and exogenous state of functioning of the national economy which present risk of
imbalances is kept in a designated and acceptable (organizational and legal) standards and principles of the social
intercourse" (Raczkowski, 2012). Another definition also relating to the macro leveltreats it as “the state of
development of the national economic system, which ensures high efficiency of its operation - through the proper use of
internal development factors and the ability to effectively resist the external pressure, which may lead to developmental
disorders” (Stachowiak, 1994). Under some conditions the definitions could be applied to the meso and micro scale.
Boštjan Udovič claims that “economic security, as understood in the liberalist’s framework, is economic security
of interstate relations (markets) and economic security of individuals. Only individuals with their basic needs and
requests can be promoters of common values and cosmopolitanism. Free markets and change are guarantees for
economic and political stability, and security” (Udovič, 2006). To define the economic security he propose the
Structural approach to economic security. The author proposes to identify crucial factors that are affected by economic
insecurity. We can find six (seven) levels that are affected by economic (in) security and that react differently to threats:
individual person, society/firm, state, interstate relations (international community), transnational relations, global
relations (Udovič, 2006). The structural approach is presented on figure 1. The structural approach enables the model
users to better recognize the relation of its components and introduce the process management that is nowadays the
most effective tool to manage complex items (Senkus P., 2013).

Figure 1. Levels in the economic security system
Source: Udovič, 2006.

The authors agree that the sustainability concept widely adopted result in state of economic security that would
allow the individuals, enterprises or state or nation to take care more about environmental dimension of sustainability.
There is no possibility to deliver effective environmental protection when the individual, enterprise or state or nation
would feel insecure in the economic terms.
Peter Drucker wrote: "What gets measured gets managed" (Davenport, 2010), so in order to build economic
security and develop the sustainability dimensions there is the need to identify critical indicators on each level to
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monitor them or to monitor them or control them directly. The process of identification the critical factor was based on
literature review and professional experience of the authors. The main light motive in searching for the critical
indicators was to at least balance all expenses and profits from applying the practices related to certain sustainability
dimensions in the three identified levels.
Some results of the research carried out from 2011-2013 by Wysokińska-Senkus A. and Senkus P. on the sample
of 180 companies with implemented QMS, EMS, OHSAS ware also used as the source for the sustainability and
economic security measures on meso level.
Results and discussion
The econometric approach to model and measure economic security
Raczkowski (2012) propose the approach to model and measure economic security that could by applied in the
context sustainable development. In that approach economic security can best be reflected both in terms of economic,
environmental, and social with the economic curve symmetrical induction curve of economic security (the curve of
economic security – CES) – Figure 2.
Legend:
DG – Guaranteed prosperity
DGUG – Guaranteed prosperity for privileged group
DZG – Guaranteed prosperity balance
EWI (1 and 2) - Economic induction indicator
KDN – Crisis prosperity not-guaranteed
KDWG - Crisis prosperity relatively guaranteed
KOB – Critical security axis
POB – First security axis
(O) 1 – Zero point
(O) 2 – Critical zero point

economic collapse

socio – economic
difficulties

An acceptable
level of risk

Economic
security

Figure 2. The symmetrical induction curve of the national economic security
Source: K. Raczkowski (2012), p. 116.

"The main element of the symmetrical induction curve of the national economic security that is presented on the
Cartesian coordinate system is “Economic induction indicator” EWI/EII (1 and 2). That is a type of inductive indicator
that measures with a symmetric tilt the x -axis index of economic national security in the range of 180° - 0°. The more
the curve bends down towards the 0° proximal direction, across sector subsequent sectors (I, II, III, IV), the degree of
economic insecurity is greater. Indications are represented multivalent generalizations, especially fuzzy logic –that
allows as many intermediate values as is necessary for a more precise mapping of economic national security.
Potentiation of the EWI is carried out through the use of evaluated and scenario-based genetic algorithms, which
automatically search for the best solutions among the alternatives. The symmetric operation of EWI is a kind of
synchronicity, associated with semantic and causal representation of the economic national security in purely economic
dimension and non-economic. Angular excursion of the EWI 1 (moving counterclockwise) causes the same deflection
angle of the EWI 2 (moving in the direction of clockwise) - and vice versa" (Raczkowski, 2012). Because of that EWI 1
indicator from the perspective of sustainability is a reference to the economic dimension of sustainability on the macro
level (also the mechanism could be applied to micro level - individuals, households and meso level - especially
businesses). EWI 2 refers to the environmental and social dimensions of sustainability.
"The close relationship between EWI 1 and EWI 2 means that it is impossible for example, to raise the level of
level of economic security, measured by EWI 1,by the volume of economic growth achieved, when the volume is not
confirmed in the economic activities of the government and the citizens of the country in the non-economic EWI 2
area.That linkage forces the need to embrace efficient resource allocation based on long term multi-dimensional
programs and scenarios for the future; not just ad hoc expectations and short-sighted aspirations" (Raczkowski, 2012).
The same mechanism could be applied to enterprises. The enterprises could not index business profits without spending
adequate investment in environmental protection and social dimension - related to the economic activity.
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The factor approach to measure economic security
Boštjan Udovič (2006) proposes to identify how economic security is guaranteed and discover the ways for
avoiding economic insecurity the critical factors on the three major levels has to be identified: macro, meso and micro.
He proposes the factors that are presented in the table 1.
The critical factors are basically the indicators of the economic security growth. The identification of critical
factors allow to assign the that metrics that could be monitored and programed.
Table 1. Divisions of economic security factors
Macro factors

Meso factors

Micro factors

State, interstate relations,
world

Enterprises, firms,
business associations

Individual persons, families,
societies

Stability of the state markets,
Free trade,
Competition,
Sustainable development,
GDP growth,
Productivity,
Low inflation rates,
Low unemployment rates,
Stable exchange rates,
Balance of payments equilibrium,
Indebtedness,
Stabile “endowment” with production
factors (oil, gas …),
 Avoiding and reacting to speculative
attacks,
 Solving problems connected with
drugs using, trafficking and criminal
groups.

 Stability of state macroeconomic
environment,
 Innovation, new inventions,
 Marketing,
 Solvency and financial discipline,
 Flexibility,
 Stabile “endowment” with
production factors,
 Technology diffusion,
 Flexibility of administration,
 Stable exchange rates,
 Lean production,
 Ethical dilemmas,
 Knowledge,
 Minimising black market
production.

 Stability of state macroeconomic
environment
 Food, water, shelter stability,
 Lodging,
 Job security, stability,
 Stabile and “fair” wages,
 Trust in institutions,
 Minimising (absolute and relative)
poverty,
 Minimising social exclusion
(maximise individual reputation),
 Education,
 Minimising phobias and various –
isms,
 Degetoising, free movement of
individuals,
 Avoiding the “magic circle” of
living standards and employment.

Crucial
factor

Crucial
factors














Source: B. Udovič (2006).

Measuring the sustainability on macro scale – the most sustainable countries in the world
Following Michael Porter’s thesis that countries, like companies, compete in international markets for their fair
share of the world markets (Grant, 1991) some measures typically used to enterprises could be used to countries. The
same assumption adopt Robeco and RobecoSAM’sin their methodology based on Brundtland Commission’s definition
of sustainability. The company recognizes that a country’s ability to safeguard the needs of its future generations
extends beyond the protection of the environment and encompasses a range of social, economic and governance factors.
In addition to evaluating a country’s access to and management of its natural resources, Robeco and RobecoSAM’s
research considers a number of social factors such as investments in education, and governance factors such as aging
policies. Such factors are frequently overlooked by investors, have indirect but long-term impacts on the country’s risk
profile, and are often embedded in the social and institutional structures of a country (RobecoSAM, 2013).
Figure 3 provides an overview of the type of criteria selected for analysis and the general structure of the Country
by RobecoSAM. Sustainability Ranking framework methodology is based on:
 Sub-indicator - Sub-indicators provide granular detail on a range of broad factors, or indicators. For instance,
within the energy indicator, the company looks at the energy intensity required to produce a specific amount of
GDP, the country’s use of renewable energy sources and energy imports. Such detailed information enhances
the country analysis.
 Indicator - In order to make the broad range of distinct data comparable, data for each indicator is converted
into a relative score on a scale from 1 to 10, with 10 being the highest. This is done through a normalization
process based on z-scores, whereby scores are assigned to each indicator based on its average and standard
deviation within the distribution of data points. Each indicator is assigned a weight of 5%, 10% or 15%,
reflecting the consultants view on its potential impact on a country’s risk profile. The weighting scheme is
reviewed twice a year, based on the results of statistical analysis. Indicator weights within each dimension add
up to the total dimension weight.
 Dimension Indicators are grouped into one of the three dimensions: Environmental, Social or Governance.
Each dimension weight is the sum of the indicator weights within the respective dimension.
 Total Score = Country Sustainability Ranking - Each country receives a total score ranging from 1 to 10, with
10 being the highest. Each country score can be viewed as a rating for an individual country, determining its
rank among all the countries that have been assessed. Country sustainability data is treated on a relative basis
ensuring methodological consistency with credit ratings, which are in effect rankings (RobecoSAM, 2013).
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Figure 3. Structure of the country sustainability ranking framework
Source: RobecoSAM (2013).

Based on the methodology the most sustainable countries in the world are Sweden, Australia and Switzerland
(fig. 4).

Figure 4. Country sustainability scores and rankings
Source: RobecoSAM (2013).

Measuring the sustainability on meso scale – the most sustainable companies in the world
The MIT Sloan Management Review with The Boston Consulting Group or Corporate Knights or KPMG with
RobecoSAM are monitoring the sustainability conditions of the corporations. Unfortunately all of them refer their
rankings to big compamies (Corporate Knights – at least 2 Bilion USD capitalization). Also all of the ranking providers
aggre that the company is sustainable if can generate profits on “green” investments.
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Figure 5. Benefits of sustainability adoption
Source: MIT Sloan Management Review with The Boston Consulting Group (2010).

The Sustainability Yearbook 2013 by KPMG with RobecoSAM provides for example the information on
EBITDA vs external environmental cost that could be treated like the benchmark data for those who want to adopt the
sustainability concept (Fig. 5). MIT Sloan Management Review with The Boston Consulting Group ranking provides
also the list of the advantages that could appear when the sustainability concept is adopted, the list could be also used
for benchmarking (Fig. 4).

Figure 6: EBITDA vs external environmental cost
Source: RobecoSAM (2013).

The most sustainable companies according to KPMG with RobecoSAM latest ranking are Adidas AG, Air
France-KLM and Akzo Nobel NV (RobecoSAM 2013).
Critical measures for sustainability and economic security
The authors agree that both sustainability and economic security are very closely related, because for example if
the company has insecure economic position will never spend money on social or environmental activities. Also other
mechanism: sometimes the companies after big ecological and social scandals are forced to redesign their management
systems that would protect them from possible lawsuits and penalties. That also results in incising the economic
security of the company in the long term perspective.
When trying to find critical measures for sustainability and economic security the assumption has to be made that
all the effects are most important in the long term perspective. For example the company could fire the most skilled
workers in order to boost their short term profit, but by that turn the company loses their competitive advantage and is
one step closer to bankruptcy.
Another assumption has also to be made. Every organization that wants to managed their resources effectively
has to implement the management style that allows to control resource allocation, the degree of achievement of the
objectives not only after the project but continuously. Such styles are related to Project Management, Program
Management or Business process Management (more: Senkus, 2013).
After very careful analysis of the most important sustainability rankings the conclusion that has to be made is that
always the long term outputs of “sustainable investments" has to be greater than inputs. Either input or output has to be
carefully analyzed and take under consideration all their tangible and intangible elements such as for example:
employee engagement, innovation and stakeholder appeal.
The authors agree that although the macro – national level seems to be very important in fact the enterprises are
generating “tax money” and jobs that decide on appropriate level economic security and adoption of sustainability. That
is why the meso level should be carefully monitored by government.
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Based on literature review, results of the research carried out from 2011-2013 by Wysokińska-Senkus Aneta and
Senkus Piotr on the sample of 180 companies with implemented QMS, EMS, OHSAS and the authors experience in
business practice the set of critical measures is proposed (Tab. 2).
Table 2. Proposed economic security and sustainability measures and factors
No.

Measure / Factor

Condition expected

Description

Macro Scale – National Level
1.

Expenditure effectiveness

Output – Input≥ 0

If economic, environmental, or social investments are carried as the
projects it is easy to measure effectiveness on every stage and
compare it to plan or benchmark data. Intangible output and
alternative costs should also be taken under consideration.

2.

Energy diversity

Source diversification
Import diversification

One of the conditions of economic security and sustainability on
macro level is the energy diversification. The energy should come not
only from different sources but also from different directions if energy
is imported.

3.

Risk management plans

Social, economic,
ecological risk
management

The government should not only carry out the strategic forecasting,
but also should prepare risk plans in the event of the occurrence of the
certain risk, like for example demographic situation, unemployment
etc.

4.

Human Welfare Index

The index should be
benchmarked to other
countries

The index should be benchmarked against the index in the leader
countries.

5.

Work and Equality

The index should be
benchmarked to other
countries

The index should be benchmarked against the index in the leader
countries.

6.

Life Expectancy

The index should be
benchmarked to other
countries

The index should be benchmarked against the index in the leader
countries.

7.

Education

The index should be
benchmarked to other
countries

The index should be benchmarked against the index in the leader
countries.

8.

Unemployment structure

Structural
unemployment should
be kept low

The unemployment structure is very important factor for sustainability
and economic security. High level of structural unemployment makes
huge risk of unsustainability and economic insecurity.

9.

Public debt

10.

Waste management

Low as possible
Recycling rate

The trends of public debt also should be monitored.
When there is high rate of recycling there is law level of environment
contamination.

Meso Scale – Enterprise Level
1.

Expenditure effectiveness

2.

Waste management

3.

Employee involvement

4.

Efficiency increase

5.

Cash flow

Output – Input ≥ 0

If economic, environmental, or social investments are carried as the
projects it is easy to measure effectiveness on every stage and
compare it to plan or benchmark data. Intangible output and
alternative costs should also be taken under consideration.

Recycling rate

When there is high rate of recycling there is law level of environment
contamination.

Balance

Employee have to have their impact on enterprise strategy. But too
much employee power without relation to economic condition of the
company could cause the company or even whole region bankruptcy
like It could be seen on the GE or Detroit example.

Progress in efficiency

Every management system requires continuous improvement. That
improvement has to be monitored and measured.

As high as possible

High cash flow means that enterprise has enough money to invest in
environmental and social aspects.

Source: own study.

The above list is of course open and discussable but one has to remember if would be too many factors or
measures there would be ease to lose control on them. In practice only five to six strategic factors are important in
building and achieving the company or state strategy.
Conclusions
Sustainability will be a strategic theme beyond the recession. Although it will continue being justified on
efficiency agendas, it will increasingly be justified to meet stakeholder expectations, to build trust and compliance, and
to manage risk related to the business’s reputation (GARTNER, 2009).
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Economic security and sustainability should be carefully managed on the macro (national) level, where the
government policy and actions in three: economic, social and environmental dimensions should not only be conducted
simultaneously, but should result with real value, encouraging businesses and individuals to implement a framework of
sustainable development. Indeed, if this condition is not met, the entrepreneurs will identified sustainable development,
as a stop standing in the way of maximizing profits and will not be interested in the voluntary implementation of
sustainability concepts. The implementation of the sustainability concepts that does not provide the real value on the
meso level would result with in competitiveness of the enterprises in the medium term and would lead them to
bankruptcy in the long term
.
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Rurban Landscape Classification: Case of Lithuania
Erika Zaleskienė, Indrė Gražulevičiūtė-Vileniškė
Kaunas University of Technology, Lithuania
Abstract
Urban sprawl and the increasing adoption of urban lifestyles and values are the global trends; however, their local aspects determined by
geographical situation, historical circumstances, social, cultural, political, economic and other factors need not to be overlooked. Thus the aim of this
research was to demonstrate the local peculiarities or rural-urban interface in Lithuania. The research consists of three major parts: the identification
and discussion of peculiarities or rural-urban interface and rurban landscape in Lithuania, the classification of Lithuanian rurban landscapes into five
main types and further subtypes, the discussion of the preconditions of sustainable development of country’s rurban landscapes from the aesthetic
point of view.
Key words: urbanization, rural-urban landscape interface, rurban landscapes, Lithuanian landscape.

Introduction
Development and changes of landscape are influenced by different anthropogenic and natural factors.
Geographers and researchers working in the field of land management state that contemporarily almost no natural
landscapes uninfluenced by human activity exists and thus culturized and cultural (with reference to J. Bučas (2001))
landscapes influenced and reshaped by intensive human activities prevail. These anthropogenic culturized and cultural
landscapes of different types receive increasing attention of researchers of various disciplines. Traditionally, based on
the type of anthropogenic activities, culturized and cultural landscapes were subdivided into rural and urban. However
urban sprawl to rural and natural areas is the most significant process of land use change around the world. As a
consequence of territorial urban expansion and increasingly prevailing urban lifestyles new landscape types and related
lifestyle trends emerge. These new landscapes can be characterized with such peculiar features as dynamism, diversity,
complexity, mix of rural and urban features, fragmentation, and interdependence with a city. The urban sprawl and
emergence of new rurban (rural+urban, rurbanized territory) areas are the global phenomena; however, the local
peculiarities must be noted. For example, the urban sprawl and its consequences are especially evident in large
economically and demographically growing countries. Meanwhile in the Central and Eastern European countries
including Lithuania such processes are visible but not so all-embracing. Moreover, the development of Lithuanian rural
landscape was not continuous and was influenced by radical social, economical, and political changes, such as land
reforms. The diversity of the relicts of historical types of Lithuanian rural landscapes has a significant potential for the
development of new kind of spaces however, contemporary dispersed chaotic urbanization of the country raises
difficulties for employing this potential. These global landscape development trends and their local aspects justify the
aims of this research: to distinguish the peculiarities of Lithuanian rurban landscapes, to propose their classification and
to demonstrate the preconditions for their sustainable development. The methods applied in the research include the
analysis of literature, comparison, synthesis, generalization of data, graphical representation, and the discussion based
on the findings of landscape researcher W. Nohl (2001) about the possibilities of realization of new types of sustainable
landscape and possible trends of their aesthetic expression in Lithuanian rurban landscapes.
Results and discussion
Peculiarities of rural-urban interface in Lithuania. Dijk and Valk (2007) noted that “patterns of urbanization are
very specific in different world regions and so are relations between urban and rural areas” which form a new kind of
space. Character and quality of rurban areas are strongly dependent not only on the character of expanding city, the
location of transport routes, but also on the features, values, and typology of surrounding rural and natural areas. Taking
this into account, several aspects determining the peculiarities of Lithuanian rural-urban interface can be distinguished:
- small cities and moderate urban expansion compared to large developed (the United States of America,
Australia, the United Kingdom) and developing (Mexico, India, China) countries;
- urban expansion of “shrinking” cities: the territory of the largest country’s cities is expanding, while general
population of the country and of inner urban areas is decreasing (Bardauskienė, Pakalnis, 2012);
- uneven pattern of urban expansion due to political, ideological, and economic shifts: trends of urbanization
prevailing during the Soviet period (centrally planned, rather compact, modernist urbanism, visible distinction between
rural and urban areas) after 1990 were replaced by chaotic hardly regulated spot expansion of mainly individual housing
driven by the real estate market (Bardauskienė, Pakalnis, 2012).
- peculiarities of Lithuanian rural landscape. The current landscape of Lithuania is essentially determined by the
anthropogenic processes related to agricultural development (Pašakarnis, Maliene, 2010). A relatively small area of the
country, historically formed agricultural traditions and related businesses, and sudden alterations including land
reforms, political, social, economic changes together had preconditioned the formation of peculiar Lithuanian rural
landscape (Bučas, 2001; Baležentis, 2011). The extant relicts of historical types of country’s rural landscape
(ikivalakinis (landscape formed before the land reform of 16 th century, mainly natural with primitive settlements),
valakinis (landscape formed after the land reform of 16th century, acquired more geometrized composition),
vienkieminis (landscape of the inter-war period, dispersed, based on individual homesteads), kolūkinis (landscape of the
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Soviet period, large scale agricultural lots, concentrated settlements and production complexes)) well reflect Lithuanian
history and identity. However, the landscape of the country is under constant change and the new trends in landscape
character and identity can be seen. The reorganization and new trends in agriculture after the restoration of the
independence of the country, renaturalization of abandoned agricultural land, new social trends and changes in
legislation and planning, rapid and extensive urban expansion into natural and rural areas alter the face of Lithuanian
rural areas and their links with urban environment.
Table 1. Classification of Lithuanian rurban landscapes with reference to J. Bučas (2001) and M. Antrop (2000)

*Forests and forested areas (F); Agricultural areas (A); Residential areas, individual houses (R); Water bodies (W); Technical
infrastructure areas (T); Social infrastructure and service areas (areas designated to objects that meet the social needs of the local
residents including culture, education, community centers, health care) (S); Industry and logistics areas (I); Residential areas,
apartment blocks (B); Public use and recreation areas, greenery (P); Special complexes areas (areas designated to the special
complexes, such as hospitals, sanatoriums, high schools, embassies, defense objects) (C); Community garden areas (G); Mixed use
centers (M).

Rurban landscape classification. Numerous landscape researchers had addressed the issue of classification of
landscape types in the areas or rural-urban interface (Antrop 2000; Iaqiunta and Drescher 2000; Buxton et al. 2006;
Low Choy et al. 2007; Low Choy et al. 2008; Piorr et al. 2011). For example, M. Antrop (2000) distinguishes the inner
(functions as the urban core, but has a complex morphology of urban and rural elements) and outer (looks like a normal
rural landscape, but contains a lot of non-rural functioning) urban fringe, generally referred to as the rurban fringe. D.
Low Choy et al. (2007) and D. Low Choy et al. (2008) distinguish inner perimetropolitan, outer perimetropolitan areas,
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peri-urban centres in commuting zone, peri-urban centers in rural zone, inner peri-regional centres, outer peri-regional
centres, and linear peri-urban settlements (transit, amenity-coastal, amenity-aquatic, amenity-terrestrial). M. Buxton et
al. (2006) distinguish urban fringe, rural fringe, coastal areas, inland areas, amenity areas, recreation areas, consumption
sites, and production sites, protected and un-protected sites. D. L. Iaquinta and A. W. Drescher (2000) distinguish
village peri-urban, diffuse peri-urban, chain peri-urban, in-place peri-urban, and absorbed peri-urban. These
classifications show different contexts, approaches and different criteria applied; for example, D. Low Choy et al.
(2007) and D. Low Choy et al. (2008) classifications clearly reflect the large scale urbanization.
Considering the above mentioned peculiarities of Lithuanian rural landscapes, trends of urbanization and ruralurban interface, the matrix for classification of Lithuanian rurban landscapes was proposed (table 1). The matrix
encompasses the intensity of urbanization of the area, links with the city or the rurban area, general impression created
by landscape, general classification of landscapes in the areas of rural-urban interface into five types - rural or natural
landscape with slight manifestations of features of urban environment, rural landscape with clear features of urban
environment, landscape where the features of rural and urban environment are equally present, urban landscape with
clear features of rural environment, urban landscape with slight manifestations of rural environment - according the
presence and intensity of the features of rural and urban environment and lifestyles and further subdivisions of these
general types based on the prevailing land uses and extant historical features of Lithuanian rural landscapes. The matrix
demonstrates the land uses most characteristic to each of five rurban landscape types. The categories of land uses were
distinguished using two documents: Specification of Regimes and Sub-Regimes of Main Uses of Land Lots (Zemes...,
2005) and the project of Planning Norms of Cities, Small Towns and Villages (Residential Areas) (Miestu..., 2009). For
example, such land uses as residential areas including individual houses and apartment blocks, public use and recreation
areas, technical infrastructure areas, industry and logistics areas, special complexes areas, agricultural areas, community
garden areas, and water bodies could be found in landscapes where the features of rural and urban environment and
rural and urban lifestyles are equally present. The matrix displays the characteristic land uses according to their
predominance and significance in each rurban landscape type. The historical peculiarities and heritage values of
Lithuanian rural landscape are reflected in the matrix as well. The subtypes of rurban landscapes in which the relics of
different historical rural landscape types have been preserved were distinguished; for example, rural landscape with
clear features of urban environment with the relicts of historical rural landscape shaped after the land reform of the 16 th
century, landscape, where the features of rural and urban environment are equally present with the relicts of historic
rural landscape shaped during the inter-war period etc. Mixed rurban landscape types in which the relicts of several
historic rural landscape types are closely intertwined can be also distinguished. Several of such different types are
shown in the matrix, though other combinations may also exist. The distribution of the distinguished types and subtypes
in landscape was demonstrated using the case of Siauliai (figure 1), the fourth largest Lithuanian city, situated in the
Northern part of the country.
Preconditions for sustainable development of Lithuanian rurban landscapes from aesthetic point of view. The
classification possibilities of Lithuanian rurban landscapes presented in the Table 1 not only help to understand better
the peculiarities of country’s rural-urban interface areas, but also can be helpful highlighting the possibilities and
designing the strategies of sustainable development of these areas. Aesthetics is important and often overlooked aspect
of landscape sustainability. For example, W. Nohl (2001) had revealed and analyzed the poor aesthetic reality of
today’s landscapes in Europe. According to him, the economic and technical rationalities of the modern age had
completely changed the traditional cultural landscapes: large uniform landscape areas were created, the number of
aesthetically effective elements in the cultural landscape has been drastically reduced; moreover, radical ecological
thinking often brings about uncontrolled vegetation growth. These landscape alterations result in four inadequacies of
the human perceptual field: coarsening, impoverishment, destabilization, and alienation (Nohl, 2001). The negative
structural and aesthetic changes of cultural landscapes identified by W. Nohl (2001) can be seen in Lithuanian rural and
rurban areas as well. Country’s rurban landscapes are affected by such contradictory trends as abandonment, decline of
buildings, renaturalization, ecological, social, and visual fragmentation, contrasts of rural and urban aesthetics etc. and
regulation of their aesthetics present numerous difficulties. However, the importance of aesthetics cannot be
underestimated in the areas of rural-urban interface that become the living and working environment of increasing part
of population. W. Nohl (2001) notes that new aesthetic orientations occur when significant changes in landscape take
place. Taking into account contemporary landscape functional and aesthetic realities and prospects he had distinguished
four aesthetic perceptual categories under sustainable landscape conditions: “the beautiful”, “the new sublime”, “the
interesting”, and “the plain”. These categories, encompassing both traditional cultural landscape features and new
approach to contemporary landscapes, could be used for setting the development trends for Lithuanian rurban areas as
well. Table 2 presents the description of new trends of sustainable landscape aesthetics by W. Nohl (2001) and
demonstrates the possibilities of their realization in Lithuanian rurban landscapes based on the proposed rurban
landscape classification presented in table 1.
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Figure 1. Distribution of rurban landscape types and subtypes in the territory of Sauliai (explanations of rurban landscape
types see in Table 1) (map background from www.geoportal.lt)
Table 2. Possible realization of new types of sustainable landscape by W. Nohl (2001) in Lithuanian rurban landscapes
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Conclusions
Urban expansion and the emerging rural-urban interface areas present the global challenges, however the local
peculiarities need not to be overlooked. These peculiarities may be caused by geographical situation, historical
development, cultural context, and other political, social, economical factors. The features and typology of rurban
landscapes depend not only on the character of urbanization, the location of transport routes, but also on the features
and values of surrounding rural and natural areas.
The proposed classification of Lithuanian rurban landscapes encompasses the distinguishing of landscape types
and subtypes based on the links with the city, general visual impression, the intensity of the presence of the features of
rural and urban environment, predominant land uses, and the presence of different relicts of historic rural landscape
types in these landscapes.
Lithuanian rurban landscapes, in which both the relicts of traditional rural landscapes, natural areas and
infrastructural, technical installations, rural and suburban style residential areas coexist, the trends of new landscape
aesthetics proposed by W. Nohl (2001) - “the beautiful”, “the new sublime”, “the interesting”, and “the plain” - could
be realized. The application of these trends could help guiding rurban landscape transformations towards more coherent
and sustainable way.
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Specific Nature and Issues of the Acquisition of Real Property (a Land Lot) and
Purchase and Sale Agreements
Audronė Žemeckė
Mykolas Romeris University, Lithuania
Abstract
Real property is the basis of market economy. Real property transactions, especially land transactions, represent a large part of civil
transactions and have a significant role in the economy of the state as well as operation of natural and legal persons. The increasing scope of civil
contracts demands for a detailed and proper regulation of the rights and obligations of the parties in contractual legal relations, establishment of the
limits and apportionment of liability, and the issues of legal regulation of the state. The purpose of this article is to discuss the characteristics of real
property (a land lot) purchase and sale agreements and unfold the related problematic issues in our state. For this purpose, the following objectives
were set: Present the parties of a purchase and sale agreement, analyze their rights and obligations as well as limits of liability; Reveal the
characteristics of the limitation of real property acquisition; Analyze the core terms and conditions as well as the form of a purchase and sale
agreement and present the principles of title registration. The following methods are used in this article: logical-analytical method, systemic analysis
method, critical content analysis, linguistic and document analysis methods.
Key words: Real property, purchase and sale agreement.

Introduction
Purchase and sale agreement is the main instrument used in the acquisition of real property. Real property
purchase and sale agreement has certain characteristics arising from the specificity of the subject matter of real property
purchase and sale agreement determined by the nature of real property as well as social, economic and political
significance of real property. In terms of market economy it is important to highlight the free will of the parties, the
principle of good faith, detailed and correct determination of rights and obligations of the parties, as well as limits and
apportioning of their liability because the virtues of any agreement exist only in as much as the real intentions of the
parties, mutual obligations and rights are represented (Stone, Richard. (2005). A properly drafted agreement is an
instrument assuring the rights and legitimate interests of the contractual parties.
The purpose of this article is to discuss the characteristics of real property (a land lot) purchase and sale
agreements and unfold the related problematic issues in our state.
For this purpose, the following objectives were set: 1) Present the parties of a purchase and sale agreement,
analyze their rights and obligations as well as limits of liability; 2) Reveal the characteristics of the limitation of real
property acquisition; 3) Analyze the core terms and conditions as well as the form of a purchase and sale agreement and
present the principles of title registration.
The following methods are used in this article: logical-analytical method to formulate concepts, generalizations
and conclusions; systemic analysis method (Tidikis. R. (2003) to analyze the characteristics of real property purchase
and sale agreements and systemize the approach to the object of study as well as reveal it in broader background;
critical content analysis method to analyze research articles of Lithuanian and foreign authors as well as legislation;
linguistic and document analysis methods. Combined application of these methods is important for the correctness and
reliability of obtained generalizations and conclusions.
Purchase and sale agreement is one of the most common types of agreements in the field of contractual relations.
It is the most popular conveyance of title that must be drawn in a notarial form. Therefore, there is a great variety of
purchase and sale contracts; however they all have certain things in common. Purchase and sale relations are regulated
by the Civil Code of the Republic of Lithuania (hereinafter CC RL) and agreements are governed by the special norms
of Book 6 (23) of CC RL and general provisions of contract law, CC RL norms governing in rem rights and legal
obligatory relations. Legal relations of purchase and sale are also governed by other acts of law: national laws and
subordinate legislation, international agreements etc1.
A purchase and sale agreement is a legal contract that obligates the seller to transfer the property to the other
party by title or by trust, whereas the buyer is obliged to accept the property and to pay a settled amount of money (the
price) (Official gazette. 2000, No 74-2262). A purchase and sale agreement is a bilateral reimbursable transaction. The
agreement becomes effective at the moment when the parties agree on all substantial items of the agreement and
express their wills in the manner and form provided by the law (Survilaitė R. (2007). The actual transfer of the subjectmatter of the agreement to the buyer has no influence on the effective day of the agreement. The obligation to transfer
title to property for the agreed price is a sufficient fact for entering into a purchase and sale agreement. The difference
between the effective moment of entering into a sale and purchase agreement and the moment of property transfer by
title (trust) to the buyer (trustee) is important (Bliuvaitė, S. (2006). The rule of thumb is that title to property is
transferred to the buyer at the moment of appropriate conveyance of the said property to the buyer (Official gazette.
2000, No 74-2262).

1
Legal relations in purchase and sale transactions are governed by United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale
of Goods (Vienna, 1980), UNIDROIT Principles of International Commercial Contracts, 1994 edition etc.
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Parties of a purchase and sale agreement. Limitations for the acquisition of real property
CC RL norms governing real property purchase and sale agreements do not define the parties of the agreement.
Therefore we may conclude that any person in civil law jurisdiction, i.e. Lithuanian or foreign natural or legal person,
may be a party in a purchase and sale agreement with certain statutory exceptions regarding the acquisition of land lots
that will be further discussed.
Firstly, the issue of purchase and sale of land lots have gained importance in Lithuania with the expansion of real
property market and when the free movement of persons between member states became a reality. Important questions
are raised about the types of real property objects that can be acquired by persons, under what terms and conditions and
what the requirements and major limitations are. Limitations in the acquisition of real property depend on the type of
property, the acquiring person, and, in the case of land, on the purpose of land use. Citizens of the Republic of Lithuania
(hereinafter RL) and private legal entities registered in Republic of Lithuania may enter into all kinds of real property
purchase and sale transactions, whereas foreign persons 2 are subject to certain requirements. All foreign persons, like
persons of RL, may acquire title to buildings, premises and other similar real property on the territory of Lithuania.
Exemptions limiting the right of foreign persons to acquire real property in RL are set only for agricultural and forest
land. These exemptions are explained by the assumption that private land located on the territory of Lithuania is a
constituent part of the Lithuanian State. The territory is regarded to be one of the most important elements of the state to
a certain extent having the influence on the country’s statehood. For this reason the requirements applicable to the
acquisition of land on the territory of the Republic of Lithuania are special. According to the Constitutional Law on the
implementation of Article 47(3) of the Constitution of the Republic of Lithuania (Official gazette. 1996, No 64-1503),
since 1 May 2004 foreign legal entities that meet European and transatlantic integration criteria may acquire land,
forests and internal water areas under the same terms and conditions as Lithuanian natural and legal persons, but they
could not acquire agricultural and forest land prior to the end of the 7-year transition period defined in the Treaty of
Accession of Lithuania to the European Union, namely before 1 May 2011.
Annex IX(4) of the Act of Accession of Lithuania to the European Union (hereinafter the Act) provides that
Lithuania may apply for seven years from the date of accession restrictions to foreign persons regarding the acquisition
of agricultural land and forests. Having regard to the request made by Lithuania, on 14 April 2011 the European
Commission adopted a Decision extending the transition period concerning the acquisition of agricultural land for three
more years until 30 April 2014. The transition period established in the Act when Lithuania may apply limitations will
soon be over. The limitation to acquire agricultural land and forests has two exemptions and does not apply to: 1)
foreign persons who have been legally resident and active in farming in Lithuania for at least three years continuously;
and 2) foreign legal persons and companies who are established or registered or have a local branch or agency in
Lithuania.
Time has passed quickly and, irrespective of public discussions on this important issue, the government of RL
has decided not to approach the European Commission (EC) with the request to extend the limitations for foreigners to
acquire land in Lithuania. Therefore, since 1 May 2014 foreign persons will have the right to purchase agricultural land
in Lithuania. There are no other possibilities because Lithuania has used all legal measures provided in the Act of
Accession to ground the request to renegotiate the transition period.
This Decision, however, will bring little changes because the aforementioned Constitutional Law has not yet
been applied to legal persons established in Lithuania irrespective of the invested capital. A legal entity registered in
Lithuania and established by Lithuanian or foreign persons is treated as a Lithuanian legal entity and no limitations to
acquire agricultural land or forests for a legal entity established by foreign persons in Lithuania apply. It is apparent that
in practice the aim was not achieved by legal limitations because those who wanted to acquire agricultural land in
Lithuania already did that acting as a legal person and avoiding citizenship requirements. No limitations were or are
applied to legal persons established in the Republic of Lithuania in accordance with RL legislation because such
independent legal persons are regarded not as foreign but as national entities according to the Lithuanian Constitution,
Constitutional Law on the implementation of Article 47(3) of the Constitution of the Republic of Lithuania and the
Civil Code.
We have to note just a few limitations. The Provisional Law of the Republic of Lithuania on the acquisition of
agricultural land provides that the size of a land lot acquired from the state or other persons and owned by one natural
person or a legal entity shall not exceed 500 hectares and the size of a land lot acquired from the state and owned by one
person shall not exceed 300 hectares, except for the cases when land is acquired by inheritance or by re-established title
to property. It should be noted that allotment gardening land is not included into the maximum size of agricultural land
lot (Majūtė V. 2012). The aforementioned provisions shall be implemented by land-use planners and public notaries.
Sometimes the inspection is problematic due to the following reasons: when the land acquirer is married, agricultural
land lots registered both in the name of the acquirer and the spouse have to be checked and the size of land lot held in
personal ownership and in joint ownership has to be determined; there are cases when title to land (owned personally or
jointly) is not registered in the databases of land registry and the public notary has to perform a legal investigation and
2
These are foreign persons (nationals or permanent residents of a foreign state, as well as permanent residents of RL who are not
citizens of RL) and foreign legal entities (a company, entity or organization established by foreign persons that may assume rights
and obligations, act as a plaintiff or a defendant in court), as well as other foreign organizations (organizations established in a
foreign state that do not have the status of a legal entity, however have civil capacity under the law of that state).
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to exact the documents of land lot acquisition; problems arise when the land acquirer transfers the land lot but the
purchaser fails to register the title to land acquired under the transaction with the State Enterprise Centre of Registers
and the land registered in the name of the acquirer actually belongs to another person.
It can be stated that current legislation does not actualize the prohibition to acquire land for persons seeking to
evade the statutory limitation of the size of agricultural land lot by registering legal entities in Lithuania. Agricultural
land lots of allowable size acquired separately on behalf of each of them create the possibility to concentrate big areas
of land in the same hands and create a monopoly in agricultural sector.
Material terms and conditions of a purchase and sale agreement
The subject matter of the agreement and the price of the real property constitute the material conditions of a
purchase and sale agreement. Purchase and sale agreements with no subject-matter are regarded to be null and void.
Minimum general requirements apply to the subject matter of an agreement. If provisions of the agreement make it clear
what property is transferred by title or by trust and the amount of property being purchased, the subject-matter is
regarded to be agreed upon (Official gazette. 2000, No 74-2262). The subject matter of real property purchase and sale
agreement is alienable real property (Official gazette. 1992. No 33-1014)3. It should be noted that a future real property
cannot be a subject-matter of this agreement. Real property is a land lot and items attached to it that cannot be moved
from one location to another without a change in their purpose and considerable reduction in value (Official Gazette
2000, No 74-2262). CC RL does give a final list of such items, however it should be noted that vessels and aircraft –
movable items by nature – are regarded to be real property.
It should be also noted that real property cannot be described only by specifying its amount. The agreement must
provide other information about the real property: type (land lot, building etc.), address, total square area, purpose of
use, unique and cadastre numbers (Baranauskas, E. Laurinavičius, K., (2010).
Another material element of a purchase and sale agreement is the price. If the price is not given in the agreement,
such an agreement is regarded to be null and void (CC RL Article 6.397 (1). The agreement must carry the specific
price of the entire real property or its unit of measure. Despite the fact that the price of the agreed subject-matter of the
agreement is a pecuniary equivalent decided of the free will of contractual parties, the legislator has established an
imperative criterion in purchase and sale agreements of real property, i.e. the price must be reasonable. The price of an
agreement must always be reasonable; otherwise the grounds for challenging the purchase and sale agreement may
occur (Baranauskas, E. Laurinavičius, K., (2010). According to the prevailing opinion in case-law4 a reasonable price is
the price corresponding to the market price at the time of entering into the purchase and sale agreement and the
procedure of paying the price is decided by the parties. In practice, unreasonable prices are used in order to evade
income tax or to resell the real property without keeping it for five years (3, Official Gazette. 2001, No 110-3992). The
legislator leaves considerable freedom of action for the parties in paying the price and many things are governed by
discretionary norms of law. It should be noted that in cases when the land lot being sold contains buildings, facilities,
plantations etc. owned by the seller, the negotiation of the buyer’s title to the said objects is not mandatory, however,
without any mention of the said items in the agreement it is presumed that the buyer of the land lot also acquires title to
buildings, plantations etc. present in the lot (Article 6.395(1) of CC RL). Therefore, such items must be negotiated.
Form of the agreement and registration of title to property
A real property purchase and sale agreement must be in the form of a notarial document (LR CK 6.393 str.);
otherwise, this agreement will be considered null and void (CC RL Articles 1.93 and 6.393). It is the sole requirement
for the form of a real property purchase and sale agreement. It should be noted that a notarized real property purchase
and sale agreement shall become effective upon signatures of both parties, whereas title to real property shall be
transferred to the buyer only after the conveyance of the property. The conveyance is documented by a separate deed of
conveyance or another document stipulated in the agreement (CC RL Articles 6.393 (4), 6.398 (1). The purchase and
sale agreement may also be regarded as the deed of conveyance provided the agreement has a stipulation stating that.
The fact of the conveyance of title of the purchased property must be registered. The buyer of a real property must
register the title to property with the State Enterprise Centre of Registers. Title to property may also be registered by the
notary to avoid disputes and make the process more efficient.
Rights and obligations of the parties
Rights and obligations of the parties to a real property purchase and sale agreement are governed by general
purchase and sale provisions (2, Official Gazette. 2000, No 74-2262). Parties entering into a purchase and sale
agreement agree on their mutual rights and obligations, the manner of their execution, terms, manner of dispute
3

Inalienable types of property are subsoil, public inland waters, forests, parks, and roads, historical, archaeological and cultural
objects. This property is exceptionally owned by the Republic of Lithuania.
4
The price that obviously does not correspond to the value of an item is contrary to the nature of reimbursable transaction and the
principle of reasonableness, Ruling of Civil Division of the Supreme Court of Lithuania civil case No 3K-7-4/2009 of 11 January
2010.
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resolution, and many other conditions. Most of the content of purchase and sale agreements consists of rights and
obligations of the parties, the type of which depend on the specific transaction. Among the main obligations of the seller
is to appropriately convey the property to the buyer by title or by trust. The conveyance of property will be appropriate
only after the seller will transfer the property to the buyer to possess or will agree that the buyer would start possessing
the property and any obstacles for the buyer to possess the property will be removed. The main obligation of the buyer
is to pay the purchase price (CC RL Articles 6.314 and 6.344). This obligation must be fulfilled appropriately, i.e. the
price must be paid within the period of time set forth in the agreement or acts of law, in the place and manner set forth
in the agreement. The buyer also has an obligation to accept the property. Parties to a purchase and sale agreement may
stipulate other additional conditions and obligations in as much as those do not contradict the imperative norms of the
law.
Conclusions
Purchase and sale agreement is one of the most common types of agreements in the field of contractual relations.
It is the most popular conveyance of title that must be drawn in a notarial form. A purchase and sale agreement is a
bilateral reimbursable transaction. Among the main obligations of the seller is appropriate conveyance of the property to
the buyer by title or by trust. The conveyance of property will be appropriate only after the seller will transfer the
property to the buyer to possess or will agree that the buyer would start possessing the property and any obstacles for
the buyer to possess the property will be removed. The agreement becomes effective at the moment when the parties
agree on all substantial items of the agreement and express their wills in the form established by the law.
Any entity engaged in relationship governed by civil law, i.e. natural persons and legal entities of the Republic of
Lithuania and foreign states may be parties to real property purchase and sale agreement, except for statutory exceptions
regarding the acquisition of land lots. Exceptions regarding the right of foreign entities to acquire real property in the
Republic of Lithuania only restrict the acquisition agricultural land and forest; however restrictions do not apply to legal
entities established in Lithuania, irrespective of the invested capital. A legal entity established by foreign nationals and
registered in Lithuania is regarded to be a legal entity of the Republic of Lithuania and thus there are not restrictions for
a legal entity established in Lithuanian by foreign nationals to acquire agricultural and forest. It should be noted that in
practice the aim was not achieved by legal limitations because those who wanted to acquire agricultural land in
Lithuania already did that acting as a legal person and avoiding citizenship requirements.
Real property purchase and sale agreements are subject to specific requirements regarding their form, price,
subject-matter, rights and obligations of the parties. The subject matter of the agreement and the price of the real
property constitute the material conditions of a purchase and sale agreement. Only alienable real property may be the
subject-matter of a real property purchase and sale agreement. Real property cannot be described only by specifying its
amount; the agreement must also carry other data of the property: type (land lot, building etc.), address, total square
area, purpose of use, unique and cadastral numbers. The price of the agreed subject-matter of the agreement is a
pecuniary equivalent decided of the free will of contractual parties; however the legislator has established an imperative
criterion of a reasonable price. The price of an agreement must always be reasonable; otherwise the grounds for
challenging the purchase and sale agreement may occur. Failure to meet the established requirements makes the
agreement null and void.
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Biogas Production in Latvia: the Current State and Future Forecasts
Sandija Zēverte-Rivža
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Abstract
Promoting biogas production to generate energy is associated with several EU policy initiatives such as increasing the output of electricity
and thermal energy, energy independence, and the reduction of GHG emissions. Besides, one of the topical issues is the increasing amount of organic
waste and residue from agriculture, industry, and households, thereby making waste management, recycling, and waste reduction one of the
government policy priorities. Therefore, energy production from biogas that forms in the fermentation process of various, including agricultural,
wastes provides environmental, social, and economic gains, and it plays a significant role from both the bioeconomic and energy policy perspectives.
Owing to the support mechanisms for biogas production in the EU and Latvia, 38 biogas facilities with a total capacity of 42.93 MWel operated in
Latvia in 2013; of these facilities, 32 produced biogas from biomasses of agricultural origin. Yet, presently, the expansion of this sector is almost
stopped, as obligatory purchases of electricity are not held anymore, which is associated with the potential effects of renewable energy, including
electricity generated from biogas, on the price of electricity in case the sector expands too rapidly. In the present paper, based on the forecasts
developed by the Ministry of Economics and the Latvian Biogas Association, the author forecasts how the biogas sector would develop if its
expansion were not stopped and what would be the effect of the expansion of this sector on the price of electricity.
The aim of this paper is to assess the forecasts of biogas production in Latvia. To reach this aim, the following research tasks are fulfilled: the
positive and negative effects of biogas production are described; the biogas production dynamics and structure in the EU and Latvia is analysed and
the forecasts of biogas production amounts are estimated. In the present research, the author of the paper has employed the monographic and the
combined forecasting methods.
Key words: biogas production; forecasts; renewable energy.

Introduction
The increasing demand for energy, limited reserves of fossil fuels, as well as environmental pollution and global
climate changes caused an increased interest in renewable sources over the recent years (Atjaunojamo energoresursu...,
2006). Support for the use of renewable sources has become an important component of the European Union’s (EU)
policy, and it is specified in EU policy guidelines.
During the recent years, the EU raised its political targets for the energy sector – to reduce carbon dioxide
emissions, increase the share of renewable energy in the gross final consumption of energy, and raise energy security
and self-sufficiency. The Energy Roadmap 2050 envisages five scenarios for future development, and one of them –
High Renewables Energy Sources for 2050 – sets ambitious targets: to increase the share of renewable energy in the
gross final consumption of energy from 20% in 2020 to 75% in 2050 and the share of renewable electricity to 97% in
2050 (Energy Roadmap 2050, 2011). The targets set by the EU are included in the energy policy documents of Latvia.
Owing to the support mechanisms for biogas production in the EU and Latvia, 38 biogas facilities with a total capacity
of 42.93 MWe operated in Latvia in 2013; of these facilities, 32 produced biogas from biomasses of agricultural origin.
Totally, four support mechanisms are used in Latvia to foster renewable energy. In addition to the mentioned
obligatory purchases (OP) (Noteikumi par elektroenerģijas..., 2010), also tax reliefs for electricity generated from
renewable sources (Elektroenerģijas nodokļa likums, 2006), public (EU) co-funding for investments in energy, and
public tenders for the installation of new electricity generation capacities or reconstruction (Noteikumi par
elektroenerģijas..., 2010) are applied in Latvia as support mechanisms. Electricity consumers are affected by the OP
component or the so called “green component” in the most direct way, and its size and the procedure of setting it are
widely discussed at the political and public levels.
Problems in the functioning of this support mechanism are caused by the number of permits for increasing
electricity production capacities or the number of permits for the introduction of new production equipment issued by
the Ministry of Economics, which, in case all the projects planned are implemented, will pressure electricity consumers
through the OP component and significantly increase the price of electricity. It, in turn, will reduce the competitiveness
of enterprises, especially energy intensive ones, and the purchasing power of households. Presently, the expansion of
this sector is almost stopped, as obligatory purchases of electricity are not held anymore, which is associated with the
potential effects of renewable energy, including electricity generated from biogas, on the price of electricity in case the
sector expands too rapidly. Therefore this paper aims to forecast, based on the forecasts developed by the Ministry of
Economics and the Latvian Biogas Association (LBA), how the biogas sector would develop if its expansion were not
stopped and what would be the effect of the expansion of this sector on the price of electricity. In this paper the author
used monographic and combined forecasting methods.
Results of research
Since the production of biogas for energy generation has been viewed differently, the author summarised the
perspectives available in the scientific and periodical literatures concerning positive effects and criticisms of use of
biogas for energy. The author classified the positive effects into two groups: micro-level gains or positive effects of
biogas production on a farm where biogas is produced and on the surrounding population and macro-level gains or
positive effects of biogas production at the national and international levels.
The micro-level gains from biogas production (Table 1) are mainly associated with economic factors – income
from electricity produced and sold. Yet, environmental gains mostly relate to the possibility to exploit organic waste
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produced from economic activity: liquid manure, manure, silage and grain unfit for feed, as well as residues from
primary agricultural production – slaughterhouses, milk processing, and fruit and vegetable production. One can draw
an overall conclusion that the integration of biogas production into production and processing processes of diversified
farms create positive effects both directly (direct income, decrease in expenses on fossil fuels, fertilisers, and waste
processing) and indirectly (improvement of quality of UAA, income diversification and lower dependence on
seasonality, etc.). The most considerable macro-level gains are associated with political factors – achieving the EU and
national targets concerning the production and exploitation of renewable energy sources, the reduction of GHG
emissions, and the sustainable management of organic waste, as particularly the political framework is the determinant
factor for the development of this sector.
Table 1. Micro- and macro-level advantages and criticisms of the use of biogas for energy
Distribution of
Characteristics of positive factors
positive factors
Micro-level
Economic:
 income from electricity production;
 income from selling an excess of thermal energy;
 replacement of fossil energy resources;
 use of digestate as a fertiliser;
 income diversification, agricultural diversification;
 complete use of various agricultural raw materials.
Agricultural:
 crops can better assimilate nutrients of residues after their fermentation
rather than underfermented organic fertilisers;
 fermentation reduces the number of pathogen microorganisms and the
germination of weeds;
 a wide and easy-to-sell assortment of raw materials for biogas
production.
Environmental:
 agricultural and food processing wastes may be recycled;
 reduction of volatile malodorants created by liquid manure during its
storage as well as the spreading of manure in fields for crops.
Political:

Economic:

Macro-level
 association with the targets set by the EU regarding the production and
exploitation of renewable sources;
 reduction of the greenhouse effect and sustainable management of waste;
 increase in energy independence.
 the sector creates new jobs and generates tax revenues for the national
and municipal budgets (personal income tax, VAT, immovable property tax,
etc.) ;
 promotion of decentralised economic activity and sustainable
development of rural areas;
 reduction of consumption and import of fossil (oil etc.) energy; local raw
materials are used for energy production.

Environmental:

Criticisms
Renewable
energy
production is not
always sustainable, its
sustainability
is
determined by the use
of
local
energy
sources and efficient
technologies.
Biogas
production
competes with food
and feed production.

The
price
of
electricity generated
from renewables is set
above the market
price, which is offset
by consumers paying
for
the
OP
component; it reduces
the competitiveness of
enterprises
and
increases
energy
poverty risks for
households.

 reduction of GHG emissions;
 biogas production meets the sustainability criteria for renewable energy
– it promotes an economical use of land and water and less competes with
food crops.
Source: author’s construction based on Kalniņš, 2009, Dubrovskis, Adamovičs, 2012, Biogas Handbook, 2008, 2009/28/EK (2009),
Kalniņš, 2013, Rīcības plāns..., 2013, Par elektroenerģijas cenu..., 2013

The criticisms of biogas production are often based on the high cost of electricity that is presently compensated
by consumers paying for the OP component, which affects the competitiveness of Latvia’s national economy. Biogas
production might increase competition for the UAA exploited for food production. Therefore, when planning future
support policies for biogas production, the focus has to be placed on the development of a mechanism that fosters the
production of energy from mainly local agricultural and forest residues, from by-products of related industries and
processing industries, as well as from organic residues; besides, it is efficient to use not only electricity generated in the
process of cogeneration, but also thermal energy.
An analysis of the total output of biogas for the production of primary energy in the EU countries from 2006 to
2011 (Fig. 1) shows that the output of biogas tended to increase until 2010, the output of biogas rose very rapidly in
2007 and 2009. In 2011, the output of biogas decreased by 0.741 Mtoe (million tons of oil equivalent) or 7%. The total
output of electricity from biogas steadily increased in the EU countries in the period 2006-2011, on average, by 3-5% a
year.
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Figure 1. Output of biogas in primary energy production, Mtoe, and the output of electricity from biogas, TWh, in the EU in
the period 2006-2011
Source: author’s construction based on EurObserv'ER data

After analysing the percentage distribution of the output of biogas in primary energy production by origin of
biogas in the EU in 2011 (Fig.2 – the EU countries in which the total output of biogas exceeded 20 Ktoe in 2011), one
can conclude that the percentage distribution of biogas by origin considerably differs in the countries; for instance, in
Germany, mostly “other biogas” is produced, which in this case is biogas produced from biomasses of agricultural
origin, and biomasses of agricultural origin (such biomasses contribute to more than 50% of the total output of biogas)
also dominate in biogas production in the Netherlands, the Czech Republic, Austria, Denmark, Latvia, and other
countries (totally 12 countries), which are the EU countries.
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Figure 2. Percentage distribution of the output of biogas in primary energy production by origin of biogas in the EU in 2011
Source: author’s construction based on EurObserv'ER data

Biogas production from waste prevails in seven countries: Great Britain, France, Spain, Greece, Ireland, as well
as in Portugal and Finland (49% of the total output of biogas). Yet, biogas production from sewage dominates only in
two countries: Sweden and Poland. In Great Britain and Portugal, biogas is produced only from waste and sewage, and
the percentage distributions of all three kinds of biogas production are not similar among any of the countries analysed.
The differences in percentage distribution are mainly related to the support mechanism applied in any particular
country; if biogas production from waste is supported, as it is in Great Britain, most of biogas is produced from such a
biomass.
Getliņi Eko Ltd was the first enterprise in Latvia, in which a biogas collection system and a facility transforming
biogas into electricity and thermal energy were constructed in 2002. The enterprise collects biogas from household
waste at a landfill or landfill biogas, which was initially used to generate electricity, but since 2012 the facility’s thermal
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energy, too, has been used to heat greenhouses for vegetable production (Getliņu projekts, 2012). The first facility
producing biogas from biomasses of agricultural origin was established on the Training and Research Farm “Vecauce”
of Latvia University of Agriculture in 2008, and its installed electric capacity was 260kW (Mednis, 2009).
The expansion of biogas production in Latvia was promoted by the targets set at the EU and national levels – a
strong support policy was made regarding biogas production both within the framework of obligatory purchase through
the purchase price of electricity and as support for investments from the EU Cohesion Fund and the European
Agricultural Fund for Rural Development.

Figure 3. Locations of biogas facilities in Latvia in 2012
Source: author’s construction based on MoE data, 2013

In 2013 in Latvia, biogas was produced at 38 biogas facilities (including those facilities that sold their electricity
within the framework of OP in 2012), 6 of them produced biogas from household waste or sewage, while 32 used
biomasses of agricultural origin, sometimes combining them with agricultural waste or waste from food processing
(data summarised by the author).
The locations of biogas facilities (Fig.3) in Latvia reveal that the biogas facilities running on biomasses of
agricultural origin concentrate in Zemgale municipality and Pieriga region. Yet, the biogas facilities using waste and
sewage mostly are located in the vicinity of cities: Riga, Liepaja, and Valmiera. The biogas facilities located in Pieriga
have the greatest installed capacity – 14.91 MW, which is mainly determined by the capacity of the facility of Getliņi
Eko Ltd, as its installed capacity is 6.28 MW, which is 4.9 times greater than on average per biogas farm in Latvia (1.28
MW – the author’s estimate).
Biogas production forecasting in Latvia
For a forecast of electricity generated from biogas in Latvia for 2013 and 2014, monthly data on the amount of
electricity produced from biomasses of agricultural origin, household waste, or sewage and sold within the framework
of obligatory purchase were used. The forecast was made using the combined forecasting method. At the first stage, the
best trend model was chosen based on the highest determination coefficient. The following trend models were tested on
the time series selected: linear, power, semi-logarithmic, exponential, and second-order polynomial. The second-order
polynomial model produced the highest determination coefficient R 2=0.909, yet, it was graphically represented by an
upwards parabola, which indicated that the output of electricity tended to decline, which contradicted with the potential
expansion of this sector. Therefore, a trend model with the second highest determination coefficient was chosen – it was
the power trend model whose R2=0.888 (Vasermanis, Škiltere, Krasts, 2004; Škiltere, Krasts, 2005).
The expert forecasts were made based on the MoE forecast of the extent of implementation of decisions on
granting biogas facilities the right to sell electricity within the framework of obligatory purchase, which is set in
accordance with the Cabinet Regulation No.262 “Regulations regarding the Production of Electricity from Renewable
Sources and the Procedure of Setting Prices” of 16 March 2010 (Noteikumi par..., 2010). In the period 2007-2012, 123
decisions on biogas facilities were made (Informatīvais ziņojums, 2012; Blumberga, 2012), and until 31 December
2012, 38 biogas facilities started selling their electricity within the framework of obligatory purchase (OI iepirkums,
2012). According to the MoE forecast, 70% of the decisions made on biogas facilities and biomass facilities will be
implemented (Atjaunojamie energoresursi Latvijā, 2013). By calculating the forecast of the total numbers of decisions
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made (123 and 114, respectively), one can forecast that 86 biogas facilities will be constructed, while by calculating the
difference between the presently operating biogas facilities, according to the MoE forecast, 48 biogas facilities will be
constructed (1).

,

(1)

here:
– forecasted electric capacity in the t-th year;
– total electric capacity, according to the
permits issued, kWh/year;
– coefficient showing the proportion of installed electric capacity, forecasted by the
MoE, in the total electric capacity, according to the permits issued;
period, years, T=2.

– electric capacity in 2012; T – forecast

To determine the output of electricity, based on data on the amounts of electricity produced by biogas facilities
and sold within the framework of obligatory purchase in 2012 (OI iepirkums, 2012), an average monthly amount of
electricity generated per biogas facility, kWh, was calculated, which was then multiplied by the forecasted number of
biogas facilities and added to the average amount of electricity generated by the operating biogas facilities in 2012.
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Figure 4. Output of electricity generated from biogas in Latvia in the period 2011-2012 and the forecasted output, kWh
Source: author’s construction based on MoE and LBA data

The research results obtained by incorporating the forecasts produced by the MoE and the LBA (Fig. 4)
indicate future biogas production expansion possibilities. The increase in the output of biogas forecasted by the MoE
approaches and exceeds the maximal boundary of the trend, while the forecast made by the LBA crosses the minimal
boundary of the trend. After calculating the effect of this increase in output capacity on the OP component (based on the
price of 1 kWh in 2013), one can conclude that if the forecast made by the LBA comes true, the amount paid for
electricity will increase by LVL 5.6 mln, but, according to the forecast of the MoE, it will rise by LVL 28.2 mln. The
present forecast depicts the situation in the sector in case the guaranteed price on electricity sold within the framework
of obligatory purchase is not cancelled and in case public tenders for the installation of new electricity generation
capacities or reconstruction are implemented.
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Conclusions
Energy production from biogas that forms in the fermentation process of various, including agricultural, wastes
provides environmental, social, and economic gains, and it plays a significant role from both the bioeconomic and
energy policy perspectives, yet, criticisms of biogas production are often based on the high cost of electricity generated.
Biogas production might increase competition for the UAA exploited for food production. Therefore, when planning
future support policies for biogas production, the focus has to be placed on the development of a mechanism that fosters
the production of energy from mainly local agricultural and forest residues, from by-products of related industries and
processing industries, as well as from organic residues; besides, it is efficient to use not only electricity generated in the
process of cogeneration, but also thermal energy.
Presently, the expansion of this sector is almost stopped in Latvia, which is based on concerns about an
increase in the price on electricity. Based on the forecasts made by the MoE and the LBA, the author of the paper
estimated that in case the expansion of biogas production is not stopped, according to the forecast of the LBA, the
amount paid for electricity will increase by LVL 5.6 mln, while according to the forecast of the MoE, it will rise by
LVL 28.2 mln.
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Independent Learning in Higher Education: What is Important to Students?
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Abstract
In spite of international research on independent learning (IL) and self-managed learning (SML), self-regulated learning (SRL) and selfdirected learning (SDL), there still is a lack of studies in IL encountered by students in higher education and the relationship between SML, SRL, and
SDL. Little is known about the IL content and why SML, SRL, SDL are applied. The purpose of the study was to explore the content of IL of students
from science-related higher education study programmes. A descriptive correlation-based research design was conducted. Data were collected by a
statistically validated questionnaire. The respondents were 569 students from science-related higher education study programmes from 10 higher
education schools of Lithuania. Spearman’s correlations were applied for data analysis by using SPSS 16.0 for Windows. Findings revealed that the
content of IL of students from science-related higher education study programmes consists of SDL, SRL and SML, with SDL type prevailing, and the
SML performing the mediator’s role, thus SRL being the weakest component in IL. Such complex IL is not universally applicable to all students and
all study situations, and study programmes.
In conclusions is reported that the content of IL consists of SDL, SRL and SML, where SDL dominates, and the SML performs the
mediator’s role, thus SRL is the weakest component in IL. While IL with the SDL, SML and SRL may enhance the quality of study programmes,
there is awareness that such complex IL is not universally applicable to all students and all study situations. It is valuable to consider the students’
pragmatic preferences of science education, because this category of students prefers a teacher-managed approach in IL. This aspect should not be
overlooked. From the research findings it is evident that for students the following components of SDL, SRL and SML are meaningful in the IL: in
SDL the most topical is the teacher’s accessibility to students and his/her role as a counselor; in SML the general aspect is focus on preparation of
presentations and reports, which would not be of high quality without acquired skills in conducting the steps of research process; in SRL it is
important for students to learn to formulate arguments, to form personal opinion by understanding its difference and to take responsibility for
pronounced thoughts in society.
The study adds to the understanding of IL in higher education. When the teacher aims to increase the students’ independence, it is important
to understand that students are provided with the opportunity for enhanced learning with the development and/or improvement of new IL skills; while
the teachers should not ignore the fact that students have their own learning experiences, they have formed their attitudes around studying, because
the IL opportunities which they provide to students may be predicated upon a different conception of their own learning conception.
Keywords: higher education; independent learning; self-directed learning; self-managed learning; self-regulated learning; statistics.

Introduction
The ability to learn on one’s own has become a prerequisite for living in a dynamic world of rapid change
(Levett-Jones 2005). Independent learning (IL) is related to general skills such as evaluation, reflection, and analysis,
which are important for long-life-learning and living in diverse society (Warring 2007). Students need time, specific
education and corresponding organization of teaching in order to develop those skills (Sinclair 2000). The IL stimulates
independence in problem-solving, decision-making and organizing learning activities (Fallows & Steven 2000),
student’s autonomy, learning to think and study (Reinders & Balcikanli 2011). However, the IL is not a simple process
because its structural construct and content covers three types of independent learning such as self-directed learning
(Walker & Lofton 2003; Stockdale & Brockett 2011), self-managed-learning (Bruce 2004; Peter 2005) and selfregulated learning (Kreber et al. 2005; Beishuisen & Steffens 2011).
The interrelations of these three independent learning types and their specific contents are the general
focus of this study.
Learning independence or autonomy refers to the individual’s desire and ability to take responsibility, make
choices, and control, self-assess, self-motivate, manage and improve their learning (Martinez, 2001). IL is seen, in
itself, to offer a general enhancement of the learning experience where the development of student responsibility for
their learning is seen as an essential part of the process (Wagener, 2006). Researchers associate the IL with learning
skills and experiences (Wilkinson et al. 2004), personal attitudes and values around teaching and learning (Åkerlind &
Trevitt 1999), practice in study field (McGaghie et al. 2006), group work and peer-tutoring (Houstona & Lazenbatta
1996), and study (Graham et al. 2002) or learning materials (Wilkinson et al. 2004).
The self-directed learning (SDL) is defined as a process in which individuals take the initiative, with or without
the help of others, in diagnosing their learning needs, formulating goals, identifying human and material resources,
choosing and implementing learning strategies and evaluating learning outcomes (Rager 2003). Researchers relate the
SDL to professional autonomy, students’ confidence, capacity to learn in changing situations within the dynamic work
environment (Levett-Jones 2005); students’ critical reflection which is an understanding of the historical, cultural, and
biographical reasons for one’s learning needs, wants, and interests (Sharan 2001); transition process, which undermines
the likely educational success of the technological innovations (Åkerlind & Trevitt, 1999); identification of learning
goals and resources, implementation of learning strategies and evaluation learning outcomes (Rager 2003); inquiring,
modeling, experimenting and practicing, theorizing and perfecting, and actualizing (Roberson & Merriam 2005);
students’ primary responsibility for planning, following through and evaluating their own learning experiences
(Williams 2001); students’ self-motivation to learn, change, and improve (Ellinger 2004); self-study and self-teaching
(Silén 2008).
Sometimes SDL becomes synonymous with IL, meaning that the student is on her/his own and does not bother
anybody (Silén 2008). The SDL is orientated to the development of the learner’s capacity to be self-directed, and the
self-knowledge is a prerequisite for autonomy in SDL (Sharan 2001). Self-direction in learning is a product of both the
external characteristics of an instructional process and the internal characteristics of the learner, where the autonomous
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individual assumes primary responsibility for the learning experience (Williams 2001). The SDL is not linear and is
based on the following interactive areas: opportunities the person finds in the environment, past or new knowledge the
learner brings to the activity, action the learner has taken to gain knowledge, opportunities to learn, and chance
situations combine to shape a unique learning experience (Roberson & Merriam 2005). The core goals of SDL are
related to accepting responsibility for one’s own learning, being proactive, fostering of transformational learning,
positing critical reflection, promoting emancipatory learning and social action (Sharan, 2001). Ideally, SDL should be
done within the experiential learning, where both intuition and logical thinking are practised in the learning experience.
The character of the self-managed learning (SML) emphasizes self-improvement, empowerment, and personal
development, as well as the unique individual goals and interests of learners and places of the teaching and learning
process. The SML is characterized by prominent features such as goal driven (people develop their own learning
programmes based on clear goals that are related to their IL needs); strategic in the sense that it is based on a learning
contract, which is made with peers as well as with teacher, and agreed in the learning group (Cunningham 2002).
Lizzio & Wilson (2006) note that in higher education SML is related to groups that are frequently required to
operate under relatively independent circumstances. However, there is little direct evidence as to strategies that can
enhance their efficacy, or the factors that influence students’ engagement with the process of self-management. The
effective self-managing learner is seen as embodying a strong ‘sense of self, intrinsic motivation, personal control and
responsibility, high self-perceptions of competence and self-esteem’ (Rawson 2000; Harrison 2000).
Self-regulated learning (SRL) emphasizes autonomy and control by the individual who monitors, directs, and
regulates actions toward goals of information acquisition, expanding expertise, and self-improvement (Boekaerts 1997;
Schunk 2005). Every student constructs his or her own theory of SRL (Paris & Paris, 2001). Students will be
intrinsically motivated only for activities they find interesting and that have the appeal of novelty, challenge, or
aesthetical value (Kautz et al. 2004). SRL involves learning strategies and mental processes that learners deliberately
engage to help themselves learn (Young 2005) and perform better academically (Zimmerman 2000). Self-regulated
students display motivated actions, that is, goal-directed and controlled behaviors that they apply to specific situations
(Paris & Paris, 2001). Feedback on learning and performance is central to the classroom environment and has important
implications for promoting different types of motivation. Teaching style can also be described as autonomy supportive
or controlling. To enhance social connections, team learning can be incorporated. To stimulate positive interdependence
and individual accountability among students, and cooperative learning structures may be used (Young 2005). Taking
these aspects into account implies also viewing self-regulated learning as a series of events, each one bounded
temporally and contextually embedded. SRL is a deep and complex construct that encompasses a constellation of
components and occurs in a myriad of different contexts (Patrick & Middleton 2002).
In spite of international research on IL and SML, SRL, SDL, there still is a lack of studies on IL encountered by
students in higher education, and the relationships between SML, SRL, and SDL. Little is known about the IL content
and why SML, SRL, SDL are applied.
Purpose. This study was conducted to explore the content of IL of students from science-related higher
education study programmes. The study focuses on the following research question: what components of SDL, SRL and
SML are meaningful to students from science-related higher education study programmes in IL?
Methodology
Design. For the study a descriptive correlation-based research design was chosen. The purpose of descriptive
research is to describe the relationships without fully comprehending the complex causal pathways that exist. The
correlation design is a way to measure how associated or related two variables are (Miles & Shevlin 2001). Surveys
obtain information from a sample of people by self-report – that is, the subjects respond to a series of questions posed
by investigators (Polit et al. 2001).
Sample. The respondents were 569 students from science-related (biomedicine, technological & information)
higher education study programmes from 10 higher education schools of Lithuania.
A a survey with 1620 BA students of the 2 nd, 3rd and 4th study year was planned. In the research, quota sampling
was applied The distribution of the sample structure according to the popularity of the study area among school
graduates in year 2010 and 2011 was chosen as the quota unit because research participants were representatives of the
2nd, 3rd and 4th study years. Specifically in 2010 and 2011, most of them entered higher education schools. Thus the
quota sampling framework for the survey was formed according to the statistical data of year 2010 and 2011 with
regard to school graduates’ entrances to higher education schools (universities and colleges) with the focus on the
popularity of the study programme area. These data indicate that in total in 2010 school graduates preferred social
sciences- and humanities-related study programmes to science-related programmes. In 2011 the data showed nearly the
same tendencies (www.lamabpo.lt).
The decision of the research team was that the science-related students’ sample from the planned total survey
population should consist of 40% (648) respondents. Statistically, the science-related students’ sample size was
calculated so as to be representative of the population with 5% standard error and 95% confidence level. The required
sample size estimated by power analysis was 241 subjects. It means that the planned size of sampling was appropriate,
since according to the formed framework the science-related sample should be not less that 241 subjects and in the
sample the biggest part should be representatives from biomedicine. In the research the biggest part of students has
represented biomedicine (see Table 1).
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Table 1. Statistical distribution of respondents according to the areas of science-related study programmes
Study area
Frequencies
%
Biomedical sciences
348
67,49
Physical sciences
62
10. 9
Technological sciences
123
21.61
In total:
569
100

In total, 62.65% of research participants represented the 3 rd study year in BA studies. The 2nd study year was
represented by 25.84% and the 4th study year by 11.51% of research participants. Judging by the age criterion it is
evident that 20 year old (48.24%) and 21 year old (21.83%) respondents dominated in the survey. The biggest part of
students in the research sample represents biomedicine (see Table 2).
Table 2. Statistical distribution of respondents according to the study areas in schools of higher education: biomedicine,
technological and physical areas
Study area
Frequencies & percentage
University
College
Total
Biomedical sciences
Frequencies
133
251
384
%
34.64
65.36
100
Physical sciences
Frequencies
62
0
62
%
100
0
100
Technological
Frequencies
65
58
123
sciences
%
52.85
47.15
100
In total:
Frequencies
260
309
569
%
45.69
54.31
100

The research team did not aim at having quotas with regard to study institution type, i.e. university or college, as
both are recognized in Lithuania as higher education schools, thus the data were analyzed and represented in general,
without dividing them according to studies at university or college.
Methods. The data were collected by a statistically validated questionnaire distributed to 648 students of the 1st,
nd
2 and 4th study years from science-related study programmes. The response rate was 87.81%. Statistical Software
Package for Social Sciences version 16.0 for Windows was used to process the data obtained during the research. The
internal consistency and reliability of the questionnaire was tested with Cronbach’s alpha. The level of statistical
significance set for the analysis of the data was α = 0.05. Spearman’s correlation as a nonparametric measure was used
to reveal the statistical dependence between two variables (Bracey 2006) in the questionnaire parts such as “selfdirected learning”, “self-regulated learning” and “self-managed learning” separately.
Tools. The original © Zydziunaite, Tereseviciene, Kaminskiene, Gedviliene, 2011 questionnaire on independent
learning in higher education was used. The instrument consisted of 86 questions in total and was oriented to the study
population of students in higher education. The responses to 82 questions that were formulated as sentence-type items
were measured on a Likert-type scale ranging from 1 (totally disagree) to 5 (totally agree). The parts of the instrument
were background information (4 questions), “self-directed learning” (38 items), “self-regulated learning” (24 items) and
“self-managed learning” (20 items). Background information included four open-ended questions with respondents’
age, gender, study programme, and study year. The Cronbach’s α values were as follows: “self-directed learning”
Cronbach’s α = 0.947; “self-regulated learning” Cronbach’s α = 0.945; “self-managed learning” Cronbach’s α = 0.909
(P < 0.000).
Ethics. An ethical statement was received from the Board of Vytautas Magnus University (26/08/2011, Protocol
No. 9) that the study was ethically acceptable and could be conducted. The students participated in the research on a
voluntary basis. They were guaranteed anonymity and confidential processing of their responses. The study was
conducted with autonomy, justice, beneficence and non-maleficence and informed consent as the basic principles in
educational research (Singer 2008).
Results
Results represent the components of SDL, SRL and SML that are meaningful to students from science-related
higher education study programmes in IL.
Self-directed learning. The results of correlation analysis showed that statistically significant correlations
between items in part of “self-directed learning” vary from rho=0.133 to 0.678. Here statistically significant correlations
with no less than rho=0.400 will be presented. The significant correlation between the two items such as “Accessibility
to consultations with the teacher is necessary to me” and “Feedback from the teacher is important to me” (rho=0.678,
p≤0.01) is found. Other correlations, where the same items are related separately to the discussion between the student
and the lecturer, are weaker. Research outcomes highlight that the students’ self-direction skills in IL are related to their
ability to manage the difficulties in IL: two items such as “If I experience learning difficulties, I am able to manage
them independently” and “I have good skills in directing my independent learning” (rho=0.401, p≤0.01) correlate
medium strongly. Students from science-related study programmes point out the progressive aspect of their language
development. This aspect is evident from the correlation between the item “I develop personal language thesaurus” and
other two items such as “I learn to communicate with others in a variety of forms” (rho=0.484, p≤0.01); “I learn to
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communicate verbally in various situations” (rho=0.400, p≤0.01). From these correlations it is seen that for students
from science-related study programmes the development of their vocabulary is more strongly related to communication
in various forms than to verbal communication in various situations. On the other hand, the relevance of verbal
communication is seen in other correlation, which shows a medium strong significance between the written
communication in a variety of forms and students’ independent learning of verbal communication in various situations:
the more varied communication forms, the more effective learning of verbal communication (“I learn to communicate
with others in a variety of forms” and “I learn to communicate verbally in various situations”, rho=0.590, p≤0.01). In
social networks information exchange by cooperation is related to the virtual information used and its systematization,
and to learning how to use ICT devices. Strong enough correlation is found between students’ learning to use virtual
information systematically according to its relevance and their independent learning to use the ICT (“I learn to use
virtual information systematically by evaluating its relevance” and “I learn to use the ICT”, rho=0.610, p≤0.01). For
students cooperation is part of their studies, but not one of the topical issues. Cooperation with others for students is
interrelated with their ability to organize people around them: “I learn to cooperate with others” and “I am able to
organize people around me” (rho=0.460, p≤0.01).
Self-managed learning. SML is represented by medium weak correlations, which vary from 0.134 to 0.415. In
the article correlations with no less than 0.300 are presented in order to highlight the components that are meaningful
for students in SML. Research results highlight that the time for IL is a significant criterion, because the planning of IL
for every study subject separately is related to effective management of time and information (“I plan independent
learning time for every study subject separately” and “I learn to manage time and information effectively”, rho=0.315,
p≤0.01). The correlation found between the following items such as “I have possibilities at the higher education school
to find learning resources for effective independent learning” and “Recommended reading resources by the teacher are
proper in seeking intended learning aims” is (rho=0.315, p≤0.01). This relationship shows that the more focused reading
resources are recommended by the teacher, the more endeavour students make for their effectiveness in independent
learning. Application of experiments and case studies are of medium significance to students: “Experiments are
significant to me in independent learning” and “Case studies are significant to me in independent learning” (rho=0.373,
p≤0.01). Students associate innovative methods of IL with the learning of implementation of research steps (“I like the
innovative methods of independent learning, e.g. e-learning, distance-learning, problem-based learning” and “I learn to
implement the research process steps, such as information search, systematization, analysis and generalization”,
rho=0.319, p≤0.01). Students relate effective time management (“I manage effectively the time of independent
learning”) with ability to focus on problem solving (“I am capable to focus on problem solving when I learn
independently”, rho=0.309, p≤0.01) and information management (“I learn to manage time and information
effectively”, rho=0.411, p≤0.01). Thus the time management of IL is related stronger to the management of the time and
information than to the focus on problem solving in performing the IL assignments.
Self-regulated learning. SRL is represented by weak correlations, which vary from 0.110 to 0.393. In the article
correlations with no less than 0.300 are presented in order to highlight the components that are meaningful to students
in SRL. Personal expectations of students are related to their learning to formulate arguments according to IL
assignments: the higher expectations they have, the more intensive is their learning to formulate arguments (“I have
high expectations” and “I learn to formulate arguments according to independent learning assignment”, rho=0.310,
p≤0.01). Moreover, the stronger the influence study literature has on learning to formulate arguments, which students
use when they learn independently, the more intensive is independent learning, reading the literature and the stronger
are developed arguments (“I use the additional literature when I learn independently” and “I learn to formulate
arguments according to independent learning assignment”, rho=0.314, p≤0.01). Thus it is evident that intensive reading
is more influential than students’ personal expectations when they learn to formulate the arguments. Research findings
reveal that the frequency of teachers’ feedback on students’ learning outcomes influence keeping their ears open to
teachers’ and colleagues’ thoughts and ideas (“I strive for more frequent feedback from teachers about my learning
outcomes” and “I attentively listen to teachers’ and colleagues’ thoughts and ideas”, rho=0.329, p≤0.01). The attentive
listening for ideas from teachers and colleagues also influence the development of students’ consciousness in learning,
when they study at a higher education school those study subjects which they did not like at school, but see their benefit
for self-education (“I attentively listen to teachers’ and colleagues’ thoughts and ideas” and “I have to learn
independently the subjects, which I did not like at school, but now I see these subjects as a benefit for my education”,
rho=0.344, p≤0.01).
Summarizing the results of correlation analysis in every type of IL, such as SDL, SRL and SML, the components
of IL among students from science-related study programmes in higher education could be distinguished by selecting
four strongest correlations in every type of IL (see Table 3).
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Table 3. The specificity of IL for students from science-related study programmes in higher education schools
SDL
rho
SML
rho
SRL
Accessibility to consultations
I learn to prepare presentations,
I learn to formulate arguments
with the teacher is necessary
reports, which are oriented to
according
to
independent
to me
learning assignment
learning assignment
Feedback from the teacher is 0,678 I learn to implement the research 0,415 I understand the variety of
important to me
process steps, such as information
opinions, but I form my own
search, systematization, analysis
opinion
and generalization
I learn to use virtual
I learn to manage time and
I learn to formulate arguments
information systematically by
information effectively
according
to
independent
evaluating its relevance
learning assignment
0,610
0,411
I learn to use the ICT
I manage effectively the time of
I take responsibility for
independent learning
expressed personal thoughts and
ideas in the society
I learn to communicate with
In higher education I have
I take responsibility for
others in a variety of forms
possibilities to find learning
expressed personal thoughts and
resources for effective independent
ideas in the society
0,590 learning
0,401
I learn to communicate
Recommended reading resources by
I understand the variety of
verbally in various situations
the lecturer are appropriate in
opinions, but I form my own
seeking intended learning aims
opinion

rho

0,393

0,389

0,353

Discussion
Students reported in SDL the need for teacher’s accessibility for consultations, giving feedback about students’
learning outcomes, learning to use virtual information systematically, by evaluating its relevance, and learning to use
ICT.
The findings of the presented research about learning outcomes corroborates to the idea of Rager (2003), who
claims that in SDL students need to evaluate their learning outcomes. From the presented results it can be seen that
students need teachers’ consultations and feedback for reflecting on their learning needs, developing IL learning skills
in order to study effectively. The aspect about the importance of ensuring that students have the IL skills is also
highlighted by Wilkinson et al. (2004). Thus the quality of teachers’ consultations, openness to students, feedback, and
assignments with the focus on information search and systematization, and learning to apply a variety of ICT are the
general components in SRL. In this context the students’ learning is dependent on such knowledge resources as the
teacher and virtual environment. The idea about the teacher as an external instructional resource resounds the notion of
Williams (2001) that the instructional process, which aims at feedback and consultations, is premises for successful IL
experience. In the presented research the findings reveal the importance of communication, social networking, which
prepares students to manage the IL and enables to act within the dynamic environment, as accentuated by Levett-Jones
(2005) as well.
From the findings on SML it is evident that time and information management skills are the most important
components in IL for students from science-related study programmes. This result does not oppose the findings of
Power & Waddell (2004) and supports the idea of Harrison (2000) that since every learner finds the unique individual
goals and interests, the need for skills in every situation and context could differ.
The results of research on SRL highlight the need to see the students and the teacher in IL. The same idea is
articulated by Sharan (2001). Thus teachers should reconsider the content of the assignments they give to students,
because students need to develop their professional skills and knowledge as well as stimulate students’ openness to new
ideas. Kautz et al. (2004) indicate openness to new ideas as a premise to improve students’ cognitive and metacognitive
skills. It means that here is a need for teachers to formulate the creativeness-stimulating assignments for the students
from science-related study programmes. Then students will empower themselves for motivated studies, will search for
new ideas and problem solving ways, then, probably, they will spend more time for IL and meaningful studying.
Researchers (Fallows & Steven 2000; Reinders & Balcikanli 2011; Warring 2007) also indicate that students’ learning
expectations are higher when they bring their intellectual potential into IL through deep learning.
The results of the research indicate that for students the need to listen to the thoughts and opinions of their
teachers and colleagues is of high importance. This is a premise for them to form social skills. Also, from the
correlation analysis results the assumption can be made that students in IL, when they have to conduct their
assignments, need to work in groups or teams in order to cooperate: in such a context they will learn to be open,
creative and responsible for own and group learning outcomes. Young (2005) also accentuates that group learning is
recommended in IL to enhance social relationships and stimulate individual accountability among students.
The research findings show that students’ attention to teachers’ and colleagues’ ideas very strongly influence
their decisions, motivation and consciousness, when students learn independently. This aspect corroborates to the idea
of Paris & Paris (2001) on students’ conscious self-improvement, which is not effective without intellectual input of the
teacher and colleague students. The results suggest that teachers in higher education are more likely to be involved in
students’ IL as instructors, mentors in order to be capable to support students with their learning to learn independently.
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The future research is recommended with a bigger sample and more specific differentiation on study programmes in
order to conduct a comparative study on IL with students from science-related study programmes. Furthermore, the
findings of this study would be valuable if supported with qualitative data. Also the specific structure of IL of students
from science-related study programmes would be of great interest - then the factorial analysis could be the next step in
analyzing the results of presented research. The focus group interviews with the students on the basis of the statistical
results regarding their experiences in IL could provide additional information for research in general.
Conclusions and Implications
The content of IL consists of SDL, SRL and SML, where SDL dominates, and the SML performs the mediator’s
role, thus SRL is the weakest component in IL. While IL with the SDL, SML and SRL may enhance the quality of study
programmes, there is awareness that such complex IL is not universally applicable to all students and all study
situations. It is valuable to consider the students’ pragmatic preferences of science education, because this category of
students prefers a teacher-managed approach in IL. This aspect should not be overlooked. From the research findings it
is evident that for students the following components of SDL, SRL and SML are meaningful in the IL: in SDL the most
topical is the teacher’s accessibility to students and his/her role as a counselor; in SML the general aspect is focus on
preparation of presentations and reports, which would not be of high quality without acquired skills in conducting the
steps of research process; in SRL it is important for students to learn to formulate arguments, to form personal opinion
by understanding its difference and to take responsibility for pronounced thoughts in society.
The study adds to the understanding of IL in higher education. However from the research findings it is obvious
that the implications of the study should be reflected on the practices of teachers who are involved in the realization of
science-education study programmes. Though this study was conducted with students, but from the findings the role of
the teacher is evident in students’ IL. When the teacher aims to increase the students’ independence, it is important to
understand that students are provided with the opportunity for enhanced learning with the development and/or
improvement of new IL skills; while the teachers should not ignore the fact that students have their own learning
experiences, they have formed their attitudes around studying, because the IL opportunities which they provide to
students may be predicated upon a different conception of their own learning conception. Then the creative assignments
and group work in order to stimulate the students’ verbal and written communication, develop their skills in information
management, implementation of research process, self-regulation, cooperation, time management are of crucial
importance for the students from science-related higher education study programmes. The findings inspire the teachers
to introduce choices for students, and have them assume more responsibility for their IL; nevertheless IL poses great
challenges for teachers and students.
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Improvement of the Organizational Mechanism for Joint Activities of Rural
Development Actors
Vilma Atkočiūnienė, Rasa Pakeltienė
Aleksandras Stulginskis University, Lithuania
Abstract
Rural development management decisions are made and implemented in various levels of the public administration system. This research
assumes that local action groups (hereinafter - LAG) are the driving force which can and is capable of being an intermediates amongst Europe,
national rural development policy makers and rural development actors/policy implementers on regional and local levels. Activities of rural
development actors the kind of new public management, based on membership in partnership groups - networks, whose successful functioning
depends on the characteristics of the network and direct and indirect value added. This paper aims to examine LAG organizational management
structure in the context of networks, based on the LAG organizational performance management mechanism's parameters. This research attempts to
take a closer look at the theoretical assumptions behind the network concept, identify characteristics specific to networks and find their links with the
characteristics of LAG, i.e. an organizational structure operating in a network and creating an internal stakeholder network. The research analysed
LAGs operating in Kaunas County (Lithuania) and their organizational management structures, whose composite elements, contents and functions
were compared against each other to find expression characteristics specific to the networks. Following the research, propositions were made on the
improvement of the organizational mechanism for joint activities of rural development actors.
Key words: rural development actors, network structures, organizational structure, partnership, communion.

Introduction
The pace of societal changes and the dynamic socio-economic situation affected by globalization forces decision
makers to look for new, knowledge and technology based rural development policy measures. The 2007 – 2013
programme period and rural development solutions implemented during it, as well as best practices can be considered a
big step towards identifying new development opportunities. As of 2014 European Union countries, in pursuance of the
strategy “Europe 2020” will hold as their main priorities the increasing of the economic activity of the population,
social innovations by building communion.
According to Mačiulytė, Dedeirė, Prapiestienė (2013), Lithuanian territorial management system is an
exceptional case in the Baltic States. Lithuanian territorial administrative structure is not well defined on the lowest
municipal territorial level, only on the intermediate, sub regional level. The issue becomes clear when we realise that
the lowest official territorial structure is elderships, which themselves are only structural units of municipal
administrations, meanwhile the absence of local self-government authorities distances local authorities from citizens
and inhibits social, environmental and economic development in rural areas.
In collaboration with the Association of Elders of Local Authorities in Lithuania, rural community organizations,
local activity groups (hereinafter - LAG) and other rural development specialists, it was found that Lithuanian rural
development solutions fail to reach the desired effect and achieve the most important strategic condition – social capital
which guarantees the competitive ability and high living standards within the rural area (Atkočiūnienė, Vaišnoraitė,
2012). The building of social capital in rural areas requires the development of cooperation, communion networks and
building of relations within them in order to achieve common development goals.
Therefore, based on theoretical and practical knowledge, it is assumed that strategic breakthrough in rural areas
can only be achieved by making collective decisions, working together and joining communal networks with both local
and higher level organizational structures. Abilities and purposeful actions of network members create a certain network
structure which solves itself automatically and enables decision makers to act on a local level by using resources
provided by communion relations in the network.
Vilkas, Bučaitė-Vilkė (2009) believes that social behaviour in a network is determined by the involvement of
actors in social relation networks, in which interested rural development decision makers and implementers share their
knowledge, skills and experiences. Network relations can be understood as relations aimed at social benefits. Žiliūkaitė
(2005), Mačerinskienė and Vasiliauskaitė (2007) argue that individuals, organizational units and organizations gain
benefits from social relations through economic benefits which they achieve by taking advantage of their position in the
network. In a modern society social relations are based on voluntary and unselfish cooperation and solidarity, prevailing
moral unity, as well as responsibility and accountability, which form purposeful cooperation towards achieving
common goals. Scientific discussions pay special attention to the theories of social capital, networks and institutions,
which can constitute the grounds for rural development innovations, the role of communion and partnership in making
and implementing decisions on the development of certain territorial area. It has to be said that the creation of rural
development innovations requires a great deal of collective work, i.e. with rural development decision makers who,
acting on different levels of change management, yet within the network of common interests, can create an innovations
friendly environment. The research revealed the following issues: the organization of the management of local area
groups (LAG) is becoming increasingly difficult, LAG capabilities to create an environment favourable for innovative
rural development solutions are diminishing, and social relations amongst rural development actors are not developing.
The key concern of the research is how to improve LAG management and establish a results-oriented (partnerships,
building and strengthening of social relations amongst rural development actors) organizational behaviour?
Object of the research – LAG organizational management structure.
Objective of the research – after analysing the organizational management mechanism of LAGs, to validate
different components of the LAG organizational performance management mechanism.
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The research tasks are as follows:
1. To analyse the theoretical concepts of social relations formation in the frame of networking theory.
2. To determine the characteristics of networks and investigate their expressions in LAG organisational
management structure.
3. To substantiate and ground the parameters of the LAG organizational performance management
mechanism.
Research methods: meta-analyses, comparative analyses, interpretive methods, mixed analytical synthesis,
theoretical modelling, structuring.
Social relations formation network support: theoretical aspects
Evans (2002), Kersberger, Waarden (2004), Castells (2005), Leonavičius (2005) and other scientists argue that
networks can be analysed with reference to theories not only on micro, but also meso and macro levels, which help in
highlighting the interpersonal, interinstitutional or interorganizational effects of networks. In analysing value added by
the membership of rural development actors in networks it is best to refer to meso theories, which explain that
economics, social structure or public politics are implemented in a multi-layered environment and self-developing
networks where there are common goals and needs. Macro level theories often are abstract and applicable in specific
situations, paying less attention to intermediate processes; meanwhile micro theories lack analysis of various structural
factors, the role of networks in solving development issues.
Castells (2005) argue that networks are dynamic and open structures as long as they can provide new
information and experience. Networks have already become a new social morphology, meanwhile the spread of
networking (i.e. – modes) modifies desired outcomes, experience, power and culture processes. Herry, Noon (2008),
Ramonaitė, Kavaliauskaitė (2012) describe a network as a form of cooperation, partnership, which creates relations
amongst organizations, groups or individuals with common goals and enables them to exchange resources, information,
thereby creating conditions for increasing efficiency and achieving synergy.
In studying relationships and relations in networks, Kresbergen, Waarden (2004), Kilduff (2006), Vilkas, BučaitėVilkė (2009) hold as an independent variable the composite elements of the network and their characteristics, meanwhile
consequences resulting from their operation, such as changes in economic or social relations, lack of legitimacy or issues
relating to accountability are considered the dependent variable. However, there also exist interpretations of reverse
causality, whereas the establishment or initiation of networks can be thought of as a solution to issues related to economic
indicators, organizational processes, lack of information, transparency, accountability and legitimacy.
Putnam (2001) and Coleman (2005) emphasize that membership in networks boosts public activity, involvement
in a civil society, as well as develops community relationships. Close community relationships help to maintain certain
solidarity: individual relations become a part of close informal relations, meanwhile, divided networks experience the
formation of dense and close relations clusters (Leliūgienė, Sadauskas, 2011). Thus, the role of and value added by
social relations can be described through social capital, which in turn includes structural capital (roles and rules, social
networks and other interpersonal relationships, procedures and precedents) and cognitive capital (norms, values,
approaches, beliefs, civic culture, trust, solidarity, cooperation, commitments, expectations).
Vilkas, Būčaitė-Vilkė (2009) claim that social capital can be exchanged for other relations capital, such as
financial resources, cultural capital, intellectual capital, etc. However, it is also important to note that rural development
actors cannot control social capital the same way as other types of capital, thus making it difficult to calculate a specific
result. If we take this approach, each subject in a network is an important element of a social system, therefore, it is
possible to evaluate the intensity, relation and density of their relationships. It says that any subject operating in the
network, which has a lot more weak relations and characteristics, thanks to communion, gains new resources,
knowledge and abilities to achieve goals. Synergy of completeness is created.
Table 1. Characteristics of a network concept
Components of a network concept

Structure:
Size
Density
Openness
Homogeneity
Intensity

Network “holes”
Free form
Changing environment
Relations, communion
Integrated organization
Types of relations

Benefits/ value added by membership in the network
Direct:
Encouraging knowledge dissemination
Encouraging information dissemination and accessibility
Encouraging cooperation
Stability, unity of action are encouraged thanks to long-term
relations and trust
Encouraging good democratic governance
Sustaining economic growth and development
Faster innovations
Indirect:
Creating strategic breakthrough and new opportunities
Creating synergy

Content:
Resources (material and non-material)
Approaches, experience, collective memory
Synergistic potential
Functions:
Exchange, sharing
Emotional and instrumental support
Evaluation and controlling
Source: according to Vilkas, Bučaitė-Vilkė, 2009; Mačerinskienė, Vasiliauskaitė 2011.
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Rural development solutions are made and implemented by rural development actors. In the practical sense,
these include community-based organizations, local activity groups, non-governmental organizations (hereinafter
NGOs), households, business organizations, local authorities, social infrastructure organizations in cooperation with
other stakeholders. Therefore, in order to achieve strategic breakthrough in a rural area, grouping into a network for
common activities is required.
The results of the analysis carried out by Mačerinskienė, Vasiliauskaitė (2011) on the benefits of social capital
for organizations as social structures can be interpreted and adjusted to the development of a rural area (as a
sociocultural system) in a network and performance of an analysis. The membership of rural development actors in a
network creates relations capital, which helps to identify communal needs, opportunities and capacities to make and
implement provided development solutions. The membership of rural development actors in a network also strengthens
relations with like-minded people, project partners and beneficiaries, promotes regional network development and
organizational learning, social innovations, efficiency of the creation of intellectual capital and multidisciplinary teams.
It should also be noted that by participating in a network rural development actors encourage information dissemination
and accessibility, which helps to avoid errors and uncertainties.
Some authors (Dowding, 1995) admit that a network theory should be explained not only in terms of
characteristics of network actors, but also in terms of the properties of the network itself, and in order to achieve that,
the sociological network tradition, borrowing and modification of its algebraic methods are most commonly suggested.
Borzel (1998) argues that the aim of emerging network theories is to overcome metaphors, meanwhile, networks
which are forming on the basis of management and solutions of rural development have a great impact on public
policies, therefore, the expansion of network theories is not only beneficial, but also inevitable, which is clear when
analysing rural development actors' efforts, decisions and performance outcomes.
Murdoch (2000) analysed social networks as a new rural development paradigm and identified two social
network types: vertical and horizontal innovation and learning networks. According to Putnam and Gross (2002),
horizontal networks create an environment for building trust in other people and forming reciprocity norms, encourage
common activities and cooperation to achieve collective goals.
In analysing rural development, much attention should be paid to rural development actors/ decision makers and
the context of their field of activity. Rural development actors can only achieve regional harmony and high quality of
life by joining into stakeholder groups, partnership networks and other organizational structures encompassing a
common interest. In the case in question it is local activity groups.
Capabilities of Kaunas County LAGs to create an environment friendly for innovative rural development
solutions, formation of social relations amongst rural development actors
From the theoretical point of view, LAG management structure is the totality of LAG members, board,
administration and task forces (committees, teams, etc.) regulating its activities. This totality should be unique in every
LAG, composition of committees or other units (structure amongst LAGs), information links should also be different.
Integrated and sustainable management cannot function without a system of structured processes, i.e. network operation
links and their quality.
Assuming that the structure, content and functional properties of an LAG comply with the principles for the
membership in the network, it is a good idea to have an empirical basis showing to what extent network properties
occur in different LAGs in Kaunas County, as well as their organizational management structure. Summarized research
outcomes are provided in Table 2.
Kaunas County LAG data provided in strategies from the 2007–2013 programme period was analysed during the
research1,2. The following were examined using comparative analysis, interpretive and mixed analytical synthesis
methods: LAG board size and composition; LAG initiators; LAG organizational management system; information
dissemination methods; methods for situation analysis and the analysis of population needs; partnership and
interorganizational cooperation; cultural and ideological values; projects completed/being implemented by the LAG;
fomrs of organization of LAG activities.
According to the innovation criteria, two LAGs can be identified, i.e. Kaunas District and Kėdainiai District.
The latter one, as compared to the other LAGs, is the least innovative in terms of almost all characteristics: management
is performed by functions, conventional methods for the analysis of local resource condition and population needs,
organization of activities and information dissemination. Organization's innovation is achieved by disseminating
information on the activities and local development strategy of the LAG. Apart from the conventional methods for
publishing activities, used by all LAGs, information is also distributed in community meetings, fairs, conferences, a
regular community consulting day and periodic trainings are provided. Organizational management structures of all
LAGs, except for Kaunas District LAG, are functional. Functional groups have been created responsible for a specific
area, e.g. dissemination of LEADER method, supervision of public procurements, environmental protection, etc. It is a
1

Kaunas County consists of Kaišiadoriai, Kaunas, Kėdainiai, Jonava, Prienai and Raseiniai districts.
Birštonas Municipality Local Development Strategy until 2013; Kaišiadoriai District Local Development Strategy for 2008–2014;
Kaunas District Local Development Strategy for 2007–2013; Kėdainiai District Rural Development Strategy; Jonava District
Integrated Local Development Strategy “Improvement of the Quality of Life in the Rural Areas of Jonava District”; Prienai District
Local Development Strategy for 2009–2014; Raseiniai District Local Development Strategy for 2008–2014.
2
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classic management structure. Functional managers of committees or task forces are competent in their fields and their
decisions are good. However, by managing by the functional principle, the unity of management is lost, rural
communities and other rural development actors, when receiving consultations, receiving/providing information and
ideas, preparing rural development projects, are not always able to integrate and implement them correctly, nor direct
them towards sustainable rural development.
Table 2. Opportunities created by the main characteristics of organizational structures and network properties of Kaunas
County local action groups*
Characteristics specific to an LAG organizational
Display of network properties and
Comparative area
structure
opportunities created
 Innovative methods of involving population: Resources accumulated by network members:
participatory action research; a forum; active learning;
 create preconditions for the development of
 innovative ideas – breakthrough projects;
panoramic thinking and unconventional
Innovation
 innovative information dissemination methods: e-mail,
insights and ideas;
websites, gatherings, fairs, information and training
 allow to get out of deadlocks by using
workshops, exhibitions, seminars, conferences.
competitive advantages.
 Formal functional and matrix organizational
management structures;
 board members are elected at a ratio of 50:25:25
(composed of social partners, business and local
authorities), at least one youth representative and
environmental specialist are elected, gender balance is
maintained;
 LAG activities involve more women, they are more
active;
Internal
 youth and other NGOs are involved in LAG activities,
partnership
projects;
 volunteering, initiatives are not encouraged ;
 lack of measures for building cooperation micro climate;
 projects are directed towards different target groups,
mostly to increasing sociocultural involvement of the
youth, employment and integration into the society of
the elderly, healthy lifestyle, fostering of culture and
traditions, information dissemination
 Internships abroad with the aim of getting to know and
sharing experience with foreign LAGs, establishing
long-term cooperative relations, planning joint project
activities;
Interorganizational
 all the LAGs are members of the Lithuanian LAGs
cooperation
network and Lithuanian rural network, most of them
are part of the Lithuanian Rural Communities Union

“Bottom-up”
principle

Operational
integrity

 Initiators of many LAGs are local communities;
 NGOs in rural areas and locals are periodically
included in the analysis of local resource condition and
needs, preparation and implementation of a local
development strategy;
 methods that can ensure initiatives from the bottom are
used: participatory action research, questionnaires,
meetings and trainings, discussions, focus groups
interviews, survey of local experts;
 various information dissemination methods accessible
to local population and organizations are used;
 community-based projects are actively implemented.
 LAG functions and goals are not fully directly
connected;
 wide and hard to fulfil LAG mission;
 efforts are made to involve social exclusion groups by
making important local development decisions;
 innovative research methods are used when investigating
problematic issues, meanwhile, local population is
involved in the evaluation of the existing state;
 LAG efficiency is measured by using product,
outcome and effect evaluation indicators (quantitative
and qualitative);
 LAG local development strategies comply with EU
horizontal policies and implement the principle of
consistency and completeness by integrating strategic
solutions with other strategic documents, EU funded
programmes.
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Relationship density or connectedness:
 show the proportion between existing and
possible relations.
Relations and partnership:
 form reciprocity norms:
 encourage trust and aim to achieve collective
decisions;
Exchange and sharing of material and nonmaterial resources:
 collective experience – creates synergy of
completeness and cooperation.

Free network form, size and relations :
 support the development of common ideas;
 enable network actors to share knowledge
and other resources to achieve common and
individual goals.
Network density:
 new members involved in the network – new
connections are made and new opportunities
are created.
Openness, changing environment, intensity,
network “holes”, approaches, opinions and
collective experience, as well as certain
instrumental support:
 by involving local population and other
actors in decision making;
 by ensuring the implementation of local
development priorities;
 by focusing on local decisions.

Openness and type of relations:
 enable to integrate management solutions by
combining different alternatives.
Resources and emotional and instrumental
support;
 enable
additional
niches
for
new
developmental opportunities to be found.
Evaluation and controlling:
 enable the evaluation of the achievement of
goals, which is the outcome of the action
plan, organizational structure, communication
and membership;
 allow to notice network functioning gaps and
correct them.
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 Purposeful activities, fostering of spiritual values, high
culture and fostered community-based relations, work
in a partnership, activity, openness to new ideas and
opportunities, operational transparency.

 Stakeholders are included in decision making;
 cooperation in the sectors and other political areas;
 sittings, meetings, outgoing seminars, gatherings, etc.
are organized for LAG activities;
 ways for monitoring the compliance of the LAG
management system with LAG goals and activities are
Activity
not provided, managerial issues identified;
organization forms
 LAG managerial procedures are described vaguely;
 weak display of the volunteering principle.

* Made by the authors

Homogeneity, approaches and collective
memory, emotional - instrumental support:
 encourage sustainable and purposeful
network functioning;
 support and maintain new partnership relations;
 ensure development sustainability.
Openness and network size;
 enable network members to act in a
transparent manner and share responsibilities.
Relations and network openness:
 enable the involvement of specialists and partners
of different areas in the decision making;
 strengthen communication within and outside
of the network;
 the promotion of communication and
intersectortal membership are first steps which
initiate and allow for establishing an
integrated management system;
 knowledge
and
experience
exchange
capacities in intersectoral task forces are
encouraged.

The organizational management system of Kaunas District LAG is matrix. Vertically, there are 3 committees
formed according to areas important to rural development: Rural tourism, development of crafts and other businesses
and diversification of agricultural activities; village renewal; working with communities and social matters (social
services). Horizontally, there are 4 committees formed according to main types of activities of the LAG: Public
relations and cooperation; project initiation; consulting and training; environmental protection; continuous
development, equal opportunities.
In organizing the LAG activities the opportunity to combine the vertical functional (rural development) and the
horizontal material (main types of activities) structures is used. A matrix management structure allows for flexible
reallocation of LAG members, ensures close cooperation, allows to avoid duplication of work and focusing of different
functional groups on their own activities only, irrespective of the activities of other groups. This management structure
helps to integrate activities. With respect to partnerships, cooperation with local and foreign organizations, all analysed
LAGs are conventional, comply with LEADER measure requirements, seek the widest possible partnership and
establishment of cooperation relations with the most different partners, as well as plan international projects.
Exceptionally wide partnership and cooperation are established in the LAGs of Kaunas District and Raseiniai District.
However, ongoing projects are too little integrated amongst each other, cooperation process is not consistent and
sustainable enough. In analysing LAG capabilities by the “bottom-up” principle it was found that LAG organizational
structures have “bottom-up” expression features, nevertheless, apply traditional management methods which in the
future, in the case of objective, change requiring conditions, may not be able to ensure critical potential of LAG internal
development.
An empirical research pointed out a clear need for interfunctional cooperation, integration and resource
completeness, which would be reduced by installing matrix organizational management structures in all LAGs. One of
the essential objectives of a matrix management structure is the adaptation of existing structures by taking into account
national and professional cultures, as well as the goal of the functioning of a structure as a system. An installed matrix
management structure ensures a chain of commands to achieve function execution and relations amongst different
members. A horizontal command chain coordinates activities amongst functional members, thereby eliminating the
limitation characteristic to the functional structure, i.e. formal boundaries amongst functional members are liquidated,
interrelationship becomes stronger due to activities carried out. The effectiveness of a matrix structure depends on the
possibility of giving equal attention to both functional and divisional powers. Such dual responsibility allows to
effectively regulate the entire management system of an organization.
By summarizing the analysis of Kaunas County LAG organizational structures, it is important to realise not only
the fact that matrix organizational management structure is an innovation enabling new perspectives, but also that in a
matrix organizational management structure key focus is on the overall management of the organization, rather than
individual units. The research found that those LAGs in Kaunas County which have not applied matrix organizational
management structure have failed to create conditions for developing LAG organizational potential, have limited
creativity and inhibited LAG systemic change and organizational development.
Suggestions regarding optimum improvement of the LAG organizational performance management mechanism
Based on the theoretical analysis of the network concept and the results of the empirical research, four key
measures for LAG organizational performance management mechanism have been identified: LAC membership in
networks and the formation of network structures; improvement of the LAC organizational management structure; LAC
self-evaluation and self-assessment; LAG external evaluation (see Figure 1).
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Two-layer structure of LAG
management:
- mobile structures – teams;
- management and
co-ordination groups

The concept of mobile,
flexible form of organizational
structure – spherical modular
organization

Unordinary
opportunities
derived from a
common
needs,
problems and
activities,
technologies,
goals

Self-assessment
areas:
- Leadership
- efficiency
administration
and management
- sufficiency of
resources

Evaluation principles:
- LEADER principles
- objectivity
- involvement of stakeholders
- contextual
- holistic approach

Assessment areas:
- LAG establishment management
- administrative skills acquisition
and the quality of the local
development strategy
- the impact on local development

Figure 1. Principal scheme of an LAG organizational performance management mechanism

Organisations' decision on whether to participate in networks or not has changed. LAG membership in a
network(s) and the dynamics of each network are essential preconditions for domination, purposeful changes for further
organizational development (Procevičienė, 2010). Network cooperation of organizations with similar needs, issues,
activities, technologies, servicing analogous or twin markets and target groups can provide them with new
opportunities.
Mobile organizations with flexible structures should be created in LAGs. According to Zakaravičius (2003), it
should be spherical modular organizations. An LAG has various organizational components (task forces, teams,
members of meetings/seminars/trainings), therefore, a quick reorganization can be done by involving new rural
development actors, implementing various projects to react to rural development changes. The autonomy of
organizational units as self-governing teams, as well as the autonomy of individual LAG members within them realizes
natural human goals, allows for organisational and interorganisational relations to form, new knowledge to be created.
An LAG board and administration are formed for overall management. Its function is to coordinate the activities of
organizational structures. From the organizational-structural point of view, LAG management should be planned as a
two-layer structure: one layer – mobile organizational structures – teams, which give rise to situational organizational
structures, the other layer – management and coordination groups (LAG board and administration) ensuring the
alignment of relations amongst organizational structures - teams.
Most attention in performing an LAG analysis should be paid to the quality and value of the analysis process
and self-assessment, namely practicality, suitability, ethical acceptability, accuracy. In performing a self-analysis
primary and secondary data sources, also monitoring, interviewing, surveying, statistical data analysis and expert
evaluation methods should be used.
External evaluation creates preconditions for improving LAG activities and its management quality in order to
achieve consistent implementation and effectiveness of the LEADER method principles, better preparation for the
implementation of the 2014-2020 programme provisions, informing LAG rural development actors of the quality of
LAG activities, on the basis of evaluation results providing recommendations on the improvement of the LAG as an
organization, as well as its activities. LAG evaluation should be based on mutually agreed principles of rural
development actors. Given theoretical concepts, LAG evaluation should be performed according to at least 5 groups of
principles: LEADER method principles; objectivity; stakeholder membership; contextuality; holistic approach.
Evaluated areas should include not only the establishment, management, acquiring of administrative capabilities and
quality of activities of the LAG, but also the implementation of the local development strategy and its effect on the
development of the area.
Conclusions
Theoretically, a network structure achieves negative value when the network structure and network relations
cause lack of legitimacy amongst network members, accountability issues and interferences in interpersonal –
intergroup (interest uniting) communication.
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Purposefully functioning organizational management structure has features characteristic to networks, builds
structural and cognitive capitals, thanks to which the management of the organization becomes based on rules,
procedures, trust and values, solidarity, cooperation and commitments.
LAGs implementing rural development management need to improve their organizational management structure
and adapt it by coordinating the horizontal allocation of functions and vertical relationship links with different
stakeholders and decision makers. Such coordination causes organizational units pay equal attention to both functional
and divisional powers, ensures interfunctional cooperation, integrity and resource completeness, also allows for
effective synchronization of the entire organizational management system.
LAG organizational performance management mechanism principles, namely membership in networks and the
formation of network structures enables network members (LAG members) to share functional responsibility and
accountability, at the same time applying innovative management methods, also create open, learning, breakthrough
friendly environment. The improvement of an LAG organizational structure should be a continuous process,
supplemented with changes initiated from the results achieved from self-control, self-analysis and external evaluation.
LAG activities and its structure cannot be static, they require development, ability to adapt to conditions of systemic
changes and resilience to external changes. Consequently, this is related to the development of human resources,
sharing of relations and resources – synergy of knowledge and resource completeness achieved through membership in
networks.
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Abstract
As the basic source of employment, agriculture often fails to ensure revenues comparable to incomes from other types of work. Thus, it is
necessary to implement a concept of the development of rural areas not strictly connected to the development of farming. Poland’s accession to the
European Union has created new opportunities for the development of rural areas. Instruments have appeared which are able to stimulate the growth
of rural entrepreneurship co-financed from the EC budget. The purpose of this article is to present the effects of the implementation of an action
aiming at the development of entrepreneurship in rural areas in Poland and financed from the fund of the Rural Development Programme (RDP) for
2007-2013. One of the measures pursued under the RDP axis III Quality of Life on Rural Areas and Diversification of Rural Economy is known as
the Creation and Development of Micro-businesses. The goals are to raise the economic competitiveness of rural areas, develop entrepreneurship and
contribute to higher employment in the countryside. The up-to-date performance of the measure called the Creation and Development of Microbusinesses has run very smoothly. The number of applications has increased every year, which may prove that rural populations are interested in the
development of business activity. Owing to the support given, 11,695 new jobs have been created.

Introduction
Rural areas in Poland are experiencing a period of big changes. Although farming is a dominant form of land
management in these areas, also in response to the growing demand for agricultural products (food, energy crops), the
population employed in agriculture is gradually decreasing, and this tendency is most probably here to stay for the next
several years. The rural areas in Poland cover 93.2% of the country’s surface area, and are populated by over 15 million
people, i.e. 39% of the Polish population, including 9.6 million people at the working age. However, the number of
people working exclusively or predominantly on farms is just 2.3 million. A large percentage of people living in
villages are employed outside agriculture. Moreover, the rural labour market is characterized by a relatively high
unemployment rate. In 2011, 874.5 thousand people were registered as unemployed, most of them not possessing any
farmland (Obszary… 2011, Rocznik… 2012).
The problem of the shortage of work in the Polish countryside may continue to become graver. Thus, it is
necessary to implement a concept of the development of rural areas not strictly connected to the development of
farming. This direction will gain in importance because the recent changes in Poland’s rural areas have affected both
agricultural production and the whole countryside, which used to be associated with production of food and agricultural
produce but is now beginning to perform other functions, e.g. consumer or services sectors (Kłodziński 2010, 2012).
Among the factors stimulating the above transformation is the EU policy towards rural areas, especially the second
pillar of the Common Agricultural Policy. The impact of the EU policy on rural areas should not be even all over
Poland, as it is possible to distinguish more developed rural areas, located near the centre and close to the markets. On
the other hand, distinguishable are also more distant (peripheral) rural areas, burdened with inadequate infrastructure
and strongly dependent on farming. In such areas, the shortage of jobs outside agriculture is most severe (Stathopoulu et
al. 2010).
Poland’s accession to the European Union has created new opportunities for the development of rural areas.
Instruments have appeared which are able to stimulate the growth of rural entrepreneurship co-financed from the EC
budget. The purpose of this article is to present the effects of the implementation of an action aiming at the development
of entrepreneurship in rural areas in Poland and financed from the fund of the Rural Development Programme (RDP)
for 2007-2013. The paper contains statistical data gathered by the Central Statistical Office, the documentation
published by the Ministry for Agriculture and Rural Development and the Agency for Restructuring and Modernisation
of Agriculture (ARMA)1.3Most of the data have been presented on the regional level.
Entrepreneurship in rural areas
Entrepreneurship is a multi-facet phenomenon, shaped by social and economic conditions. Entrepreneurship can
be treated as an attitude or as a process (Marks-Bielska, Lizińska, Sarnacka 2010). Being an attitude, entrepreneurship
corresponds to a trait in people’s character and stands for the readiness to face new challenges, to improve the existing
components of the human environment and to take an active and creative stance towards one’s surroundings. In turn,
entrepreneurship understood as a process means the creation and development of a business entity (enterprise)
(Otłowska et al. 2006).

13

The Agency for Restructuring and Modernisation of Agriculture (ARMA) was established in 1994 with the aim of supporting the agriculture and
rural development. ARMA has been designated by the Government of the Republic of Poland to perform the role of an accredited paying agency. It
deals with the implementation of instruments co-financed from the European Union budget and provides aid from national funds. The Agency, as the
performer of agricultural policy, cooperates with the Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development. At the same time, ARMA is under supervision
of the Ministry of Finance within the scope of managing public funds.
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The growth of entrepreneurship, often connected with the agricultural branch, helps to create new jobs in rural
areas and aids their development. The pursuit of business activity contributes to transformations of the social and
economic structure and helps to achieve an improved effectiveness in agriculture as well (Żmija 2003). The
development of non-agricultural businesses generates many benefits in rural areas. Farms can diversify their revenues.
Many residents of rural areas look for employment, and the stimulation of entrepreneurship in the countryside adds new
jobs through creating new businesses (Kłodziński 1996). Rural entrepreneurship is a dominant form of combating the
rural unemployment. However, it is accompanied by other aspects of vocational stimulation, such as the disappearance
of the countryside’s mono-functional character (Wielewska 2006, Lizińska 2007).
The development of rural areas must not rely on agriculture alone, but should involve the stimulation of
entrepreneurship in other areas of business. As the basic source of employment, agriculture often fails to ensure
revenues comparable to incomes from other types of work. This is the reason why many farmers obtain revenues from
other sources (Kisiel et al. 2012). This trend is not limited to Poland, but occurs in other EU countries, where one in ten
farms runs other types of business apart from farming. In 2007 (the latest available data), there were over 1.3 million
such farms in Europe, mostly in Finland (27.7%), France (23.6%) and Denmark (23.4%0 (Other gainful... 2008). The
data from the Agricultural Census of 2010 released in 2013 indicate that 19.7% households which have a member who
runs a private farm on a rural area derived some income from other sources than farming. In 9.5% cases of such
households, the non-farming business generated more income than agriculture (Charakterystyka… 2012).
The non-farming business activity in rural areas develops in various ways, but predominantly as a small business
closely connected to a given farm and insured in the Agricultural Social Insurance Fund (KRUS); the second popular
option is a business governed by the regulations of the Act on Freedom of Business Activity and insured in the Social
Insurance Institution (ZUS) (Łapińska 2008).
About 25% of all business companies (about 3.7 million) registered in the REGON24register conduct their
activity in rural areas. The entrepreneurship rate characterizing rural areas is nearly half the rate in towns. In respect of
the type of activity conducted in the countryside in 2009, the highest share was constituted by businesses engaged in:
trade, car repairs, transport and warehousing, accommodation and catering, information and communication, and
construction and other industries. In 2009, the REGON register listed 97.8 thousand new business entities in rural areas,
which corresponded to 28.0% of all newly registered companies in Poland. Among the new businesses the dominant
were the ones dealing with trade, car repairs, transport and warehousing, accommodation and catering, information and
communication (38.8 thousand, i.e. 39.6% of the total of all new companies registered in rural areas). The second most
numerous group of entities were businesses classified to the sector of industries and the construction industry. The
highest rate of new entities registered in the REGON per 1,000 residents living in rural areas in 2009 was calculated for
the following provinces: West Pomerania, Lubuskie and Pomerania. The rate was the lowest in the Provinces of
Podlasie and Lublin (Obszary… 2011).
Conditions for the development of business in the countryside are harder than in large urban agglomerations,
especially in rural areas located in peripheries, far from cities and major communication routes. The peripheral location
means worse access to advice and information services. Besides, the local demand is quite limited and the sources of
supplies and markets are too distant (Kłodziński 2012, Łapińska 2008).
The growth of entrepreneurship as a form of economic stimulation of rural areas is not easy due to the existing
barriers such as the limited demand, poorly developed infrastructure and a low level of economic activity among
residents (Cieślewicz 2006). According to Kłodziński (2013), one of the main obstacles to the development of business
in villages is the lack of business advisors, who would be able to give advice at every stage of business activity. Another
problem is the constantly changing regulations which govern economic activity (mainly taxations). In general, the
attitude of local governments does not encourage setting up own business. In many Polish communities, the obligation
imposed on local authorities to support the development of entrepreneurship by creating conditions encouraging
individuals to start up and run own business companies is neglected. Without the state’s institutional help, it seems
hardly possible to overcome the barriers preventing the growth of businesses in rural areas (Mark-Bielska 2004).
Public funds allocated to the development of rural businesses
The shortage of capital to set up a business or to modernize or re-invest in an existing company is a great barrier
to the development of entrepreneurship in rural areas (Chądrzyński 2009). The establishment of micro-businesses
(family companies) or the undertaking of non-agricultural business activity by farmers are often financed from own
savings or with the capital borrowed from family and relatives (Sikora 2012). The problem could be solved by spending
some public funds on the co-financing of the setting up and running of businesses in the countryside. In Poland, there
are many programmes which offer financial support to small and medium businesses. Projects financed under the
framework of various operational programmes dedicated to rural areas create many opportunities. The support of rural
areas can be financed from the funds specifically set up for this aim (like the RDP), but also from other operational
programmes executed in Poland. They are dedicated to the improvement of local infrastructure or vocational activation
of the countryside population through educational courses and trainings. Finally, some of the support can be given in
the form of direct financing, for example a subsidy granted to start or develop own business (Babuchowska, MarksBielska 2010).
24

REGON is the National Official Business Register
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As the EU states are integrating, all forms of business activity in rural areas can be given support, mainly
financial one, under various programmes, of which the Rural Development Programme for the years 2007-2013 plays a
leading role. This programme in Poland, as in the other EU countries, in implemented as part of the second pillar of the
Common Agricultural Policy.
In Poland, the Rural Development Programme for 2007-2013 has focused on the execution of 23 actions in three
axes: I – competitiveness of the agricultural and forestry sector, II – improvement of the natural environment, III –
quality of life in rural areas and economic diversification. Besides, axis IV was distinguished, called the Leader, which
fulfills the goals assigned to axis III by implementing local development strategies.
One of the measures pursued under the RDP axis III Quality of Life on Rural Areas and Diversification of Rural
Economy is known as the Creation and Development of Micro-businesses. The goals are to raise the economic
competitiveness of rural areas, develop entrepreneurship and contribute to higher employment in the countryside. In
total, 1.024 billion euro (5.7% of the total pool of public funs in the RDP) was allocated to this measure for the sevenyear period. In order to assure an equal access to the fund in the whole country, the budget of the measure the Creation
and Development of Micro-businesses was divided between all Polish provinces. The division was made according to
the number of people living in rural areas and in towns with the population up to 5 thousand. About 1/3 of the funds
was allocated to three provinces, where the percentage of the said population was the highest in Poland, i.e. the province
of Mazowsze (124.42 million euro), Małopolska (111.1 million euro) and Wielkopolska (104.55 million euro) (fig. 1).

Figure 1. Funds allocation of measures Creation and Development of Micro-businesses - regional focus (Alokacja środków
działania Tworzenie i rozwój mikroprzedsiębiorstw – ujęcie regionalne)
Source: Own study based on "Measure 312 Creation and Development of Micro-businesses - information on the results of the
implementation in 2007–2011". Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development, Warsaw 2011, p. 5.

The maximum support given to an individual beneficiary cannot exceed 300 thousand Polish zloty of eligible net
costs and is strictly connected with the number of jobs created. The maximum support of 300,000 Polish zloty can be
given to projects which aim at creating at least 3 jobs. If a project is designed to create at least 2 but no more than 3 job
places, the maximum financing is 100,000 Polish zloty. The information illustrated in fig. 2 shows that most of the
businesses set up to the end of 2011 (45%) presumed to create at least 1 but no more than 2 jobs. The average value of
such enterprises was 82,000 Polish zloty. The share of businesses creating 3 and more jobs was also considerable, i.e.
37.5%, and the average value of a business in this category was 276,000 Polish zloty (fig. 2).
Four calls for applications under this measure have been run so far. They took place in 2009, 2010, 2011 and
2013. Each year, the number of applications increased; in total the Agency for Agriculture Restructurization and
Modernization received over 39,000 applications. The increase in the applications could have been a consequence of the
change in the regulations which took place during the performance of the measure. Namely, in the first call for
applications (in 2009), a support of 100,000 Polish zloty was accessible to projects creating 1 or 2 jobs, 200,000 Polish
zloty – to projects creating more than 2 but no more than 5 jobs, and 300,000 Polish zloty – to projects creating over 5
jobs. When this rule of relaxed, the number of applications increased even 3.5-fold in 2010.
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The total number of contracts signed with beneficiaries in the first three calls was 11,523, i.e. 39% of the
applications. The highest ratio of signed contract to filed applications was achieved in the following provinces: the
Province of Lublin (49%), Podkarpacie (48%) and Silesia (48%). Most unsigned contracts were due to the problems
applicants encountered when securing own funds to cover the total cost of a project.

37,4%
at least 3 jobs

45,0%

at least 2 and less than 3 jobs

at least 1 and less than 2 jobs
17,6%

Figure 2. The jobs created
Source: Own study based on "Measure 312 Creation and Development of Micro-businesses - information on the results of the
implementation in 2007-2011". Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development, Warsaw 2011, p. 13.

The implementation of the measure the Creation and Development of Micro-businesses most importantly leads to
the creation of new jobs. Nationwide, until the end of 2011, the number of such new jobs reached 11,695. But this
outcome is spatially varied (fig. 3). Most new jobs were created in the provinces: Wielkopolska (2,104), Podkarpacie
(1,192) and Małopolska (1,149), that is in the regions were allocated the highest share of the measure’s funds. The
Province of Mazowsze is an outstanding case because it was given the highest amount of financing available under the
measure but created just 950 jobs.

Figure 3. The jobs created - regional perspective
Source: Own study based on "Measure 312 Creation and Development of Micro-businesses - information on the results of the
implementation in 2007-2011". Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development, Warsaw 2011, p. 14.

Similarly to the number of new posts, the average amount of co-financing to a project varies from region to
region. The lowest average value of the support was observed in the Province of Opole (134.7 thousand Polish zloty)
and the highest – in the Province of Wielkopolska (194.1 thousand of Polish zloty). Moreover, it can be noticed that the
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average value of co-financing was about 5% higher in the case of beneficiaries staring a business than the ones who
applied in order to expand the business they conducted (fig. 4).

Figure 4. The requested amount of aid
Source: Own study based on "Measure 312 Creation and Development of Micro-businesses - information on the results of the
implementation in 2007-2011". Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development, Warsaw 2011, p. 13.

The measure called the Creation and Development of Micro-businesses provides support to applicants who
intend to start or expans micro-businesses active in one of the 12 areas:
- services for farms or forestry,
- services for people,
- wholesale and retail sale,
- crafts and handicrafts,
- construction and installation works,
- tourist services and services connected with sports, recreation and relaxation,
- transport services,
- municipal services,
- food produce and forest fruit processing,
- warehousing and storage of goods,
- biomass energy generation,
- accounting, advisory and IT services.
Most of the beneficiaries conducted businesses dealing with services for people (31.7%) and construction and
installation works (22.9%).
Conclusion
The face of the Polish countryside has changed over the past several years. These rural areas used to be
associated with the production of food and other agricultural produce, but now perform many other functions, not
related to agricultural production. As a result, the importance of farming in the development of rural areas has been
diminishing, especially when compared to the role of income from other sources. Also, the number of jobs in
agriculture has been decreasing. Consequently, residents of rural areas have problems finding work.
Farmers also look for other, additional forms of occupational activity and revenue. Their efforts are supported by
the EU agricultural policy, especially the so-called second pillar of the CAP. The funds allocated to this part of the CAP
can be used to diversify forms of entrepreneurship in rural areas. In Poland, during the years 2007 to 2013, like in other
member states of the European Union, funds from the second pillar have been allocated to the Rural Development
Programme, which for example supports the measure dedicated to the establishment or expansion of micro-enterprises
in the countryside. During the said seven years, 1.024 billion euro has been allocated to this measure, divided between
all Polish provinces.
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The up-to-date performance of the measure called the Creation and Development of Micro-businesses has run
very smoothly. The number of applications has increased every year, which may prove that rural populations are
interested in the development of business activity. Owing to the support given, 11,695 new jobs have been created.
Regions where most new jobs have been created were identified (the Provinces of Wielkopolska, Podkarpacie and
Małopolska). This might be a consequence of the original distribution of the funds because the three provinces
mentioned above are the ones which were allocated the highest shares of the fund. The execution of the measure the
Creation and Development of Micro-businesses may contribute to combating the shortage of jobs in rural areas in some
parts of Poland, but the problem is likely to remain in other regions, which might deepen the phenomenon of the
polarization of regions.
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Spatial Differentiation and the Effects of the "Afforestation of Agricultural
Land" in Poland
Mirosław Biczkowski, Roman Rudnicki
Nicolaus Copernicus University, Poland
Abstract
The article concerns the effects of the current issue of "afforestation of agricultural land" in Poland implemented under the Common
Agricultural Policy. The study brings a closer look at the size of the afforested area, as well as the level and structure of funds allocated under the
"Afforestation of Agricultural Land" measure implemented in Poland as part of the Rural Development Programme in two campaigns (i.e. in 20042006 and 2007-2013). The analysis has been based on the administrative division of Poland. The assessment of the measure has been carried out
primarily from the point of possible utilisation of poor quality soils (the lowest classes V and VI in the soil quality classification in Poland).
Keywords: afforestation of agricultural land, the Rural Development Programme (RDP), the Common Agricultural Policy (CAP), EU funds,
Poland.

Introduction
According to the concept of sustainable development, besides the basic function of food production, rural areas
play an important role in environmental protection, including conservation of water and soil resources, landscape
structure and architecture, as well as preservation of habitats and biodiversity (Kukuła, Krasowicz 2007). Traditional
agriculture is one of the most important factors favourably affecting biodiversity of the countryside of Poland.
Agricultural land occupies more than half of Poland's area; it also constitutes from 13% to 42% of the protected areas.
Given the good condition of the environment and great biodiversity of Poland, distinguishing itself from other European
countries, support measures and incentives for farmers, favouring the preservation and improvement of the natural
environment, such as afforestation of agricultural land, were introduced as part of the implementation of the Common
Agricultural Policy aid instruments (CAP) (Biczkowski 2008).
Studies on agricultural land afforestation are classified under the research on land use. Initiated by J.W. Powell in
the USA at the end of the 19th century, that field of study was developed by L.D. Stamp and M.M. Cole, among others.
Its most prominent Polish researchers include: F. Uhorczak, J. Kostrowicki, as well as (more recently) R. Kulikowski
and J. Bański. A detailed analysis of the function of forests in the Polish land use structure is undertaken by E. Stępień,
R. Zielony and B. Szymański, to mention just a few names. When it comes to the European Union policy on forests, it
is treated more extensively by L. Płotkowski, while Measure: Afforestation of Agricultural Lands and its impact on the
agricultural acreage structure comprise subjects of many papers by: M. Polna, A. Kołodziejczak and R. Rudnicki as
well as M. Biczkowski and M. Głaz.
The issue of agricultural land afforestation is particularly important in the case of Polish agriculture because of
its excessive use of low fertility soils (class V and VI in soil quality classification) and vulnerability to, for example,
erosion or water pollution. Under such conditions agricultural land conversion and afforestation has particularly positive
impact on the sustainable development of agriculture and rural areas - both directly (by increasing forest cover, the
impact on climate, water retention and reduction in water and wind erosion), and indirectly (by providing opportunities
for additional employment and income, and improvement of leisure amenities and public health) (Rudnicki 2010).
Afforestation also strengthens the ecological functions of rural areas by restoring the old and creating new ecological
corridors and migration routes of animals. They contribute to maintaining and enhancing the ecological stability of
forest areas by reducing fragmentation of forests and creating ecological corridors (Pomajda 2004, Podstawka,
Konieczny 2002, Polna 2006, Polna, Szczepański 2010). Furthermore, afforestation is the initial, essential step in a long
process of creating a forest complex (Zalesianie... 2011). Therefore, lands of low suitability for agriculture are
potentially a significant area for recreating forests, as well as the formation of rural landscape structure.
The main goal of this study is to discuss the actual status and trends of absorption of the EU funds aimed at
afforestation of agricultural land in Poland.
Moreover, the authors’ aim was to assess the developmental possibilities of lands characterised by a low
agricultural value (class V and VI lands in the soil quality classification system). These soils have low fertility level;
therefore, they should be first and foremost dedicated to the improvement of the Polish afforestation rate, which is to
exceed 30% level in 2020 (now being at 28.8%) according to the National Afforestation Programme. First, the
following data were compiled: payments, forest area, forest tree stand structure and the number of applications
processed in the period of 2004–2010. Secondly, in a detailed analysis, several instruments for parametric assessment
were selected and utilized, namely:
- absorption: euro/1 ha of agricultural acreage; euro/1 application [in thousands]; euro/1 agricultural holding;
- agricultural holding activity in afforestation: number of applications made against the total number of
agricultural holdings [%];
- impact of the measure on the structure formation of the poorest agricultural lands (class V and VI): euro/1 ha of
agricultural acreage (class V and VI lands); number of applications made per 1000 ha of agricultural acreage (class V
and VI lands).
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Such an oriented analysis provided the basis for assessing the amount and structure of funds already allocated
within Measure: Afforestation of Agricultural Lands. Further examination of the said measure focused on the
developmental possibilities of lands characterised by a low agricultural value (class V and VI lands in the soil quality
classification system).
The time scope of the research covers the regulations on afforestation issued at the first stage of afforestation
within the Rural Development Programme for 2004–2006 which were complemented with the preliminary data of the
Rural Development Programme for 2007–2013, a programme currently in process. The analysis was based on the
statistical data acquired by means of an archival inquiry at The Agency for Restructuring and Modernisation of
Agriculture (ARiMR) in Warsaw, which is the most important Polish institution responsible for implementation of UE
funds for rural areas and agriculture. Subsequently, the data gathered were appropriately processed (counted, grouped,
aggregated, generalized). Then, they were used for the formulation of the spatial information matrix (e.g. number of
applications made, amount of funds acquired, forest area and forest tree stand structure with a breakdown into particular
regions). It enabled the statistical, mathematical and spatial analysis at the next stage. The graphical visualisation of the
results was performed by means of diagram maps (application stage and graphical presentation of results) made in
MapInfo software. Owing to such a solution, the nature of a particular phenomenon, including its regional intensity,
could be depicted in a spatial layout.
Natural determinants and spatial diversity of agricultural land afforestation in Poland
The excessive use of low quality and vulnerable agricultural land in Poland is clearly shown in the program of
the Augmentation of Poland's Forest Cover (APFC). Excluding it from farming is economically sensible in view of its
low productivity. Given the planned increase in forest cover of the country, it is reasonable to support the afforestation
process and provide proper maintenance of new plantings in the early stages of their development.
The total area of agricultural land in Poland amounts to approx. 18 500 000 ha, which accounts for about 60% of
the total surface area of the country. Agricultural land on poor soils (i.e. those of classes V, VI and VIz according to the
soil quality classification) amounts to approx. 6 250 000 ha, i.e. 34.3% of agricultural land, of which the poorest soils
(VI and VIz) occupy 2 115 000 ha (APFC 2003).
On the other hand, so called marginal lands have a significant participation in the surface area of poor soils.
According to the Institute of Soil Science and Plant Cultivation (Instytut Upraw i Nawożenia Gleb IUNG) in Puławy,
marginal lands are those currently in agricultural use, or remaining in agricultural land records, which are low in
productivity and not suitable for production of healthy food due to adverse natural and anthropogenic factors. Such land
may, or even should, be reclassified into another land use forms, which could be afforestation, development, ecological
or recreation function, etc. There is a total of approx. 2 300 000 hectares of marginal land in Poland, which accounts for
about 12.4% of the total agricultural land. Since agricultural production on that land is unprofitable, it should be
allocated for afforestation or other proecological functions.
Increasing Poland's forest cover is one of the most important elements of the state's forest policy. The consistent
implementation of this policy's objectives should ensure an increase in forest cover to 30% in 2020, and 33% after
2050. Poland's forest cover (28.8%) is lower than the European average of 31.1%. Research and study works
(Obmiński, Partyka, Siuta, Łonkiewicz; after APFC 2003) show that rational afforestation of Poland, in terms of land
use structure and shaping the environment, should be 33-34% at the present stage of development of the country.
Another major problem is uneven distribution of forests throughout the country, as well as their considerable
fragmentation and dispersion.
The average size of a private forest holding is less than a hectare. A farm of this size often consists of a number
of separate land plots. The findings of the APFC and other studies on spatial collocation of the country's afforestation
needs show that an increase in forest cover is most required in the following voivodeships: Wielkopolskie, KujawskoPomorskie, Łódzkie, Mazowieckie, Podlaskie, Lubelskie and Świętokrzyskie (e.g. Liro 1998, Michna 1998, Siuta 1996
and 2000, Witkowski et al. 2001; after APFC 2003). Low forest cover in these voivodeships (below the national
average), the steppe formation and erosion processes, as well as presence of large urban areas, are clear reasons for that.
The largest acreage of poorest soils (V and VI soil class) occurs in the Mazowieckie Voivodeship - slightly more
than a million ha (17.5% of this type of soils in Poland) and in the Wielkopolskie Voivodeship - 784 600 000 ha (12.6%
of the total soils of V and VI quality classes). The participation of the poorest soil acreage by administrative region
show high spatial diversity, ranging from below 30% in the Opolskie Voivodeship (23.7%), followed by the following
voivodeships: Dolnośląskie (24.7%), Lubelskie (27.5%), Kujawsko-Pomorskie (28.0%) and Zachodniopomorskie
(29.4%), to over 50% in the Mazowieckie (53.7%), Podlaskie (52.4%) and Łódzkie (51.1%) voivodeships.
Almost 17 000 payment granting decisions were released within the "Afforestation of Agricultural Land"
measure in the two campaigns implemented in Poland so far (2004-2006 and 2007-2013, see Tab. 1), of which 9 000
during the first campaign of 2004-2006. The project aroused the greatest interest among farmers of the Mazowieckie
Voivodeship (3199 decisions), which has the largest acreage of poorest soils, and the Podkarpackie Voivodeship (2084
decisions) of high natural values. Different trends are present in the Opolskie (211 decisions) and Śląskie (295
decisions) voivodeships, whose values predispose them to the development of the agricultural and industrial functions,
respectively.
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Table 1. Size and number of applications under the measure "Afforestation of agricultural land" in 2004–2010 in Poland
(including programs: RDP 2004-2006 and RDP 2007–2013).
Afforestation area
Number of applications submitted
by tree species (%)
Total
Lp.
Voivodeship
in% of submitted
per 1,000 ha of
(thousand
stock
deciduous
% of
Total
applications
farmland V, VI
ha)
conifers
trees
farms
(Poland = 100)
quality class
1 Dolnośląskie
3.13
60.3
39.7
713
4.20
1.14
2.89
2

Kujawsko-Pomorskie

2.92

59.5

40.5

813

4.79

1.17

2.84

3

Lubelskie

3.97

55.1

44.9

1 637

9.65

0.90

4.02

4

Lubuskie

2.02

60.0

40.0

331

1.95

1.57

1.39

5

Łódzkie

2.96

66.6

33.4

1 387

8.18

1.05

2.44

6

Małopolskie

0.65

60.6

39.4

485

2.86

0.35

1.98

7

Mazowieckie

9.15

54.5

45.5

3 199

18.86

1.47

2.92

8

Opolskie

0.59

61.5

38.5

211

1.24

0.70

1.61

9

Podkarpackie

4.06

62.5

37.5

2 084

12.29

1.64

7.91

10

Podlaskie

3.08

68.0

32.0

927

5.47

1.11

1.62

11

Pomorskie

3.68

52.7

47.3

538

3.17

1.34

1.73

12

Śląskie

1.33

50.8

49.2

295

1.74

0.54

1.33

13

2.36

67.8

32.2

1 570

9.26

1.65

6.40

9.85

46.7

53.3

1 439

8.49

3.32

4.35

15

Świętokrzyskie
WarmińskoMazurskie
Wielkopolskie

3.12

63.8

36.2

986

5.81

0.79

1.26

16

Zachodniopomorskie

2.60

62.4

37.6

344

2.03

1.15

1.14

Poland

55.46

57.2

42.8

16 959

100.00

1.17

2.71

14

Source: own study based on data from the Agency for Restructuring and Modernisation of Agriculture (ARMA) in Warsaw, a
division of National (as at December 31, 2010)

In relation to the total number of applications accepted for implementation, the share of beneficiaries from the
Mazowieckie Voivodeship reaches 18.9% of all applications, while those from the Podkarpackie Voivodeship – 12.3%.
In three regions this share did not exceed 2% (Opolskie, Śląskie and Lubuskie voivodeships). Each of these
voivodeships, however, has different specifics, because the share of the poorest soils is the lowest in the Opolskie
Voivodeship, there is a high percentage of urban areas in the Śląskie Voivodeship, and forests in the Lubuskie
Voivodeship already account for nearly half of the total area. The participation of granting payment decisions per a total
number of farms has been the basis for the evaluation of spatial diversity of agricultural activity in obtaining benefits for
afforestation of agricultural land. On average, every hundredths farm benefited from the afforestation measure in Poland
(1.17%). This rate ranges from 0.35% in the Małopolskie Voivodeship to 0.54% in the Śląskie Voivodeship to 3.32% in
the Warmińsko-Mazurskie Voivodeship.
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Figure 1. Number of applications: in % of submitted applications (Poland=100) (A) and per 1,000 ha of farmland V, VI
quality class (B)
Source: own study based on data from the Agency for Restructuring and Modernisation of Agriculture (ARMA) in Warsaw, a
division of National (as at December 31, 2010)
1 – 16: numbers voivodships as in Table 1

Taking into account different sizes of the voivodeships and the area of poorest soils, the indicator of a number of
submitted applications per 1000 hectares of V and VI soil quality classes has been calculated. In this perspective,
farmers from the Podkarpackie Voivodeship (7.9 applications per 1000 ha of soil class V and VI), as well as
Świętokrzyskie (6.4), Warmińsko-Mazurskie (4.4) and Lubelskie voivodeships (4.0) appeared to be the most active. It is
characteristic that all these regions have rather low shares of the poorest soils (below the Poland's average. Therefore,
no significant correlation between the presence of the lowest quality soil classes and increase in farmers' interest in this
measure has been found, which must be considered rather negative. All the voivodeships in which the share of V and VI
class soils exceeded 40% of the total agricultural land, showed the rate of submitted applications between 1.3 and 2.6,
while the Poland’s average is 2.7 per 1000 hectares of poorest soils.
The analysis has also covered the volume of funds allocated within the agricultural land afforestation measure in
Poland. A total of 137 5 million Euros (as of end of 2010) went to the beneficiaries who have applied for afforestation,
out of which 35% of the total amount was paid to farmers from two voivodeships: Warmińsko-Mazurskie (25 million
Euros or 18.2% of the total payments made in Poland) and Mazowieckie (23 million Euros or 16.9%, see Table. 2).
Beneficiaries from the Opolskie (1.5 million or 1.1%), Małopolskie (1.6 million or 1.2%) and Śląskie (3.2 million or
2.4%) voivodeships received the lowest support. The national average of total payment per hectare of agricultural land
amounted to 7.5 Euros and was a subject to high regional variation - from 2.0 Euros in the Małopolskie Voivodeship to
19.3 Euros in the Warmińsko-Mazurskie Voivodeship (see table. 2).
The analysis of the spatial diversity of afforestation under the RDP also takes into account the average payment
per application. This amount (8.1 thousand Euros on average in the whole country) is a subject to strong regional
variations, from 3300-5000 Euros in the voivodeships with most fragmented agricultural land of south-east Poland
(Małopolskie - 3300 Euros, Świętokrzyskie - 3300 Euros, Podkarpackie - 4800 Euros and Łódzkie - 5000 Euros) to
over 15 000 Euros in the regions distinguished by a favourable farms size structure - Lubuskie (15 000 Euros),
Warmińsko-Mazurskie (17 400 Euros), Pomorskie (17 800 Euros) and Zachodniopomorskie (20 300 Euros).
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Table 2. Basic indicators relate to payments made under the measure "Afforestation of agricultural land” in Poland
Payments
calculated on
Total
in% of total
Lp.
Voivodeship
(in
euro/1
thousand
payments (Poland =
euro/1 ha farmland
euro/per
million
ha
euro/1
100)
V, VI quality class
one farm
euro)
farmland application
1 Dolnośląskie
8.31
6.06
7.17
11.66
33.69
133.50
2 Kujawsko-Pomorskie
7.14
5.20
6.17
8.78
24.95
102.47
3

Lubelskie

9.33

6.80

5.46

5.70

22.94

51.40

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Lubuskie
Łódzkie
Małopolskie
Mazowieckie
Opolskie
Podkarpackie
Podlaskie
Pomorskie
Śląskie
Świętokrzyskie
Warmińsko-Mazurskie

4.94
6.87
1.62
23.13
1.50
9.84
6.87
9.57
3.24
5.25
24.96

3.60
5.01
1.18
16.87
1.09
7.17
5.01
6.98
2.36
3.83
18.20

8.95
5.53
2.01
9.74
2.56
10.54
5.71
10.54
5.30
7.68
19.29

14.93
4.95
3.35
7.23
7.10
4.72
7.41
17.80
10.98
3.34
17.35

20.79
12.07
6.64
21.15
11.44
37.32
11.99
30.76
14.63
21.41
75.40

234.38
52.07
11.74
106.30
49.43
77.49
82.54
239.30
58.86
55.20
575.69

15
16

Wielkopolskie
7.60
5.54
4.04
7.71
9.69
Zachodniopomorskie
6.97
5.08
6.30
20.26
23.10
Poland
137.15
100.00
7.53
8.09
21.95
Source: own study based on data from the Agency for Restructuring and Modernisation of Agriculture (ARMA) in
division of National (as at December 31, 2010)

61.01
233.44
94,53
Warsaw, a

Figure 2. Payments: in % of total payments (Poland = 100) (A) and euro/1 ha farmland V, VI quality class (B)
Source: own study based on data from the Agency for Restructuring and Modernisation of Agriculture (ARMA) in Warsaw, a
division of National (as at December 31, 2010)
1 – 16: numbers voivodships as in Table 2

Another evaluation criteria used in this analysis, i.e. the amount of funds per a statistical farm, confirms the
already observed regularities. The lowest average support falls on farms in the Opolskie and Małopolskie voivodeships
(below 50 Euros per farm), and the highest on farms in the Warmińsko-Mazurskie Voivodeship (over 500 Euros per
farm). The average amount of payment attributable to one hectare of V and VI quality class soils was the highest in the
Warmińsko-Mazurskie Voivodeship (75.4 Euros per hectare), where this rate is nearly four times higher than the
national average (21.9 Euros per hectare).
The total area of agricultural land afforestation implemented so far within the RDP reaches 55 500 hectares. At
the regional level it ranges from below 700 hectares in the Opolskie and Małopolskie voivodeships each to over 9000
hectares in the Mazowieckie and Warmińsko-Mazurskie voivodeships each. On average, 3.0 ha out of every 1000 ha of
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agricultural land were afforested. This indicator also greatly varies from region to region, ranging from 0.8 hectares in
the Małopolskie to 7.6 hectares in the Warmińsko-Mazurskie Voivodeship.
Afforestation carried out within the RDP framework is consistent with the program of the Augmentation of
Poland's Forest Cover (APFC) adopted for implementation by the Resolution of the Council of Ministers in 1995, and
revised in 2003. They concerned the land owned by private farmers and agricultural cooperatives and not by the State
Treasury, which was classified as agricultural land (arable land, permanent grassland, orchards and fruit plantations)
based on the land use records, with requirements of at least 0.3 ha (for farmers) or 3.0 ha (for a group of farmers) of
forest cover area, and at least 20 m width of forested plot (excluding plots adjacent to a forest). The land should be in
constant agriculture use, and consist mainly of V and VI quality class soils (the participation of the classes I-IV could
not exceed 15% of the forested area), and/or unfavourably located farmland – with the slope of over 12°. It should be
noted that the adopted soil quality criteria are not fully respected, as evidenced by the high share of forests and I-IV soil
classes (34%) in the total area of afforested land (Droździel 2007).
The total area of forests in Poland amounts to 9 000 600 ha, representing 28.8% of the total area of the country.
Forest coverage rate, however, varies significantly across regions. It is 20.7% in the Łódzkie Voivodeship, while it is
almost half of the area in the most nature-oriented Lubuskie Voivodeship (48.7%). In order to determine the impact of
"Afforestation of Agricultural Land" measures on raising the level of forest cover in Poland, an indicator of the area
afforested in the measures per 1000 hectares of forest has been introduced. According to such an indicator, the Polish
national average is 6.2 hectares of new forest per 1000 hectares of total forest. It varies across regions, ranging from less
than 3 hectares in the Małopolskie (1.5), Opolskie (2.4) and Lubuskie voivodeships (3) to more than 10 hectares in the
Mazowieckie (11.6) and Warmińsko-Mazurskie voivodeships (13.6). Such high rates in the latter two make a significant
contribution to raising rate of forest cover in these regions.
Treating the poorest soil classes as a priority in terms of afforestation, a rate of forested area per 1000 ha of
agricultural land of V and VI classes has been introduced. In this perspective, the national average value of the index for
Poland is 8.9 hectares. Like most of other calculated indices, it varies from region to region. Its lowest values occur in
the Małopolskie (2.6 ha), Wielkopolskie (4.0 ha) and Opolskie voivodeships (4.5 ha). The largest area of afforested
agricultural land of V and VI classes falls on the Warmińsko-Mazurskie Voivodeship (29.8 ha), followed by the
Podkarpackie (15.4 ha) and Dolnośląskie voivodeships (12.7 ha).
The afforestation species structure, taking into account the proportion of coniferous and deciduous species in the
stand, was an important factor affecting the grant rate. Only native trees and shrubs species were used for afforestation,
and planting stock had to come from a recognised seed base. Agricultural land classification and nature-forest
regionalisation were taken into consideration when determining species composition (in accordance with the Council of
Ministers regulations on the conditions and procedures for granting financial aid for afforestation of agricultural land
covered by the Rural Development Plan - Journal of Laws 2004, No. 187, pos. 1929) (Rudnicki 2010).
Thanks to varying grant rates farmers received for afforestation, the proportion of species changed in favour of
deciduous ones, which should be regarded as a positive phenomenon given a dominant role of coniferous stands in
Poland. While it is true that coniferous stand dominates in afforestation, its share is lower (58% to 42%) than its
participation in the existing forest area. The highest regional share of coniferous trees (approx. 68%) was noted in the
Podlaskie and Świętokrzyskie voivodeships. Only in the Warmińsko-Mazurskie Voivodeship these proportions were
reversed and the share of deciduous trees accounted for the majority (53.3%) of the total afforestation area.
The analysis of the average area of afforested agricultural land in terms of spatial diversity has shown correlation
with the historically shaped agrarian structure. Afforestation in northern and western Poland, with large agricultural
holdings, was considerably higher, especially when compared to the areas located in the south-eastern part of the
country where, on top of an unfavourable farm size structure, the rate of feasible afforestation is reduced by extensive
land fragmentation (Rudnicki 2010).
Conclusions
As a result of the analyzes it can be concluded that:
The slightest interest in the program occurs in regions that are most in need of afforestation (central regions –
Lodzkie and Cuiavian-Pomeranian), and relatively high in regions where the share of forest concerned is indeed
high.
The greatest impact on the activities of afforestation of agricultural land occurs in the following regions:
Warmińsko-Mazurskie and Mazowieckie (a total of 27% of submitted applications and 35% of the acquired amount)
and also Podkarpackie and Lubelskie voivodeships the most. On the other hand, it had minor influence on the
structure of agricultural land in the Opolskie, Śląskie, Małopolskie and Lubuskie voivodeships. It is difficult,
however, to make a clear evaluation, as each of these regions has different natural and economic conditions. On one
hand there is the Śląskie Voivodeship, with a high proportion of urban land, mainly used for industrial purposes. On
the other there is the Opolskie Voivodeship, where natural conditions for agriculture are relatively favourable,
accompanied by a good (for Polish realities) agrarian structure with a significant share of farms exceeding 50
hectares. Yet other example is the Lubuskie Voivodeship where the importance of forest functions is determined by
a high proportion of the total forest area, hence the need for afforestation is low.
Current impact of forestry-related activity on the formation of the structure of agricultural land (especially the
weakest quality classes) is small - afforested only about 1% of land classes V and VI.
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Compared to the area of afforestation planned in the years 2001-2020 in the National Afforestation
Programme (680,000 ha), the result is significantly higher: 8% (with one more framework, 2014–2020, still ahead).
Such a modest impact of the measure may be due to the high attractiveness of other possibilities of exploiting the
agricultural land potential. To start with, farmers receive direct farming subsidies, even if their lands are excluded
from plant production (are merely maintained in the so-called good agricultural condition), which has made the
farmers increase the acreage of agricultural lands. Secondly, the land has become an attractive form of investment.
Afforestation of agricultural land is progressing more slowly than assumed in the documents of the RDP. It
was expected that 40 thousand potential beneficiaries can reforest 117.8 thousand hectares of land. Meanwhile, six
years of implementation of afforestation program benefited from it 17 thousand beneficiaries who made 55.5
thousand afforestation of agricultural land.
The reason for the small impact of the program is lower than expected interest in afforestation activities,
rather than decreasing area of land. In the near future is expected to increase the dynamics of afforestation. This will
be the result of changes in legislation modifying the surface limits afforestation: reduced minimum area of land of
0.5 on a 0.1 ha and increase the maximum land area of 20 on a 100 ha (for one beneficiary). This will allow to
benefit from the support of farmers from regions with highly fragmented structure of land, as well as those with
much larger areas to the north and west of the country.
In fact, in the foreseeable future the afforestation rate in Poland may still depend on the willingness to
dedicate lands for afforestation expressed by private owners of agricultural lands. At that point it is important to
remember that the afforestation of private lands is voluntary. Therefore, what is of paramount importance is the
stimulation of afforestation attractiveness through legal, organizational and financial means as well as the provision
of reliable information. It would be recommended to implement a comprehensive training scheme on afforestation
and application for funds for farmers. Notwithstanding that, the top-priority areas dedicated for afforestation should
remain unchanged, i.e.: the largest part of central voivodships, wildlife corridors of Natura 2000 (an ecological
network) and areas selected for the minimization of forest land fragmentation.
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The LEADER Model of Rural Development – the Irish Experience
Brendan O’Keeffe
University of Limerick, Ireland
Abstract
The Irish experience of LEADER since the early 1990s provokes considerable interest in rural development circles throughout Europe and
beyond. This paper charts the emergence and evolution of LEADER in Ireland. It begins by looking at the rural development policy context. It then
focuses on the dynamics and practices at the local level, and it questions the extent to which specific features of LEDAER, namely place-based
development and multi-level governance pertain in practice. The paper takes a case study approach, though which a distillation of processes and
outputs at the local level is presented. The research involved longitudinal reviews (1991–2013) of the performance of two LEADER organisations,
based on a trawl of their strategic plans and output reports. Data were also collected through a survey of project promoters (entrepreneurs and civil
society bodies), which asked them to evaluate their interfaces with LEADER. The paper notes how LEADER in Ireland has been driven by civil
society and is strongly endogenous in its orientation. Moreover, its contributions to rural economic diversification and the strengthening of social
capital are significant. The paper concludes by pointing-up the elements of LEADER that need to be retained and strengthened in promoting territorial
competitiveness. These include the need to place greater emphasis on on-going animation and capacity-building of rural actors, reducing bureaucratic
burdens, and enabling bodies to be more innovative in responding to local needs and development potential.

Introduction
The LEADER (Liaison Entre Actions de Développement de l’Economie Rurale) method for the delivery of rural
development has had notable impacts in Ireland – economically, socially and politically. Introduced by the European
Union almost twenty-five years ago, LEADER was warmly embraced by rural communities. Indeed, due to the
vibrancy of voluntary organisations, LEADER in Ireland has generally been driven by civil society (O’Hara and
Commins, 1999). The productive sector (farmers, trade unions and employers), local government and statutory
agencies have generally engaged in partnership with civil society, although to varying degrees and in different ways
over time. Locally, LEADER has had notable successes in promoting economic diversification and in enabling
community development (McDonagh, 2001; McDonagh et al. 2009; O’Keeffe, 2009). More recently, LEADER LAGs
(Local Action Groups) have been strong advocates of sustainable development and environmental conservation. They
have also impacted on political processes, as they have provided rural communities with mechanisms for direct
democracy and participative governance, which in the context of a highly centralised state in Ireland, has been
somewhat problematic. This paper provides an overview of the various iterations of LEADER in Ireland. It pursues a
case study approach, and looks at the methodologies, structures, outputs and impacts of two LAGs in different parts of
Ireland. It assesses the current position of LEADER and the status of the LEADER methodology as Ireland and the
wider EU agree Rural Development Programmes for 2014 – 2020.
The increased application of the LEADER methodology across Europe over the past twenty-five years represents
a shift in rural development theory, policy and practice. Structural change models (Nurkse, 1953; Lewis, 1955) and
modernisation theory (Rostow, 1960) which tended to equate the rural with agricultural production influenced the
formulation of the Common Agriculture Policy (CAP) and its drive to promote productivist agriculture. Consequently
in the 1960s and 70s, CAP became the dominant public policy intervention in rural areas, and in Ireland rural
development policy was largely oriented towards maximising agricultural subsidies. However, mounting financial
pressures and the undesirable ecological consequences of CAP coupled with the emergence of sustainable development
concerns and pressures by the 1980s caused a re-think among policy-makers that led to the establishment of the Rural
Development Pillar and the promotion of rural economic diversification. Moreover, the parallel recognition that the
centre-periphery model and re-distributive approaches to regional development were limited (Maillat, 1997) brought
about a re-orientation in regional policy that placed renewed emphasis on place-based strategies and the harnessing of
local social capital (OECD, 2005). Thus, LEADER emerged as a model of rural development that was designed to be
area-based and which involved civil society acting as the driver in bringing other stakeholders together through new and
participative governance structures to implement multi-sectoral approaches to development based on local potential
(High & Nemes, 2007).
This paper examines how the theories of place-based development and the vision of multi-level governance,
which underpin the raison d’etre of LEADER, play out in practice. Its review of policy and experiences in Ireland
shows a gradual shift towards a rural development policy that extends beyond the agriculture sector. However, central
government’s persistent reluctance to embrace territorially-differentiated approaches to policy-making and delivery
mean that LEADER in Ireland operates in a challenging institutional environment. This paper reviews two LAGs that
have delivered LEADER since 1991. The evidence presented here was assembled by reviewing the LAGs’ multiannual strategic plans and the returns they submitted to government on their deliverables. This research, coupled with a
detailed trawl of project files generated considerable quantitative data on the outputs of LEADER, with respect to
promoting economic diversification. In order to probe LEADER’s capacity to stimulate economic activities, the deskbased exercises were complemented by interviews with several project promoters. These provided insights into
LEADER’s accessibility, responsiveness and innovative capacity from the perspective of entrepreneurs and local
citizens. The case studies also review the evolving governance structure of both LAGs and specifically the membership
and composition of their Boards of Directors and Sub-Committees.
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Rural Development Context
The publication of the White Paper on Rural Development (Commission of the European Communities, 1988)
marked a watershed in the EU approach to the rural economy and society. It lead to re-organisation of the CAP
(Common Agricultural Policy) into two pillars, with the second (albeit the much smaller) pillar being devoted to rural
development, including LEADER. Thus, EU funding was provided for the setting-up of over 200 multi-stakeholder
partnerships at the municipal and sub-regional level throughout the then twelve member states. These local area
partnerships were given the nomenclature LAGs (Local Action Groups) and were charged with administering a local
development fund (on average €2m/LAG in Ireland for the years 1991–1994 and currently i.e. 2007–2013 €10/ LAG).
Unlike previous approaches to development which tended to be sectoral and driven by one agency, LEADER has
sought to promote a multi-sectoral approach to development and to include a range of interests (OECD, 2005).
Twenty-five years on, there are many lessons to be learned from the LEADER experience in Ireland. The 1990s
were marked by a period of expansion, as LEADER was extended to cover the entire rural territory of the state. Since
then LAGs have become delivery bodies for a range of government and EU supported programmes. While this has
brought complexity to rural development, it has afforded rural territories additional opportunities to access public
funding. The past decade has seen LAGs develop closer working relationships with local government and with the
statutory sector. LEADER’s success in promoting citizen participation in local decision-making stands in contrast to the
limitations on local government institutions in Ireland, which have historically been subject to strong control from
central government (Lee, 1989; Decoster, 2002; Breathnach, 2012). LEADER’s achievements in promoting economic
development have been acknowledged (OECD, 2005; European Court of Auditors, 2010). Despite these positives, as
well as the growing recognition of the merits of area-based development and a focus on micro-regions (Creamer et al.,
2009) and the considerable level of local ownership of LEADER in many areas, Irish LAGs are currently in a
vulnerable position, and they have been forthright in raising concerns over centralisation and the re-organisation of subnational government (O’Keeffe and Douglas, 2013).
Geographical Features and Considerations
2

The island of Ireland (area: 84,421km –about 30% larger than Lithuania) has population of over 6million, of whom

1.7 million live in Northern Ireland and 4.5 million in Éire / Ireland. With the advent of partition in 1922, two different
administrative systems evolved on the island, although many cultural, sporting, educational, religious, economic (e.g.
trade union) and environmental interests have continued to operate on an all-island basis. The Peace Process and Good
Friday / Belfast Agreement (1998) have provided for the establishment of all-island political institutions and greater
collaboration between both parts of the island. Nevertheless, the political partition of the island and the conflict
between the late 1960s and early 1990s caused and compounded considerable peripherality in rural areas along the
border (Harvey et al, 2005; Creamer and O’Keeffe, 2013). These areas, as well as those along the Atlantic seaboard are
the most rural in Ireland, and continue to face the challenges associated with distance from markets, poor connectivity, a
narrow economic base and demographic weaknesses. Meredith (2006), Walsh (2007) and Gleeson et al. (2008)
highlight the contrasts between the Greater Dublin Area and Dublin – Belfast Corridor on Ireland’s east coast and the
more peripheral rural areas in the west, north-west and midland parts of Ireland. In addition to the economic, social and
demographic concentrations and agglomerations in the eastern part of Ireland, both jurisdictions are among the most
centralised in Europe (ESPON, 2006; Adshead and Tonge, 2009). There has been very little commitment in the south
to regional development (Quinn, 2009) and until now, local authorities in Northern Ireland have had very limited
competencies in spatial planning (Creamer et al., 2010). Thus, while there has been a very notable need for rural
development in Ireland, government policy and action on this front have been tardy, and was largely advanced by EU
initiatives and motivations. However, the state has to be credited with introducing a White Paper on rural development
in 1999, most of the provisions of which have been implemented. Moreover, Ireland had a dedicated Ministry for
Community, Rural and Gaeltacht (Irish-speaking area) Affairs between 2002 and 2011, and during this time rural
development certainly became more mainstream (Cawley, 2009). The dedicated Ministry and a buoyant domestic
economy during the early 2000 enabled increased state co-funding of LEADER.
Drivers and Features of the Irish Experience
The imbalances in Ireland’s economic and social geographies and the absence of strong regional or municipal
government propelled a cycle of marginalisation and crated institutional vacuums at local level. Consequently, and in
order to seek to promote the vibrancy of their localities, voluntary associations of rural citizens – organised themselves
promote economic development from the bottom-up. Endogenous efforts included establishing tourism and /or fishing
co-operatives, restoring heritage and folklore amenities and lobbying central and local government to maintain and
improve rural infrastructure and services (Curtin et al., 1996; Devereux, 1992). Such initiatives had mixed successes
and failures, and their experience was generally marked by a lack of support from central government, as public bodies
saw themselves as the primary drivers of public policy and the exclusive deliverers of non-commercial services.
Therefore, the advent of LEADER, with its focus on the community represented a new1 departure with respect to the
1

Direct funidng of endogenous bodies had been piloted through the European Anti-Poverty Programmes durign the 1980s (Harvey, 1994).
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relationship between the local and the centre in Ireland. By operating through a multi-annual, global grant mechanism
and by enabling LAGs to make decisions locally about the allocation of funds, the EU introduced an element of
decentralised financial management in Ireland. Moreover, by awarding contracts to endogenous LAGs, the EU, through
the mechanisms of the Irish state (the managing authority being the Ministry of Agriculture) was acknowledging and
consolidating the position of endogenous bodies as legitimate drivers of development and as co-decision-makers at the
local level, along with public agencies and the private sector.
Ireland’s experiences in community development over a century have influenced the model of LEADER that
emerged in Ireland, and have contributed to its distinctiveness. Unlike what happened more recently in parts of Central
and Eastern Europe, the formation of LEADER (LAGs) Local Action Groups was not promoted through local or
municipal authorities. Indeed, the highly centralised nature of the Irish state and the lack of local development expertise
among local authorities meant that local government was not well placed to lead LEADER, although in many instances
elected councillors, in their capacity as civil society leaders, played a role in LAG formation and development. Instead,
pre-existing civil society organisations were motivated to come together to establish LAGs. From the perspective of
many who were involved in the first iteration of LEADER in Ireland, the advent of EU rural development funding
provided communities with the tools to enable them to do on a more extensive scale, and on a more sustainable footing,
what they had been doing for decades (Connolly, 2007). While Ireland has witnessed very significant economic and
social changes over recent decades, bonding capital remains strong in most rural communities (CSO, 2009), and even
the smallest settlements tend to be keen to emphasise their uniqueness and preserve their identity, and the parish, while
it has no state administrative function, remains a key geography for the organisation of community development
activities.
The Changed and Changing Model of Delivering LEADER
Among the specific features of LEADER is that of the area-based approach (Kearney et al, 1995; AEIDL, 2001).
This implies that LAGs operate in locally-defined functional territories that are characterised by social, economic and
cultural bonds rather than or in conjunction with administrative delineations. Consequently, the majority of the LAG
territories initially formed in Ireland operated at the district level; of the initial 16 LAGs, 11 operated at the sub-county
level, four covered most of all of a county, while one had a catchment territory that extended over two counties. Thus
LAGs and the Managing Authority (Ministry for Agriculture) demonstrated considerable flexibility in their definition
and application of the territorial approach. More recent iterations of LEADER however, reflect an increased influence
of central government on all the dimensions thereof, including the delineation of LAG territories. Central government’s
concerted push since the late 1990s to align LAG boundaries with those of counties (i.e. administrative / local
government units) has meant that since the commencement of LEADER+ (in 2000), a majority of Irish LAGs cover
territories that correspond to counties. At present, the government is seeking to advance the full alignment of LAG
boundaries with those of Local Authorities (Department of Environment, Community and Local Government, 2012,
pp.28) – a proposal that is being resisted by LAGs.
During the first LEADER Programme (1991–1994), there were 16 Local Action Groups in Ireland, covering
about 40% of the rural territory. Since LEADER II (1995–1999), there have been over thirty LAGs, and these cover all
rural areas (i.e. all of Ireland with the exception of the main urban centres). LEADER+ and the parallel state-sponsored
RDP (National Rural Development Programme, 2000–2006), as well as the current (2007–2013) LEADER Mainstream
also cover the entire rural area of the state. In parallel to enabling the expansion of LEADER, the state and EU
promoted the establishment of APCs (Area-Partnership Companies) and CPs (Community Partnerships) to promote
social inclusion and economic development in deprived areas. Their evolution in tandem with that of LEADER during
the 1990s marked a growing recognition among the EU and central government of the merits of place-based
development and collaborative governance. APCs had a tri-partite structure – similar to LAGs (Walsh and Meldon,
2004; Adshead and Millar, 2003; O’Keeffe, 2012). Indeed, several LAGs also functioned as APCs and / or CPs, and in
areas where single LAG – APC/CP structures did not exist, amalgamations have become compulsory since 2008. This
obligation on local partnerships to merge was part of a process – known as ‘Cohesion,’ which was initiated by central
government in 2005, and which sought to promote more integrated and streamlined approaches to development at the
local level (Humphreys, 2011; O’Keeffe, 2012b), and in many instances it resulted in smaller APCs and CPs being
subsumed into LAGs2 and an overall reduction in the number of area-based structures operating in Ireland. The
Cohesion progress also obliged LAGs to include at least two local authority representatives on their Boards of
Directors, and with respect to nationally-funded programmes (e.g. Local Development Social Inclusion Programme) –
but not LEADER, LAGs were obliged to submit their plans to County Development Boards3 for endorsement. The
Cohesion process has succeeded in promoting greater synergies between LEADER and other endogenous initiatives,
and is has given LAGs more tools with which to promote local development. However, the top-down nature of the way
2
Since the Cohesion Process, the newly-constitued partnerships in Ireland are known as Integrated Local Development Companies. As this paper
focuses on LEADER, and in order to maintain consistency with the nomenclature used througout Europe, the term LAG (Local Action Group) is
used.
3
County Development Boards were established in 2000 under the aegis of local authorities to promote inter-agency collaboration and agreed
development strategies at the county level. Their membership includes representatives of statutory bodies, the productive sector, LAGs, civil society
and local government and the Boards are chaired by local authority members and are staffed by local government executives. They are due to be
abolished in 2014.
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in which it was promoted, and its association with bringing local authority influences to bear on community
development have, to some extent, undermined relations and reduced the levels of trust between the local and the
centre. These relations have been further strained by the current proposals to confer on local authorities, power with
respect to the planning and oversight of all community and rural development funds including LEADER (Department
of Environment, Community and Local Government, 2012, pp.32). While increased collaboration between LAGs and
local authorities would, in most European democracies bring about greater synergies, the extent to which this can
happen in Ireland is limited by the fact that its local authorities are among the weakest in Europe with respect to the
extent to which they are controlled by central government. Moreover, their very large geographical and demographic
scales (Breathnach, 2012; Callanan, 2012) means that they are more distant from the citizen than is the case in
decentralised European states and those with a municipal tier of government.
Outputs and Impacts of LEADER
A key element of LEADER is that it makes funds available to entrepreneurs, small businesses, private
individuals and civil society organisations to deliver specific projects. Persons and collective bodies can access
LEADER funds to undertake feasibility studies, market a business or project, make capital investments, secure
specialist training and develop facilities and / or amenities. Those wishing to apply for grant aid make an application
locally to their LAG, and in this respect they are usually aided by a Development Officer, who is employed by the
LAG. Most LAGs employ three or four officers, who are responsible for working with applicants (known as project
promoters) and administering payments. The LAG’s Board of Directors is the arbitrator on the allocations of funds to
project promoters. The Board is also charged with formulating and overseeing the implementation of the LAG’s multiannual strategic plan and with advancing inter-agency collaborations, so as to promote synergies and a holistic approach
to the development of territory. LEADER distinguishes itself from other grant allocation mechanisms in that it is multisectoral, and it focuses on animating promoters and developing their capacity. Thus, LAGs are required to be
promotive (Kearney et al, 1995) and dynamic.
OECD reviews (Sabel, 1996; Turok, 2000) and independent evaluations commissioned by the Irish government
and EU (Fitzpatrick Associates, 2003; 2004; ÖIR, 2008; IRS and IGOP, 2011) record that local partnerships (including
LEADER Local Action Groups) have generally been responsive to territorial needs and potential, promoted innovation
and generated economic development and social progress. Connolly, (2007, pp.10) notes that “one of the strongest
lessons from the LEADER programme is the benefit that can be gained from small scale commercial investment that is
related to locally determined priorities.” As the case studies in this paper demonstrate, LEADER has enabled job
creation and economic diversification in rural areas that generally do not feature on the radar of large-scale and
centrally-based agencies.
In addition to driving economic development, LAGs have promoted social progress, particularly with respect to
strengthening the capacity of community and voluntary organisations and in enabling direct democracy to take place at
the local level. The Carnegie UK Commission (2010) cited the endogenous (bottom-up) nature of LEADER Ireland as
offering a template for its implementation elsewhere, while the EU-wide RuDi Consortium Evaluation (2010) also
credited LAGs in Ireland with being particularly effective. Similarly, a report produced by the European Court of
Auditors (2010) complemented LAGs (including the Irish case) that pursued approaches to decision-making that sought
to promote consensus and involve a broad range of stakeholders and local interests. Successive evaluations of
LEADER in Ireland (Kearney et.al, 1995; Fitzpatrick Associates, 2004, RuDi, 2010) have shown that women and other
sectors of society, who have been under-represented in traditional local and central government assemblies, are better
represented on the Boards of Directors and Sub-Boards of LEADER LAGs. The following case studies provide
insights into the collaborative and participative governance dynamics that LEADER has enabled in rural communities.
Case Studies in Rural Development
IRD Duhallow is indicative of the LEADER Local Action Groups that emerged from the bottom-up. The
organisation was founded in 1987 through a coming together of representatives from local dairy co-operatives, the
business sector and leaders of community organisations. These local people were motivated by a self-help approach, as
they believed that delivering rural development ought to be promoted from the bottom-up. The founding members of
the LAG report that by the late 1980s, people in Duhallow had given-up hope that statutory agencies or national bodies
would deliver any significant economic development projects for Duhallow. Duhallow, which covers an area of about
2,000km2 and currently has a population of 30,000, had experienced several decades of out-migration and depopulation,
and businesses were closing as their customer base contracted. The territory was also characterised by a high level of
dependence on agriculture; in 1991, 28% of the active workforce was engaged in the primary sector. Thus, the need for
rural development was clearly recognised locally.
The ethos and drive of the local business community were significant in shaping the model of LAG that emerged
in Duhallow, such that when IRD Duhallow was formed, one of the first tasks it undertook was to formulate a business
plan for the territory. The plan was developed in consultation with local stakeholders, although the limited experiences
in inter-community networking locally limited the extent of local buy-in to the development process initially. When the
first LEADER Programme was announced in 1991, Duhallow found itself in the advantageous position of having a plan
of action in place, which was tweaked to fulfil the criteria for LEADER I. The first LEADER Programme in Duhallow
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placed a strong emphasis on economic development and the expansion of the SME sector, and the LAG also had some
successes in rural tourism promotion. While community and voluntary groups were not as prominent as SMEs among
those who delivered LEAER I projects, the animation and capacity-building budget within LEADER enabled IRD
Duhallow to undertake considerable community development work. Consequently, with the advent of LEADER II in
1995, civil society organisations were in a strong position to apply for funding to implement development projects.
Therefore, during the second half of the 1990s, IRD Duhallow’s focus and outputs broadened to include more sociallyoriented projects. The expansion of IRD Duhallow’s remit was also facilitated by the LAG’s decision to apply to ADM
(Area Development Management) for resources to implement the LDSIP - Local Development Social Inclusion
Programme (1995–1999).
IRD Duhallow’s achievements in delivering LEADER and the LDSIP brought the LAG into on-going contact
with a growing number of stakeholders at local, regional and national levels. The LAG became increasingly recognised
as a vehicle with the capacity to delivery development, and as a result it was awarded contacts to deliver several
national and EU-funded initiatives. The LAG’s governance structure was reformed to enable greater levels of citizen
participation in decision-making, while also seeking to promote greater partnership with the statutory sector. LAG
Directors (Members of the Board) has always numbered about 25, making it one of the largest LAG boards in the state.
In addition, IRD Duhallow has formed several thematic working groups, all of which are chaired by a Board member,
and which report to the Directors every quarter. Among the largest Working Group is that responsible for Community
Development. This brings together nominees from community and voluntary groups representing a wide range of
interests and these elect six members of the Board of Directors. Other Working Groups provide sectoral representation
for women, young people, social economy projects, farmers, job-seekers, older people and education interests among
others. Thus, the LAG’s broadly-based governance structure enables over 4,000 people to participate directly in its
decision-making processes, thereby constituting a model of participative or direct democracy.
Over the past decade, IRD Duhallow has grown its complement of staff and the suite of programmes it delivers,
as it constantly and proactively seeks to promote the development potential of Duhallow. IRD Duhallow’s records
show that since its inception it has created over 1,200 jobs and supported enterprises which employ 1,500 people.
Moreover, the LAG has placed 800 people in employment and has provided over 6,000 training places.
One of the notable features of the LAG is that its catchment territory crosses county boundaries, which the
LAG’s directors claim is consistent with the territorial approach to development. While such a feature tends to be
viewed positively at EU level, the environment is more challenging in Ireland, as the government’s attempts to align
local development with local government, represent a preference for static administrative units over more flexible
functional territories.
South West Mayo Development Company covers a peripheral territory on Ireland’s scenic west coast. It is a
bottom-up i.e. community-led organisation, and has operated as a LAG since 1991. The catchment area of South West
Mayo Development Company has remained relatively constant over the past twenty years. When compared with the
situation in counties that experienced considerably re-drawing of LEADER boundaries during the ‘Cohesion’ Process
(2005 – 2008), the geographical continuity of South West Mayo appears to have been beneficial. Citizens’ knowledge
of the company, it recognisability, its identification with the local area and on-going community development and
animation work contribute to increasing levels of activity. The area covered by South West Mayo Development
Company includes the towns of Castlebar and Westport, which between them and their environs have almost 20,000
people. A further 3,412 people reside in Claremorris, while the fourth largest town in the area, Ballinrobe has a
population of 2,704. Newport, in which the Company’s main office is located, has a population of just under 650. The
remaining 55% of the population resides in smaller settlements and in the open countryside.
These geographical characteristics are reflected in the types of LEADER projects and their distribution. SMEs
are more likely to be established in the main population centres of Castlebar, Claremorris and Ballinrobe, so as to be
close to customers, and to avail of better quality infrastructure. Tourism projects are more prevalent in the highly scenic
parts, and over the past five years the LAG has supported several projects with an ecological focus. Community-led
projects are found throughout South West Mayo, and their distribution is associated with the commitment of local
volunteers. Since the commencement of LEADER in 1991 up to the end of June 2012, South West Mayo Development
Company provided grant aid to 825 different projects. These projects have been delivered by 154 community and
voluntary organisations and 435 individuals, private enterprises, commercial entities or networks.
Over the various iterations of LEADER, the animation and capacity-building work undertaken by South West
Mayo Development Company has resulted in civil society bodies becoming increasingly prominent as project
promoters. During LEADER I (1991-1994) and LEADER II (1995 – 2000), community associations were acquiring
the know-how of development. Most of the projects they undertook tended to be small-scale and included village
renewal, refurbishment of community halls and training for members. The preparatory work they did during the 1990s,
the experience they gained and the rolling support provided by development officers resulted in several community and
voluntary groups becoming more self-sustaining and confident. A number put development plans and strategies in
place, such that when LEADER+ commenced at the end of 2000, they had project applications ready to submit to South
West Mayo Development Company. The commitment of several voluntary groups to improving local facilities and to
enhancing the quality of life in their localities is evidenced by their significant uptake of LEADER funds over recent
years.
In addition to enhancing community infrastructure and amenities, LEADER in SW Mayo has generated
increased social capital. Sixty civil society organisations who were surveyed in 2012 reported that they have a
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membership of 4,126, and that prior to their involvement with South West Mayo Development Company, their
membership levels stood at 1,846. Therefore, the groups report that levels of volunteerism have risen by 123%.
Indeed, since the commencement of the current LEADER Programme in 2009, the number of volunteers has risen by
73% (from 2,381 to 4,126). While there may be several factors that are contributing to this rise in voluntary activity,
consultations with promoters reveal that the support and encouragement of LEADER is a key motivator and driver.
LEADER in South West Mayo has been an important driver and enabler of economic diversification and
entrepreneurs report that the guidance and mentoring provided by the LAG’s development officers are essential in
fostering the development of small businesses. Many businesses that have commenced trading due to a capital grant
from LEADER had benefited from training and / or technical support under previous rounds of LEADER, thereby
demonstrating that continuity of care and a positive relationship between LAGs and beneficiaries are valuable. In
addition to directly grant-aiding business development, LEADER delivers indirect benefits for local business more
generally. In the case of SW Mayo, 56% of the expenditure generated as a result of LEADER grants (i.e. project
promoters making purchases) remained within County Mayo (the LAG territory and immediately adjoining area).
South West Mayo Development Company has almost twenty-five years’ experience in promoting endogenous
development and has strong and well-established links with voluntary organisations and with the business community.
The levels of social and cultural capital the LAG has generated and its increasing focus on environmental sustainability
will be important assets in enabling SW Mayo to further enhance its territorial competitiveness.
Conclusion - Key Lessons from the Irish Experience
Ireland’s experiences over four generations of LEADER provide insights into what works well and what needs to
be avoided in rural development. The paper contends that rural development policy in Ireland has only partly embraced
the more general move across rural Europe towards territorially-differentiated strategies. As a result of persistent and
arguably growing centralisation within the state, LEADER LAGs operate in a challenging institutional environment that
does not provide them or rural civil society more generally with meaningful mechanisms for inputting into policy
formulation. Thus, there remains a disconnect between practice at the local level and policy formulation at the central
level, which if it is not addressed, will result in increased inter-regional imbalances and a general decline in territorial
competitiveness.
The paper also probed the application two of the specific features of LEADER, namely multi-level governance
and the capacity of LAGs to apply area-based approaches to generating economic diversification. The case studies
presented here from IRD Duhallow and South West Mayo Development Company are indicative of the extent to which
LEADER has fostered volunteerism and citizen participation in local decision-making. Thus this paper has
affirmatively answered the question on whether or not multi-level governance has become embedded in practice in rural
Ireland. As a result of the establishment of LAGs and the expansion of their structures and sub-structures and their
support for community development, citizens have become more active in determining the development trajectories of
their localities, and the positives associated with citizen engagement are evidenced by the enhanced appearance of
Ireland’s towns and villages and by the improved amenities for, and inclusion of youth and older people. The
provisions within LEADER for Animation & Capacity-Building are essential in planting the seeds for future
development projects as well as for strengthening social, cultural and knowledge capital. These elements need to be
integral to the next round of LEADER, as human capital is a robust determinant of regional growth, and as the potential
for the development of social economy enterprises gains greater recognition.
Strong civil society representation on their Board and Sub-Boards has been essential to the achievements of
LAGs. The knowledge capital within LAGs is a considerable asset to rural Ireland, and has been recognised by the
European Commission (2011) as such. Indeed, the Commission has advocated the expansion of CCDL (CommunityLed Local Development) as a development tool, with LAGs having the potential to become the delivery bodies for
programmes funded though the ERDF, ESF, EMFF and EAFRD 4. The Commission proposals that at least 50% of the
membership of a LAG’s Board of Directors be drawn from civil society and the private sector resonate with the
experiences in Duhallow and South West Mayo presented in this paper and represent a progression of the original
vision of LEADER as a multi-stakeholder approach to governance.
The evidence provided by the case studies presented in this paper is also affirmative with regard to the question
of LEADER’s ability to enable economic diversification and development. The case studies illustrate the merits of
multi-sectoral and integrated approaches that focus on micro-enterprise development and generating activity within the
local economy. They also demonstrate that although it has had a limited budget heretofore, LEADER has been
effective in stimulating economic development and in strengthening territorial capital. This experience suggests that
additional EU investment in LEADER will prime new economic activities in marginal rural areas and thereby make
tangible contributions to the attainment of balanced regional development. Moreover, learning from the LEADER
experience implies that in rural Europe we take full advantage of territorial assets, and that place-based approaches
replace sectoral silos in the planning and delivery of public policy. In the Irish context, this also implies a need for
greater inter-territorial and cross-border collaboration including wider recognition of cross-border functional areas.

4

ERDF – European Regional Development Fund, ESF – European Social Fund, EAFRD – European Agricultural Fund for Rural Development, EMF - European Maritime
and Fisheries Fund
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The material presented here and the most recent Europe-wide independent evaluations of LEADER (RuDi, 2010
and Metis et al., 2010) provide pointers that should serve as signposts for LEADER and other area-based programmes,
services and initiatives now and post 2014. They concur on the importance of local partnerships being proactive,
innovative, flexible and largely autonomous. Metis et al. recommend that in EU members states (e.g. Hungary) in
which LAGs were characterised as having ‘low’ autonomy, Managing Authorities should ensure that they progress to
assuming ‘medium’ autonomy. The evaluators also advocate that in states such as Ireland and Lithuania, LAGs move
from having ‘medium autonomy to high autonomy.’ Giving effect to these recommendations and in order to followthrough on the OECD (2005; 2012) advice to ensure policy continuity, require that Ireland desist from any attempts to
make LAGs subordinate to local authorities, but instead enable them to be more dynamic, innovative and promotive.
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Is Organic Farming the Solution for the Future of Walloon Agriculture?
Philippe Burny, Frédéric Debode
Walloon Agricultural Research Center Gembloux, Belgium
Abstract
Organic farming is considered to be one of the solutions for the problems of sustainability faced today by the agricultural sector. This paper
describes the growth of the Walloon organic sector during the last years thanks to the support of the regional authorities through financial incentives
and a new regional strategic development plan. It also presents some results collected during an on-farm survey concerning organic cereals. It
appears that organic farming has significantly developed thanks to public support even if the prices of organic products are exceeding by 30% those of
conventional products. Organic farming can play a significant role in the future of Walloon agriculture. However, due to the high conversion rate
during these last years, it is not guaranteed that the financial support could be conserved at a such level.

Introduction
Organic farming is more and more considered as a credible alternative to conventional agriculture, being able to
solve current problems, notably with respect to environment, employment and food safety. In the South of Belgium,
Wallonia, organic farming represents today a significant part of agriculture. The goal of this paper is to show the
growth of organic farming in Wallonia, to examine the present situation and to analyse the public support granted to
organic farming, through direct payments but also through a new regional development plan including research,
extension, promotion and the definition of quantified targets concerning economic activity and consumption. The
results are based on statistical data collection and on a survey among organic cereals producers, in order to contribute to
the assessment of the economic relevance of organic farming.
Evolution of the importance of organic farming in Wallonia
The first census about organic farming in Wallonia dates from 1987. At this time, only 37 farmers were
implementing the organic methods. This number stagnated during several years; in 1997, there still were only 184
organic farmers in Wallonia.
However, thanks to the stronger support of the public authorities, from the European Union and the Walloon
Region, the importance of organic farming increased significantly during the last decade. In 2007, the number of
organic farmers was around 600, and in 2012, it approached 1,100 (figure 1).

Figure 1. Evolution of the number of organic farmers in Wallonia (1987–2012)
Source: Bioforum, 2013

As the total number of farms is still decreasing by 3-4% every year, the share of organic farmers in the total
number of farmers is steadily increasing, reaching 8.1% in 2012, which becomes significant.
The area devoted to organic farming followed the same trend. From only 583 ha in 1987, it reached nearly 6,000
ha in 1997, 29,000 ha in 2007 and 54,700 ha in 2012 (figure 2), which also represents 7.6% of the Walloon agricultural
area.
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Figure 2. Evolution of the area (ha) devoted to organic farming in Wallonia (1987-2012)
Source: Bioforum, 2013

So, it is clear that organic farming is no longer "confidential", but really constitutes a component of Walloon
agriculture to be taken into account.
Profile of the organic farmers and reasons of the convertion
An inquiry led in 2012 by the authors at producer level showed that the middle age of the organic farmer was
quite similar to that of the conventional farmers. The study also brought to light that a farm working under organic
specifications was not necessary a “small farm” but could also extend over more than 300 ha. This is due to the fact
that organic farms in Wallonia are converted farms and not new comers changing the way of production.
The producers justify the change by their wish to reach a higher self-sufficiency (farms with livestock), to be
more independent from multinationals producing pesticides, fertilizers and feedingstuffs and to produce a more
sustainable food. Some producers experienced health problem that decided them to orientate to an agriculture without
chemicals.
Subsidies proposed per ha of organic crops are also an important factor that help to convince them to change to
organic agriculture.
Present situation of organic farming in Wallonia
The area devoted to organic farming (table 1) is mainly constituted by meadows (85%).
In fact, it can be said that these meadows, mainly situated in the South-Eastern part of Wallonia, where soils are
acid and of relatively bad quality, inconvenient to produce wheat or sugarbeet. Therefore they have always been
managed in a way which was not far from deserving the organic farming label. These areas are traditionally devoted to
bovine production (69.690 heads in 2012, more than the double compared to 2006), with dairy cows and suckling cows
or double-end (meat and milk) animals. In such a case, it can be said that many farmers did not really convert their
enterprises to organic farming, as they did not use important quantities of chemical fertilizers or pesticides in the past.
So, in such a case, the increase of organic farms is only due to official recognition and not to a deep change in
management practices.
Table 1. Area of the main organic productions in Wallonie in 2011 (ha)
Type of crops
ha
Vegetables
372
General crops
5862
Meadows
42882
Fallow
872
Source: Bioforum (2012)

The situation is quite different for general crops, which represent around 12% of the total organic area. In this
case, farmers had to change significantly their practices, as high quantities of chemical fertilizers and pesticides are used
in conventional agriculture. One of the results is, for example, that the yields for wheat reach from 2 to 6 tons in organic
farming against 9 in conventional agriculture.
The most important crops are spelt, wheat and barley.
A remarkable increase is observed in the poultry meat sector, with 1,3 million heads in 2011 (the double
compared to 2005).
10.000 pigs and 9.000 sheep are also raised with organic methods.
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Consumption of organic products in Belgium
2010.

The market share of organic food and non-food products in Belgium reached 1.4% in 2011, compared to 1.3% in

Concerning food products only (2012), the market share of organic products reaches 1.9 % and increased after
several years of increase. The market share is variable according to the product: 8,9% for eggs, 5% for vegetables, 3%
for bread, only 0.7% for meat. More than 59 % of the total expenses are devoted to vegetal products.
The pourcentage of purchasing households is also highly variable: 60% for vegetables, 43% for fruits, 33% for
dairy products, 22% for bread, 19% for meat, 13% for eggs, 9% for poultry meat. However, “purchasing household”
means that the product has been bought at least once over the year only. It is clear that many consumers buy sometimes
conventional products and sometimes, but much less often, organic products.
Among the different categories of consumers, the biggest buyers of organic products are single people and retired
people with relatively high income. The price of organic products can explain this situation, as it is, as a mean, 30%
exceeds by the price of conventional food.
The consumers generally buy organic food in supermarkets (44.4%) and in shops specialized in organic products
(31.5%). Direct sales from farms represent less than 5% of the market in 2012, and local markets 4.3%.
Public support to organic farming
a) Direct payments per hectare
The financial support for organic farming in Wallonia is presented in table 2.
Table 2. Financial support for organic production in Wallonia (€/ha)
Classification of crops

From 0 to 32th ha

From 33th to 64th ha

From the 65th ha

- Group 1
Meadows and forage
- Group 2
Fallow
- Group 4
Other annual crops

275

150

75

Area in conversion
(2 years)
150

275

150

75

150

450

325

150

150

From 0 to 14 ha
From the 15th ha
- Group 3
750
450
Horticulture
Source: Service public de Wallonie, Direction générale de l’Agriculture, des Ressources naturelles et de l’Environnement.

b) The organic farming development plan
The Minister for Agriculture in the Walloon Region is favourable to organic farming and has charged private
advisers (COMASE) to study the organic farming sector and to propose measures to support its development.
In December 2012, the following main features of the development plan have been approved by the Walloon
Government (Cabinet du Ministre wallon de l’Agriculture, 2012).
- create a platform gathering all the actors in the field of organic farming
- coordinate the implementation of the organic farming development plan by the different administrations
- create a research unit on organic farming at the Walloon Centre for Agricultural Research, including some
existing field trials and already existing centers
- coordinate the actors producing information about organic farming
- organize the communication towards professionals
- inform the actors about the possible financial supports
- harmonize the nomenclature in coordination with the certification bodies
- continue the direct payment regime through the period 2014 - 2020
- try to find financial support outside the agricultural sector
- make conventional farmers aware about organic farming
- organize the cooperation among the actors of the organic chain
- promote the consumption of organic products in communities
- support farmers in order to build up organic food chains
- support direct sales
- support cooperatives and farmers associations in order to produce, process and distribute organic products
- support research projects in organic farming
- make a census of all the actors in the organic sector
- include the Walloon research on organic farming in the European network
- have a permanently up-to-date register of research programmes on organic farming
- implement demonstration trials and support innovation transfer among the actors of the organic chain
- support training in organic farming
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- make teachers aware of the importance of organic farming
- build up a specific teaching programme on organic farming
- organize training programmes for organic farmers
- promote the consumption of organic products among citizens and communities
- implement a communication plan on organic farming for the public and the farmers
- manage a website on organic farming
In addition, the development plan has defined precise targets for the year 2020:
- double the share of organic farming in the Walloon agricultural area, and so to reach 14%
- increase the number of organic farmers to 1750, compared to 980 in 2011
- double the number of organic products processing enterprises, and so reach 500 units
- increase the value of organic products sales of the processing enterprises from 222 million € in 2009 to 500
million € in 2020
- increase the share of organic products in the household food expenses from 1.7% in 2010 to 3.0% in 2020
Conclusion
Organic farming has registered during the last years a large increase in Wallonia as far as the agricultural area
and the number of farmers are concerned. Nowadays, the share of organic products in the food expenses of Belgian
households is still small but this trend might be changed through promotion and communication.
In Wallonia, organic farming and direct sales are considered today, by the Minister for Agriculture, as good
solutions for the future. A development plan for organic farming has been launched, including research and extension.
The goal is ambitious: to reach 14% of the Walloon agricultural area in 2020, to nearly double the number of organic
farmers and processors and to reach a share of 3% for the household expenses on food.
Benefiting from such a public support, organic farming could have a bright future in Wallonia. However, this is
not sure that the actual level of subsidization could be maintained for the future years as the actual conversion rate
requires an annual increase of ~2 millions euros of the total budget dedicated to organic farming. The demand of
organic products will play an essential role in the future development of the sector. Prices of organic products are still
significantly higher than prices of conventional food products, and many consumers could so be reluctant to pay more
for organic products, especially in a period of economic and financial crisis.
Is such conditions, it is more probable that organic farming will remain a specific and limited area of global
agriculture.
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The Importance of Information Provision in Revealing the Possibilities of
Strengthening Urban-rural Linkages
Aldona Čiūtienė, Rimantas Čiūtas
Aleksandras Stulginskis University, Lithuania
Abstract
The article reveals good experience of the role of Druskininkai Municipality in provision of information for its rural residents thus allowing
promotion of community and other rural NGOs to start business projects and to form sustainable relations between the rural and urban areas.
Broadening relations between rural and urban areas is considered to be exclusively important tool of region development.
Article focuses on a problem of information provision for achieving the objectives local development. Informational supply should service a
whole stage cycle of rural development.
Key words: demand and supply of information on rural development, strategic solutions of local development, social innovations for the
rural areas; implementation of LEADER method; rural and urban integration, implementation of business initiatives of the rural communities.

Introduction
Rural development is less dependent on the nature of material factors and the cognitive development factors play
an increasingly important role. Information and information provision is increasingly becoming "the organizing force",
as it has a direct impact on the subjects of rural development. The article analyses how to meet the rural development
needs of information provision and through several feasibility studies to look for innovative ways for rural
development.
Search for the innovative ways of rural development mostly actualizes feasibility studies, based on data of the
local farms, sociology researches and analysis of particular decisions, presenting new information, reasoned by the best
experience of other countries.
Implementation of social economy projects in the rural areas is treated as the way to solve social issues that can’t
be avoided and should attain a full-scale support as soon as possible within the conditions of market economy. The
article is intended to reason an importance of project support for the economic activity of the rural communities and
other NGOs.
Strength of relations between the rural areas and cities is considered to be a perspective mean of regional
development, so, analyzing the example of Druskininkai resort and its rural surroundings allows to reveal a potential
use of the economic activity projects of rural communities and other NGOs for the whole region and a long-term
development of the rural areas.
The aim of the article is to find out how to meet rural development needs of information provision and through
feasibility studies to look for innovative ways for rural development.
Object is integration process in Druskininkai region. The authors bases knowledge on the results of the feasibility
studies, ordered by Druskininkai Local Action Groups (LAG).
Research Methods. Statistical data analysis, also monographic and sociology research methods have been used.
During the sociological survey (Strategy, 2010) 395 residents were interviewed; arranged 11 meetings with local
residents; interviewed 10 community organizations, expert’s interview.
A problem of information provision for achievement of rural development objectives
Search of innovative ways for rural development
Increasing compatibility of Lithuanian rural areas is tightly related with the quality of the public decisions,
largely caused by information provision of the rural areas.
After Lithuania has joined the EU, the large part of rural development difficulties has been combated, using
LEADER method. The best experience of execution LEADER method puts a great interest on importance of
implementation the principle “bottom up”. This means that in order to achieve innovations in rural areas, the vital issue
is to satisfy rural residents’ and leaders’ of representing organizations which information demands exceed reception of
statistical and other factual data.
According to Lasswell’s (1951) seven-stage decision making model, information provision includes not only
presentation of information, but also activities of propaganda and admonition. A high-quality decision and its
implementation/activity evaluation could be made only after the said stages.
Specific features of rural development in Lithuania and other post-communist states influence a lack of a social
life articulation and passivity of rural residents. Thus provision of the objective information for rural areas, also its
unbiased presentation in different ways becomes a very important activity in order to engage the local residents in the
public decision-making process and to guarantee the quality of public decisions.
A dynamic and multifactor implementation of LEADER method also imposes new challengers for improvement
of information provision (Ray, 2000). The relevancy of the topic is caused by several issues.
Firstly, the European Community LEADER programme is considered to be an “innovation laboratory” from the
very beginning in 1991 (LEADER, 2013). Implementation of LEADER method in programming period 2007–2014
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has opened real opportunities for Lithuanian rural areas to install various social innovations. It’s a high time to spread
broadly social innovation experience as vast, as possible.
The second possibility is closely linked with the first one. As the major part of the LAGs are finishing
implementation of local development strategies, it is a relevant issue to define efficiency of innovative strategic
decisions, made by LAGs.
Thirdly, a consequent implementation of LEADER principle methods allows engagement of rural residents and
their organizations in future planning, useful mutual cooperation and sharing of responsibilities for the future of the
region. Relatively insignificant actions in this direction could bring rural residents to a new-quality reality. However, in
order to fix the said actions and to spread the best practice it is necessary to act in this field purposively and efficiently.
Druskininkai LAG has performed several studies on rural development, which preparation and result propaganda
has worked as the main goal of the local development strategy, i.e. to implement the main strategic aim – to ensure a
long-term development of rural areas in order to form an enterprising rural community – a full-rate resort development
partner.
Harmonization of rural areas development together with Druskininkai resort is a strategy-rate innovation, which
experience of implementation is relevant for the whole Lithuania as in a new programming period 2014–2020 the EU
expects to straighten integration of rural and urban areas. Broadening relations between rural and urban areas is
considered to be exclusively important tool of region development.
A subject matter of rural and urban integration analysis is the territory of Druskininkai Municipality due to its
compact size. The Municipality was established in 2000 and involves 12 community organizations. As we have already
mentioned, implementation of business ideas, provided by the latter together with NGOs in Druskininkai Municipality,
is linked with a closer cooperation between rural areas and the resort (Statistics Lithuania information, 2008).
On the other hand, as Druskininkai resort becomes more and more viable every year, possibilities for
development of rural areas are improving, too, but a current evolution of the region shows an increasing gap of life
quality in urban and rural areas. It is obvious that it’s necessary to provide new solutions and coordinated actions for the
whole municipality in order rural areas could use integration advantages more efficiently.
Role of social innovation in order to ensure a long-term development
A global financial and economical crisis 2007–2009 has severely influenced Lithuanian rural development: a
number of unemployed people have grown for 5 times since 2007, when a number of dependents has increased 6-fold.
Situation of poverty, social exclusion and unemployment in the rural areas has stayed poor after the crisis, too. Statistic
data reveal the importance of finding new solutions of the public life, easy to implement.
In order to combat systemic difficulties it is necessary to adopt new-quality decisions, opening new principal
ways of social evolution together with a day-to-day innovation installation practice. A social progress ensures a straight
cycle process or correction of mistakes and affords (Popper, 1998).
If the priority is left for social innovations, it is true to state that support of economical initiatives of rural
communities and NGOs introduces new possibilities to solve social issues within market economy conditions. Social
economy development hasn’t been widely tried by applying practice of solving community social and economical
problems in rural areas. However, if directing rural development this way, the residents could be widely involved in
innovation installation process.
We would like to underline one more aspect of a necessity to create community services – it is only community
and NGO activity that could fill industry, servicing and trade gaps of state and other private market actors (because of a
quick reduction of rural residents).
Local residents are becoming engaged in the establishing or protecting the service not only as customers who
evaluate situation only in terms of a short-term economical benefit. As the researches have revealed, staying loyal
clients of communal services they understand that support their community, which is linked with them personally. A
psychological responsibility of local residents to their community promotes contribution to community’s economical
activity by their material resources and voluntary work.
Economical activity of local communities and NGOs could protect and enhance local development. In case the
mentioned activity is supported from the public funds, the former could be directed towards perspective sustainable
development spheres; also it allows implementing measures for a long-term dynamic rural development timely.
After realizing importance of economical activity of local communities and NGOs in the process of ensuring
rural viability, the attention is to be put to practical actions.
It seems paradox, but only few LAGs supported business initiatives of the local communities and NGOs in
2007–2013. In terms of implementation of LEADER method the said fact should be discussed in detail. At nowadays
stage of Lithuanian rural areas development two alternatives are possible: recognition of importance of social economy
for rural development and implementation of the mentioned practice in the whole territory of the country or a decision
that this innovation does not match specific conditions of our country thus paying attention towards search for the new
solutions.
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Initiation of rural communities’ business projects for improvement of rural and urban integration. (analysis of
experience of Druskininkai Municipality)
Main strategy provisions of Druskininkai LAG
When preparing the strategy, Druskininkai LAG has invited rural residents to use an opportunity of local
development more efficiently taking into consideration a vicinity of Druskininkai resort that is known abroad by the
unique infrastructure objects (aqua park, snow arena, sanatoria), also well-arranged other infrastructure (hotels, cafes,
parks, bicycle/pedestrian walkways) that invites growing number of guests every year (Druskininkai…, 2010).
As survey of the local residents reveals, a potential of local development in Druskininkai Municipality is rather
obvious, so the possibility should be used as efficiently as possible. On the other hand, the discussions with local
residents showed that they know the advantages of local production trade in Druskininkai resort, but the practical use of
this possibility doesn’t attract. Rural residents would better live as usual refusing possible economical profit and not
putting out their living with complex issues of local production marketing.
In order rural support funds would be an efficient tool for the local development, Druskininkai LAG decided to
appoint the larger part of EU support for promotion of local economical activities thus creating flexible partnership
models between public private and non-profit making sectors. Rural and NGOs’ economical activities were supported
by organizing an appropriate training process, too.
LAG has formed two priorities that would be implemented with a help of the rural community of Druskininkai
Municipality:
The first direction focuses on development of human resources with priority “Development of an active and
enterprising community, capable of fostering its cultural heritage”;
The second priority is directed towards public infrastructure and local economic diversification with priority
“Improving the quality of life and aligning the development of rural areas with the development of Druskininkai
resort” (Druskininkai, 2010).
The strategy of Druskininkai LAG is implemented by initiating local development processes, based on
participation of rural residents and organizations. That is a difficult task.
Preparation of feasibility studies is an important tool for rural residents’ information provision and
empowerment
Social and economical researches, made preparing a local development strategy (Druskininkai, 2010), have been
decided to supplement with two feasibility studies (2012, 2013) in order to clarify a process of integration rural areas
and Druskininkai resort, also to answer the majority of issues, relevant for rural communities before the latter start a
social business activity.
Taking into consideration EU experience and statistical/social research data, feasibility studies have reasoned
important conclusions on rural development. That allows rural residents and leaders, representing their interests, to
make decisions more easily.
The studies have revealed the following: the absolute majority of organizations, representing interests of rural
residents, wish to execute economical activity projects; trade of local production and providing of specific “rural”
services for the guests of the resort is a perspective economical activity and could become a source of profit for a part of
residents; improvement of relationships between the resort and rural areas ensures mutual benefit for all interested
parties; a particular test project, demonstrating good practice, could become the main tool to concentrate local residents
and organizations in order to integrate rural areas and Druskininkai resort.
Preferences of the local residents in terms of social business have been noticed clearly during the research.
Residents of rural areas in Druskininkai Municipality prioritize formation of service portfolio of two directions: the
main direction is intended for satisfying routine needs of residents, when another is more commercial and is intended to
get profit for servicing tourists, who visit the region.
Feasibility studies have precisely defined gaps for social business that meets needs of the local residents and
long-term interests of rural development strategy. A sociologic survey has revealed that Druskininkai Municipality
possesses a large potential of rural residents’ voluntary work that hasn’t been practiced yet.
On the other hand, it has become obvious that rural communities and organizations suffer from a lack of
information and skills on starting a social business.
Firstly, leaders and members of the rural communities can hardly accept changes of a community. Organizations
of the rural community usually are considered as ones that have to maintain local culture and traditions. This intension
of the rural community is naturally implemented trough care of a fraught leisure time of the members. Usually after
starting the economic activity extraordinary requirements for the latter appear. The requirements cause acting at a newquality level. A decision to start economical activity is related to reviewing of values and goals of the community’s
actions. An appropriate time period is needed to overcome value collision.
Effort to organize the services is not only a challenge for the rural community, but also a natural impulse to a
local development. The mentioned tendency is mostly obvious in creating new jobs when a local community has to
concentrate and learn new ways of local resources “circulation”, also to use a relationship with the resort more
efficiently.
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There is one more important prerequisite for a new activity, i.e. a socially oriented activity of a rural community
couldn’t be started without an efficient support of the social partners (enterprises and local authority). As economical
activity of a community is a poly functional one, usually it could act as an “icebreaker” (for example, by arising
entrepreneurship of marginal groups of rural residents). The successful start of the said activity potentially interests the
majority of rural development actors. So, a key to the innovation success is a recognition and ability to use partnership
advantages.
An aim to harmonize Druskininkai resort and rural areas development is to gain multifunctional benefit of the
latter. This aim is rather clear and recognized publicly, but particular solutions of the strategic objectives are achieved
only with a help of social partnership. Every kind of partnership is based on a clear awareness of three issues and an
ability to act in an appropriate manner. Basis for the partnership contains the following: 1) recognition of specific
interests of every partner; 2) awareness of a mutual dependency; 3) realization of common interests and a principle of
coherence. It is only an intensive process of communication together with ability to provide necessary information
timely could impose a rational formation of partnership.
If assessing Druskininkai Municipality situation in terms of social partnership, particular challenges are clear.
Implementation of LAG’s strategy has revealed a poorly developed culture of cooperation between local residents and
organizations. Local actors prefer to implement projects, that meet interests of one or another organization and do not
require to coordinate actions with other engages persons. A lack of dialogue and cooperation culture is a sore point for
both: rural development of Druskininkai rural areas and the whole territory of Lithuania.
As Druskininkai LAG is aware of time factor importance, it doesn’t seek cardinal changes, but initiates several
NGO’s economical activity projects creating a snowball effect for the whole representing territory. The best experience
of practical implementation of LEADER method considers this action as structuring innovative one which aim is to
“concentrate power”. The activity is intended to create friendly conditions for expressing local economical initiatives
during a particular period of time.
Integration of rural areas into activities carried out by Druskininkai resort
The heads of institutions and local government of prosperous Druskininkai resort should conceive that decisions
made by them will be of great importance for the future of Druskininkai, furthermore, they should conceive that in
terms of long-term perspective contribution of ‘’rural areas’’ to modern functionalism of Druskininkai resort and
development of its national identity at the level of international marketing may become significant competitive factor of
the aforementioned resort. There should empowerment of rural areas to carry out activities, in other words, to provide
recreational, cultural, environmental protection and other types of important services which would be significant for
further development of Druskininkai resort.
The local authorities of Druskininkai resort have a chance to gain valuable experience from its foreign rivals,
including Baden-Baden resort located in Germany (Baden-Baden, 2002) and Karlovy Vary located in the Czech
Republic. The aforementioned resorts have a wide range of provided services which meet demands of tourists to a great
extent. The most important thing is that in case of provision of services for tourists, rural surroundings are included in
activities carried out by resorts.
Residents of Baden-Baden village are involved in organization of thematic and sightseeing tours for tourists in
the surroundings of rural areas and small cities which are remarkable for their castles, old towns, wine cellars and
outstanding heritage of cuisine.
Karlovy Vary resort located in the Czech Republic is also able to include rural areas in supply of services in the
following ways: by means of organization of guided tours in the surroundings of rural areas (by visiting historic
buildings, museums and by organising trips to markets and etc.), short- term and long –term trekking accompanied by
local guides. It is interesting that the act of souvenir purchasing has been included in the top ten lists of tourist
attractions, for instance, purchasing of vodka for dad and china for mommy.
Druskininkai resort would become more attractive for tourists in case its local members and farmers would
become more actively involved in provision of services for tourists. Residents of Druskininkai resort are willing to carry
out new activities; however, they are hesitant whether they will have success in selling of local products and provision
of services in terms of reasonable price.
Study possibilities provided for residents of the village have revealed their demand for local products and
services due to made proposals concerning the ways of development of higher value added chain of production in the
process of formation of single packet based on provision of potential local products.
There were determined three the most significant peculiarities related to integration of rural areas into
Druskininkai resort on the basis of results of sociological research (Studija, 2013). ‘’The relative value’’ of such
peculiarities due to their order of sequence is determined by the coefficient of each peculiarity by assessing results by
means of aggregated sociological research on the basis of several factors:
1. Exclusively village is able to ensure integration of heritage of authentic national culture and ethnic culture of
Dzukija region into modern functionalism of Druskininkai resort and development of its national identity at the level of
international marketing whose coefficient is 0,21.
2. “Ecological village located in Dzukija region’’ is able to provide food products of high quality for the resort
(coefficient is 0,19).
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1. Exclusively village is able to ensure diversity of services provided for tourists by means of conservation of its
archaic lifestyle and exposure of values of the members of local communities (coefficient is 0,17).
The conducted research has revealed which types of local natural resources are used by organizations and
residents of rural areas insufficiently. Furthermore, this research has revealed which type of local production will be in
demand in the future. There is given distribution of answers due to their importance provided by respondents of
conducted research, who were asked to indicate types of products (at present used insufficiently) which will be of great
importance in the future:
1. Food products grown and / or produced by local farmers (coefficient is 0,23);
2. ‘’Natural’’ food products of high quality grown and / or produced by the farmers of Dzukija region which
should fill a niche, for instance, fresh milk and its products, fresh meat and its products, fresh vegetables, fruits and etc.
(coefficient is 0,21);
3. Types of functional food products whose coefficient is 0,13.
According to respondents of the conducted research, functional food products are less important, despite the fact
that exactly these products are the main cause of added value growth. Thus, production and sale of functional food
products directly depend on obtained knowledge in the field of modern nutrition, including marketing and logistics.
Moreover, the aforementioned sociological research was devoted to analysis of provided services which may be
popular between tourists and holidaymakers of the resort. On the basis of analysis of answers given by the respondents
there have been revealed the following tendencies which should be taken into account by the members of village’s
community who provide the following types of services for tourists:
1. Presentation and sale of heritage of cuisine of Dzukija region (coefficient is 0,27);
2. Planning and maintenance of tourist routes in picturesque rural areas (coefficient is 0,17);
3. Accommodation of tourists in the premises of local community and country-seats of local residents
(coefficient is 0,12).
According to the sociological research, it can be stated that organization of presentation of heritage of cuisine of
Dzukija region as well as reception and accommodation of tourists should be put in the basis of packet of services
provided for tourists by local communities of villages. In addition to this, the significant part of respondents indicated
the importance of organization of ‘’exclusively rural’’ tourist attractions such as evening parties around campfire, cattle
grazing at night and etc.
Respondents of the sociological research indicated the main factors which would enhance development of new
economic activities in rural areas to a great extent. According to respondents (approximately 76%), collaboration of
communities of villages with organizations located in towns would enhance development of agricultural activities
carried out by communities of villages. More than a half of respondents indicated that collaboration between
organizations and communities of villages is one of the most important preconditions of occurrence of social economy
in villages.
In order to initiate new activities in rural areas, the first phase and perception based on decisions what types of
tasks should be accomplished in the first instance are of great importance. Residents and organizations located in rural
areas of Druskininkai would be involved in development of this resort as soon as possible in case they would pay more
attention to the following factors:
1. “Employment’’ of the organization which would be responsible for coordination and organization of joint
activities (coefficient is 0,29);
2. Organization of joint network of sales (coefficient is 0,27);
3. Implementation of pilot project which is on display (coefficient is 0,23).
The answers given by respondents serve as a prompt that it is important to decide immediately which local
organization should become responsible for coordination of potential suppliers of products and combine them into one
pilot project which is on display.
There have been identified the most effective ways of realization of food products in terms of hypotheses in the
course of the research. According to respondents (60%), establishment of small shop in the heart of Druskininkai resort
would be the best way of realization of its local products. In general, from the point of view of nearly 40% of
respondents local products should delivered directly to the houses of clients and health resorts. Moreover,
approximately 36 % of respondents have positive attitude towards realization of food products grown in village by
means of determination of exact time and place of taking back such products.
The aforementioned solutions do not contradict with each other. In case of combination of the aforementioned
solutions, it would be possible to form particular collaboration platform between the resort and its rural areas which
would make impact on further development and improvement of realization of products.
What types of factors will enhance tourists to decide whether to purchase local products and services or not?
According to respondents of conducted research, convenience due to purchasing particular product or service (in other
words, the chance to order product in particular quantity, flexible ordering system, opportunity both to choose one of
two possible options due to product delivery and make individual order by taking into account the needs of tourists,
etc.) is considered to be the main factor which may have impact on tourists’ decision. The majority of experts state that
demand for local services and products will be determined by their high quality. However, the following factors may
also have impact on demand: development of websites, the form of submission of products/services, extensive and
sufficient information about products and services, focus on products’ originality.
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Findings and insights into sociological researches, which are included in possibility studies, enable better
orientation of the heads of communities; furthermore, they reveal the dominant opinion concerning particular issues,
potential decisions from perspective of valuable experience gained by foreign countries.
The procedure of local sociological research makes better impact on communicative rationality (Habermas J.
2002) in case of inclusion of significant number of residents of village and local experts responsible for revelation of
future insights. The knowledge based on results of study possibilities enable the members of local community to focus
and take up challenges related to innovations.
Conclusions
Feasibility studies, intended to identify innovative ways of rural development upon the best practice of the
foreign countries and analysis of local farm and sociological survey research data, could provide information supply
servicing a whole stage cycle of rural development, including not only a ground for the new ideas, but also a
propaganda of the latter.
An issue of a long-term maintenance of rural development in a public life of Lithuania and other post-communist
suffers a lack of articulation, as the rural residents are socially passive. Supply of unbiased information for the subject
matter of the rural development and its objective presentation in different ways becomes especially important activity
that involves local residents into a public decision-making process and guarantees quality of public decisions if
considered the said conditions.
A consequent implementation of principles of LEADER method ensures engagement of the rural residents and
organizations into future planning, process and a mutually beneficial cooperation, also sharing the responsibility for a
land future. Relatively not significant actions in the said direction could cause a new quality of rural development, so it
is very important to fix efficient actions and to spread the best practice. The analysed practice of Druskininkai LAG is
useful as even two studies on rural development have been prepared upon its initiative. The mentioned studies help the
LAG to form enterprising rural community – a full-rate resort development partner.
In order to combat systemic difficulties it is necessary to adopt new-quality decisions, opening new principal
ways of social evolution together with a day-to-day innovation installation practice.
Supporting economical activity initiatives of rural communities and the NGOs allows introducing new
opportunities for addressing the social problems within conditions of a market economy thus massively engaging rural
residents into a process of installation of innovations.
Economical activity of rural communities and the NGOs has a potential to fill industry, servicing and trade gaps
of state and other private market actors (because of a quick reduction of rural residents).
The studies of Druskininkai LAG have revealed the following: the absolute majority of organizations,
representing interests of rural residents, wish to execute economical activity projects; trade of local production and
providing of specific “rural” services for the guests of the resort is a perspective economical activity and could become
a source of profit for a part of residents; improvement of relationships between the resort and rural areas ensures mutual
benefit for all interested parties; a particular test project, demonstrating good practice, could become the main tool to
concentrate local residents and organizations in order to integrate rural areas and Druskininkai resort.
To sum up the results of a sociology research, performed in the beginning of year 2013, three concept aspects
have been underlined in order to integrate rural areas and Druskininkai resort.
1. It‘s only rural areas that could maintain an authentic integration of national culture and Dzukija ethnological
culture heritage into a modern operation of Druskininkai resort, also use of national peculiarity in an international resort
marketing;
2. “Environment friendly“ and “Dzukija-featured“ rural areas could deliver the exclusive food for the resort;
3. Rural areas could ensure a variety of tourism services together with an ability to protect archaic rural life-style
within the surroundings of the resort, also to demonstrate life values of local communities to the guests of the resort in a
modern way.
Feasibility studies have presented data of research on local market and sociology surveys, thus formulating
conclusions that improves communication rationality of local public life and allows rural residents and leaders of rural
communities, representing their interests, to be well-oriented considering the viability of the decisions in terms of a
long-term maintenance of rural development.
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Abstract
Throughout the evolution of Common Agricultural Policy, rural development policy has gained a more and more enhanced attention,
enjoying today of an important financial support of about 10% of the Community budget. In Romania, as in the other Member States, funding the
rural development measures is achieved both from the European Union budget by the European Agricultural Fund for Rural Development and from
national sources from the state budget.
The aim of the research is to analyze the current financing mechanism for rural development in Romania and new regulations on 2014-2020.
For the current programming period 2007-2013, Romania benefits from Community funds aimed at supporting the rural space in the amount of
€8.124,2 billion, an important amount which classifies our country on fourth place in total EU member countries. However, an important issue that
needs to focus on is related to the capacity to absorb these funds. Romania has failed unfortunately to an appropriate absorption of European funds
for rural development registering by the end of March 2013 an absorption rate of only 47.64% and a degree of contraction of only 51.46%.
For the period 2014-2020, the budget of Pillar II-Rural Development is expected to be as consistent, around €101.2 billion, broken down by
countries according to "objective criteria and past performance." Romania is responsible to correct own mistakes so far and to prepare for the best
possible absorption of these funds, as sustainable rural development requires, in our view, firstly, of a fair allocation of financial resources.

Introduction
This research aims to analyze the mechanism of financing rural development policy in Romania. In this regard,
the work is structured on two parts, the first part of the analysis aimed at rural development policy analysis and financial
support of measures within the period 2007-2013 and the second one refferes to the rural development policy in the
perspective 2014-2020.
The analysis is supported by an extensive further reading, books, reports, national and international statistics and
is based on the study of current legislation and proposals for regulations relating the future Common Agricultural
Policy. The first part presents a general framework of rural development financing in EU and particularly in Romania
and includes processing of statistical data regarding the absorption of rural development funds in Romania. In the
second part of the research we used the European Commission communications regarding the new provisions of the
CAP able to draw conclusions regarding the financial implications of the new provisions on Romania.
Results of research
Financial support for rural development measures in the context of the current programming period 2007-2013
Rural development aims at strengthening and diversifying the economy of rural communities and is based on
integrated multisectoral approach of rural space (Zahiu, 2005, pp. 67).
Rural development policy has received an increased attention through the reforms introduced by Agenda 2000
and subsequently by the CAP reform in 2003-2004, focusing on rural development - Pillar 2 of the CAP, based on a
multifunctional agriculture, durable, sustainable and competitive (Feher, 2009).
Currently, the harmonization frame of rural development policy with the priorities of the Community is
established through Council Regulation (EC) No. 1698/2005 regarding the support for rural development through the
European Agricultural Fund for Rural Development (EAFRD), through which there were adopted Community strategic
guidelines for rural development in the period 2007-2013. The provisions of the European Commission to reform rural
development policies for the period 2007-2013 aims, in addition to many other aspects, restructuring of financing by
splitting the European Agricultural Guidance and Guarantee Fund (EAGGF), in the European Agricultural Guarantee
Fund (EAGF) intended for the support measures of common market organizations and the European Agricultural Fund
for Rural Development (EAFRD), dedicated to rural development measures. It has attempted thus at solving a crucial
issue of individualization of funding resources on the two pillars of the CAP: agriculture and rural development. In the
same time, three main objectives were formulated to achieve rural development field, namely:
- improving the competitiveness of the agricultural and forestry sector;
- environment protection and improvement of the rural landscape;
- improvement of life quality through diversification of economic activities in rural areas. (Council Regulation
2005/1698/EC)
These goals have become the priority axis of the rural development programs.
In accordance with the strategic guidelines for rural development programs implemented aimed at achieving
the following objectives of the Rural Development Policy (Council Decision 2006/144/EC):
- identify and agree the areas where the use of EU support creates the most value added at EU level;
- make the link with the main EU priorities and translate them into rural development policy;
- ensure consistency with other EU policies, in particular in the fields of cohesion and environment;
- accompany the implementation of the new market-oriented common agricultural policy (CAP) and the
necessary restructuring it will entail in the old and new Member States.
Under the financial provisions of European Union for the programming period 2007-2013 (Tables 1 and 2),
rural development expenditure allocated from EAFRD amount €96.4 billion (10% of total EU budget), of which
approximately 62% are to be used for convergence regions (regions lagging behind in terms of economic development GDP per inhabitant below 75% of EU average).
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Table 1. Financial framework 2007-2013 (adjusted according to the different revisions – EUR million, current prices)
EU political expenditure
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2007-2013
1.Sustainable Growth
53979
57653
61696
63555
63974
67614
70147
438618
2. Preservation and Management
55143
59193
56333
59955
59888
60810
61289
412611
of Natural Resources
3.
Citizenship,
freedom,
1273
1362
1518
1693
1889
2105
2376
12216
security and justice
4. EU as a global player
6578
7002
7440
7893
8430
8997
9595
55935
5.Administration
7039
7380
7525
7882
8091
8523
9095
55535
6.Compensations
445
207
210
862
Total budget
124457
132797
134722
140978
142272
148049
152502
975777
1. Sustainable Growth: education and training, research, competitiveness and innovation, energy and transport networks, social
policy, convergence, regional competitiveness and employment, territorial cooperation;
2. Preservation and management of natural resources: market measures, direct payments, rural development, environment, fisheries;
3. Citizenship, freedom, security and justice: fundamental rights and justice, security, freedom, migration, culture, media, public
health;
4. EU as a global player: accession, development cooperation, humanitarian aid, democracy and human rights, foreign policy and
security policy;
5. Administration: costs of the European Commission and other institutions;
6. Compensation: compensation for the new member states, Romania and Bulgaria, according to the Accession Treaties
Source: European Commission – „Financial framework 2007–2013”
Table 2. The amounts allocated to EU member states to finance rural development measures in 2007-2013, including
additional amounts allocated under the European Economic Recovery Plan (EUR million, current prices)
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2007-2013
%
1989.7
1932.9
1971.4
1935.9
1860.6
1857.2
1851.1
13398.9
13.9
Poland
1185.0
1186.9
1202.9
1311.3
1365.6
1398.4
1429.7
9079.7
9.4
Germany
1142.1
1135.4
1183.9
1256.6
1403.6
1422.9
1441.2
8985.8
9.3
Italy
0.0
1146.7
1502.7
1401.6
1357.9
1359.1
1356.2
8124.2
8.4
Romania
286.7
1277.6
1320.8
1400.1
1227.6
1256.0
1284.3
8053.1
8.3
Spain
931.0
942.4
947.3
1091.8
1169.1
1223.9
1279.0
7584.5
7.9
France
264.0
645.0
706.1
746.3
749.0
752.5
749.2
4612.1
4.8
United Kingdom
560.5
562.5
584.2
592.6
582.6
586.7
589.9
4059.0
4.2
Portugal
628.2
594.7
580.7
587.0
556.1
546.0
533.0
4025.6
4.2
Austria
461.4
463.5
482.1
492.9
665.6
669.0
671.7
3906.2
4.0
Greece
570.8
537.5
527.1
529.2
547.6
563.3
584.6
3860.1
4.0
Hungary
396.6
392.6
409.0
415.6
406.6
412.7
424.3
2857.5
3.0
Czech Republic
244.1
337.1
456.8
412.7
398.1
397.7
395.7
2642.2
2.7
Bulgary
373.7
355.0
346.9
363.5
351.7
352.3
351.5
2494.5
2.6
Ireland
335.1
316.1
308.3
314.0
298.5
294.4
288.6
2155.0
2.2
Finland
303.2
286.5
282.7
266.6
263.0
275.0
319.8
1996.9
2.1
Slovakia
292.1
277.2
270.8
280.5
278.8
277.9
275.8
1953.1
2.0
Sweden
261.0
248.8
249.9
253.9
248.0
250.3
253.6
1765.8
1.8
Lithuania
152.9
147.8
150.3
153.2
148.8
150.2
151.2
1054.4
1.1
Latvia
149.5
139.9
136.5
134.1
124.1
118.9
113.0
916.0
1.0
Slovenia
95.6
95.6
1010
104.7
104.6
108.9
113.3
723.7
0.8
Estonia
70.5
72.6
73.7
87.1
90.4
96.1
102.8
593.2
0.6
Netherlands
62.6
66.3
67.4
85.1
91.2
98.8
106.5
577.9
0.6
Denmark
64.0
64.0
62.5
70.6
73.2
75.5
77.8
487.5
0.5
Belgium
26.7
24.8
23.9
23.9
22.4
21.8
21.0
164.6
0.2
Cyprus
14.4
13.7
13.3
13.8
13.3
13.3
13.2
95.0
0.1
Luxembourg
12.4
11.5
11.3
11.0
10.3
10.5
10.7
77.7
0.1
Malta
Technical Assistance
28.4
28.3
28.1
28.0
27.9
27.8
27.6
196.2
0.2
10902.3
13303.1
14001.8
14363.6
14436.1
14616.6
14816.6
96440.3
100.0
Total
Note: Allocations per Member State include the financing under the EARDF as well as tranfers from direct aid ("modulation") and
other agreed transfers (cotton, wine & tobacco).
Source: Made by authors based on European Commission – „EU support for Rural development 2007-2013”

At the level of Member States, the financial support for rural development programs were assigned according to
Commission Decision 2006/636/EC. In addition, Council Regulation (EC) No 378/2007 provides the possibility of
"voluntary modulation", meaning reducing the direct payments and transfer of appropriate funds to increase funding for
rural development programs. Under this provision, the amount allocated to United Kingdom for rural development has
increased from €1909.6 million, as was originally planned at €4598.7 million (Feher, 2009), which later was added the
amounts of the European Economic Recovery Plan.
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In the period October 2009 - January 2011, there were modified all rural development programs and additional
funds amounting to approximately €5.3 billion have been made available to Member States for investments in
agriculture, environmental protection and broadband infrastructure in rural areas. The additional amounts came as a
result of some transfers from the CAP and the Health Check, about €3.9 billion, and by the European Economic
Recovery Plan (EERP) - €1.02 billion.
The situation regarding the annual and total amounts allocated for each Member State to support rural
development measures for the period 2007-2013 is presented in Table no 2.
Structure of expenditures allocated to each state to support rural development measures for the period 2007-2013
correspond to the four axis of rural development defined in Council Regulation (EC) No. 1698/2005 and supporting
technical assistance to Member States.
In terms of the size of the allocated funds from the EU budget to finance rural development measures, Romania
is ranked at the fourth place of total European Union member countries, after Poland, Germany and Italy. The amount
allocated to Romania, €8124.2 million is a significant amount, representing 8.4% of the size of rural development funds
allocated to Member States from the EU budget. This amount is added Romania's contribution, which is 19.54% and
€1972.9 million. Thus, the public contribution (EU + Romania) to support rural development for the period 2007-2013
amounts to €10097.1 million, and if we add to this amount the beneficiary private contribution for measures that require
co-financing, we get a total amount of €13574.4 millions. It should be noted that of this amount, €625.1 million are
destined for direct support of agriculture and not of rural development, representing a transfer of funds from Pillar 2 to
Pillar 1 to complement the direct payments granted to farmers with funding from the national budget (Table 3).
Table 3. Financial plan by axis (Romania, 2007-2013)
Axis

Total public
contribution (million €)
Axis 1
4024.7
Axis 2
2326.6
Axis 3
2509.5
Axis 4
235.1
Technical Assistance
376.1
Complementary direct payment
625.1
TOTAL
10097.1
Source: NRDP 2007-2013, version VII, July 2011

Public contribution
EAFRD contribution rate
(%)
80.00
82.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
80.46

EAFRD amount
(million €)
3219.7
1907.8
2007.6
188.0
300.9
500.1
8124.2

The amount to finance rural area is significant, but an important issue that needs to be to insist is linked to the
capacity to absorb Community funds, doubled by co-financing capacity. Lack of transparency, low experience,
inadequate information, poor project management, reduced possibility of ensuring financial advance or covering the
private contribution, are issues that can have negative influences on the absorption process of funds destined for rural
development.
Within the 49 project sessions held until March 2013, there were submitted from across the country a total
number of 140808 projects, of which 68225 projects have accumulated the score needed, beign thus selected for
funding and of 65127 projects were completed contracts or funding decisions (Table 4). Of the 140808 projects
submitted with a public value of nearly €18 billion were contracted almost half (68225 projects) but with a public value
of almost three times less than the amount of those submitted.
The most projects were submitted under Measure 141 "Support for semi-subsistence farms". This measure aims
to increase production volume market destined for the semi-subsistence farms to become economically viable, such as
the diversification of production according to market demands and the introduction of new products. Public support
grant is €1500/year/farm for a period of five years, if the farmer proves that after three years the achieved agricultural
production market destined presents an increase of 20% and the economic size of agricultural holding increases with
minimum 3 ESU. (NRDP 2007-2013)
Among the major projects of scale destined to farmers, most were subbmited under Measure 121 "Modernization
of agricultural holdings", which is expected given the large number of projects submitted to the similar measure and
under the SAPARD program. This measure, in Romania, is receiving an allocation of 10% of total EU funds for rural
development, ranking fourth in the hierarchy of measures, is one of the most affordable investment measures that have
nearly exhausted the funds allocated for the entire period of implementation of the National Rural Development
Programme 2007-2013.
Table 4. Situation of projects under the NRDP on 21.03.2013 (EUR million)
Measure
111
112
121
122

Submitted projects

Selected projects

Number

Public value

Number

Public value

22494
7851
20

630.07
2995.05
3.01

9760
2333
18

218.13
966.73
2.51

527

Contract / Grant
decision concluded
Number Public value
23
16.51
9522
211.68
1995
756.03
18
2.50

Payments
Public value
12.44
149.23
427.28
-
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123
Scheme XS 13/M123
Scheme XS 28/M123
Scheme N578/M123
125
141
142
NRDP
SAPARD
143

1762
247
177
453
1701
88846
60

1771.01
113.71
78.89
311.10
1789.03
666.34
11.03

751
215
157
232
465
48512
49

758.61
101.62
67.45
176.52
524.33
363.84
8.35

572
151
87
202
462
46872
42
3
7

543.20
60.18
33.64
144.94
511.81
352.99
6.70
0.07
12.41

216.60
48.08
26.97
30.74
85.95
141.95
1.02
0.05
3.35

312

9499

1317.17

3265

400.77

2838

348.80

205.01

313
322
4.1
431.1

3703
3225
606
112

569.89
7630.43
23.77
4.92

1292
799
229
111

217.57
1887.30
6.27
4.83

955
789
229
101
8
139
79
2

154.10
1710.82
6.27
4.20
1.70
59.90
34.96
220.00

41.07
1014.70
0.19
3.21
1.66
5.31
35.18
220.00

Phase 3
Phase 1+2

431.2
511
Guarantee Scheme
211
212
214
221
611
TOTAL

NRDP
SAPARD
NRDP
SAPARD

52
140808

4.35
17919.81

37
68225

3.63
5708.41

1
27
3
65127

0.009
3.12
0.013
5196.56

513.73
275.89
956.35
0.007
0.011
395.01
4810.53

Source: Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development, Romania

As regards the absorption degree of rural development funds, calculated as the ratio of achieved payments to
beneficiaries and the amounts allocated, it was of 47.64% at end of March 2013 (Figure 1).
47.64%

50%
45%
40%

32.15%

35%
30%
25%

17.70%

20%
15%
10%
5%
0%

6.77%
1.36%
2008

2009

2010

2011

31.03.2013

Figure 1. Absorption of rural development funding in Romania

In the year 2008 (the first year of implementation of the NRDP), the payment execution rate was quite low, and
the actual project implementation started in the second half of the year. The first contracts were concluded in early
September 2008, thus the absorption degree of financial allocation in 2008 was only of 1.36%. In 2009, the absorption
degree of financial allocation was of 6.77%, in the year 2010 recording a rate of 17.70%, at the end of year 2011, we
notice that there is an absorption of the financial allocation of 32.15%, and in March 2013 the absorption degree was of
47.64%.
After the first three years of the effective implementation of the National Rural Development Programme 20072013 (given that in the year 2008 the main activity consisted in submitting projects and evaluation of these), Romania
has failed unfortunately to an appropriate absorption of European funds for rural development registering by the end of
March 2013 an absorption rate of only 47.64% and a degree of contraction of only 51.46%. However, this absorption
degree ranks the National Rural Development Programme on the first place in the hierarchy of EU funds, at the end of
March 2013 the absorption average of structural and cohesion funds in Romania being of only 25.39%. The
comparative situation of EU funds absorption in Romania, under each operational program, can be found in Figure 2.
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47.64%

50%
45%

38.71%

40%

37.10%

35%

29.23%

30%

23.18%

22.81%

25%

19.29%

20%
15%
10%

9.44%

5%
0%

SOPT

SOPE

ROP

SOPHRD

SOPIEC

OPACD

OPT A

NRDP

SOP T – Sectoral Operational ProgrammeTransport
SOP E – Sectoral Operational Programme Environment
ROP – Regional Operational Programme
SOP HRD – Sectoral Operational Programme Human Resources Development
SOP IEC - Sectoral Operational Programme Increase of Economic Competitiveness
OP ACD – Operational Programme Administrative Capacity Development
OP TA – Operational Programme Technical Assistance
NRDP – National Rural Development Programme
Source: Ministry of European Funds; Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development, Romania
Figure 2. Absorption of EU funds in Romania (domestic payments to beneficiaries) (31.03.2013)

For the economy of Romania, the absorption of EU funds should be a national priority, especially in times of
crisis that we go through. In fact, this process is carried out with very great difficulties due to lack of strategic
guidelines, weakness of administrative capacity, to limited budget available for co-financing, as well to poor quality of
projects. Although the banking system in Romania has no shortage of liquidity, due to high cost of credits and excessive
prudentiality, the eligibility of potential beneficiaries of projects for co-financing bank loans is very low. (Otiman,
2011, pp. 129).
Rural development policy in the perspective 2014-2020
In early 2010 the European Commission published the document "Europe 2020 - A strategy for smart,
sustainable and inclusive growth" which sets out objectives to be followed for come out from the crisis and turn the EU
into a smart, sustainable and inclusive economy delivering high levels of employment, productivity and social cohesion,
in the intensification of globalization, pressure on resources and aging.
Europe 2020 strategy has three main priorities, namely:
- smart growth: developing an economy based on knowledge and innovation.
- sustainable growth: promoting a more resource efficient, greener and more competitive economy.
- inclusive growth: fostering a high-employment economy delivering social and territorial cohesion. (European
Commission, 2010)
In line with the Europe 2020 strategy, the rural development policy for 2014-2020 includes the long-term
strategic objectives of contributing to the competitiveness of agriculture, the sustainable management of natural
resources and climate action and the balanced territorial development of rural areas. In this context, the proposed
regulation for rural development includes six EU priorities for 2014-2020:
- fostering knowledge transfer and innovation in agriculture, forestry and rural areas;
- enhancing competitiveness of all types of agriculture and enhancing farm viability;
- promoting food chain organization and risk management in agriculture;
- restoring, preserving and enhancing ecosystems dependent on agriculture and forestry;
- promoting resource efficiency and supporting the shift towards a low-carbon and climate-resilient economy
in the agriculture, food and forestry sectors;
- promoting social inclusion, poverty reduction and economic development in rural areas. (European
Commission, 2011)
These priorities should be the basis for future programming national program of rural development. Unlike the
current NRDP, the Commission proposes that future rural development program is no longer structured by axes, but to
include individual measures that can potentially serve several objectives or priorities. Thus, the Community menu for
2014-2020 includes the following measures:
1. Knowledge transfer and information actions;
2. Advisory services, farm management and farm relief services;
3. Quality schemes for agricultural products and foodstuffs;
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4.
5.

Investments in physical assets;
Restoring agricultural production potential damaged by natural disasters and catastrophic events and
introduction of appropriate prevention actions;
6. Farm and business development;
7. Basic services and village renewal in rural areas;
8. Investments in forest area development and improvement of the viability of forests;
9. Afforestation and creation of woodland;
10. Establishment of agro-forestry systems;
11. Prevention and restoration of damage to forests from forest fires and natural disasters and catastrophic
events;
12. Investments improving the resilience and environmental value of forest ecosystems;
13. Investments in new forestry technologies and in processing and marketing of forestry products;
14. Setting up of producer groups;
15. Agri-environment- climate;
16. Organic farming;
17. Natura 2000 and Water framework directive payments;
18. Payments to areas facing natural or other specific constraints;
19. Animal welfare;
20. Forest-environmental and climate services and forest conservation;
21. Co-operation;
22. Risk management;
23. Crop, animal, and plant insurance;
24. Mutual funds for animal and plant diseases and environmental incidents;
25. Income stabilisation tool;
26. LEADER: local action groups, preparatory support, co-operation activities, running costs and animation.
The new proposal Regulation provides the simplification and harmonization of the rules for the purposes of a
single framework for all EU funds to replace the sectoral approach of the current programming period. The Common
Strategic Framework will be transposed into Partnership Contracts at national level including common objectives and
rules for all funds that includes (the European Agricultural Fund for Rural Development – EAFRD, the European
Regional Development Fund – ERDF, the European Social Fund - ESF, the Cohesion Fund and the European Maritime
and Fisheries Fund –EMFF). Establishment common rules for all funds operating in a Common Policy Framework aims
to streamline and strengthen the coherence between EU policies, simplifying and reducing bureaucracy, facilitating the
implementation of integrated projects.
The proposal Regulation for rural development provides either a rural development program at national level or a
set of regional programs. Regardless of way of programming (national or regional), each program should include a
series of measures with quantified targets based on EU priorities for rural development.
Member states will be able to adopt in their rural development programmes thematic sub-programmes with
higher support rate “to address specific needs in areas of particular importance to them”. (European Commission,
2011). These thematic sub-programmes concern young farmers, small farms, mountain areas and the creation of short
supply chains.
Regarding support for rural development allocated to Member States, the proposed regulation does not provide a
breakdown by Member State, with only considerations which will form the basis of this distribution, namely "objective
criteria and past performance".
The Financial Framework post-2013 has been developed based on the following principles:
 focus on delivering key policy priorities;
 focus on EU added value;
 focus on impacts and results;
 delivering mutual benefits across the European Union. (European Commission, 2011)
The envelope proposes to allocate the following funds for the 2014-2020 budget cycle:
Table 5. Multiannual Financial Framework (MFF) for 2014-2020 current prices (EUR billion)
•
Pillar I - Direct payments and market measures
•
Pillar II – Rural development
Total pillar I and pillar II
•
Food safety
•
Food support for the most deprived persons
•
Research and inovation
•
Reserve for crises in the agricultural sector
•
European Globalization Adjustment Fund
Total additional funds

317.2
101.2
418.4
2.5
2.8
5.1
3.9*
2.8*
17.1

TOTAL PROPOSED BUDGET FOR 2014-2020
435.5
Note: Amounts to € 3.9 billion and € 2.8 billion (€ 6.7 billion total) are outside of the MFF, but are integrated into agricultural policy
budget.
Source: European Commission, 2011
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Note that Pillar II budget for 2014-2020 amount to 101.2 billion compared with EUR 96.4 billion how the
EAFRD budget is for current programming period. From this budget, Romania benefits for the period 2007-2013, EUR
8.1 billion, ie an allowance of 8.4%. If we maintain this weight of allocation, Romania will benefit from rural
development funds amounting to EUR 8.5 billion for 2014-2020.
Conclusion
Common Agricultural Policy with its two pillars - agriculture and rural development - is a policy of strategic
importance to the European Union contributing to food security, environmental protection and territorial balance.
Given the new socio-economic context created by the onset of financial crisis and the increasing environmental
problems and climate, agriculture and, especially, rural development, should enjoy a significant further financial
support and proper measures, with impact not only in providing food, but also on society and landscape, through
creating jobs and increasing non-agricultural activities in rural areas, maintaining cultural heritage and proper use of
natural resources.
We note in this regard, an improvement of rural development Community menu proposed for 2014-2020, which
includes several new measures that meet the rural problems of the XXI century.
The responsibility of each country is as well able to select measures and allocate funds so as to not repeat the
mistake of Romania from the current programming period regarding the implementation of measures and the absorption
of funds.
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Policy Promoted vs. Natural Clusters: the Case of Riga Region, Latvia
Zanete Garanti, Andra Zvirbule-Berzina
Latvia University of Agriculture
Abstract
Nowadays economic theoreticians and practitioners as well as government institutions increasingly focus on the issues of regional cluster
development. Economic theoreticians point to a positive correlation between regional clusters and productivity, innovation, export capacity, and
competitiveness, which results in regional growth and development. Thus, government institutions in the USA, the EU, and other countries implement
support policies and programmes targeting the development of clusters. Yet, studies reveal that a gap emerges between policy promoted and natural
clusters mainly because regional clusters are supported, through government policies, in the industries in which these clusters have no growth and
development potential. The overall research aim is to find out whether significant differences exist between the policy promoted and natural clusters
in Latvia. In the present research, the authors searched for established and supported clusters through government programmes both in the planning
period 2009-2011 and in the planning period 2013-2015 in Riga region. Findings show that 11 policy promoted clusters were established in Riga
region. The authors developed original methodology to identify natural clusters in regions of Latvia using five indicators- location quotients, industry
size, specialization quotient, dominance and industry growth index. In this way industries with the highest natural cluster potential in Riga region
were identified. After comparing policy promoted and natural clusters in Riga region, the authors came to conclusion that the government-supported
industries with a high cluster potential are as follows: computer programming and IT services, warehousing and support activities for transportation,
and food and beverage service activities. There are clusters established trough government support in the food industry, machine manufacturing,
furniture manufacturing, the light industry, and other industries that have no high cluster development potential in the region, however, no
government support is provided in the industries with a high cluster development potential, such as financial and insurance services, advertising, legal
and accounting services; thereby research findings point to a gap that exists between the formation of natural clusters and the implementation of
government policies in Latvia.

Introduction
First discussed by Marshall in the 1920s (2009) as industrial districts, the concept of clusters was viewed in the
works of several authors in the 20th century (Krugman, 1991a, 1991b, 1993; Becattini, 1979, 1989, 1990, 2004; Scott,
1988, 1994, Scott and Angels, 1987). However, the concept of clusters has gained popularity in modern economic
literature since the work of Porter (1990, 1998a, 1998b, 1998c, 2000). Already in 1990, Porter classified business
clusters into two types – as a non-agglomerated industrial cluster or as an agglomerated regional cluster, but in 1998 he
focused on regional clusters that emerge and develop in a certain geographic area, which is the research object in this
paper. Authors define regional clusters as a combination of five dimensions – single sector enterprises that cooperate
and compete; supportive enterprises from a wide range of sectors; public and government institutions interested in the
economic development of a sector and a region; other institutions such as research, educational, financial and other
institutions; and the fifth is the regional dimension, which combines all the four previously mentioned dimensions into
one region (Garanti, Zvirbule- Berzina, 2013). Research shows that regional clusters play an important role in
stimulating firm performance, innovation capacity, and competitiveness, which leads to the region’s competitiveness
and development (Garanti, Zvirbule- Berzina, 2013). Yet, in the scientific literature, the authors identified significant
differences between the clusters that formed naturally (natural clusters) (Dudian, Graciun, 2011) and the clusters that
formed through government support (policy promoted clusters) (Hermans et.al., 2010) – by mainly applying the topdown approach in the case of public initiatives or the bottom-up approach in the case of private initiatives (FromholdEisebith, 2006; Aranguren, Larrea, 2011). Authors Park and Lee (2004) suggest that in such a developed country as
Sweden, cooperation links emerged among the national and local government, industries, and research institutions in
the regions, yet, the government sector is responsible for contributing to the basic factors that affect regional cluster
growth at the national level. In Chile researchers Negoita and Block (2012) conclude that the country’s growth is based
on the government’s strategy in developing cooperation networks, thereby financing the prevention of imperfections in
cooperation networks. Examining Belgium’s Global Cluster Policy (Hermans et.al., 2010), two key challenges to the
clusters established through government support programmes may be identified: 1) there is a risk that the clusters will
lose their attractiveness and an interest in them will vanish as soon as the innovation stage is over and 2) the lock-in
phenomenon that emerges when enterprises make investments in accordance with their project, thus distracting the
enterprises from new alternatives (Arthur, 1989), which may hinder the development of a region in a long-term.
Analysing the Industrial Cluster Policy in Japan, the authors (Nishimura, Okamuro, 2011) conclude that the
participation of an enterprise in a development project does not increase R&D productivity – cooperation with similar
enterprises even decrease the R&D productivity of enterprises in terms of both numbers of patents and quality, yet, if
cooperation links are established with educational institutions, research productivity increases. The authors regard the
focus which project participants place on narrow networks within their project, rather than a wide range of cooperation
networks both inside and outside the cluster as the key problem; it, the authors believe, is a manifestation of the lock-in
phenomenon. Some economic theoreticians (Szanyi, 2012; Szanyi et.al. 2010) point out that cluster support is not
mainly concentrated in certain regionally strong industries, as it is not based on prior empirical analyses; thereby, a
considerable gap emerges between policy promoted and natural clusters. The scientific problem of the article emerges
from the literature review pointing out the existing gap between policy promoted and natural clusters. Wide range and
amount of support is concentrated in the industries that do not have high potential forming regional clusters while
industries with high potential do not receive any support to form regional clusters.
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The research aim is to compare the policy promoted and natural clusters in Latvia, which enables us to find out
whether a gap exists between the two types of clusters in Latvia as well. Research tasks are to 1) describe the
methodology for identifying policy promoted and natural clusters, 2) identify policy promoted and natural clusters and
3) compare natural and policy promoted clusters in Riga region. Research objects are clusters in the regions of Latvia,
both natural and policy promoted. Research methodology includes the monographic method, the abstract and logical
methods, as well as five various quotients, which are described below, were employed to identify regional clusters.
Methodology
The monographic method and the abstract and logical methods were employed to identify the policy promoted
clusters and to analyse the support programmes for cluster development and their results. Yet, to identify the natural
clusters, the authors employed two approbated methodologies that were adapted to the situation in Latvia –
M.E.Porter’s methodology (Porter, 2003) that was used to map clusters in the USA and Solvell’s methodology (Solvell
et.al., 2003; Solvell, 2008) that was employed to identify clusters in the EU Member States. The clusters were identified
based on five indicators.
Number of employed individuals. The number of employees is a significant indicator showing that a “critical
mass” is achieved – a sufficient number of employees are employed in the particular industry, which leads to the
mergence of a regional cluster. The authors ranked the number of employees in industries by assigning the highest rank
to the regional cluster industries in which most employees are employed.
Location Quotients (LQ) are used to find out whether there is a concentration of some industry in a region
compared with other regions. This method compares the activity of a local industry relative to the overall activity in a
country (Djira et.al., 2008). This method was developed by Florence (1939) for analysing the effects and economic
basis of a regional economy. Location quotients reveal regional differences based on both the availability of natural
resources (for instance, in coastal areas) and the comparative and competitive advantages, including the positive
agglomeration effect on clusters of a local industry (Guimaraes et.al., 2009). LQ is calculated according to Formula 1
that is developed based on the methodology of the Cluster Mapping Project (Cluster Mapping Project, 2003).

LQ 

S j ;k / S j

(1)

S v;k / S v

where S – number of occupied jobs,
v – country;
j – region;
k – industry.
For every region, industries are ranked based on LQ by giving the highest rank to the industries whose quotient is
the highest, thus showing the location of this industry in the region.
Specialization Quotient (SQ). To identify clusters, a specialisation quotient is used in mapping European clusters
(Solvell, 2008). This method is based on an assumption that if a region, compared with other regions, has specialisation
in a certain cluster category, it is an indicator showing that the economic effects of a regional cluster are strong enough
to attract related economic activities to this region from other regions and that cooperation links are stronger. This
quotient is calculated according to Formula 2, which is developed based on the methodology of the European Cluster
Mapping Project (Solvell, 2008).

SQ 

S j ;k / S k

(2)

S j / Sv

where S – number of occupied jobs,
v – country;
j – region;
k – industry.
Dominance. Dominance (D) or a dominance quotient is used in the European Cluster Mapping Project (Solvell,
2008). If a cluster industry employs a greater proportion of the total number of employees employed in the region, it has
more opportunities to form a strong regional cluster. A dominance quotient (D) is calculated according to Formula 3,
which is developed based on the methodology of the European Cluster Mapping Project (Solvell, 2008).

D

(3)

S j ;k
Sj

where S – number of occupied jobs,
v – country;
j – region;
k – industry.
In the present research, every region’s industries are ranked according to the value of quotients, giving the highest
rank to the industries whose quotient is the highest, thus indicating the highest proportion of this industry in the region.
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Rate of increase in the number of employees from the base year. An increase in employment is one of the most
important indicators of regional clusters in research (Porter, 2003, Delgado et.al. 2010, 2011). Unlike the other
quotients that are static, this is a dynamic indicator that reflects changes in the number of employed individuals across
industries and regions. Totally, 92 thousand employees were employed in Latvia in 2005, while in 2012 it was 84
thousand, which indicates significant changes. In the present research, every region’s industries are ranked according to
the rate of increase measured from the base year, assigning the highest rank to the industries whose increase rate is the
highest, thereby indicating the fast growth of this industry in the region.
Results
Support to clusters at the EU level and in several EU Member States in the programming period 2007-2013 was
provided through the European Regional Development Fund’s operational programme “Entrepreneurship and
Innovation”, which, along with two more programmes: the Information Communication Technologies Policy Support
Programme and the Intelligent Energy Europe Programme, is a component of the Competitiveness and Innovation
Framework Programme with an overall budget of EUR 3621 million (Competitiveness and Innovation Framework...,
2012). In the programming period 2014-2020, the operational programme “Entrepreneurship and Innovation” is
implemented within the Programme for the Competitiveness of Enterprises and SMEs 2014- 2020 with a total budget of
EUR 2.5 billion (Research, Innovation and Competitiveness..., 2011), which aims to stimulate business, enhance the
business environment, provide access to funds to SMEs, make the competitiveness of enterprises sustainable, and assist
SMEs to do business beyond national borders.
In Latvia, regional clusters have been set as a priority in its policy and strategic development documents since
2004, yet, the development of an appropriate cluster support programme was started in Latvia only in 2008. In 2009, a
cluster programme for 2009-2011 was started, and 9 clusters were financially supported in 2009 and 2010 and 7 clusters
– in 2011 – with a total government funding of LVL 560 thousand. In the three year period, the following 9 clusters
received government funding:
 Association of Latvian Chemical and Pharmaceutical Industry,
 Association “Latvian Furniture”,
 Latvian Logistics Association,
 Foundation “Ventspils High Technology Park”,
 Association of Latvian Textile and Clothing Industry,
 Foundation “Latvian Information Technology Cluster”,
 Latvian Electrical Engineering and Electronics Industry Association,
 Federation of Latvian Food Companies,
 Association of Mechanical Engineering and Metalworking Industries of Latvia.
Starting with 2011, the development of clusters was implemented through ERDF Activity 2.3.2.3 “Cluster
Programme”; an institution responsible for this programme is the Ministry of Economics, and a cooperation institution
is the Investment and Development Agency of Latvia (IDAL). The programme aims to promote cooperation among
unrelated businessmen, research, educational, and other institutions, thereby contributing to raising the competitiveness
of industries and businessmen, increasing exports, innovation, and creating new products. In accordance with the
Cabinet Regulation regarding the Operational Programme “Entrepreneurship and Innovation”, Activity 2.3.2.3 “Cluster
Programme”, the projects implemented within this activity are co-funded by the European Regional Development Fund.
The total public funding for the activity amounts to LVL 3 407 289. The aid intensity is set at 90% of cluster
operational activities and 85% for services provided to cooperation partners. On 30 March 2012, the IDAL concluded a
round of project selection, and the implementation of projects for the period 2012-2015 takes place. According to the
information provided by the Ministry of Economics and the IDAL (Approved projects..., 2013), funding has been
granted to the following 11 projects within the Cluster Programme:
 Sigulda Regional Tourism Association’s project “Development of the Gauja National Park Tourism Cluster”,
 Latvian Information Technology Cluster’s project “IT CEAP - Latvian Information Technology Cluster’s
Embassies, Academy, and Platforms”,
 Latvian Electrical Engineering and Electronics Industry Association’s project “Latvian Electrical
Engineering and Electronics Industry Cluster”,
 Project of the Federation of Latvian Food Companies “Food Product Quality Cluster”,
 Latvian Timber Construction Cluster’s project “Development of the Competitiveness and Exports of Latvian
Timber Construction”,
 Project of the Association of Mechanical Engineering and Metalworking Industries of Latvia “Development
of the Metalworking Cluster”,
 Project of the Association of Latvian Travel Agents and Operators “Latvian Sustainable Tourism Cluster”,
 Project of the Association of Latvian Chemical and Pharmaceutical Industry “Promotion of Cooperation
among the Participants of the Cluster of Pharmaceutical and Related Industries to Raise the Competitiveness and Export
Capacity of the Industry by Employing the Combined Method for Strategic Planning, Cooperative Logistics and
Marketing, and Specialized Research and Technological Infrastructures”,
 Project of the association “Passive House Latvija” “Industrial Energy Efficiency Cluster”,
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 Ventspils High Technology Park’s project “Development of the Space Technology and Service Industry
Cluster 2012-2015”,
 Latvian Biotechnology Association’s project “Clean Technology Cluster”.
In the period 2012-2015, in total, approximately 350 partners, including more than 290 enterprises, engaged in
the activity of business clusters. A comparison of the projects supported during the two planning periods shows that
several clusters received aid repeatedly. During the period 2009-2015, in total, 13 clusters are to be supported, of which
11 are located in Riga region:
1. Chemistry and pharmacy cluster,
2. Furniture producers cluster,
3. Food producers cluster,
4. IT cluster,
5. Mechanical engineering and metalworking cluster,
6. Electrical engineering and electronics cluster,
7. Light industry cluster,
8. Timber construction cluster,
9. Latvian sustainable tourism cluster,
10. Industrial energy efficiency cluster,
11. Clean technology cluster.
The above-mentioned policy promoted clusters, except the Sigulda tourism cluster and the Ventspils space
technology and service industry cluster, are located in Riga region. Table 1 presents the industries which, based on the
mentioned methodology, have the highest total score of ranks, thereby indicating the highest natural regional cluster
potential.
Table 1. Industries with the highest total scores of cluster ranks in Riga region
INDUSTRIES

Total score of ranks

Computer programming, consultancy and related activities
Financial service activities, except insurance and pension funding
Warehousing and support activities for transportation
Telecommunications
Advertising and market research
Legal and accounting activities
Information service activities
Insurance, reinsurance and pension funding, except compulsory
social security
Food and beverage service activities
Architectural and engineering activities; technical testing and analysis
Source: authors’ calculations

216
206
189
186
181
180
175

Policy promoted clusters
in the industry
YES
NO
YES
NO
NO
NO
YES

175

NO

174
174

YES
NO

The calculations performed show that the strongest industry in Riga region, which has the highest potential to
form a cluster in the region, is computer programming, consultancy and related activities. This industry, together with
the information technology industry, which is also one of the strongest industries, forms an IT cluster. The IT cluster in
Riga region was supported both in the planning period 2009-2011 and in the planning period 2013-2015. Thus, this is a
cluster that emerged naturally and was supported through government programmes. Warehousing and support activities
for transportation are part of the logistics cluster that was supported during the two planning periods. Food and beverage
service activities are part of the tourism cluster that has been supported since 2013. Other strong industries of this
region – financial and insurance services, telecommunications, advertising and market research services, legal and
accounting services in architecture – are not supported through government policies, although the analysis showed a
high potential for creating clusters in the industries of financial and insurance services, construction and architecture,
advertising and market research, and legal and accounting services.
Conclusions
The scientific literature classifies business clusters into two types: policy promoted and natural clusters. As
pointed out by researchers, government policies often support clusters in the industries that have not naturally emerged
in a region and are not strong, therefore, such clusters have a low development potential. In the research, the authors
compared the policy promoted clusters and the clusters that emerged naturally in the regions of Latvia.
Through government policies in the period 2009-2013 in Latvia, 13 clusters were formed and/or supported in
such strong industries as pharmaceuticals, logistics, IT, food production, mechanical engineering, etc. Of the 13
clusters, 11 are located in Riga region.
The authors developed a methodology for identifying natural clusters, which was based on globally recognized
and known Porter’s and Solvell’s methodologies and adapted to the situation in Latvia. The methodology includes five
quotients: number of employees, LQ, SQ, D, and the rate of increase in the number of employees of the base year.
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Based on the methodology developed, 10 strongest industries with a potential to form clusters in the industries of
computer programming, financial services, etc. were identified in Riga region.
Of the 11 clusters identified in Riga region, only 3 were engaged in the region’s strongest industries with a
potential for clusters. Yet, of the 10 industries identified as regionally strong and having a high potential for cluster
formation, 4 were associated with the policy promoted clusters.
The present research suggests that even though part of the industries supported through government cluster
programmes are the region’s strongest industries, there is a gap in Latvia between the policy promoted clusters and the
natural clusters. Therefore authors suggest using cluster identification before locating support in specific industries
avoiding gap between natural and policy promoted clusters.
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Abstract
The article presents the analysis of application of measures of administrative regulation of the labour market of Lithuania, which have impact
on employment, in the context of regional (rural) employment policy, introduces insights into the changes in the employment and labour market
regulation policies in perspective of 2014-2020. The authors provide analytical evaluation of the employment tendency, features of administrative
regulation of the labour market and the impact on the regional (rural) employment by means of promoting job creation and labour demand, integrating
labour resources into the labour market and ensuring the integrity of the employment policy. The paper presents the analysis of the role of state
institutions, which are responsible for the implementation of the labour market policy, in the process of implementation of the goals of employment
policy, and problems of harmonization of administrative regulation activity of these institutions. Groups of certain countries, due to unequal social
and economic conditions, use different mechanisms of application of active measures of the labour market policy; the implementation of measures of
administrative regulation of the labour market of Lithuania has become one of the priorities of the activity of state institutions. The policy of
administrative regulation of the labour market is implemented and controlled by several state institutions, i.e. ministries of the Republic of Lithuania,
Labour Exchange of Lithuania, etc.; however, neither the mechanism of coordination of the activities of these institutions has been established yet,
nor has the system of monitoring of the performance results been created, which complicates the objective evaluation of the level of achievement of
goals and objectives. In the process of increasing the labour market flexibility and promoting the participation of labour force it is necessary to ensure
the effective supervision of the actions foreseen in the programmes of the administrative regulation policy, via the application of a scientificallygrounded methodology, and at the same time to duly identify the unnecessary limitations and administrative barriers to the successful implementation
of the foreseen measures.

Introduction
The implementation of the goals of the developed EU common labour market and employment policy is related
to the application of appropriate measures, taking into account the problems of the labour market, and depends on the
efforts of each of the EU member state. Thus it is necessary to analyse the labour market policy in Lithuania and
evaluate its suitability for the solution of the country's labour market problems. Taking into account the priorities
highlighted in the State development strategy ‘Lithuania 2030’ and the Government of the Republic of Lithuania
programme of 2012-2016 (2012) the priorities of the Government activity related to the labour market processes are to
increase employment, decrease unemployment, poverty and social exclusion, improve investment and business
environment, education, and reform the higher education. During the last decade Lithuania, which sought to create the
active, flexible and stable labour market policy corresponding the national interest, gradually becomes a participant of
the implementation of the common European Employment Strategy, which promotes the integrity of the internal and
external systems. The objective of the modern society is to effectively ensure employment, which by means of scientific
researches would encourage to search for new, unique solutions, which in their turn would help match labour supply
and demand, expand the corporate social responsibility and in the long run ensure the balanced development of the
society (Gruževskis, 2011).
In order to create possibilities for qualitative employment and to ensure social security, it is necessary to
introduce administrative regulation of the labour market. Due to the lack of conception and insufficient scientific
research traditional ways of administrative regulation of the labour market processes do not ensure the efficient
management of the labour market processes and make the implementation of the foreseen strategic goals to enhance
employment more complicated, thus a question about the measures to ensure the monitoring of the labour market
processes arises. The theoretical and practical examination of the state control function is insufficient.
The object of the research is the policy of administrative regulation of the labour market processes.
The aim of the research is to review and analyse the situation in the Lithuanian labour market and to discuss the
applied measures of the policy of administrative regulation of the labour market processes and its effect on the
enhancement of regional (rural) employment of the labour force.
Objectives:
1. To discuss the problems of the policy of administrative regulation of the labour market of Lithuania.
2. To evaluate the present control mechanisms of the Lithuanian labour market processes applied in the process
of envisaging and implementing measures and activities to enhance regional (rural) employment.
The methods of the research are the systematised analysis of scientific literature and statistical data, comparison,
generalization, and prediction; the analysis of strategic documents and legal acts of the European Union and Lithuania.
Results of the research
During the last two decades publications of the Lithuanian scholars have been particularly focussed on the
analysis of the labour market policy as a strategic factor of economic policy. Specialists highlight that the efficient
labour market policy provides favourable preconditions for the country to achieve competitive advantage. At the same
time, the above mentioned publications analyse only certain measures of the labour market policy, such as the structure
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of the labour market, its composition, conditions of functioning, etc. We should note great contribution in the field of
applied research made by the Labour and Social Research Institute into the research on the labour market analysis,
drawing up proposals on issues of social policy formulation and implementation (Aktyvios darbo rinkos..., 2010).
The research ‘A study on the map of the need of specialists and competences’ conducted by BGI Consulting in
2010 upon request of the Ministry of Education and Science presents a conclusion that seventeen researches conducted
in the period of 2006–2010, which were ordered by various state institutions, are too abstract and fragmentary, not
oriented towards the needs of the society and conducted without proper coordination (BGI, 2010). On the request of the
Ministry of social security and labour the research ‘The development of social partnership’ was conducted in 2012, its
aim being to suggest an optimal institutional form of social dialogue by means of establishing quantitative and
qualitative criteria of representation and selection of social partners. The research revealed that the state needs to take
care of participation of social partners in the social dialogue with the aim to implement the main reforms of the labour
relationship and labour market, by using the most advanced flexicurity principles for this purpose (Lazutka, 2012).
Unfortunately, as the practice reveals, state institutions do not always put the necessary effort to implement appropriate
researches and the goals and measures foreseen in the programme documents, due to which the conducted labour
market regulation policy does not always resemble the intended results. State institutions comprehend this fact, as for
example, the report of the Ministry of Education and Science of 2010 (2011) specifies that there is a prevailing lack of
effective co-operation with other institutions and interest groups when solving complex issues; the subordinate
institutions are characterised by the 'formal' approach to the tasks assigned. As a rule reports on the activity of state
institutions, which evaluate the implementation of the measures of administrative regulation policy of the labour
market, focus on the financing problems, evaluation of the economic and efficient use of funds; whereas the evaluation
of the impact of these measures on the enhancement of employment of the labour force remains in the background
(Ministry of Economy…, 2013, Ministry of Education…, 2013).
The analysis of scientific literature reveals that so far no answer has been provided on how to harmonize the
activity of institutions which are responsible for the creation and implementation of the labour market strategy for it to
be sufficient, which model of administrative regulation of the labour market would be considered efficient and how it
should be developed with the aim of permanent adjustment (compliance, harmonization with the environment).
The European employment strategy ‘Europe 2020’ (2012) pays great attention to the establishment and
application of active labour market policy that meets the country's social and economic conditions. In practice a variety
of measures is used, thus the mechanism of application thereof is different among groups of countries. The reasons for
such difference might lie in the different tax systems, social guarantees and legal regulation of the countries. To
promote the harmonization of the EU Member States employment and labour market policy the Council has set up the
Employment Committee with an advisory status, whose main task is to monitor the employment situation and
employment policy directions in the Member States (Treaty on European…, 2004).
The implementation of measures of the administrative regulation policy of the labour market of Lithuania is one
of the priorities of the state institutions activity, thus it is important to constantly analyse the efficiency of the applied
measures and the impact thereof on the enhancement of employment. At the moment in Lithuania employment policy
and strategy are formed by the Ministry of Social Security and Labour (MSSL), implementation is assigned to the
ministries of Economy, Education and Science, Agriculture, Energy, etc. together with institutions subordinate to them.
Hence a system of control and accountability for the performance of horizontal character functions in Lithuania.
Without ensuring efficient state control and monitoring, employment policy becomes a strategy of ‘extinguishing the
fire’, which has a negative impact on the situation on the labour market. For instance, some scholars believe that during
2009-2012 there was a lack of state supported measures of active employment policy and real actions, constantly
changing legal base provided unfavourable investment climate into the state economy, due to the lack of analysis of
costs and benefits there was a delay in response to the existing and probable negative consequences in the labour market
(Gražulis, Rakalovič, 2013). The authors believe that unemployment problems were aggravated by the lack of attention
to the involvement of the inactive labour force into the labour market, problems of youth employment, integration of the
re-emigrants, besides the measures of liberalisation of labour relations were poorly used, there was a lack of dialogue
between social partners, the possibilities for life-long learning were not used.
The period of the economic crisis of 2008-2011 showed that the major concentration of Lithuanian companies
and direct foreign investment in the biggest cities of the country and around had an impact on the disparities of regional
employment. According to the data of the Department of Statistics of Lithuania (2013), in the less economically
developed regions a large part of the population is employed in traditional rural areas of the economy - agriculture,
forestry and fishery. This problem has been observed for many years, for example, back in 2005 Lithuanian agricultural
employment rate was 14.1 per cent of total employment and 2.76 times higher than the respective EU rate (Žmogiškųjų
išteklių plėtros veiksmų programa 2007-2013 m., 2005). Thus, lack of non-traditional (alternative) rural economic
development areas and a slow job creation process has to be regarded as the factor impeding the employment growth in
rural areas. The consequences thereof are the part of the unemployed in the total labour force in rural areas being 1.31.8 times higher than in urban areas and still over the level of 2009 (Fig. 1). At the same time in the second half of
2012, the data of the Department of Statistics of Lithuania (2013) showed proliferation of the employed not only in
urban but also in rural areas, which was caused by greater activity in the sector of open economy.
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Figure 1. Specific gravity of the unemployed (percentage of total labour force) in Lithuania in 2009-2012. Prepared by the
authors
Source: Department of Statistics of Lithuania (2013)

Permanent consequences of unemployment are the growing absolute poverty, the widening social exclusion (the
commercialization of welfare), social frustration (distrust), degradation of human social development (Keršienė, 2011).
E.g., when analysing consequences of unemployment, Jasaitis J. and Ratkevičienė V. (2011), specify that in rural areas
the level of poverty is more than twice (30.7 per cent) higher than the city level (14.7 per cent), which, in turn, provokes
low investment capacity of the rural population, poor purchasing power and professional training which does not meet
the requirements of the labour market for the working age, and finally halts the development of areas of economic
activities. For these reasons we agree with the suggestion of Andriušaitienė D. (2007), who in her dissertation described
the regions of the country with the registered unemployment rate 1.5 times above the national average and the rural
population in the total population of more than 60 per cent as depressive, because the quality of the labour force of such
regions, as an economic factor, due to the long-term (registered and unregistered) unemployment effects (abundance of
problems of low-skilled labour and social and psychological issues) does not meet the economy needs. When analysing
the dynamics of the long-term unemployment on the labour market and social benefits of the active labour market
measures Beržinskienė D. and Būdvytytė-Gudienė A. (2010), Okunevičiūtė-Neverauskienė L., Moskvina J. (2010), note
that with the increasing duration of unemployment the most painful consequences are considered to be not only the loss
of skills and qualifications, but also the decreased job search activity and motivation to integrate into the labour market,
which create additional barriers in the labour market to use the potential of the unemployed and the inactive labour
force. On the other hand, the authors believe that the participation of the unemployed in the measures of the active
labour market policy may reduce the period of overall unemployment to several months.
Due to slow economic recovery the rate of long-term unemployment in 2012 reached 6.5 per cent and exceeded
the EU average by 1.4 times (4.6 per cent) (Department of Statistics…, 2013). Hence, the need to reduce long-term
unemployment remains one of the main objectives of the Programme of employment enhancement. As we can see in
Figure 2, according to the data of the Department of Statistics of Lithuania (2013), the rate of long-term unemployment
(ratio between long-term unemployed and the labour force) is higher in rural areas than in urban areas and in 2012
amounted to 10.3 per cent., while in the urban areas - 5 per cent. In 2009 these rates were significantly lower and
amounted to 2.6 per cent in urban areas and 4.6 per cent in rural areas.
When analysing issues of the development of the labour market in regions of Lithuania Skurdenienė I. and
Šeškauskaitė D. (2010), found that when improving quality of life of local residents, it is necessary to emphasize the
importance of human resource development and attracting investment. For this purpose, the author proposed that the
country's labour market policy should provide for the economic diversification of rural areas, relating it to the
development of economic, social, political, cultural and environmental change.
According to specialists, when solving the problem of poverty, an important role should be given to the
government-level decisions (social sensitivity, transparency and sustainability), education, and training (with the
primary objective of effective complex integration and life-long learning) (Keršienė, 2011), as this is the only way to
create the effective labour market policy and be able to seek competitive advantage in the international arena.
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Figure 2. The rate of long-term unemployement (per cent) in Lithuania in 2009-2012. Prepared by the authors
Source: Department of Statistics of Lithuania (2013)

A working group created by the Ministry of social security and labour of the Republic of Lithuania, which was
composed of representatives from state institutions and business, scientists and social partners, upon the request of the
Government draw up a draft programme of the enhancement of employment in 2014-2020 (LR teisės aktų projektai...,
2013), which, taking into consideration t he problems created by the economic crisis of 2008-2011, provides for the new
approach to the labour market policy and practice. The draft programme distinguishes directions of the enhancement of
employment: promoting business development and creation of new jobs, increasing the compliance of workforce skills
with the market needs, maximum use of the potential of labour resources and ensuring integrity of the employment
policy (LR teisės aktų projektai…, 2013). A particular focus of the program is on promoting job creation in areas with
high unemployment with the aim to attract local and foreign investment. Thus in rural areas up to 2016 the number of
active small and medium companies is expected to increase to 15.8 per cent (in 2012 it was 15.1 per cent), while the
rate of employment in the age group of 15-64 year-olds – to 56.5 per cent. With the aim to implement the goals
envisaged in the programme of the enhancement of employment and to apply the principles of advances flexicurity
defines by the European Commission (i.e. neither economic efficiency, nor social justice should suffer), it is intended to
gradually reform the labour market (flexible and secure agreements between the employer and the employee, life-long
learning strategies, active labour market policy and up-to-date social security systems), ensuring the balance between
flexibility and employment guarantees of labour relations by (Komisijos komunikatas Europos parlamentui, tarybai,
Europos ekonomikos ir socialinių reikalų komitetui ir regionų komitetui, 2007). The implementation of these principles
requires with special emphasis on the necessity of collective agreements and work organization; adaptability and
employability of employees, particularly those who are the most vulnerable; sufficient level of income and other social
guarantees, which encourage employment and make the labour market mobility easier. It is clear that social and
economic conditions, cultural environment, and institutional structure of the EU Member States are different, thus in the
process of implementation of flexicurity principles each country, depending on local conditions, as well as financial
ones, should provide implementation mechanisms of flexicurity principles meeting specific conditions.
The programme of the enhancement of employment for the first time sought to link the integrity of employment
policy to the efficiency of administrative regulation of the labour market; for this purpose drawing up a methodology of
evaluating the effect of development programmes in terms of job creation, promotion of self-employment and
employment, with the aim to apply it from 2014 onwards. At the same time, according to some specialists, the
programme may be treated only as a first step to improving administrative regulation of the labour market processes,
(Ruželė, 2013), because one of the problems which have not been resolved yet is lack of the coordination mechanism of
state institutions which implement the oversight of the labour market. Besides, scientific research devoted to the impact
of the legal regulation of the labour market on the direct foreign investment come to the conclusion that one could not
claim that such relation exists (Ruplienė, 2012). As we can see, we should take this circumstance into consideration
when forming the labour policy of Lithuania and drawing up employment programmes. Hence, we believe that in order
to increase the labour market flexibility and promote labour force participation, we need a science-based methodology
which would help organize and coordinate the inter-agency monitoring the implementation of various programs, timely
identify the unnecessary restrictions and administrative obstacles to the successful implementation of the envisaged
measures. Only the effective control and monitoring of the implementation of measures carried out by inter-institutional
programmes, provide the necessary preconditions for the achievement of the objectives of the programme of the
enhancement of employment.
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It is noted in scientific publications that one of the causes of weaknesses in having a clear control (supervision)
system is the absence of research on the modelling of mechanisms of administrative regulation and control in the labour
market processes of Lithuania. We believe that drawbacks of the control (supervision) system are to be regarded as the
greatest weakness of the employment policy of Lithuania, thus the opinion of Streikutė A. and Šnapštienė R. (2006),
that there is no clear answer of what influence of the state on the labour market is purposeful, is debatable; moreover,
the authors discuss the regulation of the labour market from a broad theoretical perspective and analysing only the
direction of the development of the approach to the labour market regulation.
Finally, we can observe that in Lithuania administrative regulation of the labour market has so far been
implemented by the effort of various institutions, the integral system being not created yet. The control system of a
horizontal character (where several institutions are responsible for the implementation of a particular measure of
administrative regulation of the labour market, the evaluation criteria are different, the control terms are not
harmonised) actually impedes rather than ensures the evaluation of the achievement of goals and objectives and the
comparison of the planned parameters with the actual ones.
Conclusions
Scientific publication of Lithuanian scholars focus heavily on the analysis of the labour market policy as a
strategic factor of economic policy. In their works specialists emphasise that the efficient labour market policy provides
good conditions for the country to achieve competitive advantage. Meanwhile, the above-mentioned publications
analyse only certain measures of the labour market policy and so far there has been no answer how to harmonize the
activity of institutions which are responsible for the creation and implementation of the labour market strategy, for it to
be sufficient, which model of administrative regulation of the labour market would be evaluated as efficient and how it
should be developed.
Lithuania, seeking to create active, flexible and stable labour market policy, which would comply with the
national interest, gradually becomes a participant of the implementation of the common European Employment
Strategy, which encourages the integrity of the internal and external systems. Due to unequal social and economic
conditions groups of certain countries use different mechanisms of application of active measures of the labour market
policy; meanwhile the implementation of measures of administrative regulation of the labour market of Lithuania has
become one of the priorities of the activity of state institutions.
The policy of administrative regulation of the labour market is implemented and controlled by several state
institutions, i.e. ministries of the Republic of Lithuania, Labour Exchange of Lithuania, etc.; however, neither the
mechanism of coordination of the activities of these institutions has been established yet, nor has the system of
monitoring of the performance results been created, which make the objective evaluation of the level of achievement of
goals and objectives more complicated.
The draft programme of the enhancement of employment of 2014 -2020 for the first time sought to link the
integrity of employment policy to the efficiency of administrative regulation of the labour market. In order to increase
the labour market flexibility and promote labour force participation, it is necessary to apply a science-based
methodology, to ensure the monitoring of the implementation of the measures provided for in various programs, and to
timely identify the unnecessary restrictions and administrative obstacles to the successful implementation of the
envisaged measures.
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Leader Rural Development Program in Spain: Profile and Functions of
Workers in Local Action Groups
José Luis Yagüe, V. Luis de Nicolás & José Luis Martínez
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Abstract
Occupations in the labor market are linked with to a minimum basic training and other capacities. Hired workers should be able to
accomplish required functions related to their specific job. Regarding the rural development labor market, local action groups’ workers have defined
performance areas—projects, strategy, organization and training & market—but specific functions within each of these areas are not as clearly
defined. Neither both, basic training and capacities needed to perform each job profile within the local action group are defined. This communication
analyses training and other capacities linked to each of the job profiles within the local action group. Functions within each of the performance areas
previously defined are also analyzed regarding the job profiles.
Keywords: Leader; Rural Development; Local Action Groups; Profile and Functions

Introduction
The Leader model was created in 1991 as a rural development methodology based on the prominence, autonomy
and responsibility of the rural population, with regards to their own development. Therefore, it is the rural population
themselves who establish local action groups, analyse their area’s situation, identify and score the problems being
faced; prioritising these and identifying solutions that are possible with the available resources or by requesting further
resource from the public sector. An implementation strategy is developed, a strategic programme is carried out and
finally, these are evaluated and new challenges are taken on (Red Rural Nacional, 2011).
Throughout its existence, the Leader model has been seen as the last major evolution stage of rural development
in the European Union, marking the beginning of a new rural development policy with a territorial focus, the creation of
local government structures and decentralised management. The initiative has demonstrated the pertinence of local
partnerships through Local Action Groups (Cazorla Montero, de los Ríos Carmenado, & Díaz Puente, 2005).
According to the last report from the National Rural Network (2011), the Leader model has been implemented
across Spain through 18 Rural Development Programmes (17 regional and 1 national), and is managed by 264 Local
Action Groups. The Leader concept operates in 7,047 Spanish local towns, covering a total area of 448.207 km2 (88.8%
of the total national area), affecting a population of 12.4 million people (26.8% of the national total).
The rural development in Spain that is based on this initiative centres on two key elements: development
strategies (conceived and implemented at a local level); and the creation of Local Action Groups, who are responsible
for this strategy and for driving change and development processes in these local areas (Red Rural Nacional, 2011).
The Local Action Groups channel the financing and encourage collaboration, as well as being the practical
format for two of the three key development factors; institutional context and local actors (the third one being the
territory itself). The Local Action Groups are responsible for managing the finances, but more importantly for designing
and implementing a development strategy, whilst managing the rural development processes in their area.
Therefore, the Local Action Groups must be able to define, with a certain amount of accuracy, the needs as well
as the strengths and opportunities of the territory. These are basic factors when it comes to defining objectives and
actions to be implemented; that is, when designing and executing a development strategy that responds to these needs
and maximises any opportunities that arise from internal resources (physical, human and institutional), as well as from
the external environment (Red Rural Nacional, 2011).
The Local Action Groups are run through an established procedure, a support structure and a management
framework which governs its internal activities, its relationship with private beneficiaries and regional government
organisations that supervise the programme (Diputación de Badajoz, 2012).
The Member States of the European Union have a policy of developing systems that recognise the acquired skills
(both on a formal and informal basis), eliminating barriers to the mobility of workforces, and encouraging transferable
skills to be learnt in order to support creativity, innovation and entrepreneurial spirit (Diario Oficial de la Unión
Europea, 2010).
Within this framework, rural development is a professional environment that suffers from a lack of recognition
and accreditation of the professional skills acquired through the training processes (formal and informal), yet at the
same time has a track record of over 30 years with continuous change processes (García et. al., 2005) from 1990 when
the Leader community initiative was created, under which a new way of tackling rural development in Spain was
adopted. Therefore, it is necessary to evaluate the current situation facing the professionals in this sector, starting with
the areas in which each operates, in order to evaluate the necessary skills required to carry out their roles.
1. Objective and methodology
This study aims to identify those areas in which there are professionals with experience in rural/local
development in Spain and the training that they have received. In order to do this, surveys and interviews were carried
out with key people involved in rural/local development in Spain.
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Professionals involved in rural/local development in Spain are considered suitable to take part in the research.
According to the National Rural Network report (2011), the Leader model has been implemented across Spain through
18 Rural Development Programmes (17 regional and 1 national), and is managed by 264 Local Action Groups located
across all of Spain’s Autonomous Communities. Within these Local Action Groups, there is a technical team
responsible for consulting and implementing rural/local development programmes (Diputación de Badajoz, 2012). In
order to ensure a representative sample, the research assumes that there are at least 3 professionals within each Local
Action Group (manager, trainer and agents). This provides a minimum population of 792 professionals. The sample size
is then calculated in the following way:
The research sample was calculated using a statistical formula for finite populations, using a margin of error of
10%.
Calculation of the sample:
(1)
here:
n= Sample size
Z= Value Z normal curve (1.65)
P= Probability of Success (0.50)
Q= Probability of Failure (0.50)
N= Population (1320)
E= Margin of error (0.10)
By substituting in the formula:
The surveys were carried out online. Due to the low response rate of this method, the form was sent to the 264
Local Action Groups, and a total of 91 responses were received from across the country.
1.1. Survey and interview structure
The information obtained is structured in four large blocks, as follows:
a) When they became involved in the rural development field.
b) Professional experience and activities carried out
c) Complementary training since joining the Local Action Group
d) Previous training before working the field of rural development.

areas:

1.2. Activities carried out by the local action group professionals
According to Lukesch (2007), the main functions of the Local Action Groups can be grouped into four main

1. Projects & Activities area (rural/local development projects and activities): The majority of Local Action
Groups believe that their main role should be to provide support and services to the project sponsors. The Local Action
Groups employ professional people in order to thoroughly implement programmes, as well as seeking additional
finance (local and external) to carry out local projects.
2. Strategic Area (rural/local development strategy): In its efforts to create links, synergies and a common thread
between sector, thematic and multisector projects, the Local Action Group creates strategic perspectives with the aim of
harmonising and combining the individual efforts of the local actors. The Local Action Groups facilitate participative
processes in order to create a coherent and common vision of their region. Priority actions are then derived from these
processes.
3. Organisation area (coordination of tasks, organisational development of local action groups and administrative
tasks linked to the support programmes): Efficient governance is required in order to meet the demands of local
development, as well as good organisation and management within the association itself (Local Action Group). Legal
requirements must be met, as well as having a democratic and transparent structure. The necessary links to local and
regional government departments is also critical.
4. Symbolic Area (awareness, advertising and marketing): In this intervention area, the Local Action Groups
organise promotional and teambuilding events, where the main parties involved share experiences, successful projects
are publicly recognised, personal achievements are rewarded and highlighted as examples of success. The territory
becomes an object of symbolic communication, whilst encouraging other local actors to articulate their needs and
ambitions with regards to collaborating and innovating.
2.

Analysis and discussion of results

2.1. General survey information
The survey generated 91 responses, covering 29 different provinces within Spain. Of those surveyed, 51% are
female and 49% are male. The survey identified the profiles shown in table 1.
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Table 1. General respondent information
Job
Local Action Group Manager
Trainer
Local Development & Employment Agent
Source: Original, based on the 2013 survey.
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Total number of people who work,
or have worked, in this role
25
55
13

Average experience in the role
(years)
7
7
5

2.2. Academic history, career path and activities carried out
The study aimed to identify the different professions involved in rural development, specifically in local action
groups; as well as understanding the professional’s background, the activities and role that they carry out. The figures
that are shown for each professional activity demonstrate the proportion of responses from professionals involved in
rural/local development. Therefore, the greater the percentage in a particular area, the greater the number of activities
and functions that are carried out. In contrast, a low percentage means that the activities and functions are more general
with a lower level of specialisation.
Local Action Group Manager: The manager’s functions have a strong focus on projects and strategy: The
actual control over the execution of the projects, carrying out rural development projects, creating and supporting
projects with inter-regional collaboration; and the development, tracking and evaluation of the regional development
strategy.
Within the organisation, marketing and training functions, there are functions involving the organisation and
management of local action group activities, organising the activities carried out by the assembly, board of Directors
and personnel from the development agency, providing information on projects and programmes, supporting initiatives
to increase awareness in order to improve participation in rural development projects, and participate in writing
publications, informative reports, etc.
These people have an average age of 29 when they enter the world of rural development and have carried out
other roles within the Local Action Group prior to becoming the manager. Their previous training is very diverse and
only 34% have received previous training relating to rural development. Once they join the Local Action Group, they
have all participated in training courses on rural development.

Figure 1. Priority Areas for the Local Action Group Manager
Source: Original, based on data from the 2013 survey.

Local Action Group Trainer: Their functions have a focus on projects, marketing and training, including the
following factors: carrying out rural development projects, consulting on projects, providing services to project
sponsors, organising marketing and team-building events where interested parties can share experiences, exchange
information on projects and programmes, participate in writing publications, reports, etc., raise awareness in order to
ensure better participation in rural development projects.
Within the strategy and organisation functions, there are functions involving the development, support and
evaluation of regional development strategies, some administrative tasks relating to support projects, as well as
organising and managing the Local Action Group’s activities.
The role of trainer is their first job in the rural development field, with an average age of 29 when they start. In
74% of cases, their previous training is technical, engineering related to the rural world; it is important to mention that
this technical training is more important amongst younger people. In 36% of cases, these trainers have carried out
additional study related to rural development, whilst 76% have participated in courses on rural development during their
time in the Local Action Group.
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Figure 2. Priority Areas for the Trainers
Source: Original, based on data from the 2013 survey.

Local Development & Employment Agent: The local development and employment agent’s functions are
focused on marketing, training and projects that include the following: raising awareness of projects and programmes in
order to improve the level of participation in rural development projects, carrying out rural development projects and
providing services to project sponsors.
Within their strategy and organisation function, there are functions involving the selection of projects that are
innovative, creation and expansion of local networks, development, tracking and evaluation of regional strategy, various
administrative tasks associated with the support programmes.

Figure 3. Priority Areas for a local development & employment agent
Source: Original, based on data from the 2013 survey

Conclusions
In accordance with the profiles described in the analysis and results discussion section, and with the information
obtained in the surveys, the main activities and functions carried out by rural/local development are split into four main
areas: projects, strategy, organisation, marketing & training.
It is evident that the proportion of responses for each area is greater amongst managers than trainers, whilst it is
also greater amongst trainers than amongst agents. This indicates that the role of manager requires greater specialisation
than the role of trainer. Similarly, the role of trainer requires more specialisation than the role of the agent.
The Local Action Group Manager’s strengths lie within projects and strategy. However, it is important to
highlight that the managers demonstrate the greatest balance across the four key areas.
The manager’s previous training is very varied and their experience with rural development is extensive. This is
because the training originally required for entry into a Local Action Group was not tailored to a specific audience.
However, there is now demand for more specific training amongst the younger trainers and employment agents:
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engineering related to the rural world, as well as courses relating to rural development for trainers, and rural
development courses for employment agents.
In addition to any previous training, it is important to continue training whilst in the local action group. The vast
majority of managers and trainers have completed their training through rural development courses. This suggests that
training continues to play a relevant role when it comes to securing a professional career in rural development.
The main difference between the trainers and the agents is that the trainers are more dedicated to projects, whilst
agents are more dedicated to marketing and training. This can be explained by the previous training that both have
received. (agents – engineering, trainers – social).
The interviews carried out amongst key participants highlight that the role of the professionals involved in
rural/local development has constantly changed, adapting to new rural development policies adopted by Spain since the
1990s. The agents who advocate development in rural areas have come a long way from simply carrying out projects to
being dynamic agents who seek innovation opportunities in the region, whilst also seeking and incentivising the
participation of actors in the area in which they operate.
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Abstract
The article describes the level of economic development of rural areas of Northern Poland in four voivodeships: Zachodniopomorskie,
Pomorskie, Kujawsko-Pomorskie and Warmińsko-Mazurskie.and analyses the processes of internal (regional) convergence and divergence. To
analyse convergence the divergence factor was used, and to assess the level of economic development - the synthetic Wojewodzic indicator. The
indicators were calculated on the basis of the Regional Data Bank for the year 2011. The level of development and the processes of convergence and
divergence are analysed by territorial units at the level of NUTS-4 (poviats). The analysis of regional disparities (divergence) was determined by the
rate of unemployment. Spatial analysis of the level of regional development was based on the following indicators: the level of unemployment, as
well as entrepreneurship and the income level of the inhabitants.
Key words: rural area, economic development, convergence, divergence, North Poland

Introduction
Spatial variations in the economic development of a country or region are one of the most important problems of
the modern economy. The activities under the regional policy aim primarily to compensate for regional development
disparities. The measures do not always produce the intended result, which is confirmed by the changing trends in the
convergence and divergence of the regional product per 1 inhabitant (Domański 2006). Convergence is the process of
levelling the economic differences between rich and poor regions, reached by more rapid pace of development of
economically weaker regions. The opposite is called divergence or polarisation. Divergence is the multidirectional
development causing inconsistencies in the level of development. For the purposes of regional analysis two terms are
used: external convergence (e.g. when the domestic economy reaches the EU average) and internal convergence (e.g.
when disparities within the country's economy are reduced) (Łaźniewska 2011).
The aim of this study is to determine the level of economic development of rural areas of Northern Poland and
analyse the processes of internal (regional) convergence and divergence. The level of development and the processes of
convergence and divergence are analysed by territorial units at the level of NUTS-4 (poviats).
Methodological principles
The concept of regional (local) development means the growth of economic potential of regions and sustained
improvement of their competitiveness and standard of living of its inhabitants, which contributes to the socio-economic
development (Begg 2003). The analysis is based on territorial units NUTS-4 (in total 72 poviat units) of Northern
Poland located in four voivodeships: Zachodniopomorskie, Pomorskie, Kujawsko-Pomorskie and WarmińskoMazurskie. The indicators were calculated on the basis of the Regional Data Bank for the year 2011.
In this study, the measure of convergence is the coefficient of variation (CV), which is expressed by the formula:

CV 

S( X )
X

(1)

This ratio reflects the average level of differentiation, which allows for comparison between groups of territorial
units (such as poviats) (Łaźniewska 2011). The assessment of the level of economic development of rural areas of
Northern Poland was made using the synthetic Wojewodzic indicator (2002).
Spatial analysis of the level of regional development was based on the following indicators:
X1– unemployment level – measured as the number of registered unemployed persons per 100 inhabitants at
productive age
X2– measured as the number of economic entities per 10 000 inhabitants at working age
X3– income of powiat from the share in revenue tax – zł per inhabitant.
The X1 feature was destimulant; a small value of the variable (D) appeals in favour of the analysed phenomenon.
Features X2 and X3 were stimulants of development, because a high value of these attributes (variables) was desirable.
Then the method of zeroed unitarisation was used; it was based on standardising variables using the appropriate
mathematical formula:
for stimulant:

zij 
-

xij  min xij

max xij  min xij j

for destimulant:
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zij 

max xij  xij
max xij  min xij j

(3)

Collected variables Zij took the values from the interval [0,1], where "1" was given to the object with the most
favourable value of the tested variable, and "0" – of the least preferred. The adopted weights (m1, m2, m3) are the
arithmetic mean of the weights given by experts (Table 1).
Table 1. Values of weights of diagnostic variables
Specification
Values of explaining features
Partial weights
m1
m2
m3
0,29
0,39
0,32
Source: Wojewodzic T., 2009, Poziom rozwoju gospodarczego gmin w Karpatach Polskich, Problemy zagospodarowania ziem
górskich, Wyd. PAN, Komitet Zagospodarowania Ziem Górskich. Zeszyt 56.

used:

In order to obtain a synthetic measure of the economic development of gminas (G) the following formula was
n

Gi   Z ij m j

(4)

j 1

The division of the results into four main classes of economic development was carried out using the arithmetic
mean of all synthetic scores for all studied poviats (Gśr = 0.305) and the standard deviation of the mean (s = 0.157).
Research results
The analysis of regional disparities (divergence) was determined by the rate of unemployment (X 1), which is the
carrier of information on social cohesion. The spatial distribution of the unemployment rate shows large spatial
variations (Fig. 1).

Figure 1. Unemployment level in 2011
Source: elaborated on the basis of GUS Regional Database

On average in 2011, 11.7% of active population was unemployed. The highest unemployment rate, over 15%,
was recorded in four regions: the poviats of Lipno and Pisz (16.8% - the maximum value), followed by Bartoszyce
(16.7%), and Włocławek (15.9%). However, the lowest unemployment rates was in rural areas around the
agglomeration of the Tri-City (Gdańsk-Gdynia-Sopot), i.e. the poviats of Gdańsk (3.8% - the minimum value),
Wejherowo and Puck, followed by those in the agglomeration of Bydgoszcz, i.e. the Bydgoszcz Poviat located in the
vicinity of the town of Bydgoszcz, and rural areas of the Kartuzy Poviat.
Studying Figure 2 one realises a large gap between the maximum and minimum unemployment rate, which
indicates the existence of regional disparities (divergence).
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Figure 2. Distance poviat of the average unemployment rate (X1) in Northern Poland, %
Source: Elaborated on the basis of GUS Regional Database

In order to determine the level of economic development of a region in relation to other regions the GDP per one
inhabitant of the region (GDP per capita) was used. There are three ways of measuring GDP: by aggregation of the
expenses, aggregation of the production or aggregation of the income. For the purposes of this study the size of income
per capita was used (Churski 2011, Łaźniewska 2011, Wałaszek 2007). This measure is the main criterion for
determining the classification of areas to receive structural funds and is the most important factor in evaluating the
effects and effectiveness of financial support. The analysis of the size of the income earned per one inhabitant (X 3) in
rural areas of Northern Poland exhibits large spatial variations. The average size of income in 2011 amounted to 3109
PLN. The income higher than the average was recorded in 29 poviats, which accounted for 40.2%. They are mainly
poviats located in the Pomorskie and Zachodniopomorskie voivodeships (Fig. 3).

Figure 3. Income of powiat from the share in revenue tax – zł per inhabitant in 2011
Source: elaborated on the basis of GUS Regional Database

The largest revenue was recorded in the poviats by the Baltic Sea, i.e. in the Poviat of Nowy Dwór (4372 PLN),
followed by the poviats of Kołobrzeg and Puck (3959 PLN). The size of the income is undoubtedly influenced by
income obtained from tourism and spa activities. The lowest income is recorded in rural areas dominated by the largescale farms and those struggling with social problems, such as the poviats of Stargard (2580 PLN) and Pyrzyce (2585
PLN) in the Zachodniopomorskie Voivodeship, followed by the Poviat of Kętrzyn (2684 PLN) in the WarmińskoMazurskie Voivodeship. Large disparities between the maximum and minimum income indicate the occurrence of
divergence processes at the level of economic development (Table 2). Eight most developed poviats include: Kamień
Pomorski, Police, Gryfice, Olecko, Sławno, Puck, Człuchów and Słupsk. These poviats are located around large cities
and voivodeship capitals, where the value of income far exceeds (13%) the average income of Northern Poland. The
lowest level of development is characteristic for 10 poviats, mainly in the Kujawsko-Pomorskie Voivodeship, where the
income level is well below 30% of the average of Northern Poland. These poviats represent 13.8% of the total surface
area (Figure 4).
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Figure 4. Distance poviat of the average level of income per one inhabitant (X3) in Northern Poland, zł.
Source: elaborated on the basis of GUS Regional Database

Considering two indicators together: income per capita (X 3) and unemployment rate (X1) it can be noted that a
high income is not always reached by the rural areas with a low unemployment rate. For instance, the Poviat of
Braniewo had a very high unemployment rate of 15.3% while its revenue per 1 inhabitant was above the average (3361
PLN). This may indicate that people with high income have settled down in the area. A similar situation, i.e. both high
unemployment rate and high income, occurred in the Poviat of Drawsko (unemployment rate of 14.2% and income of
3394 PLN per capita), as well as in Szczytno (unemployment rate of 13.9% and income of PLN 3274 per capita). The
opposite situation was also recorded, i.e. there are rural areas characterised by a very low unemployment rate (6.8%) but
the income is below average (2968 PLN). The divergent values may be due to a very important factor in determining
the size of income, i.e. the commuter population. This could mean that the number of the poviat residents who are
included in the income calculations does not match the number of those who actually work in the same poviat, but who
contribute to the generation of income (Table 2).
Table 2. Selected characteristics of estimated phenomena
Specification
X1
Variation indicator (%)
23,9
Mean value of indicator
11,8
Maximum value of indicator
16,8
Minimum value of indicator
3,8
Source: elaborated on the basis of GUS Regional Database

X2
22,6
838,7
1633,0
599,0

X3
11,5
3095,6
4371,8
2579,8

The explanatory variables X1, X2, X3, adopted to assess the level of socio-economic development, showed a high
level of disparities in the population of the poviats in question. The coefficient of variation (CV) for all the analysed
parameters was at around 20%. The evaluation of the development based on the synthetic Wojewodzic indicator
allowed dividing the test area into four main groups in terms of economic development (Table 3).
Table. 3. Level of Carpathian communes economic development in North Poland in 2011
Level of economic development
Classification
Number
Very hight
(Gi ≥ Gśr+ s)
11
Hight
(Gśr+ s ≥ Gi > Gśr)
20
Low
(Gśr ≥ Gi > Gśr – s)
32
Very low
(Gśr – s > Gi )
9
Source: elaborated on the basis of GUS Regional Database

%
15,3
27,8
44,4
12,5

The results indicate that the level of economic development was highly variable spatially (Fig. 6). A very high
level was reached by 11 poviats, which accounted for 15.3% of the total. The highest level of economic development
was found in rural areas located directly on the Baltic Sea and around major agglomerations (Fig. 5).
The highest level was reached by the Poviat of Kołobrzeg (0.89), followed by five poviats of the Pomorskie
Voivodeship: Gdańsk, Kartuzy, Nowy Dwór, Puck and Lębork, as well as five poviats of the Zachodniopomorskie
Voivodeship: Sławno, Gryfice, Kamień Pomorski and Police, and the Poviat of Bydgoszcz in the Kujawsko-Pomorskie
Voivodeship. In the Warmińsko-Mazurskie Voivodeship there were no highly developed poviats. The lowest classes of
economic development were recorded in five poviats of the Warmińsko-Mazurskie Voivodeship, i.e. Bartoszyce (0.08),
Działdowo (0.09), Kętrzyn, Węgorzewo, and Pisz, and in four poviats of the Kujawsko-Pomorskie Voivodeship, i.e.
Włocławek, Grudziądz, Sępólno and Lipno.
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Figure 6. Level of Carpathian communes economic development
Source: elaborated on the basis of GUS Regional Database

Numerous studies of the authors of the article (Jezierska-Thöle 2012, Gwiaździńska 2004) clearly indicate that
the delay in the economic development of poviats in the Kujawsko-Pomorskie Voivodeship is related to the agrarian
overpopulation and lack of income opportunities in non-agricultural activities. Underdevelopment of the poviats of the
Warmińsko-Mazurskie Voivodeship, however, is related to the dominance of large-scale farms and limited labour
market.
Conclusions
Analysis of the processes of (regional) convergence and divergence determined by the coefficient of variation
(CV) indicated the largest regional disparities existed for the index (X 1), i.e. unemployment (CV = 23.9%). In the
studied area the range between the maximum and minimum value of the unemployment rate was from 16.8% to 3.8%,
which indicates the presence of divergence processes.
A significantly lower coefficient of variation (CV = 11.5%) was recorded for the index (X3) expressing income per
one inhabitant. The range between the maximum and minimum value of income was from 4372 to 2580 PLN. Distribution
of poviats with respect to the income average value is relatively steady, reflecting the ongoing process of convergence. The
average size of income (3095 PLN) in the examined area is well above the average value for Poland (2500 PLN).
Assessment of the level of economic development of rural areas of Northern Poland made with a synthetic
indicator (Gi) showed significant spatial variations. Large disparities in the development level from 0.89 to 0.08 are the
result of uneven population and economic growth in the study area. Similarly, the coefficient of variation (20%) shows
divergence processes.
The best economically developed are the poviats located in close proximity of large urban agglomerations and on
the Baltic Sea. The poorest are those situated marginally in relation to the capitals of the voivodeships and those where
the agricultural function dominates.
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Abstract
The aim of this paper is to analyze the changes of the agrarian structure in Poland following the accession of Poland to the European Union,
involving all elements of the agrarian system: ownership and size of agricultural holdings as well as land layout. In the study the authors employed the
methods of descriptive statistics and cartographic analysis. The results, on the one hand, show that the number of agricultural holdings, in particular
those smallest and least economically sound, decreased by 27%; on the other hand, they indicate that the average acreage of agricultural holdings
increased: total area by 20% and agricultural land by 18%. At the same time the number of large agricultural holdings increased by 37%. The share of
public sector in agriculture hit the critical bottom limit (4%) which is absolutely necessary for the state to preserve genetic resources. Finally, the
structure of land layout of production agricultural holdings improved - average size of a land plot has increased by 4%.

Introduction
The main impetus for the modernization and development of the Polish agriculture, including the transformations
of the agrarian structure, came from the funds obtained in the years 2002-2010 from European programmes. They
contributed to blurring the differences between regions in terms of development levels of both agriculture and rural
areas (Rudnicki, 2010). The aim of this study is to present the changes of the agrarian structure in Poland in the years of
2002-2010 resulting from socio-economic transformations related to the accession of Poland to the European Union and
from the realization of the Common Agricultural Policy. It analyses three facets of the agrarian structure in Poland: land
ownership, farm size and land layout on the basis of the National Agricultural Censuses (PSR) conducted in 2002 and
2010. The authors of the study relied on the statistical data published by the Central Statistical Office (GUS). The
following methods were used for the analysis of the problem: descriptive statistics (indicator of change in dynamics)
and cartographic analysis (diagram maps).
At the theoretical basis of the study is the concept of agrarian transformation dominated by the processes of
privatization and land concentration. That line of research has been developing since the beginning of the 1990s owing
to many Polish scientists. Suffice it to mention that so far the issues of the agrarian structure in Poland have been
undertaken in both the geographical studies by, for example: Falkowski and Kostrowicki (2001); Kulikowski (2004);
Głębocki (2006, 2007a, 2007b); Rudnicki (2005, 2010); Bański (2011); and the economic studies by: Michna (2011);
Pietrzak and Walczak (2013); Sikorska (2009, 2013); and others.
The problem studied applies to the directions and the intensity of the changes in the agrarian structure, as well as
their geographical diversification. From the scientific point of view, the studies will contribute to the explanation of the
mechanisms behind the transformation of the agrarian system and will provide information on new socio-economic
phenomena. The knowledge on regional agrarian structures should be useful for the creation of the Common
Agricultural Policy of the UE (see: Swain 2013). The subject hereof is the continuation of the research conducted by the
above-mentioned authors.
Land ownership structure
To a non-negligible extent the land ownership structure in Poland was affected by historical events, especially
those after World War II. According to the Decree on agrarian reform as of 1944, the state confiscated or parcelled all
estates in excess of 50ha or 100ha in acreage (depending on the region) and all land owned by the Germans and Poles
who had changed their nationality (Głębocki, 2007a). In the aftermath, the state agricultural farms (PGR) were created.
They were followed by agricultural cooperatives (RSP). For several subsequent decades both of these organizations
played a key role in the socialist agricultural system. Notwithstanding that, individual agricultural holdings remained
the most important form of land ownership. A breakthrough was marked by the economic transformations after 1989,
particularly the discontinuation of the state agricultural farms, which, as from 1992, were taken over in their entirety
(personal and real property) by the Agricultural Property Agency of the State Treasury (AWRSP), since 2003 operating
under the name of the Agricultural Property Agency (ANR) . The said Agency also took control of the land belonging
to the State Land Fund (PFZ) pursuant to the above-mentioned Decree of 1944 (cf. Kulikowski, 2004). The sheer
acquisition of the property belonging to 1,600 state agricultural farms by the Agency, including 4.7mln ha of land until
the end of 2010 (Bobrowski, 2006; Rynek ziemi…, 2011) and its subsequent hand-over to new land users, did not leave
a remarkable imprint on the land ownership structure. In fact, the changes occurred due to a lack of proper legal
regulations and from claims lodged by former property owners or their heirs. The acts of law enacted until that time
failed to treat the issue of agricultural estate privatization in its entirety; thus, they did not provide a comprehensive
solution to the problem (Głębocki, 2006). Despite the difficulties mentioned above and a dwindled total acreage of both
agricultural holdings and agricultural lands (by 6.5% and 8.3% respectively), the years 2002-2010 saw a growth in the
share of private sector, including individual holdings, in the land ownership structure (see Table 1). A considerable
reduction in the acreage of agricultural lands resulted mostly from an increased demand for land designated for non553
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agricultural purposes (e.g. development of residential estates, communication, industry, etc.), which gained in
prominence after the accession of Poland to the European Union in 2004 (Kluba and Jezierska, 2012). An outstandingly
sharp decrease in the share of public sector, especially as far as agricultural lands are concerned, was consequent upon
the ongoing process of privatization. The agricultural holdings which were of paramount importance for the Polish
agriculture in terms of farm animal breeding remained under the state ownership and were transformed into sole
shareholder companies of the State Treasury.
Table 1. Agricultural holding lands by ownership sector in Poland, 2002-2010
Private sector
Agriculture in total
Of which
Type of land
Year
Total
individual farms
ha
%
ha
%
ha
%
2002
19,324.8
100
18,143.7
93.9
16,792.4
86.9
Total area
2010
18,069.8
100
17,267.2
95.6
15,775.3
87.3
2002=100
93.5
100
95.2
101.8
93.9
100.5
2002
16,899.3
100
15,965.8
94.5
14,858.4
87.9
Agricultural
2010
15,503.0
100
14,936.1
96.3
13,660.4
88.1
lands
2002=100
91.7
100
93.6
101.9
91.9
100.2
Source: Own work on the basis of National Agricultural Census 2002 and 2010.

Public sector
ha
1,181.1
802.6
68.0
933.5
566.9
60.7

%
6.1
4.4
72.1
5.5
3.7
67.3

Out of the total acreage of agricultural lands in Poland in 2010 (15.5 mln ha) almost 88% (13.7 mln ha) belonged
to individual agricultural holdings, which meant a slight rise in their number (by 0.2%) against a decrease in their
acreage by 1.2 mln ha (see Table 1). The share in question varied depending on geographical location: at the level of or
over 97% in provinces which historically comprised the Russian Partition (Świętokrzyskie voivodship, Podlaskie
voivodship and Łódzkie voivodship) and the Austrian Partition (Małopolskie voivodship), down to 66% in the
Zachodniopomorskie voivodship (see Fig. 1). Other voivodships in northern and western Poland had a considerably
smaller representation of individual agricultural holdings, too. That can be explained by the characteristics of
historically conditioned agricultural structure of Prussia and the ubiquity of state agricultural farms up until the 90s.

A – Changes in percentage of individual agricultural holdings against total acreage of agricultural lands in 2002-2010
B – Percentage of individual agricultural holdings in total acreage of agricultural lands in 2010
1 – Agricultural lands of individual agricultural holdings
2 – Other agricultural lands

Figure 1. Individual agricultural holdings against total acreage of agricultural lands in 2010 and changes noted in the period
of 2002-2010
Source: Own work on the basis of National Agricultural Census 2002 and 2010.
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Privatization transformed the state agricultural farms into agricultural holdings with the characteristics of the
private partnership and of the commercial law company, which often had a share of foreign capital, for example:
German, Danish or Dutch (Rudnicki, 2005). The dynamics in the share of individual agricultural holdings in the total
acreage of agricultural lands in the years of 2002-2010 were of different intensity and had a different trend direction in
particular voivodships. The most pronounced increase was noted in the Lubuskie region (9%), the Śląsk region (4%)
and the Warmia and Mazury region (2.5%), mostly due to the acquisitions of land by means of the resources at the
disposal of the State Treasury (see Fig. 1). Whereas the most striking decrease characterized the following voivodships:
Pomorskie (-2.5%), Kujawsko-Pomorskie (-2.3%) and Mazowieckie (-1.5%), which primarily resulted from large
communication ventures (building of A1 motorway and Warsaw section of A2 motorway), divisions of land within the
family and the sale of land undergoing urbanization in the suburban areas of Warsaw and the Tri-City of Gdańsk,
Gdynia and Sopot.
Land size structure
Sikorska (2009) presents factors which influence transformations in the agrarian structure and which are not so
tightly related to agriculture as such. They are rather connected with macroeconomic indices (unemployment, reliability
of non-agricultural income, earnings), social problems (demography and socio-economic expectations of particular
family members) and national policy-making (the land has a special value: the state tries to preserve agricultural lands
and create favourable conditions for its optimal use through legislation). The complexity of the processes bearing on the
land ownership structure described above considerably determined the land size structure of agricultural holdings. The
nationalization of estates, large agricultural holdings and other lands pursuant to the Decree of Polish Committee of
National Liberation (PKWN) dated 6 September 1944 on agricultural reform significantly changed the land size
structure of individual agricultural holdings. Estates were transformed into large state agricultural farms and agricultural
cooperatives. After 1949 both of them became a symbol of imposed collective farming in Poland modelled on the
Soviet Union (Głębocki, 2007). The collectivisation ran parallel to the intensive industrialisation of the Polish economy.
The dynamics of land size structure of agricultural holdings were far from rapid over several decades. When the state
agricultural farms ceased to exist and were privatized in the 90s, the changes gained in momentum. According to the
National Agricultural Censuses, agricultural holdings ceased to be productive, as a result of which their number fell
from 2.9mln in 2002 to barely 2.3mln in 2010 (see Table 2). What should be highlighted though is that the agricultural
holdings of the smallest size, i.e. between 0.1 and 1ha, were relatively quite numerous (977,000 in 2002, i.e. 33%; and
715,000 in 2010, i.e. 31%). In 2010 99.8% of all agricultural holdings belonged to the private sector. The group of
agricultural holdings whose acreage of agricultural lands surpassed 1ha was predominantly (99.7%) composed of
individual agricultural holdings (Charakterystyka gospodarstw…, 2012).
Table 2. Land size structure of agricultural holdings in Poland in period of 2002–2010
Number of agricultural holdings
Average size of farms (in ha)
including: above 1ha area
All farms
Farms of over 1ha
Years
Total
>= 15 ha
5-15
Total Agricultural Total Agricultural
Sum
1-5 ha
ha
area
area
area
Total of which: >= 50 ha area
2002 2,933,228 1,956,141 1,146,890 609,554 199,697
19,816
6.59
5.76
9.60
8.44
2010 2,277,613 1,562,605 861,791 504,085 196,729
27,150
7.93
6.81
11.22
9.76
2002=100 77.6
79.9
75.1
82.7
98.5
137.0
120.3
118.2
116.9
115.6
Source: Own work on the basis of National Agricultural Censuses 2002 and 2010.

Until 2010 the number of agricultural holdings with agricultural lands of over 1ha dwindled by 20% in
comparison with the figures for 2002. In that period a sharp decline (by almost 25%) was observed for agricultural
lands in acreage of 1-5ha (see Table 2). The fall was even more acute (by 34%) for agricultural lands in acreage of 12ha (Charakterystyka gospodarstw…, 2012). Some of these agricultural holdings were involved in production of goods
on a very small scale; they concentrated mostly on European subsidies, rather than on the development. Such a
phenomenon is characteristic of ‘the last’ generation. Each year saw 2-3% of these agricultural holdings disappearing
due to lease agreements, sale or different forms of inheritance (Michna, 2011). When compared with the data from the
Census in 2002, the number of the smallest agricultural holdings (of farming acreage below 1ha) fell dramatically (by
27%) due to the reasons mentioned above. Lands belonging to these micro-farms were in the vicinity of large urban
agglomerations or were located in areas highly valued for their natural beauty and recreational facilities and were
usually transformed into garden plots. At the same time the largest agricultural holdings (of at least 50ha of agricultural
acreage) became more numerous (by 37%), which is pivotal for agricultural production in Poland.
The phenomenon of micro-farms being on decrease was favourable. It brought about a constant increase in the
average acreage of agricultural lands per agricultural holding: with 5.76 ha in 2002 and up to 6.81 ha in 2010 (by
18.2%). The dynamics were not so intensive for agricultural holdings of at least 1ha in agricultural acreage, where the
average agricultural acreage reached almost 10 ha (see Table 2). The diversity of environmental formations, socioeconomic conditions and, first and foremost, historical events led to a wide scope of the average acreage of the
agricultural holding. The highest figures were recorded for agricultural holdings exceeding 1ha in acreage located in the
Zachodniopomorskie voivodship (mean average of 29.8 ha) and the Warmińsko-Mazurskie voivodship (mean average
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of 23.7 ha). Other voivodships in northern, western and south-western Poland also had high averages, which reflected
the borderlines of historical provinces of Poland. A vast acreage of the state agricultural farms handed over to the State
after 1992 fostered the creation of and, to a large extent, the recreation of the former structure of large state holdings.
The lease of land and, to a lesser degree, the sale of land in that area of Poland influenced the present land structure of
agricultural holdings and their average size (see Fig. 2). The high average of agricultural holding acreage emerged from
the process of concentration of land in that period and an increased share of agricultural holdings of over 15ha in
acreage in the total agricultural land acreage. While the share noted for Poland as a whole increased on average to
12.6% in 2010 (by 2.4% in the period reviewed), the figures for the Warmińsko-Mazurskie voivodship were at the level
of 36.4%, which was the national record (growth by 2.9%). Much more intensive dynamics in that matter appeared in
the Opole region with 7.9%, the Zachodniopomorskie region and the Lubuskie region with 6.5-7% (see Fig. 2). The
smallest share of agricultural holdings of at least 15ha in acreage in the total number of agricultural holdings exceeding
1ha in agricultural acreage was in the Małopolska region, especially in the Małopolskie voivodship with 1.5% (despite a
twofold increase in the share noted in the period of 2002 – 2010) and the Podkarpackie voivodship with 2.2%. On the
other hand, that region was characterised by the largest share of agricultural holdings of 1-5 ha in acreage (the
Małopolskie voivodship with 84.3% and the Podkarpackie voivodship with 82.1%), which was a result of the
development of the agrarian structure in the past, agrarian overpopulation, environmental formations and development
of industry in the region. What should be underlined at that point is that the areas with particularly high land
fragmentation (the Podkarpackie voivodship, the Małopolskie voivodship and the Świętokrzyskie voivodship) were
dominated by land units used for residential purposes or for self-supply (Sikorska, 2009).

A – average size of agricultural holdings exceeding 1 ha, in hectares of agricultural area (AA) in 2010
B – size structure of agricultural holdings exceeding 1 ha AA in 2002 and 2010

Figure 2. Average size of agricultural area (AA) and size structure of agricultural holdings exceeding 1 ha AA in 2002 and 2010
Source: Own work on the basis of National Agricultural Censuses 2002 and 2010.

Land layout structure
The land layout of the countryside or agricultural holding can be defined by the field layout (i.e. units of
agricultural area) and the record parcel layout (i.e. proprietary units), also known as the land strip pattern. It is one of
three basic elements of the agrarian system and its structure seriously affects the economics of agricultural holdings.
With diminishing acreage of agricultural lands available, the economic effectiveness of the land layout structure is
gaining in significance. Between 1980 and 2010 the acreage of agricultural lands in Poland shrank by 18% and the
acreage of arable lands diminished by as many as 25% (Fig. 3). That period also saw changes in the land layout
structure (both agricultural holdings and countryside).
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Figure 3. Changes in acreage of agricultural lands in Poland in period of 1980-2010

Note: As of 2007 only agriculturally well-preserved lands were taken into consideration.

Source: Own work on the basis of National Agricultural Census 2010, Land use, by Central Statistical Office, Warsaw 2011

Generally, the statistical analysis of the land layout takes into consideration the number of land plots and their
distance from the homestead. The definition of the ‘land plot’ applied to agricultural reporting says that it is a compact
agricultural land of the acreage exceeding 0.1 ha used for plant cultivation (Rocznik…, 2011). That interpretation
converges with the concept of the arable field; therefore, for the purposes of this study the land layout is understood as
the land layout of the fields (the way they are spread and arranged). Apart from the ‘land plot’ there is also the ‘record
parcel’ which signifies the land layout of plots in a particular agricultural holding or countryside.
The number of land plots with agricultural area which comprise the land layout of the agricultural holding is a
derivative of the agricultural holding size: the larger acreage, the more land plots. Here, the fewer production-related
plots there are, the better the land layout is. As far as the Polish agriculture is concerned, the land layout structure is
inappropriate when the number of land plots forming the agricultural holding exceeds eight (Janus, 2011, pp. 21). The
agricultural holdings of 2ha in agricultural acreage with ten or more land plots are considered too fragmented. In
Poland, such a type of agricultural holdings makes a little over 5% of the total. The agricultural holdings with ten or
more land plots amount to as few as 10% of the total, however, over 60% of them exceed 15ha. The problem of
excessive fragmentation of the land layout applies mostly to southern Poland (Małopolska) and central Poland
(Mazowsze).
The period of 2002-2010 saw a drop in the number of agricultural holdings by 656,000 (22%), of which 393,000
(20%) were the agricultural holdings exceeding 1ha in agricultural area. Simultaneously, the number of single-unit
holdings plunged by as many as 45% and the number of holdings with 2 or 3 land plots fell by 28%. These were the
smallest agricultural holdings, which usually did not produce any agricultural goods (see Table 3). In 2002 an average
agricultural holding in Poland had 5.8ha of agricultural acreage divided into 7 plots, while in 2010 the average acreage
amounted to 6.9ha with 8 plots, which means a slight improvement in the land layout structure.
Table 3. Number of agricultural holdings by number of land plots in Poland in 2002 and 2010
Number of land plots in agricultural holding
Specification
1
2-3
4-5
6-9
10 and more
Number of agricultural holdings
2002
in thousands
1,233
944
379
243
117
in %
42%
32%
13%
8%
4%
2010
in thousands
684
679
365
308
228
in %
30%
30%
16%
14%
10%
2010-2002
in thousands
-549
-265
-14
65
111
in %
-45%
-28%
-4%
27%
95%
2002 = 100
points
55
72
96
127
195
Source: Own work on the basis of National Agricultural Censuses 2002 and 2010.

Total
2,916
100%
2 265
100%
-651
-22%
78

In the smallest agricultural holdings (whose agricultural acreage was below 1ha) usually only one plot of land
was cultivated (60%), whereas in the agricultural holdings classified as small (with agricultural acreage between 1–
10 ha) between two and five land plots were cultivated. Next, in the agricultural holdings of 10–20 ha in agricultural
acreage 5–9 land plots were cultivated. Finally, at least 10 land plots were cultivated in the largest agricultural holdings,
i.e. with over 20ha in agricultural acreage (Fig. 4). This relation of the number of land plots to the size of the
agricultural holding and the consequential types of land layout structures are economically justified, with local
differences and departures from the standard appearing due to local environmental formations.
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Figure 4. Land layout structure of agricultural holdings in Poland in 2010 as in NAC 2010
Source: Own work on the basis of National Agricultural Censuses 2002 and 2010.

The economic value of the land layout is related to the number, size and shape of the land plots as well as their
distance from the homestead. When the latter exceeds 1 – 2km, an economic justification of such a layout can be found
only in the case of large farms and complex environmental and historical settings, e.g. in the Małopolska region (cf.
Przestrzenne…, 2007). The study conducted by Woch (2012) showcases that, as far as individual agricultural holdings
are concerned, each kilometer separating a land plot from the homestead leads to a decrease in the income which might
be derived from that land plot by 34% (excluding European subsidies). Secondly, it presents that an average distance of
at least 3km generates losses in the agricultural holding (Woch, 2012, pp. 111). The most scattered land plots, due to
both their remoteness from the homestead and their fragmentation (e.g. a large number of land plots), are common in
eastern and central Poland, which is closely related to historical conditions: the Russian and Austrian Partitions had land
divided on numerous occasions, usually by way of distribution of an inheritance (the regions of Podlasie, Mazowsze,
Łódź, Lublin and Małopolska). Although the smallest agricultural holdings are in southern Poland, the land strip pattern
in the regions of Mazowsze, Podlasie and Śląsk Opolski are similar in complexity. Statistically, the best land layout of
agricultural holdings can be found in northern Poland, i.e.: the Zachodniopomorskie voivodship, the Pomorskie
voivodship, the Kujwasko-Pomorskie voivodship and the Warmińsko-Mazurskie voivodship, where a mean average
acreage of the land plot exceeds 1.5 ha (Fig. 5).
Land fragmentation in the countryside, commune (gmina) or region does not essentially imply a need for land
consolidation. It is only upon the analysis of local natural formations, socio-demographic conditions as well as technical
and organizational facilities related to agriculture that a conclusion may be drawn as to the land layout optimization.
The economic effects of the mergers are difficult to estimate, because individual agricultural holdings are not obliged to
record their incomes. Currently, land consolidations in Poland are carried out within the operational programmes or the
European Agricultural Fund for Rural Development (EAFRD) and entail land development after the merger. Following
the accession of Poland to the European Union there were up to 15,000 ha of land undergoing the process of land
consolidation per annum, mostly in southern Poland (Woch, 2012, pp. 103). As a result, the agricultural holdings which
were analysed by the Institute of Soil Science and Plant Cultivation (IUNG-PIB) in Puławy saw a fall in the number of
land plots by 49% on average, an increase in the plot acreage by 95% on average and a distance of land plots from the
homestead shortened by approximately 25% (F. Woch, 2012, pp. 111). The agricultural holdings where land plots were
merged noted an income rise of 12 – 44% and the return on investment period averaged 6 – 7 years (Woch 2012, pp.
110).
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Legend: A – average size of agricultural holding in hectares; B – structure of agricultural holding by number of plots; C – percentage of agricultural
holdings with the farthest plot within radius of 2km from homestead.

Figure 5. Land layouts of agricultural holdings in Poland as in National Agricultural Census 2010
Source: Own work on the basis of National Agricultural Census 2010.

The transformation of land layout structure was closely related to the improvements in the agricultural land size
structure and to a strengthened foothold of large farms. The number of these (i.e. with at least 50ha of agricultural
acreage) jumped by as many as 37% in the period of 2002-2010. At the same time, the number of agricultural holdings
with agricultural acreage below 20 ha dropped by 22%. The land layout structure was improved due to land
consolidation, separation of productive and unproductive land plots, elimination of small and agriculturally difficult
land plots from the total agricultural acreage with simultaneous merger of smaller land plots. Moreover, the
transformations were motivated by way of temporary deactivation or total termination of agricultural production by the
agricultural holdings which were not economically sound (26% of all agricultural holdings in 2002 – cf. Przemiany…,
2003). In 2010 17% of agricultural holdings did not run any rural business activity (Charakterystyka gospodarstw…,
2012).
Conclusions
The period of 2002-2010 saw an increase in the share of private sector - including individual agricultural
holdings - in the agricultural land ownership structure (from 94.5 to 96.3%). As a result of an intensified use of lands
for purposes not related to agriculture, the total acreage of agricultural holdings decreased. A smaller percentage of
agricultural area belonging to the public sector (3.7% in 2010) was caused by the ongoing privatization and was mostly
related to western and northern Poland, where the lands owned by the State Treasury were in plentiful supply.
A diminished number of agricultural holdings (i.e. usually small holdings of up to 5 ha in agricultural acreage –
decrease almost by 25%) in the period under analysis contributed to a higher mean average of agricultural acreage per
agricultural holding (up to 6.8 ha for all farms and 9.8 ha for holdings larger than 1 ha). First and foremost, that increase
was determined by an access to State Treasury lands. Secondly, it resulted from the elimination of economically
unsound agricultural lands through their lease or sale.
The years between the Censuses of 2002 and 2010 were marked by an improved agrarian structure in terms of
land layout, which was tantamount to less burdensome management and boosted economic parameters of land layouts.
Moreover, the period saw the mean average of land plot area increase by 4.1% to reach 0.86 ha in 2010. However, the
process varied across regions: the most pronounced transformations were recorded for northern and western
voivodships and the least perceptible were in eastern Poland, where small agricultural holdings preponderated.
The Polish agriculture undergoes dynamic transformations which are conspicuous in the changes recorded in the
agrarian structure (land ownership, farm size and land layout). They are also markedly present in the way the lands are
exploited as well as in specialization and modernization of agricultural holdings. The transformations described above
were stimulated not only by factors which directly affect agriculture, i.e. the mechanisms of the Common Agricultural
Policy, an access to European markets gained by producers of agricultural goods and improved export opportunities but
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also by indirect determinants, such as: demographic trends, migrations and cultural changes (Michna, 2011). Therefore,
the changes in the agrarian structures result from the transformation of the agrarian system and at the same time entail
social changes, particularly in the labour market.
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Abstract
In this paper we explore alternative trajectories of agricultural modernization and rural resilience. We do this at a time when the agricultural
sector must respond to an increasing scarcity of natural resources, challenges like climate change, urbanization, demographic change, food security,
consumer demands, distributional issues in food value chains and changing urban-rural relations. The discussion relates different trajectories of
agricultural modernization to the multiple mechanisms underlying rural prosperity and resilience. We contrast the mainstream capital-intensive and
technology-driven model of agricultural modernization with more incremental, socially embedded and localised forms of development. Potential
synergies between different modes of farm 'modernization', resilience and sustainable rural development are highlighted and a different futureoriented understanding of the term 'modernization' explored. We pay particular attention to the situation in Central and Eastern Europe and the
segment of small-holdings for which ecological modernization and innovation through learning and networking can be particularly supportive. The
conclusions focus on some current information needs of policy-makers: the links between different forms of farm modernization, rural development
and resilience, and the implications for agricultural knowledge systems and the new European Innovation Partnerships. It is emphasized that local
capacities for transdisciplinary research need to be strengthened and that more attention should be paid to addressing modernization potentials that are
less mainstream. The paper seeks to foster discussions that help overcome simplistic viewpoints of what 'modernization' entails.

Introduction
Modernization, the orienting principle of our time
Countries that are seen as 'modern' are also seen as 'developed'. But what type of farm modernization can be
considered sustainable in view of current and foreseeable challenges? What changes in farming contribute to
prosperous rural areas, and how? Do we need to rethink, and reorient, agricultural research and development? And
where do the millions of subsistence and semi-subsistence farmers in the new EU member states fit into this discussion?
In today's post-industrialist world, the daunting claims of modernization are steadily eroded. Analysts emphasize
the need for a more 'reflexive' and 'reflective' approach to modernisation (Beck et al., 1994; Borne, 2010; Rasborg,
2012). The argument is that technological achievements, material prosperity and consumption tend to be overemphasized while ignoring other quality of life values, equity issues and long-term sustainability. Resilience is a new
term that is central in this discussion. It is has become prominent in particular through the work of the Stockholm
Environment Institute (SEI) but also the International Assessment of Agricultural Knowledge, Science and Technology
for Development (IAASTD). We argue that it ought to become more important in European frameworks for agricultural
and rural development, and the related policies.
In more practical terms, resilience stands for the ability to embrace change with a capacity to adapt (McManus et
al., 2012). Resilience recognizes that people are not passive objects but capable agents (Olwig, 2012). Applied to farm
(household) and rural systems, it acknowledges that natural and economic systems are continuously changing and that
farm households (and rural communities) need to have the ability to absorb disturbance and retain basic functions and
structures (Berkes et al., 2000). Linked with that is the ability to maintain the integrity and functioning of natural
systems, and to restore degraded ecosystem services. Related studies have mainly focussed on farm household, farming
and rural systems and their functioning in variable environments (Rodriguez et al., 2011), the stability of
agroecosystems, particularly as they are threatened by global environmental change (Olwig, 2012; IAASTD, 2009), and
the multifunctionality of rural regions (Bryden et al., 2011; Knickel et al., 2004; Wilson, 2010).
Objectives, approach used and structure of this paper
The objective of this paper is to explore alternative trajectories of agricultural modernization and rural resilience.
We contrast the capital-intensive and technology-driven model of agricultural modernization with more incremental,
socially embedded and localised forms of development. In the discussion we apply the resilience concept. We argue that
resilience goes beyond and complements the notion of a sustainable development. Resilience focuses on the capacity of
individuals, communities and institutions to handle the consequences of global (environmental, climate) change as well
as profound and complex social transformations, and the related unpredictability and vulnerability. A particular focus in
our discussion is the level of farms and rural communities where resilience relates above all to the capacity to learn,
take decisions, and adjust economic and social activity to changing market and societal conditions. We argue that the
capacity to innovate and collaborate can, in this respect, be seen as the other side of the coin called "smart and
sustainable modernization". And that, at a higher policy level, resilience relates to the capacity to cope with the uneven
development of European regions, and the associated social and economic problems.
Agricultural and rural development challenges are discussed in much detail in the assessments and foresight
reports of the Standing Committee on Agricultural Research (SCAR) (2011, 2012) and the background documents on
CAP reform by the European Commission (2010, 2011, 2012). Knickel (2013) summarizes the main challenges to be
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addressed referring to sustainable food production and the particular need to increase access to food in developing
countries; environmental sustainability and resource use efficiency, including low carbon production systems; the
quality of life of farmers, consumers and society at large, including high food quality and environmental integrity; and
the global scale of problems which shows that resource and emission-intensive lifestyles in rich countries can neither be
sustained nor transferred to the world as a whole. The big question is in how far technological progress and
'modernization' will be sufficient in addressing these challenges. The concepts of multiple modernities (Fourie, 2012)
and resilience pathways (Wilson, 2013) can help to explore alternative futures. For example, the bio-based economy has
been suggested as a smart way to overcome resource constraints and to make production systems more sustainable.
There is of course also the risk that the related structural changes might aggravate the concentration of power in up- and
downstream industries and increase dependencies.
The analysis and discussion presented in this paper is based on a review of relevant policy documents, position
papers and research reports. The analysis is grounded in social sciences, economics, political theory and geography, and
it has a strong interdisciplinary perspective. The paper is exploratory and it brings together authors from very different
backgrounds and experiences. The analysis and discussion are driven by concerns related to the resilience of agriculture
and rural communities and a more balanced development of European regions. The paper is based on some key ideas
that will be investigated in the new transdisciplinary RETHINK research programme 'Rethinking the links between
farm modernization, rural development and resilience in a world of increasing demands and finite resources'. The
programme is supported by the European Commission and funding bodies in 14 countries under the umbrella of FP7
and the RURAGRI ERA-NET.1 RETHINK is carried out at a time of potentially profound change - when the
agricultural sector must finally respond to increasing resource scarcity and distributional demands, and when
economies, production systems and lifestyles must be transformed.
In the first part of the paper we will briefly sketch out the predominant lines of thinking about agricultural
modernization. We refer to the ideas of progress, modernity and modernization and will briefly examine the impact of
policy signals on change. In the central part of the analysis and discussion we present a slightly different perspective,
examining the interrelations between agricultural change, rural development and resilience, the role of knowledge in
shaping agricultural development and the particular situation of the millions of semi-subsistence farmers in particular in
the new EU Member States. We conclude our paper with a discussion of implications for the design and implementation
of innovation partnerships, emphasizing the important role of social capital in innovation networks. We point to the
need to take differences in resources, structures and needs into account, and to the importance of adaptive management
concepts and ecological modernization.
Conventional views about agricultural modernization
Progress, modernity and modernization
The idea of progress implies that advances in technology, science, and social organization inevitably produce an
improvement in societal conditions. The discernible assumption is that a society can raise its quality of life and foster
economic development through the application of science and technology. Progress will in this logic happen if people
apply their reason and skills. The role of the 'expert' is to help overcome hindrances that slow progress.
Modernization is perceived to contribute to 'progress'. The modernization of European farming in the 20th century
freed up a significant proportion of the workforce and eliminated drudgery. It was also connected with major increases
in productivity, leading to the satisfaction of European food demand and, at times, sizable surplus production. On the
negative side of the specialisation, intensification and scale enlargement of agriculture are monotonous production
landscapes, a disproportionate use of natural resources (in particular fossil fuels and minerals like potassium and
phosphorus), an increase in emissions and a standardization of food qualities. At another level, we can see a
concentration of farming in lowland plains and or regions with better access to (imported) feed, fertilizers or markets,
and a marginalisation of other, normally less favoured areas.
The industrialization of production tends to lead to the individual and the individual business becoming more
important; in agriculture replacing the machinery ring, the commons or the dairy coop. The same tendency might, at
least partly, explain that public goods are under increasing pressure in 'modern' societies. Globalization can, against this
background, not only be defined as the integration of economic, political and social systems but also as the spreading of
modernization across borders.
Policy signals and change
Policy can have a major influence on agricultural structures, production patterns and systems. The sometimes
dramatic structural changes in agriculture following EU accession are illustrative of potential impacts. An example is
Lithuania, a country where traditionally animal husbandry was dominating and that became a grain exporter as a result
of policy incentives in favour of cereal production (another driver was the substantial need for investment in livestock
production and processing). In large parts of the country cattle numbers decreased very radically, in total from 2.5
million in 1991 to only about 670,000 today. This is in spite of the favourable climatic and soil conditions for animal
husbandry. The change that was supported (if not triggered) through policy, has a very negative effect on total
agricultural production and it has other consequences: grassland is not utilised, manure formerly used as low-cost
fertiliser is lacking, labour seasonality and, as a result, emigration are increasing, employment chances and state tax
1
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income are decreasing and higher subsidies are needed. The decreasing soil fertility is already a major problem in
specialized cropping areas. Another example is the massive and almost EU wide move into oilseed crops and biodiesel
production as well as large scale maize production following well-intentioned climate protection-related legislation in
favour of bioenergy.
The increasing capital-intensity of farming has at least partly been supported through policy, for example
agricultural investment support. An unintended side-effect is that it has made many farmers more vulnerable.
Indebtedness and dependencies from banks and agro-industry are very high in countries where agriculture is perceived
as particularly 'modern'. Many farms have become highly path-dependent because of the large amounts of money
invested in particular lines of production, production systems and technologies, and the resulting narrowing of
management options. Adaptive capacity, the efficiency of the use of natural resources and favourable higher level
system combinations like between crop and livestock production, in contrast, appear very much undervalued.
A slightly different perspective
"A new technology does not merely add something; it changes everything"
The above statement from Neil Postman (1992) emphasizes that new technology tends to lead to social change.
The availability of cheap fossil fuels fostered industrial manufacturing and enterprise development. Many agricultural
technologies of the past decades are fossil-fuel-based and energy-intensive, leading not only to increased dependencies
from fuel imports but also to a release of labour from production and huge increases in greenhouse gas emissions, thus
contributing massively to climate change.
Agriculture is characterised by close links between social and ecological systems. Technological change has
therefore, probably more than in any other sector, major repercussions on the organization of production, the natural
environment and, in the long term, farm and rural structures. The introduction of tractors and of mineral fertilizer has
both led to far-reaching changes in production systems and agricultural structures. Mineral fertilizer led to major
increases in the productivity of land while increasing greenhouse gas emissions and the dependency from fossil fuels.
Both, the low cost of fossil fuels and the labour demand in other non-agricultural sectors have decreased a lot in the past
years – maybe changing the game again.
This all happens in a context of climatic change and declining resources of critical input factors for contemporary
industrialized agriculture. 'Peak oil' is already influencing the costs of nitrogen fertilizer, and other crucial nutrients for
crop production like phosphorous might follow. Deteriorating soil fertility, dropping groundwater tables and
degradation of biological diversity in intensive arable farming areas reduce the resilience of high input agriculture.
What seems clear is that 'business as usual' is no longer an option. The summary statement in OECD's
Environmental Outlook to 2050 speaks for itself (OECD, 2012): "Humanity has witnessed unprecedented growth and
prosperity in the past decades, with the size of the world economy more than tripling and population increasing by over
3 billion people since 1970. This growth, however, has been accompanied by environmental pollution and natural
resource depletion. The current growth model and the mismanagement of natural assets could ultimately undermine
human development."
The next transition that until now is only starting in very few countries is the move towards low carbon resourceefficient production systems, mobility and lifestyles (Fan and Ramirez, 2012; Norse, 2012). The productivity of the use
of natural resources and the ecological and carbon footprints are becoming key parameters in any system change.
Related to that is the question: will the 'knowledge-based bioeconomy' just become a logical continuation of the
industrialisation of agriculture?
Interrelations between agricultural change, rural development and resilience
The last decades have – in spite of the particular support provided to less favoured areas – seen a very substantial
concentration of agricultural production and polarisation of agricultural structures in Europe. Given the increasing
demands for a more balanced regional development, both the intensification of agriculture in favourable areas and the
simultaneous desertification of marginal areas are problematic (e.g. abandonment of cattle farming in mountainous
grassland areas, desertification of vast farming areas in southern and eastern European countries).
Factors that will influence the future of European agriculture and of rural areas include likely demographic
changes, the further development of food (value) chains, urban-rural relations, anticipated trends and perspectives in
biotechnology, biomass energy and bio-based products, and issues revolving around resource depletion.
How does farming contribute to more prosperous rural areas? Cairol et al. (2009) emphasized the
multifunctionality of rural areas and the central role of farming in the provision of public goods. The findings of this
research have been confirmed in a major IEEP study on the provision of public goods through agriculture (Cooper et
al., 2009). Olsson et al. (2011) showed that biological diversity is crucial for rural viability and agricultural activities.
The transformation of public goods in the rural economy was the focus of research led by Bryden et al. (2011).
IAASTD (2009) found that markets are necessary, but do not guarantee sustainability of public goods such as food
security, conservation of natural resources, or protection and enhancement of the environment. Knickel et al. (2009),
Van der Ploeg and Marsden (2008), von Münchhausen et al. (2010) and Milone and Ventura (2010) emphasized the
central role of social capital and of less tangible factors in the dynamics of rural areas. The same authors emphasized the
incidence of pluriactivity and income combination as well as the context-dependency and diversity of development
trajectories both at farm and at regional level. From these different studies it seems clear that rural prosperity is not just
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a question of economic performance, and that economic performance is not only connected with agricultural
production.
Shaping agricultural development: The role of knowledge
Institutions and networks that are able to combine different types of knowledge and experience, and learn, tend to
be more effective in shaping future development. Other attributes favouring a positive development are responsive
governance structures, and flexibility in decision-making processes and problem-solving. In the ideal situation, the
agricultural knowledge and innovation system comprising education, research and farm advisory services is well
connected with local knowledge and farmers networks (Moreddu and Poppe, 2013). Knowledge related to natural
resources and ecosystems, and their use, includes understandings, interpretations, know-how and resource use practices,
all based on long-term interaction with the natural environment (Röling and Jiggins, 1998).
Local knowledge might become more valuable in ecosystem management which requires a holistic approach that
combines scientific and traditional ecological knowledge. The general trend however is that traditional and local
knowledge tends to be undervalued in 'modern' resource management as well as in current innovation systems and
policies. The role of local knowledge is sometimes diminished by inappropriate policy instruments. Payments in support
of organic farming are an example. They have sometimes contributed to a very rapid expansion of farmed area while
advisory services, processing and certification were left behind.
And the millions of semi-subsistence farmers in the new EU Member States?
It is often ignored in descriptions of the changes in European farming that agriculture is extremely diverse in
farming practices, systems and strategies. Van der Ploeg (1994) was one of the first to emphasize the fact that there
exist many different shapes and styles of farming. Multiple job holding, pluriactivity, income combination and semisubsistence farming have always remained important – despite contrasting views in particular in agricultural economics.
Davidova et al. (2013) estimate that in 2010, there were 5.8 million semi-subsistence farms in the EU-27. Of
these, 61% are in Romania, and about 8-9% in each of Hungary and Poland. 11% are in Italy, with over 100,000 in each
of Bulgaria, Greece and Lithuania. Semi-subsistence farms also comprise a significant share of all holdings in Cyprus,
Latvia, Malta, Slovakia and Slovenia. Over the EU-27 as a whole, semi-subsistence farms account for almost half of all
agricultural holdings, and about three-quarters of small holdings with less than 2 ha of utilised agricultural area or under
€2,000 of standard output. Davidova et al. argue that such a large sector, which provides livelihood for millions of rural
inhabitants, cannot be ignored politically: "Some small farms in the EU-15 are hobby/lifestyle farms operated for
reasons such as food preferences, recreation or retirement activity. Many poorer EU-27 member states, however, have
large numbers of semi-subsistence farms which provide food for low-income households. The relative rural poverty in
some member states, and the hardship stemming from the economic recession, are factors contributing to the in some
cases proliferation of semi-subsistence farms."
Redman (2012) describes subsistence farmers as "idiosyncratic and individualistic; focusing on the wider needs
of the subsistence farming community". He demands that we "discuss intensification with creativity and imagination:
knowledge intensive, renewable resource, appropriate technology, communication and cooperation intensive". Avenues
for different pathways of modernization for smallholders and different kinds of innovation need to be developed.
Relevant starting points are the (partly overlapping) modernization discourses and practices around small holdings
which since the 1990s have been 'diversification and cooperation', and then more recently 'innovation' (which
smallholders have practiced individually and collectively).
Conclusions: Implications for the implementation of innovation partnerships
In this final section we want to relate our analysis and discussion to the important question of the implementation
of the new European Innovation Partnership 'Agricultural Productivity and Sustainability' (EIP-AGRI) at EU member
states and regional/local level. The EIP-AGRI is to "foster competitive and sustainable farming and forestry that
'achieves more and better from less'" and to contribute to ensuring "a steady supply of food, feed and biomaterials,
developing its work in harmony with the essential natural resources on which farming depends". The new instrument of
innovation partnerships and its implementation through operational groups etc. provides a unique chance for renewal.
The challenge for EU member states and regions is to implement the new scheme in an effective way.
Differences in resources, structures and needs must be taken into account
A first challenge is the adaptation of the new framework to the particular conditions. Agricultural and rural
development frameworks need to be differentiated according to the particular farm structural, natural, social, cultural
and economic conditions. The disparities between countries with different background and traditions are an example.
Some countries like the Netherlands, Belgium or Denmark have for a long time had very high levels of agricultural
investment. Other countries like Lithuania, Latvia, Romania and most eastern European member states lack
investments. Privatization sometimes made the situation even worse: large farming units were split, and trained
specialists left the sector. Present EU support is trying to rebuild earlier structures based on the assumption that private
ownership is going to take care of everything. One problem is that policy instruments that proved effective in the old
EU member states might not provide the kind of support needed in these very different situations (Dwyer et al., 2012;
Davidova et al., 2013).
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As a result of the lack of more appropriate, future-oriented development frameworks, there often appears to be an
overemphasis on traditional instruments or on simply maximizing EU subsidies. Many land owners risk becoming mere
consumers of subsidies. Future research needs to focus on more effective support mechanisms for alternative
modernization trajectories and resilience pathways in particular in Eastern European member states. Issues like the role
of agency and of enabling institutional structures, the factors that encourage the creation of synergies in agricultural and
rural development, and the role of learning networks and knowledge systems in boosting innovation in the small
farming sector are to be explored. Local capacities for transdisciplinary research need to be strengthened to support
decision-making in public and private sectors.
Promoting adaptive management concepts
The importance of adaptive capacity is rapidly growing because of the mounting vigour and incidence of global
environmental and or climatic change. Communities and individual entrepreneurs need to be able to deal with the
related unpredictability. Folke et al. (2002) emphasize that resilience, and the capacity to adapt to change, are key
properties of sustainability.
Adaptive management can be enhanced by combining different types of knowledge for learning (Jiggins and
Röling, 2000). Milestad and Darnhofer (2003) discussed the features that can be conducive to building farm resilience.
Central in their argumentation is that "sustainable agriculture should not be seen as a set of practices to be fixed in time
and space, but must include its ability to cope with change". The corresponding skills required are not just the ability to
define goals and measures, but also the necessity to continuously deal with uncertainty (Pretty, 1997; Hinterberger et
al., 2000).
More diverse systems tend to be more adaptive and therefore more resilient economically and socially. Mixed
farming systems tend to be more resilient than specialized production systems. To manage climatic risks, mitigation
measures such as cultivation practices that increase soil carbon sequestration need to be promoted (IAASTD, 2009). A
sound analysis of the vulnerability of different socio-ecological and farm systems to climate change, and of
opportunities for adaptation needs to be the basis. More capital-intensive systems are often less resilient because
farmers are likely to be more indebted and, as a result, vulnerable.
Emphasizing ecological modernization
Ecological modernization is based on the idea that economic systems are likely to benefit from the integration of
environmental goals. It has gained increasing attention among scholars and policymakers in the last decades – in
particular in the EU. Environmental productivity relates to a productive use of natural resources. This includes increases
in energy and resource efficiency as well as process innovations such as environmental management, sustainable supply
chain management or the development of new eco-products and services. Innovations in these fields can reduce
quantities of resource turnover and emissions. The scope of ecological modernization sometimes also includes value
orientations and lifestyles. However, research and training still tend to focus on only one particular model of capitalintensive agricultural modernization, and purchased inputs. More research and training are needed that focus on how to
use local resources more efficiently. Eco-functional intensification can be seen as a response to the increasingly
important call for production increases while building on an improved understanding of the functioning of ecosystems.
Terms like 'resilient agricultural growth' and 'sustainable intensification' are an attempt to bring together
supposedly conflicting pathways. Ensuring that technologies are appropriate, affordable and effective is vital. Critical
too is who decides and who controls technology. In many situations, ecological technologies might well be more
appropriate than capital-intensive technologies.
The important role of learning and social capital in innovation networks
Economist Joseph Schumpeter (1943) argued that industries must incessantly revolutionize the economic
structure from within, that is innovate with better or more effective processes and products. In the context of our
discussion we can translate 'innovating from within' to first, economic innovations can be effectively combined with
social and organisational ones, and second, practitioners and their knowledge and experience play a central role (that
tends to be underestimated).
More generally, we can see new relationships evolving among state, business, civil society and the individual.
Von Münchhausen et al. (2010) argue that new forms of governance and collaboration are actually needed in order to
face the multiple crises to production, consumption and sustainability; and that innovation partnerships and
development networks or groups need to be led by motivated individuals. We like to add that they should be understood
as learning vehicles towards more resilient agricultural production systems – and, as we argued earlier, as learning
vehicles towards multiple rural modernities. As suggested by Brunori et al. (2013) the goal of sustainable agriculture
implies a systemic change: Learning and innovation networks can develop innovative patterns of production by
generating new knowledge. Innovation partnerships and development networks must be trust-based and motivated by a
common cause. They need to involve practitioners on a par with researchers. Financial support ought to be not more
than a catalyst in their work. The present trend is that capable young people leave the sector and rural areas (as it is
already happening with increasing speed).
The challenge for administrations is to find ways how to more effectively use local resources and enable
motivated individuals and civil society action. Focus should be on supporting future-oriented investments that maximize
added value within agriculture and rural areas. Rediscovering the value and potential of the small farming segment and
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boosting collaborative innovations in eco-products and services is in many areas an important part of that.
Administrations need to level the agricultural playing field where capital-intensive sectors dominate. Many grassroots
initiatives have relevant experiences. The main challenge for agricultural knowledge systems is to be open-minded and
responsive.
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Agri-environment measures under the Rural Development Program 2007-2013
for improving the environment and the countryside in north-eastern Poland
Krystyna Kurowska, Hubert Kryszk
University of Warmia and Mazury in Olsztyn, Poland
Abstract
This study analyzes agri-environment measures implemented under the Rural Development Program 2007-2013 whose beneficiaries became
entitled to agri-environment payments under contracts signed in 2004-2006 or joined the program in the current programming period. The analysis
relied on data supplied by the Department of Direct Payments of the Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development as of 31 December 2012.
Objective of the analysis is the determination of the scale of EU funds exploitation, aimed at improving the environment, taking into account the local
conditions of agriculture and important natural areas. The paper discusses payments made to beneficiaries with a division into packages (number of
beneficiaries, funding), and it indicates which agri-environment measures were most popular. The activities undertaken by farmers in different
counties and the average value of payments per beneficiary were described based on the value of payments made by Local Offices of the Agency for
Restructuring and Modernization of Agriculture in the Region of Warmia and Mazury and the Region of Podlasie.
The utilization of EU funds supporting agri-environment measures in north-eastern Poland is characterized by spatial variability.
Key words: Common Agricultural Policy, Rural Development Program, Agri-environment program, agri-environment payments, agriculture.

Introduction
Agriculture and rural development in European Union (EU) countries depends on the Common Agricultural
Policy (CAP) that was designed in 1957 and reformed for several times according to the economic and international
situation (Upite, Pilvere, 2011, p.261). After the accession to the UE, rural areas became one of UE financial support
(Bułkowska, Chmurzyńska, 2011, p.84). Ten years after Poland's accession to the European Union, the Polish farming
sector still faces many problems. EU membership has brought many improvements by providing farms with access to
instruments of the Common Agricultural Policy (Rudnicki and Hofman, 2012, p. 9). The implemented measures
fostered positive change by improving living standards in rural areas, improving the spatial organization of farm
holdings and contributing to the mechanization of agriculture, but new challenges need to be addressed to increase the
competitiveness of the Polish farming sector on European markets.
The Rural Development Program (RDP) is the largest aid scheme for the agri-food industry in the history of
Poland. The RDP budget for 2007-2013 exceeds EUR 17.4 billion. It comprises funds from the European Agricultural
Fund for Rural Development (EAFRD) (EUR 13.4 billion) and the national budget (around EUR 4 billion). In the 20072013 programming period, the RDP covers 23 measures divided into 4 axes.
The Common Agricultural Policy accounts for multifaceted relationships between agriculture and the natural
environment (Kołodziejczak and Rudnicki, 2012). The aim of measures initiated under RDP axis 2 "Improving the
environment and the countryside" is to promote the sustainable use of agricultural land and encourage farmers to
implement environmentally-sound production methods. As part of axis 2 measures, farmers are entitled to payments for
non-productive investments and compensation in virtue of farms situated on territories covered by the Natura 2000
network.
Axis 2 comprises four measures:

1) Support for farming in mountain areas and less-favored areas (LFA),
2) Agri-environment program (Agri-environment payments),
3) Afforestation of agricultural land and non-agricultural land,
4) Restoring forestry production potential damaged by natural disasters and introducing appropriate prevention
mechanisms.
Most instruments for the preservation of biological diversity in rural areas relate to legal regulations and spatial
planning measures, such as the establishment of protected areas (Brodzińska, 2012, p. 73). The creation of protected
areas involves certain restrictions (legal requirements or bans), and it does not always enjoy the support of the local
community. The process particularly affects farm owners who have to observe strict environmental protection standards
in agricultural production, such as regulations banning the use of artificial fertilizers and pesticides. Those requirements
lower crop yields and decrease the profitability of farming operations. The agri-environment program, a voluntary
scheme for farmers who are eligible to compensation for the implementation of environmental protection measures, is
yet another instrument for the preservation of biological diversity (Brodzińska, 2012, p. 73).
The use of EU funds for the protection of the natural environment is different in different areas. This paper
analyzes the utilization of funds for improving the environment and the countryside in the 2007-2013 programming
period.
The aim of the analysis is the determination of the scale of EU funds exploitation, aimed at improving the
environment, taking into account the local conditions of agriculture and important natural areas.
The main task of this article is to identify the activities in which farmers in northeastern Poland involved
themself the most often as well as the determination of the factors that support taking actions to improve the
environment.
The methods of research. The analysis covered the Region of Warmia and Mazury and the Region of Podlasie
in north-eastern Poland which have similar natural, social and economic characteristics. The scope of the analysis was
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narrowed down to the agri-environment program, one of the four measures detailed in axis 2 of the RDP. The agrienvironment program comprises a set of voluntary measures which encourage farmers to protect and enhance the
environment while maintaining good farming practice. Measures which support farming in less-favored areas do not
require any environmental commitments on the farmers' behalf, and measures aiming to restore forestry production
potential damaged by natural disasters are addressed to a narrow group of beneficiaries. Afforestation of agricultural
land and non-agricultural land leads to permanent transformation of least productive farmland into forests. For this
reason, the above measures were not included in this analysis.
The analysis relied on data supplied by the Department of Direct Payments of the Ministry of Agriculture and
Rural Development concerning payments to beneficiaries of the Agri-environment program under the RDP 2007-2013
as of 31 December 2012.
Conditions for agricultural development in north-eastern Poland
Warmia and Mazury as well as Podlasie are typical agricultural regions which are characterized by a very high
degree of naturalness.
Table 1. Characteristics of the Region of Warmia and Mazury and the Region of Podlasie (as of 31 December 2011)
Region of Warmia and
Feature
Poland
Region of Podlasie
Mazury
2
Total area (km )
312679
24173
20187
Number of counties
314
19
14
Cities with county rights
65
2
3
Number of municipalities
2479
116
118
including:
urban municipalities
306
16
13
urban-rural municipalities
602
33
27
rural municipalities
1571
67
40
Population density (residents/km2)
123
60
59
Rural population (%)
39.3
40.6
39.7
Farmland area (ha/resident)
0.49
0.91
1.01
Protected area (%)
32.5
46.7
32
Protected area per resident (m2/resident)
2655
7890
5375.9
Forest cover (%)
29.5
32.5
30.6
Unemployment (%)
12.5
20.2
14.1
Employment in agriculture, forestry, hunting and
17.1
16.5
31.4
fisheries (%)
Average farm holding area* (ha)
10.32
22.88
12.20
Farmland productivity index (points)
66.6
66.0
55.0
*Data of the Agency for Restructuring and Modernization of Agriculture, 2012
Source: www.stat.gov.pl.

The land use structure in the Region of Podlasie approximates the national average. Farmland occupies 55.3% of
the region's total area, which is 3.6% higher than the national average. The Region of Podlasie has the highest share of
grasslands (nearly 20%) in the country.
In the Region of Warmia and Mazury, farmland accounts for 54.56% of total area (Central Statistical Office data
for 2012). Arable land has the highest share of farmland in the region (67.14%), followed by permanent grasslands
(17.32%) and permanent meadows (12.48%). The region is characterized by a high share of nature conservation areas.
Agri-environment program
Measures under the agri-environment program have been applied in Poland since 2004. They are addressed to
owners of farms in valuable habitats, including areas covered by the Natura 2000 network, and in intensively farmed
areas. The aim of agri-environment measures is to:
1) restore or enhance farmland with high natural value and preserve biodiversity in rural areas,
2) promote sustainable production systems;
3) protect soil and water;
4) protect endangered local species of farm animals and crop plants.
Agri-environment payments are available in all Polish regions. Prospective beneficiaries are owners of farms on
the territory of the Republic of Poland. The program comprises 9 packages divided into 49 variants.
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Table 2. Payments effected to Polish beneficiaries of the Agri-environment program (commitments made under the RDP
2007-2013) as of 31 December 2012
Agri-environment packages of the RDP 2007-2013
Total
Including
Number of
No.
Package
Total funding
beneficiaries
EAFRD
National budget
1
Sustainable farming
23 406
532 048 613.70
425 638 878.52 106 409 735.18
2
Organic farming
20 792
725 049 591.28
580 040 002.41 145 009 588.87
3
Extensive permanent grasslands
42 345
345 218 210.70
276 174 543.59
69 043 667.11
4
Protection of endangered bird species and
5 866
129 659 608.97
103 727 677.75
25 931 931.22
natural habitats outside Natura 2000 areas
5
Protection of endangered bird species and
5 276
206 657 436.28
165 325 939.28
41 331 497.00
natural habitats in Natura 2000 areas
6
Preservation of endangered genetic plant
3 201
20 866 391.81
16 693 108.31
4 173 283.50
resources in agriculture
7
Preservation of endangered genetic animal
2 735
72 450 717.38
57 960 573.78
14 490 143.60
resources in agriculture
8
Protection of soil and water
48 136
500 524 233.97
400 419 368.58 100 104 865.39
9
Buffer zones
156
1 060 462.03
848 369.39
212 092.64
Total
97 208
2 533 535 266.12 2 026 828 461.61 506 706 804.51
Source: Department of Direct Payments of the Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development.

Farmers can select from a variety of agri-environment packages which address farmland situated in various
regions and different production profiles. The data presented in Table 2 indicates that the highest number (48,100) of
beneficiaries who signed contracts under the RDP 2007-2013 showed an interest in package 8 measures for the
protection of soil and water. Package 8 measures involve the maintenance of plant cover on arable land between
successive plantings of main crops and increasing the share of soils with plant cover in fall/winter. Another popular
scheme was package 3 (42,300 beneficiaries) which imposes limits on fertilization, the quantity and dates of harvest
cuts and grazing intensity. The highest amount of funds (more than PLN 725 million) was allocated to organic farming.
This package covers agricultural holdings which switch to organic farming methods and organic farms with a valid
certificate issued by an authorized certifying unit.
An agri-environment program can be implemented in every farm where agricultural production complies with
environmental protection requirements. The access to package 3 "Extensive permanent grasslands" has been restricted
as of 2011, and it presently covers only farms in Natura 2000 areas.
The agri-environment program is a 5-year contract during which agricultural activities have to be carried out in
accordance with the agri-environment plan. The commitments made under the RDP 2004-2006 and forwarded to the
2007-2013 budget are presented in Table 3.
Table 3. Payments effected to Polish beneficiaries of the Agri-environment program (commitments made under the RDP
2004-2006 and forwarded to the RDP 2007-2013 budget) as of 31 December 2012
RDP 2007-2013 measures (commitments
Total
made under the RDP 2004-2006)
Including
Number of
No.
Package/variant
Total funding
beneficiaries
EAFRD
National budget
1
Sustainable farming
2 222
27 443 654.57
21 954 917.29
5 488 737.28
2
Organic farming
11 984
674 624 472.77
539 699 572.31
134 924 900.46
3
Extensive permanent meadows
15 931
476 596 632.78
381 279 359.43
95 317 273.35
3.1
Extensive permanent pastures
1 423
19 286 385.88
15 429 107.28
3 857 278.60
8
Protection of soil and water
51 730
1 405 923 219.01
1 124 738 861.03
281 184 357.98
9
Buffer zones
137
991 442.96
793 153.73
198 289.23
7
Preservation of local animal species
819
29 592 839.75
23 674 271.78
5 918 567.97
in agriculture
Total:
71 500
2 634 458 647.72
2 107 569 242.85
526 889 404.87
Source: Department of Direct Payments of the Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development.

In 2004-2006, the agri-environment program comprised 7 packages with 40 options. Every package featured a
number of commitments which went beyond usual Good Farming Practice (GFP) and were not covered by other CAP
instruments (Rudnicki, 2010 p. 164).
In the 2004-2006 programming period, the highest number of beneficiaries (51,700) and the highest value of
payments (PLN 1,405,900,000) were reported in the "Protection of soil and water" package (package 8 in the current
programming period).
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Figure 1. Payments effected to Polish beneficiaries of the Agri-environment program (commitments made under the RDP
2004-2006 and RDP 2007-2013) as of 31 December 2012
Source: Department of Direct Payments of the Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development.

The value of payments effected to beneficiaries of agri-environment packages through the end of 2012
(commitments made under the RDP 2007-2013 and RDP 2004-2006) indicates that Polish farmers have a preference for
measures which contribute to soil protection and the preservation of naturally valuable pastures and meadows which are
habitats of protected bird and plant species. Organic farming is also a highly popular package.
Agri-environment payments in north-eastern Poland
Owing to its unique natural value, Warmia and Mazury was designed as the pilot region for the implementation
of the agri-environment program already before Poland's accession to the European Union. In 2001-2002, 203 farms
joined the scheme which covered 9419.1 ha as part of the Phare 1999 program.
In 2003, another 200 farms in the Region of Warmia and Mazury were included in the scheme under Measure 5
of the SAPARD Operational Program which covered 6000 hectares (Niewęgłowska 2003, cited in: Brodzińska, 2012,
p. 73).
Pursuant to the provisions of the Regulation of the Council of Ministers of 20 July 2004 detailing the terms of
financial aid for agri-environment measures and measures aiming to improve animal well-being under the rural
development plan (Journal of Laws No. 174, item 1809, as amended), 69 geographically distinct priority zones
experiencing environmental problems or characterized by high natural value were identified. Four Environmentally
Sensitive Areas, including the Biebrza-Narew Environmentally Sensitive Area in the Region of Podlasie (Zone 01A),
and 65 priority physiographic units were determined. Priority zones covered the Great Masurian Lakes with the
Masurian Landscape Park, Szczytno-Nidzica Pilot Area, Elbląg Upland Landscape Park in the Region of Warmia and
Mazury, and Pojezierna, Zachodnia, Wschodnia, Hajnowska and Południowa (Bug River Valley) zones in the Region of
Podlasie. The priority zones in the Region of Warmia and Mazury comprised 335,500 ha of farmland in nine counties.
The counties of Mrągowo, Giżycko, Nidzica and Szczytno were covered by priority zones in their entirety, whereas the
counties of Elbląg, Braniewo, Kętrzyn, Węgorzewo and Pisz received partial coverage (Brodzińska, 2012, p. 74). In the
Region of Podlasie, priority zones encompassed 473,800 ha of farmland, covering sections of seven counties: Kolno,
Łomża, Białystok, Sokółka, Hajnówka, Siemiatycze and Wysokie Mazowieckie.
Figure 2 indicates that farmers in the Region of Podlasie had a much more proactive approach to implementing
environmental protection measures, but the value of payments was significantly higher in the Region of Warmia and
Mazury. In most counties, a high number of applications were submitted in the current programming period. In southern
parts of the Region of Podlasie, i.e. in the counties of Siemiatycze and Bielsk Podlaski, more payments were made to
beneficiaries who signed 5-year contracts in the 2004-2006 programming period.
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Figure 2. Payments effected in counties of the Region of Warmia and Mazury and the Region of Podlasie under the
Agri-environment program (RDP 2007-2013, as of 31 December 2012)

In the analyzed regions of north-eastern Poland, priority zones and Environmentally Sensitive Areas did not
affect beneficiary involvement or the value of payments. No such correlations was reported in the Region of Warmia
and Mazury. High payments under contracts signed in the current programming period were noted in the cities of
Białystok, Olsztyn and Suwałki where farmers submit applications to Local Offices of the Agency for Restructuring and
Modernization of Agriculture (ARMA) territorially competent for the location of the farm and farmland.

Figure 3. Average payment per beneficiary in counties of the Region of Warmia and Mazury and the Region of Podlasie
under the Agri-environment program (RDP 2007-2013, as of 31 December 2012)
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The average agri-environment payment per beneficiary in the analyzed regions was determined at PLN 40,800.
In the Region of Podlasie, the average payment reached PLN 24,000, and the national average was estimated at PLN
30,500. The highest average payment in the Region of Podlasie (PLN 42,800) was effected by the ARMA Local Office
in Białystok, and the lowest (PLN 15,300) – in Zambrów. Agri-environment payments made in the Region of Warmia
and Mazury in the current programming perspective were significantly higher. The average payment per beneficiary
reached PLN 53,200. The highest average payments were made by ARMA Local Offices in Mrągowo (PLN 71,900)
and Kętrzyn (PLN 69,200), and the lowest – in Nowe Miasto Lubawskie (PLN 25,500) and Iława (PLN 28,200).
Beneficiaries could take advantage of several options to increase the overall value of agri-environment payments.
In 2004-2006 and in the current programming period, farmers were eligible to payments for the implementation of up to
three packages (with the constituent variants and options). Beneficiaries implementing more than one package have to
observe strict rules for combining agri-environment schemes (Rudnicki, 2010, p. 164).
Conclusions
The Region of Warmia and Mazury and the Region of Podlasie are characterized by similarities in the natural
environment as well as social and economic indicators, including low population density, high unemployment, low
level of industrialization and infrastructure deficiencies (Michałowski and Wiśniewski, 2012, p. 163). Farmland in
Podlasie is less suitable for agricultural production. The above can be largely attributed to more effective spatial
organization of farm holdings in Warmia and Mazury. According to the ARMA data, the average agricultural area per
holding in 2012 reached 22.88 ha in Warmia and Mazury, 12.20 ha in Podlasie and 10.38 ha in Poland. Agricultural
activities supported by the agri environmental packages provide care for the natural environment, promote
environmental sustainability and the preservation of farmland.
On the basis of the analysis may be stated:
The results of the analysis reveal clear differences in the beneficiaries' involvement in environmental protection
measures in north-eastern Poland.
Significant variations were noted in the value of average payments per beneficiary (Fig. 3).
Farmers in the Region of Podlasie had a much more proactive approach to implementing agri-environment
measures, but the value of payments was significantly higher in the Region of Warmia and Mazury.
In the analyzed regions, no direct correlations were observed between protected areas, the number of
beneficiaries and the value of agri-environment payments.
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Abstract
The market of agricultural real estate in Poland is divided into two segments: the private and the state one. The state market is dominated by
the state fiduciary institution called the Agricultural Property Agency (Agencja Nieruchomości Rolnych, the ANR). The agency is responsible for
managing agricultural real estate resources which belong to the Agricultural Property Stock of the State Treasury, in compliance with the Act on the
Management of the State Treasury Agricultural Property and according to other relevant regulations and documents, which define the direction and
scope of activities pursued the ANR for the sake of privatization of agricultural property owned by the State Treasury, and to achieve the goals of the
Polish state’s social and economic policy, especially for the benefit of the countryside, agriculture and food production. The purpose of our study has
been to present the institutional solutions adopted in Poland for the turnover of agricultural land owned by the State Treasury, in which the
Agricultural Property Agency is a participant.
Land selling is a prevalent form of permanent land management (over 46% of the farmland incorporated into the Agricultural Property Stock
of the State Treasury has been sold). Over 30% of the said land stock is still leased. Land makes a very specific type of resources, immovable and
non-multipliable, hence the state’s intervention on the market with respect to this production means is necessary. In Poland, it is performed with an
aid of the Agricultural Property Agency. It should be remembered that in taking economic decisions not only economic but also ecological criteria
should be considered.

Introduction
The market regulates most of economic processes. It should be remembered that in taking economic decisions
not only economic but also ecological and ethical criteria should be considered. Agriculture is a sector of economy
offering the most favorable conditions for implementation of the principles of sustainable development as it uses the
resources of the natural environment on one hand and the farmers shape the environment through their activities on the
other. However, market regulations might fail in certain areas and a completely incontrollable market tends to create
monopolistic structures. These, in turn, limit the competition, which is a key factor to efficiently operating market
mechanisms. The above considerations justify the need to correct and aid market mechanisms in specific situations.
This role should be played by a state, defined as a set of institutions, whose principal function is to regulate operations
of all other subjects (Zalesko, 2006).
Many economists (cf. Timmer, 1988, Woś, 1994, Kowalski, Rembisz, 2002, Makarski, 1998) share the opinion
that market mechanisms particularly strongly depreciate agriculture. This opinion is substantiated, for example, by the
fact that people working in agriculture derive relatively less income. The existing situation, which is a manifestation of
imperfections of the market economy, is the major cause of the state’s interventionism. This question is often raised by
economists in discussions on whether such policy and solutions adopted by a state are right.
The shape of the state policy is especially important in the realm of agrarian transformations (van Dijk 2003).
The solutions adopted by the state should respect the specific nature of land as a resource, needed for any type of human
activity, hence the state and its legislation ought to preserve farmland and to create conditions for its best use. This
general aim should be achieved through a more rational agrarian structure and improved competition of the domestic
agriculture on global markets, and by monitoring the flow of land to non-agricultural sectors (Instrumenty, 2009).
Van den Brand (2002) considered managing the rural sector as an integrated and environmentally as well as
socially sustainable system the challenge of the future. Combination of food production with managing the landscape
and environment will expand the economic bases of farms increasing their durability and resistance to influence of
negative external factors. Farmers would become managers of a significant part of the nature and landscape resources
and next to agricultural production they would provide the „green services”. According to van Huylenbroeck et al.
(2007) the green functions of agriculture include, inter alia managing the agricultural land resources.
The purpose of our study has been to present the institutional solutions adopted in Poland for the turnover of
agricultural land owned by the State Treasury, in which the Agricultural Property Agency is a participant.
The research methods: a study of the selected references and analysis of the statistical data from the Agricultural
Property Agency. The paper has a monographic character. The following methods were used: systematic, comperative,
logical analysis and synthesis. The beckground of the research was formulated in the theory of the institutional
economy. The data are discussed and presented graphically.
Intervention of the state on the agricultural market
The term ‘market’ is a basic economic concept, characteristic for market economy. It is a set of symmetric acts
of exchange, whose proportions are regulated by the mechanism of prices and a whole system of institutions which
secure the structure of exchange relations using a number of restrictions. The system of freely shaped prices includes
not only consumer goods but also means of production, forcing the allocation of resources to wherever they can be used
most effectively.
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The market also reveals certain imperfections, which generate many types of failures, such as imperfect
competition, existence of public goods, occurrence of external effects, incompleteness of some markets, imperfection of
information, macroeconomic disturbances. An imperfect and failing market forces the state, being a representative of all
citizens, to intervene with the market mechanism (Stachowiak, 2012). Whether or not the state’s intervention is
successful depends on respecting certain natural limitations. Rather than replacing or eliminating the market, the state
should take advantage of market mechanisms.
Let us recall that both the market and the state are liable to failure. State intervention can activate erroneous
market signals, which lead to mistaken allocation of resources and deformation of an individual and overall structure of
costs and prices. Thus, when analyzing the role of a state in economy, two processes are notable at present:
deregulation, the aim of which is to limit the role of the state in economy, and privatization, consisting in the transfer of
activities until now conducted by the state to the private sector, along with an appropriate change in ownership
relations. This approach finds its manifestation in the ordoliberal model of the economic policy, whose fundamental
claim is that the state should resign from direct intervention with the course of management processes. A slightly
different view on the institution of a state is represented by the neo-institutional economy, whose doctrine is that the
role and power of a state in shaping economic security should not be magnified (Stachowiak, 2012).
The state’s intervention should concern these areas of economy in which it can be more effective than market
mechanisms. Besides, the state’s interventionism is legitimate only in these economies in which most economic subjects
are governed by free market rules (Milewski, 2000). For decades, the European Union member countries have been
observed to allow an active role of the state in agriculture. In the free market economy, agriculture is obviously a
weaker partner than non-agricultural branches of production (Timmer, 1988). Czyżewski and Poczta-Wajda (2011)
substantiate this fact by a relatively slower accumulation of capital in farming than in more profitable areas of capital
economy. Besides, the agricultural market is characterized by a fixed and limited demand for agricultural produce and
poor flexibility relative to the population’s income under the enforced consumption conditions. Other characteristics of
the agricultural market are: a slower increase in the demand for agricultural and food products versus an increase in the
supply, which is responsible for a decrease in prices on agricultural products; an extended period of return of invested
capital; economic singularities of land as a factor associated with the natural conditions governing food production.
The above considerations justify the use of interventionism and protectionism in agriculture. These actions are
mainly connected with the market, prices, production and agrarian structure of agriculture. Transformations in
agriculture on the agrarian level are conditioned by factors acting in various directions; they depend on the status of
agriculture itself, but also on the condition of the whole economy; besides, they are shaped by political, social and
economic factors. These transformations are also affected by the state’s policy. Land is a primary and basic factor,
which largely co-defines the effectiveness of land management, a factor directly linked to the competitiveness of
farming. Land is the physical basis of agricultural production (Babiak, 2010).
Land is a specific resource. The aggregated supply of this production means in non-elastic in the short run and
insensitive to price change. Proper land management means that land is not used up in a production process, although in
the long term the total acreage of land suitable for agricultural production or its quality might alter, for example due to
inappropriate land cultivation techniques. The land factor is also completely immobile, and the land supply in a given
economy is fixed (Marks-Bielska 2010, 2012). These considerations justify the need for interventionism in the
agricultural land market. The Polish legal system intends to protect land through a more rational use of its surface
structure, and by regulations which limit its flow to other non-agricultural sectors of economy (Babiak, 2010).
Institutions active on the agricultural market, especially the Agricultural Property Agency
The economic growth followed by research on this phenomenon have led to the creation of a trend in economic
sciences which – apart from other factors influencing the economic development – focuses on institutions. The
transformations which occurred in Central and Eastern Europe stimulated more interest in institutional analysis. The
transformation of a state system, which in economy involved the transition from centrally controlled to market
economy, is a example of a radical institutional change (Ratajczak, 2005).
The term ‘institution’ is used in many branches of science, hence there are many interpretations of what an
institution is. In economics, the definition coined by North seems to be most often quoted. North defines an institution
as a relatively stable set of commonly accepted and fulfilled expectations concerning people’s behaviour. Institutions
are also legal, administrative or common law relations of repetitive human interactions (Milczarek, 2007). A similar
definition to the one worked out in economics can be found in the legal sciences, where an institution is defined as a
group of normative statements, which – from the point of view of the subject of regulations, that is the set of norms
contained in regulations – constitute a certain whole (Gaweł, Klimczak, 2005).
As the economy developed, institutions gained more importance by creating the framework and mechanisms
regulating people’s bevahiour. The most important institutions active in economy and society are classified in three
groups: norms, markets and organizations. Norms can be shaped in an evolutionary manner, as ethical norms,
traditions, customs, or as legal norms, set up by the state. The second group comprises the market mechanism,
regulating and coordinating people’s actions, especially in the economic sphere. Finally, organizations are created in
order to fulfill the needs of all participants (Zalesko, 2006).
Institutions play a special role in the proper functioning of the agricultural market by making it more
understandable, transparent and predictable (Zalesko, 2006). Institutions working for the sake of agricultural farms
represent different organizational forms and operational mechanisms. Most important are public institutions, which
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deploy administrative and political mechanisms. In the agricultural environment, there are also private institutions, such
as cooperatives, limited companies and branch associations. The role and tasks of both public and private institutions
must be adopted to the requirements set in front of farms operating in the free market economy (Kołodziejczyk, 2009).
Administrative institutions which implement the agricultural and rural policy deal with the management of land
resources, natural environment, spatial economy and agricultural advisory services (Kołodziejczyk, 2009). A special
role must be given to institutions in the scope of their effect on the agrarian structure.
Intensive agricultural production in a limited area of land has become a real threat to the quality of the landscape
and the environment. About one piece competes more and more actors (agriculture, urbanization, forestry,
environmental protection, recreation). More and more land devoted to non-agricultural purposes. At the same time,
farmers are encouraged to using environmental management systems that require large areas of land.
The present agrarian structure in Poland, including such a significant component as the spatial structure of farms,
is much different from what can be seen in West European countries. Numerous are farms with a relatively small
acreage, while medium and large farms are relatively few. The excessively fragmented agrarian structure restrains the
profitability of farming and weakens its market orientation. In Poland, it is desirable to take action in order to increase
the share of larger farms. The size of farms and their size-related structure are shaped in response to the turnover of
farmland, understood as a change of a land user irrespective of the ownership (Marks-Bielska, Babuchowska, 2012).
The acceleration of agrarian transformations in Poland requires more vivid transactions on the farmland market
because the non-market turnover (family transactions) in general petrifies the existing structure (Instrumenty, 2009).
In Poland, the turnover of agricultural land is governed inter alia by the provisions contained in the Agrarian
Reform Act. This act has been amended several times, and the latest amendments were introduced on 16 September
2011. Their aim was to protect farmland from being purchased for speculation. Also, restrictions were imposed on the
right of pre-emption so as to make it easier to enlarge private farms (Rynek, 2012).
The market turnover of agricultural land in Poland occurs on two parallel markets: the first one comprises
transactions between farmers, and the other one deals with the farmland held in the stock of the State Treasury. The
question how the latter land should be managed was solved by the Act on the Management of State Treasury Land, of
19 October 1991 (Journal of Law no 107, item 465, as amended). By the power of this legal act, the Agency of the State
Treasury Agricultural Property was established, which in 2003 was transformed into the Agricultural Property Agency
(the ANR) in line with the provisions contained in the Agrarian Reform Act (Journal of Law 2003, no 64 item 52). The
agency is a state legal person. This is the institution to which the State Treasury delegated the performance of the
ownership right and other subject rights with respect to the State Treasury Property Stock, which consists of real estates
of former state farms and of other immovable properties owned by the State Treasury (Rynek, 2012). The Agricultural
Property Agency was authorized by the State to act on its behalf and control the agricultural property market; whenever
necessary, the agency intervenes by deploying the right of pre-emption1,.
This means that in cases defined by the Act, the ANR has a right to supplant the buyer and purchase a given
property at the price and under the conditions determined by the parties to the contract. The ANR cannot exercise the
pre-emption right in such cases as: the conveyance of the property right of an agricultural real estate property which
leads to the enlargement of a private farm up to an acreage of 300 ha of farmland; when land is bought and sold by
members of the same family; and also when land is bought by its leaser in order to enlarge his/her family farm,
provided they meet the conditions set in the Act (such as a three-year duration of the contract). The agency can buy a
property for the State Treasury Stock within 5 years since the date of purchase (excluding properties in special
economic zones) at the price at which the property was sold. The conveyance of the ownership right to another person
does not cause extinguishment of this right. The right of redemption is justified most often by the need to counteract the
buyer’s intention to sell a property they have recently bought at a price much in excess of the purchasing price; another
justification is the need to buy land which has changed its use, e.g. will now serve public purposes.
The ANR performs the tasks derived from the state’s policy, including the improvement and creation of the
desirable size structure of family farms, creation of conditions which facilitate a more rational use of the production
potential owned by the State Treasury of the Stock of Agricultural Property, administration and turnover of real estate
properties and other components of the State Treasury’s property, securing of the State Treasury’s property, initiating
construction of facilities and other agronomic works on farmland owned by the State Treasury, and organizing private
farms on the land owned by the State (Nawrocki, Podgórski, 2011).
The activity of the Agricultural Property Agency in the turnover of farmland
The Agricultural Property Agency plays a very important role in the process of selling and buying arable land in
Poland. It contributes to a more dynamic sale of agricultural properties owned by the State Treasury (Rynek, 2012).
Ever since it was established (that is since 1992, when it was set up as the Agency of the State Treasury Agricultural
Property) until the end of 2011, the Agricultural Property Agency incorporated over 4.7 million ha into the Stock of the
State Treasury Agricultural Property. Worth noticing is the uneven distribution of such farmland in whole Poland. The
data set in figure 1 shows that most land had been taken over by the Agency in the following provinces: West
Pomerania, Warmia and Mazury, Lower Silesia, and Wielkopolska. The principal reason was a high number of state

1

http://www.anr.gov.pl/web/guest/o-agencji(accessed on 25 June 2013).
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farms located in these provinces, which were liquidated during the economic transition and their land was ceded to the
Agency.

Western
Pomerania
821

Pomerania
433
41

Warmia and
Mazury
821

KujawskoPomorskie
276

Podlaskie
128

Mazowieckie
Lubuskie
117
355
Wielkopolskie
500
355
Łódzkie
27
80
Lower Silesia
Lubelskie
Opolskie
509
190
Świętokrzyskie
181 Silesia
50
87

87Małopolskie
39
120

Podkarpackie
153

Figure 1. Agricultural land incorporated into the Stock of the State Treasury Agricultural Property from 1992 to 31.12.2011
(in thousand ha)
Source: Own studies according to ANR statistical data

Most of the land managed today by the Agency originated from former state farms, with just a small percentage
contributed by the intervention of the Agency on the private farmland market (by performing the statutory right of preemption). Out of the total acreage, 46.5% had been sold, as shown by the data collected at the end of 2011. Most land
(about 434,000 ha) was sold in the Provinces of Warmia and Mazury. The Province of West Pomerania came in the
second place (356,000 ha) (Fig. 2).
Apart from selling land, other ways in which the Agency handles its resources is conveyance to local
governments, state forests, legal church entities, regional councils of water management, heads of provinces, national
parks, housing estates, the Polish Academy of Sciences, agricultural chambers, the National Council of Agricultural
Chambers, state schools of higher education, state research and development institutions, foundations and public benefit
organizations, as property owned by life-long users. Moreover, the ANR has used some land as in-kind contribution to
business entities formed under corporate law, or distributed it in other forms (transformation of a long-term lease into
the ownership right, allocation of land under the regulations governing land incorporation and exchange, conveyance in
order to abolish the right of co-ownership, etc.) (Raport ..., 2012).
One possible type of land turnover is land lease. It is a relatively easy and convenient type of using land which
belongs to the State Treasury, especially because it engages less money than, for example, the purchase of farmland,
and the capital thus saved can be invested in cultivation of leased land (Marks-Bielska, 2010).
By definition, land lease does not alter the ownership relations. On the state market, the State Treasury remains
the owner of the leased land, and the Agricultural Property Agency acts as its fiduciary while the leaser is the actual
land user.
In the early days of the Agency of the State Treasury Agricultural Property, land leasing was the basic form of
land management on arable lands owned by the State Treasury. The data shown in figure 3 demonstrate a decreasing
tendency in 2004-2005 in the acreage of leased farmland, followed by a slight increase in 2006; in contrast, the two
following years, 2007 and 2008, experienced a very strong decline in the leased land acreage. This was due to the fact
that the ANR was running short of larger, well organized properties in the Stock of State Treasury, which coincided
with a growing interest in buying land.
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Figure 2. Agricultural land sold from the Stock of the State Treasury Agricultural Property (31.12.2011) (in thousand ha)
Source: Own studies according to ANR statistical data .

0

Figure 3. Area of agricultural land leased from the Stock of the State Treasury Agricultural Property during the years 1992-2011
Source: Marks-Bielska, 2012b.

The privatization policy pursued by the ANR leads to a smaller acreage of leased land and fewer land lease
contracts. In 2008-2011, the number of land lease contracts decreased by over 40,000. In 2007, the acreage of leased
land was reduced by nearly half relative to the land leased from the State Treasury Stock in 2006. In 2011, a total of
11,000 ha was leased, but in 2010, the leased acreage was 17.2 thousand ha and in 2009 – 19.0 thousand ha. The new
priority for the Agency is now to sell the state land. For reasons related to organization of work and finances, much
attention is paid to selling small parcels of land, which have been leased until now. Such land is most often sold to
current land leasers.
Leasing the smallest properties is acceptable when it is forced by the location of such land, certain geodesic
issues, or some circumstances which make it impossible to sell a given plot of land (e.g. claims of previous owners, a
possible change in a relevant spatial management plan, a plan to convey a given land plot free of charge to other uses).
Since the Agency was set up until the end of 2011, the ANR offered nearly 7.1 million of ha to be leased (some
of this land offered more than once) and leased over 4.6 million ha (also, some of it leased more than once), signing 314
thousand contracts. In 2011, a total of 11,000 ha was leased by the power of about 0.8 thousand signed contracts
(excluding extended or renewed contracts). As of the end of 2011, 30.91% of the land incorporated into the Stock of the
State Treasury Agricultural Property was leased (Raport ..., 2012).
Over 300 thousand ha of farmland remained in the Stock of the State Treasury to be distributed. Most of the
available land is in the Province of West Pomerania (about 59,000 ha) and Lower Silesia (48,000 ha).
Conclusions
Land is a specific means of production. Its supply is fixed. The state intervenes with the agricultural land market.
The acceleration of agrarian transformations in Poland requires more vivid transactions on the farmland market
because the non-market turnover (family transactions) in general petrifies the existing structure.
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In Poland, the management of state-owned farmland (land in the Stock of the State Treasury Agricultural
Property) has been delegated to the Agricultural Property Agency (the ANR), whose main goals are to privatize the
state property in agriculture and to manage the state property in a rational manner.
Improvement of the agrarian structure of is another objective, written in the Agrarian Reform Act, which defines
the principles underlying the state’s agrarian system.
Among the ways in which the Polish state shapes the agrarian system is the privatization of the farmland owned
by the State Treasury.
The data published by the ANR demonstrate that nearly 60% of the farmland incorporated into the Stock of
Agricultural property of the State Treasury has been disposed in a permanent manner (including land sale and free
transfer to various entities).
The privatization policy pursued by the ANR leads to a smaller acreage of leased land and fewer land lease
contracts. The new priority for the Agency is now to sell the state land. For reasons related to organization of work and
finances, much attention is paid to selling small parcels of land, which have been leased until now. Such land is most
often sold to current land leasers.
The state’s intervention on the farmland market leads to a more rapid privatization of arable land and helps to
improve the structure of acreage run by family farms in Poland.
It should be remembered that in the agricultural land turnover not only economic but also ecological and social
criteria should be considered. It is very important in the context of sustainable development in rural areas.
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Implementation of the ‘European Innovation Partnership – Agricultural
Productivity and Sustainability (EIP)’ on the Regional level – an Example from
North-Eastern Germany
Susanne von Muenchhausen, Anna Maria Haering
University for Sustainable Development Eberswalde (HNEE), Germany
Abstract
The success of the concept ‘European Innovation Partnership – Agricultural Productivity and Sustainability’ (EIP) depends on the effective
bridge-building between research, technology and stakeholders, including farmers, businesses, advisory services and NGOs. The Federal State of
Brandenburg aims to introduce the new policy instrument which can, in principle, lead to a faster transfer of innovation to practice. If implemented
successfully, EIP enable a systematic feedback from practice to science and learning more about research needs. However, there are several
challenges related to the national and regional implementation of the new concept. The paper accompanies the on-going process of the EIP
implementation based on a critical scientific analysis. The recommendations are based on the experiences from the well-established Innovation
Network for Organic Farming of Eberswalde University and the related innovation groups and projects which already operate similarly to the
envisaged Operational Groups as a core EIP element. The paper shows the lessons learned so far, aiming to support regions and institutions with
similar objectives related to the EIP concept.

Introduction
The European Commission (EC) aims to foster a competitive and sustainable agriculture and forestry by
establishing the concept ‘European Innovation Partnership on Agricultural Productivity and Sustainability’ or EIP. In
this concept, developed by European Commission's Directorate General for Agriculture and Rural Development (DGAgri), innovation is considered the primary instrument for addressing the future challenges for the agricultural and
forestry sector posed by food security, bio-material production and the conservation of natural resources (EC 2/2012
and 11/2012). These goals shall be achieved by fostering the interaction between all relevant actors (from primary
production up to the consumer) and by enhancing the development, diffusion and use of innovations, as new ideas
emerge from interactive learning processes (Edquist 1997; Lundvall et al. 2009; SCAR 2013). Apart from the
agricultural EIP, the EC is promoting the European Innovation Partnerships ‘Active and Healthy Aging’, ‘Raw
Material’ and ‘Water efficient Europe’. All European Innovation Partnerships “pursue the mission of building a bridge
between science and the application of innovative approaches in practice. The European Council underlined the need
for EIPs to have a clear focus, as well as the importance of Member State involvement and effective streamlining of
existing instruments” (EC 2/2012). This paper, however, only focuses on the European innovative partnership concept
related to agricultural and forestry productivity and sustainability, in short EIP.
EIP implementation requires the engagement of national and - in some European Member States like Germany federal administrative bodies. As the EIP instrument aims at bridging the gap in the cooperation between researchers,
farmers, advisors and other experts of the industry, the establishment of well-organized working groups is of core
relevance. However, in many European countries very little experience exists on how to implement these new ideas or
research results that could guide the implementing bodies.
This paper aims to provide an accompanying analysis of and a critical reflection about the present process of EIP
implementing in the state of Brandenburg.
Methodology
The accompanying analysis of EIP development and implementation in the case study region of Brandenburg,
located in the north-eastern part of Germany, is based on a review of the underlying policy documents combined with
expert interviews with key representatives from the implementing and supporting bodies at national and regional level.
This approach is challenging due to a lack of causative and subsequence links between the development of the policy
and its final implementation. The analysis is of synchronical character because the subject of investigation evolves at
the same time as the investigation takes place. In addition, case studies of existing approaches to innovation
partnerships at the regional and national level are analyzed based on the commonly used ex-post perspective.
Results
Implementation of EIP at the European Commission, in Germany and in the State of Brandenburg
The general framework of the EIP concept was published as a communication from the commission on EIP for
agriculture in the beginning of 2012 (EC 2/2012). Since then, the process of EIP implementation has been mainly
documented by presentations given by DG-Agri representatives at conferences such as the EC conference on EIP held
in Brussels in November 2012 (EC 11/2012) or at a session of the Standing Commission on Agricultural Research
(SCAR 2013). Legal documents specifying programme formulation and financial frameworks are still under negotiation
and are expected to be published by the EC and of the implementing administrative bodies in Germany such as the
Federal Ministry of Agriculture (BMELV) or the Ministries of the Federal States by the end of 2013 (Freese 2013).
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The general objective of EIP is to support the European strategy of the “Innovation Union” (EC 2012). EIP
provides “helpdesk functions” and “innovation brokerage services” aiming to a) interlink existing policy tools for
synergy, b) connect different level research activities (local-, national-, EU-level knowledge and scientific results and c)
facilitate a close cooperation of scientists, farmers, advisory services and other agricultural and forestry stakeholders on
the project-level. EIP aims to foster the development and dissemination of innovative approaches which drive
agricultural productivity and sustainability (Van Oost 2013). EIP is a multi-level policy concept based on a variety of
measures such as project group facilitation, the establishment of steering committees, realisation of research &
development projects, pilot plants/technology and other innovative projects. The Commission intends that the objectives
of the EIP will be specified during the implementation in a kind of continuous ‘learning by doing’ process (EC 2/2012)
of all administrative levels (the European, the national, the regional). In Germany, EIP will be implemented by the
federal states in accordance with their rural development policies. The EIP network as a whole is expected to become a
mediator, enhancing communication and cooperation between scientists and practice partners, enabling development
processes or research projects that focus on agricultural and forestry innovations (EC 11/2012).
At the European level, a High Level Steering Board was appointed in January 2013. It will cooperatively
elaborate a strategic plan serving as the umbrella concept of EIP implementation in the European Member States (EC
2/2013). In May 2013, DG-Agri established the European Innovation Partnership Service Point in order to facilitate the
mission of the EIP (EC 5/2013). The EIP Service Point will be responsible inter alia for the set-up of topic driven Focus
Groups which will a) aim at exploring practical innovative solutions and b) document research results and implications
for further research activities. In total six Focus Groups will work on the European level around the topics ‘organic
farming’ (optimising arable yields), ‘protein crops’, ‘animal husbandry’ (reduction of antibiotic use in the pig sector),
‘genetic resources’, ‘organic matter content of soils’ and ‘integrated pest management (IPM)’ (EC 5/2013). A topicdriven vertical integration of all levels’ activities will be one of the key factors of success of the EIP.
Particular challenges related to the implementation of the EIP concept on the national and regional level are:
 The topics have been identified as urgently requiring innovative solutions for the improvement of
productivity and sustainability in European agriculture (EC 6/2013). At present, a focus on technical innovations
predominates. In fact, organisational and/or social innovative approaches are just another form of innovations which are
as relevant as the technical innovations. Neumeier (2012) argues that social innovations matter substantially and
therefore, they should be considered more seriously in research. The risk is that the EIP might turn into an industry
promotion instrument instead of strengthening innovation processes at grassroots level. The finalisation of the Strategic
Plan will indicate the course that should be followed in the future. However, the member states will have – as always
with European frameworks – a certain flexibility transferring the concept into the national context. The German
Networking Agency for Rural Areas (DVS) coordinates the EIP planning process nationally and emphasizes the need to
enable mainly the innovation processes rather than technological innovations. The DVS team considers a large variety
of technological solutions to be available. However, the dissemination into daily farm routines has been delayed and
therefore requires acceleration (Rocha 2013).
 In spring 2013, Commissioner Daçian Ciolos asked the member states to propose roadmaps for EIP
implementation. The Ministries of the German Federal States requested the integration of the concepts into the states’
programmes of the Rural Development Fund (EARFD) which are currently underway. The next European funding
period starts in 2014 and there will be no additional funding for the EIP concept (Freese 2013). Therefore, its realisation
will revert to non-specific rural development schemes such as the future Cooperation Measure or the Agricultural
Investment Promotion Programme (AFP), supplemented in Germany by the so-called Joint Task for the Improvement
of Agricultural Structures and Coastal Protection (GAK) (Freese 2013). Although the European Member States agreed
on the 2014-2020 Multi-Annual Financial Framework (EU Presidency 2013), decisions on German federal and national
budgets are still to be made in 2013. The process was on hold in the German Federal States like Brandenburg as a result
of the elections for the German Bundestag in September 2013. Federal ministries are waiting for the national financial
framework to be finalized before they continue the process. Overall, available funds for the second pillar of Common
Agriculture Policy will be less than in the period 2007-2013 (EU Parliament 2013) and will need to be split between
existing and new policy measures such as EIP.
 In the Federal State of Brandenburg, two ministries are responsible for defining and implementing the EIP
process on a regional level – the Ministry of Infrastructure and Agriculture (MIL) and the Ministry of Science, Research
and Cultural Affairs (MWFK). Detailed programming for EIP implementation will clearly depend on funding available
(Roffeis 2013). The MIL is elaborating the new rural development measures and is planning to introduce the EIP
concept in Brandenburg with the intention of fostering region-specific, applied research projects for the farming
industry. This emphasis in EIP is particularly strong in Brandenburg, because the ministry team recognized that the
dissemination of innovative approaches has been hampered by the continuous reduction of regionally based public
funding in agricultural research activities in the last decade (Roffeis 2013). MWFK is responsible for the funding of
science and innovative regionally based research projects. Therefore, two ministries will be involved in the
implementation of EIP on the regional level. The separation of responsibilities and the effective cooperation between
the two ministries will play a significant part in the successful implementation of the EIP policy concept. Furthermore,
the policy will need to be based on clear and efficient communication with the agricultural and forestry target groups of
EIP.
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On the regional level, the EIP concept offers several instruments, the ‘National Networks’ for general
coordination and communication, the ‘Thematic Networks’ focusing on a specific topic and connecting with regional,
national or European partners, and the so-called Operational Groups (OGs) (Van Oost 2013). OGs will become the core
element of the bottom-up process with stakeholder participation fostering the development of various region-specific
and strongly needed innovations. The groups are supposed to build on partnerships, linking farmers or forest owners,
advisors, researchers, businesses, and other stakeholders. Following the EIP concept, the OGs develop around a
concrete innovation project targeted towards finding a solution for a specific issue. OGs are action- and result-oriented
working units. The aim is to maximise interaction between group members and to enhance the productive exchange.
OGs represent a mixture of stakeholders from different areas building bridges between research, farmers, businesses,
advisory services, NGOs and governmental institutions, focusing on the realisation of a particular project.
At present, the involved ministries are reflecting on ways of targeting and forming the Brandenburgian OGs. Due
to financial limitations, it is likely that there will be only a few OGs with each group focussing on an innovative project
related to one of the regionally identified hot-topic (Roffeis 2013; Freese 2013). These topics can, but do not have to be,
set up by a ministry (Van Oost 2012). If these topics were predefined, potential members of OGs would observe an act
of top-down governance that would most likely affect the motivation of participants. The question is: what criteria will
be used to select successful groups and projects? (Marquardt 2013) Moreover, the start-up concept of the groups has not
been published yet. The new groups could actively form themselves in response to an official call or existing groups
could be re-targeted by the involved stakeholders. At present, it remains to be defined who will be responsible for the
organisation of meetings and facilitation of discussions. Furthermore, the groups will need support with the formal
requirements when they aim to apply for research or investment funding. Participation of the stakeholders in an early
stage of the concept’s implementation is important if the idea of a bottom-up process is to realise.
The Commission expects the bottom-up approach to stimulate innovation from all sides, helping to target the
research agenda through the development of new ideas and insights, and the dissemination of existing, sometimes tacit
knowledge into focused solutions (EC 11/2012). It is not only about the creation of new technological solutions like
innovative machinery and computer software, but also about innovation processes that enable change and adjustments
of the farming systems, the cooperation between farmers or between farmers and the associated value chain.
Innovations are always embedded in a social process involving different groups of actors who perform different tasks in
the various phases of innovation processes (Meißner 2001, p. 44; Knickel et al. 2009): knowledge producers,
knowledge users, knowledge brokers and political decision-makers.
Farmers and rural entrepreneurs need support to realize the adjustments which are necessary as a result of
changing market, environmental and societal conditions of the agricultural production (Knickel et.al 2009). The EC
encourages the member states to support the work of OGs by funding the organisation of seminars and workshops, the
establishment of data bases and, on relevant research results, good practice examples, the different forms of partnerships
and the provision of a help desk (EC 11/2012). However, the budget available for rural development funding will be
smaller in the state of Brandenburg than in the current funding period ending in 2013. Firstly, the Rural Development
Fund is likely to shrink in general. Secondly, the eastern states of Germany will lose the status of Objective 1 areas
within Europe which will result in a significant change for the funding of rural industries. As a consequence , MIL will
have to distribute a reduced budget to more targets and there will be a strong competition between different interest
groups that aim at profiting from rural development programs, e.g. farmers’ lobby, nature conservation organisations,
rural tourism, forestry industry or bio-energy initiatives. The European Commission promotes the funding of group
organisation through technical assistance, animation under cooperation measure and advisory services within EARFD
(Van Oost 2013). Several funding options for OGs exist and the states will decide on specific requirements such as
financial volume, time frame and other preconditions when defining the funding programs. (We will highlight the
different funding opportunities for OGs in the final paper, to be presented in November 2013). In Brandenburg, OGs
will probably - due to budgetary constraints - have to search for additional funding, not only from EARFD but also from
other European or national funds (Roffeis 2013). Apart from the budget available for OG management and facilitation,
it is unclear whether enterprises or organisations other than farms or other rural businesses will be able to apply for
funding. The eligibility guidelines of the existing rural development funds will be inter alia reviewed because potential
organizers of OGs such as universities, advisory services and other experts had until now been excluded from funding
(MIL, 2012).
Conclusions on implementation
Although EIP is a new policy concept, the underlying instruments have been implemented and used before. For
example, EIP refers strongly to the system of information brokerage, well-known in Flanders and the Netherlands, the
bottom-up process of stakeholder participation as practiced in LEADER + programme or the existing knowledge and
information networks for farmers. Based on the assumption that the experiences from these established instruments are
transferable to the EIP concept, the papers shows some preliminary conclusions related to current process of EIP
implementation in Brandenburg. Taking this assumption into account, an effective implementation of EIP at the
national and regional level would have to:
 Clearly communicate and promote the idea of innovation as a process, the benefits of innovation networks and
the related knowledge transfer at all levels.
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Require intensive communication and a high degree of transparency between ministries and administrative
bodies, as well as between enterprises and ministries.
Specifically highlight the benefits of cooperative approaches, e.g. by presenting existing successful examples
from other regions.
Establish a transparent system of reporting to the EIP national network about their actions assuring an effective
flow of information beyond the local and regional level.
Provide for legal conditions that allow access of all relevant target groups.
Assure a true bottom-up process in defining OG by securing interactive and cooperative communication
between equal partners and by successfully including all stakeholders and disciplines.
Specifically address technical implementation through seminars for participating organisations, responsible
staff etc.

Case studies of existing approaches to innovation partnerships at the regional and national level that could serve
as examples for implementation of operational groups
Several bodies in Germany have implemented agricultural innovation networks. Their lessons learned could be
considered in the set-up of cooperative projects under the umbrella concept of EIP.
The Chamber of Agriculture of Lower Saxony has set up a Grassland-Center together with a wide range of
stakeholders consisting of scientific institutions, farmers’ organizations and other interest groups with the aim to
develop and manage sustainable grassland systems and regional values chains resulting from grassland (EllermannKuegler 2013). At present, the Chamber started EIP implementation in cooperation with the Grassland-Center aiming to
test if the area- and topic-specific applied research centers could serve as knowledge hubs for OG formation and
establishment in the future (Ellermann-Kuegler 2013).
The Ministry for Rural Areas and Consumer Protection (MLR) in Baden-Wuertemberg highlights the
INTERREG-Project Dairyman (Riedelberger 2012). Dairyman aims to strengthen dairy farming as a main economic
activity in the rural communities and as a vital form of land use. It was set up as a European project with fourteen
cooperating partners from different countries in North-Western Europe. Several Knowledge Transfer Centers – one of
them in Baden-Wuerttemberg – evaluate the most interesting innovative dairy systems and organize seminars and
training sessions. 120 commercial pilot dairy farms serve as focal points, inspiring local farmers to focus on innovative
solutions related to sustainability issues. Dairyman aims at facilitating a rapid transfer of state-of-the-art knowledge to
farmers in their regions (Dairyman project 2013).
The University for Sustainable Development (HNE) in the federal state of Brandenburg, has pursued the vision
to foster a transdisciplinary innovation network that closes the communication gap between farming business, private
advisory services, agricultural research and university studies, as well as administrative and policy bodies since the
1990s. Learning from each other, as well as efficient knowledge transfer from researcher or advisor to farmer and vice
versa are main elements of this approach. More specifically, HNE has tested various formats of cooperative innovation
projects in order to gain experience on how to ideally contribute to innovation processes in the state of Brandenburg. To
pursue its’ vision, all innovation projects are facilitated by an innovation network manager, who is independent from
external, short-term funding but is a core university staff member, as only continuous reliable and high quality
facilitation can assure the long term success of a regional innovation network. Part of the effort is to identify the needs
for innovation by a bottom-up multi-stakeholder process on a regular basis. As a result several thematic innovation
groups have already been established and might serve as models for other OGs. For example:
 An innovation group to develop farm adaptation strategies to climate change impacts on crop farming. This
group, consisting of farmers, advisors, researchers and representatives of regional institutions and organisations, not
only defines the research questions, but also develops a research design, the practical implementation of research and its
evaluation. In addition, knowledge exchange is fostered by a range of in-farm demonstration activities. These
demonstration activities are further supported by farmers unions which organize field days where a wide range of
farmers, researchers and other agricultural experts of the region can learn about the studies' development and results so
far. Thus, the innovation group invites a wider circle of stakeholders to think outside the box, to open up their mind
towards the upcoming challenges driven by climate change impacts and to develop common ideas of needed
innovations. The increasing number of interested farmers in this innovation group may be taken as a proxy indicator of
its success so far.
 Innovation groups on strategic development of typical cereal, beef and sheep farming, and direct marketing:
these groups - established by HNE and also consisting of the above mentioned wide range of stakeholders - develop
innovation pathways to support competitiveness and resilience of the mentioned typical regional farming systems in
Brandenburg. In this case, the additional role of the HNE team is to provide farm economic and policy impact analyses
in cooperation with regional, national and international research institutions, which provide the basis for group
discussions of farmers about strategic development pathways. These economic analyses help farmers to get a better
understanding of the key factors driving costs, productivity and adaptation strategies. In addition, these innovation
groups are embedded in a well-established international network of similar groups (agri benchmark) which supports
international knowledge transfer. (Deblitz et al. 2005)
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Lessons learned from previous innovation network efforts for OG implementation
An effective implementation of OGs at the regional level should assure true bottom-up processes securing
cooperative and targeted communication between equal partners by continuous support of professional innovation
network managers. Their tasks would include to:
 Secure an open-minded general attitude and sufficient flexibility for new ideas and actors enriching the group’s
activities.
 Foster the transparency or hamper the continuation of traditional hierarchies separating administration,
practitioners and researchers which might limit knowledge sharing and knowledge transfer.
 Avoid competition with other knowledge brokerage approaches by successfully including all stakeholders and
building bridges between research, farmers, businesses, advisory services, NGOs and governmental institutions.
 Help translate research results into actual innovation, quick transfer of innovation into practice and systematic
feedback from practice to science concerning research needs, knowledge exchange, and raising awareness on the
need for joint efforts to invest in sustainable innovation.
 Help to establish innovation groups around specific innovation projects in order to assure long-term interest of all
actors’ innovation groups (operational groups).
 Specifically target innovative enterprises with few resources or enterprises with little awareness of their own
innovations or innovative character will enrich the operational groups.
 Support operational groups in defining their innovation needs and in writing project proposals and administrative
tasks from early stage of project planning.
Conclusions
Assuming that the innovation groups of Eberswalde University currently function in a similar way as the future
Operational Groups are foreseen to work, the implementation of EIP will be a promising instrument. Successfully
established transdisciplinary groups – if facilitated professionally – indeed manage to bridge the gap between
agricultural research, farming, forestry and the related processing businesses, advisory services and other stakeholders
in the agriculture and forestry sector. However, experiences with the existing groups show that a range of challenges
still need to be addressed, ideally through an intensive participatory process involving key stakeholders. The
comparative analysis shows that existing groups in which farmers focus on research and innovations can serve as a
starting point for the formation of EIP Operational Groups. Moreover, it is likely that region-specific experiences will
be able to support group management and facilitation of transdisciplinary rural networks for innovation and can outline
information gaps and research needs in the agriculture and forestry industry.
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Impact of Silk Culture Relaunch on the Development of Danube-Kris-MuresTisza Euroregion
Oana Palade, Simona Cristina Martin, Ioan Csosz
University of Agricultural Sciences and Veterinary Medicine of Banat in Timisoara, Romania
Abstract
The silk culture is one of the oldest branches of agriculture. In the last years, it has been losing ground because of the reduction of silk
production, the lack of interest shown by the management of the profile enterprises (which practically used to ensure the development of silk culture)
and the massive cutting of mulberry trees plantations. Thereby, through this study, we would like to inform about the measures taken by EU but also
by each Member State, presenting the benefits and finding opportunities in order to give a boost to the relaunch and development of silk culture in this
Euroregion. In this article, we also emphasized the socio-economical impact of practicing this branch.
This paper is undertaken within the project DOCTORAL STUDIES FOR RESEARCH TRAINING co-financed by the European Union and
the Government of Romania in the European Social Fund through the Sectoral Operational Program Human Resources Development 2007-2013,
grant agreement no. POSDRU/ 107/1.5/S/80127

Introduction
Danube – Kris – Mures - Tisza Euroregion (DKMT), (born around the nucleus of the old and prestigious
historical province of Banat) is composed of three countries: Romania, Hungary and Serbia and has been created in
order to strengthen and develop the cross-border cooperation. A particular reflection on the creation of DKMT
Euroregion was born in 1992 after signing a bilateral agreement between Timiș (Romania) and Csongrad (Hungary)
Counties. Currently, the Euroregion is made up of 3 Counties in Romania (Arad, Caras-Severin and Timiș), 2 Counties
in Hungary (Bacs-Kiskun and Csongrad) and the Autonomous Province of Vojvodina in Serbia.
DKMT Euroregion represents an area of a remarkable sociocultural dynamism and an intersection of a wide network for economic
interests with local training effect, accelerating in the same time the
European integration of territories (Popa, 2006). After the interview
carried out by the high school students J. L. Calderon, in Timisoara, with
Mr. Zlat Kasa, he testified that: “The idea of an Euroregion was born
from the desire of participants to collaborate, to give a boost to a joint
economy and create the support in order to enable the development of an
infrastructure suitable for economic cooperation.”
In Banat territory, the silk culture has been practiced for more than
500 years, brought from the Western Europe, from France, but
especially, from Italy.

Figure 1. The DKMT Euroregion

Objective/Goal
This article aims to find and present the opportunities and to describe the socio-economic impact of silk culture
relaunch in DKMT Euroregion, starting from what this activity represented once in the region of Banat and reaching a
proposal for the establishment of a euroregional sericultural center.
In order to achieve this objective, this study is based on the following questions:
1 .What are the challenges about silk culture at EU level?
2. What is the role that the State should adopt to develop the silk culture and what are the taken measures?
3. What will be the opportunities related to silk culture relaunch?
4. What will be the socio-economic impact of practicing this activity?
Theoretical background
Since the early eighteenth century, the first mulberry trees were planted in Hungary, on the banks of Danube
River. The development of this branch in Banat was driven by the climate suitable for the mulberry culture and,
additionally, by the “laws” given by the Austro-Hungarian Empress, during 1764-1765, by which a campaign of
planting mulberry trees along the several roads on both sides has started.
Along the Danube River (Pancevo, Semlin, Novi Sad and Szekszard), from Timisoara to the Great Hungarian
Plain, silkworm breeders worked with great ardor. Therefore, the quality of silk cocoons was excellent, which have
assured to this area a great place on the market in France and Italy.
Until 1990, our country appeared on the sixth place worldwide and on the second in Europe, being a founding
member of the International Sericultural Commission (Lyon, France). After 1990, the production of silkworm eggs was
dwindling, due to the transition in private ownership system of the existing mulberry trees intensive cultures. The
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decline of silk production is evidenced not only in Romania, but also worldwide, since 1995, the main reason being the
lowering of silk consumption (low demand).
a) At EU level
On 24 April 1972, the European Economic Community informed that the silk culture continues its decline so that
the first joint facilities and support measures have been granted, in order to ensure a fair income for sericultural
breeders. Commission Regulation no. 845/72 established the standardization of a financial aid by introducing a system
of fixed sum per box of silkworm eggs.
After 36 years, the European Commission gave a new impulse to silk culture. The European Commission
Regulation no. 223 of 12 March 2008 established the procedures for the recognition of silkworm breeders’
organizations. The main amendment was to reduce significantly the minimum threshold of breeders necessary for the
establishment of an organization.
EU has established that the main condition for the silkworms breeders to benefit of a financial support from
European funds of around 134 Euros per box of silkworm eggs used, is if they purchased from the certified providers
boxes which contain at least 20.000 eggs and deliver the production of at least 20 kg of silkworm cocoons to an
authorized processing unit. An intervention measure to support the silkworm breeders is based on the principles of
common market organization (CMO). The measure goal consists of an aid that should be granted for silkworm breeders
in order to adapt the supply to market requirements and to improve the quality and quantity regarding the silkworm
rearing.
b) At State level
The Ministry of Agriculture presents the objectives of agrarian politics in the sericulture field: organizing the
market and silk cocoons processing networks; preserving and improvement of sericulture genetic stock; producing the
sericulture biologic material (animal and vegetal); supporting the establishing of sericulture exploitations with economic
efficiency in the rural zone; increasing the incomes for silkworm breeders and the transition from selfconsumption to
commercial production; stimulation, supporting and protection of the internal production by different measures used in
EU (Pau, Brailoiu Tanase, 2006).
In order to encourage the silkworm breeding, the Romanian Government approved 400.000 lei grants, in
2004, for a box of 10 grams of silkworm eggs, the farmer had to deliver at least 20 kg of raw cocoons and 20.000 lei
for one kilogram of cocoons delivered for processing. The grant provided for 2005 is 600.000 lei for a box of
10 grams of silkworm eggs.
Financial support is provided for the silk culture development, more specifically for planting mulberry trees and
creation and/or modernization of silkworm rearing farms and of storage and processing units.
In the Article 42, paragraph k, concerning the non-taxable income, as well as the implementing rules, it is
specified that the silk culture is not taxed only in case where is performed by individuals (Monitorul Oficial nr.
136/14.03.2013).
Research methodology
In order to achieve this article by reaching the main objective, the authors have followed certain steps.
Consulting the specialized sources (articles from abroad, in the country, newspapers and Internet sites dedicated to the
silk culture) was the most important step even if they don’t necessary refer to the practice of this activity but rather to
some techniques and methods for silkworm rearing. Currently not being practiced as it should be exploited to its true
value and considering the importance of silk thread use, many research studies have been realized 10-20 years ago.
It has been defined the issue and formulation of the main hypotheses in order to constitute an explanatory and
convincing model, inducing the importance and activity of the researched subject.
The authors have completed several meetings with specialized people, including Mr. Costica Jumanca, exmanager of the company Serior Oraviţa in Caras-Severin and with Mrs. Eva Fenyvesi, the secretary of the DKMT
Euroregion. The ex-manager gave us more details on the organization of sericultural farms after 1989 and their main
activities, presenting the situation of Romanian farms in the 3 counties, components of the Euroregion. We also found
that these farms collaborated with schools, forestry units and households who wanted to handle the silkworm rearing.
Mrs. Eva Fenyvesi gave us information about the Euroregion, supporting us in every action we undertake.
The final phase has been drawn up and completed by the collected information. The drafting of this paper was
made in laboratory, based on the notes from the ground, the existing material and consulted bibliography.
Results and discussion
Following these projects, carried out on the territory of DKMT Euroregion, involving all the three countries or
the collaborations between Hungary - Romania, Romania - Serbia and Hungary - Serbia, led to an economic and social
development and especially to a strengthening of the relationship on the cross border cooperation, relations which can
be emphasized by the development of other projects such as silk culture. This subject is very interesting and, in the
same time, less studied. So, in the perspective of silk culture relaunch and taking into account the value and tradition of
this field (unfortunately, with a downward trend in the last 20 years), we want to submit the presentation, through this
article, of some opportunities, benefits and several proposals on the impact of silk culture relaunch in DKMT
Euroregion (Palade, 2011)
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Based on this hypothesis, we can affirm that the silk culture allows to everyone who wish to invest in this
activity, the use of natural resources and an income growth, even protecting the environment. And to invest in this
activity, both the EU and each country that forms the DKMT Euroregion come in their support by various funds and
state grants for the silk culture.
Opportunities
The silk culture can be one of the profitable branches of agriculture, because, in a short time, it can be able to
bring high enough income during the summer season compared to other branches.
Another opportunity is related to the fact that, until now, there is no competition in this economic branch.
The Sericarom Company, whose main activity is related to silk culture and mulberry tree culture, acquires the
raw silk cocoon of different qualities, so the commodity market is assured. This company can offer consultancy,
technical assistance in the field of silk culture and deals with the research and technology of silkworm rearing. The
Sericarom Company has fulfilled and continues to fulfil an important role on the production of cocoons, silkworm eggs
and mulberry tree seedlings. Also, the Institute has became famous by the scientific research taken for improving the
genetic basis of silkworms, their rearing technology, development fodder base and mechanization in silk culture.
Another opportunity is coming from EU through special funds allocated to this activity, as well as from the State
through state subventions, but to benefit subsidies, is necessary to exist a form of organization (authorized natural
person or LLC) or to join a sericultural association (such as Silk Manufacturers Association from Transylvania in
Romania).
An important role is played by the boosting of professional training for silk culture at school and university level,
the silkworm rearing activity could be used as teaching material in rural schools and as educational practice, helping, in
the same time, to supplement the income of those institutions.
In the following lines, we want to present the benefits of practicing the silk culture in DKMT Euroregion:
- strengthening of human capital (enrichment of technical and scientific knowledge, students training,
commercial potential development of producers);
- strengthening of social capital (development of connections among the producers in order to create a
euroregional network);
- strengthening of natural capital (reduction of massive cuttings of mulberry trees, protection of fragile soils and
conservation and recovery of biodiversity).
Socio-economic impact of practicing the silk culture in this Euroregion
The silk culture can become a new source of income for any households both by selling the silk cocoons as well
as processing the silk thread within the household by developing an artisanal trade with natural silk products such as:
embroidered shirts for women specific to each country, traditional costumes and shirts for men etc.
The silk culture is an occupation of all ages. And, of course, as stated by Tzenov, apart from giving a high-value
product, silk culture is a highly women/old people-focused, labour-intensive, rural based, income leveler (Tzenov,
2011).
Through its economical and social dimensions (ensuring the prosperity of people by additional source of
income, a better use of natural and human resources) and through its ecological functions, the silkworm rearing is
traditionally an immense treasure for each state. To development and relaunch the silk culture, Johanna Devine focus on
three directions: marketing and promotion; destination management and capacity building and grants facilitation
(Devine, 2012).
Craft activities can be developed by processing the silk thread and obtaining decorative objects by specialization
of feminine population and disadvantaged category in rural areas (elderly women, pregnant women, people with
locomotory disabilities or social Misfits), supporting, in this way, the traditional trades. Through the development of the
silk culture, the following occupations may arise: finisher of natural silk threads, processors of waste from the silk
cocoons, preparatory of silk cocoons (cooker) aggravate, operator of natural silk, the person who knotted the natural silk
thread, which would increase the employment in Euroregion.
Regarding the benefits of silk worm exploitation, we can mention the following lines:
- relatively low cost of biological material and technological equipment;
- small space (warehouses, stables, halls) within the household, providing a fast cycle of funds ,by a short cycle
of 32-35 days for the production of a single series of cocoons;
- the intercalation of works for silkworm rearing in periods less agglomerated of agricultural labours, the period
of silk rearing allowing the development of other important agricultural activities, so a seasonal activity without great
costs;
- special mechanization is not required;
- this activity is not conditioned by climatic factors, being encountered in the hills and plains.
In addition to the main product of the silk culture - natural silk thread, the secondary products (chrysalises, scraps
of mulberry tree leaf, not spun silk cocoons) are equally important and searched on the market. All these can be used in:
- textile industry: sieve tissues for mills, safety nets against insects, parachutes tissues, balloons used for forecast
observations, cinematography, fishing thread;
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- food industry: food bio stimulators, canned chrysalis cooked with hot pepper.
- medicine: different medicines, setoline thread used in surgery; the development of centers for processing
mulberry tree leaf which can be used in medicine for the treatment of diseases like diabetes, intestinal parasites,
constipation;
- cosmetics: creams and exfoliating creams for skin
- other uses: protein fodder supplements, surgery thread, silk thread used in electronics, new types of fodder for
carp and sturgeon.
Proposals
Both the European Union and each Member State of DKMT Euroregion should elaborate a strong policy to
motivate the citizens in order to relaunch the silk culture population. This policy must be based on the following types
of measures: to generate sericulture projects from external resources, including bilateral and multilateral cooperation
(Tzenov, 2011); encourage producers to associate; provide permanent advice and training to implement different
projects; encourage the emergence of craft associations; develop joint programs with European countries where the silk
culture still holds an important place and to implement projects by the development of a private sector in order to attract
more silkworm breeders for a better exploitation of the sericultural products. These measures should be included in the
strategic programmes of the three countries, namely: the National Rural Development Programme in Romania, the New
Rural Development Programme in Hungary and Action Plan 'Network for Rural Development "in Serbia.
Secondarily, we propose the creation of brochures and booklets to be distributed to citizens of Euroregion,
concerning the techniques of silkworm rearing and also the information about how we should plant and maintain the
mulberry trees. Both the Euroregional Information Center - ERIC and the news website - ERNA (some of the projects
of DKMT Euroregion) could disseminate and publish such information and could also present the opportunities related
to this activity.
In the organization chart of DKMT Euroregion, we could notice the presence of several working groups on
various subjects, including the agriculture. We suggest a specialized workshop within this group, presenting all benefits
and opportunities of the silk culture, because only by an active participation of citizens, all these things can be better
understood. Then, this is group should check if the sericicultural activities could lead to a better economical
development. But, to become possible, the persons that take part of the group should be effectively involved in the field,
should interface and collaborate with local, regional authorities, with municipalities, private authorities, various NGOs
and even universities and research institutions to evaluate the relevance of these activities and their impact, observed
and expected, on the development of agricultural sector in Euroregion.
in the ”Strategy of DKMT Euroregion” must be included a relevant chapter to focus on the agriculture and on
silk culture.
Based on the information contained in this article (opportunities, benefits, socio-economic impact), we propose
the creation of an Euroregional sericultural farm, located in one of the Romanian departments of the Euroregion,
justifying this choice from two main reasons: one is related to the lack of data from the other two countries concerning
the silk culture and the second related to the existence of mulberry trees plantations in Caras-Severin and Timiș
counties. The establishment of this sericultural farm would increase the income of inhabitants, create a lot of jobs,
develop an artisanal production by boosting creative workshops and trading products to various specialized fairs and
exhibitions and would enable the conservation of renewable resources, taking into account the practices adapted to the
growth and exploitation standards.
Conclusion
Although the silk culture has experienced a continuous decline, the European Union has always tried to give a
boost for the development and relaunch of this sector by providing grants about 134 euros for each used box of
silkworm eggs. The condition imposed by European Union refers to the purchase of a minimum of 20.000 silkworm
eggs (a box of 10 g) from agreed suppliers and to the production delivery of minimum 20 kg of cocoons to an agreed
processing unit.
Regarding the Romanian state, it offers two types of financial support: one refers to the purchase of the mulberry
tree saplings and the second takes into account the construction and / or modernization of silkworm rearing farms. We
also add the fact that in Romania, the activities related to silkworm rearing are not taxed.
The silk culture represents a profitable branch of agriculture by the fact that it constitutes an additional source of
income, before the other agricultural activities bring income. The two associations in Romania, "Sericarom" and "The
Association of Silk Producers in Transylvania" can provide the biological material (silkworm eggs) and can take over
the production of cocoons. At these two opportunities, we add the financial support, came from the European Union and
the Romanian state and the role of silk culture practicing in stimulating vocational training at university level.
Practicing the silk culture can lead to an economic development (through a new source of income both from the
sale of cocoons and the silk thread processing and by developing all industries which use sericultural products: textile
industry, food, medicine, cosmetics) and to reduce the unemployment (by creating new jobs emerged by the
establishment of silkworm farms as well as the development of artisanal production centers by boosting creative
workshops). All this will contribute to increase the development potential of countries in DKMT Euroregion but also to
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strengthen the cross-border relationships. It means financial security, increased socioeconomic status, increased control
over decision-making and the opportunity to save and spend (Geetha, Indira, 2011). As stated by Reiser, the DKMT
seems to become strong enough to work effectively and successfully for a better future for all the people living in this
region (Reiser, 2005), so, the DKMT Euroregion must be able to contribute to the economic development by improving
notoriety of euroregional sericultural products. To development and relaunch the silk culture, Johanna Devine focus on
three directions: marketing and promotion; destination management and capacity building and grants facilitation
(Devine, 2012).
I would like to conclude this article with a quote which, we think, will give all to think: “The silk culture is richer
and more cost-effective than cotton, coffee, diamond and gold, close to oil” (Selebangue, 2012).
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Abstract
The utilised agricultural area (UAA) is the main but limitative resource for agricultural production. In Latvia, an inefficient use and excess of
land may be regarded as a problem, while in other countries a lack of land is usually discussed. Therefore, it is important to analyse indicators of use
of UAA to identify opportunities for the intensification of exploitation of land. The overall research aim is defined as follows – to examine the
indicators of land use in Latvia’s parishes. To achieve the research aim, several methods were used - monographic, analysis and synthesis, induction
and deduction, statistical analysis methods, factor analysis. The results show that the situation with the use of UAA in 511 Latvia’s parishes is
different. Approximately in half of the parishes, the indicators of land use correspond to the average in Latvia, yet, in a fourth of Latvia’s parishes,
these indicators are very low, which indicates extensive and non-commercial agriculture that might be improved in the future.
Key words: utilised agricultural area, indicators, parishes

Introduction
Land is usually a limited resource for many economies. In any country, it determines the need to exploit land as
much efficiently as possible. An economy is based on resources that are the goods or services available to individuals
and businesses used to produce valuable consumer products. The classic economic resources include land, labour, and
capital. Entrepreneurship is also considered an economic resource because individuals are responsible for creating
businesses and moving economic resources in the business environment. These economic resources are also called the
factors of production. The factors of production describe the function that each resource performs in the business
environment (Vitez, 2013).
Growing global population figures and per-capita incomes imply an increase in food demand and pressure to
expand agricultural land (Wirsenius et all, 2010). The Food and Agricultural Organization of the United Nations (FAO)
(2002) suggests that world agricultural production can grow in line with demand, provided that the necessary national
and international policies to promote agriculture are put in place. A FAO study provides an assessment of the possible
extent and intensity of use of resources over the years to 2030 and concludes that pressure on resources, including those
that are associated with degradation, will continue to build up albeit at a slower rate than in the past. The World Bank
(2008) has developed a special program – „The Rural Land Resources Management Program” to develop and promote
knowledge-based technical, social, institutional, and policy choices for our clients, which improve management of this
critical resource.
Land use aspects have always been a focus of scientists. For instance, Hongxia Xue (2009) in China stresses that
the investment factor of land production, the additional income factor of farmers, and the financial payout for
supporting agriculture play the comparatively major role in the intensive use of the agricultural land. Norman Uphoff
(2007) points out that the arable land area is diminishing. Much good agricultural land is being converted each year to
permit urban expansion. About 5 million hectares of productive land are being lost each year through erosion,
salinization or other results of soil-system degradation, much of it attributable to land management practices of modern
agriculture. The need to intensify the exploitation of land is also emphasised by the following scientists: T. Garnett and
C. Godfray (2012), J.N. Pretty, J. Thompson and F. Hinchcliffe (2013), R. Flavell (2010).
Similar discussions about a rational use of land among scientists take place in Latvia, too, and several institutions
are involved in defining and implementing the land policy. The Ministry of Agriculture (2010) states that there has to be
a possibility to maintain and expand the farmed area by maintaining the capacity of agricultural output in order to fully
provide the society with food and enhance the industry’s ability to react on increases in the global demand for food and
on changes in it. The Ministry of Environmental Protection and Regional Development, in its turn, in its document
“National Land Policy Guidelines 2008-2014” suggests that in Latvia, an inefficient use and excess of land may be
regarded as a problem, while in other countries a lack of land is usually discussed. Several basic principles are observed
in Latvia in defining and implementing its national land policy: 1) sustainability – a quality environment, balanced
economic development, a rational use of natural, human, and material resources, as well as the maintenance of natural
and cultural heritages have to be ensured for the present and future generations; 2) efficiency – a better use of land,
taking into account the economic, agricultural, and climatic conditions specific to a particular area; 3) coherence of
interests – public and private interests are harmonised in the land policy and conflicts of interests are eliminated; 4) the
principle of compensatory subsidiarity and prudence, etc. (Cabinet of Ministers, 2008).
In Latvia, problems of land use have been researched by A. Dobele (2005), V. Baumane (2011), I. Pilvere
(2012), I. Pilvere, A. Dobele, and V. Baumane (2012) and others. Yet, it is important to be aware of the present
situation in the use of land, assessing the total resources of land and identifying opportunities for enhancing the use of
land. It has to be also considered that Latvia has been a member of the European Union since 2004 and support
instruments of the Common Agricultural Policy are available, which may foster the use of land through both direct
payments and rural development policy instruments.
The overall aim of the present research is to examine the indicators of land use in Latvia’s parishes. To
achieve the aim, the following specific research tasks are defined:
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 to evaluate the resources of utilised agricultural land in Latvia:
 to perform a factor analysis to identify the indicator groups that specify the use of utilised agricultural area in
Latvia’s parishes.
Materials and Methods. To execute the research tasks, analysis, synthesis, the logical and constructive methods,
induction and deduction, and the statistical analysis methods were employed. To identify the strength of correlations
between the various indicators of agricultural land in Latvia’s parishes, correlation and factor analysis methods were
employed using IBM SPSS Statistics 19 (Statistical Package for Social Sciences).
The present research analysed information and data from the Rural Support Service (RSS), which administrates
various support measures and, for this purpose, maintains and regularly updates the Field Register’s Geographical
Information System (GIS), Central Statistical Bureau (CSB) information, and State Land Service (SLS) data on land
use. A joint database of all the institutions involved was established for this purpose. Special and general literatures,
methodological materials were used in the present research.
In accordance with the Latvian “Law on Administrative Territories and Populated Areas” (2008), there are threelevel administrative territories in Latvia: 1) regions; 2) cities; 3) municipalities. Initially, when implementing the
administrative and territorial reform, 109 municipalities started functioning in Latvia on 1 July 2009, yet, there have
been 110 municipalities in Latvia since the beginning of 2010 (CSB, 2012), but the smallest administrative unit in the
municipalities is the parish board (in Latvia, in total, 511 in 2012) and this administrative and territorial division was
used for research needs to make analyses and to examine the indicators of the use of agricultural land in Latvia.
Research Results
1. Indicators of agricultural land in Latvia
The SLS classifies land according to the groups of uses of immovable property. Latvia’s territory is 6.4 million
hectares (ha), of which agricultural land was 3.8 million ha or 60% of the total area as of the beginning of 2013. The
second most popular kind of land use is forest land (Table 1).
Table 1. Land distribution by group of uses in Latvia as of beginning of 2010 and 2013
Number of cadastral land
Total area, ha
Group of uses of
units
Code
immovable property
2010
2013 Change
2010
2013 Change
01
Agricultural land
520570
516315
-4255 3 876 363 3 839 642 -36721
02
Forest land
51153
54954
3801 2152822 2176619 23797
03
Land under water
3890
4054
164
126467
125731
-736
Land under natural base
05
and for recreation
8186
11154
2968
29185
34001
4816
01;02;03;05 in total
583799
588490
4691 6 184 837 6 175 993
-8844
01;02;03;05 of total in
Latvia, %
59.2
58.9
-0.3
95.9
95.8
-0.1
other, %
40.8
41.1
0.3
4.1
4.2
0.1
Total in Latvia:
986193
999243 13050 6451026 6448575
-2451
Source: State Land Service, 2010 and 2013

Area per unit, ha
2010
7.45
42.09
32.51

2013 Change
7.44
-0.01
39.61
-2.48
31.01
-1.50

3.57
10.59

3.05
10.49

-0.52
-0.10

162.0
-61.96
6.54

162.6
-62.62
6.45

0.66
-0.66
-0.09

In 2013 compared with 2010, the number of cadastral land units in the analysed groups of uses of immovable
property slightly increased, although the total area decreased (0.8% and 0.1%, respectively), thereby the average area
per cadastral land unit also declined by 0.1 ha. Land is fragmented, yet, the average area of a cadastral land unit
included in the analysed groups of uses of immovable property is 1.6 times greater than on average in the country un 16
times greater than in the other (unanalysed) groups of uses of immovable property. In 2013, the average area of
cadastral unit of forest land was approximately 40 ha, while that of agricultural land was 5 times smaller. The average
area of cadastral unit of land under water is comparatively large. In 2013, of the total agricultural area, only 2.3 million
ha or 60% was the UAA, and it decreased by 37.3 ths ha compared with 2010.The UAA includes arable land, orchards,
meadows and pastures (SLS, 1997).
For a detailed evaluation of UAA, 32 indicators were selected, which were calculated based on RSS, SLS, and
CSB data, and these indicators may be described as follows (data sources are indicated in the parentheses):
 arable land, as a % of the UAA – the area that is regularly farmed, usually according to a crop rotation scheme
of the farm; the total area of arable land in Latvia, as of 1 January 2013, was 1.681 million ha or 72% of the UAA
(SLS);
 agricultural parcels, as a % of the UAA – the agricultural parcels are the UAA that was maintained in good
agricultural condition as of 30 June 2003 and the area of which is equal or less than 0.30 ha and which border on the
boundaries of stable objects identifiable in nature. In 2012, the area of agricultural parcels (APs) totalled 2.039 million
or 88% of the UAA (RSS, SLS);
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 SAPS area, as a % of the APs – areas declared for the Single Area Payment Scheme (SAPS), which are
maintained in good agricultural and environmental condition. In 2012 in Latvia, the area declared for the SAPS was
1.639 million ha or 80% of the APs (RSS);
 UAA, as a % of the total parish area – the total area of parishes in Latvia in the beginning of 2013 was 6.025
million ha, and the UAA as a percentage of the total area of parishes is on average 39% (SLS);
 area of permanent meadows and pastures (PMP) declared for the SAPS, ha and PMP as a % of the SAPS area
– PMP is the area for growing stem grasses or other kinds of grasses in a natural way (through self-sowing) or by
cultivating (sowing) that has not been included in the farm’s crop rotation system for five or more years. In 2012, 459
thousand ha of PMP or 28% of the total area were declared for the SAPS (RSS);
 PMP with livestock, as a % of the SAPS area – PMP that are used for raising livestock. In 2012, this area was
203 thousand ha or 66% of the PMP and 18% of the SAPS area (RSS);
 UAA parcels <5 ha, as a % of the total UAA. Small agricultural fields are a hindering factor for land use in
agriculture, as it hampers land tiling. In 2012 in Latvia, small fields of < 5 ha accounted for on average 10%, yet in
some parishes such fields accounted for up to 60-76% of the total area (SLS);
 cultivated agricultural area and uncultivated agricultural area, as a % of the total agricultural area in a
particular parish – starting from the autumn of 2010, the RSS surveys the utilised agricultural area in Latvia and
provides information to local governments on the calculation of the additional immovable property tax rate (1.5%). The
RSS visually surveys those units of agricultural land, the area of which exceeds one hectare. The UAA is regarded as
uncultivated if the grass on it has not been mowed, removed, or chopped and spread at least once until 1 September of
the current year. In 2012 in Latvia, the cultivated agricultural area totalled 1.995 million ha or 87% of the total UAA,
the uncultivated agricultural area was 243 thousand ha or 10%, besides, 2% of the UAA was overgrown (RSS);
 ameliorated UAA, % – under Latvia’s natural and climatic conditions, the annual amount of precipitation
exceeds the extent of evaporation on average by 250 mm, but in rain abundant years even 500 mm and more. Therefore,
in Latvia approximately 90% of land suffers from excessive moisture, and land amelioration is needed to stabilise yields
of crops. On average, 73% of the UAA is ameliorated in Latvia;
 cultivated AP area, % – of the total area of APs, 1.869 million ha or 92% are cultivated, which indicates the
potential of agricultural production;
 area undeclared for the SAPS, as a % of the AP area, ameliorated area undeclared for the SAPS, as a % of the
AP area, and area, undeclared for the SAPS, of quality < 25 points, as a % of the AP area – the area undeclared for the
SAPS indicates the potential of use of UAA in the future. In 2012 in Latvia, 400 thousand ha were not declared for the
SAPS. This area can be exploited if it is ameliorated, and the ameliorated area was 250 thousand ha or 63% of the entire
area undeclared for the SAPS. However, this area cannot be efficiently used if its agricultural land qualitative estimate
(ALQE) is less than 25 points, and such an area totalled 300 thousand ha or 75% of the area undeclared for the SAPS
(RSS);
 area of grasses sown on arable land declared for the SAPS, ha, area of grasses sown on arable land, as a % of
the SAPS area, and area of grasses sown on arable land with livestock, as a % of the SAPS area – grasses sown on
arable land are all the perennial grasses, sown during the previous five years, that are included in crop rotation up to 5
years and provide livestock with grass feed in the summer and winter periods. In 2012 in Latvia, 341 thousand ha of
such grassland were declared for the SAPS, accounting for 21% of the SAPS area, of which 296 thousand ha or 87%
were exploited for raising livestock (RSS);
 productive area, as a % of the SAPS area, ameliorated productive area, as a % of the SAPS area, and
productive area of quality > 25 points, as a % of the SAPS area – productive areas are arable land, fallows, plantations
of perennial grasses, perennial fruit-trees, nectar plants, short-rotation coppice species (aspen, osier, grey alder with a 5year harvest cycle), and permanent meadows and pastures used for raising livestock. In 2012 in Latvia, the productive
area was 1.459 mln ha, of which the ameliorated area was 1.218 mln ha or 83.5%, while the quality land, the average
qualitative estimate of which exceeded 25 points, was 1.350 mln ha or 93% of the productive area (RSS);
 standard output (SO) per ha UAA in 2012, EUR. SO is a standardised value that indicates the economic
activity of farms, i.e. the value of agricultural output per hectare of crops or per unit of livestock, measured in the prices
of a particular region and expressed in euros. The average SO in 2012 in Latvia amounted to EUR 20.3 thousand per ha
UAA (CSB);
 average qualitative estimate of the SAPS area, points, UAA of quality < 25 points, as a % of the total UAA,
and UAA of quality > 35 points, as a % of the total UAA – agricultural land qualitative estimate (ALQE) in points per
ha is a measurement of soil fertility – the higher number of points, the more fertile is the soil. The average weighted
ALQE is 38 points in Latvia. This figure is regarded as the minimum soil fertility level for agricultural land under the
climatic conditions of Latvia to ensure commercially viable agricultural activity. Twenty five points is a threshold when
it is not profitable to exploit a particular land parcel for agricultural activity (SLS, RSS);
 non-commercial SAPS area, as a % of the SAPS area – the area of farms, whose SO is less than EUR 4000,
declared for the SAPS. In 2012 in Latvia non-commercial SAPS area was 19% of the SAPS area (RSS);
 semi-commercial SAPS area, as a % of the SAPS area – the area of farms, whose SO ranges within EUR 400016000 and of organic farms whose SO > EUR 16000, declared for the SAPS. In 2012 in Latvia semi-commercial SAPS
area was 46% of the SAPS area (RSS);
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 commercial SAPS area, as a % of the SAPS area – the area of farms, whose SO is more than EUR 16000,
declared for the SAPS. In 2012 in Latvia commercial SAPS area was 35% of the SAPS area (RSS);
 area under cereals declared for the SAPS, ha – in 2012, 561 ths ha or 34% were declared for the SAPS (RSS);
 area under rapeseed declared for the SAPS, ha – in 2012, 116 ths ha or 7% were declared for the SAPS (RSS);
 area under potatoes declared for the SAPS, ha – in 2012, 13.6 ths ha or 0.8% were declared for the SAPS
(RSS);
 area under maize declared for the SAPS, ha – in 2012, 19.4 ths ha or 1.2% were declared for the SAPS (RSS)
(State Land Service, 1997, 2010 , 2013 and data base, LR Ministru kabinets, 2008 and 2010, RSS, 2013 and data base,
CSB, 2013, Zemkopibas ministrija, 2013).
To identify relationships between the indicators of UAA, a correlation analysis was performed. However, a
correlation analysis does not enable the causes of relationships to be justified, but it allows the intensity of correlations
between economic variables to be measured. A correlation is strong if [r] >0.8 (Arhipoiva, Balina, 2000). The
correlation analysis results are summarised in Table 2.

Unutilised area

Utilised and cultivated area

Table 2. Strong correlation coefficients (r) between the indicators for agricultural land in Latvia’s parishes
Indicator
r
Indicator
0.87 SAPS area, as a % of the APs
Cultivated agricultural area, %
-0.86 Uncultivated agricultural area, %
0.81 SAPS area, as a % of the APs
0.90 Cultivated agricultural area, %
Cultivated AP area, %
-0.92 Uncultivated agricultural area, %
Productive area, as a % of the SAPS area
0.92 Ameliorated UAA, %
0.80 Ameliorated UAA, %
-0.82 PMP, as a % of the SAPS area
UAA of quality > 35 points, %
-0.84 UAA of quality < 25 points, as a % of the total
0.82 SAPS area, as a % of the APs
0.81 UAA of quality > 35 points, as a % of the total
0.85 Productive area, as a % of the SAPS area
0.88 Ameliorated productive area, as a % of the SAPS area
Productive area of quality > 25 points, as a % of
the SAPS area
-0.87 UAA of quality < 25 points, as a % of the total
Area under rapeseed declared for the SAPS, ha
0.86 Area under cereals declared for the SAPS, ha
0.84 PMP, as a % of the SAPS area
-0.84 Productive area, as a % of the SAPS area
Non-commercial SAPS area, as a % of the SAPS
Productive area of quality > 25 points, as a % of the SAPS
area
-0.83 area
-1.00 SAPS area, as a % of the APs
-0.87 Cultivated agricultural area, as a % of the total
-0.81 Cultivated AP area, as a % of the total
Area undeclared for the SAPS, as a % of the AP
Productive area of quality > 25 points, as a % of the SAPS
area
-0.82 area
Area, undeclared for the SAPS, whose quality is
< 25 points, as a % of the AP area
0.90 Ameliorated area undeclared for the SAPS, as a % of the APs
Source: authors’ calculations based on RSS and SLS databases, 2013 [22] and [23]

According to the calculation results presented in Table 2, the cultivated area, the utilised area, the productive area
have strong and positive correlations with the SAPS area, the area of high quality, and the ameliorated area, whereas
strong and negative correlations – with the uncultivated area, the area of low quality, and the area of permanent
meadows and pastures. However, the unutilised area and the extensively utilised area have strong and negative
correlations with the productive area and the cultivated area.
2. Factor analysis results for the evaluation of the use of UAA in Latvia’s parishes
To precisely identify the relationships between the indicators of UAA, a factor analysis was carried out. The
specifics of a factor analysis is that a small number of complex factors, which cannot be directly observed, which are
not correlatively interrelated, and which describe the initial general structure of a system of factors, may be identified
based on a set of indicators describing the economic phenomenon researched (Kristapsone, n.d.).
The main objective of factor analysis is to explain a correlation identified by finding the factors that determine
this correlation. To perform a factor analysis, a data matrix was constructed. The phenomenon researched was described
by m initial factors x1, x2,......, xm for a set that consists of n objects. The information was arranged in a two-dimensional
data array:
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x11...x21...xi1 ...xml
x12 ...x22 ...xi 2 ...xm 2
............xij ...........
xln ...x2 n ...xin ...xmn

X1=
(1)
The columns of this table correspond to the initially selected 32 various factors – the factors that describe the
phenomenon researched. Usually the most significant and measurable characteristics of the phenomenon are included in
the selection of initial factors. The rows of the table correspond to the units of the research object or 511 parishes of
Latvia. Therefore, the table’s individual element xij is the i-th initial factor’s concrete value for the j-th unit of the
object to be observed (parish). The factor analysis yielded complex factors from the initial interrelated factors. The
basic task of the factor analysis is to identify or create k complex factors that are linearly dependent on the initial factors
but not interrelated correlatively. One can assume that the initial r factors are selected, of which k complex factors may
be created (r = 1, 2, ....., m, besides, k < m). Based on it, one can develop a complex factor analysis model:
k

l

ir

Fr  d iU i

Zi = r l
(2)
Zi – i-th standardised initial factor having a normal distribution;
Fr – r-th complex factor;
lir – i-th initial factor burden on the r-th complex factor. Since these variables are symmetric, one can say, at the
same time, that it is the r-th complex factor burden on the i-th initial factor.
di – i-th initial factor burden on the specific factor Ui (Kristapsone, n.d., Ramute, 2008).
The 32 various indicators, employed in the analysis, initially were grouped in 7 complex factors, which met the
criterion that their value had to be greater or equal to 1, which thus explained 87% of the total dispersion. Since several
factor groups were very similar, a decision was made to select only 4 complex factor groups, based on which there
might be explained 74% of the differences in the use of UAA in Latvia’s parishes. The complex factors, the indicators
included in them, and their factor burdens are presented in Table 3.
Table 3. Factor analysis results for the indicators of use of UAA in Latvia’s parishes
Indicator (explained information, %)

Factor
burden

Factor 1. UAA EXPLOITED INTENSIVELY (47%)
SAPS area, as a % of the APs
0.91
Productive area of quality > 25 points, as a % of
the SAPS area
0.90
UAA of quality > 35 points, as a % of the total
Average qualitative estimate of UAA, points
Ameliorated productive area, as a % of the
SAPS area
Area under cereals declared for the SAPS, ha

0.85
0.85

Cultivated AP area, as a % of the total

0.78

Ameliorated UAA, as a % of the total
Cultivated agricultural area, as a % of the total

0.77
0.74

Area under rapeseed declared for the SAPS, ha
Productive area, as a % of the SAPS area
Area of agricultural parcels, as a % of the UAA
commercial SAPS area, as a % of the SAPS area
Arable land, as a % of the UAA
UAA, as a % of the parish’s total area
Source: authors calculations based on RSS and
databases, 2013 [22] and [23]

0.73
0.73
0.68
0.68
0.63
0.46
SLS

0.81
0.78

Indicator (explained information, %)

Factor
burden

Factor 2. UNUTILISED AA (16%)
Area undeclared for the SAPS, as a % of the AP area
Area, undeclared for the SAPS, whose quality is < 25
points, as a % of the AP area
Ameliorated area undeclared for the SAPS, as a % of the
APs
Uncultivated agricultural area, as a % of the total
UAA parcels <5 ha, as a % of the total
Factor 3. UAA EXPLOITED MODERATELY (7%)
Area of grasses sown on arable land with livestock, as a
% of the SAPS area
Area of grasses sown on arable land, as a % of the SAPS
area
UAA of quality < 25 points, as a % of the total
Area of grasses sown on arable land declared for the
SAPS, ha
PMP with livestock, as a % of the SAPS area
Semi-commercial SAPS area, as a % of the SAPS area
Factor 4. UAA EXPLOITED EXTENSIVELY (4%)
PMP, as a % of the SAPS area
Area of PMP declared for the SAPS, ha
Non-commercial SAPS area, as a % of the SAPS area
Area under potatoes declared for the SAPS, ha
Standard output per ha UAA in 2012, EUR
Area under maize declared for the SAPS, ha

0.93
0.91
0.89
0.68
0.66
0.93
0.93
0.80
0.77
0.75
0.39
0.92
0.82
0.80
0.51
0.40
0.36

The factor analysis was performed to examine in detail the most significant land use differences among parishes.
To justify the factor analysis results, a Barletta test shows the general significance of correlation for all the variables – if
the significance level is less than 0.05 (in this example Sig=0.00), it indicates that a factor analysis is adequate. Table 3
presents the results obtained in the factor analysis – the level of explained information shows what proportion a
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particular factor may explain for the different parish indicators, but the factor burden indicates the contribution of each
factor’s variables (within a range from 0 to 1) – the closer is the factor burden to 1, the greater is the effect of a variable
on the particular factor.
Factor 1 – UAA EXPLOITED INTENSIVELY explains 47% of the variance for the use of UAA in Latvia’s
parishes, and this factor groups the largest number of indicators – 15 or 47% of their total number. The most essential
factor burden is specific to the variables such as area declared for the SAPS and productive area, cultivated agricultural
area, ameliorated UAA, and comparatively high quality UAA. A comparatively high proportion of arable land in the
UAA is specific to the UAA exploited intensively, and it is a parish’s commercial area in which cereals and rapeseed
are grown.
The factor analysis produced standardised values of each parish for each factor, enabling us to explain the results
obtained – the size and direction of deviation from the average value of 0.
The territorial differences, based on the values obtained, were classified into 5 value levels:
 a large deviation – factor values smaller than -1 or greater than 1;
 a normal deviation – factor values within a range from -1 to -0.5 and from 0.5 to 1;
 a small deviation – factor values within a range from -0.5 to 0.5.
Table 4. Detailed characteristics of Factor 1 – UAA EXPLOITED INTENSIVELY
Number
Value
of
Characteristics
levels
parishes
Less
Parishes with a low intensity of exploitation of agricultural land, as all the indicators lag behind the
57
than -1
average ones in the country. Mainly the parishes of Latgale and Pieriga are represented.
Parishes where the use of UAA is less intensive, as the agricultural land qualitative estimates are lower
From -1
37
than on average in the country; as a result, the proportions of both the cultivated and productive area are
to -0.5
lower. Mainly the parishes of Latgale, Kurzeme, and Vidzeme are represented.
From
Parishes where the situation corresponds to what is on average in Latvia – medium quality ameliorated
-0.5 to
262
soils are a basis for the cultivated and productive areas that are declared for the SAPS and, therefore,
0.5
farms’ proportion of commercial area is average. The parishes of all Latvia’s regions are represented.
From
Parishes with a medium high intensity of exploitation of UAA; all the indicators are 10-25% higher than
110
0.5 to 1
on average in Latvia. The parishes of all the regions are represented in this group.
Parishes with a high intensity of exploitation of UAA; all the indicators are significantly higher than on
More
45
average in Latvia, and mostly the parishes of Zemgale region, which have a comparatively large
than 1
commercial area, are represented in this case.
Source: authors’ calculations

The interpretation of the factor analysis results for certain parishes enable us to get a notion of the potential of
agricultural production in Latvia’s parishes, as high crop yields may be gained by combining good and quality
agricultural land resources with capital and human resources, and the specialisation and commercial orientation of
various agricultural holdings is based on it.
Factor 2 – UNUTILISED AA explains 16% of the variance for parishes. This group with a high factor burden
includes the indicators of UAA which indicate that land resources are not sufficiently exploited – the proportion of the
area undeclared for the SAPS is high (0.93), the proportions of low quality land and ameliorated land are high (0.91 and
0.89), as well as high proportions are specific to the uncultivated AA and fragmented and small agricultural parcels.
Table 5. Detailed characteristics of Factor 2 – UNUTILISED AA
Number
Value
of
Characteristics
levels
parishes
Parishes with explicitly low proportions of the uncultivated AA, fragmented and low quality land, and the
Less
37
area undeclared for the SAPS, which indicates no additional potential regarding the use of land in these
than -1
parishes in the future. The parishes of various regions are represented.
From -1
Parishes where the unutilised AA is below the average indicators of the country, yet, there is a small
79
to -0.5
potential to improve the indicators of land use in the parishes.
From Parishes where the situation corresponds to what is on average in Latvia – the uncultivated AA and the
0.5 to
281
area undeclared for the SAPS might be a resource for agricultural production in the future.
0.5
From
Parishes with medium high indicators of unutilised AA, which indicates that it is possible to reduce the
95
0.5 to 1
unutilised AA. This group is represented by the parishes of all regions.
Parishes with high proportions of the unutilised AA and the uncultivated AA, the UAA is of
More
19
comparatively lower quality and is more fragmented than elsewhere in Latvia. Mainly the parishes of
than 1
Pieriga region are represented.
Source: authors’ calculations

After analysing the values of Factor 2, one can conclude that there are significant opportunities to improve the
use of AA in 114 Latvia’s parishes, especially by reducing the proportions of the uncultivated AA and the area
undeclared for the SAPS in these parishes. However, it might be difficult to achieve it for the reason that of the area
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undeclared for the SAPS in these parishes, up to 79% is not ameliorated and up to 83 % has an average land qualitative
estimate less than 25 points.
Factor 3 – UAA EXPLOITED MODERATELY specifies 7% of the variance, and the highest factor burden is
specific to the variables related to the area of grasses sown on arable land or permanent meadows and pastures with
livestock, which indicates that agricultural holdings specialise in raising grazing livestock. Therefore, these farms’ area
declared for the SAPS may be regarded as semi-commercial.
Table 6. Detailed characteristics of Factor 3 – UAA EXPLOITED MODERATELY
Number
Value
of
Characteristics
levels
parishes
Less
Parishes with minimal proportions of the area of grasses sown on arable land and permanent meadows and
64
than -1
pastures with livestock, in some cases these indicators exceed 5%.
From -1
The average proportion of the area of grassland is insignificant, therefore, the proportion of the semi109
to -0.5
commercial area is minimal.
From Parishes with medium proportions of the area of grasses sown on arable land and permanent meadows and
0.5 to
191
pastures with livestock and a medium proportion of the semi-commercial area. In this group, the
0.5
proportion of UAA of low quality is medium, which is appropriate for growing grasses.
From
The proportion of the area of grassland and, therefore, the semi-commercial area is medium, which
65
0.5 to 1
indicates a certain specialisation of agricultural holdings in these parishes.
More
Parishes with a very high proportion of the area of grasses sown on arable land – up to 70% of the area
than 1
declared for the SAPS, the proportion of UAA of quality on average less than 25 points reaches up to
82
21%, and the proportion of permanent meadows and pastures with livestock in the SAPS area reaches up
to 16%.
Source: authors’ calculations

Based on the analysis results, one can find that no explicit distribution of parishes is observed for the indicator
groups of Factor 3. The parishes of all the regions are represented in each factor value group, which indicates the
diversity of UAA as a resource. It means that agricultural holdings, when considering the potential specialisations, have
to take into account and assess the adequacy of UAA to growing various crops.
Factor 4 – UAA EXPLOITED EXTENSIVELY specifies 4% of the variance, and the highest factor burden is
specific to the variables associated with the areas of permanent meadows and pastures (0.92 and 0.82) and the
proportion of non-commercial area in the SAPS area (0.80). Yet, the factor burden of the other three indicators ranges
within 0.36-0.51, which indicates the low effect of these indicators on the entire factor.
Table 7. Detailed characteristics of Factor 4 – UAA EXPLOITED EXTENSIVELY
Number
Value
of
Characteristics
levels
parishes
Less
Parishes with minimal areas of permanent meadows and pastures, a small non-commercial area, and a
41
than -1
higher standard output in Latvia.
From -1
The areas of permanent meadows and pastures as well as the non-commercial area are slightly smaller
100
to -0.5
than on average in Latvia, therefore, the standard output is slightly higher.
From Parishes with the indicators that indicate, on average, an extensive use of UAA in Latvia. On the whole, as
0.5 to
276
a land use, the non-commercial area dominates in Latvia, which is characterised by the average standard
0.5
output and which indicates that it is needed to increase the intensity of use of UAA.
From
Parishes where the areas of permanent meadows and pastures as well as the non-commercial area are
45
0.5 to 1
large, therefore, their standard output slightly lags behind the average in Latvia.
More
Parishes where mainly permanent meadows and pastures dominate – up to 100% of the parish’s territory –
than 1
49
and there is a large non-commercial area declared for the SAPS, which results in a low standard output
and indicates extensive agricultural production in these parishes.
Source: authors’ calculations

Factor 4 and its indicators show that in Latvia minimal agricultural production is specific to 18% of the parishes,
as indicated by the dominant proportion of permanent meadows and pastures in the SAPS area. Yet, the intensification
of use of UAA is possible in the other parishes.
Conclusions
Land is the key resource for agricultural production. In the beginning of 2013 in Latvia, according to the SLS
data, the UAA totalled 2.364 million ha, accounting for 37% of the total territory of the country. Yet, the area of
agricultural parcels that are used for administering direct payments amounted to 2.039 million ha, comprising 86% of
the UAA recorded in the country; it is actually the real potential for agricultural production. In 2012, the area declared
for the SAPS was 1.639 million ha, which indicated the proportion of the UAA exploited for agricultural activity. Of
the area declared for the SAPS, 89% was the productive area. Of this SAPS area, 28% were permanent meadows and
pastures and 21% were the area of grasses sown on arable land, of which only a part was the area with livestock, which
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indicated that a large part of the UAA was used for raising grazing livestock and maintaining landscapes that were not
involved in agricultural production. In 2012 in Latvia, 13% of the agricultural area was not cultivated, which is an
additional resource for the use of land in the future. To develop well-targeted instruments for land use intensification, it
is advised to use the present factor analysis findings on Latvia’s parishes. The factor analysis findings indicate that the
intensity of use of land in 94 parishes is lower than on average in Latvia, large land areas are not exploited in 114
parishes, and in 139 parishes an extensive and non-commercial use of land dominates. Increasing the intensity of use of
UAA in these parishes as well as in those parishes where the use of land is at the average level in the country could
boost agricultural output in Latvia in the future.
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Abstract
Faster Internet penetration enables the population to use abundant sources of information, to contact public authorities, and to study and work
remotely irrespective of their age, place of residence or social status. The expansion of the Internet can partially reduce the differences in the quality
of life in various regions, rural and urban areas. The article analyses the condition and changes in the Internet access in Latvian and Lithuanian
households in 2004-2012. The analysis is based on the data of the Latvian and Lithuanian departments of statistics and Eurostat. The comparative
analysis used Mann-Whitney and Kruskal-Wallis tests. The research revealed that the Internet penetration rate in Latvian and Lithuanian households
is still lagging behind the average in the European Union. A comparison of the two countries unveiled that the household Internet penetration in
Latvia is higher although not statistically significant. In Lithuanian regions the differences in the household Internet penetration rate are not
statistically significant. In Latvia, the highest household Internet penetration rate is observed in Riga and Pieriga regions, whereas in Latgale region it
is considerably lower. Latvian citizens use the Internet predominantly for job search and browsing information published by the authorities or related
to holidaymaking, while Lithuanian citizens mostly go on the Internet to download software or to study on-line.
Keywords: Internet, households, region

Introduction
The strong growth in multimedia content and the expanding user needs call for better conditions of information
access and presentation. Thus it's only too natural that the strategic plans of the governments of many countries bring
into focus the development of information and communication technologies. Modern states must concentrate on a
society that uses the available information or knowledge resources in an appropriate and comprehensive manner. That is
a factor that plays a vital role in a successful development of the national economy. Literature sources (Gillespie A. at
al., 2001; Michailidis A. et al., 2011) describe information technologies as a catalyst of social and economic welfare.
It can be seen that the Internet has become an integral part of the everyday life of most people. The possibilities
to communicate, to have a fast and convenient access to everyday information, to look into healthy life
recommendations, to study or to address public authorities are becoming increasingly more important for most citizens
irrespective of their age or place of residence. The expansion of the Internet can be seen as an important tool in reducing
the differences in the quality of life in various regions, rural and urban areas.
The impact of the Internet on the activities of the citizens of various countries is analysed in the works by a large
number of authors. Kenny Ch. (2003) analysed the issues of the Internet development in less-developed countries.
Warren M. (2004), Sparkes A., Thomas B. (2001) conducted research into the Internet usage possibilities in the
operations of small and medium agricultural enterprises. Kiiski S., Pohjola M. (2002); Jordana J. et al. (2005); Taylor
W. J. et al. (2003) studied the factors of the Internet development. Kuk G. (2003); Venkatesh A. et al. (2003); AlOmoush K. S., Shaqrah A. A. (2010); Ambrozaitienė D. (2012) discussed the household Internet usage problems.
The development of information technologies in rural areas is analysed from different perspectives in a large
number of scientific sources (Gillespie A. et al., 2001; Michailidis A. et al., 2011).
Lately, increasingly more attention is given to the broadband Internet implementation issues and impact analysis
(Peronard J.-P., Just F., 2011; LaRose R. et al., 2011; Prieger E.).
As it is the case, the success of the information society development depends on several factors: the technical
infrastructure for using information technologies, the literacy of individuals and the wealth of information relevant to
the user. All those factors are closely interrelated and they contribute to each other's development.
The comparative method is advantageous in analysing certain phenomena since it takes into account object
similarities and differences. In analysing the changes in the Internet access in a particular country it is appropriate to
study the conditions of countries that are similar from the economic and social perspective. We have hypothesized that
the Internet access conditions in Lithuanian and Latvian households are uniform.
Research purpose: to rate the similarities and differences of the Internet usage in Latvian and Lithuanian
households.
Research object: Internet usage in households.
Methodology
Since in the research must rely on indicators that are informative and statistically based, it is practical to make
use of data available in the databases of public authorities. The research was based on the data of the Statistics Lithuania
(http://www.stat.gov.lt), the Latvian Department of Statistics (http://data.csb.gov.lv), and Eurostat
(http://epp.eurostat.ec. europa.eu). The analysed period was 2004 through 2012.
Since neither Eurostat nor the Latvian Department of Statistics contain information in the rural/urban crosssection, the analysis is based on a regional perspective.
The sequence of the research was as follows:
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- a comparison of the Internet access conditions in Lithuanian and Latvian households and a comparison in the
European context;
- a comparison of the Internet access conditions in Lithuanian and Latvian households by regions;
- a comparison of the purposes of the Internet use for personal needs among Lithuanian and Latvian users.
Hypotheses about the differences in the variable distribution parameter values can be verified using parametric
and non-parametric criteria. Parametric criteria shall be applied if the variables are normal, however this condition is not
always satisfied, which is particularly typical for small samples. Since this work is based on a small array of data, the
verification of the hypothesis about the differences in the values of indicators in the two countries is based on the MannWhitney criterion for independent samples, while the verification of the hypothesis about the equality of indicator value
in different regions is based on the non-parametric Kruskal-Wallis test. The posed H0 hypothesis (the variable
distributions are the same) is accepted if the calculated p-value (the observed significance level) is higher than the
selected value  = 0.05. Where p < 0.05, it will be argued that the differences are statistically significant (Čekanavičius
et al., 2002).
Results and Discussion
In the last decade the use of the Internet was growing dramatically and its accessibility for a larger number of
Lithuanian and Latvian population has increased. Since 2004, the numbers of Internet users in those countries have
been experiencing a sizable growth (Figure 1). If in 2004 those numbers accounted for slightly more than 10 percent (15
percent in Latvia and 12 percent in Lithuania), in 2012 they exceeded 60 percent and their difference from the ES-27
mean was no longer measured in times but rather in percentage points.
The Mann-Whitney test showed (p = 0.7573), that the difference in numbers of households using the Internet in
Latvia and Lithuania is not statistically significant. Yet the situation in Lithuania still remains worse than in Latvia.
Although in 2009-2010 Lithuania was leading in this field, in 2011-2012 the growth in the number of the Internet users
stabilised. And, on the contrary, in 2012 the number of households with Internet access in Latvia increased by 5
percentage points. As demonstrated by the study conducted by the Lithuanian Department of Statistics (Ambrozaitienė,
2012), most households (70%) without Internet access at home indicated that they do not need the Internet. Other major
reasons for not using the Internet at home include costly hardware and high service fees, a lack of required skills and
possibilities of using the Internet elsewhere. The result of the research did not demonstrate any statistically significant
differences between the opinions of urban and rural population.

Figure 1. Households with Internet Access
Source: Eurostat

As the technology is fast moving and the demand for fast Internet grows, it is relevant to analyse the broadband
Internet penetration rate in households (Fig. 2). It can be seen that the situations in Latvia and Lithuania are rather
similar as in the case above. Although the differences in numbers of households with broadband Internet access are not
statistically significant, the broadband Internet penetration rate in Latvia is higher. In 2012, the number of Latvian
households with broadband Internet access exceeded that in Lithuania by 6 percentage points.
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Figure 2. Household Internet connection type: broadband

It is relevant to look into the regional situation in the countries rather than analyse only the Internet access in the
households of different states. The databases of Latvian and Lithuanian departments of statistics include data on the
situation in the households in 6 Latvian regions: Kurzeme, Latgale, Pieriga, Riga, Vidzeme, and Zemgale and 10
Lithuanian regions: Alytus, Kaunas, Klaipėda, Marijampolė, Panevėžys, Šiauliai, Tauragė, Telšiai, Utena, and Vilnius.
The analysis showed that the difference in number of households with Internet access in Lithuanian regions (Fig.
3) is not statistically significant (Kruskal-Wallis test: H (9, N= 80) =14.90261 p =.0937). The best situation is found in
Vilnius region, closely followed by Kaunas and Klaipėda regions. The reason for this is that the largest Lithuanian
cities with developed science and industry and most of the universities are located in those regions.
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Figure 3. Level of Internet access in households in Lithuania

Conversely, in Latvian regions (Fig. 4) the difference in the number of households with Internet access is
statistically significant (Kruskal-Wallis test: H (5, N= 47) =11.70565 p =.0391). The best status is observed in Riga and
Pieriga regions, and the worst situation is found in Latgale region.
The main limitation that prevents from making a more detailed analysis of the purposes of Internet usage in
households is related to the insufficient availability of regional data. Furthermore, such data in a rural/urban perspective
fails to be provided in the databases of Latvian or Lithuanian departments of statistics. Moreover, the available data
reflect the purposes of the Internet usage among individual users rather than households.
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Figure 4. Level of Internet access in households in Latvia

Table 1 reveals that the needs of the Internet users in both countries are rather similar. The non-parametric MannWhitney test was used to verify the hypothesis about the difference in the indicator values in the analysed countries.
The last column of the table shows the calculated p-value.
In both countries the Internet was mostly used for reading the news, newspapers and magazines, communicating
and searching for information. The e-banking services are also quite common among the population. Statistically
significant differences were found in only two purposes of usage:
 downloading software (other than games software) (Lithuanian citizens were more active in using this
service);
 using services related to travel and accommodation (Latvian citizens were more active in using this service).
It is interesting to note that in recent years the Latvian population were more active in using the Internet for
looking for a job or sending a job application and for obtaining information from public authority web sites, while
Lithuanian citizens were ahead in doing online courses.
Table.1 Internet activities in Latvia (LV) and Lithuania (LT)
Internet activity
2004
2005
2006
Sending / receiving e-mails
Telephoning over the
Internet / video calls (via
webcam) over the Internet
Posting messages to chat
sites, blogs, newsgroups or
on-line discussion forum,
use of instant messaging
Finding information about
goods or services
Using services related to
travel and accommodation
Listening to web radios or
watching web television
Playing or downloading
games, images, films or
music
Downloading software
(other than games
software)

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

LT

22.6

25.6

32.4

38.7

41.6

46.6

49.5

51.7

54.4

LV

24.6

33.1

40.5

46.4

49.5

53.7

55.1

...

63.2

LT

1.9

4.4

11.3

19

24.4

34

38.6

43.8

47.8

LV

2.9

8.3

14

18.1

24.3

31.5

35

41.3

44.7

LT

12.1

12.7

15.8

19.1

...

36.8

41

43.7

47.7

LV

13.4

20.2

22.4

28.2

30.5

31.9

28

...

37.3

LT

15.3

21.5

29.6

36.3

36.9

43.9

48.1

54.7

58.1

LV

18.8

27.2

36.2

39.4

48.6

49.7

56.5

52.3

63.2

LT

5.2

7.4

11.8

13.9

15.4

14.1

17.8

15

14.3

LV

9.4

11.4

17.7

17.9

25.3

23.1

25.6

25

...

LT

8.3

10.9

16.9

19.5

19

26.9

25.5

...

31.1

LV

9.5

11.5

17

20.1

23.6

30.7

29.7

...

31.9

LT

15.3

17.5

24.4

26.9

...

34.5

32.2

...

31.8

LV

15.5

20.6

23.9

26.6

...

38

38.1

...

38.6

LT

21

24.2

30.3

31.7

43.4

48.7

52.3

56.7

62.1

LV

...

8.3

11.7

10.5

20.8

19.5

18.6

23.8

...
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p-value
0.3603

0.8946

0.9163

0.4529

0.0433

0.5286

0.5652

0.0012
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LT

4.4

6.6

9.5

10.1

10.4

15.1

15.1

14.1

13.7

LV

8.8

9.7

11.3

9.5

15.9

24.5

24.9

27

...

LT

..

8.5

15.4

19.2

21.4

28.6

30.7

37.7

..

LV

7.6

7.4

11.6

11.2

23.9

28.7

32.4

37.8

...

LT

6.7

10.3

14.7

21

27.2

32.4

36.8

41.1

43.7

LV

11.7

15.6

22.1

27.8

38.6

42.2

47.5

53.2

47.1

LT

8.9

11.3

12.6

17.6

18.2

17.7

18

24.4

..

LV

12.1

12.2

22.6

17

14.4

22.2

30.7

40.5

45.7

LT

..

..

..

..

4.2

8.1

7.8

9.9

12.2

LV

...

...

...

5.5

7.9

6.5

5

4.9

...

0.2284

0.6434

0.1710

0.2482

0.1745

Conclusions
The hypothesis “Differences in Internet access conditions in Lithuanian and Latvian households are not
statistically significant” was partially confirmed:
 The analysis showed that although the number of Lithuanian and Latvian households with the Internet access
and broadband Internet kept increasing in 2004 through 2012, it is still lagging behind the ES-27 average. Compared to
Lithuania, Latvian households enjoy a better access to the Internet.
 The regional analysis determined that the difference in numbers of households with the Internet access in
different regions of Lithuania is not statistically significant. In Latvia most households with the Internet access are
located in Riga and Pieriga regions, while Latgale region has the smallest number of such households.
 Latvian citizens use the Internet predominantly for job search and browsing information published by the
authorities or related to holidaymaking, while Lithuanian citizens mostly go on the Internet to download software or to
study on-line.
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Rural Development Policies and Land use Change: the Lombardy Case Study
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Abstract
Since the second half of last century the land use change has become one of the most important problem linked to territorial policies and
governance. In all the Europe farms plays an important role against the increasing urbanization in the urban but also in the rural areas. The Rural
Development Program (RDP) is one of the most important tools to support agriculture, as it must support farms through direct funding concerning
competitiveness, sustainability, diversification. The aim of this paper is to investigate the relationship between the RDP measure for modernizing
farms, their permanence on the territory and land consumption in a case study area, by the Propensity score matching technique. The analyse shows a
link between agricultural land consumption and presence of the measure 121 of RDP.

Introduction
Soil is a natural resource and nowadays its scarcity is one of the most important topic in European political
debate and all over the world. In effect, land agricultural availability is strictly linked to food security and to future
perspectives of meeting the food needs (FAO, 2011). Agricultural economic policies must be effective and their impact
should be evaluated to improve the efficiency in using public resources. The rural development program evaluation is
one of the key problem linked to Common Agricultural Policies (CAP) in Europe. Although the literature has
investigated the effects of policy decisions on the evolution of farm structure and its permanence in the market, the
understanding of the real impact of policies on agricultural sector is limited (Ahearn et al., 2005). The policy
interventions are difficult to assess, partly because government programs have often different aims and each program
uses a wide range of different tools to achieve its objectives (Sali et al., 2013).
However there are no literature references targeted at linking participation in funding programs with the
characteristics of the territory in which farms work. The Rural Development Programme (RDP) measures
implementation can show interesting connections between policies and land use, because it may reveal whether the
distribution of the measures is related to land use change processes. Furthermore it could check for the existence of a
causal relationship between the presence of certain RDP measures and the level of soil consumption.
Access to CAP financial support, may indicate a tendency by the farm closely related with the commitment to get
financing: in the sense that some measures require minor efforts than others, like the agro-environmental ones. On the
contrary, the measure related to the modernization of farms requires large commitments so it can be reasonably assume
that a farm that accesses to that measure is involved into a long term development perspective. In this regard this paper
furthers the understanding of the relationship between agricultural farms that access to a specific measure of RDP 20072013 regarding investments for modernizing farm structure, called “121” 1,31and the location of these activities within
the territorial context through the Propensity score, a non experimental method. More detailed, the possible relationship
between the implementation of 121 and the agricultural land consumption will be investigated.
It is assumed that farms have accessed to funding for modernization (121 measure) are designed more than others
to remain on the territory thanks to the advantage provided by the contribution; furthermore, they could be show
different characteristics rather than the other farms that did not access to 121.
In this paper section 2 covers data and methodology for the analysis; section 3 concerns results and discussion;
and section 4 summarizes the conclusions.
Data and Methodology
Lombardy is one of the most densely populated regions in Italy, although there are large differences between the
different areas of the Region. Effectively, on the one hand, there are scarcely populated areas in the mountains, on the
other hand there are highly populated areas like Milan, classified by the OECD as the fifth most populous metropolitan
area in Europe (OECD, 2006). Furthermore in recent years Lombardy is recognized as one of the Italian most built
regions. It shows an increase of urbanized land from 1999 to 2007 of about 34,165 ha, corresponding to 11,3% of total
urban areas in the region (ERSAF, 2010). The consumption concerns agricultural land that has decreased of 43.278 ha,
mainly located in the plains (Mazzocchi et al., 2013), compared to a total agricultural area of 986,800 ha.
For these reasons Lombardy has been chosen as the case study, beginning from an analysis on data regarding
UAA consumption in Lombardy municipalities (Table 1). Data classification (A, B, C, D) derives from the RDP 20072013 that identified four areas: A as urban poles; B as rural areas with specialized intensive agriculture; C as
intermediate rural areas; D as rural areas with development problems. On average in all areas there has been a loss of
UAA, which means that the phenomenon of agricultural land consumption is widespread in the whole region.
131

In the Rural Development Program of Lombardy Region, the measure number 121 refers to the “measures aimed at restructuring
and developing physical potential and promoting innovation through modernisation of agricultural holdings”, mentioned in Article 20
(b), point i) of Council Regulation (EC) No 1698/2005. Measure 121 is one of the most important measures of Lombardy’s RDP,
since in the period 2007-2013 have been allocated to this measure € 400 million, compared to a cost of the RDP of € 1500 million.
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Table 1. Descriptive statistics on UAA losses in Lombardy Region, our elaboration on Dusaf database 99-07
UAA losses
A
A
B
B
C
C
D
ha
%
ha
%
ha
%
ha
Average
-24.85
-7.49
-35.68
-3.68
-22.38
-5.15
-21.90
Min
-481.31
-57.34
-269.53
-28.26
-1030.14
-58.17
-251.45
Max
8.57
21.81
17.28
3.52
302.43
269.65
68.01
Dev Std
44.62
7.39
37.38
4.08
75.94
18.95
47.15

D
%
-3.62
-29.14
73.18
9.70

However, the most interesting is the one that concerns the geography of land use change: in area A and B, the
loss of UAA is caused almost completely by an increase in urbanization, that detracts areas to agriculture. Conversely,
the UAA losses in C and D zones seems to mainly be balanced by an increase of natural surfaces (woods, natural green
areas, etc.) so it can be assumed that in these areas the agricultural land consumption is in large part due to the
abandonment of agricultural activity and to a re-naturalization of these abandoned lands (Table 2).
Table 2. Land use change in Lombardy Region, our elaboration on Dusaf database 99-07
URBANISED SURFACE
AGRICULTURAL
INCREASE (ha)
SURFACE INCREASE (ha)
A
12,468.22
-11,331.57
B
17,910.75
-20,370.62
C
2,935.54
-9,691.77
D
850.26
-1,883.16
total
34,164.76
-43,277.12
.

NATURAL SURFACE
INCREASE (ha)
-1,183.94
3,186.54
6,765.70
1,045.58
9,813.88

In Lombardy, the121 was attended by 1,461 farms and the large part of funding was allocated to B zone farms,
that is the 80% of the total funding (Agriconsulting, 2010). The analysis was conducted on the farms divided into the
RDP zones; it has been made a selection on farms to eliminate those which had incomplete data, obtaining a whole
dataset with 7,352 farms, of which 510 had access to 121 measure.
The aim is to estimate the average effect on a sample subjected to treatment as compared to a control sample.
The method used is based on the Propensity score matching. The choice of method depends on the fact that in many
cases, in the evaluation of the effects of a particular treatment (in our case the access to a measure of investment), it is
necessary to analyze observed data and it is not possible to structure an experimental plan constructed in advance. We
are faced with the need to employ a non-experimental method, using administrative data referred to a sample of subjects
that has not been previously randomized nor appropriately associated with a control sample. If the optimal answer to the
question "what effects are attributable to the treatment received?" comes from the comparison between the effects
observed on the treated sample and the effects on the same sample if it had not been treated, it is clear that this
comparison is beyond the reach of any analysis.
On the other hand the a posteriori choice of a control sample runs the risk to compare subjects that for the
intrinsic characteristics are very different and therefore cannot properly assess the effects of the measure. Through the
method of propensity score matching, we can select a sample of subjects that have the same characteristics of the
treated sample, according to a vector X of characteristics. This will reduce the bias in the comparison between groups
that would be created in a non-experimental approach, as this is the case of participation in a program of economic
policy.
The propensity score is defined as the conditional probability of receiving treatment, given a set of pre-treatment
features (Rosenbaum e Rubin, 1983):
p(X) ≡ Pr{D=1|X} = E{D|X}
(1)
where D = {0,1} indicates, in this case, the adhesion or not of a farm to a particular measure of the RDP. If the adhesion
to the measure is random with respect to subsamples defined by X, in the same way is random with respect to
subsamples defined by the propensity score p (X).
Within the sample of firms, knowledge of the propensity score p (Xi) of the i-th farm for each i, allows to
estimate the average effect of the measure on the participating farms (Average Effect of Treatment on the Treated,
ATT) measuring the difference between the effects in the two counterfactual situations of adhesion and non-adhesion,
as follows:
ATT = E{Y1t – Y0t | Dt =1}
(2)
The estimate of ATT, given the propensity score p (X), can be obtained if two hypotheses are made. The first
assumes the balancing of the pre-treatment variables X
D ┴ X | p(X)
(3)
This means that the distributions of cases subject to treatment (as well as those not subject to treatment) and the
control variables X are mutually orthogonal, given a propensity score p (X).
If the condition (3) is satisfied the observations with the same propensity score must have the same distribution
of characteristics X regardless to be part of the treatment process or not (or as in this case from joining or not to a
measure of the RDP).
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The second hypothesis can be expressed as follows:
Y1Y0┴ D | X =˃ Y1Y0 ┴ D | p(X)
(4)
That indicates how the conditioning to the variables X with respect to which the counterfactuals groups have a
different composition means that the potential effects are independent of the selection process (unconfoundedness).
Results
Pre-treatment variables employed were: Economic Dimension Unit (EDU), Livestock Cattle Unit (LCU), farm
property, age of farmer, fuel consumption. The propensity score was determined by logit regression. The average of
each of the variables observed for the treated sample and the untreated one does not differ, with a significance level of
0.01. The estimate of ATT was conducted by comparing the change occurred in UAA in the municipalities where there
were farms accessing to 121 measure with the changes occurred in municipalities where no farms had accessed to 121
measure. In this research the analyzed phenomenon belongs to the "context" in which local farms operate and not
exactly to farms; that is why talking about the policy effect (limited to the measure 121) is not correct . It should also be
specified that the phenomenon of land use consumption is a structural process whose determinants forces are belonging
to other sectors than the agricultural one. For these reasons, the analysis principally captures spatial relationships
between allocation of funding and land consumption. In Table 3 the results are shown.
Table 3. Effect on soil consumption (ATT)
Zona A

t (pvalue)

Zona B

t (pvalue)

Zona C

t (pvalue)

Zona D

t (pvalue)

Average soil
consumption

-67.095

-

-64.655

-

-52.177

-

-69.507

-

Average
outcome
of
the matched
treated

-74.368

-

-62.158

-

-66.515

-

-36.688

-

Average
outcome
of
the matched
controls

-65.981

-

-54.123

-

-72.061

-

-63.786

-

ATT
estimation

-8.386

ATT
estimation
(Bootstrapped
std error)

-8.386

Obs treated

73

-

300

-

68

-

69

-

Obs controls

67

-

263

-

61

-

37

-

Obs tot

1,228

-

4,876

-

888

-

360

-

-0.456

-8.035

(0.640)
-0.377

-1.833

5.545

(0.057)
-8.035

-1.589

0.257

27.098

(0.791)
3.523

0.166

1.603
(0.084)

30.273

1.598

ATT estimation was conducted using nearest neighbor matching with replacement (Becker and Ichino, 2002,
Smith and Todd, 2005). The robustness of the estimate of ATT has been verified by the bootstrap estimate of standard
deviation. A significant difference in the variation of the agricultural areas between municipalities where there are farms
that have joined the measure 121 and municipalities where no farms have joined it has been verified. In B and D zones
the difference between the means of treated and untreated areas is significant (p<0.1); conversely, in A and C zones is
not significant. The land use dynamics do not vary in the municipalities in which come farms have joined to measure
121 and in those where there are not farms that joined to 121. The most interesting consideration is that in urban poles
and in rural areas with specialized intensive agriculture, land consumption is greater in the municipalities in which exist
some farms that have accessed to 121 measure, on the contrary, in C and D zones land consumption is larger in the
municipalities in which there are no farms accessing to 121 measure. Consequent to what reported in par. 2 about the
different dynamics of UAA losses between the different areas, it can be assumed that in the C and D areas farm
investments may serve as reinforcement tool for farms and in some way it can contribute to the decrease UAA losses.
Conversely in A and B zones, the 121 measure does not slow at all agricultural land consumption, almost entirely due to
urbanization.
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Conclusions
The results allow us to believe that the methodology may provide useful information with respect to the
relationship between agricultural production structure, implementation of agricultural policies and land use. The
propensity score matching seems an interesting technique to study and evaluate different aspects of agricultural policies
impacts.
The analysis of the distribution of the measure 121 shows a high capacity to identify evolutionary characteristics
of the territory which are not the primary objective of the measure. In fact, the farm competitiveness and the capacity to
provide income is a necessary condition, although not sufficient, to the farm survival. The farm becomes a defense
against the land use change, but the effectiveness of this measure in terms of contrast to UAA losses appears different in
the diverse zones: in particular it is very low in the areas where the urbanization pressure is greater.
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Abstract
The potential of result-oriented agri-environmental measures (roAEM) to increase the effectiveness of standard action-based agrienvironmental measures (AEMs) is generating increased interest in Europe. A number of examples of roAEMs are or have been tested and
implemented in Austria, France, Germany, Netherlands, Sweden, Switzerland and the UK. The implementation of roAEMs in German and French
rural development programmes (RDPs) has shown that this approach is generally conforming to the current institutional framework of the second
pillar of the CAP. The main objective of this paper is to develop a conceptual framework and guidelines for the implementation of roAEMs in
Lithuania based on the lessons learnt from the existing result-oriented examples in other countries. Based on a review of 14 existing examples the
paper discusses key dimensions and challenges to be considered in the development of a pilot scheme roAEMs in Lithuania. Existing evidence shows
result-oriented payments are more targeted and deliver additional environmental benefits. Successful examples have started as simple result-oriented
payments and build on existing AEMs by adding a result-oriented component to mainstream action-based AEMs. This suggests that the shift from
action-based to result-oriented payments in Lithuania needs to be incremental, adding simple and comparably low risk result-oriented payments to
existing action-based AEMs. Pilot schemes and trails are an important tool to test and validate developed indicators, payment levels and responses of
participating farmers. There is a large amount of experience available to build on in designing trials and consequently a pilot scheme for Lithuania. A
result-oriented component targeted at grassland biodiversity would be in line with the main agri-environmental objectives of the Lithuanian RDP and
would address some of the existing key problems with the action-based grassland measure the Landscape Stewardship Scheme. The environmental
targeting would be improved by linking the grassland payments to the desired biodiversity outcome and adding yearly monitoring of relevant
biodiversity outcome indicators in relation to species diversity and abundance of plants, insects and birds (e.g. number of plant indicator species). The
improved environmental targeting would also deliver a higher coverage of meadows with high biodiversity value.

Introduction
In the current rural development regulation 1698/2005/EC (European Commission, 2005) AEMs are the only
mandatory rural development measure (except LEADER) each Member States has to implement in its rural
development programme. As of 2009, 22% of the Utilized Agricultural Area (UAA) of the EU-27 and 6.8% of the
UAA in Lithuania was under an agri-environment agreement (European Network for Rural Development, 2011).
However, while uptake are used as indicators of effectiveness in regular EU reviews (Herzog, 2005) for almost a decade
now, criticism has been expressed that AEMs do not fully utilize the potential environmental benefits PES could
deliver, suggesting the need for further improvements of the design, targeting and implementation as well as for greater
provision of advice to farmers and investment in improving institutional capacity. Key issues in the discussion of future
revisions are improved targeting of environmental outcomes, long-term attitudinal and cultural change of land managers
and improved spatial targeting (e.g. Wrbka et al., 2008, Herzon and Mikk, 2007).
A number of studies highlight the potential of the result-oriented approach to improve the environmental
targeting and the promotion of long-term attitudinal changes of farmers of agri-environmental payments (Matzdorf et
al., 2010, Zabel & Roe, 2009, Schwarz et al., 2008 and Burton and Schwarz et al., 2013).The potential of result-oriented
agri-environmental measures (roAEM) is generating increased interest in Europe. A number of examples of roAEMs
are or have been tested and implemented in Austria, France, Germany, Netherlands, Sweden, Switzerland and the UK.
The implementation of roAEMs in German and French rural development programmes has shown that this approach is
generally conforming to the current institutional framework of the second pillar of the CAP (Matzdorf et al., 2010).
Against the background of the above discussion, the main objective of this paper is to develop a conceptual
framework and guidelines for the implementation of roAEMs in Lithuania based on the lessons learnt from the existing
result-oriented examples in other countries. The paper will provide an overview and short description of existing
examples of roAEMs (past and present) followed by a discussion of key dimensions and issues to be considered in the
development of roAEMs. Guidelines for the practical implementation of a pilot scheme in Lithuania are derived.
Overview of existing examples in Europe
Early examples of roAEMs were implemented in the UK (conservation of hay meadow and pasture plants
species in the Peak District National Park (Buckingham et al., 1998)) and Switzerland (support for ecological quality of
meadows and establishing ecologically valuable networks of meadows (Schweizerischer Bundesrat, 2001)). Plant
species indicators were used in the result-based Botanical Grassland options of the Programma Beheer in the
Netherlands (Franks and McGloin, 2007). Within Germany where experience with result-oriented approaches has been
generated for almost a decade, the focus of roAEMs is on the preservation of species-rich meadows based on the
application of indicators species and genera (e.g. Kaiser et al., 2010). The MEKA programme is the best known German
example for such roAEMs and has also inspired the testing and implementation of roAEMs in France (e.g. “Flowering
Meadows” Scheme, NOC, 2011). In addition, roAEMs targeted at the improvement of water quality have been tested
and subsequently implemented in rural development programmes of the three German Federal States (Burton and
Schwarz, 2013)..
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Table 1 Overview of result-oriented components in European AEMs (past and present)
Examples
Country / Region
Objective
Farm Conservation Scheme
East of Scotland Grassland
Management Scheme
Preservation and advancement of
biodiversity on farmland

Peak District National Park, England
Eastern Scotland
Switzerland

MEKA programme

Baden-Württemberg, Germany

NAU/BAU programme

Lower Saxony, Germany

Conservation & enhancement of
species-rich grassland

Brandenburg, Thuringia, and
Rhineland-Palatinate, Germany
Regional nature and national parks,
France

Flowering Meadows

Ecological targeting

Biodiversity conservation on
grasslands
Biodiversity conservation on
grasslands and lowland fens
Biodiversity conservation on
grasslands
Biodiversity conservation on
grasslands
Biodiversity conservation on
grasslands
Biodiversity conservation on
grasslands
Biodiversity conservation on
grasslands
Biodiversity conservation on
grasslands
Biodiversity conservation on
grasslands

Plant species / grassland habitat
Plant species / grassland habitat

Payments based on habitat indicators

Plant species / grassland habitat

Payments based on indicator species

Plant species / grassland habitat
Plant species / grassland habitat
Plant species / grassland habitat
Plant species / grassland habitat

Burren Farming for Conservation
Program

Burren, Ireland

Botanical Grassland options

Programma Beheer, Netherlands

Meadow Birds Agreement

Netherlands

Conservation of breeding waders

Animal species / grassland habitat

Breeding Birds Contracts

Local area in Schleswig-Holstein,
Germany

Conservation of breeding birds and
bird colonies

Animal species / grassland habitat

Conservation Performance Payments

North Sweden

Conservation of carnivores on
reindeer grazing land

Animal species

Reduction of N-emissions (RDP)

Brandenburg, Saxony Anhalt,
Thuringia

Enhancement of water and air quality

Diffuse pollution Field N-surpluses
as indicators

Higher Level Stewardship

110 areas across England

Oekopunkte-Programme

Federal State of Lower Austria

IAEP approach

Theoretical experiment, Sweden

Wide range of objectives with
regional targeting maps
Ecological and recreational value of
cultural landscapes
To enhance public good provision

Source: Expanded based on Schwarz et al. (2008) and Burton and Schwarz (2013)
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Outcome-based mechanism
Payments based on indicator species
and differentiate between different
ecological qualities

Grassland habitat
Plant species / grassland habitat

Farm habitats
Farm habitats
Multiple public goods

Payments
based
on indicator
species/genera
Payments based on indicator species
and differentiate between different
ecological qualities
Payments based on indicator species
Payments
based
on indicator
species/genera
Payments based on conservation
status of the grazed habitat
Payments based on indicator species
Payments for the number of clutches
on the farm land
Payments for endangered bird species
differentiated
between
single
breeding birds and entire colonies
Payments per carnivore offspring,
also differentiating between regular
and occasional occurrence
Payments linked with field Nsurpluses as indicators. Some
management prescriptions defined
Payment based on indicators of
success and prescriptions
Payments based on bonus points for
specific actions and outcomes
Payments based on state indicators
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Other European examples, however, focus on the preservation of key animal species. For example, Zabel &
Holm-Müller (2008) detail a Swedish result-oriented scheme to encourage the reproduction of large carnivores on
reindeer grazing lands. In the Netherlands result-oriented approaches have been targeted at improving the breeding
success of meadow-bird species (Musters et al., 2001, Franks and McGloin, 2007, Verhulst et al., 2007). A scheme in
Schleswig-Holstein paid farmers for the conservation of four endangered bird species differentiating between single
breeding pairs and entire colonies (Stapelholmer Naturschutzvereine, 2007).
The environmental targeting of the European PES examples concentrate on biodiversity conservation with a
particular focus on grassland habitats and plant species coupled with few examples focusing on specific animal species.
Only recently, new examples of result-oriented measures targeted at improving water quality have been introduced in
rural development programmes of three German Länder. The focus of on site-specific single objective schemes reflects
the complex nature of implementing landscape scale targeting multiple ecosystem services.
Detailed reviews and overviews of existing examples have been carried out by Burton and Schwarz (2013) and
Schwarz and Morkvenas (2013). Here we restrict the overview to a synthesis of the objectives and mechanisms for
ecological targeting and result-orientation of the existing examples in Table 1.
Guidelines for the practical implementation of result-oriented AEMs in Lithuania
Key dimensions of a result-oriented AEMs
A result-oriented approach, in comparison with a prescription or action-based approach encourages greater focus
on the results. Attaching payments to results enables the purchaser to target precise conservation goals, thus providing
them with an improved ability to control the ecological effectiveness of the scheme (Zabel and Holm-Müller, 2008).
Burton and Schwarz (2013) conclude that there is no evidence to suggest that the result-oriented approach failed.
Evidence from German and French examples shows result-oriented payments are more targeted and deliver additional
environmental benefits (de Sainte Marie, 2013, Sabatier et al., 2012, Oppermann and Guier, 2003).
Successful examples have generally started as simple outcome-based payments and build on existing AESs
adding an result-oriented component to mainstream action-based AESs. The simplicity of such pilot schemes
encourages buy-into the approach and fosters acceptance by farmers and administrators of future attempts to establish
more complex schemes. Basically, result-oriented payments can then evolve over time into more complex measures.
The experience generated in the existing examples can provide the platform for the implementation of a pilot scheme in
Lithuania.
The key questions then become how a pilot scheme can be implemented and what key issues need to be
considered in the practical implementation of a result-oriented payment. The main dilemma which needs to be dealt
with is that a scheme with too little change/risk (compared to previous action-based payments) is unlikely to lead to the
desired improvements and result. But a scheme with too much change or where the risk is too high is likely to fail and
won’t be acceptable for farmers and administrations. The experience from the existing examples suggests that one
possible solution for this dilemma is to phase in change, i.e. to implement the shift from action- to result-oriented
payments in small steps, and to add simple and comparably low risk result-oriented payments to existing action-based
AES. That way, skills in environmental provision can and will increase over time and new local (or regional) networks
and cooperations will emerge. In other words, higher risk and more complex result-oriented payments might thus
become acceptable in the longer term with an improved skill base and infrastructure. Figure 1 synthesises a conceptual
framework for the main dimensions of result-oriented payments in the short and longer term.
Simple
(short term)

Learning process

Complex
(longer term)

Location / scope

pilot scheme

to

priority areas

Objectives

single

to

multiple

Outcome

maintenance

to

enhancement

Scale

site specific

to

landscape / territory

Indicators

immobile

to

mobile

Monitoring

mainly expert-based

to

mainly farmer-based

Governance

central

to

polycentric

Payment calculation

cost-based

to

benefit & cost based

Payment thresholds

one / few

to

few / many

Figure 1. Key dimensions of result-oriented payments in the short and longer term
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Guidelines for a pilot scheme for a result-oriented AEM in Lithuania
Existing experience suggests feasibility of pilot schemes is biggest for environmental outcomes in relation to
grassland biodiversity. The Landscape Stewardship Scheme is one of the four main agri-environmental schemes
implemented in the Lithuanian RDP and has a broad array of objectives including maintaining natural and semi-natural
meadows and wetlands. The scheme offers a menu of different activities farmers can sign up. Activity 1 is targeted at
the protection and improvement of biodiversity on natural and semi-natural meadows and makes particular reference to
endangered communities of plants, ground-breeding wild bird populations, and insects.
However, the uptake of the Landscape Stewardship Scheme, and in particular also of activity 1 ‘Management of
natural and semi-natural meadows’, is very low. According to data from the National Paying Agency the status of the
implementation of activity 1 was only 0.08 % in 2010 (Navickas et al., 2011). Navickas et el. (2011) explain that the
rigid scheme prescriptions and low payment levels create conflicts with profitable farm management. For example, after
the 15th of July (the start date for grass cutting according to the scheme prescriptions) the grass is of poor quality both
for cattle pasturage and for cattle feeding. In addition, the authors also emphasise that the efficiency and environmental
targeting of activity 1 is very low. Only 1% of meadows with high biodiversity value are covered by activity 1.
Implementing a result-oriented grassland payment would address some of the existing key problems with the
action-based grassland measure. Result-oriented payments have found a high acceptance among the farming community
and have the potential to increase the uptake of AES (de Sainte Marie, 2013, Matzdorf and Lorenz, 2010). The
environmental targeting of the activity would also be improved by linking the grassland payments to the desired
biodiversity outcome and adding yearly monitoring of relevant biodiversity outcome indicators in relation to species
diversity and abundance of plants, insects and birds (e.g. number of plant indicator species). The improved
environmental targeting would also deliver a higher coverage of meadows with high biodiversity value. But the
experience from successful examples also suggests that the shift from action-based to result-oriented payments needs to
be incremental, adding simple and comparably low risk result-oriented payments to existing action-based AEMs
(Wynne-Jones, et al. 2013, Schroeder et al., 2013).
The suggested guidelines cover the following key aspects of the practical implementation of a pilot scheme in
Lithuania: Maintenance of enhancement or both, objectives and baselines, indicators, monitoring, training requirements,
cooperation and adaptation of institutional settings, payment calculations and importance of trials. First and foremost,
result-oriented payments need to be based on clearly defined objectives and established baselines. This requires the
creation of an inventory of all relevant data as a basis for a status quo assessment of the farmed environment. The sound
measurement of relevant environmental baselines and the monitoring of changes in these baselines are mandatory for
the implementation of result-oriented payments (and in fact should also be integral parts of action-based AES). The
measurement of the baseline and analysis of the status quo also informs the selection of priority areas, i.e. areas where
the type, quality and quantity of habitats is of particular relevance to the scheme objectives, i.e. in the case of the
selected example of payments for grassland biodiversity the identification of grassland with high biodiversity value.
The desired biodiversity outcome on grassland needs to be set at the level of the individual site but also at the
level of the scheme. However, it is important that the targets and the understanding of how they might be achieved are
developed in partnership with land managers and sufficient resources need to be allocated to administrating and
monitoring. It may thus be sensible to implement a pilot scheme which seeks to maintain rather than enhance existing
grassland biodiversity where these are already favourable. In such cases both the baseline and the target are easily
understood and land managers have a good idea of how to achieve the required outcome (no degradation of current
condition). Such an approach offers practical advantages, but may be open to criticism on the grounds of limited
additionality – and thus should only be considered as a first step in developing more complex roAEM seeking to
enhance grassland biodiversity and other public goods.
One of the most challenging tasks in developing result-oriented payments is the design of appropriate indicator
systems to establish baselines and monitor environmental outcomes of the payments. Generally, as outlined in the above
review, the indicator system needs to avoid conflicts with agricultural goals, consistent with ecological goals,
measurable and identifiable and reflect the effort of participating farmers (Burton and Schwarz, 2013). Substantial
efforts have been undertaken in the German and French examples targeted at grassland biodiversity to develop
standardized indicator species lists which are suitable for different grassland habitats and the application across different
regions (e.g. Oppermann and Gujer, 2003, Matzdorf et al., 2008, De Sainte Marie, 2013). The development of a
Lithuanian pilot scheme can build on, and benefit from, these experiences. E.g., Matzdorf et al. (2008) provide a
detailed description of how to develop biodiversity indicators to design efficient AEMs for extensively used grassland.
The first step in designing an indicator system for result-oriented grassland payments is to define the quality
criteria for eligible grassland. The following quality criteria were used to define eligible grassland in German examples:
number of species, species indicating extensive use and Red List species. Matzdorf et al. (2008) show that the number
of species indicating extensive use of grassland constitutes an indicator of biodiversity valuable grassland. Red list
species reflect the current extent of endangerment of plant species and their habitats. However, the extent of additional
efforts needed to analyse the eligibility of grassland across Lithuania depends on the availability of the required data to
apply the quality criteria and highlights the importance of creating an inventory of required agricultural and
environmental data (e.g. including Red list species data).
In the second step, an expert-based check list of indicator species needs to be developed which should work as
indicators for all quality criteria of biodiversity value defined in the first step. In the selection of candidate species for
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the indicator check list it is important to consider the species frequency and spatial distribution, the extent to which the
species reflect biodiversity objectives, the representativeness for different extensive grassland habitats and that the
species can be easily identified during the monitoring. Farmers need to be involved in this process to ensure that the
selected species are acceptable and identifiable for them.
The suitability of the selected indicator species can then be tested using databases of vegetation samples for test
locations by analysing (through statistical tests) to what extent the number of indicator species predicts and reflects the
pre-deﬁned ecological quality criteria of the eligible grassland. The composition of the check list of indicator species
can also be cross checked with other (already) existing indicator species list (either in Lithuania or for similar grassland
habitats and biotopes in other countries).
Once the indicator species list has been developed, the minimum ecological quality of eligible grassland the
society is willing to pay must be defined. That means the minimum number of indicator species a farmer must provide
to qualify for the result-oriented payment, needs to be set. This decision needs to take into account how many different
indicator species are required to ensure an appropriate reflection of the ecological quality of grasslands. However, the
threshold is normally set through a normative political discourse taking into account the acceptability and interpretation
of different thresholds by different stakeholders, the available budget, targeted uptake, existing extent of different
grassland types and qualities and practical feasibility of monitoring efforts. In existing examples in France and Germany
the threshold is set a four indicator species. In addition, several payment tiers can be implemented such as a resultoriented base payment for delivering four indicator species and a top-up payment for an additional number of indicator
species.
The use of an indicator species check list as the basis for the remuneration of participating farmers in AEMs
requires a monitoring approach which provides a reliable reflection of their performance and is practicable in the
framework of the Integrated Administration and Control System (IACS). Existing examples suggest the suitability of
applying a transect method for the monitoring of indicator species (see for example Oppermann and Gujer, 2003). Each
parcel has to be divided in one or several segments and the number of indicator species needs to be delivered on each
segment. However, the chance of being successful in finding the required number of indicator species increases with the
size of the segments. Hence, the decision of how many segments to create must take into account the size of the
different parcels. Matzdorf et al. (2008) argue that very small parcels could be assessed without transect segmentation,
medium-size parcels using 2 segments per diagonal transect, and large parcels using 3 segments per diagonal
transect.
In addition to the baseline monitoring, the species composition should be monitored on a yearly basis. At the end
of the contract period, normally after 5 years, or at the end of the programming period a complete inventory monitoring
should be carried out to review the final performance of the participating farmers. The complete inventory monitoring at
the end could also form the basis for an additional top-up payment in cases where a particular high environmental
quality was achieved. To minimize additional transaction costs and administrative efforts the outcome monitoring
should be aligned as much as possible with already existing environmental monitoring efforts and make use of already
existing (GIS) databases, e.g. managed by the Ministry of the Environment or nature conservation agencies. It is
important to emphasise that the additional outcome monitoring is not only mandatory for the implementation of resultoriented payments, but addresses gaps in the current impact evaluations of rural development measures and
programmes.
A critical point in the design of monitoring approaches is the allocation of the responsibility for carrying out the
monitoring activities. The review has highlighted the positive experience made with the direct involvement of farmers
in monitoring activities. Easily and visually identifiable indicator species could be monitored by participating farmers
and administering organisations would only carry out a small number of random control checks. Ideally, however, the
monitoring activities would be a joint effort of farmers and certified experts. This would strengthen the required
collaboration between farmers and conservationists and provide a platform for on-going training activities during the
yearly monitoring. Adequate training for both participating farmers and administrative staff will be important for the
successful management and monitoring of the pilot scheme. Training should be provided before the implementation of
the pilot scheme and during the whole duration of the scheme.
A couple of options to finance additional training and monitoring efforts are available through the rural
development programme and merit further exploration. The funding of the rural development programme contains a
budget for technical assistance which can generally be used for a number of measure- or programme-related tasks, such
as preparation, management, monitoring, evaluation, information and control activities of programme assistance. Since
one of the Commission’s main objectives in this programme period is to improve how the programmes are monitored,
evaluated and controlled, costs of additional monitoring efforts of result-oriented payments could be (at least partly)
covered by the technical assistance budget. Additional costs for training farmers could also be covered by the
transaction cost component in payment calculations for agri-environmental measures (and animal welfare payments).
The EU rural development regulation allows adding a maximum of 20% transaction costs to the payment calculation.
The transaction cost component covering training costs for farmers could be included in the calculation of resultoriented payments and participating farmers would be obliged to pay for their mandatory training.
Close cooperation is crucial for the successful implementation of a result-oriented pilot scheme. This does not
only apply to cooperation between farmers and conservationists but also to cooperation at the administrative level.
Designing, implementing and monitoring the pilot scheme requires joint efforts of the different ministries and
stakeholder organisations. In fact, experience from existing result-oriented payments in other countries highlights the
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advantages of a shared administration between the Ministry of Agriculture and environmental organisations benefiting
from a wider pool of know-how, shared responsibilities and joint ownership.
Payment levels offered to farmers will have a major influence on the likely uptake of the result-oriented payment.
Payment calculations in EU agri-environmental measures are regulated through the EU regulation 1698/2005/EC,
which in turn reflects the WTO Green Box requirements (Matzdorf et al., 2010). The EU regulation 1698/2005/EC
defines maximum payments per hectare and requires payment calculations to be based on additional cost and income
foregone directly associated with the uptake of agri-environmental measures. Payment calculations based on an
assumed value of public goods or ecosystem service benefits or payments based on willingness to pay assessments are
not eligible under the current CAP framework. This restricts the available approaches for determining the payment level
in result-oriented payments to two options: 1. Payment calculation based on a standardised land management scenario
assumed to deliver the environmental outcome, and 2. The use of auctions to define and test payment levels.
From an administrative point of view the “easier” option is to calculate the level of the pilot scheme payment by
calculating additional costs of a standardised scenario of land management activities which are assumed to deliver the
desired ecological quality of the grassland. In other words, a standard action-based payment calculation would be used
to calculate the payment, or even the same payment level of an already existing action-based grassland payment. A
transaction cost component could then be added to increase the payment taking into account trainings cost and to reflect
search costs for finding the best land management strategy to achieve the required outcome.
In contrast to using standardized figures for management costs, the use of auctions to quantify payment levels
would better reflect underlying variation in site conditions, practical managerial options and individual land managers’
resources, skills and motivations. Farmers would need to calculate their estimated costs to maintain or achieve the
desired ecological quality of grasslands. The application of auctions would thus address the potentially existing
uncertainty about appropriate payment levels for result-oriented pilot schemes. In addition, bidding process would allow
scheme administrations selecting farmers with the best environmental benefit/cost ratio, thus maximising the
environmental benefits under a given budget. The positive impacts of auctions on the cost-effectiveness of policy
measures have been confirmed in a number of empirical studies (e.g. Claassen et al., 2008; Latacz-Lohmann and
Schilizzi, 2011), despite potentially higher administration costs. The potential advantages of auctions justify testing the
suitability of auctions during trials for a pilot scheme for grassland biodiversity in Lithuania.
Independently from the selected approach to quantify payments, it would be desirable to implement some form
of rather simple payment differentiation in the pilot scheme to reward differences in the achieved ecological quality of
the grassland and the associated efforts of the farmers. The pilot scheme could offer a result-oriented base payment for
delivering a certain number of indicator species which would reflect the maintenance of the existing ecological quality
of grasslands and an additional top-up payment for farmers who have further enhanced the ecological quality by
delivering more indicator species. The base payment would be an annual payment, while the top-up payment could
either also be an annual payment or a one-off payment at the end of the contract or programme period.
Successful examples in other countries went through extensive trial periods with the farming community. Trails
are an important tool to test and validate developed indicators, payment levels and responses of participating farmers.
Intensive exchanges of the experiences made by all involved stakeholders would reduce the risk of making mistakes
during the implementation and management of pilot schemes in the Lithuanian rural development programme.
Conclusions
Result-oriented measures improve the effectiveness of AEMs and are conform to EU rules. A number of Member
States have successfully started to implement this approach or are in the process of discussing and preparing the
implementation. Existing evidence shows result-oriented payments are more targeted and deliver additional
environmental benefits. Successful examples have started as simple result-oriented payments and build on existing
AEMs by adding a result-oriented component to mainstream action-based AEMs. This suggests that the shift from
action-based to result-oriented payments in Lithuania needs to be incremental, adding simple and comparably low risk
result-oriented payments to existing action-based AEMs.
Pilot schemes and trails are an important tool to test and validate developed indicators, payment levels and
responses of participating farmers. There is a large amount of experience available to build on in designing trials and
consequently a pilot scheme for Lithuania. A result-oriented component targeted at grassland biodiversity would be in
line with the main agri-environmental objectives of the Lithuanian RDP and would address some of the existing key
problems with the action-based grassland measure the Landscape Stewardship Scheme. The environmental targeting
would be improved by linking the grassland payments to the desired biodiversity outcome and adding yearly monitoring
of relevant biodiversity outcome indicators in relation to species diversity and abundance of plants, insects and birds
(e.g. number of plant indicator species). The improved environmental targeting would also deliver a higher coverage of
meadows with high biodiversity value.
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The Relationship Between Capital Stock Value Development and Selected
Agricultural Sector’s Characteristics in new EU Countries
Luboš Smutka, Richard Selby
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Abstract
The paper’s main ambition is to analyze agrarian sector development in individual new EU member countries with the emphasis on
investments coming to agriculture. The idea is to analyze the relationship between the agricultural sector and its performance on one side, and level
and structure of investments coming to agriculture on the other. The main objective is to identify the relationship between capital stock value
development and agrarian sector performance in individual analysed countries. The paper is focused on an analysis of agrarian sector performance
and structure on one side and gross capital stock value and structure on the other side. The paper analyses the time period before the global economy
crisis appeared. The results coming from the analysis are the following. The agricultural sector changed its structure and position within the national
economy of individual new EU member states significantly during the last two decades. In the period before the global economy crisis appeared, the
individual analyzed countries reduced the size of their agricultural sector and they also reduced the value of agricultural sector performance. Despite
the significant reduction of the agricultural sector in many analyzed countries it can be said that individual countries became more efficient in relation
to agricultural sector performance. Individual country’s agrarian sectors became more effective and their competitiveness increased. Individual
country’s agricultural sector size and performance development are closely related to investments coming to agriculture. Both the agricultural sector
structure and also agricultural sector production performance are closely related to available investments (gross capital stock value). Taking into
consideration the main objective of this paper it can be said that the most sensitive segments of agricultural sector in relation to investments are
livestock production and land development. Regarding sensitivity of agricultural production performance in relation to changes in investment value it
can be said that the most sensitive are livestock production and non-food agricultural production.
Key words: Investments, agriculture, production output, trade, value, volume, European Union, new members, pre-crisis period, post crisis
development.

Introduction
The agrarian sector and food market are without any doubts the key sectors of any economy around the world
(Svatoš, 2009). Well functioning agriculture and foodstuff production are heavily dependant on investments and capital
stock level (Svatoš, 2011). If a country does not have a sufficient level of investments coming to agriculture it may be
expected that its agricultural sector would stagnate (Mezera, Špička, 2013). On the other hand strong investments flows
to agriculture encourage agricultural production levels both from the productivity point of view as well as from the
efficiency point of view (Žídková, Řezbová, Rosochatecká, 2011). The agricultural sector is influenced in many
countries by the attitude of individual governments to agriculture. For many countries, agriculture and its performance
and size represent a strategic item of their policy-making activities. Agriculture is not only an important part of the
economy, but it is also part of the strategic sector by satisfying one of the most important needs of the human
population – food (Horská, 2011). There is no country which does not solve the food security problems, and where
internal security policies do not also include food security (Bielik, 2010). Based on these facts, it should be stressed that
the agricultural sector represents a specific sector of global economy, and its development is affected not only by
economic power (demand and supply), but it is also affected by political power (liberalization, protectionism etc.)
(Jeníček, 2009). The agricultural market both from global and regional/individual countries point of view is seriously
affected by implemented policies related to the agricultural sector and market development (Svatoš, 2008). The result of
political interventions to agriculture is that the agricultural market represents one of the least liberalized markets within
the world market (Horská, Hambálková, 2008). One significant element within the global agricultural market is the
European Union. The EU’s Common agricultural policy, accompanied by the Common trade policy, significantly
influences not only EU’s internal agricultural market, but also global market development. Every new member state of
EU is obliged to accept the Common agricultural and trade policies – both they have direct impact on individual
countries’ agricultural sector performance (Drabík, Bártová, 2008). For some of them the impact of these policies can
be positive, for some of them the impact of these policies on their agricultural sector performance can even be negative.
The EU accession for individual countries means significant changes in their economy, including the agricultural sector
(Lukas, Poschl et al., 2004). On accession, individual countries’ markets become a part of the EU single market, and
their legislation related to the agrarian sector must be consistent with EU legislation (Pokrivčák, Drabík, 2008). The
impact of EU accession on individual countries’ agricultural sector performance and size is significant (Bartosova,
Bartova, Fidrmuc, 2008). This paper’s main objective is to analyze agrarian sector development in individual new EU
member countries with an emphasis on investments directed towards agriculture. The idea is to analyze the relationship
between the agricultural sector and its performance on one side, and the level of investments coming to agriculture on
the other. Agricultural investments together with government expenditures in agriculture represent very important
elements influencing the position and performance of agriculture within the economy of individual countries.
Investments in agriculture have a direct impact on crops and animal production volume development. Investments also
have a significant impact on the agricultural sector’s size, productivity and competitiveness. It must be recognised that
huge differences exist among individual new EU members– especially in relation to their economic power, market size,
role of agriculture in national economy and policy and production conditions. The conducted analysis provides a basic
overview of the development of investments and agricultural sector’s size and performance in period before the global
economic crisis appeared (1993–2007).
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Materials and Methods
This paper analyses the value and structure development of capital stocks in agriculture in ten new EU member
countries (NMCs) (Bulgaria, the Czech Republic, Estonia, Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland, Romania, Slovakia and
Slovenia). The main objective is to identify the relationship between capital stock value development and agrarian
sector development in each of these analyzed countries. The analysis provides a basic overview of individual countries
agricultural sector development. In this case the paper is focused especially on agricultural sector output (agricultural
production value development), productivity (agricultural production value development per person economically
active in agriculture), and size development (area of agricultural and arable land development, number of persons
economically active in agricultural sector). The paper also analyses the value of gross capital stock in agriculture
development, and in this case the structure of gross capital stock in particular – it means value of gross capital stock in
relation to following areas: land development, livestock (fixed assets, inventory), machinery and equipment, plantation
crops and structures for livestock. The paper analyses the basic relationships between capital stock value and selected
variables related to agricultural sector performance. The correlation between total capital stock value and the following
variables is analyzed: GDP, total economically active population in agriculture, agricultural land, arable land,
agricultural production, production of cereals, crops production, food production, livestock production, agrarian nonfood production. The correlation analysis is also focused on relationships between total capital stock value and
individual areas of capital stock distribution (land development, livestock (fixed assets, inventory), machinery and
equipment, plantation crops and structures for livestock. Apart from the correlation analysis, the paper also analyses the
sensitivity (elasticity) of individual variables in relation to changes in value of total agrarian gross capital stock. The
objective of this analysis is to identify the level of individual variables’ sensitivity on changes in value of gross capital
stock. The instruments used to manage these objectives are: basic indices, chain indices, geomean calculation, elasticity
calculation, regression and correlation. To calculate elasticity it was necessary to conduct the set of regression,
providing basic information about mutual relationships between individual variables (the exogenous variable is gross
capital stock value) and individual endogenous variables. Logarithmic regression was found to be the most suitable
form of regression for the analysis. This type of regression provides information about elasticities directly (Individual
regressions were also tested to obtain information about the significance of the relationships analyzed. Unfortunately,
because of the limited number of pages, individual regressions and their characteristics are not a part of this paper. The
paper provides only information about the values of correlation and elasticity). The main sources of data are databases
provided by UN FAOSTAT and the World Bank. The general analyzed time period is from 1993 to 2007. Thus, the
paper covers the period before the global economic crisis (Junková, Matušková, 2011) appeared (data for the following
years are not currently available). Data used in this analysis is conducted on constant prices.
Analysis and discussion
Agricultural sector development in New Member Countries
During the last twenty years the agricultural sector has changed its position in the national economy significantly
for each of the New Member Countries (NMCs). The share of agriculture in the GDP of the whole group of countries
declined from more than 7% to about 4%. The most significant reduction of the agrarian sector’s share in relation to
GDP was recorded in the Czech Republic, Poland, Bulgaria, Slovenia and Romania (decline of share by 40-50%).
Despite this, all the analyzed countries recorded a significant drop of the share of the agricultural sector in their national
economy (the only exception being Hungary) the value of agricultural sector’s performance in analyzed countries was
reduced by only about 13%. A significant decline of agricultural sector performance was recorded especially in
Bulgaria, Slovakia, the Czech Republic and Latvia. On the other hand, the only countries which were able to stabilize
agricultural production value were Poland, Hungary and Slovenia.
When analyzing individual countries’ agrarian sector performance development it must be emphasized, that
despite the decline of the agricultural sector’s importance within the national economy of all analyzed countries, its
effectiveness compared to productivity significantly increased, especially in relation to number of persons economically
active in agrarian sector. All analyzed countries recorded within the analyzed time period a significant growth of
generated production value per person economically active in agriculture. The most impressive growth of agricultural
production value was recorded in Slovenia, Romania, Lithuania, Bulgaria, Hungary and Poland.
The explanation of this development is the fact that while the analyzed countries as a group of countries recorded
in the analyzed time period a decline of agricultural output value by about 13%, the number of persons economically
active in agriculture in the analyzed countries decreased from 9.4 mil. to less than 5.6 mil. – i.e. by about 40%. The
reason for the agrarian sector productivity growth in relation to number of persons economically active in agriculture is
the growth of investments especially into machinery (in the period 1993 – 2007 alone the value of investments in
machinery and agricultural equipment in all NMCs increased by almost 20%, while the value of capital stock into land
development (14%), livestock (over 30%) and crops production (over 12%) significantly declined. The number of
pieces of machine equipment in all the analyzed countries increased in the period 1993 – 2005 from 2.5 million to more
than 7 million pieces.
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Table 1. Gross agricultural production value structure in individual NMCs (in constant 2004–2006 million US$)
Basic
Basic
Chain
Chain
Gross Production Value
1993 1999 2004 2007 2011
2007/1993 2011/1993 1993-2007
1993-2011
Agriculture
Bulgaria
(Total)
3230 3270 2827 1964 2644 0.6080
0.8186
0.9651
0.9889
Czech
Agriculture
Republic
(Total)
5746 4957 4907 4364 4335 0.7595
0.7544
0.9805
0.9845
Agriculture
Estonia
(Total)
734
513
528
610
637
0.8311
0.8678
0.9869
0.9922
Agriculture
Hungary
(Total)
5507 5943 6566 5053 5281 0.9176
0.9590
0.9939
0.9977
Agriculture
Latvia
(Total)
1049 602
673
780
767
0.7436
0.7312
0.9791
0.9828
Agriculture
Lithuania
(Total)
1839 1511 1585 1618 1654 0.8798
0.8994
0.9909
0.9941
Agriculture
Poland
(Total)
17356 16319 16711 16974 16652 0.9780
0.9594
0.9984
0.9977
Agriculture
Romania
(Total)
13531 13066 15592 11407 14419 0.8430
1.0656
0.9879
1.0035
Agriculture
Slovakia
(Total)
2387 2023 1947 1655 1660 0.6933
0.6954
0.9742
0.9800
Agriculture
Slovenia
(Total)
782
848
919
811
790
1.0371
1.0102
1.0026
1.0006
Source: FAOSTAT, 2013
Table 2. Gross agricultural production value development in NMCs in
US$) (USD)
MNCs - Gross
1993 1999 2004 2007 2009 2011
Production Value
Agriculture (Total)
52161 49052 52255 45236 48254 48839
Crops (Total)
25852 24858 28880 21196 25083 25968
Livestock (Total)
26310 24195 23375 24043 23170 22872
Source: FAOSTAT, 2013

the period 1993–2011 (in constant 2004-2006 million
Basic
2007/1993
0.8672
0.8199
0.9138

Basic
Chain
2011/1993 1993-2007
0.9363
0.9899
1.0045
0.9859
0.8693
0.9936

Chain
1993-2011
0.9964
1.0002
0.9923

Gross capital stock value development in NMCs
During the last two decades the agricultural sector in individual NMCs was affected by many factors.
Investments and available gross capital stock were very important factors influencing agricultural sector size and
performance in the individual analyzed countries. The value of gross capital stock, as one of the driving forces
influencing agrarian sector development, in the analyzed group of countries recorded a slight reduction within the
analyzed time period, of about 5% (from about 181 billion USD in 1993 to about 174 billion USD in 2007). Despite the
fact that the whole group of countries did not record a significant reduction of available gross capital stock, it must be
emphasized that among the individual countries huge differences in capital stock value development appeared. A
significant growth of value was recorded in the case of Slovenia, Poland and Lithuania. On the other hand the
significant value reduction was recorded in the case of Bulgaria, Estonia and Slovakia. The Czech Republic, Hungary,
Latvia and Romania recorded only a slight decline. Again it must be emphasized, that despite the reduction of available
capital stock, in the case of the majority of analyzed countries, the situation is not so critical. If we recalculate the
available value of capital stock per person economically active in agrarian sector in individual analyzed countries, it can
be seen that the situation is even better in the case of all NMCs except for Slovakia. The available gross capital stock
value significantly increased particularly in Slovenia, Lithuania, Romania, Latvia, Poland and Bulgaria.
Table 3. Gross Capital Stock value development in individual NMCs in 1993–2007
1993
1999
Gross Capital Stock (constant 2005 prices) (USD million)
Bulgaria
Capital Stock (Total)
10834
8810
Czech Republic
Capital Stock (Total)
13385
12068
Estonia
Capital Stock (Total)
3215
2805
Hungary
Capital Stock (Total)
11786
11817
Latvia
Capital Stock (Total)
4589
3517
Lithuania
Capital Stock (Total)
8275
8359
Poland
Capital Stock (Total)
71367
72326
Romania
Capital Stock (Total)
46849
44134
Slovakia
Capital Stock (Total)
9024
7179
Slovenia
Capital Stock (Total)
2408
2845
NMCs
Capital Stock (Total)
181731 173860
Source: FAOSTAT, 2013
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2004
5928
12030
2228
11831
3563
8138
72215
42768
6674
2897
168272

2007
5902
11636
2189
11224
3899
8691
78345
42851
6187
2830
173753

Basic
0.5447
0.8694
0.6807
0.9523
0.8495
1.0503
1.0978
0.9147
0.6856
1.1756
0.9561

Chain
0.9575
0.9901
0.9729
0.9965
0.9884
1.0035
1.0067
0.9936
0.9734
1.0116
0.9968
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Table 4. Gross Capital Stock – Structure value development in NMCs in 1993–2007
(constant 2005 prices) USD million
1993
1999
2004
NMCs
Land Development
69524.35
66374.92
61499.71
NMCs
Livestock (Fixed Assets)
25636.14
20196.95
17642.65
NMCs
Livestock (inventory)
4524.03
3564.18
3113.41
NMCs
Machinery & Equipment
68798.32
71733.36
75093.81
NMCs
Plantation Crops
11157.75
10399.77
9539.9
NMCs
Structures for Livestock
2091.4
1591.24
1382.79
NMCs
Land Development
38.3%
38.2%
36.5%
NMCs
Livestock (Fixed Assets)
14.1%
11.6%
10.5%
NMCs
Livestock (inventory)
2.5%
2.1%
1.9%
NMCs
Machinery & Equipment
37.9%
41.3%
44.6%
NMCs
Plantation Crops
6.1%
6.0%
5.7%
NMCs
Structures for Livestock
1.2%
0.9%
0.8%
Source: FAOSTAT, 2013

2007
60362.88
17730.64
3128.93
81224.31
9920
1386.5
34.7%
10.2%
1.8%
46.7%
5.7%
0.8%

Basic
0.8682265
0.6916267
0.6916245
1.1806147
0.8890681
0.662953
x
x
x
x
x
x

Chain
0.9899577
0.9740074
0.9740072
1.0119303
0.9916365
0.971066
x
x
x
x
x
x

Table 4 provides basic information about the value distribution of gross capital stock in individual NMCs and
also about the changes in structure of gross capital stock in individual countries. It can be emphasized that not only
values of gross capital stock in individual analyzed countries changed within the analyzed time period, but also the
structure of value distribution among individual areas connected with agricultural business changed significantly in
individual countries.
Analyzing the whole group of countries it can be seen that the main changes particularly affected are available
gross capital stock value in relation to livestock production (approx -30%), land development (approx -13%), and
plantation crops (approx -11%). But it should be emphasized that among individual countries huge differences in
changes of gross capital stock structure exist (for details see FAOSTAT database).
The relationship between capital stock value development and agricultural sector development in NMCs
The value of investments and available gross capital stock is closely correlated with individual countries
agricultural sector development and performance. The following tables 5, 6 and 7 provide a basic overview about the
relationship between value of capital stock and selected variables related to the agricultural sector.
Table 5. Correlation between Gross capital stock value development and selected variables representing agricultural sector
development in individual analyzed countries in the period 1993–2007
Persons
Agricul.
Arable
Agri.
Correlation
GDP
active in
Cereals
Crops
Food
area
land
produc.
agriculture
Bulgaria
Capital Stock
-0.91
0.93
0.88
0.86
0.84
0.15
0.31
0.85
Czech Republic Capital Stock
-0.70
0.69
0.64
0.64
0.72
-0.28
0.43
0.72
Estonia
Capital Stock
-0.92
0.88
0.59
0.84
0.37
-0.34
0.43
0.37
Hungary
Capital Stock
-0.31
0.24
0.06
0.00
0.28
-0.22
-0.18
0.28
Latvia
Capital Stock
-0.22
0.59
0.91
0.92
0.89
0.38
0.74
0.89
Lithuania
Capital Stock
0.33
-0.19
0.14
0.33
0.32
0.09
-0.09
0.32
Poland
Capital Stock
0.27
-0.28
-0.32
-0.31
-0.28
-0.20
-0.49
-0.28
Romania
Capital Stock
-0.62
0.90
0.52
0.49
0.05
0.13
-0.07
0.04
Slovakia
Capital Stock
-0.97
0.97
0.78
0.87
0.89
0.30
0.70
0.88
Slovenia
Capital Stock
0.70
-0.78
-0.75
-0.93
0.24
0.18
-0.11
0.23
Livestock
Structures
Land
(Fixed
Livestock Machinery, Plantation
for
Correlation
Livestock Non Food Development Assets) (inventory) Equipment
Crops
Livestock
Bulgaria
Capital Stock
0.94
-0.42
0.99
0.91
0.91
-0.32
0.42
0.49
Czech Republic Capital Stock
0.79
0.42
-0.28
0.70
0.70
0.49
-0.68
0.70
Estonia
Capital Stock
0.21
0.84
0.68
0.68
0.84
0.17
0.74
Hungary
Capital Stock
0.84
-0.11
0.73
0.68
0.68
-0.12
0.02
0.30
Latvia
Capital Stock
0.83
0.92
0.79
0.79
0.25
0.54
0.78
Lithuania
Capital Stock
0.65
-0.46
0.31
0.18
0.18
0.38
-0.44
0.14
Poland
Capital Stock
0.30
0.33
-0.27
-0.04
-0.04
0.83
0.68
-0.09
Romania
Capital Stock
0.47
0.83
-0.35
0.96
0.96
0.97
0.93
0.96
Slovakia
Capital Stock
0.95
0.85
0.95
0.97
0.97
0.98
0.84
0.97
Slovenia
Capital Stock
0.38
0.01
0.37
0.37
1.00
-0.73
-0.28
Source: own calculations, 2013
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Table 6. The elasticity of selected variables representing agricultural sector in individual analyzed countries in relation to one
percent change of gross capital stock value in analyzed time period
Elasticity
Agriculture
Cereals,Total
Crops
Food
Livestock
Non Food
Bulgaria
0.632
0.174
0.231
0.672
1.079
-0.607
Czech
Republic
1.538
-0.689
0.952
1.536
1.964
4.165
Estonia
0.271
-0.533
0.508
0.273
0.144
0.000
Hungary
0.790
-2.041
-1.049
0.788
2.656
-0.711
Latvia
1.529
0.973
1.233
1.532
1.762
0.000
Lithuania
0.463
0.234
-0.249
0.470
1.072
-3.977
Poland
-0.356
-0.645
-1.396
-0.363
0.507
1.155
Romania
0.113
1.082
-0.282
0.095
0.811
7.402
Slovakia
0.836
0.401
0.698
0.815
0.977
5.306
Slovenia
0.126
0.260
-0.121
0.123
0.243
0.000
Land
Livestock (Fixed
Livestock
Machinery &
Plantation
Structures for
Development
Assets)
(inventory)
Equipment
Crops
Livestock
Bulgaria
2.036
0.708
0.708
-0.108
0.241
0.203
Czech
Republic
-0.096
3.107
3.107
1.043
-0.088
3.280
Estonia
1.466
1.289
1.289
0.764
0.264
1.548
Hungary
1.760
2.739
2.739
-0.613
0.065
1.750
Latvia
2.111
2.708
2.708
0.166
2.313
2.944
Lithuania
1.360
0.589
0.589
0.974
-0.870
0.542
Poland
-0.495
-0.142
-0.142
1.587
1.696
-0.451
Romania
-0.095
3.307
3.307
3.019
2.729
2.317
Slovakia
0.588
1.976
1.976
1.219
2.232
2.131
Slovenia
0.008
0.147
0.147
1.410
-0.755
-0.117
Source: own calculations, 2013
Table 7 – The basic characteristics (elasticity and correlation) existing among capital stock value and selected variables
related to agricultural sector in NMCs – as a group of countries
Capital Stock + (Total)
Elasticity/b Abs unit
R2
Correlation Significance
Economically active persons in agriculture
5.48509
-57.30268 0.70195 0.83783
YES
Agricultural area (1000 Ha)
1.52835
-7.49936
0.62423 0.79008
YES
Arable land (1000 Ha)
1.88158
-12.10964 0.67237 0.81998
YES
Agriculture (PIN) + (Total) Gross Production Value (constant
2004-2006 million US$)
0.39124
6.06842
0.05617 0.23700
NO
Cereals,Total + (Total) Gross Production Value (constant 20042006 million US$)
-1.42417
26.35242
0.07317 -0.27050
YES
Crops (PIN) + (Total) Gross Production Value (constant 20042006 million US$)
-0.12811
11.64926
0.00194 -0.04410
NO
Food (PIN) + (Total) Gross Production Value (constant 20042006 million US$)
0.39066
6.07148
0.05634 0.23735
NO
Livestock (PIN) + (Total) Gross Production Value (constant
2004-2006 million US$)
0.95771
-1.46893
0.58901 0.76747
YES
Non Food (PIN) + (Total) Gross Production Value (constant
2004-2006 million US$)
0.52733
-0.74557
0.03068 0.17514
NO
Land Development Gross Capital Stock (constant 2005 prices)
(USD million)
1.46220
-6.56678
0.61531 0.78442
YES
Livestock (Fixed Assets) Gross Capital Stock (constant 2005
prices) (USD million)
4.56163
-45.15661 0.86313 0.92905
YES
Livestock (inventory) Gross Capital Stock (constant 2005
prices) (USD million)
4.56163
-46.89118 0.86313 0.92905
YES
Machinery & Equipment Gross Capital Stock (constant 2005
prices) (USD million)
-0.78968
20.74236
0.21123 -0.45959
YES
Plantation Crops Gross Capital Stock (constant 2005 prices)
(USD million)
1.80977
-12.60869 0.85365 0.92393
YES
Source: own calculations, 2013

Despite the fact that huge differences exist between individual analysed countries (both concerning correlation
and elasticity of individual agricultural sector characteristics in relation to gross capital stock value development), there
are also some similarities. In general in relation to NMCs (see table 7) - it can be said that significant correlations exist
between the available value of gross capital stock on one side and national GDP, number of economically active
persons in the agricultural sector, available agricultural and arable area and level of livestock production.
Agricultural production and also individual areas accumulating gross capital stock show a different level of
sensitivity in relation to changes in total value of gross capital stock value formation in individual countries. In relation
to agricultural production, the majority of analysed countries recorded a high level of sensitivity between capital stock
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and especially the number of economically active persons in agriculture, livestock production value and non-food
agricultural production value. In relation to the distribution of available gross capital stock among individual areas
representing the agricultural sector, the highest level of sensitivity and also correlation is particularly between total
available gross capital stock value development/formation and development of gross capital stock value in relation to
land development and livestock production. Crops production and agricultural machinery and equipment are also
highly correlated in relation to total gross capital stock value formation but the level of their sensitivity in relation to
change of gross capital stock value is much lower in comparison with land development and livestock production gross
capital stock value formation. In general it can be state that capital coming to agriculture is becoming more and more
efficient, and per capita production is heavily dependent on them.
In fact it must be highlighted that the results of the sensitivity analysis confirmed the general expectations in
relation to agricultural sector. Capital stock in agriculture heavily influenced the number of economically active persons
active in agriculture. Nowadays agriculture is more effective than it was two decades ago. The level of capital stock has
served to reduce the number of economically active persons in agriculture needed to manage the current level of
production Available capital stock also affected agricultural production and especially livestock production
performance – especially because livestock production is much more sensitive for capital stock in comparison with
crops production – this was confirmed especially on the basis of per capita calculations.
Conclusion
The agricultural sector has significantly changed its structure and position within the national economy of
individual new EU member states during the last two decades. During the analysed time period, individual selected
countries have reduced the size of their agricultural sector, and also reduced the volume and value of agricultural sector
performance (livestock production was especially heavily affected). Despite a significant reduction of the agricultural
sector in many analysed countries it can be said that each country became more efficient in relation to the agricultural
sector performance. Individual countries agrarian sectors became more effective. Both the agricultural sector structure
and also the agricultural sector production performance are closely related with available investments (gross capital
stock value). If we take into consideration the main objective of this paper – we can say the following:
The value of gross capital stock, as one of the driving forces influencing agrarian sector development in the
analysed group of countries, recorded a slight reduction within the analysed time period, of about 5%. Capital stock
plays a very important role in the agricultural sector structure and production development. In the monitored time
period, the agricultural sector’s characteristics and production value reacted very sensitively to changes in individual
NMCs’ capital stock value. The most sensitive segments of the agricultural sector in relation to capital stock are
livestock production, land development, and the number of economically active persons in agriculture. Concerning the
sensitivity of agricultural production performance in relation to changes in capital stock value, the most sensitive are
livestock production and non-food agricultural production. In general, on the basis of the correlation analysis, a very
close relationship appears to exist between the agricultural sector and capital stock development – especially in relation
to the number of economically active persons in agriculture, size of agricultural and arable area, and livestock
production. Individual areas of capital stock are also very sensitive especially in the case of livestock production, and
agricultural machinery and equipment.
At the end of this paper it can be said that capital stock is a very important part of individual countries’
agricultural sector development. Its value has stagnated in the majority of analysed countries during the analyzed time
period. The only countries which were able to increase the value of gross capital stock were Poland, Lithuania and
Slovenia. The other countries recorded a reduction of gross capital stock value – in some cases the reduction was really
significant e.g. Bulgaria or Slovakia. The specific factor which characterised the agrarian sector development in
individual analysed countries is their ability to improve agrarian sector efficiency. Because of the significant reduction
of the number of economically active persons in agriculture, which was accompanied by a much lower reduction of
production values, individual countries became more effective both in relation to agricultural output value per capita,
and also in relation to value of gross capital stock per capita. In the future it may be expected that capital stock will play
the most important role in each analysed country’s agrarian sector restructuring process. Some countries, which have
the potential to be competitive both on the European and also the world agricultural market, will encourage the value
flow of capital stock into agriculture (e.g. Poland), however it may be expected that some other countries, whose
agricultural production potential is limited, will be reducing the capital flows coming to agriculture, and their agrarian
sector position both in relation to the domestic market and also in relation to the European and world agricultural
market will decline (e.g. Slovakia).
Summary
The conducted paper provides a brief overview of mutual relationship between capital stock and agricultural
sector development in selected new EU member countries. The main objective is to identify the relationship between
capital stock value development and agrarian sector development in each of these analyzed countries. The paper is
divided into three parts. The first part of the paper is characterizing agricultural sector development in NMCs. The
second part is providing a brief overview related to agricultural sector’s capital stock value development in individual
analyzed countries. The third part of the paper is focused on the analysis of mutual relationship existing between capital
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stock value and selected characteristic of agricultural sector development in NMCs. The analysis is conducted in
constant prices. It provides a brief overview about agricultural sector performance and capital stock flows – the basic
instruments for the analysis are chain and basic indices. The mutual relationship between agricultural sector
development and capital stock flows is afterwards analysed through the correlation analysis, elasticity analysis and
logarithm regression. The paper is analyzing the impact of changes in total real capital stock value development in
relation to selected agricultural sector’s characteristics and also distribution of capital stock flows is analyzed. The main
ambition is to highlight the main tendencies related to mutual relationship existing between capital stock flows and
agricultural sector development. On the basis of conducted analysis – it is possible to say – that the huge differences in
agricultural sector development and also in capital flows related to agriculture are existing among individual analyzed
countries. While there are countries which agricultural sector was significantly reduced during the last two decades,
there are also countries which were able to keep or almost to keep their positions. Despite of agricultural production
volume was reduced in all analyzed countries, the value of realized agricultural production even increased in many
analyzed countries. Agricultural sector significantly change its structure. While the livestock production was reduced
the crops production and especially cereals production in many countries survived or it was affected by transformation
processes less than livestock production. The capital stock flows and their value played a very important role in
agricultural sector transformation processes in individual countries. The conducted analysis proved the significant
relationship existing between agricultural sector’s development characteristics and realized capital stock values. The
analysis proved the significant relationship existing between capital stock value development and the number of
economically active persons in agriculture, livestock production performance and agricultural land size. In relation to
total value of capital stock flows distribution the most sensitive sectors are land development, livestock fixed assets and
inventory. The analysis also proved the high level of sensitivity existing between agricultural sector production value
development and realized capital flows both in relation to livestock and crops production. Talking about capital stock
structure the most sensitive segments in relation to changes in the total value of capital stock are livestock fixed assets,
inventory and structures. Capital stock value related to crops production is much less sensitive in relation to changes in
total capital stock value. Talking about the results coming from the analysis in relation to individual countries it is
possible to say that high level of correlation between agricultural sector development and capital stock flows exist
especially in Bulgaria, the Czech Republic, Latvia and Slovakia. The high level of agricultural sector sensitivity on
changes in capital stock value flows was proved especially in the Czech Republic, Latvia, Slovakia and Hungary.
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Comparative Analysis of Productivity Developments of Agricultural Sector in
Baltic States: Assessing the Impact of Subsidies on Products
Eglė Stonkutė
Baltic Institute for Research and Development, Lithuania
Abstract
The paper extends the knowledge on the dynamics of productivity in agriculture and its relashionship with subsidies on products. The aim of
the paper is to compare dynamics in single factor productivity of agricultural sectors in Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania after having introduced CAP
subsidies on products and to assess the impact of subsidies on products on the productivity in these three Baltic States. Using the data of Economics
accounts for agriculture (Eurostat) labor, fixed capital, and energy single factor productivities in three Baltic countries as well as in the whole EU
were calculated based on gross value added. The results reveal that the level of labor and energy productivity is lower in three Baltic States compared
to the levels in the EU. Agricultural sector in Estonia seams to be revealing rather important labor productivity gains compared to Latvian and
Lithuanian agricultural sectors from 2009 onwards and is of a higher level during the whole period under analysis (2003-2012). Fixed capital
productivity in the EU and three Baltic countries is converging. The real productivity gains and its rather stable development are identified in Estonia,
when in Lithuania productivity gains are partially overvalued by rather high gross value added dependency on subsidies on products and in Latvia
productivity is lagging due to structural problems and investment deficiencies. It seems that in Latvia and Lithuania agricultural policies should
actively target productivity in order to mitigate the risks of negative impact of subsidies on products on productivity.

Introduction
In 2004 three Baltic States have accessed into the EU and have introduced common agricultural policy (CAP)
measures aimed at increase in competitiveness of agricultural sectors and at support of income of agricultural producers.
Competitiveness in agricultural sector in the EU and Baltic States, as commodities sector, relies onto productive use of
inputs and, other conditions being equal, on the sectors economic policy implemented, i.e. direct (income support) and
other support for the sector. Competition in the agriculture, due to common agricultural market within the EU,
demographic challenges and the increasingly scarce inputs, seams to be increasing and should presumably lead to
productivity gains at sector level or could have negative effect on its productivity (OECD, 2008). Competition can be
understood as a set of farms competing against each other for the demand of their products (Polder et al., 2009). In that
context productivity gains or losses in three Baltic States need to be investigated as well as the impact of direct support
in order to reveal the dynamics of competitiveness of agricultural sector in these countries.
There are several studies carried out on relationship between productivity and subsidies. Rizov and al. (2013)
carried out the empirical study using the Farm Accountancy Data Network samples in the EU-15 countries and come to
the conclusions that subsidies impact negatively on farm productivity in the period before the decoupling reform was
implemented and after its implementation the effects of subsidies on productivity became moderate and even turned
positive in several countries. The same idea is defended by Kažukauskas et al. (2010). The analysis based on Irish,
Danish and Dutch farm level data found some evidence that the decoupling policy and related farm enterprise
specialization had significant positive effects on farm productivity. Melece and Praulinš (2010) concluded, after the
analysis of Latvian regional aspect of farm subsidies based on FADN data, that the with increasing dependability of
agriculture to subsidies its effectiveness in decreasing measured in terms of net value added per annual working unit.
Petrick and Kloss (2013) founded that productivity in agriculture can be increased through greater working capital,
whereas, labor, land and fixed capital are not the bottleneck factors of EU arable farming. Availability of working
capital Koski and Pajarinen (2013), while dealing with the impact of subsidies on productivity of firms, concluded that
subsidies allocated to inefficient firms would increase their market liquidity that would make their exit more likely than
it would be owe vise.
Sector level analysis of productivity in agriculture made by Tosin and al. (2010) reveals that countries have
different resources supply and, consequently, achieve different levels of labor and soil productivity that affects the
competitiveness of agriculture. The authors stated that different types of resource structures predefine productivity in a
specific country, where the countries are abundant of natural resources the labor productivity tends to be of a higher
level and natural (land) resources productivity – of the lower level. The dependability of productivity on supply of
resources is identified by Coelli and al. (2007) while making Malmquist index analysis for Belgian agriculture. Making
regional analysis of productivity in the EU Ezcurra and al. (2011) has found that regional agricultural productivity
disparities within the EU are decreasing. Cuerva (2011) argues that the diversity of structural patterns conditions
productivity and hinders sector convergence, i.e. the divergence in agricultural productivity will continue if differences
in structural patterns persist. Differences in structure of resources was pointed by Van Den Noort (2008) as being more
or less natural and predefined by that structure.
After the analysis of the productivity and efficiency in the EU and Turkey Cancurt and al. (2013) conclude that
new member states countries have a better performance in achieving high level of productivity in agricultural
production. Rungsuriyawiboon and Lissitsa (2006) found, while using Malmquist index for analysis, that agricultural
productivity gains in Latvia and Lithuania are based on technical changes while in Estonia - based on efficiency gains.
As it is clear from the review of past studies, there is no clear evidence on the relationship between productivity
and subsidies. It needs to be investigated. Furthermore, there is no clear evidence on how the productivity is developing
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in three Baltic States after they joined the EU and became eligible for CAP subsidies on products raising the question
on how the productivity development in all these three countries is dependable on subsidies on products.
The following research question is formulated: how productivity of agricultural sector is developing in three
Baltic States after their accession into the EU and after the introduction of CAP subsidies on products in respective
countries and at what extent it is dependable on subsidies on products?
To answer the question the object of the paper is formulated as follows: the dynamics of productivity in
agricultural sector and the impact of subsidies on products on that productivity in Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania.
The aim of the paper is to compare dynamics in single factor productivity of agricultural sectors in Estonia,
Latvia and Lithuania after having introduced CAP subsidies on products and to assess the impact of subsidies on
products on the productivity in these three Baltic States.
The objectives set for the fulfillment of the aim are:
 to formulate methodology for the comparative analysis of productivity and the impact of subsidies on
products on it;
 to provide results on dynamics of productivity of agricultural sectors in Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania in 20032012 as well to assess the impact of subsidies on products on productivity;
 to formulate conclusions and draw their limitations.
The outline of the paper is as follows. Section on methodology and data gives a brief overview of the calculations
logics used for quantitative analysis of problem. The data sources and their peculiarities are presented in the same
section. Results of the analysis made are presented in the results section and explained. At the end conclusions with
their implications for further research are formulated.
Methodology and data
For the analysis of productivity development single factor productivity measures are used based on gross value
added (Table 1) instead of that based on gross output in order to reveal the agricultural sector contribution to economy
growth and specific inputs productivity in generating value added.
Table 1. Productivity measures
Type of output measure /
Input type
Gross output, Y

Labor, L

Labor productivity based on
gross output
Gross value added, GVA
Labor productivity based on
gross value added
Source: own elaboration based on OECD (2001).

Capital, K

Energy, E

Capital productivity based on
gross output
Capital productivity based on
gross value added

Energy productivity based on
gross output
Capital productivity based on
gross value added

Single factor productivity formulas used for the analysis of specific (single factor) input productivity
developments in agricultural sector are ((1), (2), (3) formulas):

where
 Ljt
 Kjt
 Ejt
Ljt
Kjt
Ejt
GVAjt

 Ljt = GVAjt / Ljt

(1)

 Kjt = GVAjt / Kjt

(2)

 Ejt = GVAjt / Ejt

(3)

Labor productivity in sector j in year t
Capital productivity in sector j in year t
Energy (input) productivity in sector j in year t
Labor input in sector j in year t
Capital input in sector j in year t
Energy input in sector j in year t
Gross value added in sector j in year t

For the analysis of the impact of subsidies on products the following measurements are applied ((4), (5), (6)
formulas):
GVAjt per Yjt = GVAjt / Yjt

(4)

GVAjt per SPjt = GVAjt / SPjt

(5)

SPjt per AWUjt = SPjt / AWUjt

(6)
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Gross output of sector j in year t
Subsidies on products in sector j in year t
Annual working units

The data of economic accounts for agriculture, being generated by European Commissions’ Eurostat, are used for
the analysis. The time period of data is the year from 2003 and 2012. The economic accounts for agriculture in real
prices, where the year 2005 is a basic year, are used for analysis in order to eliminate price dynamics impact (European
Commission, 2000). European Union (28 countries – EU28), Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania economic account at basic
prices for agriculture are investigated.
Gross output of agricultural sector (Y of agriculture in year t), subsidies on products (SP in agriculture in year t)
gross value added (GVA in agriculture sector in year t) used for calculations are those as defined and generated in
economic accounts for agriculture. For the calculations of labor productivity instead of compensations to employees
total annual working units are used (L (in terms of annual working units in agriculture in year t). Fixed capital
consumption (K in agriculture in year t) and energy (energy; lubricants) inputs are used for calculations as they are
defined and generated in economic account for agriculture.
Subsidies on products, as its defined in economic accounts for agriculture, are subsidies per unit of good or
service produces or imported (compensatory aid for arable crops, premiums for cattle, grants that has always been
aimed at products, despite degree of “decoupling”, and other; European Commission, 2000).
Results
The results of the analysis made of single factor productivity analysis reveal that in terms of labor productivity
per annual working unit in three Baltic States is still lagging and fall rather low behind the EU level (Figure 1). The
productivity in three Baltic States is increasing in the long term, however the increase of labor productivity in Estonia
after the 2009 is substantial compared to that of Latvia and Lithuania where productivity gains remain rather modest. In
2012 productivity in Estonia reached 78% of the EU where labor productivity in Lithuania reached 40%, in Latvia –
20% of EU level. Labor productivity in Estonia was of the higher level from 2003 compared with that in Latvia. It can
be partially explained by the differences in structure of agricultural sectors in three Baltic States where average holding
(in UAA per holding) is bigger and number of agricultural holdings is smaller in Estonia than in Latvia and Lithuania
(size of holdings in Estonia – 47,7 ha, in Latvia – 21,5 ha, in Lithuania – 13,7 ha in 2010 according Eurostat data;
number of holdings in Estonia – 19,7 thous., in Latvia – 83,0 thous., in Lithuania – 199,9 thous. in 2010 according
Eurostat data). Furthermore, agricultural holdings in Estonia account on average higher number of livestock units per
holding compared to Latvia’s and Lithuania’s agricultural holdings (livestock units per holding in Estonia – 16 LU, in
Latvia – 6 LU, in Lithuania – 5 LU in 2010 according Eurostat data). In case labor productivity is calculated on the
basis of gross value added without subsidies on products the biggest decrease of labor productivity compared to that
with subsidies is observed in Lithuania, where productivity in 2012 without subsidies is 17% lower than that with
subsidies. In other countries impact of subsidies on products on labor productivity is marginal (accounts some 1-3 per
cent points change). Labor productivity dependency on support on products in Estonia has being converging towards
the EU level since 2007, in Latvia – since 2010 (through gross value added dependency on subsidies on products).

Figure 1. Labor productivity based on gross value added, EUR/AWU
Source: own elaborations.

Fixed capital productivity based on gross value added analysis reveals that capital productivity in the EU is lower
than that in Baltic States and it was decreasing from 2003 till 2009 towards EU level (reflecting converging cost
structures in regions) and when started increasing in 2009 in all three Baltic countries (Figure 2). The level of fixed
capital consumption (in real value) in Estonia was 47% higher in 2012 compared to the level of 2005, in Latvia –
remained stagnant (1% higher in 2012 compared to 2005 level), and in Lithuania – was 29% higher in 2012 compared
to the level of 2005. Gross value added generated in 2012 was by 21% higher in Estonia, by 29% higher in Lithuania
and by 13% lower in Latvia when in 2005 in respective countries. The stagnation of fixed capital consumption and
relatively low level of gross value added in Latvia can indicate stagnation of the sector due to the lack of investments.
Even if fixed capital productivity in Lithuania in 2012 seams to be higher than in Estonia, Latvia and the EU, without
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subsidies the difference in productivity based on gross value added is marginal. It can be expected that in the long term
fixed capital productivity due to further increase in fixed capital accumulation in three Baltic States (due to investments
into holdings, i. e. technical and structural developments) will converge towards EU average levels.

Figure 2. Fixed capital productivity based on gross value added, EUR
Source: own elaborations.

Energy (input) productivity, as an indicator of sustainability of production, is decreasing in the EU in the period
from 2005 to 2012, however is of the higher level that that in three Baltic States (Figure 3). It indicates intensity of
energy use in agricultural sector in the EU. The highest energy productivity level among three Baltic States is in
Estonia, the lowest - in Latvia. In Estonia and Lithuania intensity of energy use in agriculture is decreasing from 2009
onwards, and it is it is stagnating in Latvia from 2008 at a rather low level. Energy productivity in Lithuania is
increasing slightly from 2003 to 2012, however is of a lower level than in the EU and Estonia.

Figure 3. Energy (input) productivity based on gross value added, EUR
Source: own elaborations.

Comparing all three single factor productivity measures (labor, fixed capital, energy) based on gross value added
in the EU and three Baltic States it can be stated that the level of labor and energy productivity is lower in three Baltic
States compared to the levels in the EU. Agricultural sector in Estonia seams to be revealing rather important labor
productivity gains compared to Latvian and Lithuanian agricultural sectors from 2009 onwards and is of a higher level
during the whole period under analysis (the year between 2003 and 2012). Fixed capital productivity in the EU and
three Baltic countries is converging. The real productivity gains and its rather stable development are identified in
Estonia, when in Lithuania productivity gains are partially overvalued by rather high gross value added dependency on
subsidies on products and in Latvia productivity is lagging due to structural problems and investment deficiencies.
The level of gross value added per gross output is of the marginally lower level in three Baltic States than in the
EU (Figure 4). Gross value added in the EU accounts for 39 % of gross output, 39% - in Estonia, 26% - in Latvia and
36% - in Lithuania. At the time it is converging toward EU level in Estonia and Lithuania, in Latvia it reveals its limited
positive trends just since 2012.
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Figure 4. Gross value added per gross output, EUR
Source: own elaborations.

The level of gross value added per subsidies on products is in creasing in the EU, Estonia and Latvia (with the
important increase from 2009 onwards in Estonia), however it is lagging in Lithuania (Figure 5). It is can be explained
by relatively high dependability of Lithuania’s agricultural sectors output and gross value added on subsidies on
products.

Figure 5. Gross value added per subsidies on products, EUR
Source: own elaborations.

Subsidies on products per annual working unit are decreasing in the EU, Estonia and Latvia (Figure 6). The
highest level of subsidies on products per annual working unit is identified in Lithuania where it is higher than that in
the EU and still reveals its tendencies to increase. The level of subsidies on products in Estonia and Latvia are lower
than in the EU and Lithuania and shows their lower dependability on subsidies on products.

Figure 6. Subsidies on products per annual working unit, EUR/AWU
Source: own elaborations.

Agricultural sector in Latvia is generating lower gross value added compared to its gross output than in other
Baltic States and the EU. Together with low dependability on support on products agricultural sector in Latvia seams to
be lagging in term off its productivity and suffers from stagnating investments into it. Agricultural sector in Lithuania
reveals its important dependency on subsidies on products, where gross value added per subsidies on products is low.
Low dependability on subsidies is a feature of Estonian agricultural sector and it is even lower then in the EU as a
whole.
Conclusions
The analysis of productivity dynamics of agricultural sector in the EU and three Baltic States during the period
from 2003 to 2012 reveals (after the CAP subsidies on products have been introduced) that three Baltic States still are
lagging in terms of labor and energy productivity compared to EU level. Fixed capital productivity in the EU and three
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Baltic states is rather similar. Agricultural sector in Lithuania is the most dependable on subsidies on products and
together with that in Latvia, short in subsidies on products, reveals rather limited gains in productivity. Substantial
productivity gains in agricultural sector have been generated in Estonia since 2003 and especially from 2009 onwards.
Labor and energy productivity in Estonia are increasing and converging towards the EU level while productivity of
agricultural sectors in Latvia and Lithuania are lagging. The difference in the level of productivity Latvia and Lithuania
compared to the EU can be explained just partially by abundance of land resources and relatively lower level of labor
productivity, the effect identified by Tosin and al. (2010). All these statements implies that support on products in a
specific context (structural as it was stated by Cuerva (2011)) can increase the productivity of agricultural sector and
even can create misleading perception of productivity gains that, in its turn, can lower incentives for further productivity
developments and policies aimed at support the development of technological and structural based productivity gains. It
seems that it is happening in Lithuanian agriculture where rather high subsidies per annual working unit limits
incentives to optimize input use and generate higher value added due to increased productivity of specific inputs into
the sector. That could be called as being the “subsidies trap” that limits further investments into productivity in
Lithuania. Estonian agriculture seems to be escaping from that negative side effect of subsidies on products and is
catching up with the EU in terms of productivity of agriculture. In the future developing and implementing agricultural
policy measures the potential buffering effect of subsidies on products on productivity shall be taken into consideration
in Latvia and Lithuania. Agricultural policies (investment policies) in these two countries could be aimed at
productivity and different types of productivity (labor, capital, energy, even multifactor) gains, i. e. it should be targeted
and not just measured. That could be achieved through more targeted investments and setting requirements for further
state funded investments and other income supports.
The conclusions stated, however, should be treated with caution and extended sector productivity analysis
(extending productivity analysis to multifactor productivity analysis) as well as the farm level analysis of productivity
developments would be needed in order to check and/or to increase the reliability of statements.
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Evaluation of competitiveness’ factors by rural area inhabitants32
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Abstract
The changing environment of rural development policy, namely the recoil upon local people and their voice, determines the need for new
research frameworks. Multidimensionality of competitiveness concept leads to the broad variety of different research strategies; rural competitiveness
is one among many. Differently from the other comprehensive research, the authors of the article chose to survey the opinion of local population
about their competitiveness’ abilities naming this strategy as the place-based individual competitiveness’ perception. People from two rural local
communities were asked to assess the area of competitiveness, to rate the competiveness’ advantages with regard to innovations, and to grade the
factors of competitiveness. Different statistical methods as correlation analysis, χ2 test, and factor analysis were used for the evaluation. Despite some
geographical and occupational differences in the respondents’ answers, it appeared that: low prices are still valued as the main asset of competitive
advantages; the future of rural competitiveness belongs to the rural non-farm employment while people employed in agriculture are less inclined to
apply innovations; factors of competitiveness are treated rather through the lenses of infrastructure while such factors as the energetic resources and
the qualification of specialists still dominate.

Introduction
Competitiveness and rural development are two popular icons at the top of many political agendas in the World.
The intense spread of globalization (especially in the economic sphere) changes the dynamics and scope of economic
relations and actions. All this leads to the changing environment of competitiveness. Politicians, economists, and
academicians, they all talk about different forms and levels of competitiveness: starting from a single firm’s
competitiveness and ending with the international (or even global) competitiveness. In this competitiveness’ struggle,
unquestionably, various metropolitan urbanized areas overcome the other spatial units. Rural areas in this battle are left
somewhere behind. Being a part of the European Union, Lithuania has a unique ability to foster the recovery of rural
areas by implementing different assistance means from the EU programs and funds. Despite all the efforts, rural areas in
Lithuania still experience depopulation, growing rates of unemployment and social dependency. Many experts indicate
the stimulation of rural entrepreneurship as the best remedy for the recovery of rural areas in the competitiveness’
struggle. External support for business education, and for its establishment in rural communities, opens up new
possibilities for the establishment of enterprises based upon innovative activity and for job creation, at the same time
strengthening economic competitiveness of rural areas (Vaznonis, Čiūtaitė, 2010, p.183-184). The stimulation of rural
entrepreneurship, however, has to overcome various obstacles that come both from inside and outside of rural areas.
Following the structural schema of external and internal factors for entrepreneurship proposed by Adamonienė and
Šilingienė (2008, p.7), we develop the structure of the so called objective and subjective factors. External factors such
as political, legal, technological or economic (as indicated by Adamonienė and Šilingienė, 2008, p.7), we call the
objective ones. These objective factors usually fall under the jurisdiction and responsibility of the authorities, their will
and abilities to take appropriate decision and thus foster rural development. Internal factors influencing
entrepreneurship (such as personal qualities, knowledge and skills, and other as indicated by Adamonienė and
Šilingienė, 2008, p.7) are more of subjective nature. Motivation to start business is usually indicated as the internal
factor (Pruskus, 2003) what means that it is of subjective nature. We provide, therefore, several new arguments for the
academic discussion about the rural competitiveness. In this article our first argument is that motivation for
entrepreneurship is influenced by the subjective perception of competitiveness’ abilities and possibilities. The way that
rural population perceive competitiveness’ factors in their respective living area, determines much the will to start and
the efforts to continue the business. Different authors (Vaznonis, Čiūtaitė, 2010, Astromskienė, Ramanauskienė, 2011,
Astromskienė et al., 2012) agree that competitiveness growths when entrepreneurship increases, and entrepreneurship
depends on different features. The analysis of the perception of competitiveness is a new approach. The idea itself is not
a radical one. According the New rural development policy paradigm (Vidickienė, 2010; Gedminatė-Raudonė, 2011) it
is essential to poll local population permanently in order to make a comprehensive situation analysis before taking the
optimal decisions (Melnikienė, Vidickienė, 2010). The second argument concerns the notion of rural area. Rurality
seems to be a diverse term (as perfectly revealed by Vidickienė, 2010, Melnikienė et al., 2011; Ward, Brown, 2009)
while rural areas encompass not only agricultural landscape but small towns and boroughs as well (Shucksmith et al.,
2009; OECD, 2005, 2012). Rural nonfarm employment (as defined by Reardon et al., 2007) is getting more and more
attention under the new rural development policies (OECD, 2005, 2012; Svetikas et al., 2010; Astromskienė,
Ramanauskienė, 2011; Astromskienė et al., 2012; Atkočiūnienė, Vaišnoraitė, 2012; Jasaitis, Ratkevičienė, 2012).
Development of alternative businesses is crucial for the restructuration of rural economic development (Pilipavičius,
2011; Astromskienė et al., 2012) and also idea about living quality (Křupka, Provazníková, 2013). Two boroughs
participated in this survey, namely the wards of Rusnė and Raudonė. Members of two rural communities in these wards
were asked to evaluate the competitiveness generally and the competitiveness’ factors particularly, in their respective
living areas. The scientific problem of the research is that rural area inhabitants still have insufficient understanding
about competiveness, about the possibilities of its increase. The lack of knowledge in this area is the main problem for
32
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rural community. The object of the article is the opinion of rural population about rural competitiveness. The aim of the
article is to investigate opinion about competiveness in rural area. The tasks fulfilling the aim are following: 1) to
analyze the concept of competitiveness; 2) to provide the research results from rural areas about factors of
competitiveness. During the research the following methods are used: primary and secondary literature analysis and
synthesis, induction and deduction, comparison, logical abstraction and analysis, computation of survey results using
SPSS, and applying different statistical methods. In the article we present the complicated notions of competitiveness
generally and competitiveness in rural areas, the main structure of competitiveness and the factors of competitiveness;
the second part of the article is devoted for the survey results and their statistical analysis, presenting summation and the
main conclusions.
Rural approach in competitiveness’ research
As it was indicated in the introduction, competitiveness is quite a complicated notion that needs a particular
structural construction of the research object/area. We construct the competitiveness analysis starting from the
definition then we present the structural components of the competitiveness that is followed by the deeper gaze at a
competitive advantage and the competitiveness’ factors. All these are presented through the lens of rurality and the
specification of rural areas. The existing definitions of competitiveness can be classified according the research areas,
which were identified by Balkytė and Tvaronavičienė (2010). Though this is not a conventional classification (if there
could be any at all) we agree this to be the most acceptable one. The authors distinguish the following competitiveness
research areas: competitiveness of companies (firm level competitiveness), sectors competitiveness, regional
competitiveness (area, place, locality, territorial, city, and urban competitiveness), national competitiveness (county
competitiveness), block competitiveness (regional competitiveness), international competitiveness (global
competitiveness, external competitiveness) (Balkytė, Tvaronavičienė, 2010, p.346). Dealing with subjective perception
of competitiveness in rural areas some explanations must be provided. First of all, we eliminate national, block, and
international competitiveness immediately as the improper ones for this research. Secondly, despite that rural areas are
still strongly related with the agriculture (as economic sector), our research object trespass/bypass this sectoral
approach. People living in small towns or boroughs in rural areas usually are employed not only in agricultural
activities, but more and more are employed in rural nonfarm activities as small scale business (i.e. small and medium
enterprises/companies), service industry (Vidickienė, 2010, p.139-140) and, very important, in public sector
organizations (as schools, libraries, cultural centers, etc.). We, thus, deal with different economic activity sectors in
different areas/localities but the focus of the research is not on sectors’ competitiveness neither on regional
competitiveness. Sector and locality serve as a background for the individual perception of competitiveness: i.e. placebased individual competitiveness’ perception.
For the extraction of structural components of competitiveness we use the scheme proposed by Liučvaitienė and
Peleckis: they separate the so called triad of economic expressions as competition, competitiveness and competitive
advantage (Liučvaitienė, Peleckis 2011a, 182-184). Competition in the market is inevitable for any participant of any
economic activity. This is unquestionable. Leaving competition aside we turn to the relation of competitiveness and
competitive advantage. Authors propose to treat competitiveness as the ability of a company to use its competitive
advantage. (Liučvaitienė, Peleckis 2011a, 184; Liučvaitienė, Peleckis, 2011b, p.198) Thus, competitive advantage
becomes an important aspect/part of competitiveness of a certain company. M.E. Porter (1998, p.xxii; 2005) describes
that “competitive advantage grows fundamentally out of the value a firm is able to create for its buyers. It may take the
form of prices lower than competitors’ for equivalent benefits or the provision of unique benefits that more than offset a
premium price.” As an integrate part of the competitive advantage we can count both tangible and intangible assets
possessed by a company. These assets are of crucial importance for business and enable to overcome others in a
competitive struggle. As the most important advantage assets the authors (Porter, 1998, 2005; Dinis, 2006; Dargan and
Shucksmith, 2008) name innovations in the system of production and marketing, establishment of new prices, and
reduction of costs. These three whales are the main, though, of course, not finite. The balance of price and costs is quite
a traditional aspect of competitiveness and its advantage, while innovations are more of a modern nature and many
authors (Jakubavičius et al., 2003; Dinis, 2006; Dargan, Schucksmith, 2008; Urbonas, Maksvytienė, 2009; Šeputienė,
Brazauskienė, 2013) indicate innovations as one of the prior advantage asset recently.
Beside the competitive advantage it is essential to distinguish factors of competitiveness. It is possible to separate
internal and external factors of competitiveness (Porter, 1998, 2005; Navickas, Činauskaitė, 2003; Zykienė, Snieška,
2011; Liučvaitienė, Peleckis 2011a, 2011b). Authors indicate these external factors of competitiveness: state’s financial,
investment and tax policy; market competitiveness’ level; the value of effective demand; market’s infrastructure; state’s
protectionist policies towards domestic producers; standardization and certification of a product; access to market
information; natural environment. Among internal factors of competitiveness authors indicate competitiveness of a
product; financial abilities of a company; marketing actions; organization and management of production; innovative
activities and new technologies; a size of a company.
All these structural components of the competitiveness could be evaluated, as it was mentioned in the
introduction, objectively, by using different abilities provided by micro-and macro-economy. But the subjective
evaluation, using the opinion polls, is also a part of the discussion and should be kept in mind while forming state’s
rural policy.
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Research analysis in two rural communities
Summarizing different authors and their proposed frameworks for the competitiveness’ evaluation we developed
the following structure of the survey. For carrying out the research, the questionnaire was prepared with the list of
questions. In the formation of questions both positive and negative alternatives for the answers were given. While
planning the research it is necessary to choose the minimum number in order to make statistically trustful conclusions.
Selective methods are based on the theory of chances, though in selection it is impossible to avoid mistakes, unless all
the whole population took part in the research. The inhabitants were asked to evaluate the influence of different factors
on the competitiveness of their respective activities. The five point Likert scale (from 1 – no influence to 5 – very high
influence) was used for the evaluation. Survey was conducted in Rusnė and Raudonė wards in Spring 2013. Members
from two unions of local rural communities participated in this survey; all of them of the working age. Size of the
population is N=104 (in both communities). Sample size of the survey n=82, with 95 % confidence level and 5 %
confidence interval. The percentage of the polled population is presented in the table 1 below.
Table 1. Percentage of the polled population
Employment sector
agriculture
private business
public sector
Source: authors’ calculations

Ward (%)
Raudonė
13.04
39.13
47.83

Rusnė
25.42
35.59
38.98

Total (%)
21.95
36.59
41.46

Respondents were asked to provide their opinion about the following items: to assess the area of competitiveness,
to rate the competiveness’ advantages distinguishing innovations among them, and to grade the factors of
competitiveness. Reliability statistics was calculated by using the Cronbach’s alpha test. The calculations provided
Cronbach’s alpha to be 0.824 what means that the questionnaire is very reliable. Different statistical methods as
correlation analysis, Chi-square test, and factor analysis were used for the evaluation.
Evaluation of the competitiveness’ area. Inhabitants of the analyzed rural areas were asked to evaluate the level
of competitiveness of their activity/business on the domestic, the national, and the European or the World’s markets in
the five point scale (from 1 – uncompetitive to 5 – very competitive). Calculations provided no statistically significant
differences between the wards (p>0.05). Inhabitants in both boroughs treat domestic market as the most competitive
area while the European and the World’s markets are treated as the least competitive. Respondents belonging to
different employment groups provided slightly different answers. The domestic market is treated as the dominant area
for the competitiveness while the national market gets the second position. Despite that calculations provide no
statistically significant differences (p>0.05), respondents employed in agriculture are more pessimistic about
competitiveness abilities in all the markets than those working in private or even in public sector. This difference
becomes statistically significant (p=0.,005) for the perception of competitiveness in the European or the World’s
markets: people working in agriculture treat their activity as uncompetitive or almost uncompetitive (points 1 and 2
respectively) while people working in private and public sectors are more optimistic (36,8 % of those working in private
sector marked their competitive abilities in 3 points, even 8 % of those working in the public sector gave even 4 points).
In general we can state that respondents from Rusnė evaluate competitiveness more positive than Raudonė inhabitants.
It can be explained by different geographic location: Rusnė is near the Curonian Lagoon where the entrepreneurship
skills traditionally have been better developed.
Evaluation of competitiveness’ advantages and innovations. Inhabitants of the researched rural areas were asked
to evaluate (to mark the most proper answer) the competitive advantage of the entrepreneurial activities, based in their
respective living area. Following and summarizing different authors, we divided the analysis into two separate blocks of
investigation: firstly, we asked people opinion about the so-called traditional assets of advantage, namely low prices,
access to natural resources, production of unique products, and unique productive processes; secondly, we detached
innovations into a separate block of questions. The results of the advantage assets are presented in the table 2 below.
Table 2. Evaluation of competitiveness’ advantages
Ward (%)
Competitive advantage
Raudonė
Rusnė
Low prices
70.0
63.3
Access to natural resources
0
12.2
Unique products
30.0
8.2
Unique productive processes
0
10.2
Other
0
6.1
Source: authors’ calculations

Total
64.4
10.2
11.9
8.5
5.1

Sector of employment (%)
Agriculture
Private sector
Public sector
76.5
57.9
60.9
17.6
10.5
4.3
5.9
10.5
17.4
0
21.1
4.3
0
0
13,0

Low prices are the dominant element of the competitive advantage as more than 60 % of the respondents chose
this answer as the most proper. While the calculations provide no statistically significant differences (p>0,05) between
the wards, from the table 2 we can see that there were several respondents in Rusnė who indicated the natural resources
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and the unique productive processes as the elements of the competitive advantage. This could be explained, again, by
the unique geographic location of this area. Results from the different employment sectors seems to be quite similar –
low prices are predominant, though people employed in the private sector marked the unique products and the unique
productive processes as important as well (10.5 % and 21.1 % respectively). Interestingly, respondents employed in
public sector marked the unique products (17.5 %) as an important element of the competitive advantage. This has an
explanation too. Public sector organizations (especially in rural areas) usually provide services that are not provided by
private organizations what makes these services to become as unique products. Despite all the small differences, low
prices still are emphasized as the main advantage asset. What about innovations? People in the respective rural areas
were asked about the application of innovations in their activities. Again, following and summarizing different authors,
we educed marketing, technological and management innovations. The five points scale was used (from 1 – not
applicable to 5 – very applicable). The results are presented in the table 3 below.
Table 3. Evaluation of innovations
Innovations

Level
1

Goods and services new for the market

Technologies of production of outputs and other
processes new for the market

Innovations in management of production or
personnel

New marketing techniques or design

Ward (%)
Raudonė

Rusnė

37.5

25.0

Total
26.6

Sector of employment (%)
Public
Agriculture Private sector
sector
17.6
38.1
23.1

2

0

8.9

7.8

5.9

14.3

3.8

3

12.5

42.9

39.1

58.8

19.0

42.3

4

0

14.3

12.5

11.8

9.5

15.5

5

50.0

8.9

14.1
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The analysis of the results provided only one statistically significant difference (p=0.015) and this difference,
again, concerns different geographical location of the respondents. Despite that in both communities distribution of
positive and negative attitude towards application of innovations as goods and services new for the market inclined to
show quite similar tendencies, respondents from Raudonė were more sure about application of this king of innovation in
their activity (50 % of those living in Raudonė selected the 5 points grade as the most proper if compared to only 8.9 %
in Rusnė). According our considerations this could be strongly connected to the tendency in Rusnė, the place of urban
heritage, to develop traditional handicraft and other similar businesses, while in Raudonė people are more inclined to
start new (modern) businesses what leads to the efforts to provide goods or services new to the market. Correlation
analysis (Spearman correlation coefficient) revealed that, generally, those who applied the technologies of production of
outputs and other processes new for the market, most often provided the goods and services new for the market as well
(rs=0.634), this was followed by the new marketing techniques or design (r s=0.591) and by the innovations in
management of production or personnel (rs=0.546). Conversely for the previous, those who applied new marketing
techniques or design were less inclined to provide the goods and services new for the market (rs=0.372), but rather
tended to apply the innovations in management of production or personnel (r s=0.605) and the technologies of
production of outputs and other processes new for the market (r s=0.591). Generally, distribution of answers shows some
clear tendencies. Firstly, people are more inclined to change something in marketing area than to create new products or
services. This comes easy. The second clear tendency is that those employed in private and public sector, are more
inclined to apply innovations than those working in agriculture. If we agree that innovations lead to the increase of
competitiveness, an overall attitude that the future of rural competitiveness belongs to the rural non-farm employment is
completely confirmed by this research.
Evaluation of different factors of competitiveness. The inhabitants were asked to evaluate the influence of
different factors on the competitiveness of their respective activities. We decided no to divide these factors into internal
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and external, as usually provided in scientific research. For the analysis we picked a list of the most relevant factors for
the rural areas (bearing in mind different sectors of employment). The five point scale (from 1 – no influence to 5 – very
high influence) was used for the evaluation. Generally, the absence (with some exceptions) of statistically significant
differences (Chi-square test), reveal the idea about similar evaluation of the competitiveness’ factors regardless spatial
or sectoral differences. Only for two factors, as petroleum, oil and lubricants expenses and dealers and processers , the
opinion distributed significantly different in different wards. Evaluating petroleum, oil and lubricants expenses even
87.5 % of those living in Raudonė selected the 5 points grade as the most proper if compared to only 30.5 % in Rusnė;
evaluating dealers and processers even 50 % of those living in Raudonė selected, again, the 5 points grade, while in
Rusnė there were only 8.5 % of such respondents. Despite that explanation for this still needs a relevant research, we
make a presumption that this might be connected with the prevalence of traditional handicraft and rural tourism
business in Rusnė if compared to the more ordinary business in Raudonė (NB this is only a presumption while no
correlations were found statistically). Analyzing different sectors of employment only for one factor, as fertile soils, the
opinion distributed significantly. Clearly, this factor is of extreme importance for those employed in agriculture than in
private or public sectors. While we chose not to divide the competitiveness’ factors into external and internal, we used
an additional factor analysis for the deeper evaluation of the respondents’ answers. By the means of the principal
component analysis and with respect to the Kaiser criterion we extracted a total of three factors. The amount of total
variance of these factors accounts for 72.49 %. Results of the factor analysis are presented in table 4.
Table 4. Factor analysis for competitiveness’ factors
Factor of competitiveness
Deterioration of equipment
Availability of production space
New technologies
Energy, gas and heating expenses
Petroleum, oil and lubricants expenses
Qualification of specialists
Availability of funding
Access to market information
Services of external organizations
Dealers and processers
Fertile soils
Source: authors’ calculations

Components
‘Soft’
,017
,301
,508
,200
,299
,727
,788
,800
,867
,436
,043

‘Hard’
,809
,723
,662
,883
,687
,328
,317
,149
,134
,148
,196

‘Strictly agricultural’
,306
,165
-,097
,040
,269
,110
,244
,269
,017
,703
,862

Analyzing the components extracted by the factor analysis we noticed some prevailing tendencies that enabled us
to name these components as ‘soft’, ‘hard’, and ‘strictly agricultural’. The ‘soft’ factor includes new technologies,
qualification of specialists, availability of funding, access to market information, services of external organizations. All
of these are strongly related to the innovative abilities. The ‘hard’ factor includes equipment, availability of product
space, new technologies, energy, gas and heating expenses, petroleum, oil and lubricants expenses. All of these are
strongly related with the development of infrastructure. It is interesting to mark that the factor of competitiveness as
new technologies appeared to be important both in ‘soft’ and ‘hard’ parts of the factor analysis, while this proves the
importance of all factors for the successful implementation of innovations and, respectively, for the increase of
competitiveness. The last, ‘strictly agricultural’, factor is of most importance for those working in agriculture while it
shows a possibility to get land and nets for doing business.
Generally, this factor analysis revealed the essential difference between people opinion and the habitual division
of competitiveness’ factors. If the traditional division into external and internal factors of competitiveness is quite
acceptable while analyzing various enterprises, it becomes not so appropriate for the place-based individual
competitiveness’ perception. This confirms the idea that competitiveness is multidimensional and each new dimension
(and the novelty is true when we talk about place-based individual competitiveness’ perception) needs a new
framework for the research. The authors of the article provided such a new framework using the survey result and
putting the following conclusions.
Conclusions
The research revealed the multidimensionality of the competitiveness’ notion. Following the New rural
development paradigm, we proceeded that entrepreneurship is strongly influenced by the subjective perception of
competitiveness’ abilities. The way that rural population perceive competitiveness’ factors in their respective living
area, determines much the will to start and the efforts to continue the business. This strategy we named as the placebased individual competitiveness’ perception. The survey was conducted. Members of two rural communities were
asked to assess the area of competitiveness, to rate the competiveness’ advantages with regard to innovations, and to
grade the factors of competitiveness. Despite some geographical and occupational differences, several considerable
tendencies evolved: 1) people quite pessimistically treat their competitiveness’ abilities in the other than domestic areas;
2) low prices are still valued as the main asset of competitive advantages; 3) innovations are developed rather in
marketing than in production, though definitely of less importance in agriculture than in private or public sector; 4)
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people tend to divide competitiveness’ factors into the so-called ‘soft’ factors (as specialists, funding, market
information, etc.), and the so-called ‘hard’ factors (as energetic recourses, equipment, etc.); factors of competitiveness
are treated rather through the lenses of infrastructure. Based on the research results we provide the following
suggestions: 1) it is essential to poll rural inhabitants permanently while, as the research proved, local people, bearing
on their life experience, might have some other viewpoint of the matter; 2) research proved the existence of some
spatial and sector differences meaning that all the new rural policy strategies need to be strongly place-based; 3) to
organize training for rural area inhabitants about possible ways how to increase competence; 4) to organize field-trips to
look for good practices in rural areas in different counties or countries.
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Conflict management between national government and local community
groups in Africa regions
Eglė Štareikė
Aleksandras Stulginskis university
Abstract
Today Africa’s regions are among the world's most conflict regions. The conflicts emerging in Africa hamper the economic development of
the poor countries, increase the gap between rural and urban areas, causes humanitarian crises, require a huge number of human fatalities, significant
financial and military resources. African states seek to resolve them through the cooperation in the format of regional organizations that is their
activities in regional organizations. The results of the research revealed that end of the Cold War, the decolonization process in Africa and related
ethnic and religious conflicts, inability to share natural resources, instability of political systems, and change - the conditions which led to an
abundance of conflicts in Africa. Regional organizations, being aware of the complexity of the conflict, take the management of conflicts,
reconciliation of warring sides and stabilization in areas of conflict. Based on the research results, the African regional organizations effectively
operate in fields of warning, monitoring, human rights, civil protection and supplying humanitarian aid. These organizations cooperate with the
national government, local governments, are closest to the problems, can promptly respond, best to understand the essence of a problem compared to
the international organizations. On the other hand, Member States are also interested in the completion of the on-going conflicts in the region and the
solutions of regional organizations are closer and better supported by government institutions, local communities and residents. Therefore, activity of
regional organizations, combining different institutional level (international, regional, national and local) interests allows achieving maximum results
in the field of conflict management.
Key words: conflict management, sustainable development, regional organizations, local authorities.
JEL classification: H70, F55 ,Q01.

Introduction
The continent of Africa is one of the poorest and most conflict in the world. The level of development of the
countries varies significantly from each other. Some of them are poor rural areas, the majority of the population lives
below the poverty line. One of the reasons - the conflict between the national government and local community groups,
exhausting states, requiring financial resources, preventing regional economic and social development, increasing the
gap between urban and rural areas. Failure of African governments to ensure security and stability undermines citizens'
trust in political authorities, facilitate the creation of a militarized society and increases the political situations change.
Sustainable development in developing African countries is only possible within non-conflict atmosphere of the
regions, therefore regional organizations which operate in Africa regions try to maintain peace and security, the need for
which emerged after the Cold War. Regional organizations are becoming an agent coordinating implementation of
international institutions decisions and will with national government and local authority’s needs. The role of regional
organizations is essential, since the harmonization of the interests of the different institutional levels can lead to
achievement of maximum results in conflict management. International organizations responding to peace and security
in Africa remains unsolved problem, conflict destroys towns and villages, stopping development of very poor regions of
Africa and rural areas, hinders foreign investment has been providing funding for various peace and security programs,
which are being contributed by regional organizations. On the other hand regional organizations, compared with the
internationals have bigger trust and support from local residents and community leaders, so it is easier to take the
appropriate decisions for sustainable development and peace.
The main causes of conflicts in regions of Africa, regional integration, conflict management, conflict resolution
mechanisms, the individual states of internal conflict case study is made in scientific studies of J. Boulden (2003), B.
Lacina (2004), M. G. Marshall, T. R. Gurr (2005), A. Nhema, P. T. Zeleza, (2008), P. Wallensteen (2012) and others.
Based on scientific research conducted in the field of conflict management it is essential for regional organizations:
financial resources (Member States taxes); institutionalization frame and anchoring structure; effective coordination
policy and its implementation which include local community groups in the region. It is important to solve the problems
associated with the dependence of regional organizations of the Member States and bureaucracy. It is emphasized
experience and help of international actors in creation of democracy, accountable government, and municipal
development.
The object of research – conflict management between the national government and local community groups.
The aim of research - to identify causes which lead to conflicts between national government and local
community groups, to provide innovative measures of conflict management. The study aim was achieved using the
following methods: logical, abstraction, comparison, content analysis, collation.
Results of research
Definition of conflict and typology
Conflicts occur when two or more characters, such as the government and the individual groups understand that
their interests are incompatible, express hostile attitudes, or begin to pursue their interests in actions that are detrimental
to other players. There may be cases when people are not satisfied with taken government decisions, the level of
corruption in the country, illegal charges or one ethnic or religious clan gain authority and support their adherents to
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deal with other groups, etc. Conflict could be understood as aspiration of diverse interests/goals of different groups.
Interests of national authorities and local population groups may differ in such areas:
 For resources: territory, money, natural resources, food, and how they should be divided;
 For power: to divide control and participation in the political decision-making process;
 For identity: it is considered to which group communities cultural, social or political identity is associated;
 For situation in society: whether people believe they are treated decently and with dignity and that their
traditions and social status are respected;
 For values: particularly important for the values that are enshrined in the political system, ideology or religion
(Conflict, 2013);
All conflict structure has main and basic elements of the process. There are three main elements of the process of
the conflict, namely: attitudes, behaviour, structure / texture. Conflict is a dynamic process which the structure, attitudes
and behaviour is constantly changing, and each element affects the other elements. The conflict arises when actor’s
relationship becomes depressing or actor’s approaches intersect. Conflict begins to grow and develop. Conflicts usually
begin with social change and evolve into a peaceful or violent conflict. All of this can lead to further social change,
where suppressed or diminished groups of community begin to express their interest on existing standards or
government structures. Conflict phase sequence can be very different: from conflict formation to its transformation or
return back to the social changes avoiding violence. Or the conflict may develop into violent conflict and then form a
secondary conflict (Introduction, 2013).
Main causes of modern conflicts among authorities and community groups
Results of the research allow distinguishing main types of modern conflict and the causes for which they usually
rise. These conflicts arising from the role of democracy or democratization, natural resources, ethnicity, or inequality,
and social conflicts associated with high levels of poverty, high difference of subsistence level between rural and urban
residential areas (Table 1).
Table 1. Main types and reasons of modern conflicts. (according to Bannon, Collier 2003; Porto 2002; Lacina 2004; Marshall,
Gurr, 2005; Miall, Ramsbotham, Woodhouse, 2005; Hendrix, 2013; Smith, 2013)
CONFLICT TYPE
CONFLICT REASON/CHARACTERISTICS OF THE REASON
 Mild democratic regimes those are unable to cope, and to quell violent, revolutionary or separatist
conflicts.
Conflicts associated
with process of
 A weak democracy - are not able to withstand the pressure of war-torn societies, a result of an injury
democratization
and war.
 New democratic regimes because they fail when a series of sudden economic crisis occur.
 High-value natural raw materials (eg, agriculture, diamonds, gold, oil, timber, etc.) for export, which
is to drive the rebel groups.
Conflicts associated
 Trade stiffness and stalled revenue blights poor and middle-income countries.
with natural
resources
 Uneven output growth and the changing distribution of resources.
 In some areas of the country concentrated natural resources.
 Dissatisfaction of human self-identification with a group of some kind of linguistic, tribal, religious or
other interest grounds.
Ethnic conflicts
 Social inequality and collective fear for their future.
 Cultural groups of individuals characterized by their status, economic well-being, opportunities to
participate in the government of the country political mobilization.
 Disproportionate rising food (fuel, electricity) rates, amounting to more than half of the residents
income.
 Local climatic conditions (rainfall deficiency, floods negatively affect crop scarce resources).
 Social inequality between urban and rural population.
 Lack of political freedom, poor management, lack of government accountability.
Social conflicts
 High levels of poverty.
 Poor public services.
 Poor working conditions, frequent labour disputes.
 High level of corruption.

Conflicts taking place on the African Continent is difficult to explain by distinguishing one reason. African
regions stand out from the others that conflict reasons are formed up by their complexity. African regional conflicts
should be analysed as a complex process, which involves the development of society, the political-economic
differences, the country's public policy decisions. Analysis revealed the following aspects of conflict characteristics
such as colonial heritage, ethnic and religious conflicts, political instability, inability of natural resources, poverty,
unemployment and others. (Table 2).
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Table 2. Reasons causing abundance of conflicts in Africa regions (according to Elbadawi, Sambanis, 2000;Marshall, Gurr, 2005;
Volovoj, 2007; Nhema, Zeleza, 2008)
REASONS CAUSING
ABUNDANCE OF
CHARACTERISTICS OF CONFLICT REASONS
CONFLICTS IN
AFRICA REGIONS
 During Western colonialism in Africa drawn borders disrupted aboriginal ethnic and cultural ties.
These groups have not learned to get together.
 The African region is socially, politically and economically vulnerable, and remains an influence
Value of Colonization –
area of the former metropolitan (western countries are interested in African resources: oil,
decolonization
diamonds, timber, minerals, etc.)..
processes
 At the end of the Cold War, international institutions - the World Bank, the International Monetary
Fund and the other tried to help the African countries, however, thanks to these institutions the
African state has become infinite debtors rather than the modern economic states.
 Poor developing countries.
 Disproportionately high prices of essential commodities (causing high rural standard of living, but
encouraging city residents’ dissatisfaction).
 High rate of unemployment.
Value of economic
 Africa is heavily dependent on natural resource exports.
factors
 Natural resources are often stolen and looted by rebels so that they can keep their groups; it affects
local residents.
 Natural resources creates opportunities for rebel groups to revolt by trying to seize or get a part of
the same natural resources, or income derived from them.
 The African elite priorities are primarily provided by the state sovereignty and national security, but
Value of political
do not cooperate with other political groups.
systems instability
 The political divisions between different political or social identity groups.

Ways of solving conflicts between national government and local community groups
R. I. Rotberg (2000) notes the tendency of the international organizations working closely with the African
regional organizations. It is often stated that international organizations like the European Union or the United Nations,
is too big, too global and too much inclined to set their own rules. Therefore, regional cooperation with international,
national and local levels makes it easier to resolve conflicts in Africa. One of the main advantages of regional
integration is more effective peace and security of the region. Nations in cooperation with each other reduces the
likelihood of armed conflict against each other. In addition, operating within regional level, capacity is much larger than
the individual states to deal with internal conflicts. On the other hand, Member States are interested in the completion of
the on-going conflicts in the region, since countries in order to be members of the organization must comply with the
regulations of associations, one of the requirements - to avoid conflicts, seek for a peace. Regional organizations also
seek sustainable development, balanced economic and social development not only for individual countries, but also
within the countries (in order to bridge the gap between rural and urban areas), and therefore membership brings
benefits for countries. Decisions of regional organizations are more supported by local residents, local community
leaders, they are culturally more acceptable, closer to local problems, in comparison with international institutions
(Diehl Lepgold, 2003). According to the article author's view security-cooperation should be aimed at various levels of
conflict management (Figure 1), in accordance with the following principles: sustainable development,
institutionalization, integration of the population in decision-making and public administration, decrease of social
exclusion, ensure justice and preventive action.
Africa regions faces many unresolved external threats such as riots or rebellions (transforming into war), war
economy and smuggling (illegal methods of obtaining money from gold, diamonds, oil, drugs are a great source of
funding for insurgent groups, prolonging conflicts), weapons proliferation, terrorism, piracy (pirate attacks from
Somalia to the Indian Ocean and Gulf of Aden is one of the major threats facing for maritime safety), drugs trafficking
and AIDS. African regions also face with a number of internal threats, which include the priority areas of regional
organizations in order to promote peace and security. The most common internal regional security threats include:
violent crime, common during transition between the regime of the states, organized crime, human trafficking, illegal
immigration, xenophobia, poverty, hunger, child abductions, poaching and trafficking in endangered species, illegal
fishing and others (Zhongping, 2009).
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International level

Regional level

National
level

Local
government
level

Social policy
Healthcare
Education
Institution Building
Decentralization
Level of living differences between rural and
urban areas
Legislative rulemaking
Preventive measures of conflict management

Figure 1. Levels of security-cooperation, in the conflict management (according to the text author)

All of these threats are not isolated phenomena. On the contrary, they represent an endless process: helps to keep
the black market, which is directly related to government corruption, destroys the democratization efforts, creates and
foments civil wars, leads to the collapse of the state, creates favourable conditions for terrorists and war criminals in
order to carry out a criminal act at both regional and international level, raise discontent and rebellions of the local
residents. So mentioned problems challenge the African security, democratization and sustainable development (The
Challenge, 2011). Seeking security and peace, economic development, individual African countries are undertaking
regional cooperation in order to effectively deal with emerging threats.

Figure 2. Problem circle of threats emerging in the relationships of national government and local community groups
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One of the main tasks of the regional organizations – conflict management between the state government and
local authorities together with indigenous and local community leaders. In order to avoid conflicts, regional
organizations task is to establish such government in the country, which would be neither too weak nor too strong. Too
strict government puts residents, local communities, other organisations in the country (NGOs, businesses) fear, along
with desire to change it (as well as international players, neighbours intolerance (e.g. totalitarian regimes)) while weak
government can simply be toppled by rebels, ethnic or religious groups. Although it is not an easy task, while resolving
conflicts regional organizations must find a balance between these extremes, and to form such government, decision
context and parameters, which would be long-term and helped to achieve sustainable development. In order to achieve
effective management of conflicts state government must first take steps to ensure fiscal monopolies, legislation, control
of the territory, army, transparent police etc. would be concentrated in it hands. Secondly, the government must have
support and confidence from different community group’s therefore regional organizations aims to consolidate
democratic, transparent electoral process. While seeking management of conflicts government has to communicate with
the community groups, pursue harmonization of interests of different ethnic, religious, racial etc. groups within the
country, without distinction for any of them, without granting either privileges or advantages (if any clan of the group
establish themselves in government, then the chances of conflict increase dramatically). The government also needs to
control the natural resources trade, in order that rebel groups or interested business groups do not divert them illegally,
would not be able to finance illegal activities, and there would be no opposition of the local population. It is worth
noting that, one of the key elements in pursuance of conflicts management is democratic regime, however one is not
enough it is needed to combine all the mentioned tools with each other (Wallensteen, 2012). It is very important foreign
investment, but the attraction is only possible when the region is peaceful and safe, while the general structure of the
government is transparent and corruption-free.
Studies have shown that local government's role is also very important in promoting local democracy, collecting
taxes and providing public services (such as affordable health care, children's education, the provision of drinking
water, agriculture, promoting the development of local businesses, etc.). Local government has a significant importance
to rural development, better quality of life for local residents in rural areas, reducing the economic, social, educational
disparities between rural and urban areas, in cooperation with the poor rural communities to preserve and promote the
traditional craft production. Local government functions are very significant seeking to include rural population in the
political process in order to ensure that they are involved in the decision-making process and thereby overcome the rural
gap and helplessness. Rural development initiative receives strong support and financial assistance from international
institutions (the World Bank) as well as the individual EU Member States (Warioba, 2008).
An important feature in the field of conflict management plays local NGOs. Local NGOs take the program in
order to make sure that conflict participants are aware of their role in the conflict and provide them with the skills to
solve or at least alleviate the situation. NGOs seek to identify and resolve the root causes of conflict, develop civil
society, to facilitate dialogue between the parties to the conflict (e.g. influential community leaders). Collaboration is
very important because NGOs can work with local residents, community groups, representatives of local government,
as well as with other regional or international non-governmental organizations, to organize workshops, seminars and
conferences (Conflict Resolution, 2013).
Consequently, to achieve peace and security in the region firstly it is needed to achieve balance of interests of
national, local authorities and the local population. Should be distinguished these innovative conflict management
techniques: development of accountable and transparent government institutions, including participation of the local
population; cooperation of local government and local communities seeking adequate living standards; implementation
of policy measures to promote the sustainable development of natural resources, which would satisfy the minimum
needs of the population; setting of the methods to improve health, education, social security and other cross-sectorial
coordination at all levels of the security-cooperation; strengthening the potential of local government and other
administrations, for reducing the rural-urban socio-economic differences, in collaboration with local communities, local
NGOs and business representatives; implementation of educational and training programs for rural communities, to
integrate into the labour market, inclusion of local communities' rights and obligations into the national laws;
strengthening of existing legal instruments for local NGOs (the establishment of counselling centers, empowerment to
obtain timely information on the on-going unrest and advocacy of public interest); assurance of justice, transparent law
enforcement institutions and the right to justice.
Activity of African regional organizations in conflict resolution
Regional or sub-regional organizations operating in African regions aim to maintain peace and security, by
paying attention to key emerging issues, the need for which emerged after the Cold War (Nhema, Zeleza, 2008). Four
main regional organizations were analysed during the research.
 Economic Community of West African States (ECOWAS) seeks to cope with the global recession on weak regional
economy, rampant corruption, illegal diversion of natural resources, competition for natural resources (closely
related to ethnic and religious identity conflicts), creation of democratic and accountable institutions etc. and the
ensuing conflicts (Africa, 2007). ECOWAS seeks to promote countries economic cooperation in such areas as
industry, energy, agriculture, natural resources, trade, social and cultural spheres, raising living standards, enhancing
economic growth, contributing to the development of the African continent (Treaty of Economic, 1975).
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 Southern African region has an identical regional collective security model – Southern African Development
Community (SADC). SADC performs regional security features, which started in the era of Apartheid in South
Africa. Key SADC aim is to promote, protect and maintain the democratic regimes, peace, security and stability,
security of the member states and cooperate for peace purposes, to achieve environmental and eco-friendly use of
natural resources and other (Treaty of The Southern, 1992).
 Intergovernmental Authority on Development (IGAD), is an African sub-regional organization that focuses on
harmonization of certain issues arising out of this sub-region's natural resources (Agreement, 1996). Conflict
management involves periodic meetings of IGAD members to discuss and resolve conflicting issues (Nhema,
Zeleza, 2008). IGAD plays an important role in African peace and security architecture development, to comply
with its regional initiatives in crisis prevention and conflict management. It also acts in an early warning and conflict
response sectors. IGAD contribute through regional arrangements for economic development, strengthening the link
between the central and local authorities.
 The African Union - the continent's oldest and most universal organization which formation was determined by
independence and liberation aspiration of Africa countries from spheres of influence of the metropolitan centers, the
end of the Apartheidic policy and the global awareness of the African identity, Pan-African ideas and the need to
seek regional and continental integration. AU main objectives: aim to achieve economic integration, development
and human rights, African unity and solidarity, to protect Member States' sovereignty, territorial integrity and
independence, to improve political and socio-economic integration of the continent, to promote international
cooperation in the promotion of peace, security, stability, formation of democratic institutions, public participation
in the governance of the country, etc. (African Union, 2013).
Analysis of African regional organizations in certain peace operations have shown that there is a general trend in
regional conflicts (conflict intensification of post-Cold War period, instabilities of political regimes and conflicts related
to natural resources), and individual causes of conflict for each region (such as conducted policy of Apartheid in South
Africa region). The analysis showed that the regional security cooperation organizations ambitions are big, and the
results are achieved in areas such as: alert, monitoring, human rights, protection of civilians, humanitarian aid, etc.
However, it is felt a lack of effective control, leadership, strategy creation for organizations. The main reasons, related
to the institutional capacity limitations of organizations, are huge dependence from the Member States, bureaucracy,
lack of funding, lack of military resources, therefore combining together international (EU, NATO, UN), regional
organizations and national and local government experience, knowledge, resources, traditions, etc. it is possible to
achieve effective conflict resolution techniques.
Conclusions
The results of the research showed that the main reasons for the rise of conflicts in the 2nd decade of twenty-first
century are: democratization, natural resources, ethnicity, and social inequality. Conflicts for democratization arise in
countries whose economies are weak and political systems unstable. They are unable to quell the rebels to overcome the
economic crisis or deal with the public pressure, thus it is hard to entrench democratic regimes. Conflicts over natural
resources often arise in developing countries with abundant natural resources and economic instability, while the
country's groups are unable to share resources. Ethnic conflicts arise when ethnic groups are dissatisfied with their
status, or is violated their rights. Social conflicts are frequent due to the high levels of poverty, unequal economic and
social development, separation between rural and urban areas, the disproportionately high commodity prices, poor
working conditions and so on.
Main cause of Africa conflicts is the decolonization process, the consequences of which also occur in conflicts of
2nd decade of the twenty-first century. Consequences of the process of decolonization led to develop causes of
conflicts, as: ethnic and religious disputes, disputes over natural resources and disagreements over political systems
instability and change.
The analysis showed that the regional security cooperation organizations ambitions are big, and the results are
achieved in areas such as: alert, monitoring, human rights, protection of civilians, humanitarian aid, etc. Regional
organizations firstly concern and begin to deal with conflict since it is the closest to the warring sides (the government
and the local community), culturally acceptable, causing greater confidence in the local population. However, it is felt a
lack of effective control, leadership, strategy creation of organizations. The main reasons related to the institutional
capacity limitations of organizations, are huge dependence from the Member States, bureaucracy, lack of funding, lack
of military resources. Therefore, the best results in conflict management and resolution could be achieved while
collaborating at several levels: international, regional, national and local, by combining financial and militaristic
resources, experience, cultural differences, and so on.
Priority areas of regional organizations activity are – assurance of peace and security, and aim to achieve
balanced regional development. Seeking to achieve these goals the organization implements its regional initiatives in
crisis prevention and conflict management by combining interests of different security-cooperation levels (international,
regional, national, local). To ensure efficient management of conflicts in implementing the requirements of international
actors, regional organizations also need to achieve harmonization of interests of national, local authorities and local
community using conflict management tools such as: development of accountable and transparent government
institutions, including participation of the local population; cooperation of local government and local communities
seeking adequate living standards; implementation of policy measures to promote the sustainable development of
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natural resources, which would satisfy the minimum needs of the population; setting of the methods to improve health,
education, social security and other cross-sectorial coordination at all levels of the security-cooperation; strengthening
the potential of local government and other administrations, for reducing the rural-urban socio-economic differences, in
collaboration with local communities, local NGOs and business representatives; implementation of educational and
training programs for rural communities, to integrate into the labour market, inclusion of local communities' rights and
obligations into the national laws; strengthening of existing legal instruments for local NGOs; assurance of justice,
transparent law enforcement institutions and the right to justice.
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Abstract
The paper aims to developing framework for assessment of the impact of energy market liberalization in terms of achievement of the main
EU energy policy goals consisting of the three main pillars: competiveness, environmental sustainability and security of energy supply. Analysis of
electricity market liberalization impact on EU energy policy priorities indicated that countries ranked with high energy market liberalization
indicators not necessarily have been ranked with high scores according indicator for the assessing EU energy policy goals.
Keywords: electricity market liberalization, comparative assessment, EU energy policy goals.

Introduction
Reliable energy supplies at reasonable prices for businesses and consumers and with the minimum environmental
impact are crucial to the European economy. The European Union has therefore identified energy as one of its
priorities. In the past, the electricity industry has been organized as vertically integrated monopolies that were
sometimes also state owned. The growing ideological and political disaffection towards vertically integrated
monopolies and the liberalization successes in other network industries have lead to liberalization initiatives world wide
in the electricity industry. Vertically integrated utilities have been vertically separated or unbundled and barriers to
entry in generation and supply are being removed to create competition, seen as a vehicle to increase the
competitiveness of the electricity industry (Littlechild, 2001; Newbery, 2001). The first liberalisation directives were
adopted in 1996 (electricity) and 1998 (gas) and should be transposed into Member States' legal systems by 1998
(electricity) and 2000 (gas). The second liberalisation directives were adopted in 2003 and were to be transposed into
national law by Member States by 2004, with some provisions entering into force only in 2007. The Third electricity
directive adopted in 2009 confirms the trend initiated by the precedent 2003 Directive of setting general guidelines for
the government of the sector and further strengthen consumer protection, innovation and makes an attempt to merge
national systems into one European electricity markets.The 3 Directives discussed the following issues: market opening,
third party access and the system operator. The Directive 96/92/EC introduced the concept of 'eligible consumers', being
consumers who have the legal capacity to contract volumes of electricity from any supplier. The Directive aimed at a
slow, gradual and partial opening of the Member States' electricity markets so that more and more generators and
consumers have the opportunity to freely negotiate the purchase and sales of electricity. With the new Directive
2003/54/ECreplacing the first Directive the process is dramatically accelerated and all non-households customers are
eligible from 1 July 2004 and all consumers will be eligible from 1 July 2007. The suppliers and generators need to be
assured they will have access to the grid to settle negotiated electrical energy transactions for delivering electric
energy(Roggenkamp and Boisseleau, 2005). Directive 2003/54/EC therefore introduces one regime, being rTPA, and
the requirement to appoint a regulator, who has to approve the tariffs, monitor congestion management and act as a
dispute settlement authority(Bergeman et al 2000, Glachant 2001). The second Directive 2003/54/EC can be
characterized by shorter term deadlines and less freedom which should result in more convergence between Member
States. The third energy liberalization package contains some commendable provisions on strengthening national
regulators and on increased transparency in record keeping. However, its diluted unbundling (“unbundling” means that
the same company cannot perform power generation – or supply – and transmission) provisions, in my opinion will not
solve market concentration and vertical foreclosure. In addition, the package does little to enforce transparency in price
formation or to break up regulated tariffs. With end-user tariffs set by regulators below market clearing price – because
of protectionism and populist pressures – it is difficult to imagine how a super grid can be constructed, as economic
agents have no incentive to really engage in a unified cross-border power market.Since the introduction of the first
directive in 1998 opening EU energy markets to competition, the situation in energy sector has changed dramatically in
member states. The coherence among three pillars around which EU energy policy is built – competitiveness, security
of supply and sustainability.Therefore it is important to assess the impact of electricity market liberalization on the
competiveness, security of supply and sustainability. Such type of assessment would allow to track the progress
achieved in energy market liberalization in specific country and to assess the impact of this progress achieved on the
main pillars of EU energy policy.
The aim of the paper: to review the empirical studies aiming to assess the impact of energy liberalization in
terms of achievement of the main EU energy policy goals.The main tasks top achieve this target: to analyse results of
empirical studies dealing with the assessments of energy market liberalization impacts; to analyse priorities of EU
energy policy; to develop framework for the assessment of energy market liberalization on competitiveness, security of
supply and sustainability, and to apply developed framework for assessment of impact of electricity market
liberalization on progress in achieving EU energy policy goals.
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Review of empyrical studies
There are a lot of studies conducted all over the world dealing with energy markets liberalization especially in
electric power sector. One of the first studies aiming to develop models for assessing impact of regulatory regimes on
electricity market environments and performances was conducted by Steiner (2000). The author applied regression
analysis for assessing the linkages between electricity liberalization model and electricity prices for 19 countries.
Sterner (2000) used as indicators of competitiveness: industrial electricity prices, the ratio of industrial to residential
prices, utilization rates and reserve margins. In his study the author concluded that the unbundling of generation and
transmission, the expansion of third party access and introduction of electricity markets reduce industrial and-users
prices.The Doove et al. (2001) applied the extended Steiner model for 50 countries. Hatori and Tsutsui (2004) applied
the Sterner’s model for the same 19 OECD countries and extended it through 1999. The study provided results for both
random and fixed effect estimation. They found significant positive impact on electricity prices in the presence of
wholesale electricity market and that TpAhas negative impact. In addition Hatori and Tsutsui proved that the private
ownership coefficient is significantly negative for prices. Some results obtained by Hatori and Tsutsui are contradictory
to Sterner results.Zhang et al. (2002)measured the effect of such variables as the existence of an independent regulatory
agency, a wholesale electric power pool market, private electric business, electricity generation per capita, installed
capacity per capita, electricity generation per employee and residential/industrial electricity prices using data from 51
developing countries in the time frame ranging from 1985 to 2000. The study proved that nether privatization on it’s
own, nor regulation on its own leads to obvious gains in economic performance. This is because of the effect either of
privatization or having an autonomous regulator is statistically insignificant. In looking at the impact of unbundling on
retail price, Bushnell, et al. (2008) found that had New England markets been forced to fully unbundle (as happened in
California), retail prices in those areas would have been significantly higher due to production inefficiencies. Hogan &
Meade (2007) also found that generators tend to overstate their wholesale prices when there is unbundling, resulting in
higher retail prices. On the other hand, Fiorio, et al. (2008) examining the impact of reform on household electricity
prices in 15 EU countries over the period 1978 and 2005, found that less vertical integration is associated with lower
prices. Joskow (2006) used time series econometrics to find that competitive wholesale and retail markets reduced
prices (relative to their absence) by 5‐10% for residential customers and 5% for industrial customers. In more recent
study by Nagayama (2009) the effect of the selected liberalization models on electricity prices was investigated for 78
countries for period ranging from 1985 to 2003. The results showed that the development of liberalization models in
electricity sector does not necessarily reduce electricity prices. In fact, contrary to expectation in some cases prices had
tendency to rise. Therefore more attention has to be paid to selection of a liberalization model and careful
considerations should be given to the types of reforms that would best suit to expected priority goals of EU energy
policy. In addition it is necessary to mention that the aims of EU energy policy are conflicting as the decrease of
electricity prices which is the main indicator of competitiveness mitigates the effort to go forward for energy savings,
for investments in renewable energy and other new energy saving technologies. The decrease of environmental impact
is related with the increase of electricity prices and consequently with decrease in competiveness. Therefore some trade
of between EU energy policy goals is necessary when deciding on electricity market liberalization model. The multicriteria assessment framework can help in ranking energy liberalization models.Previous empirical studies on
relationship between energy market reforms and energy prices provided that relationships between energy market
liberalization and electricity prices are complicated and reciprocal. In addition the impact on other important issues such
as energy supply security, sustainability needs more broad investigations.Based on EU energy policy priorities the
framework of energy sector liberalization impact on competitiveness, security of supply and sustainability will be
developed and empirically tested.
Eu energy policy priorities
The EU Green paper on European Strategy for Sustainable, Competitive and Secure Energy (SEC (2006) 317)
sets the main priorities for EU energy strategy: competitiveness of the EU economy, security of supply and
environmental protection. These objectives should help to address central policy concerns such as job creation, boosting
overall productivity of the EU economy, protection of the environment and climate change (Roos, Stremikiene,
2010).The main EU policy documents and directives which have impact on sustainable energy development are
directives promoting energy efficiency and use of renewable energy sources, directives implementing greenhouse gas
mitigation and atmospheric pollution reduction policies and other policy documents and strategies targeting energy
sector.On 10 January 2007 the Commission adopted an Energy and climate change package, calling on the Council and
European Parliament to approve: an independent EU commitment to achieve a reduction of at least 20% in the
emission of greenhouse gases by 2020 compared to 1990 levels and the objective of a 30% reduction by 2020, subject
to the conclusion of a comprehensive international climate change agreement; a mandatory EU target of 20% renewable
energy by 2020 including a 10% biofuels target. This strategy was endorsed both by the European Parliament and by
EU leaders at the March 2007 European Council. The European Council invitedthe Commission to come forward with
concrete proposals, including how efforts could be shared among Member States to achieve these targets. The
Commission’s Green Paper on energy efficiency COM (2005) 265 (EU, 2005) stresses the importance of energy
efficiency improvement for the controlling of demand growth and security of supply. According to estimates, the
economic potential for improving energy efficiency in 2010 for all sectors combined is 20% of the total annual primary
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energy consumption of the current level. There are several directives aiming to implement Commissions Green Paper
on energy efficiency: 2006/32/EC Directive on energy end-use efficiency and energy services, 2002/91/EC Directive on
the energy performance of buildings and 2004/8/EC Directive on the promotion of cogeneration.
In 2008, the EU adopted the Strategic Energy Technology Plan (SET-Plan). This Plan is the energy technology
policy of the European Union. Despite having been initially focused on power technologies, the European Commission
has now received the mandate to investigate the role of technological innovation to achieve a more efficient energy
intensive industry and with less CO2 emissions.In 2011 EU has prepared the Roadmap and Energy Action Plan for
moving to a competitive low-carbon economy in 2050. The European Commission is looking beyond these 2020
objectives and setting out a plan to meet the long-term target of reducing domestic emissions by 80 to 95% by midcentury. The plan indicates how the sectors responsible for Europe's emissions - power generation, industry, transport,
buildings and construction, as well as agriculture - can make the transition to a low-carbon economy over the coming
decades. The short-term priorities of Roadmap towards low carbon economy and Energy Roadmap 2050: energy
efficiency, low carbon technologies.
EU energy security and solidarity action plan COM (2008) 781final states that The EU produces 46% of its total
energy consumption. 9% of the energy consumed within the EU comes from renewable sources. The EU intends to
increase the share of these energy sources to 20% by 2020.
The main priorities for EU energy strategy: competitiveness of the EU economy, environmental sustainability
and security of energy supply. The main issues related with competiveness are energy prices, energy intensity of GDP,
costs of energy imports etc. The main issues related with environmental sustainability are related with GHG emission
reduction including measures to increase energy efficiency and enhanced use of renewables, reduction of emissions of
classical pollutants such as SO2, NOx and particulates emissions. Security of energy supply is related with
diversification of energy supply, energy import dependency, energy supply quality including outage rate, the structure
of energy balance etc. Therefore seeking to assess the impact of electricity market liberalization of achievement of EU
energy policy goals the integrated indicators approach can be developed allowing to integrate various indicators
representing three pillars of EU energy policy.
Framework for assessing the impact of energy liberalization markets on eu energy policy priorities
Taking into account the priorities of EU energy policy the framework of indicators for assessing energy market
liberalization impact on the three main pillars of EU energy policy needs to be developed. The Energy Architecture
Performance Index (EAPI) developed by WEF can be applied for this purpose as the EAPI measures an energy system’s
specific contribution to the three imperatives of the energy triangle: economic growth and development, environmental
sustainability, and access and security of supply (WEF, 2012). It comprises 15indicators aggregated into three baskets
relating to these three imperatives. The EAPI helps stakeholders as they look for performance areas to improve and
balance the imperatives of the energy triangle over the long term. By measuring and reporting on a various set of indicators.
Therefore the EAPI is a composite index that measures a global energy systems’ performance across three imperatives:
competitiveness, environmental sustainability, and energy access and security. The EAPI is split into three sub-indices.
The score attained on each sub-index is averaged to generate an overall score. Within the aggregate score, each of the
three baskets receives equal priority and weighting (WEF, 2012).
Table 1 provides the framework for assessing the progress achieved towards priorities of EU energy policies
evaluated by applying modified EAPI index developed by WEF. Some simplifications in assessing specific indicators were
introduced seeking to faster the process of evaluation based on Eurostat energy data provided for EU member states.
Table 1. Indicatorsforassessingprogressachievedtowards EU energypolicypriorities
Competitiveness
Energy intensity (GDP Electricity prices for
Electricity prices for
Cost of energy
per unit of energy use industry (US $ per
households (US $ per
imports (% GDP)
in PPP USS per toe
kilowatt-hour)
kilowatt-hour
Sustainability
C02 emissions from Particulate emissions,
SO2 emissions from
NOx emissions
electricity and heat, thou t/capita
energy sector, thou t
from energy sector,
thou thou/capita
/capita
thou t/capita
Security of energy supply
Diversity of total Quality of electricity
Percentage of
Electrification rate
primary energy supply supply (survey score
population using solid
(% of population)
(Herfindahl index)
between 1-7)
fuels for cooking (%)

Value of energy exports (%
GDP)
The share of renewables in
energy consumption, %
Import dependence (energy
imports, net % energy use)

Further based on the framework presented in Table 1 the impact of electricity market liberalization on EU energy
policy targets will be assessed by performing of comparative analysis of electricity market liberalization indicators and
Energy Architecture Performance Index (EAPI) developed by WEF.
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The steps of elecricity maket liberalization and indicators for assessment
The electricity market can be divided into 2 types of activities: competitive and non-competitive activities.
Within each of the two basic categories, three key areas of focus were identified. A number of individual indicators
were developed in each area to cover aspects of the market influenced by liberalisation. For (potentially) competitive
areas of the supply chain, the areas identified were generation markets, wholesale markets, and customer supply the
following three dimensions of indicators were developed (OXERA, 2001):
1. Competition in power generation indicators: market concentration;generation market characteristics; entry and
decommissioning; and pan-European integration, such as cross-border flows.
2. Development of wholesale markets indicators: the emergence, growth and international character of
standardized wholesale markets; wholesale price movements; the existence of balancing and penalty regimes.
3. Competition in the supply of customers indicators: market opening and concentration;entry conditions and the
existence of customer load profiling; internationalisation of supply markets; customer switching and contract
renegotiations; and price and quality indicators.
Market Competition and Non-competitive Activities are called as high level indicators of electricity market in
OXERA's terminology. These high level indicators are obtained by aggregating the primary indicators to intermediate
level indicators first, and then by further aggregating these intermediate level indicators to high level indicators. High
level indicators indicate the degree liberalisation in electricity market in terms of competitive and non-competitive
activities. Dividing the electricity market into two parts, indeed, matches with the objective of electricity market
liberalisation, which is to separate the upstream (generation) and downstream (supply) markets and introduce
competition into these markets while ensuring easy entries to noncompetitive areas through efficient regulation
(OXERA, 2001). Based on OXERA model the following scoring system for electricity market liberalization progress
was developed (Table 2).
Table 2. Electricity market liberalization indicators
MARKET LIBERALIZATION INDICATORS
SCORING METHOD IN OXERA
UPSTREAM (GENERATION) AND WHOLESALE MARKET
Quantitative:
Compliance with Electricity Directive
Yes=10; No=0
Market Share of largest upstream generator (%)
<25% = 10;>80%=0; linear in between
Market share of three largest generators (%)
<50% = 10;100%=0; linear in between
Existence of wholesale market
Yes=10; No=0
Qualitative:
New entry in generation
High = 10;medium = 5; low=0
DOWNSTREAM MARKET AND CUSTOMER IMPACT (RETAILING)
Quantitative:
Compliance with Electricity Directive

Yes=10; No=0

Degree of market opening (%)
Market share of largest supplier (%)
Market share of three largest suppliers (%)

100% = 10;0%=0; linear in between
<25% = 10;>80%=0; linear in between
<50% = 10;100%=0; linear in between

Industrial customers switching (%)
Domestic customers switching (%)
Change in industrial consumer prices (%)
Change in domestic consumer prices (%)
European rank in prices
Qualitative:
New entry to the supply market

>50% = 10;0%=0; linear in between
>25% = 10;0%=0; linear in between
>20% reduction = 10;0% reduction or increased; linear in
between
>20% reduction = 10;0% reduction or increased; linear in
First
tier=10;second tier=5; third tier=0
between
High = 10;medium = 5; low=0

Source: Adapted from OXERA (2001).

Aggregation to higher level is achieved by weighting the score of each primary indicator. This is done by
multiplying the score of each indicator by its corresponding weighting factor and summing up the weighted scores of
each indicator in that level to obtain a combined score for the level, which ranges between zero and 10. The equal
scores were applied for all structural indices comprising the indicator. Further the electricity liberalization indicators
will be assessed for EU member states.
Comparative assessment of electricity market liberalization and success in achieving eu energy policy targets
The scores of electricity market liberalization for EU member states were developed based on simplified
OXERA model presented in Table 2. The statistical data on energy provided by EUROSTAT was applied for the
assessing electricity market liberalization indicators for year 2012. The scores of electricity market liberalization for EU
member states and their ranking are provided in Table 3. In the same Table 3 the scores according three dimensions of
EAIP for EU members states developed by WEF were presented for year 2013. The ranking is provided just for EU
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members states according scores. In WEF methodology 105 countries were ranked according the scores for
competitiveness, environmental sustainability and security of energy supply.
Table 3. Ranking of EU member states based on electricity liberalization indicators and success in implementing EU energy
policy targets based on EAPI (2013)
EU member
Score of electricity
Security of
Overall
Rank
Competitiveness Sustainability
Rank
states
market liberalization
energy supply
score
Belgium
3.55
14
0.51
0.56
0.77
0.61
16
Denmark
5.24
10
0.64
0.56
0.82
0.67
4
Germany
5.88
7
0.6
0.58
0.79
0.66
9
Greece
1.73
20
0.63
0.48
0.7
0.60
18
Spain
4.83
11
0.71
0.55
0.75
0.67
5
France
3.18
17
0.58
0.76
0.8
0.70
2
Ireland
2.46
20
0.61
0.63
0.74
0.66
8
Italy
5.57
8
0.48
0.53
0.72
0.58
22
Netherlands
5.84
6
0.5
0.5
0.77
0.59
21
Austria
6.45
4
0.61
0.52
0.79
0.64
13
Portugal
2.55
19
0.64
0.56
0.75
0.65
12
Finland
6.5
3
0.58
0.47
0.81
0.6
20
Sweden
6.37
5
0.58
0.76
0.8
0.71
1
UK
7.69
1
0.59
0.63
0.78
0.67
6
Bulgaria
3.27
16
0.56
0.55
0.62
0.57
23
Czech
4.46
12
0.5
0.4
0.78
0.56
Republic
24
Estonia
0.35
23
0.56
0.59
0.67
0.61
17
Hungary
5.46
9
0.53
0.67
0.76
0.65
10
Latvia
0.16
23
0.62
0.74
0.71
0.69
3
Lithuania
0.7
22
0.58
0.64
0.73
0.63
14
Poland
7.3
2
0.6
0.48
0.71
0.6
19
Romania
1.09
21
0.65
0.63
0.73
0.67
7
Slovak
3.13
18
0.48
0.69
0.78
0.65
Republic
11
Slovenia
3.70
13
0.55
0.56
0.77
0.63
15

As one can see from information provided in Table 3 the UK is ranked as the best performing country in terms of
electricity market liberalization however the country is ranked as 6-th accordingly EAPI. The second mostly advanced
country in terms of electricity market liberalization –Poland is ranked just as 19-th accordingly EAIP. The Estonia
which ranked as having the lowest electricity market liberalization indicator according EAIP is ranked as17 th.
In Figure 1 the relationship between EAIP and electricity market liberalization indicators is presented.

Figure 1. The relationship between electricity market liberalization and success in achieving EU energy policy goals

As one can see from Figure 1 the countries ranked with high energy market liberalization indicators not
necessarily have been ranked with high scores according the Energy Architecture Performance Index (EAPI) providing
for the evaluation of success of countries in implementing EU energy policy goals: competitiveness of the EU economy,
environmental sustainability and security of energy supply. The low regression coefficient (R 2=0,0048) indicates that
there is no statistically significant correlation between high level of electricity market liberalization and ability of
country to comply with the main EU energy policy targets.
Conclusions
Previous empirical studies on relationship between energy market reforms and energy prices provided that
relationships between energy market liberalization and electricity prices are complicated and reciprocal. In addition the
impact on other important issues such as energy supply security, sustainability needs more broad investigations.
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WEF report on Energy Architecture Performance Index (EAPI) ranks energy systems of 105 countries from an
economic, environmental and energy security perspective. Norway, Sweden and France top the ranking according to
EAPI;
The scores of electricity market liberalization for EU member states were developed based on simplified
OXERA model and using the statistical data on energy provided by EUROSTAT;
Analysis of electricity market liberalization impact on EU energy policy priorities indicated that countries ranked
with high energy market liberalization indicators not necessarily have been ranked with high scores according the
Energy Architecture Performance Index (EAPI) providing for the evaluation of success of countries in implementing EU
energy policy goals: competitiveness of the EU economy, environmental sustainability and security of energy supply.
The research was funded by a grant (No. IEP-01/2012 from Research Council of Lithuania
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Application of Good Governance Model in the Municipalities: the Case of
Lithuania
Daiva Urmonienė, Jan Žukovskis
Aleksandras Stulginskis University, Lithuania
Abstract
The current public administration calls for a reform, which would encompass: the decision-making process, the use of various kinds of
resources, application of the program control methods, and new application possibilities for motivation and innovations. The research analysed the
development of social administration models, comparison of the specific model principles, and the application of the “Good Governance” model
elements in the Municipalities of Lithuania and their system in public governance. The aim of the research is to identify and analyse the application
possibilities of the elements of “Good Governance” model in the performance of the municipal administration in Lithuanian regions. The object of the
research is Regulations of the Lithuanian district municipal administrations. Research methods: analysis and synthesis of literature, induction and
deduction, “Content analysis” method, systematization, comparison and logical analysis. Analysis of the research results revealed that in the public
governance, it is vital not only to adapt theories but also to consider practical achievements of organizations (institutions). A part of new management
solutions occur by creating them “mechanically”. For example, thereby there were created the following new public governance terms: “new public
organization”, “public governance modern rationality concept”, “lean management“, etc.

Introduction
Analysing the decisions made by the government institutions, following the theories of democracy development
and global scientists’ research works (W. Parsons (2001), H. Fayol (2005), A. Hanberger (2009)), and striving for the
state government effectiveness, Lithuanian researchers (S. Puškorius (2006), K. Masiulis (2007), A. Astrauskas (2009),
E. Gaulė (2010)) examine not only the general public administration issues, but also delve into the possibilities to
improve the self-government performance and to increase its effectiveness. Generally, they deal with the issues of
government decentralization, and partnership between public and private sectors. There is also analyzed the application
of the “Good Governance” principles and the necessary conditions to ensure a purposeful and fruitful performance of
both self-government and the entire state.
The current public administration calls for a reform, which would encompass: the decision-making process, the
use of various kinds of resources, application of the program control methods, and new application possibilities for
motivation and innovations. “The on-going changes have to focus not on the traditional public administration, but on
the contemporary post-modern public governance, to demand the revision of traditional normative trends, and to
overcome the continuously emerging obstacles” (Raipa, 2009). The research analyses the development of social
administration models and the principle comparison of specific models. There are also discussed the elements of “Good
Governance” model and their system in public governance.
The aim of the research is to identify and analyse the application possibilities of the elements of “Good
Governance” model in the performance of the municipal administration in Lithuanian regions.
Objectives:
1. To carry out a comparative analysis of the principles in social administration models;
2. To analyse the “Good Governance” conception and the system of model elements , as well as to assess their
application possibilities in the public administration system of Lithuania;
3. To evaluate the manifestation of the “Good Governance” model principles in the Regulations of the
Lithuanian district municipal administrations.
The object of the research is Regulations of the Lithuanian district municipal administrations.
The subject of the research is manifestation of the “Good Governance” model principles in the performance of
the municipal administrations.
Methodology
To implement the purpose of the research, the first stage of the research included the analysis and generalizations
of the scientific literature on the public governance issues, discussions on the aims and elements of the public
administration models, development problems, and comparison of the key possibilities to apply the models in the
performance of the Lithuanian district municipalities. By distinguishing the key characteristics and elements of the
“Good Governance” model conception, there was carried out the analysis of their application in the governance of the
local municipal authorities.
In the second stage of the research, applying the “Content analysis” method, there were analysed and generalised
the aims and objectives stated in the Regulations of the Lithuanian district municipal administrations (51). Highlighting
the point of the following method there were excluded the key repetitive words in the Regulations, official written
documents and the stated aims and objectives. In such a way this enabled the exploration in the uniqueness of the aims
and objectives related to the performance of the Lithuanian district municipal administrations as well as the application
of the principles of the „Good Governance” model: “openness, participation, accountability, efficiency and coherence”.
Analyzing the Regulations there were excluded 97 aims of the Administrations’ performance Generalizing, the analysis
based on the sense and uniqueness of the aim enabled the identification of 8 different aims. The same with objectives.
The objectives of the Regulations were divided into 5 groups by the principles of “Good Governance”, by the keywords
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(for example: participation of residents, efficiency, clarity, implementation of functions, public Administration) and its
means. Later, the analysis included calculation of the frequency of their declaration (repetition) expressed in times. In
addition, the research also included other methods suitable for social research: logical analysis, deduction and induction.
The outcomes are presented graphically.
Results
Comparative analysis of social administration models
Initiated or self-going global changes of public life also presuppose the changes of public governance. The
structures of various social systems tend to change, there emerge new forms of public governance, and there are
implemented new standards of performance as well as, the requirements for public administration institutions and
competences of their staff are increasingly getting higher. According to A. Raipa (2011), such changes, taking place
during the last two decades, have resulted in the change of the traditional public administration doctrine, which has
prevailed over a century, and in the occurrence of different forms of its modernization – new public management, new
public service and new public (good, modern) governance. Scientific literature identifies three main social
administration models: traditional hierarchical, new public management and new governance.
The traditional public administration (hierarchical) model expresses the essence of the M. Weber’s bureaucracy
model; it is distinguished by a clear subordination of the staff “from top to bottom”, strict regulation and responsibility
of sharing rules; and it is based on the “pyramid” principle. This model is more common in the Northern Europe,
especially Continental Europe. There are such countries as France or French Cantons of Switzerland, which have
always relied on the traditional hierarchical model in the course of their administrative practice and have never tried to
implement the new public management (Guogis, 2012). The traditional public administration model is based on the
following principles: “1) strictly defined and legally established areas of activities – they are regulated by administrative
regulations; 2) the hierarchy provides for strict subordination and control; 3) an institution is managed on the basis of
pre-arranged documents; 4) management of an institution is based on modern methods, and professional skills of the
staff are constantly being refreshed; 5) extensive activities of an organization demand public servants to be fully on the
job; 6) management is based on general firm rules.” (Puškorius, 2002). The theory of bureaucracy proposed by
M. Weber was impersonal, rational, specific, and universal and it focused on the achievements. It is an exact opposition
to the then operating private management of organizations based on personal benefit. O. E. Huges (1998) described the
traditional public administration model as the major reform process, because previously the public administration
functions were performed by non-professionals, usually persons bound to the leader by personal loyalty, meanwhile
upon the establishment of the traditional public administration model, administration of public organizations became a
professional occupation. The key idea of this model was rationalism, and this had a direct impact on the practice of
institutions. However, this was what highlighted the main weaknesses of the model. According to R. Vanagas (2006),
the traditional public administration model does not allow the prediction of the ways for the public sector to work more
effectively. The bureaucracy is good at performing control functions but bad at management functions; it is reliable but
resists innovations. Bureaucrats do not like the demands from the market; they avoid to risk and fail to exploit the
available resources purposefully. Such weaknesses of the traditional public administration model led to the creation of
new public administration conceptions, trying to improve the governance of the public sector, setting targets to increase
the accountability and responsibility of the government levels in performing respective activities.
The Anglo-Saxon states, starting with the ninth decade of the 20 th century, often changed the traditional
hierarchical model in full by substituting it with the new public management, which meant application of the private
business methods to the area of public (social) administration. This also meant the principles of economization and aim
at effective performance, based mainly on quantitative results. Some Northern European countries, the Netherlands and
Germany tried to follow the latest fashion of the period – the new public management, especially at the level of
municipalities (Guogis, 2012). The new public management is considered to be a more flexible and effective theory of
public administration; the aim of the basic idea is the result- rather than the formal procedures-oriented performance. J.
E. Lane (2001) states that institutions ‘employees, are not unselfish political masters’ servants, dedicated to neutral and
objective performance of their professional duties. On the contrary, public administrators perform their duties fostered
by selfishness, and reduce the public goals of the institution to the measures, necessary to achieve their more important
personal goals – such as salary, personal authority and prestige, and job security. Thus, the public choice theory denied
M. Weber’s theory that bureaucrats are guided only by the interest of the state. The public choice theory recommends to
firmly reduce the role of the state and bureaucracy, as well as to remove the barriers between public and private sectors,
and to define the situations and circumstances when the possibilities of the public sector are sufficient and economically
justifiable. This means that it is necessary to change the bureaucratic structure of management and the applied employee
motivation system in order to ensure a successful operation of a new management structure and new motivation system,
and the state-funded services went hand-in-hand with the market forces – only such services were provided which could
not be taken over by the private sector. The new public management was distinguished for specific principles of
application and such methods as “customer-focused economization, pursuit of effectiveness, “juxtaposition“, underlying
planning, global budget, customer satisfaction, quality management, “one-stop-shop”, etc.” (Guogis, 2012). However,
the 30 year history of the new public management not only revealed its strengths but also its weaknesses, such as: the
market is not suitable for the implementation of all the areas of government performance; effective results are targeted,
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which are not well-defined and subjective; a wider autonomy of administrators means vague accountability and higher
risks; competition in the public sector induces conflicts rather than cooperation among public organizations, etc.
Such critical elements directed the recent public administration science and professionals-practitioners towards
the justification and implementation of the new public governance. However, scientists raise a question: is the new
public governance a supplement or an opposition to the new public management?
It is also clear that the new public governance not only tries to satisfy the “citizen’s” needs, but also takes into
consideration the qualitative aspects of social service provision, highlights “openness, transparency, democracy,
absence of corruption and active performance of non-governmental organizations” (Guogis, 2010). However, the new
public governance, unlike the new public management, still has to overcome a lot of obstacles – first of all, the gap
between theory and practice. A very important element of the new public governance is the component of “social
empowerment”, which increases the significance of “active social policy” (Guogis, Bitinas, 2009). The conceptions of
public governance are transformed in order to stimulate changes in the public sector. As French scholar L. Ruban
(1999) claims, it is not enough to declare that politicians have to make decisions and civil servants to execute them,
because citizens require much more than management. They require independence; they want to be heard and
understood and to take decisions relevant for themselves on their own.
In the process of public governance, primarily, the focus falls on the very process rather than on the institutions,
structures or public administration actors. The management process is mainly self-organizational. In the governance less
attention is paid to public institutions, and more – to the processes and interactions, also involving the civil society
(Bevir, 2010).
B. G. Peters and J. Pierre (2005) identify 4 basic performance types, which comprise the components of public
governance: “formulation of priorities general to the society, assurance of consistency when implementing them,
management and assurance of accountability”.
Summarizing the principles analysed above (strengths and weaknesses), the comparison of social administrative
models is provided below (see Table 1).
Table 1. Comparable of administrative principles in social models
Traditional Public
New Public Management
Criteria
Administration Model
Model
Accountability of high
Politicians
Customers
level officials
Activity goal
Order consolidation
Provoking changes
Activity orientation
Procedures
Results
Declinator principles

Following rules and regulations

Productivity and results

Major attributes
Objectivity
Regularity
Management method
Hierarchy
Market equality,
Normative basis
Administrational law
Contracts
Relations
between
Subordination
Authorization
citizens and the state
Success criteria
Process and outcomes
Outcome
Source: Domarkas, Juknevičienė, 2007, Czaputowicz 2007, Guogis, Kacevičius, Stasiukynas, 2010.

New Governance Model
Citizens and social partners
Developing social trust
Needs
Accountability, transparency
and participation
Accountability
Network
Agreements
Empowerment
Process

The differences between the New Governance Model and the traditional public administration are of great
importance. The models are different because due to globalization monolithic states are becoming a part of a complex
international network and emphasis is placed not on hierarchical but on reticular management style and the priority is
given not to the strict form of state regulation but to more gentle management instruments including self-regulation and
cooperation with non-state institutions. Therefore, the responsibility of state institutions becomes evident not only to the
state institutions of higher hierarchical level but to social partners as well (Domarkas, Juknevičienė, 2007). Under the
New Governance Model too much notice is given to ethics. More space is left for social context and the aspects of
professionalism, political neutrality, justice and avoidance of the clash of public and private interests. Under the New
Governance Model it is being assumed that business and public administration spheres are different in principle
(Czaputowicz 2007) and, thus, have to be organized and function in a different way.
Principles of the “Good Governance” model and their system in the public governance
“New public governance“ – is a public administration model with the emphasis placed on a little bit different
places, with a wider involvement of citizens in the governing process, restriction of corruption, emphasis on democracy,
transparency, highlighting of responsibility and other moral-ethical characteristics, good inter-institutional cooperation,
and active performance of non-governmental organizations (Guogis, 2010). Domarkas (2011) assumes that “New public
governance” is defined as a system of values, programmes and institutions that aids the society to manage their
economic, social and political affairs exploiting the interaction of the state, civil society and private sector. In this case,
the following three actors contribute to governance: public institutions, which comprise a respective political, economic
and legal environment; private sector, which provides with workplaces and conditions for the reception of revenues; and
civil society, which presupposes social and political interaction.
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The publication of the Sixth Global Forum on Reinventing Government, prepared by the United Nations (2005),
claims that the paradigm of the “New public governance” has to ensure effective synthesis of traditional and modern
public administration and management principles and methods. Different levels of government must be capable of
effective work in all sectors, and effective governance is perceived as considering the needs of society, combining the
strengths of public organizations, civil society and private sector, when addressing common challenges. Thus, summing
up it can be assumed that “Good Governance” is a requirement for all the subjects of public administration, which is
implemented through the relationship between citizens and government representatives. According to V. Domarkas
(2008), the effectiveness of governance and processes of development in modern states are determined by three
subsystems: public institutions, civil society and private sector. Therefore, “Good Governance” of the state has to
harmonize the interaction of these subsystems. In other words, “Good Governance” has to provide with presumptions
for the rational management of public affairs, exploiting resources effectively and, aiming at the welfare of the society there are secured human rights. “Good Governance” is synonymous to effective governance, which is characterized by
citizens’ involvement, transparency and accountability. Meanwhile, W. Drechsler (2004) claims that the concept
“governance – is a more or less neutral conception, which focuses on control mechanisms in a particular political unit,
emphasizing the interaction between the government, private sector and public figures”.
The principles of “Good Governance” are provided in the strategies for “Innovations and Good Governance at
Local Level”, which is approved by the Committee of Ministers of the Council of Europe. The principles of “Good
Governance”, undoubtedly, can be implemented at the global, European, national level, as well as at the regional and
local level; however, scientific literature emphasises the significance of “Good Governance” in the municipal
institutions, because it is closest to the citizens, therefore people expect to be involved in important decision-making,
their opinions to be taken into consideration; and citizens, business representatives and other stakeholders expect local
municipal institutions to provide them with effective services.
“Good Governance” is important in municipalities, because it is the main mechanism combining the needs of the
community and the public policy; therefore the performance outcomes and the prospects of district development depend
on the principles guiding the performance, quality and rationality of municipal Administration’s work. In turn,
municipal institutions must constantly develop their performance and ensure that their services were more than just
effective; they have to be provided in accordance with the principles of justice, independence, equality, openness and
other principles. We can agree with the observations of V. Nakrošius (2010) that the contemporary state government
has to be open and strategically capable of governance in the “network”, in cooperation with the institutions
(international institutions, regional and local authorities, private sector institutions and NGOs or representatives of civil
society) at different levels.
The World Bank (1997) identified three clear aspects of public governance: 1) the form of political regime;
2) the process, through which authority is implemented, managing the country’s economic and social resources
allocated to the development; 3) the ability of governments to create, form and implement policies and allocate
functions. It can be assumed that bad governance can result from improper political regime in the country, improper use
of authority and lack of the government’s competence.
Although there is no single definition for “Good Governance, it is typically associated with such principles as
transparency, efficiency, participation, responsibility, the rule of law, democracy and justice” (Drechsler, 2004).
Namely, in 1992 the World Bank first formulated its “Good Governance” concept and identified 4 aspects:
“accountability, primacy of right, information about the accessibility and transparency of government actions” (Pivoras,
Visockytė, 2011). According to V. Negrut, M., P. Costache, J. Maftei et al. (2010), “Good Governance” is a new
conception, promoted by the liberal democracy supporters of the world, especially European. It emphasises the
involvement of citizens in the decision-making process, respects the needs and preferences of citizens. In addition, it
provides for a more efficient use of material, human and financial resources, addressing the satisfaction of priority
needs. The “Good Governance” conception requires a higher degree of transparency and responsibility in implementing
public processes.
Application of the principles of “Good Governance” model in municipalities
In 1997 the United Nations Development Programme provided 9 criteria of “Good Governance”, which can be
called the predecessors of the now formulated “Good Governance” principles. The criteria include:
1. Participation – all citizens have a voice in decision-making directly or through the representatives. Abilities of
constructive participation and their development are very important.
2. Primacy of right – legal regulation must be fair and independent, based on human rights.
3. Transparency – is based on free dissemination of information. Sufficient information must be presented so it
would be possible to observe and understand institutions’ activities.
4. Sensitive response to clients’ requests – institutions have to try to help all interested parties.
5. Focus on consensus – good governance refers to striving for consensus and coordination of various interests
striving for the best policy or procedures.
6. Independence – conditions to improve or maintain own welfare are created for each citizen.
7. Effectiveness and efficiency – the results satisfying needs are pursued using available resources.
8. Accountability – persons making decisions in the government, private and non-governmental organizations
are accountable to the society and interested parties.
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9. Strategic vision – long-term imagination of leaders and society what good governance and reliable
development should be. Well-known historical, social and cultural circumstances that support this image.
European Union member states traditionally emphasize five “Good Governance” principles: “openness, participation,
accountability, efficiency and coherence” (Smith, 2010). The analysis of the aims and objectives declared in the
Regulations of the Lithuanian district municipal administrations was carried out.

Figure 1. Repetition of declared administrative performance aims (in different phrases) by 51 Lithuanian regional municipal
administrations in Regulations 2013 (times)

Following the data in Figure 1, most frequently (30times) repeated aim declared in the Regulations is “to
promote and develop local self-government as the basis for the development of a democratic state”. Most rarely just
1time declared aims are related to the management of financial resources (in Pagėgiai district municipality). It can be
assumed, that aims is not orientated in results, usually emphasis on general, abstract phrases of objectives in Lithuanian
regional municipal administrations Regulations.
In the next stage of the research, due to the fact that the aims are generalized the implementation of the “Good
Governance” principles in the municipal administrations was verified by the authors applying expert evaluation in order
to analyse the objectives. The objectives was divided into 5 groups by the principles of “Good Governance”, by the
keywords (for example: participation of residents, efficiency, clarity, implementation of functions, public
Administration) and its means.

Figure 2. Principles of the "Good governance" model in Lithuania of municipal administrations objectives operational
provisions in 2013 (times)

The research shows that the most frequently (32 times) declared principle is openness. Creation of political trust
is inseparable from the openness of the government sector performance. The multifaceted mass media and open public
sector and transparent public performance have to be continuously developed and supported for the sake of democracy.
According to Sztompka (1999), “not only the publicity of political activities, but also disclosure of facts from
politicians’ private lives builds trust with respect to their performance or decisions made”.
In a similar way the principle of coherence is emphasized in the Regulations. In a democratic state two public
authority systems are functioning – state governance and local self-governance. These systems of governing are not
identical, but they interact with each other. Each of them implements their typical functions; therefore harmonization of
the municipal and state interests is of crucial importance.
The principle of efficiency is declared in 29 times of the performance objectives in the municipal Administrations.
Application of this principle in public governance has to be associated with the efficiency of decision-making, by
grounding the effectiveness of actions not on economic benefit but rather on the effectiveness of the public law subjects’
actions or their efficiency in the broad sense of the word, directly relating the institutional legal activity regulation
(decision-making and their implementation) “with the formal effectiveness (efficiency) of the law” (Šimašius, 2004).
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According to B. Guy Peters (2000), the most simple form of accountability (principle) means a request for the
public organization to submit a report to some other organization and to explain their actions (municipal executive
bodies – to the Council).
The recent “Good Governance” concept first of all emphasizes the element of participation. However, the
research outcomes show the opposite tendencies of declaration of this principle. The minimum percentage value is 9
times. Good public governance is understood primarily as governance based on participation (participatory
governance). Over the past two decades the participatory governance became widespread as a practical response to the
new governance context. According to Mitlin (2004), the formal state apparatus used to show its inadequacy when
solving increasing social problems, while actors of public and private sectors increasingly engaged in the governance
process. This gave the public governance a broader meaning – understood as “institutions and processes, both formal
and informal, ensuring the interaction between the state and other actors or stakeholders, which are affected by the
government actions” (Mitlin, 2004).
Conclusions
Global changes initiate the implementation of the new tools and principles in public management for the public
institutions. In order to adapt to the economic, social and legal, cultural and environmental changes in the management
of public institutions subject to the new standards for activities, form of government or theoretical social administration
models. Application of the Social administration models creates a presumption for effective implementation of the
public sector functions which satisfy the needs of citizens.
Scientific literature identifies three main social administration models: traditional hierarchical, new public
management and new (good, modern) public governance. The formation of the “Good Governance” model is stimulated
by changes. Development of Social models administrative distinguish the relevant period-specific principles “Good
Governance” model emphasizes the participation of citizens in the decision-making process, respects the needs and
preferences of citizens and provides for a more efficient use of material, human and financial resources, addressing the
priority needs. In our days The “Good Governance” conception satisfies a higher degree of transparency and
responsibility in implementing public processes.
The analysis of the uniqueness of the performance aims for the Lithuanian district municipal administrations
shows that aims are very similar and abstract, it can be assumed, that aims is not orientated in results. Usually typical
regulations are used without emphasising the identity (strengths, weaknesses) of a respective district in the activities.
The Regulations declare special local self-governance principles valid in the Republic of Lithuania, established in the
Law of the Republic of Lithuania on Local Self-Government and in the Constitution of the Republic of Lithuania.
The objectives declared in the Regulations for activities of the Lithuanian district municipal administrations
show that the most frequently declared principles of the “Good Governance” models include “openness and coherence”.
The most rarely encountered principle is “participation”, though this principle is primarily emphasized, and it is one of
the main pursuits in the public governance.
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Interrelations of Agriculture and Water Agricultural Policy Adaptation
Measures to Future Water Quality and Quantity Requirements
Klaus Wagner
Federal Institute of Agricultural Economics, Austria
Abstract
Water quality aspects are a problem in arable land zones in Austria, and are a huge topic in the agro-environmental program and its
evaluations. Floods have occurred more frequently over the last years and, to a certain degree, agricultural land use can help avoid floods and its
negative effects. On the other hand, longer dry periods and water scarcity in specific regions are prognosticated due to climate change expectations.
To analyse the situation, the Austrian Federal Institute of Agricultural Economics took part in several national and international projects investigating
water quality and quantity aspects in relation to agricultural land use. Researchers developed assessments to show the mutual effects between
agricultural land use and water regime and management, along with structured adaptation methods for agriculture that will help keep the negative
environmental and economic impact low.

Introduction
Several recent studies of the Federal Institute of Agricultural Economics investigated the interrelations between
water and agriculture in terms of both water quality and quantity. Specific problems are evident and these need to be
observed, analysed and solved using agricultural policy measures, among other means. The groundwater quality in
Austria is, in general, on a high level and agro-environmental measures seem to show positive effects. However, there
are some sources of risk in arable land areas with sustained high nitrate concentrations in the groundwater. Recent
floods have caused high damages (not only in agricultural areas) and reacting by changing agricultural land use seems
sensible. On the one hand specific agricultural land use can, to a certain degree, contribute to flood prevention, and on
the other it can help to avoid high natural and economic damages in case of flooding. A third aspect is the prospect of
water scarcity as shown in models of climate change, and agriculture should be aware of this issue and adapt to it as well.
Methods
The present article contains the results of several research projects of the Federal Institute of Agricultural
Economics on the interrelations between agriculture and water. As part of the evaluation process of the Austrian rural
development program various analyses of the groundwater quality situation in Austria have been conducted. Concrete
measurements of nitrate concentrations were grouped by region and compared to detailed agricultural land use and
livestock data (source: IACS, Integrated Administration Control System) using GIS methods. The data were classified
by the risk of nitrate leakage into groundwater. For analyses regarding the relation between agriculture and floods an
adapted vulnerability approach (Birkmann 2008) was used, which classified agricultural land use data (IACS) and soil
properties (digital Austrian soil map) based on their risk of erosion and water retention potential. In addition, flood risk
zones developed by the Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry, Environment and Water Management (Lebensministerium)
were integrated in the GIS analyses. A similar approach was followed to identify the vulnerabilities of agricultural
systems to potential water scarcity. IACS data, soil properties, climate data and adequate classifications were analysed
using GIS. An extensive study of the literature and rural development programs, including their evaluations, led to a
classification of agricultural policy measures that have either already been implemented or suggested by researchers.
Assessments and calculations of the economic effects of measures were based on detailed standard gross margin data
for agricultural production systems.
Groundwater quality problems in Austria
Within the framework of evaluating the Austrian rural development program an effort has been made to analyse
the recent situation of groundwater pollution. The main problem in terms of the relation between agriculture and
groundwater is a high nitrate concentration in some Austrian regions. While there are low concentrations in grassland
areas, some arable land areas have “traditionally” high nitrate concentrations. In general the Austrian nitrate balance
shows a decreasing trend over the last years (Lebensministerium 2010, p. 219) and the same holds true for nitrate sales.
Livestock numbers in arable land areas are also decreasing. The situation has improved since implementing agroenvironmental measures in 1995 (e.g. 16.4 % of groundwater regions exceeded the nitrate threshold of 50mg/l in 1997
but only ~9% did so in the period 2007-2011). Nevertheless there are problems, especially in some arable land regions
in eastern and southern Austria, where intensively used lands with corn, cereals, sugar beets and vegetables are located.
Of course the concentrations also depend on climate and weather conditions and vary from year to year. Special
measures developed within the agro-environmental program have proven their potential to lower the nitrate
concentration based on pilot region analyses. As the program is a voluntary one, an ongoing question is how to provide
farmers with the right incentives to participate. Thus, the mix includes less strict measures with a high potential for
farmer participation as well as very specific and rather complex, yet highly effective, measures that risk low
participation by farmers. Implemented measures with high participation were, for example, organic farming, land cover
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measures on arable land and mulch and direct seeding. It has been shown that low participation rates prevail for very
strict measures, such as the renunciation of nitrate use on arable land, maize undersown by grass to minimise nitrate
leaching (Federal Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry, Environment and Water Management 2010, p. 228) and a bundle of
measures for specific soil categories with a high nitrate leaching potential, including nitrate field balances and soil
analyses. The nitrate problem is still in discussion for measures within the new rural development program for 2014-2020.
Floods and agriculture
Recent extreme weather events have resulted in an ongoing discussion on the issues of land use and
compensation payments within Austrian agriculture. One project of the Federal Institute of Agricultural Economics
concerned agriculture and flooding within the national collaborative initiative Flood Risk II, which contributed to an
understanding of the multifunctionality of agricultural lands and to the setting of management priorities on a regional
scale. The goal was to classify the contribution of agricultural lands to flood protection and flood sensitivity. In addition
to the digital soil map, other fundamental sources used for the project were the digital flood risk map, IACS (Integrated
Administration and Control System) land use data and scientific works by the Institute for Land and Water Management
Research (Murer et al. 2004).
Agricultural lands within catchment areas impact the emergence of flood events through their surface run-off
waters. If cultivation has been properly adapted, the fields are able to contribute to flood prevention (but only to a
certain degree). Agricultural lands may also serve directly as flood plains, with the extent of related damages depending
on the land’s flood sensitivity.
A natural contribution of agricultural lands to flood prevention exists due to the land’s natural spatial conditions:
Soil characteristics, climatic conditions and topology determine the extent of surface run-off, while the latter is also
influenced by management (type of crop, type of cultivation, work processes). GIS overlays of the useable field
capacity and of the erosion risk associated with agricultural use enable the classification of lands according to their
contribution to flood prevention. A high flood-prevention contribution exists when, for example, a level land surface
with water-retentive soil and favourable precipitation is used as grassland. By contrast, crop lands generally exhibit
higher surface run-off values and the risk of a high surface run-off is greater for certain types of row crops in particular:
e.g., crops for which the soil remains uncovered for long periods, but also for crops with a late harvest, for which the
intermediate green covering of fields becomes more difficult. Steep land gradients, unfavourable soil characteristics and
untimely weather events may also lead to higher run-off. In a pilot region study the useable soil field capacity and the
risk for soil erosion – both derived from the digital soil map – served as the actual indicators for classifying the natural
flood-prevention contribution. In addition, for classifying the overall agricultural flood-prevention contribution the land
use per parcel – classified in an ordinary ranking of crops according to their effect on water retention – was integrated
by means of a portfolio method. (Wagner et al. 2009)
When it comes to evaluating the flood sensitivity of agricultural lands, the flood frequency is equally taken into
account to identify those lands that are especially at risk, and which should be adapted in their use to reduce damages in
case of flooding. The pilot study showed that within flood zones a higher percentage of risk crops – i.e., risk with
respect to high surface run-off – are often cultivated on such lands, and these risk crops (e.g., corn, sugar beets and
sunflowers) additionally yield higher marginal returns. Therefore, by changing the crop rotation, it is possible to
positively influence surface run-off, while at the same time reducing the economic damages in the event of flooding. On
the other hand, in years with no flooding the yield for farmers is, in most cases, reduced by such adaptive measures
(Wagner et al. 2009).
The relevant literature, as well as research and evaluation reports on agro-environmental measures, suggest that
there are measures available for improving both soil and water retention on agricultural lands. These include a variety of
different cultivation techniques, such as mulch or direct seeding, cover crops or switching to lower-risk crops, or
converting arable fields into grassland or even abandoning agricultural use of the land altogether (Wagner et al. 2009).
Depending on such factors as crop yield, producer prices, the business situation and work processes used,
farmers may experience various economic disadvantages from flood prevention-related changes in land use. However,
changes in cultivation must not always be accompanied by higher costs and, in fact, may instead lead to lowered costs,
e.g., changing from autumn ploughing without a green cover to direct seeding in temporary green cover.
Agricultural water scarcity vulnerability indicators
Indicators for water use in agriculture already exist from the OECD (2000) and EU (European Environment
Agency, 2005). They are related mostly to irrigation but do not take into account the real total water usage of
agriculture, which is of interest for considerations concerning the entire water management system. For this reason, the
goal of a sub-project of the EU’s Alpine Space / Alp Water Scarce project was to develop a system of most relevant
agricultural indicators regarding the expected changes in climatic conditions (Wagner et al. 2012).
Concerning plant cultivation a study of the literature showed that the crop coefficient was the most promising
indicator for the project purpose, as it comprises the effect of crop-specific transpiration and soil evaporation. Crop
coefficients vary by crop, the crop’s stage of growth and cultivation practices (Allen et al. 1998). For example,
coefficients for annual crops (row crops) vary widely through the season, with a small coefficient in the early stages of
the crop when it is just a seedling, and a large coefficient when the crop is at full cover and the soil is completely
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shaded. The examination resulted in a classification of crops into five groups, beginning with those having a low water
demand (e.g. spring grain, grapes and sunflowers) and ending with the highest water demand (intensively used
pastures).
In addition to water for regional fodder production, livestock farming requires water for drinking and processing.
The amount depends on the type of livestock system, and on capacity utilisation and intended output. Average values
used for animal production were taken from established references (KTBL 2008). The variance of values enabled
classification into three classes. Poultry fattening and piglets are the livestock categories with the highest water demand,
due on the one hand to the fodder (dry feed induces a higher drinking water demand than, for example, grass as
succulent feed) and on the other to turnover rates, as both poultry and piglets are raised quickly. Also, water intensive
hygienic measures to prevent diseases are indispensable (stabling has to be cleaned quite often before being newly
filled).
Different kinds of land use systems have different water availability requirements; and availability during the
course of the year (rather than only the total annual availability) is also of importance. Soils in good condition and with
a high capacity of water retention are able to store water (e.g. winter precipitation) and provide it for the start of the
crop growing period. They are able to infiltrate heavy rain and save nutrients as well. Thin and poor soils with low
water storage capacity cause problems when precipitation remains absent during specific phases of a crop’s vegetation
period. In Austria’s low-precipitation regions a clear relation between the water retention capacity of soils and climate
change problems is evident.
An established indicator that integrates all the different soil properties related to water retention is the “capacity
of available water.” For Austria, for example, it has been calculated by the Institute for Land and Water Management
Research (Murer et al. 2004) and is available for all of the country’s agricultural areas, based on the digital soil map in a
scale of 1:25,000. The indicator’s variance enables classification into three classes.
The focus of the Alp Water Scarce project lies on the threat of water scarcity. Precipitation and water availability
during certain periods of the year, in combination with other climatic conditions, determine the scope for the
agricultural sector. Especially in precarious alpine regions, small changes in the conditions may have a great impact.
The aridity index (TI-value, Harlfinger and Knees 1999, Bahrs and Rust 2004) relates the monthly average temperature
and monthly precipitation to one another. It is used as an indicator for the climatic water balance to characterise dry
conditions for agriculture in fiscal evaluations of Austrian agricultural parcels. To provide a regional comparison of the
pilot sites, the monthly average values from available representative gauging stations over the most recent period (e.g.
last 10 available years) were used for the analysis. In combination with the water capacity of soils, the aridity index
gives a good overview of the region-specific drought vulnerability of agriculture due to natural conditions. More
important than absolute values – because agriculture is more or less adapted to the situation – are the differences
between the current situation and future scenarios, as this helps demonstrate the possible effects of climate change. For
this purpose, the difference between the current aridity index and the values for future scenarios were calculated.
Depending on the resolution of the future scenarios, this was done seasonally. As a climate change scenario within a
regional context, the results of Loibl and Gobiet (2006) in the RECLIP project were taken as a source for the seasonal
future values of temperature and precipitation (2041-2050), which have served as the basis for the data used in the
reclip:century project (Loibl 2011).
The Alp Water Scarce project demonstrated climate change and water management concerns using the examples
of pilot sites in France, Italy, Slovenia and Austria. A comparison resulted in an overview of the potential vulnerability
to water shortages. In summarised form, we are able to highlight the more and less affected regions facing future water
scarcity in comparison to the current situation. For example in the French region Tarentaise a slight increase in aridity
coincides with a presumably higher vulnerability classification for land use. In the Italian region Noce a considerable
increase in aridity goes hand in hand with a higher vulnerability classification for agricultural land use, with livestock
playing no important role here. The Slovenian region Dravsko-Ptujsko will experience higher aridity and agricultural
land use, and will have a higher vulnerability classification in future. Livestock is of high importance in this region. The
Austrian regions, too, will face higher aridity (with significant differences depending on the season). The importance of
livestock is high and water consumption per hectare of agricultural area will probably increase. But at least the
vulnerability classification of agricultural land use in most of the Austrian regions is not expected to increase.
Alongside climate change prevention and mitigation strategies, the EU member states must also prepare regional
adaptation strategies that specifically address water supply shortages. Adaptation steps are needed to cope with our
changing climate, and these must aim at reducing the risk of, and damages from, potentially harmful climate-change
impacts, both now and in future. Strategies and measures may work on different levels of implementation – from
general EU policy objectives (e.g. water framework directive, nitrate directive) down to practical farm management
advisory recommendations (e.g. nutrient, weed and pest management, landscaping measures, adapted densities and
varieties). Ultimately, numerous possibilities exist for influencing water consumption in agriculture.
Agricultural policy measures for multiple purposes and recommendations
As the recommendations in the studies described above show, many agro-environmental measures can serve
various objectives related to agriculture and water, while also improving biodiversity and landscape appearance:
 Land, stable and grazing management as well as soil cultivation methods need to be adapted to reduce
water run-off and leaching, and to maintain land cover as long as possible over the course of a year. This
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helps to safeguard ground and surface water quality, and to keep and use water in the area to avoid flooding
downstream. Technologies for preserving a sustainable soil structure and conserving soil moisture exist and
have been partly implemented. They should moreover be extended since they are not always connected
with economic disadvantages for farmers (Wagner et al. 2012, p. 68). Crop calendars, mowing times and
grazing systems should be optimised. Landscaping measures such as terracing, furrow diking and land
contouring can support these other measures.
 The intensity of agricultural land use and livestock needs to be reconsidered. Reduced plant densities and
yield levels on arable land, as well as reduced livestock densities, help decrease the potential for nitrate
leaching and erosion, and will lead to less water consumption. However, these measures will have greater
economic effects than the ones mentioned above.
 Varieties, species and cultivars should be adapted to the specific water-related regional circumstances. For
example, in the long term the switch to drought tolerant species has to be taken into consideration in
regions threatened by future water scarcity.
 One step further leads to the consideration of crop rotation measures. The proportion of winter and spring
crops, but also perennial and C4 crops, influences water consumption, water retention and the erosion
potential. For example high water-demanding genera (e.g. hogs, poultry) could be replaced with less
demanding ones (e.g. cattle). These more long-term adaptations to the production system have wider
effects, not only on the overall agricultural ecology and economy but also on a regional level – i.e. by
changing regional economic cycles and potentials, as well as landscape appearance.
 Considering farm management as a whole, measures such as implementing water collection facilities and
reservoirs, or landscape measures like hedge planting to retain water and to prevent soils from drying out
and eroding, may help to stabilise water management and lead to sustainable use of water resources. At the
same time, farmer education and advisory systems still have room for improvement when it comes to
raising awareness for utilising the available water resources in a more sustainable way.
All of the above mentioned measures should be supported by an adequate policy framework, although this does
not always mean financial compensation. The range of support starts from awareness raising and incentives for farmers
to implement measures. For example, conceivable support could be in the form of eco labels, information campaigns,
education measures or the promotion of technological innovations and forecasting. Voluntary agro-environmental
programs can offer a region-specific bundle of measures, but these are connected with compensatory payments to
balance the economic disadvantages for farmers and are therefore strongly related to the market situation for
agricultural products, and depend on societal acceptance. More intervention oriented are approaches for specific
adapted planning systems (e.g. river basing planning and coordination systems) that take into account more sustainable
water use and integrate various sectors, including agriculture. Legal restrictions concerning land use and management
(restricted in terms of time and location), as well as risk management systems, stand at the top of such a “pyramid of
measures”
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Regional Economy and Employment in the Slovak Republic
Katarína Zemková, Ľubica Bartová
Slovak University of Agriculture in Nitra
Abstract
In the paper we assess relative competitiveness and potential employment effects of regional economic sectors at the NUTS II (Nomenclature
of Territorial Units for Statistics) level in the Slovak Republic. Based on analysis of regional economy structure we identify its weaknesses and the
most important regional sectors for better targeting of regional policies. We constructed four regional I-O (Input-Output) models for 2008 and
estimated regional I. type input-output employment multipliers. Further we decomposed and analysed regional sector employment changes over years
2006-2010 at the NUTS II level, using Shift-Share analysis. Under the assumption of constant returns to scale, NUTS II regional sectors were
classified to four groups according to their competitiveness and potential multiplicative effects on employment. A slow down of the SR national
economy growth due to crises, affected significantly regional labour market. We found favourable regional economy structure only in Bratislava
region, where the job creation in market and non-market services exceeded number of jobs terminated in the remaining regional sectors. Composition
of regional economy in all other regions was unfavourable and was not able to mitigate negative consequences of job destruction, due to business
cycle contraction. Dominant sectors in the most disadvantages regions were uncompetitive, with a high multiplier effects on job market, e.g.
manufacturing in the Eastern Slovakia and market services in the Central Slovakia. Government policies should consider regional economy structures
and support their diversification. Regional sectors with a high employment multiplier effects deserve a special attention of policy measures focused on
enhancement of regional competitiveness and new job creation.

Introduction
Many of OECD and EU member countries continue to struggle with high and persistent unemployment and have
been introducing policy measures supporting new job creations and mitigating consequences and hardship of
unemployment. The Slovak Republic (SR) belongs to countries with the highest unemployment rates, reaching 14% in
2012 (Eurostat, 2013). There are however significant differences in the Slovak regional rate of unemployment. Western
part of Slovakia provides generally more job positions and higher monthly average wage. Regional NUTS II rates of
unemployment, ranged in 2008 from 2.3% in Bratislava region to 13.2% in Eastern Slovakia (SO SR, 2013). Policies
supporting new jobs creation are targeted to regions with the highest unemployment rate, regardless of potential impact
of existing regional economy sectors. In this paper we analysed regional economy structure in the SR, identified
competitive sectors and sectors with the highest potential for job creation. Assuming constant returns to scale we
analysed regional sector employment by combination of Shift-Share and regional I-O analyses.
Research Methods
The aim of this paper is to distinguish regional competitive and uncompetitive sectors, in terms of their potential
growth and job creation, based on regional employment change in 2010 in comparison to 2006. Competitive sectors
were identified by Shift-Share regional component. Multiplicative effect of the sectoral employment changes were
estimated using I-O regional employment multipliers.
We used the Slovak NUTS II regional data on employment in 2006 and 2010 classified according to NACE (SO SR,
2013). In order to secure consistency of sectoral structure in used methods, data were aggregated into five groups of
sectors: 1. Agriculture, forestry and fishing; 2. Manufacturing; 3. Construction; 4. Market services; 5. Non-market
services.
Shift-Share approach is commonly used in regional and national employment analysis. Kuttner and Sbordone
(1997) e.g. estimated impact of aggregate, sectoral and regional factors on employment changes in New York and USA.
Regional employment variation in Germany, Italy and UK (NUTS II) analysed Taylor et al. (2008) and found
differences in unit labour costs, employment density and specific composition of sectors.
In the study we decomposed the regional employment changes by sectors using Shift-Share approach into three
components (Eq. 1).



X ij  X ij  X ij  X ij r  X ij ri  r   X ij rij  ri
National share:
Industry mix:
Regional shift:

NSij  X ij r

;

IM ij  X ij ri  r 

;

(1)
(2)

;

RSij  X ij rij  ri 

(3)
;

(4)
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X ij

j 1

here:
X ij total change in employment in the region;
X ij employment in the final year of observed period in the sector i and region j;
Xij employment in the base year in sector i and region j;
r employment growth rate of the national economy during the observed period;
ri employment growth rate in the sector i in the national economy during the observed period;
rij employment growth rate in sector i and region j in the observed period.
The national share component reflects the employment change as a result of the national growth rate. Industry
mix component expresses the employment change due to development in particular sector in national economy. The
regional shift component reveals relative competitiveness of the sector in particular region.
Input-Output (I-O) approach has been applied mostly on national level, due to data inaccessibility and demanding
construction. National I-O multiplier effects analysed for Australian sectors Valadkhani (2003), for Portuguese sectors
Lopes (2011). In the SR there are several I-O studies available on the national level e.g. Hajnovičová – Lapišáková J.
(2002), Koronczi, K. (2004). The SR national I-O employment multipliers were estimated by Gylánik (2012). A
regional I-O study for the SR was done by Pavlovičová (2010).
Based on the SR symmetric I-O table for 2008 (Božík et al., 2013) and sectoral employment data (NACE) we
constructed four NUTS II regional I-O tables and estimated sectoral employment multipliers on NUTS II level.
Regional production in I-O model was expresses by Eq. 2, regional intermediate consumption by Eq. 3 and regional
domestic final consumption by Eq.4.
(2)
LR
xiR  i xiN
LiN
where: x iR - regional output of sector i ; xiN - output of sector i on national level; LiR - number of employees in sector

i of modelled region; LiN - number of employees in sector i on national level.
Z ijR  aij * x Rj
where:

Z ijR -

(3)

regional transaction table; a ij - technical coefficients on national level;

L

R

x Rj -

regional production vector.

(4)
L
where: d iR - regional domestic final consumption; LN - number of employees in the whole economy; LR - number of

d iR 

N

* d iN

employees in the modelled region; d iN - national domestic final consumption.
Regional export and import were estimated from modified commodity balance method according to Kronenberg
(2009).
Further we estimated sector-specific I. type regional employment multipliers Ej (Eq. 5). Our regional I-O models
do not capture the interregional flows and induced effects are not taken into account.
Ej Ej

(5)
ej
where:

e j - physical input coefficient of labour for sector j : e j 

wj
xj

w j - number of workers in sector j , x j - output of sector j in money terms;
n

E j - Total employment multiplier of sector j ; E j   ei bij
i 1

Sector-specific output multipliers bij were expressed from the Leontief inverse matrix (Eq.6);
B  I  A1
where: A -technical coefficients matrix, I - identity matrix.
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By multiplying of Shift-Share regional shift component and regional sector employment multiplier we estimated
regional job creation effects following from regional sector competitiveness, under assumption of no business cycle
effect and elimination of national industry development effect. Based on relative regional competitiveness and regional
sector employment multipliers we classified regional sectors to four groups. First group consists of competitive sectors
with a strong multiplier effect on employment. Sectors in the second group are competitive, but have low employment
multiplier effect. Sectors in the third group are currently uncompetitive, but they have a high multiplier effect and
therefore policy measures need to be introduced to enhance their regional competitiveness. Sectors in the last group are
uncompetitive and have low multiplier effect on employment.
Results
Regional employment over 4 years (2006-2010) decreased in many of sectors at NUTS II regional level. The
highest fall of employment was observed in agricultural sector in relative terms and in manufacturing in absolute term.
The emerging sector with a positive impact on employment (number of jobs created) and partial elimination of job
destruction in all NUTS II regions were non-market services (Tab.1).
Table 1 Employment changes decomposition at NUTS II level (2006-2010)
Employment
share in 2006

NUTS II
Bratislava Region
Agriculture, forestry
and fishing
Manufacturing
Construction
Market services
Non-market services
Total
Western Slovakia
Agriculture, forestry
and fishing
Manufacturing
Construction
Market services
Non-market services
Total
Central Slovakia
Agriculture, forestry
and fishing
Manufacturing
Construction
Market services
Non-market services
Total
Eastern Slovakia
Agriculture, forestry
and fishing
Manufacturing
Construction
Market services
Non-market services
Total
Source: own calculations

Change of employment
2010-2006
Number
of jobs

%

% change of
regional
sector
employment

I Type
Potential
Regional
change
employment in regional
multiplier employment

Decomposition of
employment change in
number of jobs
National
share

Industry
mix

Regional
shift

No. of jobs

1.2

-143

-3.3

-61

-858

776

1.258

976

15.5
5.3
37.7
40.3
100

-9875
-2413
12078
13282
12929

-17.7
-12.6
8.7
9.1

-783
-269
-1908
-2042
-5063

-5975
-210
8851
8624
10431

-3117
-1934
5135
6700
7561

1.715
1.805
1.676
1.132

-5346
-3491
8606
7584
8330

5.5

-9763

-28.8

-476

-6717

-2570

1.437

-3693

36
5.6
26.1
26.9
100

-23604
468
14363
7345
-11191

-10.6
1.4
8.9
4.4

-3132
-483
-2269
-2342
-8702

-23894
-377
10523
9891
-10574

3421
1329
6109
-204
8085

2.014
2.017
1.709
1.133

6891
2680
10440
-231
16087

4.2

-3567

-20.5

-244

-3443

120

1.440

174

28.8
5.5
28.6
32.9
100

-8773
554
-411
4559
-7638

-7.4
2.4
-0.4
3.4

-1671
-318
-1662
-1908
-5804

-12752
-248
7708
8059
-676

5650
1121
-6458
-1591
-1158

2.027
2.062
1.751
1.146

11454
2310
-11309
-1824
805

3.9

-1973

-11.5

-241

-3404

1673

1.425

2384

27
5.8
27.9
35.4
100

-20356
-1155
1481
2152
-19851

-17.1
-4.5
1.2
1.4

-1669
-359
-1722
-2190
-6181

-12733
-280
7990
9247
820

-5954
-516
-4786
-4905
-14488

1.972
2.024
1.715
1.142

-11739
-1044
-8208
-5601
-24208

Bratislava was the only region with employment growth by 12929 jobs over the observed period, mainly due to
favourable composition of sectors. More than 78% of labour here worked in 2006 in market and non-market services
and 15% in manufacturing. Created jobs in market and non-market services exceeded number of destructed jobs in
manufacturing, construction sectors and agriculture. Job market development in all sectors in this regional economy was
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affected by a slow down of the national economy growth (national share -5063 jobs). Negative development in
agricultural, manufacturing and construction sectors at the national level (industry mix) contributed to a fall in
employment in Bratislava region. Bratislava region showed relative competitiveness in market, non-market services and
agriculture (regional shift).
Employment in remaining Slovak regions declined. We decomposed employment changes by sectors over 4
years to three components (Tab.1). Employment of all regional sectors was affected by slow down of the national
economy growth (national share). Manufacturing, construction and agriculture suffered in addition from their
contraction at national level (industry mix). Positive impact on regional job creation in all NUTS II regions had market
services and non-market services due to their expansion at the national level. Different pattern of total employment
change by regions was thus mainly caused by differences in regional sector composition (industry mix) and regional
competitiveness (regional shift) of particular sectors (Tab. 2).
Table 2 Regional sectors classification at NUTS II level (2006-2010)
NUTS II region
Bratislava
Western Slovakia
Central Slovakia
Eastern Slovakia

Competitive,
high multiplier
Market services
Agriculture, forestry
and fishing
Market services
Manufacturing
Construction
Manufacturing
Construction

Regional sectors
Competitive,
Uncompetitive,
low multiplier
high multiplier
Non-market services
Manufacturing
Construction

Agriculture,
and fishing
Agriculture.
and fishing

Source: own calculations

forestry

Market services

forestry

Manufacturing
Market services
Construction

Uncompetitive,
low multiplier

Agriculture, forestry
and fishing
Non-market services
Non-market services
Non-market services

Western Slovakia region showed relative competitiveness in non-market services, construction and
manufacturing. These sectors employed almost 70% of regional labour in 2006. Positive competitive effect of these
sectors on employment was higher than a negative effect of regionally uncompetitive agriculture and non-market
services (regional shift effect 8085 jobs). Despite of this, regional composition of sectors was unfavourable and
generated fall of regional employment due to negative effects of crisis (-8702 jobs) at the national level and negative
national development of dominating manufacturing sector.
A fall in employment by 11191 jobs in the Central Slovakia was caused by a negative impact of national
economy development (-5804 jobs) and unfavourable mix of sectors (-676 jobs). The highest number of labour was
dismissed in manufacturing and agricultural sectors, although manufacturing, construction and agriculture showed
regional competitiveness. They however, created insufficient number of jobs in order to absorb dismissed labour from
uncompetitive market and non-market services. Policy measures in this region are needed to support diversification of
regional economy, to improve sectoral composition and especially to enhance competitiveness of market and nonmarket services, where there were more than 60% of regional jobs located in 2006.
The largest fall in regional employment over four years has occurred in the Eastern Slovakia, where all regional
sectors but agriculture, were uncompetitive. The highest negative impact on regional employment was caused by job
destruction in manufacturing, followed by agricultural and construction sectors. Regionally competitive agriculture,
with 3.9% of regional employment in 2006, was not able to generate sufficient number of new jobs to moderate both,
impact of the national economy slow down and negative development in all other regional sectors. The Easter Slovakia
regional economy would generate additional unemployment even under the national economy revival. Sector
composition (industry mix) can create positive employment effects only by enhancement of their regional
competitiveness.
The most competitive regional sectors reached the highest value of regional shift component in employment
change decomposition in Table 1. By multiplication of regional shift component with the I. type employment multiplier,
we calculated potential regional employment change by sectors (Table 1).
Four groups of sectors in the Slovak NUTS II regions show domination of competitive sectors with high and low
multiplier effects in viable Western Slovakia and Bratislava regions (Table 2). In the most disadvantaged Eastern
Slovakia region, there are mainly uncompetitive sectors located, with high and low employment multipliers. Current
composition of uncompetitive sectors generates the highest negative employment effect.
Under the existing sectoral mix and relative sector competitiveness, regional economies of Bratislava region, the
Western Slovakia and the Central Slovakia would generate employment growth by 2.2, 2.6 and 0.2% respectively.
Regional economy of the Eastern Slovakia with uncompetitive sectors would generate further fall of employment by
5.8%. If however, all regional sectors would be competitive, and regional sectoral structure stayed unchanged, then all
regional economies would generate new job creation by 6.9, 3.9, 6.7 and 6.9% respectively.
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Conclusions
Regional employment declined over 2006 - 2010 in all Slovak NUTS II regions but Bratislava. A slow down of
the SR national economy growth due to crises, affected significantly regional labour market. Regional employment
especially in the Central and Eastern Slovakia suffered in addition by unfavourable regional mix of economic activities
with prevailing uncompetitive sectors, with high regional multiplier effects on employment. Competitive sectors,
mostly with low multiplier effects, were not able to absorb dismissed labour from contracting regional economic
activities. Significant enhancement of competitiveness of regional sectors in the Central and especially Eastern Slovakia
could increase employment in the regions with the highest unemployment. Policies fighting unemployment and
supporting enhancement of sector competitiveness should consider regional economy composition, diversification and
regional sectors with the highest employment multiplier effects.
The Shift-Share approach of regional employment change decomposition, in combination with regional InputOutput sector employment multiplier, provided us information on regional economy structure and enabled to identify
the most important sectors in regional economies for better targeting regional policies. For the further analysis more
detailed classification of economic activities at NUTS III and NUTS IV regional level will be used.
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